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Hazeltine Corp. Wins
Federal Court Decision

York, July

1

1926

5,

entitled to sue.
Whatever rights the United States Government may have in the invention growing out of the
inventor's employment, the patent was issued in his
name and his assignees hold full legal title, which must

be recognized in a Court of Equity until

Federal Judge Thacher Hands Down Decision
Stating the Hazeltine Patents Are Valid and
Infringed by Elec. Service Eng. Corp.
Professor L. A. Hazeltine was the first to invent a radio receiver without "squeals," according to a decision handed down recently by Judge
Thomas D. Thacher in the Southern District
Federal Court. The decision declares that this
invention had "an astounding effect upon the
entire industry."

The award was rendered in an action brought
by the Hazeltine Corp., owner of the Hazeltine
Neutrodyne patents, and its licensees, against
the Electric Service Engineering Corp. for alleged infringement of the Hazeltine inventions.

Judge Thacher holds that the Hazeltine inventions are valid and infringed.
This ruling follows closely the decision rendered two days
previously by Federal Judge Robert A. Inch in
the Eastern District Court of Brooklyn, who
held that the Hazeltine inventions do not in any
way infringe certain patents 'held by the Radio
Corp. of America and its associated companies.
The defendant in the case before Judge
Thacher set up every possible patent in the
prior art that could be brought against the Hazeltine inventions as justification for its acts of

Judge Thacher in his desweeps these aside and in referring to the
patent issued to Chester D. Rice, owned by the
General Electric Co., the one most nearly inalleged infringement.
cision

volved, states:
"This permanent and complete neutralization of the
Neutrodyne receiving sets before sale to the consumer
explains the commercial success of these instruments,
which is so strongly persuasive of invention. Rice employed a fixed ratio of equal capacities and equal turns
and arranged his coils with loose coupling. Hazeltine
provided close coupling between the coils and unequal
turns, with capacities in the ratio stated, and attained
permanent neutralization for all frequencies, a result
never attained before and one which had, as the evidence discloses, an astounding effect upon the entire industry."

After citing authorities. Judge Thacher then continues:
"Here, the difference between Hazeltine and those who
preceded him is much the same, and is of the most essential importance from a functional standpoint and of extraordinary commercial value.
Rice and Hazeltine were
not very far apart, but the difference between them is
the difference between success and failure."
With respect to other patents cited against the Hazeltine inventions by the defendant. Judge Thacher says
"the visible and tangible means for neutralizing capacity
coupling disclosed by Hazeltine was his invention, not
that of Alexanderson, Rice or of Goldsmith and Weinberger."
In reviewing the case in his decision, Judge Thacher
points out the following: "after the Plaintiff had rested
its case in rebuttal, and its expert had been excused and
could not be recalled, the defendant offered in evidence
an additional prior art patent, R. V. L. Hartley, May 23,
To have received the patent in evidence
1916, No. 1183875.
at that time, to the prejudice of the plaintiff, would
have been unfair, because the proofs on both sides with
regard to the prior art had been closed and the plaintiff's
witness had left jurisdiction. However, I have considered the Hartley patent and find no antici[)ation of Hazeltine therein or any disclosure which deprives his invention of novelty. In this view T am confirmed by the
decision of Judge Inch in 'the Radio Corp. nf America v.
Twentieth Century Radio Corp..' decided in the Eastern

June
During the

District

30,

Defendant

up as
part of his defense that neither Professor Hazeltine nor
the Hazeltine Corp. were the rightful owners of the Hazeltine Neutrodyne inventions and that Hazeltine had
dedicated his invention to the Government and public.
This plea was based on the alleged ground that Professor Hazeltine was in the employ of the Government as
consulting engineer at the time the invention was made
and, consequently, the invention was the property of the
of

the case, the

because the patent was not issued under
Judge Thacher further states, "Nor is there
any merit in the claim that Hazeltine's Assignee is not
3,

Edison Advertising
Attracts

Wide

recent public

1883,

that Act."

See second

last

Newcomb

J.

Attention

announcement

of the

new

Edison Dance Reproducer, which not only
adds volume to the reproduction of Edison
records, but likewise increases the tonal range
and improves the quality, has attracted wide attention throughout the country, the announcement having appeared in the Saturday Evening
Post and over 150 daily newspapers in the leading cities from coast to coast.
It was stated at the Edison headquarters in
Orange, where great activity prevails at the
present time, that this announcement is but the

forerunner to an extensive magazine and newspaper campaign to be launched early in the Fall
and which promises to carry messages of much
general interest, the details of which will be
available in the near future.

Edison dealers report that the first adverproved distinctly productive of results, as indicated by the demand for the new
dance reproducers from phonograph owners.
tisements

Important Concerns Become
Jobbers of A. H. Grebe & Go.
The Grebe Synchrophase Receiving

Sets to Be

Handled

in

Important Territories

A. H. Grebe

&

Co.,

New York

City,

manu-

facturers of Grebe Synchrophase receiving sets,

announced recently the appointment of a number of well-known jobbers in important territories and all of these jobbers have placed substantial orders for immediate delivery in recognition of the popularity of Grebe sets.
Among
the new jobbers are the Universal Radio Co.,
359 East One Hundred and Forty-ninth street.
New York, who will distribute Grebe products
in Manhattan, Bronx, Westchester, Orange and
Putnam Counties; Trilling & Montague, Philadelphia, Pa.; Clyde Washburn, Memphis, Tenn.;
H. P. Alderman & Co., Buffalo, N. Y.; CooperLouisville Co., Louisville, Ky.
Holley-Mason
Hardware Co., Spokane, Wash., and the Braid
Electric Co., Kno.xville, Tenn. The Grebe mer;

chandising policy provides for the granting of
exclusive territorial privileges to

and under

this

its

New York

Greater

Wholesaler Appointed to

Made by

distributors

plan Grebe jobbers have ample

opportunities to develop to profitable advantage
the sales possibilities in their territories.

Victoria
Spivey in Public Favor

the

Blackman,

president
Co.,

one of the leading wholesalers

announced

Audak Co.

in

and Connecticut

Blackman Talking Machine

Recent Magazine and Newspaper Ads on Dance
Reproducer the Forerunners of an Extensive
Campaign Planned for the Fall

The

New York

Distribute Device

States,

set

people of the United States.
A ftcr reviewing the evidence submitted in support of
this contention. Judge Thacher dismisses it by stating,
'"The defendant acquired no rights under the Act of

March

Prominent

decree in favor of the plaintiff's for appropriate reaccordance with this opinion may be presented
upon the usual notice."
in

New

Cents

Blackman Go. Distributing
the Ultraphonic Sound Box

"A

lief

Twen ty-five

superior equi-

asserted."

ties are

Okeh Record by

1926."

trial

Price

week

of

New York
in

the

the
City,

United

company had been appointed a distributor for the
Ultraphonic sound box made by the Audak
Co., of New York, of which Maximilian Weil
is
president.
In making this important announcement Mr. Blackman said:
"We fee!
sure that
to

learn

this

that

his

we serve will be gratified
we have been appointed exclu-

the trade
that

sive distributor for the Ultraphonic

sound box
very important territory, including all
of Greater New York and
Connecticut, together with the cities in the Hudson River
Valley, northern New Jersey and Long Island.
in

In

a

making arrangements to distribute this sound
we had in mind only one idea, namely, to

box,

give our dealers a product that could be merchandised profitably and satisfactorily.
We
carefully tested every make of sound box submitted for our inspection, and as a result of
these tests proved to our complete satisfaction that the Ultraphonic sound box represents
the best reproducer of its type now on the
market. We are planning an aggressive sales
campaign in behalf of this product and the
members of our sales staff are keenly enthusiastic regarding the constructional qualities of
the reproducer as well as its sales possibilities.
"In offering this new sound box to our dealers
we are fully cognizant of the fact that the most
satisfactory results in the reproduction of present-day records can only be secured through a
combination of three vital factors, namely, the
new electrical recordings plus the new and improved type of sound box and the improved
type of tone chamber.
While this is the ideal
combination it does not provide for the suitable
and adequate use of the millions of talking

machines which were placed in the homes before the development and perfection of the new
type of instrument.
t

It

of course, to the dis-

is,

nct advantage of the dealers to have at their

any means which

d!spo,sal

will

provide for the

increased use

of

home, and

corresponding revival of record

a

the

talking machines

in

the

business.

"The first step, therefore, is to provide the
dealer with a product that he can offer to his
customers with the assurance that by using it
they will derive pleasure and satisfaction from
their records, thereby giving

nity to use their talking

stead of periodically.
the Ultraphonic sound
the

means

them an opportumachines frequently in-

In offering our dealers

box we are giving them

for increased record sales in addition

derived from the sale of the reproducer itself. The possibilities for developing
a market for this sound box are unlimited, and
we are fully convinced as to the value of this
merchandising plan for our dealers."
to

the

profit

Appointed Magnavox Jobber
Louis, Mo., a short time ago, a
recording expedition sponsored by the General

While

in

Phonograph

St.

Corp., manufacturer of

ords, arranged to

make

a

number

Okeh

rec-

of special re-

cordings, including a record by Victoria Spivey,
featuring "Black Snake Blues" and another popular number. The record was released recently

Oakl.\nd, C.al., July S.— The Magnavox Co.,
manufacturer of the Magnavox line of radio
equipment, recently announced the appointment
of R. S. Williams & Sons, Ltd., Toronto, Canada, as
of

exclusive distributor for the

Dominion

Canada, including British Columbia.
The
S. Williams organization has a record of

and has met with the most enthusiastic reception by race record purchaser? throughout the

thirty years of consistent increase in prestige in

country.

the industry.

page for Index of Articles of Interest in

this issue of

R.

The World
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Analysis of Trade-in Allowance Problem
—

New

Models Add Complications to Trade-in Situation
Retailers
Must Evolve Equitable Policies Important Points to Consider

One

of the

most

—

problems that the retail
is called upon to solve

vital

talking machine dealer

the present time is the question of tradeShall the dealer consider taking an old
talking machine or radio in trade, making an

at

ins.

allowance to apply as part of the first payment
on the new model? Shall he adopt an uncompromising attitude and resolutely refuse to enLast, but
tertain a proposition of this nature?
not least, what allowance should he make on an

machine or radio set?
There are many angles to this question of
trade-ins that require careful study and consideration.
While there are few dealers who
would refuse to consider a trade-in on the purold talking

new talking machine, insofar as radio
concerned there are many merchants who
have adopted a policy of refusing to make an
allowance on an old radio set. Other dealers,
while they do not emphasize their willingness to take in the old radio, will do so if the
prospective customer forces the issue.
The trade-in problem, as far as it concerns
the talking machine, has developed new complications, due to the number of immeasurably
superior new instruments that have been or are
about to be placed on the market. Many of the
old instruments were sold at ridiculously low
prices during the house-cleaning process in
preparation for the new models. In this connection the dealer must make up his mind to
two things; viz, the allowance for the old instrument and its marketability. On whether the
chase of a

is

.

dealer will be able to dispose of the trade-in
instrument within a reasonable time and get
his money back is actually based his profit on
the sale of the new instrument in which the

Another point: The
trade-in allowance must in no case be figured
on the original price of the old instrument; the
reduced price at which the machine finally sold
trade-in

was

involved.

should be the

starting-point

for

the

dealer's

Over-valuation in eagerness to
make a sale must be guarded against in order to
preserve profits.
When it comes to the question of whether or
not it is advisable to consider trade-ins the ancalculations.

swer

is

that

somewhat
agent.

talking machine dealer is in
same position as the automobile
business would be considerably rethe

the

New

duced or delayed

if

the dealer refused to

make

an allowance on the old instrument. The new
talking machines are so meritorious and represent such a tremendous improvement over the
phonograph of the past that it would be a shortsighted merchant indeed who would voluntarily
cut his market down to those people who do not
already own talking machines. There are many
thousands of people who now own the finest of

Each talking machine
must get right down

dealer

to the
evolving
his own
business of
The main
trade-in policy.
points to consider are embodied in the accompanying article.
Of special importance is
the point that the dealer must

protect himself through keeping trade-in allowances down
to the lowest possible point.
ihe old models and who can well afiford to purchase the best and most expensive of the new
ones, but they must be sold on the idea and

done and the desire for
the new product has been aroused the dealer
must be prepared to take the old instrument
off the potential customer's hands before he can
after all the selling

is

more

This applies in a
finally close the deal.
limited degree to radio.

The

third

question

comes

that

up

is

the

marketability of the trade-in. Experience of
dealers proves that there is a very definite outJust as there are
let for the old instruments.
thousands of people who can afford to buy the
best of the newer products there are also thou-

sands who for many reasons cannot afford to
purchase a new instrument at the moment and
who do not own a talking machine. These
people are the prospects for the trade-ins and
every sale of this type means a new record cusOne dealer has found that he car,
tomer.
dispose of all the trade-ins without delay at an
actual profit by loading them in a truck and canvassing the poorer districts. He gets turnover
on his trade-ins and not only in this way makes
the full profit on the sales of his new instr\i-

List

ments, but he makes a profit on the trade-in.
That is good business and it is not an exaggeration to state that most dealers can do the
same.
Another dealer figures that it is no:
worth while to make any effort to sell the tradeins.
He simply makes the sale if a customer
who wants a real bargain comes into the store.
Occasionally he inserts a classified ad in the
daily newspapers.
This particular dealer has a
cellarful of trade-ins, representing real money.
He is located in a section of the city where it is
easy to dispose of stock of this character and he
IS losing money because of his inactivity. The
point is that there is more to the trade-in problem than merely making an allowance on the
old instrument and then forgetting about the
deal.
The important part of the whole transaction is in disposing of the trade-in without
loss of time or sacrifice of money.
The attitude of dealers on this important subject

varies

greatly.

One

dealer

stated

neighborhood composed entirely of residences
where it was necessary to retain the good will
of his customers and keep them coming to
him for new instruments of all sorts, he found
that in the long run it would be more profitable
to accept an old instrument from a customer of
long standing, who had perhaps purchased three
or four instruments and was continually buying
rolls and records, rather than to take a decided
stand and run the risk of making an offended
It was, however, only with this type
customer that the dealer in question would
be inclined to make more elastic than usual the
values placed on the old-type instruments.
His attitude could be taken as typical of the

customer.

of

dealer situated in a

purely residential section

where for over a space .of many years the store
had served the same people and had made them
friends and satisfied customers.
It is on the
basis of good will that the store survives and a
too decided stand would in many cases injure
this asset.

Stores serving a transient trade can

and should for their own profit treat the tradein problem from a purely business standpoint.

Price

$6500

Complete

With Accessories

Without

Weighs

Tubes and

Only

26 Lbs.

Batteries

A Portable

Radio

This latest addition to the NYACCO line represents the latest advancement in Radio and fills the insistent demand for a light weight Portable
Radio.
a six-tube set operating on Dry Batteries. It has remarkable
Quality, Volume, Selectivity and Distance Reception.

It is

Tone

It keeps the Broker or Business Man in touch with the market while
away. Ideal for the Camper, Tourist, Motorist and Canoeist.

New York Album & Card Co*, Inc.
23-25 Lispenard

Street,

{Established 1907)
Tuned

L,oop Aerial (Directional)

that

with him the customer was the deciding feature
as to whether or not he would accept a machine
in trade.
He pointed out that he conducted a
general music store, selling in addition to talking machines, radios, pianos of all grades and
musical merchandise. As he was situated in a

New York

J

July

15,
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ABE LYMAN

NICK LUCAS

and

"The Crooning Troubadour"
"Adorable"

"Bye Bye

his orchestra

"Do You Believe in
Dreams?" "Mary Lou"

Blackbird" —

3184

Voice and guitar with piano

AL JOLSON

-

Fox

with vocal choruses
by Charles Kaley

trots

World's Greatest Entertainer

"At Peace With the World"

3135

>

1

My

pi96
Night With Baby"—
Carl
Fenton's
O:
chestra
Accompanied by

"Tonight's

Business always good
when you have records like these!
'T^HE

art of Jolson,

Lopez and these

other Brunswick favorites

no season. There

is

plenty of record

business for the dealer

who

will bring

to the public's attention these

offerings

knows

newest

by the biggest stars of the

amusement world. Every one

of these

numbers will demonstrate how immensely Brunswick's "Light-Ray"
electrical recording

(musical photog-

raphy) improves music for the home.

WENDELL HALL
"The Red-headed Music Maker"

Gonnna Let The Bumble
Bee Be"

'Honey bunch"
'Adorable"—
Fox trots with vocal choruses

'I'm

'Lulu

!-3i44

Lou"

PANATROPES
THE

BRUN

S

W

I

CK

VINCENT LOPEZ
and his Casa Lopez Orchestra

-

BALKE

-

RADIOLAS

CO L L E

N E> E R CO.,

}

3X48

I

RECORDS
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—
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Brunswick Panatrope Award
as Prize in Choral Contest

ing pianos.

man

or dealer

selling

Cecelia Society of Ridgewood, N.

strument

State

in

Contest

Woman's Club Chorus
The

J.,

Wins

—^Caldwell,

In-

N.

J.,

The campaign opened July

August

closes

31,

and any Gulbransen

who does

1

and

sales-

outside canvassing or

In addition, the pictures of
the winners will appear in the Gulbransen Bulletin,

eligible.

is

magazine published by the

a

firm.

Cecelia Society, of Ridgewood, N.

J.,

won

Brunswick Panatrope as second prize in a
was the feature ol
main interest in conjunction with the musical
program of the General Federation of Woman's
Clubs, which recently convened in Atlantic City.
The directors and members of the Cecelia Society are very much pleased with their prize and

Swedish Royalty Guests

McDonald,

of E. F.

a

Jr.

State Chorus Contest, which

expressed their unqualified approval of the Panatrope in no uncertain terms.
Geo. A. Lyons, of the Philadelphia Brunswick
branch, and H. Emerson Yorke, of the Chicago
headquarters of the company, officiated on be-

Brunswick Co.

half of the

at

One very important reason

Crown Prince and

Princess of Sweden Enjoy
Cruise on the Yacht "Zenith"

Chicago played host

Crown Prince Gustaf

to

Adolph and Crown Princess Louise

of

Sweden,

during the latter part of June when the royal
party spent several days in the city. One of the

Victor Co. Announces

New

Proposition Will Take Care of Surplus
Stocks of All Mechanically Cut Records and

Co.

has

mechanically

records
recorded
domestic catalog
and its supplements with the exception of 147
best selling and educational numbers, together
with all blue label records listed in the same
catalog with ninety-seven exceptions.
This
change is on the basis of one-half the list price
value, the dealer to be credited with records
sent in in exchange against new record purchases by his wholesaler.
Part two of the plan will start on January 1,
1927, and covers all domestic black labels and
all blue label records excluded from part one
of the exchange, together with all electrically
recorded domestic black label and blue label
records, now issued or to be issued, and which
have been on the market for six months before
they are returned.
The second section of the
exchange will be conducted on a full credit balabel

listed in the 1925 edition of the

sis.

Full details of the

tion

have been sent to

Gulbransen
The Summer

sales campaign conducted by
Gulbransen Co., Chicago, manufacturer of
Gulbransen registering pianos, has become a

the

nationally

known

business

institution

in

Crown Prince and Princess on Yacht "Zenith"
most pleasant events during the Prince's stay
was a trip on the yacht "Zenith" as the guest of
E. F. McDonald, Jr., president of the Zenith
Radio Corp., Chicago. On the afternoon of June
25, 'mid the dipping of flags and screeching of

Why

trade recognizes the demand for
simpHfied tuning in radio. Two control
design is the an.svver to this problem

Meter Calibrated

in

all

lines of en-

~

This six-tube powerful long distance receiver is a spectacular performer. Tremendous Volume Great Selectivity and

—

its

striking simplicity of operation

immediate

"Two

controls, for

two-handed people."

Retain the desirable features of three
controls with our two dial sets.

Two Vernier Controls

make

.

$75.00
$85.00

Strongly built and mounted in a suband beautifully finished ^-inch,
hand-rubbed, solid mahogany cabinet.
The entire set built complete in our
stantial

plant.

sales.

CASE RADIO RECEIVERS

Recently "Printers' Ink," a publicaand merchandising,
devoted several pages to an outline of the campaign plan and an account of its success, for

men

and other acces-

set aside for batteries

is

sories.

Model 60A Dial control
Model 61 A Vernier control

this

Manufacturers and dealers in varied
lines, everywhere in the country, have written
to the Gulbransen Co. for information regardIn the 1926
ing its hot weather campaign.
campaign, now being conducted, two outstanding features will increase interest and bring results.
Prizes will be given, three for each State,
in the form of a beautiful gold coat-lapel button
or watch charm, to the leading salesman in each
The campaign
of the three groups of cities.
opens at a time when salesmen have the opportunity of introducing two new products, the
small upright and the Colonial model register-

ment

(XsE 6 Tube Receiver

tion devoted to advertising

deavor.

console, and the Wagner, both finished in burl
walnut or figured mahogany. All three consoles
contain a space which provides for the installation of a radio receiver and a special compart-

2 Controls for a Radio Receiver!

The

country.

the benefit of business

of

the "M.ozart"
period console finished in either duo-tone mahogany or walnut, the Verdi, an Italian period

exchange and its operadealers by the factory.

Sales
Interests Trade

man-

new product.
The firm has also introduced

Summer

Campaign

a

the

an-

and effective on that date
a new record exchange proposition in two parts.
The first part of the exchange applies to all
1

Co., Peru, Ind.,

diaphragm sound box, are features

flexible

Recorded Selections

The Victor Talking Machine

black

after

Italian style in duo-tone mahogany with figured panels on the doors. The new Emerson
sealed sound chamber, throw back tone arm and

New

of July

ships,

phonograph products manufactured by the firm.
The Emerson Euphonic Italian consolette.
Model 333, the first model to be introduced
this
Spring,
is
small
and low, requiring
less space than a console and is finished in

Record Exchange Plan

nounced as

maneuvering

The Wasmuth-Good -ich

selected as best.

of Electrically

in

ufacturer of the new Emerson Euphonic talking machine, has prepared for the use of its
dealers a folder showing the complete line of

wick recording laboratories, is making arrange
ments for a record by the Caldwell chorus ol
The Caldwell, N. J., Woman's Club, who wert

Many

ability

twenty-one-gun salute and full military reception had been accorded the visitors.
Swedish
military and naval pennants flew from the
staff of the Chicago Yacht Club, from which
the party "shoved off," and from the haly-ards
of the "Zenith" the personal flag of the Crown
Prince was flung to the breeze. Chicago papers
carried editorial accounts and reproduced photographs taken on board the yacht. The Prince
is a lover of the sailing sport and thoroughly
enjoyed the trip.

the presentation.

for the keen rivalry

contest was the fact that the winners
were to record. W. A. Brophy, of the Bruns-

of

1926

Introduce the New Emerson
Euphonic Talking Machines

the

in

15,

downtown harbor whistles and sirens, the royal
party boarded the "Zenith" with Mr. McDonald
and cruised to the Great Lakes Naval Training
Station, where Captain Hines, the officer in
charge, had his embryo sailors demonstrate
their

Record

to

July

Designed

—Engineered —Manufactured

and Merchandised

NOT MERELY
ASSEMBLED and SOLD
3 sets

—3

cabinets

make 9

models.

A

full

line

lowers

your

sales resistance.

Write for complete information and circulars.

INDIANA MFG. & ELECTRIC CO.

550 CASE BLOCK,
MARION, INDIANA

July

15,
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Brunswick Panatrope

Model PIO

Demonstration
sells

the Brunswick Panatrope!

MAKE

a calendar of events in your community at which you can

present the Panatrope. Every demonstration creates an interest

which grows

until the desires to

own

this

wonderful instrument become

so strong that sales result.

Brunswick Dealers are finding that the following occasions lend themselves to successful Panatrope demonstrations:
Afternoon Teas

Fraternal Qatherings

Bridge Parties

Week'Cnd Parties
Noon'day Club Luncheons

Lawn

Parties

Country Clubs

Summer

Church Affairs

County and State Fairs

Resort Activities

Twilight musicales in small parks

^nmmkk

PANATROPES

RADIOLAS

THE BRUNSWICK. BALKE-COLLENDER

CO.,

•

RECORDS

GENERAL OFFICES: CHICAGO

7

—

„
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Indiana Radio Dealers
Organize an Association

ern Hemisphere took approximately 25 per cent,
the principal purchasers being: Argentina, 11
per cent; Australia, 8 per cent; Brazil, 3 per cent,

New

and

Herbert C. Wall Elected President of Indiana
Radio Trades Association H. H. Cory Delivers an Optimistic Talk on Outlook

—

Ft.

W.'WNe,

per cent

in

Ind.,

Tuh'

the total

3.

—An

volume

increase of

and

Zealand, Chile
Africa, each 1 per cent.

chine concerns, recently joined the

staflf

Wholesale Radio Equipment

New

new Association; Howard

He

-

dent; Chester

W. Keen,

Cranfill,

•

.

'

.

vice-presi-

secretary, and Bert

J.'

Duesler was named on the board of directors.
J. E. Ferguson, general sales manager of the
Neutrowound Radio Corp., Chicago, spoke on
"Selling Radio Apparatus."
About 150 dealers from northern Indiana attended the meeting. Officials of the Association
said that the gathering presaged the successful
organization of the dealers throughout the State.
Work of affiliating dealers in the central and
southern part of the State with the group is now
under wav.

Four Years of Radio Exports
Are Valued at $22,281,000
products was accompanied by their rise in importance as an export item in United States foreign trade, as is
revealed by figures made public by the Department of Commerce. During the four years, 1922
to 1925 inclusive, total exports of radio materials
from this countrjr were valued at approximately

The domestic

National Magazines Are to Be Used to Push
the

New Magnavox Cone

Oakland,

in the United States during 1926 was predicted
by H. H. Cory, of Minneapolis, secretary of the
Federated Radio Trades Association, a national
organization of radio dealers, at the banquet and
get-together organization meeting of the Indiana Radio Trades Association at the Shrine
Clubhouse here, recently.
Herbert C. Wall was elected president of the
,

Advertising Drive Soon
Full Pages in Saturday Evening Post and Other

W. Lukas With Wholesale

Radio Equipment Go.

S. W. Lukas, well known in the metropolitan
music trade, having represented the Columbia
Phonograph Co. and many other talking ma-

of the

York.
cover the New York City trade and
his wide experience in the field is certain to
prove of value in his new connection and to
the dealers with whom he comes in contact.
Co.,

Cal., July

5.

Speaker

— The

W.

H. Haile has been appointed manager of
the railway sales division of the National Carbon Co., Inc., with headquarters in Cleveland,
according to announcement just made at the
New York offices of the company. Recently
Mr. Haile was district manager of the National
Carbon Co. in Pittsburgh. Prior to that he was
district manager of the Union Carbide Sales Co.,
with headquarters in Chicago.

rise of radio

In a recent letter to

its

dealers the

Magnavox

gave as its reason for its belief that the
coming year would surpass in speaker sales the
average of 100,000 per year which it has main-

many replacement
27 season,

it

is

new cone speaker
made. The 1926-

sales will be

predicted, will be prosperous.

Three New Artists Heard
on Late Golumbia Releases
The special releases of Columbia records issued on July 10 contained recordings by three
new artists. Edith Clifford, of vaudeville and
musical comedy fame, makes her initial bow to
Columbia record fans with "Learning How to
Girls! What a Boy"; the Buffadance orchestra, are heard in "Deep
Henderson" and "Here Comes Emaline" and
Joe Jordan's Ten Sharps and Flats, a redhot aggregation, play "Morocco Blues" and
"Senegalese Stomp." This list also contains a
record, both sides of which were recorded in
England, "Land of Hope and Glorj'," a baritone
solo by Harold Williams, with vocal chorus,
coupled with the Hallelujah Chorus from Handel's Messiah, sung by the Sheffield Choir.

Love" and "Oh,

lonians,

Gulbransen Prosperity
The Gulbransen Piano Co., of Chicago, 111.,
paid on June 25 a dividend on its common stock
of 2 per cent to stockholders of record.
This
is

the

second

common

stock dividend of the

The company reports orders thus

$22,281,000.

year.

Canada took $7,709,000 worth of these radio
exports, or 35 per cent. Markets in the South-

1526 to be far

in

far in

excess of the same period of

1925.

PEERLESS ART MISSION ALBUMS
No

Album

-was ever made than the Art Mission Album.
Produced for both 10 and 12 inch records. Also a single album for
both size records in combination. Although attractively bound
stamped in gold it retails at a popular price with a healthy margin of profit for the dealer.
finer

—

Peerless

Record Carrying Case
Now

in

Two

Sizes

The

ne"w large size Peerless Record Carrying Case holds fifty records. It is a beautiful piece of workmanship
made of the best
materials, it will last a life-time. It is a fitting companion to our
smaller model which has proved so popular. Both of these record
carrying cases will add to your record sales.

—

Exclusive metropolitan distributors for the
tional

new

"PICTORIAL RECORDS"

beautiful
for children

and educa-

PEERLESS ALBUM COMPANY
PHIL. RAVIS, President

636-638

WALTER

S.

GRAY

CO., Pacific Coast Representative

San Francisco and Los Angeles

Co.,

Co.

tained the fact that with the

Important
National Garbon Go. Post
in

Magnavox

manufacturer of Magnavox radio receivers and
other equipment, is preparing an intensive advertising campaign to push the new Magnavox
cone speaker that was recently introduced to
the trade. Part of this program is a heavy concentrated advertising campaign in the Saturday
Evening Post and other leading national maga
zines, using full pages.
Dealer helps in profusion will also be supplied.

will

W. H. Haile

1926

South

British

Unofficial estimates place the total value of
radio materials mad: in the United States during 1925 at about $100,000,000.

S.

15,

Magnavox Go. Plans Big

100

of radio business

July

BROADWAY, NEW YORK
L.

W. HOUGH, 146

Mass.

Boston, Mass.

Avenue

—
July

15,
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TOTTWcrg- Lamon ,j7mnouncas
XlmveTsaL\\M?a^{^A in 6~tube Receivers
I

The Rochester

laboratories of the Stromberg'Carlson

Company

again triumph. This

time in the production of a receiver so "universal" that a dealer

is

now

enabled to

offer his customer:
1.

Choice of power supply

current.

2.

—

batteries or socket connection for filament

Choice of audio amplification

ternal amplifier.

3.

Choice of pickup

No. 601 Receiver, treasure chest
totally

shielded;

dual

control:

type,

tube or UX'171 tube or eX'

—loop or antenna.

6-tube;

equipped

—UX'112

with

No. 602 Art Console (above) American walnut:
space for

all

operating equipment.

shielded; dual control;

Furnished in both regular and Universal models.

Furnished in

Prices, less accessories

Receiver, Regular

Pacific

Coast

Canada

...$210.00 $225.00 $290.00

Receiver, Universal
(Loop extra)

No. 101 -A Loop Outfit

mmm"-

^ast of

Rockies

'

225.00

240.00

315.00

22.50

25.00

31.50

--

6-tube totally

Equipped with voltmeter.
both regular and Universal models.

voltmeter; solid mahogany.

Prices, less accessories:

:

East of

Pacific

Rockies

Coast

Canada

Receiver, Regular (builtin cone speaker) .. .$340.00 $360.00 $470.00
Receiver, Universal
with external cone
speaker (Loop extra).

365.00

385.00

510.00

I'Si;

Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co.
Rochester, N. Y.

takers of voice

and plate

transmission

and

voice reception apparatus for

more than

No. 5'A Cone Speaker
East of

Pacific

Rockies

Coast

Canada

S35.00

S40.00

S45.00

thirty years
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popular types of machines and that his total business thus far this
year has surpassed that for corresponding periods during previous
}

\

z3^or dealers
wJjolesalers

when

ears,

The

records sold more freely.

difference

is

that instead

of having cash on hand with which to meet his merchandise bills

^

promptly, that dealer

pmanufadurm

with a safe

ofpI)oaogmpTy

is

more than

running on the ragged edge
and under the necessity of

likely

of instalment paper

full

giving his wholesaler notes instead of cash.

(,radio products.

Placing paper with finance companies helps to solve the prob-

PUBLISHED BY EDWARD LYMAN
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Brown; Treasurer, Raymond Bill; Secretary,
Asst. Treasurer, Wm. A. Low.

BILL, B. B.

Randolph
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WILSON, BRAID WHITE,

C. R.

Inc.

Bill.

TIGHE,

mains the necessity for watching

Associate Editors

Assistant Editor

LEE ROBINSON,
FRANK L. AVERY,

to the dealer to

Manager
Circulation Manager

Business

means

Vihcikt D. Walsh, E. B. Mchch, Victok
V. E. MoTKAHAir, RoYci Cody, Ai J. Nicilih

Gakdhis,

C.

:

A

great

many

:

throughout America.

cities

dealers are showing an inclination to order records

fearing that any inclination to plunge
up of a record inventory of topheavy pro-

basis,

will result in the building

In this respect the dealers are right because

portions.

New York

SUBSCRIPTION

per

ADVERTISEMENTS:

On

(including postage):
United States, Mexico, $2.00
Single copies, 25 cents.
Canada, $3.00; all other countries, $4.00.
$6.50 per inch, single column, per insertion.
contracts for display space a special discount is allowed. Adyertising pages,

REMITTANCES
Money

bers,

is

even

year:

than a safe

less desirable

—Advertising

work

greatly facilitate

copy should reach

By following

month.

of each

first

at the publication

Record Sales

rule

this

headquarters

—

the

sales are not

15,

Backbone
merely

to

For the dealer with

the

really the basis of a suc-

and

in fact

must,

new

types of reproducing instruments,

certain dealers in their enthusiasm have concentrated so strongly

on the sales of the instruments themselves or on securing orders
for future delivery that they have neglected to put the proper
energy back of the record department, with the result that they are
facing, or promise shortly to

face,

problems that prove

financial

embarrassing but not exactly disastrous.
the great volume of machine business done on a cash basis

would find the going rather smooth, but with
80 per cent of instrument sales handled on a time basis,
all too frequently with initial payments that are distinctly low, the
dealer finds at the end of a given period that while his gross sales
the average dealer
to

records are large, his cash reserve
tailer is in a serious plight right

is

now

More than one resimply because he has done

limited.

much

business in turning over for instalment paper, running
for a year or so, merchandise for which he has paid hard cash.
Dealers in the higher class of records find competition more or

but that

is

all

the

more reason

building up record business through carefully

and demonstration
record business

is

campaigns.

Practically

for cash, the individual

for concentrating on

worked out
100

per cent

publicitv

of

the

amounts being compara-

tively small, but, nevertheless, in the aggregate totaling a very substantial

sum.

one sale of the

many transactions in records to
popular new machines, but those numerous

It

be highly desirable, but for the average dealer

will take

is

equal
trans-

it

attention that

being given to the stimulation of record business in

THE
wholesale

many

quar-

importance of the situation.

Radio Trade

upon which the radio business, both

solid financial structure

and

who

in a frozen state,

The

essential.

Substantial Foundation of

talking

be of sufficient volume to supply the cash necessary to carry on the
establishment and to finance most of the business.
the introduction of

may

turnover

ters indicates in itself the

to

sufficient capital

business, heavy instrument sales without a corresponding record

of the Business

cessful business, for the reason that they should,

less severe,

that unless the cus-

carry a large quantity of paper for a year without disturbing his

close attention to cash record sales

1926

supplementary

machine business as a whole, but are

too

ostensibly the creation of a

new record customer, but experience has shown

is

from 75

customers' contracts.

has not sufficient surplus capital to have any of

NEW YORK, JULY

Were

full of

their record purchases are not going to be of a calibre to bring

Numbers 2642-3-4-5-6-7-8 Vanderbilt
Cable Address: "Elbill," New York

With

in

should be made payable to The Talking Machine World by check
Order.

Long Distance Telephones

RECORD

not the

tomers, both old and new, are followed up closely and persistently,

before the

clients will

is

yearly
$172.00.

NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS
office

means

sold

large profits to the retailer.

this

it

ordering but the hard selling of records that means cash

liberal

Every new instrument

Post Office

Closer attention to record sales pro-

hand, and a heavy record inventory, particularly of popular num-

Published the 15th of every month at 383 Madison Ave.,

or

assets in liquid

to this end.

on a hand-to-mouth
Western DItIsIoh: Republic Building, 209 So. State Street, Chicafo, 111. Telephone,
Wabash 5242. Lionard P. Canty, Manager.
Boston
Johh H. Wilson, 324 Washington Street
London, 'Eng., Office: 2 Gresham Building, Basinghall St. W. Lionel Stukdy, Mgr.
The Talking Machine World has regular correspondents located in all of the principal

own

keep a substantial part of his

shape for the same purpose.
vides the

Trade RepresentatWes

Finance companies

collections.

want the cash when it is due. They are not placated by note renewals and promises. They can be depended upon to furnish part
of the cash with which to keep the business running, but it is up

SPILLANE, Editor

B.

J.

RAY

BILL,

Edward Lrman

B. SpiUane,

J.

if the method is followed intelHgently, but under any circumstances a financing charge cuts into profits as only the cream of
the paper will be taken by the large companies and there still re-

lem,

(Regi»(cred in the U. S. Patent Office)

retail, rests at

the present time

is

well set forth

on another page of The World this month by Fred Baer, who,
through his close contact with the industry in various directions, is
well qualified to speak with authority. Mr. Baer presents facts and

wide publicity by members of the trade
itself, in order to offset, rumoi's circulated in banking circles and
elsewhere to the effect that the industry as a whole has met with

figures that should be given

heavy losses.
Mr. Baer points out that although close to one hundred million
dollars were lost in radio securities, those losses were practically all
on paper and represented a falling off in stock values with the
change in market conditions. In many cases the figures represent

amount of

a certain

can be charged

oft'

deflation, but only

Particularly significant

vestment right
dustry,

ment

now

including

divisions,

and

it

an apparently small amount

to losses sustained in tangible merchandise.
is

the fact that there

is

an estimated

in-

of approximately $400,000,000 in the radio inthe

is

manufacturing,

wholesaling

and

retailing

conservatively estimated that such an invest-

will bring a gross profit

during the coming year of close to

$150,000,000. Inasmuch as the industry has become well stabilized,
there

is

reason to believe that optimistic opinion regarding

possibilities

Banking

its profit

has an excellent chance of being realized.
interests

who have

business and

its possibilities

now engaged

in

make a close
shown renewed confidence in

taken occasion to

vestigation of the industry have

in-

the

because of the character of the concerns

the field and particularly

from the

fact that the

bulk of the capital involved represents private investment and not
public money.

actions provide the sinews of the business in the

while the one machine sale

form of cash,
may represent a collection problem for

Necessity of Intelligent Demonstration

a year to come.

More than one
saler

regarding a

dealer

who

has been approached by his whole-

falling off in his record orders has referred
probably to the fact that he has sold a generous quantity of the

DEMONSTRATIONS,
demonstrations,
in the

new

is

the

Work

more demonstrations, and still more
secret of building up large sales volume

types of reproducing instruments that have been and are

July
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en-

sense to the winds in an effort to build up business volume and

sound reproduc-

forced undue liberality upon even the most conservative in an effort

being put on the market, and which for the most part

new and

tirely

highly improved developments in

including both the records and the instrument

tion,

Advertising, of course, has
attention to the

but used alone

new
it

products, for in this

is

to

itself.

way

interest

before him.

allowing the prospect to judge

aroused,

is

will not enable the dealer to take full

of the opportunity that

—by

embody

premier place in calling public

its

advantage

only by demonstration

It is

for himself

the increase in

and the improved reproducing qualities of the new instrument and records that the dealer can convince him that there
is really available a distinct and worth-while innovation in soundIt may take a little more time and a little
reproducing media.
effort to reach a fair proportion of the population by this means,
tonal range

—

but

the surest

is

it

way

to get results.

significant that those dealers

It is

who on

own

their

initiative

or in co-operation with wholesalers have given demonstrations before various groups, including business organizations, clubs, so-

have been the ones who have apparently made the
greatest progress in moving stocks of new instruments as they were
The same also applies to the records, for the improved
available.

method of electrical recording means nothing to the average talking machine owner or prospective buyer, unless he can hear for
himself the excellent quality of music that is thus made available.
The dealer's salesman can talk all he wants to about what the
new products will do and can describe them in the highest terms,
but the great bulk of the prospects are only going to show real
interest when they can hear what has really been accomplished in
In short,

the laboratories of the industry.

and not
ized

if

his eyes, that will convince

business volume

is

him

is

it

—a

the prospect's ears,

fact that

must be

real-

to be secured.

keep pace.

shown the
moving first to check these various leaks.
The
Northwest Radio Trade Association, with headquarters in the Twin
Cities, has been most active in this particular, as has been the Wisconsin Association. In Akron a new organization of radio retailer.s
has set about reforming abuses, and in New York an association
committee is now working on a Code of Practices for the protection
of its members.
Fortunately, the radio retail trade associations have

proper

in

spirit

In practically every case promiscuous demonstration has been
checked by providing that no home demonstration will be made
unless the prospect leaves a modest deposit to cover the cost of in-

which deposit represents a service charge
made, or applies to the price of the instrument

stalling the

purchase

set,

is

in

Radio Merchandising

value of associations among
THE
such, regardless of what other

This checks one very serious leak, and then there comes the ques-

and installation which, under certain
conditions, has helped to wipe out profits for more than one retailer.
After a set has been installed and been shown to work properly, it is only just that the customer pay for all further service,
whether it be the replacement of tubes or batteries, the changing of
an antenna, or any other work made necessary by use of the set or
for any reason beyond a mechanical fault.
In modern sets these
mechanical difficulties are so few as to be negligible.
The main point is that through associated action retailers can control a situation that is practically beyond them as individuals.
Working under definite service agreements that are fair to both
customers and themselves they obviate the problem of having the
prospect play one dealer against the other on the service and

retailers of radio apparatus, as

products they

we may

expect to see within the

formation of numerous

may

be

number of
next few months the

Displaying the Portable

means for protecting the interdemands of the public and particularly

tions of the country, primarily as a

against competitive methods that do injury to

producing real benefit to any
It is to

all

hands without

be admitted that the merchandising of radio receivers in

was new, the

much confusion

that

all

was not

all it

should have been, for

was

so

dealers did not stop to check

up

public had to be shown, and there

too

many

accurately on their selling methods and costs.
tion of the industry,

however,

it

With

the stabiliza-

has been realized that

if

perma-

methods must be adopted that will produce results while at the same time protecting the profit.
Particularly in the matter of demonstration
and service have
many retailers found much grief. They realize that in all too many
cases the requests for demonstrations are based on curiosity and

nence

is

that the
in

to be assured sales

demands

the ointment

is

for service are ofttimes unreasonable.
that competitors often

is

nothing

The

fly

throw caution and good

like a

in

Native Heath

show window or

store demonstration

to convince the public of the desirability of portables,

talking machines or radio receivers.
tise

It is

quite

all

whether

right to adver-

these portables liberally, to illustrate them, and to give figures

showing

compact character and

their

convincing stuff

single individual.

the early days of the industry

the field

THERE

associations of this character in various sec-

ests of the dealers against the

that the retailing of radio will be

justly entitled.

interested in selling, has been so adequately proved in a

instances that

means

It

put on a sound, stable basis, and yield the profits to which the dealer
is

lines of

no
thi^

tion of service after the sale

demonstration question.

Stopping Leaks

if
if

deal goes through.

etc.,

cieties,

11

is

to

show

bungalow,

utilized in the

light

the public just

in

camp,

weight, but the really

how

these outfits

in a canoe, or

may

vacation urge dictates.

Those

retailers

who have had

the

good sense and courage

little

for the portable instruments have found the investment productive

of direct sales.

amount of trouble and expense to arrange a window display that will stand out from its
neighbors and impress its message on the minds of the passers-by
It

requires ingenuity and a certain

but the results, as a general rule, are well worth while.

answer
is

to the

"seeing

is

problem of getting

It

is

believing."

Furnished in cloth or beautiful brown mission binding
Valuable Phonograph Records Are Safely Kept in National Albums
S.

American

Street,

the

to those prospects whose motto

Strength, Beauty, Value are
the Outstanding Features

CO., 239

to

money in arranging attractive vacation scenes in their
show windows for the purpose of providing a suitable environment
spend a

NATIONAL RECORD ALBUMS
SET THE STANDARD

NATIONAL PUBLISHING

be

elsewhere as the

PHILADELPHIA,

PA.
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How

Live Retailers Take Advantage of
Their Locations to Increase Business

Some Examples

—

Turning Apparent Disadvantages of Location Into Assets
Study of the Local Sales Field Worth the Effort— Sales Plans That Fit the Territory
of Dealer Enterprise in

There are a number of accepted methods of
merchandising the products of a music store,
notably advertising, attractive wrindow displays,
direct-mail campaigns, house-to-house canvasses,
a well-lighted and attractive store outlay to
bring in the casual passer-by and it is the use
of these methods or a combination of some of
them which goes toward the building of a successful business.
Sometimes, however, it happens that a store is so located that its trade
can be stimulated by some means which would
not benefit a competitor situated a block away.

Take

for instance a store located at the entrance

railroad station.
Such an establishment
was described in the March issue of The World
when it was told that the Terminal Radio &
Music Shop, adjacent to the Pennsylvania staof

a

tion, New York, during the year of 1925, did a
cash business of approximately $120,000. Practically all this business comes from commuters,
who live on Long Island and find it handy to
make their purchases just before boarding a

homeward-bound train.
H. Brodwin & Co., talking machine and piano
Bronx, New York, are located
next a Public Market, where food-stuffs and
merchandise of all sorts are sold. A door leads
from the music store to the mart. Harry
Brodwin placed a phonograph next this door
and it plaj^ed continually with the result that
the shoppers were attracted to the store and the
record sales volume was materially increased.
So, too, with countless others who take advandealers in

the

tage of the peculiar location of their stores to
increase sales.
In a recent visit to the Thirty-fourth street,

New
Co.,

York, warerooms of the Wissner Piano
writer was told by John Bayer, the

the

The

manager, of a stunt that proved a decided factor
boosting record sales. This store is opposite
the Vanderbilt Hotel, and some months ago
Mr. Bayer got in touch with the bell-hops of
the hotel and presented them each with several
records, building up good will.
As it is the
bell-hops who do most of the buying of odds
and ends for the guests at the hotel the idea
was a good one and has resulted in record
sales of from twenty to thirty dollars a day or
an average of about $150 each week. From the
same source other profits have come, notably
that of renting portable phonographs to groups
of men who are in the city for convention purin

Feature Stromberg-Carlson
Receiver in Window Display

July

15,

poses and who do not wish to purchase an instrument but desire one during their stay to
provide music for parties, etc. The store rents
the portable for five or six dollars a day

and

in

very short time makes more than the price of
the instrument, at the same time providing an
outlet for records, as almost invariably the
a

rental of a portable

means

ten dollars or

more

of record sales.

Dealers located in theatrical sections are all
position to cash in on their location and a
check-up on the attractions to appear, if they
in a

are of a musical nature, or of the artists, to
see what recordings have been made, will more

than repay for the efforts expended if the recordings are properly featured through displays

and direct-mail

The

literature.

live dealer

em-

ploying foresight after a study of his market
will find sales through a number of such avenues
which are seldom taken complete advantage of
by retail merchants.

To the rear of the window a placard proclaimed, under the well-known sign of the skull
and bones: "Treasure chests of old are hard to
anyone may find a world of treasures
at the turn of a dial with the Stromberg-Carlson
Treasure Chest receiving set."
The comparison of the Treasure Chest model
find but

Treasure Chest Model Receiver Presented in
Extremely Effective Setting Contrasting Set
With Treasure Chests of Old

Grand Rapids, Mich.,
Radio Shop, of

July

8.

— The

receiver with the treasure chest of pirate days
Steketee

StrombergCarlson dealer, recently presented the Stromberg-Carlson receiver to the public through the

medium
window

this city, authorized

of an attractive

window
name of

The

display.

capitalized the
the "Treasure
Chest" model receiver in an effective manner.
To one side of the window the StrombergCarlson receiver reposed on a platform covered
with a velvet drapery and on the opposite side
an antique carved chest overflowed with jewels

and fabrics of all descriptions. The
was covered with white sand and scattered
about were sea shells with a skeleton of a skull
and

silks

floor

to the rear.

had an appeal that was decidedly
stopped many passers-by.

A. L. MacFarland

Head
San Francisco,

Two Features Make

It

of

effective

Now
—

6.
James B. ThrelRadioart Studio and

Cal., July

president of the Radioart Corp., of this city,
recently announced that he has disposed of his
interest in that corporation to

Andrew

L.

who

Motor

So

This
of each United Motor is completely encased by a cast-iron housing.
keeps out dust, dirt, slivers, sawdust, needles, etc. protects in assembling, shipping, demonstration
and use. United Motors are always in alignment and always noticeably silent in running.

—

Each United Motor is lubricated automatically, being equipped with a wick oiling feature which
insures correct lubrication for years without any attention from the operator. Oil never drips, yet the
working parts are supplied constantly with the necessary lubrication.

UNITED
Phonograph Motors
are easy winding, silent in operation, quick
in pick-up and produce true and even tone
pitch throughout the record.

WRITE US FOR CATALOG AND PRICES
ON THE QUANTITY YOU NEED.

& Distributing Co.

Mac-

succeeds him as president and
principal stockholder. Mr. MacFarland has been
-ale^ manacer of the Radioart Corp. for a year.
Farland,

The operating mechanism

United Motor No. 73L.
An exceptional
three-spring motor with a capacity of more
than six 10-inch records.

and

Radioart Corp.

keld, Jr., organizer of the

"LONG LIFE"

United Manufacturing

1926

Made in sizes to meet every requirement
from the most compact portable outfit to the
largest cabinet and console types.

9702 Cottage Grove Avenue

CHICAGO,

ILL.

July
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Main Springs
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Repair Materials

A Manifold

Organization

VT/'E do not believe

that there exists in the phonograph industry
to-day a business which has the multiplicity of sales and handles
the volume of small sales as this organization.

We

are equipped to fill the requirements of every phonograph
dealer in the World and our entire success rests primarily on the
degree of S ervice that we perform.

When

you consider the

fact that during the many past years
organization has given real honest-to-goodness Service to thousands and thousands of phonograph dealers in every part of
the world
and that our line has been so expanded to warrant distribution by recognized well-known wholesale distributors in various parts of the United States, Canada and other Foreign Countries
you will visualize the stupendous task we have assumed and so
far always fulfilled.
this

—

—

—

Our

business has been founded on twenty-four hour Service.
is trained and our system so arranged to continue
this practice at all times.

Our

organization

We

ii

—

Service Institution
and in our New
Practical Catalogue you will see but a very small portion of the
many replacement parts listed which we can furnish you. It is well
to remember that we can furnish practically every phonograph part
that has ever been in use
within twenty-four hours or give you
a good reason why.
are distinctly

a

—

"A Complete

—

Service Institution**

II

ARCH STREET
PHILADELPHIA
810

TALKING MACHINE

CO., INC.,

PHILA., PA.

—

:
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Black Specializes and Moves Merchandise
Akron Dealer Merchandises Hard-to-Get Records in an Unusual
Manner and He Has Built Big Sales Volume by Specialization
of the specialist — in business
stock of this dealer
one of the most comUsing the same publicity tactics brought
professions — and this applies
plete
the State, covering everything from the
Southern trade and profits jumped.

'

This

the day

is

as well as

is

the

in

with force to the talking machine and record

classics to the latest jazz.

business, according to Sterling K. Black, proprietor of Black's Record Store, Akron, O., who

bers

points

to his substantial business as concrete
proof of the truth of this maxim. Black's Record
Store is busy selling records to groups of customers when other dealers in the vicinity find
sales few, and, he points out, he has become
so well known that his sales are not confined
only to his own city, but he sends records to

many

parts of the

country.

Sales slips

There are Blues numthose who like this type of music;
there are records in all foreign languages; there
is, jazz
of all kinds; there are old records that
inost dealers do not handle at all, etc.
Here

Build Up the Mailing List
Mr. Black specializes in direct mail promotion of sales of records and because of this he
emphasizes the need of securing the names of

an example of how Mr. Black specializes:
He discovered that there was not a single store

vidual

for

is

who come
who enters

people

into the

"store"

Black,

His

was one-half

result

show

that each

month

since he has been in business

he has registered an increase in volume from
30 per cent to 110 per cent over the same month
of the previous year.

This, briefly,

tory of Black's Music Store.
interest
this

and value are the

is

the his-

Of perhaps wider
methods that made

rapid success possible, so here goes.

Easy Display Builds Sales
importance in the scheme

Of first
of record
merchandising, according to Mr. Black, is easy
display.
This applies both to the store and
window. Look at the accompanying illustration
and you will see that this enterprising dealer
practices what he preaches.
There are no
booths
but

in the store, lack of space prohibiting,
there are five good talking machines for

demonstrating

purposes.
Customers
records from the tables,
shelves or wall racks.
The records are easy
to find, because of the method of grouping and

record

select

their

own

—

For example: Band and accordion
records are grouped together on the shelves,
violin
and stringed instrument records are
grouped by themselves and the same holds true
of Gospel numbers, vocal records, dance numbers, foreign language records, etc.
Here is an

is

practically clean of slow-sellers.

Stock What Patrons Want to Buy
The second point in the policy of Mr. Black
is that it pays to have in stock what the customers are anxious to get. That is why the record

on
balcony Mr.
Black has a miniature
printing
plant
and
here he turns out all
his very original and
effective mail matter.
Ninety out of a hundred customers who

buy

at

9;^e
Established l872

store

this

order from the record
lists mailed regularly.

A

plan that

eflfective

in

Unique Interior Arrangement of Black 's Record Store
community that liandled what are called
been evolved by Mr.

the

Gospel

He

analyzed the potential
sales field and found that if properly exploited
these records would be quick sellers. Accordingly, he installed what is probably one of the
most complete stocks of Gospel records in the
country.
Direct mail, which Mr. Black uses
regularly to keep his customers in touch with
record developments, broadcast the message
among people who were most likely to be interested.
The demand was considerable from
the start, and the fame of the department has
spread until now orders for Gospel records are
received from other cities as well. The popularity of these records in that community is
mdicated by the fact that in a section of the
city, four blocks square, over 200 of one record
selection were sold.
The Gospel record stock
at Black's numbers in the neighborhood of 800
discs.
The complete record stock totals over
records.

10,000.

Features

An

German Records

analysis of his

Black that

it

He

records.

would

community convinced Mr.
pay to feature German

installed a carefully selected stock.

Then he secured the names of persons belonging to local German churches and other organizations.
With this excellent mailing list in
was easy.
of records went out in
orders came into the
hand the

and lists
steady stream and the

On

direct

Black.

mail

most

getting

read has

Briefly,

it

is

as

using brightly
colored ink, is printed a slogan that catches the
eye of the recipient and arouses curiosity as to
the contents of the envelope.
Here are a few
of the slogans that have proved especially
follows:

each

envelope,

eflfective

"Even

you were the daughter of a seventh
veil you couldn't tell what
was in this letter unless you opened it."
"If you put this in the waste basket put the
if

daughter born of the

waste basket in the safe."
"Don't overlook offer No. 6."
"Don't let the elephant and the donkey worry
you." (Used just before election.)
"If it's on a record and you can't get it elsewhere you can get it at Black's."
Portables Prove Easy Sellers
In conclusion, it is interesting to note that
while this dealer does
not handle talking
machines of the larger type he does have a
These are disstock of portable instruments.
played in the store and in an occasional window

devoted especially to portables. The result in
the past year was the sale of eighty-five of
these small instruments a strong argument in
favor of proper displays and the salability of

—

portables.

Special letters

rest

a

store

with

equal

con-

sistency.

At
land,

a

meeting of the leading families of Cort-

N. Y., to

raise

funds

for a

Y.

W.

cJttainment in

C. A.,

Brunswick Panatrope, supplied by Hyde's
Music Store, furnished the entertainment. The
music store benefited by securing a list of
the

As soon as Mr. Black discovered that there
were many Southerners in Akron he stocked
records that would appeal
to
these people.

ffiqhest

is

in

likely prospects.

STARR PHONOGRAPHS
GENNETT RECORDS
the

this

little

STARR PIANOS
Represent

by

that

rear of the store

a

classifying.

important point:
Slow-selling records are included in the various groups and they sell without any other special efifort. Mr. Black's stock

is

appear the names of
over 9,000 people has
been built up. In the

of a ten-foot-square

authority for the statement

is

indi-

other means a
mailing list on which

first

himself,

Every

is

and

month's business totaled $25.
After five months he found it necessary to
secure larger quarters. His business was growing rapidly.
Specialization was beginning to
pay dividends. His second store was a nine by
thirty foot room on the
second floor.
His
methods soon increased sales to such an extent that he found it necessary to move again
occupying his present quarters. That was three
years ago and the business is still growing. Mr.
room.

store.

asked for his or
her name and address for the mailing list. The
Black's

shipments of records as far West as the Pacific
Coast, to many of the Southern States and the
States bordering Ohio.
Success in Four Years
Mr. Black started in business only four years
ago, on a shoestring, so to speak. In fact, iiis
first

the

in

in

cMwical OVorth

STARR PIANO COMPANY
Richmond.

Indiana
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Are You

Selling the

music merchant's problem of today to find
THE
a way to continue to
to the friends and customers he has already established. Almost every home
has a piano or phonograph. and these instruments
usually last for several years. Obviously it is impossible to increase the sale of pianos or phonographs to
customers who are already well supplied. and the
present day condition of keen competition leaves
very few homes that are not canvassed thoroughly on

—

—

these articles.

The solution is to have something else to sell to
your present customers^ 'something to offer the other
members of these families whose goodwill and friendship you now hold. .something to sell where you
have already eliminated sales resistance.

—

—

This "something"

is

a line of

band instruments.

member of a family over 6 years of
good prospect. The boys and girls of school
Every

—

age

is

a

age are

anxious to join the school bands. .and the young
men at college pay their way thru school by playing
in amateur dance orchestras; at home everyone enjoys a joyful gathering of young musicians.

THE

H, N,

5217-77 Superior Ave.
A f^sefih£on

Whole Family?

Look over your customer

is

sell

young

figure

list,

how many

you will
get a comprehensive view of the biggest untouched
market in the music industry.
folks there are in these families, then

More and more music merchants

every day are
realizing the possibilities of the small goods depart-

ment

in producing a substantial profit.

— many stores

band instruments take care of the store
overhead expense. Look into this field now while
it is still uncrowded. Tie up with a high-grade line
and you will be surprised at the increase in your sales
find that

in

all

departments.

We have prepared a comprehensive booklet covering the agency for King
it

Band Instruments.— write for
^

today.

The King Agency

offers

nationally advertised

and saxophones,

first

you a cornplete line of
band instruments

quality

a protected exclusive agency, a

financing service for releasing capital tied

ment

sales.

The booklet

may we send you

explains

all this

up

in pay-

in detail

—

a copy together with our catalog

for your examination?

WHITE CO.
Cleveland, Ohio

of

Manufacturers of

THE

for

I

Superior

Send your

I

CO..

Ave^^

Mak- °'

'""^^

^^"^

•^^.i.^d,

latest ".'^>°S

pa^-ment sales.

Name

-

o/ Firm

individual

BAND INSTRUMENTS

WHITE

^heet-along w>th
Agency.
'K.ng"
the
on^^e
pinancms
complete information
^^^^
information about
p-1 Also send

—

Instruinonts--^

N.
H. ^

5217-77

m

Exclusive A^enqj

Band

IS

-

Address
State
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Mayers Adapts Methods to Meet Conditions
Successful Retailer Operates Three Stores Catering to Different
Classes of People
Merchandising Programs to Fit the Trade Win

—

Analyze

j'our territory, find out definitely the

of the portable type for use in small apartments,

kind of people with whom you must do business and then apply the merchandising methods
that will most effectively sell those people on

and as many of the neighborhood's residents are
of the theatrical world, always on the jump
from city to city, this type of instrument is very
popular. In the new store the better class and
more expensive instruments are the best sellers.
An apt illustration of the manner in which

your

you,

handle. This

store
is

and

the

merchandise

you

the unspoken principle in back

by Adolph
H. Mayers, talking machine and radio dealer,
of the successful business built up

who

operates three stores in

A

Humble

New York

recommendation. This method of making every
customer a salesman or saleswoman has proved
most successful and special stationery has been
printed for the purpose of keeping the customer's interest.
After every purchase of an instrument the customer receives the following
letter:

One good turn deserves another

You gave

A

Start

Eighteen years ago Adolph H. Mayers established a music store in the lower East Side of
New York. It was a small store, a humble beginning, but the entire stock of merchandise
was of standard products. The growth of the
business was steady and sure and, after eight
months at the original location, A. H. Mayers
moved to the upper West Side, locating on
Ninth avenue in the lower Fifties. Within three
years a second store was opened and during the
past year the third store of the chain was estab-

territory

in

which the dealer operates will
often expose faulty merchandising methods that are reA. H. Mayers realized this and
acted accordingly, the soundness of this policy now being
in his three retail
establishments, all of which are
doing a successful talking machine and record business in

reflected

their particular locations.

.

Very

.

P.

methods applied in each store differ is
shown in the following up of prospects. With
the

the high-class residential trade the telephone

employing longhand rather

letters to prospects,

than the typewriter, so that the personal touch
is

assured.

Secured Through Customers
The great majority of prospects secured by
the A. H. Mayers stores are given by satisfied
customers, who are rewarded by the organization for every sale that materializes from a
Prospects

S.

— More

truly

yours,

A. H.

MAYERS.

Introduction Cards supplied on request.

The introduction cards

referred

to

this

in

read as follows:

letter

My

is

used as a medium to reach the prospect and the
salesman seeks through the phone conversation
In store
to make an appointment at the store.
No. 2 a personal interview has been found to be
the method which best succeeds in turning
a prospect into a customer. Neither one of these
methods, however, has succeeded in store No.
1.
In this store the salesmen write personal

branch a high-class residential population are
It follows
the customers of the Mayers store.
naturally that the type of merchandise sold in
each store, while being of standard make is, to
a large degree, of different prices. In store No.
1
the inexpensive type of talking machine and
radio composes the bulk of sales and the record
sales are of the popular variety, with a goodly
percentage of foreign language records; in store
No. 2, which in addition to serving the neighborhood trade has by virtue of its location a large
transient trade, the sales are of all types with a
large proportion of talking machine sales being

it?

us

—

sponsible for lack of progress.

lished.

Diversity of Merchandising Methods
Each of the A. H. Mayers stores is situated
in a neighborhood where the trade is of a different class of people and the sales promotion plan
in each store has been adapted to meet conditions.
In the store on Ninth avenue the vast
majority of people served are of the working
class, people in moderate circumstances; in the
Broadway and Sixty-eighth street store the
clientele is composed of theatrical and semiprofessional people, and in the newly opened

study of the

—doesn't

an opportunity to make money, now we
return this opportunity to you.
In appreciation of your purchases at our stores we are
going to let you share in our profits.
All you need to
do is to distribute the enclosed introduction cards to your
friends whom you think are interested in buying a radio, a
piano or a Victrola.
Fill out the spaces provided for the
introduction and we do the rest.
As soon as your friend purchases one or more of these
instruments from us (with an introduction card from you)
we immediately mail to you a valuable money profit-sharing
coupon that you may apply towards the purchase of any
article in our stores..
Isn't that a fair way of doing business?
All you do is:
Give the introduction card to a friend; fill it out properly: your friend presents it when buying; we mail you
immediately a money profit-sharing coupon; then you redeem it at Mayers' Shop.
Get started now and see how many of these cards you
can give out.
See how much money you can make.

City.

Dear Mr. A. H. Mayers:

This will introduce

Mr
His address
I

buy

recommend him

as

a

friend

of mine

who wishes

to

good Victroia.

a

My name
My address
Kindly Give Him Your "Superior Service"

Direct Mail a Sales Builder
In an experience of many years the A. H.
Mayers organization has tried a number of
plans of exploitation and sales promotion but,
according to William Mayers, general manager, direct mail

the best

ing

method

lists

of

the

campaigns have proved
of stimulating sales.
districts

to

The

be

poll-

served by the three

stores are procured and circulars and advertising literature supplied by the manufacturers are

placed

in

attend to

the hands of mailing concerns,
all

details.

In this

who

manner upwards

of 20,000 families are circularized regularly

and

In announcing new records, instead of sending out the regular release lists,
two or three special numbers are selected for
exploitation and post-cards featuring these numbers are sent to those on the mailing list.
successfully.

Super - Ball
Sells

Best of All

Here's a business builder

that's winning
welcome everywhere the Super-Ball
Antenna receives all wave lengths, in-

—

a

ANTENNA

creases

selectivity,

tone,

clarifies

proves summer
reception
sands of satisfied users.
'

—has

imthou-

Get your share of the quick sales nn

—

money-maker easy to install, cannot corrode, lasts a lifetime, is appro\ed
under the National Electric Code. Some
excellent territory still open
write today for terms and full details.
this

Ten Inches
in diameter.

Price JIO

—

National and

International

YAHR-LANGE,
207-215 East

Water

Distributors

INC.
Street

Milwaukee, Wis.

Civic Activity Pays
Another form of promotion work which has
been most effective in making the Mayers stores
the music centers of their sections has been
the co-operating with local civic, social and
educational institutions and organizations in
making their gatherings and social events sucTalking machines and radio receivers
cessful.
are demonstrated at amateur plays and similar
events whenever a request is made and in return acknowledgment is made to the Mayers

prominently placed
in the programs.
This form of co-operation has boosted sales.
store for

its

lettered cards

courtesy

in

and by mention

Centralized

Collection

Department

Naturally, as practically all sales of instruments are on the instalment basis, the collection and credit end of the business is an important one. This department is located at the

main store on Ninth avenue and is under the
It handles the
direction of William Mayers.
collections for all three stores. There are more
than 4,000 accounts on the books and through
the system in use more than 85 per cent of the
accounts are brought or sent in by customers.
How the collection system works and how the
remaining 15 per cent is secured will be explained in detail in an early issue of The World.
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A Nev\r Brandes Cone
Brandes achievement, now being announced to
the public. Unusual performance at half the usual price.
Wonderful tonal qualities all the low tones. When your
customers hear this remarkable cone, they will be surprised
at its very low price.
Let them hear it they will be de-

The

latest

—

—

lighted.

Beautiful

in

Adjustable.
vertising will

appearance,

too.

Antique bronze

Fifteen inches in diameter.

make

it

Its

finish.

extensive ad-

the season's sensation.

Acou.stics

by

Brandes:
means

the ultimate in reproduction
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Sonora Eastern and Western Distributors
View New Lines at Two Sales Meetings
Sales Meetings at Hotel Roosevelt,

New

York, and Hotel Drake, Chicago, Held to Discuss Plans
for Coming Season and to Demonstrate New Phonograph and Radio Lines

The new Sonora

line

1926-27

for

was

pre-

sented to Sonora distributors in two rapid-fire

meetings

—

the Eastern distributors at the
Hotel Roosevelt, New York, and the Western
The
distributors at the Drake Hotel, Chicago.
sales

considered by many experts to be one of the
greatest advances in radio art in the last few
All the radio frequency transformers
years.
is

are shielded in copper cans and the rugged variable condensers are effectively protected from

damage and

dirt

shielding with
In

by

metal.

operation this re-

ceiver

simplicity

is

self.

Twin

trol

can

effectively

unit

it-

con-

be
tuned
with one

finger,
yet the two
separate dials give opportunity for fine tun-

ing and high selectivity. This set seems to
have unlimited power
and promises to even
outdo the Model C in

distance.

In addition to the
Eastern Sonora Distributors
opening address at both meetings was made by
new radio line Mr. Wolff announced that beS. O. Martin, president of the Sonora Phonocause of the popularity of the Model C set and
graph Co., who gave a brief resume of the year's
the Model C radio highboy they would be conline.
business, the fundamental reason for the sucthe
in
tinued
cess of the company, its distributors and dealers,
New list prices, howwere set $80
and outlined the new and larger plan for 1926-27.
eve"-,
Mr. Martin was followed by Joseph Wolff,
for the Model C set
first vice-president in charge of manufacturing,
and $165 for the highwho presented the new line. The new reproboy. New prices were
announced for
also
ducing Sonora phonograph was shown in four
Sales

Meeting

of

July

15,

1926

paign and the newspaper advertising campaign
that Sonora would release in various cities
throughout the country.
He also stated that
because of the intelligent use by retail dealers

Sonora co-operative advertising plan this
form of advertising would be continued and that all the new contracts for cooperative advertising would be dated to April 1,

of the

particular

1927.

The meeting was brought to a close by Frowls
Goodman, sales manager, who pointed out
how eminently satisfactory the method of disV.

tribution has been during the past season

more than ever

the

and that

company was convinced

of

its

fundamental soundness and that there would be
practically no change in its present method of
distribution.
He did point out, however, that
for the company to be able to supply Sonora
dealers with merchandise it would be necessary
for distributors to make immediate reservations
for their
requirements.
The response was
gratifying. Mr. Goodman stated that the orders
which immediately followed were the largest
that Sonora distributors had placed with the

company in several years.
Those present at the New York meeting were:
R. M. Keator and Henry A. Deimel, of McPhilben-Keator, New York; J. H. Burke, T.
Burke, R. Burke, of the J. H. Burke Co., Boston; Maurice Landay, Byron Forster and Arthur
Morris, of the Greater City Phonograph Co.,
New York; J. L. DuBreuil, C. H. Baker and

—

distinctive

Lyric

styles,

at $175, the

Symphony

the

Concert

at $125

at

$275,

the

and the Pre-

In the larger models the new multitone chamber is used an outstanding
achievement, the credit for which is due solely
Through
to the Sonora acoustic laboratories.
this unique and decidedly distinctive tone chamber tremendous volume is achieved and while
lude at $95.

—

cell

the bass rolls out in

cjuency

extra

of

wood

the

treble

horn.

full
is

The

depth, the high freretained through the

cabinets, too, are very

de

the

Luxe

The new 1926-27 Sonora radio receiver was
presented.
It will be known as the Model D.
This new set is a completely shielded, six-tube,
This circuit
Hull "Balanced Bridge" circuit.
was invented by Drs. Hull and Ballentine and

speaker
Stand-

speaker at $15
the Console at
Mr. Wolff inti-

ard

and
$50.

mated

may

Sonora

that

shortly present a

cone speaker at
Mr. Wolff was

$30.
fol-

by M e s s r s.
Thomas and Henry,
lowed

Sonora

distinctive in design.

the

$22.50,

at

neers,

radio engi-

who

Western Sonora Distributors

explained

the technical

details

the

of

new Hull

session

Chicago

Pennsylvania Phonograph

Gibson-Snow

Syracuse, N. Y.;
Zamoiski, of the Baltimore Phonograph Distributing Co., Baltimore,
Md.; E. D. Coots and H. B. Haring, Sonora
field representatives; S. O. Martin, J. Wolff",
F. V. Goodman, W. J. Keyes, C. C. Henry,
Trotter,

the

in

Distributing Co.; C. A. Richards and Mr.
Velasco, of C. A. Richards, Inc.; C. J. Rey,
of James
K. Polk, Inc., Richmond; A. H.

Wm. Heinekamp

Have you heard

Meeting

L. E. Hilduzer, of the

circuit.

was opened by F. W.
who described
manager,
advertising
Schnirring,
the national Sonora magazine advertising cam-

The afternoon

at

new

"MASTERCRAFT"

and

Co.,

J.

A. Thomas, F. W. Schnirring, L. O.
Coulter and L. Bieringer, of the Sonora organi-

W.

Mims and
Thompson Co.

zation; S. L.
ter

Model 25?

B.

Ashby, of the J.Wal-

Those present at Chicago were: O. Rothlin,
the Kohler Distributing Co.; M. Roberts
and J. B. Nicholson, of the Barker Wholesale
Co.; H. Bird, of Moore-Bird & Co; J. K. Beach,
of the Hassler-Texas Co.; N. L. McMein, of the
of

long Masterphonic horn,
tone arm and reproducer,

Made with
special

which gives increased volume and
offering unsurpassed
mellow tone
Wholesale
possibilities to dealers.

—

Distributors in every locality can sup-

ply

"MASTERCRAFT"

Phonographs

and Radio Cabinets

Reliance Battery Products Co.;

Ray

Date, of

E. Roediger and
Sonora organization.

A.' B. Creal, F.

of the

Reilly,

The Argus Radio Corp., maker of the Argus
power radio receiver, is now occupying its new
factory

The Wolf Manufacturing Industries
QUINCY,
New York Office: 17 West 42d St.

E.

Co.; O. Maurer, of the Kiefer-Stewart Co.; S. O.
Martin, J. Wolff, J. Herzog, F. Y. Goodman,
C. C. Henry, F. W. Schnirring, L. O. Coulter,

H. E. Gardiner,

'Manufactured hy

J.

Doerr-Andrews & Doerr; M. R. Miller and J. E.
Maunder, of the C. D. Smith Co.; H. Schiele,
of the Artophone Corp.; F. E. Yahr, H. C.
Schultz and W. H. Oaten, of Yahr-Lange, Inc.;
C. S. Tay and B. A. Marquis, of the Tay Sales

York.

ILL.

at

West Seventeenth street. New
machinery has been installed and

257

New

is believed the increased facilities will be adequate to cope with the Fall demands for the

it

new Argus

set.
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^RT semes of musical mastcrworks

Cblumbia

The greatest Symphonies and Chamber Music
Works of world-famous composers, as recorded by Columbia, comprise a remarkable
program for those of true musical taste. For

any dealer

who

desires to build prestige and
at the same time reap added profit, we
recommend the active stimulation of sales of
the Columbia Recordings of these Symphonies,

Orchestral Suites, Concertos, Sonatas

and Chamber Music Works.

Columbia
COLUMBIA PHONOGRAPH COMPANY
1819 Broadway

New York

1926

e

Talking Machine World,

New

York, July

15,

1926

Cblumbia
ofMusical
MOZART

oj

HAYDN

Columbia Album Sets

Musical Masterworks have
readily and without resistance to a

DVORAK

of

proved that they sell
certain, wide group of musical enthusiasts. They are captivating in their brilliance and tone-quality. The hearer is
frequently surprised and delighted to know that such remarkable recordings are available.

Columbia

The Talking Machine World,

New

York, July

IS,

1926

Album Sets
Masterworks
BRAHMS

RICHARD STRAUSS

WAG N E R

CESAR FRANCK

The opportunity

to locate and stimulate this
vastly important and remunerative market awaits
every alert dealer. The desire for such music as
may be had with these exquisite record-sets already
exists. With but slight cultivation, this desire can
be effectively capitalized without interference
with, or substitution for the usual market for other
types of records. Let the Columbia Salesman give

you

SCHUBERT

full details.

Records

The Talking Machine World,

New

York, July
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I
MUSICAL MASTERWORKS ALBUM SETS
NOW INCLUDE
Beethoven: Symphony No. 7, in A Major, Opus 92
Beethoven: Symphony No, 8, in F. Opus 93
Dvorak: Symphony From the New World
Mozart: Symphony No. 39, in E Flat, Opus 543
Tschaikowsky Symphony No. 6 (Pathetique)
Beethoven Quartet in C Sharp Minor, Opus 131
Haydn Quartet in D Major, Opus 76, No. S
Mozart: Quartet in C Major, Opus 465
Brahms: Symphony No. 1, in C Minor, Opus 68
Cesar Franck: Symphony in D Minor
Mozart: Concerto in A Major, for Violin and Orch., Op. 219
Beethoven Symphony No. 5, in C Minor, Opus isJ
Bach: Concerto in D Minor for Tivo Violins; Suite in B
Minor for Flute and Strings; Chaconne for Viola
Lalo: Symphonie Espagnole, for Violin and Orchestra
Richard Strauss Tod und Verklaerung, Opus 24
Richard Strauss: Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme
Saint-Saens Le Carnaval des Animaux
Schubert: Quintet in A Major (Forellen), Opus 114
Brahms: Trio in A Minor, Opus 11'4
Mozart: Quintet in G Minor, Opus 516
Mozart: Quartet in B Flat Major, Opus 458
Haydn: Quartet in C Major, Opus 76, No. 3 (Emperor)
Brahms: Sonata in D Minor. Opus 108
Mozart: Sonata in A, for Pianoforte and Violin
Beethoven: Quartet in E Flat, Opus 74 (Harp Quartet)
Beethoven: Quartet in A Minor, Opus 132
Haydn: Symphony No. 6, in G Major (Surprise Symphony)
GusTAv HoLST The Planets
Bruch Concerto in G Minor (No. 1) for Violin and Orchestra, Opus 26
Grieg: Sonata in G (No. 2), Opus 13, for Violin and Piano
Chopin Sonata in B Minor, for Pianoforte, Opus 58
Cesar Franck Sonata in A Major, for Piano and Violin
Berlioz: Symphonie Fantastique, Opus 14
Brahms: Quartet in A Minor. Opus 51, No. 2
Brahms: Sonata in A Major, Opus 100, for Violin and Piano
Beethoven: Symphony No. 9 (Choral)
The above works are listed and reviewed in detail in
Columbia 1926 Record Catalogue, pages 6 to 43, inclusive, and in Columbia Masterworks Supplement No. 4
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

Both Gladly Sent on Request. Address

COLUMBIA PHONOGRAPH COMPANY
1819 Broadway

Columbia

New York

July

IS,
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Wiley B. Allen Go. Has
Globe Technolian Gorp.
Fine Panatrope Display
Formed as Merger Result

Okeh Recording

Brunswick Panatrope Presented in an Artistic
Setting of Silver Cloth Drapes and Red Roses
Extremely Effective Exploitation

Arcadian Serenaders Attract Large Crowd at
Appearance in Jesse French & Sons Piano
Co. Store Autographed Records Sold

—

—

San Francisco, Cal., July 8. The Wiley B.
Allen Co., this city, has received countless compliments on the beautiful window setting in
recently displayed the Brunswick Panatrope to the residents of this city. Mounted on

which

it

a platform, the

Panatrope stood out prominently

contrast to a background of silver metallic
material draped in half-circle fashion to center
the entire attention of passersby on the Pana-

in

trope.

iron

Large bouquets

stands on each

of red roses in
side

of

the

wrought-

instrument

Play

Globe Phone Mfg. Co., of Reading, Mass., and
the Technolian Corp., of Boston, Merge Interests
Headquarters in Reading

—

Mobile, Ala., July 6. The Jesse French & Sons
Piano Co. received considerable publicity and
Okeh records were given a decided sales stimulus through the appearance in the local French

month. The Globe Phone Mfg.
and the Technolian Corp.,
of Boston, have combined.
The Globe Phone
Mfg. Co. for nearly twenty years has been
recognized as a firm of acoustical experts and
more recently well known as the manufacturer
of Globe radio head sets and loud speakers. The
Technolian Corp. is the outgrowth of the Irving
W. Kimball Laboratory, of Boston, and brings
to the Globe Co. a line of reproducing speakers
and the Technolian combination radio phonoCo.,

of

last

this

graph, with

city,

its

Goncert

—

—

interest to the

complished

at Store

—

Mass., July 6. A merger of general
talking machine trade was ac-

I-iEADiNG,

Artists

special inbuilt speaker.

The merged companies

be

will

known

as the

Globe Technolian Corp., with headquarters in
this city, and will announce a new and complete
line at a very early date.

Gennett Realty Go. Ghartered
Crowd Attracted by Arcadian Serenaders
Indianapolis, Ind., July

7.

— The

Gennett Realty

store of the Arcadian Serenaders,

preferred and the

and as the Arcadian Serenaders autographed
each record sold there was a constant sale of
their recordings.
The selections played were
those which had been recorded by the aggrega-

for its

which $500,000

common

balance

stock.

is

The corporation has

purpose the acquiring of real estate

The incorporators

Richmond, Ind.
Gennett,

in

are Alice L.

Clarence Gennett and Fred Gennett.

The Fisk-Pursell Piano

but effectively. During the night a red
of unusual
spotlight made the display one
The accompanying photograph does
beauty.
scant justice to the window, as the color com-

Lima, O., which
department,
stimulated trade to a great degree by giving
to every purchaser within a specified time a
beautiful picture of "The Gleaners," by Millett,

binations are impossible to reproduce.

a gift that built

briefly,

recently

opened

tion for the

good

catalog.

Co.,

A

phonograph

a

Okeh

concert by the Brunswick Panatrope was

a feature of a recent meeting of the Engineers"

The demonstration was
HoUenberg

Club, Little Rock, Ark.

given by George F. Standke, of the

Music

will.

Co., that city.

The Velvet Speaker Unit
1

The Borkman

Velvet Unit is the first unit to be
developed that reproduces naturally the articu*
lation of clear speech and yet yields both high
and low overtones of the whole range of musical
instruments. Not merely "low pitch", for Velvet Speakers retain the higher tones unimpaired.

The double stylus bar construction is patented.
The wonderfully balanced diaphragm of unusual
"Watch next month for
the complete Velvet
Radio Speaker line'"
rarely beautifvd mod'
els "'perfect acoustic
engineering.

a

concert on a Saturday afternoon from four to
six o'clock.
It was estimated that during the
concert more than 3,000 people visited the store

$750,000, of

An Artistic Panatrope Display
blended harmoniously with the satin platform
covering and the drapes on the floor.
In the front center of the display an attractive
window card told the story of the Panatrope

who gave

holding company for the Starr Piano Co.,
manufacturer of Gennett records, has filed papers of incorporation showing a capital stock of
Co.,

thinness, specially formed,
«»»yet
iest

is extremely sensitive
won't blast and won't distort on the heav-

power

Tone

amplification.

qualities like

lightful!

velvet!

Radio reception

as

Smooth, clear, deyou have dreamed it!

Sales Department

The ZINKE

COMPANY

1323 So. Mic/iigan Ave.

Chicago, Illinois

ManufactMrers

The

BORKMAN RADIO

CORPORATION
Salt

Lake

City,

Utah
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Protection
Because

—

Absolute maintenance of price

No
No

unloading

^

<

over-production

Limited dealer appointments
Custom-built

— not assembled

<-

Greatly increased advertising campaign

^

Exclusive features <
Binocular Coils
S-L-F Condensers
Colortone
Low Wave Extension Circuits
Flexiblt Unit Control
Protective Fuse

New

York
Inc., 109 West 57th St.,
Western Branch: 443 So. San Pedro St., Los Angeles, Cal,

A. H. Grebe &. Co.,

Factory:

Richmond

Hill,

New

York

This company owns and operates
stations

WAHQ

and

WBOQ

15,

1926

TiLY

15,
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in a Healthy Condition

Concrete Evidence That Industry Has Reached a Stabilized Condition
Huge Profits in the Past Big Expectations for the Year

—

—

By Fred Baer

.

IEditok's Note:
Fred Baer, who has written the article
which follows, at the request of The Talking Macliine
World, owns and directs a publicity service which has had
considerable contact with the radio industry.
His knowledge of editorial opinion as well as radio trade facts makes
his remarks of more than average interest. J

Less than a year ago, the general opinion

was

the radio industry itself

that at least

from the peak market quotations last Winter.
resulting figure took no account of inflation
and what is more important took no account of
the great majority of radio manufacturers who
have never gone to the public to borrow money.
It is undoubtedly true that many speculators

The

in

two

years would be needed to bring about a condition that truly could be
stabilized.
called
Financial interests, in but not of the industry,

thought

To

it

condition, which

the future,

The
yet,

was counted on

as a

hope

for

developed so suddenly that, even
hardly realizable, but it is nevertheless
A talk with almost any reputable manu-

fact has
is

it

a fact.

show which way the
with enough of them and

facturer or distributor will

wind

blowing; talk

is

stabilized

the

condition

be

will

emphatically

Distributors are placing orders for a longer
period ahead than they ever have done before;

volume,

greater

in

too.

Almost

who demonstrated

manufacturer

a

every

profitable

year can already show orders for the
forthcoming year that will warrant a decided
increase in production, ranging from 20 per cent
to 50 per cent.
Very few manufacturers and practically no
distributors are carrying a left-over inventory.
On the contrary, the manufacturers are taking
line last

steps to accumulate an inventory of their
for

lines

On

Autumn and

every hand there

their losses by no means pictured tlie actual
condition of the radio industry. As a business,
radio made a great deal of money.

new

anticipated an increas-

ing volume of business.
since the beginning of radio broadcasting

Not

has there been such a situation as will obtain
in the forthcoming new season; a practically
complete absence of a holdover surplus stock

and

of receivers

sible

It

distributors profited to the extent

successes

in

the radio industry

more

tlian

profit;

losses

the

are

indicated

Such figures give a

not

one hundred millions of dollars in
paper losses of almost the same

amount.
Expectations for the forthcoming year are for
$150,000,000 in profits for

was

mathematics of the widely

securities

were

correct.

These

were, however, paper and not actual losses.
They were arrived at by subtracting the lowest
market quotations at the most inactive season

the

radio

industry.

expect for a great

three divisions of

all

There

every reason to
years a continually exThe ultimate
business.
is

many

panding volume of
market is nowhere nearly

satisfied.

The

largest

places the number at 6,000,000 homes. Many of
these are already prospects for replacements and
there remains, of course, the immense number

homes who never have had a set of any type.
Contrast these six million with the seventeen
million phonographs in use, almost that many
of

What's the Answer ?
When
mand

a set
.

.

.

Upwards

radio reaches stupendous figures.

in

thousand retailers have invested an average of $3,000 each a total of
Five thousand distributors have
$120,000,000.
invested again as much and even this large
aggregate sum does not give the whole picture
of

forty

—

of the

money behind

Many

their investment.

and tried
merchants; in some instances half-million dollar concerns with probably $30,000 invested in
their radio department.
The manufacturing investment reaches about $150,000,000 the three
d. visions show a
grand total of very nearly
four hundred million dollars. Most of this great
bum comes from private investment, it does not
of these distributors are old

—

represent so-called public money.
react to the advantage of the industry
general if every individual in it takes the
time and trouble to point out to everyone possible these solid facts about the business. The
It will

circulation of that misleading calculation

which
appear that $100,000,000 had been lost
in radio when the very reverse was true, made
a good news story but it caused considerable
harm. It frightened the banking minds to such
an e.Ktent that they practically withdrew their
support from the industry in a manner almost
unprecedented and which probably no other industry ever experienced.
If the industry had
not been strong, it could not have held so firm
after such withdrawal of support. Happily, confidence has been gradually restored until it is
practically back to normal.
The bankers found
out for themselves the facts stated in this article
and their renewed confidence followed as a matter of course.
If ever again such an attack, unwitting and unmalicious as it probably was,
should come, the men in the industry should be
quick to refute it when they have such favorable facts with which to do it as they had in

made

this

it

instance.

calculation of initial installations of radio sets

true that the

radio

against

true picture of the state of the radio industry;

circulated story that about $100,000,000 have been
lost

as

by the figures given above.

on the down grade.
It is

of approxi-

mately $36,000,000 and the manufacturers made
a gross profit of about $33,000,000.
There were losses on the part of some firms
in all three branches of the industry, but the

is

for the idea that

has been estimated that the retailers' gross
was in excess of $45,000,000; that the

profit

parts.

important to the radio industry to have
this pointed out, because a large part of the
public has been under the impression that the
radio industry was completely in the dumps.
This impression was not founded on fact but
on a half-truth. The normal inactivity of the
Summer season, plus the wide dissemination of
a story about radio security losses, was responIt

but

of these are
alinost certain future purchasers of radio receiving sets and all the accessories that go with the set.
The confidence of the workers who compose
the radio structure is
demonstrated by the
money they have put into it. The sound capital

in

Winter shipments.

early
is

year,

food for thought and many
reasons for optimism on the
part of the trade over the outlook for profits during the
forthcoming year

demonstrated by the unanimity of opinion.

and

last

rapid progress made by
the radio industry from the almost inconceivable chaos of
only a year or so ago to the
firmness of the entire industry
from manufacturer to dealer is
outlined in the accompanying
article, which contains much

stabilized

actually here.

is

money

lost

The

everyone, the

of

securities

any

investment

would take even longer.
surprise

the

radio

in

automobiles of the pleasure type, and again as
many telephones. The homes that can afford

meets with universal de-

and receives the heartiest en-

dorsement of radio engineers, deal-

Makers

of

Famous

196 Waverly Ave.

ers

and fans alike

...

must be good!

That's what Shamrock has done. Accredited
dealers of responsible standing are invited
to write for our protective sales plan.

STANDARD SHAMROCK PARTS
Newark, New Jersey

Announcement of the engagement of Dorothy
Klaidman, manager of the Klaidman Music
Shop, Brooklyn, N. Y., to Aron H. Chanin, of
the Chanin Construction Co., prominent buildMiss
ing concern, was made last month.
Klaidman has

a

host of friends

in

the

trade.

July

15,
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Immediate delivery all sizes
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All
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new two-in-one control operating all three condensers from one dial. This model, which retails at $210, has been wired by the WorkRite
engineers to make it possible to use efficiently
the various types of new power units.

Famous Boy Scouts Band
Makes Brunswick Records

Company, Predicts
Early Buying and Busy Days Ahead Number
of Radio Models Reduced to Three

of

this

6.

— The

manufacturer

city,

ceivers and

July

—

\\'orkRite Mfg. Co.,

neutrodyne

of

known throughout

well

Band has made

the

rein-

marches

Ne-w Reproducing Sonora

Phonographs
Model C
Radio Receiving Set
Highboys
and Speakers

Mohawk

dustry, has just announced its plans for the
coming season. V. H. Meyer, president of the
company, stated recently that his organization

believes that there will he early buying on the
part of the jobbers and dealers this year, with
an excellent business for ill standard recognized
manufacturers.
The WorkRite Mig. Co. has
been identified with various successful manufacturing activities for seventeen years, and for
the past five years has been manufacturing radio
In announcing the company's plans
products.
Mr. Meyer stated that the line of WorkRite
models had been reduced to three with a price
range of $80 to $210. The adoption of a six-tube
circuit for all models and the reduction of

models

have simplified the company's
production problems materially.
in the line

The WorkRite Model

16

is

a

table

same

at $80.

chassis

The WorkRite Model 26 has the
as Model 16, but is mounted in a

small floor console with high-grade speaker enclosed.

This set

retails at $145.

The WorkRite Model

36, shown in the accompanying illustration, is a handsome console
model with a walnut cabinet having a special
built-in cone speaker with a diaphragm twentyfive inches wide.
Space is provided for all batteries or power units and the three-way switch
"off, soft and loud" gives excellent tone control.
The operating panel is very simple, the

COTTON FLOCKS
Air floated,

all

injurioua foreign matter elimiiutcd
for

Rtcord and Radio Mannfactnring

THE PECKHAM MFG. CO.

with headquarters in Chicago, recently received an important patent grant on its gang condenser, relating to the assembly of a condenser, under
date of February 16, U. S. Patent No. 1,573,374.
The application was filed July 2, 1924, and Paul
A. Chamberlain, chief engineer for the Mohawk
organization, who joined the firm two years ago,
was the original inventor. The patent is said
to be of extreme importance and the Mohawk
Corp. intends to sue several concerns who are
said to be infringing.
Since the patent covers
several features in the building of a radio receiver the Mohawk officials have emploj'ed
special attorneys to prosecute infringers.
of

"n'.Sn.T'

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The Artophonp Corporation,
H;22 Pine Street,

Mo.

Loui.s,

St.

Baltimore Phono. Dist. Co.,
422 N. Howard Street,
Baltimore, Md.

Barker AVholesale Company,
Barker Building,
Los Angeles, Calif.
H. Burke Company,

Illinois,

221

Columbus Avenue,

Boston, Mass.
Doerr,

Andrews & Doerr,
Minneapolis. Minn.

Gibson-Snow

Co.,

Inc.,

Syracuse. N. Y.

Greater City Phono. Co., Inc.,

Avenue,

76 Fifth

New

York, N. Y.

Hassler Texas Co.,
1101 Young Street,
Dallas, Texas.
012 Broadway,

San Antonio, Texas.
Main Street,

1715

Houston, Texas.

Advertise Portables in
Resort and Travel Guide
Indianapolis,
recently

Star

Ind.,

issued

Travel Guide, which

July

2.

— The

Kiefer-Stewart Company,
Indianapolis, Ind.

Kohler Distributing Co.,

Minna Street,
San Francisco, Cal.

Indianapolis

annual Vacation and
devoted entirely to edi-

ti3

its
is

and advertising the resort and play spots
in the State.
Aside from the resort advertisements, stores which supply the necessities for
camp and vacation used this resort guide as an
advertising medium. Prominent among the advertisers were the Pearson Piano Co., the Peoples Outfitting Co. and the Fuller-Ryde Music

McPhllben-Keator,

torial

Co.,

who

ukuleles

Brooklyn,

1720

Strand

Wazee

Street,

Denver, Colo.

Pennsylvania Phono. Dist. Co.,
1015 Chestnut Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
917 Wabash Building,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
1747 Chester Avenue,
Cleveland, Ohio.

chandise.

at

N. Y.

Moore-Bird & Company,

advertised portable talking machines,
and similar articles of musical mer-

Ted Lewis Featured

Inc.,

68 Thirty-fourth Street,

receiver

with two controls and no verniers being necessary.
The cabinet is of walnut with panel and
dial to match, gold trimmed.
Special design,
straight-line broadcast condensers are used in
this and other WorkRite models. The Model 16
lists

Corp.

.

•I.

The Mohawk Corp.

on WorkRite Model 36

will

Infringers of Patent

Controlled by

in

onor

appear on three
double-faced records. It is understood that the
royalties from these records will be divided between the National Boy Scouts' organization
and the Springfield Boy Scouts' Concert Band.
The C. G. Conn Band Instrument Co. is going
to use this organization as one of the features
of a motion picture production, which will be
fathered by that company at an early date,
showing how music is making true Americans of
the boys of the United States.

which the band played

To Sue

Tuning

,

six recordings for

the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. Six

nounces Plans for Season

O.,

Scouts'

INtTtUHtMT 0> QUtlirr

STMI

Springfield, Mo., July 3.— Thanks to the interest
of Lester E. Cox, secretary and manager of the

Boy

Cleveland,

Distributors

Martin Bros. Piano Co., this city, arrangements
have been concluded whereby the Springfield

phii>.

WorkRite Mfg. Go. AnV. H. Meyer, President of

23

•James K. Polk, Inc.,
181 Whitehall Street,

Ted Lewis and His

Jazzical

Atlanta, Ga.
811 W. Broad Street,

Clowns, exclu-

sive
Columbia recording orchestra, recently
were featured at the Strand Theatre, New York,
where they received an ovation from capacity

audiences for their renditions of the latest in
dance music. During the program Mr. Lewis
apprised the audience of the fact that several
of the numbers had been recorded for the

Richmond, Va.
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demonstration consisting of five completely furnished homes, which is being conducted by the
(Jtica Daily Press in conjunction with the leading furniture, music and department stores, was
held last month and was a complete success.
Buckingham & Moak furnished a combination
talking machine and Radiola and the S. & S.
Music Co, furnished a Brunswick Panatrope.

York. N. Y.

Canadian & Export Distributors.

Columbia catalog.

Music

Eighth Street.

Council Bluffs, Iowa.

The Tay Sales Company,
2.31 N. Wells Street.
Chicago, 111.
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crane their heads to read

Pncrfi'tWrnii'i^

Sates Ankles

Increasing Sales Through the Co-operation of Bell Boys at the
Local Hotels— Plan That Protects the Dealer in Making an Allowance on
Old Instrument—The "Whirly-Gag"
That Created Interest in Records— Clever Tie-ups— Other Stunts That Pay

Here

is

who

is

an idea for the talking machine deallocated not too great a distance from
the local hotel, especially in the fair-sized city.
Get in touch with the bellboys and present to
them the proposition that very often guests,
er

who

are stopping in the hostelry for a week or
two, would enjoy the entertainment of a talk-

ing machine.
Of?er to either rent a used instrument for the period, the delivery charges
being paid by the transient, of course, or make
arrangements to sell a portable. Give the bellboy a commission on all transactions, accord-

per cent, makes a flat price on the machine.
This system has been found very satisfactory,
both to the dealer and to his customers.

A
We

Unique Record Ad

present

an illustration of an animated
device that whirls its way into the memory of
thousands residing in Jacksonville, Fla.
William C. Gillespie, proprietor of the Rrdio

ing to the amount of money involved.
It can
be done and is being done by a talking machine
dealer in uptown New York, who during the
past year has succeeded in deriving a fair
amount of revenue from renting used instruments, thus making them pay a return between
the time they are brought into the store and
disposition through sales.
In addienterprising dealer has sold quite a
few portable instruments to hotel guests, to say
nothing of records. Little kinks like these often
their final

tion

considerable

profit

Profiting by Trade-ins

Herewith

City,

instead of

making

the allow-

retails

for,

say, $300

tomer has an old machine to
Dreazen in most cases makes a

and the custrade in, Mr.

deduction
of 10 per cent of the price of the new machine,
bringing the cost down to $270. Then the usual
down paym-ent of about $25 or $30 is collected
before delivery of the instrument.
Of course,
in cases where the customer has a very old
machine to trade in or a very cheap instrument
Mr. Dreazen, instead of allowing the usual 10
flat

of

is

a very

Okeh

records and his "Whirly Gag" is the salesman
that is helping to make them bigger.

Study Your Customers

An example

of the benefits to be derived

from
market and type of
clientele may be gained from citing the experience of J. B. Myers, manager of the music
department of the A. I. Namm department store,
of Brooklyn, N. Y.
With the coming of the
Summer season Mr. Myers began to push the
a close study of a dealer's

inexpensive musical instruments, but
found that because of the location on the fifth
floor he was losing trade that, should the department be more advantageously located, he
would secure.
He then began to study the
different types of customers and found that on
different days different types came to shop and
purchase their necessities.
On Mondays, for
instance, he found that the type of buyers were
mostly those wanting bargains of merchandise
really essential.
After close study during several weeks Mr. Myers found that it was on Saturdays that the younger crowd d'd its shopping,
and following his conclusions he installed a
special counter of small goods on the main
floor of the store and found that sales increased
to a gratifying extent.
Each Saturday proved
the worth of this practice and the Saturday
counter of ukuleles and similar small goods is
now a permanent and very profitable feature
for the Summer months.
small,

the

columns

Close-up View of the "Whirly-Gag"
Phonograph Shop, that city, recently placed on
the front of his car what he calls his "Whirly

Gag." He writes
reading it record
it.
He admits it is
cent ad. that has

—

that

1,000

people are daily

sales are being increased by

the best two-dollar-and-fiftyever been used. The words
"Okeh" and "Record of Quality" remain stationary, while the background, colored black
with bright orange stripes, revolves according to
the speed of the car or breeze blowing.
Its
perpetual motion startles dogs into barking;
pedestrians invariably attract their companions'
attention by pointing to it; passing motorists

of

past

HARDWARE

Radios and Phonographs

have

there

The World

appeared

in

the

articles giving instances

of dealers co-operating with the local appearances of record artists to feature the various
recordings of the artist, or, in the case of a
musical show, to feature the numbers of the
show that have been recorded. One of the best
recent illustrations of dealer tie-up with a
Broadway production was that of the Landay
Bros, cb.ain of music stores in Greater New
York, which featured the song hit "Valencia" in
their window posters of June releases.
This
song, which was, and is, the song hit of Euro-

pean centers, is the feature number of "The
Great Temptations" at the Century Theatre.
In the display window of each Landay store,
on the top of the record poster, was affixed
a picture of one of the beauties from "The
Great Temptations" and they attracted considerable attention

FULL LINE
For

This

pays. Mr. Gillespie states his profits are in

In

for the old instrument.
L. Dreazen,
one of the leading talking machine dealers in

ance on the old instrument, deducts a percentage from the price of the new products the customer desires to purchase. For example: If the

it.

well display advertising

is

be, given

new model

how

Tie-up Sold Records

described a method of making an
allowance on a trade-in which does not emphasize to the customer the smallness of the
amount, no matter how fair the allowance may

New York

illustration of

1926

•

this

in the aggregate bring in
during a period of a year.

good

15,

from passers-by.

Cashing in on Artists

Mark Strand Thea^
Brooklyn, of the Record Boys, Brunswick
recording artists and radio and vaudeville theatre entertainers, was the occasion of a successful tie-up by the talking machine and radio depa- tment of the Brooklyn branch of the Aeolian
Co. A program of the theatre was attached to
the window with the names of the Record Boys
underlined. On each side of the program were
ribbons, one leading to a Radiola, the other to a
Brunswick Panatrope. An attractive sign read:
The appearance

in

the

tre,

"Here are Three
Boys."

An

Ways

attractive

of

Hearing the Record

poster with pictures of

the artists was on an easel on the floor of the
window, supplied by the theatrical management
gratis.

As

this

store

is

but a short distance

from the theatre the tie-up was particularly
effective and a substantial increase in sales of
records of these artists was noted.
t

Incorporated
The Indianapolis Music Shoppe, Indianapolis,
was recently incorporated with a capital

Ind.,

stock of 100 shares of no par value, to deal in
The incorporators are
musical instruments.
John C. O'Brien, William Gage Hoag and I. E.

GUDEN
WALKER STREET
H. A.

87

Sollenzerger.

CO., Inc.
NEW YORK,

N. Y.

The Brunswick Co.'s line of new phonographs
was recently featured at the Wilson Music Co.,
Baton Rouge, La.

July

15,
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Summer

business

the radio public

And

that's

Units.

just

is

All you need

right!

looking

first

sell

you

Their low^ prices

them

easily

article

that

sells

— one

"B

"

Current Supply

because they answer a need that has existed

started.

— $32.50

an

get in Majestic

They

give dependable, constant, economical

powder direct from the light socket

"

is

for.

the merchandise

Majestic Units

ever since radio

"B

all

is

25

—a

for the Standard

within the reach of

pure direct current.

and $39.50

for the Super,

makes

all.

Unique Plan Assures Sales
You can

a Majestic "B" Current Supply Unit to one of
Then, if he is
your customers; give him seven days trial.
that it is
not fully convinced that it improves his reception
the biggest "B Eliminator value he can buy anywhere today,
Your money will be returned and
give him his money back.
protected.
you
are
will
see
that
we
sell

—

"

But we are sure that your customers will be more than pleased
We are sure it will
with the Majestic "B" Current Supply.
Every conceivable test
bring you new profits and customers.
and trial has proved this. Give us a chance to prove our conWrite us, today, and we'll send you full devictions to you.
into your summer business.
tails of our plan to put "real pep
"

New York Shoiv—Booth No. 10, Section "DD"

GRIGSBY

^/

Chicago Shoiv— Booth No. 8, Section

GRUNOW

4558 Armitage Avenue

KyKjfef

"K"

HINDS CO.
CHICAGO,

ILL.
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"Salesman" of Portables

Featuring Portable Talking Machines in
Outdoors Atmosphere That Have Created a Demand for Portables
of Displays

By
"Your actions are very suspicious to me," announced the town's one and only arm of the
law, as I stood beside a lamp-post, pencil and
paper in hand.
It was 10:30 p. m., with the
folks streaming out of the local "opery house,"
and many giving the store window displays the
last once-over. I continued to put dots down on
paper before I answered the curious policeman,
who had given me several quizzical looks that
day as he found me in the same position.
"I'm through," I announced. "Come with me
to Edgar Bridge's store and I'll give you a
good account of myself."
"Well, how did you make out?" inquired
Bridge, as he opened the door of his apartment
above the music store.
Checking Up on Passers-by

"Stopped" or "Did Not Stop." Said stopping
was Bridge's show window. His percentage under "Stopped" was 7 per cent.
The test proved my line of reasoning was
right, for Bridge couldn't deny that a "Stopped"
Beincrease of 21 per cent was satisfactory.
sides, he had made two sales of portables that

place

The Summer season

"Pretty good," I responded. "28 per cent of
But before I go any further, will
you kindly satisfy the officer that my actions
are honorable?"
Bridge disposed of the police force by explaining that he had installed a vacation dis-

to

my

contention was that this
method fails to sell people on thp idea of taking music with them on their vacations in camp
and at the seashore. I agreed to put it to the
The day before, when his display held a
test.
neat array of instruments, he parked himself
but

across the street for ten minutes at a stretch
at the following times.
(1) The going to work

crowd. (2) Mid-morning, at 10:30; (3) The
lunch hour. (4) Mid-afternoon, at 3:30. (5) The
returning from work crowd.
(6) The after
He had a pad, with the top
theatre throngs.
sheet penciled with a line down the middle.
These two places had penciled dots on them,
according to the number of passersby who

it's

No

day

—a

—

promising sign and the following days
began to slowly move, whereas

the portables

before he was lucky to
week.

sell

three portables a

of effective portable

Fine Display at Ditson's

by

tion)

PROVE CECO TUBES'

PERIORITY— as

SU-

detectors, as ampli-

fiers.

You can

safely

recommend

CeCo

Tubes whether one tube or eight are
required.

Now

ready!

type

Long

CeCo Tubes with new
Also,
BASES.

PRONG

power amplifier tubes,

E (Dry

(there

portables

were

several

placed about the trim) for outdoor occasions
was subtly suggested by such "props" as a baseball bat with mitts and a tennis racket held together at one end, with golf clubs and a fishing
at

Both the

the other end.

side

A TUBE FOR EVERY RADIO NEED
••A"

"B"

Filament Volts

5.0

3.0

Filament Current

0.25

.06

20 to 120

Plate Voltage

And

Ave

Seashore

ready for occupancy, at the left end.
guard here was the well-known phonograph
dog, on a rope leash tied to the tent. A port-

staked

On

able

was

A

atop

set

carrying case near the

its

few records

were on the
ground beside the instrument. At the right
end a camp table was set up and cooking utensils placed on it for "atmosphere."
Also about
the trim were several camp stools, with either
a ukulele or banjo placed on the same.
One
showcard employed ran as follows: "Camp instruments durable and easy to carry."
The companion card indicated that: "Music
will make your vacation more enjoyable. A complete stock
of portable
phonographs, ukes,
tent.

to be played

—

banjos, records, etc."

A
care

the

of

hung on

Restful Display
Co., Detroit, Mich.,

took

background with a porch shade

rollers,

cretonne for the rear
in green tubs were

with

Large palms

side hangings.

The central posiwas monopolized, as it should be, by a
portable model on a rustic garden chair. Other
models were noticeable on stands and about
tion

20 to 80

other Types

-C"
3.0
.06

20 to 80

and rear

"Take music with

you

on

your

vacation.

Select your portable from our complete stock,"

Portables in

Two

at

the front centre.

Kindred Lines

is one of the best cities in the
all-important matter of Summer

Cincinnati, O.,

country

in the

display presentation

of

Wurlitzer's

portables.

combined portable phonographs and radios in
a timely setting, which was floored with imitation grass, with a genuine tree log thrown
across the ground at the rear. Back of the logs
were ferns, the pots of which were hidden from
In front of the log, at the
view by the log.
left end, was a red and white striped canvas
chair, leaning against the back of which was the
showcard we quote:
"No picnic is complete
without a Portable Phonograph or Radio Set."
At the opposite end of the log, in front of it,
was a camp stool, open, and occupied by a radio
Also propped up against the
receiving set.
same log were several tennis rackets, a fishing
rod and a guitar. A picnic on the grass was
conveyed by spreading the middle of the floor
with a white luncheon cloth, set for four. To
the left of this cloth, but off of it, was a lowtree stump that was moss covered, and "housA record rested
ing" a portable phonograph.
against- the tree stump, with a banjo-uke on
the

A

Cell

Type), F (Storage Battery), for last
stage of Audio Frequency.
Write for Catalog and Prices
C. E. MFG. CO., INC.
Providence, R. I.
702 Eddy Street

at the

suggested a framed card

life.

charted tests (results confirmed
laboratories of national reputa-

Camping

grass edge around this stretch of beach was
achieved with finely chipped green paper. The

A

rod

crepe

Another house to make a Summer showing
with beach sand was the Lewis Music Store,
Rochester, N. Y. A few loose green leaves were
scattered over the sand, with a "pup" tent

the artificial grass floor.

of

green

green crepe paper.

In Boston, Mass., the Oliver Ditson Co. had a
most effective display. Beach sand, mixed up
with beach stones, served as the floor covering.

suitability

dark

paper, bordered with a sage green stripe, with
a top decoration or escalloped frieze of sage

stationed at each rear end.

Here are some examples
window displays:

in ilie TUBE

volume and long

rich

were adorned with

panels

The Crowley Milner

receiving set can be better than
CeCo Tubes give
tubes.
its
maximum results in clarity of tone,

Our

at

Where
public at this time.
special attention is paid to
portables there will be no
"Summer slump," as these instruments are in big demand
throughout the year.

play of portable phonographs that morning, and
1 had been on the job at ten minute intervals

publicity,

now

is

height and dealers can cash
in on the natural demand for
portable talking machines. The
window display is a most effective medium for bringing
the merits of the various portables to the attention of the
its

stoppers.

check up the number of folks stopping before the window.
Sometime back Bridge and I had had a heated
argument as to whether the vacation atmosphere pays in a portable phonograph trim. He
felt that displaying the models was sufficient

Ernest A. Bench

case

ground nearby.
portable

was

set

instrument in its open carrj'ing
on the ground to the right of the

picnic spread.

Camp Realism
The camp atmosphere predominated

in

the

display devised by Baldwin's, also of Cincinnati,

—

The cream-paneled background a permanent feature of this show window was left intact, same being adorned at the middle with a
pictorial showcard, with a camp scene in colors
O.

—

upper part of the card, and the message
"Going to camp for an outing? Take
Y^ou must
a portable phonograph with you.
the
found
at
left end
Room
was
have music."
(Continued on page 28)
at the

below

it:

—
The Talking Machine World,

New

York, July
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VALLEY FORGE MAIN SPRINGS
your repair depart-

S

BIG

3

FEATURES

NON-JUMP

(Prevents Jumping and Slipping)

MOCOLENE

(Dustless Packing)

LUBRILL

(Prevents Rust)

ment keeping abreast
with the front of your
store?
Are you using the
same kind of spring now as

you did when you sold the
old style horn machines or
are you using Valley Forge
the modern method which
eliminates jumping, rust, corrosion and the many elements
to which most springs are

—

subject?
There's

as

much

diff erence

be-

tween Valley Forge Springs and
the old method of making them,
as there is with the old Horn
machines and the new models

now on

the market.

Equip Your Shop the
Valley Forge

73 O

IMARKET

STREET

RMi L/KDELPHI A,
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Way
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Emphasizes Importance of
Radio Lightning Arrester
Brach Mfg.
Equipment Adds

L. S.

Co.,

Points Out

How

to the Efficiency

Atwater Kent Studied Nation s Market
Before Appearance of Season's New Line

This

Radio

of

Baiton, Durstine

& Osborne, Advertising Agents for Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., Made Nation-Wide
Survey, Interviewing Owners, Non-Owners, Dealers and Jobbers

Reception by Eliminating Trouble

men

the ques-

tion of the use of lightning arresters

by radio

At

a recent gathering of radio

owners brought forth some very pertinent
Among these was the mistaken impression that the arresters were only used to guard
set

facts.

against the effects of lightning striking an antenna wire. It is interesting to note that many

members

of the music trade realize that lightning arresters are required for a far more frequent service, that of protecting against lightning induction affecting the efficient operation

of the radio set.

In
tion

order to

substantiate

a representative of

this

latter

27

conten-

The World requested

information along, these lines from the L.

S.

Brach Manufacturing Co., engineers, who not
only agreed that the scope of the use of the
lightning arrester did serve other purposes than
the generally acknowledged use but stated that
thousands of radio sets to-day are working
under the handicap of having some part of
their equipment broken down by lightning induction and the sets are operating either noisily
or much less efficiently than when they were

Philadelphia, Pa., July

modern

3.

— The

importance of

tionnaires

fill
thirteen bound volumes in addisummaries. All this was done to get the
facts about radio to guide the Atwater Kent
Mfg. Co. in its manufacturing, sales and ad-

merchandising is clearly
recognized by the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., maker of Atwater Kent Radio receiving sets and
radio speakers.
The hit or miss element is entirely eliminated.
Prior to the beginning of
the new season and the appearance of the Fall
advertising Barton, Durstine & Osborne, of New
York City, advertising agents for the Atwater
Kent Mfg. Co., conducted a survey which was
wide in scope and at the same time thorough
in detail.
It is probably the most comprehen-

seventeen makes last Fall now carries seven.
The survey showed the great popularity of the

sive radio survey ever undertaken.

Atwater Kent receiving

or scientific

Eighty-si.K

reporters were used to travel 42,758 miles and

interviewed 3,672 owners

and non-owners of
and 37 distributors.
The survey covered most of the United States
as well as part of Canada.
It is said that the dealer and consumer quesradio sets, 1,083

retailers

Vitaphone Corp. Secures
MetropoHtan Opera Artists

tion to

vertising policies.

Some

general reduction on the part of the dealers of
number of lines handled. For instance, a

the

New York

department

ters after renovations.

to find.

company, the Western Electric

stores in

of coils,
of

the

radio

It

is

maker

of a device to

set

can Telephone & Telegraph Co., and the Bell
Laboratories.
With this device, which "photographs" sound upon the film, theatres all over
the country, it is said, will be able to offer not
only "movie grand opera," but a synchronized
musical accompaniment for all other types of
film, which will make it possible for even the
smallest theatre to have a sixty-piece orchestra
providing the music.

its productions.
In
connection the Manhattan Opera House
has been secured for one year by the Vitaphone
Corp. for the presentation of its productions
as well as for a studio and a production plant.
The Vitaphone is an instrument recently put
out by Warner Bros, and perfected by that

parts

each lightning flash dur-

a

tan artists to take part in

Leases

this

IDEAS

Co., the

Ameri-

Henry

S.

New Quarters

Brown, phonograph and radio dealer

of Fitchburg, Mass., has leased the store in the

Y.

M.

Building and will occupy the quarMr. Brown also operates
Gardner and T^ynn.

C. A.

SALES

make

POWER TUBE
SPACE FOR
BATTERY I
TRICKLE CHARGER

"A"

SPACE FOR
135 VOLT "B"
BATTERY OR
MU-RAD BELIMINATOR

The

MU-RAD

The

«

MU-RAD
Super -Six

'Qolden Rule

Receiver

Policy
is a new idea in radio merchandising.
It is a unique
plan that embodies protective territory, small commitments, assignment of territorial sales quotas, bonuses
in proportion to sales, and a fixed plan for exchanging
old for new models to consumers

And

get the idea of solidity.

MU-RAD'S

sixth year also.

This

An

advanced idea

ing control

Power tube

per.

—a
is

Stability

in

broadcast receivers.

— enormous

receiver

in last stage.

—faithful

beyond competition among

the sixth year of broadcasting.
is

Single tun-

volume controllable

to a whis-

reproduction
fine sets.

It is

important.

MU-RAD RADIO CORPORATION
Dept.

W.

carried

also unearthed.

condensers, grid leaks or other
set,
leaving a permanent
damage to the set. This damage may not prevent the operation of the set, but it certainly
will affect the tone quality, quietness and the
reception in general. Such damage is very difficult to locate and sometimes almost impossible
tion

is

which

both in the minds
and by the public, and
also proved that Mr. Kent is probably the best
known of radio manufacturers. Other interesting facts of vital importance in planning the
Fall campaign along most effective lines were

announced that the Vitaphone Corp.,
synchronize motion picture music to the human voice, has signed a
contract with the Metropolitan Opera Co., by
which it obtains the right to engage Metropoli-

It is said that in

ing a storm there

store

of the dealer, distributor

wide area of electrification.
Every radio aerial picks up by induction an abnormal current which, in seeking
ground, very frequently punctures the insula-

new.

from the survey art
There seems to be a

of the high lights

particularly interesting.

ASBURY PARK,

N.

J.

:
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Summer Radio

Business

Is

What You Make

Says Weil-Known Radio Executive

It,

Manager of the Advertising Department of the Magnavox Co., Emphasizes Need
Going After Radio Business During the Summer Months Practical Selling Hints

S. S, Sondles,

—

of

"You can count on

the aggressive radio dealer

not giving in to the old bugaboo about lack of
interest in radio during the Spring and Summer months," reads an interesting statement

over the name of S. S. Sondles, manager of the
advertising department of the Magnavox Co.,
radio manufacturer, Oakland, Cal. The message,
which has been sent to Magnavox distributors
and dealers, emphasizes the need of going after
business during the Summer months and outlines several practical methods of increasing
sales volume, and for that reason it is reproduced
in part herewith:
Your Summer radio business is going to be
pretty much as you make it. If you resign your-

walk into your store you
may not realize it, but Mr. Alert Dealer is stealing a march on you by going out after business.
There are hundreds of methods of stimulating
business. One of the most profitable adjuncts to
any store is a properly managed mailing list (a
mailing list of 1,000 and up can well support an
automatic addressing system with card record
and addressing plate combined in one). If you
haven't a mailing list you are missing something.
Here are some of the ways you can compile a
worth-while prospect and "service" list.
self to wait

for

to

it

Get names of prospects from friends and customers of the store.
Get names at fairs, exhibits of various kinds,
demonstrations, etc.
Form a Boys' Radio Club, paying them for
names, not to be duplicated, of prospects who
are willing to listen to a demonstration.
The
interest in this

scheme

is

intensified

if

a

good

mexpensive radio set is offered as a prize to the
one getting the greatest number of names within
a

certain

time.

Pay school children
Inexpensive

make

to

novelties,

a "radio census."

sometimes

popular,

if

serve as well as money.

you

If

sell

phonographs or records you

have a valuable

list

will

of radio prospects.

of the trim for a tent of the

which

of

was

a

clump

wigwam

of

back
evergreen

post-card.

as

And ask for the oppordemonstration.
The letter
might be supplemented with a self-embodied or
separate coupon requesting pertinent data such
as the following suggestions:
Do you own a radio and, if so, what make?
fected single-dial radio.

tunity

to

make

Is speaker built-iii

a

or external and what

make?

What make of tubes do you use and how many?
Do you use dry or wet "B" batteries or power unit?
Do you have a battery cliarger and, if so, what make?
Are you

satisfied with the tone quality, selectivity,

Use coupons

in

your

local

method

newspaper advertis-

branches.

phonograph was

—

The Summer Outdoors
All

is

of last

June

in

England

I

often the case during this month.

The

stores selling portables responded splendidly to

chance

the

ing.

maybe a new charger is needed,
tubes have to be replaced, the antenna system
should be inspected annually, speakers and sets
are constantly being improved and only if you
be recharged,

keep

in close contact with this "service" business and capitalize on its opportunities will you
profit thereby.

Don't be afraid to demonstrate Magnavox.
Automobiles, washing machines, and vacuum
cleaners are mostly sold through demonstration.
Demonstrate in the home. Metropolitan dealers
vary this practice to fit conditions. Many dealers report that from six to seven sales result out
of every ten demonstrations.
Rural communities are an especially fertile field for demonstration sales.
The day is past when radio was
bought.
From now on it will be sold.

to

enjoy

the

lure

of

outdoors.

&

Prowse

Keith,

type,

large

spent in England, which
country was favored with exceptionally warm
weather instead of lots of rain and chilly days,

of professional

The above suggestions have merit, but they
must be built up to meet individual circumstances, and don't forget that the radio "replacement" and "service" business like the sale of
records in the phonograph business is just so
much velvet if gone after and handled in the
right manner.
Batteries deteriorate or have to

(Continued from page 26)

A higher percentage of returns will be assured if you enclose a stamped, self-addressed
envelope.
A similar mailing as the above with a duplex

list

1926

as a "Salesman" of
Portable Talking Machines in Summer

of operation and distance performance of your set?

Mail a letter to a selected

15,

The Window Display

Beside the tent opening a portable
set on the ground, which was
sp.inkled with dirt, gravel and fine sand. Even
more attention was given to the right end of
the trim, where a clump of branches indicated a
woodland nook.
Beneath the overhanging
branches was a lake, formed by a large square
mirror embedded in the floor, and surrounded
by white sand.
There were two miniature
canoes one on the lake, the other partly resting against the shore.
The center attraction
proved to be a fire, apparently built of dried
branches, and burning away, thanks to an
electric light bulb under some red crepe paper
hidden among the branches. A kettle over the
fire was suspended by stout branches.

and business men. The letter should refer to
the entertainment and educational value of radio
and the desirability of owning a Magnavox per-

July

Co.,

London, Eng-

Ltd.,

introduced a painted background of a
country road with a car parked along the same.
A verdant meadow running from the road was
carried right into a trim by flooring same with
artificial grass mats, at the middle of which
was a portable phonograph. Kneeling before
the instrument was a little girl cut-out.
Her
young parents, represented by life-size cut-outs
near the back, were also listening intently to the
record being played.
Two showcards were in the following vein:
land,

"Wherever you

pull up the Portable Gramophone renders your lavorite music in an instant of a minute."
"Whatever the ape or taste, the Portable Gramophone

1.

2.

fills

the bill."

Lady's Handbag Comparison
Hickie & Hickie, Ltd., Reading, England,
screened the background and sides with cool
Summer cretonne drapes in a restful floral design.
A sign at the rear centre, executed in
cream script on a blue background, announced
that "Summer Time is Music Time." A cabinet
model reposed at the rear right, with a piano
at the middle, and topped with a banjo and
ukulele.

front

Among

the several portables down in
appropriate announcement: "The
Portable As easy to carry as a lady's

was

this

—

Ask
for

handbag."

IRON HORSE

Insist

on

PADDED PROTECTION COVERS

OLIVE DRAB DENIM
The new

line of covers for the Victor

Electrola and Orthophonic instruments
is

now

ready.

Perfectly
for

made by

many

a house specializing

years in textiles.

line

embraces

all

the models of

the leading manufacturers, including
Victor, Brunswick, Columbia, Sonora,

Radio Corp. of America, Stromberg12

Styles

Padded Covers, Form Fitting,
Strap and Buckle Attaclied

'\Vit1i

Carlson, Etc., Etc.

A. L.

REACH TEXTILE

COTTON GOODS
224-226 EAST 42ND ST.
MAIN OFFICE AND SALESROOM

of all

eyes

in

Carry
the

window

of

—

Lily Pond Atmosphere
pond was realistically conveyed in the
trim arranged by the Gramophone Shop, Birmingham, England. The front half of the floor
was laid with a silvered mirror, on which at
each side was a very shallow art pottery bowl
lily

lilies "growbody of water. The
rear half of the display was cared for with an
imitation grass mat, about which portables were
in
evidence.
"Portable
Gramophones Take
one with you on your holidays," ran a large
in

dull

ing"

in

green tones, with water

the same, as on a

—

window streamer.

Reliable Manufacturing Standard Always Maintained

Mill Contractors

for a Child to

Scotcher & Sons, Birmingham, England, was
a colored cardboard cut-out of a little girl, who
carried a portable in its carrying case with great
The caption painted on the feet of the
ease.
girl pointed out that
"A Portable Gramophone
will provide music and entertainment wherever
you may go. A child can carry one. Always
ready for use."

A

Extra heavy padding, cushion-like, to
prevent damages in making shipments.

Our

Easy
The cynosure

The Resonator,

CO., Inc.
Manufacturers

CANVAS SPECIALTIES

NEW YORK,

N. Y.

Ltd.,

is

the

name

of a

com-

Sydney, Australia, to manua new contrivance for phonographs which, it is claimed, dispenses with the
It is in the
tone reproducer and sound box.
shape of a cone made of the lightest Queensland maple and applies the needle directly and
very lightly to the disc.

pany organized
facture and sell

in

:
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"Ty^^ profits are sure'
In Grand Island, Neb., the Jones Music
Co. handles leading lines in musical instruincluding
ments and radio merchandise
Eveready Radio Batteries. "About September 1, 1925," Mr. Ed. A. Jones writes, "we
decided to discontinue buying hit or miss

—

batteries

down

to

and

settle

Eveready 'A'

and 'B' Batteries. We
began advertising Eveready products with our
other advertising and

we soon found our

cus-

Tuesday night means

every confidence in Eveready Batteries.
battery business has

the following

stations

vvEAF-AViu York
Vi]\K-Providence

wm-Boston
WTAG-fVorcester
WTi-Philadelphia
WGK-Buffalo

until today

it is

one of the most profitable departments in the
store. We know that the profits on Eveready
Batteries are sure, and the service expense
very small." The Eveready line is a logical
one for every music
establishment. Order
Ev eready Hour— 8 P. AI.,

Time through

Eastern Standard

grown

Our

Eveready Radio Batteries from your jobber.

ViSM-Cincinnaii
\\1.\M-Cleveland
vrwj-Detrolt
wCN-C/iicaffo

National Carbox

v,'OC-Da^•e^port

New

Minneapolis
Paul

wcAE-Pittshurff/i

St.

KSD-St. Loui

Manufactured and guaranteed by

Atlanta

Co.,

Inc.

San Francisco

ork

Chicago

Kansas

Cin.-

Canadian National Carbon Co., Limited

tomers as a whole had

Toronto,

£V£READ¥
Radio Batteries
-they last longer

Ontario
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turns his piano stock

13 times yearly
How

Grant Hazel has applied

the principle of concentration

build a remarkable volume of business

to

hazel's MUSIC STORE haS
GRANT
a 16-foot frontage on East

Indiana Campus

Kirkwood Avenue, Bloom-

cheap
piano. Quality throughout, not just
a fine case,

ington, Indiana.

Everyone

we ought

idea that

University of

what

is

One woman

run.

to sell a

tells in

in this

the long

town has a

Gulbransen that has been in her home
for 10 years. It's just as good
as the day she bought it. It is

Bloomington and the
country
farming
around knows
Grant Hazel's neat, attractive
place of business. Years of consistent advertising and canvassing have made it familiar
to farmers and townspeople
in

still

just as true to the slogan,

'Easy to Play', and even more
mellow in tone."

His way of doing business

alike.

Bloomington is an average
American town of 15,000 located in a diversified farming
section, and having no par-

Grant Hazel finds that the
Gulbransen nationally-priced
system makes for confidence
all

around.

ticular industry of importance.

his

customers the price appear-

He

points out to

University

ing- in all national advertising

of Indiana, a fact which adds

and branded on the back of

It is the seat of the

considerable

life

munity but
importance

is

to the

every instrument.

com-

not a factor of

in the

"That's a

piano busi-

plan and

ness.

was

It

in

town

this

—just

such a typical community as
hundreds of other Gulbransen
dealers do business in

Hazel

— that

year sold 106 Gulbransen
Registering Pianos with an average
stock of only eight!

its
lucky number when it means turnover
b}it it wasn't mere luck that brougtit
Grant Hazet s significant sales increase

13's a

—

In attaining this

remarkable volume of business, he
turned his stock 13 times.

Why

legitimate profit. Gulbransen

makes

a quality

piano

which,

instrument
of

because

patented, exclusive Registering

feature, offers possibilities for

mu-

enjoyment no other piano can

sical

give.

price

And
is

people

know

that

the

right."

he succeeds

1

"By

concentrating on the Gulbransen Registering Piano and pushing
it

at the expense of the dealer's

—a

last

and square
any bar-

fair

forestalls

gaining to bring down the price

want people to feel at home here." This is the attitude that
father and son have carried out in a practicalfashion. An attractive store., and every square foot of display space at woriz

Grant

it

.

4 year IVar and Readjustment Period

alone," says Grant Hazel, "I find

that
that

I

get farther.

Customers know
a Gulbransen

when they buy

Registering Piano they are getting

How

aggressive sales effort

made Grant

Hazel's sales grow. Note the steady climb
to the present figure of 106 sales in 1925

money's worth. That's what
counts. My best leads come from
their

satisfied customers.

"We

He points out to his customers the price appear ing
in all national advertising

have never catered

to

the

bacii of

and branded on

each instrument

the

How you
money

can make more
selling pianos

Grant Hazel

but one successful Gulbransen dealer.
There are hundreds of others
from coast to coast.
is

Qrant Hazel says:
Any merchant who

Without exception these successful Gulbransen dealers employ the Grant Hazel method
of doing business.

They

concentrate on

will

the Gulbransen Registering Piano and
do two things can be sure ot success.
The two things are:
1. Take full advantage of the Gulbransen advertising and selling helps.

take

Go out after business — use

2.

advantage of the co-operation which the Gulbransen

the out-

and material prepared
by the Gulbransen Company tor its
side selling plan

full

dealers.

Company offers its dealers.
They use newspaper advertising, window advertising,

is good for
no matter how
large or small the store or where it is

This

any

a prescription' which

is

ailing piano business,

located.

outdoor advertising, store advertising. And they canvass
systematically and consistently.

The Gulbransen Company
has worked out the most complete
and successful plan for building busi-

out methodically, has never failed
to

ness ever offered to the retail piano
trade. It

is

a plan which,

if

followed

produce
If

results.

you are not availing yourself

of this plan, you are missing one
of the

biggest

making

for

piano
If

opportunities

money

in

the

field.

your business
it should be,

is

not

all

you are
not getting the success you
feel you deserve, we invite you
that

to write for

Without the
to you,

you
Grant Hazel and his son, Fred, are typical Gulbransen dealers, men who have built a fine piano business
on a basis of square dealing and aggressive selling

complete

details.

least obligation

we shall be

full

if

glad to send

information.

Gulbransen Company
3232 w. CHICAGO AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

Grant Hazel, who
used to go out and
tune pianos himself, has seen
many brands come
and go. Ten years
ago he picked the
Gulbransen Registering Piano as
awinner. His success has substantiated his good

judgment
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How Wanamaker Makes Radio Service Pay
Elimination of Needless Service Demands Through Clear Understanding With Customers and Reasonable Charge Solved Problem
The

service angle of radio merchandising at

retail constitutes

one of the most

problems

vital

with which the talking machine and radio dealer
Various plans have been worked out
is faced.
by dealers, many of which have considerable
merit, and others which seem to lack the most
important consideration economy.

—

The

cost of radio service

what makes

is

phase of the business so troublesome. It
enough to promise all kinds of things

way

when

of service, but

the

dealer

called

himself out of pocket.
Various plans of service have been described

tailer finds

The Talking Machine World

the

in

past.

plans had the merit of being
effective and economical, giving the dealer the
service
opportunity
rendering adequate
of
without endangering profit. Most of these sys-

Each

of

these

tems have been those
tail

use by exclusive re-

in

dealers.

that

is

in

use

of the largest

—

department stores in the world John Wanamaker's, New York. When it is realized that
the Wanamaker store moves thousands of radio
sets to hundreds sold by the average dealer, it
will easily be seen that service here is of para-

mount importance.
Service Staff of Six Experts
was not so long ago that the Wanamaker
store had well over fifty service men on the job
day after day. What this means in the matter
of organization and expense any dealer will
It

realize.

six

men

for

the

The

point

is

that there are

actually doing service

Wanamaker

store,

work

Radio service does not eat into
the difference

is

telligent service,
Radio

now

a profit

is

so

itself.

The

profit.

producer; that

between costly service and inand that is what every retail

Address
Telephone
Call
Date

No..

Apt.

A.M.
P.M.

No
Money

Collected

.

.

Instructions

Man

to

Letter Written..

Call

This Machine now operates
Customer's Signature

to

my

satisfaction

Date

Radio

Work

Ticket

who
down to

talking machine dealer
if

he gets right

handles radio can
business and dis-

cards a lot of the foolish ideas that are allowed
to undermine his business.
The time has come
for plain speaking and as far as radio service

concerned the matter rests distinctly with the
dealer.
He can learn a lesson from the automobile agent who gives service to a reasonable
extent, and then makes a charge for repairs,
etc., and the point is that with all this the automobile dealer has lost nothing by his firmness.
Personal Contact in Service Department
At the Wanamaker store the service departis

ment occupies two
partment, making
air

their

'

No

Type

only

statement of T. L. Jennings, assistant manager
of the service department. These six men cover
a territory within a radius of about fifty miles
Two automobiles are
of the New York store.
in constant use for covering the outlying districts where time would be lost through traveling by train. In addition to reducing the num-

Ticket No. 3333

Date

the field
the

Work

Name

who

according to

minimum

the department actually pays for

radio department

ers

now
in

now

that

do

Here is another service plan
by the radio department of one

such a tremendous ex-

to

this

easy
in the

is

men

tent costs have also been cut to a

is

upon again and again by the same individual
to make good his promise the cost jumps to
such an extent that any profit there might have
been in the deal is not only killed, but the re-

in

ber of service

offices
it

adjoining the radio de-

easily reached

by custom-

desire to visit the store personally to

grievances.

invaluable;

it

This personal contact is
little mis-

straightens out a lot of

understandings that might mean lost business.
It creates a friendship that reacts to the bene-

Wanamaker

of the

fit

store;

it

means

a busier

radio department.

Routing the Service Men
one part of the service ofifice
desk on which are four telephones
In

uals

is

to

sole duty of these individ-

receive complaints

over the phone.

Having received the complaint a so-called radio
work ticket, reproduced herewith, is filled out
and passed back to the main office of the service department.
Here in the afternoon these
radio work tickets are separated into districts.
This is necessary because of the large territory
covered by the Wanamaker store. As much as
possible the six radio service men cover the
same territories daily in theiir work. This is an
important point for the reason that the men
are familiar with reception conditions in the
territories in which they operate, and thus they
are enabled to give more intelligent attention to
their clients.
The purpose of the radio work
ticket, as will be seen on examination, is evident and therefore needs no further elucidation.
On the back of the Radio Work Ticket the
service man gives a detailed account of the
results of his inspection along the following
lines: Condition of machine found; A battery
reading; B battery reading; Condition of tubes;
Tuning of machine; Stations tuned in; Time;
Materials used; Remarks; Total time to complete job; Fare; Expenses; Total; Mechanic.

The Wanamaker Warranty
Another important point in the Wanamaker
merchandising policy which has been found to
materially curtail the necessity for service has

been by having a clear understanding with the
customer at the time of the sale. To assure this
attention each radio set bears a tag especially
designed at the Wanamaker store. The warranty on this tag is as follows:
John Wanamaker, New York, warrants each new radio
phonograph or musical instrument to be free
from defects in material or workmanship under normal
Our obligations under the warranty are
use and service.
limited to providing you any part or parts thereof which
receiver,

ninety days after delivery, be returned to
examination and which our examinations shall
disclose to our satisfaction to be defective.
This warranty shall not apply to any instrument which
shall have been repaired or altered by anyone excepting
our authorized representative, so as in our judgment to
aiTect its stability and reliability, nor whicii has been subwithin

shall,

for

us

to misuse, negligence or accident.
This warranty applies only to the bare instrument itself
and does not apply to radio tubes, radio batteries or radio
accessories, phonograph records or musical instrument acAccessories cannot
cessories, of any kind whatsoever.
be warranted but a thorough inspection of all accessories
before shipping assures the delivery of perfect merchandise
ject

is

in

long
charge

a

to

More than

The

of four clerks.

our patrons.

phonograph service man is
a nominal charge for
For service, call Stuyvesant 4700 and
labor will be made.
ask for radio service or phonograph service.
In the event a radio or
required for a call at the

just

An

sales profits
It

is

home

Important Point

interesting to note that while the war-

ranty covers ninety days on the replacement of

\\J HEN

you sell a Weston Model 489
Radio Table Voltmeter
you sell
radio service to your customer and a
lower dealer servicing overhead to
yourself. This instrument gives exact
knowledge of voltage conditions, en-

The famous Weston Instant Change Radio Plug
for connection to Loud
Speaker or Head
Set
made as a Precision In-

Licensed under
U. S. Patent

strument and selling for

1,498,196

only

—

ables the operator to use his set at
the proper filament voltage, enables
him to prolong the life of tubes, test
batteries and get satisfactory radio
reception. j| This is just one of the
Weston quality radio instrument
line which has been profitable to

many

dealers. || For complete
formation request Circular J.

60c.

defective parts without charge to the customer
actually free service is only given for the period

hour

is

made when

Electrical

Instrument Corporation

:

of

further

floor of the establishment

since I88S

is

On

the eleventh

a large repair shop

where experts go over the sets carefully and put
them in condition. Radio sets are called for
only when they have been in the hands of the
customer for some time, and where the service

man

fails

to

locate

the

examination

source of the trouble

at the

home

of the cus-

Complete Records

J.

The

Timeers

charge of $1.50 per

sets into the store for repair.

in-

i90 Weston Avenue, Newark, N.

a

the customer lives within a

twenty miles of the store. Patrons
away are charged accordingly.
Very often service men are compelled to bring
radius

living

during his
tomer.

Weston

which

of thirty days, after

service department also has a record of

every radio set sold in the New York store.
Every transaction between the store and the
customer in which the radio set is involved is
filed, thus the service department can tell in a
moment just what has been rendered to the
cu.stomer in the

way

of service.

I
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Safe

33

and Sane

Plus Ability''

Desire to Serve,

SILAS
10

EAST

39th

STREET

E.

PEARSALL COMPANY
INC
NEW YORK
B U tO^^--^

w HO LS7^E-^i£rR

»

LY

CITY
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An

Atlas Plywood Packing Case can always be relied upon
take a phonograph or a radio to its destination in
first-class shape.
If you use an Atlas you can be sure of a low first
cost, a labor-saving in assembling, greater protection to
your machines and a saving in freight charges on every
shipment.
That's why the leading phonograph manufacturers
have used Atlas Cases for so many years. They know
what to expect of them and are never disappointed.
to

—

CJIRRV THE WEIGHT S/IVE FREIGHT
ATLAS PLYWOOD CORPORATION

PARK SQUARE BUILDING, BOSTON, MASS.
New York
90

Chicago Office

Office

West Broadway

649

New

The

Sparton Receivers
Favorable Impression

Make
The

Sparks- Withington Co. Receives Many
Compliments From Trade on the Merits of
Its Fine Line of Radio Products

The Sparks-Withington
has

many

received

Co.,

letters

of

Jackson, Mich.,

commendation

from dealers throughout the country

in

connec-

McCormick Building

9310

Atwater Kent Honored
Goldsmith Music Shop Gets
by Worcester Polytechnic
Profits From Small Items
Famous

Institution Bestows Honorary Degree
Doctor of Engineering on Prominent
Manufacturer of Radio Receivers

of

Worcester,

AIass.,

July

1.

— Formal

acknowl-

edgment of the public service rendered by A.
Atwater Kent, president of the Atwater Kent
Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa., in developing radio
and broadcasting concerts by world-famous
artists was made officially by the
Worcester Polytechnic Institute of
this city on June 16, when the institute conferred on Mr. Kent the
honorary degree of Doctor of En-

1

gineering.

It

is

the

first

RCA

Dealer Gives Attention to Small Articles
Disas Higher-Priced Merchandise
plays Radiotrons Prominently

—

Well

as

There are some talking machine and radio
who make the mistake of pushing only
the larger items of merchandise carried in stock,
but not the Goldsmith Music Shop, of Brooklyn,
dealer, which follows
N. Y., authorized

dealers

RCA

time that

famous old school of engineering has given this honorary degree.
In conferring this honor on Mr.
Kent it was stated that consideration had been given to his musical
programs, his development and marthis

tion with the

recently

Sparton Model 5-26
new Sparton receivers, which were

introduced

to

the

trade.

Attractive

cabinet designs of the receivers as well as their
constructional qualities have made a very favorable impression

upon the

trade,

and jobbers and

dealers are preparing to feature the instruments.

The Sparton receiver Model S-15 is a compact
instrument, including many original features of
design and performance.
The five-tube tuned
is
balanced by an expatented method which the company
states permits of the absolute elimination of all
self-made squeals, but will retain full efficiency
in receiving station broadcasting on the longer

radio frequency circuit

clusive

wave

lengths.

Virtu-ally

the

whole receiver

is

keting of a high-grade, mediumpriced radio receiving set as well as
his invention of an ignition system

and lightmg automobiles.
Kent is a former student of
Worcester "Tech" and referring to

of starting

Mr.

importance of a technical eduin this present age stated:
"There never was a time when the
How Goldsmith Displays the Small Items
graduate of the technical school had
the policy of merchandising every article carried
the opportunity he has to-day. Nor was there
of phonograph
in stock, whether a package
ever so wide a field for his knowledge, nor so
piano.
This
store
makes a big
needles
or
a
the
In
great a chance for him to make good.
profit and has a rapid turnover in Radiotrons
field of radio alone, the development is so rapid
and Rectrons and the accompanying photothat the most highly skilled engineers are regraph shows the prominent position these items
Radio is the
quired to keep pace with them.
the

cation

young man's field. It appeals to his imagination and demands his highest technical skill.
Not even we who are in the closest touch with
the radio field can tell exactly what baffling
mysteries of the air vet remain to be solved."

Phonograph
Sparks-Withington plants, the cabi-

nets being in black walnut with steel panels;
the

model

listing at $63.

The Sparton

receiver

Model

5-26

Medical Use

—

Sparton Model 5-15
built in the

for

is

proving

remarkably successful everywhere. An exclusive and patented method of balancing Spartonbuilt twin cylinder radio transformers and highly
modern methods in coupling combine to give
this receiver a high degree of selectivity, even
The
in
congested centers of broadcasting.
Sparton-built cabinet is of black walnut with
handsomely grained steel panel and includes
compartment for "B" batteries. Micrometer
dials are standard equipment on this instrument, the list price of which is $83.

Boston, Mass., July 6. Dr. Richard C. Cabot,
professor at the Massachusetts General Hospital,
in his post-graduate teaching is using the phonograph and records perfected by the Columbia
Phonograph Co., in conjunction with the Bell

Telephone Co., and the Western Electric Co.,
which transmit the sounds of the healthy or
These recordings are
diseased chest organs.
proving invaluable to medical students in their
studies of heart and lung diseases.

are given

in

the

window

display.

The

sales-

knowledge of the products
and every prospective customer is given an ex-

force has a thorough

planation of

work

in

how

the detector or amplifier will

his particular set.

Naturally, a store which follows this policy
of giving the attention to the small items fol-

lows the same policy
its

store

is

in its

general practices and

attractively laid out so that all

mer-

chandise is given proper display. This progressive dealer has succeeded in building up a substantial clientele by rounding out his sales pro-

motion methods.

Features Records
Anthony Annunziata, music dealer of 23.S
Wooster street. New Haven, Conn., recently

been granted
The
Albany, with a capital stock of $10,000.
incorporators of the new concern are I. and J.

secured the agency featuring the Victor foreignlanguage catalog of records. Mr. Annunziata
also carries the Starr and Sonora lines of phonographs and Gennett and Okeh records and his
consistent sales promotion methods have made

Stein and A. Shakt.

him

I.

S.

Brooklyn, N. Y., has
at
a charter of incorporation

Phonograph

Co.,

a successful dealer.

—
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KELLOGG

Pcadio

flawless 9\eproduction.

Licensed under application for letters patent o(

Radio Frequency Laboratories

Inc.

[R. F. L.]

Backed by 29 Years^
Telephone Experience
THE
make

who has built up a sound, substantial business should
Leave the "fly-by-night" set to
radio connections equally sound.
the "fly-by-night" type of dealer. Tie up to radio merchandise that has
the backing of real financial strength and business integrity^ such a backSupply Company does place behind
ing as the Kellogg Switchboard
the goods it manufactures.
music dealer

—

&

Flawless, faultless radio reproduction such as Kellogg has attained can come
from experience alone. In radio set building, nothing absolutely nothing

—

matches experience

Maii This

Model 507

Coupon

receiver is the finished result of our 29
experience in voice transmission a set that cannot squeal or
howl that brings them in with a "punch" to delight the
most critical radio fan. Heavy shielding around and between
the coils prevents interference, and three stages of radio
frequency give maximum range and selectivity.
years'

—

—

Model 508 includes the apparatus of the table model
and the famous Kellogg
speaker with new and longer air column. Ample space
for all batteries or power
supply units.

Write for Our Franchise Plan
Mail

Coupon

PROPER

—

Kellogg Switchboard
1066 West Adams

St.,

& Supply Co^^

Dept. 21 -G, Chicago

^^

^

/line

—

JOBBER INQUIRIES INVITED

^

^

W^e

y

/

y
DeM.
21-G

Kellogg
Switchboard
&. Supply Co.
1066 West Adams St.
Chicago, Illinois

shall be glad to receive
full details of the new Kellogp
of receivers and of youi
plans for dealer support.

NOW for our

plans to give Kellogg
dealers
support for a copy of the fairest franchise ever ofJered you
for full details of the new Kellogg 507 receiver with the refinements and improvements
possible only from experience such as has been Kellogg^sthis

Today

Name.

^
Address

.
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ThL Greatest line of
ever Offered to
KOMPACT
(For

West and South add 10%)
(Canada

$17.50)

Retail/
The BIQ season
Real

profits are

is

here!

made by those dealers who are
Regal and Kompact Portables^ With

now

featuring the Pal,

for portables

being

complete line they are able to fill the requirements of
all their customers - - from those who want the best in
portable phonographs to those who prefer the popular
priced machines^
this

you

you will still be able
the big summer and vacation demand
If

act quickly

SEND IN YOUR ORDER

your share of
for these machines,
to get

NOW

PLAZA MUSIC COMPANY

The Talking Machine World,

New

York, July 15, 1926

P^tabUPhonographs
the Music Dealer
YOUR OWN MUSIC STORE

Free-^ attractive 7 color display material
to dealers featuring PAL and Regal portables
REAL

live prospects,

not only for

PALS and

Regalsy but also
for your regular lines of records and other merchandise will be
brought into your store by these attractive displays, beautifully

executed in seven brilliant colors*
In addition to the displays, multiand other advertising
materials, all designed to increase
your sales, are furnished gratis to
dealers featuring the Pal, Regal and
color price tags

Kompact

Portables.

Be sure

to write in for

your displays

NOW

/

PLAYS ALL STANDARD Mj^i^E RtcoRDS

We

1

mm

PHONOCalAFH

—

FULLY GUARANTEED

send you free cuts of the
and Kompact for your
advertising.
Our advertising department will be glad to assist you
in making up and laying out your
will

Pal, Regal

advertisement.

Do not hesitate to ask us for these

10

West 20th

Street,

New York, N. Y.

—

New
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^ma on
ua
SUPERIOR
ties

have put Stevens Speakers into the

make

selling points

Made by

Model "A"
I7V2 inch

Mahogany

sounding board gives rich
resonance and power to
the tone.

hung on wall.
Complete with easel base
silk

— they

sell

on

Their

sight.

with years of experience,
research and successful production

the pioneers in this

exhaustive scientific

field,

"conc'type"

so'called

speakers.

They embody many

ex'

which provide ideal radio reproduction
combined with exceptional decorative qualities.
elusive features

Can be used on

console, or

and

instant appeal

lead.

behind them, Stevens Speakers are notably superior to other

home, combining superior tone, and
volume with decorative
Ideal for the

elegance.

performance and superior decorative quali-

^^Miles

hanging cord.

ahead of them

all

$25

Note
the

the unique "Conoidal" diaphragm

made

possible

by

Burtex — absolutely moisture
Only
—
unbreakable.
seamless diaphragm

new material,

one-piece,

proof.

practically

Combined with the Stevens

"non-freez;able''\ balanced arma-

and overtones is
speaker on the market.

ture unit, a greater range of musical tones

made

possible than with
Dealers

all

astonishing

products

—

any

similar

over the country report

an

demand for these quality
made right and sold right.

Ktsvtns Speakers
Model "B"
l^Vz inch
Similar to

Ornamental and highly

An

exclusive

device

directional effect

if

jierfecfl

efficient.

gives

all

desired

ADJUSTABLE
by

The scientific curve of
smind reproduction

Model "A" but smaller.

tilting

top as illustrated.

Complete

$16.50

Stevens dealers are absolutely protected at

all

points and

backed up by a square deal policy with real cooperation
that makes quick turnover and substantial

profits.

Send /or detailed description and dealer plan. If
not obtainable from your jobber, write us direct.

STEVENS & COMPANY, Inc.
46-48

EAST HOUSTON STREET
Made

NEW YORK CITY

hy the Pioneers in Cone Speakers

TuLY
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Knocking Other Lines Is Certain to
Arouse Interest of the PubHc in
Ray

Caruso left a testamentary document designating his two sons, his brother and his wife
as heirs, Martin V. Bergen, guardian for Gloria
Caruso, contends that the sum belongs to her,
subject to her mother's dower right in it, stating that the royalty agreement entered into
some years ago had no standing under the
that

Them

Reilly, Chicago District Sales Manager, Sonora Phonograph Co., Inc., Drives Home Some
Pertinent Facts in the Interest of Better Merchandising Evils of Knocking Other Lines

—

A

professor in one of our well-known universities once had a grievance against a par-

He issued the strictest of
orders to his class, comprised of forty pupils, to
the effect that anyone who joined the order
would be expelled. Result: The next day the
entire class joined the order.
Why? Because he had KNOCKED.
Does this not go to prove that adverse crititicular secret order.

Italian law.

about the competitive line.
At any rate it has
happened more than once that the salesman's
unusual interest in a competitor has sold that
very competitor to the customer.
There is nothing so wonderful or so cruel as

Northwest Radio Trade
Tour Will Start August

are coming in rapidly to the
Northwest Radio Trade Association for the the second annual Northwest Radio
Trade Tour.
The tourists will leave Minneapolis, Sunday night, August 1, and spend one
day each in the following cities: Grand Forks,
N. D.; Fargo, N. D. Aberdeen, S. D. Sioux
Falls, S. D.
Mankato, Minn.
A very elaborate program is being provided
for the big banquet to be held in each city and
a program committee for the tour is providing
a number of good speakers on various merchandising and selling problems. The tour, in

strongly covered by personal prejudice,
way of making people think the
things you don't want them to think and do the
things you don't want them to do? It is a
the surest

quality of the
ture

human mind

human

as old as

business and in social

life, in both
Therefore the
talking machine or radio salesman who aspires

knowledge

to a

of his pro-

of the finer points

fession should apply the moral and

its

will be a series of Mid-Summer radio
conferences participated in by the dealer and
jobber members of the Northwest Radio Trade
Association at the various points. From two to
three hundred radio dealers are expected to attend the meetings at each of the above-named
cities this year.
This estimate is based on the
dealers in attendance at last year's meetings.
About seventy-five jobbers and manufacturers
of the Northwest
Radio Trade Association
will make the 1,500 mile tour of the territory.
Practically all of the jobber and manufacturer members making the tour will carry with

teach-

effect,

ings to his business.

He must
Isn't

many

so

not knock.
difficult thing to understand why
talking machine and radio salesmen rea

it

sort to this

making

most unproductive of methods in
This same question was asked

sales?

by the musical merchandise buyer of one of
the largest merchandising institutions in the
country. The question is hard to answer, unless it lies in the trait of human nature which
leads an unresourceful person to defend his lack
of intelligence

who

definite,

by casting

more

are

upon those

reflections

At any

intelligent.

rate,

decided thing that the surest

it

is

way

a

is

true: Indeed,

it

Ray

of

offending an intelligent customer is by knocking the other fellow.
Results are not, have not, and never will be
obtained by this procedure. Quite the contrary
generally the one being hit
who profits most. In other

words

— nothing

ing so harmful

them

Reilly

so helpful
if

Remember: The

if used rightly, nothused wrongfully.

devil

lived in heaven,

—now

he started knocking

Caruso Heirs

look where he

until
is.

in Litigation

Gloria

have an extensive knowledge of his own product
and of other lines as well, in order that he may

Caruso, six-year-old daughter of the
famous tenor, through her guardian, is bringing
suit in an
effort to prevent the
sons and
brother of Enrico Caruso from sharing in the
royalties paid on the sales of Victor records.
It is alleged that the sum involved is in the

better explain the various features of the differ-

neighborhood of

constructive criticism.
is not meant
talking machine and radio salesman should

knocking

The

ent
his

makes and bring out the good points
own.

In this connection

it

will

Despite the fact

effect, a preliminary closed trade show-.
Last
year an immense amount of business was written up by the members making the tour and
many new customers and friends were made as

a result.

Wholesalers of the Victor Talking Machine
Co. products will hold a general conference on

July 12 and 13 at the factory of the company
in Camden, N. J., for the purpose of discussing
business conditions and plans for the future.

of

be well to

remark that the salesman first of all must be
sold on his own product, if, after he has gone
over and studied the various talking points of
various machines, he cannot discover superiority in his own product, he can never make
much of a success or be of much value to the
house he is employed by. He must be sold first,
before he can sell others, and in order to be
sold himself he

$1,000,000.

latest models of radio sets and acceswhich they represent in the territory, and
at each point an exhibition of this equipment
will be set up for the benefit of the visiting
dealers and jobbers.
This will constitute, in

sories

is

with the hammer
words, knocking is a boomerang which comes
back to its originator as surely as a stone
thrown into the air returns to the ground. By

;

;

causes trouble and mistakes.

it

of the

;

na-

itself.

It is true in

must necessarily have

familiar-

When You Sell Needles
Consider Your Customer's

ized himself with competitive products.

There

is

Satisfaction

a difference between knocking and

constructive

criticism,

namely,

an

intelligent

appreciation of the fact that other machines
have good qualities and along with the knowledge and ability to show his own product's

If

You Choose

to Sell

superiority.

The

executives, the

men

higher up,

who have

arrived at some position in life, know this, and
the men working for them, the salesmen who

OKth.a^ S^miimt. TlmlhA

product, are not inIn fact
structed to attempt sales by knocking.
they are warned against it, for the men who
have succeeded know that when a representa-

YOU ARE

spends a lot of time talking with
a prospect about the product of another con-

BUSINESS.

are

sent

out to

sell

the

tive of theirs

cern, the customer

is

quite

apt

to

figure

THE FINEST QUALITY
NEEDLE MADE; WITH A PROFIT FOR YOUR
SELLING

out

must be something- good about the
product being talked of by the person who is
that there

trying to sell another.
Perhaps the customer
has never heard about the line which the salesman has started to knock, perhaps the salesman simply assumes that the customer knows

1

Reservations

office

cism,
is

35

GENERAL PHONOGRAPH CORPORATION
25 West 45th Street

OTTO HEINEMAN,

President

New York

City

Q
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VWCES GUARANTEED
RCA LOUDSPEAKER

RCA

Again

100

gives the dealer a price guarantee

1926 Radiolas, right up to December

RCA

down, an

RCA

gave

lowered
RADIOLA

31, 1926.

Authorized Dealer will not

all

If

new
prices go
the

Last year,

lose!

dealers over four million dollars in credit

its

on

prices.

^ODEIS GUARANT£££)

20

Every

RCA Authorized Dealer

for the dealers

know and

models of Radiolas

RADIOLA

on

now with confidence,
knows that the present

can order

the public

will not be superseded this year.

Y^EAVy aDVEWIS/A/o

25

numbers cannot

Circulation
vertising.

of them

tell

the whole story of

will reach practically every

It

many

The important

rimes.

good prospect
a

ad-

—some

national magazines

and boys' magazines— and more than

radio, farm

RCA

— the

hundred

newspapers.

RCA LOUDSPEAKER

CAMPA/GN

and a BIG

104

to advertise the dealer
To make
fully as

it

the public choose

chooses

special $30,000

ning Post to
the
best

RCA

its

sets,

campaign

talk

about

its

dealers as care-

RCA
The

in

is

running

Saturday Eve-

its dealers,

and to make

Authorized Dealer sign one of the

known

trademarks in the country.

'Put in t^ourjhll order
RADIOLA

a

NOW

28

I\CA ^ Radi o I
—

MADE

•

BY

•

THE

»

•

!

M

MAKERS

II

I

•

II

OF

III

I

THE

EW VOKvK

•

•

!

-I

-

KADIOTKON
CHICAGO

•

1|

SAN FKANCJS

July

IS,
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Summers

_

steadiest
sales

staE

builders
RADIOTRON
UX-I99

RADIOTRON
UX-I20
MORE dry

battery sets sold than ever before.

More need
power
all

rube, Radiotron

you should of

Portable

sets.

city sets.

new

to give

UX-120. Are you getting

Summer home
on dry

keep them

Farm

sets.

batteries.

in trim.

at least

one spare

if

sets.

And

Needing

Needing

them new power. And don't

needing

the

this business?

All run

199's to

UX-199 and

for Radiotron

120's

forget this:

they are going our

of town!

Radiotron

sales are all-year sales

— Radiotrons

the stablest item in your stock.

summer

resistance,

selling effort.
least

Sell

are

They have no

and they repay heavy summer
Radiotrons

NOW!

Sell at

one spare to every customer who comes

in-

to your store.

RADIO CORPORATrON OF AMERICA
NEWYORK

RC

CHICAGO

SAN FRANCISCO

Rad o t ro n
i

IAD

THE MAKERS OF THE RADIOT

A
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Big Field for Sales
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Lovers

Now More Than
Opportunity of

Ever Before the Talking Machine Dealer Has the
Cashing in on Reproducing Qualities of His Line

cannot too often be emphasized that the
become a musical
business in practice as well as in theory. True,
it was always so theoretically, but just as the
cheap piano for a long time hid the true inwardness of the piano industry by hiding from
the dealers the fact that a musical instrument
can have no permanent excuse for existence
save a musical excuse, so also the enormous
popularity of the dance record and its allies
for a long time concealed the truth about the
talking machine business.
This was, and is, a
very
simple truth.
Put into the plainest
It

talking machine business has

language, it merely means that hereafter the
talking machine has to fight for its place in the

business, forgot to push the high-class record,

sun in competition with other sources of music,,
and precisely as one of such sources it will
have to justify its existence by appeal to its own
musical merits. Just in so far as it has such
merits can it survive. This is the truth which
it
is
absolutely necessary for salesmen and
dealers alike to understand to-day.
This is the truth which lies at the foundation
of
successful
salesmanship in the talking
machine business. Let us examine it a little
more at length. Like most other truths of the
kind, it is likely to meet with a good deal of
vociferous objection on the part of those who
are unable or unwilling to think beyond the
immediate circle of their interests. Yet, so far
as I can see, unless and until this truth has become generally apprehended, and, still more,

turers to fall into the

put into practical use, the talking machine business will not return maximum profits.

Sarcasm, but Not Lieshas often been said, perhaps sarcastically
but certainly not wholly without truth, that one
of the signs whereby one knows' a music dealer
It

"CROM

the complete

Rockford Line of
Hardware your every
need can be supplied to
advantage. Over 300
hardware items for pianos, phonograph and
radio cabinets. Write
for samples of items you
use, and catalog.

Rational tock Co.,
Hockford.IU.
U.

S.

A.

Cable Address — Nat lock

Branch Sales
Chicago,

111.

Cincinnati, Ohio
Detroit, Mich.
Evansville, Ind.

Offices:

Indianapolis, Ind.

Jamestown, N. Y.
Los Angeles, Calif.

Seattle, Wash.
Grand Rapids, Mich. Milwaukee, Wis.
High Point, N. C.
Sheboygan, Wis.
St. Louis, Mo.

own hands, cleared
decks and produced new and wonderful
machines, new and wonderful records based
upon a new and wonderful system, and announced that they were through with the old
policy of sitting still to count the profits. Hereafter, said they, our policy is a policy of selling,
not waiting for the buyer to come in. And the
business has been coming back ever since as
turers took things into their
their

fast as

it

can.

What

does all this signify? Simply that during all these years we have had, waiting for us,
a public ready and willing to take the talking
machine as a musical instrument pure and
simple, ready for all we could hand them in the
way of fine music, ready for the new orchestral
records by the Philadelphia orchestra and by
Sir Henry Wood's
London players, records
which sound orchestral and the subject matter

which

of

good

is

sad that such a gibe
should ever have gained currency, nor shall I
deny that like most gibes it is more picturesque
than accurate. Nevertheless, also like most
gibes, there is a substratum of truth beneath it.
The music dealer has typically been a man who
has regarded the music business just as another man might regard the dry goods, or

artistic teeth

needles and pins, business; namely, as one way
making a living by taking advantage of the

ways

is

I^ockford

what was worse, permitted the manufacsame condition of apathy.
Well, we all went through the dark days; and
then out of despair came light. The manufac-

and,

dislike for music.

It is

possible,

of

between the cost of things bought in
quantities and what one can get for them when
one sells them one piece at a time. Now, profit
is
the life blood of business, and if the merchant cannot make profits he cannot stay in
business.
Please let no one think that I overlook this elementary truth. What, however, I
also do not overlook is what most critics of the
materialistic,
who imagine themselves very
practical and realistic, usually d,o
overlook,
namely, that there is no such thing as automatic
demand, save in respect of absolute necessaries
of life, like sugar and bread.
And even with
difference

these
tice

it

is

a

commonplace of advertising' pracbuy only a minimum

that the public will

quantity if left to themselves; in fact, will get
along with actually less than civilized people
ought to consume. There is no such thing as
an automatic demand.
Therefore when the talking machine dealer
talks about "Giving the people what the people
want" he is usually only repeating without
thinking about it what some one else has said.
The people do not know what they want, save
in respect of necessaries, and even with the
most obvious of these the public do not
know how much of them they want. When it
comes to a thing of the mind, of the feelings,
of the faculties of pleasure, like music of whatever kind, there is no telling from day to day
what the unaided and unguided public taste may
do.
What is popular one day is unpopular the
next. And the experience of every music dealer
backs up this statement.
Fruits of Neglect
But the fact just stated is undoubtedly overlooked by those same dealers in whose experience it nevertheless bulks so large.
For the
generality, of the dealers have been, for years,
going on the supposition that the demand for
the talking machine, which some twelve years
ago became pretty firmly founded upon the
dance record which came in with the Great
War, was a demand which would go on for-

Firm in this belief, the generality of the
dealers utterly neglected the rnusical side of the
ever.

solid

into

stuff

which the

can be well sunk. It means just
this, that to-day we have such a public all ready,
but a public and a demand much smaller than
they would have been if only we had been wise
enough to look into the future and realize that
it
is always well to prepare for those emergencies which may be neither expected nor
even calculable, but the coming of which is alShall

if

We

not probable.
Profit

by the Lesson?

We

have had our lesson and it remains to
be seen whether we shall take good advantage
of it. If we are wise enough to profit by experiences which have been salutary, if severe,
we shall also be wise enough to improve upon
experience and make it serve our future purposes.
This means work, it means going out
deliberately after the intelligent element in the
community and getting it on the band wagon.
That is what it means. And that in turn means
a new turning of the mind, a literal repentance
from past sins and a determination to follow
the light, e'en though the task of following be
less easy than the old, but now excessively dead,
method of sitting back and letting blind chance
rule.

The

Public Must Be Sold
machine business must

hence-

talking

forth be conducted as a music business.

public has once

more

to be

sold, this

The

time to

an understanding of what the talking machine

and how

is

task
is

is

far superior to

half sold already.

for

all

its

rivals.

The

after all not so difficult, for the public

some

But

it

determination

is

which calls
Given
look forward to

a task

and

brains.

these, the retail merchant may
prosperity surpassing his best expectations.

Ellensohn Gives Outdoor
Panatrope Demonstrations

—

French Lick, Ind., July 9. Substituting the
Brunswick Panatrope, with the music of the
masters of classical and popular music available
at all times, for the efforts of an amateur band
in this town's evening band concerts has resulted in many sales for the Ellensohn Music
The evening band conCo., Brunswick dealer.
cert was a well established feature of the town,
but the

sincere

but ineffective efforts

of the

amateurs were not always up to scratch. The
Panatrope, however, with its variety of music
by famous artists, has caught the popular fancy
and the outdoor demonstrations have won man\
friends for the instrument.

July

15,
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for the Jobber
MADE BY

Caswell Runyan
^

<s>

Cabinet-Makers of Experience

<s>

Model No. 99

Mr. Jobber Write

for Information

The Caswell 'Run yan Company
HJJNTINGTON, INDIANA

.
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Sparton Radio is built by
the manufacturers of the
u)orld' famous Sparton
horns for motor cars. Its
production is a logical development of the Company's quarter -century of
precision manufacture of
electrical equipment.
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WHICH

to

Buy and

WHY?

"Volume— Selectivity— Distance— Clarity"
—jump at you from every printed pagebut how can you choose from so many ?
The thinking buyer will look for the
reputation behind the product. Only here
can you find your answer, and the assur*
ance »that your Radio dollars will bring

you full realization.
Twenty-five years ago The Sparks*
Withington Company started building
goodwill and fine electrical equipment,
and has long been known as the leader of
its field.
is

Our

quarter- century reputation

your guarantee of the ultimate in radio

reception.

The Sparton is a perfectly balanced five
tube Tuned Radio Frequency circuit of
remarkable and proven performance.
Cabinets are in rich two-toned walnut at
prices of $63 and upward.
Illustrated model):

Sparton Model 5-1 S, $63.00

Sparton Model 5-26, $83.00

Western and Canadian

pricei slightly

more

fodel

The Sparks-Withington Company

(E«aw,ihcd 1900)

jackson, Michigan

i

6
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Prizes

Awarded

in

water Kent radio

Atwater Kent Convention in Philadelphia by Arranging Winthe Attention of Thousands of People to This Line of Radio Products

During the recent convention
distributors

Philadelphia

of

the

Atwater Kent

a particularly pleasing setting for the display of

distrib-

Atwater Kent radio set, and a tie-up with
national consumer advertising campaign, which is now being conducted by this
prominent manufacturer.
The window of Walter Stainthorpe, at 2073

local

1926

displayed the Pooley cabinet with Atin a comfortable and inviting
home scene. It will be seen that this Chambers
window with its attractive furnishings simply
provided a jewel setting for the display of one

to

Up With

dow Displays That Drew

15,

streets,

Atwater Kent Dealers
for Unusually Eye-Arresting Windows

Sixty-three Dealers Tied

July

the

Louis Buehn Co. and the M. P. Radio
Co., suggested that Philadelphia dealers dress
utors, the

the -great

their windows appropriately for the occasion.
Sixty-three dealers acting on the suggestion

gave considerable care to the dressing of their
windows. An inspection disclosed that no two
had dressed their windows alike and, therefore,
there were to be found si.xty-three varied forms
of radio window display, each one of which was
an excellent example of its kind.
F. B. Chambers & Co.— Fourth Prize
Pooley -cabinet with Atwater Kent radio and
one Atwater Kent speaker.

recognition of the efforts of the dealers
Co. presented silver
trophy cups to the first and second-best winIn

the

Atwater Kent Mfg.

The aftermath of this
A number

interesting.

Walter Stainthorpe

— Second

a sumptuously dressed
which the accompanying
photograph cannot do justice, portrayed not
only Atwater Kent sets and speakers, but the
Pooley cabinet equipped with Atwater Kent
radio.
This company introduced an element of
novelty in the skeleton Atwater Kent cone
speaker, which was attached to the plate glass

Alex A. Gettlin

—First

Prize

dows, and the Pooley Co., maker of Pooley cabinets, also presented silver cups to the third and
fourth.
The Louis Buehn Co. and the M. P.
Radio Co., local distributors, decided to award
ten cups to the owners of the next ten windows.
Alex A. Gettlin, of 5630 North Fifth street,
was awarded first prize. Mr. Gettlin reproduced
in his window a home scene recently used in
the

Atwater Kent advertising.

The

result

front.

addition

in

window

in

A

to

colors,

sign

invited the

passerby to "place

your ear firmly against the window and listen."
Upon doing so it was found possible to listen
to the reception of one of the sets in the winddow transmitted by the loud speaker unit, which

was attached to the glass.
F. B. Chambers & Co., Sixty-first and Market
'

was

particularly

reported to

-

—

on the part of the public.

The Blue Bird Music Shop, 6020 Lansdowne
avenue,

is

Prize

East Chelten avenue, which was awarded second
prize, had an entirely different appeal.
Mr.
Stainthorpe ingeniously featured the Atwater
Kent set and speaker as the "beacon that lights
the uncharted seas of radio."
This window,
with its lighthouse and flashing light, its sea
with ships upon it and its simulated blue sky,
was unusual and attracted considerable attention

display

of dealers

the

Blue Bird Music Shop Third Prize
Atwater Kent Mfg. Co. that they have

traced many sales directly to the window displays they arranged during the convention.

Brunswick Annual Outing
About two hundred members
exrecutive staff of the

of the office

New York

and

division of the

Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., Seventh avenue

and

Fifty-second street, participated in the company's annual outing on Saturday, June 19. Two
large busses were engaged to transport a big
share of the crowd and left the Brunswick
building at 11 a. m. for the Old Point Comfort
Hotel on the 3oston Post road above Mt.

Vernon.
Many made the trip in their own
automobiles in time to participate in the luncheon about 1.30 o'clock. The afternoon was given
over to sports, principally a baseball game between the factory team and the wareroom team,
which the former won. The outing is an annual function of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender
Co. and those attending it considered it the
best ever.

Murdock Music

^

Ironton,

A

Super-Selective Receiver

politan

Areas

or

ITS

Other

Designed for MetroDistricts
Congested

FEATURES

— single tuning control — loop operation—
stages of radio frequency amplification, detector and 2
audio stages — exceptional tone quality — unparalleled disnine

Store

Grows

TB*DE MARK

ttilies

O., July 3.

— The

Earl Alurdock Music

Store was formally opened in its new location
in the Princess Armory Building at 213 South
Third street recently with a program by the
All-Star Entertainers. Mr. Murdock was forced
to vacate his old quarters as the site is being
cleared for the erection of a new building. The
store affords about three times
the former floor space, and a complete line of

new Murdock

pianos anjd phonographs

carried.

is

Staats Sails for

„

Europe

tance range.

Table model with loop
Due to popular demand, we

$195.00
will contiirue to

manufacture

"STRAIGHT EIGHT,"

the ideal 8-tube loop re*ceiver for rural 'and suburban markets
$1 75.00
the

PMIIESS
695 BKOADVyAY

BSSa

NEW

YOR.KjN,Y,

W.

J.

activities

Staats,

of

the

director

of

the

foreign

trade

Victor Talking Machine

and treasurer and member

of the

board of

Co.
di-

Europe last
month to make a study of European trade conditions and to visit Continental branches and
connections of the Victor Co. and the Gramophone Co., Ltd.
He will be away for two
rectors of- the ""company,- sailed for'

months.

The Talking Machine
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Empire Universal Tone Arms and Reproducers
Excel

in

Everylmportant Feature

an acknowledged fact that the
arm and reproducer are the
most vitally important parts of a
phonograph.
With no other equipment can you
hring out the clearness and sweetness of tone that EMPIRE will
accomplish. And it is tone quality
and excellence of reproduction that
make one phonograph hetter than
It is

tone

another, and

make it

sell in

greater

volume.

Empire Tone Arms Used by Carryola
The

CARRYOLA COMPANY

of

AMER-

ICA, the world's largest maker of portable
phonographs exclusively, uses EMPIRE

TONE ARMS.

Superior quality, excellent

workmanship and

attractive design are the

reasons why.

Empire Phono Parts Co.

EMPIRE Tone Arms

10316 Madison Ave.

ducers are made for all types of pho
nographs, from the portables to the
big, handsome cabinet machines and
the combination Radio and Phonograph.

Cleveland, O.
Established in 1914

W.

J.

McNAMARA.

President

sample arm and test it out.
win you on merit only. Our
prices are low and quality second to

Order

a

It will

none.

REGIS
Millions
velled

people

of

at

the

AMA^^NE
For

S.

have mar-

tone quality of
Reproducers.

this reason,

APPrA'TQNE

has been selected by the Carryola Company of America, the
world's largest manufacturers
of

portables

AP&°A3^Mi
part of

Patent-Protected

all

exclusively.

Reproducers are
Carryola Portables.

PATENT OFfLCE
Imitation

mise

can

with

quality.

can even
APP-A-TONl

never

comproNothing

approximate
in

patent-pro-

tected features of workmanship, design, and true tone reproduction.

contracts

are

open only to manufacturers of
and upright phonoconsole
graphs. Wire for samples today.

UNIQUE REPRODUCTIONNewCO.

32

Union Square

York

—
New

The Talking Machine World,

York, July

15,

1926

~a

THOUSANDS

owners of old

phonographs will be interested in this New Carryola Superphonic Reproducer.
Attached easily to the regular tone arm, it gives the new, full, deep
tone at nominal expense.
of

style

—

The market
those

is

broad, desirous, and uncultivated.

who want

expensive

the

furniture

new
to

get

consists of

all

tone quality but cannot afford to buy
it.

Keen-visioned dealers will perceive the
up.
For details write to

^

It

new

sales outlet thus

opened

G^'UiRYOLA G)MPANYo/AMERICA

647 Clinton

Street

MilwaukecW/sconsin

—
The Talking Machine World,

mafched units

SUCCESSFUL
only

chamber

—

New

York, July

15,

/

from portable phonographs comes
Reproducer, tone-arm, sound
from matched units.
all must be in perfect harmony.

The supremacy
The
units.

reproduction

of Carryola rendition
best

reproducer

is

ever

due

to

its

matched

perfectly

designed

for

portables

—

(Add-A-Tone) is supreme on Carryola tone-arms and is further
enhanced by the scientifically correct Carryola sound chamber.
Dealers will find that

it

pays to get acquainted.

Write to

Carryola Gdmpanyo/America
64 7 Clinton

Street

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

1926
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The

UTAH BOOK

Masterpiece oi Loud Speakers
Utah presents the speaker sensation of
the season the new Utah Book. An exclusive feature with Utah
fully protected
by patents. Only Utah can offer you a
Book Speaker.

—

Made

of

—

parchment

—

—

it

looks just like

an opened book beautifully illustrated on
the two open pages.

The parchment slightly slack, giving
an added sensitiveness to delicate sound
waves.
The tones are clear and well rounded
perfect reproduction of instrument or

—

voice.

This speaker at $19.00 is sure to bring
you a large volume of business. It is new,
ornamental and a speaker which appeals
to the eye of the home lover as well as
the ear of the radio fan.

Utah
Standard
14 inch Horn

$2250

Utah

UTAH
SUPERFLEX
$1000

Junior

UTAH SUPREME
$2500

11 inch

Horn

$1250

July
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A. M. Baehr Devotes All
Activities to Clark & Baehr
Following Resignation of W. K. Fleming, A. M.
Baehr Drops Outside Interests to Devote
Time to Jobbing Concern
Cleveland,
cent issue of

O.,

July

6.

—As

The World,

Fleming

the

announced

new

firm

in a re-

name

of

&

Baehr, of this city, will be
K. Fleming having resigned
from the firm to become general manager of
the Storad Mfg. Co., of this city, manufacturer
of radio products. A. M. Baehr, who formerly
held this position, will devote all of his activiMr. Baehr
ties to the firm of Clark & Baehr.
is a graduate of Case School of Applied Science,
Cleveland, and with his engineering and manufacturing experience is attaining considerable
success in sales work. Clark & Baehr will continue to represent in their territory the radio
products made by the Ferryman Electric Co.,
Stevens & Co., Tobe-Deutschmann Co. and the
American Mechanical Laboratories, Inc., as well
as several other products not identified with the
radio industry.
Clark,

Clark

&

Baehr,

W.

General Phono. Gorp.'s
The annual outing of the employes of the
General Phonograph Corp. was held on June
26 at North Asbury Park, N. J., and, notwithstanding the uncertainties of the weather, the
affair was a decided success.
The members of
the party included the employes at the executive offices, recording laboratories and the New
York Distributing Division. Allan W. Fritzsche, vice-president of the company, was an active figure in the day's festivities, ably assisted

by David Goldman, auditor; Charles Hibbard,
chief of the recording laboratories, and Harry
Fox, manager of the New York Distributing
Division.
Water sports, dancing and other
amusements contributed to the day's fun.

Atwater Kent Programs
Continue to Please Public
appreciation

of high

quality broadcast

programs during the Summer months is confirmed by the continued influx of commendatory letters at the headquarters of the Atwater
Kent Mfg. Co., in Philadelphia, Pa.
Allen McQuhae's programs in conjunction
with the Atwater Kent radio orchestra during
the Atwater Kent radio hour on Sunday evenings are proving very popular. These programs
are now being augmented by assisting soloists.
On June 13 William Simmons, baritone, appeared in several solo numbers, as well as in
duet with Mr. McQuhae.
On June 20 John
Corigliano, violinist, assisted in both solo and
obbligato numbers, and on June 27 Betsy Lane
Shepherd, soprano, shared the program with Mr.

McQuhae.

New

Wholesalers Announced
by Federal Radio Corp.

—

western Wisconsin.
In St. Louis and adjacent territory. Orthosonic receivers will be sold by Melville B.
Hall Co., Inc., of that city.

The Rowin Florescent
were recently incorporated

Lights,
at

New

Albany

to

York,

make

radio equipment, with a capital stock of $20,000.
The incorporators are O. A. and K. Roensch

W.

A. Winter.

New

in

Opened With Appropriate

Store

Festivities

"Mademoiselle

Concert

Turin, Italy,

graph Shop

—

Philadelphia, Pa., July 7. Appropriate festivmarked the opening of the new quarters
of Rosen's Music Shop at 1131 Poplar street,
this city, the early part of last month.
This
store, which was established in 1920, has grown
to such proportions that
the building in which the
new premises are located
was purchased. One of the
features of the opening
day was the entertainment
furnished by a group of
Okeh recording artists
consisting
of
Clarence
Williami,, Clarence Todd
and Margaret Williams.
ities

The crowds

attracted

Italian Operetta

Features Columbia Records

Quarters

— Okeh Recording Artists Give Store
— Many of the Trade in Attendance

Ultra"

Has

— "Mr.

Columbia records

Produced in
Phono-

Recently

First Act Laid in

Columbia" Plays Part
were

given

a prominent

new operetta reItaly.
The corriposer

part in "Mademoiselle Ultra" a
cently produced in Turin,
of

this

work, which registered an

success, set the

first

act in a

immediate
phonograph and

to

the store despite the rain

were at times so large that
it was found necessary to
the

them

police

keep

to

For some
time before the event some
5,000 circulars were disin order

tributed
vicinity
tive

throughout

the

advising prospec-

clients

of the

enter-

tainment which would take
place.

Columbia Scene in Italian Operetta "Mademoiselle Ultra"
by the Rosen establishment
record shop amid decorations of which Coinclude:
Columbia phonographs and records,
lumbia records are outstanding. The prdprietor
Okeh records, Perfect, Victor and Harmony
of the establishment is called "Mr. Columbia"
records, Keentone and Guarantee portable talkand he appears throughout the entire perforing machines and the full line of Honest Quaker
mance. In the accompanying photograph "Mr.
repair parts.
Columbia" is seen in the center of the stage
Among the trade representatives at the open- amid a profusion of Columbia records which
ing were: Paul Green, Samuel Fingrudt and
revolve during the performance.
Frank Fingrudt, of Everybody's Talking Machine Co.; J. J. Dougherty, W. J. Lawrence,
D. Westervelt and Ella McCaully, of the
J.
Columbia Phonograph Co.; Jacob Keen and
The Indianapolis Music Shoppe, Inc., of InE. Bauer, of the Guarantee Talking Machine
dianapolis, Ind., has been granted a charter to
Co.; John Neldine, of the U. S. Music Co., and
deal in musical instruments with 100 shares,
Joseph Wexler, of the Pathe Phono. & Radio
no par value. The directors of the company
Co. Floral greetings from the trade made the
are John C. O'Brien, William Gage Hoag and
store a literal floral bower.
I. E. Sollenberger.

The

lines carried

,

Firm Chartered

,

jm Sl^at is Best in 'Radio

See

Buffalo, N. Y., July 7. The Federal Radio
Corp. has announced the appointment of two
new wholesalers, who have taken their places in
Federal's scheme of national distribution. The
Geo. C. Beckwith Co., of Minneapolis, now is
carrying on the splendid record made last year
by Federal in Minnesota, North Dakota and

and

New

call

Employes Hold Outing

The

Located

43

Our New 1927

Lines

The Eagle line is one of the very few whose reputation has not been tarnished in the past season of manufacturing and merchandising excesses.
It

is

which

placed under a Registered Dealer agreement
will satisfy the requirements of the largest and

best stores.

EAGLE RADIO

CO., 16 Boyden Place, Newark, N.

J
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STEWARTcMatched
INSTRUMENT

plus

TUBES

plus

where your real
Radio Profits lie

Here's

[1] In selling a

Radio

line

made by

a big, nationally-known, universally-

accepted manufacturer.

Radio of unquestioned quality, outstanding value and
completely satisfactory performance.

[2] In selling

^4

[3] In holding an exclusive Franchise that gives you 100% protection
against price-cutting, unloading, the "yearly model" evil and all other

unfair or questionable trade practices.

s

s

s

s

s

s

Stewart-Warner dealers have an open road to permanent success,
because the Stewart -Warner Matched-Unit Radio line fulfills all
three of the above requirements.

We
Our

are in the

—

Radio business to stay and to succeed in
right and our sales plan is right. And the

a big way.

product
entire reputation and resources of the great Stewart-Warner organization are
behind our radio products.
is

Stewart-Warner has already made radio history.

It

will

make more.

Model 325
$75.00

TWELVE MILLION PEOPLE ARE TODAY

July

15,

THE TALKING MACHINE WORLD
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-WARNER
Unit Had
REPRODUCER

plus

ACCESSORIES

has weathered every storm thus far, and will remain in its position
of leadership long after many another manufacturer of less stability,
experience and resources has failed and been forgotten.
It

Already over 3000 progressive dealers have seized the opportunity to
succeed with Stewart-Wamer. They have been granted the exclusive
Stewart-Warner Franchise which assures them of profits, protection,
permanence and prestige.

Not

every dealer can qualify for the Stewart-Warner Franchise. To
certain rigid standards of character and busi-

do so requires meeting
ness reputation.

A limited number of exclusive Franchises are
there is an opening in your
write or wire us today.

own

locality. If

still

available

— possibly

you think you can

qualify,

USING STEWART-WARNER PR

DUCTS

—

—
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Beethoven's Ninth Symphony
Issued by the Columbia Go.
Famous

Symphony

Reproduced on
Eight Double-Faced Twelve Inch Records
New Masterworks Set No. 39 of Series
Choral

The Columbia Phonograph
greatest of

its

famous

Co. announces the

Masterworks

.Series,

The Columbia Phonograph

in

Death of Alfred Graham
Causes Universal Regret
A

New Amplion Juniors
was

known throughout

it

is

sufficient to

most complete fashion,
the stupendous work itself, and is by
the

in

worthy of
Felix Weingartner, the London Symphony Orchestra, and a distinguished ensemble of soloists
and chorus.
This new Masterworks Set is No. 39 in the
Masterworks Series. It is in sixteen parts, on
eight double-disc 12-inch records and is offered

Mr. Edison Man:
Never Say

'•'KAN T," sa,
The KENT

"KENT"
No.

1

With "S" Sound Box

for playing lateral
records on the Edison Disc Phonograph has outsold all competition.

cut

Product of nearly 40 years* Experience

a

terpretation and reproduction,
is,

1926

Co. issues a special

supplement (Masterworks Supplement No. 4)
conjunction with this symphony.

Amplion Corp. of America, 280 Madison avenue.
New York, announcing the death of Edward Alfred Graham, proprietor of Alfred Graham &
Co., London, England.
Mr. Graham had been

it

15,

as a complete set in a beautifully executed leather
album, in keeping with the work it holds.

complete recording of Beethoven's celebrated
Ninth Symphony, the Choral Symphony, the
crowning glory of Beethoven's creative genius,
recognized as the world's musical masterpiece.
Of the recording in all of its details of instate that

July

cable

received

recently

by

the

the world as one of the outstanding acoustic and electrical engineers and
as the inventor of important naval telephone
and loud speaking devices and radio loud
speakers.
Thirty-nine
years
ago
Edward
Alfred Graham's father, Alfred Graham, invented and put into practical use the first naval
telephone, and Graham naval telephones and
loud speaking devices have been used by the
British Admiralty and other nations of the
world, both on naval vessels and merchant
marine, smce that date. Edward Alfred Graham, after the retirement of his father, became the sole proprietor of the "House of Graham" and in that capacity developed many loudspeaking devices and invented countless features

now embodied in the most efficient and bestknown naval telephone work.
The Amplion loud speaker for radio use was
the result of Mr. Edward Alfred Graham's perwork and the world-wide repute of the
Amplion loud speaker has been due to Mr.
Graham's engineering ability and technical experience. In every country where radio broadcasting exists the notice of Mr. Graham's death
will be received with sincere regret, as he was
sonal

recognized

in

those countries as an outstanding

with larger, more powerful units are
announced. The Amplion's world wide
supremacy in better radio reproduction is
established even
more firmly by this
latest improvement
at no
price.

increase in

Demonstrate with

Amplions

to sell

moresets.Amplions
are nationally

advert! sed

New

.

Junior models

with cords and
plugs:
metal

AR-IU,

flare. $24.

De

Luxe, mahogany
flare. $27.50.

THE AMPUON CORPORATION
OF AMERICA
Suite C.
Madison Avenue, New York
Chicago Branch; 27-29 North Morgan St.
Aroplion Corporation of Canada, Ltd.,
Toronto

Supply Go. Has
Fleet of Delivery Trucks

Electric

San Francisco Federal Ortho-sonic Radio Distributor Facilitates Dealer Sales and Service
Through Use of Dodge Trucks

San

Francisco,

Supply

Cal.,

July

7.

— The

Electric

Co., distributor in this territory for the

Federal Ortho-sonic radio receiving sets, prides
itself on the speedy delivery service which it

leader in the field of radio reproduction by loud-

speaking devices.
The various Amplion companies throughout
the world in association with Alfred Graham &
Co., London, England, will continue to carry
on Mr. Graham's wo.k and will endeavor to
continue as leaders in the production and merchandising of naval telephones, loud-speaking
devices and Amplion loud speakers.

Van Veen

&

Go.

to

Remodel

Paradiso Music Go. Store

—

6.
Van Veen & Co., Inc.,
manufacturer
of talking maNew York City,
chine wareroom equipment has been awarded
the contract for the remodeling and necessary
alterations in the warerooms of the Paradiso
Music Co., of this city. The headquarters of
were recently
this enterprising music house
Van Veen & Co.
seriously damaged by fire.
will completely redecorate and remodel these
warerooms and state that upon completion of
the work the Paradiso Music Co. will be one

Passaic, N.

of the

most

J.,

July

ToRRiNGTON, Wyo., July

6.

— Many

salesmen can

interesting stories of keeping after a prospect -until his name is signed on the dotted line,
hnt one of the best of recent days is the experitell

ence of Clyde Smith, Atwater Kent dealer of
this -city, who sold an Atwater Kent Model 20

by thoasandg of dealers
and Jobbers for over
10 years.

Write for catalog of complete

line

compact, receiving in payment "three gentle
cows." Mr. Smith tells the story thus:
"After one hour of trying to sell, the farmer
finally said he would take the set if he could sell
the idea and I went out
cows and traded him a Model

some cows. That gaveme
and looked
Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

F.

C.

KENT CO

Irvington, N.

J.

at the

20 compact for three of them. I am not only an
Atwater Kent dealer but am also in the cow
business, at least until I can dispose of my herd.
Incidentally, I believe the transaction gave me

more good advertising than anything
have

done

in

fleet of

which

this

serves.

it

The

ac-

comDodge trucks shows the manner
company facilitates sales and

companying photograph
pany's

Trucks

of Federal Distributor's

one

of

Reports Sonora

of

the

Demand

attractive retail stores in the city.

Live Stock for Atwater Kent

Boaght for their regale and playlne valae

One

maintains for the dealers

this

season."

else

I

Dallas, Tex., July 6.— J. D. Harvey, sales manager of the Hassler-Texas Co., this city, disof Sonora radios and phonographs,
recently completed a trip throughout the entire
State of Texas and found dealers in all localities
enthusiastic over the Sonora concert model.
Dealers from all over the State and particularly

tributor

in the western part report good sales of this
instrument. Mr. Harvey reports that business
as a whole is very good and will be even better
as soon as the grain crop is garnered \>y the

farmers.

Record Firm Ghartered
The Consolidated Record

Corp., of

Newark,

N. J., was recently incorporated at Trenton,
N. J., to make phonograph records, with a capiThe
tal stock of 100 shares of no par value.
incorporators are Charles C. Hasin, John A.

Lawrence and Louis D. Rosenfeld.

July
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Profiting by Securing Collection Turnover
—

The Daily Cash Summary How
to Make Monthly Analysis of
By
The

talking machine dealer should know at
times what percentage of his balances he
collects each month.
Many retailers keep a
record of collection percentages day by day.
These records often are cumulative, that is, the
retailer figures the collection percentage for the
year up to the day the record is consulted. Such
records, when properly kept and analyzed, make
all

Date

To Date
To Date
To Date
To-day This Month Last Month Last Year

Item
L. N. Denver
L. N. Colorado Springs
L. N. Pueblo
L. N. Cheyenne

C. A. R. Denver
Suspense
Customers' Insurance
C. A. R. .Rents
Cash Sales, Player Roll
Cash Sales, S. M. & Victor
Cash Sales, Shop
Cash Sales, Colorado Springs
Cash Sales, Pueblo
Cash Sales, Cheyenne
Stockholders and Employes

•

The

makes

it

it

credit

is

for

important to fore-

to forecast sales possi-

manager

Collection Deare

of one retail store

every month to determine what
proportions of the accounts are one, two and
three months overdue.
"The fact that we have so much money outstanding," he said, "does not matter so much
as a

knowledge

this

outstanding."

of

how

Need
is,

fast

we

are realizing on

for Records

Hermann Thorens
Ste. Croix,

Switzerland

Manufacturer of Europe's Most
Celebrated Phonograph
Motors

Cabinet type motors
3 to 10 rec-

ords playing capacity.
Superior
quality.

At moderate

prices.

LH.JUNOD&CO.
104 Fifth Ave.

a

of

The first four items "L. N. Denver, L. N.
Colorado Springs, L. N. Pueblo and L. N. Chej^enne" indicate the receipts on lien note accounts in the company's four stores located in
Denver, Colorado Springs, Pueblo and Cheyenne. The next item covers interest payments
on instalment accounts. "C. A. R. Denver"
means payments on charge accounts at the Denver store. The item of "Suspense" covers receipts of sums which have not yet been en-

MONTHLY REPORT COLLECTION DEPARTMENT
Date
Report Computed by
This

Balance of L. N. as of

Month of
192..
Month Last Month Last Year

1st

Cash Collections
Per Cent Collections to Balance
Average Balance to Date
Total Collections to Date
Per Cent Average Month Collections
Total Charge

therefore, need for definite records

from

Summary

to

Balance

Repossessions

1

of

illustrated

the

a practice to analyze the state of his

collections

There

Summary" and "Monthly Report
These two forms
partment."
with this article.

—

•

forecasts

collection

It is just as

cast collections as

devised

used.

—

Total Cash Collected
Total Receipts by Transfer
Grand Total
Bank Balance

bilities.

has

is

Foote, the credit mantwo forms: "Cash Receipt
P.

definite periods of time.

Transfers from Wholesale
Miscellaneous

make

In addition a daily record

purpose T.

this

manager not only has a daily record, but
record showing comparisons with receipts
••

to

For

New York

Sola Agent* for the U. S. A.

Off

Etc.

Month

Per Cent Charge Off

to Balance
Loss on Repossessions
Per Cent Loss to Charge Off
Per Cent Loss to Balance
Repossessions to Date
Average Month Repossessions to Balance
C. A. R. Accounts
Balance Outstanding
Cash Collections
Per Cent Collections to Balance
Collections to Date
Per Cent Average Month Collections to Charge
Average Balance
Charge Off
Per Cent Charge Off to C. A. R.
•

These sums represent sales on which
one or more payments had been made by the
customer, but which are considered wise to hold
in abeyance until several more payments have
been made, when they can be definitely recorded
planation.

as sales.

The conditional

sale

is

not figured

in

the collection turnover computation for the rea-

son stated above.

"Cash Receipt Summary" Mr. Foote
enters all cash received on cash, charge account
and instalment sales. These entries are compared on this sheet with similar receipts "To
Date This Month," "To Date Last Month" and
"To Date Last Year." In this way the credit

'

C

possible

Knight-Campbell Co.'s Plan

On

Cash Over

it

Furthermore, in computing collection percentages you should figure only payments on accounts, and not cash payments, or you will
defeat the very purpose for which percentages
are computed and analyzed.

•

Borrowed Money

future months.

These should be kept

these analyses.

turnover.

Turnover,

K. Novins

J.

Daily Cash Receipt
•

Collection

separate for thirty-day and instalment accounts.

ager,

Interest

D.

make

the

The Knight-Campbell Music Co., of Denver,
Colo., makes monthlj' analyses of collection

CASH RECEIPT SXTMMARY

C.

to

to Figure the Conditional Sale,

Monthly Collection Report
In the monthly collection department report
"This Month," "Last
entries are made
for

Month" and the corresponding month "Last
Year."
This report covers four items: Lien notes, or
contract sales collections; repossessions; C. A.
R., or charge accounts, and Victor wholesale
accounts.
Now note the lien note or contract sales
items.
By dividing the balance as of the^first
of

the

month

into the

collections

you have the per cent collections

that
to

month

balance.

standard practice of figuring colNeedless to add, the collection
figures here are those that apply only to lien
notes, or contract sales. Do not figure in this
connection money received on cash sales for
these have no connection with sales made on aii
instalment basis.
This

"is

the

lection turnover.

Important Comparisons
percentage is compared
to those of the other two months, as recorded
on this statement, then you have a pretty fair
idea as to the state of your collections.
But
still this does not give you the complete picture.
You must also have a definite idea of the average monthly collection percentages for the year
up to this date, so as to have a definite, idea
how collections are progressing. Therefore
you enter the average balance to date, you then

When

this collection

enter the total collections to date.
The last
item is divided by the number of months so as
to
obtain the average monthly collections.
Thus, if the record is for the month of September, the total collections to- date will be divided by nine months to obtain the average
monthly collections. The average balance to
You then
date is obtained in the same way.
(Continued on page 50)

•

•

Exclusive

Metropolitan
Distributors

Victor Wholesale
Balance Outstanding
Cash Collections
Per Cent Collections to Balance
Per Cent Average Collections to Balance
Charge Off
Per Cent Charge Off to Balance

tered on the books to the credit of the respective account classifications. "Customers' Insurance" indicates amounts collected from customers to cover insurance on merchandise while
they are making instalment payments. "C. A.
R. Rents" is the record of receipts on rentals
of musical instruments. The cash sales receipts
are figured separately for player, roll and Victor
talking machines, as well as for the company's
stores.
"Stockholders and Employes" indicates
receipts from shares of stock sold to employes
and others. "C. D. C." means receipts on conditional sales. This record is totaled and compared with the bank balance.
The conditional sales item merits further e.x-

for

Bosch
Radio

Equipment

Weber-Rance
Corporation
In Manhattan
225 W. 57 St.

In Brooklyn
1271 Bedford Ave.

Phones: Circle 7610-1-2
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BOSCH
Q^nnouncn

theDkw

Manufactured under patent aDclicaAmerican Bosch MagCorporation and licensed also
under applications of the Radio
Frequency Laboratories, Inc. .
tions of the

neto

.

.

The

Cruiser 5

tubes—$100.

AMERICAN BOSCH
BRANCHES:

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

DETROIT

SAN FRANCISCO

—
July

15,
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RADIO
ARMORED
LINE

The

soundness

policies

is

announce

known
the

to

you

New

Models— receiving

Radio

Bosch

of

—and now we

provided for

all

Bosch

power

No

Radio

which show a
most remarkable advance in home ensets

tertainment.

The Amborada

embodiment

of

It is

and

radio

perfect

quality in furniture.

— the

a completely

armored and shielded seven tube
ceiver, of the utmost simplicity
every detail of operation.

but two controls

—a

There

station

re-

in

are

selector

Ample

and volume control.
units.

a

compact,

antenna

is

perfectly

necessary
Cruiser

armored

shielded five tube receiver.
plicity
trol

is

is

batteries, chargers or

new model. The

with this

space

expressed

in

and
sim-

Its

the unified-con-

which gives the advantages of a

single

station

selector

for

powerful

when "cruising the air"
tunmg advantages are always

stations, but

two

dial

present

—an important quality feature.

The Bosch Radio

Line

is

complete

—three re-

and seven tubes in a popular
price range. Two cone type reproducers the
famous Bosch NoBattry and other items, comceivers, five, six

—

pleting a

most desirable radio franchise

for

Are You the Man to Sell
Bosch Radio?
Regardless of
the radio you now carry, investi-

you.

gate the Bosch

line.

Tell us

in

confidence about yourself, your
business,

your experience and

financial strength.

We

will tell

YOU the direct benefits to vou,
of the new Bosch Radio plans.
The
7

t

Amborada

u b e

s— $310.

All prices slightly higher, Colorado and

West and

in

Canada.

MAGNETO CORPORATION
MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS:

SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
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Big Columbia Expansion
in the Pacific
Most

When you. h.ear

TELETONE
^T^Dadio

you

Speaker

With

Co., has reported some wonderful
advertising tie-ups that he is securing in conjunction with the Columbia Phonograph Co.'s
national advertising campaign.
In addition to

Bellingham;

of

Co.,

Co., of Mt.

ment

in their respective local papers.

tion

to

In addiother accounts carried
quarter-page advertisements as tie-ups.
The
Seattle and Portland dealers combined on a fullpage tie-up with the company's full-page advertisement to bring home to the buying public of
this

sixteen

Northwest Columbia's appeal. The
from the previous campaigns
liave proved their value in the large increase
in the sale of Columbia products.
The following music dealers have recently
taken on the Columbia franchise: Williams &
Van Horn, Mt. Vernon, Wash.; Van AusdleHoffman, Spokane, Wash.; E. S. Burgan & Son,
Spokane, Wash.; R. L. Jones, Sandpoint, Idaho;
the Pacific

excellent results

Potter

Drug

Portland, Ore.; SeiberlingLucas Music Co., Portland, Ore.; Rhodes DeCo.,

partment Store, Tacoma, Wash.; Ketchikan
Music House, Ketchikan, Alaska; Irvington
Pharmacy, Portland, Ore.; Record Exchange
Stores, Portland, Ore.; Rose City Music Shop,
Portland, Ore. These accounts report splendid
progress in the sale of records and their initial
business has been most gratifying.
L. D. Marsh has been appointed the company's representative for the eastern Washington territory working out of Spokane; T. L.
Borland has been appointed representative for
the city of Seattle and surrounding territory;
H. M. Cunningham has been appointed assistant
manager to Mr. Lawton.

by Securing
a Collection Turnover

Profiting

{Continued from page 47)
average monthly collection by the
average monthly balance and you have the percent average monthly collections to balance.
In this manner you can ascertain whether the
collection percentages for September size up
well with the average collection percentages for
And you make
the preceding eight months.
similar comparisons for the last month, and the
divide

the preceding year.

Loss on Repossessions
The loss on repossessions is compared to the
But first you
total charge-of? for the month.
must figure your total charge-ofi for the month
and the relation it bears to the balance. This
is done by dividing the balance into the amount
charged ofi at the end of the month. The loss
on repossessions

V

^^Xv

AMERICA

449453 West 42nd
BT_11I-T

Street,

York City
LIKE A VIOLIlT"

Likewise,

"Victor

the

jobbers

to

CO., 229-231 Front

wholesale"

St.,

NewYork

percentages

computed on the same basis.
Repossession and Charge-off
It is very important to compare the repossession loss to charge-off. Many times you will

are

man boast of the fact that his
only one-quarter or one-half of 1
per cent, but he omits to mention the loss on
repossessions.
The loss on repossessions very
often far exceeds the charge-off. Thus, one big
instalment house charges off at the end of the
year one-half of 1 per cent, while the total loss,
figuring also the repossessions more often
known as "pulls" amounts to 3 per cent. So,
you see, the repossession loss will be almost
six times the charge off.
It is not easy to ascertain in advance the
exact loss on a repossession. At most a fair
estimate of the loss will do for record keeping.
In many stores repossessions are placed on sale
as second-hand merchandise, even if only two
weeks old, and their present value figured on
that basis. In another store a minimum price is
set on the repossessed goods, usually at about
25 per cent of its original value, and the loss
hear a credit

charge-ofif

is

—

—

.

figured on that basis.

Concrete Examples
In one store the repossessed merchandise is
usually auctioned off to its own employes, be-

cause the concern does not relish the idea of
holding sales of second-hand merchandise to its

More

stores in the same
and arranged auction sales for
employes of both stores. According to this arrangement, employes of each store intervisit and
purchase anything in the way of repossessed
merchandise in either store.
At the Knight-Campbell Music Co.'s store it
is the practice to deduct from each salesman's
commissions a small amount, which goes into a
special fund. When merchandise is repossessed
the loss is figured, and a part of this loss is reapportioned to the salesman who earned commission on that sale and that amount taken
from the special fund. This has been found
satisfactorj- to the salesman and manager.
trade.

recently two

city got together

(All Rights Reserved.)

the

same month

of

SPRING LUBRICANT

Write for special proposition

ILSLEY-DOUBLEDAY &

.Phonograph

Williams & Van
Vernon; Everett Department Store, of Everett; Rhodes Department
Store, of Tacoma; Van Ausdle-Hoflman Music
Co., of Spokane, and Emeneker Piano Co., of
Aberdeen, each ran a similar full-page advertise-

TELETONE CORPORATION

GRAPHITE PHONO

M.

FITRFKA

Piano

^ right /

1926

talking
M^^K%.M^M.^n. NOISELESS
MACHINE LUBRICANT

Seattle, Wash., June 30.— W. H. Lawton, manager of the Seattle branch of the Columbia

Horn Radio

RADIO

FV'^
a»

^1-.

13,

Ilsley's Lubricant makes the Motor make
food.
Is prepared in the proper consistency, will not run
out. irj up or become sticky or rancid. Remains in
its original form indefinitely.
Put up in 1, 5, 10, 25 and SO-pound cans for dealers.
This lubricant is also put up in 4.ounce cans to
retail at 2S cents each under the trade name of

Portland

in

Effectively

the Columbia's full-page advertisements in the
Portland and Seattle newspapers, the Starck

liear

IT
mxjij

Northwest

and Seattle Hook Up
the National and Newspaper Advertising of Columbia Co.

Retailers

July

is

figured after deducting the

payments already made by the customer, to
which is added the amount that you can realize
on the merchandise in its present condition.
The loss on the repossession is compared to
the charge-ofT and then to the monthly balance.
After totaling the repossession to date you
arrive at an average monthly loss on repossession and then you compare the monthly repossession losses to the average monthly balances,
which gives you the "Average monthly repossession to balance."
As for the "C. A.

R. Accounts" your comsimilar
those for the contract
to
are
putations
sales, but here you do not figure repossessions.

Hugo Emerson Dead

Victor

Hugo Emerson, former

Victor

Emerson Phonograph

the
in

Co.,

California the latter part of last

a heart attack.

president

of

New

York, died
month from

Mr. Emerson became interested

the phonograph when the industry was in
its infancy and first organized the United States
Phonograph Co., which exploited slot machines
Following this he befor use in public places.
in

came recording supervisor for the Columbia
Phonograph Co., which position he held until
1915, when he organized the Emerson Phonograph Co. In 1922 Mr. Emerson resigned from
this company and with his son organized the
Kodisk Manufacturing Co., producing metal
disks.

He

disposed of his interest in this conand a year ago reill health

cern because of

tired to California.

In Bankruptcy
A

petition in bankruptcy

was recently

filed

by

Clarence W. Hill, talking machine dealer of
He listed liabilities of $6,878
Boston, Mass.

and assets

Round
drive on

of $2,386.

out
all

Summer
your

sales

lines.

,

by making

a special

The Talking Machine World,

New

York, July

A loop operated set that
METROPOLITAN DEALERS
can

sell

with assurance

of

complete customer satisfaction—
the

New
TRADE MARK

STRMGHT^ NINE
nine tube loop operated receiver,
designed for Metropolitan areas, congested districts and places where interference causes dissatisfaction with the

-a

View of Straight "9" Nine
This illustration uf the inside of the

Inside

"9"
Nine chassis clearly
Straight
shows the tube arrangement and rear

ordinary

set.

shield.

The new Priess Straight "9" Nine is the crowning achievement of many
years' specializing in the design of loop receivers. Made in both table
and console models.

The

set contains three tuned radio, three untuned radio, detector and
in all nine tubes. If desired, power tube can be used in the

two audio

audio stage and the new 200-A tube for the detector.
set has a single dial control, direct reading wave length, illuminated
dial and a range from 203 to 555 meters.
last

The

Straight-line,

shortest

wave length condenser with exaggerated spacing on

wave

lengths.

Great sensitivity and distance on loop alone.
Selectivity of three-tuned circuits.

Shock mounted

last radio

tube and detector tube.

Shell shielded.

No-play vernier drive on main tuning.
All primary parts of set designed and built at Priess plant.

For 1926-27

famous
Table Model Priess Straight "9" Nine
Set
of

handsome, figured mahogany cabinet
Top mounted
simple and graceful design.
in

collapsible bakelite loop.

List

$195.00

price

Console Model Priess Straight "9"

we

shall also

Priess Straight

continue making the

"8" Eight.

The

past year has conclusively demonstrated the astonishing success of
the Priess Straight "8" Eight particularly in non-congested territories
and in rural districts. Acceding to popular demand, we shall continue to
make the Straight "8" Eight for the coming season with improved

—

circuit to

adapt system to resist destructive effects of Southern climate.

Nine

List Price, $175.00

A

two-tone, figured walnut console cabinet,
splendidly proportioned; loop inclosed, front
operated; switching mechanism and plug system for A.C. equipment; built-in cone speaker; ample space for batteries; full enclosure
of all mechanism when not being operated,
giving very charming appearance to cabinet.
Complete magnetic shield between A.C. accesNo inter-action
sories compartment and set.

between loop and
List

price,

Write or wire us for dealer reservation subject to demonstration.
fFe are limiting our dealer franchises according to size of trading
area.
A PRIESS dealer franchise gives complete protection
against price cutting and dumping. Act
to secure your ter-

NOW

ritory.

set.

without accessories

$335.00

By comjiarathe tests, the Priess Straight 9
Write for frill parstands in a class by itself.
ticulars about the Priess dealer franchise.

PMIEBS MADIO COMPOIRATIOM
69 5

BROADWAY

NEW

YOKK.N.Y.

IS,

1926

The Talking Machine World,
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nine

SmAKGHTO EIGHT

—

—

Table Model Two-tone, inlaid
mahogany cabinet, with battery

Table
Model Same
cabinet
and loop as with "Straight 9"
and same tuning control, but

compartment equipped with collapsible, top mounted, bakelite
loop.

One tuning

uated

in

wave

with eight tubes.

control gradlength meters.

List Price

List price

$195.00

Console Model

$335.00

$175.00

A

nine tube, supet'selective loop receiver with
exceptional distance range in congested districts
NINE TUBES
SPECIAL LOOP
ONE TUNING CONTROL
TUNING DIAL GRADUATED IN WAVE LENGTH METERS
WONDERFUL TONE QUALITY
GREAT DISTANCE RANGE
T)'EA1^^^S

:

Write or wire for dealer reservation and demonstration

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS

for

MICHIGAN

and

NORTHERN OHIO

Republic Radio Corporation, 523 E» Jefferson Ave., Detroit, Mich.

We

Distributors Central

Are Distributors

New York

for the

ffrVULAd
steaiightQ

sthmottQ nine

nine

/
in

estern Neic

If

Y

ork,

counties of

NIAGARA
ERIE

CHAUTAUQUA
CATTARAUGUS
ALLEGANY
WYOMING
GENESEE
ORLEANS
MONROE
LIVINGSTON
STEUBEN
YATES
ONTARIO
WAYNE
SENECA
SCHUYLER
in

Northern Pennsylvania,
counties of

ERIE

CRAWFORD
WARREN

Table Model

McKEAN
POTTER

The New

TIOGA
Table Model

Dealers

in

this

territory-

write for demonstration and
reservation of territory.

H. B.

ALDERMAN,

INC.

W. Mohawk

St.

We

F. C.

Wholesalers of Radio

69-71

Priess Straight "9" Nine will without question be the outstanding sensation in loop receivers
this season.
Its super-sensitivity and ultra selectivity msike it the
ideal receiver for crowded metropolitan areas.
urge all dealers in the territory to write or wire
for dealer reservations and arrange for a demonstration.

Buffalo, N. Y.

618

HOWARD PIANO COMPANY

So. Salina Ave.

Syracuse, N. Y.

—
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Exclusive State Distributors for the

RnxjiAd
%

m

TRADE MARK

steaigmtQ nine
A

nine-tube loop-operated receiver designed for metropoland congested districts, its features are:
loop-operated
nine tubes ultra selective
six stages of radio frequency before the detector
one tuning control with visible wave length indicator graduated in meters
Tunes in station at one point no harmonics
sensitivity control
volume control
exceptional distance range
wonderful tone quality
new standard for comparison has been made with the
Priess Straight "9" Nine.

itan areas

List Price

$195

TABLE MODEL— Two-tone
mahogany

inlaid

cabinet with battery com-

partment equipped with patented collapsible, all bakelite, low loss loop.
One tuning control graduated in

A

wave length meters.
price

$195.00

Console Model

$335.00

List

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

Dealers

—

—

—^

rite for

exceptional dealer franchise and demonstration

GREAT LAKES RADIO CORPORATION
157— 16th
Exclusive

New

Street,

Milwaukee, Wis.

DISTRIBUTORS

England Distributors
for

for

QfUJLAd

A

(^nXJUld

stemghtQ nine

STHAKGEItQ NIN E d STEMGlHnrQEI GHT

anc

In Eastern Pennsylvania and New Jersey
The New Priess Straight "9" Nine will, without question,

STEAIGMTQ EIGHT

be the outstanding success of the season.
It was designed primarily for crowded, congested districts
and metropolitan areas
g

where

knife-like selectiv-

ity is necessary.

six radio frequency
stages produce tremendous radio energy ampli-

Its

Priess "Straight 9" List Price $195.00

In the Priess Straight
"8" Eight and Straight
"9" Nine, the dealer has
an ideal combination
the "8" for rural and

uncongested districts and the "9" for metropoUtan areas
and other congested places where great selectivity is an
absolute essential.
Priess is sold only by authorized dealers whom we
protect in every way and who receive all the advantages
of our unusual dealer service.
Your territory may still be open. Write us today for
details about the profitable Priess franchise.

The

NORTHEASTERN RADIO,

fication

great
ability

which means
distance-getting
what the public

—

wants.

By comparative

tests, the
Priess Straight "9" Nine
stands in a class by itself.

Write
about

for full particulars

the
franchise.

Priess

dealer

Inc.

Distributors of
Sets, Parts and Accessories

Guaranteed Radio

269-285 Columbus Avenue
Boston, Massachusetts

SUPPLEE-BIDDLE
511 Commerce

St.

HARDWARE

CO.

Philadelphia, Pa.

;

The Talking Machine World,
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15,

We

Are Distributors in
Southern Texas

ffnJuuu)

for

sthakghtQ nine

STEMGHtQ N I N E
for highly congested loca-

tions

and

Metropolitan

areas.

Dealers write for demonstration

Great sensitivity and selectivity

on loop.

BERING-CORTES

Houston, Texas

—

three tuned
Nine tubes
and three untuned radio,
detector and two audio
single control with

LIST PRICE

Distributors for

wave

length indicator.

Write

Columbia, Maryland,
Virginia and Delaware

District of

for details

RnJuid^

$195

*

Distributors for Counties in Indiana, Kentucky and Ohio

TO VAN ELECTRIC
Cincinnati,

1

Tn»Dt lARrv

STEMGHTy NINE

CO.

Ohio

Distributors for Counties in Indiana and Kentucky

SWANSON ELECTRIC

CO.

Dealers

tvrite for protective

Distributors in Central

New York

Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas
and Louisiana

fffUMd

State

STEAIGHtQ NINE

STEAKGMT^ N I N E
^rite for attractive dealer proposition

OGILVIE CO.

Attractive dealer franchise

H. A.

McRAE

&

CO., INC.

Troy, N. Y.

Shreveport, La.

Connecticut Distributors for

Missouri and Southern

Illinois

Distributors for

strakghtQ nine

STRMOTT^ NINE
Ma/ce your dealer reservation
subject to demonstration

PLYMOUTH ELECTRIC
New

Haven, Conn.

INC.

Md.

Baltimore,

Distributors in Counties of

franchise particulars

COLUMBIA WHOLESALERS,

Evansville, Ind.

THOMAS

HARDWARE CO.

Write for dealer reservation

CO.

MAYER &
St.

CO., INC.

Louis,

Mo.

July

15,
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Pooley Go. Issues Broadside on New Cabinet Line
Prominent Radio Cabinet Manufacturer Retains
Popular Models of Old Line and Makes Notable Additions

Philadelphia,

— Described

in

Healy and Washburn pianos, Columbia and
Kimball phonographs and a complete assortment of band instruments. The store will be
opened about July 1.

Greater Gity Demonstrates
Symphony Model Sonora
New

Sonora Phonograph
Trade and Trade Press

known Metropolitan

Booklet

6.— The Pooley Co.,
Inc., maker of Pooley radio cabinets, has mailed
to the trade its first broadside on the new 192627 line of Pooley cabinets. The new Pooley line
had its initial display at the Bellevue-Stratford
Hotel in May in conjunction with the Third
Annual Atwater Kent Distributors Convention.
The broadside that has just been mailed is the
first literature on the new line that has been
produced by the Pooley Co. Models 1600 R-2,
1200 R-2, 1700 R-2, 1900 R-2, 1300 R-2-D, 1100
R-2, 2030 R-2, 1400 R-1, 2100 and 2200, which
were described in last month's issue of The
World, are shown. As was announced last
month, the most popular models of the line have
been retained and there has been added model
2030 R-2, familiarly known as the armchair
model, and models 2100 and 2200, both of which
are speaker tables upon which the set is to be
placed, and in the models that have been retained from last season various improvements
and refinements have been made.
The built-in Pooley floating amplifying horn is
also the subject of a special article which describes and illustrates this exclusive feature of
It is pointed out that if
the Pooley cabinets.
the Pooley amplifying horn were built in a
straight line, rather than in its compact construction, it would be thirty-four inches long, a
Pa.,

ments. The lines carried will be the same as
those in the Houston store, including Lyon &
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Radio Gorp. Distributes

July

Handbook
An

RCA

of Sales

attractive booklet, entitled

Aids

"Handbook

of

being distributed by the
Radio Corp. of America to all RCA authorized
dealers.
The booklet outlines in detail the
wealth of material which the Radio Corp. has
prepared to help the authorized dealer in his
campaign to place Radiolas and Radiotrons in
Selling Helps,"

is

The material

Displayed
at Offices

Distributing

to

of

the

Well-

Firm

The Greater City Phonograph Co., wellknown distributor of Sonora and Freed-Eisemann products, recently displayed the laboratory model of the new Sonora Symphony
phonograph at its new offices at 76 Fifth
avenue,

New

York.

Invitations were issued to

dealers and the trade press to inspect and hear
the

new model, with

its

double reflecting tone
in a burl walnut

chamber and new sound box
case.

azine and billboard advertisements, electrotype

Byron Forster, sales manager of the Greater
Phonograph Co., announced that seven
men had been added to the sales staflf in the
New York territory and that they were looking
forward to a very successful phonograph and

and matrix

radio season.

the home.

er signs, data sheets

trons,

booklets

in

Day Art Display

available includes deal-

on both Radiolas and Radiwide variety, the Nickel-a-

Service,

service,

reprints

motion picture

mag-

of

slides,

etc.

City

valuable acoustic property.

An article entitled "The Deep Foundations of
Pooley Prestige" describes the organization
and one page is devoted in itself to Edward F.
Pooley, president of the organization, who with
B. R. Stauffer, treasurer and general manager,
has guided the company to its present success.

Supertron Mfg. Go. Distributes

New

Sales

Console
Style R-23

Manual

Bench
Style 24

Tube

Situation

Reviewed and

Selling Ideas for

Supertron Tube Dealers Contained
Prepared by H. S. Bobker

A

in

Booklet

'T^HE
sales manual, full of selling ideas for Super-

is being furnished by the Supertron
Mfg. Co., of Hoboken, N. J., to dealers and jobThe
bers for distribution to their salesmen.
booklet was prepared by H. S. Bobker, sales
manager of the Supertron Co., and discusses in
exhaustive fashion the tube situation in general
and Supertrons in particular.

tron tubes,

An

attractive line

cluding

of

dealer

window and counter

sales

helps,

in-

displays, booklets,

also ready for distribution to dealers and
jobbers of Supertrons. Mr. Bobker states that
etc., is

in his

latest perfected style of wall console with tone chamber
above the receiver space. The tone chamber is constructed
of seasoned wood with metal throat.
The design is such that
pure, undistorted tone of full volume is assured.

The

compartment

is equipped with adjustable panels so as to accomthe panel of which does not exceed lOYz x 32 inches in size.
The battery compartment below the receiver space will easily accommodate
charger, B batteries and A battery. The
battery sets on a leaf which pulls
forward for easy filling or testing.

receiver

modate any

set,

A

Dimensions

— 37

inches wide, 16 inches deep, 45 inches high.

Made of American Walnut with five-ply walnut
veneer top and panels. Door panels of matched butt
walnut.
Finished in two-tone walnut, piano finish.

opinion the 1925 radio season will be very

successful.

H. G. Gox, Golumbia Go.
President, Now in Europe
Mr. and Mrs. H.

from

C.

Cox

sailed

Write

for Catalog showing complete line of Consoles.
Cabinets and Tables. Sent free on request.

—

Distributors and dealers attractive territory
open. Write for interesting proposition.

on June 24

still

on the "Majestic" of the White
Mr. Cox, who is president of the

New York

Star Line.

Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc., expects to be
gone about seven weeks. He will join Louis
Sterling, chairman of the board of directors, in
London, and will accompany him on a business
trip to Paris, Berlin, and Holland, visiting the
affiliated European companies and making a

Sketch showing how console
opens so as to afford easy acto all Parts.
The
work and the cabinet

cessibility

cabinet

hardware

controlling the
of doors, top and
are
leaf
of the highest

movement
drop

'Manufactured hy

general survey of conditions abroad.

Texas House

to

Open Branch

Brownsville, Tex., July 3.— The R. R. Records
Music House, of Houston, Tex., has made arrangements for opening a branch store in this
city, handling a full stock of musical instru-

RADIO CONSOLES

quality.

ExcELLO Products Corporation
4824

W.

16th Street

Cicero, Illinois
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Farrand Announces

with 36 'inch Cone

DE LUXE size Farrand Speaker capable of volume reproduction never
before achieved, attaining power and
fidelity which actually competes with an
orchestra, itself. Brings in tones, especially bass, that are unobtainable with a
smaller cone. Can be used with or withoutPower Amplifier. Beautifully finished
with typical Farrand nicety of design

and

detail.

for

Two models— illustrated.

DANCE FLOORS
RESTAURANTS
LARGE ROOMS

$

With Wall
bracket for
hanging

Prices_slighlly

higher West
of Rockies

MADE BV THE MAKERS OF

July

15,
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Radii10

ducts!

JILjERE are three additional reasons why you should obtain a
Farrand Franchise this season three, fast- moving, quality products
that bid fair to compete with the Farrand Speaker, itself, as profitable
retail money-makers. You know the leadership of the Farrand Speaker,
the quality prestige of the Farrand trademark, the, price and territorial
protection of the Farrand sales policy. You know that folks everywhere have been waiting for new radio developments such as these

%J/

—

—

Eliminator. Here's one
they'll accept on its face value— "made by the makers of the Farrand
Speaker" will prove immediate buy-words. Make your store Headquarters for Farrand Products and the sales will take care of themselves. Don't wait. Get in touch with your distributor

especially for a real, practical, fool-proof

"B"

NOW!

FARRAND MFG. CO., Inc.

Farrand
B

Long Island

(Operates on 60 cycles A. C.)

City,

N. Y.

HEAVY-DUTY "B" Battery Eliminator which

'-^

^ marks as decided an advance in Eliminators

Farrand Speaker in reproducers. Does
away with bothersome, continual adjustment.
Nothing to wear out. Requires no acid or water;
uses only one rectifying tube. Provides new highas did the

voltage capacity with, an output of 75 milli-ampeTes.
Will operate a multiple-tube set, giving the following voltage:

15

to

70

I'olts

volts to radio

on detector tube. 60
frequency tubes.

to

100

135 to 200 volts on last audio stage— equivalent to one stage of power amplification.

$48

Finished in bronzed
in appearance.
Uses one

UX 213 or CX

313

Tube

Farrand

^HE Farrand "B" Eliminator
combined with Power Am-

powerBamplifier
Eli/mMriatcyc
Prices slightly

higher West
of Rockies

$62 50

steel; neat, trim, distinctive

without

plifier—using two rectifying tubes,

and one amplifying tube. Deliv,
ers 400 volts of "B" power.
Used in connection with a cone
speaker will exactly reproduce
the full volume of an orchestra,
entirely free of distortion.

tubes

THE FAMOUS FARRAND SPEAKER
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500 Crosley Jobbers View New Models
at Successful Convention in Cincinnati
Jobbers and Their Representatives Enthusiastic Over Latest Products of the Crosley Radio Corp.
Constructive Addresses and Discussions on Sales Plans Featured the Event

—

Cincinnati,

O., July 2.

— Approximately
at

the

mind

in

company's plant

15,

1926

for e.xpanding the authorized dealership

system.

Crosley Executives Introduced
Later Mr. Crosley introduced various department heads, including Lewis M. Crosley, vicepresident, who explained the company's plans
for expansion, stating that the new addition
started

and the Musicone range, in the four models
from $12.50 to $32.
Powel Crosley, Jr., president of the Crosley
Radio Corp., spoke in detail on each of the re-

500 job-

bers and jobbers' representatives of the Crosley
line of radio equipment, made by the Crosley

Radio Corp., gathered

July

weeks ago would add

several

square feet and will be completed

96,000

September;
John J. Hope, credit manager; Stewart F.
Thomas,
factory
superintendent;
Richard
Goheen, inspection superintendent; John L.
Lines, who was recently appointed assistant
sales manager; Charles Kilgour, chief engineer;
Robert F. Stayman, advertising manager, and
Alvin R. Plough, publicity director.
After
luncheon another discussion of Crosley merchandising was held, led by Powel Crosley, Jr.,

who made

a

very interesting

in

talk.

Leon G. Samuels Enters
Business for Himself
Well-known Talking Machine Executive, Formerly Connected With Vitanola Talking
Machine Co., Located at Furniture Mart
Chicago.

known

Ili,.,

figure

July

in

7.

the

— Leon

C. Samuels, a well-

talking machine industry,

resigned his position as vice-president of the
Vitanola Talking Machine Co. on July 1, and
entered business for himself, establishing offices
and a display room in space 215 on the second
floor of the American Furniture Mart, 666 Lake
Shore drive, Chicago. Mr. Samuels is displaying
at the Summer furniture market a complete line
of improved talking machines, comprising seven
models in various finishes in both console and
upright styles. The feature of the line will be

Delegates to the Crosley Convention Held at Crosley Radio Corp.'s Plant in Cincinnati, O.
nioiith and had dem(.instr;itcd to thcni tiic
ccivers and Musicones, pointing out the outnew line of Crosley merchandise, and disstanding features of each of the models and the
cussed sales and promotion plans for the comselling points which each possesses.
ing season.
Plans were outlined to make the
Discuss Sales Policies
total of Crosley business for the year approxiIn the afternoon a discussion of sales policies
a large machine housed in a handsome cabinet
mate $25,000,000, which will tax the increased
was indulged in and an address on advertising
and equipped with an improved metal diaproduction facilities of the factories to the full
was given by Joseph H. Neebe, of the Campphragm reproducer. Mr. Samuels has been enoutput of 10,000 receivers and speakers a day.
Complete Radio Line Exhibited
The opening of the two-day convention was
impressive.
On a beautifully decorated stage,
banked with floral pieces and illuminated with
high-power lights, the full line of Crosley receivers and Musicones was shown. Among the
models which attracted the greatest attention
were the Musiconsnlc and the Crosley portable
Model 4-29, both of which were described and
illustrated in the June issue of The World, and
the R. F. L. 90 five-tube receiver with Musicone,
a new addition to the line to meet the demand
This model has
for furniture type apparatus.
ample space for batteries and the built-in Musicone adds to the appearance of the set. The
set has been improved with the addition of the
graphic drum type selectors and two AcumiAnother new model
nators for adjustment.
which was a "hit" with the jobbers was Model
New Crosley Radio Models: No. 1 R. F. L. 90; No. 2—5-75; No. 3— R. F. L. 75; No. 4—5-38
5-75, a five-tube drum graphic selector set with
bell-F,vvald
Advertising Co. Mr. Neebe stressed
gaged actively in the talking machine field for
in
cabinet
with
built-in
Musicone encased
the value of advertising by the jobber and
the past fifteen years, and will continue to spend
ample space for batteries. Other outstanding
last

—

models of the display were the R. F. L.-75, a
five-tube receiver which has been improved
through the supplying of a heavy mahogany
panel with windows through which it is possible to see the markings on the condenser
dials, and which has been reduced in price, and
the 5-38 five-tube receiver, which has been improved through the addition of "windows" so
that the operator can see the markings on the
The Crosley line of receivers, numbering
dials.
eight, including the one-tube "Pup" and the
portable, has a price range of from $9.7.S to $00,

dealer,

and outlined

in

a

general

way

the ad-

vertising plans of the Crosley Radio Corp. for

the Fall and Winter.
•

In the evening the delegates attended a dinner on the roof garden of
the Hotel Gibson and were entertained by artists

of

WLW,
An

a

large part of his time visiting dealers throughthe country.
W. A. Ferguson, formerly

out

with Mr. Sanmels for many years,
permanently stationed at the Furniture

associated
will be

Mart

office.

the Crosley station.

inspection

of

the

Crosley plant

started

the second day of the convention and this

Music Shop Incorporated

was

followed by a two-hour discussion of the plans
of the sales department.
This discussion was
led by Walter B. Fulghum, general sales manager, who explained in detail the plans he has

The Music Shop, Wilmington,

Del.,

was

tal

stock of $100,000.

VAN VEEN SOUNDPROOF BOOTHS
more necessary than ever before. You cannot demonstrate the wonderful volume and
beauty of tone of the improved teJking machine and records without booths. The new instrument has unlimited possibilities. Meet it half way by adequate demonstration.
are

Complete equipment for musical merchandise
Write for details and catalogue.

dealers.

VAN VEEN & COMPANY,

Inc.,

re-

cently incorporated at Dover, Del., with a capi-

313-315 East 3l8t

Street,

PHONE LEXINGTON

New York

9956-2163

City

—
July

15,
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Another Step Forward
To

Precedent sometimes endangers progress
the leader in progress is

YOUR OPPORTUmTY
We

are

proud

to

OURS

as well as

announce that we

are

now

follow

in a position

to offer the Product of the Most Progressive Manufacturer
of

Phonograph Main Springs and Repair

Parts, the

PR N G
I

Why
QUALITY- Not

only the finest

=

process
-from,

PRICE

The

_

positively

steel,

BUT also a new coiling

preventing a main

spring

"Jumping".

lowest-priced quality spring in the

SALABILITY

Retail

price

U.S.A.

on

box.

Positively rust proof (sprayed with "Lubrill")

wrapped

in

"Mocolene", both exclusive features.

PROFITS
hundred

The

Ideal

Phono

(The House That Can Qive You

Main

Offices

:

Best margin yet.

lot price

The low

applied on small orders.

Parts Co,, Inc.
Eificient

and Speedy

PITTSBURGH, PA.

614-616-618 Fifth Avenue

Service)
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From
HE
jobs

— and

first

thetic

day

ofi^ Sightly

radio sets were engineers'

they had an

chanical look.

this

engineering, me-

They were not

built for es-

appeal— radio was wonderful enough

Then came

July

15,

1926

%adio I

shapes can no longer find refuge in novelty.

For radio

is

no longer

not gain, or long

The

novel. Such sets can-

retain, public favor.

history of merchandising proves

ever since, have

Compare today's telephone with yesterday's - or take automobiles, or furnaces,

unconsciously followed these early sets in

or sewing machines. Refinement of ap-

general appearance and design.

pearance everywhere. Dealers

without
makers,

it

in those days.

many of whom,

Numerous

set

dials, switches, plugs, pro-

truding tubes, drab panels and awkward

this.

who

first

sensed this trend reaped their harvest.

The Magnavox Company

has long an-

a
July

15,
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Anniversary
of^JVLagnavox progress in %adio

ticipated this change. ^JMagnavox cabinets

our entire produftion last year were returned

are the produfts of skilled furniture design-

to the fadory as defeftive.

ers.

Single dial control permits a simplified

Mahogany is used
(two-toned in some models.) Knobs are in
subdued finishes. Artistry, symmetry and

and beautiful

dial panel.

simplicity predominate. Charafter

and

ex-

pression are present with magnetic appeal.

.JMagnavox
single dial set

is

-

service -demands.

the proved and perfefted

the set without sustained

Only

thirty-seven sets of

tJMagnavox Cone Speakers are the

new

sensation— the most worthy successor to
the original loud speaker

which was

cre-

ated by ^JMagnavox. Four hundred thousand

^JMagnavox speakers are

now

powerful selling asset to you.

in use
/

—

Write

at

once for the ^JMagnavox proposition.
The Magnavox Company, Gen. office 6- facto n% Oakland,
California

/

Chicago

sales office,

1315

S.

Michigan Ave.
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Elaborate Preparations for Radio World's
Fair to Be Held in Gotham in September
New

Madison Square Garden Selected as Exhibition Headquarters for the Only Radio Show to Be
Held in New York the Coming Fall Statement by U. J. Hermann, Managing Director of Show

—

Following the announcement by the Radio
Corp. through George A. Scoville,
chairman of the Board of Directors, that the
proposed radio exhibition in Grand Central
Palace has been canceled, elaborate preparations are under way by the management of
the Radio World's Fair to take care of the large
number of exhibits that will be housed in
New Madison Square Garden, New York City,
September 13 to 18, which is the only radio
show that will be held in New York next Fall.
G. Clayton Irwin, Jr., general manager of the
Radio World's Fair, states that his organization
Exhibition

will provide space for all the exhibits originally

which are
not duplications of the exhibits also proposed
planned for Grand

Central

Palace,

by the industry for the Radio World's Fair.
"We are working night and day planning for
the programs that will make this Radio World's
Fair a memorable event for the broadcast public and the opening wedge in the biggest radio
year in history," said Mr. Irwin.
U.

Hermann, managing
Fair, said, "The

J.

Radio World's
the

radio industry are to be congratulated on

centrate their exhibits of

and accessories under
pleasure

efforts

The
ville,

The

—

profits
and
rightly! That's

become
Seal

reason
should

Gold

a

dealer.

means more
its

for

Miss America

It

III

A. Wood, owner, on September
1921,
established a new world
3,
record of 80.56 miles per hour.
G.

prof-

you.

—

Gold Seal success has been so striking all records broken that you are sure of a perma-

—

nently profitable line. It is the result of superior
products, plus a merchandising policy that gives
the dealer real co-operation and cuts selling
costs.
Prompt service, unfailing courtesy, price
protection, dealer help, and a real replacement
guarantee these are things that count!

—
GOLD SEAL RADIO TUBES
All Standard Types. MATCHED for perfect uniformity — superior in tone and volume — double
the

life of

set a

roof.

It

Teletone Corp. of America
Plans Sales-Ad. Campaign
Radio Speaker Manufacturer Forwards Outline
of Its Sales and Advertising Campaigns to
Teletone Distributors and Dealers

us

is

a

to

the

The Teletone Corp.

parts

of

America, manufacturer

—Geld

ordinary tubes

new standard

Seal tubes have

of perfection.

JUST TRY

THEM!
IVs to your advantage!

Write now for full details of the Gold Seal hne
and of our unusual merchandising plan of importance to every jobber, distributor and dealer.
Don't put it off— Write TODAY!

—

GOLD SEAL PRODUCTS CO. Jnc.
250 Park Avenue

New York
ALL TYPES

GSX

and G.S, 201-A
List Price. $2.00

GSX

and G.

List Price.

G

S. 199
52.25

S 199 Large Base
List Price,

52.25

G

X

S
and G. S. 120
List Price. S2.50

HIGH POWER
GSX
112.

Price. 56.50

Gold Seal
Radio Tubes

List

some

of the Teletone radio speaker, involving

very unique but simple principles of amplification, recently

forwarded to

distributors and

its

week

the world center of radio acconsolidation of the two shows
13,

official announcement by George A. Scochairman of the Radio Exhibition Corp.,

The

exhibitors

directors are

recommending

Note that a sound-waoe
coming from the sound
producing unit

will

ternational contest.

Talking Machine Men Start
Drive for Dealer Members
The June meeting of the Talking Machine
and Radio Men, Inc., New York, was held at
the Cafe Boulevard on Wednesday, June 16.
The feature of the gathering was a demonstration of the Malone-Lemmon radio receivers and
a brief talk on Summer sales possibilities by
Walter S. Lenimon, of the Malone-Lemmon
Air.
Lenimon stated that his
Products Co.
company, in an attempt to manufacture merchandise which would overcome the Summer
sales resistance, had placed on the market a
marine model receiver for use on yachts and
motor boats and a portable set for use on trips
and in resort cottages. Both of these sets were
displayed and the portable instrument was dem-

{the

vocal cords) is
the
amplified through

"B"

orifice

{the

human

larynx) until it reaches
the conducting area "C
{the back of the throat)^
whence it is again conducted to the point of
greatest amplification

"D"
and

{the

erectly formed
mouth of the

operied

singer.)

dealers an outline of

its

involve

and
These

sales, exploitation

advertising plans for the

1926 season.

every form of advertising
consumer journals, car cards,
posters, hangers, cut-outs and sim-

practically

publicity, including

direct mail,
ilar

material.

One

most important features

the

of

in

the

advertising and sales program of the Teletone
Corp. is the preparation of dealer helps.
Not

only does the Teletone Corp. intend to create
demand with consumers for its product, but it
plans to lend every aid to the dealer in developing such sales. The extent of its program in
this direction is wide in scope and should do

a

much

to further dealer interests.

the publicity sales helps
carrying on an educational
campaign with retailers and their salesmen, presenting the sales features and the exclusive
ideas of the Teletone principle of sound ampli-

In

addition

to

the Teletone Corp.

all
is

Among these are the fact that the
fication.
design of the speaker is the application of violin
wood

the

in

speaker's

esting and constructive,

Another

construction.

company makes, which

point the

is

both inter"the conduction and
is

amplification of the sound is similar to the ageold method the human throat."

—

The same resonances and tone beauty of the
violin are said to be built into this new Teletone
speaker

— the

spruce, the

construction

wood used

in

being
violin

of

seasoned

workmanship.

New

Argus Power Radio
Line to Be Marketed Soon

onstrated.

During the meeting Irwin Kurtz, president
the Association, read an extract from the
June issue of The World telling of the formation of a radio trade association in Akron and
giving the set of rules by which the merhbers
of the newly formed organization agree to

"A"

human

to

that

be a feature of the Radio World's
Fair.
Tests to determine prize-winning sets to
be sent to New Y%rk for exhibition are already
on in England, France, Belgium, Spain, Italy
and Australia. They will be shown side by side
with the best of American receivers.^ A gold
medal will be awarded as first prize in the in-

want

Association.

to

amateurs

only

receivers,

they exhibit at the Radio
World's Fair to be held in New Madison Square
Garden, September 13-18, under the auspices
of the Radio Manufacturers' Association."
An international set-building contest among
all

Success

the

a

industry.

SEAL

why you

of

urgent plea for new dealer members was
made by President Kurtz, who asked that every
manufacturer, jobber and dealer exert every
possible effort to secure new members in order
that the powers of the Association be increased.
There will be no meeting of the Association
in July, the next gathering being scheduled for
August 4, at the Cafe Boulevard.

regarding the closing of the Grand Central
Palace show, is as follows:
"It has been decided by the Board of Directors of the Radio Exhibition Corporation that the
proposed radio exposition to be held in Grand
Central Palace, September 10-17, will be canceled.
It is believed that this Miction will be to the interest of both the public and the entire radio

GOLD

the

vice-president

radio

An

saving of hundreds of thousands of
the industry and the public, and
eliminates the inconvenience imposed upon the
trade and the public in attending two expositions held simultaneously in distant halls.
dollars

With

You

new
single

make New York, during

to

September

means

Up

Tie

a

co-operate with the radio
manufacturers of the country, and we pledge to
them and to the public our sincere and earnest
for

tivity."

Breakets

the

of

able

1926

15,

the decision of the radio manufacturers to con-

of

Record

director

radio public and

July

of

abide in order to standardize the cost of servicSimilar
ing sets and other trade practices.

agreements on the part of members of the
Northwest Radio Trade Association were also
read and both were referred to the local committee, which is working on a similar set of
.standards under the direction of L. J. Rooney,

Dr. Marcel W'allace, vice-president and chief

engineer of the Argus Radio Corp., of New
York City, had two important announcements
to

make during

models
coming

The
June
of

9,

of the

One was that
had been put on the new

the past month.

the finishing touches

Argus Power radio

set

for the

Fall season.

other announcement was the arrival, on
of

whom

it

Harold Marcel Wallace, infant son,
is

predicted that he will follow the

inventive genius of his father.

The Talking Machine World,

HEINEMAN MOTOR

New

York, July

15,

No. 77

THE

Standard c^otor
OF THE

Phonograph Industry
General Phonograph Corporation
OTTO HEINEMAN,

Pres.

25 West 45th Street

New

York, N. Y.
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Mutual Phono
Parts Co. Indicates Big "Talker" Sales

Remarkable Development

of

Manufacturer of Mutual Tone Arms and the Saxophonic Reproducer Forced to Move Into New
and Larger Quarters to Meet Constantly Growing Demand for Its Products Modern Plant

—

Iias

59
its

own

A

plating department.

large bat-

tery of electric baths has been installed, as well

and polishing machines, and this
department constitutes a complete plant in itself.

as burnishing

In the new quarters special attention is also
given to the shipping department, which plays
a

important part

very

in

maintaining prompt

service.

At the beginning

of this year, those

who know

designated 1926 as a talking machine year. The
accuracy of this prediction has since been
brought out by the experience and sales records
of many of the leading houses connected with
An outstanding example of the
the industry.

tabic to the point

where

it

wrapped

is

for ship-

Within easy access of these assembly
ment.
tables is an ideally appointed stockroom, where
necessary
needed.

supplies

are

easily

obtainable

when

The new headquarters are among the finest
devoted to the production of tone arms and
sound boxes, and although when they were
secured adequate space was taken to provide
for the future

The machine department

is

another impres-

growth of the business,

it

is

teresting to note that the popularity of the

in-

new

Saxophonic reproducer has already necessitated
the use of the entire facilities of the plant and
the introduction of night

work

as well.

Distributors Appointed
for Pathex, Inc., Products
Several

Well-known Talking Machine Houses
Among Concerns Who Will WholeMotion Picture Cameras and Projectors

Included
sale

Henry

Brown, general manager of Pathex,
York, has recently announced the
appointment of a number of jobbers for the
Pathex motion picture cameras and projectors
Inc.,

in

C.

New

various sections of the country, several of
in the talking machine business.
Follow-

them

company

ing the decision of the

to

substitute

through jobbers in the place of direct
distribution, various
prominent houses have
been quick to secure the wholesaling rights in
selling

their

territories.

Among

those who have already signed up as
Pathex jobbers are included the Blackman Talking Machine Co., New York, well known as
a wholesaler of Victor and radio products; the

Penn Phonograph Co., Philadelphia, also well
in
the
phonograph field; Columbia

known

Wholesalers, Inc., Baltimore,
Auto Supply Co., Charlotte, N.
Co.,

tric

1

Interior Views of the New Mutual Phono Parts Co.'s Plant
Assembling 5 Executive Office Andrew P.
Machine DeDartment 2. Shipping Room. 3. Plating and Finishing. 4. Evelyn
Garfinkel, secretary to the treasurer

Frangipane, secreta"ran

manager; N. Garfinkel, treasurer, and

volume of business being done in the talking
machine industry this year is found in the
growth of the Mutual Phono Farts Co., New
York City, maker of Mutual tone arms and
sound boxes, and the new Saxophonic reproducer.

department to visit. The business of the
Mutual Phono Parts Co. warrants the installation of this department, wherein are made
necessary dies and tools for production work
as well as the machine work necessary on the
rnduct^The Mutual Phono Parts Co. also
sive

&

quality of

Co.,

Tampa,

Florida

Fla.;

McGraw

Jacksonville, Fla.;

McGraw

Co., St. Louis,

Carolina
Carter ElecBinford Electric
;

Tampa Hardware
Radio Supply

a]")|ioiiitnients will

In-

announced

shortly.

its

The

throughout the trade with an attendant steady
As this business grew,
increase of business.

more and more space was added,
headquarters were imperative.

until

Imperial

Phonogrand

larger

During the early part of the year the Mutual
its quarters on

a leader for quality,
volume and appearance

is

Phono Parts Co. moved from

Lafayette street and took possession of its present headquarters at 610-14 Broadway, which
provided greatly increased and improved manuThe Mutual Phono Parts
facturing facilities.
of these quarters
possession
Co. is now in full
with new machinery installed, and fortunately
showed
so, for the subsequent volume of orders

This model is equipped with a special type of tone-chamber and reproIt plays the new electrically
recorded records with volume and

ducer.

clearness that will satisfy the most
critical customer.
Designed to permit the installation of Radio Panel

move

well warranted.
A tour through the plant is particularly interesting. One is strongly impressed with the
fact that the entire facilities of a large manufac-

and equipment.

turing plant such as this are devoted entirely
production of tone arms and sound boxes.
On the Broadway side of the building is a suite
of rooms, comprising the general offices of the

Send for Descriptive Literature

to the

company, including the executive offices of N.
Garfinkel, treasurer, and A. P. Frangipane, secretary and general manager. On the open floor
space are the long assembling tables, at which
are seated a number of girls, each one with her
specifically appointed task in the assemblage
Effiof Mutual sound boxes and tone arms.
ciency to a marked degree is to be found in the
arrangement of these tables and the orderly
process through which the work is started at
one end, and progresses down the length of the

Foreign Trade
Advantageous

may

selling rights
in foreign

De secured
countries.

Fuehr&Stemmer Piano
1934 Wentworth Ave.
List Price

$150

Co..

Omaha, Neb.;
Mo.; Monarch Film Co.,
Co.,

Waterloo, la.; Western Radio Co., Kansas City,
Mo.; Quincy Radio Laboratories, Quincy, III.;
Young, Lavisch & Richardson, Chicago, III., and
the Taylor Electric Co., Madison, Wis.
Other

for

the

Tower

Mfg. Co., Richmond, Va.;

products, together with the
soon gained
fair business dealings of the firm,
recognition
wide
product
this house and its

The

Atlanta, Ga.;

Md.;

C.

Co.

Chicago

Musical Instrument Makers for 25 years
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Robert W. Porter

New

Toronto, Bethlehem and Chicago.

Sales
Director for Splitdorf Go.

In point of
leading
American electrical manufacturing organizations. For the past two years they have been

Prominent Sales Executive Joins Staff of Radio
Manufacturer Changes Splitdorf Electric Co.
Distribution Methods Staff Additions

supplying some of the needs of the radio industry, including the manufacture and distribution of a number of Splitdorf radio receivers. In

—

—

years

radio fields, recently joined
Splitdorf

Electrical

director of sales.

Co.,

He

the

staff

the

of

assuming the post

will

make

his

of

headquar-

own

it

rates

among

goes

plants

into

1926

15.

M. Caswell Appointed

J.

the

Mgr.

Asst.

of J. K.

Polk

Brockman Announces Appointment

P. C.

Asst. General

Mgr.— James

K. Polk,

of

Jobs
Sonora, Okeh, Caswell and Other Products

manufactures every device that
and its large plant
makes possible volume scale of production with
the resultant economies.
The Splitdorf Electrical Co. is seventy years
old and its management is in the hands of wellits

Robert W. Porter, one of the best-known and
most successful sales directors in the music and

service

of

July

Inc.,

it

products,

its

Atlanta, Ga., July 7.— P. C. Brockman, secretary and director of sales of James K. Polk, Inc.,

prominent distributor of phonograph products,
announced recently the appointment of J. M.
Caswell as assistant general manager of the

known figures in their respective fields.
This, together with the wide manufacturing experience, plus its knowledge of dealer merchandise requirements, makes an unusually happy
combination.
The company plans to market a series of
radio receiving sets, cone speakers and gooseneck reproducers for the coming season and
has mapped out an intensive campaign of ex-

ploitation for these products.

has arranged an entirely

This

In conjunction

new plan

it

of distribu-

be direct from factory to disthan through the Splitdorf
branches as heretofore.
Its products contain
some exclusive features and these will be presented through intensive advertising campaigns,
together with a plan of constructive dealer cooperation which should assure it of a promincni
tion.

tributor

will

rather

place in radio activities during the
son. T.

Norman Mason,

coming

sea-

formerlj' associated with

the Columbia Phonograph Co., and with the
Arthur Erisman Co., has been appointed executive representative in New England territory for
the Splitdorf Co.
Sinclair,
formerly
A. A.
Pacific Coast representative for the Columbia
Phonograph Co. and the R. E. Thompson Mfg.

be the executive sales representative in
City and the metropolitan territory.
W. J. Dooley, a well-known automobile distributor who has a wide acquaintance in Southern territory, has been appointed executive representative in Southeastern territory with headquarters in Atlanta.
Co., will

Robert

W.

New York

Porter

ters in the executive offices of the

Newark, N.

company

in

J.

Mr. Porter has had long experience in directing sales campaigns and has a thorough knowledge of distributor and dealer requirements,
with a wide acquaintance in these channels in
every section of the country. For a number of
years he was associated with the sales division

Columbia Phonograph Co. and more recently was vice-president and director of sales
for the R. E. Thompson Mfg. Co., where he
achieved a marked success.

Open

New York Labs.

M. Caswell
Mr. Caswell is a newcomer
J.

company.
phonograph industry, having devoted

mer business career
but he has made a

The

Splitdorf

Electrical

Co.

operates

and modern manufacturing plants

in

large

Newark.

James K. Polk,

supervision of Paul Bolognese, well
record recording circle';.

known

in

for-

to an entirely different line,

close study of the phonograph industry and is keenly enthusiastic regarding the possibilities of the future for the
James K. Polk organization.

of the

Grey Gull Records, Inc., of Boston, have
opened recording laboratories in New York
City at 20 East Forty-second street under the

the

to

his

Inc.,

has

attained

enal success as a distributor of

phenom-

Sonora phono-

Okeh and Odeon records, Caswell portHonest Quaker parts and other phonograph products. Mr. Brockman, as director of
graphs,
ables,

sales,

has

growth
bers
ful

been an important factor in the
company's business and he num-

of the

among

his close friends all of the success-

dealers throughout the entire Southern terri-

torv.

Northern

New Jersey Radio

Dealers Hold Annual Outing
Approximately 100 radio dealers and jobbers
Northern New Jersey held their annual outing the latter part of last month, motoring to
Lake Hopatcong, N. J., where dinner was
served at Shafer's Hotel and field and water
sports were indulged in. The jobbers beat the
of

dealers in a baseball

•h'BKACH ARRESTER
Each

flash of lightning subjects radio sets to deunage unless highly sensitive
lightning arresters are used. This accentuates the importance of radio dealers
supplying their customers vAth the best lightning protection obtainable.

Noted engineers have insisted on Brach Arresters for over twenty years
for protecting railway signal systems and radio instruments because they have
found them to be the most sensitive, the most reliable arresters procurable.

To-day every Brach Arrester

that

you

sell is

backed by us with a $100

guarantee.

game

to the tune of 13 to

At the dinner addresses were made by Pat
Collins, of the Radio Distributing Co.; Fred
Wilson, of E. M. Wilson & Son; C. F. Maschmeyer, of the Garod Corp.; Ed Scher, of the
Federal Radio Corp.; Bernard Richman, of the
North Ward Radio Corp.; A. F. Gruninger, of
the Beller Electric Co., and A. B. Avers, of the
Eagle Radio Co. A suggestion that the dealers
and jobbers of Northern New Jersey be organized into an association was made by M. Salzman, of the Wholesale Radio Equipment Co.,
and a committee was appointed to make the
preliminary steps toward the formation of such
8.

an organization.

L. S.

BRACH MFG.

CO., Newark, N.

J.

The

J.

J.

Kelleher Radio Parlor,

New

York,

recently filed a petition in bankruptcy, listing
liabilities of $22,789

and assets

of $5,624.
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This "Hook 'Up"
Makes Money For You
money in a radio store or
department when properly conducted.This
There

is

real

the story of a "hook-up" that gives you
real material to work— a common sense plan
that gets results and is easy to follow.

is

Model VII. This comt>act little 5-tuhe set is the wonder of all who see it arid hear it. Simple. f»latn cabinet,
that looks well anywhere. Full 5-tuhe reception that
brings the programs in as well or better than rnany
higher priced sets. Here's a quality set at the lowest
price you can expect. Use it for a leader. You'll not be
disappointed. List $70 luithout accessories.

A

COMPLETE
,

line of radio sets; designed right,

built right, priced right

cut guarantee that
the beginning.

means

and supported by

just

what

says.

it

.

a clean
.

.

That's

We support our trade with a powerful, hard-selling
advertising campaign.

It's

aimed

at

your prospects.

Through leading farm journals and newspapers it is
working up business for you all the time. That's not all.

GUARANTEE
Every Slagle Rcidio Receiver is posiguaranteed against all defects in
material or workmanship, and to give
thoroughly satisfactory service in your
home or your money will be refunded
without argument or red tape.
tively

Our

dealers get an attractive assortment of

window

window and

counter.

streamers and easel cards for
That's not all, either.

We help you go

after your prospects by mail with
and interesting literature. We help you make
sales, and we keep in touch with owners afterwards,
boosting your game all the time.
letters

The Slagle

through recognized channels
with liberal margins of profit. Let us

line is sold

of distribution

tell you more of this "hook-up", what it
you and where you can connect with it.

SLAGLE RADIO
Fort

Mode! V.

Free of noises for which sets are often responsible. Low battery consumption; extreme scnsitiucness to signals; sharp, clean tuning; plenty of volume;
simple and complete control: full, rich tone values;
and beautiful appearance are some of the points that
make this set sell. It's real value. List $150 without
accessories.

A

set is

no

better than
Sell

do

COMPANY

Wayne, Indiana

accessories

will

its

good ones

for

—
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Blackman Co.

the first to present the Columbia products to
the public in that section of the country. The

Feature
Products of Pathex, Inc.
to

in

of the Metropolitan Ter-

ritory Plans to Install a

Pathex Camera and

Projector Department

Johnston,

L.

C.

manager

New

Co.,

and general
Talking Machine

vice-president

Blackman
York, announced

of

the

this

company had been appointed

a

week

that the

products of Pathex, Inc., 35 West Fortyfifth street. New York.
This company makes a
complete line of motion picture cameras and
projectors and is under the executive management of H. C. Brown, many years identified
with the talking machiiiL- industry and one of
the most capable sales and publicity executives

making

announcement Mr. Johnston
Blackman Talking Machine Co.
had arranged to install a special Pathex department which would devote itself exclusively to
In

his

the interests of Pathe.x products.

This departcomprise ten men who will concentrate their efforts in developing Pathe.x business in the territory for which the Blackman
Talking Machine Co. has been appointed exclusive distributor.
This territory comprises all
of Greater New York and Connecticut, as well

ment

will

Hudson'River Valley, northJersey and Long Island. This is one of
the most important territories in the country,
as the cities in the

ern

and instead of the usual drop in business
during the Summer months the demand for
records is steadily increasing.
North Dakota
crop prospects for this Fall are very bright, and
from all appearances business in that section
of the country will show a fine increase this
ords,

Fall.

New

but the

Blackman Talking Machine Co.

is

par-

ticularly well organized to give Pathe.x products

splendid representation, and the special Pathex
is under the direct charge
of Mr,

department

Johnston, assisted by E.

S.

Palmer and A. M.

Blackman. The campaign is already under way,
and the early results indicate that the Pathex
line is going to be an active factor in Fall business in the territory served by the Blackman
organization.

J.

A. Poppler Places Orders
for Columbia Viva-Tonal
A. Poppler, president of the Poppler Piano

Grand Forks,

N. D., attended the NaConvention of the Music Industries in
New York City in June and while in the East
he was privileged to hear and see the new VivaTonal
Columibia
phonograph.
Mr.
Poppler
placed his order immediately- and will be one of
Co.,

Over One Hundred Governor Balls and Springs
Boxed in Convenient Hardwood Cabinet,
Offered by J. A. Fischer Co.
Phil.^delphia, Pa., July 6.— Another valuable
aid for the repair department has been presented
by the J. A. Fischer Co., of this city. This new-

Radio Manufacturer Creates Industrial Products
Division to Make Products Other Than Radio
Washing Machine a New Product

—

The Freed-Eisemann Radio

Corp., manufacbegun large-scale
production of a new phonograph sound box,
which is reported to be meeting with a good
reception throughout the trade. It is announced

turer of radio receivers, has

that the company has created an Industrial
Products Division, and that production activities
will continue the year round in its new factory
on Junius street and Liberty avenue, Brooklyn.
The Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp. has also
taken over the business of the Turbax Corp.,
manufacturer of washing machines, and announces that the Industrial Products Division
will market an electric clothes washer with a

new device.
Commenting on

this

new move, Alex

Eise-

mann, treasurer and director of merchandising,

new factory make
possible for the Freed-Eisemann Corp. to ex-

stated that the facilities of the
it

tend

its

activities to lines outside of radio,

even

though the production of radio receivers in 1926
will be greatly in excess of the 1925 production.
Mr. Eisemann stated that the Freed-Eisemann
policy provides for year-round manufacturing

nounced,

sound

bo.x,

it

is

is

particularly

electrical record disc the

parts

if

in charge
music department of the Allen-Thede
Co., Tulsa, Okla., is now connected with the
Adams Music C".. Forth ^Vortl^, Tex.

European

Dealer

ordered there will be shipped one cabinet. An
attractive four-page folder on this new Valley
Forge product has been prepared, on the back
of

which

is
the Valley Forge governor ball
This chart is similar to the alphabetical
chart of Valley Forge main springs and
is arranged according to the name of the motor or
machine.

chart.

On the inside pages are featured other Valley
Forge products, including the new No. 35 Valley
Forge tone arm outfit and the new Bridgeport
reproducer as well as the new Neu-phonic attachment for Edison machines. This latter is
a
tone arm and sound box set employing the
Neuphonic sound box, whereby the owner of an
Edison machine is enabled to play lateral cut
records.
The Neu-phonic attachment is individually boxed in an attractive container
with

Los Angeles Paper Issues
Broadside on Brunswick Go.
Story

of
One Double-page Advertisement
Which Created $13,000 Panatrope Sales Told

in Attractive

Los Angeij-s, Cal., July 6.— Some months ago
office of the Brunswick-Balke-Col-

the branch

from

this

advertisement were so gratifying to
Brown, district manager, that he
wrote the newspaper publishers congratulating
them on the pulling power of their paper.

Howard

L.

manager

Brunswick Co., added
Los Angeles
E.xaminer, and this publication used the two
letters as the basis of a broadside which has

words

of the

of congratulation to the

been distributed to 10,000 local merchants, jobbers, advertising men and executives in various lines.
In addition to this the Examiner
ran a full-page advertisement relating the facts.

George Fuhri Gomes East

it.

George Fuhri, son of W, C. Fuhri, vice-president and general sales manager of the Columbia

General Phonograph Corporation
15-17 West 18th Street

this city, in co-operation with
ran a double-page advertisement
in the
Los Angeles Examiner, featuring the
Brunswick Panatrope Radiola.
The results

his

—

New York

in

dealers,

vertising

orchestrals

prove

Co.,

local

averaged $850 in price more than $13,000 worth
of business was accomplished. H. D. Leopold, ad-

Our service is your asset Become one of our licensed Okeh
we'll

Broadside— 10,000 Distributed

Briefly told, the results were these:
From the
single advertisement presenting a product which

foreign languages

and

desired.

announced by the J. A. Fischer Co. that
this assortment is assembled in
accordance with
the dealers' choice if so desired and that
with
each assortment of one hundred governor
balls
It is

the

and the greatest race records made.

Dealers

as

and springs, contained in a useful cabinet
inches long and seven inches wide, and
with sixteen separate compartments. The cabinet is made of a selected dried wood and comes
complete with a lid. It has a capacity of three
hundred governor balls and springs, but can
also be very conveniently used for screws or

Charles T. Wilkins, for two years

of

our records^ the latest
touches and flourishes of jazz
all

known

an-

designed to give the
utmost in musical
e.xpression, as well as to
improve the tone
ctualities of old-type records, which are still being widely sold.

new

all

—songs in

is

hinged cover.

The new phonograph

the Licensed

unexcelled

line

balls

lender

go

company's

the Valley Forge governor ball assortment
No.
3836, consisting of over one hundred governor

tional

To

Ready

fifteen

activities.

J.

Ball Assortment

est addition to the

Freed-Eisemann Making
New Phonograph Sound Box

country.

stated that the

1926

rec-

distributor for

the

in the

Columbia and Harmony

sale of

its

15,

Valley Forge Governor

Poppler Piano Co. has been unusually successful

Prominent Distributor

July

Distributing Division

New York

City

Phonograph Co., Inc., arrived in New York the
early part of July to spend his Summer vacation
in the East. Mr. Fuhri, who is connected with
the St. Louis branch of the Columbia Co., accompanied his father on a trip to Boston, Mass.,
where the new Columbia Viva-Tonal phonographs were demonstrated to an enthusiastic
audience of New England Columbia dealers.
-
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i

reward
e pioneer
THE

Going

pioneer travels no easy road.

it

alone, breaking trail for the less courageous

to follow, he fairly earns whatever his reward

maybe

.

one 'dial

.

.

For three years

And

which other

radio, blazing a trail into

feet are turning, for
profit.

MOHAWK pioneered

Now we

we'll get

ends in leadership and

it

claim the reward of the pioneer.
in the 1926-1927 season.

it

three-year start in knowledge, hard

a

won through

MOHAWK has

countless experiments,

With

first

claim

to the profits sure to result from public accept-

ance of one-dial control as radio's greatest recent
achievement.

We

have designed a better

established a better price

1927

is

.

.

MOHAWK for 1926-

.

a 6- tube set of amazing compactness

technical excellence (see description at
a shielded set at considerably less

left);

full

control of our cabinet

startling values in original

and console designs
nouncement of

.

.

.

and
it is

than the cost

of most other high quality shielded 6-tube

And

set,

facilities

sets.

enables

and exclusive cabinet
Complete public anRadio for 1926-1927

MOHAWK

will

be made shortly

— but

don't wait for

it

write today for advance information.

Mohawk

Corporation of

Illinois

Established 1920
Independently Organized in 1924

2220 Diversey,

at

Logan Boulevard, Chicago
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Maria Kurenko, Russian
Soprano, Columbia Artist
World-famous Coloratura Soprano to Record
Exclusively for Columbia Catalog — Artist Has
Won Wide Following From Concert Tour

Mme. Maria Kurenko, famous Russian
ratura

soprano,

recently

exclusively for the

New

York.

Mine.

contracted to

Ivurenko

Co.,

made

recently

liei u

the fact that

a

it

is

the

first

show

radio

of the sea-

and because of its endorsement by
Radio Manufacturers Association.
son

colo-

record

Columbia Phonograph

to be held in the exposition auditorium
during the period of August 21 to 28. This
exposition, which is being held under the
auspices of the I'acific Radio Trade Association, is attracting considerable attention due to

tion

Despite the

more than

a

It

is

exposition

is

still

of the

main area has

halls are

rapidly filling

off, all

been sold and the side
up.

the

that

fact

month

the

predicted that the

show

will

be the

most complete and successful ever seen west

of

Chicago.

North American Radio
Corp. Exhibits King Line
Pre-season Exhibition and Demonstration to
Interest. ng
Metropolitan
Dealers
Proves
Event King Officials Present

—

July

The North American Radio Corp., wholesaler
radio, New York City, gave a pre-season

exhibition

and demonstration

dealers of the

new King

to

metropolitan

radio receivers for the

David F. Goldman and
North American Radio Corp.,

season of 1925-1927.
of the

staff,

his

Increasing Sales of Amplion Speakers and Units
and Fact of Manufacturing in This Country
Allows of Higher Discounts

A new

scale of discounts, effective immedibeen announced by the Amplion Corp.
of America, manufacturer
of Amplion
loud
speakers and units. The company states that a
trade discount of 40 per cent, with a proportionately greater discount for wholesalers, has been
made possible by the constantly increasing sales
of the Amplion products and by the fact that
they are now manufacturing in the United
States under the Graham patents.
In making
this announcement, S. B. Trainer, president of
ately, has

the

Amplion

move

in

Corp., stated that this

the development

sales policy

now

Symphonic Counter Display
That Interests the Trade
The Symphonic Sales Corp., New York, manSymphonic reproducers, is now
dealers through Symphonic dis-

ufacturer of
furnishing its

^ymphonir

A portable Radiola receiver accompanied
William T. Van Orman, pilot of the Goodyear
IV in the recent International Balloon Races at
Antwerp, Belgium. After his successful flight
Mr. Van Orman sent a radiogram to David Sarnoff, vice-president and general manager of the
Radio Corp. of America, at New York, expressing his delight and appreciation of the performance of the Radiola portable.

^PHDKOGflAPH REPRODUCER

New

1927 at the third annual Pacific Radio Exposi-

F.

THF

C.

capital

are

O.

stock

Miller and A. Schleyer.

New Symphonic

of

Lipinski,

Sales Help

tributors with a counter display which

is

both

and ingenious.
Attractively
lithographed in orange and blue, and with an easel
mounting, the new counter display furnishes
effective

WITH THE SENSIBLE GUARANTEE

TIIHII

OM Phonograph

UP TO DATE

York, have been incor-

radio manufacturers will exhibit their lines for

national

Brings Your

Radio Firm Chartered
Radio Sundries,

— Leading

process of formation, comwill be announced in the

Radiola in Balloon Races

porated at Albany, with a
The incorporators
$20,000.

Cal., July 6

the first

which

^Qu Have Jfever Really
Heatxl Hour Own Records

Radio Exposition
to Be Held August 21-28

is

comprehensive

were also present.

Pacific

San Francisco,

a

near future.

Maria Kurenko
country-wide American tour frcm New York to
San Francisco and from Texas to Toronto. In
all her appearances she sang to capacity audiences and received high praise from both the
Her second American tour
press and public.
starts in October of this year.
Mme. Kurenko's debut to Columbia record
fans is made through the coupling of two beauBacio," a waltz song by
tiful selections "II
Arditi, and "Voyons, Manon, plus de chimeres,"
from the opera "Manon," by Massenet.

in

of

es-

headquarters at the Pennsylvania
Hotel from June 21 to June 26, inclusive, where
they greeted their many guests and explained
OiTicials
the advantages of the new King line.
and representatives of the King Mfg. Co., of

tablished

Buffalo, N. Y.,

1926

Amplion Corp. of America
Announces New Discounts

plete details of

of

15,

room

for six actual reproducers, so that the cus-

tomer may see exactly what the reproducers
look like instead of depending upon illustrations.

Through an ingenious

die-cutting process the
reproducers can be locked into the display,
thereby guarding them from loss or accidental

^reyou looking

injury from casual handling.

shipped

for hargaim^
haven't

any—

offer you a cleart merchandising proposition
backed up by national advertising, abundant sales
helps and a product that will give a pleasure and

a profit.

Supertron is the most costly tube to manufacture
the base and the new interior construction are
made of Isolantite. It's better but costs you no
more. Yes, a complete line

—

Full details on request.
Uiiil'oriii

uiid

Guud

CO.,

INC.— HOBOKEN,

Dearborn St.
Export Dept., 220 Broadway, N. Y. C.
Chicago

Office,

N.

30 N.

SyPEIRTIRON
:^IIIK'^l

= l=Jrl

H'he loremostlndependentlUheln c4mertca.

displays are

Special Atwater Kent Outfit

We

SUPERTRON MFG.

The

and can be assembled and mounted

on the counter, ready to receive the reproducers
by merely pushing in two die-cut pieces. This
attractive display is being furnished to Sym
phonic reproducer dealers without cost.

o

We

flat

J.

for Latest Arctic Expedition
Much interest is manifested by the 17,000
members of the American Radio Relay League
in the latest

Arctic expedition of the American

New York which
month, and which will go to within 700
miles of the North Pole. To assist in the scientific work of this expedition, A. Atwater Kent,
president of the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., PhilaMuseum

left

of Natural History of

last

delphia, Pa., has financed the construction of a
special

short-wave

broadcasting

outfit,

with

which the expedition expects to keep in touch
with stations in the United States and Canada
This is another
throughout the entire trip.
contribution on the part of Mr. Kent to the
advancement of radio.

July

15,
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Atwater Kent
RADIO
It's

the Radio people want

—and it

stays sold

Th ese are FACTS. Check them
your own observation.
1

Model 30,

with

of four people who ask for Radio
hy name ask for Atwater Kent.

Three out

2 More people

ho expect to buy Radio this
year have their minds fixed on Atwater Kent
than on any other make.

six-tube receiver.

Less tubes and batteries, but

with battery cable attached,

§85.00

\^

3 Atwater Kent
is

is

Model 35, six-tube receiver,
shielded cabinet, less tubes
and
ter)'

batteries, but

with bat-

cable attached,

§70.00

make

the Radio every other

compared with.

4 Atw ater Kent is
ple like best

5 Atw

ater

the easiest Radio to

what they know

Kent Radio

sell.

Peo-

best.

stays sold.

Care in manu-

facture (every set

is tested 159 times) assures
uniformity in the product and insures your

customer and you against disappointment.

6 The
Model L Speaker, dark
brown

is

crystalline finish,

who handles Atwater Kent Radio
dealer who is getting ahead in today's

dealer

the

gi6.oo

H

Model

brown

competitive market.

dark

Speaker,

crystalline rinish,

S21.00

ONE

DIAL operation, reduc7 Atwater Kent
ing Radio to its simplest terms, has instantly
created a great

8 Atwater Kent

NEW market.
is

the Radio most dealers want

to sell.
Its
Model 32, seven tube
ceiver.
teries,

re-

never melt away in service

you— it is
STAYS sold.

makes money

Less tubes and batbut with battery cable

attached,

profits

easily

and

it

§140.00

for

fairly priced

costs. It

—

Mudel 20 Compact,

it sells

five-

tube receiver. Less tubes and
batteries,

but

cable attached,

Gentlemen, the day of bargains and orphans is
waning. Atwater Kent Radio is permanent. It is
nationally advertised and backed by a manufac-

with

battery

S60.00

Every Sunday Evening
The Atwater Kent Radio Artists
bring you their summer program at 9
5
:

All Atwater

Kent Speakers

are

equipped with nine feet of flexible cord and are designed to take
the volume and current of the

new power
180

volts

tubes using 135 to

on the

plate.

turer

who

is

in the radio business to

STAY.

Eastern Daylight

i

Time, 8:15 Cencml

Time, through:

ATWATER KENT MANUFACTURING
A.

WEAF Neiv York
.

CO.

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

Prices slightly higher from the Rockies west

and

t?i

Canada

KSD

.

.

wsAi

Atwater Kent^ President

4725 WissAHicKON Avenue

WEEI

.

Boston

Cindimaii

,

.

St. Louts

WGN
WGR

WW

J

C/i'uago

Buffalo

Det' Qtt
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Continued Good Business in Cincinnati
Creates Opti mism Throughout the Trade
Portable

Demand

ing Records of

Cincinnati,

and

chines

a Feature of Summer Business— Recording Expedition of Starr Co. Busy MakHopi Indians— Brunswick Branch Holds Sales Meeting— Other Trade Activities

O., July 9.— Dealers
records report that

in talking

in

the

ma-

models, the instruments will be released to dealers and the public.
"Business is holding up
well, being much better than it was at this time
last year," said Miss Helberg, "and the demand
for records is especially good."

past

month the demand has been tetter than fair.
Sales were considerably larger than in the same
period of the previous year. One thing that is
keeping up the warm-weather sales
creased popularity of the portable.

become

is

the

This

"We

in-

has

Summer camps

quite a fad for use at

and on automobile tours, as well as for use on
screened-in porches at home.
Another thing
is sustaining sales is the fact that the new
instruments have opened up a large sales field.
Portable Sales Volume Continues
Bert Lawrence has been operating for five
years a popular store on upper Vine street, near
Thirteenth, known as Bert's Record Exchange.

that

"The business has paid very well, it has grown
each year and it is still growing," stated Mr.
Lawrence.
"In this section of the city the
cheaper records are the most popular, but we
have considerable demand for those that sell at
a higher price. So far this Summer the demand
for records has been much better than it was
at this time last year.
Undoubtedly the increased popularity of portable talking machines
is helping to increase our sales of records."
Recording Music of Hopi Indians
E. C. Mecklenberg, of the Starr Piano Co.,
has gone to the Far West to make records of
the dance music and war songs of the Hopi
Indians.
This work is being done under the
auspices of the Smithsonian Institution, for historical purposes, not as a commercial enterprise.
Mr. Mecklenberg has written to the Starr Co.
here that he now is in Grand Canyon and the
Indians are doing their part with great enthusiasm. At the retail store of the Starr Co.
it was reported that the demand for talking machines and records is better than fair.
Ohio T. M. Co. Busy
According to C. H. North, of the Ohio Talking Machine Co., the new Electrola, although it
is an extremely expensive instrument, is selling
as fast as they can get machines for delivery,
for which reason they cannot accumulate any
surplus stock.

Brisk Columbia Demand Continues
Miss Rose Helberg, manager of the Cincinnati
branch of the Columbia Phonograph Co., is
very enthusiastic about new models which have
just been received from headquarters. As soon
as the new line is complete, consisting of six

STYLE
Genuine
or
any

are

Ely Steinberg Optimistic
have been more than pleased with our
Electrola sales," said Ely Steinberg, of the
Chubb-Steinberg Music Shop. "Business is now
very good and the indications are that there
will be better than a fair demand through the
remainder of the Summer."

"We

Ahaus Displays Build Sales
public finds it very interesting to follow
the display window of the Brunswick Shop, of
which Louis H. Ahaus
display

was an

and

its

The

is

proprietor.

A

recent

great advantage, and the tone is
splendid and perfectly round. The cabinets are
of wonderfully attractive design, too, and fit in
with other artistic furnishings." Columbia sales-

complete without a Brunswick
and a supply of records, and perhaps a radio

men,

outfit.

a

is

was

it

much

stated, find business in their terri-

better than

it

was

The

Summer and

last

branch of the Brunswick Co. held
meeting here the third week of
June, during which plans were made for future
activities. "The meeting was a most enthusiastic
one," stated J. E. Henderson, branch manager,
"and all of our men felt that a big season was
its

local

Summer

sales

Plans for Cleveland Radio
Show Are Maturing Rapidly
Second Annual Radio Exposition to Be Held
September 20 to 26 Main Floor to House

—

Manufacturers' Exhibits

— Dealers

Meet

to

—

Cleveland, 0., July 8. This city's second annual
radio exposition, which will be held at the public

auditorium during the period of September 20
to 26, gives all indications of being more than
a local affair, as the co-operation being given
by manufacturers makes it assume the proportions

of a

Two

national event.

in

that no

floors

of the

attractive

and comfortable camp,

own language

camp

it

told the passer-by

is

Enjoying Fair Summer Business

"Our talking machine business continues to
be good, and it does not seem that there will be
much drop the remainder of the Summer, if
there is any at all," said George P. Gross, head
of the big uptown company that bears his
name. "There is a good demand for records,
too, and portables are selling better than ever
before."

be of outstanding interest to those present and

worth while.
Haugh, general manager of the King
Mfg. Co., Bufifalo, who is president of the Radio
well

A. T.

Manufacturers'

Association,

has

accepted

Battery Co., of Cleveland, who is secretary of
the R. M. A., is the show's general manager.-

Others well known

in the

trade

who

are

mem-

committee are:
J. F. Bichl, sales manager of the Kodel Radio
Corp., Cincinnati; V. M. Collamore, sales manager, the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., of Philadelbers

of

the

manufacturers'

floor will be reserved for direct factory repre-

W. W. Dowdell, sales manager of the
Sterling Mfg. Co., of Cleveland; H. H. Eby,
president of the H. H. Eby Mfg. Co., Philadelphia; E. S. Germain, Cleveland representative

with jobbers and dealers occupying
Arrangements have been made
for the convening of radio jobbers and dealers
of the State of Ohio and adjacent States so that
factory representatives can get in touch with
them.
Papers relating to different phases of
the radio industry and trade will be read by
leaders in the industry and trade and this feature of the radio men's convention promises to

Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.; V. H.
Meyer, president of the Work Rite Co., Cleveland; J. F. Quinn, of Electrical Research Laboratories, Chicago; C. F. Saenger, of Fansteel
Products Co., Chicago; H. F. Sauer, Cleveland
manager of the Electric Storage Battery Co.;
F. J. Wisinger, of the Twin Dry Cell Battery
Co., of Cleveland, and R. H. Woodford, of the
Stewart-Warner Corp., Chicago.

be used and Manager G. B.
Bodenhoff has already sent out the prospectus

auditorium

and

floor

will

plans.

As

far as

possible

the

main

sentation,

the lower floor.

phia;

of the

21

Walnut

STYLE

Phonographs and
Radio Cabinets

21-B

with both
top panels hinged

accommodate

show

illustrations

many

These instruments are produced
in all the popular finishes and
styles, including Uprights, Consoles and Wall Cabinets, and

several

models of
our line, which have been redesigned, right up to the minute,

the

the

late

our

with especial reference to

Radio-Phonograph Combina-

tion, destined to

household

facilities

enable us to

prompt

deliveries and
tractive trade prices.

be the standard

and price

unit.

list

make

most

at-

Catalog

mailed on request.

STYLE 85— RADIO CONSOLE
Accepts Panels

STYLE 1
Gum Mahogany,
Golden or Fumed
Oak.

Up

to 8x26

Inches.

STYLE

Excel Phonograph Manufacturing
402-414 West Erie

St.,

Chicago,

17

Genuine
Mahogany or
Walnut
Phonograph only

Radio Panel.

of

the

honorary chairmanship of the manufacturers'
committee of the Cleveland show. L. C. Baldwin, radio sales manager of the Willard Storage

Mahog

These

1926

trope."

motor

look for a big Fall trade.
Brunswick Sales Meeting

Same

to

new Columbia machines

15,

ahead of them. Business is very good at present.
Orders for our new models are coming to
us in a gratifying volume and we are having a
large number of repeat orders for the Pana-

superior to any that have been released up to
this time, and we expect them to remain in the
lead," predicted Miss Helberg. "The three-spring

tory

only.

STYLE

feel that the

July

Company

Illinois

Gum

2

Mahogany.

Golden or Fumed
Oak.

[ULY

15,
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Like the Discovery of the North
Pole Comes the Revolutionizing

New Phonograph With

of the

the Magic Voice
This new invention has made possible the crowning achievement of
and
is only accomplished in the new

SOUND REPRODUCTION
SAXOPHONIC

INSTRUMENT.

Model
34 in. High, 34 in.

150

Wide. 20

in.

Deep

This Supreme Master-piece will astonish and mystify you in hearing the full ringing tone of great
orchestras and
famous artists rendering their
astonishing performance.

Equipped with the Best Silent Motor and the Marvelous Sounding Saxophonic Equipments.

MOUK

COMUINKI) WITH AUTISTIC CABINKT
AND EXCLUSIVE DESIGN.
Fashioned

American Walnut and Mahogany Blended.

in

Model I2S
34 in. High, 35 in. Wide, 22 in.

k

Model
34

in.

High, 35

in.

Deep

110

Wide, 22

in.

Deep

Consolette Grand
^i'lHIOM

A

30WI0E

Zi'DEEP

of Artistic Beauty.
Jacobean Period with Burl Wakiut
Front and Birdseye JIaple Panels with Rose Decorations.

Phonograph

Model 100
34 in. High, 34 in. Wide, 21 in. Deep
r

1'

MODEi. 200
'yhe

43"HIGH

An

Instrumfent

chamber

mth

of

the

Distinction,

improved

Phonograph

^

Sonnet^'
30'W1DE ai'DEEP

featuring

Saxophonic
witli

the

full

length

Equipments,
Magic Voice.

amplifying
nialies

this

lone
the

Write for our Booklet and special discount and act
quickly.

Be the

first

in line in offering these

instruments to the Trade,
them.

who

new

are ready to receive

and

Sales

Rooms: 632 Grant

in.

High.
24

Player'Tone Talking Machine
Office

Model
4SV2

in.

14

23

in.

Wide.

Deep

Company

Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.
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A Sheepskin Cover Does Not
Make a Sheep

of a

Wolf

Nor does the reproducer that hides under
the reputation of scientific achievements by
duplicating outward appearances create a
product of genuine merit

The ULTRA-phonic reproducer
and Dealers
ive to always

—

the very hest
2 see
and hear

attains

its

amazing reproducing quality, because it is
the crowning achievement of an internationally known Acoustic Engineer whose
products are based on genuine research and
accomplishment.

RA'phonic
ils

at $8.50

PANY,

The ULTRA'phonic Diaphragm is made of the scientifically
proportioned Aluminum Alloy — the thickness of a human hair

Inc.,

565 Fifth Ave.,

New York

THE TALKING MACHINE WORLD
Presentation of

New Columbia Viva-tonal

Phonographs Creates Unusual
Exhibit Held Under the Personal Supervision of

Manager

One

of the

Columbia Phonograph

Co.,

W.

Was

of the outstanding features of the recent

Music Trades Convention at the Hotel Commodore in New York was the first presentation of the new Columbia Viva-tonal phono-

C. Fuhri, Vice-president

The World

privileged to

is

Interest
and General Sales

show
first
is

15,

1926

and the equipment includes the Viva-tonal tone
arm, Viva-tonal No. 15 reproducer, and a three-

a Feature of the Music Trades Convention

ments to its readers for the
Model 810, listing at $300,

July

these instrutime.

an exceptionally

handsome instrument, forty-seven inches

high.

spring type-W motor.
All the important exposed parts are nickel-plated, except the crank
handle and escutcheon, which are gun-metal.
There are two twelve-inch cloth albums.

Model 600, listing at $90, is the same as
Model 610, except that the cabinet is of twotone brown mahogany without the decorative
art finish, and albums are not included as
standard equipment. There is record space, however, to accommodate two twelve-inch albums.

Viva-tonal Phonograph Model 810 Closed
graphs.

This

which was

e.Khibit,

the supervision of

W.

C.

held

under

Fuhri, vice-president

and general sales manager of the company, was
crowded day and night throughout the course of
the exhibition and dealers were keenly enthusiastic in their praises

.of

make

new product. Mr.
formal announcement

the

Fuhri expects to
regarding the company's new phonographic line
in the very near future, and in the meantime
a

Viva-tonal Phonograph Model 810 Open
twenty-seven and
Dealers in many of the large cities have had
seven-eighths inches deep, finished in brown
mahogany with a handsome decorative art finish. an opportunity to see these new instruments,
for during the past few months Mr. Fuhri has
In front of the tone amplifying section are two
visited a number of the leading trade centers
vertical doors arranged on rollers to slide out
of sight on each side.
The equipment includes where the Viva-tonal phonograph^ were exthirty-three

inches

wide,

new Viva-tonal tone arm, new Viva-tonal
No. 15 reproducer and three-spring type-W
motor. There are four twelve-inch brown cloth
albums. All the important exposed parts except the crank handle and escutcheon are goldplated and even the hinges and screws, which
the

become

visible

when

the top

is

raised, are

so

treated.

Model 800, listing at $275, is the same as
Model 810, except that the cabinet is two-tone
walnut instead of brown rnahogany.
Model 710, listing at $175, is thirty-six and
one-half inches high, thirty-two and threequarters inches wide, and twenty-two inches
deep. The cabinet is of brown mahogany, tastefully decorated with an art finish and attractive
flower design above the sliding drop door. There
are hinged doors in front of the album compartments which contain four twelve-inch cloth
albums. Model 710 has the new Viva-tonal tone
arm and the new No. 15 reproducer. All the

important exposed parts except the gun-metal
crank handle and escutcheon are nickel-plated.

Model 700, listing at
Model 710, except that

$160,

the

is

the

cabinet

is

same

as

tone walnut instead of brown mahogany and
is without a decorative art finish.

Model

and
and threequarter inches wide and twenty and seveneighths inches deep. It has a sliding drop door
610,

listing at

one-half inches

Viva-tonal Phonograph
Model 610

high,

$115,

is

thirty-six

twenfy-.one

Viva-tonal Phonograph Model 710

of two-

hibited to interested dealers by invitation.

The

enthusiasm of the dealers as to the sales possibilities of these phonographs has far exceeded
all expectations 6f the Columbia executives, and
judging from the comments of the trade this

new

line has

won

instantaneous favor.

July

15,
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Unexpected Demand for Radio Merchandise Features the Buffalo Retail Trade

ception

Room

Machine

—

—

Buffalo, N. Y., July 7. Dealers and jobbers
turning their attention to the Fall trade,
and looking forward with great anticipation to
the public's acceptance of the various new
models manufacturers are marketing.
The Federal Radio Mfg. Co.'s new seven-tube
"C" model is meeting an eager Summer demand

helped the sale of Brunswick records in
general and boosted the sale of the Casa Lopez
records to a volume even greater than the local
distributing offices' fondest anticipations.

and the manufacturer and the local distributor,
Buffalo Talking Machine Co., are greatly pleased
with its acceptance by the public. This model,
a departure from' any previous Federal set, is

isl

expected to be a favorite this Fall.
F. D. Clare, manager of the Iroquois Sales
Corp., said dealers are showing unusual inThey are
terest in radio for this time of year.
looking forward to the new Crosley sets, although there has been a healthy demand in all
Crosley outfits this Summer. Present indications
are, according to Mr. Clare, that the coming
Fall season will be the greatest radio season

the

May

are

still

are

the trade has ever

known.

Talking machines are holding their share of
interest, however; the new mechanical Brunswick and other lines keeping local jobbers unusually busy for this season of the year.
Perhaps the most effective and unique program of exploitation for any mechanical musical
instrument was that conducted by local Victor
agents at Shea's Buffalo Theatre, featuring the
$1,000 Borgia and the Marion Talley film and
Victor dealers and jobbers here conrecord.

ducted during the week of the demonstration
co-operative advertising campaign, featuring
Miss Talley and her records.
Appearance during the month of June, at
the Hippodrome, of Vincent Lopez and His
Brunswick Recording Orchestra, likewise ma-

a

for

Marion

Talley

the

in

Georgian

of the Hotel Statler on the afternoon of

her appearance at the Elmwood Music Hall.
O. L. Neal, manager of the Buffalo Talking

Preparations for Early Fall Trade Occupying Both Radio Jobbers and Dealers Vincent Lopez
and Brunswick Recording Orchestra in Local Appearance Portable Demand Increases

—

67

Co.,

is

Neal homestead

spending
in

vacation at the

his

Nichols, N. Y.

F. D. Clare, manager of the Iroquois Sales
Corp., spent several days recently at the plant

terially

of 'the

The two Lopez releases, "Could 1" and
"Honcybunch," sold in a volume unequaled

Crosley Radio Corp.

in

Cincinnati.

Atwater Kent Co. Suggests
Dealer Financing Plan

the

Four-page Pamphlet Explains Plan for Financing Instalment Sales Window Display Folder
Also Distributed to Trade

volume.
Deliveries on Borgia

emanating from the headquarters of the
Atwater Kent Co. is a four-page announcement

work of any one artconcerned, according to George M. Jen-

heretofore, insofar as the
is

manager

—

Brunswick distri'buting
offices here.
Mr. Jensen said record sales during the month of June were practically double
sen,

of

Philadelphia, Pa., July

II,

and also the Borgia

I,

rather slow, although the jobbers are

catching up

of a

orders in fairly good shape.
"The demand for the two Borgia models is
greater than the supply," M. O. Grinnell, sales
manager, Buifalo Talking Machine Co., said.

Ben

on

Neal, of Neal, Clark

E.

selling three Borgia

&

Neal, told of

one customer. These
were to be placed in the town and country
homes of this customer, and in the home of one
to

I's

of his sons.

D.

manager

of the Iroquois Sales
general business for the past
six months shows an increase of 10 per cent
over the same period a year ago. Foreign and
race Okeh records are in good demand. Radio
sales are showing improvement and the Carryola
F.

Clare,

Corp., said that

portable phonograph

Mr. Clare

ularity.

is

shovi'ing increasing pop-

however, that Amerias great demand as they

were

last month.
Jobbers for the Federal Radio Mfg. Corp.
will hold their convention in the Hotel Statler

here,

August 2 and

The Victrola

— Among

recent litera

plan for dealers for financing instalment
Atwater Kent radio sets. The plan is

sales of

interestingly presented in

made by

full

detail with vari-

Kent Co.
There was also mailed during the past week
a ^welve-page folder upon window displays.
Pkotog.aphs of the various windows of Philadelphia Atwater Kent dealers are shown. These
windows were trimmed upon the occasion of
the Atwater Kent convention week, an account
of which appears elsewhere in this issue. In the
literature sent out twenty-one windows are illustrated, with instructive comment on each.
ous suggestions

H.

said,

can records are not in

6.

ture

& W.

the Atwater

Shop Opened

The H. & W. Phonograph Service Shop, Independence, Mo., was opened in the Carl Building recently. Repair work on talking machines
and radio sets is done. A department to care
for radio installations will be added soon.

The Haven Music Co., William S. Raiford,
manager, has been opened at Winterhaven, Fla.

3.

Dealers' Association held a re-

Service
The

greatest problem facing

the radio dealer today

proper servicing of his customers'

When

sets.

you

is

sell

the

a set

you want a satisfied user who will enthusiastically recommend
you and your service to his friends. Set owners appreciate

^

service.

Guess work is eliminated from radio servicing with a Jewell
No. 117 portable test set. In the hands of a reliable service
man sources of trouble are quickly detected, satisfied customers
are created, service overhead costs are cut down and you build
for a substantial and successful business.

Jewell Radio service set No. 117

Send for Circular No. 700 which
fully describes the service test set.

IT

MEANS PROFIT TO YOU.

The set in two separable sections
has a top part containing a high resistance, four scale voltmeter (0-770-140-280 volts), a three scale ammeter (0-7 amperes, 0-14-70 milHamperes) and a universal type tube
socket and filament control rheostat
instruvi^ith
the
interconnected
ments forming a high orade tube

A

tester.
drawer in the upper section directly beneath the instrument
panel provides room for small tools,
wire, spare tubes, etc.

The lower
compartment
ample in size

section of the set is a
6 x 11x8 inches deep,
to accommodate a set

of standard A,

B and C

batteries.

JEWELL ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENT CO.
1650 Walnut

St.,

Chicago

26 .Years M.aking Qood Instruments
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Columbia Dealer Display
Super-Panatrope Plays
for June Based on Ships
Big Part in "No Foolin'

July

15,

1926

the magnetic pick-up is thrown into
operation, flooding the theatre with the desired

leader

music

any volume. So accurate is the conwith the downward stroke of his baton
the leader presses the button and starts the
pick-up so that with the next upward stroke
the super-Panatrope follows him in perfect time.
Florenz Ziegfeld, who conceived the idea of
using a Panatrope for theatrical purposes, rein

trol that

Instrument Made Especially for Ziegfeld by
Brunswick Co. and Radio Corp. Is 100 Times
More Powerful Than Regular Panatrope

Current Vogue of Ships for Decorative Purposes Utilized in Striking Dealer Window
Display Featuring the Latest Records
six months or so a new note
decoration has come into vogue and it
is steadily growing in popularity.
This is the
use of ships for decorative purposes. The June
dealer window display of the Columbia Co. was

During the past

in

As

home

the

"No

of

act

first

Ziegfeld musical

Foolin',"

the latest

which has made
such a pronounced hit on Broadway, draws to a
close and the principals and chorus assemble
the

for

finale,

production,

a

chorus

voices

of

floods

the

with music, although those on the stage
theatre

are silent.

The

voices are

those of the cast of the
production, but they are
reproduced at each per-

formance through the meBrunswick
dium of a
Light-Ray record played
super - Panatrope
on
a

made

especially

Cohxmhm

theJirst lOith hits

620 D 'nKMnJ^ta;vD<K)d^e-^5<»o.'>^-^ SrfZffitVs—
610 D 'IdaimbTht HHittfitMoomaln619 D "HODCJ Hunch:
Paul JipetA< .
616« 'Wish Hod My Oi<! Oal Back A«»in

V

!

el3-D iFbuKjiARoond-A-BoutWav "to Heaven:
ahmiaSeeU^^
60S* TraKlDo: a^ojo-.

Columbia June Window Display

harmony with this current vogue, as the accompanying illustration shows. This display,
lithographed in six striking colors, was most

of increased

in

tion

in

tone volume

in

excess of any possible de-

The equipment employed for theatrical
purposes makes use of a 2S0-watt tube for the

romance and lure of the
They are: The "Santa Maria," the "HalfMoon," a Roman galley, a Viking ship, a Chinese junk and a full-rigged American schooner.
The window streamer is also an attentiongetter, with its scene of a modern ocean queen
pushing her prow through a beautiful bluegreen sea. The selections featured in this disships that typify the

high-power amplifier.
The requirement of

reliability

was met by

providing the e'ijuipment in duplicate throughout.
Duplicate records, set at the same point
with relation to the pick-up, revolve in absolute
step so that both pick-ups are at the same musical note at the same time.
A\. the pressing of a button by the orchestra

of the latest variety of hits.

^^S^^^-

Spring Lubricant

—
— prevents jumping and
—
constancy

entirely eliminates spring
lubrication,

breakage due to faulty

Realizing the vital importance of steady uniform power from a phonograph motor, Krasco
has made an exhaustive study of spring lubri-

search has been rewarded with several
amazing discoveries.
The universal experience of phonograph owners has been that
after a year or two of sen'ice, motor springs
stick and jump.
This condition is at first
barely noticeable, but soon causes sounds
which are so audible as to interfere with the

The

phonograph

expert

familiar
with this condition.
After a time the ordinary lubricant becomes gumrny, causing the
is

well

city

New Tungar

Trickle Charger

charge principle, which has been used
successfull)- for many years in connection with
railway signal batteries. In a statement issued
by the General Electric Co. in reference to the
Tungar trickle charger it states:
"This charger supplies just enough current
trickle

into a radio battery to replace the energy taken
by the radio set. The power consumed is less

than that taken by a 25-watt Mazda lamp, and
amounts to only a few cents for a full day's
operation.
This charger will keep a battery
charged sufficiently to provide power for a six
or eight-tube set, operating on the average of
not over four hours a day, while smaller sets
may be operated for a longer period. The
Tungar trickle charger can be used twenty-four
hours a day as it does not disturb reception
except on very sensitive sets. However, if the
owner wishes to disconnect the charger during
reception, it is only necessary to pull out the
plug which connects the device with the house

"Most

under widely

VeU-ying

spring to stick.
As the pressure upon it increases it releases suddenly with a disagreeable sound.

cation.

Our

—

5.
The General Electric
and Schenectady, N. Y., has
placed on the market a Tungar trickle charger
for radio "A" storage battery, applying the

Bridgeport, Conn., July

Co., of this

lighting circuit.

sticking,

maintains its
temperatures.

for Radio "A" Storage
Being Marketed by WorldFamous Manufacturing Organization

Now

Battery

volume, necessary because of the

mand.

sea.

all

Tungar Trickle Charger

the

To effect this the
place in the presentation.
super- Panatrope vT^'s made 100 times more
powerful than the ordinary Panatrope, resulting

with their picturesque depiction of other

play are

General Electric Company
Marketing New Charger

sound absorption of scenery, upholstery, carpets
and even the audience, together with the high
noise level which exists during a theatrical perFurthermore, the rendition had to
formance.
be on a par with the orchestra to take its proper

attractive.
A full-sailed rover of the Spanish
Main, riding high on the wash of a mountainous
wave and standing clear-cut against a background of gathering storm clouds, forms the

arresting picture in the large center panel. The
six small window or counter cards, equally effective in design and color, stir the imagina-

for

the public at large."

show

by the
Brunswick Co. and the
Radio Corp. of America.
The super- Panatrope is
a giant replica oJ 'the Panmade by the
a t r o p e
Brunswick Co. for home
Before it was comuse.
however, several
pleted,
problems had to be met
and overcome. The first
of these was the necessity
Ziegfeld

cently stated:
"It is my belief that this marvelous device has untold possibilities as an
accessory to the other scientific aids in the
hands of the modern producer. It affords me
the greatest pleasure to introduce this new
device to the theatrical fraternity as well as to

Aside from the musical interference, this
In time
places great strain upon the spring.
breaks.
it weakens and

Krasco spring lubricant completely corrects
this

condition.

battery manufacturers now
low-capacity batteries particularly
designed for trickle charging. These usually do
not exceed a capacity of sixty ampere-hours.
Their design permits operation over long
periods of time without the addition of water
and provides exceptionally long life. The battery and charger together are small enough to

storage

small

offer

into the

fit

"A"

battery compartment of

the larger self-contained radio sets.

venience of such an arrangement is combined
with the advantage of a fully charged battery at
times.

It is a Krasco product which is offered to
the trade with an iron-clad guarantee.

all

Krasco spring lubricant is supplied in conIt is very reasonvenient sized containers.
necessity for every phonoably priced.
graph dealer and repair man.

which provide three

A

KRASCO PHONOGRAPH MOTOR COMPANY
ELKHART, INDIANA

many of
The con-

"The Tungar

trickle

charger has four taps,

diflferent

one-half-ampere boosting

rate,

low rates and a

making

it

possi-

obtain the exact rate required for any
particular set."

ble

to

Standke's Music Shop, Kansas Cit}', Mo., has
to larger quarters at 1303 Main street
and has established a new wholesale sales de-

moved

partment for the new Symphonic phonograph
reproducer.

!

And Up

*85
Every

man and woman

in the

United States

with $85.00 or more to invest is a "red hot"
prospect for a Victor Orthophonic Talking
Machine.

How many

such are there in

MilUons, you answer.
iield of

going

this

country

?

Well, that's exactly your

endeavor, Mr. Victor Dealer.

It's

worth

after.

Think

C.

it

over.

BRUNO ^ SON,

Inc.

351=353 Foyrth Avenoe
"Victor DistrDlbytors to the Dealer Only"

New York
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Echoes of Eucharistic Congress in
Brunswick Record of 30,000 Voices
Chorus of 30,000 School Children Makes Recording of Parts of the Mass of the Angels for the
Brunswick Catalog Official Male Chorus of Congress Also Heard on Brunswick

—

One

most impressive ceremonies of the
International Eucharistic Congress recently held in Chicago, and which attracted over
a million people from all over the world, was
of the

momentary pauses one can hear most

distinctly

XXVIII

the noise of the wind, of a train passing by,

the singing of the

other things which in no way interfere with the singing itself.
The Brunswick Co. is justly proud of this recording achievement, particularly as it is the
first time that anywhere near this vast number

Catholic

school

Monday morning
was estimated

Mass

Angels by 62,000

of the

children

on

that

memorable

before a vast audience that

approximately 500,000.
Realizing the importance of this event long
before it really occurred, the Brunswick-BalkeCollender Co. made arrangements to endeavor
to record a portion of this enormous choir
when 30,000 of them rehearsed at the Cubs Ball
at

Park some two weeks before the big event.
Fully aware that it was a daring attempt, the
Brunswick Co. made careful preparations and
with complete confidence in the newly perfected Light Ray method of recording set up
the recording instrument

in

playing

the

field

and

several

has been successfully recorded.
An
enormous quantity of these records were sold
of voices

New

Atwater Kent Line
Featured at Luncheon

—

—

Philadelphia, Pa., July

3.

— About

two hundred

absolute unity

fifty Atwater Kent dealers of the Philadelphia territory were guests of the Atwater Kent
Mfg. Co., at a luncheon given at the Penn
Athletic Club on Tuesday, June 15.
The occasion was the featuring of the new Atwater

rang through the park in the mighty crescendo
of the Gregorian "Kyrie," which became a living

Kent line of radio sets and speakers for the
coming season which were displayed in appro-

thing in the sincerity of these little ones. The
entire number was finished without difficulty,
and the "Gloria," "Sanctus" and "Benedictus"

priate settings on the stage.

Everything ready, there was a moment of
hushed silence as Professor Otto Singerberger,
the lone director, raised his baton. At its first

movement

the

30,000 voices

in

followed closely.
Brunswick record No. 3225 is the answer to
this
in
the
new recording process.
faith
Played on the Panatrope or the new improved
Brunswick phonograph it becomes more than
a record
it is a heavenly prayer.
A human touch to the record, which is attracting much attention and is responsible for

—

a

certain

amount

of

interest,

is

that

in

the

Following the serving of the luncheon, C. W.
manager of Sales District No. 4, of the
Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., and who was chairman, opened what proved to be a spirited
business meeting. He described in an interesting manner the various sets and speakers
to the dealers present, and outlined the special
sales appeal of each model.
B. R. Stauffer, treasurer and general manager of the Pooley Co., Inc., introduced J. S.
Dagney, of the Pooley organization, who preGeiser,

15,

1926

during the time of the Congress and since then
it has taken its place as one of the best sellers
in the entire catalog.

Several other records that met with great success during the time of the Congress are those
of the St. Mary of the Lake Seminary Choir
under the direction of Mr. Singerberger, which
was the official choir of the Congress. It sang
"Jubilate
Deo" and "Jesu Dulcis Memoria,"
"Oremus Pro Pontifice Nostro Pio" and "O
Salutaris."
A better trained group of male
voices has never been recorded.
The Eucharistic Congress was a huge suc-

Brunswick Co. is concerned,
of which it can be

cess insofar as the
for

it

has

records

three

proud and which have great historical value.
sented the new Pooley cabinets and interestingly spoke on Pooley construction, illustrating
his talk with a Pooley cabinet which had been

sawed
Dealers of Philadelphia Territory Guests of Atwater Kent Co. at Luncheon Interesting Address Marked Event Cups for Displays

and

of the park.

July

The

through the middle.

directly

naturally interested in the advertising co-operation and backing extended by
the manufacturer, and therefore the interesting
dealer

is

talk given by D. M. Bauer, manager of the
Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., was listened to attentively.

The

Silver

Cups

for

the

most

attractively

dressed windows during the recent annual convention of the Atwater Kent distributors in the
city, which was reported last
month in The
Talking Machine World, were presented.
P. A. Ware, of the Atwater Kent sales staff,
made the presentation speech and in the course
of his remarks
reviewed the Atwater Kent
dealer situation as reflected in a recent survey
over which he had personal supervision. This
review was interesting in that it showed a 50 per
cent increase in exclusive Atwater Kent dealers
and a corresponding increase in dealers carrying
Atwater Kent radio and only one other line.
During the course of the meeting the plans
of the newly organized Pennsylvania Music
Merchants Association were outlined by David

Jacobs, of the Knabe Warerooms of this city.
The executive and sales staffs of the Louis

Buehn Co. and the M. P. Radio. Co., local Atwater Kent distributors, were present and cooperated in greeting the Philadelphia dealers.
The luncheon arrangements were in the capable
hands of T. Wayne MacDowell, convention
manager of the Atwater Kent Mfg Co.

Garnomatic Plays Fourteen
Records Without Stopping
of W. T. Carnes Makes Possible
Two-hour Program of Music Without the
Trouble of Changing Records

Invention

—A

You can make

friends

and

money

by

stocking and selling this line now! Also
Player Roll Cabinets and Console
Talking Machines. Our complete lines are

UDELL

on permanent display

at

BOTH

the Ameri-

can Furniture Mart (space 1021), Chicago;
and the Furniture Exchange (space 314).
206 Lexington Ave., New York. It will pay

you well to see them there!

Kansas City, Mo., July 6.
new instrument,
the Carnomatic, an electrically controlled phonograph, was recently announced by William T.
Carnes, the inventor.
This instrument will
play a two-hour program of fourteen doublefaced records without stopping, and without
any attention being given it by the listeners.
The records which are to be played are selected
and placed in a felt-covered rack, built on the
same principle as a caterpillar wheel. During
the playing of one piece the records are held
in

new recmoved along

place on the rack, but as soon as a

ord

is

needed the entire series

is

order is picked up by
arm.
A short lapse of time between the playing of
each record takes place so as to avoid the running together of the pieces and to allow the
same interval between successive records as is
usually taken when the change is made by hand.
Either ten or twelve-inch records can be played.
until the record next in

the mechanical

No. 742 Radio Cabinet, shown at left, is a splendid
piece of furniture, small and compact, especially
adapted to use in apartments or limited space.
Ample space for receiving set and batteries. Horn
attached to top with metal arm.
Attractive grille.
Shipped in beautiful antique, high-lighted mahogany.
Will take any receiving set with panel up to 7"x23.".

Write for Catalog No. 141

The UDELL WORKS, Inc
28th St. at Barnes Ave.,
No.

742.

Radio Cabinet

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

The

fixtures

furniture

and

stock

of

the

Sixth and Mesa street, San
Pedro, Cal., have been acquired by the Rudolph
Wurlitzer Co., which will continue at the same

Evans Music

location.

manager.

AI.

Co.,

G.

McKinney has been appointed

July

15,
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REXOPHONE

Brass

Tone Arm

Equipped with the

REXOPHONE

Reproducer

A

Jewel

Quality Product
Standard Length 10".

Furnished in
nickel or gold finish. Samples ready
for delivery about August 1st. Price
Send in your order now.
$15.00.
Quantity prices on application.

The Rexophone Tone Arm

is the development of many months of hard work, with the
regardless
single ideal
Perfection
of any other consideration.
In this remarkable tone arm
we have incorporated every improvement and refinement that will help to increase the tonal
There isn't an ounce of theory in the whole tone arm.
quality and volume.
No Surmise.
It is built on knowledge.
Nothing Experimental.
Made of the finest instrument brass by
to high grade appearance, as well as perfect
skilled artisans.
It is the last word in respect

—

volume and tone

quality.

Patent No. 1419913
Other Patents Pending.

SIDE

VIEW

JEWEL PHONOPARTS CO.
150-160 Whiting Street

Chicago,

111.

THE TALKING MACHINE WORLD
Portable Radio Receiver
Has Big Outdoors Appeal

fOKJ^
I

OcUoTV
3TV

I

On

Interesting Article

J

Added Attraction

the

of

Radio Reception Out of Doors^on Vacation
and Campmg Trip s Shou ld Aid Dealers

Rfcords

The charm and
was

A

desirability

of the portable
the basis of an interesting
article which appeared recently in the columns
of the Brooklyn Daily Eagle under the caption

radio receiver

Complete List

"Portable Radio Only Practical Solution to Entertainment on the Road and Camp." The value
of the portable because of its compactness and
the fact that it is always available was described

and then the writer

tells of the delight of radio
reception in the open, saying:
"How different that radio music sounds! Out
in the open the radio entertainment takes
on

July

15,

1926

Stromberg-Garlson Dealer
Installs Radio in Hospital
Stone Electric Supply Co. Installs Receiver in
Hospital and Wires Set So That 100 Headsets
Can Be Attached to Instrument

Los Angeles, Cal., July 7.— An avenue of sales
which has been followed by but few radio dealers

that

is

of

interesting

schools,

hospitals,

orphanages, hotels and other similar institutions
in radio receivers and demonstrating
how one
receiver can be used with a multiplicity of
loud
speaker and head set connections to bring the
broadcast programs to all sections of the in-

This field should prove a productive
one for dealers, for not only will the sale result in the purchase of a set, but
many loud

stitution.

new charm.

Without the confining walls of
becomes more mellow, still more
realistic, and more enjoyable.
The background
of parasitic noises is lost. There is nothing to
indoors, radio

Distributors

suggest

reproduction;

electrical

becomes

fact,

quite

Midway

926

GRAY COMPANY

S.

Los Angeles,

Place,

WALTER

GRAY COMPANY

S.

1054 Mission

San Francisco,

St.,

PHONOLA

CO.. LTD.. OF
Elmira, Ont.. Canada

JAMES

Calif.

K.

Calif.

CANADA

POLK, INC.

CONSOLIDATED TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
W. Washington

St.,

Chicago.

111.

JUNIUS HART PIANO HOUSE, LTD.
123 Carondelet St., New Orleans, La.

FRANK

R.

WITMAN PHONOGRAPH

SUPPLY COMPANY

CONSOLIDATED TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
2957 Gratiot Ave., Detroit, Mich.

CONSOLIDATED TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
1121 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

THE ARTOPHONE CORPORATION
St., St.

Louis,

Mo.

IROQUOIS SALES CORPORATION
210 Franklin

St.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

GENERAL PHONOGRAPH

CORP..
(New York Distributing Division)
15 W. 18th St., New York City

STERLING ROLL AND RECORD

COMPANY
137

W.

1231 Superior Ave., Cleveland, Ohio

HEATER

L. D.

Washington

St.,

Portland. Ore.

EVERYBODY'S TALKING MACHINE

COMPANY
810 Arch

JAMES
811

K.

Young

the soothing effect of the

out

in the open spaces, beneath the Summer
Yet radio music, while enjoying the outdoor
repast, is but one of the many uses of portable
radio.
It takes no great stretch of the imagination to find ways and means of enjoying radio
programs wherever automobile touring may

sky.

"For one thing, the automobile party need
never crave for a dance.
Any evening, any
place, after 10 o'clock, there is bound to be at
least one dance program available, and as likely
as not there will be others throughout the evening.
An impromptu dance can be held anywhere when a portable radio receiver is at hand,
and no one need sacrifice himself so that others
themselves.
"In camp, the portable radio furnishes constant entertainment.
Not only that, but the
radio brings very much needed news regarding
the outside world.
Stock reports, news, business talks and other features of the more serious
side of broadcasting may often be of far greater
value to the motorist, especially if he be the
notorious tired business man, than dance and
musical programs.

"The

quiet evening in the

tage, with its 'Tourists
side,

little

sign out-

may

be enlivened with the portable radio
receiver. The canoe ride may be made far more
enjoyable by the portable radio, which takes up

room in
mer bungalow
little

The

the bow.
of friends

visit to the

Sum-

may

be turned into a
surprise party if that extra piece of luggage on
the running board proves to be a portable

There

word

POLK, INC.

St.,

K.

West Broad

Dallas,

POLK,

a

thought

for

the

dealer

in

this

If in

his

sales letters

pictures describing

what

a

St.,

Paul Green on Trade Trip

Texas

INC.,

Richmond, Va.

Philadelphi.'^, P..\., July 3.— Paul Green, sales
representative of Everybody's Talking Machine
Co., Inc.,

prestige of the dealer and the reputation of the
set he handles.

The Stone

Supply Co., of this city,
Stromberg-Carlson dealer, recently made such an installation in the California Lutheran Hospital, where a StrombergCarlson 601 six-tube receiver was placed in the
lobby of the hospital and the private rooms and
wards were wired so that head sets or loud
speakers could be plugged in.
One hundred
Stromberg-Carlson head sets have already been
supplied and the wiring is so designed that an
additional 160 head sets and five loud speakers
may be added as the need arises. This installation is one of the finest and most modern in
the country.
The accompanying photograph
shows the imposing structure of the California
Lutheran Hospital.
an

Electric

authorized

Aeolian Go. Installs

Panatrope on Yacht
Also Supplies a Radiola 28 With Loud Speaker
Equipment and Generator for New Vessel
Being Built for Earle P. Charlton

A

is

he would paint
portable radio
receiver will add to the vacation and holiday
trips he would find the interest in the product
considerably increased. An appeal to the imagination in many cases would bring better
results than a semi-technical description of
tubes, loops, etc., with the price appeal stressed.
article.

Stromberg-Carlson Equipped Hospital
speakers and head sets will be included and,
should the institution sold be one of importance, the publicity accruing will help build
the

wayside cot-

Accommodated'

Philadelphia, Pa.

St.,

JAMES
1315

is

Even the most blase radio listener will
get a brand new 'kick' out of radio music in an
outdoor setting, especially amid new scenery,
setting.

radio."

4th St. Cincinnati. Ohio

BUEL-LYONS COMPANY

469'/!

in

may enjoy

Putnam, Conn.

1103 Olive

music,

lead.

181 Whitehall St., Atlanta, Ga.

227

the

from the radio

receiver and loud speaker.

"Then, too, there

WALTER

detached

maker

of

Okeh-Odeon

records.

Judging from the first orders received, the
trip is auspicious and will probably help break
another sales record for Everybody's Talking
Machine Co., Inc.

a

Charlton,

worth
vessel,

of the F. W. Woolwhose home is in Fall River. The
which is handsomely finished and equip-

vice-president

Co.,

known as the "Edamena IV." A
novel feature of the installation is the placing
of the generator in the engine room with a
double control, so that it may be operated
ped, will be

either from the radio receiver
from the engineroom itself.

J.

Honest Quaker main springs

and repair materials, also distributor of the General Phono. Corp., is making an extensive trip
through western Pennsylvania, particularly in
the interest of

recent installation by the Aeolian Co. is that
Brunswick Panatrope, together with a
Radiola 28, a loud speaker and a motor generator, on the new 100-foot cabin cruiser now being completed at Neponset, Mass., for Earle P.
of

in

the cabin or

H. Sunier a Live Wire

John H. Sunier, of Iowa City, la., is a wideawake Columbia dealer who apparentlv overlooks no opportunity to place Columbia prodbefore the public.
He broadcasts quite
frequently through the radio station in Iowa
City and is an accomplished artist on both the
ucts

autoharp and harmonica.

The Talking Machine World,

New

York, July

Best

It Is

HATEVER your customer desires
in music this catalogue of latest

records will best

satisfy.

and
feature artists; such merit in our
August Release will bring you the
confidence of your customers and increased profits ' - this is what every
Latest

hits,

quality recording

dealer wants.

Now

the time to become a
Licensed Okeh Record Dealer.
Then
will come your opportunity for greater
business

show

is

and happiness

in

sales

that

a bigger profit.

General Phonograph Corporation
OTTO HEINEMAN,
25 West 45th Street

President

New

York, N. Y,

IS,

1926

FuLv

15,
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Factors of the Pittsburgh Trade
Active in Promoting Summer Campaigns
R. Parsons Plans Trip to
of the Month

Excellent Business-C.
Effect of Drive Manifest-Dealers Enjoying
Pacific

Coast— Dealer Stages Annual Outing— Other Trade

7.— Plans for Summer
behalf of the
activity have been started here on
district ofPittsburgh
Brunswick dealers by the
Markham,
W.
C.
Co.,
Brunswick
fices of the
week of June
district manager, in charge. The
Pittsburgh,

Pa.,

July

in the his28 was one of the busiest ever known
organization.
Brunswick
local
the
of
tory
given
Every day and evening of the week was
some kind of business promotion plan

over to

and better
that had for its object larger sales
of the Pittsdealers
Brunswick
the
to
service
burgh district. One of the active figures, prob-

manably the most active, was C. T. McKelvy,
offices
general
the
from
promotion,
ager of sales
of

the

McKelvy

company at Chicago. Mr.
at home in discussing the Bruns-

was equally

wick line to sales persons or to actual dealers
and demonstrated to his hearers just what was
sale of a
really essential in correctly making a

Brunswick phonograph.
During the mornings Mr. McKelvy had small
groups of sales persons from the various Brunswick shops, to whom he expounded the "Gosevenings were
pel of Real Salesmanship." The
dealers
given over to meetings with groups of

and Mr.

Markham spoke

which Mr. McKelvy
to
and emphasized the vital points leading
greater business and better service.
Brunswick dealers from points in western
Pennsylvania, West Virginia and eastern Ohio
The opening meeting
attended the meetings.
was held in the William Penn Hotel on the
profitable
night of June 28 and proved a highly
at

Brunswick Line Displayed
in

the

new mechanical phonograph models,

the Seville, the

Madrid and the Cortez.

showrooms

Brunswick headquarters were

of

the

the

local

Brunswick

well
Panatrope, the styles P-1, P-9 and P-10, as

tact but

that mail

1

known

as

Menzer Talking Machine

the

Shop, for years one of the leading Victor dealers, with a finely equipped Victor shop at 1312
Fifth avenue, Pittsburgh, has been made to the
Common Pleas Court of Allegheny County.
Mr. Menzer intends to retire after being engaged in the business for more than twenty
years.
He did a large and lucrative business

and had

a finely equipped shop.

C. R. Parsons to Go West
Parsons will leave on July 15 for San
Francisco to attend the International ConvenHe will be accompanied
tion of Lions Clubs.
by Mrs. Parsons. He is manager of the talking
machine department of the Rosenbaum Co., one
of the largest and most complete in the city.
The Faller Co., of Donora, on July 6 observed
the twenty-fifth anniversary of the founding of
the business furniture, household furnishings
and talking machines. The business was started
by M. E. Faller, who is president and general
manager of the firm and continues to have an
C.

R.

—

active interest

in

it.

Enjoying Brisk Sales
John Henk, manager of the Columbia Music Co., Columbia, Edison and Brunswick dealreports a very satisfactory demand for talking machines during the past month. He stated
er,

that sales of popular records

were also

quite ex-

is

m. on Saturdays.

p.

Holds Annual Outing

Application for the dissolution of the corporation

order business

Records are shipped to points as far
away as 200 miles and more from Pittsburgh.
Early Closing in Effect
With the advent of July the Summer closing
hours for the months of July and August have
gone into effect in the various talking machine
shops of the Steel City. There is an earlier
closing hour, 5 o'clock during the week and at
tensive.

Plans to Dissolve Business

brisk,

demand for foreign records was quite
The Columbia Music Co. has one
satisfactory.
while the

and enjoyable event.
Displayed

three

as

Activities

75

the largest assortments of foreign records
outside of New York. Mr. Henk said that not
only are foreign records sold by personal conof

Co., Columbia, Edison
on June 26 held its anthe country home of George

The Schroeder Music
and Brunswick

dealer,

nual outing at
Schroeder, the president,

who was host to all
employes of the
office
and
of the sales force
An enjoyable day was spent and an
firm.
elaborate dinner was served, followed by music
and dancing. Motor cars conveyed the guests
to and from the outing.
Satisfactory Columbia Sales
of the
S. H. Nichols, the well-known manager
Phonograph
Columbia
the
of
offices
Pittsburgh
reports

Co.,

the

very satisfactory business

a

Summer)

of the

Columbia

He

line.

(for

stated

the Columbia New Process records are
meeting with popular favor and that there was
that

a decided

upward turn

in the sales of

these rec-

Considerable interest is being manifested
ords.
by the local Columbia dealers in the announce-

ment

of

the

new Columbia phonograph,

the

Viva-Tonal Columbia.

News Gleanings
the Dawson Bros. Music Co.,
Short,
of
H.
J.
Starr phonograph dealer, is spending some time
in Florida on a combined pleasure and business
trip.

Pennsylvanians, another aggregation of record artists, appeared at Loew's AIdine Theatre and delighted huge crowds with

Waring's

their playing.

Application

for

a

decree of dissolution

has

been made by the Buehn Phonograph Co., of
Pittsburgh. A hearing on the same will be held
in the Court of Common Pleas of Pittsburgh
on Julv 28.

A Remarkable New Emerson
at a

Trade -Winning Price

Emerson phonetic experts have achieved a great triumph in
the new Emerson Euphonic. They have developed a new
soimd box, tone arm and sound chamber that increase the
vokune amazingly, yet with a sweetness and naturalness of
tone that

is

unsurpassed.

Sound chamber

is

sealed, so that there can be

no interference with

the special arrangements that insure the greatly increased volume.

The sound box was designed to meet the special requirements of
the new system of electrical recording. These new records must be
heard on the Emer»on Euphonic to be fully appreciated.

—the

new Emerson Euphonic is popularly priced. You can
your customers the very latest in phonographs at a price
that will bring you profitable business. Mail the coupon now!

And

offer

^

—

Four Models The new Italian Consolette No. 233, pictured here,
and three Console Models. Console style has space for radio set
and batteries, if desired. Send coupon for folder giving full details.

EMERSON
EUPHONIC
"Living Music"

Wasmuth Goodrich
'

Co*

Manufacturers Phonograph and Radio Cabinets

Peru, Indiana

'

••••
..

—
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Radio and Phonograph Not Competitive
But Complementary— Ideal for the Dealer
Herbert E. Metcalf, of the Magnavox Co., Gives Reasons Why the Music Dealer Should Benefit
From Selling Radio Shows That Radio and Phonograph Are, or Should Be, Inseparable

—

There

is

no need for argument about the

fluence of radio on the music dealer.

in-

Though

it

may

first have threatened to cripple the phonograph industry, recent adjustments have shown
that the radio trade and phonograph business
go hand in hand, the one complementary to the
other, and both mutually beneficial. Many music
dealers have come into the radio business and

doubtless many of them still feel a little uncomfortable about the new line of business
which seems to involve them in the complicated
technicalities of radio.

No music dealer ever sold many player-pianos
or phonographs on the basis of the mechanism
of the instrument.
Customers did not inquire
whether the player had rubber tubing for
Nor was
composition tubing.
there very much discussion as to the inside of
the phonograph.
Both instruments were sold

as to
its

air ducts or

graph trade have, to begin with, ideal stores
equipped with listening booths. Radio is now
almost a "fifty-fifty proposition" attracting customers of both sexes, and music dealers are already versed in the care of feminine trade. They

know how
expert"

may know nothing

Sell Pleasure of

The same

is

to family

innumerable customers who are only waiting to
be sold radio sets of the right kind, as will be

now shown

the fact has been obscured

by the

The pleasures

initial

of set-building

let

Between Lines
some of the peculiar adphonograph in pre-radio days.

Conflict

us

recall

vantages of the
phases

through which the radio trade passed. Radio
at first attracted the public as a mechanical
curiosity.

as briefly as possible.

No

and

dis-

It

was

a fool-proof machine.

for years

some

It

and gave no trouble.

And above

piece of furniture.

plied music for

day or night.

all

It

could be used
It was a hand-

purposes, for

all

all

it

sup-

occasions,

had no static and never faded
These advantages it had, and

tance-getting over-shadowed the importance of
Naturally the
radio as an asset to the home.

during a party.

were men and boys of a
mechanical turn of mind. Their mothers, wives
and sisters had nothing to say about it.
Within the past year the condition has obviously changed, but the mechanical side of
radio is still so much discussed that many music
dealers attach more importance to it than they
They feel as though their salesmen
need.
should be "radio experts," though they well
know that, in any merchandising, the expert can
never beat the salesman at his own game of
selling.
At the same time, music dealers often

gether with the fact that they keep bringing cus-

first

to be attracted

overlook their own assets, scarcely realizing the
enormous advantages they possess in having a
business already organized to make the most of
radio as a home-adjunct.

Where the Trade Comes in
Music dealers accustomed to handling phono-

still

possesses.

They

are

still

best

assets,

to-

tomers back to the store for more records.
Radio has taken nothing away from the
phonograph, but has added much peculiar to
itself.
Added to music it brings religious services, radio drama, fun-nights, news, household
hints, an adventurous contact with the world
outside the home that bids fair to change our
whole social structure since it has, for one thing,
robbed the lonely farm of its terrors of isolation.
Also it brings the customers back for
tubes, batteries, and other necessary accessories.
Radio and Phonograph Allies
Obviously the radio and the phonograph are
Siamese twins that are, or ought to be, inseparable.
It remained only to combine them

15,

1926

owing to technical complications.
Music dealers wisely hesitated to enter into so
difficult a business.
They were waiting until
the radio-set, like the phonograph, was a foolproof mechanism that could be trusted to perform under all conditions, and to go on performing over a period of years.
To meet this condition the Magnavox Co. depossible,

with peculiar industry. The single
by which a child can bring in stations at the single turn of a knob is one outcome of this activity.
The next step was to
standardize the receiver so that it would fit into

voted

itself

dial control

any
and

standardized phonograph cabinets,
has been done.

the

of

this also

about.

tising and dealers' helps, getting business by
mail or telephone. And best of all their phonograph business has brought them in touch with

First

precisely true of radio, though

the "radio

know about house-to-house canvassing, creating
new prospects, following up sales, and giving
service.
They are accustomed to using adver-

life.

Radio

— things

Music dealers also have an advantage in that
they are accustomed to selling on terms. They

for their values as musical instruments, as orna-

ments of the home and assets

to sell the idea, sell the goods, close

and get the money

the sale

July

An

Outlet for Radios
of homes to-day there are
phonograph cabinets fairly yawning to receive
radio sets
of appropriate
design ready to
swallow them, batteries and all. Thousands of
people owning phonographs in small sized

In

thousands

apartments are wondering just where they could
put the radio if they had one.

Phonograph dealers of established reputation
already have access to these homes, into which
they have been selling records for years. They
already have the customer's confidence and
good will; there is nothing to do but to go after
the business.

Equipped

And
have

to

Cash In

for this they are already equipped

little

to learn.

They have

and

the store, the

the merchandising methods, the
system and the service. The sales talk
emphasizing the value of the phonograph in the
home will also sell the radio set for the phonograph.
The very little benefit that could be
added by employing a radio expert is almost
negligible compared to the advantages already
possessed. And in any case the expert's place
is in the service-department not on the salessales

force,

credit

force.

There are large numbers of good

sets

which

can be depended upon to deliver the proper results on the market to-day and these can be
sold by any good salesman after a short careful study of their operation.
I have found,
after carefully analyzing the sales methods of
a number of retailers, that the business is going to those who are selling radio on its merits
as a home-asset, on its simplicity of operation
not on the terminology of its "insides."

into a single piece of furniture.

In the early days of radio this seemed hardly

Dr. A. N. Goldsmith Sees
Successful Radio Summer
Chief Broadcast Engineer of Radio Corp. of
America Points Out That Radio Has Become
an AU-Year-Round Necessity

Yes, there is
in
X_T

a Difference

Talking Machine Felts

OW

shall a talking machine manufacturer, who
quality in turntable felts, make the right choice?

seeks

the

utmost

"Felt is felt," you say.
Not so Turntable felt of different makes may
look alike, but there is a wide variance in quality.
It is easy to skimp in the quality of wool.
And it is easier still to
skimp in the felting process. The hfe and strength of the wool will be lost
if the work be handled by any but the most skilled experts.
How, then, shall you know. This is the safe and sure way:
!

Try

"AMERICAN"—it's

the standard

inbred in American Felt Company's felts. In quality of
of workmanship they are unequalled.
And to
insure longer service, all our felts are now protected against ravages of
moths. This is done during the process of manufacture not after.
The constantly growing preference of talking machine manufacturers
for these good felts is the best proof of their worth!
Write our nearest office for quotations. Experienced felt men there
are ready and eager to serve you.
Durability

broadcast engineer of the Radio Corp. of
America. Pointing out that radio has become
a necessary feature of every-day American life,
and that the public must have its radio program
just as

it

Summer

must have

its

daily

newspapers

in

Winter, Dr. Goldsmith
states that the excellence of broadcasting programs will continue uninterruptedly from the
beginning to the end of the j ear.
"There has been a vast increase in broadGoldsmith said, "and
casting power,"
Dr.
marked improvements have been scored in radio
as well as

in

receiving sets, making for better selectivity,
greater sensitivity and vastly improved tonal

is

raw material and quality

—

AMERICAN FELT COMPANY
213 Congress

This will be a successful radio Summer, in
ihe opinion of Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, chief

St.,

Boston

114 E. 13th Street,
325 So. Market Street, Chicago

New York

City

qualities."

Makes

the Polly Portable

—

Syracuse, N. Y., July 6. The Thorn Machine
Products Co. here recently started production
of the Polly portable- talking machine, a new
instrument which sells at a very low price and
which is made entirely of metal. The dimensions of the instrument are 10^4 x 10 x 2^ inches
and it is boxed with provision for carrying six
ten-inch records.

July

15,
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On June 8 and 9, the fourth Annual
Convention of the Crosley Distributors was held in Cincinnati*

Powel Crosley, Jn, announced the
most startling line of radio receiving
sets

in the history of the industry/

Every radio dealer

is

urged to get

the story from his nearest Crosley
distributor immediately*

Better 'Costs Less

77
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July

two new
CONSOLE
$85 —Nickel
$95_Gilt

Finish

Finish

The Console
Cathedral Design Reproductions of Hand-tooled Leather
Effect. Fine. Rich Tone; Extra
Long Scientifically Constructed
Tone Chamber (Patent PendNeiv Model
ing) ;
GooseNeck Type, Throwback Tone-

Arm

and

Improved

Repro-

Heinemann
Double
ducer;
Spring Motor; 12" Turntable

Ample Record Space

U.

Sensible Prices

S.

Patents Pendinc

I

In collaboration with the Dupont Laboratories the Berg factory has produced these Artone models in a modernized art
scheme that sounds a new note in home decoration coma tone chamber
bined with Joseph Berg's latest invention
of extraordinary merit for natural reproduction^

—

—

Concentration on two models only and twenty years manufacturing experience

tone and beauty

— makes

possible this

— at sensible prices*

combination

of

15,

1926

—
July

15,
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Artone Products!
CONSOLETTE
^65—Nickel Finish
^75—Gilt Finish

The

Consolette

Adam

Period Reproductions
Hand-tooled Leather Design.
Ideal Size for Apartments and Small Living-rooms.
of

New

Berg Tone Chamber with
Goose-Neck Type
Throw-hack Tone Arm and
Improved Reproducer, Heincmann Double Spring Motor,
12" Turntable and Ample Rec-

Modern

ord Space

U.

S.

Patents Peiulinc

Are You Acquainted With Artone Portables

Berg
A

complete line of high-class portables
comprising six models ranging in price
from $15 to $30 is available through a
jobber in your territory. Write us for his
name.

—

—

?

A T & S Co*, Inc*
Long

Island City

New York
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Satisfactory Sales Activity Is Noted
Throughout the Baltimore Trade Field
New Brunswick Products in Wide Favor—Radio Sales Show Large Gain Over Same Period a
Year Ago— Leading Retailers Take on the Columbia Line —Trade Activities of the Month
—The

Brunswick Panatrope, the new Brunswick "Light Ray" records
and the new improved mechanical phonograph
are all selling very well here.
The Brunswick Panatrope has won great favor, according to Charles F. Shaw, head of the
local Brunswick branch.
"The new instrument
was featured with Frede'ric Fradkin, violinist,
at the Century Theatre here recently," Mr. Shaw
said.
The Brager department store also displayed one in its lobby for a week and store
heads claim that it drew a great deal of attention.
We have a new representative covering
Baltimore, Maryland, and Eastern Shore, W. D.
Lord, formerly with the Mauck Radio Corp. of
Richmond, Va.
We received an interesting bulletin from
Baltimore, Md., July

Spigel Bros, of

New

6.

Port, Va., stating that they

had sold a P-2 Panatrope to Captain Atchinson,
to be used on the S. S. Wentworth, which sails
from Liverpool, England.
Captain Atchinson
purchased a Panatrope for his home and was so
pleased with its performance that he decided to
have one placed on the boat.
The new improved mechanical phonograph is
being oversold and it is difficult to keep" them
in stock.
Business generally is much better
year than last, but especially so in records.
Piano and organ solo records are active and
our new "Light Ray" longer playing records
have a tremendous demand.
this

Wm.

F.

Roberts, of E.

F.

Droop

&

Sons,

"This June has been

Victor dealers here, said:

better than the June of 1925 in every respect.

The

call

for

Orthophonic

machines

is

very

heavy and we are unable to get enough of
them.

no complaint to make about busiis a little downhearted over
the death of one of our employes.
Fred Henkell, 29 years old, who was in our record department for the past twelve years, died of
heart trouble. He came to us when he was no
more than a boy and grew right up with the
firm.
He was very competent and is missed
by all who had connections with him."
During the month of June every foreign paper
in Baltimore carried advertisements featuring

"There

is

ness, but our firm

from overseas, and the Columbia Co.
was the only firm which advertised foreign re-

late hits

The

cordings here.

Italian

list

is

particularly

active.

Columbia record business for June has been
exceedingly good.
Dealers are purchasing all
types of recordings and business shows an increase of 145 per cent over last year, which is
a very astonishing increase.
Machine sales, although good, are less than in June, 1925, due

July

15,

1926

the dealers are placing orders for samples of
the new types and there are some who are putting in initial orders without even asking for
samples.
Several of the dealers here went all
the way to New York in order to inspect the
display held recently at the Hotel Commodore,
and the general discussion between fellow deal-

machine business lies
Columbia dealers in this territory
are doing a tremendous volume of business on
the Columbia Fine Arts Series of Musical Master Works.
These album recordings are now
being sold not only by the large city dealers,
but also by the small country dealers who are
indicates that heavy

ers

just ahead.

enjoying an increasingly satisfactory sales volume on these products."

Columbia franchises have been secured by the
following dealers
Halls Music Shop, Meadow
Bridge, W. Va.; Kiel-Patrick Furniture Co., Elberton, N. C.
Jackson Fleet Co., Transwell,
:

to almost

complete lack of machine stock in the
way of old style Columbias and the failure of

new models

;

to

arrive

for

distribution

this

month.
"Radio sales for the month show an increase
of 61 per cent over last June," says W. H.
Swartz, of the Columbia Wholesalers, "which
is extremely gratifying.
Sales of Pathex cameras and equipment are growing.
Greater and
greater enthusiasm for the new type Columbia
phonograph is being evidenced daily by dealers
in both the large and small stores.
Many of

"Tri-Flex Chamber" Name of
Latest Oro-Tone Product

Weaver

Va.;

Grassy Creek, N. C, and
Attington Jewelry Co., of Apalation, Va.
The Braiterman-Fedder Co., of this city, distributor of Valley Forge main springs and talkBros.,

ing machine repair materials, made by the J. A.
Fischer Co., of Philadelphia, Pa., has extended
its
distributing organization to include music
esting

This company has recently sent out interliterature on the Alel-o-art word rolls

which

it

rolls.

distributes.

Oro-Phone reproducer and Oro-Tone No.
The licenses will be

the

16 automatic tone arm.

granted under an agreement which also specifies
Tri-Flex tone chamber must not be
incorporated in phonographs listing under one

that the

A

Distinctly New Idea in the Tone Chamber
Construction of Phonographs Worthy of the
Consideration of the Trade

hundred
visit its

The

Oro-Tone Co., Chicago, manufacturer
of the Oro-Phone reproducer and other phonograph equipment, recently developed a new type
tone chamber for phonographs, which is known
as the Tri-Flex chamber.
The new product is
a three-way construction with one movable part
operated instantly by a small pointer or dial,
it possible to produce either a deep or
brilliant tone.
The Tri-Flex is considered a
distinctly new idea in tone chamber construction, since its versatility will bring forth several
dififerent ranges of tone from deep bass to the
notes of higher pitch, sometimes termed as bril-

making

liant.

It

is

the intention of the

Oro-Tone

Co. has invited the trade to

plant and hear demonstrations and

com-

parisons of the new tone chamber. Leigh Hunt,
treasurer and general manager, spent a few

days during the latter part of last month in
Toronto, Can., in the interest of the new tone
chamber and also visited Cincinnati on June 30
and July 1. A number of manufacturers have
already made arrangements to build the TriFle.x chamber, and among them are several
Canadian manufacturers^ the negotiations being
conducted through W. H. Banfield & Sons, Ltd.,
Toronto, distributors of Oro-Tone products and
manufacturers operating under Oro-Tone Canadian patents.

Co.

few manufacturers to build the tone
chamber, which is to be used in connection with

to license a

dollars.

The Oro-Tone

Executives of Reichmann Go.

Having Busy Time on Road
Carl D. Boyd, director of sales promotion of
Reichmann Co., Chicago, manufacturer of
Thorola receiving sets and loud speakers, left

the

One

Chicago on Monday, June 28, for Buffalo, N. Y.,
where he attended a meeting of the directors
of the Radio Manufacturers' Association on the

Sale

He

following day.

Makes Many

office

Record

are
purchasers
other
about
telling each
the remarkable qualities
of
the Columbia New
Process Record
its astonishing volume, remark-

—

able clearness, transcend-

ing brilliancy, and abso-

lute faithfulness of tone.

Stock and display Columbia New Process Records.

They enable you
your
they

want

customers

want

when

it.

ColumtiaWliplei
^
Wm. H. S war.t z
ExclusivelyWholes ale
205
Camden St.. Baltimore^Md.
L. L.

Andrews

W

to give

the

spent several days in

New

York City visiting the Reichmann headquarters
and distributors and returned to the Chicago

hit

they

on July

6.

Together with E. S. Riedel, sales manager,
Mr. Boyd left for St. Louis on the evening of
the sixth, and on July 8 the two Reichmann executives arrived in Oklahoma City. The Southern representative of the Reichmann Co., Harry
Merrithew, had arranged a meeting and display
of Reichmann products for distributors and
dealers at the Lee-Huckins Hotel, in Oklahoma

where the entire line of new receiving
and speakers was shown during the
balance of the week and the sales program was
outlined by the Reichmann executives to the
visiting jobbers and dealers.
City,

sets

Samuel
Samuel

Steinfield a

Steinfield,

of

the

Daddy

Claremont Waste

Mfg. Co., Claremont, N. H., manufacturer of
cotton flocks, is receiving the congratulations
of his many friends in the trade upon the arrival
of Robert Joel Steinfield, who became a member of the Steinfield household on June 17.

JuiY

IS,
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Unipower

is

attractively

housed

It fits snugly into

in

a hard rubber composition

81

case.

most radio cabinets.

Unipower^one solution to
your summer sales problem
A
—
BIG problem
L.

confronts radio owners in warm
weather. Static spoils long distance reception

recharge.

and even hampers local results. Consequently, there
isn't a large market for complete sets in the summer.
But the fans who already own sets are not going to
lay them away. They keep right on buying tubes, batteries, and other accessories throughout the summer.

The
terest

solution to the dealer's problem, then,

them

to better in

ception. Dealers
in

some way

their

is

tant thing
profit

Unipower.
the pioneer

"A" power

$40.

unit,

to let

on each

is a basic improvement in radio. It improves tone quality. It funishes unfailing power. It
is the only unit employing the trickle charge principle
that also provides for rapid charging. It gives fool-proof,
automatic control of both set and power supply, re-

(West

of the

Rock ies,

A post card or letter will bring
you a brand nerv booklet,
"Radio's best off-season seller".
In it are twelve constructive
ideas to help you boost your

All your customers who bought sets wiU be com"A" dry cells, or for an "A" storage battery

summer

sales.

mpower
TRADE MARK

on^On

hooked up

it

about

it

the impor-

in action.

Your

sale is large, too.

ing in for

it's

your prospect see

prices are

250 Park Avenue,

"B" power used.

Ojf when

it

lot of literature

sells easily

$37 and $43.)

THE GOULD STORAGE BATTERY

Unipower

gardless of the type of

is

Have

models, 25-50 cycle, are available at slightly higher prices.)
All are equipped with special Balkite rectifying element.
The 4-volt model is for 199 tubes or equivalent and retails
for $35; the 6-volt for 201-A tubes or equivalent, retails for

re-

everywhere have found that solution

More than merely

them Unipower.

Unipower is supplied in two models for use with 110-125
volt A. C. Standard models are for 60 cycle.
(Special

to in-

summer

Sell

ready to demonstrate. Keep a
on your counters. Unipower

when

it's

off

New

York

CO..

Inc.
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JOHN H.WILSON, Mana^6r

324 WASHINGTON ST.,BO$TON.MASS.

DOiTON

and Jobbers Report
Excellent June Talking Machine Business

Volumes

for

Sales Excellent

Boston,

Mass.,

Month Show

—Additions
July

8.

to

Increase Over

Brunswick Branch Sales

— Despite

almost

Summer, business in the talking machine
has made a very good showing and it is a

midline
fact,

happy one, that June with almost every jobber and dealer was a much better month than
Just
the trade had experienced in some time.
what July and August will produce is a question, but there is a pronounced feeling that with
the advent of September, say Labor Day, which
a

sort of formally brings the

Same Period

Summer

season to

close, business will make marked headway.
This month and that to follow will see many
of the trade away on vacations so that nearly
all places will be short-handed for a time.

a

Bright Columbia Outlook
Manager William S. Parks, of the New Eng-

Columbia Co., who is
improving since his serious operation several weeks ago when he was for some time a
patient in a hospital, is greatly encouraged over
the present Columbia business and he remarks
that as soon as the new machines come along,
for which dealers are eagerly clamoring, busiEspecially
ness will pick up most perceptibly.
well is the record business holding up and the
month of June made a surprising gain over
May and April. The visit of the Swedish crown
prince and his wife in Boston ten days ago
served as a great stimulus for Swedish music,
land department of the

daily

with the result that there was a rush for these
Columbia records, especially those of the Swedish Royal band, which are the New Process
records.

Recent out-of-town visitors to the Columbia
quarters were H, S. Brown, of Fitchburg, who
has just moved into a new store; Louis Feldman, of Fall River; H. J. Magriout, A. Weirograd and Mr. Asselin, of New Bedford, and
Charles Rice, of Bangor.

Brunswick Activities
H. Emerson Yorke, Chicago representative
of the Brunswick Co., is again in town, making his headquarters at Harry Spencer's place
on Kingston street. Mr. Yorke is a busy boy

when

in

of

Staff

Last Year

— Sonora

town, coming

in

— Columbia

touch with the dealers
in handling

and giving them expert instruction

month and

it

made

a

much

local
Brunswick
remarkably good

better

showing than

June of a year ago. Demonstrations of the new
instrument are constantly going on in a more
or less public way.
Two new men have been added to the personnel of Harry Spencer's Brunswick staff.
Daniel J. Simon will do outside work, principally in the Maine territory; and Atherton A.

Morse

will devote his attention to the record
end of the business.

Enjoy Good Sonora Sales
June made a much better showing for the
Sonora in this territory than any month in some
time and stood out in marked contrast to June
of a year ago.
Dealers hereabouts are showing

much

interest in the new Symphony phonograph
put out by the Sonora, and which Boston Man-

ager Joe Burke is demonstrating for the benefit of dealers.
Dealers are anxious to get hold
of this machine, believing that there is a good

ahead for it.
Joe Burke and

sale

his co-members in the local
Sonora organization went over to New York
the end of June for a conference with the Metropolitan Sonora officials.
Later Joe Burke, accompanied by his mother, went over to Atlantic
City for a few days.

Eastern T. M. Co. Busy
The June business at the Eastern Talking
Machine Co.'s wholesale quarters, according to
Manager Shoemaker, is making a most commendable showing and this genial executive is
most optimistic over the business for the ensuing months.
Bill

A new

McKenna Opens New

Store

talking machine shop has been opened

the Coolidge Corner section of Brookline to
be operated by Bill McKenna, who is carrying

in

the

a store on Harvard avenue, but
business has grown so that he felt the
necessity of opening a place nearer the heart of
the business section.
his

Brunswick exclusively. Incidentally, radio
and other electric goods are in stock.

outfits

Lefavour's,

one

Gleanings

best-known music
and which has long enjoyed a special prestige in Salem, announces a
removal to a new location at 186 Essex street,
opposite Central street, where it has a threestores in

of

the

New England

story building.
A. M. Hume, head of the A. M.

Hume

Music

planning an automobile trip into the
White Mountains about the first of July. He
will be accompanied by Mrs. Hume.
Co.,

is

E. A. Cressey, of the C. C.

Harvey

Co., will

spend his Summer's vacation at Belgrade Lakes,
Me. Winthrop A. Harvey, of the same company,
recently got back from a cruise along the
northern coast.
The Oliver Ditson Co., 179 Tremont street,
which handles the Victor line, closed up shop
all day Saturday, June 26, and gave its many
employes an outing at one of the shore resorts.
The affair was under the immediate auspices of
the Get-Together Club, which promotes numerous social functions for the employes of this
big house.

Blake Irving, manager of M. Steinert & Sons'
Lowell store, lost no time after the disastrous
fire of several weeks ago in finding a new location.
Now the store is located at 17 Market
street, where Mr. Irving has fitted up a most
att-active place with admirable show window
facilities.

E. G. Evans, of

Bruno

Staff,

Visits Up-State Dealers
Edward G. Evans, popular member of the
Victor sales staff of C. Bruno & Son, Inc., Victor wholesalers, New York City, left recently
on a trip in the interest of Fall Victor business
throughout New York State. Mr. Evans visited
Albany, Utica and other big up-State cities.
He reported that dealers were already estimating their Fall requirements in Victor merchandise and placing their orders so that they might
be assured of sufficient Victor merchandise for
their needs. The volume of orders being placed
would indicate e.xceptional Fall business ahead.

Capitalizing Opportunities
Never before have Victor

dealers faced a period of such
Victor
The public demand for the
rich promise.
product has been amply evident and now the stocks are
coming through in increasing quantities to meet that

New

existent

The

demand.

dealers

who

are prepared are the dealers

who

will

profit.

Victor Exclusively
Oliver Ditson Go.
BOSTON

1926

McKenna had

News
Record

Sales Please Dealers

the
new Panatrope.
The
headquarters found June a

15,

ENGLAND

New England Dealers
Sales

July

Chas. H. Ditson
NEW YORK

&

Co.

I

-

Tlic 'falkiiK/

Machine World,

New

York, July

Jlreadinq Broadway i
^Mncross the maD I

B. A.

ROLFE

orld-iamous

N EW E D

Trumpet Virtuoso

Exclusive Recordings

B. A. ROLFE'S
Palais d'Or Orchestra
SENSATION on

Broadway,

New

on the

sensation

Broadway steppers

a

Edison.

are stepping out

to the lilting jazz of this Broadway

music wizard. Where Broadway lights
are brightest, where the crowd that
knoivs, assembles, there

NEW EDISON
Dance Attachment
the latest

at the scin-

— the

music
hungry gather to hear the famous
trumpet virtuoso, B. A. Rolfe, and
his ensemble of dance specialists.
tillating

The

d'Or

—

Palais

No one has ever played
pet

as

Rolfe

selections

in

plays
a

it

the trum-

— complete

register

an

entire

octave above "high

C"

with impeccable technique. These super-upper
register solos by Rolfe make his arrangements distinctive and superbly
beautiful.

These new releases will tickle the
and sway the feet of a nation,
as the originals
have dominated
Broadway, for B. A. Rolfe and his
incomparable orchestra are exclusive Edison Artists. The living Rolfe
on Broadway or the Re-Created Rolfe
in your home
the musical results
ears

—

are the same.

achievement of

Hear

these Edison Records hy Rolfe

51750 Reaching

for the

What Good

A

SIMPLE, inexpensive at. tachment that doubles
the volume of any New
Edison for all dance music,
as easily as changing a record. Practically gives Edison

owners a

new phonograph

at the price of an accessory.

is

Moon — Fox Trot

"Good Morning"? — Fo.v Trot

Me Feel Blue— Fo.x: Trot
Can HaveTomorrow)— Fox Trot

51761 Blue Bonnet— You Make
Give MeToday(AndYou

51772 Roses Remind

Me

of You— Fox Trot
New York City)

(Published by Irving Berlin, Inc.,

15,

1926

.

July
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Weston Elec. Inst. Corp.
Announces New Product
"Pin Jack Voltmeter and High Range Stand"
Used for Measurement of Both Filament and
Battery Voltages in Radio Servicing

Weston

The

Instrument Corp.,
Newark, N. J., among its new products has a
"pin jack voltmeter and high range stand"

expressions of approval received by the
Brunswick Co. it would not be surprising if the
I'anatrope becomes a part of every studio's
equipment.

a portable instru-

is

of both filament

and

Unique Bus Equipped With

siastic

Zenith Radio, Talker, Piano
W.

F.

Frederick Co., of Pittsburgh, Is the
of This Remarkably Fitted Bus

Owner

Utah Radio
Visiting the Trade

H. G. Forster

Fame

Electrical

(Weston Model 506). It
ment for the measurement

equipment and from the enthu-

of the regular

83

Is

of

Henry C. Forster, treasurer and general manager of Utah Radio Products Co., Chicago and
Salt Lake City, manufacturer of Utah loud
speakers and units, left Chicago the middle of
last month for an extended trip throughout the

The first completely equipped radio and music
demonstration bus is claimed by the W. F.
Frederick Piano Co., Pittsburgh, Pa. The bus
covers a great deal of territory in a short space
and is now on an extensive tour cover-

of time

He stopped at Omaha to visit Leonard
Kohn, Utah representative in the Nebraska
territory, and then went on to the Utah factory
at Salt Lake City.
After spending several days
at the plant he departed for Los Angeles, where
he called on C. W. Smith, California representaWest.
C.

He

tive of the firm.

Weston Pin Jack Voltmeter
battery voltages, especially designed for radio
service.
It has some very unique and exclusive
features.

As there was a wide need for such a "pin
jack voltmeter and high range stand" it encouraged the engineers of the Weston Electrical Instrument Corp. to produce this product. In conjunction with its introduction to the trade the
advertising department of the Weston Electrical
Instrument Corp. has issued considerable literature which should aid
the trade in arousing interest and creating sales
of this product.

Two
with

views

shown

are

here-

of the "pin

then returned to the Salt

Lake City headquarters for the annual meeting,
On his return
which took place on July 10.
trip he stopped at Denver and Kansas City,
spending some time with C. M. Mcintosh, Colorado representative, and William S. Reid, Utah
ambassador at Kansas City, reaching the Chicago

office

on July

15.

Senate Passes Dill

Bill

W.

Radio Equipped Bus

manent antenna
car,

The Dill bill, for the regulation of radio communication, passed the Senate at Washington
recently without a roll-call. It provides for an
independent commission of five members, each
The measto be chosen from a different zone.
ure, after passage by the Senate, was sent to
the House of Representatives, which has adjourned; therefore it will not come up for consideration until the next session of Congress.

F. Frederick Co.'s

ing several States.
It carries Zenith radio receiving apparatus, which the firm distributes,
talking machines and pianos.
The radio sets
are operated from the bus batteries and a peris installed on the top of the
and with the Zenith receivers connected

affords e.xcellent long-distance reception.

The

measurements are seven and one-half
feet wide and twenty-four feet long, providing
ample room for the entertaining of prospects
and demonstrations. This innovation in musical instrument demonstration has drawn crowds
wherever it has stopped and in most communities its arrival is the signal for an overwhelminside bus

ing ovation.

jack voltmeter and high

range stand." With this
instrument it is possible
to measure battery voltHigh Range Stand ages up to 160 volts. As
a "pin jack voltmeter" it measures accurately
Removed and placed in
the filament voltage.
"high range stand" it is then capable of taking

Recent appearances of Vincent Lopez and
His Brunswick Recording Orchestra in Akron
and Toledo, O., stimulated record sales.

The Martin Bechtold Music
is

Co., Denver, Col.,
conducting a big closing-out sale prior to

moving

new and

to

larger quarters.

accurately the higher voltages.

The music
Weston

the

dealer is particularly interested in
"pin jack voltmeter" inasmuch as

Brunswick and RCA products
the Victor,
already mount pin jacks on their superheterodynes to receive these instruments and some
other manufacturers are following along these
lines.

Two New

Victor Agencies
Granted in New York City

Among the new Victor
New York City during the

accounts opened
past

month

Wonder

in

are the

and Francis Rogers Sons,
both of which had previously been engaged in
the merchandising of radio.
The Walthal Electric Co. is prominently
located at 61 Cortlandt street. Francis Rogers
Sons conduct a department store at Fordham
road and Webster avenue. The new Victor department has been placed under the management of J. E. Kline, who has conducted a retail
radio store at 114th street and Broadway.

Krasco No. 33

Walthal Electric Co.

Panatrope Helps Stimulate
Movie Actors' Emotions
Music as an aid to motion picture actors and
actresses in helping them register their emotions has long been accepted as a studio necesSmall orchestras have in the past been
.sity.
of
this purpose, but with the coming
for
used
the Brunswick Panatrope motion picture studio
recognized how eminently suited the
instrument was for use in this work and with
a vast library of records to choose from a much
officials

wider

field

was

ture studios are

available.

now

Several motion pic-

using Panatropes as part

After you use Krasco Motors you will
wonder why you have been content with
motors of smaller playing capacity, with
motors that are not quiet, with motors
smooth-running,
with
are
not
that
motors that have innumerable complicontinually

cated parts
order.

You

will

wonder

getting

at the

out of

steady silent

Motors which
makes possible such faultless and perfect
smoothness of

Krasco

You

will

wonder

—

at the durability of

Krasco Motors the dependable service
they give under the most trying conditions.

will wonder how so much value
motor mechanism can be obtained at
such low cost.

You

in

There is a type of Krasco Motor to fit
every playing requirement. Send for details

and

prices.

reproduction.

You

wonder at the long playing
use Krasco Motors (e. g. No.
33 plays at least 10 records with one
35-40
the
equivalent
of
winding
minutes)
will

when you

—

KRASCO PHONOGRAPH MOTOR COMPANY
ELKHART, INDIANA
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Farrand Co. Announces
Three New Radio Products

There is nothing to wear
no adjustments, acids or water,

the use of ear phones.
out,

requires

and uses one rectifying standard tube.

It gives

the highest voltage necessary for the operation

Farrand "Deluxe" Power Speakers, "B" Eliminator and "B" Eliminator With Power Amplifier Included in Next Season's Line

The Farrand Mfg. Co., Thompson avenue at
Court street, Long Island City, N. Y., pioneer
manufacturer of the cone type speaker, which

of large sets.

The Farrand "B" Eliminator with power amcombination uses two rectifying tubes
and one amplifying tube. It delivers 400 volts
of "B" power.
Used in connection with the
power cone speaker it is said to exactly repro-

^

without
power

With Power Amplifier
fully finished

It

new

a

can
the

makes

it

trade

product of the usual high standard
its musical value,

welcome

a

This

piece

of

furniture

in

the

enlarged

speaker is particularly
adapted for large rooms, restaurants, fraternal
gatherings and dance floors.
It comes either
in pedestal or wall models.
The latter can be
hung in appropriate positions in the rooms.
Two other products are announced by the

Farrand Co., a
"B" Eliminator
and Farrand
"B" Eliminator
with power am-

The "B"

plifier.

Eliminator is a
heavy duty battery

eliniinator

which, the Farorganlza-

rand

Farrand B Eliminator
o n
states,
marks an advance in such products. It operates
on sixty-cycle alternating current and is made
for multiple tube sets. One of its main features
is the fact that it is free from hum, even with
t

i

receiver a practical, artistically de-

the

six-tube

same

the

duce the

full

volume

free of distortion.

of an orchestra completely

This latter product

slightly higher price than the separate
inator.

is

at a

"B" elim

All of the above products are produced

the plant of the Farrand factory,

in

knobs.

which was

recently enlarged by taking over another entire
They are the crefloor in its present building.
ations

of

L.

C.

Farrand,

who developed

Farrand cone speaker and who

is

the

one of the

outstanding radio engineers of the country.
The sales department of the Farrand Co. will
market these new products through the Farrand
jobbers, who have served the Farrand interests
during the past season and who will continue
to function in behalf of the

utors, with a

A

company

as distrib-

few exceptions.

very extensive sales drive and advertismg

Radio
Cabinets

The

is

Philadelphia Factory

of bronze, with bronze control

employ over 1,500 furniture craftsuse enormous quantities of raw mate-

acres,

By

the firm's policy, which is direct to
one retailer is appointed in every city,
regardless of size, and it protects that dealer by
dealer,

giving him exclusive territorial rights. A number of prominent department and music stores
have already added the Showers line and the
receivers

themselves

May Dance

May Pole dance to the accompaniment
two Brunswick Panatropes and the wonder
the Panatrope was brought to thousands of

annual
of

homes

open for salesmen and jobhzrs.

in

Omaha when

No. 221

the

many
happy

children

who

day which
they had spent. The instruments were loaned
by the Omaha Brunswick branch and the use
of them on this occasion fitted in admirably
with the Brunswick national advertising.
participated

Inc.
PHILADELPHIA. PA.

before

—

of

New York

tested

Omaha, Neb., July 6. The children from six of
the public schools of this city conducted their

Fifty years of furniture building.

to

have been

practically every important

for Children's

Write for our new catalog. Twelve new numbers with
many unique features.

STREET
Truck delivery

in

Panatrope Provides Music

all accessories.

9th

with a

and general superintendent. The radio division
is under the supervision of D. F. Fessler and
H. T. Roberts, managing directors, who maintain headquarters in the Tribune Tower, Chicago.
Mr. Fessler is the original owner, president and general manager of the Bassick Mfg.
Co., Chicago, manufacturer of the well-known
Alemite system of automobile lubrication, and
has had many years' experience in the field of
manufacturing and merchandising. Mr. Roberts
has been engaged in the sales and merchandising field for the past eighteen years, and has
brought .to the firm and its appointed dealers
a wealth of radio knowledge.
The Showers organization has become one of
the largest furniture manufacturers in the world,
with factories in Bloomington and Bloomfield,
Ind., and
Burlington, la.
The plants cover

All cabinets are finished in lacquer and furnished
with a built-in or cone speaker, with ample room for

S.

differ-

trade center in the East and Middle West
under varying atmospheric and local conditions.

LET OUR CABINETS
SELL YOUR RADIO

2000

two

set has a one-dial control,

the retail trade

BROS.,

receiver,

knob which gives ten degrees of compensation on the aerial for further selectivity.
The firm is headed by W. Edward Showers,
president, and Charles A. Sears, vice-president

rial.

BURT

Showers

split

130

territories

one-dial

chassis being furnished in

front panel

Farrand Deluxe Power Speaker

men and

desirable

of interest to all

ent console cabinets, one in mahogany and the
other finished in high-lighted walnut.
The

BURT-BUILT

A few

is

with built-in spruce horn speaker equipped with
the latest type Utah unit. The horn is a recent
invention of Dr. A. L. Foley, head of the department of physics, Indiana University. The
new product is known as the Showers Consola,

beauti-

Farrand design which, besides

home.

Leading

Showers Bros. Co., for fifty-eight years a
leading figure in the furniture industry, realizing the demand for a popularly priced radio
unit that can take its place with the best furnishings of a home, is introducing to the

amplifier.

is

Ind.,

factors of the trade.

be used with or

Farrand B Eliminator

Bloomington,

turers, into the radio field

obtain-

cone

Co.,

signed piece of household furniture, the entrance of Showers Bros. Co., Bloomington, Ind.,
one of the world's largest furniture manufac-

deluxe size Far-

rand

modern

the

notes

This

Showers Radio Receiver
Introduced to the Trade

Since radio has crossed the path of furniture
manufacture, allied itself so closely, and with

that are not or-

able.

the high-class dealers who have in the past handled the Farrand cone type speakers, the sales
possibilities are indeed large.

Furniture Manufacturer, Enters Radio Field
With Six-tube, One-dial Receiving Set

ularly brings in

dinarily

1926

campaign will shortly be inaugurated, creating
a market for these new products, and with the
Farrand sales departments, its distributors and

Showers Bros.

delity. It partic-

bass

15,

plifier in

has won national success in the last two years,
announces for the coming season several new
products, including the Farrand power speaker.
This is a "deluxe" size Farrand speaker capable
of volume reproduction of such size as to
actually compete with the orchestra in tonal
power and fi-

the

July

discussed

the

July

15,
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wanson
Ki
in.
POrtTABLE
the appearance of

has

machine

— and

has
it

the

a

royally

quality

fine

back

to

up.

In window, on your counter, or in the hands of purchasers,
the great eye value of The Swanson King Portable helps you sell
it with least effort!

WRITE TO YOUR DISTRIBUTOR— EARLY!
A Bis Reason Is Breaking.
ATLANTA

James K. Polk,

CHICAGO. .Lyon &

Inc., 181

Whitehall

St.

Healy, Wabash Ave. and Jackson
Consolidated Talking Machine

Blvd.;
Co., 227-229 W. Washington St.; New
England Mills Co., 849 W. Washington
Blvd.

Sterling Roll & Record Co.,
137 W. 4th St.

CINCINNATI

CLEVELAND. .Buel-Lyons Co., 1231 Superior Ave., E.
Consolidated Talking Machine Co.,
DETROIT
2945-2949 Gratiot Ave.

MIAMI, FLA

MINNEAPOLIS.

Kurt Heineman, 136 N. E. 9th
.

NEW ORLEANS
NEW YORK

Junius Hart Piano House,
123 Carondelet St.

CITY

General Phonograph Corp.,

810

Arch

18th St.

Talking Machine

L. D. Heater,

469^ Washington St.
Frank R. Witman Phonograph

PUTNAM, CONN

Supply Co.

RICHMOND, VA

Richmond Hardware

Co.,

101 S. 14th St.

SAN FRANCISCO.
LOUIS

ST.

.

.L.

D. Heater Co., 1609 Polk St.

Silverslone, Inc., 412 N. 12th St.

Consolidated Talking Machine Co.
227-229 West Washington Street

Co.,

St.

PORTLAND, ORE

St.

Consolidated Talking Machine Co.,
1424 Washington Ave., South.

W.

IS

PHILADELPHIA.. Evervbody's

CHICAGO
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Growing Popularity
Radio

in

of

South America

Manager of Export Department
Radio Corp., Gives Interesting OutConditions in South America

A. G. Linsig,
of Zenith
line of

The progress

of radio sales

and radio broad-

casting in South America is a matter of increasing importance to every factor in the in-

dustry and the two accompanying photographs,
together with the incidents related, are of in-

nations, and in the increase in the sales of reLL-ivmg apparatus.
"it IS an mteresting fact to report that the

Zenith Radio Corp. obtained first prize with
Uoid Medal, also an ofhcial honorary mention
by Dr. Bernardes, President of Brazil, at tne

Auto and Kadio Show

Kio de
Janeiro, August 1925," stated Mr. Linsig. "Other
cxnibitors at that show presented tlie products
of RCA, Atwater Kent and Stromberg-Carlson.
he Zenith exhibit was arranged for by Messrs.
Herm, Stoltz & Co., oi Rio and Sao Paulo, exclusive Zenith distributors for Brazil.
Pollowing this show there developed a considerable increase in interest in radio witti the public and
i-irst

Brazilian

Radio

Sells

15,

1926

Year 'Round

—Proof

Big Shipment

in

six Carloads of Stromberg-Carlson Radio Sets

Received by Gross-Brennan.

in

J,

July

Distributor, to

Inc.,

New York

Meet Demand

While many of the larger radio manufacturers
have been preaching year-round radio, actual
evidence of it is apparent in the delivery of six
carloads of one of the popular makes of receivers
to
Gross-Brennan, Inc., Stromberg-

prompted a number of additional semi-public
Z-enith showings in the editorial quarters ot tnc
Brazilian dailies, as 'U Commercio,"
Coreio da Manha,' 'O Paiz,' 'O Jornal,' 'O
Jornal do Commercio,' 'Fon-Pon,' 'Jornal da
i\oite,' and others.
Messrs. Herm, Stoltz &
Co. reported sales following the Radio Show in
such super-tropical cities as Manaos, Pernambuco, Sao Luiz, Ceara with gratifying reports
about results."
greatest

O

A. G. Lmsig Broadcasting
concerned with the future of radio

terest to all

on that continent.
A. G. Linsig, manager of the export departof the Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, with
offices at 1225 Broadway, New York, recently
forwarded the accompanying photographs, the
group picture showing Mr. Linsig broadcasting

ment

from the studio

He

is

LOW,

of station

The other illushe delivered his address.
tration shows a Super-Zenith receiving set dis-

as

a

at

special

art

Representative Well Known to Music
iVade in tne Metropolitan Territory jo»ns

Sales

exposition

in

Rio de

Prominent Distributor

of

tscatt

Buenos Aires.

pictured standing before the microphone

played

L. Zabriskie Now With
the Silas ti. Fearsall Go.

Mrs. L. M. Green, president of the Silas E.
New York, well-known distributor

Pearsall Co.,
of

radio and

this

phonograph products, announced

week

the appointment of L. Zabriskie as a
Mr.
company's sales staff.
of the

member

was formerly identified with the
Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. and is well
known in the metropolitan trade. The Pearsall
getting ready for an active
sales
staff
is
season and is co-operating with the dealers
to splendid advantage in developing their campaigns for the standard radio products distributed by this company.
Zabriskie

W.

L. Stensgaard Elected
President of Association

A

Big Stromberg-Carlson Shipment

Showing Carloads of Radio Shipped to Gross-Brennan, Inc
—Receiving the Shipment Via Motor Trucks
Carlson distributor in New York, for the metropolitan district dealers during the last week of
May to meet public demand. The illustrations

show

the cars loaded with sets and later as they
appeared loaded on trucks for transportation to
the Gross-Brennan warehouse.
A mistaken impression crept into the radio
industry some time ago that people closed up
their radio sets when the warm Summer days
came along and took to their automobiles, fishing rods and golf sticks, instead.
However,
nowadays the radio receiver is doing work the
year round and is entertaining in the home
every month of the year.
Improved broadcasting methods, higher quality programs, special events and better construction of receivers,
have brought about the condition where radio

reception

Super-Zenith Display in Rio
Janeiro, and Mr. Linsig is the gentleman at the
extreme right.
South American broadcasting stations, according to Mr. Linsig, have adopted the policy
of sending special courtesy programs to neighboring countries at certain given dates and these
programs consist of national music and in many
cases laudatory speeches in favor of the country
The
to which the program is being directed.
hours selected are in the early morning when
the
tion

best

results

LOW,

of

in

reception are secured. Sta-

Buenos

Aires,

during the

first

weeks of its broadcasting directed programs of
one week each to Argentina, the home- nation,
station OAX and Peru, CMAI, and Chile, and
the fourth week was dedicated to WJAZ,
Zenith station located in the Straus Building,
Mr. Linsig was recently appointed
Chicago.
special representative in the United States and

LOW,

Buenos Aires, and
This type of broadcasting on our neighboring continent is certain to
be productive of good results both in the pro-

Canada

MCAI

of

stations

of Valparaiso.

motion of friendly feeling between the various

Manager of
Warner Speedometer Corp.
Display

Division

Now Heads

L.

Stensgaard, manager

of

the

Tel. Alfg. Co. claims

products are in conthe year is the fact
that prices are guaranteed not to be reduced.
The public have learned that radio satisfaction
its

demand throughout

beyond reception lies also
cannot buy their receiver

recently elected president of the International

paid for it yesterday.
Furthermore, the time
has arrived when radical improvements in radio

Association of Display Men at their twentyninth annual convention held in Chicago, June
Mr. Stensgaard's election comes as
14 to 17.
no great surprise to those who know of his
career,

for

he

was

first

of

vice-president

the

1925-26 and now holds offices in
many State and local display associations, including the presidency of the Chicago Display
Men's Club. "The Children's Hour," a recent

I.A.D.M.

Stewart-Warner window display used by many
dealers throughout the country, was awarded
second place in the Musical Instrument Display
thouclass in a contest wherein more than two
sand photographs were entered. Mr. Stensgaard
also won second prize in the Grand Sweepstakes
class in

which each contestant entered twelve

displays of various types of merchandise.

RECORDS
COTTON FLOCKS FOR PHONOGRAPH
BITTERS OF "QCAXITT"
WITH THE

CLAREMOIMX WASTE MFG.

CO.,

in

knowing

for half of

that they

what they

do not occur any more than they do in the
present-day automobile.
Improvements nowadays arc of a minor type and do not obsolete
any of the well-developed and better-known

sets

make

of receivers.

in

»ra te»tlfylne to the inperior qaality of onr

I.INB

why

division of the Stewart-Warner Speedometer
Corp., manufacturer of receiving apparatus, was

CONSTANTLY INCREASING SALES
8TBP INTO

display

good always.

that another reason
sistent

Men

ternational Association of Display

W.

In-

is

The Stromberg-Carlson

Stewart-

of

Claremont,

IM.

H.

New

Freed-Eisemann Line
Will Be Announced Soon

The

Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp. reports
official announcement of its new line

that

an

of radio products for 1926 will be

made

shortly.

understood that the new Freed-Eisemann
sets will vary considerably in price and meet all
needs and pocketbooks.
"We have labored many months in our laboratory to determine the types of sets which we
will offer with the new line," said Joseph D. R.
Freed, president and chief engineer of the corporation.
"We have sought not only technical
improvements and developments, but have
studied the problem of outward appearance in
all its phases to the end that we might appeal
not only to the average radio fan but to the
It

is

woman who

is looking for a receiver that will
I anticipate being
adorn her drawing room.
able to make a statement regarding the new
Freed-Eisemann sets within a very short time."

July

15,

1926
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announce our appointment as

Exclusive Eastern Distributors of

PATHEX

MOTION
PICTURE

Cameras and Projectors
The day
limited.

"STILL PICTURES" is
The demand now is for

of

YOUR OWN MOVING PICTURES
PATHEX,
CHANGE,

INC.,
INC.,

PATHE

a subsidiary of the world-famous
EXwho for many years have been identified with the
moving picture industry. Their years of experience enable them to
manufacture a complete moving picture outfit at the price of a good
is

,

camera.

We

PATHEX

unhesitatingly recommend
to all
our old friends and to the host of new ones we
are making daily with this latest addition to our
line of

DEPENDABLE PRODUCTS.
TERRITORIES ARE NOW OPEN
WRITE US FOR INFORMATION
Our

representative will gladly call

and demonstrate the complete

line.

II
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Wholesalers in Quaker City Report Early
Ordering by Dealers for Fall Demand
First Half of the Present

Year Closed With Most Dealers and Other Factors of the Trade
Prosperous Condition— Outlook Is Excellent— Trade Activities of the Month

Philadelphia, Pa., July 8.— A summary of the
half of the year's records discloses the fact
that the talking machine industry has been in
a prosperous state throughout the entire six
months.
From the early months of the year
first

down

winding up of the semi-annual accounts in the inventory of the late June days
the demand for talking machines has been most
gratifying, and as the July month develops orders have been increasing, so that a bright out-

tion of early

improved types of machines. Most of
the incoming demand at this time is for the
portable types of machines used for vacationing
purposes or for the seashore or resort diverSales of these types of portable machines
have been far in excess of last year and with the

advent of many new makes on the market a
wide range of selection is at the disposal of

of

is

shown

in-

in the

advance orders coming into

Record Sales Continue Good
Records have been
holding
very

among

well,

popular renditions in
dance and song numbers adapted for the lighter
Summer pastimes. Inventory of stocks on
hand shows the racks fairly well depleted and
it is anticipated that as soon as
the recording
of stocks on hand is completed vigorous buying
will set in in line with the policy of preparing
for the renewal of the Fall business in these as
well as the machines.
especially

the

Weymann & Son Get Advance Orders
Manager Charles W. Bahl, of H. A. Weymann

H. A.

for the

sions.

number

now

&

Son, wholesale Victor department, has been
advising the trade that traveling representatives

being greeted with a generous advance
booking of orders for Fall deliveries of the
various types of Orthophonic Victrolas, Electrolas and Victrola-Radiola combinations. There
also has been a heavy demand for the portables.
are

the dealers.

The Weymann

Ordering for Fall Demands
Wholesalers report heavy advance Fall orders.
Dealers have, in the past, been sufferers
from lack of preparedness and are profiting by
their experiences by early buying for the Fall

advantages of financing lease sales of Victrolas
through the Bankers-Commercial Security Co.,
Inc., and furnishing the necessary funds to discount monthly purchases. It is particularly ben-

The leading

eficial to

much

ume

with this advance business and believe it is to be continued throughout the Summer months, growing in volume as the Summer
season closes. The distributors have been send-

and

business.

distributors

are

gratified

Co.

is

advising the trade of the

the dealers in stimulation of sales vol-

of Victrolas of the

more expensive

types,

results in correspondingly increased profits.

Victor dealers visiting the store and wareof the Weymann Co. have expressed keen

rooms

interest

in

the demonstration of the

feature

Electrola

the

means

the store and inspect the arrangements

made

in

Electrola Replaces Orchestra

The Orthophonic

to

A

meet

all

orders

when

generous response resulted and so the promo-

played may be relayed
through one or up to ten Victor loud speakers,
according to the Electrola and master control
selection

take pleasure in announcing our appointment as
exclusive distributors in the following territory for

Electrola was the substitute

an orchestra at the exhibition of original
drawings featured by N. W. Ayer & Son, in
the Art Galleries of that nationally known advertising concern at headquarters here, 308
Chestnut street, in conjunction with the Associated Advertising Clubs of the World international convention in mid-June.
Throughout
for

the

entire

week

daily concerts

exhibit

the

of

were played on the Electrola.

Not only was

the Victor featured in the concerts but also in

the

excellent

displays

of

notable

by prominent masters

pieces

ing.

A

has

Louis Buehn Visited Dealers
President Louis Buehn, accompanied by VicePresident Harry A. Ellis, of the Philadelphia
Victor Distributors, Inc., toured the up-State
section, calling on the various dealers, in the
closing week of June.
They found the trade
very optimistic as to the future and with a
well maintained early Summer demand for talking machines and records.

now

be able
the rush season is on.

it

1108 Chestnut

at

street.

fame,

may

own headquarters

its

to original

manufacturers

of popularizing Victor records, as they

especially interested in aiding the dealers to
provide for the exploitation of the Electrola and
the Victor reproducing unit by this means and
has sent special invitations to its patrons to visit

units located in different sections of the build-

the

auditoriums,

or

answer the purpose of ten hearing booths, the
master control switch enabling the dealer to
connect and disconnect with any one or all reproducing units at will. The Weymann Co. is

connected up with several Victor reproducing

that

theatres

time and then on one at a time in different sections, where the reproducing units are located.

ing out letters and circulars to the dealers advising preparedness and placing their orders
so

movie

in

schools, hotels, cafes or large residences, as a
selection may be played on all the units at one

Another use which the Weymann Co. is advocating for the utilization of the loud speaker is

the Philadelphia distributing houses.

to the

look is assured for the mid-Summer.
This early 1926 boom in the industry of
course is centered around the new talking machine devices and records that have been developed to accompany the new inventions and
which have much to do with the revival of sales

buying and the stirnulation of

terest in the Fall supplies

large

in a

switch, and used advantageously as a novelty

who throughout
Ayer

master-

the past have contributed

drawings and

tions for the

art

international

of

oils

used

in

reproduc-

ads.

Management Changes at Lit Bros.
With the promotion of Bernard Munchweiler,
former manager of the talking machine department of Lit Bros', department store to the management of the radio section, his brother, Alexander Munchweiler, takes over the reins of the
machine division.
Bernard Munch-

talking

weiler will give his attention exclusively to the

buying of radios, while Alexander will concentrate on the purchasing of talking machines for

The

Pennsyhmnia
Counties

the Lit store.

Philadelphia
Chester

the foreign record department of the Lit Bros,

Miss M. Popper,

Delaware
Bucks
Montgomery
Luzerne

store,

Pike

-i--'

Sullivan

Susquehanna
"Wayne

Neiv Jersey
Counties
Camden
Burlington
Gloucester

Wyoming

Carbon (Mauch Chunk,
K. Mauch Chunk,
Weatherly and
points

now connected

has been in charge of

with the Hopkins Piano

Co., of Chester, Pa.

Lackawanna
Monroe
Northampton

is

who

north)

Cape May
Cumberland
Salem
Atlantic

counties whom we may serve with Grebe Radio,
obtain full particulars at once regarding the many
advantages of this well-known line in which we find the elements that will
help LIS groW' and our friends to

To our friends in these
we extend an invitation to

"GROW WITH US"

TRILLING

Brown's Radio Shop Buys Victor Agency
Fred A. Brown, of 203 West Allegheny avenue, this city, recently purchased the stock, fixtures and Victor agency of the Greniger Victrola
store at 6014 Haverford avenue, West Philadelphia, and has moved the merchandise to the
Allegheny avenue store. Brown's Radio Store
now carries a complete line of talking machines
and radio receivers, including the Atwater Kent
line.

Ira

WHOLESALE RADIO

of

own music shop

conducts his

& MONTAGUE
MERCHANDISERS

Wright Convalescent

Philadelphia associates

Ira
at

Wright,

who

Seaford. Del.,

to learn of his recovery from a
serious illness, resulting from an operation for
append'citis. While Mr. Wright still is confined

were pleased

to the hospital at

Seaford he

is

slowly recover-

ing.

49 North Seventh

Street

An

Philadelphia, Pa.

Effective Record

Window

the president of the Philadelphia Rotary
Club, T. Ralph Wilson, head of the chain of

As

TuLY

IS,
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Victor stores bearing his name, represented tlie
local fraternity at the annual convention of the
Rotary Clubs held in Denver, Col., in June. The
Wilson store at 1710 Chestnut street featured a
very attractive and outstanding window on the
Volga Boatman record in conjunction with the
appearance of that drama in the screen version
at the Stanley Theatre in the closing week of
June. It showed Russian rivermen in miniature
and with photo reproductions from the moving
picture, while selections were played on the
Electrola.

Ma rian

Miss

Mills,

head of the

Furnish f (I

who made

a drive

among

the

Electrola

of

SPECinCATIONS

orchestras
1.

during the Summer season. In two cases the
Electrola supplants the orchestra, while in the
other five hotels they will supplement the concerts

of a jazz

2.
3.

4.
5.

orchestra.

6.

Werners Expands Department

The

7.

and second floors of the store
Moncton, Pa., will be given over
to the talking machine department.
The stock
on these floors of the department store have
been removed to other quarters to make way
of

entire first

Werners,

8.

in

9.

10.

Honest Quaker Exports Grow
Exportation of the Honest Quaker main
springs and repair parts and the other talking
machine products made by the Everybody's
Talking Machine Co., 810 Arch street, has
shown a remarkable increase under the direction

heavy demand

for the

parts

tion's

demand

for talking

machines and parts as

vastly increased over last year and with every

Honest Quaker

indication

to

of

continued prosperity

in

the

in-

He made the trip entirely by automogoing directly across the continent to Port-

dustry.
bile,

and

working downward to other
and then swinging through
the interior States, the South and homeward.
Other talking machines distributed through
Everybody's and now enjoying a heavy demand

land

then

Pacific Coast points

are the portables in the Caswell, Gypsy, Pal
and Regal. The Ultraphonic sound box, made
by the Audak Co., of New York, too, has been

(Continued on page 90)

Going Strong

VICTOR BUSINESS for the
DEALER willing to WORK. Warm
BIG

weather

C0„

PHILADELPHIA

porting has been the heaviest in the history of
the business.
P. E. Grabuski, president of the
company, who just has returned from a 15,000mile tour of the United States, reports the na-

Wharton

Still

ISV2 lbs.

-Write for our latest Main Spring Chart;

Australian and New Zealand
points and, combined with the international distribution to Europe and Latin America, the exrepair

Weighs

Costs you $10.50

109 N. Tenth Street

School of Finance of the University of Pennsylvania, who has been made manager of the
exporting department. There has been an especially

:

Tcxtene Leather Case.
Standard Hcineman Motor.
Plays Two lO" Records.
Standard Taper Tone Arm.
Specially Loud Reproducer.
Device for Carrying Records.
Machine Will Play 12" Records.
Patented "Non-Spill" Needle Cup.
Size 14%" X IIV2" x 7%".

GUARANTEE TALKING MACHINE SUPPLY

for the expansion of the department.

of A. Regen, a recent graduate of the

in

CROCODILE BROWN
SPANISH GREEN
AMERICAN GRAY

the hotels for the
for

from page 88)

COBRA GRAIN BLACK
CROCODILE BLACK

rec-

Seven hotels in the Delaware Water Gap
were equipped with the Electrolas of the Victor line by the Christine Music Store, of Bangor,
substitution

PHILADELPHIA AND LOCALITY— (Continued

IN

GUARANTEE PORTABLE
RETAILS FOR $25.00

ord department, trimmed the window.
Sells "Talkers" to Seven Hotels

Pa.,

89

is

no bar

Your opportunity

to

making

sales.

presented in the sale of
the mechanically recorded 10-inch and 12-inch
black and blue label records.
is

Will you grasp

it

and Cash in?

Philadelphia Victor Distributors, Inc.
835 Arch Street, Philadelphia
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PHILADELPHIA AND LOCALITY— (Conrinued

A big selling feature in the territory of

Penn-

Okeh and Odeon records have been
moving among the Summer merchan-

vance of those of 1925r-.
Russell W. Reif, proprietor of The ilusic
Shop, Scranton, Pa., has opened a talking machine department, the first to be installed in his
music store. He has installed the complete line
of the Brunswick.

International Retail Business

The

store of A. Passallo

is

one of the main

—A

2—

New

Brunswick Coming Through
The Brunswick Co., through the Philadelphia
branch, under the management of George A.
Lyons, is now showing the new lines of Spanishtype cabinets of Brunswick talking machines,
with the very latest of improved mechanical
units and acoustical properties. There are four
models which have just been placed on display,
the Seville, the Madrid, Valencia and two types
of Cortez. The Seville models have been placed
in stock ready for immediate shipments, but the
other models, for the present, are shipped from
The new Panafactory direct to the dealers.
trope No. 10 has been a particular favorite for
the June order list and sales have been rapidly
increasing for the Fall stocking on this model.
June sales of the Brunswick ^were far in ad-

THREE FOR ONE
Radio

of

—

THE PRICE ? Same as our famous Velvalbid Record Cleaner.
Write for sample and complete details at once, then order early
direct or through your jobber.

PHILADELPHIA BADGE CO.
Manufacturers

942 Market Street

Via. Pat

and from the spectators enjoying the game.
Quoit games, peanut and men's races, and
other track sports added to the gaiety of the
day and Howard Davis, president of the Association, made the presentation of the prizes with

Springs, Me.

talking machine

Ben Witlin on Trade Tour
President Ben Witlin, of the Witlin Musical
Instrument Co., 904 Walnut street, is now in
the Southern field in the vicinity of Washington
and Baltimore, making the round of the dealer^s
featuring the Starr Phonograph and the -Gerinett records made by the Starr Piano Co., of
Richmond, Ind. Previous to touring the South
he called on the trade in eastern Pennsylvania,
where a very gratifying advance Fall demand
was forthcoming for the Starr products in the

mail.

coal

the

home town.

Winter Haven.
in

He spent much of
The Seebold store

his time in

specializes

Columbia.
Extensive alterations are being made to the
the

Shamokin, Pa. The
interior and exterior are being redecorated and
brought up-to-date. Attractive windows are bestore

of

W. Maus,

J.

of

Dealers' Association
annual outing at the Old
Mochican Clubhouse at Morris-on-the-Delaware
and from all reports a thoroughly good time

held

Athletic games
all those attending.
featured the get-together of the dealers with a
baseball game as the headline attraction. The
teams were called the "Victor" and the "Dogs"

and when the smoke and dust of battle had
cleared

away

Columbia

but

for

the

Symmer

vacation

of

Henry

its

was had by

of Victor.

Plans

of Philadelphia Victor Dealers

The Philadelphia Victor

recently

the score

Joe

in

16 to 11 in favor
the official referee,
unsolicited assistance

was

Heim was

he had ample and
from the players on the

PPORTUNITY

appropriate remarks.

Phonograph
happenings,

field

and on the bench

the Victor

business is greater today than
ever before.

Co.,

Earl Dare, of the

using a

Penn

most interesting
Pathex camera, which is

filmed

the

distributed by his firm.

Appointed Pathex Distributor

The Penn Phonograph Co., of this city, wellknown radio distributor, and formerly in the
field,

has taken on the Pathex

made by Pathex Inc., New York City.
The Penn Phonograph Co. serves many

line

of

machine dealers in the Philadelphia territory and it is expected that the
Pathex moving picture camera and projection
machine will prove popular with these dealers.
In order to take care of this new line the Penn
Phonograph Co. has remodeled its headquarters
to provide a Pathex department, including storeroom and demonstration room.
Fischer Visits Valley Forge Dealers
the leading talking

Among

regions.

Outing

ing built in the store front for the display of the
line.

Philadelphia, U. S. A.

Hensinger, head of the Hensinger Music Co.,
Bethlehem, Pa., called for a cottage at Saybolds Lake, where the family will remain
throughout the hot weather months.
Philadelphia headquarters of the Columbia
were the stopping place of Misses Emma and
Katherine Lamm, daughters of Charles Lamm,
head of the Lamm Music House, Allentown,
Pa., when they journeyed here in June.
President Florence J. Heppe, of C. J. Heppe
& Son, 1115 Chestnut street, left in late June
for a Summer vacation sojourn at Poland
of

music shops patronized by the young students
attending the exclusive schools and colleges in
Bryn Mawr and among them is an international
group of young women from the Orient, Europe, Latin America and other parts of the
world. They are permanently enrolled on the
parcel post list of the proprietor and whenever
a Columbia record or other products of that
manufacturer are needed they communicate with
him and the desired merchandise is shipped by
Brief but Interesting
After a prolonged Spring vacation Harry Seebold, proprietor of the Seebold Music Shop,
of Sunbury, Pa., is back at his desk again in

1926

Log that has space to distinctly record dial readings
thirteen different stations.
A Record Cleaner that is known and in constant use the world
over.
3
An Advertising Medium that really benefits the dealer.
Stations logged with either pen or pencil.
Best grade of plush cleaning surface for all records.
The dealer's advertising neatly printed on the top in desired colors.
Here is an attractive useful accessory for combination sets that will
help materially to stimulate fall business.
1

specialties.

dise

15,

from page 89)

sylvania.

briskly

July

the

J.

A.

recent visitors to the headquarters of
Fischer Co., of this city, maker of

Valley Forge main springs and repair materials,
was William Braiterman of the BraitermanFedder Co., of Baltimore, who is distributor
of Valley Forge products and has built up a
substantial business with that line. J. A. Fischer,
head of the organization which bears his name,
recently

made

a short trip to greet

many

of the

Valley Forge distributors and dealers and was
impressed not only with the optimism expressed
regarding general business conditions, but with
the great enthusiasm shown over the Valley

Forge

line.

W. H. Posner Buys Out Partner
William H. Posner, formerly co-partner with
Jacob H. Keen in the conduct of the business
of the Guarantee Talking Machine Supply Co.,
of this city, has announced that he has bought
out the interest of Mr. Keen in the company.
The Guarantee Talking Machine Supply Co.
makes the Guarantee portable talking machine,
and the Guarantee line of talking machine repair materials.

Mr. Posner announced that he will continue
the business alone, along the

Victor dealers in our territory
should make the most of this opportunity by availing themselves of our
service likewise greater today than
ever before.

Victor Wholesalers

& SONjNC.
A.WEYMANN
H
Pa.
1108 Chestnut Street
-Pliiladelphia,

same

principles as

Mr. Keen has not as yet announced
his future plans.
The Guarantee Co. reports
that the demand for the Guarantee portable
continues particularly strong and that the Fall
season seems very promising.
Seiil for Europe to Make Survey
Milne J. and Walter L. Eckhardt, 2nd, sons of
Walter L. Eckhardt, of this city, prominent
figure in talking machine and radio circles, sailed
on Wednesday, June 16, on the Aquitania for a
six weeks' trip to Europe.
They were accompanied to New York, from which port they
Both sons are actively
sailed, by their father.
working with their father in the various new
projects he is undertaking and the purpose of
the present trip is to make a general survey of
conditions abroad and to investigate materials
for importation for use in the new products.
Mr. Eckhardt, when interviewed at his headquarters at 213 South Broad street, this city, announced that there is being developed under his
heretofore.

{Continued on page 91)

The Talking Machine World,

New

O^lXOPMONie

Pat. fending

The Latest Revelation

in

Phonograph Reproduction

WHY THE NEW SAXOPHONIC
1.

A

LEADS

reproducer that will not blast.

2.

Special diaphragm unaffected

by atmospheric

3.

Newest and

—devised

finest

suspension

conditions.

by our engineers

after years of

research.
4.

Improves with use due

wonderful suspension embodying automatic

to

adjustment.
5.

Eliminates practically

6.

Readily attached to

all

all

surface noise.

types of machines and adjudged best by greatest

music industry.

critics in the

Write for Particulars

Canadian
f

Industries

Acme Screw &
Unidas. S. A

nT<5TRTEUTGRS J Targ & Dinner Music Co
I

Playertone Talking Machine
Shapleigh Hardware Co

610-61^ Broadivay,
Street
(

Cor.

Houston

Gear.

)

Lid

Kino St., West. Toronto. Can.
Baideras 110. Mexico City, Mexico
229 W, Randolph St.. Chicago, III.
632 Grant St.. Pittsburgh. Pa.

1209

Co
4th

St.

and Washington

Ave..

St.

Louis.

Mo.

York, July
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Clement J. Gusack Adds
to His Important Duties
Traffic

Manager

chine Co., Inc.,

Everybody's Talking MaEnlarges Activities to Include
of

Home Management

of

Philadelphia, Pa., July

manager

Company
6.

— Clement

J.

Cusack,

Machine
Co., Inc., of this city, maker of Honest Quaker
main springs, and a complete line of talking machine repair materials, has now added to his
managerial capacities that of home management.
The wedding of Mr. Cusack to Miss Anna
Marie Dittmar was consummated yesterday at
nine o'clock in the morning at St. Edward's
Catholic Church at Eighth and York streets,
Following the ceremony the bride
in this city.
and groom left on an extended honeymoon.
Mr. Cusack is a much appreciated member of
traffic

of Everybody's Talking

Everybody's organization. His duties in straightening out traffic tangles and in routing shipments so as to arrive at the dealers' warerooms
with the least possible delay are important ones.
The whole organization joined in well wishes
for the newest Benedict of the company.

Trade News From the
(Continued from page 90)
in both the talking ma-

Mr. Buehn also reports that the conditions in
coal regions are increasingly satisfactory
and that prosperous conditions will undoubtedly
prevail in this section during the Fall.

Philadelphia Badge Go.
Offers New Record Gleaner

Phi'ladelphia, Pa., July 3. Trilling & Montague,
wholesale distributors of radio, this city, have
announced that they are now distributing the
Grebe line in their territory. The A. H. Grebe
Co. is one of the best-known m.anufacturers in
the radio field and one of the pioneers in the

Radio Log Record Cleaner Serves Two Unusual
Purposes for Owners of the New Combination Radio-Phonograph Outfits

—

The Grebe

industry.

Philadelphia,

Badge

record cleaner,
line

3.-— The Philadelphia
maker of the Velvaloid
has added a new product to the

Pa.,

July

Co., of this city,

which bids

cleaner

in

fair to vie

popularity and

is

with the Velvaloid

known

as the radio

record cleaner.
The radio log record
cleaner was evolved from the popularity of the
combination radio phonograph. As the record
cleaner is usually kept on the top of the phonograph close to the turntable, the Philadelphia
log

Badge Co. conceived the idea of producing the
top of this cleaner as a radio log, thus having
perform two useful purposes, one for the
machine and the other for the
talking machine side. It is similar in appearance
to, and has the qualities of, the popular Velvaloid
record cleaner and is expected to prove very
valuable both as a resale article or as a souvenir

test of
If

your

ability to

circles.

& Montague thoroughly cover the
and have taken on the Grebe line with

Trilling
territory

usual enthusiasm.
The sales staff is already in the field on the Grebe products and it
is expected that Grebe sales in the Philadelphia
territory will reach a new figure during the
coming season. J. Lobel, sales and advertising
manager, is planning an extensive campaign to
cover this season.
Trilling & Montague have also been appointed
their

distributors for the

Dry Storage Battery
.

Tab

battery,

made by

the

Corp., also of this city.

Aristocrat Speaker at Sesqui

stimulate Fall sales.

Abrahams and L. W. Evart, of the Philadelphia Badge Co., are optimistic over Fall busiJ.

ness and the entire facilities of their plant are
now engaged in filling orders.
Mr. Evart
pointed out that the demand for various business
building novelties

was

visible indication of the

strong intent upon the part of the trade to develop big business this Fall.

The

Armstrong

Furniture

Co.,

Memphis,

Tenn., recently secured the Victor agency.

The

Aristocrat "double-duty" cone loud speak-

combination reading lamp and loud
speaker manufactured by the Aristocrat Studios,
New York, is attracting considerable attention
from visitors to the Sesqui-centennial Exposier,

the

tion in Philadelphia, states Edward L. Brown,
head of the Aristocrat Studios. The Aristocrat
cone speaker is on view in the $10,C00 exposition building of the Fulper Pottery Co.,
of glazed pottery ware.

produce a high-class product will come this

machine.

Your success depends upon your utilization of the latest advances in the science of acoustics in your machine others have
done this and you too must do so to maintain your sales and

—

prestige.

SYNCHRONIZED

AMPLIFICATION will
Utilizing the Miller system of
The two horns, one for the upright and
assist you materially in doing this.
one for the console type of machine, designed to fit the majority of cabinets,
will improve your product by increasing its volume, adding to the richness
and color of output, and bringing out the lower frequencies with much more
clearness and definition.
Miller Audio-Engineers, backed by years of experience in the
radio industry, are ready to assist you in solving your individual
letter from you will place them at your service.
problems.

A

Miller

manufactured radio

sets

you have improved your talking machine

The

Co.

long prior to the great commercial era.
Their many years of experience
in the production of receivers has resulted in a
product that has won high recognition in radio
receiving

to a point where it
compares favorably with those of other progressive concerns you will obtain
your share of the business resulting from the renewed interest in the talking
fall.

Montague Now
Distribute Grebe Line

Prominent Philadelphia Radio Wholesale Firm
Adds A. H. Grebe Co. Receivers, to Complete
Well-known Lines Distributed by It

Synchronized Amplification
THE

&

the

to

fields.

Completes Trade Survey
Louis Buehn, president of the Philadelphia
Victor Distributors, Inc., recently completed a
personal survey of conditions through the cenMr. Buehn was accomtral part of the State.
panied on this trip by Harry A. Ellis, sales
manager of the company. A total of twentyone towns and cities were visited, including
Mr. Buehn
Lancaster, Harrisburg and York.
found conditions good in the territory and was
impressed by the future outlook for Victor sales.

Trilling

this Fall.

it

new products

chine and radio

is

radio side of the

Philadelphia Territory
direction

new line has proved very popular and it
expected that sales will be particularly heavy

Tlie

91

Rubber Co.

of N. Y.

Akron, Ohio, U.

S.

A.

miller

maker
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The

Fitness of the Phonograph Distributor as a Wholesaler of Radio Lines

Columbia Wholesalers. Inc., Prominent Baltimore Distributing Organization, an Example
gressive Type of Phonograph Distributors Now Handling Radio Products

—

Baltimore,

Md., July 7. Manufacturers and
representatives
have
long
discussed
the question of the ideal outlet for radio sets
their

and

A

accessories.

proof

striking

of

the

phonograph distributor as a
be found in the success which

desirability of the

radio outlet

is

to

Columbia Wholesalers,
den

street, of this city,

Inc.,

205

West Cam-

have reported since their

entry into the radio field.
This firm was incorporated

in

March,

greatly

cf Pro-

augmented

in
coupled with a
1926,
"bending over backward" to serve the
dealer in every conceivable way has also proved
a very potent factor in Columbia Wliolesalers'
success.
Service will be specially stressed in
1925 and the shop will be equipped with every
device, including motor generator outfit, test
oscillator, etc, for the quick testing and repair
Mr. Andrews also
of all sets and accessories.

of

spirit

July

15,

1926

widespread realization of Columbia's great acin this territory was made quickly posby the number of radio dealers visiting the
office, and finding the shipping department piled
high with thousands of outgoing records or the
pavement stacked three or four high with
machines, not only in front of Columbia Whole-

tivity

sible

some eight or ten adwhose owners so kindly accommodated Columbia during this period.
Actually the last eight months have witnessed
by far the greatest business ever done by this
active corporation.
The great uprush of radio
sales was fully equaled by phonograph and
record sales and every month from September
through April showed an average 100 per cent
salers,'

but in front of

jacent warehouses

increase in sales of machines and records over
the same months of the previous year.
One

\923,

month, November, showed an increase of nearly
250 per cent. Individual dealers bought machines
lots of as high as 150 machines at a time,
the Schewel Furniture Co., Lynchburg, buying
157 Cabinet type models on one order.
Coin

lumbia phonographs poured into Baltimore by
the carload and often were shipped out the same
day without even being taken into the warehouse.

Record

sales increased so fast that the

packing and shipping forces had to work until late at night, four or five times a week to get
orders out on time.
Individual dealers often
bought the New Process records in lots of 200
to 300 of a number at a time and shipments to
dealers in Virginia or North Carolina often

and sometimes over 2,000 records
on one order.
One dealer, the Addington
Jewelry Co., located in Coeburn, Va., a town of
only 185 families, bought at one time 500 of just
one record, No. 15054-D. Applications for Columbia agencies flowed in rapidly, so that the
totaled 1,000,

Wm.

Leroy L. Andrews
Baltimore branch of the old
Columbia Graphophone Co., on a jobbing frantaking over

the

chise.

Leroy

merly

foreign

L.

Andrews, president, was
representative

for

the

for-

Ford

Co., while Wm. H. Swartz, vice-presiwas assistant manager of the old Baltimore Columbia branch. Two salesmen comprised the sales force in 1923 and only sixteen
employes were carried on the pay roll.
The addition of radio in March, 1924, combined with the wonderful increase in Columbia
phonograph and record business, expanded the
volume of Columbia Wholesalers, Inc., until in
March, 1926, an inside organization of thirtyeight employes and an outside sales force of
ten men was necessary to cover the territory,
comprising Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia,
Delaware, District of Columbia and North Carolina.
A tremendous addition of new accounts
increased the radio business by 250 per cent in

Motor

dent,

1925 over 1924, while total sales increased 105
per cent.
Columbia Wholesalers, Inc., is divided into
two departments, Mr. Andrews handling the

business and organization, while Mr.
Swartz handles the entire musical end of the
business with its almost separate organization.
This specialization has contributed largely to
radio

the success of both departments.

Mr. Andrews, in commenting on the achievements of Columbia Wholesalers, stated that the
policy of selecting the most stable lines of radio
sets, and everlastingly sticking by them instead
of jumping at every rosy proposition presented,
has proved very beneficial.
A very competent
service and sales organization, which will be

H. Swartz

considered that the handling of only the
strongest lines of batteries, tubes, eliminators,
etc., known to be the finest quality obtainable,
has enormously increased the prestige of the
sets they handle. Mr. Andrews predicts a large
increase in radio business for the Southern
States next year and is laying plans now to
cover the territory much more intensively by
the addition of more salesmen, a quick direct
by mail follow-up system, greatly increased advertising

proved

quick

and

i

number

Columbia dealers

in this section

has
corporation was
first formed in 1923, to over 400 at the present
time, and nearly 100 applications now on file
of

increased from 197,

when

this

which cannot be qualified because of conflict
with already established accounts. Best of all,
according to Mr. Swartz, the outlook is for 1926
to considerably beat 1925, as total sales so far
this year have already passed total sales through
September of 1925. If this has been accom-

mfor

facilities

handling

of

dealers' orders.

Mr. Swartz, speaking of the effect of a
combination of radio

with the phonograph
business,

stated that
not only had Columbia Wholesalers' pre-

eminent
the

local

position

in

phonograph

Organization of Columbia Wholesalers. Inc.
jobbing field helped
quickly
established
plished in the face of the unusually poor radio
the corporation become
in
reception, and a complete exhaustion of console
the radio business but conversely the astonishmodels in the phonograph line, it is easj' to
ing growth of radio sales had considerably beneWithin
predict a phenomenal increase in total sales
fited the phonograph end of the business.
again this year, especially in view of the wona short space of time, several thousand radio accounts were placed on the books, of which a cerderful new model Columbia machines now betain number proved to be desirable outlets for
mg released (for which large orders are already
Columbia products and were subsequently qualion file) and also in view of the continuance of
Columbia's heavy advertising campaign. It is
fied as agents, while many other radio stores
little wonder that the stockholders of this corproved large purchasers of Harmonj' Records
poration, assembled for their annual meeting,
and Harmony, Pal and Regal portables on which
passed a special resolution enthusiastically apbig sales are now being enjoyed. Also a more
proving not only the wisdom and foresight of
the executives of the business, but also the whole
hearted co-operation, loyalty and aggressive devotion of everyone of the employes.

PHONOGRAPH CASES
RADIO CASES

Reinforced 3 -ply Veneer
The Standard Case

for Talking

Machines and Radio Sets

MADE BY

Let

at

figurm

on

your

PLYWOOD CORPORATION,

reqairementt

Goldsboro, N. C.

Mills in Va., N. C. and S. C.

W. D. A.

New

Peaslee in

Post

W. D. A. Peaslee, former assistant to the
president of the Daven Radio Corp., Newark,
N. J., has been made general manager of that
concern.
Mr. Peaslee, an engineer of distinction

in

director

this
in

country and
the

in

Europe,

is

also a

American Construction Co. and

the Interurban Electric Co.";

.

_

,

'
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Enter the Radio Field

Who

Showers?

Is

Showers Brothers Company
manufacturer of furniture
Showers has been in business

is

the

largest

in

the

world.

since 1868.

Showers' gross sales on furniture run over ten
million dollars a year. Showers has built this
enormous business on outstanding commercial
values and a fair sales policy to its dealers.
There are over nine million dollars of manufacturing
radio

assets

behind

Showers

Brothers

set.

/

Sales Policy

i

JK i

All Showers radio products will be sold direct from
the factory to the dealer on an exclusive selling
franchise, one dealer to a city.

We

know how

to

manufacture complete console radios and build a
profitable

business

We

to hear

want

disers

one of our console models
complete with 6-tube, ONE dial
to sell for less
set, and speaker
than $100 retail.

Here

is

—

line

who

will

for

our exclusive

from the leading radio merchan-

be interested in reading our out-

and seeing our complete

line

of

models and

prices for this season.

Write us today. Applications
acted upon in order received.

SHOWERS BROTHERS COMPANY,
1517 Tribune Tower

One

dealers.

radio division
Chicago, Illinois

of the four large Shoicers Brothers Factories

—Established 1868.
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TONE ARM

Jut-Y 15, 1926

CO.

ORIGINATORS OF

Radio

"SPEAKERTUBES

Maximum

Amplification in

Minimum

Space

of satisfied customers proves the worth of Speakertubes made in
the right proportion.
work with our customers, helping them to solve
their tone chamber and amplifying problems.

Our

list

We

—the

BLOOD

Equipment which in itself inprice is only
knows his sucsures a live market for your output, because the
products.
cess in sales is assured with
GO.
Let us help you

DEALER

BLOOD TONE ARM

A

written inquiry to us places you on record for information regarding the
very latest speaker developments.

Radio Speakertubes and Loud Speaker Unit

Bay

City,

Mich.

July

IS,
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Tom ouvi

Oo

REPUBLIC BLDG., 209 SOUTH STATE ST

TELEPHONE WABASH 5242

LEONARD P CANTY

Two

Big Conventions in Chicago Bring
Increased Sales to Mid-West Retailers

Introduction of

New

mer Season

Styles and Other Factors

— Radio

in a

Healthy State

Keep Sales Up

— Brisk

—

Chicago, III., July 8. The past four weeks
have found the talking machine and radio trade
of the Middle West in good condition from the
angle of retail sales, for, with the exception of
a few widely scattered days, the weather has
been cool and the public has had no chance to
enter actively into outdoor sports or recreation.
Two conventions, one of them drawing one million visitors, and the other a delegation running
into the thousands, brought added revenue to
the Chicago retail trade during the latter part
of June and early days of July, and enterprising
talking machine dealers throughout the city
took advantage of the opportunity to advertise
and display their wares to best advantage. Record sales jumped during this period, and up to
the present time are well in advance of those of
1925.

The month has been marked by the introduction of a number of new style talking machines by various manufacturers, housed in attractive cabinets and designed to sell at a higher
price than in the past.
The trade has viewed
the arrival on the

market

any jobber.
to a Satisfactory Level for the

Portable Sales

— News

of the

Sum-

reached through recent surveys, in which it was
found that most retailers plan to stock three
different lines, giving the consumer a complete
range in price without confusing him with a
multitude of products to the extent of losing
the sale altogether.

Notwithstanding the tardiness of Summer,
encouraging sales of portable
phonographs to people departing for Northern
lake resorts, and manufacturers and jobbers
have enjoyed an increase of business from dealers located near popular watering places.
Harry Alter Co.'s Seventh Anniversary
June marked the seventh anniversary of the
progressive jobbing house of The Harry Alter
Co., Chicago, well-known not only in the Middle
West trade, but throughout the United States.
Starting in a very modest way in 1919, shortly
dealers report

after the close of the

World War, The Harry

Alter Co. has risen to a position of prominence
in

the electrical and radio fields.
This firm was one of the earliest distributins

Irving C. Alter
brothers, Arthur

of these products with

the sales
ness.

records and sound boxes which the
has to offer the public, the entire
trade is looking forward to the Fall season as
one in which sales will soar higher than for
many years past.
The radio industry in the Middle West pre-

now

tor in radio retail distribution,

and he

will

and merchandising phases of the busifield organization was recently en-

The

The special seventh anniversary number of
The Pocketbook, a monthly publication, issued
during June, was of especial interest to dealers
handling radio. The Harry Alter Co. distributes
Freed-Eisemann radio

of

found to occupy a prominent place when the
computed at the end of
the year. He stretches the season for radio apparatus farther than any other type of retailer,
and, above all, it seems apparent that the average music dealer will handle no more than four
different lines of sets. This deduction has been
total sales figures are

and Irving

direct their attention to

parts.

its

be

Alter, treasurer,

who

larged by the addition of four sales representatives and the firm is making preparations for
its
biggest radio season by inaugurating a
vigorous campaign on receivers, accessories and

chines,

manufacturers has been lower in this section
than in the East, but the number of retailers
has been cut to a great extent.
The music
dealer is recognized as the fastest growing fac-

S.

C. Alter, secretary,

dealer and manufacturer a larger margin upon
which to operate and conduct his business in a
profitable manner.
With the improved ma-

sents a healthier picture than ever before in
short but hectic history.
The mortality

Associated with Harry Alter are two of his

Trade

approval, for they will aid in bringing about a
more healthy trade condition, and give the

dealer

very gratifying to the Alter Co.'s executives.
The 1926 radio catalog issued by The Harry
Alter Co. has been uniformly accepted as one of
the most comprehensive books ever issued by

teries,

Cunnmgham

Benjamin

Harry Alter at Work
houses to enter the radio field, and Harry Alter,
president of the company, was one of the first
to visualize the

tremendous sales

possibilities of

products were
added, and since that time the firm has made
radio.

In

1921

lines

of

radio

rapid strides in dealer distribution and in the
Especial stress
type of products distributed.
has been laid on music store distribution during the last two years and the results have been

electric

receivers,

Burgess bat-

tubes, Balkite

products

and

power units,
well-known

electrical lines.

Announce New Diamond T Sets
Diamond T Radio Manufacturers, South
Bend, Ind., recently announced their new line
of radio receivers for this season, to be

mark-

eted through a direct-to-the-dealer policy. The
Diamond T set is produced in four models, the

Super Special,

a

other

models.

six-tube

five-tube

(Co)ttinucd

receiver

This
oil

and three

company

claims

page 96)

KIMBALL PHONOGRAPHS
Summer is a good time to get information about
new styles and a most interesting Sales Plan
Write at once for Wholesale Prices and Terms

W. W. KIMBALL CO.
Established

Kimball Hall, 306

S.

lti57

Wabash Avenue

Chicago,

Manufacturers oj I'hoiiographs. Pianos, Flayer Pianos, Reproducing Pianos. Pipe Organs. Distributors of Columbia

KIMBALL PHONOGRAPHS PLAY ALL RECORDS

Records

Illinois

:
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FROM OUR CHICAGO HEADQUARTERS— (Continued
the distinction of being the

speakers in

all

company

the

models

is

and this'year
featuring twin speakers in one

chandise

of

L. Smith, president,

Tilman Radio Corp.,

is

of

also chief engineer

Largo, Ind. A.

A

Better Fibre Needle Citter for Lett

volume and with the greatest pos-

Tilman, vice-president, is also president of Tilman Radio Corp. B. H. Gerpheide, secretary and
treasurer, is president and director in other old
and well-financed institutions in South Bend.

been arranged for the display of Sonora phonographs and receiving sets, Crosley radio products, Majestic "B"
eliminator and the other
lines which the firm distributes. Located with

Tay Sales Co. in New Offices
The Tay Sales Co., Chicago, well-known phonograph and radio jobbers, recently removed
both its office and warehouse to new and more
commodious quarters at 231 North Wells street.

the

Tay

office of

cf

Ray

Manufactursd hj

mid-Western district
the Sonora Phonograph Co. in charge
Sales

Co.

is

Reilly, district

the

manager.

C. S.

Tay, presi-

when interviewed in the new
by The World representative, was greatly

Money

The ALTO

feature both for freight and passenger service.
An unusually attractive display room has

J.

1926

RETAIL PRICE *l-22_

sible dispatch.
The new Tay offices are also
adjacent to several railroad terminals, an added

model.
C.

in

15,

from page 95)

district.
The lower level of Wacker Drive provides special facilities for the handling of mer-

firm to build

first

last season,

July

ALTO MFG.

CO.
CHICAGO. ILL

1647-51 Wolfram St

dent of the firm,
offices

pleased with the congratulations and well
wishes extended the Tay Sales Co. by its many
friends in the trade.
The firm is now in its
fourth year as a radio jobber and in its second
>ear as a distributor of Sonora products.

During the dealer meeting on July 1, the Sonora dealers in the Chicago territory made their
headquarters at the new Tay Sales offices.
C. S. Tay, president, and G. W. Marquis, vicepresident of the Tay Sales Co., attended the
convention of distributors held in Cincinnati on
June 9 and 10 by the Crosley Radio Co. Both
Mr. Tay and Mr. Marquis were enthusiastic regarding the new Crosley radio products shown.
New Mohawk One Dial Console Set

design and

sold as a separate unit, listing at

is

Other

$57.50.

from $65.00

Mohawk models

to $300.00.

lube shielded

This

range

in

price

a one-dial, six-

is

set.

"A

short time ago a very important patent
was granted the Mohawk Corp. of Illinois. This
consisted of shielding plates between the condenser banks, also to compensate for the differences between capacities of the banks.
Inter-

The Mohawk Corp. of Illinois, maker of the
Mohawk one-dial radio receiving set, is building
a console

model, and has made

all

preparations

any trouble that might come up
in the shipping or in the home, should defect
arise, according to G. Frankel, president of the
to take care of

firm,

who

says

been a very difficult job in the past to
ship a complete unit assembled in the console,
because it is easily broken in transit and the
average person does not know how to take a re"It has

C. S.

Tay

Occupying the entire fourth floor of the building and covering several thousand square feet of

Tay

executives feel that the new
quarters will provide ample space for the e.\tensive expansion of the jobbing business. The
space,

the

general offices are in the front of the building
facing on Wacker Drive, a new boulevard which
borders the Chicago River and connects Wash-

ington and Michigan boulevards, the two main
traffic arteries leading to the Loop or business

Mohawk One

Dial Console Radio

ceiving set out of the cabinet.

capacity coupling

new Mohawk

This is one of the latest and most valuable
patents granted in radio by the United States

However, the
drawer, which measures 12 inches
can be put under a person's arm

by 10 inches,
and carried to the desired place or shipped
separately.
If one has trouble with his console, all he does is pull out the drawer and
ship same back to jobber or wherever he wishes
to have it repaired.
On sets shipped last year,
Mohawk returns were less than 3 per cent
and this was due to defective assembly.
"The Mohawk drawer is one of the outstanding features.
This drawer is very beautiful in

is

also eliminated by this plate.

Patent Office.
Visitors to Gulbransen Plant
F.

E.

Norwood, who owns and operates

music store bearing
recently motored

his

name

in

Biloxi,

a

Miss.,

Chicago with his family.
of Mr. and Mrs. Northeir two
children, Lavern and
Ronald, drove to the city by way of Memphis
and St. Louis, taking the opportunity to enjoy fishing in the Ozark mountains.
While in Chicago the party spent a day at the
plant of the Gulbransen Co., manufacturer of
Gulbransen registering pianos. It was Mr. Norwood's first trip to the plant, and he stated that

The party,
wood and

to

consisting

he was particularly interested in the efficiency
of every

manufacturing operation.

He

had ex-

pected that the plant was so large, but he stated
that he did not anticipate finding the degree of

Arrangements were completed

a

few weeks ago by the Phonograph Manufacturers' National

Association for the distribution to the

retail

music trade throughout the entire country of an

embossed sign, finished in three attractive colors, for use in the dealer's display window or
on his counters or showcases. The sign, which is fifteen inches long and five inches wide,
shows the slogan of the association, "When and What You Want" against a background of
three talking machine records and a console phonograph.
This display card is not designed and distributed with the idea of promoting the sale of
any particular manufacturer's product, but has been devised by the association to help the
dealer draw the attention of the consumer to talking machines, and it stands as a contribution
of the association in furthering the interests of the industry itself. It is the initial move of the
organization in this direction and more dealer helps of this nature will be forwarded to the
retail music merchants from time to time.

Direct by mail literature will be forwarded to dealers, describing the sign and giving them the
privilege of addressing the secretary of the association to forward one, and the dealer will also
be advised that he can secure mats of the slogan for use in newspaper advertisements, direct by
mail literature and letterheads. Any dealer who does not receive such a notice may secure one of
the signs by addressing

Phonograph Manufacturers National Association
HENRY
500 DIVERSEY

A. OTIS,

SECRETARY

PARKWAY
TELEPHONE LAKEVIEW 7680

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

efficiency

here.

through the entire plant that he found

The Norwoods returned home by way

Cincinnati,

Louisville,

Nashville,

of

Birmingham,

Montgomery and

Mobile.
Carl H., Clarence A. and Paul A. Haight, of
the Pioneer Music House, of Burlington, Emporia, and Chanute, Kan., and Paul Moynighan
and Clemon Hoft'mans, spent the week of June
20 in Chicago to attend the Eucharistic Congress, and while in the city spent a half day at
the plant of the Gulbransen Co., manufacturer
The men exof Gulbransen registering pianos.
pressed their deep interest in what they saw
and were astonished at the magnitude of the
Gulbransen operations. They commented parinspection system
ticularly on the thorough
which they saw in operation at the factory.
Tilman Corp. in New Factory
The Tilman Radio Corp., of Wabash, Ind.,
manufacturer of Tilman receiving sets, is now
moving into its new factory at Lagro, Ind.
I-agro is on the banks of the Wabash River,
and is also located on the Gene Stratton Porter
highway, six miles east of Wabash, the original

{Continued on page 98)
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SELL!

SELL!
The Best

The Best

Popular

Popular

Vocals

Dances

This can only be done by becoming

Our

Licensed

Okeh

We all know them

1

Dealer

Because they

are the greatest Race Artists

Clarence Williams

Butterbeans and Susie

Louis Armstrong

If you

sell this

Okeh

group of records you
will be doing the
biggest Race Record
business in your
neighborhood
Scira

Richard M. Jones and His
Three Jazz Wizards

Martin

Consolidated Talking Machine Co^
227
BRANCHES

Washington
;

Chicago,

St*

2957 Gratiot Ave.,

1121 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

Detroit, Mich.

mm

III.

MM
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location of the Tilman factory. The new building furnishes exceptional facilities for manufacture with 31,100 square feet of floor space on

one floor and

it

Electrical interference in

day

The American

this season.

Wabash made

Electric Co., manufacturer of

radio loud speakers, in this city,

test-

ing of receiving apparatus so difficult that the
new location was selected, as there are no other
factories or other means
in
of interference

trade

the

at

the

The

eliminator.

present
product

is

offering to

time the Burns "B"
is manufactured along

for

it

unmeasured

Phonograph

& Nevers
of

a Busy Concern
Macauley & Nevers, 157

West Madison

street, Chicago, reports that his
enjoying a very gratifying demand for
Symphonic reproducers, together with the usual

firm

is

of his phonograph and radio lines.
Macauley & Nevers handle Victor talking machines and records, Swanson portable phonographs, Telmaco portable radios, the products
of RCA and the Crosley Radio Corp.

selling

gain

publicity.

was

Pa.

W. Macauley,

G.

S.

Big Record

Burns "B" Eliminator

transferred to
the Chicago office ol the firm, where he is now
Co.,

Wayne,

in

Macauley

Ransdell in New Post
David S. Ransdell, formerly connected with
the Philadelphia branch office of the Columbia
D.

1926

Grunow-Hinds Co., Chicago, manufacturer of
Majestic "B" eliminators and loud speakers, left
Chicago about the middle of June for an extended stay in the East. He made his headquarters with Fred C. Oliver, district sales manager of the firm, with offices in New York Cit)',
and returned to Chicago early in July. Mr. Williams spent the Fourth of July holiday at his

home

Lagro. A. J. Tilman, president, will remain in
active charge of sales and the "direct to dealer"
^^olicy in territories where no jobber handles
ahe Tilman line will be continued. The new
plant faces the Pennsylvania railroad tracks
and the name of the firm, printed in huge letters across the front of the building, will

15,

from page 96)

recording apparatus was stationed in the pitcher's box, with the singers forming a very large
half-circle about it.
Popularity of Burns "B" Eliminator

estimated that production

is

will reach 250 six-tube sets per

— (Continued

July

recently

what

is

now an

accepted design of eliminator

construction, with the Raytheon rectifying tube.

charge of record merchandising. Mr. Ransdell was associated with A. J. Heath, when the
latter headed the Philadelphia office, and the
two are again associated in Chicago, where
Mr. Heath is manager. Mr. Ransdell's connection with the Columbia Phonograph Co. dates
back many years, and he originally joined the
firm in Chicago.
He assumed his new duties
on June 28, succeeding I. Spitzner, and will devote his experience toward increasing Columbia
record service to dealers in this territory.
Brunswick Tie-Up With Eucharistic Congress
During the Eucharistic Congress, which attracted approximately a million visitors to the
city of Chicago, from June 20 to 24, the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. maintained a display
at the International Institutional Exhibition in
Here the various records
the Hotel Sherman.
in

One

feature

which

the manufacturer

is

particularly

is

stressed by

the delivering of full voltage

without a perceptive drop

in

The Burns "B" eliminator

amperage
is

easily

capacity.
installed,

the necessary taps having been made for the
various voltages for radio and audio amplification, as well as for the higher voltage necessary

power

connects with the lighting
appearance and compact.
The eliminator measures seven by seven by

for

current,

five

is

tubes.

It

of attractive

inches and has a list price of $42.50. It is
all the ranges of volume neces-

said to handle

from that of the soft detector tube to that
required by the new power tubes and has been
tested satisfactorily with one to eight-tube sets.
R. H. Woodford Home From Woods
R. H. Woodford, sales manager of the radio
division, Stewart-Warner Speedometer Corp.,
sary,

which were made especially for the Congress
were reproduced on a Panatrope P-10. Brunswick dealers throughout the city used displays
featuring the recordings and reported very large
sales on "Jubilate Deo," "Oremus Pro Pontifice
Nostro Pio," "Jesu Dulcis Memoria," and "O
Salutaris," recorded by St. Mary of the Lake
Seminary Choir, official choristers.
One of the records, "Kyrie" and "Sanctus
Benedictus," from the "Mass of the Angels,"
which enjoyed a very large sale, was made by
30,000 school children grouped in the stands
The
at the National League Baseball Park.

Chicago, returned to

the

headquarters of

his

firm July 1, after having spent two weeks in
Chetek, Wis., enjoying the fishing and cool

climate of the northern woods.
A. Thallmeyer a Visitor to Chicago

A. Thallmeyer, head of the foreign language
record department of the Columbia Phonograph
Co., New York, spent a few days around the

middle of June

at the

Chicago Columbia branch

office.

F. D. Williams Returns From New York
Fred D. Williams, sales manager of Grigsby-

The

Eucharistic

Week

The Davis

Co., Chicago, department store, in which the
record and phonograph departments are on the
first floor of the Wabash avenue Annex, on
Chicago's music row, enjoyed a very good sale
of records during the Eucharistic Congress.
This department took care of a large number
of out-of-town visitors during the four days of
the Congress, who purchased records to take
back with them as souvenirs of the greatest
gathering of its kind ever held in this city.
The records sold by this department included
recordings on the Okeh and Columbia discs.

Targ & Dinner Enjoy Big Summer Trade

A

brisk business on typical Summer musical
instruments has been enjoyed by the Targ &
Dinner Music Co., Chicago, wholesalers and
manufacturers' representatives, of Chicago, durAccording to Max
ing the past few weeks.
Targ, a member of the firm, ukuleles and portable phonographs have been the biggest sellers,
with the demand on the increase at the present
time.
The "Chickie" portable, equipped with

Saxophonic reproducer, is the model which
seems to be mostly in demand, and the small
machines seem to be exceedingly popular in the
the

resort regions of Minnesota, Wisconsin,
Michigan and northern Iowa.

lake

Automobile Supply Co. Has Neutrowound Sets
The Automobile Supply Co., the second largest automotive wholesale house in Chicago, was

named exclusive distributor of Neutroradio receiving sets in the Chicago terriA vigorous selling campaign has already

recently

wound
tory.

IVe arc Direct Tactory Distributors

Demand During

talking machine department of

been launched under the direction of T. M.
Brooks, president of the distributing company.

Bmnswick Dividend Declared
of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. authorized a dividend of Ifi per cent
payable July 1, on the outstanding preferred
stock of the company, as of record June 20,

The

100%

192o

How

SERVICE!
A
BUSINESS buUt

Chicago,
tended its
[5

as

^

how

the firm

Kent radio receiving sets.
The methods of securing new customers are
worthy of mention. Every Wednesday, between
12.00 and 1.00, a concert is given in the store.
Blotters on which the announcement of the
noonday concert artists appears are distributed

I

WhoUsale Radio

to the office buildings in the vicinity of the store,
thus reaching a large number of potential cus-

"

TheHany Alter Co.
at Carroll Ave..

handles,

branch of the Tom Brown Music Co., distribof Buescher band instruments, handles
Bissell-Weisert Chickering pianos, Victor talking machines and records, RCA and Atwater

The Harry Alter Co.

Ogden

now

utor

\

J^^"'

it

a

^

'TlitnamtohKiwm'JUidkt

In

the lines

to

plans to do business, as well as to make new
friends and customers. The new store contains

'

.

MAKE

to

music store, has started an
inform its old customers

retail

campaign

active

on giving
dealers what they want when
they want it! Tremendous stocks
always of nationally advertised
products assure immediate deliv'
eries . . and efficient service that
speeds those deliveries along.
This business is stricdy wholesale , . . oSering adequate protection to our patrons.
Dealers— Send for OUT latest caialogi
Please usevour Itttcrhxad in writing

the Haverford Co. Builds Sales
Co., 222 West Madison street,
which recently remodeled and ex-

The Haverford

SATISFACTORY

Branded

directors

Chicago,

III.

Several of the concerts have been given
by girl bands, among which were Elga and Her
Band, and Harry Waiman and His Debutantes.

tomers.

Another Wednesday attraction included Sam
Henry, popular radio stars of station WGN,

&

—

!

July

15,
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and one of the most recent noonday programs
was furnished by the Buescher Radio Saxophone Sextet, composed of the faculty of the
Tom Brown Music Co. School, which broad-

from

casts regularly

WBBM.

station

Miss M. J. Donihoo, in charge of the record
department of the Haverford Co., who was formerly connected with Lyon & Healy for many
years, has an unusually attractive record department in the front section of the store. She
slates that the noonday concerts, which attract
a large group of people into the store, have been
responsible for the

number
at the

of

the

visitors.

present time

is

for the Fall season, at

records

of

sale

to

a

fair

The Haverford

Co.

building up a following
which time it expects to

do a large volume of business.
Paul Ash and His Orchestra Score Big
Paul Ash and His Orchestra, Columbia recording stars, are proving themselves the greatest moving picture attraction in America, according to local authorities. Mr. Ash recently
moved from McVickers Theatre, after a ten
months' run, to the new Balaban & Katz OrienHe had played over one thoutal Theatre.
sand performances at McVickers Theatre with
an average gross of $30,000 a week. Since the
opening of the Oriental, Ash's success has been
sensational and the opening week, including two
extra days, brought a weekly gross of $69,000,
which is a record-breaking attendance for this

During the week of the Eucharistic Concity.
gress in Chicago the estimated gross of the
Oriental

was

Theatre

$55,000,

comparison

in

with $45,000 for the Chicago Theatre, the largest
The Chicago Theatre seats 4,400
in the city.
people, while the Oriental seating capacity is
3,200 at one performance.
The Columbia records made by Paul Ash and
His Orchestra are proving tremendous sellers
in Chicago and throughout the entire country.
He is considered one of the world's greatest
showmen, as well as an accomplished musician,

and there are thousands

Windy

of

City fans

who never miss

He

&

a week without seeing his act.
recently signed a contract with the Balaban
Katz Co., controllers of the Publix Circuit,

which involved over
said that he

business

is

a million dollars,

the highest-paid

engaged

to-day

man

in

and

in the

it

is

show

moving-picture

house work.
H. L. Bodamer With Reichmann Co.
H. L. Bodamer, formerly of the sales department of the Zinke Co., Chicago, joined the staff
of the Reichmann Co., maker of Thorola receiving sets and loud speakers, recently. Mr. Bodamer devotes his time and attention to the sales
promotion program of the company and will

work

the machine was going students drifted into the room
from down the hallway and from below stairs to see,
as one of them told me, "who" wa^ singing!
I feel
that your new conquest in the field of tone is going
to convince us that we have heretofore only scratched the

surface of the
ing machine.

educational

Very

truly

of

possibilities

tlie

loop

reproduc-

yours,

in

large

is

now

cabinets so arranged that
equipment for the set may be placed
John G. Sperling, sales manager of the

inside.

firm,
is
at
present appointing distributors
throughout the country and demonstrating the
new products to the trade. Among the distributors who have recently been added to the Richard T. Davis roster are the Republic Radio
Corp., Lake State General Electric Supply Co.,
Arcade Hardware Co., all of Detroit, and Toledo
Radio Co., Toledo, O.
Gulbransen Colonial Model Registering Piano
The Gulbransen Co., Chicago, manufacturer of
Gulbransen registering pianos, recently introduced the Colonial model registering piano,
shown for the first time at the Music Industries
Convention in New York City, where it was
favorably received by many Gulbransen dealers.
The Colonial, which is nationally advertised and

nationally priced at $595, stands four feet five
inches in height and is finished in mahogany
While
or walnut, either satin or polished.

full

iron plate, copper bass strings,

West of
window

Chicago

accompaniment, has proved so popular
has been necessary for the new company
to work overtime filling orders for the latest recording by this popular artist.
Panatrope Great Success at University
Mack Evans, music director of the University

Brunswick Panatrope

in

instruments

in

a letter to

the

office as follows:

Gentlemen:

I

want

to

express to you

my

appreciation

Brunswick Panatrope which
had the pleasure of using in a short course in AppreciaI was impressed especially
tion of Music here recently.
by the absence of distortion, the minute fidelity of the
reproduction and of the extension of the effective range.
When
particularly in the lower notes of the male voice.

ware house
ver,

was

also

electrical

and hard-

McLennan & McFeely, Vancou-

of

recently appointed exclusive dis-

Bremer Tully products
province of British Columbia.
tributor for the

Columbia Star Makes Records
Ruth Etting, popular Columbia record star,
who has been vacationing at David City, Neb.,

first

returned to Chicago, on July
eral selections

continue

in

on Columbia

& Katz moving

Balaban

1,

to record sev-

discs.

her position as

She

will also

headliner on the

picture circuit in Chi-

cago.

Jack Kapp Searching for Talent
Jack Kapp, in charge of the race record department of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.,
spent the third week of June in St. Louis lo-

Mound

City.

headquarters at the Brunswick
with J. H. Bennett, manager.

Mohawk
tributing

St.

He made

among

of

Illinois

dealers

its

radio charts which contain a

is

now

list

— No Pets
pletely

double surface diaphragm
catches every sound unerringly
and reproduces it with aston-

sudden dead
range of the
Thorola Cone Speaker is as
wide as the range of the hu-

of the Thora
flat outer surface which resonates the low tones and an
inner cone which masters corn-

Cone Speaker combines

the troublesome high
ranges.
For the first time in
radio history cone reception
becomes beautifully clear and
distinct,

unmarred by jangling

interruptions
silences.

man

or

The

ear

Here

is the chance to gather
big
speaker business.
Radio fans jump to the Thorola Cone the minute they hear
it.
Fill out the coupon below;
will prove the first of a
it
quick series of reorders.

in

a

Address Dept. F

List Price

9
.

.

.

.^20

Prices slightly higher
west oj Rockies.

Finished in rich walnut and old
gold to hold with finest modern

REICHMANN

CO., 1725- 39

W.

74th

St.,

CHICAGO

REICHM.^NN COMP.\NY,
W.
Ship me

172.3-39

Dept. F,
71th St., Chicago, Illinois.

discount price.

Name

interiors.

A.Ulress

.

Thorola Cone Speakers at regular dealer
List price

i?20.

dis-

thousand
of one thou-

several

(Continucd on page 100)

True

his

Louis branch

Corp. Distributing Radio Charts

The Mohawk Corp.

The diaphragm

Model No.

the

in

Now a cone speaker that is
true to all tones. The Thorola
Cone Speaker plays no favorites
it
does not pamper one
tone range and slur all others.

ola

of the superb qualities of the
I

located.

is

The prominent wholesale

A

a

Brunswick

offices

ishing faithfulness and beauty.
brand new principle that is
making this cone one of the
season's fastest selling items.

special

the

effective

complete stock of parts, "B" power
units and Counterphase models will be carried
at Los Angeles, as well as at San Francisco,
where another of the McClelland Felthouse

Its

it

course of Music Appreciation and the
Mr. Evans
instrument was a huge success.
worded his appreciation of the capabilities of

California,

of

A

1.

—

field.

guitar

of Chicago, used a

the State

for

sentative

July

Cone Speaker

The new sensational hit of Blind Lemon Jefferson, "Long Lonesome Blues," sung to his own
that

condensers and other radio products, recently
appointed two additional firms to further distribution. The McClelland Felthouse Corp., Los
Angeles, Cal., has been appointed sales repre-

Corp.,

South State

Chicago, distributing Paramount records
and Indiana. Service is the motto of
the new distributing organization and it guaranthe

New Bremer Tally Representatives
The Bremer Tully Mfg. Co., Chicago, maker
of Bremer Tully receiving sets, transformers,

THOROLA

in Illinois

in

tubes.

five

Chicago, manufacturer of radio apparatus, were
recently compiled and three prize winners are
The Weld
all located west of the Mississippi.
County Music Co., Greeley, Col., won first

All Tones

prize.

Model

300 Stewart-Warner receiving set equipped with

Mississippi
displays held

Speedometer

grand

a

of the latter will receive a

cating talent in the

Prize Winners Located
The results of the May
by the Stewart-Warner

street,

same-day delivery

awards monthly prizes and

The winner

extra charge.

Sensational Seller in Paramount Records
Rudolph Fractman, president of the Rialto
Music Shops, is now president of the Para-

tees

Corp.
test,

quality hammers, responsive piano action, natural hardwood back, patented Melody Indicator
and a simple instruction roll included without

conjunction with E. S. Riedel, sales
manager, and Carl D. Boyd, director of sales
promotion.

Co., 330

money and time in preparing their
The Stewart-Warner Speedometer
conducts a monthly window display con-

siderable

heavier in appearance than the other Gulbransen
models it possesses symmetry and neatness of
design.
The Colonial model has genuine ivory
keys,

took the third

la.,

displays.

attractive

the battery

in

mount Record Distributing

Creston,

loud

aerials,

Lincoln,

Co.,

Hardware Co.,
The dealers
prize.

awarded honorable mention were K. C. Doak,
Burlington, la.; Hench-Olson Co., Minneapolis,
Minn., and Chas. F. Baer Co., Salina, Kan. The
photographs submitted showed originality of
idea and careful workmanship, and in many
cases it was apparent that the dealers spent con-

speakers and portable
introducing to the trade
its latest product, the "Ortholian" radio reproducer.
The "Ortholian" is produced in three
models, one with a power supply, retailing at
$225, another at $85 and the third listing at
The entire speaker line is equipped with
$60.
seven-foot tone chambers, which reproduce both
the deep bass and the high treble notes with
fidelity and volume. The reproducers are housed
of

Furniture

Neb., second prize and Creston

The Ortholian Radio Reproducer
Richard T. Davis, Inc., Chicago, manufacturer
radio receivers,

Robertson

the

prize;

from page 98)
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sand broadcasting stations together with wave
lengths and locations.
Many inquiries have
come to the firm's headquarters from dealers
for these charts, and on request they are furnished to Mohawk retailers without cost. The
charts have been found helpful in bringing customers to the dealers, and are sought by own-

an aid to aerial navigation.
Partridge's
plane was not equipped with radio for receiving
weather reports and the plane piloted by W. S.
Brock, equipped with an All-American radio set,
with which he was in constant communication

WCCO and WENR, Chicame through on schedule time, although
meeting with the same storms that resulted in
the death of his flying partner.
It is mtended
with radio stations
cago,

Ted Lewis and His Band Score
Ted Lewis and His Band, Columbia record
opened

to

"Le Maire's

in

all

on

of the mail planes

this

route

with radio apparatus as soon as possible, due to
the successful operation of the radio-equipped
plane piloted by W. S. Brock, which used a
model "R" receiver, developed in the laboratory of the All-American Radio Corp., Chicago,

Afifairs" at the
July 11, for an extended stay.
Lewis is featured in the revue,
which, it is prophesied, will hold forth in Chicago for the balance of the Summer.
Equipping Airplanes With Radio
The inauguration of the Chicago-Twin Cities
branch of the air mail service that resulted in
artists,

equip

Woods Theatre on Sunday,

for airplane use.

Columbia News

Brieflets

W.

the

A. Dobbs, an official from the Bridgeport,
Conn., factory of the Columbia Phonograph

Partridge,

Co.,

spent two days during the latter part of

June

at the

death of one of the veteran fliers, Elmer
when strong winds forced his plane
down a short distance from Minneapolis on
June 7, brings home the vital necessity of radio

sisted

15,

1926
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as

ers of radio sets.

July

Chicago branch

Manager A.

J.

where he asdevising ways

office,

Heath

in

and means

to better the

mid-West

ice to

Columbia record serv-

dealers.

Ed Blimke, Chicago

representative, and WalPugh, Milwaukee district representative of
the Columbia Phonograph Co., returned about
the first of July from a vacation period, which
they spent together at a northern Wisconsin
ter

lake.

Art Gillham, the "whispering pianist," Columbia record artist, recently spent a day in Chicago visiting his friends in the various broadcasting

branch

stations

and

calling

at

the

Columbia

office.

Survey Shows Greater
Summer Radio Enthusiasm
Questionnaire Sent to Fans in Leading Cities by
Stewcirt-Warner Corp. Shows Larger Percentage of Fans in Summer Than in Winter

A

questionnaire recently sent to radio fans
leading cities of the United States
by the Stewart- Warner Speedometer Corp.,
Chicago, has indicated the interesting fact that
in

The Balkite year

fifty-five

this Summer's radio audience is from 6 to 9
per cent greater than that of last Winter. The
"air analysis" was conducted by
the
Stewart-Warner Air Theatre, and was made in

WBBM,

lasts

twelve months

an attempt to disprove the fallacy that people
lose interest in radio in the

The survey was made

Get your share of Balkite
y

Balkite has disproved the theory that

radio business does not exist.
radio dealer

it

ampere hours capacity or more into an automatic
**A" power unit tViat furnishes

plify

light

summer

does exist for the

methodically.

and improve radio reception.

The live radio dealer does not wait for summer
business to

come

in.

He makes a Ust of his

radio

purchasers during the season and follows them
up consistently, making demonstrations of Bal-

set

kiteRadioPower Units and other live accessories
in the owner's home. It is surprising how much
profitable summer business can be produced in
this way. For Balkite is a year-round business.

Balkite
Battery Charger
6-volt

'A"

Jobbers and dealers who operated on this plan
last summer, who concentrated on live lines and
followed up receiver sales, made money. Follow

rapid charger for
Noiseused while the set

batteries.

less.

Can be

is in

operation. Special

model

West

of
Rockies, $20. In Canada, $27.50.

for 25-40 cycles. $19.50.

their experience this

summer.

kite advertisement is

now

A

full page Bal-

appearing each week

in one of four of the most influential of

Balkite

all

national

magazines—TheSaturdayEveningPost,Collier's,
The Literary Digest and Liberty. This Balkite
summer advertising is producing business now.

"B"

"B" batteries and
supplies plate current from
socket.
For sets of 6
the light
tubes and less, $35. In Canada.
Eliminates

Get your share

of

it.

$49.50.

Balkite
Balkite

"B"

interesting to note that the increase

listeners

The Stewart-Warner Speedometer Corp. has
been devoting a great amount of time and effort
to radio listeners, seeking to find what type of

WBBM

program

is most desired, and as a result
has added new features and new artists to its
broadcasting schedule and is presenting Summer

programs which are superior to those of last
The studio staff has been enlarged and
affiliations were recently made with three dance
Winter.

orchestras.

socket. With 4-volt and smaller 6-volt batteries may be used
either as an intermittent or
trickle charger. $10. West of
Rockies, $10.50. In Canada, $15.

The popular

It is

over last Winter was particularly
high along the Gulf Coast, while the smallest
percentage of increase came from the Southwestern States.

the season

tery of 30

from the

goes after

the fifty-five cities

these included the larger centers of population
in every section of the United States and Canin

Every owner whohas bought a radio set during
is a Balkite prospect during the summer, because Balkite Radio Power Units sim-

Balkite
Trickle Charger
Converts any 6-volt "A" bat-

**A*' current

who

It

Summertime.

where there are maintained distributing branches
of the Stewart-Warner Speedometer Corp. and

ada.

summer business

in

II

T{0dioPomrUmts

Supplies plate current from
the light socket. Will serve
any standard set. Especially
adapted to sets of 6 tubes or
more. $55. In Canada, $75.

A.

Manufactured by

FANSTEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY, Inc., North Chicago, III.

An

attempt was recently made through
to determine whether artists who broadcast are handicapped in making themselves
known to their audience. The broadcasting
artist is apparently at a disadvantage when
compared with the moving picture star, who
may utilize the display of emotion on his face,
o; the stage star in the spoken drama may give
vent to his feelings by using his vocal chords.

WBBM

On

air the entertainer must depend enupon the vibrations which make up sound
to impress his listeners.
In the test which was
made the audience was asked to determine the

the

tirely

name

of a certain artist known as "Mr. X." The
continued for ten days and the results obtained amazed Charles Garland, broadcasting
test

WBBM, and the members of his
"Mr. X." proved to be Lee Sims, pianist and
a U. S. music roll artist of national reputation.
Mr. Sims signed a year's contract with
and his identity was concealed for ten days.
Out of 2,037 replies received by wire, mail and
telephone, 2,004 were correct.
Mr. Sims has
been "on the air" for approximately two years
and is rated as one of the most popular air and
music roll entertainers in the country.
director of

staff.

WBBM

The Noll Piano

Co.,

which handles

all

kinds

of musical instruments, including phonographs,

radios and records, has filed articles of incorporation, listing capital stock of 1,000 shares at

The firm has been doing business in
Milwaukee for many years, having been conducted by H, W. Noll and M. K. Noll. These
two men with Herbert J. Konen signed the
$100 each.

articles of incorporation.

—
TuLY
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1

-anew idea
in

amplifying construction

Now

available to a Few

manufacturers

a long period of development this company now announces the
AFTER
perfection of the Tri-Flex Tone Chamber — a distinctly new idea in tone
^

chamber construction possessing a marvelous capacity for volume and
of every tone from the deep bass to the high, brilliant notes.

fidelity

—

This new Tri-Flex Chamber cannot be described it must be heard. A unique,
three-way construction, which, in addition to supplying the deep rich heavy
tones, also permits the amplification of the higher notes
all at the listeners'
wish, simply by setting a dial.

—

A

few manufacturers of the higher grade phonographs will be licensed to
manufacture the Tri-Flex Tone Chamber for use in connection with OroTone tone arms and reproducers.
This combination makes possible

You

a tone quality

unsurpassed in the industry.

are invited to visit our factory and hear the

new Tri-Flex

in a

com-

parison demonstration.

THE ORO-TONE CO.
1010 George
Canadian Manufacturers

refer to

St.

W. H.

Chicago, Illinois
Banfield

&

Sons, Ltd., Toronto,

Canada
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Mid-West Dealers Gather in Chicago for
Sonora Meeting Held by Tay Sales Co.
Drake Hotel Headquarters for One Hundred and Twenty-five Dealers at the Annual Convention
Staged by Progressive Chicago Sonora Distributor Addresses Feature Interesting Event

—

The annual Sonora dealer meeting was held
by the Tay Sales Co., Chicago, distributor
for the Sonora Phonograph Co., New York
City,

in

this

The

Hotel.

F.

Gathering of Sonora Dealers
over 125 dealers, opened with a luncheon in the
grill room and was followed by the business
session.
At the speakers' table, placed on a
raised platform at one end of the room, were
C. S. Tay, president of the Tay Sales Co.; S. O.
Martin, president; Frank Goodman, general

manager; John Herzog, vice-president; C.
Henry,
radio engineer, and Ray Reilly, disJ.
trict manager, all of the Sonora organization;
Fred E. Yahr, president, Yahr-Lange, Inc., Milwaukee, Sonora distributor; and George W.
Sales

manager; Joseph

1926

cess, stated that his firm, keeping this fact in
mind, had appointed dealers in such a way as
to give them "elbow room," and that such a

policy of exclusive territorial privileges

be strictly adhered to in the future.

He

would

revealed

the interesting fact that Sonora radio products,

according to a survey made by a leading Chicago daily newspaper in January, 1926, had
gained fourth place in distribution in this city.
This fact was accomplished in only three

months

last Fall

and stands as a tribute

policy and aggressiveness of the

Tay

to the

Sales Co.

Drake Hotel

-directly

program which

advertising

He

will

aid

in

pointed

their

out that dealer success is
the basis of distributor and manufacturer suesale.

Co.

15,

at Annual Meeting Held by Tay Sales Co., Sonora Distributor
behind the speakers' table, with soft
S. O. Martin followed with a short address
lights thrown upon it, stood the new Symin which he e-xpressed gratification at the large
phony model Sonora phonograph, shown to the
increase in the number of Sonora dealers in
mid-West dealers for the first time and which
this territory, and stated that the entire roster
furnished music during the meal.
of dealers had increased 50 per cent in one year.
The meeting was formally opened by Mr.
He dwelt upon the history of the Sonora Co.
Tay, acting as chairman and host, who thanked
from its beginning some years ago, through its
the dealers for their attendance and interest in
phonograph history, its entrance into the radio
learning of the new products and the sales and
field, and its success in that branch of the music

at

sales

Tay

Schnerring-, advertising

Wolf?, vice-president, and L. O. Coulter, assistant sales manager, of the Sonora Phonograph
Co., attended the meeting for a short time before leaving for New York City.
On a dais

territory on July 1 at the Drake
gathering, which was attended by

Marquis, vice-president of the

W.

July

industry.

Lauding the Tay Sales Co. and thanking the
dealers for their confidence in the Sonora organization and its products, Frank Goodman expressed the hope that such a feeling will con-

tinue to

Repair Parts
For

That

in

\

his

this

e.xist

among

the retailers.

Ray

Reilly

address pointed out that his position

territory

in

to aid the

dealer in his sales
work and promised the retailers that his firm
would be in a position to supply them with

AU and Every Motor
Was Ever Manufactured

is

merchandise

during the busy season in the
as during the last two months of
1925, when no shortage occurred, regardless of
the boom in business and subsequent rush of
orders.
John Herzog followed Mr. Reilly and
explained the various details of cabinet manu-

same manner

We

can supply any part. The largest ana most
complete assortment of repair parts in the
United States
on hand, for old, obsolete and
present-day motors.
If
your order cannot be
filled from stock, we will make it up special.

—

—

Special

prices

on

main

springs,

springs, micas, repair parts, motors,

facture

entailed in the production of Sonora
products. C. J. Henry, engineer, discussed the
construction of the Sonora receiving set, the

governor

character of its circuit and necessary equipment.
Back of the platform was displayed the full

tone arms,

Expert repairing on

all

makes

of

including

phonographs

and motors.
lyCORPORATED UNDER THE
LA WS OF ILLINOIS

..

SUCCESSOR&^T0\-^

Standard Talktnt Maehtnt Co.
Vtutd Taliing Machin* Co,
Harmony Tatting Uachint Ca

O'N^m-JamtM C*.
Ar^tnoCo.

~
"
Higk Grade laltmd Macliines Disc Records,
'

Talking Madime Supplies, Etc
227-229

W.WASHINGTON ST CHICAGO

BrnnekeBt 29S7 Oratlot Ave., Detroit, Hleh.

Sonora phonograph and radio products,
the Sj-mphonj^ Lyric, Concert and
Prelude model phonographs. Model D De Luxe
console. Model D Standard console and Model
D receiver, a table model, Model C Highboy
and Model C receiver, also a table model, and
the Sonora line of loud speakers, including the
Standard, De Luxe and Console.
After the addresses the meeting was thrown
open for an informal discussion which was entered into by the dealers, executives of the Tay
Sales Co., and Sonora Phonograph Co.
The
officials of the Tay Sales Co. were pleased with
the success of the gathering and the number of
dealers present and the meeting stands as proof
of the progress which the firm has made.
line of

steel needles, etc., in quantity lots.

TRAOe MARif

•CONSOLA'

ILL.
1121 NtcoUet Ave., MlnnespoUs, HInn.

—
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You can make business during
the

summer months

with

The

Toman Reproducer
(Patent apphed for)

Metal diaphragm. Practically

Changes an old style talking
machine to the new type

Warranted for

indestructible.

two years.

deep,, rich,

mellow and pow-

erful tone.

Wonderful, deep, rich, mellow and powerful tone.

A

marvelous invention.

Surpassed by none.

NOW!

Send for sample
Will

sell itself

volume of

on quality and

tone.

We

On

chal-

responsible dealer.

lenge comparison.

Style
Style
Style

Style

V —to

fit

old style Victor.

0

to

fit

to

fit

Orthophonic Victor.
Columbia.

to

fit

Heineman, Vitanola and Blood tone arms.

—
C—
P—

approval (5 days) to any

Retail Prices

Nickel Plated
Gold Plated

$7.50
$10.00

Write for dealers^ and jobbers^ discounts

We
and

that this is absolutely the best reproducer made,
OPINION, after trying it.
will appreciate having
cliaiin

YOUR

Gold
Nickel
C*vliO 1 f%
aiyie
Plated
Plated
Tone Arm Set Complete $12 $15

Manufactured hy
E.

TOMAN &

CO.

Sales Distributor

WONDERTONE PHONOGRAPH
216 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

2621 West 21st Place
Chicago,

111.

Cable
Cable

—
Address "Wondertone

111.

Chicago."

Codes— Western Union— A.B.C.

(5th Edition).

CO.
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Summer Weather

Real

Brings a Marked
Increase in Portable Sales in Detroit

Fourth of July Holiday Stimulates Sales of Small Instruments and Records— General Prosperity
Has Favorable Influence on Trade Dupraw Music House in New Home Other News

—

—

—

6.
The week prior to July
had at least one redeeming feature and that
was stimulating the sale of portables for those
who planned to go away to some resort place,
cottage or boat trip. This year it seemed particularly so, probably because of the fact thai
the Fourth fell on Sunday, giving everybody
two to three days' vacation. The writer happened to be in a retail store on Saturday morning and portables were selling almost as fast
as umbrellas on a rainy day. Aside from portables, record business was quite good the last
week in June and this we can also attribute to
the holiday coming on Sunday and so many
people going away.
We are not quite versed on general business
conditions in other cities, but we do know that
as far as Detroit is concerned prosperity was
never more evident more people were never
employed and there is activity in all lines of
trade. A statement made this week by an official
of one of the public utility companies was
to the effect that
Detroit now had a population of 1,350,000, exclusive of Highland Park
and Hamtramck were these two suburbs
counted in Detroit's population would easily
Work has
run over one and a half millions.
started on a new office building that will be the
highest in the world over eighty stories with
the largest amount of floor space. This is only

Detroit, Mich., July

the adjoining store to the West,

4

—

in

been

many

indirect

mention
growing

it

interest

because

to

it

World

indicates

The Dupraw Music House has moved from its
Broadway to East Grand River ave-

nue, occupying one-half of the space formerly

Brunswick Shop. Roy Dupraw,
concentrating more than ever on
combination phonograph and radio instruments.
used by the
proprietor,

is

Talking machine
will

come

to

dealers

Detroit

in

large

numbers

August for the first
the music merchants of
in

annual convention of
Michigan.
All sessions will be held at the
Book-Cadillac Hotel, and there will be a varied
entertainment.
Alva Hunn, Grand River avenue jeweler, near
Fourteenth street, Detroit, has taken a lease on

Mr. Hunn has
business in this particular section for
years, and has the confidence of the peo-

in

instruments, and it looks like a big Summer for
them.
Wholesalers all report that business for the
first six months is ahead of last year and they
can't see anything but a grand finish even
though sales may slump during July and August.
Among the wholesalers are: Grinnell

15,

1926

The Brunswick
on East Jefferson; The Columbia Graphophone Co., 439 East Fort street; Yahr-Lange,
Inc., Sonora products, 439 East Fort; S. E. Lind
Co., Adler-Royal line;
Consolidated Talking
Bros., Victor talking machines;
Co.,

Mach ine Co., 2953 Gratiot avenue, featuring
Okeh records; The Phonograph Co. of Detroit,
1540 Woodward avenue, handling Edison phonographs; Starr Piano Co., 1500 Broadway, handling Starr phonographs and records; and a

number

of others.

manager of The Edison Shop,
which also handles the Brunswick line, has
added a well-known electric refrigerator one
that is nationally advertised and reports quite a
few sales in the past few weeks.
In various stores handling the Columbia line
we notice that dealers are making good use of
the new line of Columbia window display cutouts.
With the personal appearance this week
of Ted Lewis in a new show, Columbia dealers
are reaping the benefit through the sale of his
R. B. Ailing,

—

—

records.

Satisfactory Sales Continue to Feature
Business in the Twin Cities Territory
Phonograph Business Better

in Last Three Months Than at Any Time
in Past
Declares Leading Distributor— Sustained Interest in New Models— News

Three Years

of the

St. Paul and Minneapolis, Minn, July 7. — The
thermometer is sky-rocketing here in Minnesota, which is good for the corn, and so far
has done nothing to slow up the sales tempo
of Twin City talking machine men.
While

there

a difference in the

is

expressed

all

degree of enthusiasm

of the dealers are

on the sunny

side of the ledger.

—

location on

and is putting
phonographs and

All Victor dealers in Detroit are enjoing excellent business on the new Victor Orthophonic

readers,

how

of Starr

ple living there.

—

but we
Detroit is
and it is only natural that the livewire talking machine dealers should grow with
the city.
of

line

records, as well as Starr pianos.

—

—

complete

a

July

their apologetic state of mind and go after the
business like real shock troops, this will be a
tremendous Fall season. It will beat any year
of the past four years and will do it with
more

units of sale

graphs
are

and bigger units of sale. Phonowhen most of us selling them

will sell

remembered by epitaphs

chiefly

on

our

tombstones."

Quite the most significant report

"Doc"

Month

is

that

of

manager of the phonograph division of Brunswick Co., who declared:
"The
phonograph business has revived more in the
O'Neill,

ninety days than at any time during three
The Panatrope has been largely responsible along with the prospect of new mechanical models.
The biggest thing, however bigger than everything new has been the change
in the public viewpoint.
No longer do the buyers consider the phonograph as belonging to a
last

years.

—

—

mere quick convenience for
dancing to be silenced when the radio starts.
They have seemingly come to the conclusion
past era and as a

—

phonograph is the permanent book of
music. If the merchants handling phonographs
sense this changed public attitude and cast aside
that the

Of much

interest

is the announcement from
Beckwith Co., Victor distributor, that Charles C. Hicks takes
up his duties
as sales manager on July first.
He succeeds

George

the

C.

Charles K. Bennett,
enter the

retail

field

who
in

recently resigned to

Des Moines,

la.
Mr.
Hicks was formerly factory representative for
the Victor Co. and for the past two
years has
been factory representative out of St. Louis.

Ray Crandall, in charge of the record department of the Columbia branch, is on his honeymoon. He was married June sixteenth to Miss
Laura Shanks, of Minneapolis.
E. R. Dyer, president of the Metropolitan
Co.,
says that the June business shows considerable
increase over last year, which, he believes, is

an

indication

growing appreciation of the
public for high-grade and reliable merchandise
a desire for quality and permanence rather

Adaptable to Any Set

of the

than price.

W.

T.

Brinkerhoff, of the Chicago company
name, spent a few days as guest of R.
O. Foster at his home at Lake Minnetonka.
Floyd Masters, of the Knabe Piano Co., is in
of that

are two types of Jones MULTIready for use on any radio set. The
W.B. type brings to radio something brand
new the radio wall plug which means the
radio fan can connect his set through a wall
plug and have the unsightly batteries either
in the basement, closet or an adjoining room.
Illustrated

PLUGS

—

—

the

Twin

Cities at present.

Business

at
Columbia headquarte'-s, where
tremendous activity prevails following the demonstration of the new Columbia Viva-tonal
phonographs, is good. These new products were
introduced to the local trade— practically every
music house in the Twin Cities being represented—at the Radison Hotel, Minneapolis,
Minn., by W. C. Fuhri, vice-president and general sales manager of the Columbia Co., and
A. J. Heath, Chicago branch manager.
The new Columbia is no less a treat to the

eye than to the ear; the cabinet-work

If

rite

today for full information regarding the
Jones MULTI-PLUG proposition

THE

HOWARD
618

S.

Canal

St.

ONNECTOR.

STAJsfD,

B.

JONES
Chicago,

111.

—

is

beau-

There are two finishes a two-tone brown
mahogany, and a three-tone mahogany, decorated in subdued polychrome colors.
Both the
old and new types of records were equally full
and clear on the new instruments. A great many
substantial orders were placed by the dealers.
Fred B. Stevens, factory representative of the
Magnavox Corp., was recently in the Twin
Cities demonstrating the new type cone speaker.
W. F. Warren, of Sprague-Warren Co., was in
Duluth and reports a very fair business in
Symphonic reproducers and Artone portables,
which the company distributes.
tiful.

July

15,
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The

deliveries, the quality,
the service, that come out of
a new two-million-dollar
plant with 37 years' electrical
experience behind it.

The kind of franchise you
would write yourself — maintaining

prices, protecting
territories, allowing good
profits
a franchise proved
right with 3000 dealers, and
lived up to in the past.

—

The

exclusive handling of a
radio receiver that has spread
into every state in the Union
in three years; is now one of
the six leaders; was the first
practical single dial control
set; is still the only set ac-

companied by its own Air
Telephone Directory.
Twenty-two full page advertisements in four months in
the Saturday Evening Post,
the Literary Digest, Liberty,
bringing buyers to you.

A hne from

— five,

six,

$89 to $250.00
and seven tube

the lowest prices on the
sets of such tone
quality, beauty, selectivity,
and volume.

market for

^

^
g

is

it was five
expanded into a new two-million-dollar

as big as

just

now

twelve times
years ago. Day-Fan has

^HE Day-Fan business

are

proved by our past experience.

We

invite correspondence

from

all

based not only on turn-

high class radio dealers, and are prepared to show you the reason why
you should handle Day-Fan.

ing out a remarkable radio receiver, but also on
being one of the first radio manufacturers to

you take on Day-Fan this coming
season you will be taking the first step

with a franchise
that meant more than words. These are not
vague promises. They are things which

in the building of a solid, substantial

plant, trebling its production facilities.

Day-Fan's success

is

stabilize the dealer's business

If

and profitable business.

DAY-FAN ELECTRIC COMPANY
Formerly The Dayton Fan

& Motor Company

DAYTON, OHIO
For More Than

Send the

coupon.

DAY- FAN ELECTRIC
DAYTON, OHIO
You may send me
for

Distributors

COMPANY

particulars regarding Franchise

Dealers.

37 Years Manufacturers of High Grade Electrical Apparatus

NAME
ADDRESS,

TOWN

^

.STATE.
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Aggressive Activities of Toledo Trade
Result in Continued Brisk Business
Usual

Summer Lethargy Not Evident — Strong Sales Promotion Campaigns Staged by Live MerHave Done Much to Stimulate Activity — How Dealers Are Putting Over Sales

chants

—

among

Toledo, O., July 7. Most talking machine and
radio dealers here in reviewing and comparing
the first half of the current year with the cor-

sales

year report a gratifying increase in sales volume. Merchants discovered some time ago that aggressive work
on the outside is a sure cure for trade stagnation.
Retailers are optimistic and look for a

downtown for machines.
The Korona Music House, Columbia and

responding period of

it

The

turned

Summer slump
warm weather run

so-called

into

a

He

work

day's

brought

being
trade

snappy American selections, B.

Janiszewski

J.

stated.

The United Music Store

is centering a large
sales-producing efforts upon its window displays. The store is located in the theatrical district, hence the windows must perform a double task that of showing merchan-

share of

its

—

advantage and that of selling through

dise to

the

cited the results of the

Harry

eye.

L.

Wasserman,

proprietor,

as an

stated that recently he conducted six test win-

In

dows

which
attracted the greatest number of people and
which drew the largest number into the store.
It was found that colorful displays stopped the
niost people and that cards with price and a
companion card with a sales message drew them
into the shop.
Phonographs, records, radio and
small goods were displayed in the windows,
sometimes collectively, and again singly or
units. Recently such seasonable goods as portables and ukuleles were made to run up large
sales figures through the windows.
Miss Vir-

three

with the merits of
the Orthophonic and the Panatrope demonstrations were made at the Sylvania Golf Club, the
Toledo Advertising Club and the American
Business Club recently.
J.

is

is

further acquaint prospects

The

the merchandise

if

of

example of what is being
squares on National
avenue two Credenzas and two Grenadas were
sold.
Fourth of July week was designated as
Victor,
portable week by the department.
Brunswick, Carryola, Harmony and Cub small
The three latter
machines were exploited.
brands are new items of merchandise here. To
first

accomplished.

buy

Victor dealer, issues a fortnightly circular to Polish
prospects in which twenty-five titles from the
Columbia foreign catalog are listed. The Polka,
Waltz and Mazur are favored by the foreignborn, while the new generation favors the

through aggressive merchandising of portables,
records, radio accessories and ukuleles.
The Lion Store Music Rooms are carryingon what Manager Lawson S. Talbert terms a
That is, outside
canvassing sales campaign.
salesmen are out to sell machines to get immediate business and not to see how many prospects they can card.

These people,

the Polish people.

said, will

W. Greene

Co.

is

closing a consistent

ginia

volume on the better combinations, including
the Panatrope, Florenza and Borgia, according
He also stated that
to E. A. Kopf, manager.
Borgia-2 is becoming scarce. Sales in both the
talking machine and radio divisions are more
than 75 per cent ahead of last year.
In the campaign for prospects the Panatrope
P-10 was demonstrated before crowds at Walbridge Park and Riverside Park on. Sundays at
4 p. m. under Park Board permits. Sales have
come from the demonstrations. Kenneth Frederick is in charge of the work.
F. Shively is
promoted from the service department

to

purpose

the

for

Davis

a

is

out

finding

of

new member

the

of

record

The Cable Piano Co. is using a decidedly
draw people to the store. The

different stunt to

Cromwell Electrola

is playing records by
reone of the large windows. A colored
lad in spiffy attire and cane is stationed before
it.
With his walking stick as a pointer, he indicates from a card that any record shown in the

quest

in

window

will

lights in

naming
number

a great

be played.

The crowd

the selections.
of people are

outside de-

manner
becoming better
In this

acquainted with the store and many records are
being sold, according to Leon C. Steele, manager.
A concealed loud speaker throws the
music upon the street and a sign stating: "Not
'Not a radio" adds mystery to
a phonograph

sales staff.

At the Lagrange street store R. C. Elwell is
meeting with success in closing phonograph

1926

Several machine sales have

resulted.

A. G. Burr and Geo. L. Pratt, of the Brunswick Co.; Robt. Kane, of the Chicago Talking
Machine Co.; Geo. Martin, Grinnell Bros., Detroit; Geo. Bitterlick, Cleveland Talking Machine Co., and E. K. Rogers, of the Atwater
Kent div ision of the same company, called on
local

dealers recently.

Phono Parts Go.
Adds Valley Forge Line

Ideal

Pittsburgh Organization Now Distributing Line
of Replacement Parts Manufactured by the
J. A. Fischer Co., of Philadelphia
Pittsburgh, Pa.^ July 6.— Announcement
been made that the Ideal Phono Parts Co.,

has
Inc.,

city, has become a distributor for the
Valley Forge replacement line, manufactured by
the J. A. Fischer Co., of Philadelphia.
The Ideal Co. has been in business for several
years and its various officials are experienced

of this

talking machine men.
tion of the

The recent reorganizacompany provided greatly increased

capital for the

purpose of

distributing

Valley

Forge products.
Fred C. Schuyler, vice-president of the company in charge of sales, stated in a recent interview that the plans for the expansion of the
company were very great and that the Ideal
Phono Parts Co., Inc., would open three other
branches in various parts of the country in
the near future.
Paul Susselman, the original organizer of the
business, remains as the head in the position
of president, while William C. McClelland as-

sumes the position of assistant to the viceOther officers of the company are
H. B. Susselman, secretary and treasurer;
Arthur Miller, manager repair department;
George Miller, manager stock department; D.
Sanford, manager shipping department, and L.
Sanford, manager dealers' service departpresident.

staff here.

the

the demonstration.

15,

them, but are hard to induce to go to a store

to

last

steady run of trade for the remainder of the
year.

is

July

—

—

ment.
Paul Susselman is well known throughout the
trade and formerly traveled extensively, while

Fred C. Schuyler, who is a veritable dynamo,
generating sales ideas, was formerly in charge
of sales with another organization, and resigned
to accept the position as vice-president of the
Ideal Co.

Great strides have already been made since
the reorganization and with

its

staff of trained

men much can be expected along the
service.
The Ideal Phono Parts Co.,

lines
Inc.,

of
oc-

cupies a five-story building in the heart of the
citv at 614-18 Fifth avenue.

Two
ANOTHER

Additions to the

PRODUCT

Stewart-Warner

Staff

Brown Made Editor and R. B. Robertson
Assistant Editor of Announcer, News Meter

H. F.

and Headquarters Dispatch

"B"

ELIMINATOR

Without

Hum

Two

or Voltage Drop
Plate Current

Smooth Unfailing

A PERFECTED DEVICE
The Burns

not an assembly of devices of various manufacturers
but each has been designed and totally built in the one factory
for the work it is to do the result is a finished, superior product.
It operates under any load handling the new power tube most
is

—

satisfactorily.

Connects
electrical

to lighting system and operates like other household
appliances with voltage variations for different tubes.

Greatly improves both local and distant
space than two 45-volt dry batteries.
Price Complete with
At Your DeaJers

or

reception.

Tube

Write Direct

to

Takes

—$45.00

less

additions to the staff of the publications

department of the Stewart-Warner Speedometer
Corp., Chicago, manufacturer of Matched-Unit
receiving apparatus, were recently announced by
Harold
.B. K. Pratt, director of publications.
F. Brown was appointed editor of the Announcer, News Meter and Headquarters Dispatch, three publications issued by the corporation for the

benefit of

its

radio dealers, auto-

motive dealers and own organization, respectively.
Mr. Brown, who assumed his new duties
on Tune 1, had been assistant director of publications since January, and has had extensive
experience on leading daily newspapers throughout the country.

the Manufacturer

Robert

B.

Robertson, formerly of the account-

ing department of the American Telephone

State and Sixty-fourth Streets,

CHICAGO,

Makers oj the Burns Loud Speakers

U.

S.

A.

&

Telegraph Co., was made assistant editor in
charge of make-up, effective June 1. These increases to the organization round out the staff
of the publications department.

July

15,
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Thafs why

the dealer who insists
on Flyer-equipped portables is free
from complaints^ returns and losses
keep your
need
You
portable
crossed when you

in the

equipped with a Flyer Motor. That
phonograph will stay sold and you'll

fect,

smoothly-working assembly

less,

sturdy, durable

don't

to

fingers

sell a

have a

satisfied

customer

who

will con-

buy from you-^because the
Motor has already passed 77 inspections that guarantee

tinue to
Flyer

satisfaction.

Every part of every Flyer

Motor
and as

is

as carefully

made

rigidly inspected as

motors of the highest priced

cabinet machines.

The

result

is

a per-

— noise-

— a motor that will

give years of satisfactory service

under

any and every condition.

When you sell a Flyer-equipped portable

—

backed by two guarantees that
of the phonograph maker and our own.

you

are

Play safe and insist on the Flyer.
Three out of four portable phonographs
sold are FLYER MOTOR-equipped.

ENEIAL MDUSTMES CO
ELYRIA,

OHIO

Formerly named The Qeneral Phonograph Al/g. Co.

Makers of Precision Products

for 25 Years*

!
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Announce Borkman Speaker
Units and Loud Speakers
The Zinke Co., of Chicago, Sales Department
of the Borkman Radio Corp., of Salt Lake
City, Utah, Tells of the

New

Lines

The Zinke Co., Chicago, sales department
the Borkman Radio Corp., Salt Lake City,
announcing

of
is

to the trade at the present time the

Borkman speaker units and loud speakThe Borkman Velvet unit is of the push-

line of
ers.

pull type

with a double stylus

great range, reproducing the

bell,

developing

round tones of

full

the deeper registers and giving perfect articulation of the higher voice frequencies.

The man-

ufacturer states that the unit will not blast upon
even the highest of power amplification. The
Borkman unit is thoroughly protected by patents and
ers

is

inches

in

diameter with a

scientific

column developing concert vohime. No. 12
Velvet is a smaller horn type with a 12i^-inch

air

bell.

Velvet table speaker No. 9

is

a non-direc-

which

is

said to yield

tional, decorative speaker,

The Service
Well

as

To

Set

May Be Used for Laboratory
Work When Required

as Field

an obviously existing need the Jewell
Co., Chicago, 111., maker
of testing equipment for radio receivers, is introducing to the radio trade a portable service
set consisting of an assembly of high-grade, refill

Electrical Instrument

Denver,

Col.,

July

6.

— The

Chas.

E.

Wells

Music Co., of this city, well-known Brunswick
and Caswell dealer, and one of the most successful music stores in this section of the country, featured recently a very attractive window.
This display presented about twenty Caswell
portables effectively arranged and well calculated to attract the attention of passersby. The
window produced direct sales and Roy E.
Thompson, who is manager of the phonograph

speaker.

staff of

E. Wells Music Co. employs a
competent salesmen who leave nothing

undone

to develop sales.

manufacturer

Jewell Portable Radio Testing Set Being Introduced

Caswell Portable Line

nearly as much volume as the horns, retaining
at the same time a soft tone quality through its
No. 18 Velvet has the apreflex air column.
It is
pearance of a cone diaphragm speaker.
non-destructible, not affected by climatic conditions and delivers a rich, deep bass from the
cone with a volume equal to the horn type

The

1926

this concern.

Among the speakers are Nos. 14 and 15, Velvet horn type, with an indestructible Kerstenite
141/2

15,

Window Display Features

the basis of the entire line of speak-

manufactured by

horn

progress in the development of its cabinet and
consoles models, known as the Orthovox line.
Orthovox 27 has a concealed horn eight feet
m length, which, coupled with the new Borkman Velvet unit, reproduces the music of an
orchestra, single instrument, or voice with fidelity, and great range in volume.
The two Orthovox models vary in the length of air columns only, according to their size, and their
volume is such that power amplification of any
standard set is held unnecessary. No. 21 Velvet
Orthovox is a table model with a five-foot air
column and No. 24 Orthovox is a complete console with an eight-foot air column.
The Zinke Co. sales program calls for exclusive distribution, national and co-operative advertising, circulars and other advertising helps.

July

has

made

considerable

and radio departments of this establishment,
was highly pleased with the success of tlie
display.

The Chas.

Jewell Portable Testing Set
measuring instruments especially designed and adapted to radio set and
tube-testing service. The set is contained in a
carrying case in which are incorporated a special
liable

Radically Better

-No

"Come-backs"

Rigid

electrical

compartment

for A,

B and C

space

special

set

for

a

of

test batteries, a

flexible,

insulated,

phone-tipped test-leads and a drawer
for tools, wire and repair materials.
With the
service test set, the radio repairman can usually,
within a few moments after arriving at a source
of trouble, determine the exact cause and make
or recommend the proper correction. The case
ferrule,

Bar

—

pick up a set of Myer.s Tubes any detector, any audios or any radios you come
to
and your customer's set will be properly
equipped.
Jut<t

—

radio service

of the

Each Myers Tube
is ready-marked for

is

its

uniformly made and
position. No match-

No testing for capacity is
ing is needed.
necessary. A sale is made quickly and the
tubes stay sold. Your profit is clean. No
"come-backs"

Your customer sends other customers because Myers tubes (the famous 2-point suspension type) are clearer, more perfect
You can guarantee
musically, stronger.
them to be "non-microphonic, non-howling,
longer lived and free from apparent static."
Radically better!

—

W

and for our
rite us for full description
plan under which "Attthorized Myers Dealers" set their own discounts.

For a clean profit, a protected profit and
greater profit sell Myers

—

a

!

About Actual Size

Myers Radio Tube Corporarion, Cleveland, Ohio

is

of three-ply

wood,

with substantial wear-resisting cobra
grain "Keratol," with the corners protected with
heavy leather reinforcements.
The case is constructed in two separable sections, the lower one housing the test batteries
and the upper compartment containing the test
instruments and tool compartment.
A cover
hinged to the upper section contains provision
for carrying flexible test leads and a steel handle
for carrying the set is attached to the hinged
cover.
Snap clasps secure the various sections
in assembly and the upper section may be detached should it be undesirable to carry the
complete assembly.
Directly beneath the center panel, and within
the upper section, is located the tool drawer,
in which spare tubes, wire and other material
may be carried. In the lower compartment the
various batteries are inter-connected and proper
connections are made to a set with special leads
brought out to a row of pin jacks conveniently
located on a narrow panel attached to the side

and marked for identification. With
arrangement any desired combination of

of the case
this

Myers Radio Tube

set

covered

voltages

The

may

be picked off for test purposes.

service test set will adapt itself to practi-

cally any test required of laboratory instruments, according to the manufacturer, and it
may be used for laboratory as well as field work
by removing the top section for bench testing.
The Jewell Electrical Instrument Co. started
production on the test set a short time ago, and
is already supplying the product to the trade.

luLY

15,
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Employment and Fine Weather

Increase in

Bring Improved
Vacation Period Reflected in the Increased
Small Instruments— Henry Dreher's
Cleveland,
in

O., July 6.
the last thirty days.

more

cause,

— Business

Demand

H ealth

has improved

The weather was one
employment another.
Portable

phonographs were in good demand, as many
started on their vacations and took an instrument and a bunch of records along. Small goods
sales also picked up for this same reason. Combination instruments had a very fair call. The
portable radio showed an increase in popularity
over

last

year.

The Panatrope Entertains
The

branch of the Brunswick Co.
placed a Panatrope and selection of sacred and
local

records aboard the steamer Seeanbee,
Bishop of Cleveland and six
hundred delegates to the Eucharistic Congress
in Chicago.
L. S. McLeod, branch manager,
had only a sample record of "The Mass of the
Angels," but sent it along, with the result that
there has been quite a demand for the disc. The

classical

that

carried the

Panatrope made a great hit with both the clergy
and laity. Vincent Lopez records have been in
good demand and a number of Brunswick dealers of Akron and Canton turned out to hear
him play at East Market Gardens, Akron, and
Moonlight Gardens, Canton.Henry Dreher's Health Improving
Henry Dreher, accompanied by Mrs. Dreher,
spent several weeks at Atlantic City for the
benefit of Mr. Dreher's health.

ing right along and

is

He

able to get

is

improv-

down

to the

Harry R. Valentine, vice-president of the company, had to undergo several
operations of a minor nature, but which necessioffice

each day.

tated his staying in the hospital for a time.
is

now back

at

the

He

store again.

The company has been using an

Demand

invention

of

in Cleveland

for Portable Talking

Warren Cox,

president of the Radio Appara-

tus Co., to reproduce

R.

Machines and Other
of the Trade

Improving^Other News

C.

A.

piano

or

Cox and

speaker

is

music on the
hooked up to

street.

either

phonograph with the device
gives

of

An
the

Mr.

splendid results.

Music Merchants Visit Detroit
A delegation of members of the Music Merchants Association of Ohio, accompanied by
their wives, went to Detroit on Sunday, June
27, at the invitation of Fred Bayley, president
of the Michigan Association, and other members.
A very enjoyable and profitable day was
spent.
The Ohio members were met at the
dock by their hosts and taken to the Book
Cadillac Hotel, where they were entertained.
R. J. Mueller Returns From Convention
R. J. Mueller, branch manager of the Columbia Phonograph Co., returned to this city
after attending the recent Convention of the
Music Trades Associations at the Hotel Commodore, New York. Mr. Mueller was delighted
with the interest shown by phonograph dealers
from all over the country in the new Viva-Tonal
Columbia, and was especially pleased with the
number of dealers attending from his own territory.

Effective

Window

Displays

Victor dealers have had a number of very atwindow displays of the various models.
The "Paul Revere" was featured by both Wurlitzers and Bueschers, and the thousand-dollar
tractive

combination model by Drehers.
The Cleveland Talking Machine Co., Victor distributor,
has been very busy shipping out the carload
shipments it has been receiving. Howard Shartle predicts a very good season for radio and
is very enthusiastic over the possibilities of the

109

Atwater Kent and Pooiey line. A big advertising campaign is planned and a strong letter
has already been sent out to the trade announcing the company's appointment as a distributor.
Harmony Records Popular
Harmony records have been enjoying a good
sale right along, R. J. Mueller, branch manager
of the Columbia Co., reports. The Heaton Co.,
of Columbus, took on the line and is doing
well with it.
The Euclid Music Co. put on a
three days' drive and disposed of a large number.
Miss R. Helberg and Carl Kraner, of the
Ciricinnati office, spent a couple of

Cleveland

R.

office.

A.

days at the
Mueller attended the

convention and visited Philadelphia
and Pittsburgh on his way home. Both Columbia and Harmony portable machines have been
in good demand and all prospects point to a
good business for them throughout the season.
The new Columbia window trim is being used
by many dealers.
Bright Outlook for Freed-Eisemann
national

The Haas

Electric

Co.,

distributor

the

many

excellent qualities of the

Two New

Victor Portables

The Victor Talking Machine Co. has anto the trade two new portable Victrolas, one known as Victrola No. 1-6, priced at

nounced

and the other Victrola No. 1-5, priced at
It is stated that shipments of the new
models will be made to the trade in the near
$25,
$35.

future.

The Walter

S.

Gray

Co.,

San Francisco,

is considering adding other musical merchandise items.

and

our new Atlantic City
Demonstration Salon

BOARDWALK

OPENING JUNE 15th
for the entire season

Specially treated and tempered metal diaphragm, rigid
construction. Obtainable either gold or nickel-plated,
handsomely finished, quickly attached.

The Symphonic Reproducer
Sits all makes oS phonographs

Members

of the trade are cordially invited to visit the

display

.

.

.

Make

your headquarters any time during
the summer while at the resort.
it

Symphonic Sales Corporation
370 Seventh Avenue

Cal.,

recently added a line of ukuleles and banjo ukes

cj^nnouncing

1633

the

set.

THE SUPER REPRODUCER
PHONOGRAPH REPRODOCER

of

Freed-Eisemann line of radio, is making preparations for a busy season.
It reports dealers
enthusiastic over the outlook for business, and
the sales force has had a number of meetings
in which they were made better acquainted with

New York

City

;;;
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Convention of King Radio Distributors
in Buffalo Marked by Great Enthusiasm
Over 200 Present at Conclave Staged by King-Buffalo, Inc., for the Purpose of Announcing
King Line and Outlining the Sales Policy of the Company Entertainment Enjoyed

—

The

distributors of King-Buffalo, Inc.,

manu-

facturer of the King line of radio receivers, held
enthusiastic sales convention at Buffalo,

an

and

12.
Over 200 people attended
which was held for the purpose
of announcing the new King line and explain-

June

11

10,

the convention,

New

Lake States General Electric
Mich.; \V. H. Metz, William H.
Metz Co., Des Moines, la.; David F. Goldman, North
American Radio Corp., New York City; R. A. Cooley,
W. S. Nott Co., Minneapolis, Minn.; D. D. Weiss, William G. Reese, Philadelphia Motor Accessories Co., Philadelphia, Pa.; A. L. Volz, Rappole & Robbins, Inc.,
Jamestown, N. Y. H. L. Gwatkin, Reliable Tire & Accessories Co., Muskegon, Mich.; Harley Riga, Joseph Riga,
Bert Hyatt, Charles Carter, J. G. Riga & Sons Co., Inc.,
H. Shuptrine, Shuptrine Parts
Springfield, Mass.;
C.
& Service, Inc., Cedar Rapids, la.; T. F. McNamara, Smith Perry Electric Co., Dallas, Tex.; L. E.
Dunmire, Standard Radio Supply Co., Fort Dodge, la.;
O. J. Fisher, United Electric Co., Wichita, Kans.; R. A.
Whipple, Wakem & McLaughlin, Inc., Chicago, III.; Otto
M. Woods, H. T. Ueber, Wayne Hardware Co., Fort
Wayne, Ind.; Arthur Willis, Willis Co., Canton, O.
John V. Wilson, George E. Gillespie, John V. Wilson Co.,
Boston, Mass.; J. G. Barnes, S. Fischman, Keystone Radio Corp., Pittsburgh, Pa.; Chelsea York, A. Z. Heller,
York Supply Co., Greenville, O.; R. N. Swanson, F. Dietz,
Vreeland Radio Corp., Denver, Col.; Fred Schuber, F. T.
Jensen, Rochester Auto Parts, Inc., Rochester, N. Y.
Fred I. Lenzi, Inland Radio Co., Spokane, Wash.; Joseph
Rose, Charles Rubel & Co., Inc., Washington, D. C.
(jeorge Christopherson, Mclntyre-Burrall Co., Green Bay,
Wis.; Robert Dean, Tire Service Corp., New Albany,
Ind.; M. Y. Brockett, Buford Bros., Inc., Nashville, Tenn.;
H. Taylor, Gibbes Machinery Co., Columbia, S. C.
J.
Fred Wilson, E. M. Wilson & Son, Newark, N. J.; Fred
Schreiner, General Radio Corporation, Harrisburg, Pa.;
F. A. Buttrey, Radio Auto Supply Co., Havre, Mont.
In Canada the King line is marketed by King Quality
Products, Ltd., and was represented by James Paton, the
Canadian Fairbanks-Morse Co., Montreal, Que.; William
H. Haire, J. F. Geary, James Cowan & Co., Ltd., London,
Ont.; William Moncur, Cutten & Foster, Ltd., Toronto,
Ont.
and J. H. Maitland, Mr. Chitty, J. H. Ashdown
Okla.;

Supply

George
Co.,

Clarke,

R.

D. Cline for $100.
The records are being
advertised widely in Shrine circles and the
Brunswick Co. is well pleased with the reception which they have been accorded.

Valley Forge Parts Jobber
Reports Business Increase
Repair & Accessory Co., St.
Louis Distributor, Has Had Substantial Increase Since Recent Absorption

Phonograph

Co.,

Ltd.,

Winnipeg, Man.

&

Valley

A. Fischer Co., Philadelphia, Pa., has increased its business substantially since it absorbed the Vals Accessory House. Also since
taking on the Valley Forge line the business of
J.

this

company has more than doubled, and an

idea of the

King sales policies for 1926-1927. A. T.
Haugh, vice-president of the company, who was
recently elected president of the Radio Manupresided at the sales
Talks were given by B. G. Close,

Association,

facturers'

meetings.

manager; Howard A. Gates, radio engiBurton Bigelow, merchandising counsel
for the company; and W. E. Faxon, director of
the Lewis H. Mertz & Sons, Inc., advertising
agency in Chicago. A talk by Professor L. G.
Hector, of the University of Buffalo, on "Is
Radio Petering Out Or Is It Just Beginning?"
was one of the high spots of the convention.
Announcement was made of the new conetype reproducer manufactured by the United
Radio Corp. of Rochester under the name
"Peerless," which is to be marketed exclusively
by the King organization this season.
A crowded program of entertainment was arranged for the visitors in Buffalo, beginning
Thursday afternoon with a bus trip to Niagara
Falls, historic Fort Niagara, and other points of
interest, followed by dinner on the Canadian
side at Niagara Falls, Can., and a bus ride
around the Falls to view tlie illumination by
night.
Following this the visitors returned to
the King plant to hear demonstrations of the
new line, which was enthusiastically received by
sales

neer;

all.

Many

the

of

visiting

brought

distributors

and the company arranged an interesting program of entertainment for the ladies,
including not only the trip to Niagara Falls, but
several luncheons and a trip through the Roycroft Shops, founded by Elbert Hubbard at

line of receivers for 1926 comprises
complete line of instruments with a price
range to suit every requirement. Model 71 is
a six-tube, one-dial control, completely shielded
neutrodyne, with three stages of radio frequency amplification. Model 73 is a seven-tube,
one-dial control, completely shielded, loop operated neutrodyne, with four stages of radio frequency amplification. This instrument is designed in both table and High-boy models, the
latter containing a built-in loud speaker and as
a table model is designated as Model 72. Model
61 is a six-tube, stabilized tuned radio frequency

Aurora, N. Y.
On Friday evening the company gave a banquet to the guests at the Hotel Statler, after
which an interested crowd went again to the
King plant to hear the evening demonstrations.
in attendance were:
John Betz, Akron
Akron, O.; C. J. Bailey and H. P. Tozier,
James Bailey Co., Portland, Me.; F. A. Brydges, Barker,
Rose 4t Clinton Co., Elmira, N. Y. Fred Staehling, F.
.^InoIlg

Parts

tliose

Co.,

;

G.

Wideman, Barrett Hardware

Cronin,

P.

J.

Cronin

Co.,

Cumminga & Emerson,
Donaldson
Dressen.
S.

Radio

G>»neral

Portland,

Peoria,

111.;

Joliet,

Ore.;

A.

111.;

C.

A. M.
Kaebel,

W. Donaldson,
Mo.; George W.

C.

Co.,
Kansas City,
Motor Equipment Co.,

Inc.,

Mitchell,

W. Hamilton, Jennison Hardware Co., Bay
Mich.; G. U. Pickering, Kay-Pickering"Co.';~f ulsa,

Dak.;^_Car!

City,

Co.,

fact

just placed an order for

main springs, as well as other talking
machine repair materials, in anticipation of big
25,000

Fall business.

Otto Grenzeback, head of the
tertained Irvin A. Epstan, of the

company, en-

J. A. Fischer
Epstan's recent trip
through that section of the country. Mr.
Grenzeback is mapping out a trip covering the
entire territory of his company, and expressed
his enthusiasm over the prospects.

Co., at his

home upon Mr.

New Gulbransen

Small
Piano Gets Trade Approval

Instrument

Was

Feature of Exhibit at ConvenContest for Name

— Nation-wide

—

Chicago, III., July 6. The new Gulbransen
small piano, made by the Gulbransen Co., for
use in small apartments, studios, bungalows

and similar places where space

is

limited,

was

receiver, three-dial control, table type; Model
61-H is a six-tube, stabilized tuned radio frequency receiver, three-dial control, console type,
with built-in loud speaker. Model 62 is a six-

tube .balanced

fully

shielded tuned

radio

fre-

quency receiver, single-dial control, table type;
Model 63 is a six-tube, balanced fully shielded
tuned radio frequency receiver, single-dial control; console type, with built-in loud speaker.
Model 10-KI is a straight panel neutrodyne,
table type; Model 25, a five-tube neutrodyne
table type; Model 25-S, a neutrodyne table, with
built-in loud speaker, and Model 30-S, a tuned
radio frequency table, with built-in speaker.

Maskat Shrine Chanters
Record for Brunswick

their wives

East

volume may be gained from the

company has

that this

The King

a

—

6.
The Phonograph ReAccessory Co., exclusive distributor of
Forge products manufactured by the

Louis, Mo., July

St.

pair

tion

ing the

1926

Detroit,

;

Arthur T. Haugh

15,

W.

;

Hardware

July

The recording department
Co.

of the

Brunswick

recently

recorded four selections by the
chanters from the Maskat Temple Shriners of
Wichita Falls, Tex. These singers, who have
received national recognition because of their
unusual voices and because of the character of
the music they render, are prominent business

men and -are also prominent in Masonic activities.
The selections recorded are "O Holy Father" and "Lord, Is

It I?" on one record, and
"Absent" coupled with "Good Night, Beloved"
on the other.
The proceeds from these recordings are to
go to Masonic supported charitable institutions.
When the first set of the Maskat Chanters
records was received in Wichita Falls there
was spirited bidding for the possession and they
were finally "sold, after being auto^^gfaphed, to

New

Gulbransen Small Piano
commented upon by the trade
at the recent convention at the Hotel Commodore, New York.
This instriiment occupied a
prominent position in the Cristofori-to-Gulbransen display of the company. Added interest is
enthusiastically

being given the introduction of this instrument
the nation-wide contest now being conducted to get a suitable name for it.
The instrument, finished in mahogany and
walnut, stands three feet eight and one-half

by

inches high, is four feet eight and one-half
inches wide and has a depth of twenty-three and
one-half inches. It is so light in weight that it
can be moved about easily.

Music Master Trustee

—

Pphiladelphia, Pa., July 10. David S. Ludlum has been appointed trustee for the bankrupt
estate of the Music Master Corp., manufacturer

He will continue the business as a going concern for an indefinite period.
Mr. Ludlum was formerly president of the Autoof radio equipment.

car Co,

July

15,

1926
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PERRYMAN
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U RADIO TUBES
PK H H Y M A NS

Distance without Distortion

POWER!
Like the motor car that can break
80 miles an hour, you may never

power of this wonderful tube. With a suitable speaker it
will fill an armory with undistorted
sound, carrying a good voice to the
need the

full

corners with
and realism.
far

startling

clarity

This tremendous potential power
permits ordinary operation with
effortless ease. The beauty of the
tonal quality is rapidly winning
music lovers to the use of this superpower tube and its associated equipment.

210 operates at from 90-425
plate voltage with from 4.5 to 35
P. A.

volts negative

"C" battery

bias, so

the sale of the super-power amplifying idea insures the sale of considerable additional apparatus.

To

put super power behind your

ready to demonstrate
super-power Ferryman Tube,

profits
this

get

P.A. 210.
Ferryman Super Power Amplifier
P.A. 210

-

-

Filament Voltage
Filament Current
Plate Voltage
Plate Current
Negative "C" Voltage

-

$9.00
6-7.5 Volts

1.1-1.25

Amp.

90-425 Volts
3.5-23 Milliamperes
4.5-35 Volts

The neiv Perryman catalog illustrating and describing Ferryman
Radio Tubes is now on the press
and will be ready fur distribution
very shortly. A copy is yours for
the asking.
Tlie Patettted

Perrvtnan Bndac

FERRYMAN
LABORATORIES AND PLANT
NORTH BERGEN, N. J.

ELECTRIC CO.,
FERRYMAN

SALES AND EXECUTIVE OFFICES
33 W. 60th ST., N. Y. C.

INC.
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McPhilben-Keator Announce
Lines for Coming Season

dealers in the cities and towns which they visit
an excellent opportunity of effecting a tie-up to

Well-known

Kellogg Switchboard
Supply Go. Markets New Line

Metropolitan Distributing Firm
Nationally Advertised Radio and

Carries

Phonograph Apparatus
McPhilben-Keator,

West

— Sonora

with offices

Inc.,

Fifty-fifth

street,

Thirty-fourth

street,

Featured

New York

at

City

245

and

Brooklyn, N. Y., recently announced its lines and distribution activities for the coming season.
This concern
is one of the best known radio distributors in
the metropolitan area and recently became an
exclusive distributor in Brooklyn and Long Island for the Sonora radio and phonographs.
The company covers metropolitan New York,
Long Island, northern New Jersey, Westchester
and parts of Connecticut. Besides the officers
of the company, which include Randall M.
Keator, president; Maxwell Fisher, secretary,
and Henry A. Deimel, treasurer, it has eight
salesmen covering the field. All of these men
are equipped with automobiles and are thus
68

able

to

give

and

attention

service

their

to

clientele.

The line for the coming season, besides the
Sonora radio and phonographs, includes Kolster
receivers, Brandes apparatus, Priess products.
Acme, Dictograph, Balkite, Elton and a few
other selected and well-advertised products.

Ethel and Dorothea Ponce
Start Vaudeville Tour
Ethel and Dorothea Ponce, Columbia recording artists, who have been featured by that com-

pany

in

full-page

advertisements

in

the

trade

stimulate the sale of their records.

&

The Kellogg Switchboard & Supply

Co., Chiintroducing to the music trade at the
present time its line of radio receiving apparatus.
The feature of the line is Model 507 receiver, a six-tube set which is furnished in
either a table model or console, the latter being equipped with built-in speaker and battery
compartment. Both the table model and console are furnished in walnut.
Technically speaking, the set is one which
employs inductive tuning, a method endorsed
by engineers because of the uniformity of signal strength on stations throughout the entire
broadcast band. The tuning of the set has been
simplified, as it is only necessary to set the
wave group switch on any one of the desired
groups and then bring in any of the stations
in that group with the single tuning knob.
By
means of this system the selector scale covers
only a small portion of the broadcast stations,
thus making wide separation and easy tuning.

cago,

is

stations are brought in quietly and the
volume may be regulated from a mere whisper
up to tremendous power.
The Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co. was
founded in 1897 by a group of pioneer independent telephone men who began the manufacture of equipment for one of the largest exchanges that had been built up to that time, St.
In the twenty-nine years which
Louis, Mo.

have followed the firm has risen to a position of

prominence in the independent telephone field
and Kellogg equipment is now being used in
practically every country on the globe.

is one of the most modern and up-todate factories in the country. In the plant every
facility is available for the manufacture of precision apparatus, there being extensive labora-

people,

tories, a complete Bakelite molding plant, a
splendidly equipped tool room, plating and encondensers, insulating and
.•imeling
plants,

winding, assembly and inspection departments.
At Cassopolis, Mich., the firm also maintains a

complete wood-working plant.
The Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co. entered the radio field many years ago, producing
head sets and gradually increasing its line until it now embraces a complete line of receiving apparatus, including sets, parts, loud speak"B" battery eliminators. The design and
manufacture of precision radio parts present

ers,

The Ponce
and

Sisters

vaudeville

early part of this week, appearing at the Bran-

ford Theatre, Newark, N. J.
who are daughters of Phil

same problems as the making of telephone
equipment, and it is logical that such an organization with its background of experience
should build a quality product. The Kellogg
company executives believe that radio is no
longer an experiment, but has now developed
to the point where it should be considered a
necessity in every home, a musical instrument,
and a means of both entertainment and education.
The policy of the firm will be that of
selling through distributors, except in such terthe

other mediums, started a tour of
theatres throughout the East the

The Ponce

Sisters,

Ponce, the wellknown music publisher, have won a wide following through their radio and recording work.
Their latest record for the Columbia catalog
was "Hi-Diddle-Diddle" and "Happy Go Lucky
Days," and it proved a big seller in all sections

The harmonizing of the Ponce
out of the ordinary and their series

of the country.

ritories

Sisters

where distribution

of

is

vaudeville

appearances

afford

Columbia

ers.

as

by

served

are

branch warehouses

be made direct to dealRetailers are being given exclusive franwill

chises as heretofore.

TEST

IT.

Caswell Distributor Ends

OUR VICTOR

Interesting

Record Service
has a reputation (or

Suppose you

E. F.

Denver, Col., July
of the

Harry

distributor

L.

of

6.

Trade

— Harry

Weedon
Caswell

L.

Co., 1940

portable

Visit

Weedon, head
Blake street,
phonographs,

returned recently from a very interesting
it.

which included

DROOP & SONS

1300 G. STREET,
4-6-8-10

efficiency.

try

WASHINGTON.

CO.

D. C.

CLAY STREET. BALTIMORE. MD.

15,

1926

who took

h im on a fishing
pleaded to be
caught. J. A. Wellensgard, who is also a vicepresident of the Caswell Mfg. Co., was another member of this successful fishing expedithe Caswell Mfg. Co.,

where

trip

the

fish

actually

In Chicago Mr. Weedon was entertained
by Leigh Hunt, of the Oro-Tone Co., who invited the Caswell executives to spend a very
pleasant evening at his home with a number of
tion.

friends.

Film Star Uses Zenith
Radio in Moving Picture
Reginald Denny, leading star of the Universal
Corp., Universal City, Cal., recently
paid a visit to the offices of the Zenith Radio
Corp., Chicago. Mr: Denny used a Super-Zenith
Pictures

The

The present plant, with a floor space of more
than thirteen acres and employing 1,500 to 2,000

press

July

a visit to Atlanta, Ga.,

trip,

and points

the Carolinas as well as the Caswell factory
in Milwaukee, and a few days' stay in Chicago.
In Milwaukee Mr. Weedon was given a royal
reception by L. B. Casagrande, vice-president of
in

Reginald Denny, Right, and Harvey Roemer
receiver in one of his late releases, "Skinners' Dress Suit," and in "Take It From Me,"
a comedy film which will be released this Fall,
Zenith receiving sets will again be used in the
setting.
Mr. Denny is shown in the accompanying photograph as he sat chatting with
H. H. Roemer, director of sales promotion of
the Zenith Radio Corp., in the firm's reception
room, and, judging from his gesture, the phrase
"Take It From Me" was being used by the star
as the camera snapped.
Or, perhaps, Mr.
Roemer asked Mr, Denny his opinion regarding
Zenith products and was receiving emphatic

IX

approval.

Gulbransen
Interestingly Set Forth

Gristofori to
Is

(

The June

Gulbransen Bulletin,
published by the Gulbransen Co., Chicago,
which was mailed to the trade a few weeks
ago, contained an interesting twelve-page section devoted to a description and history of
the invention of the piano by Cristofori, an
Italian, who in 1726 built the first instrument
issue

of

the

embodying the basic principles of the present
At the present time, as far as research
and records reveal, there are only two existing
pianos known to have been made by Cristopiano.

fori.

One

is

in

New York

the

Metropolitan

Museum

of

and the other, dated 1726,
is
in
the possession of
Mons. Alexandre
Kraus, Florence, Italy. One illustration shows
Cristofori and his
the action invented by
original model, in comparison with the modern
registering grand produced by the Gulbransen
Art,

City,

Co.
The progress made in the piano industry
during the past two hundred years is outlined
step by step from the instrument invented by
Cristofori to the latest product of A. G. Gulbransen. A record of a number of the Gulbransen patents, under which various parts of the
mechanism are made and incorporated in the
instrument, is also shown.

MICA DIAPHRAGMS
For Loud Speakers and Talking Machines

RADIO MICA

American Mica Works
47 West Street

New York

July

15,
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MARWOL
ADVANCE

Marwol Six-Tube

With

Built-in

"B"

Eliminator

New Marwol

This

1926

Set

six-tube receiver employs

Needs no
coupled amplification.
"B" Batteries. It is equipped with a built-in
"B" battery eliminator, free from hum and designed to give permanent plate current to all
resistance

MODELS

Installed in a genuine

tubes.

net artistically designed.

mahogany

Two

cabi-

tuning dials

and one potentiometer control.

List Price

$70.00
Two advanced models for the

1926

season are shown on this page.
These models will be in production within a few weeks.
Into
each of them have been incorporated the latest electrical, engineering and construction principles, to insure sets of outstanding

from all possibility
of trouble which would cause
headaches on the part of the jobber or dealer and back of which
efficiency free

all

the

Marwol Six-Tube Receiver
This model is the same as the $70.00 model,
but is not equipped with the built-in "B" battery eliminator.

Circuit,

cabinet except for size,

method

of terming,

who

associate themselves with

Marwol

may

stand with
the utmost confidence in the
quality of the merchandise, the
sincerity of purpose of the manuline

facturer and the thoroughness of
service.

is identical.

List Price

$50.00

Marwol Radio Corp.
546 Broadway

New York

City
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iEQMINO Qf (Mm,
Canadian Manufacture and Imports of
Radio Apparatus More Than $9,000,000
Show

Year 1925
Phonograph Shortage

Statistics for

Toronto, 0NT.,July7.

Substantial

Growth

— Brunswick

— Production

in

Canada

Dominion Bureau of Statistics at Ottawa.
in Canada were engaged solely in

of

show

a substantial

in the

In 1925, the

of

of complete-

manufactured by these companies was 48,489, and the selling value, f. o. b. works, was
given as $2,196,024. Production of vacuum tubes
amounted in value to $1,299,084 and was double
sets

that of the previous year; output values of

other parts were lower than
Imports of wireless apparatus and parts into
Canada totaled $3,552,537 during the calendar
1925.

worth

of

United
these

States

materials.

supplied $3,358,196
As exports were

practically negligible the apparent consumption

by addproduction, reached a grand

of radio apparatus in Canada, obtained

ing the imports to
total

Lagan Phonograph

Corp., Ltd., Stratford, said

seems assured and that is, the
live ones in the trade are going to take no
chances on a shortage of instruments, and are
ordering in larger quantities than for a numbei
that one thing

He

he believed
the big problem of the manufacturers will be
production.
Orthophonic Victrolas in various models are
still in heavy demand and dealers handling this
line report immense business. Victor records are
as popular as the new model Victrolas and are
of years.

further stated that

also enjoying an unprecedented

The Fort William,

volume

Ont., branch

of sales.

of Heintz-

demonstration at the Royal Theatre of the new Brunswick
Panatrope, playing with the theatre ten-piece
orchestra, and made the hit of the day. At the
conclusion of the performance the manager of
Heintzman's phonograph department, Mr. Whitfield, was presented with a beautiful bouquet of.
roses by the manager of the Royal, and was extended an invitation to repeat this performance

man &

Co., Ltd., recently staged a

future date.

The Phonola

all

The

Brunswick

Co.

shortly release two

of

Canada,

Ltd.,

will

new records made recently
Brunswick new Light Ray

Toronto by the
embodying the first and only
records of the famous Mendelssohn Choir,
Toronto, comprising the complete choir of two
hundred and fifty voices. It is anticipated that
in

electrical process,
.

a

wonderful reception

new Brunswick

will

be

Stanley C. Thornton, the well-known radio
dealer of Dundas, Ont., was a recent visitor at
a

luncheon meeting of the Buffalo Radio Trades

Association.

Association,

held

Trainer, head of the

in

Atlantic

Amplion Corp.

City.

in

both

Canada and the United States, is on the executive board of the Radio Manufacturers' Association.

Among those from Canadian territory who attended the recent third annual convention of
Atwater Kent representatives in Philadelphia
were: G. Harper, Kitchener; R. H. Bowman,
Saskatoon; O. R. Crowell, Halifax; Mr. and
Mrs. C. G. Keyes, Ottawa; Bill Bennet,
J. A.
Bennet and Leighton Elliott, Toronto; John M.
Bishop and J. Ernest Millen, Montreal.
C. R. Eraser, one of Toronto's best-known
radio men, and a former manager of Fada sales
in Canada, has joined the radio sales organizaStewart-Warner Speedometer Corp.,

tion of the

Toronto.

in

For the benefit of the radio trade

accorded these

recordings.

Montreal Radio Dealers See
Quality Market in the Fall

in

the

province of Ontario, the Amplion Corp. of
Canada, Ltd., Toronto, has been giving Saturday morning concerts, broadcasting from station
CHIC from 10.30 to 11.30 a. m. These high-class
recitals have benefited the dealers.

Co. of Canada, Ltd., will vhortly

At the recent annual meeting of the Montreal
Publicity Association, Gilbert Layton, of Layton
Bros., Ltd.,

was elected

a director.

H. Townsend Piano Co., Ltd., Moncton,
N. B., branch, under the management of Gordon
Ross, states that a big run on Brunswick records has been experienced.
C. W. Lindsay, Ltd., reports that it cannot get
enough stock ahead of the new Seville Brunswick model. It sold out the initial quota the
first day they were on the floor and had to wire
for a rush shipment to be forwarded immediC.

Expect Weil-Known and Nationally Advertised
Receivers to Sell Well Brunswick Recording
Orchestra in Local Appearance

—

Montreal, Can., July

of phonographs during the Fall and Christmas
seasons, S. J. Cook, sales manager of the Mc-

a

new Seville model,
those who have received their quota
have already sent in repeat orders.

of $9,101,196.

In referring to the possibilities of a shortage

at

Canadian trade a new console model
phonograph, "Wondertone," said to employ a
new principle of reproduction and amplification.
Brunswick dealers are in rapture as regards

oi¥er the

ufacturers'
S. B.

all

in 1924.

year

Discusses Possible

Demonstration

and

growth

manufacture

number

McCook

the selling possibilities of the

the radio industry during the year and also
reveal a tendency toward the production of

separate parts.

S. J.

the

in

complete sets rather than

—

Six

manufacture of radio sets or parts, nine other
concerns made sets and parts in conjunction
with the manufacture of other electric apparatus
and twelve of the manufacturers of batteries in
Canada reported an output for radio purposes.
Statistics for 1925

Industry

Panatrope Given Theatre

radio apparatus, including sets, parts and batteries, reached a total value of $5,548,659 in 1925.
according to a statement just issued by the

plants

in

H. B. McKenzie, vice-president of Amplion
Corp. of Canada, Ltd., was in attendance at the
recent convention of the American Radio Man-

radio sets are

all

6.

— Local

pretty

dealers handling

well of one

mind

as

regards selling for Fall and Winter, and the
majority of those interviewed are of the opinion
that there will exist among prospective buyers

good price for a set of a
well-known and established make, say anywhere
from $150 to $200, rather than purchase a cheaper
the desire to pay a

set of

unknown

quality.

radio department.
They are advertising this
product heavily in the newspapers.
The recent drive for funds of the Women's
Hospital campaign was well supported by the
music and phonograph trades, and substantial
subscriptions were made to this worthy cause
by Edgar M. Berliner, president, Victor Talking
Alachine Co., of Canada, Ltd.: Layton Bros.,
Ltd.; C. W. Lindsay, Ltd.
Harold Leonard and His Red Jacket Waldorf
Astoria Orchestra, New York, were a feature at
the Windsor Hotel recently for a week. Local
Brunswick dealers took the opportunity of featuring this orchestra's various Brunswick recordings in their advertising and tying up with
in

The International Music Store (Frank
sperger) is very much elated over the
Brunswick

other wavs.

Ram-

new
model and predicts big businew type from its establishment.

Seville

ness in this

Layton Bros., Ltd., this city, are making big
efforts in pushing the sale of Balkite "B" eliminator and to date have been very successful,
according to George Layton, manager of the

it

ately.

News of the Retail Trade
From the Winnipeg Field
Winnipeg, Man., July 6.— The death is announced of Wm. S. Hemhill, sales manager of
J. J. H. McLean, a valued employe of this firm
for over ten years.

Farquhar & Shaw, headquarters for Brunswick Panatropes and records, are of the opinion
that the

phonograph trade

will see a big revival

Summer and Fall.
Owing to increased business and

this

the need for

more warehousing space, the Winnipeg branch
of the Dominion Battery Co., Ltd., has been
forced to move to larger and more up-to-date
quarters at 128 James street.
Construction of a 5,000-watt broadcasting staat the Manitoba Agricultural College is

tion

practically assured.

"Horses," a Leo Feist song

Talking Machine Springs
and Repair Parts
NONE BETTER

IN

QUALITY

NONE LOWER

IN PRICE

the

In
A

MONTVALE,

NEW JERSEY

hit, has been made
song of the Winnipeg Stampede.

Hands

creditors'

of Creditors

committee has been appointed to

take charge of the affairs of George S. Uniss,
Inc., of Brooklyn.
This firm is not insolvent,
but the affairs are in such a condition that it
is

THE RENE MANUFACTURING

official

unable to realize immediate cash to meet

its

liabilities.

CO.

The musical merchandise store of George A.
Smith, of Omaha, Neb., has been moved to the
Lyric Build ng, Nineteenth and Farnam streets.

W
July
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Saxophonic Phonograph on
Display at Furniture Mart
Head

Goldsmith,

I.

Machine

Player-Tone

of

Attending

Co.,

Chicago Furniture Mart

Talking
Exhibition at
First Presentation

Summer

—

Pittsburgh, Pa., July 6.— I. Goldsmith, head of
the Player-Tone Talking Machine Co., of this
city,

present

in

exhibition

at

at

is

Summer

Chicago attending the
Chicago Furniture

the

Mart, which opened on July 6. The company
has on display at this exhibition the first presentation of its new Saxophonic line of phonographs which consists of twelve models, ranging
in price from $75 to $200.
The Saxophonic
phonograph embodies a new tone arm and
sound box equipment which has met with the
enthusiastic approval of Player-Tone dealers

F. A. D.

New

Andrea Announces

Eastern Headquarters of
U. S. Music Co. Moved

Eight-Tube Receiver

A new eight-tube set, embodying the latest
improvements in design, construction and engineering, has been announced by F. A. D. Andrea, Inc., manufacturer of Fada radio. The new
model, together with a six-tube set modeled
along the lines of the eight, will supplement the
present line of sets manufactured by Fada,
which total thirteen different models. The
eight and six-tube
sets
are of the totally
shielded type, housed in table type cabinets of
effective design, and the chassis of both sets are
of structural steel.

New

Ga.,

Brown, assistant manager of the Atlanta,
branch of the Columbia Phonograph Co.,

was

a recent visitor to

and

Offices

at

West

25-33

Where Larger Space

Now

Stockrooms
Eighteenth

Street,

Is Available

The Eastern branch

offices and stockrooms
United States Music Co., for some time
past located at 122 Fifth avenue, New York,
were moved on July 10 to 25-33 West Eighteenth street, just around the corner from the
old location. The company occupies the second
floor and mezzanine in the new building, with
much more space available for the handling of

of the

steadily

M. Wale

J.

New

York

Located

its

W.

115

division

York.

is

of

growing business in the East. J.
general manager of the Eastern
the company, with a large sales

force under his direction.

and which

is attracting considerable attention
Furniture Mart.
The Player-Tone Talking Machine Co. has
been identified with the phonograph industry
for many years and in making his arrangements
for the coming season Mr. Goldsmith deter-

at the

mined

to

give his dealers a line which

would

every possible opportunity to develop
sales in every price range. The Saxophonic line
afford

two handsome consolette grands, three
four consoles and three uprights,

features

consolettes,

equipped

all

with

the

chamber and sound box.

new Saxophonic tone
The cabinet designs

both distinctive and attractive, and Mr.
Goldsmith is now working out plans whereby
Player-Tone dealers will be given maximum
co-operation in merchandising the company's
Saxophonic line during the coming season.

are

Don't
Service

Marwol Corp. Completes
Payments

N"o.

built-in

Jos.

one of them being equipped with

formerly vice-president and
Herbert John Corp., New
York, wholesaler of radio equipment, has accepted appointment as sales promotion manager of the Weber-Rance Corp., New York,
radio distributor.
Mr. Kerr will be closely associated with M. L. Miller, vice-president and

Type A&Auto
Battery ChQrg<?r

Kerr,

manager

profits in sets

You can

sell

—

your customers equip'
ment with which to do their own
^'home** servicing,
review of

"What

last season's radio business, entitled

Is

Wrong With Radio V

written by an authority, brings out the leak in
dealer profits as a case of too much unnecessary
service to the buyers of sets and parts.

a

Kerr With Weber-Rance

your

A
513.00

"B" battery eliminator.

Joseph

sales

R-lli Bulb Type
Bfitienj Charqer

MB

ing the 1926 radio season with a clean slate, according to Mr. Martin.
The Marwol organization has made elaborate plans for the new
season, and is bringing out two new six-tube
receivers,

Time

deprive you of

to Creditors

Completion of payments to creditors of the
Marwol Radio Corp., under the composition
agreed upon at the recent bankruptcy proceedings, has been announced by Ralph H. Martin,
head of the firm.
Mr. Martin stated that a
total of $60,000 had been paid to creditors, the
final payment having been made on July 6. This
means that the Marwol Radio Corp. is enter-

let

of the

!((14.00

Isn't

it

logical that set-owners should be equip-

ped with the proper "tools" to service the radio?
Why put the burden on your own business?
Why not sell them their own servicing needs and
make a profit where you have been absorbing a
loss?

loR-JOi BulbTtjpe
Trickle Charger

manager of the Weber-Rance Corp.
In addition to being the exclusive representative in the metropolitan district for the American Bosch Magneto Corp. and J. B. Ferguson,
Inc., the Weber-Rance Corp. is a distributor
sales

Sterling Care Takers and Inspectors are

made

for the layman's use and for easy selling on the
dealer s part. It s the most complete "home-servicing" line of the radio equipment you can select

from.

Nationally advertised

tubes, Amplion speakers,
for Ferryman
Gould Unipower, Balkite, and other well-known

also

lines of radio products.

§12..

NoI^-4o3 Tz/Z)^

Government Powerless

'or

to

Regulate Radio Activities
of

— The

Department
Justice ruled to-day that the Government

Washington, D. C, July
was powerless

8.

to enforce regulations

radio broadcasting and other activities of the in-

dustry unless additional powers were voted by
Congress. The Department of Commerce asked
for a ruling on the subject when such authority

was not obtained

in

the last

dealing with radio being lost
-losing days.

session,
in the

$3.75

governing

all

jam

bills

of the

}io.

Midgei

JubelReMMatcr

^

XfcrlinA

RADIO
EQUIPMENT
COMPANY
THE STERLING MFG.
Cleveland,

Ohio
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Phonographs Added
Berg A. T. & S. Go. Line

Console and Consolette Models, Fabrikoid Covered With Two-toned Leather Effects Carries
70-inch Tone Chamber and Other Features

—

The Berg Auto Trunk &
Island

City,

portables,

N.

Y.,

comprising

Specialty Co.,

manufacturer
line

a

of

of
six

Long

Artone
models,

in volume and with a clarity
comment.
The upright model is known as the "Consolette."
It is trimmed in Adam period repro-

recorded records
that creates

ductions of hand-tooled leather design. It has
a Berg tone chamber and its other equipment is
This makes an
that of the Cathedral model.
ideal instrument for apartments and small living rooms.
The Berg Auto Trunk & Specialty Co. has
collaborated with the Dupont Laboratories in

July

15,

1926

producing these new "Art Model" phonographs.
The company plans an extensive advertising
campaign in introducing these new products and
expects to establish a new vogue in exterior
decoration for musical instruments.
The new Berg console and consolette will be
distributed through jobbers in centrally located

key

the country,

cities of

many

of

whom

are al-

ready handling the Berg Artone portable phonograph and have found those products popular
with the public.

Record and Portable Phonograph Sales
Are Big Factors With Kansas City Trade
Demand

in

These Lines Keeps the Trade
Attract Interest to All Lines

Kansas City. Mo.,
month with

July

the

factory

8.

in

—June has been a

satis-

phonograph dealers

in

Kansas City, according to general reports here.
While the sale on large machines has been a bit
slow, activity in popular records and an unusual
demand for small portable machines have served
to keep the phonograph business flourishing, in
spite of the above-normal temperature condiThe new machines now
tions in this locality.
on the market are acting as a stimulant to activity

in

all

The prospects

lines.

for

Fall,

in

the opinion of dealers here, are that the neVv
type machines as well as the improved me-

New Berg Console Phonograph
demonstrated at the recent music convention
held in New York two new phonographs. One
is a console model and the other is an upright.
Both of the new products have a number of exclusive features and introduce a new note in
treatment of exteriors.
The console is described as of cathedral deIt is dressed in a fabrikoid outer covering
sign.
with hand-tooled two-toned leather effects. It
carries a 70-inch tone chamber, a new model
gooseneck throw-back tone arm and an improved
modern reproducer. The tone chamber is the
invention of Joseph Berg, who is also head of
the company which manufactures this product.
The machine reproduces the new electrically
.

TRINITY

machines are going to meet

talking

chanical

with great favor with the public, and the phonograph is going to entrench itself as a household
necessity to a greater extent than ever before.
Good Brunswick Business

H. Condon, district manager of the
Brunswick-Balke-CoUender Co. in this city, reports business ahead of last year, and the prosT.

pects for a steady

demand

for

Brunswick ma-

chines throughout the Summer excellent. Portables have been a big item with them this seaMr. Condon believes that much of the
son.

business

in

all

lines

with the Brunswick deal-

been created by the Fanatrope demonstrations, which have been able to revive inmachines and trade-in
terest in mechanical
more expensive Panathe
as
well
models as
ers has

The

tropes.

new

Brunswick

improved

me-

chanical numbers, the Madrid, the Seville and
sellers
the Cortez, are expected to be popular

WE

emphasis
on the Trinity Five
lay special

Compact Cabinet Model
because at $50, a popular
price, it answers the great
demand for a well constructed, high quality receiver, that takes up little
room in the home.
Communicate with

the factory and
have our nearest distributor demonstrate the Trinity line.

z>:-e

will

Beacon Radio Manufacturing
323 Berry

St.,

Brooklyn,

—

Flourishing Condition New Type Instruments
Anticipate Splendid Fall Business

— Dealers

Co., Inc.

New York

No

Soldered
Connections

this

The

Fall.

ords,

sold
J.

all

classical

him

a

are

W.

Jenkins

selections,

and

in

addition

Symphonic Reproducer.
Sons

Music

Co.

has

been

from $15 to
demand. Records have been mov-

finding portables, ranging in price
$50, in active

ing well for this time of year.

Edison Products Popular
through Oklahoma, Kansas and
Arkansas, C. L. Smith, manager of the Edison
Distributing Co. of this city, has returned and
expresses himself as optimistic and enthusiastic
.^fter a trip

about Fall prospects. The special advertising
campaign, put on recently to introduce the new
reproducer, has created considerable interest in
the attachment, and has resulted in demonstraMr. Smith says
tions, and a volume of sales.
that
the
new twelve-inch record, carrying
selections from the ten best records of the
month, which the Edison Co. recently introduced to its dealers, is meeting with enthusiastic

Government Nai'y Deft.
Licenses and 88 Patents.

made

already

Phonograph Co. headquarters here, has just returned from a trip through northern Oklahoma,
where the wheat harvest is in full swing, and
reports that that country is going to have the
best crop it has had in years. Every indication,
according to Mr. Ockenden, is that his company
will have an exceptionally fine business this Fall.
Records in Kansas City, as well as throughout
the territory, have been enjoying a good demand
for this time of year, much ahead of other years,
with "Truly I Do" by Ford and Glenn, and Ross
Gorman's orchestra playing "Valencia," two oi
the numbers which it is almost impossible to
keep stocked on. The popularity of the New
Process Columbia records is evidenced, Mr
Ockenden states, by the fact that they are receiving countless inquiries from small-town
dealers, asking to be allowed to carry the Columbia records.
O. D. Standke is finding business ahead ot
last year, especially in records, which have continued in steady demand in spite of warm
weather. Mr. Standke says that within the last
thirty days he has supplied one customer from
Lindsborg, Kansas, Jhe Swedish settlement,
which is famed for its Spring music festival
with $61 worth of Columbia New Process rec-

response.

The record

who

is

designed for

does not find it profitable
to keep a supply of all records issued, and it
is intended as a library from which to select.
The purpose is to eliminate the evil of overloading the small dealer. As a part of the plan
the Kansas City branch is furnishing to the
dealers practically a 24-hour service on orders
received, the distributor carrying the stock inThis plan has restead of the small dealer.
sulted in keeping the record sales throughout
the Summer up to date, according to Mr. Smith.
the small dealer

Built under U. S.

deliveries

meeting with an enthusiastic response from the
dealers in the territory. Mr. Condon will make
a trip through Oklahoma and Kansas the last
of July and the first of August.
The Brunswick Shop had the biggest Saturday so far this year on records, after a Friday
evening advertisement in a local paper featuring Charley Straight and His Orchestra.
Optimistic Over Outlook
W. B. Ockenden, manager of the Columbia

July
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Directors of Radio Mfrs. Assn.
in

Conjunction With Annual Meeting
Work on Installation Plans

Interference and to

The board of directors of the Radio Manufacturers Association at a meeting in Buffalo,
June

29, considered several matters of great importance to the radio industry and justified ex

D.

pectations

program
tion

of

of

fulfillment

of

comprehensive
conven-

the

initiated at the Atlantic City

the

Association in

May

of

this

year

through adoption of the following, which it is
believed, will be greatly effective in the ad-

vancement of radio interests:
A recommendation to the membership that
the 1927 Annual Spring meeting of the Association be held at the

week

cago, the

new Stevens

of June 8

and

Hotel, Chi-

that in connection

therewith a trade show be carried on in the
spacious auditorium that will be available, it is
thought, will be of great value to manufacturestablishing distribution.
ferred to the Show Committee,

This was reH. H. Frost,
chairman, for detailed presentation to the Association at the meeting to be held in connection
with the Third Annual Radio World's Fair, New
ers

in

York

City, September 13 to 18.
Committee on Interference, T. K. Webster,
chairman, was appointed to go thoroughly into

A

the causes of interference other than that caused

by radio, with a view to working with various
agencies to eliminate such interference.

A
tion,

Committee on Radio Receiving InstallaH. H. Frost, chairman, was created for

the purpose of co-operating with organizations
in the construction industry in wiring of houses
for proper radio receiving installation.

In

line

Hoover

at

with the suggestion of Secretary
the time of the convention at At-

lantic City a Statistical

Committee,

J.

B.

Haw-

chairman, was formed with instructions ti5
make a survey of the statistical needs of the

ley,

Simpson,

— Committees Appointed to Investigate
David Grimes Marketing
— New Constitution Presented

industry and to present plans for a competent
statistical service to the Association.
Authorization lor publishing the R. M. A.

News

C. C. Colby, Godfrey Gort, S. B. Trainer,
MacGregor, H. H. Frost, T. K. Webster, W.
W. Dowdell, J. B. Hawley, H. H. Eby, H. W.

Boyd,

Make

Important Recommendations at Meeting
Suggest Trade Show

117

as the official

medium

under the direction of

B.

of the Association,

W.

Ruark, executive

was voted.
The Fair Trade Practice Committee, C. C.
Colby, chairman, was authorized to formulate

New

Device, the "Gradeon"

Device Links Phonograph and Radio and Makes
Use of Power Plant and Amplifiers of Set to
Increase Record Volume

secretary,

a code of fair trade practices or principles of
business conduct.

Important changes

government of the
proposed new
constitution and by-laws presented by President
Haugh.
The board of directors approved the national
contest proposed by the Department of Agriculin

the

Association were forecast

in the

ture to intensify interest in radio among farmers and recommended that members of the As-

sociation co-operate.

The annual Radio

Industries Banquet, regu-

larly held at the time of the

was approved.
Extended activities
industry were noted

New York

Show,

in legislation affecting the

in

the resolution adopted

on the part of the
Radio Manufacturers Association with the Nacalling for close co-operation

tional Association of Broadcasters.

Committee
reports
indicated
substantial
progress in the work of the Association.
H. Eby, chairman of the membership committee, reported applications from a number of

H

well-known institutions, which will be referred
to the membership for approval.
In attendance at the meeting in response to a
call by President A. T. Haugh were the following:

President, A. T.

Haugh;

secretary,

L

Baldwin; treasurer, P. C. Lenz, Jr.; executive secretary, B. W. Ruark.
Directors:
C. D.
G.

David Grimes, Inc., well-known radio set
manufacturer, Jersey City, N. j., in addition to
its new line of radio models, is marketing a new
musical
instrument
known as the
device
"Gradeon." This product makes use of the
power plant and the audio amplifiers of a radio
set-in, "stepping-up" the volume of record renditions on any type of phonograph.
The "Gradeon" has a special sound-box
which is attached to the phonograph tone arm.
From this runs an electric cord to a pronged
device which is inserted in the detector tube
position of the radio instrument.
Tubes, other
than the audio, are not in use and can either
be left in or .extracted from the radio instrument.
Between the new type sound box and
the pronged plug for the detector position is a
small dial which assists in regulating the volume
of tone needed for particular rooms. This, together with the battery indicators on the radio
set, makes possible almost any volume to suit
With the
the size of any room or auditorium.
"Gradeon" any type of loud speaker becomes
available for this talking machine record amplification.

The "Gradeon," which

is
sold at a popular
been announced through several full-page ads by John Wanamaker, of New
In
York, and Gimbel Bros., in Philadelphia.
New York territory the Blackman Talking
Machine Co. and Silas E. Pearsall Co. have
been appointed distributors for the "Gradeon."

price, has already

EVERY PHONOGRAPH OWNER
PROSPECT FOR THE

IS

A

Quali-Tone DeLuxe Reproducer

NORTHWESTERN
PHONOGRAPH
WORKS
218

Wabash Ave.

So.

Chicago,

III.

Proven by exacting tests and many months of experiment, the QuaHTone DeLuxe Reproducer will revive your customers' old phonographs
with its rich and powerful tone. Its special metal alloy diaphragm
reproduces the rumbling bass and highest treble notes with the fidelity and volume of the new type talking machines.

Distributors to jobbers and
dealers.

2649-59

NO.

Attractive Discounts to Jobbers

and Dealers

METAL PRODUCTS CO.
DURO
CHICAGO,
KILDARE AVENUE

ILLINOIS
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World's Classified Advertising
Any member

of the trade

may forward

this

a
"Situation" advertisement intended f.or this Department to
occupy a space of four lines, agate measure, and it will
Replies will also be forwarded without
be inserted free.
Additional space will be at the rate of 25c per line.
cost.
If bold-faced type is desired the cost of same will be 25c
Rates for all other classes of advertising on
per line.
application.
to

office

opportunity for radio and accessories man-

ufacturers to secure the services of a wellrated distributor catering to radio and talking

machine dealers for over 25 years. If you
us information as to what you have
to sell, we are in a position to market your
Address "Box 1571" care of The
product.
Talking Machine World, 383 Madison Ave.,
will mail

New York

City.

FOR SALE
A

complete Watson-Stillman Hydraulic

Outfit

for

manufacturing

The A.

records.

Only

Price very low.

used a short time.

GILBERT

C.

New Haven

Co.

Conn.

RECORDS WANTED
ASTLEY

CLERK, 18 King Street, Kingston, Jamaica, B.W.L, desires to get catalogs
and trade prices from Gramophone manufacturers or dealers (not Victor), who can
supply Chinese and Syrian records.

WANTED— Radio

Tube Salesman.

We

want

a high class salesman calling on musical jobRebers to sell a
real quality radio tube.
sponsible organization. Excellent sales policies.

Protected territories. Commission basis. Address "Box 1573." care The Talking Machine
World. 383 Madison avenue. New York City.

WANTED — Outside

solicitor and salesman
phonographs and radio on salary and
commission. A good opportunity to a determined worker of sales ability. Write, giving
Address "Box 548," care The
full particulars.
Talking Machine World, 383 Madison avenue,

for pianos,

New York

made.
Because shipments are now being made to
foreign countries the words "Made in U. 5. A."
are being added to the registered trade-mark of

UNUSUAL OPPORTUNITY
An

tenna is being received with marked favor by
both jobbers and retailers, according to Mr.
Yahr, and the improvements which are constantly being made add greatly to its desirability
as a business-getter. A new condenser has been
added to the antenna, to which the lead-in wire
is attached, and other improvements are being

the antenna. Air. Yahr said.
Among the new
jobbers established on this Continent are I. J.
Haug & Sons, Inc., Regina, Sask., Canada; and
shipments have also been made to England,
Japan and other foreign countries. On a recent
trip to La Crosse, Wis. Minneapolis, Minn., and
points in northern Wisconsin, Mr. Yahr called
on several new dealers and jobbers in that territory. The trip combined business and pleasure,
as he had a day's fishing in northern Wisconsin, which was both successful and enjoyable.
The Super Ball Antenna Co. of Green Bay is
planning to put a new article on the market in
the near future.
This is the "Super-Ground
;

Clamp" which will solve the difficulty of
grounding a radio set for many radio owners.
This clamp is so constructed that it may be
attached to practically any size water pipe or
other ground. A sharp point on the inner side
of the clamp insures direct contact with the
metal through any coat of paint or varnish
which might otherwise interfere.
Mr. Yahr attended the meeting of Western
and Middle Western
Sonora jobbers held
in Chicago just prior
to the Fourth of July.
He expressed great
interest

information
he
able to secure

the

was

at this

desires position with
radio or accessories to the
jobber or manufacturer to
,^ddres5 "Box 1572."
trade in Brooklyn and New York,
care of The Talking Machine World, 383 Madison Ave.,
sell

New York

City.

New

resulting

Activity

Expect

New

Radio Lines to Stimulate the Late
Summer and Fall Business June Sales in All
Lines Prove Satisfactory

—

—

Milwaukee, Wis.. July 7. Activity in talking
machines continues at a satisfactory rate, which
is
encouraging for this time of the year, and
present conditions in the Milwaukee trade indicate that the remainder of the year w-ill be a
busy one for local wholesalers and dealers.

The
Badger

Interstate Sales Co., a subsidiary of the
Co., featuring the

Freed-Eisemann radio

looking forward with marked interest to
the arrival of the new Freed-Eisemann models,
which should be in Milwaukee before the middle
of July.
The belief is expressed that the newmodels will act as a stimulant to late Summer
and early Fall business, which might otherwise
line, is

to

"The demand for Super-ball antennas has
been very big, and production at the factory in
Green Bay, Wis., is being increased to 6.000 a
day," announced Fred E. Yahr, of Yahr-Lange,
Inc., national and international distributor for
'he

Super-ball

products.

The

Super-ball

an-

l%"x.022xl7' bent
Ii4"x.022xl3' bent
li4"x. 022x9' bent
l%"x.022x9', bent
l"x. 020x13'
l"x. 020x15'

l"x.020xl5'
l"x.020xl5',

arbor
arbor
arbor
each end
6" marine ends
marine ends
bent arbor
bent at each end

COLVMBIA

6543 $.57
3014 .57
5362 .56
5423 .48
5427
3S
6542 .38
2141 .35
3333 .38
5394 .39
6546 .30
.

crimp arbor, new style. No. 20009
Vniversal
No. 2951
l"x.028xll' Universal
No. 2951
l"x.030xll' hoolc ends
l"xll' for motor No. 1
No. 1219
l"x. 028x16'
l"x. 028x10'

HEINEMAN

l"v 025x12' motors, Nos. 33
also Path^

&

77

1 3/16"x. 026x17'

40
.34

No. 4

.60

No. 144
No. 145
No. 146

.39
.43
.53

SAAL-SILVEKTONE
rectangular
rectangular
rectangular
Terms, 2 per cent

61

.36

35
70

1 3/16"x.026xl9',

l"x. 027x10',
l"x. 027x13',
l"x. 027x16',

.

..32

hole
hole
hole

cash with order.

TALKING MACHINE SUPPLY

CO.. PABKRIDGE,N.J.
Complete catalogue on request

Plaza Issues Attractive
Portable Adv. Material
Window

Display and Counter Posters Lithographed in Seven Colors Feature the Pal and
Regal Portable Phonographs

The Plaza Music Co., 10 West Twentieth
New York city, manufacturer of the Pal,
Regal and Kompact portables, and other prod-

street,

ucts for the talking

machine

dealer, has in con-

[P®[Sm©[Ul
[PK](o)K](Q)|^2^,D{]

However, there

the

arrival

of

mechanical instruments.
Carl Lovejoy, Brunswick

these

is

instruments.

representative

territory, spent the latter part of

in

June on

through the State, calling on dealers.

A. V. Orth, of the Orth Music Co., which features the Carryola line at retail, reports a good

opening for the season. He states that the Carryola Master has been especially active although the other novelty numbers at lower
prices have also been moving.

General Distributing Berg
and Masterphonic Lines
The Distributing Division of the General
Phonograph Corp., New York, recently added
the Berg line of Artone portable phonographs
politan

merchandise

distributes to the metro-

it

Harry

trade.

Fox

reports

that

the

proved popular with Okeh
dealers. The Masterphonic line of phonographs
made by the Wolf Mfg. Industries is also distributed bv the General distributing division.

Artone

line

management
the General

a

special

drive

sales

and Regal portables during the

on

its

Pal

Summer months

colors and are of such size that they can be
used either for window strips, backgrounds for

instrument, with

this

the belief that a very brisk business can be created by the introduction of the

to the

junction with

still

in

a place for the

a trip

FULLY GUARANTEED

new mechanical Brunswick, acMilwaukee dealers, who are eagerly

interest

very favorable results.

cording to

—

issued some particularly attractive advertising
material designed to appeal to consumers.
These new Pal and Regal posters are in seven

stimulate

has

Harry Fox, who

lack vitality.

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

marine ends

Pal Portable Phonograph Poster

from promotion of the Panatrope remains the
most important factor in the movement of the
Brunswick line. Dealers have been doing much

this

Milwaukee Trade Awaits
New Models of Instruments

VICTOR
l%"x.022xlT'. bent each end
lJ4"x. 022x18' 6"

PLAYS ALL STANDARD MAXE RUt^v/RDS

gathering.

They express
POSITION W.'^NTED— Salesman

SF»RI IMGS

on
display,
models
and will base his Fall
campaign in the talking machine field on

anticipating

City.

1926

15,

new

the

in

July

of

a

the

month ago took over
Distributing

Phonograph

Corp.,

Division

New

York,

the
of
re-

ports that the sale of Okeh and Odeon records
and other products distributed during the month
of June was far greater than the sales volume of
any preceding June.

window

dressings, in the interior of the store

or in

conspicuous place

a

upon

the

dealer's

counter.

Records Bring Voices of
Presidents to Radio Fans
Once again has

the talking machine record

its value as a means for
preserving for posterity historical events in
connection with individuals, for through t!:e
medium of records those listening in to a
special Forth of July radio program from Station W^GN, Chicago, were privileged to hear
important speeches as made by Theodore Roosevelt, Warren G. Harding, Woodrow Wilson and
William Howard Taft, while they were occupying the office of President of the United States.
Through the medium of the records Roosevelt was heard to deliver in his actual voice his
address on "The Farmer and the Business

proved indisputablj'

Man." Wilson's "Address

to the

Farmers" was
was

also reproduced before the microphone, as

Harding's speech

at

burial of over 5,000

ors in 1921.

The

Hoboken on
American

final

the return foi

soldiers

and

sail-

record was Taft's speech

on "Labor and Capital."
As the records were played before the microphone they were given suitable settings of
soft music interspersed occasionally with the
plaudits of the audience. Judging by the messages received by the radio station, the program
proved most interesting to listeners-in at receiving sots.

July

15,
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How

Small Goods Manufacturers Are
Aiding Retail Merchants to Boost Sales

Talking Machine Dealers
able to

Reiteration

Operate Musical Merchandise Departments Will Find
Helps Prepared by Manufacturers' Experts

let

again that the dealer

who

overlooking the

is

band instrument and musical
merchandise department is locking his cash
drawer against a steady source of revenue. One
of a

possibilities

of the best features of such a

department

is

the

variety of the merchandise carried which has a
year round appeal in the Fall and Winter

—

months the larger instruments are- in demand
and during the Summer months the small
stringed instruments come into their own. Anthe fact that but a limited space
needed and unless the department grows to

other feature
is

It

Profit-

of the Sales

often necessary to drive a point
us repeat in these columns

is

home, and so

Who

Make Use

is

large proportions the regular sales force can take
care of customers, so that no item for new em-

ployes need be taken into consideration as addi-

119

now urging

other King dealers to try the same

plan.

In the May issue of The World an article appeared giving instances of the manner in which
the Lecdy Mfg. Co., maker of drums and drummers' accessories, co-operated with its dealers in
Particular stress

stimulating sales.

and Fun" has been broadcast to millions of peoand the live dealer who
has co-operated and worked with the manufacturer can point with pride to his sales volume
ple practically every day,

of harmonicas.

the

Leedy

This series concouched in language
In a foreword
value.

dealers over a stated period.
sisted

twelve letters

of

which made them
the

to

letters

of real

the

Leedy Co. explained

manufacturer of King
band instruments, is another manufacturer always on the alert to prepare aids for its dealers
This company, through its
to increase sales.
Co.,

operation of a retail band and orchestra store
in Cleveland, is in a particularly good position

understand the problems of the dealer, and
hence the sales aids distributed by the H. N.
White Co. are distinctly appropriate. This company recently inaugurated a street car adverto

campaign in behalf of its own retail department and the results were so good that it is
tising

had come to

that,

problems of

after a long study of the sales

The H. N. White

was given
used by

series of sales letters to be

its

conclusion that
direct mail was the best method of increasing
sales, and so the advertising department predealers,

it

pared the

the

series.

These are but a few of many examples of the
helps which the makers of musical merchandise
and band instruments are constantly offering to
their retail

organizations.

They represent

results of a close study of the

the

market and are

prepared at great expense and should be taken
advantage of by every retailer to achieve the
greatest possible business.

tional overhead.

The main

factor,

however, that

should

in-

the co-operation that is extended the trade in this field by the manufacfluence dealers
turers

is

band instruments and musical mer-

of

Too often the dealer is prone to
overlook the manufacturers' co-operation and
seeks to merchandise his stock in his own
fashion to the total exclusion and neglect of the
chandise.

many

which the advertising and publicity

aids

departments

the

of

manufacturers

merchandising will secure the best
results, it must be taken into consideration that
the experts engaged by the manufacturer have
at their finger tips hundreds of instances of the
experiences of dealers of all types and con-

what type

of

ducting stores of

all

sizes

in

varied localities,

campaigns
it is from a close study of the
used by these dealers that the sales aids are
prepared so that dealers in all sections can
profit from the experience of their workers in

and

the

same

the

different

aid deal-

is

at

One

Ever Made, Attracted Attention
Music Trades Convention Exhibit

the rim is studded with brilliants,
which sparkle in the spotlight when Mr. Johns
plays on the stage. Carl W. Nelson, president
of the Vega Co., states that this instrument is
the finest he has ever seen.
gold-finish,

Finest

Boston, Mass., July

maker

Vega

of

7.

vention

of

Vega

the

Vega Co., of this
Vegaphone banjos,

display at the recent con-

Music

Industries

Commerce in New York and
made at the plant of the Vega

is

a

Chamber
special

of

model

Co., in this city, for

Brooke Johns, prominent banjoist. The banjo
is made in accordance with a special order of
Brooke Johns, who already owns several Vegaphones.

In

Register Trade-mark

— The

and

has produced a banjo de luxe, which is aptly
termed the $1,000 banjo. This banjo was exhibited at the

To

addition to

the

brilliancy

of

the

—

Washington, D. C, July 7. M. Hohner, Inc.,
City, maker of Hohner harmonicas,

New York

has applied to the United States Patent Office
in this city for the registration of

as a trade-mark for harmonicas.
that this

since

name has been used

"Up-to-Date"

The

in this

not

possible

to

detail

A band is being organized in Newburg, Mo.,
by William James, of the Martin Bros. Piano
Co., Springfield,

Mo.

Let it be sufficient
building up sales.
which can be
instances
to enumerate a few
accepted as typical. In the first place, the national advertising in magazines, while primarily
used to create general interest in the product
ers

in

advertised, often draws inquiries from interested
parties, and it is the custom of the manufacturer
to turn over these inquiries to dealers situated
near the address of the inquirer, thus handing
the dealer an almost certain sale. The window
cards and other display material supplied dealcertain to
ers are prepared in a manner that is
addition
in
posters,
these
and
attention,
attract
to the

consumer

literature

which

is

prepared

at

dealer
great expense, should be utilized by every
results
best
the
that
so
other
or
fashion
in some

be achieved.

M. Hohner, Inc., has for years gone to great
expense to stimulate public interest in the harmonica and that it has succeeded is beyond all
that
question of doubt. This is one instrument
the
through
largely
is
it
and
is not seasonable
whole-hearted

efforts

harmonica now has

of

this

firm

that

an accepted place

in

the
the

magazmes,

musical instrument family. Through
frenewspapers, billboards, window displays,
movies
the
in
quent and regular radio concerts,
theatres,
and through hundreds of contests in
institutions, the
other
and
playgrounds
schools,
Music
Hohner harmonica message of "Good

firm states

connection

1897.

field.

methods by which the manufacturers

It

of

city,

is

it

Gold-finished, BriUiant-studded Instrument,

provide.

true that the dealer situated in a
city or town where he has been engaged
in business for a number of years knows best

While

Vega Go. Produces Banjo
De Luxe for Brooke Johns

The Oldest and
Largest Musical
Merchandise House
IN

America

ExcIusiveTy Wholesale
ESTABLISHED 163*

C.BRUAOSrSONjNC.
351-53rOURTHAVE.NEW^'bRKClTY

a
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THE MUSICAL MERCHANDISE FIELD— (Continued
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from page 119)

nOHNEIt

f THE WORLD'S BESJ^^sJtS^
The

"How

free instruction book,

to Play
will increase your

the Hohner Harmonica"
sales. Have you a supply?
Wntt

HOHNER,

M.

"Big Business Builders"

IK for our

Inc.

'it,*^

yLi*

mmdlD

HOHNEH PRODUCTS
JiRST PRIZE f\T THE P/\fif\mS'
PACIFIC INTERNfiJIQNIhLt'KPOSmON Sf\N FRI\NCISC0 191
Samuel Buegeleisen Returns From European Trip
Head of Musical Merchandise Jobbing Firm
Sums Up Conditions — Sees Europe as Consumer for American Instruments

export business and there are few tourCzecho-Slovakia, on the other hand, is
busy and industrial conditions are fairly good.
Business and industrial conditions in Italy were
better; in fact, they were the best on the Conlittle

ists;

mer-

of the musical

chandise jobbing house of Buegeleisen & Jacobsen, who recently returned to this country after
an eleven-week tour of Europe, reports that

Europe may soon be looked upon

consumer

as a

as well as a producer of musical instruments.

Mr. Buegeleisen attributes
the

modern American

this to the fact that

jazz orchestras have

made

tremendous success in their appearances in
European countries, particularly France and
England, and he feels that this popularity will
result in the creation of customers for American-made instruments.
In summing up conditions as he found them,
Mr. Buegeleisen says: "I found that prices in
musical merchandise are fairly stiff in Europe.

a

Industrial

conditions

in

prospect were

it

not for the fact that high taxes and high labor
figures enter materially in the manufacturing
costs.

the

In France, conditions are not stable due
financial

Ike

practically no

uncertainty;

Austria

in

is

other parts of Europe.
"In England and France

you are immediately impressed by the tremendous hold that
American jazz has taken upon these countries
and the popularity of this music has made wonderful musical merchandise business. There is
an increasing demand for American-made jazz
instruments, particularly the ukulele and the
"I

tant

was able

to establish a

new connections and

satisfied

doing

is

with

a

few

I

number

of impor-

consider myself well

purchases

I

made,

par-

ticularly a big collection of old violins, 'cellos

and bows, which
ably and which

I

was able

now

is

to acquire reason-

part

of

the

B.

&

J.

H. A. Wood, manager of the Nowlin-Carr
Music Co., Pine Bluflf, Ark., has organized a
band among youngsters between the ages of
The organization is
seven and seventeen.
sponsored by the local advertising club.

The Sensation of
the

Drum World

Again Ludwig
a

sets the

pace with

new drum— the SUPER-LUDwith its many new advanced

WIG

features.

adjustment of

of
throw-off
securing
for
snare control are but
a few of the many new improved
ideas to be found on this latest
creation of Ludwig engineers and
craftsmen.
snares,

snares

a

.

and

parallel

means

PERFECT

a sales leader for the dealer
is on the alert to be up and
ahead of the van that will follow
It's

who

Patd. Jan. 1924 and Others Pending
for Prices

and Discounts

LUDWIG & LUDWIG
World's

neighborhood of $150,000.

the

reasons for the addition

carried

One

the

of

to provide space for

is

the manufacture of the banjos, which were recently added to the company's line.
These

new

products,

played

at the

New York

nine

models

in

all,

were

dis-

Musical Industries Convention

last

in

month, and w'On enthusiastic

the trade.

has not been decided whether work on the
addition will start immediately or whether building operations will commence when the Fall
rush is over. The reason for the indecision is

Largest

Drums and Drum

Euclid Music Co. Ties Up
With Orchestra's Visit

of
Accessories

With Local

Displays

Activities

in

Circles Stimulates Sales

and

Band

Co-operation
Instrument

During June

—

Cleveland, O., July 6. The Euclid Music Co.
has been putting a special advertising and sales
drive behind Buescher band instruments and resuccessful results.

this firm

During the past month

sold a complete outfit of instruments

Beach Orchestra and had the instruments on display in the store's window for
a week, with appropriate display cards.
On
"Saxophone Day," when a special contest for
amateur players under the auspices of the
Cleveland Press was held, the Euclid Music Co.
donated a $150 saxophone as a prize.
The recent visit of Waring's Pennsylvanians
to fulfill an engagement at the Allen The.atre
was another opportunity for this live firm and
displayed each Buescher instrument with a
it
to the Euclid

picture of the player.
of the Leedy Mfg. Co.,
drums and drummers' accessories, re-

representative

maker

CHICAGO

Window

Varied

A

Makers

1611 to 1627 No. Lincoln Street,

that the work would temporarily curtail production and at the present time the demand is
so heavy that even a short curtailment would
interfere seriously with filling dealers' orders.

l)orts

INDIVIDUAL

Now

when

about doable the floor space. The new
addition will be four stories, built of reinforced
concrete and will conform with the present
buildings.
It is estimated that the cost will be
out, will

It

Perfect Snare Control

Us

dition to the present plant which,

comment from

stock."

Throw-Off

to

Indianapolis, Ind., July 6.— The Leedy Alfg. Co.,
manufacturer of Leedy drums and drummers'
accessories, recently completed plans for an ad-

in

banjo-ukulele.

Individual Snare Adjustment

Send

—

Erected Adjoining Factory Addition of Line
of Banjos Makes More Space Necessary

and
a general note of prosperity not found

NEW SUPER-LUDWIG DRUM
Parallel Snare

Four-story, Reinforced Concrete Building to Be

unemployment

are not of the brightest

and lower prices would be

to

is

Addition to Present Plant

there, the cities are clean, the people lively,

there

Samuel Buegeleisen, head

There

tinent.

Leedy Mfg. Go. Plans Big

of

cently visited Nusbaum's, Canton, O., and displaved and demonstrated the company's complete line.

July

15,
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Employes of C. Bruno & Son, New York,
Hold Annual Outing at Glenwood Landing
Hams and

Eggs Have Strenuous Baseball Game With W. J. Haussler and
Box Bruno's Own Orchestra Shows Its Men Can Play as Well as

the

—

Karatsonyi's

was

Island,

Inn,

Glenwood Landing, Long

the scene of the annual outing of

the employes of C. Bruno & Son, Inc., New
York, held recently. The weather was delightful, having apparently been made to specifications of the outing committee, and a festive
time was had by all present. The trip to the
outing grounds was made by busses, which left
New York early in the morning, and the scene
of the day's festivities was reached before 10
The baseball game between the
in the morning.
so-called Hams and Eggs was the feature of the
day and the Eggs came out on top of the Hams,
which is as it should be. The final score was

6 to

Haussler and L. Bishop, pitchers, and
For the Hams: Marty
Al. Feldman, catcher.
McCallinan, pitcher, and Sidney Kamnitzer,
catcher, the batteries for both teams being in
liam

J.

&

Ludwig

L. Bishop in the
Sell

top form, and doing their utmost to
teams winners.

ployes so that the slogan "Bruno Means
Security" would be luade the dominant one in
the small goods field.
Track sports occupied the greater portion of
tile afternoon, and as the shades of evening were

On

the

Extreme Right

Is

dance

floor,

The

special

Art

Various Models of Ludwig Banjos Minutely
Described and Handsomely Illustrated in
Catalog Dealing With Banjo Line

models take precedence in the catalog.
These include the Oriental, in Chinese design;
Luxor, an example of Egyptian art; Toreador,
reminiscent of Spain, and the Corsican, French
in color and design.
Other models featured are
the Ambassador, the Bellevue tenor banjo, Cap-

Chicago, III., July 8.— Ludwig & Ludwig, manufacturers of drums, drummers' accessories and

itol tenor banjo. Commodore De Luxe, plectrum
model; Stratford, plectrum banjo, and a series
Outstanding features
of Standard Art models.

Attractive Banjo Catalog

banjos, recently distributed to the trade an attractive catalog deahng exclusively with the

Ludwig

of banjos.

line

The complete

line

is

described and illustrated, many of
illustrations being done in natural color

of the Ludwig line are explained in detail as
are the materials which go toward the making
of a real musical instrument of the Ludwig

attractively

quality.

the

Throughout the catalog appear pictures of
famous artists who use and endorse the- Ludwig products.

The Weymann

HYGRADE
Musical Instrument
Cases
Made o£ Three-ply Veneer
We

now making

are

a

new combination Sax

any Alto or C Mel. Soprano
Clarinet and Music Stand; also for Alio or
C Mel. and Soprano. Our Sax Cases fit Alto

Case

or

to

C

fit

Mel.
Send for our new

price

HYGRADE CASE

list

t

CO., Inc.

Alanufacturers of

"HygraUc" Musical Instrument Cases
Sold by All Leading .Jobbers

345-347 South 6th

Newark, N.

St.

J.

General Manager Haussler, Dressed to Resemble a Goiter

the entire party of eighty-five adjourned

where Terpsichore was wooed
to the strains of music supplied by Bruno's own
orchestra.
Refreshments were served before
the homeward trip was started.
to the

from page 120)

liieir

Following the game, appetites having reached
point where a shore dinner could be appreciated, a sumptuous repast was served and
was immediately demolished. Short talks were
given after dinner by Messrs. Haussler, Sonfield and Harris.
Mr. Haussler expressed a
wish for close co-operation between the em-

against a contrasting background.

Ludwig Issue

make

the

Employes of C. Bruno & Son Enjoy Annual Outing.
falling
5.
The batteries for the victors were Wil-

121

Applications and full details were
obtained from the Daynes-Beebe headquarters
and aspiring contestants came not only from

the contest.

this

city but

from

difTerent parts of the State.

music firm report that the
event was most successful and created a great
Officials

the

of

interest in banjos, especially

increased

business

offset the time

which

Bacon models. The
more than

resulted

and money expended.

Dealer
Every
WANT
New ^^dl/
(^.p^l
WILL

A COPY OF THE

Buys Bacon Models Exhibited at Convention

Orchestra Banjo
Has won

for itself

the endorsement of

banjoists the country over!

tone

fine

Its

its

qualities,

beauty

— have

cre-

unparal-

ated

an

leled

demand

for

All of the B and D Silver Bell banjos and
other instruments comprising the exhibit of the
Bacon Banjo Co., Inc., of Groton, Conn., at the
Commodore Hotel during the convention of the

Music Industries Chamber of Cominerce, were
sold to the Middle-West distributor of the company, the Chicago Musical Instrument Co., upon

The demand foi
the conclusion of the affair.
in this terristrong
been
so
has
-banjos
Bacon
tory that this distributor inade an early bid for
the fine collection

included

in

this

exhibit.

this instrument.
Feed

C.

Write TO-DAY for
handsome catalog de-

Buck

Banjoist

Waring's

scribing the

Pennsylvanians

dolutes,

are

still

line of Banjos.

Man-

Agencies
and Ukuleles.
dealers.
live
few
a
available for

Guitars

Address Dept.

H. A.

Weymann

W

WEYMANN &SON,inc.

1108 Chestnut

St.

Phila., Pa.

Daynes-Beebe Music Go.
Conducts Banjo Contest
Salt Lake City, Utah, July 6.— An amateur
banjo concert was held here recently under the
combined auspices of the Daynes-Beebe Music
Co. and the Pantages Theatre. The contestants
had an opportunity of displaying their skill betime the winfore an audience and at the same
doner was awarded a beautiful Bacon banjo,
nated by the music house.

"Montana,"

the

famous banjoist, conducted

KINETY-SIX

-VLL

P.\GES— TWO HUNDRED ASD FIFTY PHOTOGR.APHS

THIRTY NEW INSTRUMENTS

\BOUT THE NE^T

jj^Ctld/

PROFESSIONAL FLOATING
HEAD SNARE DRUM
Send

« poital for yours

<r^--^

today— Mailed

^

free

Mfg. Co.
INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA
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H. A.

Weymann & Son Built Big Business

Prominent Philadelphia Music House, Founded in 1864, Has Advanced Steadily in Prestige
ness Remained in One Family Through Generations Factors of Success

—

Among

the visitors to the Sesqui-Centennial

now being

many who remember
exhibition in this

growth

of the

Harry W.

same

city

in

held in Philadelphia are
attending the Centennial
city in 1876.

The

great

the span of a half cen-

Weymann

A. C.

Weymann

establishment. An
may be
idea
gained from a recent experience in the retail
musical merchandise department in which a
woman when making a purchase explained that
thirty-five years ago when she was a little girl

Herbert

W. Weymann

H. P. Weymann
bought her a mandolin that
This instrument had given

retailed for $8.00.

such good service during the thirty-five years
that she had entire faith in buying at the Wey-

were well established fifty years ago and are
doing business but in a greater and larger
way.
In the music field H. A. Weymann & Son,

mann

exhibit.

It

is

still

Inc., is

an outstanding example. This old-estab-

began business in 1864 and was a
well-established music house twelve years old

lished house

during the last exhibition. Of course in the intervening time a great business growth has
been experienced. It is now established in its
own building on the great shopping thoroughfare of Chestnut street.
This building, five
stories in height and running through to the
next street, is occupied entirely by Weymann
and houses the retail end of the business, which
general music house and includes
is a typical
everything musical, and also the wholesale
musical merchandise and Victor distributing

parents

her

store.

had

Other incidents, too numerous

clientele.

Just as succeeding generations have gone to
the Weymann store for their musical needs, so
has the Weymann organization remained within

succeeding generations of one family. Founded
in 1864 by H. A. Weymann, the conduct of the
business of this music house is now in the

hands of

his

two

sons,

W. Weymann

tion

and

to
is

has given his particular atten-

the wholesale end of the organization
a prominent figure in the Victor whole-

sale industry, while A. C.

many

are two sons of H.

another location.
The house of Weymann

Weymann and
W. Weymann

an institution

in the

city of Philadelphia.
In many instances two
and sometimes three generations of one family
have bought their musical requisites at the

Harry W. Weymann and

A. C. Weymann. The two major divisions of
this business are equally divided between them.

H.

Also

Weymann

directs the

of the large retail organization.
executive positions in the organization

details
in

responsible for the extensive

Weymann Co., both
and H. Power Weymann
supervises the manufacturing end of the busi-

advertising campaign of the

wholesale and

for illustrated

book

of

Prominent

Orchestra and Professional Players

The Bacon BanjoCo.Jnc.
GROTON
CONN.
ness.

In

the

family of H.

Power Weymann

generation which some
day will assume the important duties of carrying on the Weymann banner.
there

is

still

a fourth

President Serenaded by

News Men With Hohners
Washington, D. C, July

—

8.
That the harmonica
scope as a musical instrument
was proved in the recent serenading of the
chief executive of the nation by the corps
of White House news correspondents.
This
impromptu serenade was played upon Hohner
is

national in

its

harmonicas by the newspaper men and was said
to have been thoroughly enjoyed by President
Coolidge and his White House stafl.

—

W. Weymann Herbert W.
H. Power Weymann. Herbert

is

Send

to

mention, prove the value of the Weymann
policy. This policy of courteousness, good value
and fair business dealings has built a large

business of the company. The factory in which
Weymann Keystone State musical instruments
and Weymann orchestra banjos are made is at
is

Banjos

Weymann

interesting to note the number
of commercial houses in the Quaker City that

is

1926

"Silver Bell"

— Busi-

remarkable and the city is a very different one from that which housed the previous

tury

15,

from page 121)

Through Featuring Only Quality Products

exhibition

July

"Vanities" Star Is a
Bacon Banjo Enthusiast

—

retail,

July 6. "Miss Broadway,"
prominent member of Earl Carroll's "Vanities"
and who appeared at the banquet of the Music
Industries Chamber of Commerce during the

Groton,

Conn.,

recent convention

in

New

York, has become a

Broadway" was
photographed with one of the popular numbers
of the Bacon line made by the Bacon Banjo Co.,
of this city, and it is planned to use this attractive photo in future publicity of this company.
Bacon banjo

enthusiast. "Miss

Reports Big June Increase

Wholesalers
Musical Merchandise

JdraGenemijoa
SOLE DISTMBUTORS OP

DURRO,^;%^'
and

I

STEWART ou.™k.

UKELELEr

—

Minneapolis, Minn., July 7. B. A. Rose, wh6
has been prominent in music and musical merchandise circles for the past thirty-eight years,
operating a store in the Metropolitan Building,
handling band instruments, guitars and ukuleles,
Bacon banjos and other products, states that the
pick-up in business during June has been beyond all expectation. Mr. Rose has been instrumental in the organization of many musical
enterprises in the Twin Cities during the past
twenty-five years.

Saxophone Shoppe Assigned

—

Cleveland, O., July 7. The Saxophone Shoppe,
which has been operating in the Superior
Arcade, recently made an assignment for the
Liabilities were placed at
benefit of creditors.
$4,000 and assets at $5,000. Jules Eshner has
Inc.,

ILLUSTR/rrEO CRTRLOG

Due^elei^en &Jacobson
5*7*9 Union Sqi
1^1

c.NewYbi-k
i*9

been appointed assignee. The store is still being operated and it is hoped that a way out of
the difficulties will be found.

July

15,
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MNSSWORliyMUSI
The Power

of the Popular Song to Lure
People Into the Music Dealer s Store

Current Popular Success "Valencia" Concrete Demonstration of the Pulling Power of a Song
That Strikes Public Fancy—The Effect of This on General Business of the Dealer

The power
into the

of a popular

music stores

song

in off

to lure people

seasons was never

better demonstrated than through the influence
of the current popular success "Valencia." This

number

is having a tremendous sale in sheet
music form and, of course, in both vocal and

instrumental records.
The trade quickly grasped this melody as a
magnet to draw people into the stores everywhere. Hundreds of dealers used the records
hooked up to modern cone type speakers for
outside
demonstrations,
generally
with
a
placard beneath the speaker stating that the
records or the sheet music could be obtained
inside.

"Valencia" had tremendous success on the
Continent and in the British Isles before its
presentation in this country. There is to be another Spanish type number introduced in this
country shortly called "Barcelona." This number, too, has achieved a prominent place in the
music stores of Europe. In fact, it is billed as
the "second biggest European success."
Now both of these numbers, coming as they
do during the height of the Summer season.

B. Kalver Is
With the

J.

Now
House

J.

the

— Well-known

Trade

in the

B. Kalver, one of the best-known men in
music industry, who in recent years has

been much interested in the exploitation of popular songs through motion picture musical presentations, has joined the firm of

Leo

Feist, Inc.

Mr. Kalver has a wide acquaintance not only
among the executives of photoplay houses
throughout the country but counts as his friends
many organists and orchestra leaders. For the
firm of Leo Feist, Inc., he will cover a wide
territory and look after the popularization of
successes

popular

Feist

in

motion

picture

houses.

The Edgar Music Co., formerly the Edgar
Music Shoppe, Tulsa, Okla., has filed an amendment

to

its

charter to increase

in this direction are not large.
It cannot be disputed, however, that sheet music is
an attraction. That it has advertising value and
if it is the means of bringing into the stores of
the country hundreds of customers during the

Summer months there should accrue certain advantages.
Getting people into the store for even minor
purchases is important.
Once they are inside
it

is

its

capitalization

the

—

it is a means of enlarging clientele and this
in
season or off season is an important factor in
any healthy business and is worth deep con-

—

sideration.

Nest" Now
Recorded by Kreisler

Fritz Kreisler,

most eminent

of

all violinists,

has recorded Franz Lehar's "My Little Nest"
The record is known as
for the Victor Co.
"Frasquita Serenade" and it was released late
The title is explained by the fact that
in June.

Nest"

Little

Viennese

operetta

was

originally

"Frasquita"

from
and,

equally

as

"Merry

Widow

Sigmund Spaeth, author

of the splendid English lyrics,
lishers, the E.

B.

Marks Music

and

to the pub-

Co., expressing

melodious song.
she was so impressed with
to the Edison
it that she immediately took it
Phonograph Co. to arrange with them for a
record of it in the very near future.
Cecil Arden, mezzo-soprano of the Metro"Dr. Spaeth surely
politan Opera Co., stated:
their appreciation of this

Anna Case wrote

made

a

YOU NEED SOMEONE^
TO
LOVE*
fox: VROt SONO
hy

beautiful

delightful,

as

Waltz,"

"My

commends

harpist and singer, also

Little

Nest"

Lehar's entrancing
while Daisy Jean,
it

most en-

thusiastically.

Besides fostering "My Little Nest" as a connumber, the Marks Co. is featuring it as a
popular fox-trot with a sprightly but not overjazzy orchestration by W. C. Folia.
In this
connection, too, it is becoming very popular and
already most of the record and roll companies
have signified their intention of recording it
cert

shortly.

New Numbers

Issued

by Ross Gorman Go.
We Carryin' On" and "It's Just a Stone
Throw From Old Stone Mountain" Being

"Ain't

Widely Exploited by This House

We

The

Carryin' On,"
orchestration of "Ain't
first two plug songs of the new Ross
Gorman Music Co., has just been released and

one of the
is

being distributed to thousands of combinaall over the country. The tune is a comecfy

tions

Many

Billy

Frisch and

Roy

Bergere.

vaudeville and cabaret acts are already

using the number and consequently it is assured of vocal as well as a dance floor plug. The
orchestration for the second Ross Gorman number, "It's Just a Stone Throw From Old Stone
Mountain," will be issued shortly. Both these
tunes are being exploited by the Gorman firm

and by the Edward B. Marks Music
selling agent for the

new

Co.,

sole

concern.

the
since

Kreisler plays it in strictly classical fashion, it
was deemed advisable to use a less popular title.
Kreisler is not the only concert artist featuring "My Little Nest," as many singers and
pianists have written to

long

for a

Ida Davenport, coloratura soprano, expresses

gang song by

Little

Europe

in

the opinion that she considers

—

"My

most popular ones

time."

them something else.
be placed upon mailing

Their names can also
lists and it gives the opportunity to the dealer
to find out whether they are prospects for other
goods if not right now, probably in the early
Fall.
Data can be obtained whether these sheet
music purchasers are also talking machine ownWhether or not they own radio. In fact,
ers.

has

to $100,000.

ere long everyone will be singing and
whistling the melody, which has been one of

quite possible to sell

of Feist

a Wide Territory Working to PopuFeist Songs in the Moving Picture

Theatres

profits

"My

To Cover
larize

supplemented by many American successes in
song and dance form, should encourage those
talking machine stores that do not handle popular sheet music to do so.
It may be that the

know

singable setting and

I

Makes Hit

in

Production

"My Cutey's Due at Two to Two To-day," featured novelty in the catalog of Bibo, Bloedon &
Lang, music publishers of 1595 Broadway, New
York City, has proved to be one of the outstanding hits of the new Shubert show, "The Merry
World." Salt and Pepper, well-known Brunswick record makers, do the number, which incidentally is one of the only interpolated tunes
in the revue, and the boys claim it is one of the
greatest songs they have ever done.

The Secretary of the State of New York has
granted a certificate of incorporation to the
Kayen Music Corp.

HI-DiDDLEDIDDLE
Mother Goose Fax: Trot

Dixie
Fox ^rot/

h

Carleton A. Coon.

George Olsen Eddie Pdlfeather
and Fran Freij

Hal Keiael.

,

.

GEORGIANNiK SHE'S A
yomfG
CORNFKD
TO DO IS TO
HARRY
GIRL
INDIANA.
WITH YOU
BE FOX
COMEOY

'All I WANT

LEWIS

.

ASS^^

hu

^R.O'r SONG
Walter Donaldson and Joe Burke

YOU

CAN'T
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,
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Above Songs Featured By Orchestra And Vaudeville Acts From Coast To Coast

IRVING BERLIN

The House

INC.,

I

G07

Broadway,

From

and

of Feist, Its Policies

the Organization That Carries

New York
the beginning Mr. Feist was determined
surround himself with the best talent procurable in every department of the business. That
he has succeeded is best answered by the posito

Them Out

tion

"You

Go Wrong With Any

Can't

That Has Successfully Stood the Test of
the Music Publishing Field

Feist Song," a Slogan

Nearly Three Decades of Activity
can't go wrong with any Feist song"
probably the only slogan ever created
and used by a music publishing concern that
has become known wherever music is known,

"You

is

in

Among

professionals, singers, orchestra leaders

and bandmasters

means

it

tions representing

brand of publicakinds and grades accepted

all

a

and appreciated by the various
eral

public.

that

when

To
a

trade

the

large

at

number

Feist

tastes of the gen-

is

means

it

published

it

is

and found
worthy of a place upon the counters and shelves
They know it is a brisk
of the music dealers.
because

issued

it

has

been

tried

seller.

The general public recognizes it as a trademark of such vocal and instrumental composiupon their pianos.
owners and users
mechanical instruments which serve to repro-

tions as are entitled to a place

The same holds good
of

for the

duce music.
Conclusively,

the

therefore,

go wrong with any

can't

'Feist'

"You

slogan,

song," means

exactly what it reads.
Printers' Ink in a recent issue included the
Feist slogan among fifty of the best-known
slogans, and since Printers' Ink is the repre-

advertising and advertisers'
paper, the inclusion of the Feist slogan

trade

sentative
the fifty
It

is

among

was indeed noteworthy.

not generally

known

but nevertheless

it

worth remembering that the slogan
forms a basis on which all Feist publications
are issued. Putting it differently, a composition
fact

a

is

test of that slogan before it is
issued to the profession, the trade and

must stand the
finally

Leo

Leo

Feist

and that means practically

The slogan

indicates

all

exactly

over the world.

what the music

publishing house of Leo Feist, Inc., stands

for.

MARK THESE DOWN
AS MARKS HITS!
My

Little Nest
Franz Lehar's fox-trot masterpiece

Reaching for the
The accepted

Moon

fox-trot hit of 1926

Feist,

Unique rhythm

We

Old Stone Mountaun
I' ine"

Edward B. Marks Music Co.
225 W. 46th

St.

New York

was founded by Leo

Feist

City

Kornheiser at the head of the professional
department (and who will dare say that there

Phil.

is

a better professional

man

in the

industry than

who, with Solly Cohen and other able
lieutenants, sergeants and corporals, guides the
destinies of all the Feist branch offices situated
in all the key points of the United States under
the direction of able and efficient managers;
with Lee Orean Smith, as general manager of
the department of arrangement, ably assisted
by Frank Barry and a corps of America's foremost arrangers; with Cliff Odoms as the master
hand in charge of the mechanical reproduction
department; with Henry Heine, who for twentythree years has been charge d'affaires of the
transportation department; with Meyer Jacobs
in charge of the counting room; with Majo;
Arthur Hoffman at the head of the secretarial
staff; with Lester Santly heading the special
service department dedicated to the needs ot
the band and orchestra leaders; one can easily
understand why Leo Feist, Inc., has found its
place as one of the popular music houses in
America. Every department, including the art
department, which is responsible for the wellplanned and attractive title pages and advertising matter, under the direction of F. V. Ranck,
is equally well manned by the best talent procurable.
The general publicity department is
under the able direction of Miss Estelle Karn,
whose experience in the theatrical world has
Phil),

valuable adjunct to the general ad-

vertising department of the corporation.

Beginning its
Broadway, corner of
enough to hold two
two rows of shelves
on its way, building

It is probably the only popular publishing
house occupying its own building, containing
30,000 square feet of floor space exclusively used
for music publishing, at 231-235 West Fortieth
street. New York, and directly in the heart of

most

ranks
career in an

of

the

industry.

office at 1227

Thirtieth street, just large
chairs, a desk, a piano and
above the piano, it started

on a policy that could not
then and cannot now fail to succeed— a square
deal to the authors and composers, business
methods of the highest type in its dealings with
the dealers, together with a knowledge and liberal use of advertising space in the best trade
papers and eventually in the best national pub-

a foundation slowly

this formula, firmly imbedded
mind of Mr. Feist, but in all
who were then and who are now associated
with the firm, that caused it to grow and grow
and prosper. The first employe was Edgar F.
Bitner, who was bookkeeper, porter, errand
boy, et al. Mr. Bitner is now general manager
and treasurer, and upon his shoulders rests

Carrying On
Ain't
The comedy "gang" song hit

Another "Trail of the Lonesome

Inc.,

is

And so one could go on ad infinitum
throughout the various divisions and subdivi-

not only

fox-trot

which it
the helm

in the month of August, 1897, with a business
policy and ample funds, together with a healthy
ambition to make for itself a place in the fore-

lications.

Would- ja?

the

in

made her a

the public.

company

in the industry and the
held by all. With Mr. Bitner at
of the executive end of the
business, ably assisted by J. A. Decatur, with

of

esteem

the
for

It

in

the industry.

have been issued by the
found hundreds of those
that were the most prominent in the last thirty
years, beginning with "Smoky Mokes," its first
real hit of 1898, up to and including "Horses,'
one of the Feist hits of 1926.
In

House

the

hits

that

of Feist will be

was

the

burden of carrying on, as Mr. Feist has
few years given but little of his

the past

time to the
corporation.

sions of the business.

general business activities of the
_

.

Roat Co. Has

New

Song

Charles E. Roat Music Co., of Battle Creek,
Mich., recently issued a new song, "I Want a

Pardon for Daddy." The words and music are
by Charles E. Roat, head of the company, who
is also the writer of "Pal of My Dreams."
Forney W. Clement, manager of the publication department of the Roat Co., has arranged
an intensive campaign to exploit this new issue.
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Arthur A. Penn Renews
Contract With Witmark

Spanish One Step)

Who

known Composer

Is

the

by WellAuthor of

Ballad Successes and Musical

First

Numbers

in

New

List

the

Staged presentations in photoplay houses
throughout the country have reached a position where such material is now often prepared

Penn publications issued by
"Nobody Else," and "When
Sun Goes Down," the success of each of

which has been steadily growing and eventually
bids fair to measure up to the remarkable records set by such splendid songs by the same
writer as "Smilin' Through," "Sunrise and You,"
"The Lamplit Hour," "The Magic of Your
Eyes," "Sing Along," "Carissima" and others.
The two forthcoming numbers are. both written in Mr. Penn's characteristic style, a,. style
is

it

Time" is the
other number is

popular.

"L

of the

first

title

tove Yotx
novelty.

in

New

All

The

waltz tempo, entitled

Inc., Issues

in

Folios of Spirituals

an energetic way

in

Preparation

Louisville, Ky., July

on

Robbins-Engel, Inc., also has in preparation
another folio called "My Spirituals." These are
newly discovered works never before published,
edited and arranged by Eva J. Jessye, director of

which are not only keeping the photoplay houses of America jammed with customers
but are the means of making serious inroads on
the popularity and success of vaudeville houses.

a national scale.

publisher

of

the

"Au Revoir But Not Good-bye."

ByMitest, Smppiest find
Latest FOXTROT Sensation

Superb

Dance
*

these elaborate pres-

entations and the booking of prominent vaudeville acts

and Cleveland,
Italian success

It is

The Sam Fox Publishing

also

Rhythml

YOU

memory

Old Kentucky Home" as the
Commonwealth was defeated

George Lipschultz

companion book, "Celebrated American Negro
Spirituals."
The transcriptions and arrangements are by Hugo Frey, composer-pianist.
a

is

— American

folklore soof

Stephen

Foster,

demand for Negro spirituals. The first of these issues contains "Famous Negro Spirituals," and the
response to this offering forced the issuance of

firm

6.

who wrote "My Old Kentucky Home."
Tliey hailed his memory on July 4 in celebration of the hundred years since his birth.
A
resolution to adopt a song other than "My

Robbins-Engel, Inc., has released two important folios, both acknowledging the increasing

The above

other channels.

held a meeting in

cieties

the Dixie Jubilee Singers.

in

The Foster Centennial

—

Newly Discovered Works

concert

in

I

and "Neapolitan Nights."
In this new form "Neapolitan Nights" was
first presented under the direction of George
l.ipschultz, musical director of the T. & D. Theatre, Oakland, Cal. We herewith show Mr. Lipschuhz standing in front of a poster of himself
at the exterior of the theatre.
He is holding a
copy of "Neapolitan Nights." This is the beginning of a new national exploitation drive on
"Neapolitan Nights" and "Indian Dawn." Both
of these numbers have already appeared on
practically all the talking machine records and
player rolls and have previously been presented

Both Volumes Published to Meet Strong Demand for That Class of Music Another Folio
of

"Part

The first of these numbers to appear in the
"Fox Presentation Series" are "Indian Dawn"

"The Roses Weep at Dawn." As is usual, Mr.
Penn is the author of the lyrics of both these
songs as well as the composer of the music.

Robbins-Engel,

parts,

elaborate material.

a peculiarly ingratiating song,

with a haunting refrain

two

form with an appropriate ending here or without interruption, then proceed with Part II."
Ihis is said to be an advanced step in music
publications of this caliber and should be a
welcome addition to the libraries of photoplay
houses and others interested in modernized but

first

the

Canada

US.

series is arranged for orchestra by J. S. Zamecnik and consists of "idealized transcriptions for
theatre presentation, concert and dance." Tran-

scriptions are in

since his

as inimitable as

Agents

—

Penn, whose ballad successes and other musical
this firm has handled for many years.
the

Exclusive

Are "Indian Dawn" and "Neapolitan Nights" in "Idealized TranscripDance" Series Makes Immediate Success

tions for Theatre, Concert and the

works

They are
Witmark

Inc

Presentation Series" New
Publications by the Sam Fox Pub. Co.

Works

Under the terms of a new contract recently
executed, M. Witmark & Sons have accepted
for publication two new songs by Arthur A.

lEO feist

Sam Fox

Two New Songs

Publisher Announces

Many

/a

Hit in Europe /

O.,

Co.,

of

New York

noting the trend of events,

now releases a new edition of publications
known as the "Fox Presentation Series." This

cAll

that the

Title

implies—

yAm adorable Fox "Trot Son^!
AVR-ONG

ANY

ing

the

1926

legislative

official

song of the

in the

House durThe Senate

session.

had previously passed a resolution substituting
"Kentucky," a song composed by Mrs. Leslie
Collins, of Frankfort, Ky.

& Co. song, "Adios,"
described as a Spanish parting song.
The
words and music are by Harry Owens. The
number in its early try-outs has been particularly well received.
The new Sherman, Clay

is

^
nrlae

To

'FEIST'

DoinaldsoM Delight/
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You'll
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"At Peace With the
Leo Feist Gets New
Paul Specht Introduces
World" Widely Featured
European Sensation
the "Dance Speedometer"
Columbia Artist Now Scoring in
London, Introduces Ball Room Novelty Which
Helps Both Orchestra and Dancers

Exclusive

Paul Specht and His Orchestra, exclusive Columbia recording orchestra, now playing in the
Empress Rooms in the Royal Palace Hotel,

One-step, Which Has
Be Released Here ImmediPlanning Strong Campaign

Spanish

"Barcelona,"

Swept Europe,
ately

—

Leo

Feist,

to

Inc.,

has

secured

the

exclusive

agency for North America of the present-day
European hit, "Barcelona," a 6-8 one-step, published by Cecil Lennox,
Ltd., London.
This Spanish one-step
was an overnight sensaEuropean
tion
in
the
capitals and within three
weeks of its publication

Latest Number by Irving Berlin Given Many
Displays by Leading Dealers of the Country

The latest song of Irving Berlin, "At Peace
With the World," continues not only to be a
steady seller but one that the sales report shows
an increasing tendency to further popularity.
The publisher, Irving Berlin, Inc., looks upon
this latest Berlin offering as one of the best,

all of the foreign record
manufacturers had rushed
out special releases, both

vocal and instrumental.
Feist imported a limited
quantity of the foreign
orchestrations,
are

and these

now being used by

American
facturers
records.

the

manuin making their
Everyone who
record

has heard the song is enPaul Specht and Dance Speedometer
thusiastic about its possiLondon, have introduced a new ball room
bilities and concedes it a "natural" hit, which is
novelty which has been enthusiastically acsubstantiated by its tremendous sale in Lonclaimed.
This device is called the "Dance
don where right now it is the leading seller.

—

Speedometer" and is electrically controlled by
Mr. Specht as he conducts the orchestra. As
shown in the accompanying illustration the
"Dance Speedometer" has two dials; one indicating by a pointer and figures the number of
beats, and the other a pendulum beating at exactly that rate.
Recording the tempo in this
manner, the instrument not only helps the orchestra to maintain perfect dance rhythm but
also assists the dancers to do so.
Paul Specht
it will not be long before all ball
adopt the "Dance Speedometer,"

predicts that

rooms
-^-Saul

will

Bornstein,

manager of Irving
from his European trip

general

Berlin, Inc., will return

about the middle of August.

Five-

Hotsie

Totsies.

The American

"Indian

MUSIC pud. CO. Inc. 1547 B way N Y

A Weymann
lyrically

Dawn"

Berlin

and musically, that

Window
this

popular writer

The trade, too, has shown unusual interest in
"At Peace With the World" with the result that

a Hit

it

Indian

love

Paul Whiteman,

who

not only presented

his inimitable style to the

American

it

in

public, but

on his recent trip to London.
It is interesting to hear that a massed chorus
of about one thousand voices will present "Indian Dawn" at the Sesqui-Centennial Exposition, Philadelphia, under the direction of Dr. J.
Marvin Hanna.
This should prove another
good boost for the song as the audience will
number well into the thousands and represent
almost every part of the globe.
it

and Ernest Hare, radio and recas the Happiness Boys,
the Strand Theatre, New York, early

Billy Jones

diSSBia WiUIAHS

being rushed out,
will be put

song has found its place
among the famous American Indian songs and
is continually on the programs of the country's
foremost artists.
Programs recently received
from the following well-known artists featured
"Indian Dawn":
Rosa Raisa, Frances Alda,
Princess Tsiannia, Anna Case, Barbara Maurel
and Marjory Moody.
Many of the most prominent orchestras are
making a specialty of it, including the famous
This

iue
me
II

is

has ever written.

also scored with

3uld

edition

and a characteristic Feist campaign
behind it.

ord

artists,

opened
this

at

week.

known

is

displayed frequently in dealers' windows

throughout the country. Some of the photographs of these window displays have recently
come to this department. Among these we
select for reproduction a very attractive window
of H. A. Weymann & Son, Inc., one of the leading distributing and retail houses of Philadel-

Although the reproduction shown is
small in size compared with the original, it can
be readily seen that the title "At Peace With
phia, Pa.

World" dominated,
"At Peace With the World" will seemingly
still be popular throughout the balance of the
Summer and the Fall seasons, as its musical
structure is such that, while giving it popularity,
it does not cheapen its appeal.
the

Another new hot dance tune has been added
Music Pub, Co, "Blues Series"
and it is "Minor GafT." It was written by
Harold Arluck and Dick George, who play with

to the Triangle

the BufTalonians, a new dance orchestra now
playing at the Monte Carlo, New York, under
This tune
the direction of Jack McLaughlin.
is a feature number with the band and it broadtwice a week.
casts it through Station

WEAF

July
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and net profits during the past year were
the largest in the twenty-six years of the com-

Important Developments Feature Month
in the Gramophone Trade of England
E. Hough, Ltd., Changes

J.

Co., Ltd.,

London, England, July
of title

Name

to

Edison

Bell,

Shows Strong Position

was announced

3.

—A

significant

to the trade

of

Ltd.— Annual Report of Columbia Gramophone
That Company Other Trade Activities

change

and public

during the last month. Messrs. J. E. Hough,
Ltd., send me the following announcement:
"The manufacturers of Edison Bell products
take this opportunity of informing the trade and

—

Tooley

street,

also

an attachment for those already pos-

its

consolidate the good
has so long enjoyed with trade and

hitherto,

and

relations

it

further,

to

public."

The conjoined names

of the

two pioneer

in-

ventors, Edison and Bell, have been associated

On

with the products of this house since 1893.
the

merging

Consolidated Phonograph

the principal role, a

filled

was formed under the
Ltd., in 1909.

of

Edison

Co.,

which companies the

sonia, Ltd., in

Hough

Edison Bell
Ltd., and Edi-

of the interests of the

title

of

late J.

E.

new company
J.

Hough,

E.

This concern purchased the name

Bell, the goodwill, plants

and

assets.

Without Tone-arm or Internal Amplifier
A gramophone which does not utilize the aid

ii

has

The

turntable.

Messrs.
as

enterprising I'eter Pan

model, which it styles the "Peter Pan Senior."
This new model is much like the older Peter
Pan in appearance, except that it is a little
larger, being two inches by eleven inches by
five inches, and contains an internal and ingeniously contrived amplifier. It has also space
for the carrying of six or eight records, and it
is possible to wind up the spring without placing the instrument over the edge of the table
With
as is usual in most portable instruments.
these improvements and the remarkable volume
of tone that it emits, the new Peter Pan is one
of the best of the cheaper portable instruments
on the market, and the company should do exceedingly well with it.
Gramophone Manufacturers' Annual Meeting
At the annual general meeting of this .Association held at the Federation Offices on Tuesday, June 22, E. C. Paskell (Colmore Depot,

its

more than thirty years' continuity remains
unbroken. The company hopes to maintain as

is

The Peter Pan Senior
Gramophone Co
greeted the portable season with a new

The

ordinary sound-box has
appearance on the French and
English markets. Styled the "Phonos," it is an
Italian invention, and is in the form of a concave glass cylinder fitted into a round metal
frame of very light construction. This frame

made

recently

attaches to a pillar fixed to the side of the turntable.
From the middle of the glass cylinder,
or radiator, protrudes the needle attachment,
and the needle itself drops centrally upon the

firm

pany's history.

of tone-arm, horn or

now onwards the title of the
changed from J. E. Hough, Ltd., to that
of Edison Bell, Limited. Traders and all those
concerned are kindly asked to make a note of
this.
It is to be remarked that the alteration
in title in no way affects the management or
personnel of the House of Edison Bell, so that
public that from

sales

"Phonos" is being sold by
and Merriman, of 122-4
London, and can be obtained

Pettigrew

sessing instruments.

In place of the ordinarily
constructed instrument, with the "Phonos" all
that is necessary is the motor and turntable.
The company claims that it reproduces the bass
with a deep and full resonant tone and that the
higher frequencies are registered with perfect

Birmingham) was unanimously elected
dent.

He

is

the

first

accorded this signal honor, which fittingly
rewards his constant and active interest in the
work of the Association since its foundation in
1918.
Geo. Murdoch (The Murdoch Trading
to be

clarity.
I have been able to give it a fairly
comprehensive test and can speak as to its remarkable volume of tone. Attached to a small
case with single spring motor and turntable,
the "Phonos" gave remarkable results, more
than equaling in quality and quantity the reproduction of many existing larger makes.
Columbia Co.'s Magnificent Report
The annual general meeting of the Columbia
Graphophone Co., Ltd., revealed that Columbia

Co.), the retiring president, paid

warm

mittee during his year of

office,

the importance of maintaining this live organization.

Geo. Wallis

(J.

Wallis

&

Son, Ltd.)

(Continued on page 128)
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Following the success of the "Pixie Grippa" accorded a worldwide
popularity for fine tone quality and craftsmanship, the "Super

It is

is

the last

word

in

Portable Gramophones.

truly unbreakable, designed with every thought for ex-

treme portability and very hard wear.
duction

fit

for the costliest parlor,

Compare its size, weight and
Weight 1014 lbs.

It

remains an

artistic

pro-

or the most exhausting trek.

specification.

Size

11x10^x5.

Specification
Solid dovetailed cabinet covered with fine waterproof
black leatherette. All brass fitments. Solid metal patent

Sound chamber and motor board
grade tone and double amplifier.
or

Garrard All British Motor.

in

one piece.

Thorens 39 worm, gear
Metal bound cover and

patent record container.

Again compare

the size, weight

PEROPHONE
Cables: Perowood, London.

Highest

and value.

LTD.

Price ;^4. 4. 0.
Subject usual Trade and Shipping

Terms.
Lists,
quotations and territory
open on application by mail. Bent-

ley's

Sole Patentees

tribute

and comand emphasized

to the untiring efforts of the officers

The Super Grippa

Grippa"

presi-

of the provincial factors

Code.

and Manufacturers,

76-78 City Road, London, England
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appointed vice-president; W. B. Beare
(Beare & Son), honorary treasurer; Messrs.
Chantrey, Button & Co., honorary auditors; and
C. E. Timms (Besson & Co., Ltd.), whom tht

was

retiring president referred to as the

ideal

sec-

retary, will continue to act in that capacity.

The Council

of

the

Association

&
Lamy &

comprises:

M. F.
Cooksey (J. Thibouville,
Co.); H. J
Cullum, M.B.E. (Perophone, Ltd. & Lockwoods); Geoflfrey Hawkes (Hawkes & Son);
C. W. Howell (Scala Record Co.); A. G. Houghton (G. Houghton & Sons); H. M. Lemoine
(Edison Bell, Ltd.); Geo. Murdoch (Murdoch
Trading Co.); Frank Samuel (Barnett, Samuel
& Sons, Ltd.); H. Moorby Smith (Johnson
Talking Machine Co.); Louis Sterling (ColumMessrs. D.

J.

Blaikley

(Bosey

Co.);

Graphophone Co., Ltd.).
The list of members embraces practically the
whole of the gramophone manufacturing and
bia

wholesale trades, the band and orchestral instrument makers, and small goods manufacturers and wholesalers.

The New Duophone

Record
There is considerable interest in gramophone
trade circles here over the new Duophone Unbreakable record, which I understand will be
ready for the market on September 1. The new
company is to be known as The Duophone and
Unbreakable Record Co., Ltd., and is issuing
Pliable

£100,000 in 200,000 cumulative participating
preference shares of 10s each, and £150,000 in
300,000 ordinary shares of 10s each, a total of
£250,000, of which £162,500 has been taken up.
The new record is double-sided, flexible and
unbreakable and will be profitably sold at one
shilling.
The new process was finally perfected some eight months ago and has already
been produced in the Australian factory on a
considerable scale.

Gramoiphone Dealers' Report
report of the Gramophone Dealers' Association (1920) recently issued, contains an

The

account of much useful work put in by the Association during its six years of life.
Since its
foundation, the committee of the Association
has held three meetings, and during the last
year reports the election of sixty-five new members.

The

report

describes

the

actions in the following matters:
surplus and unsalable

records,

purchase,

discounts to

Association's

Double-sided
records,

educational

hire

authorities,

of catalogs, factoring, execution of
urgent orders, records on approval, second-hand

"limitation

gramophones, definition of

stock dealer,"

"full

here
staff,

dividends given by co-operative
stop press notice in the report
deals with the action taken by the Association
in reference to a circular letter sent by the

land.

association,

A

Gramophone Co.
make a return of

to its dealers asking

their stocks of

them

to

machines three

times per year.
After negotiation with A. T.
Lack, manager of the English branch of the

company, the committee were able

to reconcile

apparently conflicting interests.

Attention was

meeting

of the dealers'

also called at the last

committee

London

to advertisements of

one of the large
gramophones

stores offering to supply

on Hire-Purchase terms extending over one,
two or three years, charging interest at the rate
of 2>4 per cent per annum.
Mr. Lack, who was
present at this meeting, promised to convey the
wish of the committee to his company, viz., that
steps should be taken to stabilize hire-purchase

terms, and the recommendation that the ColumGraphophone Co. and other makers should

bia

conference with the Gramophone
Co., to explore this subject and, if possible,
adopt fixed prices for hire-purchase transactions.

meet

Brief Paragraphs of Interest
understand that Louis Sterling will sail
for New York about the beginning of September.
Mr. Sterling was to have read an interesting paper at the recently canceled Convention
of the Federation of British Music Industries
on the future of the Music Industries.
The
completion of this paper is awaited with interest.
A trip to Germany has delayed it, but Mr.
Sterling has promised me a copy for summarizaI

The World

Owing

shortly.

huge success of the 1926 British
the Department of Overseas
Trade is already planning the 1927 Fair, and I
hear that the hall usually devoted to Musical
Instruments has already been fully booked up
for piano exhibits only, and that the Gramophone industry will be obliged to take a portion
to the

Industries

1926

Fair,

of the adj'oining hall, C.

The Polyphonewerke,

Leipzig, records a rec-

ord business during the past year and also that
subsidiary concerns have done well, though
profits have been less than in the preceding
year owing to alterations involved in the introduction of the electrical recording process.
A
dividend of 8 per cent is to be paid.
Arrangements are, I understand, on the point
of completion for the acquisition of a factory
its

the Brunswick Co.
The organizing
with plant, have already arrived in Engfor

The

latest position of Gramophone shares on
market is as follows: Columbia Graphophone ordinary 10s 48s. Preference £1 shares

the

—

at

21s;

calion

Gramophone Co. ordinary
Gramophone Co. 8s.

67s 3d;

Vo-

Metropolitan Victor Ass'n
Discusses Cheaper Record
An

interesting discussion on the question as
whether or not the Victor Co. should market
a fifty-cent record was the outstanding feature
of the June meeting of the Metropolitan Victor Dealers' Association, held on Wednesday,
June 30, at the Cafe Boulevard, New York. The
discussion was led by J. Schick.
Many of the
members joined in the discussion and it was
finally decided to ask the company to produce
to

such a record.

in joint

tion in

15,

from page 127)

cut-outs, joint conferences with manufacturers'
stores, etc.

July

It

was

Service"

to form

decided

also
for

the

benefit

of

a

"Collection

members

of

the

This service would consist of a
tracer and lawyer who would follow up and attempt to collect bad accounts and, failing to accomplish this, sue to repossess the merchandise
Association,

involved.
Regarding the question of building
up membership, it was found advisable to find
some one who will devote all his time to bringing non-member Victor dealers into the Association in return for a percentage of the initiation fee.

There will be no meetings of the Association
during July and August, the next gathering to
take place in September on a date not yet decided.

Cambridge University Men
Protest Phonograph Ban
A despatch from London, Eng., says that
Cambridge University students are trying to get
the ban raised on the phonograph, which for
many

years has been forbidden within university
bounds and on the neighboring river.
Lovelorn couples through England are not
happy unless they can have a phonograph in a
canoe or punt with them on bright sunny days
when they drift along shady streams. Cambridge students are no exception, and they resent the prohibition of tinned music.

ABOUT SPRINGS

POINTS

(9)

Some gramoj^honc motors leave murk to be desired in the design. If the storing is too
strong, the life of the motor is endangered owing to the undue strain of the gearing.
H'e qive a case in t^oiiil: A fev.' vears ago a motor ivas hlaced on the market fitting znth
1"
.030" and would only play one 12"
a ..firing, the dimensions of which ivere 9 ft.
1"
i-ecord.
.020" z^}as quite strong enough to keep
found iliat a spring of 17 //
ihe motor well above its zvork with the added advantage of /'laying two records.
The
I'ulcan list is the onlv list that gives you all the infor)uation vou need.

—

X

We

USE VULCAN
MAINSPRINGS

X

X

professors of Sanskrit and
resented the invasion of the phonograph nearly twenty years ago. They said it was
against the classical spirit of Cambridge to have
popular music ringing through the ivy-clad court
and along the intimate little river about which
But the students
the buildings are grouped.

Hoary-headed

Hebrew

X

Best

in

i

\

i

j

i

the records are no longer of the
character they were in years past,
and that university men are denied part of their
musical education through the present ban.
insist

\

!

the

that

tin-panny

Beware

Long Run!
a

of

This

Man

Shafer's Music Store, Santa Ana, Cal, reports
recent costly experience with a young man

entered the store and asked to see a Model
In accord305 Stewart-Warner radio receiver.
ance with the young man's request, the set with
all its accessories, was sent to the prospect's

who
Note the
Greaseproof
IV rap per.

day or two while
regarding the purchase.
When the dealer visited the young man's home
two days later he found that both his prospect
and the receiving set had disappeared for parts
unknown. Investigation revealed that the young
man had rented a furnished apartment for a
week, and in addition to Shafer's Music Store

home,
he

Made by
J.

STEAD

&

MANOR WORKS
CO., Ltd.

SHEFFIELD,

ENGLAND

to be left there for a

made

his

decision

he had defrauded three other radio dealers in
Santa Ana by the same clever method of fraud.

The number

of

the

peared, was 16042.

Model

305,

which disap-

/
July

—

—

CELEBRITY SERIES
7110-MIl Bacio (The Kiss) (Arditi)— Waltz SotiK—
Soprano Solo
Maria Kurenko
Manon Voyons, Manon, plus de chimeres!
(An End to Dreams. Manon!) (Massenet)
Soprano Solo
Maria Kurenko
7109-.M Etude in C Minor, Op. 25. No. 12 (Chopin);
Waltz in A Flat Major (Brahms) Piano
Solo
Percy GraiuRer
Prelude in A Flat Major (Chopin)
Piano

12

12

—
—

Percy Graincer

12

123-M Viva Sevilla (Ochoa)— Bass Solo,
Jose Mardones

—

A Traves del Desierto (Blanco) Bass Solo,
Jose Mardones
121-M By the Waters of Minnetonka (Lieurance)
Soprano Solo
Corinne Rider-Kelsey
At Dawning (Cadman) Soprano Solo,

—

Corinne Rider-Kelsev

10

10
10

You

Those Eyes?— Fox-trot,
with Vocal Chorus by Ted Lewis,
Ted Lewis and His Band
That's Why I Love You Fo.x-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Ted Lewis,
Ted Lewis and His Band
662-D When the Red. Red. Robin Comes Bob, Bob,
Bobbin' Alone Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus
by Franklyn Baur.
Ipana Troubadours (S. C. Lanin. Dir.)
Roses Remind Me of You Fox-trot, with
Vocal Chorus by Lewis James,
Ipana Troubadours (S. C. Lanin. Dir.)
653- D I May Be Dancine With Somebody Else
Leo Reisman and His Orch.
Fox-trot

—

Fisk University Jubilee Singers
Inchin' Along,
Fisk LTniversity Jubilee Singers
663-D She's the Daughter of Mother Machree
Tenor Solo
William A. Kennedy

Keep

—

Bye, Bye, Blackbird

— Fox-trot,
Reisman

Leo
and His Orch.
669-D I'm Just Wild About Animal Crackers Foxtrot, with Vocal CTiorus by Frank Harris,
California Ramblers

Know How

—

—

Love Fox-trot, with
Vocal Chorus by Arthur Fields.
California Ramblers
647-D Gypsyland Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by
Frank Harris.
Ipana Troubadours (S. C. Lanin, Dir.)
Give Me To-day Fo.x-trot, with Vocal Chorus
by Arthur Hall
California Ramblers
The Merrio— Fox-trot, with Vocal
650-D Hi-Ho!
Chorus by Arthur Fields,
to

—

—

'The Knickerbockers
With Baby Fox-trot,

—

My Night
with Vocal Chorus by Robert Benjamin,
The Knickerbockers
In the Middle of the Night— Waltz,
Francis Craig and His Orchestra
Ting-a-Ling Waltz.
Francis Craig and His Orch.
So Is Your Old Lady Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by "Shucks" Park,
To-night's

D

—

D

—

Warner's Seven Aces
You've Got Those "Wanna Go Back Again"
Blues Fo.x-trot. with Vocal Chorus bv BenWarner's Seven Aces
nett and Pittman
660-D Katinka Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus bv Ray

—
—

Fred Rich and His Hotel Astor Orch.
Girl Friend")

50020-D Joy Cometh

the Morning!.
Lucy M. Van De Mark. Soloist of The First
Church of Christ Scientist in Boston. Mass.
God Win Take Care of You,
Lucy M. Van De Mark, Soloist of The First
Church of Christ Scientist in Boston. Mass.
Land of Hope and Glory Baritone Solo, with

10

10

—

10

D

10

10
10

10

10

15079- D Crazy

654- D Jackass Blues

—

—

—

VOCAL NUMBERS

657- D It Don't

How

Quintet,

The Singing Sophomores

Do Nothing But

Rain.

Art Gillham (The Whispering Pianist)
Done Right by Nell,
Art Gillham (The Whispering Pianist)
664-D Learning How to Love Vocal. Edith Clifford
Oh, Girls! What a Boy— Vocal Edith Clifford
666- D My Dream of the Big Parade
Vocal.
Frank Harris
Lay My Head Beneath a Rose Vocal,
Frank Harris

He

—

—
—

—

The Morning Star and Rakish Paddy.
Sullivan's Shamrock Band
Sullivan's
Sullivan's

WALKING

AROUND

IN

CIRCLES'
Ballad

hy
Music hy
lyrics

stom

Y0UN6
UmS PHILLIPS
FRED

Shamrock Band
Shamrock Band

33094- F Garryowen
Fairy Dance and Five-Mile Chase,
Sullivan's Shamrock Band
33095- F Danny Boy Tenor Solo. .Seamus O'Dohertv
Pearse to Ireland Tenor Solo.

—

.

—

33096- F Kerry Mill's Barn

Flanagan

10

Dance

at

the Racket

— Accordion

— Comic

10
10

10

I

Old-Fashioned Irish

Sang

to

Me —Tenor

10
10
10
10
10

Solo,

The Leprehann

33100- F

The Boys

County

O'Dohertv

Cork— Tenor

—

WHEREitYOir

GFTISOSE
EYES" —
and
also those hps
ayid those nosa/

WALtER DOSALDSON'S
Ifovelty

Fox^ot7

—

—

82346 Melody (Dawes)
Violin
Carl Flesch
Romance, Op. 44, No. 1 (Rubinstein-Wieniawski)
Violin
Carl Flesch

—

FLASHES

—

51756 At Peace With the World (Berlin)
Waltz, with
Vocal Refrain by James Doherty.
Jack Stillman's Orch.
In the Middle of the Night (Rose-Donaldson)
Waltz
Jack Stillman's Orch.
51752 Poor Papa (He's Got Nuthin' at All) (RoseWoods) Fox-trot
Markels' Orch.
To-night's My Night With Baby (Caesar-AIeyerButtenuth)
Fox-trot
Markels' Orch.
51751 The Blue Room (From "The Girl Friend")
(Hart-Rodgers)
Fox- trot.
Mike Soeciale and His Orch.
I'm Lonely Without You (Green- Warren)
Foxtrot, with Vocal Refrain,
Mike Speciale and His Orch.
51757 Talking to the Moon (Little-Baskette)
Fox-trot.
B. A. Rolfe and His Palais D'or Orch.
Bye. Bye. Blackbird (Di.xon-Henderson)
Foxtrot
B. A. Rolfe and His Palace D'or Orch.
51753 As Long as I Have You (Haubrich-LewisSimon) Fox-trot, with Vocal Refrain by
Arthur Fields
Green Bros.' Novelty Band
Louise,
You Tease (DenniClay-Denni) Foxtrot
Green Bros.' Novelty Band
51754 Raquel Meller (Padilla-W'olter-Guerrero) (Intro.:
"My Toreador." "Who'll Buy My Violets."
"Poor Scentless Flow'r" and "At the Dance")
Fox-trot
Kaplan's Melodists

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

a

Little

Dance

(Grossman-Ash-Olman)

Fox trot
Kaplan's Melodists
51760 Hi-Ho! The Merrio (As Long as She Loves Me)
(Brown-Davis-Conrad) Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Tom Howard. Earl Oliver's Jazz Babies
My Darling (Kahn-Williams-Kelly) Fox-trot,
with Vocal Chorus by Bud Kennedy.
Jack Stillman's Orch.
51761 Blue Bonnet You Make Me Feel Blue (Bryan-

—

—

Wendling-Richman).

10

Solo.

—

—

WRON-C

Signor Lou Chiha "Friscoe"
Leedy-Vibratone Bells.
(diCapua)
Signor Lou Chiha "Friscoe"

—

10

Shaun O'Nolan
Mrs. Gillhooley Tenor Solo.. Shaun O'Nolan
The Meeting of the Waters Tenor Solo.
George O'Brien
The Valley Lay Smiling Before Me Tenor
George O'Brien
Solo

—

(Haubrich-

—

10

Solo,

—Tenor Solo.Seamus

of the

Me

I

tone Bells
'O Sole Mio

Just

Flanagan Bros.
Songs My Mother

of

..
Arthur Hall-John Ryan
Love You (Cherie. Je T'aime) (Goodman)
Herbert Soman's Salon Orch.
Lonesome Melody o' Mine (Nelson-Magine),
Herbert Soman's Salon Orch.
51766 Somebody's Lonelv (Davis-Gold).
Frank Braidwood (The Cowboy Baritone)
No More Worryin' (Kahn-Donaldson-Mills)
Frank Braidwood (The Cowboy Baritone)
51733 The Bells of St. Mary's (Adams)
Leedy-Vibra-

Sketch.

—

33099- F

Wish You Were Jealous
Rowel)

—

10

Flanagan Bros.

William A. Kennedy
She's the Daughter of Mother Machree Tenor
William A. Kennedy
Solo
Seamus O'Dohertv
33098- F Skibbereen— Tenor Solo

GO

'rollin'

10

10
10
10
10

Walter Morris
Walter Morris

.

(Coon-Keidel)— With
Dave
Kaplan at the Piano. ..... Billy Jones-Ernest Hare
51765 Truly I Do (Palmer- Williams).
Arthur Hall-John Ryan

10

Jackson's Fancy and Apples in Winter,

.

A

10

IRISH MUSIC
33093- F

Ain't

I'M

10

Dalhart
Dalhart

—
Vernon

—

33097- F Dear

Are You?-^Male Quintet.
The Singing Sophomores

— Male

12

Seamus O'Dohertv

Fletcher Henderson and His Orch.

Honey Bunch

12

Whale— Vocal

—

15081- D

10

Fletcher Henderson and His Orch.

—

80871 Cherie.

10
10

— Vocal. .Vernon

The Stampede

652-D Hello, Aloha!

NEW

Duet.
Marshall Smith-John Marlor
Home in the Rock Vocal. ... Marshall Smith
Flop-Eared Mule Mountain Dance Music.
Blue Ridge Highballers (C. La Prade, Leader)
Fourteen Days in Georgia ^Mountain Dance
Music,
Blue Ridge Highballers (C. La Prade. Leader)

10

— Fox-trot.
— Fox-trot.

12

Riley Puckett
Riley Puckett
To-night Vocal.

Putting on the Style
Coon— Vocal
Betsey Brown Vocal

15080- D Jonah and the

10
10

12

Works But Father— Vocal,

Swan Vocal
to Have a Big Time

I

15082-D Goin'

Fred Rich and His Hotel Astor Orch.

C'olumljia Band
March (Sousa).
Columbia Band

FAMILIAR TUNES— OLD AND

15078- D Everybody

Wal

10

51759 Hello, Aloha! How Are You? (Gilbert-Baer)
Singing and Instrumental
The Aristocrats
Kawailiau Waltz Instrumental Duel Ford Hawaiians
51767 Talking to the Moon (Little-Baskette).

668-D National Emblem March (Bagley),
Stars and Stripes Forever

(Bernard).
Al Bernard-Frank M. Kamplain

The Frolickers

The Gridiron Club March (Sousa),

The

10

—

March (Sousa).
Columbia Band
Columbia Band

—

Deep Henderson Fox-trot... The Buffalodians
Here Comes Emaline Fox-trot.
The Bul¥alodians

Exposition

Yodelin' Bill

Hi-Diddle-Diddle

MARCHES

659- D Sesqui-Centennial

—

—

—

12

Vocal Chorus bv Harold Williams,

The Sheffield Choir (Dr. H. Coward, Con.)
The Messiah Hallelujah Chorus (Handel).
The Sheffield Choir (Dr. H. Coward. Con.)

10

—

10

in

—

50022- D

10

Fox-trot.

665-

10
10

SACRED AND STANDARD MUSIC
10

—

Frank M. Kamplain

50021- D Semiramide: Overture, Parts 1 and 2 (Rossini).
British Broadcasting Co.'s Symphony Orch.

Stillwell.

The Blue Room (From "The

10

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC
10

SPECIALS

—

10
10
10

Mother

William A. Kennedy

—

656-

My

ALREADY RELEASED
Jealous Ij)ver of I^ne Green Valley
Singing, Harmonica. Violin anrl Guitar.
Vernon Datharl & Co.
The Drunkard's r.^nc Child (Knoles-Teffries-TenSinging. Harmonica. Violin anrl (/uitar.
kins)
Vernon Dalhart & Co.
51755 The I'umi) Song (Lerner-Fields Whiting)
Dave
Kaplan at the Piano.
Billy Jones-Ernest Hare (The Happiness Boys')
The Lunatic's Lullaby (Moorc-Tucker-Lcslic)
Dave Kaplan at the Piano,
Billy Jones-Ernest Hare (The Happiness Hoys)
51758 Bye, Bye, Blackbird (Dixon-Henderson) —Male
National Male Quartet
Voices
Honey Bunch (Friend) Male Voices.
National Male Quartet
51744 The Strolling Yodler Zither. Violin and Guitar,

51749 The

a'

Dear Old-Fashioned Irish Songs
Sang to Me Tenor Solo,

10

—

649

10

(

Oo-Long's in Wrong in Hong-Kong Now
Vocal Duet,
The Record Boys (Bernard-Kami)lain-Stept)
661-D The Pump Song Vocal
Ed Smalle
Katinka— Vocal
Ed Smalle
658- D Shout All Over God's Heaven,

Get

—

Gotta

10

Duet,
llernard-Kamplain-Stept)

The Record Boys

DANCE MUSIC
WhereM

10
10

Happy-Go-Lucky Days (From "Topsv and
Eva") Vocal Harmonies,
Ethel and Dorothea Ponce

Hokum-Smokum — Vocal

655-D

Edison Disc Records

10

—

—

:

—

Solo

— Vocal.

Johnny Marvin (The Ukulele Ace)
There's a Blue Ridge in My Heart. Virginia
Vocal. .Johnny Marvin (The Ukulele Ace)
651-D Hi-Diddle-Diddle- Vocal Harmonics.
Ethel and Dorothea Ponce

1926

August,

BULLETINS/

64y-D Somebody's Lonely

Columbia Phonograph Go.

Ya

——
129

^

RECORD

667-D

.

THE TALKING MACHINE WORLD

1926

15,

—

B. A. Rolfe and His Palais D'or Orch,
Give Me To-day (And You Can Have To-morrow) (Kerr-Titsworth-Bell) Fox-trot.
B. A. Rolfe and His Palais D'or Orch.
51762 Lulu Lou (Hall)
Fox-trot, with Vocal Refrain
by Tom Howard
Earl Oliver's Jazz Babies
(Continued on page 130)

WI9JH

LEAVE

—

—

jS^v

ME

SOMETHING. IKATINKA
TO REMEMBER Jkat Russian

lor-Trot-sky

A Beautiful Memoij Son^
BEN

RUSSELL

OMd HENR.Y TOBIAS

—

.

—

THE TALKING MACHINE WORLD

130

ADVANCE RECORD BULLETINS FOR AUGUST— (Continued
—

Fox-trot.
Hard-to-Get Gertie ( Yellen-Ager)
Golden Gate Orch.
51764 Her Beaus Are Only Rainbows (Bryan-Meyer)
Fox-trot
Markels' Orch.
Kitty's Kisses (From "Kitty's Kisses") (KahnConrad) Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by
Arthur Hall
Markels' Orch.

—

—

in the

—An Indian Love Song,
Herbert Soman's Salon Orch.
Blues — Fox-trot; Trumoet Solo, with

Moon

51-07

Pale

5121

Trumpet

Piano and Traps Accomp. by Arthur Schutt
Donald Lindlev
and David Grupp
5155 The Old Oaken Bucket— Waltz, with Vocal Refrain by James Doherty
Kaplan's Melodists
5157 Tamiami Trail

— Fox-trot.

Dave Kaplan's Novelty Orch.
Mother,
Waikiki Hawaiian Orch. (Louise-Ferera)
5160 After I Say I'm Sorry (WTiat Can I Say?)
Baritone, with Irwin Dash at the Piano,
Frank Braidwood (The Cowboy Baritone)
5162 That Certain Feeling (From "Tip Toes")
Fox-trot, with Vocal Refrain by Arthur Fields.
Tennessee Happy Boys
5163 Don't Steal Daddy's Medal (The Burglar and the

News

5158 Break the

to

—

(Au Soir) (Friml-Kramer)
Jlischa Elman
Letter of Love (Lettre d'amour) (Cui-Elman).

10

Mischa Elman
Intermezzo and Valse

10

1166 Sylvia Ballet (Delibes)
Lente,
A. Hertz and San Francisco Syniphony Orch.
Pizzicati.
Sylvia Ballet
A. Hertz and San Francisco Symphony Orch.
1164 'A Vucchella (A Little Posy) (d'Annunzio-Tosti)
In Italian
Rosa Ponselle
Luna d'Estate (Summer MoonJ (Mazzola-Tosti)
.
Rosa Ponselle
In Italian
1161 Hopak (Moussorgsky-Rachmaninoff).
Sergei Rachmaninoff
Wandering (Schubert-Liszt) Sergei Rachmaninoff
In Spanish,
1153 Jota (Spanish Song) (de Falla)
Tito Schipa
A Cuba (A Song of Cuba) (Schipa) In SpanTito Schipa
ish

Child)

Manuel Romain

5164 Valencia

Refrain by Charles Harrison,
Tack Stillman's Orch.

—Vocal

—

5165 Tie Me to Your Apron
with Vocal Refrain by Arthur Fields.
Strings Again

5168 Onward, Christian

—

—

—

—

Harmonica. Violin and Guitar.

ing,

5172 The Prisoner's Sweetheart
Guitar

—

Vernon Dalhart & Co.
Singing. Violin and

20079 Melodies for Children— Part

15372 Static Strut

— Part

15374

10
10

10

15378

10

15379

10

20064 Talking to

20065

2

No Foolin'
Any Ice To-day, Lady?,

The Revelers
The Revelers

10
10

Murray

10

Aileen Stanley-Billy
Get Together?.
Aileen Stanley-Billy

Whadda You Say We
2O063

What Good

is

Good Morning?

— Fox

Irving Aaronson and His

—

Murray

Hi-Ho! The Merrio Fox-trot.
Irving Aaronson and His Commanders

LIST FOR JULY

10

Trot.

Commanders

10
10

9

— Fox-trot,
— Fox-trot.
Wolfe Kahn

20071 Mountain Greenery

Roger Wolfe Kahn and His Orch.
Cross Your Heart

10

Brunswick Records
3204 Tell

—
— Fox-trot, for
Isham Jones' Orch.
(Yellen-Ager) — Comedienne
Walker

Me You Love Me
Dancing

for

trot,

Three-lhirty

(O'Hara-King) FoxIsham Jones' Orch.

15382

Dancing

3215 Hard-to-Get Gertie
Esther
with Orch
Y"a Gotta Know How to Love (Green- Warren)
Esther Walker
Comedienne with Orch
How Are You? (Gilbert-Baer)
3218 Hello, Aloha;
Fox-trot, for Dancing ....Mike Markels' Orch.

—

Come To-morrow.

Helen Clark-Lewis James
Lewis James-Franklyn Baur

10
10

20074 Cherie, I Love Y'ou— Waltz,
Waring's Pennsylvanians

10

Sleepy

Head

—

In a

Garden

Little

— Fox-trot,

Waring's Pennsylvanians

LIST FOR JULY
Pump Song— Fox-trot,

20083 The

10
10
10
10

—
Waring's

—

LIST FUR JULY
.

—
—

35774 Danube Waves

Over

the

Creatore's
—Waltz.
International Concert

—

Band

—

—

the

World

Through

3127

10

—

—

—

—

—

3208

10249

10

—

—

Claire

—

Dux

Pianoforte by Frederic
Persson; Violin Obbligato by Max Rosen.

Ave Maria (Schubert)

—
—

50077 Samson et Dalila Moii Coeur
(Sly Heart at Thy Sweet
French
(Saint-Saens)
In

Orch

Carmen

—

.

—

—

15394

—

—

13038

Okeh Records
40630 I Wish I Had My Old Girl Back Again
with Accomp. by Justin Ring Trio.

Genevieve

Chanson

Claire Dux
s'ouvre a ta voix
Voice) (Act II)
Contralto.
with
Sigrid Onegin

—

Boheme (Gypsy Song)

(Les

—Tenor,

Henry Stickney

—Tenor,

with Accomp. by Justin Ring
Henry Stickney
40631 I Found a Round-About Way to Heaven Contralto, with Piano by Millie Gottschalk.
Alma Rotter
I'm Leaving You Contralto, with Piano by
Jlillie Gottschalk
Alma Rotter
40632 You Need Someone to Love Fox-trot,
The Melody Sheiks
Trio

—

—

—

Roses Remind
40633 Julian

Me

of Y'ou

—Tango,
Tustiniano's

— Fox-trot,

10
10

10
10
10

The Melody Sheiks

10

Typical Ar.gentine Orch.

10

Justiniano's Typical Argentine Orch.
40634 Hello. Aloha! How Are Y'ou? Voc?! and Instru-

10

mental Novelty
Johnny Marvin
To-night's Jty Night With Baby ^Vocal and Instrumental Novelty
Johnny "Marvin
40'-33 O! Davidson!
Fox-trot, with Chorus by Ernest
Hare
.The Jazz Pilots
Yea,
Alabama! Fox-trot.
with
Chorus
by
Ernest Hare
The Jazz Pilots
40'36 Land of the Unsetting Sun Piano. Violin, 'Cello
and Clarinet Accomn..
Mr. and Mrs. J. Douglas Swacerty
In the Garden Piano. Violin. 'Cello and Clarinet Accomn.,

10

The Fool

— Tango,

—

—

—

—

—

—

Mr. and !Mrs. J. Douglas Swacertv
S334 Alias Charley Jones Blues Baritone, with Piano,
Heywood
by Eddie
"Sloppy" Henry
Goose Pecked ilan Baritone, with Piano by
Eddie Heywood
"Sloppy"' Henry
8335 Not To-da_j', Sweet Mamma Contralto-Baritone
Duet, with Piano by Eddie Heywood.
Butterbeans and Susie
You Know Why Y'our Mama Has the Blues
Contralto-Baritone Duet, with Piano by Eddie
Heywood
Butterbeans and Susie
8336 What's the IMatter Now? Contralto, with Accomp. by Clarence Williams' Blue Five,
Sara Martin
I Want Every Bit of It; I Don't Like It Second
Hand Contralto, with Accomp. by Clarence
Sara Martin
Williams' Blue Five
8337 Bologny Comic Vocal, with .Accomp. by Jazz

—

—

10
10

—

—

with Orch
10

15395

(Davis-

—

10

Rose-C'olored

Glasses
Fox-trot ...Waring"s Pennsylvanians
200S1 Deep Henderson— Fox trot.

3119

10
12

12

Remember

Dancing,
Bennie Krueger's Orch.
Where'd You Get Those Eyes? (Donaldson)
Fox-trot, for Dancing,
Abe Lyman's California Orch, with Vocal Chorus
(GillespieBreezin' Along With the Breeze
Simons-Whiting) Fox-trot, for Dancing,
Abe Lyman's California Orch, with Vocal Chorus
Fox-trot,
for
(Kassell-Stitzel)
Blues
Jackass
Vocal Chorus by Georgia
I)ancing With
Taylor. .King Oliver and His Dixie Syncopators
Deep Henderson (Rose) Fox-trot for Dancing
With Vocal Chorus by Georgia Taylor,
King Oliver and His Dixie Syncopators
Haida Troika! (Russian Sleighing Song)— Gypsy
Orch., under direction of Harry Horlick,
A. and P. Gypsies
Steuka Rasin (Song of the Robber, Steuka
of
direction
under
Gypsy
Orch.,
Rasin)
A. and P. Gypsies
Harry Horlick
Standing in the Need of Prayer. Intro. "Jerusalem Morning" Arr. by McKinney Jlale
Quartet and Piano,
Maskat Shrine Quartet, Wichita Falls, Texas
I Couldn't Hear Nobody Pray (Negro Spiritual)
Male Quartet and Piano,
Maskat Shrine Quartet, Wichita Falls, Texas
Menuett in G (Beethoven-Burmester) Violin
Solo; Pianoforte by Frederick 1 ersson,
Frederic Fradkin
Mighty Lak' a Rose (Stanton-Ntvin)— Violin
Solo; Pianoforte by Frederick Persson.
Frederic Fradkin
Song of the Volga Boatmen (Buck-Kehemaha)
Concert Orch., with Male Chorus,
Brunswick Concert Orch.
Home, from the Largo of Dvorak's
Goin'
Symphony "From the New World" Concert
Orch.. with Male Chorus,
After Long Absence (Tempest- Sanderson)
Allen McQuhae
Tenor, with Orch
Adelai (A Little Mexican Serenade (AbbottAllen McQuhae
Calleja)— Tenor, with Orch
Traumerei (Schumann) (In German) Soprano,

—

10

DANCE RECORDS

—

3116

12
12

to

—

10

12

—

at

10

12
10
10

20066 Valentine Fox-trot. International Novelty Orch.
Raquel Meller ^Medley Fox-trot.
Roger Wolfe Kahn and His Orch.
20089 Bye, Bye, Blackbird— Fox-trot.
George Olsen and His Music
What's the Use of Talking Fox-trot.
George Olsen and His Music
20076 As Long as I Have You Fox-trot,
Johnny Hamp's Kentucky Serenaders

Looking

10

Orch.

— Waltz.

3105

—

—

for

—

10
10

International Concert Orch.
Song
Carl T. Sorague
Cow Trail
Carl T. Sprague

Waves

20067 Cowboy Love
Following the

.

10
10
10

—

(Berlin)

Something
Fo.x-trot,

.

30

20091 Lonesome and Sorry
Victor Salon Orch.
At Peace With the World. .Victor Salon Orch.
20072 Sweet Rosie O'Grady
Shannon Quartet
Will You Love Me in December as Y'ou Do
in May?
Shannon Quartet
20068 Nobody Knows de Trouble I've Seen.
Paul Robeson
Swing Low, Sweet Chariot
Paul Robeson
20051 Why Do I Always Remember. Maurice J. Gunsky
Lay My Head Beneath a Rose,
iMaurice J. Gunsky
35776 Sylvia (Speakes Gaines).
Associated Glee Clubs of America
Autumn Sea (Baker-Gericke).
Associated Glee Clubs of America
20088 I Found a Round-About Way to Heaven.
Correll-Gosden
That's WJiy I Love You
Correll Gosden
33761 Dolores (Waldteufel)
Waltz
.Creatore's Band
Moraima (Espinosa) Spanish Caprice,

15393

—Fox-trot, for
Bennie Krueger's Orch.

Times?

—

3245

Blue Ribbon Quartet
the Red. Red Robbin Comes Bob. Bob,
Bobbin' Along (Woods)
Male Quartet.
Blue Ribbon Quartet
Ting-a-Ling (The Waltz of the Bells) (BrihLittle)
Waltz, for Dancing. .Meximarimba Band
Am^ I Wasting My Time on You? (JohnsonBibo) Waltz, for Dancing. .. ^leximarimba Band
Cryin' for the Moon (Conley-Stern-Roos)
Foxtrot, with Vocal Chorus
Tuxedo Orch.
You've Got Those Wanna Go Back Again Blues
(Turk-Handman) Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus.
Jackass Blues (Kassell-Stitzel)
Fox-trot, with
Vocal Chorus by Georgia Taylor,
Deep Henderson (Rose) Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Georgia Taylor.
King Oliver and His Dixie Syncopators
Sorg Nit Mama (Gilrod-Sandler) (In Y'iddishl
Tenor, with Orch.
Aaron Lebedeff
Yukel Met Sein Ukulele (Yukel and His Ukulele)
(Gilrod)
Yiddish)—Tenor, with
(In
Orch
Aaron Lebedeff

Vernon Dalhart

Many

—

10

—

When

—

3240

T^ewis James
(GiUespie.

With the Breeze
Simons- Whiting) Male Quartet.

—

—

—

Along

15391 Breezin'

—

10
10

10

—

—

Dancing
Leave Me
Burke)

Commanders

Irving Aaronson and His
Ice To-day, Lady ?
Fox-trot.

15389 Lay My Head Beneath a Rose (Madison-Falkenstein)
Tenor, with Orch
"...Lewis James
Sleepy Head (Davis-Greer)
Tenor, with Orch.,

—

How

Tooters

The Tennessee Tooters

—

23

Pennsylvanians
20082 Valencia (A Song of Spain)
The Revelers
The Blue Room
The Revelers
20084 Tamiami Trail
Gene Austin
But I Do You Know I Do
Gene Austin
20085 Sympathy— Waltz
Frank Banta
When the Red, Red Robin Comes Bob, Bob,
Bobbin' Along
Frank Banta

Any

The

—Fox-trot,

Minor Gaff (Arluck-George)

—

—

—
The Ambassadors
—Fox-trot,
Tennessee

Vocal CTiorus
Prayer (Senter-Hirsch)

15388 Hobo's

—

10

10
10

(Davis-

—

Carl Fenton's Orch.
No Spinach? (Tracey-Aitken-Moore)
3219 What!
Ed. Smalle
Comedian, with Piano
Comedian with Piano,
Waffles (Fisher-Koppel)
Ed. Smalle
3220 My Little Nest (Of Heavenly Blue) (SpaethLehar) Fox-trot, for Dancing,
Ernie Golden and His Hotel AcAlpin Orch.
Roses Remind Me of You (Davis-ShermanBurke) For-trot, for Dancing
Ernie Golden and His Hotel AcAlpin Orch.
3222 When the Red. Red Robin Comes Bob, Bob,
Comedian, with
Along (Woods)
Bobbin'
Al Jolson. with Carl Fenton's Orch.
Orch...

3237

Jesse Crawford
Jesse Crawford

Remember

to

—

—

10

16

Something

— Fox-trot,with

—

—

—
—

Me

15386 Y'ou Need Someone to Love (Olsen-KilfeafherFrey Fox-trot, with Vocal Trio.
Windsor Hotel Orch.
Ro-ses
Remind Me of You (Davis-ShermanBurke) Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus,
Windsor Hotel Orch.
15387 Who
Wouldn't
(Kahn-Donaldson)
Fox-trot,
with Vocal Chorus
The Ambassadors
How Many Times? (Berlin) Fox-trot, with

3217 Roses (Britt-Tobias) Fox-trot, for Dancing
Vocal Chorus by Keller Sisters and Lynch,
Carl Fenton s Orch.
I Found a Round-About Way to Heaven (Decosta-Richman-Silver Fox-trot, for Dancing
Vocal Chorus by Keller Sisters and Lynch,

10

10
10

—

Vocal CThorus,
Kensington Serenaders
My Little Nest (Of Heavenly Blue) (SpaethLehar) Foxtrot, with Vocal Chorus,
Kensington Serenaders

—

Here

—

Burke)

Hi Ho! The Merrio (As Long as She Loves
Me) (Brown-Davis Conrad) Fox-trot,
Mike Markels' Orch.

Waring's Pennsylvanians

LIST FOR JULY
20075 At Peace With the World
Valencia
20077 Let the End of the World

10

—

15383 Leave

—

Burgundy Fox-trot.
The B. F. Goodrich Silvertown Cord Orch.
20078 To-nighfs My Night With Baby— Fox-trot.

.

10
10

—
—

—

(Crozier)

Blues

I
Am (De Sylva-Brown-Henderson)
Comedian, with Orch.
Al Jolson, with Carl Fenton's Orch.
3227 Lay My Head Beneath a Rose (Madison-Falkenstein)
Fox-trot, for Dancing,
Colonial Club Orch., with Vocal Duet
for
Fox-trot,
(Calvin - Spencer)
Hush-a-Bye
Dancing. .. .Colonial Club Orch., with Vocal Duet
"Marie,"
Intro.
3233 Every Little Thing You Do
from "Ziegfeld's Revue of 1926" (Buck-Hanley
Fox-trot, for Dancing,
Carl Fenton's Orch., with Vocal Chorus
Intro. "Wasn't It
Florida, the Moon and You
Nice" from "Ziegfeld's Revue of 1926" (BuckFox-trot, for Dancing,
Friml-Caesar)
Carl Fenton's Orch., with Vocal Chorus
3234 The Old Fiddler's Song (Smith)— Tenor, with
Vernon Dalhart
Violin and Flute
Lay My Head Beneath a Rose (Madison-Falkenstein)
Tenor, with Violin and Flute,

and His Orch.
Jack Smith
20069 To-night's My Night With Baby
When the Red, Red Robin Comes Bob. Bob.
Bobbin' Along
Tack Smith
20070 I Wish I Had My Old Gal Back Again,
Henry Burr
Am I Wasting My Time on You. .Elliott Shaw

Roger

—

—

15381

—

LIST FOR JULY
the Moon

—

Let's

Off,

—

10

2,

Victor Concert Orch.

(Y'ellen-Wall)— Fox-trot.
Erskine Tate's Vendome Orch.
Go (Schoebel) Fox-trot,
Erskine Tate's Vendome Orch.
That's Where I Meet My Girl (Heasley-SingerVon Tilzer) Fox-trot, with Vocal' Trio,
Al Goerlng's Collegians
Hard-to-Get-Gertie (Yellen-Ager)
Foxtrot,
Al Goering's Collegians
Dragon Flies (Zeolt) Violin Solo, with Piano
Accomp. by Walter Golde
Godfrey Ludlow
Memories (Dickinson) Violin Solo, with Piano
Accomp. by Walter Golde
Godfrey Ludlow
I'm Just Wild About Animal Crackers! (RichCoslow-Link) Fox-trot; with Vocal Cliorus,
The Bostonians
The Pump Song (Lerner-Fields- Whiting) Foxtrot; with Vocal Chorus
"The Bostonians
How Many Times? (Berlin) Comedienne, with
Orch
Peggy English
Ya Gotta Know How to Love (Green-Warren)
Comedienne, with Orch
Peggy English
Let's Call It a Day (Kahn-Friend)
Tenor, with
Two Violins and Piano
Chick Endor
Previous
(Egan-Whiting-Pasternacki)
Tenor,
with Piano Accomp. by Rube Bloom.. Chick Endor

Stomp

1,

Victor Concert Orch.

Melodies for Children

Cliarles Harrison

Victor Talking Machine Co.

Vocalion Records

EDUCATIONAL RECORD

Soldiers!.

The Calvary Choir and the Choir Boys
of St. Andrews Church. N. Y.
Zez Confrev
5169 Kitten on the Keys Piano Solo
5170 The Drunkard's Lone Child ^Singing. Harmonica, Violin and Guitar. Vernon Dalhart & Co.
5171 The Jealous Lover of Lone Green Valley Sing-

—

.

—

—

—
—

Fox-trot,

Tennessee Happy Boys

de sistres) (Act II))
(Bizet)
Conwih Orch
Sigrid Ojiegin
3244
Late to Be Sorry Now (Ver.ges-Thierrien-Le Claire)
Fox-trot, for Dancing,
Colonial Club Orch., with Vocal Chorus
My Pal Jerry (Rose) Fox-trot, for Dancing,
Colonial Club Orch., with Vocal Chorus

—

—

1926

—

—

tringles

tralto,
It's Too

1160 At Evening

—

Edison Blue Amberol Records

10
10

RED SEAL RECORDS

—

IS,

from page 129)

Coon-Sanders Original Nighthawk Orch.
Hole Fox-trot. Katz and His Kittens

Ace

July

—

:

—

—

10

10
10

10

10
10
10

10

10

10

—

—

Devils

Everybody But Me
by Jazz Devils

—

George McClennon
Comic Vocal, with Accomp.
George McClennon

10
10
10

—
July

THE TALKING MACHINE WORLD

1926

15,

—

"^YOJT

CAl<r't-

GO

Tvjaojvo

131

LONA

<^he I'f Biggest Hit

1

Europe/

iin

WTtrjhr

SONG

viivv

ADVANCE RECORD BULLETINS FOR AUGUST— (Continued
8338 Black Snake Blues

comp

No More

Jelly

_

—Contralto,

Bean

Blues

with

Piano Ac-

Victoria Spivev
—^Contralto,
with

by
Gist

—

Victoria Spivey
Contralto, with Accomp.

—

—

—

Kyre

Eleison,

Westminster Cathedral Choir
Westminster Cathedral Clioir

57002 Credo

Sanctus, Benedictus,

Agnus

Dei,

Deo

0

Westminster Cathedral Choir
Melodies of the Te Deum,
Westminster Cathedral Choir
3191 Love in Lilac Time,
Edith Lorand and Her Orch.
Blind Love, Blind Hate,
Edith Lorand and Her Orch.
8331 Jackass Blues Contralto, with Piano by ClarLaura Smith
ence Williams
Them Has Been Blues Contralto, with Piano by
Laura Smith
Clarence Williams
8332 Janas Ridin' on His Mule Singing.

—

—

—

Buddy

—

Christian's

Four Cry

—

—

—

Had You and You Had

—

Me— Fox-trot.

Phil Baxter's Orch.

40638 The Little Black Mustache Tenor, with Accomp.
by Fiddle, Guitar and Harmonica,
Vernon Dalhart
Coin' to Have a Big Time To-night Tenor,
with Accomp. by Fiddle, Guitar, Harmonica
Vernon Dalhart
and Jews-Harp
40639 The Pump Song Tenor-Baritone Duet, with
Piano Accomp. by Justin Ring,
The Happiness Boys
Hi Ho, The Merrio (As Long as She Loves
Me) Tenor-Baritone Duet, with Piano AcThe Happiness Boys
comp. by Justin Ring
40640 When the Red, Red, Robin Comes Bob, Bob,
Bobbin' Along Fox-trot,

—

—

—

—

The Arkansaw Travelers
Fox-trot,
Breezin' Along With the Breeze
The Arkansaw Travelers
and
Harmonica
45051 The Religious Critic Singing,
Ernest V. Stoneman
Auto-Harp
When My Wife Will Return to Me Singing.

—

—

—

Harmonica and Auto-Harp,
Ernest V. Stoneman
They Always Pick on Me Singing, with Guitar,
Harvey Irwin
Sunny Tennessee Singing, with Guitar,
Harvey Irwin
Goin' Down to Jordan to Be Baptised— Singing,
Henry Whitter
with Harmonica and Guitar
Many Times With You I've Wandered— Smging.
Henry Whitter
with Harmonica and Guitar
Baby, You Don't Know My Mind Singing and
Fiddling, with Piano by James Johnson,
Lonnie Johnson
and Fiddling,
A Good, Happy Home SingingLonnie
Johnson
with Piano by James Johnson.
The Man I Love Is, Oh! So Good to Me ConVant
Louise
Banks.
tralto, with Piano by Roy
Daddy. Don't You Try to Pull That Two-Time
Thing on Me Contralto, with Piano by Roy

—

—

45053

8340

—

—

8341

—

—

Louise Vant
8342 You Can't Brush Katie (The Gabiest Girl in
Town) Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by Eva
Clarence Williams' Blue Five
Taylor
Banl^s

—

Sugar House Stomp

— Fox-trot.
Christian's

Buddy

Creole Five

Manhattan Dance Makers

—

H

Seven Wild

10
10
10

Times?— Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Irving Kaufman ... The Astorites

— Fox-trot,

with Vocal Chorus
The Astorites
by Irving Kaufman
202Sevilla— Spanish One-step, with Vocal Cliorus
Broadway Bell-Hops
by Carlos Perez
My Barcelona— Spanish One-step, Bell-Hops
Broadway
204-H Here I Come (From "George White's Scan-dals") Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by
Manhattan Dance Makers
Arthur Fields
Hoodie Dee Doo Dee Doodoo— Fox-trot, with

Who

Wouldn't

H

-

—

Vocal Chorus by Arthur Fields,

Manhattan Dance Makers
197- H Hard-to-Get Gertie— Fox-trot,
The Dixie Stompers
Stompers
Static Strut— Fox-trot.... The Dixie
196-H I May Be Dancing With Somebody Else—
Lou Gold and His Orch.
Fox-trot
I'm Lonely Without You— Fox-trot,
Lou Gold and His Orch.
Fox-trot,
198- H Where'd You Get Those Eyes?
with Vocal Chorus by Irving Kaufman,
The Harmonians
Love You— Fox-trot, with
That's Why I
Vocal Chorus by Irving Kaufman,
The Harmonians
Waltz, with
190-H Lay My Head Beneath a Rose—
.

—

10

Mam^ia's

Town — Fox-trot.

in

10
10

192-

10

—

—

10
10

How Many

205-H

200-H Valencia

10

Adorable

10

10

10

10

10

—

.

Irving
.Irving

.

Kaufman
Kaufman

Irving
^Novelty Singing Quartet,

—Kaufman
Vocal.

—
—Novelty

The Harmonizers

—

—

10
10
10
10
10

10

10
10

10

June, the

10

1763 Talking to the

10

Why

That's

I

1764 I'm Just Wild
10

Wafflles
10

10

10
10

— Know

Missouri Jazz
Missouri Jazz Band

How

to

Love

10

Remind Me

1766 Roses

Where Does She Live?

10

1767 Katinka

— Fox-trot
Lonely

Only You and

10
10

You

of

1768 Clierie. I Love

Play

10

Me

You

— Fox-trot,

Chic Nelson's Collegians
Heart, Virginia
Chic Nelson's Collegians

My

Fox-trot

Fox-trot,
—Hollywood
Dance Orch.

— Fox-trot.Missouri

Tazz Band
Lanin's Troubadours

Sam

Me —
—Waltz,
Adrian

Fox-trot.

Imperial Dance Orch.

Schubert's Salon Orch.
an Old Fashioned Waltz— Waltz.
Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.

1769 I'm Walking Around in

— Fox-trot,
Lanin's Troubadours
Fox—Lanin's
Troubadours

Circles

Sam

10

Where'd You Get Those Eyes?

trot.

Sam

VOCAL RECORDS

10

1770 Valencia
10

—Male

Quartet. Piano Accomp.,

The Eskimo Quartet
Male Quartet.
Comin' Home From School
The Eskimo Quartet
Piano Accomp
1771 Somebody's Lonely Tenor Solo, Orch. Accomp,.

—

—

10
10

Me—Baritone

of

Kaufman

Solo,

Arthur Fields
Raining!— Male Duet,

1772 Oh. Boy! How It Was
Hare & Tones
Piano Accomp
My Cutey's Due at Two-to-Two To-day Male
Hare & Tones
Duet, Piano Accomp
1773 When the Red, Red, Robin Comes Bobbin' Along
Tenor Solo, Orch. Accomp .... Irving Kaufman

—

—

What Good Is "Good Morning"?
Orch Accomp

10
10

Irving

Wish You Were Jealous
Orch. Accomp

1774 Sleepy

Head—Tenor

Melodies
10

Are

Solo,

—Tenor
Irving

Orch,

Accomp

My Own
Accomp

10

DANCE RECORDS

Round-About

Way

to

Heaven—

—Fox-trot,

with

Bob Haring and His Orch.

..Bob Haring and His Orch.
—Fox-trot
Vocal Refrain.
— Fox-trot, withSeven
Polar Bears
I'm Just Wild About Animal Crackers — Fox-trot,
Polar Bears
with Vocal Refrain .... Seven
953 Roses Remind Me of You — Fox-trot, with Vocal
Bob Haring and His Orch,
Refrain
Tenderly — Fox-trot
Sam Lanin and His Orch.
954 When the Red. Red. Robin Comes Bob. Bob.
Bobbin' Along — Fox-trot ..Broadway Broadcasters
Mary Lou — Fox-trot, with Vocal Refrain.
Bob Haring and His Orch.
Broadway Broadcasters
955 Deep Henderson — Fox-trot.
The Pump Song — Fox-trot. Lou Gold and His Orch.
956 Hi-Ho! The Merrio (As Long as She Loves
Me) — Fox-trot, with Vocal Refrain.
Seven
Polar Bears
I'm Flirting With You (Yoo-Hoo!) — Fox-trot.
Lou Gold and His Orch.
957 Adorable — Fox-trot, with Vocal Refrain,
Bob Haring and His Orch.
Waters of the Perkiomen — Waltz.
Joe Green's Vibraphone Dance Orch.
Love — Fox-trot, with
958 You Need Someone
Haring and His Orch.
Little

Little

..

.

Little

to

Refrain
Bob
Can't Be a Good Little Fellow and Still Be
a Good Little Girl Waltz,
Joe Green's Vibraphone Dance Orch,
959 That's WTiy I Love You Fo.x-trot, with Vocal
Bob Haring and His Orch.
Refrain
lyone My Own lyone Fox-trot.

Vocal

You

—

—

948

Why

—
—
Arthur

—

Lange and His Orch.

VOCAL RECORDS

—

Don't You Marry the Girl? Vocal Trio.
with Piano Accomp..
California Humming Birds (Adler-Weil-Herman)
Her Beaus Are Only Rainbows Vocal Trio, with
Piano Accomp..
California Humming Birds (Adler- Weil-Herman)
Lonesome and Sorry Vocal Trio, with Piano
Accomp.,
California Humming Birds (Adler-Weil-Herman)
I'm Just Wild About Animal Crackers Vocal
Trio, with Piano Accomp.,
California Humming Birds (Adler-Weil-Herman)
My Dream of the Big Parade Vocal Trio, -ftith
Orch. Accomp..
California Humming Birds (Adler-Weil-Herman)
William Robyn
Rose of St. Mary's .Tenor Solo
Valencia (A Song of Spain) Tenor Solo.
W ilham Robyn
Songbird of Melody Lane Tenor Solo.
William Robyn
To-night's My Night With Baby Vocal. Gloria Geer
Could I? I Certainly Cold Vocal Trio, with
Orch. Accomp..
California Humming Birds (Adier-Weil-Herman)

—

949

—

—

—

—

—

Spain)

of

Lucky Moon
952 I Love Her!

Clarke

Orch
—Tenor Solo.
Howard Clarke
— Baritone
Solo.
^^^'.^^"'^
^
Orch
—
Solo,
Baritone
Bell
Ernest Hare

(A Song

Vocal Refrain

Kaufman

Howard

with
2508 Valencia (A Song of
Lincoln Dance Orch.
Vocal Refrain
Orch.
Dance
Lincoln
Lucky Moon Fox-trot
2509 At Peace With the World— Waltz, with Vocal
Lincoln Dance Orch.
Refrain
a

Gloria Geer

947 Valencia

DANCE RECORDS

Found

Ray Hamilton
Heaven

Cameo Records

961

I've

to

—
—

Lincoln Records

"

Way

Round-About

a

—

Spain)— Fox-trot,

10

Found

—

960

10

—

2522 I'd Call This World a Heaven If I Could Call
You Mine Duet
Childs-Hamilton
What Can I Say After I Say I'm Sorry ?— Vocal.
Gloria Geer
2523 Let's Talk About My Sweetie Vocal Trio, with
Piano Accomp,,
California Humming Birds (Adler-Weil-Herman)
She's a Comfed Indiana Girl (But She's Mama
Whispering.
to Me)
The Whispering Serenader (Billy Day)
2524 Virginia Reel Square Dance.
Old Henry and His Musicians
Irish Quadrille
Square Dance.
Old' Henry and His Musicians

Orch. Ace.

10
10
10

Piano

with

Vocal

•,

Liberty

Trio,

Birds (Adier- Weil-Herman)
Animal Crackers Vocal

Just Wild About
Trio, with Piano Accomp,,
California Humming Birds (Adler-Weil-Herman)
2521 At Peace With the World—Tenor Solo.

1775 Philadelphia "(All the Time)
10

—Vocal

I'm

Solo,

Memories

Accomp

Sorry

Humming

—

—Fox-trot,Hollywood Dance Orch.
Love You — Fox-trot,
Hollywood Dance Orch.
About Animal Crackers — Fox-trot,
Band

There's a Blue Ridge in

10

—

— Fox-trot,
Imperial Dance Orch.

Fox-trot

—

VOCAL RECORDS

Moon

Ya Gotta

1765

and You

—

—

10

Comes Bobbin' Along
Imperial Dance Orch.

the Red,Red, Robin

— Fox-trotMoon

—

—

I've

DANCE RECORDS
When

1762

—

—

10

Banner Records

10

—

—

Califo_rnia

10

10

Moon — Fox-trot,

2520 Lonesome and
Accomp,.

10

—

—

a

Little

10

10

Singing Quartet.

The Harmonizers
194- H When the Red. Red, Robin Comes Bob, Bob,
Bobbin' Along Novelty Singing Quartet.
The Harmonizers
Ya Gotta Know How to Love Novelty SingThe Harmonizers
ing Quartet
2a3-H Meet Me in Old Phillv Billy— Vocal Duet.
Tack Kaufman-Al Campbell
Out in the New Mown Hay Vocal Duet.
Tack Kaufman-Al Campbell
195- H What! No Spinach?— Vocal Duet,
Tack Kaufman-Al Campbell
Any Ice To-day. Lady? Vocal Duet,
Tack Kaufman-Al Campbell
199-H Oh, Boy! How It Was Raining,
Honey Duke and His Uke
I'm Full of Love for Her.
Honey Duke and His Uke

Little

frain
2512 To night's

10

10

Put Your Arms Where They Belong

10

10

—
Times? —.Vocal.

Somebody's Lonely Vocal. .Irving Kaufman
There Are Two Sides to Everv Story Vocal.

.

—

VOCAL RECORDS

H

Me

—
The Caroliners
Chick. Chicken (Lav
Egg for Me) — Fox-trot, with Vocal ReSeven
Polar Bears
My Night With Baby—Fox-trot,
Broadway Broadcasters
—

Reaching for the

Vocal
— Fox-trot, with
.Seven Wild Men
— Fox-trot, with Singing

by Fess Williams,
Fess Williams and His Royal Flush Savoy Orch.

My

You? —-Foxtrot
Just a Little Dance

Dale's Dance Orch.
2513 Tamiami Trail Fox-trot
Lincoln Dance Orch.
In the Mountains of the Moon Waltz, with
Vocal Refrain
Dale's Dance Orch.
2514 The Merry Widow Waltz— Waltz,
Hotel McAlpin Broadcasters
Butterfly Fox-trot;
Piano
with
Solo,
Orch.
Hotel McAlpin Broadcasters
Accomp
2515 Bye. Bye. Blackbird Fox-trot.
Sam Lanin and His Orch.
The Caroliners
Hot Henry! Fox-trot
2516 Down on the Florida Shore Fox-trot,
Fred Rich and His Orch.
Lulu Lou Fox-trot, with Vocal Refrain.
Seven Little Polar Bears
2517 What Good Is Good Morning? (There's More
Good in Good Night!) Fox-trot.
Lincoln Dance Orch.
What a Man! Fox-trot
University Sextet
2518 Hoorary For the Irish!
Fox-trot, with Vocal
Refrain
Seven Little Polar Bears
Betty (You Better Be Good to Me)
Fox-trot.
Fred Rich and His Orch,

.Stacks. ..
It

Sam Lanin and His

Orch.
Gtt a Girlie Like
Lane's Dance Orch.
Fox-trot. .Lane's Dance Orch,

Fox-trot
Can't a Fellow Like

Why

10

Men

Fess Williams and His Royal Flush Savoy Orch.
2I1-H Turkish Towel Fox-trot.
Toe Candullo and His Everglades Orch.
She Belongs to Me Fox-trot.
Joe Ciandullo and His Everglades Orch.

DANCE SELECTIONS

Many

Tom

Chorus by

Make Me Know

189-H

from page 130)

2511 Poor Papa Fox-trot
Chick, C^hick, Chick.

The Lunatic's Lullaby
10

2510

10

I'm Just Wild About Animal Crackers Foxtrot, with Vocal Chorus by Tom Stacks,

I

H How

10

,

—

10

Harmony Records
201-

—

lyone Mv Own Ivone Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Tom Stacks.
The Night Club Orch,
Reaching for the Moon Fox-trot.

—

193-

Babies. 10

Nina Lee Singing,
Buddy Christian's Four Cry Babies
8333 Lauging Blues Fo.x-trot, with Vocal Chorus by
William Calloway ....Powell's Jazz Monarchs
Chauffeur's Shuffle Fox-trot,
Powell's Jazz Monarchs
40637 Hi Ho, The Merrio (As Long as She Loves Me)
Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by Tom Stacks,
The Jazz Pilots

45052

10

Bar Harbor Society Orch.
Heaven Waltz
Melody Waltz Orch,

of

—

H

10

Tantum Ergo, Adoremus,

Salutaris,

If I

191-

Gratias.

Westminster Cathedral Choir

-

57003

10

Gloria.

'

•

A Dream

De Lloyd Barnes and Cornet by

Piano
Pierce

8339 Oh! Me Oh! My Blues
by Piano, Trombone and Banjo... Mary Mack
Lonesome, All Alone and Blue Contralto, with
Piano by Richard M, Jones and Trumpet by
Louis Armstrong
Bertah "Chippie" Hill
45054 Don't Let Your Deal Go Down Singing, with
Ernest V. Stoneman
Guitar Accomp
The Texas Ranger Singing, with Harmonica and
Ernest V. Stoneman
Auto-Harp Accomp
57001 Asperges Me, Vidi Aguam,
Westminster Cathedral Choir
'

Vocal Chorus by Irving Kaufman.
10

\

962

—
—

—

—

— —

—
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ADVANCE RECORD BULLETINS FOR AUGUST— (Continued
—

963 Bye. Bye, Blackbird Vocal
I d Climb the Highest Mountain If
Find You Tenor Solo

—

Gloria Gear

Knew

I

I'd

William Robyn

—

—

S071 I'm Just Wild About Animal Crackers Fox-trot.
Imperial Dance Orch.
Where Does She Live? Fox-trot.
Imperial Dance Orch.
Cliic Nelson's Collesiians
?072 Katinka Fox-trot
Imperial Dance Orch.
Waffles
Fox-trot
8073 Cherie, I Love You— Waltz.
Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.
Play Me an Old-Fashioned Waltz— Waltz.
Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.
8074 Ya Gotta Know How to Love Fox-trot,
Sam Lanin's Troubadours
Fox-trot.
June, the Moon and You

—

—
—

—

— Hollywood

Moon — Fox-trot.

Dance Orch.

Missouri Jazz Band

— Fox-trot,

Chic Nelson's ColleEians
8076 When the Red, Red, Robin Comes Bobbin' Alone
Missouri Jazz Band
Fox-trot
There's a Blue Ridge in My Heart, Virginia
Sam Lanin's Troubadors
Fox-trot
8077 I'm Walking Around in Circles Fox-trot,
Chic Nelson's Collegians
That's Why I Love You— Fox-trot,
Missouri Jazz Ban
3078 Roses Remind yie of You Fox-trot.
Hollywood Dance Orch.

—

Hollywood Dance Orch

VOCAL RECORDS

—Male

Piano

with

Quartet,

—

.-^ccomo..

The Eskimo Ouartet
Comin' Home From School Male Ouartet, with
The Eskimo Ouartet
Piano Accomp
S0?0 Oh, Boy! How It Was Raining!— Male Duet,
Hare-Tones
Accomp
with Piano
My Cutey's Due at Two-to-Two To-day Male
Hare-Tones
Duet, with Piano Accomp
8081 When the Red, Red, Robin Comes Bobbin'
Along Tenor Solo, with Orch. Accomp..

.

Robert Billings
When the Red. Red Robin Comes Bob, Bob. Bobbin'
Along Fox-trot
Lee Sims
I'd Leave Ten Men Like Yours
Fox-trot
Lee Sims

—

—

SPECIAL LIST

Sweet

Mammy — Blue

Little

Mine — Waltz.
— Fox-trot Blues

Lonesome Melody

My

Pal Jerry

o'

——

Sugar Foot Stomp Blues
Deep Henderson Blues
Here I Am Fox-trot
School Day Sweethearts Waltz
The Judge Cliff Davis Blues
Breezin' Along With the Breeze

—

—Lithuanian.

Oi,

Lithuanian.

L Karvyte

2.

;

Du

—

Irving Kaufman
Wish You Were Tealous of Me Baritone Solo,
Arthur Fields
with Orch. Accomp
8082 Sleepy Head Tenor Solo, with Orch. Accomp

—

I

—

.

Howard Clarke

What Good Is Good Morning?
Orch. Accomp
8083

8084

— Tenor Solo, with
Irving

Kaufman

with
Orch.
— Tenor Solo, Irving
Somebody's
Kaufman
Accomp
Melodies
Are Memories — Tenor Solo, with
Howard
Clarke
Orch. Accomp
Time) — Baritone Solo,
the
(All
Philadehihia
Ernest Hare
with Orch. Accomp
My Own Liberty Bell — Baritone Solo, with Orch.
Ernest Hare

Lonely

Accomp

Domino Records
3736

When

Red,

the

Along

— Fox-trot

June, the

Robin

Red.

Moon and You

Comes Bobbin'
Imperial Dance Orch.

— Fox-trot,
Imperial

Dance Orch.

Moon — Fox-trot,

3738 Talking to the

Hollywood Dance Orch.

Why

That's

Love You

I

— Fox-trot.

Hollywood Dance Orch.
3737 I'm Just Wild About Animal Crackers Fox-trot.
Missouri Jazz Band
Missouri Jazz Band
Waffles Fox-trot
3733 Ya Gotta Know How to I^ove Fox-trot.
Chic Nelson's. Collegians
There's a Blue Ridge in My Heart, Virginia
Chic Nelson's Collegians
Fox-trot
3734 Roses Remind Me of You Fox-trot,
Hollywood Dance Orch.
Where Does She Live? Fox trot.
Missouri Tazz Band
Sam Lanin's Troubadours
3735 Katinka Fox-trot

—

—

—

—

—

—

Me — Fox-trot.
—^Waltz, Imperial

Only You and Lonely
3740 Cherie,

Love You

I

Dance Orch.

Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.
Play Me an Old Fashioned Waltz— Waltz,
Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.
3739 I'm Walking Around in Circles Fox-trot,
Sam Lanin's Troubadours
Where'd You Get Those Eyes? Fox-trot,
Sam Lanin's Troubadours

—
—

VOCAL RECORDS

3741 Valencia

Comin'

—Male

Home From

3745 Somebody's
I

with

Ouartet,

Lonely

School

—

—Tenor

Accomp
Wish You Were

Piano

Accomp..

The Eskimo Quartet
Male Quartet,
The Eskimo Quartet

Solo,

Tealous

of

Accomp

with
Orch.
Irving Kaufman
Me Baritone

—

Arthur Fields
3743 Oh, Boy! How It Was Raining!
Male Duet,
with Piano Accomp
Hare-Tones
My Cutey's Due at Two-to-Two To-day Male
Duet, with Piano Accomp
Hare-Tones
3742 When the Red, Red, Robin Comes Bobbin'
Along Tenor Solo, with Orch. Accomp..
Solo,

with

Orch.

—

—

—

Irving

What Good

Is Good
Accomp

Morning?

— Tenor

Kaufman
Solo.

Irving Kaufman
Tenor Solo, with Orch. Accomp..
Howard Clarke
Melodies Are Memories Tenor Solo, with Orch.
Accomp
Howard Clarke
3746 Philadelphia (AH the Time)
Baritone Solo, with
Orch. Accomp
Ernest Hare
My (.^wn Liberty Bell Baritone Solo, with
Orch. Accomp
..Ernest Hare
with Orch.
3744 Sleepy Head

—

—

—

—

U.

S.

Music Go.

WORD ROLLS
Title

— Fox-trot
That's Why
Love You — Fox
Hard-to-Get Gertie — Fox-trot
Katinka — Fox-trot
Georgia Grind — Blues
Animal Crackers — Fox-trot
Blue Bonnet
I'm Lonely Without You

trot

I

(You Make

Me

Feel Blue)

Played b>
Lee Sims
Robert Billings
Robert Billings
Robert Billings
Tack Pierce

Lee Sims

— Fox-trot,

Lee Smio

— Italian
— Italian

Ricorde 'E Napule
Pacchianella

Mia

L' Amour

Gaideliu

1926

Oi,

Oi:

2.

Battiparano-Salemmc
Ferraro-Pacella

—

Se Souvient (Love Will Remember) Waltz
Ballade: in French
Beaudry-Carbonneau
Ne Fais Jamais Fleurer Ta Mere (I'll Always Be Good
to You, Mother)
French,
Hier! Aujourd'hui Demain! (Yesterday! To-day! Tomorrow!) Waltz; French
Beaudry-Carbonneau
Mais Si Tu Reviens Un Jour (Maybe You'll Come
Back Some Day) Waltz; French. Beaudry-Carbonneau
Valencia French.
Powinszoanie Lubo Urocze Polish.
Ozenil Sie Stary Z Mfoda Polish
Ed. Krotochwil
Bielanski
Polish
Ed. Kretochwil
Czyzewski-Baluta
Usmicchem Powitaj Mie Polish

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

Ha— Ha
Polonia

—

FOREIGN ROLLS— MUSIC ONLY

Polka— Polish.
Polka— Polish

INSTRUMENTAL ROLLS—MUSIC ONLY

I'Pagliacci

McNair

(Leoncavallo)

Selections

Ilgenfritr

Danse Espagnolo Bolero (Moszkowski),
Alfons Bacon-McNair Ilgenfritz
The Last Rose of Summer (From "Martha") (Flotow),

— With

Carlos Fabri
Carlos Fabri

Variations

WORLD ROLL

Katinas

Songs (Ring-Go-Round)

Children's

—Lithuanian.

B. Janik

J.

AUTO ART

These Rolls for Reproducing and Expression Player
Pianos Using Standardized Tracker Bar

Comin' Thru the Rye

Kas Subatos Vakareli,

1.

—

WORD ROLLS

FOREIGN

Saitysius

.Harold Wansborough
Robert Billings
Lee Sims
Jack Pierce
jack Pierce
Lee Sims
Harold Wansborough
Jack Pierce
Fox-trot
Lee Sims

..

Wanna Go Back Again

—

Jack Pierce

Fox-trot

(Jackson-Reed).

McNair

Ilgenfritz

Louis Dealers and Jobbers Report

St.

Good June

Sales

With No Slump

View

in

—
—

Columbia Records Selling Well Throughout the Entire Territory Edison Tone Test Stimulates
Trade Panatrope to Be Displayed at Exposition Other Trade News

—

—

—

—

.

Fox-trot

!

—

8079 Valencia

Black

Me —Fox-trot.

Only You and Lonely

—

Lee Sims
Times Fox-trot
...Robert Billings
Bottom (From "George White's Scandals")

trot

How Many

DANCE RECORDS

Where'd You Get Those Eyes?

.

—

Regal Records

8075 Talking to the

—
—

—

15,

from page 131)

The Prisoner's Sweetheart Waltz.
Ya Gotta Know How to Love ^Fox-trot. Robert Billings"
Her Beaus Are Only Rainbows Fox-trot
Lee Sims
Cherie, I Love You
Waltz
Harold Wansborough
The Pump Song Fox-trot
Robert Billings
Only You and Lonely Me ^Fox-trot
Lee Sims
Do You Believe in Dreams? Fox-trot
Lee Simi
No Foolin' (From Ziegfeld's "Palm Beach Girl")— Fox-

—

July

—

St. Louis, Mo., July 6.
The Deeken Music Co.,
which operates three stores in north St. Louis,
has moved one of them from 2706 North Fourteenth street to 2711 North Fourteenth street,
a larger building, with eight demonstration
booths. The Fourteenth street store is in charge
of Lou Deeken and the other two, one on Florissant avenue and the other on North Grand
avenue, are in charge of William Deeken, his

brother.

music

They handle

talking machines, radio,

and small merchandise.
Frank Sigman, of the Flat River (Mo.) Hardware Co., Edison agent there, was in St. Louis
recently to call on L. C. Schooler, wholesale
man for the Silverstone Music Co., St. Louis
distributor. He was well pleased with the result
of the tone test given at Flat River by Betsy
rolls

Lane Shepherd, soprano;

Lucille Collette, vio-

and William Reed, saxophone and

linist,

flute.

Many

expressions of appreciation of the new
Edison dance attachment are being received by
the Silverstone Music Co. Sales are increasing.
Edison owners are pleased with it because they
can possess themselves of it without getting a
new machine.
The Aeolian Co. of Missouri will have a display of Brunswick Panatr.opes at the Greater
St. Louis Exposition to be given September 4
to 20 at Forest Park.
When the Ford caravan of trucks touring
the country stopped at Centralia, 111., a concert
was given in front of the Vasel & Vass Co.,
local Brunswick Panatrope dealers, with the
Panatrope, using four loud speakers, a stunt that
created wide interest.
Fire, caused by lightning, caused a loss of
$30,000 recently to the
elry
St.

Co.,

348-350

of

Louis.

Zerweck Music & Jew-

Collinsville

avenue,

This was the company's second

East
fire

within a year.

The
just

sales for the

closed,

indicate

month
to

which has
the Columbia Phonoof June,

graph Co. that the old bogey, "the Summer
slump," has failed to put in his appearance as
far as the St. Louis and Kansas City subbranohes are concerned. This increase in business is general throughout the State of Kansas,
Oklahoma, Arkansas, Missouri, Nebraska, southern Illinois, western Kentucky, Tennessee and
northern Mississippi.

The

of Columbia dealers, has created a consumer demand that cannot be denied. Another
tion

large advertisement

is

due to break, featuring

Columbia records, in the middle of July, and
the St. Louis and Kansas City branches of the
Columbia Co. are anticipating a dealer tie-up
campaign in conjunction with the national campaign of at least fifty to sixty dealers.
N. B. Smith, manager of the St. Louis and
Kansas City sub-branches, is covering the northern part of Tennessee and the State of Arkansas
very thoroughly, meeting all the dealers and
getting first-hand
requirements.

information

as

to

dealers'

Warner's Seven Aces (all ten of them) are
proving that they can please the public, as
they are playing in the Peabody Hotel, at Memphis, Tenn., creating an abnormal demand for
their recordings

on Columbia records.

Francis Craig's Orchestra, Columbia artists,
now playing at Little Rock, Ark., is meeting
with great success.
C. R. Salmon has joined the St. Louis sales
organization, which will be very good news to
a great

number

of his friends in the St.

Louis

territory.

Fred H. Brandt, who has been covering southIllinois,
Indiana, eastern Missouri and
western Kentucky, recently resigned from the
St. Louis Columbia organization, and his future
plans hive not been announced.
ern

Record Sales Feature
Trade in Indianapolis
Indianapolis, Ind., July

10.

— The

trade in this

territory closed strongly the latter part of

with

all

lines

showing increased

June

sales over the

same period of last year, the greatest activity
Popbeing noted in the record departments.
ular numbers have been in great demand, stimulated to some degree by the attractive window
displays used by dealers.
Summing up the first six months of the year,
it
is
noted that sales have never run behind
the same period of last year and in a majority
The
of instances the volume has been greater.

demand

for

portable

talking

started and although this

machines

demand

is

has

a bit late

year dealers anticipate a good business

recent releases of the Columbia Phono-

this

graph Co. on the New Process records have
been especially adaptable to the Summer season,
and the response of the music-buying public has
been marvelous. Then, too. It must be taken

this

tropes, reports a satisfactory business with the

into consideration that the national advertising

line.

campaign featuring Columbia records, which has
been running in all the larger metropolitan
newspapers and the tie-up advertising campaign on the Columbia's co-operative advertising policy, which has met with hearty co-opera-

from now on.
The Christena-Teague Piano
cently took on the Brunswick

in

line

Co.,
line

which reof Pana-

The Wilson-Stewart Music Co., always a
good record outlet, reports that Columbia, VicNo
tor and Edison records are all selling well.
successor has been named to Miss Minnie
Springer who has resigned from the L. S.
Avres store.

—
July

THE TALKING MACHINE WORLD
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15,

CONSTRUCTIVE ARTICLES IN THIS
ISSUE O F THE WORLD

Sales in All Lines

Many

Clubs and Resorts Purchase Panatropes
Entertainment of Guests Columbia
Dealers Eagerly Await New Instruments

—

the

for

Los Angeles, Cal., July

3.

— Irving

Ready Reference

of the phonograph department of the
Southern California Music Co., reports that a
number of Panatropes have been sold recently
to clubs and resorts, including the Edgewatet
Beach Club, Mount Lowe Tavern, and several
others. The Mount Lowe Tavern, in addition
to purchasing a six-hundred-dollar Panatrope,
Mr. Westphal declared
bought a Radiola 28.

Analysis of the Trade-in Problem
Indiana Radio
Dealers Organize
Association
.

the Business
Substantial Foundation of the

Displaying

How

elected

president of the National Association of Music
Merchants; John W. Boothe, manager of the

music department of Barker Bros., was elected
secretary; Ed. A. Geissler, vice-president and
general manager of the Birkel Music Co., was

The new Columbia models

arrive in the next few days and
ers are looking

expected to

are

Columbia

deal-

forward to same with the most
According to the statement

number

Process

dealers

of

Columbia

the

records

of

sale

has

the

Live Retailers Take Advantage
of Their Locations to Increase
Business
Black Specializes in Records and
Gets Sales Volume

Mayers Adapts Methods

tributors

increased

Meetings
Radio Industry

had secured the Victor line the latter part of
June, which it will feature with the Brunswick

A

L. Brown, Los Angeles manager of
phonograph division of the Brunswick Co.,

on

month for Chicago
New York, whence he sails July 6

the latter part of last

left

his

way

to

for an extended

European

trip.

Mr. Brown, be-

fore leaving, had the satisfaction of noting that
this year
rial

was showing month by month matemonths of

increase over the corresponding

year.
He will visit England, Belgium,
France, Germany and Switzerland and expects
to be back at his desk in the latter part of Aulast

gust.

son's

Brunswick, Sonora, Victor.
business as very satisfactory.

He

reports

Con-

New

Line
as

"Salesman

Brunswick Co. Seeking Representation by Richmond Motor Co. Dealer Concentrates on

—

14

Service Pay
Knocking Other Lines Is Certain to
Arouse Interest of Public in Them
Northwestern Radio Trade Tour Will
Start August
1

Big Field

for

Sales

Among

22

The

Awarded

to

which operates a radio salon at 904 East
Broad street, with a view of establishing a conCo.,

The salon
it is learned.
December and handles the

nection with the salon,

was

opened

last

products of the Radio Corp. of America and
The Brunswick was forthe Crosley Corp.
merly represented in Richmond proper by the
Sprinkle Piano Company, which is no longer in
business.

Walter D. Moses

&

Co. are arranging to in-

an electrified Victrola in Blues Armory
furnish music for members of the Blues
fantry battalion when they are drilling
stall

to
in-

83

86

88-90

Lines
Big Conventions in
Bring Increased Sales

Two
26

tailers

Mid-West Dealers Gather
for

in

92
Chicago
to
Re95-102
Chicago

Sonora Sales Meeting Held by

35

Tay Sales Co
102
King Radio Distributors Hold Enthusiastic Convention
110
9-1 22
In the Musical Merchandise Field.
How Small Goods Manufacturers
Are Aiding Retail Merchants to
Boost Sales
119
Gleanings From
the
World of
Music
123-126
The Power of the Popular Song to
Lure People Into the Music Deal-

38

News From Our London Headquar-

1

30
32
35

er's

12 3

ters

Lists

Records

42

1

Store

Advance

for

of Talking

August

127-128
Machine
129-133

CORRESPONDENCE FROM LEADING CITIES
Baltimore, 80
67
Boston, 82
Pittsburgh. 75
Philadel66
Buffalo,
Cincinnati,
104
Detroit,
Minneapolis and St. Paul,
104
Chicago, 95-102
phia, 88-90
4
6
8
Kansas City,
Milwaukee,
06 Cleveland, 09 Canada,
Toledo,
127-128
132
Office,
Indianapolis,
St.
Louis,
132
European
News From The World's
133.
Richmond,
133
Angeles,
Los

—

1

-

The Columbia Furniture Co. announces that
Atwater Kent
is now concentrating on the

and Crosley

new

1

I

—
—
—

—

—

it

——
—

having dropped sevwas carrying. In the

lines of radio,

which

it

line, it finds that the cheaper-priced
Orthophoiiic Victrolas are the best sellers.

phonograph
Richmond, Va., July 8.— The Brunswick Co.,
which has been without representation here
for the past year or more, except for a furniture store connection in south Richmond, has
been in negotiation with the Richmond Motoi

82

Fitness of the Phonograph Distributor as a Wholesaler of Radio

Atwater Kent
Win-

Dealers for Eye-Arresting
dow Displays

Demands

Fall

Music

Lovers

76

18

of

.

74

Complementary

Radio in South America
Wholesalers in the Quaker City Report Early Ordering by Dealers for

28

eral other lines

Atwater Kent and Crosley Lines

'

Portables

1

Richmond Trade Enjoys
Good Summer Business

12

27

a

Summer Radio Business Is What You
Make It, Says Radio Executive.
How Wanamaker Makes Radio

W.

viz.,

a Healthy

Wires
Atwater Kent Studied Nation's Market Before Appearance of Sea-

Prizes

Boothe, general manager of the music
department of Barker Bros., announced that he
has obtained the Brunswick agency for his phonograph department and is now in a position
to ofifer customers a choice of the three makes,
J.

Is in

Has Added

Dealers and Jobbers
Report Excellent June Talking
Machine Business
Unique Bus Equipped With Radios,
Talking Machines, Etc
The Growing Popularity of the

tures of Activity and Which Can
Be Turned to Advantage by Live

Howard
the

DisSales

8

New England

Budget of Sales Tips for the
Dealer That Covers Varied Fea-

The Window

line.

Two

at

dition

re-

it

and Western

View Lines

5

Ideal for Music Dealer

Meet

to

54

72

But

petitive,

16

Conditions
Sonora Eastern

New

cently by leaps and bounds.
The Fitzgerald Music Co. announced that

11

Appeal Outdoors
Radio and Phonograph Not Com-

Native

in

Heath

eager anticipation.
of a

Portable

the

47

sand Voices

Radio Merchan-

in

dising

elected a director of the Association for a three-

year period.

Portable Radio Receiver

Radio

Work

Congratulations have been extended to thret
of the Los Angeles delegates to the National
Convention, which was held last month in New
York City. Edward H. Uhl, president of the

was

II

8

10

future.

Co.,

10

Profiting

Necessity of Intelligent Demonstration

^

by Securing Collection
Turnover
500 Crosley Retailers View New
Models at Cincinnati Convention.
Elab orate Preparations for Radio
World's Fair to Be Held in
Gotham in September
Echoes of Eucharistic Congress in
Brunswick Record of Thirty Thou-

4

10

Trade

Stopping Leaks

Music

.

Record Sales Are the Backbone of

reproducing instruments is almost limitless and he is very optimistic of the

with electrical

and Department Heads

KiRlMlglHlWIgfHilt^WW KfaiK lit IgfK [HiK [» Ik [H IH S"l«"lKl«

that the opportunity for supplying such places

California

for Salesmen, Dealers

Westphal,

manager

Southern

agiaiaaasiaiaigisisi

giHi[Kiiasi[gaHiawa[»ia[«)!H)[aa[S)aitiaigias<iH^

Los Angeles Trade Reports

Good

133

Portables are in good demand.
Gene Austin, Victor artist, was at the Lyric
Theatre for three days recently. The Corley
Company tied up with the event by installing
lobby
a Hyperion Electrola and Radiola in the
H.
by
operated
This
was
J.
theatre.
of the
Steinbrecher, Jr., manager of its retail record
department, for three days prior to his appear-

ance and also while he was at the theatre. Sales
of several new Orthophonies were registered as
An undemonstration.
a direct result of the
realso
records
Austin
of
sale
large
usually
Mr, Austin visited the Corley establishsulted.
ment Saturday afternoon following his last performance, remaining for an hour. In this period he autographed all of his records that were
That evening. Garsold while he was there.

—

—

1

1

—

—

—

1

1

land E. Moss, of Lee Fergusson Piano Co., and
several others identified with the music trade
of Richmond, entertained him at a party at
Gresham Court.
Miss Elsie Applegate, of the Corley's retail
record department, was married recently to David Arwood, well known in Richmond music
circles. Employes of the Corley Company presented her a case of silver for a bridal present.
Mrs. P. S. Beach, manager of the record department of the James Cowan Co., is planning
to spend her vacation the latter part of July
motoring through the mountains of North Carolina.

Engagement

of Charles H. Held, salesman
Goldberg Bros., jobbers of Pathe and other
lines, to Miss Yetta Guthman, of Atlanta, has
been announced. The wedding will take place
Mr. Held travels out of Atearly in the Fall.
for

lanta.

LeRoy

Goldberg, of Goldberg Bros., and R.
Rosser, of Raleigh, N. C, have bought the
Venus Theatre in south Richmond.
P.
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The

Phonograph or

Starr Portable

Gennett Portophone With Gennett Records
now and

the next few months for selling the Starr Portable Phonograph or the Genthe uppermost thought. Outdoor play is in full swing and outdoor play mesins
and where there is play there is sure a need for
auto trips, czimping parties, canoeing, moonlight dancing, picnics
music. The Starr Portable or the Gennett Portophone with Gennett Records offers an unbeatable combination to
launch forth on a big summer selling campaign.

The

best season of the year

is

Vacation time

nett Portophone.

is

—

The new Gennett

releases with their timeliness, vivacity, smoothness and excellence of recording and the smart cleancut appearance and clear far-carrying tone of both the Starr Portable and Gennett Portophone present all cmy deeJer
could desire to meet the season's selling opportunity.

These Portables may be had either under the Starr or
Colors are black, brown, red, gray.
Gennett name plate.
Light in Vifeight, ruggedly constructed,
green and blue.
handsomely finished, attention compelling. Will meet the
demands of the most critical.

The Gennett

sales plan eliminates all possibility of dead
stock and enables the dealer to have on his shelves selections
that are in constant demand, the profits from which are
never being jeopardized by left-overs and slow movers,

THE STARR PIANO COMPANY
Estahlished

1872

Factories:

Richmond, Indiana

Branches in:

BIRMINGHAM
DETROIT

BOSTON
INDIANAPOLIS

PORTLAND

CHICAGO
KANSAS CITY

CINCINNATI
CLEVELAND
LOS ANGELES
NASHVILLE
SAN FRANCISCO

DAYTON
NEW YORK

Value
Qualiti|

^ Leader in Every Respeci
/
before
NEVER
giving precedent

in the annals of portable phonograph manufacture such a valueThe
finished in genuas this!
ine leather, at a list price of only $35,00.
Unequalled in quality of materials and
unsurpassed in performance and appearance an aristocrat of portables in every
way. Truly an achievement that is making history in the music trade.

CASWELL ARISTOCRAT,

—

The

Aristocrat presents an appeal to the bu3ang
public that cannot be equalled by any other portable.
It is covered with a deep grain, genuine
leather that is applied over the case by a special
process. (Patent applied for.)

This model, as well as the ever-popular Gypsy,
equipped with the Oro-Phone reproducer, an
exclusive Caswell feature, which reproduces all
is

records, including the new electrically recorded
ones, with a heretofore unheard-of fidelity and
clearness of tone. There is no needle noise, no
scratching, no blasting only the true reproduction of every note and tone in the record.

—

A

patented tone control puts the volume control of the {music at your finger-tips.
Loud or
soft
any degree of volume is obtained by a turn

—

A

long bearing, vibrationless tonearm further enhances the tonal beauty.
of the dial.

Progressive dealers who now join with Caswell will share in the great profits that the new
Caswell line is going to insure during the coming
year. The Caswell "golden rule" selling policy,
which protects jobber and dealer, affords you the
opportunity of making a legitimate profit on

every

sale.

(aswelljl^an ufaciurin^
PORTABDE PHONOGRAPHS c9^DISTINCT10N
AilimUKEE^MS.

ST. PAUL AVE.
AT lOT^ STREET

SINGLE COPIES, 25 CENTS
PER YEAR. TWO DOLLARS

VOL. XXIL NO. 8

^

dealers'
vjlfolesalers'

pmmufachms
^radioptodaets

Published Each

Month by Edward Lyman

Bill,

Inc.,

at

383 Madison Avenue,

New

August

York,

<^l/^^'r.t.^^'^^.^r\*rJ/^*/^l-^^*/^l.^^*r^^^*ru^^*/^^/^^^^l'^4>/^l.^^^rr^

The

leading National Magazines

and important newspapers
Fall will tell the public

this

all

about the Brunswick Panatrope,
Brunswick's

New Musical Instru-

ment and Brunswick Records

Entered as second-class matter

May

2,

390S,

at the post office at Nei^ Jf**- N.

Y., .under the act of

Congress of March

3,

1879.
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Lyon & Healy to Handle
Charles Edison Elected President and
Columbia Viva-tonal
Chief Executive of T. A. Edison, Inc.
Succeeds His Father in Those Important Positions, the Latter Becoming Chairman of the Board
—Move Will Afford Great Inventor More Time for Carrying on Experimental Work

Formal announcement was made last week of
the election of Charles Edison, son of Thos. A.
Edison, as president and chief executive of

Thomas

Edison, Inc

A.

supervision

of

Orange and succeeding
portant post.

,

the

all

Thomas

thus taking over the

been won by his own sliecr ability and hard
work.
It
was largely on liis own initiative
that he accepted various
responsibilities i^nl
took up new duties as the need became evidtfnt.

Edison

Upon

activities

father in

his

A. Edison

that

becomes

entering the business immediately following his graduation from college Mr. Edison was
put strictly "on his own" by his father, who saw

in

im-

presi-

to

it

religiously that

own canoe without

he learned to paddle his

paternal aid.

During the past few years Charles Edison has
number of executive positions, most recently that of Chairman of the Board, and has
had a direct and important part in the development of the Edison business and particularly in
the promoting of new improvements in the
phonographs and records. As president, oF
held a

course,

progressive influence will be still'
more strongly felt.
Early in September, in company with Arthur
T. Walsh, vice-president and general manager
his

phonograph division of the Edison interests, Charles Edison will make an extended tour
of the entire United States visiting all the
jobbing centers and meeting with and addressing groups of Edison phonograph dealers.
These two executives will have a message for
of the

regarded as more important
than any that has emanated from the Edison
factory since the advent of the disc phonograph.
This message will be delivered to the trade and
to the general public at an early date through
an extended campaign of national magazine and
the dealers that

Charles Edison

opportunity for conducting important
experimental and development work, particugreater

phonograph

larly in the

field.

Charles Edison's steady rise to the position
of official head of the Edison interests has

H. Don. Leopold Joins
Forces of the Carryola Go.

which he created. Mr. Leopold's success in this
important work was recognized by his appointment as sales promotion manager, another de-

— Widely

Known

in the

Trade

MiLWAUKEE, Wis., August 7.— Don T. Allen,
vice-president and general manager of the Carry-

sales

promotion and

appointment

Mr.

of

new

activities.

His

is

ideally qualified for

Brunswick-Balke-Collender

the

New York
post
later

of

Co.,

as

City salesman, being promoted to the

assistant

manager

avenues
trict,

in

north, west
bia

Chicago's

downtown

business

dis-

the firm maintains branch stores on

line

handled
Early

of

the

and south sides. The full Columphonographs and records will be

at

each store.

in

the history

of

the

phonograph

in-

Lyon & Healy handled Columbia prodand Mr. Heath, in making the announce-

dustry,
ucts,

ment,

stated that he was elated because the
choice of Lyon & Healy gives every evidence
of the growing popularity of Columbia phono-

graphs and records and the popular endorse-

ment which they

are receiving.

Walter Roche, a director

manager

of

of the retail division of

the

firm

and

Lyon & Healy,

stated that the executives of his firm had careexamined and tested Columbia Viva-tonal

fully

instruments and records, as well as the policy
of the Columbia Co., before reaching a final
decision.
Mr. Roche, in an interview with The
World reporter, stated that careful consideration had been given to every angle of the subject and that
the Columbia line had been
chosen solely on its merit. He further commented on the fact that Lyon & Healy would
now handle a complete line of reproducing instruments, with a machine for practicall}' every
purse and individual taste. The new instruments
are already on Lyon & Healy 's display floor and
is one of the first to introduce the Vivatonal line in Chicago.

the firm

of

phonograph industry, and

a con-

may be

attrib-

first

Victor Talking Machine Co., where he remained
for two and one-half years, resigning from the
Victor Talking Machine Co., where he remained
self.
In 1922 Mr. Leopold became associated
with

line

full

uted to the executive and merchandising ability
Don. T. Allen. Under his direction the company has established nation-wide distribution for
Carryola products, and the sales volume is increasing month by month to figures which in
former years were unheard of in the production
of portable phonographs.

association with the
in the capacity of
was
industry
talking machine
West Coast territorial representative for the
his

four retail stores the

of

Carryola executive will be welcome news to
Carryola jobbers and dealers throughout the
country, as Mr. Leopold

its

siderable portion of this success

a

as

in

Columbia Viva-tonal phonographs and records.
Lyon & Healy, one of the oldest music
houses in Chicago, is one of the largest and most
prominent in the- entire world, and in addition
to its five-story building at Wabash and Jackson

features of the

will also

Leopold

handle

to

uf

America, as a manufacturer of Carryola portable
phonographs, has been one of the outstanding

co-operate with the sales organization.

The

—

August 9. News of extreme inmusic trade came from the office
of A. J. Heath, manager of the Chicago branch
of the Columbia Phonograph Co., early in August, when he announced that an arrangement
had been made with Lyon & Healy, Chicago,
III.,

and efficient service and co-operation.
The success attained by the Carryola Co.

son Leopold, formerly advertising manager of
the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., Chicago,
had joined the Carryola organization in an executive capacity. Mr. Leopold will be in charge

and

CmcAGo,

terest to the

tical

ola Co. of America, manufacturer of Carryola
portables, announced this week that H. Donald-

of advertising

Four Stores in Chicago Will Handle Full
Line of Viva-tonal Phonographs and Records

will undoubtedly be an important factor in his
Carryola activities. He brings to his new post
a thorough knowledge of every phase of merchandising as applied to the phonograph industry, and he is now making plans whereby
he can offer Carryola dealers and jobbers prac-

Will Be in Charge of Advertising and Sales
Promotion and Will Co-operate in Sales Organization

Line

Its

is

newspaper advertising, announcement of which
has already been made in the columns of The
World.
Evidence of these forthcoming important
moves is observed at the Edison factories in
Orange, where unusual activity prevails in the
phonograph division.

dent of the Board of Directors of the company,
and welcomes the new move as affording him a

the

Eastern

sales

manager and

of the dealer service department

department
at the Chicago executive offices, a
See second

last

Donaldson Has Columbia Line

—

H. Donaldson Leopold
partment which he created, and later he was
appointed advertising manager of the company,
in complete charge of all Brunswick advertising.
Mr. Leopold numbers among his acquaintances about 3,000 music dealers located from one
end of the country to the other, and his intimate familiarity with the retailers' problems
page for Index of Articles of Interesl in

this issue of

Minneapolis, Minn., August 6. L. S. Donaldwell-known department store here, is
putting in the complete line of the Columbia
Phonograph Co., including Columbia new process records and the new Viva-tonal Columbia
L. S. Donaldson is representaphonographs.
son, the

tive of the splendid type of outlets that

bia

is

selecting for distribution of

The World

its

Colum-

products.
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Survey Shows Popularity of the Portable
—

Twelve Huge
a Real Sales Promotion Effort

Sales of Records to Portable Customers Average

Sales Totals Reported
One thousand five hundred portable talking
machines a year is the sales total of a retail
talking machine store, one link of a chain store
Another esorganization, in New York City.
tablishment operated by this concern averages
180 instruments a month, or six machines a day.
It
is
This represents largely cash business.
drop-in business; no sustained attempt being
made to build portable talking machine sales
volume, except an occasional window display of
these diminutive machines and a few inches devoted to the portable in the store's advertising
from time to time. This particular retail organization has also discovered the interesting
fact that the average record sale to a portable
buyer at the time of the purchase of the instrument is twelve records. This means the sale of
18,000 records to portable talking machine buyers each year in one store. These are figures to

one thinking.

set

Large Portable Sales
Another dealer reports the sale of well over
three hundred portables a year and the proprietor of this store

is

authority for the statement

that he does absolutely nothing in the
sales

promotion

instruments,

to create a

demand

way

of

for these

for

struments are sold without any special effort
good many more would be moved were the
dealers to spend a little money in sales promoa

One

tion.

ble

dealer, in fact a dealer

by The World from all parts of the
country regarding the ever-growing demand for
portables.
The significant point, however, is
that in no case does the dealer put the same
amount of promotion effort behind portables
that he utilizes to promote the sale of the
higher-priced larger instruments.
Only one
conclusion can be reached from this and that
is: portable talking machines have reached the
peak of popularity since their inception, and
that this favor will not only continue unabated
throughout the year but will actually increase
is
evident from the monthly reports of the
dealers.
That is why the dealer who does not
handle and feature one or more lines of portables is short-sighted.
This type of dealer is
ceived

standing

in

the

way

of

his

own

success.

Bigger Profits Through Sales Promotion
is obvious that where so many small
in-

It

permitted to

any

swer

the country, has done

two

in

merchant

in

both comparatively inexpensive, that
First, he
have boosted portable sales volume.
things,

Dealer

who

reports the sale oi

his

As one

line.

enters

the joy to be derived

the

It

is

a

and is able to get people into the store
through advertising or other means.
Stimulating Efforts of Salesmen
Another thing this dealer has done to boost
portable sales has been to stimulate the interest of his salesmen in selling these machines
by offering a monthly bonus to the salesman
who sells the greatest number during the month.
The bonus consists of a cash prize, and the
salesmen fight to build up their individual sales

List

is

the sale of

many

it

portable sales

is

practically un-

is

a year-'round business.

Portables sold to non-talking machine
owners may mean the sale of a larger instrument at some later date. Portable sales come
easy, bring in the cash and create record business, a combination that is unbeatable insofar
as the talking machine dealer is concerned. So
get on the band-wagon and not only install
a stock of good portables, but get behind them

with some real sales

effort.

porta-

Only 10 Per Gent
Dwellers

Own

"Only ten per cent

Farm

of

Radio Sets

of the 6,448,348 farms in

the United States are supplied with radio sets
at present," is the interesting statement ap-

pearing

in a folder that has been sent to the
trade by the Atwater Kent Co., manufacturer
of radio products.
The per cent of farms in

the various States that are radio equipped is
shown, and other information is given that is
designed to show the tremendous field open
for the live dealer to capitalize.

The

advertising

farm

magazines,

nearly

a

twenty-three

in

circulation

total

line

among

rural dwellers

is

outlined.

Price

Complete

Without

With Accessories
Weighs

Tubes and

ment

Only

26 Lbs.

Batteries

A Portable
NYACCO

latest addition to the
in Radio and fills the insistent

Radio
advanceweight Portable

line represents the latest

demand

for a light

Radio.

operating on Dry Batteries. It has remarkable
Quality, Volume, Selectivity and Distance Reception.

It is a six-tube set

Tone

It keeps the Broker or Business Man in touch w^ith the market while
away. Ideal for the Camper, Tourist, Motorist and Canoeist.

New York Album & Card Co., Inc.
23-25 Lispenard Street,
Tnned

{Established 1907)
liOOp Aerial (Directional)

of

which the company has inpromote interest in the Atwater

6,000,000,

augurated to

Kent

campaign
with

$6500

This

Those

a

tion

result

field for

pects.

console tables on which are displayed a halfdozen portables. That is selling by suggestion,
and it is as effective as any kind of promotional
effort if the dealer has the right kind of loca-

The

namely, those residing in the suburbs and
country; those who go away for the Summer,
and those who for some reason or another cannot afford to purchase a more expensive instruple;

large talking machines are prospects
for portables and those who do not possess a
talking machine of any kind also are live pros-

beach scene, with a portable in the foreground.
The message immediately below the cut-out is
a sales talk on portables. Inside the store the
first things that strike the eyes are two long

volumes.

chiefly

who own

windows emphasizes

from a portable.

declares that his portable sales
among several classes of peo-

article

made

limited and

.

store

are

The

the portable machine is
making steady gains in public
favor and dealers can profit in
a big v/ay by getting down to
business and promoting the
sale of these instruments in a
most aggressive manner.

large cut-out in one of the

is

this

hotels.

that

displays

Are the Portable Buyers?
The aneverybody. The first dealer mentioned

are the buyers of portables?

ment. The second dealer, whose store is located
in an apartment house and hotel district, states
that his sales are mainly made to people who
reside in apartments, where space is necessarily
limited, and to people stopping in the nearby

six portable talking machines
a day ( average sales ) sold
1,800 records to portable buyOther reports
ers in a year.
by dealers emphasize the fact

.

slip by.

Who
Who

sales are probably as large as that of

retail

might have been

ble instruments that otherwise

whose porta-

although

he declares that occasionally he places a portable or two in the
window. He does not give any space at all in
his advertising to portables.
These two statements are typical of many re-

deliberately

—Need

New York

August

15,
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Big $5,000
Prize Contes
A feature of Brunswick^s publicity program for fall
part of the most unique
program
Brunswick
As ahistory,
we are offering the millions of readers
the
selling

in

of

.

leading magazines $5,000 in prizes for a name and advertising phrase or slogan describing the new Brunswick instru-

ment, companion to the Brunswick Panatrope.

This advertising offers Brunswick dealers a tremendous
opportunity for sales on this new instrument. The first

announcement of the big prize contest
zine, issue of August 14th.

Watch

for further

Next month we'll tell you
the Brunswick Panatrope,

all

in

is

in Liberty

announcements
about advertising plans for

The Saturday Evening

Good Housekeeping, National Geographic and other
magazines. Watch for the announcement.

PANATROPES

Maga-

RADIOLAS

•

Post,

leading

'BBCO'RTi^

THE BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER CO. GENERAL

OFFICES;

CHICAGO

—
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Becomes Advertising Manager
of Brunswick Co., Chicago

includes an association of three years with the

Advertising

Ellison was actively engaged in advertising and

Assumes Impor-

promotion work along lines which will undoubtedly aid him materially as Brunswick advertising manager. Prior to joining the Vacuum
Oil Co., he was associated with the Lockwood
Trade Journal Co., publisher of several well-

Paul

tant Post

Paul

S.

with

Identified

Ellison,

S.

Activities for

Many

Years,

With the Brunswick Co.

Ellison,

who

has been identified with
many years, has been

advertising activities for

advertising department of the

Vacuum

Oil Co..

August

M. O.

sales

known

trade

Paper

Trade

Motor

Boat,

Tobacco.

Pre-

including

papers,

and

Journal

Giles Appointed to

Important

one of the nation's foremost manufacturing organizations, and during these three years Mr.

1926

15,

Mohawk

Post

Well-known Executive Is Now Divisional Sales
Manager of Mohawk Corp. of Illinois, With
Headquarters in New York City
Chicago.
eral

III.,

August 6.— Otto Frankfort, gen-

manager

sales

of

Mohawk

the

Corp.

of

viously Mi. Ellison had e.Ktensive experience in
newspaper and publicity work, an experience

which should enable him to attain signal success in the important post of Brunswick advertising manager.

Blackman T. M. Go. to
Distribute Fada Line
One of the most interesting news developments during the current month was the
appointment of the Blackman Talking Machine
Co., New York, as a distributor of Fada radio,
manufactured by F. A. D. Andrea, Inc. The
Blackman organization is one of the leading
firms of phonograph and radio distributors in
The appointment of
the metropolitan district.
Blackman rounds out the Fada distributing outin the metropolitan territory to include an
outstanding musical instrument house and two
of the most favorably known firms specializing
in the distribution of radio products, Steelman,
lets

Paul S. Ellison
appointed advertising manager of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., with headquarters at
Mr. Ellison,
the executive loffices in Chicago.
who assumed his new duties on August 9,
succeeds H. Donaldson Leopold, who is now
associated with the Carryola Co. of America.

As advertising manager

BrunswickBalke-Collender Co., Mr. Ellison will have
charge of one of the most important and extensive campaigns sponsored by any manufacturer
His previous experience
of musical products.
of

the

Inc.,

and the Triangle Radio Supply Co.

M. O.

Attractive Caswell Calendar

manufacturer

Illinois,

ceivers, has

Di;nver, Colo., August

dom

7.

— The

talking machines,

is

Harry

L.

Wee-

of Caswell portable

local distributor

Co.,

distributing to

the

trade

each month an attractive art calendar, each
calendar bearing an illustration and a feature of
the Caswell instrument in a selling talk.

O. Giles as
quarters

Giles
of

Mohawk

radio

re-

announced the appointment of M.
divisional sales manager with head-

New York

in

City.

needs no introduction

to

phonograph

will

Mr. Giles,

either

the

who

radio

or
be in charge of a
very important territory, including New York
State, with the exception of the Buffalo district;
New Jersey, District of Columbia, Maryland,
industries,

North
Carolina,
South
Carolina,
Georgia,
Florida,
Alabama, Mississippi and
Louisiana. As district sales manager Mr. Giles

Virginia,

ERE
and

easier and quicker saleSf larger
surer profits for you in - ' -

will

work

tor

of

in close

co-operation with every facorganization, establishing

Mohawk

the

distributors throughout his territory, co-operating with these distributors in the development
of their dealer outlets, and giving the whole-

THE CASE SIXTY LINE

salers

ing

Truly an unmatchable value. Think of
Get
the business you can do with it
those sales now just beyond youi reach!
This set turns the trick at $75. The same
reception and precision as in highest!

—

priced sets but at medium prices. With
built-in speaker, list $100; with speaker
and "High Boy" console $125; with DeLuxe console $170. Other sets with five
or six tubes, with or without vernier control, etc.

A

MODEL 60 a

Only

6%bes, IControU
H- in

complete line!

.'^olid

Mahogany Cabinet

$71=^52
- -

/

Get Our 1927 Line-up
It's

a Winner I

Bigger value in our sets, more and better advertising, complete
dealer and jobber help, liberal policies that's our schedule for
1927. We're ready now with sets that will sell and STAY SOLD
are you? Let us help you get the business in your territory.
Write or wne to-day for complete information.

—

—

Indiana Mfg.

and

retailers practical service in develop-

Mohawk

business.

Mr. Giles' merchandising experience is very
extensive, including an association with the
Columbia Phonograph Co., General Phonograph
Corp., and more recently with the Thermiodyne
Radio Corp. as general sales manager. He numbers among his friends wholesalers of radio and
phonograph products throughout the country,
and he has always been in close touch with
dealer activities generally.
In his new work,
Mr. Giles will have ample opportunities to
utilize his merchandising knowledge and participate in the important sales and publicity campaign which has just been announced by the
Mohawk Corp. of Illinois. This company's new
line is meeting with marked success wherever
it
has been introduced, and the reception accorded these products by the wholesalers and
retailers indicates a banner year for the Mohawk
organization.

No. 60B, $100

FOLLOW THE

&

Electric Co.
CASE BLOCK
Marion, Indiana
550

TRAIL
Read
vital

No. 60D, $170

VOLUME

SELECTIVITY

-

QUALITY

a

message

every talking
chine dealer on
60C,

$125

of

importance to

PAGE

ma-

33
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A Liberal Record
Exchange Plan#
These Brunswick features make recordselling profitable
1

A

liberal

record exchange

10%

3 The outstanding musical

per-

of total records

formance of Brunswick Records

purchased are returnable quar-

made by the exclusive "LightRay" electrical method.

policy.

terly for full credit.

2

—

A

ample
Record Catalogue, making for
small investment and frequent
carefully chosen but

^ A

fixed policy of building sales

for

dealers through national

new^spaper and magazine ad-

turnover.

vertising.

Special

Announcement

Beginning September

2,

the

new

Brunswick "Light-Ray" electrical
records will go on sale every
Thursday at all Brunswick dealers

There's

new

snap, rhythm

and pep

in

"Light-Ray" Electrical Records

Sont/nmAck
PANATROPES

•

RADIOLAS

THE BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER

CO.,

•

RECORDS^"^

GENERAL OFFICES: CHICAGO
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W.

S.

Miller Rejoins
James K. Polk, Atlanta

Former Popular Member

of the Sales Organiza-

Prominent Southern Wholesale Firm
Again Covers South Carolina and Georgia

tion of

Atlanta,

August

Ga.,

who formerly covered

5.

—W.

Shepherd

Miller,

South
Carolina and the northern part of Georgia for
James K. Polk, Inc., prominent Southern disthe

State

of

ing the period he was away from the James K.
Polk organization Mr. Miller was engaged in

Now

music department of the Sterchi Furniture &
Carpet Co., of this city.
James K. Polk, Inc., is one of the bestknown distributing firms in the South, having
been engaged in the wholesaling of phonographs for a number of years, building up a
large dealer following throughout the territory
it covers and gaining the confidence and good
will of Southern merchants through its policy

The Sonora Phonograph
the

Porte,

net profit

W.

S.

Miller

Sonora phonograph and radio prod-

and r)keh records, with headquarters in
this city, is again associated with
the sale?
organization
of this concern, covering the

ucts

same

instruments

acquaintance among
the dealers in this territory and although he
has been absent for two years he has not lost
touch with his many friends in the trade. Pura wide

is

—

$2,163,000,

Store

Music

line

is

F.

by newspaper

officers

company are:
Myers Y. Cooper,
Frank E. Wood,

of the

Barrett, president;

and E.

J.

Burke, assistant treasurer.

An Atwater Kent radio set has been installed
on one of the planes that fly up and down the
Atlantic Coast.
Those traveling by plane can
thus be entertained via the ether while en route
through the air.

Co., Springfield, Mo.,

being pushed

vertising and attractive

The other

Oscar

secretary,

reports a good business in portable talking machines during the past two months. The portable

ager.

vice-president and treasurer;

carried.

L. E. Lines

Drake, Shelby.

Champaign,
Madison,
Pickaway,
Hocking,
Athens, Morgan, Washington, Monroe. West
Virginia all the following counties: Mason,
Jackson, Roane, Calhoun, Gilmer, Braxton,
Webster, Pocahontas, Greenbrier, Monroe, Summers, Mercer, McDowell, Wyoming, Mingo,
Raleigh, Fayette, Nicholas, Clay, Logan, Boone,
Kanawha, Putnam, Cabell, Lincoln, Wayne.
This is a happy tie-up of these two long-established music organizations.
This move has
met with enthusiastic approval of the dealers
throughout the territory. The sales and distribution of Sonora products in this territory
will be directed by Ben L. Brown, general man-

Fred M. Waring, head of the well-known
Waring's Pennsylvanians Orchestra, is president of a company which recently opened a
very handsome music store at First avenue,
North and Sixth street. Saint Petersburgh, Fla.
It is being conducted under the title of Waring's Music Co., Inc., and a full line of musical

The

territory.

Mr. Miller has

M. Waring Opens

Benton, Kosciusko,

Porter,

Joseph,

St.

cluding the following counties:

or $3.60 a share, in the June quarter of 1925.

F.

West

exclusive

Warren, Starke, Jasper, Pulaski, Fulton. Southern half of Ohio bounded on the north and in-

or $2.25 a

and

137

its

—

$1,768,713, equal

share, against $1,353,102,

$2.94 a

of

as

following counties: Davies, McLean, Muhlenberg, Todd.
Indiana less the following counties:
Marshall, Newton, Elkhart, Lake, La

1925.

share, in the preceding quarter,

O.,

and Sonora phonograph for the territory comprising,
that part of Kentucky east of and including the

Federal taxes,
etc., for the six months ended June 30, equal to
S5.20 a share on 599,990 no-par shares, against
$3,466,972, or $5.77 a share, in the first half of

to

Cincinnati,

Co.

distributor for both the Sonora radio

after depreciation.

For the June quarter net was

street,

has appointed

Co.

& Record

Sterling Roll

Fourth

Stewart-Warner Earnings
The Stewart-Warner Corp. reports

&

Prominent Cincinnati Distributing Organization
Gets Exclusive Territory for Sonora Radio
and Phonograph Products

and co-operation.

of $3,121,813,

1926

15,

Record Co.
a Sonora Distributor

Sterling Roll

the retail business in Augusta, Ga., part of the
lime, later joining forces with the wholesale

of service

tributor of

August

ad-

displays.

PEERLESS ART MISSION ALBUMS
No

Album was

made than

the Art Mission Album.
Produced for both 10 and 12-inch records. Also a single album
finer

for both

bound

size

ever

Although attractively

records in combination.

— stamped

in

gold

—

it

retails at a

popular price with a

healthy margin of profit for the dealer.

Peerless Record Carrying Case

Now
The new
is

The New
Case

Peerless Carrying
50 Records

Holding

Two

in

Sizes

large size Peerless Record Carrying Case holds fifty records.

—made

workmanship
fitting companion

a beautiful piece of

a life-time.

It is

so popular.

Both

a

of the best materials,

to our smaller

of these record carrying cases will

PEERLESS —All

that the

name

it

It

will last

model which has proved
add to your record sales.

—known the world over

implies

PEERLESS ALBUM COMPANY
PHIL. RAVIS, President

636-638

WALTER

S.

GRAY

Sein

CO., Pacific Coast Representative
Francisco and Los Angeles

BROADWAY, NEW YORK
L.

W. HOUGH, 146

Mass.

Boston, Mass.

Avenue

August

15,
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SHIELDED RECEIVERS
—

Worthy additions to a nationally famous line the very utmost in 5'tube efficiency
these new Receivers greatly enhance the value of a Stromberg-Carlson franchise.
Appealing to many who do not demand the mighty power of the StrombergCarlson 6'tube models, the new 5'tube Receivers make possible many sales outside

—

the price range of the larger instruments.
Although employing one tube less than the 6-tube
Stromberg-Carlson Receivers, these 5 -tube models
have the same essentials of design making it possible
to utihze every fraction of the incoming radio wave.
Complete shielding of each coil insures tone purity
by preventing feedback from one coil to another.

—

A

compensating vernier adjustment on the third condenser assures knife-like selectivity. Dual control gives
simplicity of operation. Type of circuit permits operation with battery power or house current
allows
for use of external power amplifiers as well as new
power output tubes.

—

No. 502 Receiver, Art Console (above), American Walnut.
equipped with voltmeter,

5-tube, coils shielded, dual control,
space for all operating equipment.
(Receiver price

is less

accessories)

Speaker
Licensed under

Lektophonc
EdSt of Rockies

Price

No. 5-A Cone

Rockies and West

$315.00

$290.00

1271-

patents
5

2 7

and

1271529.

4g

No. 501 Receiver, Treasure Chest, Solid Mahogany,
dual control, equipped with voltmeter.

5-tube,

East of Rockies

Price

(Receiver price

is less

accessories)

5-A Cone Speaker

Other
patents

coils shielded,

pend-

Rockies and West

5180.00

$192.50

35.00

40.00

Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co.
Rochester, N. Y.

Stiom
S\lakers of roice transmission

ilson
and

voice reception apparatus for

more than

thirty years
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measure depend upon replacements, might take
heart from the fact that although the cylinder phonograph and record business has been promoted in only a passive manner for a
number of years, the demand for cylinder records and even for the
machines upon which to play them has shown a steady increase
sales will in a large

during the past year or two. Certainly" that

is a sound argument for
permanency of the industry and its products.
The Fall season now upon us is unquestionably one of
opportunity, the magnitude of which depends upon the efforts of

the

(Repstered

in the

U.

Patent Office)

S.

PUBLISHED BY EDWARD LYMAN

BILL,

Preiident, C. L. Bill; Vice-Presidents, J. B. Spillane, Edwird Lym»n Bill, Randolph
Brown; Treasurer, Raymond Bill; Secretary, E. L. Bill; Assist. Secretary, L. E. Bowers;.
Asst. Treasurer. Wm. A. Low.
J.

RAY

B.

SPILLANE,

C. R.

TIGHE,

LEE ROBINSON,
FRANK L. AVERY,
Trad* RepresentatlTes

Editor

*

it

to the

fullest extent.

Broadcasters Save the Situation

important and the outstanding factor in the confusion

that has followed the recent decision curtailing the

the U. S.

Department of Commerce

powers of

broadbeen the calm, clear-minded attitude of the broadcasters themselves, which attitude has gone far to offset anv likeli-

Business Manager

in the control of radio

casting has

Manager

Vimcint D. Walsh, E. B. Muhch, Victo«
J. NlCKLIK

:

'HE most

to capitalize

I

Associate Editors

Assistant Editor

Circulation

The
'

WILSON, BRAID WHITE,

BILL, B. B.

member

the individual trade

Inc.

C.

Ga»d«»«,

V. E. MOYHAHAK, ROYCl CODY, A.

hood of general chaos

in the

matter of wave lengths that for a time

appeared so threatening.
Telephone,
Westfim DiTitlon: Republic Building, 209 So. SUte Street, Chicafo, 111.
Wabash 5242. Liokard P. Canty, Manager.
Boston: John H. Wilbok, 324 Washington Street
London, Knr., Office: 2 Gresham Building, Basinghall St. W. Liokil Stu«dy, Mgr.
The Talking Machine World has regular correspondents located in all of the principal
cities

throughout America.

New York

Published the 15th of every month at 383 Madison Ave.,

More than 150 members
wave

REMITTANCES

or

Money

Post Office

Order.

this

before the

office

clients will

first

of

greatly facilitate

—Advertising

to them.
unfortunate that the newspapers of the country have seen
to give such prominence to the danger of chaos in the broadIt is

fit

casting field that followed the listing of regulating powers, but

work

this

if

is

minds of radio fans

rule

popular and,

at the publication headquarters.

at rest

regarding the future of this exceedingly

present moment, apparently necessarj'

at the

medium

of

education and entertainment.

—

Numbers 2642-3-4-5-6-7-8 Vanderbilt
Cable Address: "Elbill," New York

Long Distance Telephones

Dealers

NEW YORK, AUGUST
From Active Summer

to

15,

in radio

as possible

licity

PROPHECY

wave lengths previously assigned

given to the stand of broadcasters themselves
in continuing on assigned wave lengths it will go far to set the

copy should reach

By following

each month.

Commerce

its

similar publicity

g^r NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS

continue to operate on the

powers were curtailed by the decision of the AttorneyGeneral, and other members have signified their intention of observ-

before

(including

ADVERTISEMENTS:

to

lengths assigned to them by the Department of

ing likewise the

United States, Mexico, $2.00 per year;
postage):
SUBSCRIPTION
Single copies, 25 cents.
Canada, $3.00; all other countries, $4.00.
$6.50 per inch, single column, per insertion.
pages, 9."t7^'^'^
fUZ.W.
contracts for display space a special discount is allowed. Adrertising
should be made payable to The Talking Machine World by check

of the National Association of Broad-

have voluntarily promised

casters

is

apparatus should see to it that as much pubgiven locally to this decision of the broad-

and prevent confusion by their
voluntary adherence to the fixed standards, for this will do much to
casters to control the situation

1926

overcome any tendency on the part of prospects to hold off buving
receivers for fear of having them made practically useless through

Lively Fall

dangerous and particularly so in business where
there are so many elements that may, without any great notice,
is

possible confusion in the air.

seasons that were admittedly very good.
It is significant that Summer business in both machines and

There have been some, and probably will be others, among the
operating on low wave lengths who will jump to
higher wave lengths on the plea that this will provide larger circulation for their programs, but it is significant and edifying to find
that so few have taken advantage of the period of confusion.
It is
quite evident that in the future there will be established some definite form of Federal control of the air, with adequate powers to

records in practically every section of the country has been considerably better than for the corresponding season last year or even

are not

If the past per-

bring about complete changes in trade conditions.

formance charts are

to

be relied upon at

all,

however, there

is

every indication of a volume of sales in the talking machine business this Fall that will measure up satisfactorily with some of the

the year before.

was naturally not of holiday volume,

It

theless, distinctly satisfactory

when

broadcasters

regulate radio

traffic.

paramount

The

rights to the air

may

be free, but they

to the rights of the public.

but, never-

the season of the year

is

con-

Putting Service on a Sound Basis

sidered.

This Summer
frame of mind where he will be inclined to go after Fall business
with an amount of energy that will be calculated to get results. As
has already been announced, there will be launched in the near
future several extensive advertising campaigns backed by manutrade has naturally put the average dealer in a

facturers in talking machines and records to again
interest in the

the market.

new products

It is

that have been,

admitted that

Summer

stir

up

public

'HE

close association

so

burdened dealers

in the early

days of the industry,

dissipated rapidly as the manufacturing of radio receivers

more

becomes

It is to

be recognized, however, that any piece of mechanism

that depends for

its

operation upon perishable accessories, such as

tubes and batteries, must of necessity require attention at

and with

less

this interest as a basis the Fall

be assured of success.

how much

done by the individual dealer, however, will depend in no small measure upon his personal efforts.
Those who sit by and wait for the manufacturer's advertising and
sales promotion work to bring sales into the store are likely to be
disappointed when the results are checked up, but by supplementing
Just

business

is

the national campaigns with personal effort there
to believe

that local business can be

made

is

every reason

of highly satisfactory

Those who are inclined to be
volume of the phonograph business
impression that

much

of the initial

a bit pessimistic regarding the

that lies in the ofifing,

under the

demand has been met and

that

more or

frequent intervals, and upon the expertness of that attention
depends whether the receiver will continue to give satisfactory
service and act as a worthy advertisement for its maker and seller,
or whether

The

it

is

going to

fall

down and

disgust

its

owner.

service department of the industry has naturally received

a considerable

amount of

attention,

and properly

so.

Various manu-

facturers have gone to considerable trouble and expense to instruct
the repairmen

employed by dealers and their distributors in the
efficient methods of servicing their product, and

proper and most
this instruction

proportions.

being

Dealers and their salesmen have a better imder-

stabilized.

tion of public interest developed during the last

Winter and Spring,
campaigns would seem to

is

standing of what it is all about and the public at large gains in its
knowledge of radio and the conditions under which it operates.

and are being, put on

business has been a reflec-

between radio receivers and trouble, which

I

has borne fruit in considerable measure.

The most

advanced move, however, is found in the series of schools and
classes for repairmen now being conducted in various centers
throughout the country under the auspices of the Federated Radio

:

August

15,
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Trade Association.

men

These schools are designed

to instruct repair-

in the servicing of radio generally rather than of

make, and

11

Secondly, the portable broadens materially the channel

ing.

record sales and there again the dealer realizes cash business.

one particular

for

With

put and keep practically any make of receiver in satisfactory operating conditions is what will win friendship for the retailers and the products they handle from the public.

cash coming in from portables and records the average retailer

Servicing work that wins the approval of customers and brings
them back can be made to pay dividends, for not only does it develop

Anything that brings

this ability to

sufficient business

but opens a

for a

the service department pay for itself,
very substantial business in accessories.

The

the Reins

welcomed, for

it

provides the

much interested in the announceThe World of the election of Charles Edison,

of the

new products

P>om

a

business standpoint these shows represent actually the opening of

a

Charles Edison's close association with his father
left

conversant not only with

the

that

have prevailed

in

of

go after

frame of

Summer and have

during the hot months, despite the

give year-around satisfaction, can

business

in

their radio activities

will be in a

fact that local reception has been developed to a point

their radio business with

now

take a

new

where

it

can

lease of life

and

renewed energy.

On

the other

who have kept the ball rolling right through the year
will find in the new season an incentive for further effort, with a
view to adding that much more to the annual business total.

made him thoroughly

has

college
ideals

that are being ofi^ered by that industry.

season, the assumption being that having inspected and heard

up on

let

Board of Directors of the company.

during the years since he

Radio Season Opens

new receivers and accessories the public
mind to go out immediately and buy them.
Those retailers who have felt the urge

trade generally will be
in

New

the

son of Thos. A. Edison, to the post of president and chief executive
of Thos. A. Edison, Inc., thus succeeding his father, who becomes

Edison

to be

the next few weeks there will be held in Xew York,
Chicago and other prominent centers of the country the annual radio shows designed to acquaint both the trade and public with

new

Chairman

is

^ '

the

The Wizard's Son Takes

in turn

cash

VY/ITHIN

dling of these standard accessories.

ment elsewhere

in

sinews of business.

Proper service encourages the sale of tubes, batteries, chargers and
the other accessories that keep radio going, and an article in The
World this month points out emphatically the volume of business
and the profits that can be developed through the intelligent han-

nPHE

much better position to go after energetically, and to
much larger business in the higher-jjriced instruments.

in a

finance, a

make

to

way

should be

hand, those

the

methods that have been
pursued, and during the late years he has had a prominent part in
the carrying out of the policies of the company.
Having been relieved of a number of executive duties, Thos. A.
Edison as chairman of the Board will have greater opportunity for
conducting those experiments in which he has taken an active interest for so long, and as a result the business world may look for
some new developments of prime importance to emanate from the
Edison laboratories.
institution, but with the business

With

the opening of the radio

shows the period of marking

time and of casual effort comes to an end. The campaign for Fall
business is going to be strenuous with the rewards going to those

who keep

to the forefront.

Sell

'HE

Music

—Not

talking machine dealer

Merchandise

who makes

a success of his business

I

The Growing Importance

NO

development

in

the talking

has long ago learned that the intelligent element of the public is
interested not in a reproducing instrument as a piece of furniture
or as an interesting product of the factory, but rather in the light

of the Portable

what it can accomplish. The dollar-and-cents argument .in every
industry has long ago gone by the board
Electrical mechanisms

machine trade for many years

of

more interesting than that of the portable phonograph, introduced some few years ago rather in the nature of a
sideline, and which has grown in popularity and demand until it
past has been

is

as

one of the outstanding features of the trade. Intended originally
a means of encouraging Summer business with vacationists,

the portable has

improved and advanced

quantities the year around, for
a large cabinet
it

for the home are bought for their labor and time-saving qualities
automobiles for their ability to take their owners out on the open
roads and musical instruments for their ability to produce or reproduce music.

it

fits

into

machine would not prove

until

it

many

now

is

In the early days of the industry the leading talking machine
manufacturers realized that the value of their instruments lav in

sold in

situations

where

the fact that they could bring into the home the actual performance
of the living artist, but, after a quarter of a century or more, there

Incidentally, too,

suitable.

has a strong appeal to that large class of buyers

who

are inclined

their music, and who would not make the
investment
necessary
financial
to purchase a worth-while cabinet

machines themselves

machine.

profit in

to

are

mix economy with

Intelligently handled, the portable

very definite things

;

first,

it

encourages a sub-

stantial amount of cash business provided the dealer has the courage
to urge the customer to pay in full for the machine at the time of

delivery.

who

insist

a price rather than

upon merchandising
for the pleasure and

become successful but

is

contributing a

full

share to the future

prosperity of the industry.

Certainly a sale well under $50 should not require financ-

National Record

at

music that they afford to the purchaser. Public appreciation of music as an art is now at the highest level in the history of
the country, and the dealer who sells the music first and the means
to produce or reproduce it secondly is not only helping himself to

phonograph accomplishes two

being low priced,

those in the retail trade

still

Albums
are

Good Albums
Nationally known because they
give real satisfaction.

They

require less selling effort.
to contain all makes of
disc records including Edison.

Made

Write for our
styles

NEW PORTABLE ALBUM

NATIONAL PUBLISHING

CO.,

239

S.

American

St.,

list

and

of 1925

prices

PHIUDELPHIA, PA.
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Edison Dealer in Arkansas Profits by

Going Out Into the Field for Business
Business for the First Five Months of This Year Showed a Gain of 59 Per Cent Over the Same
Period a Year Ago Due to Aggressive Merchandising Methods A Veteran of the Trade

—

Edison dealers there are not many
more enterprising and successful than G. J.
Bensberg, with a main store at Camden, Ark.,
and branches at Eldorado, Smackover, Fordyce
and Magnolia. In the first five months of this
year he sold 180 Edison machines, which is

Among

thought to be the record for that part of the
Consistent outside selling has been

country.

boy Thomas Edison Bensberg, and
tell my friends in showing them over our new
country home it is the home that Edison phonoour

last

graphs

built."

The Bensberg total sales for the first five
months of 1926 were 541 pianos, phonographs
and radios. The business volume was $125,000,
an increase of 50 per cent over the same period
last year.
The picture shows the Bensberg
place of business in Camden, with five of the
eleven trucks

in

front.

August

Summary

$4,645; Japan, $4,102; Philippine Islands, $8,791;

Australia, $24,595;

Exports
and Imports of "Talkers"

New

Zealand, $9,474; other

countries, $14,268.

Fox Go. Gives Lavish
Publicity to Record
Texas Columbia Dealer Finds Plan of Pushing
Single Record Successful in Building Volume
Sales in the Record Department

San Antonio,

of

1926

were sent during May and their values were as
follows: United Kingdom, $668; other Europe,
$10,931; Canada, $22,008; Central America, $18,982; Mexico, $26,080; Cuba, $40,495; Argentina,
$13,608; Chile, $14,102; Colombia, $31,326; Peru,
$8,699; other South America, $32,798; China,

Tex., August

Columbia dealer

Latest

15,

ally

6.

— The

Fox

Co.,

of this city, reports exception-

satisfactory record sales attributable in a

measure to the method of pushing records
by concentrating on a single number and giving it every possible bit of publicity through a

large

Figures on Exports and

Imports of Talking
Machines and Records for the Months of
May and June Most Interesting

Bensberg's Fleet of Cars
instrumental in making this

largely

dealer's

business profitable.

Writing to L. C. Schooler, wholesale manager of the Silverstone Music Co., at St. Louis,
his
telling
of
business
distributor,
Edison

compiled), the following are the figures bearing

career, he says:
"I

opened

end of a
could

a

tailor

only

very small

shop

in

obtain

store

in

the

the Fall of 1919

Amberol

front

when

machines

I

and

records and did not receive disc instruments
till Spring of 1920 and at that time there were
whole
in
the
instruments
only three disc
county, and

it

was with

difficulty

I

made

the

as every one wanted
sale,
soon sold a few leading people
and it was not long till my Edison business
grew and grew, as your records will show, and
to date have sold nearly 800 Edison phonographs and have outgrown three different
locations and to-day require larger quarters,
although running four stores and using eleven
trucks, and Edison business is growing larger
first

Edison

Victors, but

disc
I

each month.

"Doing a very large player piano and grand
piano business, too, and the outlook for this
year's business was never better.
"I

that
the
responsible

feel

Edison

phonograph

is

my

success in the
extent named
an
such
to
business
and
music

directly

—

Washington, U, C, August 7. In the summary
and imports of the commerce of the
United States for the months of May and June,
1926 (the latest period for which it has been

of e.xports

for

on talking machines and records:
The dutiable imports of talking machines and
parts during May, 1926, amounted in value to
$2o,112, as compared with $42,644 worth which
were imported during the same period of 1925,
The eleven months' total ending May, 1926,

showed importations valued at $313,033; in the
same period of 1925, $419,480.
Talking machines to the number of 9,026,
valued at $285,572, were exported in May, 1926,
as compared with 6,805 talking machines, valued
at $188,222, sent abroad in the same period of
1925.
The eleven months' total showed that we
exported

talking machines, valued at
against 67,324 talking machines,

83,255

$2,342,488,

as

valued at $2,271,190 in 1925.
The total exports of records and supplies for
May, 1926, were valued at $187,170, as compared
with $150,916 in May, 1925. The eleven months

ending May, 1926, show records and accessories
exported valued at $1,780,191, as compared with
$1,558,560 in 1925.

The

cormtries

to

which

Concentrating on a Single Record

mediums. The talking machine department is under the management of W. B.
Malone, and he states that the record business
has more than doubled during the past year.
He attributed this growth to the increasing popularity of the new Columbia record.
The accompanying photograph shows the
manner in which the Berlin hit, "At Peace With
the World," was displayed in the store.
This
canvas sign extended the length of four demonvariety of

booths.
Throughout the entire store
smaller signs were placed and all the
delivery trucks bore signs featuring the same

stration
similar,

The newspaper advertising of the company was another medium used to call the
public's
attention to "At
Peace With the
World."
record.

instruments

these

Freed-Eisemann Gorp.

Reach

ISSew

15,000,000

to

Homes

National Advertising Campaign to Bring This
Radio Line to Attention of Public

r
Cone
$950

A national advertising campaign to reach the
radio-buying public will be conducted by the
Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp., of Brooklyn,
N. Y., throughout the 1926-27 season. A list of
national magazines, claiming to reach more than
15,000,000 homes, will be used with a special
campaign carrying a direct appeal to women in
the leading women's publications.
An extensive list of farm magazines will also be used,
and a large newspaper campaign will be carried
on in the leading cities and towns throughout
the United States.

Quick

Sales

FOLLOW THE

Steady Profits
NEW in quality of reproduction with the volume and beauty
expensive speakers.
NEW in principle. New in design with exclusive scientific
features only found in Tower.
NEW in beauty of appearance combining high quality with
all

a low selling price.
Line up nith Tower lliis Fall and inrrcnso your volume
of husiiipss. If ri to us for your Distriliutor's name.

TOWER MFG. CORP., Boston, Mass.

of tone o f far

more

TRAIL
Read
vital

a

message

importance

of
to

every talking machine dealer on

PAGE

33
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What Is the Value of
Your Window Space?
Three Unusually Artistic Windows and
Chart Prepared by the Stewart-Warner
Corp. Answer to This Vital Question
Do you know

the value of

your window

dis-

play space and are you making the most of your
opportunity to promote business through the

clusively that store

windows

building

utilized

forces

are ef¥ective sales-

This
chart shows that the window also provides a
if

intelligently.

^illlliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiliiliimiiliiiiiNiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiillllii^

Left,

Display No.

1

— Using the
Dealer Helps.

Above.
Display No. 2
Featuring

—

Summer Radio
Enjoyment.
Below,
No. 3 Art
Display

—

in

enjoyment to be derived from
ownership of a radio set in the Summertime.
An enlargement of the advertisement appears
in the right foreground of the window.
A
scenic painting on blue satin showing yachts,
etc., out on a lake may be seen back of the
arch.
Grass is used on the floor and the old
gentleman is a life-size cut-out, hand painted.
Illustration No. 3 is an unusually artistic display.
Only three radio models are used in the
window and three cards, which the company
supplies to its dealers on request, are advantageously placed to emphasize the merits of
Matched Unit radio. The two radio towers
are of metal, gold-finish, with aerial from
which are suspended in cut-out letters "Matched
Unit Radio."
The screen used in the background is of gold-leaf finish with hand-painted
the public on the

design

in

bright colors.

One thing

Work.

the

most

of

will find the

"eye of the store"?

The accompanying

chart,

by the Stewart-Warner Speedometer
Corp., manufacturer of Stewart-Warner Matched
sent out

CHART SHOWING

VALUE^STORE WINDOWS
ADVERTISING
^
^
<40t3
tTOAi WINOOW'ClkCULATION-

L»RCSST CITIES

af rOiOoi*

372 PASSEWBY
PER HOUR

COMVAUnVC

)80O PASSCDSBV^
PER HOUR

3500 PA$StR5BY

HOUR

PEP^

his

certain, the

window

dealer

who makes

display opportunities

venture profitable.

The window

is

most economical fonn
of advertising.

Window

display

ha-

been developed to

tht

point where

the

is

as

art,

tlie

it

become-

three

di'^

plays illustrated on this

page

clearly

These

particular

prove.
dis-

plays were prepared by

W.

CO»TS OF AOVSBTlSlNO SMCtPER lOOO CtftCOLATlOM

;

L. Stensgaard, manager of the display division of the Stewart-

Warner

Corp.,

and

have been used to aid
dealers in

windows

making their
more eflfecproducers

tive business

and
REtATivC PROPOftTlOtM or COiT AND VALUE.
OF STORI Am> WINDOW SPACES

B

B

Illustration No.

because

shows

in

window

a

Ll fir»t

floop ^«.^^ Ki(h«

w>iAk

dL-pLiy

1

is

is

particularly interesting

demonstrates an effective method of
its dealers by
the Stewart- Warner Corp.
This display was

placed

if!

dealers throughout the country,

most graphic way the value

display.

window

it

in

the

model show window

The second
its

of

utilizing the sales helps offered to

BecauseIS Worth

Unit radio, to

campaign

education of dealers which the corporation
carrying on so successfully.

<1505S
-.1

why

as part of the

of the

Experience has proved con-

tures

display

is

at the factory.

a timely one as

"Summer Radio Enjoyment."

it

fea-

This par-

display was a tie-up with national advertising of the corporation designed to sell
ticular

a real sales builder and, just like

advertising

designed especially to promote interest in the
product to the point where sales will result,
some degree of thought must be given to making the window effective. The Stewart- Warner
Corp. has done much to make its dealers realize
the value of their window space and Mr. Stensgaard, who is an expert display man, is constantly striving to give the dealers display helps
which will result in increased sales volume and

more

profitable business.

STARR PIANOS

STARR PHONOGRAPHS
GENNETT RECORDS

Represent
Established l872

the

Hic/hest

m

the newspapers and other forms of direct mail

oJttainmmt in cMusicaL OVorth

STARR PIANO COMPANY
Richmond..

Indiana

August

15,
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Are You

Selling the

music merchant's problem of today to find
THE
a way to continue to
to the friends and customers he has already established. Almost every home
has a piano or phonograph. ^and these instruments

—

usually last for several years. Obviously

—

and the
customers who are already well supplied
present day condition of keen competition leaves
very few homes that are not canvassed thoroughly on
^

these articles.

The

to have something else to sell to
your present customers. something to offer the other

solution

is

—

now

hold.

— something to

have already eliminated

sell

where you

sales resistance.

More and more music merchants

goods depart-

— many stores

band instruments take care of the store
overhead expense. Look into this field now while
Tie up with a high-grade line
it is still uncrowded.
and you will be surprised at the increase in your sales
find that

in all departments.

We have prepared a comprehensive booklet covering the agency for King
it

The King Agency

men at college pay their way thru school by playing
in amateur dance orchestras; at home everyone en-

ment

joys a joyful gathering of young musicians.

for your examination?

THE

H, N,

5217-78 Superior Ave.

Band

i

instruments —

— write for

offers
first

you

a complete line of

quality

band instruments

and saxophones, a protected exclusive agency, a
financing service for releasing capital tied
sales.

The booklet

may we send you

explains

all this

up

in pay-

in detail

—

a copy together with our catalog

WHITE CO.
Cleveland, Ohio

Manufacturers of
Exclusive Agency

Band Instruments.

today.

nationally advertised

—

every day are

in producing a substantial profit.

Every member of a family over 6 years of age is a
good prospect. The boys and girls of school age are
anxious to join the school bands. .and the young

is

how many

ment

a line of band instruments.

This "something"

figure

realizing the possibilities of the small

members of these families whose goodwill and friendship you

list,

young folks there are in these families, then you will
get a comprehensive view of the biggest untouched
market in the music industry.

impossi-

it is

ble to increase the sale of pianos or phonographs to

Whole Familyl

Look over your customer

is

sell

15

"
^Sny

X.

WHITE

K.ng Bani ln.-m^CO.. Makers of

Cleveland. Oh,o
Superio. Ave..
ru;:."i
sheet-along .-ith

n

A— ^'^"T nl"

vour laces. c.^f^^^f^^''^^Mtnc,.
on Che
complete infojmanon
^^^^
about vo
infomanon
send
r-. Also
sales.

—

I

I

payment

j^,,^
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Credit Plan That Saves Dealer
The Bulk

15,

1926

Loss

—

Mayers Business Is on the Instalment Plan How He
Evolved a Credit System That Reduced Delinquents to a Minimum
of

The Talking Machine World the
promotion methods that have built up the Mayers
retail business to a large volume were analyzed. The
article below deals with the credit system of this suc(In the July issue of

sales

organization.

cessful

—The

Editor.)

Regardless of sales volume the talking machine dealer cannot profit unless he secures the
money due him not part of the outstanding
debts, but all of them.
It is the last few payments that represent the dealer's profit. This

—

been found by this dealer most effective
reducing collection troubles, dissatisfaction
and misunderstandings of other kinds which
are certain to have a harmful influence on future
business. To facilitate understanding the A. H.
Mayers organization supplies all instalment customers with a small account booklet, on the
sale has

the delinquent customer

in

dress.

presents a problem of considerable magnitude
because the factor of expense in collections also
has an important bearing on profits. Obviously,
if

a dealer finds

it

necessary to spend too

to collect a comparatively small

transaction

in the

is

sum

Credit is the basis of the talking machine dealer's success
and it can be stated with equal
truth that the necessity for
extending credit has been the
cause of a good many failures.

much

the profit

eliminated.

Collection Plan Result of Experiments
is
exactly what A. H. Mayers, who
operates three stores in New York, discovered

This

There

and a wrong
way of doing an instalment
business and the plan described in the accompanying article

years in the talking machine business and he set out to build up a collection plan
that would accomplish the following: get the
money when due and bring delinquents to
in his early

the store regularly.

After a long period of experimentation the
that is now in use by this dealer was
evolved.
Formal notices a few days before the
payment is due bring in 85 per cent of the 4,000

outstanding accounts and a series of letters
in the bulk of the remainder, thus accomplishing the first point in the plan. Collection costs are reduced by eliminating collectors. Instead, what is called a "delinquent" man
is sent directly to the homes of those people
who do not make their payments in response to
the collection letters. Instalment patrons are
kept satisfied because of the policy of square
dealing and service which forms an important
part of the dealer's merchandising policy. Customers are brought into the store at regular
intervals by having them make their payments
Of
at any one of the stores of the company.
course some of the patrons mail their payments, but the number who do this is small.
Selling on Right Basis
A proper understanding of the terms of the
brings

a right

has proved that it is the right
one for this dealer. It may
help you improve collections.

terms; reduce the collection overhead; keep instalment patrons satisfied and bring them into

plan

is

is

still

The small percentage

same ad-

at the

of accounts

still

past due after this series of letters are sent are
placed in the hands of the "delinquent" men,

who make

personal calls and seek to collect the
balance due or ascertain what the delinquent
customer intends doing about the indebtedness.
These "delinquent" men are supplied with the
following form, which tells the history of the
account.
-Acct. No.

-No. on List

Date

%

Mr.

New

Address
Old Address
Bought a

floor

floor

On
Weekly payments

Price $

Did not pay since

$

Arrears $
Balance $
Extension given on

Expired on

Remarks

Should this measure fail harsher methods are
put into force and either a garnishee demand
for a portion of the customer's wages is made
or a threat of repossession by a marshal is
made, depending on the report of the man who

made
first page of which is a printed message emphasizing the obligations of the customer and
the service the firm is prepared to extend.
It

reads:

When
call

removing, notify our office at once by mail or
Columbus 5100, merchandise cannot be moved without

our consent.

Payments must be made according to contract terms.
maintain a Service Department for our customers'

We

Service will be rendered during the term of
guarantee only. After expiration, charges will be made
benefit.

per hour.
this
book when making payments. Payments
forwarded via mail Registered mail. Money or
Express Order or Check.
Kindly mail or bring payments, as we do not employ

Bring

may

—

be

collectors.

Collecting by Mail
Intervals of from a

week

to ten days are al-

the personal call at the home of the customer.
In cases where the customer changes his address and moves the merchandise purchased
without the knowledge of the Mayers organization and makes no effort to keep up paj'ments, letters asking for the new address of the
former customer are sent to the people who
acted as references.
Should this method fail of achieving the desired results, a second tracing letter is sent to
the original address of the delinquent customer
under the letterhead of a delivery company,
slating that a package is undelivered because of
the change of address, and should the customer
send his correct address the package will be forwarded. In ninety-nine cases out of a hundred
one or the other of these tracing methods proves

between the sending of each of
the collection letters. The last one is sent reg-

successful.

istered mail with a return receipt requested so

tomer the following information
from two or more references:

lowed

to elapse

that the credit

department can be certain that

Before credit

How

1.

is

granted to a prospective cusis
secured

long

has

the

applicant

lived

at

present address?

Ask

44

for

IRON HORSE

Insist

What

is his occupation?
Married or single?
4.
Would you advance him credit?
Should he move from present address
5.
would you be in a position to notify us of his
2.
3.

on

PADDED PROTECTION COVERS

OLIVE DRAB DENIM

location?

The

representative line for

all

the

new

models of leading manufactuiers
both talking machines and radio.
Perfectly
for

made by

many

6.
Would you furnish us with two names and
addresses of relatives or friends of applicants?

Remarks.

7.

of

"A" Autopower Charger
Introduced to the Trade

a house specializing

years in textiles.

Extra heavy padding, cushion-like, to
prevent damages in making shipments.

A new "A" power unit for radio has been developed by Westinghouse and is being marketed by the Westinghouse Union Battery Co.
It

Order now to insure prompt delivery

is

known

device

is

charger.

for Fall business.

as the

"A" Autopower.

The new

a combination of battery and trickle
The battery is of unusual capacity,

is said to be capable of operating a 10-tube
every night for several years. A particular
feature is that the rate of charging can be
ampere, with two intervaried from 1-10 to
mediate steps, by simply changing the position
of a connecting link between the four contacts.
The charging unit has no moving parts and
no bulbs, and is noiseless. It is claimed that

and
set

12

styles

Padded Covers, Form Fitting, With
Strap and Buclile Attaclied

Reliable Manufacturing Standard Always Maintained

A. L.
Mill Contractors

224-226

REACH TEXTILE

COTTON GOODS

EAST 42ND

ST.

MAIN OFFICE AND SALESROOM

CO., Inc.
Manufacturers

CANVAS SPECIALTIES

NEW YORK,

N. Y.

unit

this

outlast

will

new "A" power

—6

unit

volt, 60- cycle

cyclej

—4

volt,

—

several

batteries.

The

four models
6 volt, 50 cycle 6 volt, 25
is

60 cycle.

produced

in

—

I
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Pat. Serial No. 118,390

ERFECTION
Another new addition

drawn

to

The Mutual

SAXO-TONE

line

is

ARM

as feabrass
ball
bearing
Equipped with
tured above.
throwback together with double
row of ball bearings in base race
and tested under air pressure for
leakage. There can be absolutely
no loose or vibrating joints.

the

STANDARD LENGTH

The BET-A-TONE

REPRODUCER
At a Popular

Canadian

Acme Screw &

Gear.

V",'rr'rDinn"ef Mufic Co
mIirt„nB ?afkina Machine Ci

Kigh"

H\rd^a%"co.

Ltd

Price

West. Toronto. Can.
'^Balderal 1^0
Mexico City. Mexico
V;;;;.V.V.V.-.V.V.V.V.\V.-2l9 W.^rLILpI, St.. Cl,icag„, Ml
632 Grant St., Pittsburgli, Pa
4th St. and Washington Ave.. St. Louis, Mo

a
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Paul B. Klugh Elected
Zenith Vice-President
Stockholders and Directors of Zenith Radio
Favor Expansion to Manufacture
Corp.
Newly Perfected Railway Control Device

The Zenith

Radio Corp., Chicago, held a
meeting on July 20, for the
purpose of considering an expansion of business
to take care of its newly perfected railway control devices.
A report was presented by E. F.
directors'

special

McDonald, Jr., president of the corporation,
showing the very successful result of the dem-

made on

July 8, on a freight train
of 115 cars between Elkhart, Ind., and Chicago,
under the auspices of the American Railway Association and witnessed by thirty-three execuonstration

tives

from

the

all

principal

railroads

in

the

country.

A

survey was presented of the manufacturing
program for the present year showing complete
parts,

cabinets and materials in the factory to

the proposed shipments for the
August, September and Otrtober.
Orders on hand were shown to be more than
twice as large as on the same date the preceding

take

care

m.onths

year,

of

of

amounting

or

to

$2,200,000

worth

of

August

ager as

well

vice-president

as

the Zenith

of

was hitherto the Eastern manager of the
company with headquarters in New York. For
considerably over a quarter of a century Mr.

Klugh has been

prominent figure

a

in practically

Zenith products.
The stockholders and directors present were
unanimously in favor of expanding the operations of the corporation and thereupon subscribed and paid for unissued treasury stock to
an amount more than sufficient to carry out

new activities of the corporation.
The following officers were elected:

the

McDonald, Jr., president; Paul
president and general manager;

E.

F.

B.

Klugh, vice-

T.

M. Fletcher,

vice-president; N. A. Fegen, secretary and sales

manager; H. Robertson, treasurer.
The above statement repudiates
rumors regarding the consolidation
with two large competitors.
The
announced that the Zenith Radio
continue as an independent
high-grade radio equipment.

who

Paul B. Kluiih,

has

^^^^

unfuunded
of

-1^^^^^

Zenilli

executiv-s

Corp. v.!il
manufactu.-er of

become general man-

.1

Few Minutes

and player inwidely regarded as a leader in
the m.erchandising domain a man of ideas
the executive ends of the piano

Someone Goes In and
Buys a Buescher

He

is

—

—

man

of vision,

who

has a host of friends in

casters Association, apart

from

his activities in

the interest of the Zenith Corp.

Seven
Saxophone

make

high-grade

other

any

out-sell

in

perfection

of

his

instru-

ment, and he wants the

for itself that Bueschers are

the world?

New

Names

Distributors

Well-known Concerns Throughout Country

to

Distribute Federal Ortho-Sonic Sets

best.

The public has discovered

all

departments of the industry.
In addition, he
has won exceptional prominence in the radio
industry by reason of his splendid work as
executive secretary of the New York Broad-

Federal Radio Corp.
does the Buescher

if

Paul B. Klugh
every branch of the music trade industry, being
associated with the merchandising as well as
dustry.

Yl^HY
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Corp.,

'

Every

IS,

Buffalo,

N.

Y.,

August

vice-president and general

6.

— Lester

manager

E.

Noble,

FedRadio Corp., of this city, manufacturer of
Federal Ortho-sonic sets, announced recently
the appointment of a number of well-known and
successful concerns as Federal wholesalers, including the Music Trades Radio Corp., Chicago,
Brown-Camp Hardware Co., Des Moines,
111.;
of the

eral

And

best.
isn't

It

due to spectacular

—

advertising

it

isn't

—

extravagant claims

due
fort

to

due to
it

to

bargain

prices.

uct

If

you are not
or

selling small

your Musical

if

itself.

due the prodEvery few min-

is

someone, somewhere,

is

not vibrat-

drawer

rapidly

as

should, then
there

is

it

as

may be

it

Ignition Co., Cincinnati, O.;

Whitney Sport-

Denver, Colo.; Shaw Tire Co.,
Charlotte, N. C. Electric Appliance Co., Dallas,
Te.x., and Straus-Bodenheim Co., Houston, Tex.
Mr. Noble has also announced the appointment of a number of new men to the company's
ing

Goods

Co.,

that

something wrong

with your judgment or your

instrument, because he has

line.

come

may pay you

sion that his ability to play

the

depends somewhat upon the

At

And

staff of territorial

in either case

it

sales representatives, includ-

Badina, A. S. Bartlett, L. M.
Frank, I. F. Gardner, C. W.
Blye, A. V.
Hunter, E. F. King, J. C. Mullen, K. E. Reed
and H. W. Weiffenbach. With the addition of
these sales representatives, the Federal Radio
ing

goes in and buys a Buescher

to the smart conclu-

la.;

;

Merchandise

ing between stock and cash

credit

utes,

is

isn't

goods,
yet

public

buying Bueschers.

coercive selling ef-

—nor

The

the

N.

P.

now

has twenty-four territorial sales repco-operating with Federal wholesalers and dealers in addition to three special
Corp.

resentatives

to investigate

Buescher
least it will

proposition.

sales representatives, the latter being R.

ning, E. S. Hilbur

and

H. Can-

W. H. Lyon.

do no harm.

FOLLOW THE
Buescher Band Instrument Co.
Elkhart, Indiana

'phonograph reproddcer
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Viva-tonal Columbia sums
THE
the
up
and
in itself

entire art

science of reproduced music.

From

now on, you will enjoy, as if played
or sung in your presence, the living
naturalness, the true balance,

the

full

range of each musical

strument, of

ments

and

all

in-

musical instru-

— of each voice, and of

combinations of voices.

all

You no

longer hear a reproduction;

you

hear the original performance held
for

you

in suspension until

instrument gives

As

the

it life.

one always color-blind
were about to be endowed with
perfect vision
the dull grays and
if

—

_lL

'I'lif

'I'dlkiiuj Ma<-liiiii-

\l'i>rl(l,

New

York, August

IS,

1920

The

Talkiiu]
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me
of the

sonority

deepest

'BASS
pEPRODUCED

music without the

proper proportion of bass
not real music.

its

simply

The Viva-tonal Colum-

bia's bass will delight

with

is

and surprise you

richness and authority.

The

bass

values are present in their true proportion as never before.

Hear them once and your appreciation
of reproduced music will be increased a

thousand times
minute.

in

one magical

The

purity of the
highest notes

p VERYONE knows

that the delicate

beauty of passages of music in the

upper register can be ruined by the
slightest distortion.

The

lumbia can never do

Viva-tonal Co-

this

because

it

always registers the exact toncvibrations
of the original, adding none and subtracting none.

Every high note, whether of

voice or instrument,
as

sung or played, in

is

now

its

heard exactly

entire fullness

brilliance of tone quality.

and

Talklihi Marhiiic W'urld,

New

York, Aiujust

15,

1926

—
c

Talking Machine World,

Nnv

York,

.

lugiisl 15,

1926

'^e

-

tonal
uccessor

'T^HE

^

reproduced

ideal function of

tween the louder volume of

brasses

to be completely true to those

and wood'winds, you are amazed

great artists

who

the exact rendering of the different

score, fusing

with

music

is

own

of their

interpret the composer
it

s

some of the magic

this exactly

for

— by

means of

which no vibration

f upper register!,

Every

a technique
is

too

fast,

vibration too

Perhaps your ears could never

prise

re'

sensuous vibration of music
clear

and winning that there
at all

It is all

few

sec'

to hear, in a

first

first

hear the Viva'

Be

full,

music in true proportion
all,

come

in

heard softly at

you almost expect

moment, the rustle of sheet'

as critical as

you

you

like,

please, analyze as

and yet you are

will receive the

same delighted

surprise.

Naturally, the Viva-tonal Columbia
all

heard,

the
told

than the truth.

In orchestral pieces
lins, say,

evi-

Play any record you please and you

at last.

surprise that

glowing claims you had
literally less

no

of the reproduction tech'

so real that

carefully as

convincing qual'

of the bass, present in recorded

And, above

is

unable to withhold your admiration.

and tonal richness.
Surprise at the

so

itself,

music as the performers turn the pages.

tonal Columbia.

Surprise at the extraordinary volume

is

nique.

sur'

than occurs in the

music

every instrument; the very color and

more intense and amazing

onds after you

ity

faintest pulse-beat of

registered, every shade of every tone of

dence

slow, fbass|.

ceive a

planes of sound.

musical souls.

This, theViva'tonal Columbia does

at

is

the result of long and expensive

research.

The

where the

vio'

theme

with

a delicate

first,

interspersed be'

living naturalness, the true bal-

ance, the full range of aU musical in-

struments and voices, were sought

and found!

Columbia Phonograph Company
J\iew

Tor\

—

'ilu-

lalkuhj
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COLUMBIA
rhonoqraph

to the

"pEMEMBER how
composition

you

a great musical

energy, feeling and color, such as ac-

given birth and

celerando,

will realize that anything short of

grandioso,

is

agitato,

andante, dolcissimo,

pianissimo,

amoroso,

or

a

exact fidelity in reproductive processes

phrase of suggestion such as adagio

disloyalty to the majesty of a great

cdntobi/e,— Italianate incitement to the

is

creative
First,

there

is

the dream'music heard

by the inner-being of the great composer as he

Then
to

sits

there

spirit

Every instrument

his desperate attempt

is

catch and score

all

this

of the composer and play as he

never played before.

pondering.

vagrant

beauty on paper.

and in

its

utter

in

its

entire range

Columbia Laboratories

fidelity

of reproduction in

some of it escapes him Be
he Wagner, Beethoven or any other

every

immortal, he has the anguish of "the

ments has been patiently tested

!

possible grouping of instruout.

Voices of every kind, in hundreds

Gradually he builds and polishes the
score of the composition, often working
fire

detail.

Every

unscorable dream-music."

an intense

been

rarest tonal caprice, has

tested in the
for

Inevitably

in

the

interpretive artist to enter into

art.

of different selections, have yielded a
life-like

Today whatever Music

of effort to compare

The proud

one manner of handling a passage with

unknown.

quality formerly

is,

Columbia

possessor of the Viva-

Columbia and of Columbia

New

another while they are both fresh in

tonal

impression.

Process Records sees the doors of

Here and there

are

marks of tempo.

music-land flung wide open.

The magic of the music may at first obscure your appreciation of its material source.
But the mechanisms that perform the miracle are cased within cabinets of mahogany
and walnut that contribute to the decorative harmony of tasteful interiors, and that you
should examine

critically.

Consider each model as a piece of furniture
capacity

— and

and you

will

you

fnd

will appreciate its dignity

excellence of

—force

yourself to forget

musical

its

and appropriateness. Study

its

details

workmanship happily associated with convenience of

design.

Columbia Phonograph Company
'J\iew

Tor\

is.

all

)

.
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Model 7Z0 (open)

Model 710

{closed)

Model 611

Model 710 Cabinet, brown mahogany, richly
and handsomely decorated with art finish,
tasteful flower design above sliding drop door.
36^2 inches high, 32^^ inches wide and ai
Hinged doors in front of the
inches deep.
album compartments which contain four 12-

combines in a striking degree the artistry
of the cabinetmaker with the mechanical perfection and
convenience that marks the Viva-tonal Columbia as a
distinct creation. The rich and tasteful color effect of
the walnut cabinet, with its decorative art finish and
the exquisite flower design on the door harmonizes per-

brown cloth albums.
Model 710 has the Viva-tonal tone arm,
Viva-tonal No. 15 reproducer, and

with any

inch

fectly

the
the
12-inch turntable, overlaid with green velvet.
Important exposed parts, except the gunmetal crank handle and escutcheon, are nickelplated. The motor is the three-spring, latest
improved type. Price S 1 7 5

Model 611

Model 700 is the same as Model

710, except

brown mahogany, and without

appointed room.

20%

that the cabinet is of two-tone walnut, instead

of

finely

is 36^,2 inches high, 21^^ inches wide, and
inches deep. It has a sliding drop door. The motor
is the two-spring, latest improved type which insures
noiselcssness, ease of operation, and many years of ser\'ice.
Among other features of this model are the Viva-ton^l
tone arm and the new Viva-tonal No. 1 5 reproducer. All
the important exposed parts are nickel-plated, except the
crank handle and escutcheon, which are of gun-metal. The
12-inch turntable is overlaid with green velvet. Record
comp.irtments contain two la-inch brown cloth albums.

new

decorative

Price $115.

It is very beautifully high-lighted
and shaded. Price $160.

art finish.

Model 601 is the same as Model 610 with the following
exceptions; the cabinet is of two-tone brown mahogany.
high-Iightcd and shaded, without the decorative art
finish albums are not included as standard equipment,
but there is a record space to accommodate two 12-inch
albums. Price $90

Model 6/1 {open

;

Model 810

otfers the music lover a cabinet of imposing proportions and
magnificent design, in keeping with most luxurious furnishings. All the
important exposed parts, except the gun-metal crank handle and escutcheon, are gold plated. Even the hinges and screws, which become visible
when the top is raised, are so treated.
The ctbinet is 47 inches high, 33 inches wide, 27% inches deep and is
of brown mahogany, with handsome decorative art finish. Two vertical
doors, arranged on rollers to slide out of sight on each side of large toneamplifying section. Above the doors is a rich floral design. The entire
color effect is unusually rich and in perfect taste.
Model 810 has the Viva-tonal tone arm, the new Viva-tonal No. 1?
reproducer, and the 12 inch turntable overlaid with green velvet. By
means of an efficient device, the massive top raises with feather-like ease.
The motor is the three-spring, latest improved type. Price S300.

Model 800

is the same as Model 810. except that the cabinet is of twotone walnut instead of brown mahogany. This, too, is a remarkable ex*
ample of the cabinetmaker's skill. Price $275.

Columbia there is the utmost attention to each deseen or unseen, whether it be for ornament, convenience or service.
For example: every Viva-tonal Columbia is set off with a harmonious
golden bronze silk grill cloth that screens the tone-amplifying section;
every Viva-tonal Columbia is equipped with four removable needle cups.
When you first see these Viva-tonal Columhias you will at once realize
that they embody an expertness of design, decoration and finish, rarely, if
ever before, attained.
The selection, fashioning and polishing of the woods and the whole
delightful ensemble make them both an outstanding achievement in fine
quality cabinet work, as well as masterpieces of lasting and artistic beauty.
In every Viva-tonal
tail,

Model Sio

(closed)

You can

play any record of any

ers will prefer

tation and

Columbia

New

because they are

make on the Viva-tonal Columbia, but your customProcess Records because of their perfect interpre-

*The

ONLY

records

WITHOUT SCRATCH."

Columbia Phonograph Company

Mode! 810

(operx)
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15,
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Brunswick Co. Fired Opening Gun of
Big Advertising Campaign on August 14
Such National Media

Evening Post, Literary Digest, Etc.,
Featuring Panatrope and New Acoustical Line of Phonographs

The opening

shot

as Liberty, Saturday

of

a

new, elaborate

September and will include advertising displays in such magazines as the Saturday
Evening Post, Literary Digest, Good Housekeeping, Harper's Bazar, Vogue, National Geographic and others. In addition, the present
newspaper appropriations of the company for
all metropolitan newspapers are to be increased.
Concurrent with the announcement of the new
publicity campaign comes the statement from
in

general

of

The

high-boy

embodying

type,

cabinet

in

manager.

the

construction,

and

all.

with

Brunswick dealer

months ago and incorporates the

necessary

developments in mechanical reproduction. It is housed in four unusually
beautiful cabinets, which are the results of almost eighty years in woodworking craftsmanship, for which the company has long been
famed. Dealers in all parts of the country have
already received their original shipments of

who

which names

instructions
for

literature.

to

call

may

many

New

be

this

means

dealers

many

in that

will

train

be

C.

visiting their stores.

Many
dow

the

to

dealer

in

solving sales

friends, but will

make

his

headquarters

by

a Victrola

Prestun,

dealers

who

is

donated for the trip by Don
one of the most successful

on the Pacific Coast.

dealers are already preparing their win-

The

displays and their advertising copy in order

that they

may

in

starts.

announced

contest, officially

Liberty on August
ber 15.

be ready as soon as the drive

14,

to the public

will close

on Decem-

The "Jewel Case""» like

a ricli antique Jewel
cabinet in outward appearance, with all of the

Undreamed
and small though it may be, volume

rare tone beauty of an old violin.

of
is

fidelity,

greater than

any speaker yet marketed.

Velvet Speaker

Number

far flung progress

and

21

is

toward the

acoustic perfection.

startling in its

beauty

ideals of

Be first to

offer

it

and

reap the sales. The price is reasonable"»the
quality the highest-»-and dealer, jobber co-operation unusuaL Write today for the Velvet
franchise!
Sales Dept.,

The Zinke

Co.,

1323 S. Michigan Ave.,

Five foot air column.
Velvet unit with patented double stylus and

Chicago,

111.

Manufactured hy

The Borkman Radio
Salt

Lake

City,

Corp.,

Utah

Kalamazoo, Mich.

thinnest diaphragm'"
won't Mast—'Won't dis'
No. 21
"Jewel Case" Radio Speaker

Price $45.00

tort'"yet supersensitive.

No

noise.

in

York.

Elks, were entertained en route on their special

actively co-operate in the advertising will

be immeasurably benefited

aid

J-'.

complete details and the

By

from both the wholesale
which enables him to render

angle,

Members of the Bakersfield, CaL, Lodge, B.
O. E., who made the trip to Chicago, III, last
month to attend the annual convention of the

any

at

widely experienced

for the Rudolph Wurlitzer Co. in the piano and
phonograph departments at the Philadelphia
store.
Mr. Polikoff was more recently conr.ected with the Pooley Co.
In his new position as sales manager of the
radio division of the Knickerbocker Talking
Machine Co. Mr. Polikoff plans to spend considerable time on the road calling upon his

value, their application to the suggested usage as well as their brevity and the
ease of pronunciation.
No restriction is placed
on those who enter the contest.
In the announcement there will be a brief

outline of the plan under

is

problems. Mr. Polikofif at one time covered
the Eastern territory for the W. W. Kimball Co.,
of Chicago, and also served as sales manager

drive,

submitted

retail

exceptional

vertising

is
exbig a sensation as the Panatrope, and which will be featured with the
Panatrope in the future, was introduced to the

Polikof'f

experience has been

the

prizes will be given for the best names submitted with an advertising slogan not exceeding ten words. The winning name and slogan
will be chosen on their attractiveness and ad-

c 'eate as

Mr.

the cabinet line, having been in the phonograph, piano and radio business ten years. His
in

which is to be announced as part
of the advertising campaign, has as its primary
object the naming of the new instrument. Three

the

latest acoust'cal

a

to appeal to the purses of

The new Brunswick product, which

trade several

designs

distributor of radio products, has announced the
addition to its s'taff of Martin J. PolikofI as sales

These four instruments, retailing at
$115, $165, $225 and $300 respectively, present to
the Brunswick dealer a commodity with which

Liberty.

pected to

and

latest

Knickerbocker T. M. Go.

The Radio Division of the Knickerbocker
Talking Machine Co., Inc., New York City,
maker of Knickerbocker radio cabinets and

Cortez.

Brunswick-BalkeCollender Co. that a national campaign is being
planned for the purpose of securing a suitable
name for the new product of the phonograph
division, temporarily being called "The New
Musical Instrument," which is announced to the
public through the medium of the national advertisements beginning with the display in
offices

styles,

With

Widely Experienced Executive of the Piano,
Phonograph and Radio Business Appointed
Sales Manager of the Radio Division

in

The complete line of the new instrument at
present comprises four distinctive models, which
are as follows:
The Seville, which is a consolette
of
unusual attraction; two console
models, known as the Madrid and Valencia

appeared in Liberty of that date. The campaign will branch out into extensive propor-

the

Be Used

these instruments and will be in a position to
co-operate actively with the advertising by
means of the tie-ups in their local newspapers.

na-

campaign on the part of the
phonograph division of the Brunswick-BalkeCollender Co., Chicago, was fired during the
week of August 14, when a double-page spread
tional advertising

tions

to

Now

J. Polikoff

Radio Speakers
r
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Radio Accessories Build Dealers' Profits
An

Analysis of the Radio Accessories Business Indicates That the
Talking Machine Retail Trade Provides Tremendous Sales Outlet

Because talking machine dealers who handle

Battery trouble, according to the reports of

generally are concentrating their efforts
on the larger units, namely, the radio sets, the
profits in the smaller items that come under the
radio

retail

Serving a Transient Trade
Montlily
Semi-Annuul

—

Store No.

these items including loud speakers, tubes, batteries, chargers, battery eliminators, antenna

ammeters, hydrometers,

voltmeters,

and according

to

etc.,

enabling them to give a correct report of

evolved a plan for bringing its radio customers
back to the store when they need accessories
through battery charging service, reports a

volume

of accessories
of $8,175.00.

sales

for the

These

six-

figures,

of

course, include the sales of accessories at the time
of

making

sales

$ 1,080.00
3,000.00

500.00
2,634.00

3,000.00
15,804.00

27.00

162.00

7. .50

55.00
84.00

45.00
330.00
504.00

500.00

3,000.00

$4,487.50

$26,925.00

of

radio

sets,

in

addition

to

purely replacement business.

Voltmeters

Located
Store No. 2.
Buttery Eliminators

in

Shopping Center
'

:

.

$

Tubes

125.00

$

3,000.00

1

750.00
7,500.00
63.00
18,000.00
32,220.00

45.00
30.00
16.50

5.00

$9,770.75

A

$58,624.50

Neighborhood Store

Store No. 3.
Buttery Eliminutors

'

.

$

150.00

1

900.00

$

1,800.00

Tubes

of these items, but,

337.50
375.00
200.00

2,025.00

$1,362.50

$ 8,175.00

2,250.00
1,200.00

demand

In other words, service,
men are sent out from these stores from fifty
to eighty times out of a hundred to discover
after testing that the batteries and not the sets
are at fault.
This is an important point and
one which the talking machine dealer can turn
to profit by making the best effort possible to
fur service.

TELETO N E
^^Rjadio (Speaker
.

any wonder

449-453

West 42nd

Street,

of

it's so
AMERICA

their

of radio sets.

Remember

overhead.

that;

it

is

of vital

im-

portance.

Maintaining Prices
complain that their radio accessories business is suffering through the operations of gyp houses and cut-price artists. They
claim they can only meet this form of competition by reducing their own prices and if they
do this they practically eliminate profits. There
is an answer to this complaint.
Think back for

Some

dealers

moment. Is it not true that the gyps have
been doing the same thing with a good many
radio sets? In spite of this fact, legitimate
dealers have been doing an excellent volume of.
a

The answer

set business.

is

that there are

still

people who will pay a fair price for a good
product merchandised by a reputable dealer.
The dealers whose radio accessories business is
leported on this page all are maintaining prices,
so that they make a fair profit on each transaction.

too

The trouble

much

that

is

attention to

many

dealers pay

what the gyp

artists are
doing, and moan over their tactics instead of
getting right down to the business of devising

Profit

of creating sales.

Through Turnover

Admitted that accessories are small items and
and cents on each item
is small, the fact remains that it is not the smallness of profit on the individual items that measlhat the profit in dollars

The relation
of profit to turnover applies just as forcibly in

ures the net profit of the dealer.

the radio accessories field as it does to the larger
items. While it is true that the profit is smaller,

so is the investment, another factor that must
be taken into consideration. The profit on one
tube, voltmeter or any other of the necessary
radio accessories may be small, but the figures
.shown herewith illustrate in a most concrete
manner how this small profit, multiplied over a
period of a few months or a year, grows to large

Think that

proportions.

over.

"Talker" Dealers Get Sales Volume
In connection with these figures it is interesting to note that the radio set and accessories
business of the average talking machine dealer
runs from twenty-five thousand dollars per an-

num upward.

has vocal cords, a larynx, throat and
TELETONE CORPORATION

all,

and increasing the profits on
Let the customer test
his own batteries. Sell him the necessary items.
The dealer through right selling can cut service
sale

Dealers have reported an annual
of well over $250,000 a
year, in one case the gross business reported
reaching over $1,000,000.
With every one of

business to

mouth

of

cost of free service

ways and means

the

most important

use by radio set owners will materially curtail
the needless calls for service, thus cutting the
the

Gross
Business

180.00

$

,

Tubes

Store No. 2, located in a rich shopping district, does an even greater volume of accessories business, reaching the amazing total over
a six-months' period of $58,624.50, and store
No. 3, a neighborhood establishment, which has

total

,

the results of a survey, the

the average accessories business.

months' period

1.

Biittory £11 mi a a tors

field for sales of these items is undoubtedly
tremendously large, larger even than the market for sets, which by the way has hardly been
scratched, because there is a constant and evergrowing replacement demand.
Interesting Accessories Facts
Herewith is an analysis of the volume of accessories moved by three dealers who represent
The
the three extremes as regards location.
first dealer
(store No. 1), whose location is
such that he enjoys a large transient trade, moves
accessories of all kinds to the average value of
$4,487.50 a month, or $26,925 over a period of
six months, the six months' period being selected
because during that time in the past the talking
machine dealers have added to their stocks of
accessories those items which rounded out the
line,

Gross
Business

battery testing and charging devices, such
voltmeters,
ammeters, hydrometers and
chargers. Not only is there a profit on the sale
sell

as

are actively

engaged also in the merchandising of radio,
represents from 50 per cent to SO per cent of

head of accessories are often lo&-t sight of. The
fact remains that the average talking machine
dealer moves a tremendous volume of accessories over a period of six months or a year

sets,

who

talking machine dealers

good ?

Netv York City

The World

the sets sold to make up these large volumes
there was an opportunity for the sale of accessories.
Therefore, the dealer who does not

had better
do some serious thinking and get in back of his
accessories department with all the merchandisrealize the extent of the opportunity

ing

skill

at his

command.

Radio Molds Public Opinion
Joseph D. R. Freed, president of the FreedCorp., Brooklyn, N. Y., emphasized radio's contribution to a sound and

Eisemann Radio

BiaiLT

LUCE

A.

VIOLIN

enlightened public opinion in a letter to VicePresident Charles G. Dawes, congratulating the
Vice-President on his remarks at the tercentenary celebration in Salem, Mass., in which address Gen. Dawes linked the Constitution and
radio as offsets to dangerous snap judgments.
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oAnnouncing the new
The New Balkite Charger
MODEL J. Has two charging rates. A
low

charge rate and a high rate
and heavy duty use.
Can thus be used either as a trickle or
as a high rate charger and combines
their advantages. Noiseless. Large
water capacity- Visible electrolvteleveL
Rates: with 6-volt battery, 2.5 and .5
amperes; with'4-volt battery, .8 and .2
amperes. Specialmodelfor25-40cycles.
Price $19.50. West of Rockies $20.

Balkite Light Socket

trickle

for rapid charging

Line for 1926-7
A new Balkite Charger nvith both trickle and
high charging rates. Three new Balkite^^Ws/^
including the new popular priced Balkite

''W-^ at $27.50. The new Balkite CombinaBalkite Trickle Charger
MODEL K. With 6-volt "A" batteries
can be left on continuous or trickle
charge, thus automatically keeping the
battery at full power. Converts the 'A"
battery into a light socket "A" power
supply. With 4-volt batteries can be
used as an intermittent charger. Or as
a trickle charger if a resistance is added.
Charging rate about .5 amperes. Over
200,000 in use. Price $10. West of

tion

—

'with the

^^A.^^ battery it furnishes

matic power to both

auto-

circuits.

*

Rockies $10.50.

The new
1.

THE BALKITE TRICKLE CHARGER.

one of radio's best sellers. Over 200,000 were sold
which it was on the market.
as

2.

ments. Three new models. The new
popular priced Balkite "B'*-W at

$27.50 for sets of 5 tubes or less requiring 67 to 90 volts. Balkite "B"-X,
for sets of 8 tubes or less; capacity
30 milliamperes at 135 volts — $42
Balkite"B"-Y, for any radio set; capacity 40 milliamperes at 1 50 volts — $69.

rates.

Model

charging.

It

will

H

the

first

during

Balkite Battery Charger and the advantages of trickle

be even more popular than Model H.

THREE NEW BALKITE

Balkite

Balkite **B'* eliminates *'B'* batteries
and supplies *'B" current from the light
socket. Noiseless. Permanent. Employs no tubes and requires no replace-

last year,

know

with both trickle and high
Into this charger have been combined all the features of the old

standard

3.

This you already

THE NEW BALKITE CHARGER,

charging

A New Balkite"B"at ^27.50

Balkite line for 1926-7 includes:

"B"-W

at

"B's" including the new popular priced

$27-50. Because of

its

exclusive features, because

it is

no tubes and requires no replacements, Balkite "B" today dommarket. And it will continue to do so. The three new models
will serve every type of set. Balkite "B"-W at $27-50 now makes Balkite "B"
available to owners of lower priced sets.

noiseless, uses

inates the

4.

the

"B"

THE NEW BALKITE COMBINATION.

"A" battery

cuits.

this

new

It

will

to

Balkite unit furnishes automatic power to both cir-

Controlled by the filament switch on the

in operation.

Once connected

be one

of the outstanding

set, it is ^rLtiy^ly

automatic

developments of the season.

For both the radio jobber and dealer Balkite has always been one of the
most profitable lines in the industry. Over 600,000 Balkite Units have already
been sold- One radio receiver in 10 is already Balkite equipped. With the
new line, backed by more powerful advertising than ever, Balkite will sell

even more rapidly.

And the profit on Balkite Radio Power Units

is

clean. Noiseless, tubeless,

trouble-free and unfailing in operation, once sold they stay sold.
off

Balkite Combination
Wlien connected to the *'A'* battery
this new Balkite Combination Radio
Unit supplies automatic power to both
**A'* and " B'* circuits. Controlled by
the filament switch on vour set. Entirely automatic in operation. Can be put

shelves rapidly and they don't

come

back.

Get your share

business now.

either near the set or in a remote location. Will serve any set now using
either-4 or 6-volt "A" batteries and re<iuiring not more than 30 milliamperes
at 135 volts of "B" current— practically
all sets of up to 8 tubes. Price $39.50.

Balkite

All Balkite Radio Power Units opet'
current
ate from 1 10-120 volts
%vith models for both 60 and 50
cycles. Prices are higher in Canada.

T^dioPrnverUnits

AC

They move

of this profitable

Manufactured by

FANSTEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY, INC., NORTH CHICAGO. ILLINOIS

—

-

t
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Farrand Speakers sold
last season than all
other licensed cone
speakers combined

FARRAND made

the

speaker^
Farrand still makes

first cone

the

first

cone speaker

Farrand
36 m.
cone

The Farrand SENIOR
Speaker with two new

Farrand

POWER

Speaker capable of volume eaual to that of a
full orchestra. For

—

features
a new drivunit and a walnut-lam'
inated wood cone— lending still further quality
to its performance and

rooms, restaurants, dance floors,
fraternal orders. Ped-

large

JUNIOR Model
radio's greatest speaker value.
smaller
edition uf the Farrand
Senior andics only rival
in performance.

appearance.

A

$32- 50

.50
{All prices slishily Higher

West of

estal

model.

Illustrated.

Also in

79

50

WALL MODEL
for

hanging

'65

00

Rockies)

FARRAND MANUFACTURING COMPANY

=
August

15.
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FARRAND now

23

intro-

duces a heavy-duty "B"
Eliminator

"The Ear

^ and again

Says

"BUYT

Farrand

^B—
ELIMINATOR

Farrand "B" Eliminator

Operates on 60 cycle, alternating current. Provides new high
voltage capacity with an output of 75 milli-amperes. Will
operate a multiple - tube set,
giving the following voltage:
15 to 70 volts on detector tube;
60 to 100 volts to radio frequency tubes; 135 to 200 volts
on lastaudio stage equivalent
to one stage of power ampli-

—

from hum.
even on earphones! Does away
with bothersome continual
adjustment. Nothing to wear
out. Requires no acid or water;
uses only one rectifying tube.
Uses either UX-213 cr CX'313
Cube. Finished in bronze bteel.
fication. Totally frer
,

H8-

50

without tube

w ^=

Power

Amplifier

"

The Farrand "B" Eliminator combined with Power Amplifiei using

—

two rectifying tubes and oneamp'iifying tube. Delivers 400 volts of

"B" power. Used in connection
with a cone speaker will exactly reproduce
orchestra

the full

volume of an

— completely

free

of

dis'

tortion.

*62 .50

%

ith-out tiifces
(^'^ces, slightly

INC.,

combined with

higher

West

of Rockies]

LONG ISLAND

CITY,

N.

Y.

—
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information regarding the set itself and
needed. Also, as will be observed, there is space on the card for a record
of the inspection of the radio, phonograph or
musical instruments; a feature of the tag being
that it can be used for any of the three lines.

plete

Profit Wniifi^
How

a

Dealer Tied

Up With

wood Co. Found Dances
Trouble— Featuring

Sates^fnktes

New

Record Artist and Created a Big Record Demand— CollingRadio Profits A Radio Tag That Reduces Service
Portables Sells 'Em— Other Stunts That Mean More Sales
a

—

a Source of

The Luscher Music Store, talking machine
and radio dealer, New York, took full advantage
of the Marion Talley film prepared by the Vic-

new

Co. for the exploitation of this

tor

artist.

and fox-trotting

which shows the artist going to the
plant at Camden, N. J., and recording "Care
Nome" and then playing the finished product on
the Orthophonic, was secured by the Luscher
establishment and was shown at the local mov-

This

film,

ing picture theatre

for

four

This store

days.

had an introduction attached to the film giving
publicity to the business and stating that a
further demonstration of the instrument could
be had at the Luscher Music Store. The setting
provided for the showing of the film was most
effective.
When the incident in the film showing the artist singing with the record occurred a
Credenza model, placed behind the screen, started
playing the selection. Then the screen was
raised and a spotlight played on the instrument.

the

local

program broadcast from
After each number an an-

to the

station.

nouncement was made

program was

the

that

being broadcast through the courtesy of the
Collingwood Radio Co. for the special benefit
of the alumni dance.
By thus taking an active
part in the city's activities the company secured
much very valuable advertising for the Radiola
line and gave an actual demonstration to hundreds of likely prospects.

Tag Cuts Radio Troubles

'

A

further

side

to

this

exploitation

stunt

The radio department
maker Store in Ne-\y York

the

of
is

Phopographi

Radio*

-

Miuiul liiMrwnenta

Serial

RECORD OF INSPECTION

was

PhonsrrapS

J

liup.

Action

Auto. Stop

GlUJ^

c*»

C>b.n<t
r.iul

of a

great

many

residents of the city, so the

FULL LINE

of

Pictured across the top

show-

a typical vacation scene

ing a couple canoeing on a placid lake with a
portable resting in the center of the boat. The
text matter which follows reads:

Away
add

Home.

or at

A

portable phonograph will always

your Summer pleasures.
the porch of your cottage

to

always room for
Carry

is

to

—

— in

the

it.

Plays All Records

of a

and

Dress Makes the Man
salesman is a decided

coats

Pl^_

salesmen

the

cool, present

with
an at-

uniformity of dress
toward an attractive

Keeps Service Men Busy
have come to
The World in some time has
been put over by Kober Bros. Music & Radio
Shop, New York City. The plan is designed
to create work for the service department, and

One

-

of the cleverest stunts that

the attention of

Vol.

dealer, re-

Collingwood organization rented the broadcasting station WJR for a half hour on the night of
A Radiola 28 and a 104 loudspeaker
the dance.
were installed in the ballroom and for a half
hour the 250 couples at the dance were waltzing

is

atmosphere.
Loud 5p«.l^»

the

social affairs of the season, attracts the interest

of the placard

supplied
alpaca coats, which, while
The
tractive appearance.
of the sales force also tends

From Dances

opportunity of the annua!
dance of the joint alumni associations of two of
the high schools of the city to secure desirable
publicity for the Radiola line.
This dance,
which is one of the most prominent of the

the

of

a placard calls attention to the desira-

bility of the portable.

vests

VdlmHrr

seized

variety of

side

stores in an Eastern city with the approach of
the Summer season when the heat of the day
tempts members of the store force to discard

Fini.h

.

Cabinal

demonstration was given seats about 3,500,
and as sixteen shows were given during the four
days that the film was shown it was estimated
by William Luscher that approximately 50,000
people heard the new instruments.

cently

window

a

factor in his success with prospective customers.
Realizing this the proprietor of several music

br

this

RCA

ground of the display, shown in
colors and case designs. To the

The appearance

orchestra at intervals during the different shows,
playing the dance record of the selection of the
same name as the picture. The theatre in which

Co.,

able talking machines, which occupy the fore-

Easy

BADIO

That's My Baby." An
Electrola placed on the stage relieved the house

Publicity

Prominent among these are the port-

the year.

No

Pric« Includes

Sir,

The Collingwood Radio

have a special appeal during certain periods of

There

PRICE -

ITEW

that the feature film playing at the theatre at

was "Yes

Cashing in on Portables
Landay Hall, New York, devotes one of its
windows to a presentation of instruments which

in the bungalow
On
spare seat of the car or in the canoe.

Motor

the time

John Wana-

using a tag for the

accessories

the

also to stimulate the

radio sets on the floor that

Here

of all kinds.
is

complete

in

every

This tag serves two purposes. First,
on the reverse side is the Wanamaker warranty
under which the radio set is sold and which has
been explained in a previous issue of The
World, thus eliminating at the start any misunderstandings regarding service, replacement
of defective parts, etc.
Second, the other side
of the card, reproduced herewith, contains comdetail.

HARDWARE

For Radios and Phonographs

it

sale
is

of radio accessories

A

in a nutshell:

card

has been sent to the people throughout the entire neighborhood of the section of New York
City in which the store is located on which ap-

pears the following message:
From the Radio Dentist
Do you ever consider why your radio set does
tion

Tartar

properly?

on

the

teeth

causes

not functhe

decay

—

on the roof. Exposed to the
elements, such as snow, rain and dust, this will in time
bring on corrosion, in other words, form a coating on your
aerial which prevents the radio frequency (broadcasting)
waves from penetrating your set with the proper power.
We are equipped to examine your aerial and put everything in good working order, at a minimum charge to you.
We will be more than pleased of an opportunity to test

same applies

to

the

aerial

your equipment, for which we make no charge. If same requires any adjustment we will gladly furnish you with
an estimate of

1^

Kindly mail this card.
Yours truly,
Kover Bros., Music & Radio Shop
1259 Third Ave. (Bet. 72nd & 73rd ,Sts.)

its

cost.

Phone, Butterfield 3126

Name

(0)

Address
Most Convenient Time

Phone
to Call

A Good

Market

for

Radio

Keeping your product constantly before the
eyes of prospective customers is a sure way of

method of stimwas brought about in an interesting fashion by the Independent Radio Supply,
RCA dealer of Knox, Ind. This dealer approached the business houses and amusement
places and sold them the idea of using a radio
receiver to get baseball scores and other programs of general interest to amuse and enterThe merchant buys the loud
tain patrons.
increasing sales totals and this

ulating sales

(0>

—
—

626
624

1566

<•
Portable

Needle Cue
1400

15S7
Inrisible

Piano Hinge

Hinge

»nj lengtk

speaker, pays about $5 for the installation of a
set, which is loaned by the dealer, and pays the
Independent Radio Supply a dollar a week for
service.

H. A.
87

WALKER STREET

GUDEN

CO., Inc.
NEW YORK,

This store

now

has nine Radiola 25's

so situated in public places, constant reminders
of the desirability of the set, thus creating a de-

N. Y.

mand for the product, and in addition it has
sold nine loud speakers and gets a regular revenue each week from the use of the sets.

.
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Atwate r
As you think of this year s

business

.

.

perhaps these 5 questions with

answers may

their

I

The Radio you will
Is it

Model

3<;,

less tubes

know9i

batteries, but

with

Model

this fall—

you?' prospective custome?''sf

Atwater Kent Radio

b.iftprv cable

is

known everywhere because

it is

completely

advertised in every legitimate way. And the power of the printed
word, of pictures, of broadcasting is reinforced by the word-ofmouth advertising of hundreds of thousands of satisfied owners.

870,00

What
teries,

to

handle

six-tube receiver, shielded cabinet,

and

attached,

interest you

is

the experie?7ce

Twenty-six successful years

30, six-tube receiver. Less tubes and batbut with battery cable attached, $85.00

trical

instruments

— such

is

in

of

its

?nanufacturef^f

the manufacture of precision elec-

the Atwater

Kent

record.

jrhat are the facilities and resources
of its manufacturer?
Model 20 Compact,
tubes and
attached,

five-tube receiver.

Atwater Kent Radio is made in the largest radio factory in the
world under conditions permitting extreme care in quantity production. Behind the product stand stronger resources than those
of any other individual manufacturer and the personal responsibility of a man who demands the utmost in quality and workmanship in every product bearing his name.

Less

with battery cable

batteries, but

$60.00

Does
Model 32, seven-tube
and

batteries, but

ed,

$140.00

it sell

easily f

Less tubes

receiver.

—

Atwater Kent dealers will tell you that Atwater Kent Radio
rightly designed and manufactured, supported by year-round adis easiest of all to sell.
vertising and offered at a sensible price

with battery cable attach-

—

Does

it

Stay sold?

This question has been answered by thousands of dealers, who
Atwater Kent Radio requires the least service of all.
Their profits do not melt away in servicing costs.
testify that

Phonograph

FINALLY-

at-

tachment, with
ninefeetofflexibiecord, $6.50

Model L Speaker,
dark brown crys-

Model H Speaker,
dark brown crys-

talline finish, $16.00

talline finish, $21. 00
ilighlly higher

west of the Rockies

ai

d

in

Atwater Kent distributors are not merely "jobbers." They are
experienced Radio merchandisers who know how to help their
retailers sell for a profit. To be sure of getting your share of the
see the distributor who handles your territory.
radio business

—

Canada
Send

Every Sunday Evening

— The Atwater Kent Radio

Artists

summer program at 9:15 Eastern Daylight Time,
8:15 Central Daylight Time, through:

bring you their

WZAF Niiu Yori

WRC

WEEI
WSAI

KSD

.

.

.

.

Brjilon

Cmchmati

.

.

wcco

tVashingioii

...

St.

Mf)ls.-St.

Louts

Paul

wGN
WGR
wwj

.

Cliicago

.

Bujfalo

.

Detroit

for illustrated hooklet of

Atwater Kent Radio

ATWATER KENT MANUFACTURING COMPANY
J. Atzvater Kent, President

i72S WiSSAHICKON

AvENUE

•

•

PhILADELPHLA, PEN'N'SYLV.AXLA
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by Canvassing

Profits

Live Buffalo Retailer Has Worked Out a Plan of Outside Selling
That Has Increased His Sales Using Insurance Men as Collectors

—

of

That canvassing
promoting sales

is
is

an effective method
evidenced by the experi-

still

ence of dealers who are intelligently getting
out into the field for business. This is true not
only of the new instruments placed on the market by leading companies during the past year
or so but also of the talking machines taken
in trade.
The time has come when the talking
machine dealer must use the same intelligence
in moving the trade-ins that he uses in seeking

who

This salesman has combed
the city for business, and he has established
an acquaintance in various parts of the city

least that

is

Y.,

of

a

thousand talking machines

in

made

care,

colored

to

sold

are

the

in

must be
especially where

credits

city,

who

people,

it

is

New

instruments and tradeins can be moved from the
aealer s vy^rerooms by getting
out and digging for prospects.

hen the demana naturally
slows down, experience has
taught progressi e merchan>

the time

disers

is

for a

ripe

canvassing campaign. Salesthus be kept profitably busy and the cost is no
greater than having idle sales
people in the store. Canvassing is the real solution of
the "Summer slump."

men can

which
this

them trade-ins.
Auto Truck Used by Brunswick Shop

are

sales

during the past year has sold in the neighbor-

hood

the

of

watched with particular

the belief of C. O. E. Curtiss,

Brunswick Shop, of Buf¥alo, N.

sections

busier

—

At

new models.

mat now makes selling easy.
Of course, where machines

customers for the new instruments.
Selling the Trada-in Machine
There really are only two ways of selling the
trade-in
one is by bargain advertising and the
other is by getting out and d'gging for prospects, and the latter will prove by far the most
The trouble seems to be that a great
effective.
many dealers who stage canvassing campaigns
go ahead without regard to expense, and at
the end of the trail find themselves in a hole,
Sell these ininsofar as profits are concerned.
struments fast enough, and put a price on them
sufficiently high to give the dealer a decent
margin of profit, and the canvassing route will
be found extremely satisfactory.
of the

ordinarily could not afford to pay the prices

of the

inanner, most of

Perhaps the reason for the success of the
Brunswick Shop campaign lies in the fact that
ttle dififerent from that of the
its method is a
average dealer. The Brunswick Shop sends out
an automobile truck loaded to the guards with
talking machines, and in the care of a live-wire
salesman. This salesman actually peddles the
instruments from house to house, and that this
method is profitable is indicated by the fact that
on one Saturday morning alone he disposed ol
thirteen talking machines in the colored section of the city. These happened to be trade-in
instruments and they were priced high enough
so that the store made a good profit. The point
is that the dealer lost no time in moving these
instruments, and he sold them to individuals
I

known ha\c happy-go-lucky, care-free
tions and who will just forget about
ment due unless someone
to call their attention to

Insurance

is

disposi-

the pay-

on the job

right

it.

Men Make Good

Collectors

were to be employed
to call each week or month on these patrons, the
cost of procuring the money would be so great
that the dealer's profits would be conspicuous
by their absence, and the whole canvassing
campaign would thus become a losing proposition.
However, the Brunswick Shop has cut
the cost in this end of the business to a minimum in a rather clever manner. Briefly, insurance men are used as collectors. In every
part of the city, no matter how poor, the inIf

regular

man

<;urance

collectors

has

a

contact with the people that

machine dealer could never hope to
visits them regularly.
He knows
their idiosyncrasies.
He can use the methods
which he knows from experience will be most
effective in getting the money and he does so,
the talking

He

have.

with the result that the dealer has very little
to worry about in connection with outstanding
accounts.

These insurance men
small commission on the

making

worth

it

collectors

money

their while,

receive

they bring

and

at

a
in,

same

the

time the commission is sufficiently low so that
the dealer does not suffer.

Cover Large Territory
Canvassing for business is a worth-while
method of sales promotion in connection with
the new models now on the market as well as
with the trade-ins. The Brunswick Shop has
from five to eight salesmen continually on the
road within a radius of fifty miles of the store.
The men travel about in Fords and thus are
able to get into the outlying districts.
This
dealer claims that canvassing is actually a
cheaper method of securing business than selling from the floor to customers brought in by
advertising.
His contention is based on the

men

are not paid unless they make
they receive commissions onlv
and through them do a greater volume of business, bringing the unit cost, particularly selling,
fact that the

that

sales,

down

is,

Of course, it must be borne
volume is necessarjr to profit in
canvassing, especially where the salary method
is employed in paying outside men.
Another point that cannot be emphasized too
considerably.

mind

in

that

strongly is: Right now is the Umi to get busy
canvassing for business; that is one of the
methods that will make unnecessary the time-

worn

alibi

of

Summer

dullness.

Radio Center Announces a
Plan to Aid Manufacturers
In pro-rating the year's expense, Col.

S. HerRadio Center, Inc., has
evolved a plan whereby radio manufacturers

bert Mapes, president of

who have

not already availed themselves of the

display and demonstration privileges of Radio

Added

Profits

from

Center may take space for August and Septemthereby permitting the industry to exhibit
and demonstrate radio products during the
height of the selling season and throughout the
term of the September Radio Show at Madison
Square Garden. Col. Mapes explained that this
will enable the manufacturers to try out the
advantages of Radio Center at nominal cost.
ber,

BURGESS RADIO BATTERIES
Almost invariably the home with a phonograph
owns a radio set and quality dictates the buy

—

ing preference.

Confidence in the quality and absolute dependa'
bility of Burgess Radio 'A,' 'B' and 'C Batteries
is

now

The

firmly established.

Burgess line

is

Hazeltine Corp. Wins Suit
The

Electric

New York

the logical quality line for

Engineering Corp. of

was restrained from makradio apparatus which infringes

ing or selling

Neutrodyne invention of Prof. L, A. Hazelby a perpetual injunction signed hy Federal Judge Thomas D. Thacher,
All officers,
employes and agents of the company are also
enjoined by the court's order from making or
This decree of Judge
selling such apparatus.
Thacher follows his recent decision wherein he
lield the Hazeltine invention was valid and had
the

phonograph dealers to handle.

tine,

"Ask Any Radio Engineer"

BURGESS BATTERY

COMPANY

DRY BATTERIES
Engineers

Flashlight

Service

recently

Manufacturers

Radio
Telephone

Ignition

General Sales Ofl5ce:

been infringed. This is the result of a suit
brought by the Hazeltine Corp. and the Independent Radio Manufacturers.
'

Harris Trust Bldg., Chicago
Laboratories and Works: Madison, Wis.

Branches: New York. Boston, Kansas City.
Minneapolis, Washington,
Pittsburgh, St. Louis
In Canada: Plants, Niagara Falls, Winnipeg

Branches: Toronto, Montreal,

St.

John

The Pease Piano Co., formerly located, at 34
Flatbush avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y., has moved
to attractive new quarters at 58 Flatbush avenue.

The Pease

Co.

handles,

machines,
small musical instruments.

pianos,

talking

in

records,

addition
radio

to

and

^
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ALLEY

Forge products are
being used wherever good
business judgment demands

"Val-Phonic"
A

new

feature

is

whom we
here

serve

know

isn't forgotten.

that service

That's one of

why "VF"

products are
becoming so very popular.
the reasons

appearance.

be more than
pleased with its exceptionally fine tone qualities.
will

gi

Order one and

try

it

out
_

Another reason is because
all
Valley Forge Main
Springs are non-jump ; and
come wrapped in a rustproof paper
Mocolene.

—

\

Valley Forge Headquarters

REG. U.S.PAT. OFJ».

be

keeping down their costs. For in
all Valley Forge products you find
both quality and price and those

the "Valfor" antique
finish, which adds to its

You

materials

finest

they are particularly interested in

kind.
special

the

used in their talking machine repair department, and too, where

exclusively by us, expresses everything that
is expected of one of its

A

only

that

new reproducer made

730 MARKET STREET
RH L ADE L PH A
I

I
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Live Atwater Kent
Dealers Are Gashing In
War

Disabled World

Veteran

Building

Suc-

Business^Radio Featured in Parades
by Retailers Effective Radio Publicity
cessful

—

If

you are merchandising

a product that you
good, tell the public about it and keep
the merits of the line before prospective buyers all the time.
This is the principle in back
of most business successes and it' is the basic
reason why most of the dealers inentioned be-

think

is

low have
volume.
Elliot

Mo.,
line,

up

built

Wade

who

successful

Patrick,

dealer

radio
of

sales

Brookfield,

Atwater Kent radio
although working under the tremendous
features

the

handicap of physical disability, has built up

a

profitable radio business through constant publicity and the application of real merchandising

Mr. Patrick

principles.

paralyzed from the
hips- down, the result
of an injury suffered
during the World War.
This has not prevented him from directing the affairs of his

He

business.

is

is

country and abroad. It is supplying tubes
the United States army and navy, as
v/ell as to foreign governments. It is now placing on the market a new specialized radio frequency amplifying tube to be known as the
type DL-4, for use in neutrodyne sets ard
circuits of the new bridged type."
The DeForest Co., which is the pioneer radio
tube manufacturer in the country, recently exp:inded its tube department with enlarged quar
ters, and new machinery for the manufacture of
the DeForest "Audion" invented by Dr. Lec

DeForest Radio Co. Resumes
Manufacturing Activities

this

also to

Arthur D. Lord, Recently Elected President,
Outlines Company's Plans Charles A. Rice
Appointed Director of Sales

—

Announcement

is
made of a resumption of
by the DeForest Radio Co. at
Jersey City, according to a statement issued
by the company, which will continue production under the direction of Arthur D. Lord,
recently elected president.
Mr. Lord reports
the appointment of Charles A. Rice, former
assistant sales manager, as director of sales.

plant

activity

"Comprehensive plans

for

the

DeP'orest,

is

internationally

known

as the

formerly sales manager of the Eastern division,
to the position of export manager and technical
sales adviser. Dr. Lee DeForest, it is announced,
will continue to act as chief consulting engineer.

coming radio

amateur transmitting stations

in

is

Another change in the personnel of the company is the appointment of W. C. von Brandt,

Application

name

also furnishing a great portion of the

tubes used

who

"father of radio broadcasting."

season are being formulated for DeForest
wholesale distributors and retail dealers," says
Mr. Rice, "especially in the tube field. In addition to the present line of highly specialized
standird audions for receiving sets, the com-

pany

27

bia, S.

in

of the

C, to

has been made to change the
Phonograph Shop, Inc., at Columthat of the Columbia Music Co.

assisted in the store by a girl

mother.
Outside men are
constantly covering the territory, digging up
prospects, following up prospects and closing
sales.
Sales are so brisk that two men are kept
busy erecting aerials. Mr. Patrick is authority
for the statement
that business during the
1925-27 season will show a 50 per cent to 75

bookkeeper and

his

per cent gain.

Another

Atwater Kent dealer who
business and the line he handles
before thousands of people is E. B. Wilkes.
Mr. Wilkes took advantage of a parade during
the Peach Harvest Festival, Picayune, Miss.,
to enter a float that attracted wide attention
among local people as well as about 20,000 visitors.
The float consisted of an automobile

brought

live

his

made up

to resemble a boat and on the after
deck was a mammoth Atwater Kent radio set
and speaker.
The set was made of brown
cardboard and pie plates were used as dials.
This was an unusually eye-arresting and effective bit

VOLT "B' BAT^^"^^^
"^^
'''A" TERY OR MU-RAD B ELIMINATOR
itr^iy SPACE FOR "A" BATTERY
«T3» POWER
JD
AND TRICKLE CHARGER
TUBE

of publicity.

Beyer, one of the leading dealers of
San Antonio, Tex., also used the float idea during a recent parade in that city.
An Atwater
Kent radio set was part of the equipment of
the float and by this means and a loud speaker
the crowd was treated to a musical program
being received through the set. A large poster,
advertising the set, completed the picture, makA.

F.

You
Mu-Rad

Several profitable sales.

—

Michigan
Mich.,
August 6. The
Detroit,
Radio Trade Association, which conducted a
training school for radio men last year and
this Spring, graduated seventy-five students, all
thoroughly grounded in every angle of inptatl?.tion, repair and service work, gave another two
weeks' course during the period of July 19 lo 31
for the benefit of dealer members and their

'pttONDGRAPH REPROQOCER

TRAIL
a

makes your

Super-Six Receiver

built- quality first, rather than mass production
individual inspections assure flawless performance.
Single tuning control.

— 37

The

MU-RAD "QoWen Rule" Policy

A
in

—

—

firm, fair, faultless
reciprocal arrangement
unique
Protective territory, small commitments,
radio.

bonuses in proportion to sales and a ^.vt'^ plan for
changuig old for new models to consumers.

e.\-

staffs.

FOLLOW THE

Read

MU-RAD

The

Receiver

and certain

Custom

Radio Service School

and service

Super-six

profits safe

Paul B. Tice, dealer, of Lebanon, Penn.,
took an Atwater Kent set with him to a campthe
Demonstrations caused
ing settlement.
Result:
campers to sit up and take notice.

A

unique
to come out ahead!
idea in radio merchandising plus the New

You've got

ing an impressive showing.

sales

Can^t Lose!

message

of
to

importance
every talking machine dealer on
vital

PAGE

33

This

the sixth year of broadcasting. Sig
it is
Mu-Rad's sixth year also
are dealing with an established house
is

nificantly

PYou

I

MU-RAD
RADIO CORPORATION

Dept. W., Asbury Park

New

Jersey

—
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Chamber Opposes

Effort to Increase

Rates on Phonograph and Radio Cabinets
Submits Brief Opposing Railroad's Claims at First Hearings Held in New York on July 15—
Controversy of Importance in Regard to Future Attitude of Railroads

Docket
Official
all

27,

now under

consideration by the
Committee representing

Classification

the railroads in the country, contains a pro-

posal of the railroads to

make

phonograph and radio

cabinets,

a special rate for

which would

materially increase these rates over those
in

The same docket

effect.

now

includes a proposal

by radio manufacturers to establish a special

mechanisms for installasame rate as talking ma-

classification for radio

tion in cabinets at the

chine mechanisms.

The first hearings were held in New York on
Thursday, July 15, at which the phonograph and
radio interests were represented by the Music
Industries

Chamber

A

Commerce.

of

commit-

managers prepared a brief, which
was presented by Alfred L. Smith, secretary and
general manager. This special committee acting in this matter consists of W. H. Lockwood,
traffic manager, Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.;
W. F. Varin, chief accountant, Sonora Phonograph Co.; W. Hildebrand, traffic manager,
tee of traffic

Thomas

A. Edison, Inc.; L. R. Ahern, traffic
manager, Columbia Phonograph Co.; George W.
Knight, traffic manager, Charles Freshman Co.,
Inc.; William T. Rogers, traffic manager, FreedEisemann Radio Corp. These traffic managers,
with the exception of Mr. Lockwood, also appeared individually to supplement the brief of
the Chamber.
Hearings were also held in Chicago on July
22.
Additional briefs were filed by the Chamber,
and W. H. Lockwood, chairman of the Chamber's Traffic Committee, made a special argument.
Traffic managers of the Zenith Radio
Corp. and Stewart-Warner Speedometer Corp.,
both of whom are members of the Chamber,
In view of the recent attempts of the railroads
on phonographs, as well as the

well-known attitude of the railroads looking toward such increases in the future, these proposed increases under consideration are of particular importance.

The

respect to rate changes.

Hardware

York

hearings, dated July

Over 300 high grade items

especially

cabinets.

needs can

all

Your

be supplied

Quick deassured from our

to advantage.
livery

centrally located factory.

likewise impor-

16, 1926, is as

follows:

"The Music Industries Chamber of Commerce
composed of eleven national trade associa-

and

and radio

is

in

The Rockford Line of
Hardware ib complete.
phonographs

It

in

dustry,

is

for pianos,

future action with

view of the infancy of the radio inwhich rates are as yet largely unestablished, that each specific radio rate, when
established, be done so properly.
The brief filed by the Chamber at the New
tant,

Rockford

contro-

result of this

may determine much

versy

representing the manufacturing, jobbing
interests of practically every branch

tions,

retail

music

the

of

and

We

industry.

appear

today

behalf of manufacturers, jobbers
retailers of phonographs, as well as a

rmmber

in

of manufacturers of radio sets

who belong

and ap-

our organization, relative
Subject 47 furniture cabinets;
to Docket 27,
music, music record and talking machine record,
and Subject 49 furniture cabinets; radio or talking machine (without mechanisms).
paratus

to

Subject 49
Furniture Cabinets: Radio or Talking Machine

(Without Mechanisms)

"We

wish to discuss with you

first

Subject

Write today for samples of
items you use, and catalog.

49 furniture cabinets; radio or talking machine
(without mechanisms), which is the carriers'

^^tional l£Ock Co,,

and talking machine cabinets
(without mechanisms), and therefore no justification for embracing them within the same
Talking machine
description.
classification
cabinets (without mechanisms) constitute entirely a partially manufactured product, shipped
only for purposes of further manufacture, and
have never been sold through retail channels or
to the ultimate consumer; while, on the other

IlockfordJIL
U.

S.

A.

Cable Address

Natlock

Branch Sales Offices:
Chicago, 111.
Cincinnati, O.
Detroit, Mich.

Indianapolis, Ind.

Evansville, Ind,

Seattle,

Grand Rapids. Mich.
High Point, N. C.

Sheboygan, Wis.

Jamestown, N. Y.
Milwaukee, Wis,

Wash.

Louis,
Los Angeles, Cal.
St.

Mo.

an additional classification, to which we are very strongly opposed.
"There is no practical connection between

proposal,

radio

establishing

hand, a large portion of the radio cabinets are

channels
sumer.
tail

propose to increase the

riers

and sold

to

the

ultimate

con-

"There is no reason for a new item to cover
talking machine cabinets (without mechanisms),
because this article is already provided for by
Item 4, Page 200, Consolidated Freight ClassiFurthermore, an investigation
fication No. 4.
we have made through our members and all
other manufacturers of talking machines indicates that there has never been and will not be
any movement of talking machine cabinets
(without mechanisms) in less than carload lots.

1926

less

carload rat-

from first to one and onequarter time, first-class and carload rating in
western territory from third class to second.
ings in

We
this

all territories

wish to register our strong opposition to
proposal 'at this time.

"We know of no justification for this proposed increase, and we therefore believe that
this proposal should not have been made at the
present time, and that we should not be called
upon to submit evidence to support our opposition in view of the fact that this, being a furniture classification,

is

involved in the investiga-

tion of rates on furniture.

Order No. 18323."

Columbia Go. Advertising
Records in Page Publicity
Impressive Advertising in the New York Times
Tells the Public of the Latest Record Developments on Columbia Discs

A

full-page ad in the

New York

Times, part

newspaper advertising of the
Columbia Phonograph Co., devoted to the New
the

of

national

Process Records, set forth the merits of the
Columbia discs in a strong and eye-arresting
manner. The ad was illustrated in a manner designed to catch the attention of the reader and

message in part read:
"Not only do Columbia New Process records

the text

an entirely new conception of phonomusic as now rendered with absolute
fidelity to the original, but the entire absence
of scratching sounds on the smooth, silent surface is exclusivelj' a Columbia feature.
"If you have not j'et heard Columbia New
Process records, a great treat is in store for
you.
Your phonograph, no matter of what
make or style, will suddenly become a far more
valuable means of entertainment than you ever
supposed it could be."
New Process recordings of great symphonies,
dance music, etc., also come in for their share
Altogether it is advertising of
of attention.
the highest type and should have a marked influence on the record business of the dealers,
especially those dealers who tie up with this
publicity in their sales promotion campaigns in
an effective manner.
afford

graph

Plan Formation of Texas
Radiola Dealers' Ass'n
Action Taken at First Radiola Dealers' Service
School at Offices of the Texas Radio Sales
Co., Inc., Distributor in Dallas

cabinets

finished products designed for sale through re-

15,

Therefore, insofar as the proposed less than carload rate is concerned, it would be a paper rate.
Subject 47
Furniture Cabinets: Music, Music Record, Talking Machine Record
"Under Subject 47 furniture cabinets: Music,
music record or talking machine record, the car-

also appeared.
to increase rates

August

—

August 4. The first move toward
organization of a Texas Radiola Dealers'
Association was made at the Radiola Dealers'
D.ALL.^s, Tex.,

the

Service School in the offices of the Texas Radio
Sales Co., Inc., recently when Hal Corry was

appointed temporary organization chairman and
Robert Watkin was appointed secretary.
The service school held late last month was
the first of its kind in this section, said Will J.
Schnelle, and about 200 dealers from all parts of
Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas and New Mexico
in Dallas to learn how to service the

were

Radiola.

E.

C.

Carlson, advertising manager;
service manager, and E.

Howard Mandernach,

M. Rowley, Radiotron specialist, all of the
Radio Corporation of America, handled the
technical subjects of the Radiola, and C. A.
Lindevall, sales promotion manager of the Burgess Battery Co., handled the subject of batLocal advertising and merchandising
men gave talks on those lines. Sanger Bros,

teries.

co-operated

in

the demonstrations.

:

August

IS,
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turn our battery stock

weekly

G. Strader, treasurer of Strader's Music
Shop, 956 East 5Sth Street, Chicago, says, "We
have been concentrating on Eveready products for
some time, tying up with the big national campaigns that you are now running. We very often

because the consumer, whose opinion

may

forget you for weeks and months due to the

Eveready Radio Batteries as well as
Eveready Flashlights in our windows, for we have
learned to push fast-selling items. Our trade now
demands Evereadys in preference to all others.
Inasmuch as we turn our stock of radio batteries
weekly, the space and effort

long

life of the 'A'

Mr.

J.

feature

devoted to their display are
more than justified by the

one worth considering, takes to them like a duck
takes to water. This is why our battery business
enjoys a steadily increasing growth:

lasting

and

'B' batteries,

The buyer

but their ever-

good service will bring him back, and

friends will

come

The Eveready

his

too."
line

is

a logical

one for every

music establishment that is interested in quick turns
and profits. Order Eveready
Radio Batteries from
8 P. M.,
Tuesday night means Eveready Hour
your jobber.
Eastern Standard Time, through the following

—

stations

result.

"After trying several
competing makes of batteries we have found that
it pays to handle Evereadys

the only

is

Manufactured and guaranteed by

WGK-Chicago
\NiKr-Ne'wYork WCR-Buffalo
wjAR-Pronidence WCAE-Pitfsbiirffh woc-Davenporl
WSM-Cincinnat! ^^.^^^^ Minneapolis
WEEi-Boston
{ Si. Paul
WTAG-Worcester wr AM-Cleveland
\\'¥l-Philadelphia

WW j-Detroit

ksd-5/. Louis

National Carbon

New York

Co.,

Atlanta

Chicago

Kansas City
Canadian National Carbon

Co.,

Toronto, Ontario

Radio

Batteries
-they last longer

Inc.

San Francisco

Limited

^
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Here are Some of their Wires
answer to Our Question „i
How do you like Day-Fan ? 1
If you want Satisfaction like this]
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HowWest Coast House Built Radio Profits
Kinney Bros. & Sipprell, of Everett, Wash., Employ Twelve Good
Salesmen to Cover a Large Territory Profiting by Past Mistakes

—

The
whicli

interesting experiences of a music house
was organized in the Far West shortly

before the national development of radio as a
retail proposition and which used the popularity
of radio merchandise to increase its volume of
business and justify an expensive new building

were related recently by A. H. Kinney, of Kinney Bros. & Sipprell, music dealers in Everett,
Wash. The firm was organized in 1918 strictly
as a phonograph and piano store. In February,
1920, the steady expansion of the business led
to the company's removal to a new building of
its own at 1705 Hewitt avenue, which was built
exclusively as a music store and contained
twenty-seven separate rooms.
"During the early part of 1921," Mr. Kinney
stated, "we were brought face to face with the
cold facts that business in the music line did
not justify so expensive a location in our city

unless something out of the ordinary could be

done

to bolster

ginning to be

we

felt

that

it

up volume.

known

in a

had great

Radio was just becommercial way and

possibilities.

We

im-

mediately started looking for the right man to
head this department, and finally settled on
Clifford Carpenter, who at that time was superintendent of schools. iVIr. Caipenter had always been a radio enthusiast, was a graduate
in electrical engineering, had taught radio in
the navy, and had built a great number of receiving sets, as well as amateur sending sets.
"Under Mr. Carpenter's direction we proceeded to make arrangements for the manufacture of sets and installed quite an extensive
parts department.
This department was operated some six months, and met with success,
so far as complete sets were concerned, but
proved disastrous from the parts standpoint.
We had no end of youthful purchasers, but
found that their buying power was extremely
limited, and that it required many dollars'

worth of education and information to sell them
two or three dollars' worth of parts, and that
after making the sale, if the set which they
built did not operate properly, we were held responsible. It was a very unsatisfactory business.

IMPORTANT!
READ CAREFULLY
Our Service Policy
sold by Kinney Bros. & Sipprell is
guaranteed both by the manufacturer and by us

Every Radio
fully

set

against defects in manufacture, providing such defects are
reported to us within 30 days from date of sale.
Our Service Department is for your convenience. We
will be pleased to have a representative call if at any
time your set ceases to operate in a satisfactory manner.
If our examination of your set develops a defect of manufacture there will be no charge for this service. If, however, our service man finds that your set is not functioning properly due to a run down condition of batteries,
tubes, etc., or has not been operated properly or is damaged by abuse, a nominal service charge will be made.
Where service charge is made our service man will
render receipt for same.
Tubes and dry cell batteries are only guaranteed against
manufacturing defect. No operating life is specified in

either case.

You appreciate
tee

this

set

for

that it
distance

is

impossible for us to guaranvary with different

as results

locations, atmospheric conditions,
the ability of the operator.

local

disturbances

and

This
set
and its accessories have been
thoroughly tested under actual operating conditions before leaving our store and is O. K.
Signed

KINNEY BROS. & SIPPRELL
1705

Phonographs — Radios — Pianos
Phone M.
Hewitt Ave.
Everett, Wn.

797

At the end of that time
it, and withdraw from
the parts business.
Complete sets were beginning to come through, and we handled a num-

we were

forced to junk

early makes.
We also discovered
about that time that our small station was a
hindrance rather than a benefit, as the better,
more powerful stations were putting on excellent programs, with which we could not attempt to compete, and that being on the air
simply made it more difficult for our local people to get the better programs.
We therefore
dismantled the station.
"Any firm that has followed the radio business since 1921 is thoroughly conversant with
Possibly the
the troubles which attended it.
greatest obstacle to be overcome was the inability of the average customer to understand
his set or to get anything like satisfactory results.
The crude sets during the first years
were extremely expensive to operate. Tubes
and batteries were unreliable, and fully two-

ber of the

thirds of sets received

from

factories

would not

operate without being overhauled.
"W. H. Kinney, who has always had charge
of our radio department, was not discouraged
at any time, even though we were continually

He was

losing money.

confident that the busi-

ness had a future, and that sooner or later the
public would become sufficiently familiar with
radio

operate

could

they

that

so

it

satisfac-

and that the manufacturers would turn
out a product which would give satisfaction.
"Finally, we had two large receiving stations

torily

The Kinney Bros. & Sipprell Guarantee
"Some ihrt-e months after the installation
the

department Mr. Carpenter induced us

of

to in-

broadcasting station. He built the station complete from parts, which was rated only
as a five-watt station.
This station, however,
was picked up at all points in the United States,
as far East as Tarrytown, N. Y., and Wrangell,
.Alaska.
The station was operated for approxistall

a

'

^^STOWPm-JacHyoUmeter
ivUh

mately two years.

HIGH RANGE STAND

built for testing sets out of

One

town.

of these

Blackman's Lake, some eight
miles southeast of Everett, and one at Silver
Lake, six miles' southwest of Everett. In these
two stations we have tested some two hundred
makes of radio sets, and have selected from
these the ones which we thought would give the
best satisfaction in the hands of the public.
"Our radio department has been an expense
item continually until the past eight months.
During the Summer of 1925, however, things
took a better turn. We were able to do a very
substantial volume of business, which we feel
was the result of our long and careful study o!

was located

at

the radio business.

handling

At the present time we are
factory

several

lines,

those

of

the

Freshman, Atwater Kent, Thompson and Radio
Corp. of America. We employ four technical
men in our service department, and even with
a very substantial volume the margin of net
This is due to the
profit is extremely low.
short discounts from the factories and to the
heavy service connected with the technical department.

"Radio

is

much

too

We

general canvass.

Explore the Air I

in

demand

find the best

to justify

means

a

of ob-

is to insist that the salesmen
back on their sales within ten days, make
any adjustments necessary and obtain prospects
from these sales. We are enclosing herewith
service card which goes with each set, and
which we find eliminates a great deal of argument and dissatisfaction.
"We are frank to admit that we have not
solved the service problem, and that our department is still operating under too heavy an
expense. The only possible way of overcom-

taining prospects
call

And

Find More Dealer Profits

"D EDUCE

servicing overhead on every set you sell and make a profit at the same
the sale of a Weston Quality Radio Instrument. This new Weston device is really two instruments in one
a Pin- Jack Voltmeter to measure filament
voltages and a high range stand into which the voltmeter plugs for measuring
battery voltages up to 160 volts!
It shows the customer how to economize
on tubes, tells him the condition of his batteries and makes him a continuous
and long-time profit-maker for you instead of a one-time, dissatisfied buyer.
^ In the past you have always been able to count upon Westons to move
quickly from your shelves and to move other merchandise with them.
The new Pin- Jack Voltmeter, w^ith High Range Stand, is a unique
all-round testing radio instrument.

-^time on

—

—

by using a sufficiently large sales
volume which will stand a
heavy service cost. We are now employing
ing this

is

force to develop a

Weston

Electrical

Instrument Corporation

:

i9o Weston Avenue, Newark, n.

j.

twelve salesmen, who cover our territory quite
thoroughly. From all present indications, there
will be no appreciable let-up in radio business
during the Summer months. As a matter of
fact, our radio business during June, July and
August of last year grew continually and

reached

its

peak

in

November."

August

IS,
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Sell

Them a SUPER-Reproducerand they

again become your record cus-

will

tomers or buy a new type phonograph of you

PHDNDGRAPH REPRODUCER

is

the

first,

original,

and

best independent

REPRODUCER

Please note that the reproducers with which the

equip their

new

SYMPHONIC

having a metal

(alloy)

diaphragm.

most prominent phonograph manufacturers

instruments, have alloy diaphragms.

has been designed and built to attach to the various makes of old type phono-

graphs for playing the new

electrical records

properly

— and

it

does just that.

SYMPHONIC will bring heretofore hidden

SYMPHONIC can be sold with our money

notes out of your old records

back guarantee

SYMPHONIC

will

play bass

and

treble

notes

SYMPHONIC

is

accurately proportioned

and spaced

A

SYMPHONIC
SYMPHONIC
SYMPHONIC

is

sturdily built

is

sensitive

has practically world wide

distribution

of 87 years of experience in the phonograph industry, and a hard-earned reputation
for square dealings is back of the men manufacturing and marketing the Symphonic
total

Phonograph Reproducer.
IVrite us for the

and Porto

name of your

nearest distributor in the United States (HaTiiaii

Rico), Canada, Cuba, Mexico, China,

Japan and Argentina

Symphonic Sales Corporation
LAMBERT

370 SEVENTH

AVENUE

FRIEDL,

1>resident

NEW YORK

our demonstration Salon
at 1633 Board'walk, oAtlantic Qity
'^isit

CITY
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Damage

Atlas Cases Prevent

15,

1926

Radios

to

Plywood Packing Cases deliver radios in exactly the same condition in which they leave the factory.
No finish marring their
3-ply walls prevent it.
No broken parts their great strength and
rigidity resist all transit jolts.

Atlas

—

—

And

Atlas Cases are quickly assembled. They're bound to save you
Their appearance is all to your advantage, too. They're
handsome and sturdy looking, while their smooth veneer sides make
your printed trademark stand out in fine style.
Try some Atlas Cases on your next shipment. That'll show you
their advantages.
lots of labor.

TME WEIGHT " S^VE FREIGHT
ATLAS PLYWOOD CORPORATION
PARK SQUARE BUILDING, BOSTON, MASS.
New York

Chicago Office

Office

West Broadway

90

649

Educational Merchandising Campaign of
Federal Radio Corp. Is a Big Success
L. E. Noble, Vice-President of Corporation, States Meetings Have Instdled New Confidence in
Dealers New Ortho-sonic Model "C" Introduced During Campaign

—

Buffalo, N. Y., August 7.— The Federal Radio
Manufacturing Corp., which through its jobbers throughout the country has been conducting a series of educational merchandising

mer merchandising

campaigns, and at the same time introducing
new Ortho-sonic "C" model, reports results
vastly greater than it had anticipated earlier in

dealer

its

the season.
These meetings, according to L. E. Noble,
vice-president of the company, have instilled in
the dealer a new confidence in Federal products and the company's merchandising policies.
weather selling plans have been dis-

Warm

meetings and those
cussed chiefly at
dealers who have taken advantage of the various Summer merchandising plans outlined
have profited accordingly, Mr. Noble said.
With national distribution of Federal outfits,
the meetings were conducted by the manufacin the principal sections of the
country, the series starting in the New Eng-

land section.

The H.

Small Co., Federal jobber

P.

in

Bath,

Me., expressed great enthusiasm over the sucmeeting held in its
cess of the education

warerooms for dealers in that territory. Other
New England jobbers who conducted dealer
and demonstrated the new Orthomodel were R. V. Peltingell Electric
Supply Co., Boston, and the Crown Light &
Radio Co., New Haven. W. H. Lyon, Federal
representative in the New England section,
gave a number of constructive Summer selling
talks and also demonstrated the "C" receiver.
New York State retailers were guests of
meetings
sonic

jobbers
jobbers
this

in

The
respective territories.
entertained Federal dealers in
Musical Products Disincluded:

their

who

State

Albany Hardware & Iron Co., Albany; Horrocks Ibbolson
Co., Utica, and the Buffalo Talking Machine
tributing Co.,

New York

At the New York
the Waldorf-Astoria, L.
F. Horle, chief engineer
were in attendance and
Co.

City;

offered by the

ideas

firm,

offered a large

who

Fed-

further spur dealers

to

greater interest during the

to

warm

weather,

painting as a prize to the

oil

offered the best sales plan for the

.Summer months.
Pennsylvania R. E. Tongue & Bros. Co.,
and Hamburg Bros., Pittsburgh, both jobbers, made extensive plans for
the entertainment of their retailer guests and
In

Philadelphia,

of

G. Fink Dies as Result

I.

these

turer's jobber

This

Corp.

eral

of Injuries in

and on the
Chatham, Pittsburgh.

Philadelphia,

.\ trio of
enthusiastic meetings were conducted by the Churchill Drug Co. at their
branch houses in Peoria, Burlington and Cedar
Rapids.
The Harbison Mfg. Co., of Kansas
City, held nine local gatherings over a wide

territory.

Coast retailers assembled in Los
where the Yale Radio Electric Co. intends to hold similar affairs annually. Meetings were also held in San Francisco, Portland
and Seattle.
Pacific

.•Vngeles,

to those of the

Co.

assembled

its

Grier-Sutherland

representative

in

the

Co.,

Detroit

Michigan

jobber,

territory,

re-

ported to the Federal plant that its meeting
was highly successful, and the Michigan radio
dealers were particularly interested in the

Sum-

distributors,

Harbison

Co., of

Kansas

City.

Fada Radio Line Has
Been Introduced to Trade

Ga., as a result of injuries sustained in an auto-

—

Type Speaker Announced

demonstrated to the visiting

mobile accident near that city. In attempting
to turn aside for another car to pass during a
heavy rainstorm, Air. Fink's automobile overturned and burst into flames, pinning him in
the driver's seat.
He died from internal injuries and inhaled gasoline fumes soon after his
removal to a hospital. Mr. Fink is survived by
his mother and father, two brothers and a

play and

sister.

to the trade by F. A. D. Andrea,
Specializing since 1923 in tuned radio frequency neutrodyne receivers, this is the first

A New

Use

The department

for

Radio

jMotor Vehicles of the
has installed an Atwater
Kent model 30 receiving set aboard the first
road Service car to be operated. The car will
cktour the State, giving demonstrations,
aminalions of drivers and automobile informaState

tion.

keep

was

fully

Steelman, Inc., the Triangle Radio
Supply Co. and the Victory Electric Supply
Co., metropolitan district distributors for Fada,
co-operated with the officials of F. A. D. Andrea,
retailers.

in making Fada week a success.
new cone type speaker, which is said to
embody a new principle in design, has been
Inc.,
.\

announced

Executives of the American Bosch Magneto
Corp. have issued the following statement:
"The executives and staff of our company
mourn the loss of Mr. Irving C. Fink, who met
with an accident which ended fatally. We lose
a friend and one whose unusual capabilities and
splendid character won for him an enviable

tion.

retailers.

Omaha

for a series of meetings similar

New

Inc.

season that Fada has undertaken the marketing
of a separate loud speaker, and it is presented
as a

The
in

of

California

of

inspectors in charge of the car will
touch with headquarters with the aid

of the radio set.

companion piece

to the

Fada 1927

line of

has a circular cone, mounted
on a decorative metal ba.se of bronze effect.
radio receivers.

It

The Myers Corp. Adopts
Special Tube Kit Plan
The Myers Radio Tube

Corp., of Cleveland,

prepared to furnish special tube kits for
all prominent circuits and makes of receivers.
Each kit is especially adapted to the particular
circuit in which it is to be used and the tubes
are marked to denote the positions they are to
occupy in the set, such as detector, radio frequency, etc. Of course, tubes for universal
O.,

the

Gallagher,

1-jid

Dealers in the metropolitan district had an
opportunity to inspect the new Fada radio line
New York City,
at the Pennsylvania Hotel,
during the week of July 19 to 24. The entire
line of 1927 receivers and speakers was on dis-

knew no bounds."

in

&

Pa-xton

have plans

The many friends of Irving C. Fink, field
manager of the radio division of the American
Bosch Magneto Corp. of Springfield, Mass.,
were shocked to learn of his death in Macon,

of the Federal Corp.,
addressed the dealers.

resulting

These

meetings
Franklin Hotel,
roof garden of the

results.

Benjamin

Dealers in Metropolitan District Inspect Models
New Cone
in Exhib-t in Pennsylvania Hotel

leoutation and a host of friends from coast to
coast.
His colleagues will always cherish the
memory of this friend, whose kindness of heart

of dealers in Chi-

the

in

139

Manager of Radio Division of American
Bosch Magneto Corp., of Springfield, Mass.,
Killed in Accident in Macon, Ga.

City meeting, held at
E. Noble and L. C.

This feat was duplicated,
same enthusiasm, on the part
cago, where the L.- Markle

excellent

were held

Auto Wreck

Field

The new Federal model created much comment at this meeting following the demonstra-

The

reported

McCormick Building

is

use in all circuits, made and marked for the
functions they are to perform, are still available to the trade.
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^

Many

^

live prospects,

ahles

*

not only for

PALS and

Regalsy but also

your regular lines of records and other merchandise will be
brought into your store by these attractive displays, beautifully
for

executed in seven brilliant colors*
In addition to the displays, multicolor price tags and other advertising
materials, all designed to increase
your sales, are furnished gratis to
dealers featuring the Pal, Regal and

Kompact

Portables.

We

you free cuts of the
and Kompact for your

will send

Pal, Regal

advertising.

Our

advertising de-

partment will be glad to

PHONCM3RAPH
a5-

in

assist

you

making up and laying out your

advertisement.

PLAZA MUSIC COMPANY

The Talking Machine World,

Real

profits are

now

featuring the Pal,

New

York, August

made by those dealers who are
Regal and Kompact Portables, With
being

complete line they are able to fill the requirements of
all their customers - - from those who want the best in
portable phonographs to those who prefer the popular
priced machines.
this

you will still be able
the big summer and vacation demand
If

you

act quickly

your share of
for these machines.
to get

10 West 20th Street, New York, N. Y

15,

1926

!
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New

York, August
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FACE THE FACTS

Modern

business has an axiom that "to stay
you have got to run like the devil!"

Now,

far-fetched

as

it

sounds,

that

is

where you

virtually

are,

true.

Analyze the highly aggressive and ambitious programs of busifrom refrigerators to petroleum and you
ness all about you
will immediately appreciate, Mr. Victor Dealer, that a legitimate battle is in progress for just one thing, the Consumer's

—

—

Pocketbook,

And

so it is with us in the Orthophonic Victrola and ComRadiola
business.
bination
We are in the race and our competition is not alone in the music line
not merely hair nets,
chewing gum or automobiles, either it is the competition of

—

the

sum

—

total of all these things!

Realize then, Mr. Victor Dealer, that your and our very
existence is predicated on the amount of intelligent and liberal
application that is put into our jobs.
Talk alone is of no
value.
Advertising has its function.
But again that is no
cure-all.

What we
is

1

intensified

need,
selling

and must have
effort

to

justify

—door-to-door

our existence,

canvassing,

—

—

In view of all this, selling Victor Product today and with
full regard to its vastly superior merit
is a real job in the
fullest meaning of the word.
The services of proprietor,
manager and clerk are all imperative. That's the order of
modern business, the order of the day!

—

I

Now

then, don't wilt

C.

—

just

work and win!

BRUNO &

351-353 Fourth Avenue

1834— Over 92 Years

s

private

and public demonstrations, sales promotional campaigns of
every effective sort all for the purpose of proving that Victor
Product should have priority over other necessities and
luxuries!
And only because of its educational, entertainment
and constructive value!

of

SON,

Inc.

New York
De pendable

Service to the Music Trade

— 1926

9

August

W.
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Haussler Elected First President of
New Talking Machine Wholesalers' Ass'n

J.

—

Co-ordinated effort, mutual understanding
and a get-together spirit among those engaged
in similar enterprise is obviously of the utmost

past has resulted

importance. For a considerable period numerous
talking machine wholesalers have been desirous
of having an organization of their own, so

but many otherwise highly beneficial returns to
be obtained. The exchange and interchange of

in a considerable loss of business which might have been otherwise obtained.
I am convinced of not only the lucrative results

ideas

among

those

who

are mutually

and

vitally

may measure up

with their brothers
in other branches of the music industry.
Accordingly, at an informal meeting of talking

was the unanimous decision

officers

of C.

Davidson, of the Perry B. Whitsit Co., Columbus, secretary, and Harry G. Koerber, of

Koerber-Brenner

Co.,

St.

J.

Haussler

French Nestor, of the French Nestor Co., JackJ. Newcomb Blackman, Blackman
Talking Machine Co., New York; Joseph C.
Roush, Standard Talking Machine Co., Pittsburgh; Lester Burchfield, Sanger Bros., Dallas,
Tex., and John Elliott Clark, John Elliott Clark

benefit to

Lake

The new organization has

City.

not as yet been named. This was postponed
purposely in order to give time for the selection
Letters have
of the most appropriate name.
been sent out to members asking for their sug-

naming of the association, in
selecting the one most applicable and clearly
defining in some manner tlie national character
of the organization, a name that will hold good
gestions

the

in

for time to

William

come.

J.

who

Haussler,

has been honored

with the presidency of the new organization, is
splendidly equipped for this important post.
As vice-president and general manager of two
large organizations in the music field, C. Bruno

&

it

lies mostly in products outside
music industry, rather than in it. We
will endeavor to bring aboiit a better condition
throughout the music industry among talking
machine, radio and small goods dealers and
the jobber and manufacturer as well lo meet
this outside competition, and will be ready to
lend a helping hand toward the achievement of

the

will

interested will be exceptionally valuable and of

Co., Salt

all,

our competition

of

work

that will
its

make

the association

benefits

widespread."

German Radio

all.

service

foremost German

tors

sonville, Fla.;

must be admitted that
making a strong bid for
the consumer's dollars and so we in the talking
machine and radio business must realize that
After

outside industries are

casting

Louis, treasurer.

In addition to the officers the board of direcof the new organization will consist of

The aforementioned,

be

many

in short, ex-

in

special

studios

where the
There

artists will co-operate.

other interesting features.

Timms Made

President

plains

G.

bers,

Clarence J. Timms at a recent meeting of the
board of directors of the General Instrument
Corp. was elected president and director. Mr.
Timms was connected with the Aluminum Co.
of America, from which he has resigned to take
up his new duties.

and justifies this new organization of
talking machine wholesalers.
"My personal ambition, and I feel that it is
analogous with the ideas of associated memis

lend

to

all

assistance,

possible

con-

and co-operation to the logical,
effective and most profitable manner of merchandising. We want to be accused of having
done real intelligent selling work, so that both
the manufacturer and the retail dealer may
scientious effort

know

job has been well done. I
fully realize that flowery words and conversaOur ambition itself will not bring this about.
tion can only be realized to a full measure by
that

a

real

J.

Reno, Nev.,
J. D. Mariner's Music House of
has moved to temporary quarters at 223 North
This concern is one of the
Virginia street.
leaders in the talking machine business in this
section of the State.

WALL KANE

THE ORIGINAL 10-RECORD NEEDLE PUT UP

IN

ATTRACTIVE COUNTER DISPLAYS

Son, Inc., Victor distributors, and M. Hohner,
PROTECT ^OUB RECORDS BY USINO

manufacturer of harmonicas, Mr. Haussler
has displayed rare executive ability and has
contributed materially to the growth of both
Inc.,

His untiring efforts as chief
executive of the National Musical Merchandise
Association are nationally known and through
his wise counsel the association has accom-

THEORICINALTEN TIME NEEDLE
UHH NttOLt tUHHHIlIO TO PIH TEH BCCOR05 ON WW

[t10K0SR4Pt1>

organizations.

plished

much

that

is

of value to

its

members and

A

C»CH MttOlICHEMICAllY

PflOLOMCTH£
OF

PACKAGE OF

50 NEEDLES
EQUIVALENT TO
SOO ORDINARY
STEEL NEEDLES

TRUTIOTO
LIFE

TguRRECORM

the industry.

interview with The Talking Machine
the newly formed organizaregarding
World
tion, Mr. Haussler, as president, stated:
"The reason for the formation of an associaIn an

tion of this character

ness

demands

it.

is

so self-apparent as to
the busi-

The dignity of
The retail dealer

need no explanation.

likes

to

know that there is a strong organization among
the distributors which he deals with that will
indirectly but materially benefit the business in
which he is engaged. The value of an association whose activities are devoted in the right
channels has been indisputably proved. The
remarkable success of business in this country
can be attributed strongly to the concentrated
efforts of associations of this character.

To my

of personal

contact

mind the unfortunate lack

among

wholesalers of Victor merchandise

in the

new

Plans are rapidly nearing completion for the
Third Berlin Radio Exhibition to be held in
Berlin, Germany, September 3-12, according to
advices received from the Berliner-Messe-Amt,
which has the management of the affair. The
leading European manufacturers of the radio
industry are expected to exhibit. Through the
unique construction of the radio hall and
through its radio-technical and acoustical equipment, such as sound-proof rooms, indoor
aerials, etc., it will be possible for every exhibitor to demonstrate his products in actual
The transmitting companies will demonuse.
strate the whole technical process of the broad-

W.

the

at

Exhibition in September

were elected: William J. HaussBruno & Son, Inc., New York, president; George C. Beckwith, of the George E.
Beckwith Co., Minneapolis, vice-president; F.
lowing

arrive

ucts against the diversion of dollars into outside

Plan Big

After due deliberaof those
present that the need of an organization of this
character was quite in order. Accordingly, the
necessary organization committees were formed
to draft a constitution and by-laws, and upon
the report of the nomination committee the foller,

can

and new creative thoughts that will
cause and force the consumer lo buy our prod-

well worth while and

the attending wholesalers.
it

We

ourselves.

selling ideas

constructive

machine distributors from all parts of the country, held at the Walt Whitman Hotel in Camden, N. J., on Tuesday, July 13, the suggestion
was broached to their fellow distributors. French
Nestor, of the French Nestor Co., Jacksonville,
Fla.,
presided as acting chairman, and the
thought of the association and the wisdom and
advisability of its formation was presented to
tion

applying

channels.

Outlines Reasons for the Formation of the Association in a Statement to The World Emphasizes
Value of Association in Bringing About Better Conditions in the Industry

that the}-
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tXTRA LOUD

GIVES

MEDIUM

LO U O

YOU 150% PROFIT

Also Jazz, Concert, Petmecky and Best Tone Phonograph Needles

WALl-KANE NEEDLE MFG.

CO., Inc., 3922-14th Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

—
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August

Order
there's

a

road ahead

clear

In any race, only the

man who

plans ahead can win.

The

radio dealer has had a great handicap, because the future was

too full of doubts, and advance planning was a gamble. This

no longer true

is

The

RCA

— not

through the

He

against a price-drop.
fall

Authorized Dealer.

knows today the models that he will have

dealer

for sale straight

for his

RCA

for the

He is fully protected
now make his plans

year.

—

can order

— be ready a jump

and winter business

ahead

of the man-who-can't-take-a-chance!

Put in your

now

right

fall

— and

them, Write us
plans.

You

y^uthorired

orders

The big

—

whole season

for the

when you want

get deliveries

now

for help in your advertising

RCA campaign

ready in advance.

is

can plan your tie-ins now!

|

DealerN

The

sign that

marks

the

leading radio dealer in
ei'ery

communicy.

RCA LOUDSPEAKER

RADIOLA

104

20

RCA LOUDSPEAKER

100

RADIOLA

30

PvCA^Radiola
MADE

•
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•
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•
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•
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-
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•
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Radiotrons
this
RCA

way

Radiotrons are the

year-round, bread-andbutter business of the re-

FIRST

""""

hable radio dealer.

"

FOR

f^^^^^^^^^=======^^

AUDIO

I

Ofty

BA^^^^Zr^^

AUDIO

Sell better reception

Sell bigger
Sell

power

longer distance

—with RCA Radiotrons

^

—

—J—^I!

'*'^*>'otron]
/

'*^'>'OTRoJ

sales

RCA^Radiotron
MADE BY THE MAKERS

OF THE

RADIOLA
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Eliminating Mechanical Ideas in Selling
More Talk

Knowledge

of Music, Greater

Demonstrating Are Necessary
"We

a mechanical age."
Doubtless
heard this ad nauseam.
However familiar, nevertheless the really important

point

We

in

live

everyone

has

its

is

so take for granted the facts

we seldom stop
leading

our
this

or

us

whither they are
influence they have upon
inquire

to

what

own occupations and
case most

of

age is fallacious.
governed by it.

habits of thought.

In

about the machine
Yet we allow ourselves to be
talk

the

the

selling

of

phono-

the

One could hardly bring up a more perexample of extent to which the worst fallacies of the mechanical age have obtained a hold
over our minds. We take the phonograph for
graph.
fect

much

granted so

that

we scarcely stop even

to

mystery and a wonder. That
a flat disk of shellac and a diaphragm of mica
or of aluminum or newer products should be
think that

the

it

means

music of

a

is

of bringing into every
all

the world has

come

home
to

all

the

be a fact

so familiar that one actually meets men who
suppose that there is no longer any romance or
any novelty in the phonograph business, which

indeed they seem to think has now settled down
into a sort of steady sober pace of middle-aged
walking. Of course if the mechanical age were

advanced as it is supposed by some to
phonograph might by now have come
to the end of its resources, to be scrapped in
favor of something better, as is the way with
worn-out machines.
But our age is not yet
wholly or even predominatingly mechanical, although it seems to be all of that.

as far
be,

the

Certainly

most

we

live

among

mach.ines.

Certainly

have fallen under the influence
of machines to such an extent that we come to
base all our ideas of business upon mechanical
principles.
Thus, we come to imagine that the
mental processes by which men and women
arrive at decisions to buy or not to buy can be
controlled by purely mechanical stimulants.
Just because a macliinc can be designed to pertoo,

Recordings and More

Upbuilding of Retail Profits

and ^idvertising experts often seem

to think that

sales can be stimulated or depressed almost at
will by the mere application of external suggestion based upon the wholly mechanical idea

man responds

to one standardized specific
That stimulus is price.
Americans Not Price Chasers
The American people are noted among all
people for the tendency to think in terms
ma-

that

stimulus only.

c.>f

chinery, but they are also noted for the tendency

apply the thought in the reverse direction.
For instance, no one can quarrel with American
ingenuity, persistence and inventiveness in business; but one may quarrel with the mechanical
habit of measuring achievement in money only.
Because of this strong tendency, this passion, in
fact, American buyers unconsciously tend, in all
matters of which they have not personal expert
knowledge, to rush after the thing which is
most expensive or after the man who most
loudly proclaims himself an expert.
Hence
.\merican buyers are notoriously easily stung.
Now when it comes to phonograph salesmanship, the ordinary machine thinking simply will
not work. The mechanical stimulus of price will
not work simply because phonographs are not
essential either to the maintenance of natural
life or to one of the secondary necessities such
as transportation.
If everyone had to have a
phonograph, then the price would be the first
consideration with the masses of the people; although even here we note in the parallel case
of the clothing industry that wherever social
values intrude price again becomes secondary to
them. In other words, one buys the best
clothes one can, because there is a social value
to

consider

us

T^et

most of us.
around us that

actual insignificance to

for the

of

of us

form certain functions when

it

is

fed with cer-

tain specified standardized fuel, so our business

good

in

clothes.

Social Value

and not the mechanical
which brings about demand
for musical instruments, or for any other of
what might technically be called the luxurious
It

is

this social value

stimulus of price

as against the physically essential things.

And

although this is surely obvious enough to be
universally recognized, one is constantly finding business men making the mistake of supyet,

posing that sales can be created and maintained
by actually denying these values, or at least
ignoring them.
Or, if any one says that all this is too abstract, I can make it very clear by saying that
the phonograph and its records are sold because and just in so far as their buyers see in
ihem a specific use for entertainment or for
musical education. Buyers do not buy phonographs or records because of their price or because it is the thing to have them; but solely
because, if and when, they like that which the
phonograph gives, which is music.
It
should therefore seem that a little more
talk about music might be in order.
The Fundamental Policy
am not suggesting that all the retail poli1
cies

talking machine

the

of

On

tated by price.

industry are dic-

hand

the other

I

know

per-

manufacturers certainly are
wise enough to see the policy they should pursue, and to try to pursue it.
What I am complaining about in the sales methods of the refectly well that the

their insistence upon the hypothesis
motives which prompt the buying of
talking machines and records are the same motives which prompt the buying of groceries,
hven if they were, which they are not, we
should be hard put to it to understand why a
lancy package of groceries sells at a much
higher price than the same groceries without a
package. Yet it is so.
That is why talking machine salesmanship
has to emancipate itself from the facile but
wholly futile pursuit of mechanical ideas, which
may be all right for other lines of selling but
are hopelessly disappointing and illusory in our
line.
What is needed is more talk of music and
more knowledge of records, more demonstration and more enthusiasm for what the talking

tailers

that

is

the

machine does.

Magnavox Co. Plans Big
Advertising Campaign
Campaign

Spectacular Advertising

to

Feature

These Radio Products

THE TUBE WITH THE SENSIBLE- GUARANTEE

—

do you mean;

ISOLANTITED
PHONOUNCCO

— There

EYE

-

SO-LAN-TUt

nothing else like it. There are numerous
materials on the market each with its individual claims and
advantages and disadvantages. While a few of the insulating
possess some of the qualities found in Isolantite, not one of
all the qualities and advantages of Isolantite.
Isolantite

is

Dielectric

strength

over

30.000

volts

ptr

mill,

of

insulating
qualities,

materials

them has

thlcKiiess.

while prospect.

Crushing strength 60,362 pounds per square inch.
Heat resistivity approx.mittly 2,700 degrees F.
U usual resistivity to suddrn temperature changes.
Absolutely immune to ail commercial acids.

eration

II

ALL TYPES AT
PUBLIC DEMAND PRICES
sx 201 A
$2.00
SX 199
2.25
SV
sv

199 small
199 large
112
120

sx
SX
sx HIMu

Supertheon Half
Supertheon Full
In

Canada

slightly

2.25
2.25
5.00
2.50
3.00
4.00
5.00
higher.

sixths

—

The

SUPERTRON BARS NO EXPENSE
TO MAKE SUPERTRON THE BEST
is

ISOLANTITED

thruout— That's the answer.

CO.,

taken into consid-

6,700,000

income

tax

Magnavox

this
is

advertising reaches fivenumber, the magnitude of the

realized.

mediums was
would be inMagnavox. The

use of the above-mentioned
of

the

all

classes

desirability

of

Saturday Evening Post to attract the average

INC.—HOBOKEN,

30 N. Dearborn

formed

is

it

are

decided upon so that

Full Details on Request

SUPERTRON MFG.

of

campaign

When

there

that

payers and

uniformity of characteristics.
Absolute homogeneity without flaws or pores.
H ardness second only to that of a diamond.
Non- porous will not absorb moisture.
H eat conductivity approximately equal to carborundum.
Positive

Supertron

Uakl.Jl.n'u, Cal., August 5.
The Magnavox Co.,
manufacturer of Magnavox radio equipment,
has arranged for the coming Fall season one
of the most spectacular advertising campaigns
ever used by a manufacturer of radio apparatus.
Ten full pages will be used in the Saturday
Evening Post, some color pages, during September, October, November and December. In
addition feature advertisements will appear in
the Literary Digest, Radio News, Atlantic, Review of Reviews, Golden Book, World's Work,
Harper's and Scribner's.
This use of mediums means a combined circulation of over 5,000,000 and many more million readers, and covers every type of worth-

Chicago Office,
Frfnrt Def-I., 220 Broadu-ay, N. Y.

N.

yPEIRTKON
C.

^he 'Jorentostlndepertdent'Tubeln. cAmerica

the professional and
through the Literary Digest,
the radio fan through the Radio News and the
community leaders and the wealthy class
through the other six publications.
All of the advertisements will help sell both
sets and speakers, but each advertisement will
feature one or the other.

middle-class

J.

St.

executive

population,

types

.
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15,
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REXOPHONE

Brass

Tone Arm

Equipped with the

REXOPHONE

Reproducer

A

Jewel

Quality Product
Standard length 10% but can be made up
in 9 or 9^2
lengths on special orders.
Price nickel Bnish $15.00; quadruple
gold-plate finish $20.00. Quantity prices

on application.

The Rexophone Tone Arm

the development of many months of hard work, with the
Perfection regardless of any other consideration.
In this remarkable tone arm
single ideal
we have incorporated every improvement and refinement that will help to increase the tonal
There isn't an ounce of theory in the whole tone arm. No Surmise.
quality and volume.
on knowledge. Made of the finest instrument brass by
It is built
Nothing Experimental.
word
in respect to high grade appearance, as well as perfect
It is the last
skilled artisans.

—

volume and tone

is

quality.

Patent No. 1419913
Other Patents Pending.

SIDE

VIEW

JEWEL PHONOPARTS CO.
150-160 Whiting Street

Chicago, IlL
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STEWARTMatched-

Other Models
at other Prices

Radio Tube

Tune In
Station

WBBM,

Model

226 Meters

The Stewart'Warner Air Theatre

Sunday— 12:30

to 2:00 P. M., 4:00 to
6:00 P. M., 8:00 to 10:00 P. M.

Monday— 12:01
7:00 P.

to 3:00

A. M., 4:00 to

M.

Tuesday— 4:00 to 6:00
12:00 P. M.

Wednesday— 4:00 to
to 10:00 P. M.

P. M., 8:00 to

6:00 P. M., 8:00

Thursday— 12:01

to 2:00 A. M., 4:00 to
6:00 P. M., 8:00 to 12:00 P. M.

Friday— 4:00 to 6:00
10:00 P. M.

P. M., 8:00 to

Saturday— 4:00 to 6:00
to 2:00 A. M.

P. M., 8:00

P.M.

Model 300
$65.00

Model 320
$400.00

TWELVE MILLION PEOPLE ARE TODAY

—
August

15,
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•WARNER
Unit Radio
youGOING TO MAKE RIAL MONEY THIS FALL

Let the Dealer himself
<4

tell

i9

I'M

'Tve been granted an exclusive Stewart-Warner
Radio Franchise. I'm concentrating on the Stewart-Warner line.

—

"My

business is good and it's getting better all
the time. Stewart- Warner Radio is made right,
sold right, priced right. The line is complete
it fills all the requirements of my trade.

"Stewart- Warner is giving me the kind of cooperation that only a great big, substantial
concern can give. National advertising all
the year 'round window displays and other
dealer helps that actually do help build my

—

sales

—a

WBBM,

wonderful broadcasting station,
the Stewart-Warner Air Theatre,

on the air 365 days a year with programs
that build up a world of good- will and publicity for Stewart-Warner Radio! Where else
that's

"And because Stewart-Warner is back of

can
sell it with full confidence. I'm in no danger
of price-cutting, unloading, the yearly-model
nightmare, or any other trade practice that might
prevent me from making an honest profit.

"Yes,

and that

isn't

all.

I

know

it,

I

that Stewart-

Warner

will never put any half-developed, imperfected, trick merchandise on the market.
They don't do business that way they've got
they
a twenty year reputation to uphold.
add something new to the line, I can bank on
its being thoroughly tested and proven before

—

When

it

ever leaves the factory.

could I get that sort of selling assistance?
be beat, I tell you.

It

can't

"I'm definitely hooked up with Stewart-Warner
and I'm all set for the biggest business I've

ever had."

How

s a s s

about yoii? Are you

"all set"?

A

few

exclusive Stewart- Warner Franchises are still
available. If you think you can qualify, get in
touch with us at once.

STEWART-WARNER SPEEDOMETER COR'N

Model 310
$175.00

Model 400
Reproducer

$25.00

Prices slightly higher

West

of the Rockies

USING STEWART-WARNER PRODUCTS

—
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Important Matters Scheduled for Meeting
of Federated Radio Trade Association
Next Meeting

to

gates

—

Be Held in Detroit on Sixteenth and Seventeenth of This Month Two DeleFrom Each Affiliated Assoc r tion to Be Present at the Convention

The Federated Radio Trade

Association, an

association of the existing State and territorial
trade

radio

meeting

in

associations,

hold

will

next

its

Detroit, Mich., on the sixteenth and

seventeenth of this month.
Two authorized delegates from each association will constitute the corporate body for
the transaction of all business, while large
numbers of the members of the various associations will attend the meetings.
Of particular interest will be the question of
trade-ins to be presented and discussed by N.
the Wisconsin Radio Trade
C. Beerend, of
Association, and a code of ethics for radio advertising by Harry LaMertha, of the St. Louis
Radio Trade Association. A period will also

Breakers
Frank

Elliott

won
way

the Culver City, Cal., speedrace, 250 miles, Nov. 29, 1925.
Average 127.87 miles per hour.
Five world's records are claimed
for Elliott in this race.

YDareu R

profits

tubes that

SELL

—n o
shelf

-

Setting

a new
their
sales of

mark

in

field,

made and

studied,

Gold

Seal tubes
are the sensation
of the radio market.

the. Federated

Men

the Training of Service

at

School

for

Detroit will be

inspected, plan of organization for local listenclubs mapped out, standard form of cus-

ers'

tomer's receipt for installation of sets adopted.
Detailed arrangement of the meeting to be
held in Detroit is under the direction of H. H.
secretary and treasurer of the Federation,

C ory,

at 301

Tribune

.'\nnex,

Mr. Cory

Minneapolis.

Getting

Northwest Radio Trade Association.
There are over thirty different Radio Trade
Associations
in
the
United States at the
present time and about twenty of them are expected to have their delegates present to participate in the conference at Detroit.
Large
delegations are planning to drive through from
Indiana, Illinois,
Wisconsin and Minnesota.
The Michigan Association, which is acting as
host to the convention, has promised all the
allurements and entertainments that the delegates and visitors arc able to crowd into a twoday session.

Business ?
Yes, it is partly
the superior merof

but

Gold Seals

also the
famous Gold Seal
e r c h a ndising
is

it

m

Better tone
«r(.'

making Gold Seal

is

Try

astfc'"

—

last

twice as

a full set in your

All Standard Types.

Increase Your Profits With
Gold Seals
Write today for full details of the Gold Seal
and of our unusual merchandising policy
of importance to every jobber, distributor and

line

dealer.

Easy Gold Seal Selling
1.

2.
3.
4.

Ample

stocks prompt service No delays.
Prices guaranteed against reduction.

Containers permit testing without removing.
National advertising and attractive dealer
helps.

5.

Quick replacement guarantee

service.

Gold Seal Electrical
Z50 Park Avenue
GSX

and

.?

X

List

G

.S

nni G. S
List i»rice. ^2

$2.00
S. 100
52.25

and G.
Price,

109

List

€o.. Inc.
New York

ALL TYPES
201-A G SX

G..«:.

List Price.

G

Laice Jtase

Price,

?2,25

They

will

carry

phonographs,

among

other

things.

Portable phonographs have sold better in Salt
this Summer than in previous years.
Some very good window displays have had
much to do with this.
J. C. McClain, of the Utah Music Co., who
has been ill for a long time, is around again.
Oscar Olsen, phonograph salesman for the

Lake City

Daynes-Beebe Music Co.

for several years,

is

a

benedict.

Brunswick Orchestra Is
Big Hit in Kansas City
Charley Straight and His Orchestra Playing at
Hotel Called "Dance King of K. C."— Local
Brunswick Branch and Dealers Tie Un

Some time ago Charley Straight and His
Orchestra, Brunswick recording artists, signed a
contract to appear at the Muehlbach Hotel in
Kansas City for a period of six weeks, but
long before that time had elapsed the manage-

of the year for the Detroit conven-

just

down

an even keel will be laid
of the

member

for the benefit

associations. Following the two

previous meetings of the Federation at Minneand Chicago the affiliated associations
and the trade at large have expressed unani-

mous approval

of the

work

the

Federation

is

Charley Straight and His Orchestra

ment

Trade Improves in the
Salt Lake City District

G

HIGH
S X
Price.

130
r-l)

rO\TOI!
1)2
fd.nO

Gold Seal
Radio Tubes

List

upon the orchestra
stay for at least six more weeks.
Playing
three times daily for the dance in the afterof the hotel prevailed

to

noon,

dinner and the evening dance.
Orchestra is drawing the greatest
crowds this hotel has ever seen, and Charley
has been crowned the "Dance King of K. C."
The Kansas City branch of the Brunswick Co.
is not allowing this great opportunity to go by
without notice in the lobby of the Muehlbach
for

Straight's

Dealers and Wholesalers Report Improvement
in Business and Express Optimism Over the

Outlook for Fall

— Trade

Activities

—

Salt Lake City, Utah, August 4. The talkmachine business in Salt Lake City and
LUah during July was much better than normal
for this season.
Every one called upon reported
a substantial increase over 1925 and the years,
Of course,
at least, immediately preceding it.
this is due to the great interest that has been
aroused in the improved instruments which have
been placed on the market during the past eight
or nine months, an interest that shows no sign
of lagging at present.
Fred A, Bain, of the John Elliott Clark Co.,
local

—

—

in

felt to

ing

and better volume

pany

attempting to do.

oS This

long as ordinary tubes.

machine department of the comGrand Junction.
A new music store has been opened in Brigham City by C. C. Watkins and Ralph Sarager.
of the talking

be particularly significant as it is
before the opening of the heaviest radio
selling
period of the year. Principles and
policies for the carrying on of the business on
tion

Your Share

GOLD SEAL
RADIO TUBES

1926

apolis

Are You

its

15,

the executive secretary and treasurer of the

is

The time

in the
warmers.

t

be designated for a meeting of the radio show
managers of the associations present.
Forecasts of the business for the season will be

August

distributor,

said

their

business was

"far

ahead of other Summers." Mr. Bain said this
was the case not only in instruments, but in
records as well.
Business at the Brunswick
branch is reported brisk. There was a big demand for the new machines, and also for recThey were behind on their orders, it
ords.

was stated.
Managei

Da'/.ell, of the

distributor

here

for

the

Columbia Stores
Columbia,

is

Co.,

another

phonograph man who is delighted with the way
biisiress is coming along.
The crop situation is much improved as a
result of the heavy rain storms of a week ago.
Generally

Utah

speaking,

for the Fall

is

the industrial outlook
very satisfactory.

—

a giant replica of a
feet

in

Straight

is

a

Brunswick dealer

Window
licity

and

Brunswick record, some

five

everyone that Charley
Brunswick artist and that any

diameter,

tells

will

gladly play his records.

display tie-ups also have created pubsales.

This comprehensive tie-up has resulted in a
most unusual volume of sales of the records by
this artist, especially his two latest, "That's Why
I Love You" and "Her Beaus Are Only Rain-

bows" and "Deep Henderson" and "The Hobo's
Prayer," and in demonstrating them on the
Panatrope many goods prospects have been
developed and some actual sales of the instrument have been reported.
Throughout the count-y Brunswick dealers
are co-operating with the appearances of artists
Vincent Lopez in Buffalo, Nick Lucas in
Los Angeles, Ray Miller in Cincinnati everywhere the dealers have advertised and lent
their co-operation to this very effective work,
and everyhere the reported results are "unusual
volume of record sales," according to reports
from the Brunswick Co.

—

—

in

G. C. Spratt, manager of the Brunswick Co.,
and Paul Anderson, cashier, are back from short
vacations.
John Elliot Clark is back from an
Eastern trip during which he visited the Victor
factories.

George McClellan, formerly with Glen Bros.Roberts Piano Co.'s local store, has taken charge

Stages Unique Demonstration
Baumer's, talking machine store, of New
N. Y., recently arranged for the
showing of the Marion Talley Victor film at
A demonstration
the local Loew's Theatre,
of the Orthophonic Victrola was given in conRochelle,

junction with the showing of the film.

The Tulking Machine

ll'orld,

New

York, Auyit.st

15,
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Empire Universal Tone Arms and Reproducers
Excel in Every Important Feature

It

is

an acknowledged fact that

TONE ARM and REPRODUCER are the most vitally imthe

portant parts of the phonograph.

NEVER,

before the advent of the

and PREMIER
reproducers, have the rich resonant tones, now found in the new
electrically cut records, been so

new

EMPIRE

splendidly reproduced.

Order sample and test it out.
will win you on merit only.

It

Quantity prices are low, and quality second to none.

Empire Tone Arms Are Used by Carryola
1^.
No. 100
Our new all-brass, continuous taper Tone
Arm, scientifically designed, especially for
machines equipped with the long amplifynow used on the newest types of
Upright and Console phonographs.

ing horns

Write for specifications, sample and prices

THE EMPIRE PHONO PARTS
Established in

1914

10316 Madison Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio
W. J. McNAMARA,

REGISTERED
the old saying goes, "no
imitation is as good as the

As

original

the

— ask

wooden

the

man

with

Repro-

—

ducer has been "copied" but
only APPA-T0NE has patent-protected features of workmanship, design, and tone
quality.

President

PATENT ORFLCE
part of

Carryola Portables
splendid tribute by the
world's largest manufacturer
all

—a

of portables exclusively.

leg."

The APOA'TOME

Palented 1925

CO.

ADD-ATOMl

is

now

ABD'A'TOjhE

will

ADD

new

tone quality to console and
upright phonographs. Manufacturers of these types of

machines are invited to wire
for samples today.

UNIQUE REPRODUCTIONNewCO.

32
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Bn'fying^HomeikBacon
For plain, every day eating, even for ordinary
Sunday dinners, chickens do very well. But for

nation-wide.
It's
accepted by music
standard.
Its value is assured.

the barbecue, for the feast, nothing compares with

why the Carryola Master should
legitimately top the field.
It's a tested product,
time-tried and proven.
It has a tone that's the
envy of many a larger machine and a volume
that's ample for every purpose.
It's strong and

pig or possum,

You know, and

roasted whole.
we'll concede, that there are lots

among

phonographs.
Good, fair-enough machines, most of them, that
"chickens

of

"

portable

as

There are reasons

light.

records.

fair-enough service.

give good,

lovers

It

carries
It

easily.

plays any

It

carries

make and any

1

5

full-size

size.

comes in four attractive colors besides black
all Genuine Du Pont Fabrikoid.
It's good-looking, easy to carry around, and it gives wonderful
It

But

bacon.
a

always brings home the
stands out from the rank and file like

one

there's
It

searchlight

that

among

fireflies.

Its

reputation

is

—

performance.

you don't understand why the Carryola Master has
attained its popularity, get hold of one and try it out

If

Carryola Q)mpanyo/America

647 Clinton

Street

Milwa ukee, Wisconsin

TIlc Talking Mucliiiic H'orld,

New

York, August

Dealers

Are
Profitably
Sellin^^

CARRYOU MASTER
Dealers sell it on appearance.
They sell it on
performance.
Sell it because it is the accepted
Millions
standard of portable phonograph value.
are being told every month about the Carryola
Master.
It's the only portable that any manufacturer ever thought enough of to back up with
a national advertising campaign.

who

are not selling Carryolas are

passing

their lives.

popular,

them

You can

Jobbers.

Carryola on the merits of its
tone and big volume.
Music dealers
a

opportunity

You can

of

build a big

and we intend to keep

so.

we

sell

the

business in Carryolas for they are

There's just as juicy a profit for you in selling
Carryolas, an accepted, nationally-known, easy-tomove machine, as in any other. More than in
some. And they stay sold! They're chuck full
of big league performance.

splendid

up

r

Write for our proposition and details

of the practical co-operation

give to Carryola Dealers and

Garkyola Gdmpanyo/America

647 Clinton

Street

MUwauRee.Wisconsin

15,
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The Vourth Qreat Development

a speaker

Radio

in

new

in principle

revolutionary in theory

unequaled in volume and
tone quality

made

entirely of bakelite

unaffected by climatic conditions*

You must hear

it

before buy-

ing any loud speakers*
List Price

$2 5^^
After eight years of original experiment and deep research

Dr.
The

Maj.

FLOYD

MUCKEY

S.

Greatest Authority on Acoustics

HENRY

G.

OPDYCKE

The Foremost Vibration Engineer
(PATENTEP)
principle
of
RESOis the amplification

The

NANCE
of

sound waves by concentra-

tion.
It

is

well-known

fact that

two phases of condensation of a sound wave can be
made to travel together the
sound will be amplified four
times.
For four phases the
amplification is sixteen, etc.
if

In the

RESONATA,

Those

waves

a portion of the sound waves, instead of traveling straight
out, are deflected and led to
travel over a longer distance
(as shown in the above diagram, point C).

which travel
meet the de-

straight out,
flected waves at a common
point of concentration D, at
or near the outlet of the
speaker, and travel together
as one amplified wave.

A

great volume of amplification is thereby obtained with
only a moderate swing of the

this

Country

—

have succeeded in perfecting a speaker new in principle revolutionary in theory and diametrically opposed to all the accepted
practices in loud speaker construction.

RESONATA designed on the natural principle
amplification — RESONANCE — The sound waves are
The

a

in

is

amplified
resonance chamber and expelled through a small
two-inch aperture similar to the human mouth.

by means of

The

a

RESONATA

has none of the shrillness or distortion of the
horn and none of the booming or overemphasis of low notes,
of the Cone.
The entire range of tones is amplified evenly and
the result is a tone quality, purity and volume unequaled by any
other speaker on the market.

Jobbers and Dealers owe it to themselves to hear the
before deciding on their loud speaker lines.

RESONATA

RESONATA CORPORATION OF AMERICA,

Mfrs.

TECTRON RADIO CORPORATION
1270 Broadway

New York

Sole Sales Agents

diaphragm,

thus eliminating
the greatest cause of distortion.

of sound

Distributors being appointed noic

— Write

or

W ire

for Details.

August
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Sales Continue Good in
the Buffalo Territory

Annual Stromberg-Carlson Sales Conference Featured Optimism Over Outlook

Portable Instruments in Marked Demand Among
Vacationists
Higher-priced Machines and
Records Also Enjoy Favor Trade Activities

Salesmen

Buffalo, N. Y., August 6.— Portable phonographs have been moving in good volume in the
Buffalo district during the past month, cottagers

Real enthusiasm and determination to make
coming year successful for the sale of
Stromberg-Carlson products marked the annual
sales conference of tlie StromberL;-C;irlson Tele-

—

—

and

tourists giving a great portion of their business to Buffalo dealers. These instruments arc

43

United States and Canada and Branch Managers Gathered at Rochester HeadCompany to Receive Instructions for the Coming Year Entertainment

in the

—

quarters of the

the

vice-president and secretary of the company.

A

banquet was tendered the visiting salesmen and
branch managers by the Stromberg-Carlson Co.
at the Roche^tf-r Club on Thursdaj' evening.

better demand this Summer, on an average,
then they were a year ago.
Record sales have been very good also. The
public, however, does not seem tempted by reduced prices as evidenced in the demand for the
newest thing in records and the slow-moving
old Victor records, which have been drastically
in

There has been a notable increase in
numbers by noted singers.
This applies to records issued by all manufacreduced.

the sale of high-class
turers.

"Our record business during the past three
nionths has been greatly in excess of that of
same period a year ago," George M.Jensen,
Brunswick distributor, said. "The new Light
Ray method of making records has been a wonderful boon to our sales and we have had an excellent Summer trade."
Mr. Jensen said the
Panatrope is moving well throughout this territory, particularly in northern Pennsylvania and
in sections of western New York, where it can
operate on a 60-cycle electric current. The Seville model in the mechanical Brunswick, retailing at $115, is said to be a leader in volume
the

In Buffalo, particularly at the store of
Cottier & Daniels, the Cortez model,

of sales.

Denton,
which lists at $300, is one of the most popular
models. The new Valencia model, now being
exhibited at the Brunswick distributing offices,
is the object of much favorable criticism and is

expected to be

money maker

a

for dealers here

this Fall.

N. Andrews, Victor jobber, expresses
great enthusiasm over the new line of Victrolas
which will be ready for Fall delivery very soon.
The Columbia exhibition recently held in the
Hotel Statler under the direction of J. W. HanCurtis

nah,

manager

the local distributing offices,

of

aided by officials of the Cleveland office, was
exceptionally successful and was instrumental
in establishing the line with several new accounts in this district.
The new Columbia
Viva-tonal line is expected to be exceptionally

Salesmen and Executives

at

Stromberg-Carlso n Sales Conference Held

phone Mfg. Co., which was held July 18 to 23
at the company's offices in Rochester, N. Y.
Practically all the salesmen working in the
United States and Canada, as well as all the
branch managers, were present to receive instructions for the coming year and to enjoy the
program arranged for them by the sales depart-

tures

which make these receivers universal

in

their application.

salesmen heard for the
time the new 5-tube, shielded receiver and
were well pleased with the new line they are to
sell this season.
In the afternoon of the second day of the
convention an outing was held at Huntington
Hills, the Summer home of Wesley M. Angle,

Stromberg-Carlson

Rochesier, N. Y.

Addresses by Major Klock, of the Gould
Storage Battery Co., and George R. Folds, president of the Cook Electric Co., brought the conference to a close on Friday morning.

Two New

Victrola Styles
Being Introduced to Trade

ment.

A feature of the session was an address and
demonstration by Ray H. Manson, chief engineer of the Stromberg-Carlson Co., who spoke
on "Our Radio Development" and demonstrated
the audio filter and audio output transformer,
two new Stromberg-Carlson products, as well as
Mr. Manthe 6-tube and new 5-tube receivers.
son laid great emphasis upon the ability of the
6-tube receiver to operate either on loop or antenna, as necessity arises, and the other fea-

in

The Victor Talking Machine

Co.,

Camden,

has just introduced two very attractive
Orthophonic models. One is the Victrola No. 4-7,
N.

J.,

which

is

made

in

mahogany along

wall cabinet, with spring

a

the lines of

motor and

thophonic tone chamber. It is priced
The Victrola No. 8-4 is larger than the
its

lines

are

most

artistic.

It

spring and electric motors and

4-7,

The

Carryola,

distributed

met

a

more

by

the

priced at $225.

awaiting them.

first

The

directors of Davega, Inc., which operates
chain of music and sporting goods stores in
New York, declared a quarterly dividend of 25
cents per share on the common stock, payable
to stockholders of record July 21, on .\ugust 2.
a

Iroquois

active retail trade

than this jobber had anticipated. The national
advertising campaign carried on by the manufacturers is believed to have effected a great
portion of Carryola sales.
The annual outing of the Victrola Dealers'
Association of Western New York, held July

Watch for the new
Phonograph Magazine

Automobile Club, was largely
baseball game between the
Curtis N. Andrews team, headed by J. Wills,
and the Buffalo Talking Machine Co.'s team,
headed by Dr. Woodworth, Mr. Wills' team
came out with flying colors, and a winning score
14 at the Buffalo

In

attended.

the

D"

An excellent chicken dinner, served
house, was followed by a dance that
kept many of the guests until a late hour.
Ray E. Clark, music and furniture dealer in

of 8 to

4.

in the club

Kenmore, and Edison dealer

for his

territory,

died suddenly July IS in his thirty-third year.
He was prominent in business and social circles

Buffalo and his community.

of

He was

MONTHLY REVIEW
MOSES SMITH
Associate Editor

a di-

an officer

in

Association, and

and

the Kenmore Business Men's
member of a number of civic

social organizations.

M. O.

Grinnell, sales

manager

who was

Adam, Meldrum & Anderson employes
joyed their annual outing July
Park, N. Y.

B.

JOHNSON

For

RICHARD

Managing Editor

G.

APPEL

Literary Editor

1926

music stores and newsstands at 35 cents per copy or send your
subscription, $4.00 in U. S., $5.00 in Canada and foreign countries, to
sale at

of the Buffalo

injured when
taking part in events at the Victrola Dealers'
Association outing, has returned to his desk.

Talking Machine Co.,

AXEL

First issue Sept.

rector of the Buffalo Retail Furniture Association,

31,

at

en-

Cascade

and

The first shipments of both instruments will be
made during August and dealers are eagerly

popular here.
Sales Corp., has

$125.

made with

is

is

the Orat

The Phonograph PubUshing Co.
101 Milk Street

Boston, Mass.
Advertising rates furnished upon application
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BOSCH
Q^nnounc^

the]S(eW

Manufactured under patent applicaof the American Bosch MaeCorporation and licensed also
under aT}plication<: of the Radio
Frequency Laboratories, Inc.
tions

neto

.

.

.

The Cruiser

5

tubes

— $100.

AMERICAN BOSCH
BRANCHES:

NEW YORK

CHICAGO

DETROIT

SAN FRANCISCO

—
August

15,
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RADIO
ARMORED
LINE

The

Bosch Radio
policies is known to you and now we
announce the New Bosch Radio
Models receiving sets which show a
most remarkable advance in home ensoundness

of

—

—

tertainment.

The Amborada

embodiment

of

perfect

quality in furniture.

It is

— the

radio

and

a completely

armored and shielded seven tube receiver, of the utmost simplicity in
every detail of operation. There are
but two controls a station selector

—

and volume

all

power

No

units.

antenna

is

new model. The

with this

compact,

trol

is

perfectly

necessary

and

armored

sim-

Its

expressed in the unified-con-

which gives the advantages of a

single

station

stations, but

two

is

Cruiser

shielded five tube receiver.
plicity

space

batteries, chargers or

provided for

a

Ample

control.

dial

present

selector

when

powerful

for

"cruising the air"

tuning advantages are always

—an important quality feature.

The Bosch Radio

Line

is

complete

—three re-

and seven tubes in a popular
price range. Two cone type reproducers the
famous Bosch NoBattry and other items, completing a most desirable radio franchise for
ceivers, five, six

—

Are You the Man to Sell
Bosch Radio?
Regardless of
the radio you now carry, investi-

you.

gate the Bosch

line.

Tell us in

confidence about yourself, your
business,

your experience and

financial strength.

W

e will tell

you the direct benefits to you,
of the new Bosch Radio plans.
The
7

Amborada

tubes—$310.

All prices slightly higher, Colorado and

West and

in

Canada.

MAGNETO CORPORATION

MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS:

SPRINGE lELD, MASSACHUSETTS

—

—
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Small

Town

Dealer Describes Methods
That Have Built Radio Sales Volume

in a community in whicli the actual
number less than 4,000, the Cornish
Piano Co. of Washington, N. J., has had won-

Situated

residents

Sor the

and during the period of
1925, to April

1,

1,

six

months from Oc-

1926. has sold $11,247.80

worth of radio merchandise.
the

success of this

The reasons

for

varied, but

the

dealer are

concentrated
upon; the potential market was studied before
any line was taken on and the merchandise carried is within a price range which prospective
principal ones are that one line

is

customers can pay; a definite sy-^teni of servicing and demonstrating was arranged and followed, and last, but far from least, the bulk tif
sales comes from outside men, with little dependence being put on floor sale^. In a letter

Mr. Edison Man:
Never Say

"KANT"
The

sa,

KENT

With "S" Sound Box

"KENT"
No.

1

for playing lateral

records on the Edison Disc Phonograph has outsold all competition.

cut

Announcement

to the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., reproduced below, the Cornish Piano Co. outlines the reasons

o£ the

for its success.

"We

derful success in merchandising radio receivers

are

closing

just

our

handling Atwater Kent products.
cated

We

of

NEW

are lo-

community which showed

small

in a

season

third

1926

15,

WATCH

Cornish Co. Is Located in a Town With a Population of Less Than 4,000 Inhabitants, but This
Has Not Stopped the Firm From Going After Volume Radio Business and Getting It

tober

August

3,400

people at the last official census, and which
lo-day has possibly 3.800 people. We do not
maintain a retail store in the ordinary sense of
the word, but depend very largely on solicitation for our radio business.
"An analysis of the sales records of our local

salesman show that from October 1 to April 1,
period of six months, he disposed of $11,247.80
\v(.)-. th
This was made up
of radio merchandise.
almost e.Kclusively of Atwater Kent sets, of
wh'ch between seventy-five and eighty were
suld complete with accessories.
"We believe that this is a very good showing
for the size of the community in which we are
located and may prove a mark for some of your
other small-town dealers to emulate.
"There are several definite principles to which
we have held fast, and which we believe have
contributed largely to whatever degree of success we may have attained.
We selected a moderate-priced set to fit
"(a)
the needs of this community, which is a town
almost solely of manual workers. The Atwater
Kent was within the price limit of our prospective customers.
The concentration of our sales effort
"(b)

LINE

a

one make of
tinually changes

on

set.

his

The
lines

retailer

who

gradually leads

conthe

is not sold on
goods which he handles. By
handling Atwater Kent almost exclusively for

public to believe that he himself

THE AMPLION CORPORATIOiV"
OF AMERICA
C, 280 Madison Avenue, New York
Amplion Corp. of Canada, Ltd., Toronto

Suite

mately 150 .A.twater Kent sets in this community of less than 4,000 people.
Practically every
one has heard the Atwater Kent in the home of
some friend and during the past season we made
not over five or six demonstrations at our factory.
We permit two or three days' trial, but
sometimes extend this period if weather conditions are unfavorable.

We

made

it

a point to

send our salesman or expert installer to
the customer the

We

visit

night of the installation
have had less than 5 per cent of returns of
first

on trial, and have had only three sets
turned during a period of three years as the
sult of sales lost to other makes of sets."
sets

rere-

the merits of the

three seasons the public has learned to believe
the

in

of our merchandising
even more important to

stability

and, what

learned

is

to

associate

the

policy,
us,

has

name Atwater Kent

with our organization.
The consistent use of newspaper space
"(c)
during Winter and Summer to keep our name
the

before

buying

public.

These

advertise-

ments have largely taken the shape of short
reading articles, and very seldoin said much
about the merchandise we offer. We consider
them valuable in maintaining general interest
our

in

activities.

Our

installations are guaranteed
one year. Adjustments on
tubes are based on an active life of one year;
that is, if a tube lasts eight months, the cus-

"Servicing.

for

a

period

of

tomer pays eight-twelfths of the price of a new
On "B" batteries the initial installation
is adjusted on a three months' basis, but on replacement batteries we give no definite guaranWe attempt to take care of all
tee of life.

C.

KENT CO.

Irvlngton, N. J.

Mutual tone arms, sound boxes and the Saxophonic reproducer, has added two new products
to its already well-rounded-out line of tone arm
and sound box combinations.
The new tone arm has been called the Mutual
Saxo tone arm, and with its "S" shaped formation represents the newest development in
tone arm construction, differing radically from
every other number in the Mutual line. The
Mutual Saxo tone arm is fitted with the new

service calls within twenty-four hours.
to

We

rec-

all

own

batteries,

we

recommend
way we greatly

also

the purchase of chargers. In this
decrease the number of service calls and do not
consider the cost of service to be an item of any

F.

The Mutual Phono Parts Mfg. Corp., New
York City, well known as the luanufacturer of

Bet-a-tone

to test their

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

Mutual Saxo Tone Arm Being Introduced
Bet-a-Tone Reproducer in Development

sound box line is of the modern type of construction and this tone arm and sound bo.x combination is being oflfered at an exceptionally popular price, and is destined for use in portables

customers the purchase of hydrometers and voltmeters in order to be able

line

Products Put Out
by Mutual Phono Parts Co.

tube.

ommend

Write for catalog of complete

Two New

consequence.
"Instalments.
We sell at full list price, and
add an $8.00 instalment charge on model 20.
Terms: 20 per cent down, balance over a peBetween 35 per cent and
riod of ten months.
40 per cent of our business is cash business, the
Instalbeing instalment business.
balance
except
against
leases,
made
sales
are
ment
where the customer is a property owner. We
jTiake a point of telling our customers that
leases are held in our own office and our private
dealings

with

them

are

not

subject

to

the

scrutiny of inquiring bankers.
"Demonstrations. Two years ago practically

every customer received a demonstration at our
To-day we have approxifactory warerooms.

reproducer.

This

addition

to

the

as well as upright machines.

The Mutual Phono Parts Mfg. Corp. also
in development a new Bet-a-tone reproducer

has

with a sound amplifier extending from the side
A. P. Frangipane, secreof the reproducer.
tary and general manager of the company, predicts that this new product will rapidly gain
for itself wide recognition among reproducers
Peak production at the Mutual
of this type.
factory

continues.

New York was

M.

Among

recent

visitors

to

Levinson, of the Playertone Co. of Pittsburgh, who spent much time at
the Mutual plant while here.

In
The branch

S.

New Home

store of the

McDowell-Castator

Enid, Okla., which was located
in the A. T. Powell Building in Cherokee for
the past month, has been moved to Alva in the

Music

Co.,

same

State.

of

August

15,
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Aggressive Brunswick Dealers Cashed in
on the Eucharistic Congress in Chicago
Brunswick Recording of the St. Mary of the Lake Seminary Choir Featured by Dealers With
Result That Many Thousands of These and Other Recordings Were Sold to Visitors

When

the Eucharistic Congress brought over

million

:i

visitors

to

Chicago

created

it

an

store,

reported a sale that surpassed any pre-

vious sales records.

opportunity for Brunswick dealers in view of
the fact that it is on Brunswick records that

Lyon & Healy arranged a most
window display with the main feature

the actual participants of the Congress are re-

enlarged picture

The

Mary

amount

Lake Seminary

great

Choristers of the Congress,
have made two records. "Oremus Pro PontiNostro" and "O Salutaris," the other,
fice
"Jesu Dulce Memoria" and "Jubilate Deo,"
and the 30,000 parochial school children who
sang the "Mass of the Angels" at Soldiers'
Field on the opening day of the Congress recorded the "Kyrie," "Sanctus" and " P)enedictus"
from that mass.
One of the most effective plans adopted
was the idea of John Dragomeir, proprietor
of the Evanston Brunswick SIiop, who drove
his truck to Mundelein, where the closing services of the Congress were held and which attracted practically all
of
the
visitors
and
thousands of natives of Chicago, and arriving

many

there the night before the festivities began he

Cincinnati

corded.

St.

of the

Choir, the official

—

and prepared for what he
anticipated would be a great rush un the Conset

up

his

booth,

of

choir and

the

attention

of

and

it

a greatly

drew

a

consequently

sales.

Brunswick dealers in the city of Chithe uutlying towns reported sales
that greatly surpassed their fondest hopes and
they voted unanimously that the Eucharistic
Congress was a huge success insofar as their
business was concerned.
and

Indeed, the progressive dealer finds many
opportunities to promote the sales of his product and this particular instance is an e.xcellent
example of such activity and its results.

Two New

Radio Sets Are
Announced by Bosworth Go.

recently

sales organization

its

made
in

several additions

the following terri-

tories:

The Kowfeldt

Co., 529

South Seventh

street,

Bosworth
Minneapolis, has been appointed
representative in the territory comprising Minnesota, Wisconsin, North and South Dakota,
and the northern peninsula of Michigan.
Detsch & Co., 555 Turk street, San Francisco,
have been appointed as West Coast repThis company also maintains
branch offices at Denver, Los Angeles, Portland
and Spokane.
The Chicago Radio Apparatus Co., 415 South
Dearborn street, Chicago, has been appointed
Bosworth jobber in the Chicago territory.
H. Lyte, Narberth, Penn., has been apJ.
pointed representative in the Philadelphia territory, comprising eastern Pennsylvania, part iii
New York, State of Maryland and Washington,
resentatives.

D. C.

A.

E.

Hoyt, 25 West Broadway,

New

has been appointed representative

City,

metropolitan

^'ork
in

Long

Corp.,

Island City, N. Y.

Summer Radio Programs

Manufacturer Rounds Out
Line by the Addition of New Models Bosworth Radio Representatives Appointed

Continue

—

to

Please Public

Joan Ruth, soprano, formerly of the Metro-

Two new

known

Models B-2

During the entire morning, as the thousands
of pilgrims began pouring into this beautiful
little town on the outskirts of Chicago, Dragomeir played his records and attracted much
attention.
When Dragomeir wearily checked
his stock at the end of the day his investigation disclosed tliat he had sold fifteen hundred

and B-3, have just been announced by the Bosworth Electric Mfg. Co., of Cincinnati, O. The
type B-2 is a five-tube set with two stages of
radio frequency and the type B-3 is a six-tube
set with three stages of radio frequency. Both
models have two tuning controls, but the B-3

records.

set

Chicago Loop dealers, played the.
records consistently in their department with
attractively worded signs to tell the story, and
Ed Cosgrove, plionograph manager of that

two control

Fair,

radio

sets,

as

politan

Opera

Co.,

was

artists recently assisting

among the
McQuhae,

Allen

are coupled together by a
arrangement. Another new item
being marketed by the Bosworth Co. is a ma-

hogany radio

est of the public.

is

virtually a single control set because the

discs

friction clutch

table.

RADIO

RECEIYEKS

in Radio\
QiipTRmUM CIRCUIT

foANojo Creation
ADIO

now

moves on--andl the Oriole Trinum Circuit [fully patented]
offers a basic departure- -the only known means of overcoming the many
difficulties in the old tuned radio frequency arrangements- Greater selectivity, and it tunes with zip and pep!
'

Number 78 Console is a masterpiece --rich two tone walnut, beautrfully finished- -a design of exceeding grace and charm. Two speakers offer most
complete tonal range possible. Here is a supremely fine instrument.
The
it

7t

Oriole franchise offers unusual dealer-jobber co-operation.

now.
Sales Depi

,

THE ZINKE CO.
Price

s

$270

guest
tenor,

and the Atwater Kent Orchestra in the Summer season Atwater Kent Sunday evening programs. Joan Ruth appeared before the microphone on July 25.
On August 8 Nicholas Berezowsky, director
iif
the Atwater Kent Orchestra, also appeared
as violin soloist in addition to conducting this
orchestra.
Live Atwater Kent dealers still are
tying up with these programs, promoting inter-

>

No.

the

district.

The Bosworth Sales Organization is headed
by Joseph Gerl, formerly of the Colonial Radio

Radio

gress records the following day.

The

The company
to

Cal.,

attractive

All the

cago

47

1323 S.

Michigan Ave..

Chicago,

111.

Manufactured by

W-K ELECTRIC
Kenosha. Wis.

CO.,

Write for

—
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ORTHO-SONIC
TSlew beauty in

Every radio retailer handling Federal
Ortho-sonic Radio last season knows to
his profit
acceptai2ce

how extraordinary was
won by these sets.

the

The Ortho-sonic circuit, found in Fedand now fiilly protected
by patents, brought in tones more beautiful and true to life than all others. It
gave something entirely distinctive. It
set a new and higher mark in radioeral sets only

T~\ 1 r\ Five tubes. Wet or dry battery
^-^^
type. Balanced, tuned radio frequeticy. Centralized control. Very selective
and sensitive. Genuine mahogany cabinet,
mahogany lined. Finish, rich brown.

CONSOLE

D-5

Specially designed
D-10 Ortho-sonic.

Wet or dry battery
Balanced, tuned radio
Rich brown mahogany finish.
Federal standard parts throughout.
1 r\ Five tubes.
type.

tone perfection.
Now comes another Federal achievement in sets distinguished by a beauty
and individuality of design never before

illustrated.

and finished to match
Ample space for all

Equipped with

batteries.

A

frequency.

—

gliders.

offered in radio sets.

Six Additional Poptdar Priced

Models and Four Custom-Built
These models are made to

retail at

$75

to $400; four custom-built models (not
thown) will retail at $500 to $1000.
This gives you in the Federal Line a
radio set that will satisfy every individual preference and price requirement.

Note here the new designs. Where
did you ever before see evidence of such
real furniture craftsmanship in radio.-*
Rich hardwood

Seven tubes. Wet or dry battery
type. Balanced, tuned radio frequency. Designed for use with loop only.
Single control without loss of efficiency.
Maximum selectivity— long range recepr\
^"^^

"P

"P^l r\

^

5jx tubes. Wet or dry battery
type.
Balanced, tuned radio

frequency.

Single control without loss of
Extremely selective. Maximum
receiving range. Rugged, all-metal construction
will last a lifetime. Illuminated
efficiency.

—
— acts as pilot light. Perfect control
volume.
Beautiful brown mahogany
of
cabinet — rosewood inlay. Well finished.
scale

Satin texture.

E-5

CONSOLE

Specially designed
E-10 Ortho-sonic.
batteries.

illustrated.

—

tion. Rugged, all-metal construction
will
last a lifetime. Illuminated scale
acts as
pilot light.
Perfect control of volume.

—

Beautiful mahogany cabinet. Vermillion
inlay. Finish rich brown
satin texture.

—

F-5
As

and finished to match
Ample space for all

Equipped with

-I

CONSOLE

specially designed
F-IO Ortho-sonic.
batteries.

finishes,

inlays,

hand

carving, lovely duo-tone wood effects
on the outside; and on the inside, a circuit perfectly shielded, as ruggedly constructed, as beautiful in its every detail
as the cabinet so superbly housing it
such is the quality of these new sets
which also include

Single-dial Control

The new models

are operated either

by

a single dial or a centralized control.
Any station can be brought in clearly by

As
illustrated.

and finished to match
Ample space for all

Equipped with special rubbertired casters.

gliders*

"Federal

ORTHO

1926

August

15,
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Announcement
the Federal line

the mere twist of the wrist. Never before has such range, power, selectivity
and ease of operation been combined
in one radio set.

And remember, behind

all is

the re-

sponsibility of an organization of engineers whose reputation for wireless,

telephone, and navy radio extends back
over twenty-five years. Radio sets that

never will be "orphaned."

Far-reaching National
Advertising
Federal Ortho-sonic Radio is backed by
a powerful national advertising campaign that will reach millions of homes
this coming season with the Ortho-sonic
story of quality and value.

T~^^^r\ Five tubes. Wet or dry battery
'-''^^ type. Balanced, tuned radio
frequency. Centralized control. Built-in
speaker. Latest acoustical design. Deep,
rich tone quality. Receiver compartment
slides out to install tubes. Genuine rvalnut
cabinet. Ample space for all batteries.

EAr\
"T*^

Wet or dry battery
Six tubes.
Balanced, tuned radio
type.
frequency. Single control tvithout loss of
efficiency.

Extremely

Maximum

—

—

pa'tment slides out to install tubes. Genuine walnut cabinet artistically antiqued

and

inlaid with rosewood.

Ample space

for all batteries.

In addition, to this, all Federal retailers get the benefits of newspaper advertising which send buyers directly to the
stores for the Ortho-sonic demonstrations. Then too, there are special tie-up
ads for retailers.

Seven lubes. Wet or dry battery
type. Balanced, tuned radio frequency. Designed for use with loop only.
Single control without loss of efficiencyMaximum selectivity long range recepwill
tion. Rugged, all metal construction
acts as
last a lifetime. Illuminated scale
buiU-in
pilot light. Exceptionally large
speaker. Latest acoustical design. Genuine walnut cabinet, artistica'h antiqued.

FA(\
^T*^

If you are not already in line with
Federal, write the Federal wholesaler
sers'ing your territory. Ask for prices.
Find out about the month-in-and-monthout profits, the factory and wholesaler

—

—

Inlaid with rermillion.

—

Ample space for

all batteries.

co-operation given every Federal retailer
on our S & S list, the sales and advertising service matched by no other manufacturer. Find out about the liberal discounts allowed, the protection given
Federal retailers, the freedom from all
signed contracts and red tape.
If

selective.

Rugged, all-metal conreceiving range.
will last a lifetime. Illuminated
struction
acts as pilot light. Built-in speaker.
scale
Latest acoustical design. Receiver cotn-

you do not know

saler,

a Federal wholewrite us. Let us give you the facts.

m

Federal Radio Corporation, B//#^/o, N. Y.
(Division of Federal Telephone and Telegraph Co.)
at Buffalo
Operating Broadcast Station

WGR

The fundamencal exclusive circuit
making possible Ortho-sonic reproduction

is

Letters Patent

SONIC
Reg. U.

S. Pat. Off.

Radio

patented under U.
No. 1,582,470.

S.
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[Editor's Note
This is the sixtieth of a series of
by William Braid WTiite devoted to the various
interesting opportunities which prevail in the domain of
education for the retailer of talking machines. The subject
articles

one of great interest
the consideration of all

is

and we commend these

to

articles

who

are ae\'Otmg attention to the
featuring and developing of the musical possibilities of the
talking machine.]

The
The

New

Industry's

Trend

in

this

avenue, Chicago.
possesses a large

many

great voices

Mr.

series

Oman

number

me

tells

of records

years ago,

that

he

made by

in the early

days,

and that he would be very much interested in
obtaining, from any source whatever, some
records by either of the two famous de Reszke
brothers.
I
suppose that no pair of voices
the world has ever known were quite so near to
absolute perfection in their way and for operatic purposes as these two.
It was not, perhaps,
only their voices, it was probably quite as much
the remarkable personalities of the two men.
Edouard was, to my mind, the greatest operatic basso of modern times and Jean certainly
the most engaging and fascinating of all tenors.
The two brothers made the American opera
seasons of thirty years ago brilliant as they
have never, so I think, been since their day.
Edouard as Mephistopheles and Jean as Faust
made an unbeatable combination.
Mr. Oman wonders whether I am right in
saying that both the de Reszke brothers made
records. Surely Edouard appeared on Columbia
discs many years ago, and, unless I am much in
error, Jean also recorded, but I think that this
was in Europe only. Tlowever, neither of the
great brethren impressed his voice on the wax
until he had passed his prime and was beginning
to think of retiring from the stage. Nevertheless,
a record by either should be regarded as a rarity
much to be desired.

The Queenly Nordica
Mr. Oman tells me that he has a dozen
Tliere are still
records by Lillian Nordica.
some Nordica records listed in the English catalocs of

Columbia and the 1926 American

STYLE
Genuine
or
any

more recent achievements. It is in a good
many ways most unfortunate that for a long
time "talking machine record'' meant simply

number

cata-

"four

With

unsurpassed.
I can remember well the
last time I heard her, which was at Carnegie
Hall at one of Walter Damrosch's Wagner concerts in 1910. She sang, with the orchestra, the
Immolation scene at the end of the Twilight of
the Gods, and even there, on a platform in an
afternoo.i gown and without the slightest aid of
scenery or costume, she spellbound her audience. Nordica was a queenly woman as well as
a splendid singer.
She was queenly in a day
when both in dress and manner women could
be queenly, before flappermania had killed
grace of mien and loveliness of speech alike.
Nordica has passed away, and the world is the
poorer for her passing.
Mr. Oman says he has a dozen Nordica
records.
Where did he get them? And why
were they not all retained in their catalog by
the original recorders? Can any one imagine
a more foolish move than to scrap the permanent preservations of a voice like hers?

the

in

The New Trend
And whilst we are on this subject, I should
like to make some suggestions to readers who
find

themselves interested

in this, the

of the talking machine's activities.

be

hundreds,

women who

nay,

thousands,

higher side

There must
and
of men

for years have been slowly gather-

ing together large and well-chosen collections
of

records.

Macbeths and

Tetrazzinis, the Galli-Curcis, the

rest of that brilliant galaxy, there was, at

one time, just a little too much insistence upon
them.
But to-day all that is changed.
The
talking machine is coming forward as the preserver and reproducer par excellence of great
music played by great, very great, instrumental
ensembles and soloists. Whole operas are already in existence and, at least in the British

and European catalogs, may be had in some
variety.
It is no longer a question of being
afraid to record a complete work.
Look at
Columbia
with
its
whole symphonies by
Brahms, Beethoven, Mozart, Cesar Franch.
and Dvorak.
Look at the great Choral
(Ninth) Symphony done in English by British
Victor and German by Vocalion. Look at the
magnificent series of Wagnerian records, giving
all the high spots of the Ring, in English, by
British Victor and now published in the American Victor catalog. All these things are sympto-

They

show

manufacturers
now be, and
that they are ready to go much farther along
the road, if only they can find some reason to
believe that their efforts will be supported. The
manufacturers, in other words, see plainly that
matic.

realize

what

the

that

policy should

their

the future

of the

talking machine

extricably

linked

with

taste

These men and women comprise

of the people, that

is

to

be

cert

collections

it

records,

of

hall,

rapid profits.

Now

is
up to the lovers of fine music,
consumers, or both, to let the manu-

it

dealers,

facturers

know

that

their

effoits

in

the

right

It is my
not go unrewarded.
profound conviction that dealers generally are
miles behind the times in regard to changes in
public taste and merchants who analyze the

direction

trend of

shall

demand and then

set out to serve the

public intelligently will profit.

21

Mahog
Walnut

STYLE

Phonographs and
Radio Cabinets

2I-B
both
top panels hinged
witli

accommodate

show

illustrations

many

These instruments are produced
in all the popular finishes and
styles, including Uprights, Consoles and Wall Cabinets, and

several

models of
of
our line, which have been redesigned, right up to the minthe

our

with especial reference to

ute,

the

late

tion,

enable us to

deliveries

make

and most

at-

Catalog
tractive trade prices.
and price list jnailed on request.

destined to be the standard

household

facilities

prompt

Radio-Phonograph Combinaunit.

STYLE 85— RADIO CONSOLE
Accepts Panels

STYLE 1
Gum Mahogany,
Golden or Fumed

Up

to 8x26

Inches.

STYLE

Excel Phonograph Manufacturing

Company

Oak.

402-414 West Erie

St.,

Chicago,

17

Genuine
Mahogany or
Walnut
Phonograph only

Radio Panel.

These

Illinois

in-

advancing musical
is to supply, along

the

that private conwith artists and orchestras thrown
in all ready to an unlimited extent, which has
so long been promised but which w'as never
produced while the easier method of providing
the cheap and the ephemeral spelled large and

with

probably no more than a respectable minority
among the great mass of record buyers; but
together they could, and should, exert a very
large influence.
Now the tendency at present
powerfully operating throughout the
most
phonograph industry is the tendency towards
better recording of better music. I do not know
liow many readers of this department are acquainted with the simply wonderful Masterworks edition which the Columbia people have
been putting out during the last year, but I
do know that nothing finer has ever been done
In all the history of record making and selling.
There are many record collectors who are
still miles behind the
times in respect of the

STYLE

to

minutes of operatic tenor or soprano."
all
due respect to the Carusos, the
Plancons, the Scottis, the McCormacks, the

either edi-

only.

Same

unhappily very small

which one cannot but fee! lively regret.
Nordica was the greatest Wagnerian
soprano of her day, and as Brunhilde was, I

is

for

tion,

think,

which appeared in
the April issue, with the title "Voices of Yesteryear," has provoked some most interesting reactions from readers of the Talking Machine
World.
Particularly I should like to mention
an extremely suggestive letter which I have received from George Oman, of 4513 Ravenswood
article

now contains three of her recordings, one
from Tristan (the Love Death), one from La
Gioconda, and Cadman's Sky Blue Water. The
log

Gum

2

Mahogany.

Golden or Fumed
Oak.
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the
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Kolster

FEDERAL-

-

—

.

—

—

The Kolster
to $375,
The Kolster B-E
full

console

set is

speaker built-in.

——

with
Sin-

gle control fully adfinished in
justable
Adam brown satin

mahog-any.
tubes.

$133,

less

retail prices

range from $85

each item an outstanding value.

These
individual descriptions.
refinesets include all the latest Kolster
ments. No dials just one simple station
selector, calibrated in wave lengths. Maxi-

Read

the

—

mum

selectivity

and

sensitivity

through

Kolster adjustable coupling control. No
howling. Improved tonal qualities. Builtin special Brandes Cone Speakers. Beautiful cabinet work in duo-tone Adam brown
satin finish.

—

A table model 8-tube set Kolster
8-A. Sing-le control adjustable for
volume, selectivity and sensitivity
with station selector dial, illumi-

—

—

nated and marked

length.

$185,

less

ir.

meters wave
and bat-

tubes

teries.

is the Kolster 8-C.
Single control adjustable
selectivity
volume,
for
and sensitivity— tull conloud
built-in
with
sole
speaker and loop antenna.
$37.'>, less tubes and bat-

This

teries.

—

:
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Brandes
BRANDES.INC.

Brandes Cabinet Cone
d e

Brandes presents

this

season

still

further

refinements in the acoustical development

Whether it be cone
or horn, headset or phonograph attachment for faithful reproduction Brandes
of radio reproduction.

leads.

And new

1 i

V e rs

large

unusually

volume

—

ex-

tremely

sensitive
on
signals. Beautifully finished in Adam

weak

brown duo-tone mahogany — adjustable

for

sensitivity

clarity.

and

$25.

low prices give every

home an opportunity now

to

enjoy

a

Brandes speaker. Note the complete line
and description of each unit. Remember,
Brandes is a pioneer its products are the

—

result of years of perfection.

Brandes Matched Tone Headsets liave long
been the standard.
For the layman the
Superior $5 and for the distance fan and
engineer the Navy Type with shielded radio

— —

frequency cord

—S6.

Beautifully finished
in
antique
green

and black. Brandes
Type H Speaker
has

a
gracefully
fashioned horn and
art
design
base.
Unusually sensitive

— delivers
volume

signals,

speech

—

Unique design pleasing appearance— antique bronze finish.
The Brandes
table Cone delivers great volume— faithfully reproduces speech and music,
the resonating chamber brings out low tones, enriching the qualitv of reproduction.
It is adjustable for maximum efficiency and not affected by
atmospheric conditions.

lo'4" in diameter.

§13.50.

great

on
weak
reproduces

and

music

faithfully, adjustable
for maximum
s e n s i t i vity and
clai-ity.
$18.

This

new

Kolster-Brandes

(B)

eliminator delivers 180
volts for operating the latest
design power tubes. Voltage
taps are provided as follows

B—

.

+1S0

The new Kolster-Brandes Power Cone.

+22%, +45, +90,

+13.5,

volts.

Quality

such as you have never heard and volume too.
battery supply for the radio set. $250, less

B

tubes.

The standard of quality in Phonograph Attachments. Used with a good
phonograph Brandes Attachment gives
results that are most pleasing and
satisfactory in volume, clarity, and
tone quality.

The Talking Machine World, Nezu York, August
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Kolster Radio
Dealer Policies
1.

The

given a definite
and is protected in

dealer

territory

is

6.

Company
7.

He

is

protected against obso-

lescence.

3.

He

receives assistance
to

from the

properly service

Kolster Radio.

that territory.

2.

He

protected against loss due
to price reductions.

His selling effort is backed by
an adequate advertising campaign planned and paid for by
the

Company.

He

is

is

8.

given the highest type of

set possible in its price range.
4.

He

is

from

sent all inquiries

9.

He

sells a set fully

by

prospects in his territory.

a

Company
D.

He

supplied with imprinted
advertising helps and his name
is
listed
in Kolster-Brandes
advertisements

guaranteed

responsible
of long standing in

financially

radio.

is

He

newspaper

given a satisfactory immeand an opportunity
for continued profits in the fu-

whenever

ture.

10.

practical.

Could dealer

is

diate profit

policies possibly be

more

fair?

These are part of a merchandising plan unique and individual with
Kolster-Brandes, which will enable authorized dealers to make
sales and real profit.
Write

ufl

at

once for complete

details.

Federal - Brand es
INC*
Woolworth Building

New York, N. Y.

August
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Radio Corp.

America Buys

of

WEAF

Broadcasting Station
American

Tel.

&

Tel.

Former Owner

Co.,

From

the Station, Plans to Retire

ing Field

—An

of

Broadcast-

Important Deal

The Radio Corp.

America, which operates
WJZ, is to purchase
broadcasting station
from the American Telephone & Telegraph Co., according to an
announcement by the A. T. & T. Co., which
plans to retire from the radio broadcasting field.
The statement regarding the transaction follows
of

radio broadcasting station

committee of the New York Credit Men's Assoof which David E. Golieb, of Einstein
Wolfe Co., is chairman, and T. J. Digan, of the
U. S. Steel Products Co., is vice-president.
William Eraser, of J. P. Stevens & Co., Inc.,

Allied Radio Congress

ciation,

Plans Near Completion
Radio Receivers and Speakers to Be Exhibited
at
Grand Ballroom in Hotel Sherman,
Chicago, September 22 to October 2

president of the New York Credit
Men's Association, which, by the way, is affiliated with the national body, has also requested

who

now

is

Guth

Miss

accept

to

Women's Group

in

leadership

tlie

the

New York

E.\tensive preparations are rapidly going for-

the

of

ward

the Allied Radio Congress and NaRadio Exposition, to be held in the exhibition hall of the Hotel Sherman, Chicago,
September 27 to October 2. Radio receivers
and speakers will be exhibited in the grand ballroom in a beautiful setting designed to enhance

organization.

WEAF

"Arrangements have been completed for the

WEAF

broadcasting station
Corporation of America.

of

sale

Radio

to

The

transfer will take place before the end of the
year.

"The further the broadcasting idea was carried the more evident it became that the radio
station was similar to the telephone system
technically, but the objective of a station was
quite diflferent.
Consequently, it has seemed
to

us,

after

several years

experimentation,

of

which we built up
might be more suitably operated by other interests.
In the hands of the Radio Corporation
of America, with a concurrent experience in
that the broadcasting station

WEAF

radio broadcasting, the future of

be assured."
In a statement by
with reference to the

General

WEAF

J.

G.

should

Harbord

purchase, he said:

Radio Corp. of America
has acquired
from the American Telephone & Telegraph Co., ei¥ective by the end
"It

is

L. J. Chatten

true

Made

F. A.

D. Andrea Sales Manager
Van

Named

Zile

to

Succeed Mr. Chatten

Manager

as Division Sales

the attractiveness of the cabinets.

West

Central

in

tion

hall,

The

exhibi-

which adjoins the ballroom on the

north, will contain displays of batteries, elimi-

the

actual

for

tional

R. P.

in part:

51

stated that Mr. Chatten's appointment as sales

On the
and other accessories.
rooms will be available
to manufacturers for the demonstration of sets,
speakers, aerials and accessories.
The Hotel Sherman was chosen because of
its central location in Chicago's loop, and its
accessibility by elevated, surface lines and suburban trains. The Allied Radio Congress will attract manufacturers, jobbers, dealers and the
public, although the exhibition was designed

manager

principally

Louis

J.

formerly division sales
A. D. Andrea, Inc., manufacturer

Chatten,

manager of F.
of Fada radio,

Western

in the central

nators,

territory,

has been appointed sales manager of the company, with headquarters at the factory in New

York

City.

R.

to succeed Mr.

P.

Van

Chatten,

changes

with

Commenting on
manager of F.

Chicago.

Klein, general

is

one of

a

has been named
headquarters at

Zile

this

move

R.

M.

A. D. Andrea, Inc.,

number of important
Fada Radio.

in the sales line-up of

Homer

J.

Zopf has just returned

to

equipment.
Milo E.

New

York from an extensive trip throughout South
America in the interest of Fada Radio. Mr.
Zopf visited the main trading centers and established

many

tubes

entire fourteenth floor

Ackerman,

distributing connections.
\

for

the

benefit

of dealers

in

Westbrooke, manager, and A. S.
assistant
manager, have already
publicity campaign designed to at-

launched a
tract the attendance of quality buyers such as
the business e-xecutive, afternoon shopper, etc.

the

that

WEAF

of this year.

We

did this because the business

and

growth depend
largely upon not only the maintenance but the
constant development of the highest class of
Radio Corp.

the

of

its

broadcasting programs. It is not too much to
say that the staff of
and that of WJZ
have both been highly successful in furnishing
attractive programs. This purchase will enable

WEAF

Some

of the
railroads using
Brach Vacuum

||

Lightning Arresters

since 1906.

us to give to the public the benefit of the joint

and experience as well as the technical
of
these two great organizations.
There is no intention of submerging the identity
of either station in that of the other nor of
making any violent change in their policies. We
the two most
hope to make WJZ and
efforts

research

Leading Railway Signal Systems
all over the United States and
Canada are protected by

WEAF

of the

stations

efficient

22 that

are

now

op-

erated in the metropolitan zone, and of the 537

throughout the entire United States.

same

We

have

trying to see that every
part of our country is as adequately supplied
with broadcasting of high quality as the metropolitan district in the vicinity of New York.
shall encourage co-operation with other
the

interest

in

We

and exchange of programs that

stations

cuum
LIGHTNING AMSTERS

will

tend to give better broadcasting to the people
of the United States. Our prime interest and
our only interest is to see that broadcasting
throughout the length and breadth of our great
land is made so good that no home can afford
to be without a radio receiving set."

You, Mr. Dealer, know that Brach Arresters
most efficient radio protectors on the
market. Furthermore all Brach Radio Lightning Arresters carry a one hundred dollar in-

are the

Handy Charger Announced
A new

trickle

surance guarantee.

WHAT ARE YOU RECOMMENDING

charger for either four or six
is being introduced to the

volt storage batteries

TO YOUR CUSTOMERS

by the Interstate Electric Co., of St.
Louis, Mo. According to the description which
trade

company is sending to the
"Handy Trickle-Booster Charger"
the

trade

the

converts

battery into an up-to-date A
feature of the charger, which
in two sizes, 110 volt, 50 or 60 cycle and
110 volt, 25, 30 or 40 cycle, is a toggle switch
conveniently placed, which permits of a low or

your

power
comes

present
unit.

A

fast rate of charging.

Miss L. M. Guth Honored
Miss L. M. Guth, credit manager of the Plaza
Music Co., has been distinguished by being ap
pointed the only woman member of the forum

Onlij Products of

Stand the
Ues t of 'Jim e

Storm Guard

Storm King

Arrester

Arrester

Tneiit

L. S.

j

radio

BRACH MFG.

CO., Newark, N.

J.
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PEAKERS
•Speaker

may

styles

e

change, but the standards

were fixed by musical art and acoustic science long before radio. It was only the most
advajiced radio engineering which always enabled
Thorola speakers to meet the established critical
of tonal quality

standards of tone.

That is why the introduction of a cone speaker bearing the Thorola name first caused Radio to concede
that scientifically true reproduction was possible in
instruments of this type. Here was another out-

standing Thorola attainment— based on theThorola
double-diaphragm principle. With two diaphragms,
the Thorola Cone Speaker is able to cover the entire range of reproduction without sacrificing accuracy for either the high or the low end!

Thorola thus
of speaker

literally built this

popular kind

around the most popular thing

— rOKE—THOROU TONE.

in radio

a combination has sales possibilities which you
cannot overestimate. You have an asset in the public acceptance of Thorola character. You can demonstrate perfect reception of music and speech. You
command speaker volume that permits better
handling of the best receivers, at any distance. You
can play up fresh, logical technical betterments.
And all of it is embraced in a beauteous instrument

Such

of irresistible

modern

style.

The Thorola line of
sure way for every
this season's

speakers offers the
dealer to be in on

Thorola

profits.

speakers are available to

Write your jobber

— he

all

Thorola
dealers.

has

them

in stock.

Thorola 4
This speaker ranks as perhaps the steadiest selling single
item in radio history. Thorola reputation for artistic
leadership began with the Controlled Mica Diaphragm
of this speaker, and its exclusive Separix, which brought
true music to radio by making it possible to reproduce
overtones faithfully.
The matchless beauty of the Thorola Bakelite bell and Classic
base, is why thousands \vi\\ actually have no other type of speaker.
Thorola 4 performance, made possible by double "push-pull" amplification and other features, is why this speaker is more than
ever the leader of its type. List
$25.00

Thorola Junior
At a moderate price there is only one way to obtain Thorolacharacter
theThorola Junior Speaker. Its size is somewhat smaller, but

—

its

voice

is fine.

List

$15.00

^

15,

1926

August

15,
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RECEIVERS
YcOU
Coils

know how Thorola Low-Loss Doughnut
Thorola Golden Tone Transformers

— and

transferred public interest from the confusion of
circuits to the realities of performance. These transformers, with their incredibly fine balance and precision construction, brought characteristic Thorola
tonal perfection to the field of complete receivers.

And

Thorola Low- Loss Doughnut Coils made
an argument. The
Thorola
Doughnut Coils
of
self-contained field
banished uncontrollable "pick-up," and internal
interferences as well. A whole train of circuit re-

selectivity a certainty instead of

finements followed because the old radio uncertainand variables were no longer able to upset every

ties

scientific calculation.

Now,

for the 1926-27 season all these fundamental
in tone and power have re-

Thorola advancements

ceived another year of intensive development. Naturally, results are improved, and they are attained

with certainty and simplicity. Modern two dial
control is now used. Sooner or later all really selective sets

must come

to

it.

Just look at the beauty of latest Thorola radio furniture and you know why this line brings people in.
Listen to the sure, artistic musical ef?ects and you
know why each Thorola receiver invariably pro-

duces a whole neighborhood of Thorola enthusiasts.

These self-multiplying
Thorola

sales

dealer, because the

all go to the fortunate
Thorola receiver fran-

chise of?ers exclusive protection. Isn't
come in ahead of the waiting list?

it

wise to

Model

5-tubeThor(»laCircuit,

REICHMANN COMPANY,
1725

West

74th Street, Chicago, U.

S.

A.

57, of

The De Luxe Console

the compact type.putsfinest radio within the reach

illustrated above is Thorola Model 59, a magnif-

Workmanship and

same as in the
luxurious console models.

icent instrument with a
cabinet of Antique, HighLighted Walnut. Noth-

Performance is uncompromisingly Thorola

ing like this artistic lux-

of

all.

finish is the

1

AsmallerThorolaConsoIe.
Model 58. enables Thorola
dealers to cover the whole
console market. This set,

cuit.

Cone

and Horn Speakers. Genuine
Walnut. Antique Highlight
finish. 38'-. " high, 58Jj"
wiclc,17"deep. List. $185.00

The Thorola Model

alsoin Antique, HigliLighted, Genuine Walnut,
5-tubeThorotaCir- is a triumph of craftsmanthe cabinet, circuit
Antique, Highlieht Walnut, ship in
20 }2 " xlVA' xlVA' and speaker.

Mode! 57-S60—

59 [above)

De Luxe Coasole

ury has ever been obtainable near the price
and Model 59 performance is clearly unsurpassed at any price. Note
the two speaker compartments, cont aining
separate horn and cone
speakers, connected in
series.
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Radio Corp. of America Launches Drive

With

to Familiarize Public
RCA

Authorized

tractive

RCA

authorized dealers to the public

in a

most

comprehensive way.
In connection with this
campaign the authorized RCA dealer is furnished with a very attractive store sign as

shown

accompanying illustration.
special campaign is centered about this
with each and every advertisement in the
in

the

The
sign,

series

dealers

Two more

JT e^TS 10

in

is 3 dealer tested (f-T many
months and now approved by the

largest

"Here

means

RCA

age by the Radio Coiporation of .America, iriakers of the

famous Radiola." But the upper half mcatu:"Recomm'-ndcd

support

RCA

^uthorted

•he famous

Sales are

made and

successful

businesses

are

and

with

important

as

be

faithful

as

public as to
ers,

by giving

to

its

ing

RCA

its

sign

of

The

dealer sign was

—

service.

can be re-

It

tained by the continu-

ance of such a record.

exceptional

advantage.
in the

portfolio are as follows:
"RCA waited five
years before giving its endorsement to particular radio dealers.
As every dealer knows, it is

—

endorsement steadily growing more
valuable, for it has behind it the known leadership of RCA products, and the vast resources

a valuable

of

RCA research. Now that
RCA is setting out to

lected,
it

advertises

its

products.

dealers are se-

its

advertise them, as

The

great Radiola,

Radiotron and Loudspeaker campaigns will continue in full volume. And, in addition, RCA has
inaugurated another campaign for its dealers.
Many thousands of dollars have been appropriated to do just this one job; to give the RCA
authorized dealer the same leadership among
dealers

that

the

RCA

line

ha^

among

radii)

products."

This dealer campaign started
a

full-page

announcement

of

in

the

.April

new

with

RCA

NlAtii

And

it

with

it."

and J StreeU

Sherman-Clay's Prestige-Building Tie-Up

whose word you can trust and whose willing
service you can count on.
Buy with confidence
where you see the RCA authorized dealer sign."

Ernest Ingold,

Inc.,

Stages

Atwater Kent Dealer Meet
Most Successful Radio Dealers' Meeting Held
by Atwater Kent Distributor in San Francisco Program of Interest Followed Out

—

the mean-

service.

earned by public
patronage
by business integrity and the
rendering of good

to

of lariefaclion.

its

deal-

to responsible dealers,

who know

mean: hrrt

Hadiola.and neilher terms nor

Sherman i^lay & Co.

And RCA must

in.

leaders, in fact,

halves of thb sign

tafe,reliablt place loSuyyotir

leruice ihall fail

the set he invests

as
it

he

two

money

his

is

is

buyer

man

that the

feel

trade

RCA
every

invests

campaign as outlined

a

built

his

channels.

making

Store Sign Supplied to Authorized Dealers

L

manufac-

the

of

Machine Com-

King band insirumcnts; by the

together, the

only by the co-operation

makers of the Steinway

every line of music merchandise manufacture."

TakeD

tlic

line.

turer

DealeA

to

&: Sons,

pany, makers of the Orthoph:iie Victrola; by the makers of

in

est

by Steinway

by the Aeolian Company, makers of the Duo-.Art

reproducing piano; by the Victor Talking

and

products,

give their great-

as well

piano;

in

will

fifty-five years."

The lower half means: "Recommended for your patron-

Wc

faith

by the music-

approved for worthy service

ranging over

these

that

a dealer tested

citie* and

help

to

is

loving public in forty Pacific Coast

and

dealers,

manufacturer of Radio pro-

ducts." But the upptr half means:

using every possi-

dealers have

sign

K,NOh'

The lower half of this

Building Dealers," the Radio Corp. of America
comments as follows: "RCA has faith in its

believe

of the

man

"Here

them forge ahead.

the

is

si^ means:

the month.

ble

The purposes

BUY YOUR RADIO FROM J STORE YOU

the heading of "Building Business and

is

featuring

He

long as
need go no

his as

is

full-page, two-

selected

RCA

author-

will

early

Under

which

this sign,

follow in the Post in August
and November, featuring the large picture of
Included in the portfolio was
the dealer sign.
a calendar reproducing the August page and a
large copy of the November page will reach the
ads

RCA

an

Evening Post and

dealer plan in the Saturday

color

is

he maintains RCA standards. You
lurther to be sure you are buying from a

—

the Literary Digest.

by

identified

Dealers Will Benefit by Prestige-Building Publicity— Trade Supplied With an AtStore Sign Leading Merchants Effectively Tying Up With This Campaign

The advertising department of the Radio
Corp. of America issued recently a very attractive and eiTective portfolio giving the details
of a special RCA campaign, which will advertise

There

business to stay.

1926

15,

ized dealer right in your neighborhood.

Dealers

Its

August

carries success

The importance and

efifect of this campaign has been
recognized by RCA dealers throughout the
country and included in the portfolio are reproductions of advertisements used by RCA authorized dealers in their local newspapers. These
advertisements were all centered upon the RCA
authorized dealer sign and the character of this
advertising is indicated in the accompanying
advertisement sponsored by Sherman, Clay &
Co., one of the country's most successful music

far-reaching

dealers.

The page for August, appearing in the Saturday Evening Post, carries the heading "Identifying Dealers Chosen by the Public," and reproduces the dealer sign in two colors. The text
of this page carries out eflfectively the purpose
of the campaign and reads as follows: "Where
you see this sign you will find a dealer who
has won public confidence and public patronage,
who renders good service after the sale is made,
whose ability and integritv indicate that he is

San Francisco,

Cal., July 24.— Ernest Ingold,
Atwater Kent distributor of this city,
staged what is described by many as one of the
biggest and finest radio dealer meetings in the
Inc.,

history of the radio industry.

was

The

Clift

Hotel

which lasted
through the entire day of July 20. Every arrangement was made for the comfort and conselected

for

the

affair,

venience of the guests, even to the previous
mailing of taxi slips providing free transportation for the guests from the station to the hotel
or offices of Ernest Ingold, Inc.
The morning was devoted to registration and
the inspection and demonstration of the new
line of Atwater Kent radio receiving sets and
also Pooley cabinets equipped with Atwater

Kent
\

radios.
Following a buffet luncheon a
cry practical and businesslike session was held
sales
developments and
on Atwater Kent sets and Pooley

covering specihcally
selling angles

cabinets

and

accessories.

From

seven

p.

m. the concluding features of the convention

program were taken up.
The affair was a decided success from every
angle, and judging from expressions from the
dealers present it marked the opening of what
will

probably be a big season.

VAN VEEN SOUNDPROOF BOOTHS
are more necessary than ever before. You cannot demonstrate the wonderful volume and
beauty of tone of the improved talking machine and records without booths. The new instrument has unlimited possibilities. Meet it half way by adequate demonstration.
Complete equipment for musical merchandise
Write for details and catalogue.

dealers.

VAN VEEN & COMPANY,

Inc.,

until

was tendered througli
a banquet, during which was presented the second edition of the Atwater Kent-Ernest Ingold,
Inc., Dancing Musical Follies. The Follies were
elaborate and were produced in twenty acts
At nine
with three dancing musical ballets.

nine entertainment de luxe

313-315 East 31st

Street,

PHONE LEXINGTON

New York

9956-2163

City

August

15,
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out of 4 Portables sold
are Flyer M.otor equipped

3

Why

^ Becauseknow

experienced

^

dealers

they're

safe in selling a Flyer-

equipped portable. No returns, adjustments, delayed payments, lost customers.

The

Flyer-equipped portable is easy
to sell and sta-ys sold. It stands years
of the bumps, hard steady use, exposure that a portable gets and never
goes wrong. It weighs but 4^ pounds
yet is as sturdy as tool steel and skill
can make it. Parts are so expertly

made and fitted that there
is no sounds the Flyer is
the most silent motor made.

And,

unlike imported foreign-

made

motors, the parts of the

Flyer are readily interchangeable.

Flyer

Motors

tested materials

are

made of

the same

and by the same skilled

craftsmanship as the highest priced
motors for large machines.

When
portable,

you

sell a

Flyer-equipped

both the phonograph maker

and this organization stand squarely
back of that sale. For 12 years Flyers
have been the leaders of the industry
because merchants know from experience that they and their customers
can count on dependable service
from Flyers.

Demand
and play

Flyer- equipped portables

safe.

ENEIAL MDUSIHE
ELYRIA,

OHIO

Formerly named The Qeneral Phonograph Mfg. Co.

Makers of Precision Products

for a Quarter of a Century
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August

Single Dial

iSlew Cone

Spea^r

—another ^JMagnavox engineering "scoop."
The cone is mounted resihently— entire unit
moves with air waves— no "snary" effects. It
covers the complete tonal range— all instruCornell Model— 9\"
w'de, 11" high, 5"

ments,

ArtOtic, nonresonant metal finish, genuine mahogany base finished in
deep.

two

all

notes, all enunciations.

Two

artistic

models— Cornell [above], $22.50 list, and StanBacked by aggressive advertising and the sales-prestige of the ^JvLagnavox
name-a popular syn onym for good loud speakers. 400,000 ^JMagnavox Loud Speakers now in
use -each one a salesman for the new cone. It
is sure to be another .Magnavox "best seller."
ford, $35.00

tones, 7" cone.

Standard cord and
plug. $22.50 ua.

Magnavox Cone
Speakers are made
under Magnavox
patents. Distributors and dealers are

fully protected

list.

from infringement

All dealers write.

liability.

FIFTEENTH

^NN

I

VE RS A RY OF

MAGNAVOX TROGRESS

IN

I^A

DI0

15,

1926

August

15,
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CCtUty^the universal passport
K^Vtagnavox has

it

in high

degree

America has love for beauty. AutoALLmobile
makers found out— home buildit

L

found it out -furnace manufacturers found it
out. Radio, as a class, has lagged— many sets are
ers

still

in the cotton stocking age as regards looks.

.JvLagnavox^m^^ dial control permits greater
beauty in design. Simplicity, quiet good taste,
pleasing shapes and lines, genuine mahogany
cabinets, unobtrusive

.JMagna'vox beauty.

andprovedsmgle dial set,
performs with the very
heB, in selectivity, sensitivity,

range— on any basis

you name. All models con-

tinued indefinitely

and

prices guaranteed tillJan-

uary

1,

1927.

It is

the enduring type of

set that will

become obsolete soon.
This year, more than

with eye
value will have the call. And ^JMagnavox has
it^ without much competition. For easier selling this

fall

ever, the set

write us at once.

THE MAGNAVOX COMPANY
R. S.Williams

are attributes of

be "in style" for a lifetime. Numerous protruding dials, tubes and
other switchboard characteristics are discreetly
absent. The set with these marring features must

radio— the

Magnapox, the perfe&ed

knobs

& Sons,

Ltd.,

Toronto

••

24D14©1926

Offices and lactoty: Oakland, California
a/V«^oWefO#«.- 1315 south Michigan Ave.

General
*

Distributors for Canada {not including British Columbia]
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Now Sales Dept.
Romance of Radio Industry
the W-K Electric Go.
in Tower Mfg. Go. Success

Zinke Go.
of

Distributors

To

Handle the National Distribution of
"Oriole" Radio Receiving Sets 1926-27 Line
Being Introduced to the Trade

—

of

An announcement of importance and considerable interest to the radio and music trade
was made a few weeks ago by the Zinke Co.,

onor

New

Reproducing Sonora
Model C
Phonographs
Radio Receiving Set
and Speakers
Highboys
.

.

.

.

.

.

deahng with the arrangement made
between that firm and the W-K Electric Co.,
Kenosha, Wis., manufacturer of "Oriole" radio
receivers.
The Zinke Co., an old-established
automotive house, which has risen to a promiof Chicago,

CLEAR A> A •CkL

.

.

nent position

Baltimore Phono. Dist. Co.,
422 N. Howard Street.
Baltimore. Md.

Barker AVholesale Company,
Barker Building,
Los Ang-eles, Calif.

The complete Oriole

ment

circuit of the

vacuum

tube.

The

control.

The table

set.

Mode!

71, is installed in a solid

Andrews & Doerr.

chassis and is placed on a larger cabinet containing a battery compartment, finished in the

same wood. The consolette will be known as
Model 75 and list for $145. The console, model
78, contains the same set, is finished in the same
manner and contains two built-in loud speakers,
one for the high frequencies and the other for

Inc.,

Syracuse. N. Y.

Greater City Phono. Co., Inc.,
76 Fifth Avenue.
New York. N. Y.

the low frequencies.

Texas

Co.,

in

1101 Young Street,
Dallas, Texas.

Ample space

is

provided

the cabinet for batteries, battery eliminator

and other accessories.

The console

retails

for

$270,

Minna Street,
San Francisco, Cal.

K3

in

Inc.,

N. Y.

Wazee

Sti-eet,

Denver, Colo.

Pennsylvania Phono. Dist. Co.,
1015 Chestnut Street.
Philadelphia, Pa.
917 "Wabash Building,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
1747 Chester Avenue,

Forest Wins "Feedback"

Atlanta, Ga.

Broad Street.
Richmond, Va.

Reliance Battery Products Co.,

Eighth Street.

Council Bluffs. Iowa.

New

York, N. T.

Canadian & Export Distributors.
D. Smith Drug Co.,
St. Joseph, Mo.

Sterling Roll and Record Co.,
137 W. Fourth Street. Cincinnati. O.

The Tay Sales Company,
231 N. AVells Street.
Chicago, 111.

Yahr-Laiige, Inc.,

Milwaukee, Wis.
442 E. Lafayette Avenue,
Detroit, Mich.

July

27.

— Federal

Judge

a. decision

in

David Sarnoff Goes Abroad

C.

Bennett

humble beginning

in a small shop in Boston to
one of the largest head set and speaker manu-

facturing plants in the world.
Frank S. Tower, president of the corporation,
is widely known in the radio field as a manufacturing and merchandising executive of unusual ability, while H. R. Holbrook, production
manager, has gained considerable fame as the
inventor of innumerable automatic machines
that make possible low production costs.
the

C. Bennett, general sales

company,

the

is

man

directly

vice-president and general
Radio Corp. of America, sailed
on the S. S. Majestic in July for Europe, his
plans including a visit to England, France, German3% Holland and Italy. One object of his
trip, according to Mr. Sarnoff, is to study wireHe
less conditions and developments abroad.
also was scheduled to deliver a paper on "How
Radio Development May Affect the Auxiliary

David

Sarnoff,

of the

Language Movement"

ConferFederation of L'niwhich was held at Amsterdam,
at

the Biennial

manager

Co.,

and

of

responsible

for the progressive sales policies of the

Tower

doubling the sales volume
marks him as one of the outstanding

his record of

every j-ear
sales executives

in

the radio

field.

Educated at Beloit College and the University
of Washington, Mr. Bennett has a thorough
knowledge of all markets in the United States
and Canada gained through j'ears of travel for
several well-known companies. He has traveled
abroad extensiveh-, having circled the globe
twice, and is particularly well qualified to handle
export business, having occupied an important
post with one of the largest American import
houses in the Far East for four years, with
Mr. Bennett's
residence in Japan and China.
experience

in this

field is reflected in

sales to foreign countries, in

manager

Strevell-Paterson Hardware Co.,
Salt Lake City, Utah.

Pa.,

handed down today, holds that Lee De Forest was the original
inventor of the "feedback" circuit and the oscillatory audion.
The decision was on a bill of
equity in a patent suit brought by the De Forest Radio Telephone & Telegraph Co. against
the Westinghouse Electric Co.
The plaintiff
controls certain patents granted to Lee De
Forest in 1924, and the electric company patents
granted to Major Edwin H. Armstrong in 1914.

Thompson,

811 AV.

C.

five years'

Philadelphia,

Inc.,

C. A. Rictiards, Inc.,
100 E. 45th Street,

firmly established

Gircuit and Oscillatory Audion

181 Whitehall Street.

2211 So.

is

Gordon

the ability of its executives, who in the past
four years have built up the business from its

Gordon

De

Cleveland, Ohio.

James K. Polk,

Co.

production and sales experience.
The Zinke Co. maintains a staff of
eleven radio trade representatives, who maintain contact with the distributive outlets, and
the sales plan is based upon an exclusive territorial arrangement.
Sales helps for the dealer,
such as literature, window and counter displays
and other advertising helps, have been prepared
and will be distributed to its authorized dealers.

Moore-Bird & Company,
1720

Electric

the field of radio manufacturing, with a back-

ground of

68 Thirty-fourth Street.

Brooklyn,

W-K

The

Kohler Distributing Co.,

McPhilben-Keator,

is one of the leading
branch of the radio manufacturing industry.
The history of this company reads like a remarkable romance, but its
phenomenal growth can be traced directlv to

Co.

in its

receivers

black walnut, ebon\- finished cabinet and retails
for $125.
The consolette contains the same

Co.,

The Tower Mfg.

manufacturers

1926-27 line of radio re-

Boston, Mass.

Gibson-Snow

year's sales.

is

volume

Company,
Columbus Avenue,

Minneapolis, Minn.

Has.sler

and han-

Boston, Mass., August 4.— Sales of over $1,000.000 last year was the remarkable record achieved
by the Tower Mfg. Co., of this city, manufacturer of head sets and loud speakers.
This
large figure was almost double the previous

have a two-dial control, one rheostat and one

H. Burke

Doerr,

Electric Co.'

Humble

being introduced at the present timeby the Zinke Co. One table model, a consolette
and a console comprise the line and all sets
are six-tube with one stage untuned and two
stages of tuned radio frequency. The sets embody the "Oriole Trinum" patented circuit, with
patents covering the circuit using as a primary
coil of the radio frequency transformer the fila-

Artophone Corporation,

221

the sales

is

dles the national distribution of the radio products manufactured by the Kenosha firm.

.

1022 Pine Street.
St. Louis, Mo.

.1.

W-K

department for the

ceivers

Tlio

now

in the radio field,

— Business Grew From
— Good Management Rewarded

Business
Start

INSTKUHCNT Of QUALITY

STHt

Manufacturer of Radio Head Sets and Loud
Speakers Has Achieved $1,000,000 Annual

the large

which the Tower

Co. does a very substantial business.
Prospects for the coming year are extremely

according to Mr. Bennett, because of
acceptance by the trade and
public of the cone-type speaker recently brought
bright,

the

unqualified

out by the

Tower

Co.

The

retail price of this

and despite the very low price is
noteworthy for the wonderful quality of reception it produces and at the same time is

item

is

$9.50

very pleasing to the eye.

ence of the International
versity

Women,

Holland, July

31.

The business of the Radio Art Store, San
Francisco, has been purchased by A. McFarland.

The Talking Machine World, Nexv York, August

The

& Mfg, Corp.

Sleeper Radio
GORDON

C.

SLEEPER,

President

Long Island

6th and Washington Aves.

City,

N. Y.

The following authorized distributors
are in a position to make

IMMEDIATE DELIVERIES
of the

SCOUT

and

famous

SERENADER SETS

Under the SLEEPER Dealer Franchise Plan
which has been in force effectively and
successfully since September 1923

«

*

10 E. 39th St., N. Y. City
Greater New York, New York State, as far North
as Poughkeepsie, Eastern New Jersey and the State
of Connecticut.

Silas E. Pearsall Co.,

M.

&

Sons. Boston. Mass.
Massachusetts, Maine, New Hampshire,
Steinert

Vermont

and Rhode Island.
Coghlin Electric Co., Worcester, Mass.
Western Massachusetts.

Jones-Beach & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Central and Eastern sections of Pennsylvania and
Southern New Jersey.

W.

D. Andrews Co., Syracuse, N. Y.
Eastern New York, North of Poughkeepsie, including Western Vermont.

Curtis N. Andrews, Buffalo, N. Y.
Western New York and the Northern tier of counties of

Pennsylvania.

The Toledo Radio
All the

Western

Co., Toledo, O.
part of Ohio.

.

Wiswell Radio Co., 33 West Kinzie St., Chicago. 111.
Northern Indiana, Northern Illinois and the Southern part of Wisconsin.

Duluth Electrical Supplies Co., Duluth, Minn.
Northern Minnesota, Western Wisconsin and
Western Michigan.
The Roycraft Co., Minneapolis, Minn.
Central and Southern Minnesota and South Western Wisconsin.

Hieb Radio Supply Co., Marion. S. D.
North and South Dakota.
Churchill Drug Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
All counties of Iowa north of a general Ime from
Clinton on the East to Monona County on the
West.
Churchill Drug Co., Burlington, Iowa.
All Southern Iowa and Northern counties of Missouri.

R. S. Proudfit Co., Lincoln, Neb.

Nebraska and Northern Kansas.
Ltd., Moncton, N. B.
Maritime Provinces of Canada.

Wright Radio,

R. E. Taylor, Pacific Coast factory representative, 240 Precita Ave., San Francisco, Cal.

If

you are located in a territory not served hy any distributor
please communicate direct ivith executive offices

listed

above

15,

1926

—
August

15,
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New

Complete

Magneto Corp.

the Bosch

representative in Idaho, Washington and
Oregon. Scores of dealers made the Gulbransen display-room their headquarters while in
Seattle, and for i7iany of the Western dealers

sen

Line of Radio Products

Announced by

this

Prominent Manufacturer of Electrical Automotive Equipment Marks His Second Year
Radio Field by the Introduction of a Complete New Line of Receiving Sets
SpRlNGfiELD,

the

in

Mass.,

August

the radio

6.

— Entering

in

the

was the

its

field,

Armored line, with a price range of $100 to
The company has drawn on its wide

$310.

experience in the manufacture of electrical
automotive products in developing its radio
equipment. The precision engineering for which
the name Bosch is famous has produced a line
of radio equipment which is claimed by the

opportunity to see the

first

material

sales

cently issued,

new

which the Gulbransen Co.
as an assistance to merchants

obtaining and

American Bosch
Magneto Corp. has announced a full line of
radio units, in addition to two novel and unusual receiving sets, which will be known as

second year

59

rein

salesmen.

training

stages of Bosch designed transformer coupled

Each

audio amplification.

armored,

unit

is

individually

condensers and
wiring, all apparatus being completely shielded.
The Amborada may be operated with any
length of antenna from six to one hundred feet
or with ground alone in or out doors.
Wet,
dry or power units may be used.
The fact that the Amborada is not equipped
with a built-in speaker is said by the Bosch
company to be the result of general experience
that the
set

at

as

are

the

tubes,

most satisfactory operation

O,

Stayley Associated
With H. B. Alderman Go.

J.

—

Buffalo, N. Y., August 6. O. J. Stayley, for
two years manager of the radio depart-

the past

ment
trict

of
for

ciated

Roth & Zillig, distributors in this disAtwater Kent radio, has become asso-

with

H.

B.

Alderman,

distributor

for

of a radio

enjoyed when the loud speaker is situated
some point remote from the set. It is
is

recommended

that the

Bosch Ambotonc reprotwenty feet f /om the

ducer be located about
set.

A

suitable art pedestal of Spanish design

and an extension cable

Ambotone

Two

is

available

with

the

for carrying out this scheme.

other models, the RS-16, six tubes, and

the Cruiser, RS-3.S, five tubes, are also included

Bosch

in the

new

season.

year

is

line of

A

Armored

receivers for the

and a cabinet providing
storage battery space and support for receiver.^
will also be marketed.
Two models of the
Bosch Ambotone reproducers, one in wicker
finished in green and tan reed, and the other in
statuary bronze, and two models of "Nobattry"
power units complete the new Bosch line.
Officials of the company state that the Bosch
layout for the new season has been received
with great enthusiasm by jobbers and dealers
throughout the country, and a very successful

American Bosch Amborada Model
company to set new standards in radio efficiency
and new vogues in radio design.

One

of the sets of

tion, is

this

receiver,

is

the

illustrated

model Bosch engineering

is

Amborada,
herewith.
said to

a

In

have

entirely new departure in set design
have incorporated many new and distinctive features, with a circuit of
unusual
efficiency, both as to selectivity and sensitivity,
with simplicity of operation.
In point of appearance the Amborada departs from all
previous ideas of what a radio set should look
like, being, in fact, a table of rich walnut and
black woods.
It has no panel, multiplicity of
dials or sliding door familiar to ordinary reIt may be used in
the
ceiving set design.

made an
and

to

manner

of a casual table to

set

off

a

chair or

touch of beauty to a room. The
the double utility of an efficient
receiving set and a place upon which ordinary
library fixtures, such as a lamp, book set and
In front are the
ash tray, may be placed.
centralized tuning and volume control knobs,
unobtrusive fixtures which give the same appearance as ordinary drawer knobs. Above and
in the top table surface is a window through
which the new "Line O' Light" dial system of
station finding or tuning is viewed. Below and
hidden behind doors is space for all power

add

table

a

anticipated.

Gulbransen Featured at
Convention in Seattle

O.

is

a pioneer in the radio business

ager of Buffalo's

of BufTalo

radio

first

show

in

1922.

the Licensed o&f^ Dealer

final

serves

accessories

go

our records^ the latest
touches and flourishes of jazz
unexcelled Eviropean orchestrals
songs in all foreign languages
and the greatest race records made.
all

—

including "A" battery, power unit

and charger.

The "l,ine O' Light" dial system, coupled
with the. single knob tuning control, is claimed
A
b\- the company to be a Bosch innovation.
t:-anslucent, drum-type scale is accurately calibrated in wave lengths, and a sharp line of
light is thrown across the scale shoAving the
exact wave length to which the set is tuned,
thus obviating possible errors in adjustment.
The single tuning knob of the Amborada lends
simplicity to tuning
the radio fan.

which

Volume

will

be welcomed by

control in the .^mborada

ranges from a whisper to auditorium volume
circuit comprises four stages of tuned radio
frequency amplification, tuned detector and two

The

having charge of

E. Corson. Gnlbran-

repre-

advertising and selling material were features
of the Gulbransen Co. exhibit at the Seattle

To

sets,

sales in the Buffalo district.

Music Trades Assoand 29.
Olympic Hotel was

display,

senting 200 years of piano progress; the new
small model upright, and a complete showing of

Convention of the Western
on July 27, 28
The display-room in the
under tlic supervision of G.

Stayley

and western New York. He is perhaps one of the best-known wholesale men in
the radio field here, having taken an active part
in each of Buffalo's radio shows, and being instrumental in organization of the Buffalo Radio
Trades Association, Inc. He also is director of
afternoon broadcasting from Station WGR, for
He was manthe Radio Trades Association.

The Cristofori-to-Gulbransen

ciation, held

J.

Grebe and Priess radio
Mr. Stayley

which the Bosch organiza-

particularly proud

seven-tube

table

—

Our service is your asset Become one of our licensed Oke/i
Dealers

and

we'll

prove

it.

General Phonograph Corporation
New York
15-17 West 18th Street

Distributing Division

New York

City
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Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp. Starts Production on New Models in Large Plant
Eight Tubes, Being Turned Out in Quantity in New SevenCone Speaker and B and C Power Units Included in Line

Sets, Utilizing Five to

Story Factory

—

highboy console.

Model 40
and

Production on nine new models of radio
seven-story

factory

of

re-

new

Freed-Eisemann
These sets utilize

the

Radio Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y.

tubes with a price range of $55 to
incorporate not only basic devices

five to eight

and

$650

;

aM

LatoUr patents, but
developed l)y the FreedEisemann engineering staff, accoVding to Joseph
D. R. Freed, president and chief engineer :of
under the Hazeltine

many new

the

features

company.

Single-control

feature the line, with a

receivers

will

new type of adjustment,

which ii said to permit delicate^ tuning. The
new Freed-Eisemann lifle also includes a fullfloating cone loud speaker and B_%nd C pow.er
unit.

The

1927

Freed-Eisemann

sets

contain

the

following characteristics, according to the formal announcement of the engineering departModified straight-line frequency conment:
densers; sets completely enclosed in shielding
metal; battery cables; new shock-proof detector
mounting; wired for new detector and power
tubes; wave-length calibration mahogany panels
with embossed escutcheon plates; maximum
amount of selectivity and sensitivity that can
;

be obtained from two, three and four stages of
tuned radio frequency; full audio circuit used

shielded one-control

a

embossed

large

plate

on

window through which the waveis visible.
Model 40A is the same

all times, volume being controlled only by
reducing input to detector tube, preventing
overloading and distortion.
Commenting upon the new line, President

length scale

Freed

The chassis is of
nickel-plated pressed steel; statuary bronze embossed plates embellish the two-tone finish front

at

as

number

but intended for use

40,

highboy

in a

console.

Model 48

a six-tube shielded single-control

is

receiver with a battery cable.

said:

much-abused word
'revolutionary' in describing the new models
which the Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp. is now

panel.

offering to the public as a result of several solid

through a window

years of work, night and day, in our research

plate.

laboratories, backed

a

"I feel safe in using that

by

five years'

manufactur-

We

Freed-Eisemann Model 800

a six-tube

one

is

with

receiver
panel,

ceivers has started on a big scale in the

1926

15,

lengths etched on scale, and embossed bronze
plates on the panel.
Model 30A is the same as
model 30, mounted in a plain cabinet which is
discarded when the set and panel are mounted
in a

Nine Receiving

August

The etched wave-length

Model
steel

the stage of satisfaction and entirely

interstage

50

a

is

The

ceiver.

in a

is

visible

desk type cabinet with

and gold-plated hinge.

lid

ing experience.
are confident that after
building and testing a number of models we
have attained a success that goes far beyond

meets with

mounted

It is

drop

scale

main embossed front

in the

seven-tube single-control

chassis

and encloses

re-

of nickel-plated pressed

is

entire assembly, with partial

A

shielding.

knob

tuning

single

our hopes of producing receivers that are not
only good to look at and reasonable in cost, but
are the last word in scientific achievement.
"We are pleased to make known that many
new devices, discovered in our laboratories, are
used in these receivers. One of these inventions is a remarkable tuning method by which
five condensers are uni-controlled.
Tests of this
system have shown an ability to tune out an
interfering
station
operating five kilocycles

drum with etched wavelength scale visible through a window of bronze
embossed plate on the front mahogany panel.
It is equipped with "A" battery voltmeter.
The
cabinet is five-ply two-tone mahogany veneer
with desk-drop front lid. The hinge cover has

apart from the station heard.

The greatest care
has been given to the assurance of quality, with
wonderful volume, if desired, through the use of
two tubes in parallel on the second audio stage.
In testing these receivers on recent nights which

vided with the set. It is totally shielded with
additional shielding between each tube and the
elements of its circuit. The front panel is of

were hot and stormy, the results have exceeded
our expectations. This Fall we confidently expect that our sets will establish new marks in
long-distance reception as well as fulfill the
first essential of faithful reproduction of programs from stations near and far."
Model No. 10 is a five-tube set with two
stages of tuned radio frequency, detector and
two stages transformer coupled audio frequency
amplification.
The battery cable is provided
for use of a power tube in the last audio stage.
Model lOA is the same as model 10, but is
mounted in a plain white wood cabinet which is
removed and discarded when set and panel are

ment, tuning control and volume adjustment,
and is equipped with a voltmeter and switch
which permits reading the "A," "B" and "C

mounted
Model

in a

30

is

a

receiver

in

a

mahogany

highboy console.

The

six-tube

shielded
cabinet

two-control
with wave-

Imperial

Phonogrand

operates

a

full

rotating

a

length gold-plated piano hinge and stay

arm.

Model 800

an eight-tube single control

is

ceiver for operation with a loop,

battery

is

re-

pro-

mahogany with statuary bronze
forming a drum for the instru-

pencil-stripe

embossed

which

plate,

voltages.

A

small

lamp

pilot

mounted above the wave-length drum.
Model 850 consists of a walnut

is

Italian

Renaissance highboy cabinet of original design,
with a model 800 receiver built-in, together with
and full floating cone loud speaker. A
special cone chamber is included to increase the
tone qualities. The loop is concealed in the
cabinet, which is a desk type drop lid, enclosing
a loop

when not in use, and the two doors
above the drop lid enclose the loud speaker and
loop compartment. Ample space is provided for

the receiver

power

units or batteries.

L. G. Baldwin Addresses
the Trade in Minneapolis

—

Minneapolis, Minn., August 2. L. G. Baldwin,
general manager of the Willard Storage Battery Co., of Cleveland, Ohio, who was recently

M. A., addressed the
Northwest Radio Trade Association at their luncheon at the Nicollet Hotel,
July 29, on the subject "How the Radio Manufacturer Can Co-operate With the Dealer and
elected secretary of the R.

a leader for quality,
volume and appearance

members

This model is equipped with a special type of tone-chamber and repro-

Jobber."

plays the new electrically
recorded records with volume and
clearness that will satisfy the most
critical customer.
Designed to permit the installation of Radio Panel

morning

is

ducer.

It

and equipment.
Send for Descriptive Literature

Foreign Trade
Advantageous selling rights

may

De

secured

in

foreign

$150

A

sales conference of the Willard repre-

was held Thursday
Arrangements
conference were made by J. C. Van

sentatives in this territory
at the

for the sales

Nicollet Hotel.

Allen, Minneapolis branch manager.

Edison Sues on Using
Thomas

A. Edison,

Thomas

Name

A. Edison, Inc.,

and the Edison Storage Battery Co., all of
Orange, N. J., started injunction proceedings in
the Federal Court in Brooklyn recently to enjoin the Edison Radio Corp. from continuing
the use of that

name

in its

bush avenue, Brooklyn.

countries.

List Price

of the

business at 807 Flatplaintiffs also ask

The

Fuehr & Stemmer Piano Co.

compensation for whatever benefit the radio
concern may have derived thus far from using
the name.

1934 Wentworth Ave.

plaintiffs aver,

Use

Chicago

Musical Instrument Makers for 25 years

of the

name by

the radio company, the

has created the false impression
that it is an authorized agent of the plaintiff
concerns. This radio firm is owned by Saul J.
Shapiro, Jacob J. Fischer and Evelyn Krasnoff

August

15,
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Patent Letters

S.

No. 1548137

Issued Aug*

4,

1925, to

OROTONE

The

CO.

back as eight years ago the Oro-Tone Company was processing diaphragms
The art is not new with the Oro-Tone Comcomposition material.
pany. Constant efforts were made to improve the phonograph reproducer diaphragm
and early in 1925 success was achieved in producing a super-sensitive diaphragm
of extreme flexibility.
To produce the very best results with this diaphragm it
was necessary to match the same with a balanced stylus control. This was finally
accomplished and patents were granted August 4th, 1925, covering the Oro-Phone

As

far

of

a special

reproducer.

The necessary

and machinery were installed as needed and early in
1926 the Oro-Phone was offered and the Oro-Phone was the first reproducer
fitted with super-sensitive diaphragm and balanced stylus control, producing the
new, deep tone, offered to the public in general.
tools,

dies

The Oro-Phone was months
market

in

advance of other reproducers that came on the

later.

Method

Oro-Phone floating diaphragm is still a secret with this
are sincere in our belief that further claims will be allowed in
connection with patents already granted in the construction of the Oro-Phone as
this Company is always striving to improve and better its products.
of processing the

Company and we

It may be of interest to some readers to know that the Oro-Tone Company has
probably the most completely equipped tone arm and reproducer plant in the United
Our equipment consists of highest grade tool and die-making machinery.
States.
All small screw parts, etc., are
All dies and tools are made in our own plant.
made in our own plant by automatic and hand-operated machinery. Material is
purchased in rough or raw state and fabricated into the finished product in our
own plant. This makes it possible for us to produce the very highest grade of
equipment as we know exactly the quality of the material that goes into our prodWe do not have to depend on anyone else.
uct.

space is devoted to the manufacture of Oro-Tone products.
We employ experienced, capable help in all departments. The Oro-Tone Company is sincere in its belief that it enjoys an enviable position and standing in
Our slogan is "quality first" with the custhe phonograph equipment industry.
these
to
fundamental principles we attribute the
heart
and
interest
always
at
tomers'
success the Oro-Tone Company enjoys today.
10,000

feet

of

floor

In connection with the above

it

might not be unwise to mention that the Oro-

Tone Company was also first with a new tone chamber to produce the much-desired
The fact is, when there is anything new worth while bringing
deep, rich tones.
out in the phonograph equipment line, the Oro-Tone Company will usually be
found among the first to offer the new and improved ideas.

The Ore 'Tone Co,
1000

GEORGE

ST.

CHICAGO, ILL

—
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The Truth About
Reproducers
The independent Reproducer Industry has a true mission to
form. Its members should lend an aiding hand to the dealer,

per-

dur-

ing this period of transition in the talking machine business, and

make

easier for

it

him

to

rehabilitate his business as quickly as

possible.
It

is

any Reproducer Manufacturer
to confuse the minds of the dealers by accusing his

to be regretted, indeed, that

should see

fit

competitors in his advertising in blanket fashion of something,

which we

believe,

We

of

know
do know

he

is

no fraud

utterly unable to prove.
in this

new and important

industry.

We

some reproducers better than others, but that is
the distributor and for the dealer to judge on merit

of

entirely for
alone.

We

feel

it

our duty to the trade to express our disapproval of any

methods

destructive advertising or merchandising

in the

Repro-

ducer Industry.

Ij^

The

first

and

™OliltAPHREI>RDDOCEIl°''f;";'den;

REPRODUCER,

an aluminum alloy diaphragm, has been
designed and built for the purpose
of

playing

better on

the

using

electrical

makes

records

phonographs and talking machines, and
that

it

all

of old

does.

SYMPHONIC SALES CORPORATION
LAMBERT FRiEDL,

President

370— 7th Avenue, New York

.

THE SUPER REPRODUCER

IS,

1926

August

15,
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below

of reproducers listed

take exception to the statements printed in the
July issue of The Talking Machine World over

the signature of a New York manufacturer, and
wish to call the attention of manufacturers, jobbers

and

dealers to the following facts:

No

^^fraud^'

No

attempt has been

has been committed by any reputable
reproducer manufacturer in presenting its products to the industry*
2*

of

made

to

dupUcate any make

sound box and trade upon the manufacturer's

reputation*
3*

No

sound box

of inferior construction has

offered to the trade

been

by any manufacturer Hsted

below*
4*

No fraudulent claims have been made at
as to the scientific

any time
or acoustical qualities of our

reproducers*
5*

No exaggerated or bombastic statements regarding
the merits of our products have been set forth in
our advertising or sales campaigns*

Carryola Co. of America, Milwaukee, Wis.
Consolidated T. M. Co., Chicago, 111.
Duro Metal Products Co., Chicago, 111.
Empire Phono Parts Co., Cleveland, Q.
Jewel

Phono

New

York, N. Y.
Parts Co., Chicago, 111.

Samuel Eshborn,

Mutual Phono Parts Co., New York, N. Y.
Oro-Tone Co., Chicago, 111.
Superior Phono Parts Co., New York, N. Y.
E.

Toman

&

Co., Chicago,

111.

Unique Reproduction Co., New York, N. Y.
Wondertone Phonograph Co., Chicago, 111.

!
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Dealers Feature Stewart-Warner Radio in
Unusually Eye-Arresting Window Displays

August

15,

1926

The

display of the Gaston Music Co., of KearNeb., received honorable mention.
This
display not only makes good use of the dealer
aids sent out by the Stewart-Warner Corp., but
ney,

Dealers Throughout the Country Show Line in Settings Designed to Attract the Attention of the
Public to the Merits of the Product Educational Campaign Provides Value

—

The four accompanying photographs show
unusually effective windows devoted to radio,
iUustrating some of the displays entered in the

contest and also the grand prize,

an excellent

is

example of a display that exhibits a general line,
embodies home atmosphere and has a distinctly

human

appeal.

E. D. Lavin, display

manager

the

of

Yowell-Drew

Co.,

Or-

lando, Fla., authorized

No.

Stewart-Warner radio
dealer in that city,

responsible
display

of

for
his

is

the
firm

shown herewith. This
display was
consid-

It

a

is

make

2

— Yowell-Drew

fine

example

the small

of

window

campaign

of the dealer.

Udell

Works

ered the best received
during the June con-

Its

New

Co.'s

Window

what can be done
a

to

factor in the sales

Exhibits

Line in Chicago

This particular

test.

makes

display

good

use of the advertising
material sent out by

Radio, Record and Roll Cabinets on Display at
the Furniture Mart Includes a Wide Diversity of Artistic Styles

and Finishes

the

Stewart-Warner
Co. The idea in back

of this

No.

1— Artistic

Display of

Chapman

Matched Unit Radio Display Contest sponsored
by the Stewart-Warner Speedometer Corp.,
manufacturer of Stewart-Warner radio, during
Dealers
the months of April, May and June.
throughout the country participated

in the

event

Bros.

ing

and not mere radio receiving
T. A. Williams, display

ertson
firm,

is sell-

sets.

manager

of the

Rob-

Co.,

Lincoln, Neb., arranged

window

display submitted by his

Furniture

the very fine

window

"entertainment"

which was considered worthy of second

Chicago, III., August 5.— The Udell Works,
Indianapolis, Ind., manufacturers of player roll,
radio and record cabinets, who have a permanent exhibit in Rooms 1029-30-31 in the American Furniture Mart, 666 Lake Shore Drive,
showed a new line of cabinets in special designs
and finishes during the furniture show being
held at the Mart last month.

These new cabinets

offer the dealer a large
for increased sales, as they are not only
original in design, but the finish, which is in
field

various shades of lacquer and crackle, as well as
the new High Light treatments in mahogany

and walnut with artistic hand-painted panels,
harmonize with the most modern designs and
finishes in furniture.

The new player
are

roll

models

in

various sizes

Chinese blue, two-toned with
buff; Chinese red enamel; Chinese green in twotoned buff, as well as antique walnut and bone

—

No. 3 Robertson Furniture Co.'s Window
and the result was that many real sales-building
windows were produced.
The window of Chapman Bros., Des Moines,
la., which was awarded first prize in the April

No. 4

— Fine

Window

of

Gaston Music Co.

This window is a neat
and clean-cut bit of work and demonstrates
how a dealer can show to best advantage in a
simple manner the line he handles.
prize in the June drive.

The

Sign of

Your

Customer's

finished

in

crackle finishes in various shades. The panels of
the cabinets are hand painted in a beautiful decorative design to harmonize with the finish of
the

body

of

the

cabinet.

For instance,

the

Chinese blue, two-toned with buff, is in the
popular height of forty-three inches, has mountings of silver and orange and a flower design
on the doors consisting of a cluster of pink,
yellow and white blossoms with black stems
and silver leaves. The Chinese red enamel has
a design on the doors of birds in orange and
black and a forest scene, while another design
is done in gold, and beautiful artistic treatments
have been given each individual cabinet. Among
these special cabinets which are on display
there are several in antique walnut.

One

design
lavender
horizon, blue sky, and black trees set ofi^ with
a molding of olive green and gold.
There are also some new and decorative designs in radio and record cabinets. These are

Satisfaction

shows

Finest Quality Needles

Produce the Best

a

High Light scene with

made in the High Lighted walnut
company has endeavored to bring

the

The
new a-;

finish.

out

well as practical designs and is showing desk
radio cabinets which can be used for both writ
ing desk and radio receiving sets as well as a

model

called the Secretary radio cabinet which
provides for space for books, writing material,
etc., as well as the radio equipment.
There arc
also several record cabinets which hold from
sixteen to twenty albums of records or over
200 individual records.

Profits

TKe

Finest Quality Needles

Those

Made!

GENERAL PHONOGRAPH CORPORATION
25 West 45th Street

OTTO HEINEMAN,

President

attendance at the exhibit during the
mart, which began July 5 and continued until July 24, included: H. T. Griffith,
president of the Udell Works; John M. Bowin

furniture

New York

City

man,
Kroll,

manager of the Chicago office; Mack
New York representative; G. R. Stainfield,

Ohio representative;

C. E. Patton, Indiana repSmith, Michigan representaGeo. Leubbers, Southern representative.

resentative;
tive,

J.

W.

August

15,
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Get This Color Chart
of Slagle Models
A

complete line of quality

correct price range

plan

sets

•

strong sales

with plenty of help

.

•

for

you

THE full line of Slagle models
is
Here nre the

scts-A

shown

in our 4-color

chart just ofi the press. Full descriptions of the sets are given

together with an outline of our

complete plan for helping you
sell.

B,a

.averting

'^IX''"

*

*

Here

is

a well-balanced

line of high quality sets selling
-

-

.

from $70 to $350; backed by
a solid, conservative

company

in the business 15 years; sold

by a carefully organized system
of cooperation that gives real

GUARANTEE
Every Slagle Radio Receiver
lively guaranteed

is

posi'

against all defects in
material or workmanship, and to give
thoroughly satisfactory service in your
home or your money vuill be refunded
without argument or red tape.

results.

Send

for the beautiful

color chart today.

SLAGLE RADIO
Fort

COMPANY

Wayne, Indiana

—

.
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radio should the train break in two, such as oc-

First Tests in Railroad

casionally happens in 100-car freight trains that

Radio Telephony a Success

now

frequently operated, was made.
The
was stopped at Hudson Lake, Ind., and
the locomotive was detached and run ahead to a
are

August

15,

1926

David Grimes Reorganizes
Grimes Radio Eng. Go.

train

Tests Made by New York Central Railroad
Co-operation With Zenith Radio Corp.

in

Rolling Prairie, four miles
distant.
Throughout the entire distance communication was maintained readily with the engine and always with good loud-speaker volume.
Equally good results were obtained when the
engine was stopped and while it was backing up
to be coupled with the train.
The preliminary tests were made by the New
York Central in co-operation with the Zenith
Radio Corp., Chicago, and under the sponsorship
of the telegraph and telephone section of the
American Railway Association.
The trainmaster, conductor, engineman and trainman who
used the sets were all enthusiastic as to the
success and practical utility of radio in train
point just

in

Two-way Radio Telephone Communication
Marks New Era

The

tests

first

Freight Train Operation

in

made

in

America

of

two-way

radio telephone communication, as an aid to
operation of freight trains, were recently conducted by the New York Central Railroad Co.,
it
was announced by the railroad at its headThese tests indicate,
quarters in New York.
railroad officials say, the advent of a new era
in

freight train operation.

"Tests already made on the Western division
of the New Y'ork Central between Elkhart and

have demonstrated clearly tliat
successful radio telephone service can be maintained between conductor or brakeman in the
caboose and the engineer or fireman on the
engine of freight trains up to 100 or more cars
Pinola,

Ind.,

ony

length," said E.

In the tests a

New York

general train operations.
radio equipment placed on both the engine and caboose consisted of special receiving
transmitting sets made by the Zenith Radio
Corp., with the necessary

p.

was midway between

steel bridges.

The

consisted

modulator

of

forty-watt

and

A

The Scott-Brunswick
Pittsburgh, Pa., recently

tn determine

tlie

^•;LIm

fifty-watt

one-half-watt
wave length of

for

115

pass-

not interfere.
special test

oscillator,

and

seven

speech amplification.
meters was employed.

ing of other trains on adjacent tracks also did
.\

bat-

loud-speaking receiver. Antennae
consisting of 32>^-inch brass pipe supported on
special brackets located twelve inches above
the cab roof were installed on the engine. The
antennae on the caboose consisted of thirty-two
feet of rubber insulated wire mounted on supports.
The special transmitting receiving sets
contained seven tubes, three for transmitting
and four for receiving. The transmitting tubes

m. and for five continuous hours
satisfactory radio telephone conversation was
carried on between the railroad men in the
caboose and those on the engine. In this period,
there occured a severe electrical and rain storm,
but despite this the radio telephone conversations were clearly audible and no interference
was experienced. There was no severance of
communication around curves or when the train
hart at 4

motor generator,

and

teries

Central freight train

of

tion

tin-

Kit

Radio

David Grimes, the radio engineer and inventor
Grimes inverse duplex system for radio
receivers, has reorganized the Grimes Radio
Engineering Co., Inc. This is the name for one
of the original companies he was associated
with and is not to be confused with David
Grimes, Inc., which for the past several years
has produced radio receiving sets and operates
of the

a

factory located at

Bav

151

street,

in

Co.,

music dealer

filed

a

bankruptcy.

The

Grimes

Engineering

Radio

$89.50
Discount, Dealers Price $53.70
List Price

Sample Price $44-60
Only one at

Two

speakers built

No

low tones.

for

6

You

this price

One

high notes and one
single horn vv^ill produce both.

in.

TUBES

for

T. R.

R

Send us a trial order and if the
your expectations in every way
back. Your Money Will Be Refunded With-

be the judge!

set does not equal

send

it

out Question.

Sample one now, then talk
agency in your town.

to

us about exclusive

Send check with order

DIAMOND T RADIO
SOUTH BEND,

Co.,

Inc.,

of

voluntary peti-

with the manoperating under inverse duplex

tor}- will,

of course, co-operate

ufacturers

now

licenses.

Nebraska Jobber's Radio

Show Proves

Big Success

—

Hastings, Neb., August 7. The third annual
show, held in this city, July 27-28,
under tlie auspices of W. M. Dutton & Sons Co.,
was a success from every standpoint. The company is one of the leading radio distributors in
the State and its annual dealer meetings and
show are held for the purpose of presenting the
latest products and to discuss sales promotion
plans. The new Crosley line of radio receivers,
speakers, batteries and other products were exhibited.
Engineers of the Radio Corp. of
America were present and explained its line of
Super Amplifiers and Detectors. Entertainment
dealers' radio

was

a

teatiire

Sample at Factory Cost

DIAMOND T
BABY GRAND CONSOLE
40%

Jersey

City, N. J.

if

^h^

e

\-

en

t

Leads the World in Radio Values

A

Sets

announce the manufacture of kit sets embodying
the Grimes inverse duplex system. The labora-

The

consisting of Engine 2626 with eleven cars and
caboose was used. The train started from Elk-

of

tests indicate that radio teleph-

These

in

C.

Marketing

Include

Embodying Grimes Inverse Duplex System
Laboratory on Long Island

probably prove to be a wonderful
the handling of freight trains as well as

will

aid in

Plans

of

has a laboratorj' at Sixth and Washington avenues, Long Island City, N. Y., and will shortly

operation.

Keenan, general superintendent telegraph and telephone. New York
Central Lines. "Heretofore the only means of
communication between the front and rear of
trains has been by hand or lamp signals."
in

east

IND.

MFRS.

The Talking Muciiuu- World, Nczv York,

What About
THE

19.

good business man knows that permanency
depends on something more than

in business

looking to today's profits only.

The

good radio sets you sell this year will each sell several
you next year, with little or no selling expense.
That is if your 1926 line has not joined the ranks of the
"orphans". If it has you can never cash in on that great
sets for

force,

word-of-mouth advertising, that means so much.

The

safe, wise thing to do is to tie up to a concern that
will surely be able to "carry on"
keeping pace with the

—

findings of the laboratories and supplying you with the
goods that have started that force working for you.

Kellogg

is

that

kind

of a manufacturer.

Its

29 years of

past history is the best assurance of its future success.
Kellogg is a six million dollar corporation, financially
able to weather the storm that is still raging in the

radio industry. Kellogg has a reputation lor unquestioned integrity and for six years has kept faith with its
radio dealers and jobbers.

The
real

backed by the Kellogg Franchise, is a
year and the years to folthe type of dealer and jobber we want to do

Kellogg

set,

money maker now, next

low, for
business with.

Write

TODAY for details of the

can offer

if

your territory

is still

Kellogg Switchboard
Dept. 21-H, 1066 West

Adams

proposition that
open.

we

& Supply Co.
Street, Chicago,

Kellogg receiver?, are licensed under at>plication for letters
iR. F. L.)
patent of Radio Frequerxcy Laboratories. Inc.

111.

Model

507, 6 lube receiver, Kellogg's
development of the sensational new

RFL
ity

circuit.
The acme of Selectivand Musical Reproduction.

.liiyiist

15,

1926

AucusT
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Summer "Slump"

Conspicuous by Its
Absence, Report the Dealers in Toledo
Is

Than Usual Demand" Creates Optimism Throughout

"Better

Preparations for a Busy Fall
Toledo, O., August

7.

— With

the

— New

Summer

season

two-thirds behind them, phonograph and record
dealers here report a better than usual demand,

consequently less of the much dreaded hot
Therefore,
weather slump was in evidence.
merchants are now beginning to formulate plans
for an early Fall drive on the Victor, Brunswick and Columbia models. Radio campaigns,
too, will be launched in a broad way about the
middle of the month.
At the J. W. Greene Co. phonograph and
combination demand has maintained a steady
flow.
A feature of the warm-weather buying
was the large number of the more costly Panatrope and Orthophonic models that have been
sold.
Several of the machines have been sold
each week, Edgar A. Kopf reports.
At the Lion Store Music Rooms an excellent
Summer volume is being closed through the plan
of soliciting trade-in prospects.

The appeal

that

machines will be made only so
long as the public shows a tendency to purchase old models is a real sales clincher, it is
Eleven deals were closed through the plan
said.
A letter is going to a selected list
this week.
of people offering to place an Orthophonic in
trade-in of old

the

home without

the slightest obligation

—when

of the Victor Talking Machine Co., addressed the local Exchange Club recently. His
subject was "Music and the Business Man." He
illustrated his talk with songs and music from
the Victrola.
Mr. Delano is now connected
with the Chicago Talking Machine Co.
At Grinnell Bros, a dime a day portable drive
is producing good results.
Many cottagers and
campers have availed themselves of the opportunity to acquire a small machine on this plan.
The portable will be taken in later towards an
Orthophonic if the customer so chooses. Several thousand of the mechanical records have
been disposed of at low prices.

sion

New

store

Exhibition

Columbia

dealer, has

remodeled and redecorated

his store in anticipa-

tion of a brisk Fall trade.

A new

shop

a

is

studio where teachers

feature of the

may come

or

where customers may gather.
The Frazellc Music House, Toledo, Columbia,
Sonora and Pooley dealer, has experienced a
better volume of business during July than during the preceding month, according to Frank H.
Frazelle, president.
The Sonora portable is a
brisk selling Summer item. Starting about August IS, the Sonora combination. Zenith and
GilfiUan radio will be featured in an early Fall

radio drive.
staff,

Miss Bertha Aigresse, of the record
She will return to her old

has resigned.

home

Danville,

at

111.

The Bush & Lane Piano
has disposed of

now

is

its

Co., Portland, Ore.,
wholesale department and

exclusively a retail organization.

Hall

—Hotel

Sherman

— Chicago

September 27th to October 2nd, 1926

In preparation for a greater radio season than
ever before the radio department is being enThe addilarged to double its present size.

An

exceptional educational exhibition of Radio merchandise for the
Broadcast Listener. A private demonstration room for every set or
loud speaker where listeners may sit in comfort away from the confusion of the Exhibition Hall and hear demonstrations, thereby enabhng
them to select from actual performances.

new display and demonmake this one of the largest

its

stration booths will

points.

tlicse

A. B. Sauer, Lorain, O.,

National Radio Exposition

eventually.

tional space with

com-

at

CLASS "A" ATTENDANCE— QUALITY BUYERS

one person will buy a machine

least

the

I>>(niiint, and Ed. C). Smith, Findlay,
Within the past month stores were opened

Kolli,

O.

ONLY OFFICIAL SHOW— ALLIED RADIO CONGRESS

—

at

managers announced by

pany include A. V. Schneider, Defiance; Howard

a bridge party is in progress, a tea, dinner or
other gathering merely for the entertainment
It is said that out of every such
of guests.

group

— Entire Trade Making
— News of the Month

the Territory

Columbia Models Please

M.

67

and finest radio sections in Ohio, it is said.
Doyle Wyre is manager of the division. Garod,
Atwater Kent, RCA and Ramway lines are dealt
In here.
E. J. Lochmiller, formerly connected
with the department but more recently in the

CLASS

CLASS

Indiana, has again joined

automobile business in
forces with the house.
The United Music Store is concentrating the
attention of buyers upon weekly window spe-

Through

cials.

arrangement

the

of

a

center

cabinet display of records, radio, ukuleles, portables and such, the attention of passers is riv-

So effective has this plan
proved that customers have come and asked for
specials featured weeks before.
Columbia dealers in the Toledo territory attended the exhibit of the new Columbia Vivatonal phonograph at the Book Cadillac Hotel in
Detroit recently. Two days were set aside for
dealers from Toledo and vicinity. R. J. Mueller,
manager, Columbia Phonograph Co., Cleveland,
was in charge. He was assisted by Don O.
Flightner, representative in the Toledo terrieted to the display.

Business Executive, who would
shun the "rabble" of an evening "crush"
of curiosity seekers, can leave his Loop
office and in a few moments find himself
comfortably seated in a private demonstration room.
He has money, is discriminating, and will purchase a good

The

—

set.
It will not be a case of price
but
quality of reception and appearance of
the cabinet.

The Toledo Radio

Co. on August

1

will

Leon

C. Steele, for the past year

manager

of

the Cable Piano Co., has resigned, to take effect
August IS. He will return to the South, where

he will engage

Maag,

assistant

in

the

manager

piano business.
of the store,

is

A.

F.

now

in

charge of the business.

May Hayes
the

Linquist has acquired control of
Co., dealer in Edison phono-

Hayes Piano

graphs, DeForest radio and pianos.
F. A. Delano, formerly on the concert stage

and

at

one time

in

charge of the Red Seal

divi-

rooms,

of the private demonstration

and return home

in

time

for

dinner.

—

there is another class
the office workers
home lovers also, v\ ho
enjoy entertainment afforded by the Radio. Rather than be crushed
in the evening throng, they will, at the end of their day's work,
procure a quick lunch and then spend several hours in the National
Radio Exposition and still get home before dark.

campaign.

be featured.

visit several

—

Thtn

launched

Salesmen started on
and Chelsea
Sleeper
the
new
with
the road
lines.
Chas. H. Womelsdorff, president, has returned from a business trip to New York.
The Rosenbury Music Co., Columbia dealer,
operating a store on Canton street, on August 1
opened a branch store at Collingwood and Indiana avenues. At the new shop race records
Fall radio

evening with her family, never venturing
out to be jostled about with the mob
of the sightseeing element who go to the
ordinary exposition, can complete her
shopping, walk two or three blocks to

ANOTHER CLASS

tory.

its

The Afternoon Shopper, who spends her

REACHES ALL
Then we

are

those

who

lights

at

night,

way through

in the evening for
glare of the bright
who like to fight their

open

like

the

the crowds.

For

Here

is a Radio Exposition in a
by itself, that has its distinct appeal
and hours for all classes.

truly

class

diagra>ii of sf'accs available, zvritc

National

Radio

Exposition

608 South Dearborn

Street

CHICAGO
Direction International Trade Exposition Co.

Milo E. Westbrooke, Maneiger
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S ONORA pr es ents
Non

-

on any wave length

oscillating

Greater distance thru higher sensitivity
supremely selective^ Tzviu unit

embraces the entire

HE new

Sonora Shielded Six

co)7trol

wave band

station.

Yet for that elusive whisper

embodies the most advanced

from some

features of present

be tuned separately bringing the

engineering.

It

Bridge circuit
oscillating

— that

quency and

the Hull Balanced

is

—a

day radio

circuit that
is

stable at any fre-

down

tune

will

non-

is

far off station, the dials

into exact resonance

may

circuit

and gaining the

of the extremely sensitive

full benefit

balanced bridge

circuit.

the

to

lowest |wave station that broadcasts.

The 4 point

Selectivity— Sensitivity

control minimizes interference.

extreme sensitivity

Its

at

200 meters

as

it is

is

as

apparent

Three stages of low

at 550.

that

The Sonora Shielded
so

as

signal

to

give

a

Six

pure

is

shielded

ratio audio give

famous Sonora tone quality even

when "B"

eliminators are used.

undistorted

which can be obtained

in

no

From

a construction

standpoint the

other way. Nearby high power stations

Sonora Shielded Six is as nearly a mune

cannot induce their signals directly into

to

set.

one

Moreover
circuit

this shielding

prevents

from jumping into another.

i

It

modcan make it.

rough treatment and abuse

ern engineering practise

light

touch of

dials

a single finger

and the

turn together, bringing in station after

as

upholds the traditions of Sonora

Tone, quality and cabinet
Twin-unit tuning control. The

i

Price range will give

volume business

on or
CLEAR AS A BELL

artistry.

Sonora dealers

— from $125 to $225.

August

15,

1926
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the Shielded Six
Sonora Shielded Six

$125

A

six

tube, single finger twin

unit control radio
exquisite

set.

Cabinet of

mahogany design with

beautiful bronze plaques around
•tuning dials,

volume and

ive-sensitivity controls.

select-

Licensed

under patents of the radio
quency laboratories.

fre-

Sonora Cone Speaker

$25

A Cone

speaker

of

Sonora

tone quality, capable of handling
the extra power of the Shielded
Built in mahogany cabinet.
Cone Console Speaker with acSix.

commodations for
charger— $50.

batteries

and

Sonora
Standard Radio Console

$185
A set of outstanding value, Sonora
Shielded Six built in brown mahogany cabinet and equipped
with new Sonora Cone Speaker.
Ample space for all batteries,
chargers or eliminators.

De Luxe

Sonora
Console Radio

$225
An

exquisite piece of furniture

typical of the English Renaissance

period. Sliding doors of beauti-

matched mahogany, conceal
Radio Set and Speaker. Combined
with this set is the new Sonora
fully

Cone Speaker that not only
handles tremendous power but
reproduces each note realistically.
[Illustrated in Colors)

SONORA PHONOGRAPH COMPANY,

16

EAST FORTIETH STREET,

NEW YORK
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Latest Radio Models

These

Shamrock Mfg.

of

Table— Many Improvements
Line Consists of Three Models, DeLuxe Grand, Consolette and
Manufacturer
Prominent
Scale
by
National
on
Marketed
Being
Now
Line
in
Embodied
Sliamroclc Mfg. Co., 196 Waverly avenue,
Newark, N. J., pioneer radio manufacturer,
which last year introduced one and two-dial receivers, scored so much success with its one-

This year Herman Rose, chief of the Shamrock force, has provided a series of improve-

ments in the original one-dial Shamrock set.
Although all of the distributors and jobbers
were satisfied with last year's model and encouraged the Shamrock organization to again
present it, the engineers under Mr. Rose's
direction carried out some perfections which
give these new instruments added sales features
and values.
There are three models in the Shamrock line,
"The Table," "The Consolette" and "The DeThese instruments all
luxe Console Grand."
sell at inviting prices and all of them are encased in cabinets which make them most atAll of them are
tractive pieces of furniture.
six-tube super-tuned radio frequency sets embodying two stages of tuned radio frequency,
one detector and three stages of resistance
coupled amplification. The one-dial is built on
the friction drive principle "so perfected as to

make backlash

or lost motion impossible."
Another important feature of the Shamrock
set, in fact the feature of the set which was
so popular last year,

DeLuxe Console Grand
has decided to manufacture
The
this season.
exclusively
one-dial receivers
one-dial Shamrock set operates with remarkable
dial

models that

selectivity

ensineerino

it

and the decision of the sales and
departments of the Shamrock or-

is

the

output to
this perfected type of instrument was based
upon the widespread approval of trade and consumers.

Who

is

now

radio and electrical trade, to
sell

Our returns are practically negligible
than one-half of one per cent. But if ever
a question does arise Shamrock stands ready- to
make good.
it

is

sold.

"Secondly, and perhaps just as important, the

Shamrock merchandising

our new, wonderful cone

policy

is

simple, four-

The Table Model
square and absolutely protects the dealer. We
vjere one of the early manufacturers to uphold
the dealer in his fight against cut prices.
We
clearly saw the end of that pernicious practice.
No Shamrock set has ever been sold by backdoor discounts and no Shamrock set ever will
be sold except on the basis known to all the
trade.

get

the

very

Ad

greatest
the

use

volume
of

more than

Attracts

Attention of Printers' Ink

contact
world.

The

advertising of the Gulbransen Register-

is

I

consider

in

it

with

from either
the

a privilege to

their isolation

do

outside

my

ceivers.

if

i
Hermann Thorens

measure

Ste. Croix,

growing popularity of
Walter Kiehn, the able
advertising manager of the Gulbransen Co., is
responsible for this advertising, which is reaching readers of leading publications throughout
for

Switzerland

the

this line of instruments.

Manufacturer of Europe's Most
Celebrated Phonograph
Motors

the country.

loud speakers.
ritory

and

Exclusive

big

ter-

commission.

Give references and

full par-

Cabinet type motors

Atwater Kent Presents 200
Radio Sets to Lighthouses
Philadelphia,

ticulars.

generosity
the Atwater

METRO
ELECTRIC CO.
Dept. lO

Z165 N. CaliSornia Ave.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

bit

and loneliness."

H. H. Southgate, of the Federal Telegraph Co.,
making a trip throughout the Western trade
behalf of the new line of Kolster radio re-

not quite, universal in its exclusiveness," declares the writer in Printers' Ink, in a
rather lengthy analysis of the construction and
appeal of the ad. The Gulbransen Co.'s adver-

great

communication

or

toward relieving

ing piano by the Gulbransen Co. was selected
for special mention by the section of Printers"

almost,

keepers and their families,

to these

cut off as they are for long periods

received wide attention because undoubtedly it is of a quality that is unusual from
the standpoint of effectiveness, accounting in

on the

believe

—less

tising has

calling

Newark,

his factory in

at

"We

our success is
built solidly upon two fundamental principles.
First, we know that our machine is mechanically
perfect.
We stand behind it no matter where
said:

the entire trade."

is

Wanted

interviewed

(type 60).

order to

Ink devoted to criticism of advertising. "This
piece of copy represents an almost perfect union
of story and picture in a personal appeal, which

Representative

When

Mr. Rose

"Thus we put into effect a dealer policy that
has proved profitable to him and has gained
for Shamrock radio products the good will of

season's

Sales

mended.

three

The Consolette
this

Shamrock power tubes work

with the new Shamrock set. While it
is possible to operate the set with six 201a tubes,
in order to achieve the maximum results the
Shamrock power tubes are highly recom-

201a tubes together with two special Shamrock
resistance-coupled amplifier tubes (type 45) and
one Shamrock resistance-coupled power tube

to a hair's breadth.

Gulbransen
confine

1926

"Our production schedule is reasonable. We
do not attempt to load a dealer to capacity.
That is a bad practice, for the manufacturer
suffers in the end.
As a result of our schedule
we need not have a tremendous stock on hand
which must be unloaded at any cost. Our dealers co-operate with us by placing orders in
advance.

In

to

Shamrock

condenser.
This is built by Shamrock engineers and is synchronized by especially constructed equipment which has been perfected
by the Shamrock organization over a period of
two years. Before being placed in a set every
condenser is carefully inspected and must pass
the rigid tests to prove that it is synchronized

Shamrock engineers advise

ganization

special

special

15,

etlficiently

Co. Feature the Single Dial Control

The

August

of

A.

—

August 6.
Through
Atwater Kent, president

Pa.,

Kent Mfg.

of

from

3 to 10 rec-

ords playing capacity.
Superior

the

quality.

of

Co., of this city. Secre-

tary Hoover's plan to equip

all the isolated and
remote lighthouses with radio receiving sets has
succeeded, despite the fact that Congress has
made no appropriation for such equipment. Mr.
Kent has made a gift of 200 five-tube sets and
speakers, a sufficient number to outfit all major
stations, at which the men are cut off for long
periods from the outside world.

In offering his contribution of 200 sets, Mr.
"I can think of
no group of people to whom radio would mean

At moderate

prices.

L.H.JUNOD&CO.
104 Fifth Ave.

New York

Sola Agentt for the U. S. A.

Kent wrote Secretary Hoover:

E

August

15,
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NEWmodels of-

m

A

Tlewjeatures and Stroijg Selling Points

Model 10
Compact and powerful

— hand-carved Walnut cab-

Five-tube Neutrodyne including "power" tube.
Two Vernier action controls. Two Radio and
Registers full scale on cone
two Audio Stages.

inet.

speaker.

with

Operates
Size:

19^

in.

Battery
long,

9^

eliminators,
in.

high, 10

Plenty of range and marvelous

desired.

if

deep.

in.

Tone with excep-

tional selectivity.

Price without accessories $Q0

Model 20
Gilfillan

Model

10

In beautiful hand-carved medium sized cabinet.
Six-tube Neutrodyne including "power" tube.
Single Vernier action control.
Three Radio and
two Audio Stages. Specially selected Cone Speaker.
Space for all Batteries or Battery Eliminators.
Size: 42 in. high, 17 in. wide, 16^ in. deep.
Wonderful Tone, Range and Selectivity.

Price ivithout accessories $175

Model 30
Handsome mahogany
dyne with

all

console.

Six-tube Neutro-

units shielded in copper (including one

"power" tube).

Two

Three Radio and
two Audio Stages. Special Cone Speaker registering
full scale.
Space for all Batteries or Battery ElimVernier action controls.

inators.
Gilfillan

Model

Size: 51

20

—

in.

high, 30

wide, 20

in.

in.

deep.

Great range, with marvelous Tone and Selectivity
a superior set in

every detail.

Price without accessories $350

These new Gilfillan models are most attractive
design and will demonstrate their superiority in
competitive tests for TONE, CLARITY,
in

RANGE

and

SELECTIVITY.
Place orders through your jobbers
for early delivery.
tifully

illustrated

full details, to

Send

for beaucircular, giving

our nearest

office.

Gilfillan Bros. Inc.
25
Gilfillan

Model

30

Long

Wilbur Ave.
Island City, N. Y.

1815 Venice Blvd.

Los Angeles,

Calif.

2525

W. Penn Way

Kansas

City,

Mo.
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Warm

Weather

Fails to Retard Sales
of the Dealers in Cincinnati Territory

Portables and Less Expensive Larger Instruments Lead Demand Although Finer Models Also Are
in Favor
Local Appearance of Record Artist Also Stimulates Business The New^s

—

Cincinnati,

O.,

—

^^ugust

9.

— Talking

demand

dealers report that the

machine

and records has been quite good in the past
few weeks, taking the season into consideration.
Business
time last

decidedly better than it was at this
year, all agree, and there is every

is

indication

of

trade

brisk

a

in

During the Summer most

the

machines,

but

does

this

Fall.

been

and tor port-

lor the less expensive instruments

able

early

of the call has

not

mean

that

more expensive

there are no sales of the
struments.
The improved

in-

1o

shows the

of the

concern

have been $47,366, and the assets

realized

Greve.

for instruments

It

liabilities

$16,632.

W.

Purnell

J.

"The demand

Optimistic

our talking machine section
is better than it was at this time last year, and
taking the season into consideration the demand for the Starr instruments and Gennett records is good," stated W. J. Purnell, of the local
branch of the Starr Piano Co.. "General business is getting better and I look for a good de-

mand

public

has rejoined the Starr's local sales force

An

machines to come in the early
Fall."
J. H. Saber, who has been in San Antonio and Corpus Christi, Tex., for some time,

interest.

Welcome

for

Brunswick Artist

Columbia Viva-Tonal Popular
At the local branch of the Columbia Phonograph Co., of which Miss Rose Helberg is manager, there is now on display the full line of the

event that created great interest here last

appearance of Vincent Lopez,
who had his orchestra at
Mr. Lopez was met
Farm
for
Castle
a week.
at the train by a large delegation of business
men, under the auspices of the Junior Chamber
of Commerce and including members of the loAfter a
Music Merchants' Association.
cal
parade through the business section he was

month was
Brunswick

the

artist,

new

Diamond

filed

There's Profit

features of the five and six-tube
receiving sets and other equipment which the
company produces. Clyde L. Smith, president;

the principal

Bert Gerpheide, secretary-treasurer, and leading
salesmen, delivered the addresses and gave the

did busi-

That evening the visitors
demonstrations.
were entertained at a banquet at the LaSallc
Hotel at which time Mr. Smith, Mr. Gerpheidi-

was

the United States District Court
by the referee in bankruptcy, Charles

in

cently,

re-

T.

and Satisfaction

in Selling (i(Sliadio

Tubes

CECO

tubes are being advertised to your discriminating customers in the pages of the big magazines and Radio Journals
they read.

Are you prepared

A Type

of

to

supply the

CeCo

You insure customers
of CECO.

demand?

Need

for Every Radio

satisfaction

exery time you

They

are "best by test" in the laboratory
ance" in the home.

— "best

make

I

/

\

J

For Impedance or Resistance
Coupled Receivers
Fil.
Fil.

HHH
nnni]

"UUb

TYPE H"
DETECTOR
RATING

TYPE "G"
HIGH MUTUAL

/

V

Plate
Gi\es
wltli

5.0
0.25

Amp
Volts
clearer

increased

90-180
Reproduction
volume.

List $2.50

SPECI.^L
....

-

...

on

J

DX

or distant Stations.
List $2.50

CECO Plant located at
Providence, R. 1. The largest in the world
devoted exclusively to Radio Tube Manu-

The new enlarged
facture.

^

)
Siv \™",V
in
^''^^
^ ""^
Improves reception especially
t-,-

have been very much admired by persons of
artistic discrimination.

"Business has been better than fair with us
and with these new instruments it
is going to take a big climb right away," was
the enthusiastic comment of Miss Helberg.
"We are having a host of visitors, including
many dealers from other places, and all of them
marvel at this new instrument, its beauty and
its wonderful reproduction."
right along,

Farmers Buying Again
"Business is fair in our territory, much better than it was at this last year," said A. H.
Bates, of the Oh'o Talking Machine Co., whole-

"The demand from the

saler.

Ihe Tubes

or

LONG LIFE

rural sections

is

best at this time, due to the fact that the farm-

have had good crops and are in better financondition than they have been for some
time and the outlook is bright."
Ahaus Featuring Portables
Louis H. Ahaus, proprietor of the Brunswick
Shop, is featuring portable talking machines
with success through the vacation season.
"Business is as good with us as can reasonably
be expected at this season," said Mr. Ahaus.
"There is every indication that the Fall trade
will open up early, and we have made our prepers

cial

arations accordingly."
of the sales representatives made
addresses. Mr. Smith, in delivering the principal
address of the evening, forcibly pointed out the

and several

He

policy to the salesmen and dealers.

some

methods
company's product
to the trade. In demoniStrating the new model
Diamond T. receivers to his salesmen and
dealers, he pointed out its various advantages
and spent some time in describing the new
high and low-pitch horn, exclusively patented
by the firm.
Other talks on salesmanship and selling
methods were given by Mr. Gerpheide, H. A.
Thompson and Henry Tweed, of the South
Bend staff; Walter Kinsley, Williamston, Mich.;
B. D. Pratt, Jackson, Mich., and Walter X.
HuflEschmidt, Milwaukee, Wis., sales representatives.
Three dealers, William T. Boyd, Indianalso outlined

of the various

of effectively presenting the

Clarence

apolis;

At

Lester

III.;

Ind., also spoke.

South

o'clock

8.20

Morris,

Irwin,

Hammond, Mishawaka,

Bend Tribune radio

WSBT,

broadcast a special convention
program consisting of vocal numbers.and special
songs directed to every man in attendance at
the banquet.
The program was a surprise arranged by Mr. Smith for his guests and was
received over one of the Diamond T models.
On the following morning the delegation
visited the factory for a business session. The
station,

combined

factories

using floor

space

of

the

company

are

now

aggregating 40,000 square
contemplating the erection of

feet.

The

more

buildings this Fall to care for increased

firm

is

production, and the organization during the
year and a half since its inception has risen to
a position of prominence in radio manufacture.
The following salesmen attended the conven-

James, Findlay, 111.; Walter Kinsley,
Williamston, Mich.; B. D. Pratl, Jackson, Mich
Paul R. Tucker, Fountain City, Ind.; C. H.
Sayles, Oshkosh, Wis.; C. E. Field, Stockbridge,
Mich.; Clarence Irwin, Morris, 111.; E. A.
SchafTnit, Wayland, Mich.; George Koch, Cleveland, O.; Frank X. Huffschmidt, Milwaukee,
Wis.; C. A. Boyd, Indianapolis, Ind.; Bernard
Fish, Hoopeston, 111., and Albert Tilman, Lester
Hammond, A. B. Shipnian, H. A. Thompson,
William' Meyers and Henry Tweed, of South
Bend, Ind.
The South Bend gathering was the first of
four district conventions held for the staff of
fifty'Diamond T sales representatives before the
opening- of the Fall season and the Eastern
district convention will be held at Buffalo, N. V.,
August 13 and 14; the XTorthwestern convention at Minneapolis, Minn., September 3 and 4,
and the Southern meeting at Atlanta, Ga., Seption: E. R.

;

Developments
VJ

a sale

by perform-

Two New, Wonderful Tube
\

From

Diamond T Radio Mfrs., South Bend, Ind.,
manufacturers of radio receivers, held a two
days' district sales convention for fifteen representatives from Michigan, Indiana, Illinois and
Wisconsin territories on July 23 and 24. The
salesmen were given a course of instruction
during the first afternoon of the gathering at
the main office and factory, being schooled in

machines
Hill,

T

—

B.

L.

was explained.

1926

of the new cabinets is a most pleasing departure from the conventional and they

Diamond T

for talking

of

it

de-

All of these

Michigan, Indiana, Illinois and Wisconsin Schooled in Features of
Radio Line Instructive Addresses

Representatives

machines and records in the early Fall."
Mr. Gross has been pushing the portable talkHe has a separate
ing machines and records.
store for radio, and this, he stated, has been
as busy as could be expected.
In Bankruptcy

The final record closing the case
Eichhold, bankrupt dealer in talking
and other musical instruments, who
ness at 2111 West Eighth street. Price

handsome

to $300.

Radio Mfrs.
Stage Sales Convention

Expects Busy Fall
According to Geo. P. Gross, business is on
"The market is now better than
the up-grade.
it
was at this time last year," he stated, "and

demand

from $90

have the three-spring motor,

the Geo. P. Gross Co.

confidently expect a large

Viva-tonal, consisting of five

signs, retailing at

taken to the City Hall, where Mayor Murray
Seasongood presented to him a huge "key to
the city," covered with gold and more than
A feature of the visit of Mr.
a yard long.
Lopez was a recital he gave in the store of

I

for talking

15,

The design

in

machines, together
with the great amount of publicity that has
been given them, have greatly stimulated the

Great

August

tember 24 and

25.

August
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Announcement Extraordinary—

New Garod Receiver
No

No

Batteries!
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Ohjectionahle

Always ready at full
No bother or muss I

Huml

strength!

Thunderous volume or control to a whisper!
Amazing tone Garod quality plus!
Only 1/20 an hour to operate!
Years ahead of Radio field!

—

BLBCTRfC

I

POIV£fl

- i:>

r to
—

No Batteries!
No Eliminators!
No Chargers!
No Attachments!

ttttrtel

—

ft^iiii'i'i

EA

JiiodcL

" -

—

Simply
Plug into light socket at
cost of Vic per hour!

Qarod Dealers noiv have

BY

harnessing electricity of the house
to the new Garod
by the
elimination of perceptible hum
by improving even the famous tone qualities
of the old Garod by doing all this simply, practically and at the lowest oper-

—
—

circuit

—

ating cost

EA

known — the new Garod Model

has attained the ultimate

in

Radio

ness. Always
expectations.

— clear

big Sales Advantages!
and firm beyond

By

costs of Garod are low while
maintenance cost is almost negligable.
Power tubes insure long life for all tubes
Garod plugs into
110 to 125 volts,
60 cycles. No "A", '"B" or "C" batteries
needed. No charger. Just a smooth, conInitial

—an
When

achievement

your customers listen to the new
its power, its sweetness, its

Garod, to

inexhaustible energy,

crystal-clearness
they will feel they are in the living
presence of the performing artist himself.
The new Garod has no moments of weak-

—

its

—

AC—

tinuous flow of unlimited
the ordinary house circuit.

Now

power from

of

is

the time for

Garod

all

N.

for

who

repthe Fall

triumph.

J.

The Qarod Franchise
Authorized Garod DeaJers
are guaranteed'^ unmistakable
terms, territories, discounts, security against depreciation of
Garod products, securityagainst
unfaircompetition.by the Garod
Corporation, Distributors or
other Dealers, an unusual form
of

consumer

satisfaction,

sub-

stantial advertising backing.

dealers

to lay plans

new Garod

Belleville,

your locality

resent

this

for information.

GAROD CORPORATION

a simple turn of the control you can
demonstrate a volume of glorious dance
music that will flood a ballroom. By
another turn, you subdue Garod to a
gentle, melodious sweetness suitable for
the tiniest room in the home.

construction.

Qarod performance

Harvest

Write

not yet covered by a Garod representative, write for particulars.
is

If
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Symphonic's Atlantic City
Salon Wins Music Lovers

National Service Division of Radio Corp. Prepares Instructions for Dealers to Enable
Them to Give Better Service to Patrons

People From All Over the Country Display
K een Interest in Symphonic Reproducer Concerts at Popular Summer Resort

RCA

booklets, designed to assist

The Symphonic

author-

prompt and efficient service to the retail customer on Radiolas, Radiotrons and Uni-Rectrons, have been prepared by
the National Service Division of the Radio
ized dealers to render

Complete List

15,

Radio Corp. of America
Prepares Service Booklets

Two

A

August

Sales

Corp.'s

Atlantic

City

Salon has proved to be a marked success, according to Lambert Friedl, president, and with
the arrival of the hot spell, which is bringing
the yearly flood to the country's best-known

Corp. of America.
It is pointed out that it is of paramount importance that service be rendered at the point

of

of sale and

it is obvious that where the dealer
thoroughly conversant with repairs to be
made, a more prompt response to a customer's
appeal for service can be given. The National

is

Service Division also states that the value
direct dealer service to individuals

is

of

based on

good

will, and it is obvious that efficient service
assures for the wise dealer many replacement

sales of accessories.

Distributors
WALTER
Midway

926

WALTER
1054 Mission

Freshman Masterpiece
Sets at Sesqui-Centennial

GRAY COMPANY

S.

Place,

Los Angeles,

Calif.

Display of Freshman Receivers in Quaint
Setting at Philadelphia Exposition

GRAY COMPANY

S.

San Francisco,

St.,

Calif.

The Chas. Freshman

Co., New York, manuwell-known line of Freshman
Masterpiece receivers and other radio products,

CO., LTD.. OF CANADA
Elmira, Ont., Canada

PHONOLA

facturer

K.
181 Whitehall

St.,

operating a unique display at the Sesqui-cenexhibition in Philadelphia.
The scene
depicts a quaint cottage with wood-shuttered
windows, and climbing trellis vines reaching to
a green-shingled roof. This picturesque setting
is augmented by novel table lamps, wicker furniture and a small white picket fence around
the booth.
tennial

Atlanta. Ga.

CONSOLIDATED TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
W. Washington

227

St.,

Chicago,

111.

JUNIUS HART PIANO HOUSE, LTD.
123 Carondelet St., New Orleans, La.

The arrangement

WITMAN PHONOGRAPH
SUPPLY COMPANY

FRANK

Putnam, Conn.

CONSOLIDATED TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
2957 Gratiot Ave., Detroit, Mich.

CONSOLIDATED TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
1121 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

of Freshman Masterpiece
brought forth much favorable
comment, according to Sidney E. Finkelstein,
special field sales engineer, who is in charge of
the exhibit. Mr. Finkelstein stated that visitors
from all parts of the world have been entertained at the Freshman booth and that many
sales of the new receivers have been made.

I

Model of Stevens
Speaker Has New Feature

Latest

THE ARTOPHONE CORPORATION
Mo.

IROQUOIS SALES CORPORATION
210 Franklin

St.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

GENERAL PHONOGRAPH

CORP.,
(New York Distributing Division)
15 W. 18th St., New York City

STERLING ROLL AND RECORD

COMPANY
137

W.

4th St, Cincinnati, Ohio

BUEL-LYONS COMPANY
1231 Superior Ave., Cleveland,

Ohio

469^ Washington

St.,

COMPANY
Philadelphia, Pa.

St.,

ingenious device, which

is

claimed to

in-

the line of radio speaker products manufactured
by Stevens & Co., of New York City.
Model "B" is said to include all the technical
features of the larger Model "A," with the exclusive
Burtex seamless conoidal diaphragm
providing resistance to dampness, and the
unique Stevens balanced armature unit tuned to

This attractive speaker may be
used with console or cabinet models or hung

the diaphragm.
wall.

Portland, Ore.

EVERYBODY'S TALKING MACHINE
810 Arch

An

sure equal distribution of sound in all directions,
is one of the features of Model "B," the new
type Stevens speaker which has been added to

upon the

HEATER

L. D.

has

receivers

R.

1103 Olive St, St. Louis,

of the

is

POLK, INC.

JAMES

Home

Ray
Ray

E. Clark Passes

Away

Clark, Edison dealer in Kenmore, a
on the outskirts of Buffalo, died suddenly following an attack of ptomaine poisoning on Julj' IS. Mr. Clark was a member of
the firm of Hamilton & Clark. He was thirtyE.

village

JAMES
1315

Young

JAMES
811

K.

POLK, INC.

St.,

K.

West Broad

Dallas,

POLK.

Texas

INC.,

St. Richmond, Va.

three years old, a veteran of the

and

many

World War,

organizations and
clubs.
He was a director of the Buffalo Retail
Furniture Association, and an officer in the
Kenmore Business Men's Association.
active

in

civic

Mr. Clark had been in good health up to
about two hours before his death. He was
contemplating a fishing trip over the week-end
with Floyd F. Barber, another Kenmore music
merchant, who was with him at the end.

Symphonic Corp.'s Atlantic City Home
shore playground, more interest than
ever is being shown in the Symphonic Reproducer concerts.
Every day the Symphonic

Summer

staff entertains many hundreds of interested listeners.
Air. Friedl states that anyone

Salon

having any doubt as to the popularity of the
phonograph would have this doubt quickly dispelled by spending a day at his Atlantic City
headquarters.

He
terest

further states that, judging from the inshown by the thousands of people who

are visiting the exhibit, dealers everywhere will

thousands of new type phonographs this
not overlooking the tremendously increased
record business they will have through supplying their customers with a good reproducer.
A view of the interior of the Salon is shown
sell

Fall,

The

herewith.

color

scheme

is

a cool, restful

green and comfortable chairs are provided for
the listeners.
Machines of the more popular
makes are stationed on a platform and the
S\'mphonic reproducer is demonstrated on each
instrument.

Gold Seal Prod. Co. Now
Gold Seal Elec. Co.,

Inc.

The Gold Seal Products Co., Inc., New York,
manufacturer of Gold Seal radio tubes, will
hereafter be known as the Gold Seal Electrical
Co., Inc.
In making this announcement, James

W.

Duff,

president,

stated that this

corporate

change was effective as of July 1.
"We have largely increased our capital," said
Mr. Duff, "in order to extend our facilities and
better serve our customers.
We are looking
forward to a very satisfactory season on Gold
Seal tubes."

L. L. Parker in

New Home
—

Harrisburg, III., August 9. The Lloyd L. Parker Alusic Store recently moved into its spacious
new quarters in the new Pruett Building. The
opening festivities, which took place about the
first of the month, were well attended and a

Mr.
business
was enjo3-ed.
Parker
has been engaged in the retail music business
for the past fourteen years and has a host of

large

friends throughout this section of Illinois.

Victor and Brunswick lines are carried.

The

New

The Talking Machine World,

York, August

15,

This
interesting

hook
describes

our

September
"Release

of

Records
Can You imagine what

PROFITS
had

would be

like

YOUR
if

you

for sale records so varied in

classifications that every customer's

Orchestrals,
countries.

music of

foreign

all

Old Time Tunes by our

mountaineers, the most profit-making Race Records manufactured.

choice could be gratified?
Just think about

Yet how many dealers are worrying along apologizing, because
they haven't got
to suit the

THE RECORD

EXACTING TASTE.

In a complete stock of Okeh Records,

which

Licensed

is

the pride of every

Okeh

Record

Dealer,

there are the latest popular lyrics

and melodies, unequalled European

it!

It

surely justi-

your consideration
plan to
Increase your Fall Business! We
stand behind the truly interested
Licensed Okeh Record Dealer
fies

.

.

.

FOR SUCCESS. We
you how easy

it

is

want to tell
to become such
few lines from

Dealer. Just a
you indicating your interest, will
give us the pleasure of communicating the details of our plan.
a

General Phonograph Corporation
OTTO HEINEMAN,
25 West 45th Street

President

New

York, N. Y.

1926

i

August
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Early Ordering in Anticipation of a
Busy Fall Features Trade in Milwaukee
Sales

Hold Up

—

to a Satisfactory Level Throughout the Territory
Local Dealers Plan to Attend
Detroit Convention Harry M. Hansen Now Manager of Radio Specialty Co.

—

Milwaukee, Wis., August

—

7.
Despite the fact
usually a slow month with the music trade, a number of talking machine and radio
jobbers state that conditions this year are much

that July

niore

New
the

Co.,

line

are

in

demand, and

orders are already coming in for the

orders are being received for those that have
not yet been shipped to tlie trade.
In radio,
Fall orders are coming in a little earlier than
they did last year, and the outlook for Fall is
considered very encouraging.
Radio dealers are looking for the opening of
Fall business about the first of September, but

sentative in this territory.

first

large

number

of local manufacturers, job-

and dealers are planning to attend the
convention of the Federal Radio Trades Association to be held in Detroit, August IS and 16.
According to present plans, a group of members
of the Northwest Association in Minneapolis
will motor to Milwaukee, where they will join
the Milwaukee group in forming a large motor
caravan to make the trip by automobile.
H. M. Hansen in New Post
Harry M. Hansen, for nine years truck sales
bers

manager

for

the

Curtis

Automobile

Co.,

distributors, has entered the radio field as

"I believe that this

June was the biggest June ever recorded for this
territory, and July showed an increase of approximately 100 per cent over last year. The
Panatrope is going over in fine shape, and
dealers report a good demand for them, not only
in Milwaukee, but also in Madison, Sheboygan,
Fond du Lac and other cities of the State. And
I am going right after the Panatrope business

eral public will

A

new Freed-

Eisemann models despite the fact that no deliveries can be made at present.
Brunswick Sales Gains Reported
"If Fall business comes up to all expectations,
tliis
will be the biggest year Brunswick ever
had," declared Carl Lovejoy, Brunswick repre-

heavy buying on the part of the genprobably start the latter part of
that month when the Wisconsin Radio Trades
Association will hold its fourth annual radio
exposition at the Milwaukee Auditorium.
Plaji to Attend Convention
the

of the

Expects Big Freed-Eisemann Sales
David M. Kasson, vice-president and manager
of the Interstate Sales Co., which distributes the
Freed-Eisemann line, is taking an optimistic
view of the coming season.
He states that

favorable than they were a year ago.
instruments that have been introduced in

talking machine

and has been elected vice-president

concern.

is

this Fall.

"The first two models of the mechanical
Brunswick have arrived, and from the manner
in which they have been received I believe they
will

move

out as fast as the factory can

make

them.
Record business is showing a tremendous increase over last year. All in all, I feel
that no one can be too enthusiastic about the
present outlook for Fall."
Advance Orders for New Sonora
"We are receiving a few advance orders on
the new Sonora phonographs, and we anticipate
a very heavy demand as soon as we receive
shipments on the new models," stated G. K.
Purdy, manager of the music department of

Reo
man-

ager of the Radio Specialty Co., which has exclusive distribution in this territory for the Atwater Kent line. Frank Olson, for twenty-one
years an officer of the Curtis Automobile Co.,
has become a stockholder in the Radio Specialty

75

"At present
our interests lie principally with the Super Ball
antenna, which is going over wonderfully well."
Pasch Co. Chartered
Incorporation papers have been filed for the
Pasch Radio Supply Co., which has been operated under a partnership by Morris B. and
Samuel Pasch. The business has been incorporated to handle both wholesale and retail
radio receiving sets and supplies of all kinds, as
well as electrical supplies. Capital stock is listed
as sixty shares of $100 each.
Incorporation
papers were signed by Morris B. Pasch, David
Charness and Bernhard F. Burkholz.
Two
stores have been operated under this name, at
Wells street and at Fond du Lac avenue.

Yahr-Lange, Sonora distributor.

Foreign Installations

by Van Veen

&

Made
Co., Inc.

in Panama and Porto Rico Install
Equipment Manufactured by Van Veen

Dealers

The popularity of Van Veen talking machine
wareroom equipment is not confined to this
proved by the recent report of
made by Van Veen &

country, as

is

two foreign

installations

Co., Inc.,

New York

City.

9x9

A

complete installation of four
demonstrating rooms, together with a record department, was shipped to the warerooms of Albert
Lindo in the city of Ancon on the Isthmus of

Panama. The
oak and is said

entire

installation

was done

These foreign installations in addition to the
regular business of Van Veen & Co., Inc., in
this country, have kept the factory decidedly
busy and are pointed to by Arthur L. Van Veen,
president of the company, as an indication of
the activity of the talking machine dealer.

A New

Principle of Reproducer Cojtstruction
Featuring the NEW AIR PUMPING DIAPHRAGM in the
De Luxe Reproducer

Qiiali-Tone

'Oninivibratory"

Model

A— A

flat

for a

Model

V—A

Model C
Model

Model

—

B—
R—

back reproducer which can be used

number

of purposes.

reproducer made with hub to fit old
type Victor tone arm.
A reproducer made to fit the Columbia
tone arm.
Our high quality
BRASS arm
and reproducer complete.
Our high quality
BRASS arm
arranged so that a radio unit can be permanently attached to it, and reproducer

DRAWN
DRAWN

conqjlete.

Models
A-V-C

Nickel Plated
S

B

Gold Plated

7.50

$10.00
15.00
16.20

12.00
13.20

R

Attractive discounts to jobbers

and

The Quali-Toiic Drawn
Brass Tone Arm
Phonograph-Radio
Combination

dealers.

Tlie Quali-Tone De Luxe reproducer with its indestructiblo metal diaphrag-m is the result of months of laboratorv work wherein our acoustic
experts discovered and overcame many deficiencies in other reproducers marketed too quickly. It represents the pi-esent crowning- achievement
in

phonograph acoustics.

We have
HEAR the

supplied the trade for years with quality equipment, but this is our greatest and most outstanding- achievement
what it really can do with reproduced music.
Quali-Tone to

KNOW

Distributors to Manufacturers

DURO METAL PRODUCTS
2649-59 N. Kildare Ave.

•

'

Tou

mu<!t reallv
ica.i..

Distributors to Dealers and Jobbers

NORTHWESTERN PHONOGRAPH W ORKS

CO.
Chicago, U.

S.

A.

218

S.

Wabash Ave.

in

be the first completely soundproof installation on the Isthmus.
A record department was installed by Van
Veen & Co. in the establishment of M. Lopez
Polanco in the city of San Juan, Porto Rico.
to

Chicago, U.

S.

A.
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Look at these price
/^OOK
that

on

at the prices

Mohawk

Study the console models

these pages!

Do

dealers will sell at these prices in 1926-27!

you know of values even remotely approaching these? Have
you ever seen a line more obviously salable, more certain to bring
quick, big profits?
in the

The Mohawk

Who

coming season.

Who

dealer of

else

can

is

surest of success

sell a one-dial,

6-tube, shielded

all

dealers

can sell table and console models of beauty
comparable to the splendid One-Dial Mohawk line at the prices disno one! There's only one
played here? There's only one answer
set for $65.00?

move
the

to

make

Mohawk

else

—

— write,

or preferably wire, today, for full details of

dealer proposition for 1926!

Mohawk

Corporation of

Illinois

Established 1920— Independently Organized in 1924

2220 Diversey,

Logan Boulevard, Chicago

at

To Distributors: A

few, very few, job-

bing territories remain open. What is
said here to the dealer appHes to you.
wire will bring our representative if
your territory is one of those still open.

A

CHIPPEWA— Shielded.

Rich
hand-rubbed, two-toned piano finish.
Top full piano-hinged. Drop -front.
Built-in loud speaker and self-con-

WINONA— Shielded.

tained battery compartment, 4044
inches high, 13 V2 inches it<^
^
deep, 27 '4 inches wide.

piano-hinged.

List price

inches long.

....

^1 111
V/

Rich walnut,
Full

hand rubbed piano finish.
-

high,

13

'/4

10%

inches
inches deep, 24
List price

.

o
^rSU
d;

>^V/

PONTIAC

— Shielded.

hand-rubbed piano

Rich walnut,

with burl walnut drop
front with invisible hinges. Built-in loud speaker.
Self-contained battery compartment. 46 ins. high, 15*^2 ins. deep,
25^4 ins. wide.

finish,

List price

;$140

Mohawk
Corporation
of
Illinois

IS,

1926

—
August

15,
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GENEVA— Shielded.
Rich walnut, handrubbed piano finish.
Front

full

inlaid.

burl walnut,

Loud speaker

built into

dome.

Self-

contained battery compartment. 44 inches
high, 16' 2 inches deep,
32 inches wide. List
price

*185

POCAHONTAS- Shielded.

Colowalnut inlaid and
rich two-toned, hand rubbed piano
finish walnut. Built-in loud speaker
with 5-foot horn. Self-contained
battery compartment. 45 \i inches
nial design inburl

high, 29 inches wide,
20 '4 inches deep. List
price

....

SENECA —

<t

,

^

'300

Drawer.

Mohawk

CHEROKEE— Shielded.
hand-rubbed piano

finish.

Established

1920,
Independently
Organized,
1924,
Chicago, 111.

Mohawk

Rich walnut
Full piano-

hinged. 10 ?4 inches high, 13 14
inches long.
inches deep, 15
List price

one-dial, six-tube
shielded radio set in walnut
drawer, interchangeable in all
console models.

....

<t

^

\ ^\

inches high,
Vrice^

ujest

of the ^ocViei

sUghdy higher.
prices

40%

Canadian
higher.

8%

12%

inches wide, 10 11/16
inches deep. List price

H>

K y•

—'

e/^
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Farrand Distributors

Farrand Mfg. Co.'s Wholesale Representation
in Key Cities and Central Points Practically
Guarantees Overnight Delivery

The Farrand Mfg.

Thompson avenue

Co.,

at

Long

Island City, N. Y., manufacturer of the Farrand cone type speaker which
won so much success last season, recently an-

Court

street.

nounced

arrangements for the
With few exceptions the Far-

distribution

its

1926-27 season.

rand

distributors

their

activities.

of

year

last

are

la.;

Co.,

cliffe

Announced

1926-27 Season

Harbison & Gathright, Louisville, Ky.; The SutLouisville, Ky.
Post & Lester Co., Portland,
Maine; H. C. Roberts Elec. Sup. Co., Baltimore, Md.; Jos.
M. Zamoiski Co., Baltimore, Md.; Post & Lester Co., covering Massachusetts with outlets in Boston, Springfield
and Worcester; Sager Electrical Supply Co., covering
Massachusetts with outlets in Boston, Brockton, Lynn,
Springfield and Worcester; Detroit Electric Corp., Detroit,
Mich.; Grinnell Bros., Detroit, Mich.; The Roycraft Co.,
Minneapolis, Minn; Harbisson Mfg. Co., Kansas City, Mo.;
Sterling Radio Co., Kansas City,
Mo.; The BenwoodLinze Co., St. Louis, Mo.; The McGraw Co., St. Louis.
Mo.; Radio Auto Supply Co., Inc., Havre, Mont.; The
McGraw Co., Omaha, Nebr. North Ward Radio Corp.,
Newark, N. J.; Havens Electric Co., Albany, N. Y.;
Wholesale Radio Equipment Co., Buffalo, N. Y.; North
American Radio Corp., New York City; A. M. Little Co.,
Inc., Syracuse, N. Y.; F. W. Kelley, Inc., Syracuse, N. Y.;
Odell HardCarolina Auto Supply Co., Charlotte, N. C.
ware Co., Greensboro, N. C. Brown Rogers Dixson Co.,
Radio Equipment Co., Fargo,
Winston-Salem, N. C.
N. D.; Willis Co., Canton, O.; Julius J. Bantlin Co., Cincinnati, O.; I. J. Cooper Rubber Co., through its outlets
Schuster Electric
in Cincinnati, Columbus and Dayton, O.
Co., Cincinnati, O.; Haas Electric Co., Cleveland, O.; Lake
States General Elec. Supply Co., Inc., through its outlets in Cleveland and Columbus, O.; Roberts-Toledo Co.,
0. and the Toledo Ignition Co., Toledo, O.; Ahrens Supply
City,

for

continuing

;

;

;

Under

the

Farrand Co.'s arof the country are

rangements the key cities
well covered and these central points of

make

tribution

possible

dis-

overnight

practically

;

;

;

and deliveries

service

to

all

points

the

of

country.

The Farrand

distributors operate in exclusive

and semi-exclusive territory based on the popuThis not only assures protection
to the jobber but makes for a healthy arrangement with the retail outlets.
During all of last season, with products
selling at popular prices, under the distributing
system arranged by the Farrand organization
it
was possible to maintain standard prices in
The Farrand organization and
all territories.
its distributors were quite energetic in upholding the highest standards of retailing.
The following is a list of the Farrand dislation served.

who

tributors

in

addition

to

selling

the

Far-

,

Oklahoma City, Okla. L. C. Warner Co., Portland,
Ore.; R. M. Peffer, Harrisburg, Pa.; Lockwood Radio Co.,
Philadelphia, Pa.; H. C. Roberts Electrical Supply Co.,
Philadelphia, Pa.; Trilling & Montague, Philadelphia, Pa.;
Pittsburgh Auto Equipment Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.; Post &
Co.,

;

Lester Co., Providence, R. I.; Perry-Mann Electric Co.,
Hieb Radio Supply Co., Marion, S. D.;
Columbia, S. C.
1. J. Cooper Rubber Co., through its outlets in Knoxville,
;

Nashville and Memphis, Tenn. C. M. McClung Co., KnoxTenn.; Mills-Morris Co., Memphis, Tenn.; Braid
ville,
Electric Co., Nashville, Tenn.; Huey & Philip Hardware
Co., Dallas, Tex.; W. G. Walz Co., El Paso, Tex.; The
;

Shield Co., Fort Worth, Tex.; Straus-Bodenheimer Co.,
Houston, Tex.; Straus-Frank Co.,' San Antonio, Tex.; McLendon Hardware Co., Waco, Tex.; Inter-Mountain ElecCity, Utah; Woodhouse Elec. Co., Inc..
Tower Binford Elec. & Mfg. Co., Richmond,
Va.
L. C. Warner Co., Seattle, Wash.; Pacific Telegraph
Spokane, Wash.; Charleston Hardware Co.,
Institute,
Co., Salt

tric

rand speakers, both Senior and Junior models,
will this season
present the new "Farrand
Power Speaker," the "Farrand 'B' Eliminator"
and the "Farrand B Amplifier-Eliminator":
Talking Machine Co., Birmingham, Ala.; Johnson Tire &
Auto

Montgomery,

F. Ronstadt Co., Tucson,
Rock, Ark.; The Electric Corp.,
Los Angeles, Cal. Western Radio Co., Inc., Los Angeles,
Cal.; Alexander & Lavenson Elec. Supply Co., San Francisco, Ca!.; Coast Radio Supply Co., San Francisco, Cal.;
Reynolds Radio Co., Inc., Denver, Colo.; Post & Lester
Co., covering Connecticut through its outlets in Bridgeport, Hartford, New Britain, New Haven, New London
and Waterbury; National Electrical Supply Co., Washington, D. C.
H. C. Roberts Elec. Sup. Co., Washington,
covering Florida
Florida Electrical Supply
Co.,
D. C.

Co.,

"555"

Ariz,;

Inc.,

Ala.;

;

;

outlets in Jacksonville,

its

Norman Baughman
Ga.;

Atlanta,

Lynn Radio
111.;

Wakem

Electric

Co.,

Tampa,

Harry

Miami and Tampa;

Fla.;

Alter
Chicago,

Terre

Haute,

Co.,

Ind.;

G.

Carter Electric Co..

Chicago,
Co.,
111.; Tay Sales
& McLaughlin, Inc., Chicago,

Co.,

;

W. Va. Banks Miller Sup. Co., Huntington,
Va.; Sands Electric Co., Wheeling. W. Va., and Julius

Charleston,

W.

;

Andrae & Sons

Co.,

Announce New
The Pacent cone
of

radio products
City.

Leonard

Co.,

Chicago^

of

111.;

Advance

rich neutral color

Co.,

Ind.;

its

Gennett Portophone Well
Received by the Public
Dealers in All Localities Send Large Orders
to Starr Piano Co. for New Portable Instruments Attractive Dealer Sales Aids

—

Richmond,

August

Ind,,

6.

—

of

Officials

the

Starr Piano Co. are delighted with the reception
which the trade and public has accorded the new

Gennett Portophone, the portable phonograph
recently placed on the market.
From all sections of the country dealers are sending in large
orders and the factory is working to full
capacity to produce the Portophones in sufficient quantities to meet the demand. The Portophone, which weighs sixteen pounds, has a cabinet fifteen and one-half inches wide, eleven and
one-quarter inches deep and eight and one-half

The

inches high.

cabinet

is

firmly dovetailed,

rounded corners covered with metal fittings and
is covered with a water-proofed leatherette covering.

The instruments

colors

including black,

are

made

variety of

in a

navy

red,

blue,

green,

gray and tan.
Features of the Portophone are the strong
motor which will play two records without rewinding; the winding crank, which is detachable

and

is

the

record

carried in a socket inside the case, and

album with

capacity

a

eleven

of

records.

The

Starr

Piano Co. recently prepared and

its
dealers two circulars
and describing the Portophone in

distributed
trating

to

One, a three-sheet

circular, in addition

illus-

detail.

to the

showing the many
uses the portable can be put to, and pictures its

description, gives illustrations

desirability as an adjunct to outdoor

life.

of

the Pacent

Radio Corp.,

Radio Has Big Influence
on World Gommunication
David Sarnoff, Vice-President of Radio Corp.,
Gives Interesting Address Before Federation
of University Women in Holland

It is of the

simplicity and practicability as well as

and graceful

its

lines.

In-

Ind.; I. J. Cooper Rubber Co., Indianapolis,
Harger & Blish, Des Moines, la.; Renier Music
House, Inc., Dubuque, la.; The McGraw Co.. Sioux

dianapolis,

speaker, licensed under the
added to the line

double parchment
cone, fixed-edge type. It has been designed to
please both masculine and feminine tastes, according to officials of the Pacent Co., because

New York

111.;

Kruse-Connell

Gone Speaker

patents, has been

Lektophone

1926

IS,

Milwaukee, Wis.

Little

;

through

Lake

Norfolk, Va.;

August

Early ordering for
age of stock when it

Fall
is

will

prevent short-

most needed.

has come to have a profound inupon the world's system of communication," declared David Sarnoflf, vice-president
and general manager of the Radio Corp. of

"Radio

fluence

America, in a recent address at the Biennial
Conference of the International Federation of
University Women at Amsterdam, Holland.
The subject of Mr. Sarnoff's address was "How
Radio Development May Aflfect the Auxiliary

Language Movement."

BURT-BUILT

Radio
Cabinets

Philadelphia Factory

LET OUR CABINETS
SELL YOUR RADIO
All rabiiiets are finished in laequer and furnished
a l)iiilt-in or eone speaker, with ample room for
accessories.

Write for our new catalog.
many unique features.

when

is

not

America will
be able to hear clearly and regularly programs
broadcast from Europe, and programs transmitted by American stations will in turn be
far

Twelve new numbers

with

Fifty years of furniture building.

A few

same instant, to millions
by hundreds or thousands
Tests already have proved the comof miles.
plete practicability of telephonic communication
by radio across the ocean. Musical programs
broadcast by powerful transmitting stations
from Europe and the United States have been
single voice, and, at the

of people separated

heard in the Antipodes.
Mr. Sarnoff predicted that the time

with
all

"Language, after all, is the servant of communication," said Mr. SarnofT. "Radio has swept
away the physical barriers of communications.
No nation now need be dependent solely upon
thin strands of cable. No country need fear the
strangling of the national voice through the
cutting of a cable in time of war or destruction
in time of peace.
Radio, through the institution of broadcasting, is the first universal system of one way mass communication developed
by man. No other agency can speak with a

distant

audible

easily

desirable territories open for salesmen and jobbers.

the

listener

throughout

in

continent

the

of

Europe.

BURT
2000

S.

9th

BROS.,

Inc.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
.STREET
New York Offite, 2+ East 21st Street
Truck delivery to Netv York

The Strad-O-Vox
turer

No. 221

of

schedule
$12,664

cabinet
in

bankruptcy,

and assets

being stock.

Corp.,

New

speakers,
at

York, manufac-

recently

listing

$33,766,

filed

liabilities

the

its

at

main item

!

August

IS,

!
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Model C

CONSOLE GRAND
Perfected Single Dial Control

^

A

supreme achievement in
and cabinet construc-

^

radio

Magnificently finished

tion.

Model

A

from
most

French

finish,

with

space

i

for

A

double

house

any

than

A & B

remarkable

with

current

standard

Model B

THE CONSOLETTE
Perfected Single Dial Control

equip-

tone
French Walnut, the
most popular of wood effects
with built-in loud speaker
and ample space for A & B
Batteries.
Can be operated
from
house
current
with
most any standard equip-

$275

—

duty

Can be operated

Slightly

higher

West

of

tht

Rockies

from house
current
with
most any standard equipment.

Slightly

Price

higher West of the Rockies

Have you considered
this Fall

Slightly

the

Rockies

equipment before placing

a plan of

We

in a
that
perfectly
it

know

Shamrock

that will surely

make

every part will perform
because it is a standard Shamrock part

for

?

carry a one-dial

set.

The mcreased demand for
type of radio has grown

this

But

tre-

Examine

mendously.

set.

Shamrock yourself

test the

Play with

it.

it

a

bit.

Learn for yourself that Shamrock

the one-dial set perfected.
spread from coast
to coast in a single year.

But here's the crux of the
whole situation you must make
certain that your one-dial set has
perfect selectivity and tonal qualMost any set will give
ities.
good volume.

Of

of

store

You must

—

$130

West

higher

your

merchandising
profits

ment.

$95

Price

1^

Beautifully finished in duo-

Price

Walnut, exquisitely designed
batteries.

More
for

ment.

handsome cabinet of duosatin

space

74"
horn
double-throated
built in on an entirely new
principle.
Can be operated

Perfected Single Dial Control

tone,

effect.

ample

Batteries.

DE LUXE TABLE TYPE
A

Diamond-

matched

with
Grain

—

Here's a worthwhile suggestion.

Use the Shamrock one-dial set
as a leader
for eye value it
can't be beat Priced exceedingly

—

course we're partial. Natural-

!

Having built the one-dial
Shamrock we know every wire
in it.
We've tested every con-

!

denser with our especially built

of

Famous

SHAMROCK STANDARD PARTS

SHAMROCK MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Main

Office

—

moderate.
Feature it Shamrock helps you by advertising
nationally Ask your jobber or
write direct to Dept. 24.

ly!

Makers

is

Its popularity

and Factory: 196 Waverly Ave., Newark, N.J.
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swarm

Interesting Addresses Feature Dinner
Columbia Wholesalers,

Inc., Hosts to 125 Columbia Dealers and Trade Representatives
Fuhri, Vice-president of Columbia Phonograph Co., Delivers Optimistic Talk

Ma,
Inc.,

7.— The Columbia
month tendered a big

Emerson Hotel, to 125 Columbia
agents in this territory.
The dinner was followed by demonstrations of five of the new
type Viva-tonal Columbia phonographs.
The
new instruments were mounted on a large platdinner, at the

form, the beautiful color schemes showing up
attractively against the background of a large
gold curtain. Dealers were instantly impressed
with the unusual cabinet designs, and exquisite

decorations of models 6-10, 7-10 and 8-10 especially.
They were also impressed with the
splendid structure of these new models, but the
enthusiasm reached its highest mark when they
had a chance to really hear the wonderful reproducing qualities of the instruments. As late
as midnight
that
night out-of-town
dealers

were

in the office of the

Columbia Wholesalers

playing over and over again records on the various new type instruments. Although no efifort

was made

to

solicit

business during this meet-

ordered heavily.

ing, dealers

One of the interesting features of the meeting was the apparatus installed by the Physics
Department

of

Johns Hopkins University.

the

This apparatus consisted of a large glass tube
corresponding in proportionate dimensions to
the newly invented tone-chamber of the new
"Viva-tonal" Columbia phonographs.
The in-

was strewn with cork

side

of this

glass

One

of the

professors of the university then

dust.

demonstrated the new principle known as the
Chalvean wave principle using this apparatus.
The address of welcome was made by L. L.
.Andrews, president of the company, after which

Wm.
tistics

M. Swartz, vice-president, presented stashowing the astonishing growth of Co-

lumbia sales

in

He

this territory.

brought out

that record business in the month just past was
454 per cent ahead of the same month in 1925.
This was the fifteenth consecutive month in

which Columbia sales had shown substantial

in-

over the same month of the previous
year.
Also the number of Columbia dealers in
this territory has gone from 197, when he and
Mr. Anderson took over this business in 1923,
to a total of 454 dealers on their books ti>-dav.
creases

C.

and the wholesalers
by telephone and
quantities of fifty and in some

telegraph for

prevention of price cutting,
dealer protection, etc.
He then demonstrated
the new instruments.
After the dinner the Co-

lumbia Wholesalers,

top speed.

C.

Fuhri, vice-president of the Columbia

Phonograph

Co., next addressed the meeting,
with a statement as to Columbia's splendid financial condition and the astonishing growth of
the Columbia Co. itself, having purchased one
of the biggest competitive phonograph companies

Europe and South America. Mr. Fuhri also
emphasized the liberaHty of the Columbia Co.

of

the

in

way

of record return privileges, adver-

tising allowances,

Inc.,

treated

the

dealers

to a boat ride down the bay, having chartered
a special steamer for this purpose.

The outside representatives

of the Columbia
were also present, including
R. J. Riley, Washington, D. C; H. W. Gutton,
Virginia; A. ^. Clais, North Carolina; H. M.
Wadell, covering Maryland; L. K. Snyder, covering Baltimore, and L. Vanaman, also covering
Baltimore. The following day was devoted to a
special sales meeting for these men.
Good Record Demand
The special radio broadcasting of the "Ipana
Troubadours," from New York City, every
Wednesday evening has greatly helped sales
by this popular organization. Dealers in this
territor)' continue to "clean up" on the old-time
numbers and race records, in which the Columbia also does tremendous business.
Ethel
Water, the famous colored comedienne, appeared at the Baltimore Royal Theatre recently,
her presence being advertised by a full-page
advertisement placed in local papers by the

Wholesalers,

Baltimore

Inc.,

dealers.

theatre thought so

The management of the
much of this advertisement

Chas. M.

The

Stieff, Inc.,

M.
piano manufacturers and
firm

Chas.

of

V

is

before

never
for the

lumbia.

fully

"Like

life itself !"

from the

highest treble to the deep
est bass.

Notes that were

reproduced

human

ear astoun;!
the enthusiastic listener.

the verdict of musicians
and laymen
who have heard that marvelous new musical creation the Viva-tonal Co-

—

exclusive

Inc.,

retail dealers since the

establishment of the firm in 1842, started handling talking machines on the first of the month.

The new Orthophonic

line will

be sold only

the Baltimore branch for the time being,
policy, as far as the other

in

and the

branch stores are con-

not as yet been decided upon.

cerned, has

A

very elaborate and ambitious advertising program is being planned.

New

Bristophon
Device

Is

Phonograph
Shown to Trade

Announces New Product to Be Used
With Old Type Phonographs— By Its Use
Old Instruments Can Be Electrified

Br istol Co.

Waterbury, Conn., August
of this city, well

known

7.

—The

Bristol Co.,

as a manufacturer of re-

cording instruments and the Bristol Audiophone

loud speaker,
the talking

Bristol Bristophon

introducing

is

machine

The new Viva-tonal Columbia

is

offered in a care-

worked out range

of

attractive prices and artistic models. Write us for
details.

a

new product

in

which has been named
Bristophon is a device

field

The

the Bristophon.

itself!"

Adds "Talkers"
Stieff,

that they had over a hundred copies pasted
over the front of their theatre, feeling that the
best way to draw a crow-d was to let the public
know tliat this artist was an exclusive. Columbia
record artist.
Dealers in this territory, as well as those in
nearby states, have been astonished at the tremendous sales of a sermon recorded by the
famous negro preacher, Rev. J. M. Galls. No
one guessed this record would sell as well as it
did until suddenly colored people began to

Like Life Itself/
life

orders

cases as high as 500 of this one record.
One
dealer sold over 600 of this one record in two
days' time.

The

IKE

1926

Radio Sales Continue Satisfactory
Radio business during July was materially
ahead of July 1925, and there are thousands of
orders already on file calling for the shipment
of the new "Fada & Crosley" models as soon as
they are released. The volume of Burgess battery business has been surprisingly good and
the Columbia Wholesalers, Inc., are now buying them by the carload. They are also buying
the "Phiico" A and B eliminators by the carload.
This, with the many carloads of phonographs now on their way, will keep their
shipping and receiving departments working at

W.

August
last

— W.

15,

into dealers' stores

were deluged with

Meeting of Baltimore Columbia Dealers
Baltimore,
Wholesalers,

August

which makes it possible to operate an old type
of phonograph electrically and it is claimed that
it gives it a tone rich, smooth and of great volume. This improved result is available with any
phonograph which has an even-running motor
and a correctly balanced turn table.
It will greatly improve the performance of
the old-style record, the manufacturer says, but,

when used

to play the new-process, electrically

recorded records,

it

will

bring out

all

the tonal

depth, clarity and range.

When

is
to be used it distone arm and horn, and
utilizes a radio speaker either horn or cone type.
It can be operated through the medium of a
radio power speaker, such as the RC.\ 104;
with any good radio amplifier and speaker; or
with speaker only.
In the first two instances
a l!/-volt battery is required, but with speaker
only an ordinary 6-volt storage battery is used.

the

Bristophon

places the regular

ColumbiaWliol©
L L.Andrews

^

Wm.H. Swartz

ExclusivelyWholesale
205
Camden St.. Baltimore, Md.

W

It

is

said that,

in

volume and

quality,

production compares very favorably
small orchestra for dancing.

the' re-

with

a

August

15,
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and with what a

cNew and Improved

A^UALITY
with lOOyoreserve

flLL METi^L

SHIKLiDKD
FRONTAND SUBPANEL
I

3

LICENSED

CONE SPEAKER

GFmiNE
mffooiw

S

3

C- BATTERY eonneetions
and wiring for
UX-II2

NEW

RADIOTRON POWER TUBE

SOLD TO AUTHORIZED
tM:F
FRESHMAN
DEALERS
NEW YORK
FRESHMAN

CHAS. FRESHMAN CO.,

Inc.,

BUILDING,
26Z6 W. Washington Blvd., Chicago
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\e

Q/radetndr

JOHN H.WILSON.Mans^ftr

324 WASHINGTON

SI, BOSTON, MASS.

BOSTON

Most Concerns Operating With Small Forces During Vacation Season and Plans Are Under
to Launch Vigorous Campaigns After Labor Day Trade News of the Month

—

Boston, Mass., August

9.

period

in

which stagnation

— The

trade

has

en-

Summer months, a
by common consent

have reached bed-rock. It also is vacation
month for most of those in the trade. But with
the advent of Labor Day a changed situation
will be faced, for then everyone will be home
and on the job and then, too, will begin the
exodus from shore and mountains, for schools
and colleges will be opening shortly thereafter.
Then should begin better business, at least the
radio and phonograph dealers are all expecting
a marked improvem-ent all along the line.
Columbia Dealers Visit Headquarters
This past month most of the Columbia dealers
will

paid a

visit

to

Manager

Billy

Park's

Boston

Columbia headquarters to inspect the new Vivatonal phonographs, on which the Columbia Co.
has been at work for some time. There has been
general enthusiasm for this new instrument, and
judging by the orders placed by the dealers
going to be some difficulty in filling deliveries, for there is every indication that this
new product will go big tliis coming Fall. Manager Parks went over to New York a day or
two ago to consult with the home office relative
to the Fall business. The Columbia record busiG. P. Donness was very good during July.
nelly and his son, George L. Donnelly, of the
Columbia staff, also have been over in New
York. Son Donnelly, as soon as he returned
there

is

from the Metropolis, started in as field representative for the Columbia Co. and will make
frequent trips through the Maine, New HampUp to now he
shire and Vermont territory.
has been supervisor of merchandise for the
Boston end of the business.
Piatt Spencer on the Road

who

has been in the
Kingston street, has
again got on the outside and is now traveling
Piatt

Spencer,

Brunswick

offices

at

lately

80

in the interests of this line in such places as
Providence, Pawtucket and Woonsocket, R. I.,
Fall River, New Bedford and Boston. Recently

Way

he gave demonstrations of the new Panatrope
to an interested group of people at Narragansett
Pier,

R.

that he

I., and
one of the happy results was
was able to dispose of three high-priced

models.
Business generally at the Brunswick headquarters is reported to be showing a marked improvement. July made an even better showing
than did June and the net business for these
past three months is considerably ahead of the
same months last year. Several new men, added
to the Brunswick personnel as mentioned in

month's

are making good under the
Harry Spencer, head of the
Boston Brunswick headquarters. H. Emerson

last

letter,

careful tutelage of

Yorke, Chicago representative of the Brunswick,
who was here in Boston for a number of weeks,
has gone back West after a season that will
mean much to the intelligent development of
Brunswick business here in New England.
Herbert Shoemaker Visits the Trade
Manager Herbert Shoemaker, of the Eastern Talking Machine Co., has for some weeks
past been spending three days each week among
the dealers and this plan he will continue until
September. His last, visit was among the dealers of western Massachusetts, New Hampshire
and Vermont. His calls on the trade are doing
a lot to encourage a feeling of optimism among
the dealers.
Mr. Shoemaker reports that in
practically every place he has visited thus far
business is not only good but is showing a
marked improvement week by week.
Vacation Time at J. H. Burke Co.
Vacations are about the most pressing item of
news at the headquarters of the J. H. Burke

Sonora

Co.,

Canada, where

distributor.
it

is

so

Tom

Burke

dreadfully

is

dry;

in

Ray

down on Cape Cod and Dick Keyes
on the Cape, Dan Lynch, of the traveling staff, is in Maine.
When everybody else
has returned from their holidays Joe Burke,
head of the concern, will likely run up to Saratoga for the races. Joe says he is expecting
Burke

also

shortly

receive

to

new Sonora

the

Boosting Record Sales

By way

goods
Eastern Talking Machine Co. and the
Oliver Ditson Co., wholesalers in this line, reduced the Blue and Black Seal records early in
July with the result that all the Victor retailers had special sales which went a long way to
increase the month's showing in net results,
for literally thousands
of the records were
passed over the counters. Not only has the sale
been well advertised in the store windows but
the newspapers were used to good advantage.
W. A. Harvey Home From Alaska
Winthrop A. Harvey, head of the
C.
Harvey Co., is back home from his several
weeks' trip to^ Alaska whither he went with
members of his family. Francis White, manager of the talking machine department of this
large establishment, has been on a motor trip
with his family.
of stimulating sales in Victor

the

C

T. N.

Mason

in

New

Post

good news to his many friends to learn
that T. Norman Mason, who has long been identified with talking machine interests in New
It is

England, has been appointed executive representative in the

New England

Splitdorf Electrical

territory for the

concern which has
years of service and experience back of it. Mr.
Mason was for a number of years with the Columbia Graphophone Co. and later was with
the A. C.

Co.,

a

Erisman Co.

The Phonograph Monthly Review
A new magazine, The Phonograph Monthly
Review, will make its initial bow to the general
public on September 15. The publication, which
is being brought out by the Phonograph Publishing Co., of Boston, will be devoted entirely
to the best interests of the phonograph indus-

try and it is expected to become a medium by
which the phonograph enthusiast may obtain
information on all subjects relating to new development, etc., in the phonograph field, according to the announcement by the publishers.

is

The

is

Sterling

Radio

Co.,

Kansas

City,

who

exclusive

distributor

of

the

are prepared are the dealers

who

will

profit.

Victor Exclusively
Oliver Ditson Go.
BOSTON

Mo.,

Audak UltraPhonic reproducer, made by the Audak Co.,
New York, in this territory. The company reports a bice demand for the reproducer.
is

Never before have Victor dealers faced a period of such
rich promise.
The pubHc demand for the New Victor
product has been amply evident and now the stocks are
coming through in increasing quantities to meet that
existent demand.
dealers

and

radio

phonograph models.

Capitalizing Opportunities

The

1926

15,

ENGLAND

Big Improvement in Business in the New
England Field Predicted for the Fall

tered upon the last of the

August

Chas. H. Ditson
NEW YORK

&

Co.

August

15,
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The New Saxophonic Instruments
with the Magic Voice

Saxophonic
Model 75
36"HiGH 20'Wide2]'Deep

Be

in clover to offer your trade twelve models of the

new

Saxophonic Consoles and Uprights
Write at once /or booklet and special discounts.

Be

first

thes3 instruments to your trade
are ready to receive them.

to sell

who

PLAYER -TONE TALKING MACHINE CO.
and
Rooms: 632
Office

Sales

Grant

St.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

I
1

-3

FOR

r£ ANNOUNCE W ITH PLEASURE OUR
APPOINTMENT AS DISTRIBUTORS FOR

FADA RADIO
Manufactured by F. A. D.

ANDREA

CO.,

New York

City

Our

twenty-five years of experience as distributors for the Victor Talking
Machine Company has given us very definite standards in the selection of companion lines in this new and great radio industry.

As prerequisites we

insist

upon

integrity,

financial

—

strength,

business

ment, sound sales and advertising programs and last but not
merchandise second to none in workmanship and performance.

least,

judgradio

This we demand not merely for our own protection but for those who year
after year have profited with us as dealers in the products which we have distributed.

Fada Radio meets these requirements. Therefore,
recfHumend this outstanding line to our dealers.

We
sets:

it is

with confidence that we

invite our dealer friends to join with us in the sale of a great line of radio

The 1926-1927 Fada Radio

Line.

Franchise applications are now being considered.
call for demonstration.
Do not delay.
Act todav.

Telephone or

August

15.
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Reliable Radio Merchandise
Made By

Responsible Manufacturers

And
Distributed

By

BATTERIES

SPEAKERS

Eveready

*

Philco

Philco Socket

I

Power

Rola

Fada

Utah
Fada

Crosley

Exide

Crosley
Victor

B ELIMINATORS

CHARGERS

Majestic

Ful-Wave

Philco

Eagle
Valley

Products

BIRNBACH Products

POLYMET

METERS
Weston
Beede
Hoyt

Philco

BRACH

RECEIVERS

Products

RECEPTRAD
Powerizer

PowerAmpfifiTr"*

Combined

TUBES
De

Forest

RADIO FURNITURE
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Federal Ortho-Sonic Wholesalers Gather
in Buffalo for First Annual Convention
Tremendous Gathering

of Distributors at the Hotel Statler Is Tribute to the Success of the Radio
Products Manufactured by Federal Radio Corp. L. E. Noble, Vice-President and GenImportant Addresses Delivered Plans Outlined
eral Manager of Company, Presided

—

The

annual convention of Federal OrthoSonic wholesalers was held August 2 and 3 at
the Hotel Statler, Buffalo, N. Y., and this gathering of prominent wholesalers from all parrs,
of the country reflected concretely the tremenfirst

—

—

which

will be

utilized as

the basis for artistic

displays and give the wholesalers their

Federal Ortho-Sonic Distributors at Informal Dinner in the Grill Room of
dous progress which has been attained by Fedfirst view of a very efifective display featurin;^
eral Ortho-Sonic radio receivers during the past
the Ortho-Sonic set which is shown in the acyear.
The purpose of the convention was to
companying illustration.
present to these wholesalers the Federal OrthoW. L. Swinehart, representing Henri, Hurst
Sonic line for the coming season and the en& McDonald, Chicago, one of the leading adverthusiastic reception accorded the sets indicates
tising agencies in the country and responsible
that
without
question
Federal
wholesalers
for the Federal Ortho-Sonic campaign, gave the
everywhere will give this product exceptionwholesalers a most interesting and complete
ally

strong representation

during the

coming

season.

Lester E. Noble, vice-president and general
manager of the Federal Radio Corp. and well

known throughout

the

radio

of the Federal publicity campaign for
coming season, showing in detail just how
the company is planning to give its wholesalers

organization

past

giving Federal wholesalers exclusive representation in their respective territories will be
continued and the wholesalers in turn expressed their intention of giving the Federal
dealer franchise only to those retailers in their
territories who could give the Ortho-Sonic line

adequate representation.
After luncheon on Monday the meeting was
continued in the Fillmore Room with a series
of important addresses by various executives of
the Federal organization. A. C. Stearns, advertising manager of the company, gave the wholesalers a detailed resume of the company's advertising plans for the coming season and these
plans include a far greater expenditure than last
year. The newspaper campaigns will be particularly impressive and will represent efficient cooperation between the company and its wholesalers and retailers.
National magazines will
be used to excellent advantage and, in fact, the
Federal Ortho-Sonic advertising campaign will

engineering

circles,

made

Federal
in radio

the chief address at

the afternoon session, pointing out

in a nonFederal OrthoSonic radio sets have reached their present posi-

way

technical
tion

among

just

how and why

the leaders in the radio industry.

and

many

details

production of
Federal Ortho-Sonic sets, giving the wholesalers
a thorough understanding of the outstanding
constructional features of the company's product.
The afternoon session included interesting
factors

entering

into

the

the Hotel Statler
addresses by Geo. H. Raymond, vice-president
of the company; W. W. Kideney, vice-president
in charge of production and purchasing; Leonard Bissell, a member of the Federal directorate and one of Buffalo's leading business men,

and L. W. James, assistant sales manager.
At the close of the business sessions O. L.
Neal, of the Buffalo Talking Machine Co., Fedexpressed

in

behalf of the visit-

Mr. Neal
value of the convention.
pointed out that the wholesalers had received
informative and invaluable data regarding Federal Ortho-Sonic plans for the coming season,
and in behalf of the visitors, he also thanked
the company for the splendid entertainment
which had been provided for the wholesalers
practical

and the visiting ladies.
On Tuesday evening an informal dinner was
held in the grill room of the Hotel Statler, at
which the entertainment was furnished by

WGR

twelve

of

the

ing wholesalers their keen appreciation of the

and phonograph
and was

the

of

eral wholesaler,

one of the foremost merchandisers in the radio
industry and his many years' experience in marketing standard products has been an important factor in the remarkable strides made by
Federal

engineer

radio

1926

the

responsible in a large degree for its outstanding
success.
Mr. Noble is generally recognized as

the

chief

Radio Corp. and an outstanding figure

15,

outline

industries, presided at the convention

months.
The convention opened on Alonday, August
2, when a very interesting meeting was held
in the Fillmore Room of the hotel at which
Mr. Noble briefly outlined the company's plans
and policies for the coming year. There will be
no change in the sales methods utilized by
the Federal Radio Corp. the past year in cooperating with its wholesalers and retailers, for,
as Mr. Noble pointed out, the company's sales
plans had received the unqualified endorsement
of their representatives everywhere. The policy

Horley,

Mr. Horley sketched briefly the

reach practically every class of prospect in
every section of the country. Mr. Stearns also
presented some very handsome oil paintings

window

August

The WGR radio station at BufN. Y., is owned and sponsored by the FedRadio Corp. and for a number of years has

entertainers.
falo,

eral

One
and

of the

New

been one of the most popular stations

Ortho-Sonic Displays

form of advertisingAt the close of the meeting the
entire body was conveyed to the Clifton Hotel,
Niagara Falls, Ont., where dinner was served
and the Niagara Falls illumination keenly enretailers every possible

co-operation.

On

Tuesday, August 3, the morning was devoted to an inspection of the vast Federal plant
and this portion of the program was one of the
most interesting events of the convention. The
Federal plant is one of the finest factories in
the Buffalo district, as well as a recognized
ing

WGR,

in the

into

Sonic sets

Every part enter-

radio industry.

the
is

manufacture

made

in

the

Federal OrthoFederal plant, and

of

were amazed at its magnitude and the tremendous resources at the disposal of the Federal manufacturing organizathe visiting wholesalers

tion.

On Tuesday
ing talks were

afternoon a number of interestmade on various features of the

W.
Federal manufacturing and sales policies.
B, Henri, president of Henri, Hurst & McDonald and widely known in advertising and merchandising fraternities, furnished the wholesalers with concrete data as to sales and merchandising problems, based on his many years'
experience as a merchandising expert. L. C. F.

in

the

Kenneth Fickett, senior announcer at
was in charge of the program, introduc-

ing "Ukulele Ike" (Cliff Edwards), well-known
vaudeville and musical comedy star; Miss Edna
Zahn, soprano and the first lady broadcaster of
Buffalo; Tan Pawel Walanek, concert violinist,

and

joyed.

model

East.

the

artists

Eilenbach

were

Concert

received

The
Ensemble.
by the

enthusiastically

dinner party and were obliged to give numerous
encores throughout the evening.
The Federal Ortho-Sonic radio line for the
coming season comprises fourteen standard
models and four art models; the standard

models ranging in price from $75 to $400 and
Eight
the art models from $600 to $1,000.
models in the line were included in last year's
catalog and six of the models are introduced
for the first time. The line is complete in every
detail, giving Federal wholesalers and retailers
an opportunity to build up a tremendous demand
for a quality product at prices meeting the
requirements of every class of trade. The Federal Ortho-Sonic circuit was an instantaneous
success and the line for the coming season is

noteworthy for the constructional features of
the product, as well as the very attractive and
original cabinet design. Every wholesaler present advised Mr. Noble that the Ortho-Sonic
(Continued on page 82e)

August

15,
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coming year was beyond the
any detail, and, in fact, the
wholesalers were amazed at the various features
for

line

the

slightest criticism in

The Ortho-Sonic

of the product.

line

for the

coming season includes the A-10 five-tube table
model, $75; the D-10 five-tube table model, $100;
D-5 Console table to match the D-10 OrthoSonic 30, with ample space for all batteries;
D-40 five-tube Highboy, built-in loud speaker,
$200; B-20 five-tube table model, $100; B-30 fivetube table model, built-in loud speaker, $140;
B-35 five-tube Console, built-in speaker, $250;
B-36 five-tube Console, built-in speaker, $250;
E-10 six-tube table model, $150; E-5 Console
to match the E-10, with ample space for all
batteries, $40;
E-40 si.x-tube Highboy, with
illuminated scale acting as a pilot light, built-

F-10 seven-tube model designed for use with loop only, $250; F-5 Conspeaker,

in

sole table

space

for

$300;

model

to

batteries,

all

Highboy designed
inated

match the

F-40

seven-tube

for use with loop only, illum-

acting

scale,

$50;

ample

F-10, with

as

a

pilot

light,

built-in

The

art

models comprise the F-50 English Pe-

F-60 English Period, $700; F-70
Chinese Period, $900, and the F-Gothic Period,

riod, $600; the

Omaha, Neb.; W.

in

attendance

at the

C.

Foskett,

Albany Hardware &

$400;

C-20

seven-tube

table

GRAPHITE PHONO

SPRING LUBRICANT

makea the Motor malce (ood.
the proper consistency, will not run
sticky or rancid. Remains in
its original form indefinitelj.
Put up in 1, S, 10, 25 and 50-pound cans for dealers.
This lubricant is also put up in 4-ounce cans to
retail at 25 cents each under the trade name of
become

FITRFKA
V> W. J-iJ^ft

J-i

NOISELESS TALKING
MACHINE LUBRICANT

Write for special proposition

ILSLEY-DOUBLEDAY &
$391,053 as

to

jobbert

CO.. 229-231 Front

announced

St.,

NewYork

for the 1925 quarter.

Total surplus for the first half of the current
year was $1,870,531, against $1,537,276 in the first
half of 1925.

Radio World's Fair

to

Be Largest Ever Held

Co.,

;

;

Leaders

Industry to Exhibit Their Prod-

in the

ucts at

Madison Square Garden on September

13—A Mammoth

;

model,
operating on integral loop, $250; C-30 seven-tube
model, operating on integral loop, built-in loud
speaker, $300; C-35 seven-tube Highboy model,
operating on integral loop, built-in speaker, $400.
speaker,

M.

Lubricant

IUIct's

conven-

Albany, N. Y.; O. L. Neal, M. O. Grennell,
H. B. Clark, D. Stein, William Brush, Buffalo Talking
Machine Co., Buffalo, N. Y. B. D. Colen, Musical Products Distributing Co., New York, N. Y. M. C. Robinson,
G. L. Lloyd, Horrocks Ibbotson Co., Utica. N. Y.; H. P.
Shaw, O. M. Shaw, Furman Ferguson, Shaw Tire Co.,
Charlotte, N. C.
C. C. Millard, G. M. Hopper, Cincinnati Ignition Co., Cincinnati, O. R. E. Tongue, Jr., G. T.
Tongue, R. E. Tongue & Bros., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.;
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Hamburg, Louis Hamburg, Hamburg
Bros. Co., Pittslurgh, Pa.; J. P. Lawrence, Herbrick &
Lawrence Drug Co., Nashville, Tenn.; A. N. K. Harris,
Iron

LiL,

Is prepared in
out, dry up or

tion were:
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Caplan and Mr. and Mrs. Davis,
Crown Light & Radio Co., New Haven, Conn.; P. R. Kimberly, J. U. McCarthy, F. A. Aylesworth, R. C. Bradley,
S. F. Patchin, Music Trades Radio Corp., Chicago, III.;
F. J. Camp and Edwin Wolf, Brown-Camp Hardware Co.,
Des Moines, la.; Mr. and Mrs. D. J. Eanies, N. H. Bragg
& Sons, Bangor, Me.; Mr. and Mrs. H. P. Small, The H.
P. Small Co., Bath, Me.; Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Coghlin and
W. Perkins, R. V. Pettingill Co., Boston, Mass.; H. M.
Grier, Grier Sutherland Co., Detroit, Mich,; R, C. Colman,
George C. Beckwith Co., Minneapolis, Minn.; J. H. Harbison, Harbison Mfg. Co., Kansas City, Mo.; Mr. and
Mrs. M. B. Hall, Melville B. Hall, Inc., St. Louis, Mo.;
Miss Hall, St. Louis, Mo.; F. R. King, Paxton & Gallagher
Co,

FV'^
J

IT
M.KjCf

$1,000.

The wholesalers
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Affair

;

Fullers Electric (Canada), Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

Louis Henry Junod, Trade
Figure, Dies Suddenly

Arthur D. Geissler Retires

Swiss Consul, Head of L. H. Junod & Co., Importers of Phonograph Motors, Dead From
an Attack of Acute Indigestion

Prominent Figure

From

Victor Jobbing Field

in Victor Wholesale Trade
Resigns as President of N. Y. and Chicago
T. M. Cos. No Successor Is Named

—

week beginning September 13,
will demonstrate more

During the
an
dramatically
radio

industry

as

than

ever

before

its

rightful

assumption of a place of prominence in American big business circles, according to Clayton
G. Irwin, Jr., general manager of the Radio
World's Fair which opens at Madison Square
Garden on that date. Mr. Irwin states that all
space has been sold and that he anticipates the
exhibition will be the greatest

showing

of

new

radio receivers and accessories ever held under
a single roof.

Madison Square Garden

The many

Louis Henry Junod,
Consul General of Switzerland and head of the
firm of L. H. Junod & Co., importers, of New
York City, were deeply shocked to learn of his
death from a sudden attack of acute indigestion
at his home, in New York, on the morning of
friends

of

August 3. He was 65 years of age.
Mr. Junod was born in Neuchatel, Switzerland, and early in his career became interested
in the American trade of Swiss manufacturers.
At the age of 22 he was sent to the United
States as the representative of Steiger

&

manufacturers of laces and embroideries

Co.,

in

St.

So successful was his business that after a few years Mr. Junod decided
He
to make New York his permanent home.
organized the firm of L. H. Junod & Co. and
became the selling agent for several other
Gall,

Switzerland.

Swiss firms, including Herman Thorens, of Ste.
Croix, Switzerland, manufacturers of phonograph motors.
During the World War Mr. Junod, in his
capacity as Consul General of Switzerland, took
over the affairs of the German Consulate in

New

York, having charge

until 1922.

R. E. Thompson Mfg. Go. in
Process of Reorganization
friendly action resulting in the appointment
of an equity receiver for the R. E. Thompson
Manufacturing Co., maker of radio apparatus,

A

was brought July 28, before Judge Runyon in
the United States District Court at Newark,
N. J.
Judge Runyon appointed Thomas K.
Fitzgerald, who was treasurer of the Thompson
company and John Milton, an attorney, as reAction was brought by the holder of
ceivers.
some of the company's two-year notes in order

make possible a reorganization of the
Thompson company, according to R. E. Thompto

It is understood,
son, chairman of the board.
Mr. Thompson said, that steps will immediately

be taken to reorganize.

MICA DIAPHRAGMS
For Loud Speakers and Talking Machines

RADIO MICA

American Mica Works
47 West Street

New York

Arthur D. Geissler, who for the past twentyfive years has been a prominent figure in talking machine circles, has resigned from the
presidency of the New York Talking Machine
Co., 521 West Fifty-seventh street, New York,
and the Chicago Talking Machine Co., 12 North
The resignation
Michigan avenue, Chicago.
was eflfective as of August 2. The official statement announcing Mr. Geissler's retirement read:
"The New York and Chicago Talking
Machine Companies regret to announce the retirement from business of their president, Mr.
A. D. Geissler. His resignation, which he has
had under advisement for some time, will take
Mr. Geissler's successor
place immediately.
will not be chosen for the present.
"Both companies will continue a's wholesalers
of the products of the Victor Talking Machine
Co."
entire

representative of the Victor Co., following which
position he assumed the presidency of both the

New York and Chicago companies. It has been
known to those associated with Mr. Geissler
for

this

that he was desirous of devoting
time to private affairs.

some time

his entire

Both the New York and Chicago Talking
Machine Companies are composed of veterans
in the talking machine business who are highly
capable of
nent in the

keeping the organizations
field which they occupy.

promi-

Radio Corporation Showing
for the First Half of 1926
Reports Surplus of $1,870,531 as Compared With
$1,537,276 for First Half of 1925
Earnings of the Radio Corp. of America for
the second quarter, while reflecting seasonal
slackness, nevertheless show an improvement
over the 1925 quarter, resulting in a surplus instead of a deficit.
Gross returns from sales, communication and
other income were $7,655,438, against $4,584,465
Expenses, depreciation, costs,
ago.
a year
taxes, etc., were $7,573,418, against $4,975,518,
leaving a surplus of $82,020 against a deficit of

year.

Events of national and international impor-

Many of these will be
broadcast, such as the de luxe programs that
tance will be staged.
will

business career of Mr. Geissler
has been connected with Victor merchandise.
He was first connected with Sherman, Clay &
Co., of San Francisco, and later was a factory

The

will be a gala scene
doors are opened.
There will be 300
separate exhibits, on the Arena floor and the
Exposition Hall, and to accommodate the overflow of exhibits thousands of seats will be
boarded over on the side balconies, all of which
will be open to view from any part of the immense auditorium.
Exhibits and their decorative settings will represent an outlay of $1,000,000, according to
show officials. Attendance has been estimated
at 500,000 people, in addition to approximately
10,000 jobbers and dealers from all parts of the
North American continent, who have signified
their intention to visit the Radio World's Fair

the

as

be produced before the microphone

central broadcasting studio of

in

the

Madison Square
make this show

Many features will
Garden.
one of the most interesting ever held by the
radio industry.

Brunswick Representative
Visits the Omaha Branch

—

Omaha,
field

Neb., August 5.
O. P. Harris, special
representative of the Brunswick Co., spent

several days
the

latter

in this city

part

of

last

visiting the local

branch

month and during

his

conducted a Panatrope demonstration in
conjunction with an interesting sales talk to
Brunswick dealers of this city and outlying ter
Mr. Harris also gave a special demonritory.
stay

stration for the benefit of the sales staff of the

Schmoller

&

Mueller

Piano

Co.,

Brunswick

dealer.

Allege Patent Infringement
Philadelphia, Pa., August

5.

— An

action alleg-

ing infringement of the neutrodyne radio patents was filed against the Atwater Kent Mfg.
Co. in the United States Eastern District Court
of Pennsylvania to-day by the Hazeltine Corp.

and Independent Radio Manufacturers, Inc. The
suit brought is under the Hazeltine patent No.
1,533,858 covering "Method and Means for Neutralizing Capacity Coupling in Audions,"

!
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The Standard by
which all repro-

The

ducers are judged
and valued

REPRODUCER

.

Makes or Mars
the Reproduction

^

Put an

ULTRA

REPRODUCER

(Phonic)

•II

on an old type talking machine
and listen to its performance* —

Your customer
reaction*

The

will get the

same

— — — — — — —

ULTRA

(Phonic)

Reproducer

revives interest in recorded enter-

— creates new record
—builds prospects the new
talking machines — for only the
tainment

for

sales

Suggestion
1.

2.

Demonstrate the record
on an old type machine.

Then demonstrate it on
one of the new models
and the tone

revolutionary new machines surpass the wonderful tonal qualities
—
Reproducers*
of

ULTRA

—

never

will

be forgotten.
3.

If the customer is not
yet ready to purchase a

new model, then
him an

ULTRA

sell

repro-

ducer for use until such
time as the new model
machine is purchased.
4.

Offer

full credit

ULTRA
the

new

bought.

when

on the
finally

machine

is

The

AUDAKAv
S6S Fifth

—
August

15,

—
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The Lens Makes or Mars the Picture

Above are

It Is

the

copies of

same photo taken

The new

electrically cut records are so re-

markably true to the original performance,
that almost any reproducer is bound to give
fair results, but,

It

—

Same With Reproducers

requires an
-perfect

ULTRA

ULTRA

— in

-

sensitive

— an

other words an
ULTRA (Phonic) Reproducer to bring out the
everything
tremendous detail and beauty

—recorded on these records.

COMPANY,
enue.

tvith tivo different lenses

New York

Ine

—
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O. Abramson, of the New Orleans branch of
the Columbia Phonograph Co., has just come

Pfanstiehl Products Built

Please Buying Public

to

Policy of Chicago Manufacturer of Pfanstiehl
Radio Receiving Sets Designed to Keep Line
Abreast of the Public Preference

North on a week's visit to the executive offices
in New York, and the factory at Bridgeport.

and so

sentative,

manufacturer,
guides the

is

on,

maker

and perfecting

down

chain

the

the

to

of

any product

in

a product.

method of operaupon the technical details,
method of operation, and cabinet styles, in its
new 1926-27 line of radio products which will
be illustrated and described in this publication
ceiving sets, has followed this

in

d.eciding

in

the near future.

According

to the Pfanstiehl executives,

whose

statements are based on findings and experience in the field during the past few months,
the dealer last year opened the season by buying cheaper models and swinging to the higher
priced sets later. This year the situation seems
to be reversed, with the retailer placing his orders for the more costly models. Tone quality,
selectivity and simplicity of operation are the
strongest guiding factors in set buying, with
This is
distance as the fourth consideration.
also a direct reversal, for two years ago "distance getting" was of prime importance, and

improved tone quality was a minor

factor.

In cabinet construction the Pfanstiehl execuout that there is a very noticeable
trend toward narrower cabinets, which conserve

tives point

floor

space,

yet

secure

the

same amount

cabinet by increased height.
The opinions outlined above

gathered from Pfanstiehl
dealers,

field

and from the chain

tributors,

who

are

all

of

have

of

been

representatives,

Pfanstiehl dis-

active in the

field,

main-

It was
taining close contact with the dealer.
recently announced that the sales of the Pfan-

Radio Co. at this time are double those
corresponding period of 1925, and the
reasons assigned are lower list prices and longer

stiehl

of

the

discounts.

announcing

—

The

firm also takes a just pride in
that nearly 100 per cent of the

who handled Pfanstiehl products last
year are on their authorized dealers list again
dealers

this year.

Columbia Go. Visitors

now

Radio Corp., Brook-

production on its newest
product, the Pathephonic.
The Pathe Phonograph & Radio Corp., one of the old-established
houses in the talking machine industry, has long
been looked to as an authority on sound reproduction. The Pathe Co. in this country has wellequipped laboratories and in addition works in
conjunction with the laboratories of Pathe Freres
in France.
The Pathephonic is the result of a
long period of careful research and experimenta-

N. Y.,

tion

is

this

in

in

field,

and

several

months

ago

reached the point of acoustical perfection,
where President Widmann was ready to place
the name of Pathe upon it.
The Pathephonic represents the newest development in talking machine manufacture and
is a far cry from the old type of talking machine.
Its principle of reproduction brings out the
many hidden tones in the record. It is pointed
out by H. N. McMenimen, of the Pathe stafif,
that the Pathephonic makes even the old type
The
of record sound like a modern recording.
Pathephonic is reproduced in four models, every
one of which has the new Pathephonic reproduction. These four models cover a wide range

— Carl

D.

Boyd,

of an

exceptionally active

General

conditions

business

this

are excellent, with crops in

Southwest
splendid shape, and

Mr. Boyd points out that it is particularly
noticeable that Texas this year will be less dependent upon cotton than heretofore.
Cotton
will, of

course, be the principal economic main-

Texas this year has
been remarkable in its yield, and the corn and
oats crops have also been very satisfactory.
stay but the wheat crop in

Okeh Record

both design and price.
Behind the new Pathephonic in both its production and merchandising have been the perMr. Mcsonal efiforts of H. N. MclVIenimen.

Menimen

Sales Increase

Harry Fox, manager
tributing

trade and for

After a brief absence
McMenimen returned
to the company and since then has given his
entire attention to the new instrument. At the

of about a year or so,

music show

in

Mr.

June the Pathephonic was shown
time and, since

to the trade for the first

its

ini-

selling

of the

New York

are

in

considerable

in

brisk

fashion

during

the

"Siggie"

sets

host

sets will be levied.

of

friends

who

offer

sincere

congratula-

tions.

to-day''

^ Every model has the looks, the quality, tone and
chanical perfection to make it sell and stay sold.
to mention "prices that are right."

from

beautiful

nut-brown

Walnut,

meNot

high-

lighted, to our exclusive Chinese Renaissance model, in
Mandarin Red or Delecto Green, with decorated panels.

"A new

THRILL

in cabinet

work."

^ Sets are six-tube, single dial, resistance coupled. Wide
range of styles and prices. Write
for the details.

NOW
Minerva Radio Co.

827 Irving Pk. Blvd.

Summer

Phonograph dealers and the many friends of
Lehrman, New Jersey salesman for
Okeh and Odeon records, were delighted to receive a "Babygram," announcing the arrival
of a daughter, Anna Selma Lehrman, July 18.
Mr. Lehrman has been associated with the sale
of Okeh Records for several years and has a

the intense effort

seen by the Commerce Department in reporting that a broadcasting station is to be built at
Mukden, China. A tax of fifty cents on tube

Cabinets,

demand

Anna Selma Lehrman Arrives

is

RABm

dis-

General Phonograph

the

months.

Pathe organization the new instrument has been produced for Fall business.

market for American-made radio

of

and the Berg Artone and Carryola portables are

of the entire

A new

Portables

pany.

showing, much interest has been manifested
in the Pathephonic throughout the entire country.
Mr. McMenimen has spent considerable
time in the selection and establishment of representative jobbers throughout the country and
shortly expects to complete this very vital divitial

Through

division

Corp., New York, reports that sales of Okeh
and Odeon records for the month of July were
most satisfactory, showing an increase over the
month of June and over the total sales for July
of 1925.
In addition, the sales volume for the
month was considerably increased by the dealer
demand for the Wolf Masterphonic line of
phonographs, which are distributed by this com-

known in the talking machine
many years was connected with

well

is

the Pathe organization.

in

Minerva Studio Console $130

Fall

throughout the

Dealers and Jobbers have told us this
New Minerva Line is the ^^greatest buy

fl

sales

in

sion of distribution.

Westervelt Terhune, manager of the Atlanta,
Ga., branch of the Columbia Phonograph Co.,
has returned to Atlanta after a few days' visit
to the company's executive offices in New York.
W. S. Parks, manager of the Boston branch
of the
Columbia Phonograph Co., and his
family were recently in New York, on a combined business and pleasure trip.

&

The Pathe Phonograph
lyn,

July. 29.

III.,

promotion manager of the Reichmann Co., of
this city, manufacturer of Thorola radio sets
and loud speaker products, returned recently
from a very successful trip through the South
and Southwest. While in Texas Mr. Boyd appointed Harry Merrithew as Thorola representative in Oklahoma, Texas and Louisiana, with
headquarters at 801 Ross avenue, Dallas, Tex.
Mr. Merrithew is very well and favorably
known throughout the entire Southwest with
the electrical, hardware, radio and automotive
jobbers and will cover this territory in co-operation with Thorola jobbers as well as handling
dealer promotion sales work by men who will
be under his employ in the three States covered.
Mr. Boyd states that the Thorola line is being very well received by jobbers throughout
the South and Southwest with every indication

designing

In the radio industry,
this is particularly true, and the Pfanstiehl Radio
Co., Chicago, manufacturer of Pfanstiehl retion

Chicago,

Pathe Instrument Based on New Development of Acoustical Sound Reproduction Being Produced in Four Models

the instrument which actually

1926

Carl D. Boyd Appoints H. Merrithew Thorola
Representative for Three Important States
The Business Outlook Is Excellent

Pathe Corp. Announces the
Pathephonic Phonograph
New

15,

Thorola Progress in Oklahoma,
Texas and Louisiana Marked

Public preference, passed on from consumer
to dealer, dealer to distributor or factory repre-

August

Chicago

Minerva DeLuxe $?00

August

15,
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HOWERS
The

ideal in radio receiving sets

—

this is the set in
the Showers Console Radio. Six tubes, one dial control.
You can see by examining the above picture
that the Showers receiver is of all-metal shielded
construction. It differs from any radio receiver now
on the market it is tomorrow's radio, today. Experts predict a new style in radio manufacture after
inspecting the Showers set.
It's the tone quality
that convinces them.

—

m
m

Model 556. Top 17 x24
Height 50
Mahogany Only

.

'.

To have been in business
To have grown during the

56 years
full

is

much.

56 to the posi-

tion of the largest furniture manufacturing

organization in the world is more. Showers
Brothers Company has always stood on the
fair dealer policy of a full commercial value
and protection for the dealer's money. Every
dealer selling radio should know what

Showers

is

values will

Showers Console Radio
be the standard of value com-

doing.

Our exclusive selling franchise is a
Write to
business
asset to ov/n.
valuable
the Chicago office at once for full details.
parison.

Model 448. Top 17 x32
Height 40 \
Walnut Only

SHOWERS BROTHERS COMPANY
BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA
Radio Division

— 1517

Tribune Tower, Chicago,

Illinois

—
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Music Trade Radio Corp.

to

Distribute the Ortho-sonic

of

—

U.

August 7. The radio and music
trade of the Middle West were recently interChicaco,

III.,

announcement
Music Trade Radio Corp.

ested in an

to the effect that the

of Chicago had been
appointed Middle West distributor for the Federal line of Ortho-sonic radio receivers, manufactured by Federal Radio Corp, Buffalo. The
appointment became effective on Au,gust 2, and
Federal products are already on display at the
headquarters of the Music Trade Radio Corp.,

An

328 North Michigan avenue.
drive

way

already under

is

intensive sales

in the territory.

For

its territory the Music Trade Radio Corp.
have all of the State of Wisconsin, except
the far northwestern section immediately trib-

will

Twin

utary to the
"Little
tion;

Egypt"

all

Cities; all of Illinois, e.xcept

in the

extreme southeastern sec-

of Indiana, except the counties border-

Ohio River; the

ing the

and the

counties

tier of

river counties in Iowa,
in

the western section

the lower peninsula of Michigan bordering

Lake Michigan. Percy Kimberly, president;
McCarthy, treasurer; F. A. Aylesworth,

J,

R.

C. Bradley, S. F. Patchim, of the sales staff,
attended the three-day distributors' convention
at the Federal headciuarters in Buffalo on Au-

gust

and

3

2,

New

4.

Minerva Radio Line
Announced to the Trade

August

model, which

is

ing piece

furniture.

of

Chinese motif,

in the

The

15,

is

cabinet

1926

a strik-

hand-

is

painted and the panels are decorated by hand,
the prime colors being a choice of mandarin
red or delecto green.
E. R. Schultz, general

manager

of

Minerva

Radio

already he has orders on

file

Co.,

states

that

for several hun-

dred of this particular model.
In addition to the Chinese model there are
several receivers encased in handsome walnut
cabinets, high lighted, and each cabinet has been
designed so as to place it in the fine furniture

The Minerva

class.

receivers

feature

single-

coupling and simple construction throughout, each set being strongly
Mr. Schultz, in anbuilt to insure long life.
nouncing the new products, states that the line
has been built upon a "quality plus low price"
basis to enable dealers to meet any type of competition and that he feels sure that the comingseason will be the most successful experienced
dial tuning, resistance

In the

new

1926-27 line of Minerva radio re-

ceivers being introduced at the present time by

the Minerva Radio Co., 827 Irving Park bouleare incorporated several new
have been widely commented
upon. Painstaking thought and effort have been
involved in the production of cabinet designs
and the Minerva special Chinese Renaissance
vard, Chicago,

111.,

which

features

by the company thus

far.

Announcing the New and Complete Line of Eagle Chargers
The long-experienced

radio merchant knows that his average customer is a crank, and has been forced to keep his shop looking like a naThere are. perhaps, a hundred different makes of chargers on the market,
tional radio exposition in order to satisfy these exacting buyers.
good, bad and indifferent; but each commands a few sales because it claims to do a certain job differently or better than the others. Here,
then, is a way out of the profitless overstocking of "ten brands to please ten customers" a comprehensive and complete line of chargers
that not only meets all present-day demands but anticipates those of the future.

—

— Performance — Price — Wnatever

customers ask for, there's an Eagle Charger to satisfy their wants. Furthermore, the increasing
buyers will be "Eagle" buyers when our nation-wide newspaper campaign "talks" to your customers this Summer and
Fall.
Study these pages carefully, compare the performance of these instruments with the demands of your customers, bear in mind the
growing popularity of chargers and place an order with your jobber to take care of the mighty profitable business that this Fall will bring.
If your jobber can't supply you, get in touch with "Charger Headquarters" at once.
Quality

number

of charger

MASTER

SENIOR— 6 AMP.

EAGLE MASTER— The
power unit.
Charfies A

—

EAGLE SENIOR— Tube

type rectifier charges automobilb and radio six-volt batteries at sis (G) anii>ere
rate.
Charges B batteries up to 150 volts in series
Finished in Green Crackle with
at 250 iiiillianiperes.
Battery leads.
copper and black back^aound plate.
List Price
proi>er]y marked, witli strong battery clips.
$20.00 without tube.

—

rurn of the

standard

wiies— simply

1

A
B
It
POINT THE AJIROW AM) THROW THE

switcli
voltaces.

complete
of the future!
batteries, full or trickle, and at a
batteries of all
is
not necessary to disconnect any
charKer

type
rectifier—charges
s!x-volt batteries at full
Cliarges
batteries up to
150 volts in
250 milliamperes.
Straight
transformer winding cannot burn out tubes. Finished in green crackle with copper and black
background name plate. Ample cable and markers.
List Price
$14.00 without tube.

automobile and
two (2) ampere

TAB

B

—

A

—

radio

rate,
series at

No variable
All connections are made in rear.
resistances in the form of lamps or coils for various size B
Entirelj' automatic.
Particularly adapted for the new
Hats.
Batre-chargeable batteries.
Charging range for
Charging range for B Batteries
teries
trickle to 2 amps.
Green crackle finish with copper and black
45 to 1S5 volts.
List Price
$21.00 without tube.
background panel.
SWITCH.

UNI OR— 2 AMP.

JDNIOR— Tube

EAGLE

becomes a charger for

—

—

TRICKLER
EAGLE TRICKLE R —^Eagle
an absolutely

5

has incorporated in

tliis

popular

feature.
In addition to
charges
batteries.
batterifs
it
also
charging your
Another big advantage is the fact that tlie Trickier is shipre-chargeable
Particularly adaptable for new
ped dry.
batteries at half ampere rate.
dry
batteries.
Charges
batteries while listening
at 250 milliamperes.
Charges
Price
Beautitid crackle finish.
List
$10.00 complet*.
in.

type charger

exclvisive

B

A

TAB

B

B

A

A

—

EAGLE 5B

16

B

GANG CHARG E R— Tube

EAGLE

type rectifier. seiTice
Cliarges from one to five G-volt automobile
Has patented magand radio batteries at sis-ampere rata
netic control which permits
charger to acc-ommodate any
line voltage from 100 to 14iJ, thus eliminating over charging
and under cliarjring. Beautiful black crackle finish with gold
raised letters and border, and accurate reading ammeter.
One set of bafterv leads and tube complete. NET Price, $54.00
station

cliarger.

EAGLE CHARGER CORPORATION,

I6B

B

GANG CHARGER— Tube

type rectifier for service

Will charge from one to sixteen automobile or
Will charge sixteen in
at six ampere rate.
same time it takes to charge one. EQUipned with ammeter,
double pole, double throw switch and fused both in A.C. line
Finished in black crackle with
and in Battery Circuit.
Battery leads and tube
gold raised letters and gold border.
110 Volts— 60 cycle— NET price. $85.00: 220 Volts
complete.
station

radio

—60

work.

batteries

cycle— NET

121 North 8th

price,

St.,

$105.00.

Philadelphia, Pa.

—
August

IS,
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^ Here are other
Amplex models

A New Sta
Six

Tubes—Two Dials—Harmo-Sonic

ROM

the deep sonorous roll of the organ to the clear
high "C" of the soprano, just close your eyes and
imagine the broadcaster is in the same room v\/ith you.
Unequaled selectivity each station, far and near, comes in as
if
it
were alone on the air, cutting out that interfering
station easily so that you listen only to the one you want.
bell-like

—

A

supreme achievement

of quality

and

price.

A

Revelation in Sound

Reproduction
"Imperial High Boy"
Price $129.50
The Imperial Harmo-Sonic is a combination of the Amplex Harmo-Sonic
receiver combined with a new scientifically constructed loud-speaker unit
and tone chamber, thrice cushioned to
prevent mechanical disturbances result of years of laboratory experiment

—

and research. The cabinet is of fiveply genuine wzdnut or mahogany,
hand-rubbed, two-toned and beautifully finished.
Fit to grace the perfectly appointed drawing-room.

del -59

Model
finish.

—

Walnut
39— Price $39.50.
Beautiful sloping front cabi-

net solid top, making
gold decorated panel.

TweSve months ago

It

it

fool-proof,

was siaimed impossible!

But twelve months of constant, untirino research and exiDeriment by Amplex
engineers composing the laboratory whose precision instruments have been
for years endorsed, recommended and specified by many of the most prominent radio engineers and technical publications in the country combined
with the tremendous savings possible through Amplex volume production,
has erased "imoossible" and oroduced the

—

"Compact
Low Boy"
Price $69.50

Similar to

Qeneral Specifications
radio expert will marvel at the technical features embodied in the Amplex HarmoSonic at such a low orice. Six tubes— two-dial control using only two condensersminimizing the number of movable parts modified straight line T. R. F.. using
air-wound solonoid coils and solid brass condensers, giving the sturdmess, selecof resistancetiv'tv and sensitivity— resistance-coupled detector and three stages
concoupled audio frequency (Harmo-Sonic)*, which with "C" battery and power tube
spare
enough
to
power
and
unsurpassed
reproduction
quality
of
the
nections gives
volume control of the plate resistance type— selectivity switch provided not only for
Autom.atic filament control for ease
s'-ort and lom^ antennas but also to helo tuning.
sturdy system of rivetin handling and efficiency, concealed wiring and assembling of a
equipped with U X
ing and flexible connections beneath the genuine bakelite panel
And
for long hfe.
make
sturdiness
and
ruggedness
that
so
colored
cable
sockets 3nd
price that sets
housed in an attractive, sloped front, solid walnut finished cabinet at a
a new standard in radio.
* A (ype of amnlification that synchronizes the over tones and the middle tones as well
profundo.
as the' rich, sonorous beauty of the basso

The

—

AMPLEX INSTRUMENT LABORATORIES
New York City ^
88 West Broadway

W8

Model

49,

combined with

a

battery compartment console, only 22 inches wide and 9 inches
deep. Compactly designed to occupy
very
little
space.
Without loud
speaker.

compact

"Model 49"—Price $49.50
Sloping front cabinet, handsome DuoTone walnut finish and decorations,
gold decorated panel equipped with
Vernier dials.

—
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Western States Sales Co.,
Radio Jobber, Opens Offices
Well-known

Radio

Executive

and

Head Organization Which Will
Radio Products

in Pacific

Salesmen
Distribute

Coast States

—

Los Angeles, Cal., August 4. A new manufacagency, the Western States Sales Co.,
Inc., has recently been formed for the purpose
of actively representing radio manufacturers on
the Pacific Coast whose sales in this territory
have heretofore not been fully realized.
Because of the unusual character and experience
turers'

of

its

personnel, the Western States Sales Co.,

Inc., offers distinct

advantages to manufacturers

who

are desirous of extending their sales influ-

ence

in this rich

new organization

of the

Corp.,

Louis, and for two years
in charge of the Kennedy

St.

was

Because

Corp.'s Pacific Coast sales.

wide

of his

contact he brings to the new organization an
exceptional grasp of manufacturers' sales prob-

lems and their solution.
Mr. Lane for the past three years has been in
charge of California sales for the Kennedy Corp.
while Mr. Kennard has for a similar time been
in charge of the Kennedy sales in the Central
and Northwest.
Both Mr. Kennard and Mr.
Lane are well-seasoned radio salesmen, with a
wide trade following, and with Mr. Hassler
form a trio whose personal acquaintance with
jobbers and dealers on the Pacific Coast is probably unequaled.
The headquarters of the Western States Sales
Co., Inc., are at 1632

South Los Angeles

are:

George J. Lane, vicepresident, and E. W. Kennard, secretary and
treasurer.
Mr. Hassler was for the past three
vears general sales manager of the Colin B.
R. Hassler, president;

Semi-annual Sales Meeting of StafE of James K.
Polk, Inc., Well-known Distributing Firm.
Held at High Point, N. C.

—The

members

of the

sales staff of the southeastern division of

James

ATLA>fTA, Ga., August

6.

street,

From each

Seattle.

quate sales force

is

of these centers an adetraveled to effectively cover

States of California, Oregon, Washington,
Montana, Idaho, Utah, Nevada and Arizona

the

all

important trade

When we

fields.

say the Trinity Line

unequalled at the price,

is

we prove

by comparison and we make our
comparison with sets that cost
from 30% to 50% more than Trinity,
it

Tube Compact Cabinet

Appeals to people desiring a
high quality receiver of compact
7'zx6 jxZ2, Inconspicuous
library table or fits intobookcase. Mahogany finished cabinet

siie.

on

'50

with rounded edges

The astounding

BEACON offers
BEACON is the

values which

are possible only because

Broadcast Receiver Division of the world's

BEACON

largest radio parts plant.

builds

its

own cabinets, moulds its own bakelite, produces
its own condensers, rheostats, jacks, binding
posts, horns, etc., etc.
profits

The

on

No

Has three
cv-

Tube Table Model

steps of audio frequcn.
on panel. 5 piv
8' ;x

Pilot light

genuine mahoganv cabinet,
13x26'

2-

Drop

leaf door.

Un-

^75

doubtedly one of the most beautiful receivers

(2-T-6U

ever built

other manufacturer

these parts.

dealer

who

enthusiastically

and who

Trinity Six

1926

Southeastern Sales Staff
of James K. Polk Meets

Southeastern Sales Staff of

Trinity Five

15,

with district sales ofiices in San Francisco and

radio territory.

The members
B.

Kennedy

prior to that time

August

exploits

the

good
merits of Trinity
name with Trinity performance, can do so knowing that hi& profits are permanently protected bv

BEACON

The Trinity

dealer franchise is the most valuable franchise you can obtain. Write to

and we will have our local distributor
prove by demonstration and comparus

why

K. Polk, Inc.

K. Polk, Inc., distributor of Sonora radios and
phonographs, Okeh records, Honest Quaker
parts, Caswell portable phonographs and other
products, held a semi-annual sales meeting at
High Point, N. C., the latter part of last month.
During the meeting the accompanying photograph of the salesmen who are chiefly responsible for the success of the Polk organization
was taken. Reading from left to right they are:
P. C. Brockman, secretary and director of sales;
B. W. Whiteman, Alabama and Tennessee representative; C. C. Alexander, southern Florida
representative;
sentative;

O.

C.

Miller,

W. Shepherd

Virginia,

repre-

South

Caro-

Miller,

and northern Georgia representative; T. J.
Beutell, south Georgia and northern Florida representative; J. Warren Butler, North Carolina;
Chas. J. Rev, in charge of Richmond, Va., office.

lina

Club Circus Purchased
by G. Clayton Irwin,

Jr.

associates his

the largest institution of its kind. Trinity values
method of
will always excel ! The
manufacture is a positive assurance of this fact.

ison

J.

the Trinity Line

is

unequalled.

The invasion

of

Greenwich Village by the

radio industry has just been announced by G.

Clayton Irwin, Jr., having purchased the Club
Circus, at Sixth avenue and Fourth street. New
York.
Mr. Irwin is general manager of the
Chicago Radio Show, the principal exposition
conducted officially on behalf of the radio industry by Mr. Irwin in partnership with U. J.

Herman.
Following extensive alterations the club will
open under the new management early in SepMr. Irwin states that it is his intenthe Club Circus the entertainment
headquarters of the radio industry.
tember.

tion to

TRINITY
RADIO
TrinitY Six Tube
Same
in

as

model 2-T-61

Bio-Phomc Console

TWO TUNING CONTROLS

installed

high-grade console cabinet.

14Wx34 )c48. Of
ply genuine
mahogany with Trinity Beacon
'>

-

Bio-Phonic Reproducei built in.
Spacious compartments for batteries or eliminators

'150

NO SOLDERED CONNECTIONS
Built

Under U.S.

NAVY

Dep't Liscenac and 88 Palcnti

(2-T-61 CoDiDle)

Address Departnieyit T-86

make

Otto Heineman to Europe
Otto Heineman, president of the General
Phonograph Corp., sailed August 14 on the S. S.
"Homeric" for a five weeks' trip abroad. Mr.
Heineman will visit London, Berlin and other
important trade centers, returning to New York
with Mrs. Heineman, who went abroad some
time ago. Mr. Heineman expects to be back in
New York about September 20.

Beacon Radio Mfg. Co., inc.
323 Berry

Street,

Brooklyn, N.Y.

The chairmen of the various committees in
charge of arrangements of the third annual radio
industries banquet, which is scheduled to be
held September 15, were appointed at a recent
meeting of the banquet committee, held in New
York.

—
August

15,
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Cleveland Dealers Report
Brisk Portable Demand

The

Plaza Music Go. Reports
Large Portable Demand

83
recent

warm weather which

has been more

or less continuous after a fairly mild Spring un-

doubtedly accounts for the increased activity

in

the portable line.

Local Columbia

Branch

Receives Viva-tonal
Intensely Interested
Association Holds Special Meeting

Phonographs

—Trade

—

Cleveland, O., August 7. Business for this
time of the year, which is generally considered
the doldrums, has naturally been somewhat
Large numbers of
quiet, but not unusually so.
portables have been sold and also records.
Practically every dealer has made a drive on
this type of machine, but aggressive methods
were necessary to get the business. Radio jobbers report that the retail trade is ordering in
good quantities in preparation for Fall.
The local Columbia branch received its Vivatonal models, which created a great deal of in-

Branch
and enthusiasm in the trade.
R. J. Mueller and his staff have been
kept busy demonstrating the new machines.
The newly decorated demonstration room has
been the subject of many compliments.

terest

Manager

large

Several of the

downtown

stores

The

10 West Twentieth
manufacturer of the Pal
and Regal portable talking machines, is continuing this branch of its business at the height of
its capacity during the month of August.
Sales
of portables, according to f^. J. Weil, of the advertising and sales promotion department of the
company, have far exceeded all expectations.
street.

Plaza

Music

New York

The Plaza Music

Co.,

coming

City,

Co.

looks forward to

the

Fall being the third season in which the

proved themselves as all-yearmerchandise.
Therefore, with no letdowns in the demands during August, a continued activity in sales should be noted during
the balance of the year, the Fall indications
being especially favorable.
sales of portables

round

Announcing

WorkRite
1927 Models

held

which proved very
enjoyable affairs. The Dreher Piano Co. held
theirs at the "Regnatz," a resort noted for its
fine meals and fine grounds for amusement purpicnics for their employes,

The Wurlitzer

poses.

'

ipi|;ljli|j||j||j^^^

Co. held their picnic at

the Shore Club at Willowick Park.
Members of the Cleveland Music Trades Association held a special meeting at the Hotel

WORKRITE
Model 36
List $210

Statler, July 29, which was presided over by
Luncheon was
President Anthony Maresh.
served. The object of the meeting was to con-

plans for

sider

entertaining

a

delegation

of

music merchants from Detroit. They will be invited some Sunday during August after their
convention.

The new Victor

portables were received by
Machine Co., Victor dis-

The

ISSew

WoRKRiTES

embody

the Cleveland Talking

and shipments were made at once to
on a large number of back orders.
The trade are well pleased with both the tone
The
and appearance of the new machines.
company has added W. F. Cooper to its salesforce.
He is well known to the trade through
connections with Victor and
previous
his
Brunswick. Two other salesmen have also been
engaged, G. A. Weatherwax and J. C. Hildertributor,

the trade

every down-to-the-minute improvement
that

is

practicable

brand.

The Newman Stern
and

is

device.

and

now
It

Co. has been appointed

for northern Ohio
appointing dealers to handle the
has been advertising it e.xtensively

distributor for the

"Gradeon"

effectively.

The Ohio Music Merchants Association

will

discuss the following four subjects at their convention in Columbus, September 13, 14 and IS:

WORKRITK MODHI.

Ifi

—

tubes 2 controls, no verniers neeesWalnnt Cabinet with panel and
sary.
List
dials to match, gold trimmed.
Price, .fSO.OO.

Maypole, of Detroit;
Columbus.

The

July

business

of

Otto
the

B.

local

of a

still

Roy

—

Mc-

Leod, branch manager, has put two new salesmen on, Carl Meyers and Walter Bielman. E. S.
Germain, district manager, took a party of salesmen to the factory at Muskegon, where they in-

The WorkRite Manufacturing Co.
1823 E. 30th

WORKRITE MODKL

spected the entire plant.

committee of prominent Cleveland radio
jobbers is busy arranging details of the convention of radio jobbers and dealers that is
slated to take place at the Hotel Hollenden on

A

It will be the first con22.
has ever taken place
that
kind
vention of this
Ohio
in this city and the trade from all over
and adjoining States is expected to be well rep-

September

resented.

21

and

well

Radios are sold by exclusive
Such a franchise is
franchised dealers.
You
this
year
and
years to come.
valuable
can make some real profits on this line.
Your territory may be open write today.

Brunswick

S,

design.

WORKRITE

Heaton, of

further increase L.

six

Radios are backed by a confinanced company with 17
years of manufacturing experience, five of
them in radio. This means reliable, standardized manufacturing methods on an economical basis. It means that you are selling
a line that will be on the market next year.

branch has been very good, both Panatropes
and the mechanical models moving well. In anticipation

new

servative,

Piano" and "Group or State Advertising
Through Newspapers and Billboards to Boost
the Use of the Piano."
Speakers include F. N. Goosman, of Toledo;
A.

of

use

WORKRITE

"Advisability of Having Musical Instruments
Nationally Priced," "The Ohio Carrying Charge
Schedule," "Methods and Means of Increasing
the Interest of Ohio People in Playing the

Secretary Rexford C. Hyre, of Cleveland;

—

two stages
tubes
transformer
radio, detector, one stage
stages
resistance
two
and
coupled
coupled. Three way switch giving "Off,
Soft, Loud," straight line broadcast condensers, battery cable and cabled wiring,
beautiful cabinets and panels, gold trimmings, wired for new power tubes and
power unit supply. One or two dial control
models

All

St.,

Cleveland, Ohio

Branch: 536 Lake Shore Drive, Chicago,

26

Same chassis as above mounted on a
small Hoor console with hlch srade
speaker enclosed. List Price,
loud

DISTRIBUTORS—Some

excellent

for the

territory

W orkRite

is

^till

111.

available

line.

$14.). 00.

WORKRITE
SUPER NEUTRODYNE RADIO SETS
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ANNOL
The Newest Develoj

TJACK

^

of this marvelous

instrument

is

new reproducing

the thirty-five years experi-

ence of the Pathe Co. and Pathe Freres in Paris.

The collaboration

of the laboratories of both

these companies has resulted in the Pathephonic, an instrument that

is

superlative in

sound reproduction.

The Pathephonic reproduces old records that
never can be replaced equal to the new recordings. Only your ear will ever explain this instrument to you. Your own knowledge of
music can be the only judge of its performance.

Pathe Phonograph an(

August

15,
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\^CING
nent in Phonographs

NOW READY
for the

Fall Season
Four Models

—Wide range in designs
and

prices

Model No. lis

'

'

'

'

Model No. 175

-

-

-

'

Model No. 225

'

'

'

'

Model No. 275

-

-

-

'

$125.
$175^
$22$.
$275.

Every model equipped with Pathephonic ampHfication.

Act
There

Now—
number of dealer and distributor franthe attached coupon and mail today.

will be a very limited

chises granted.

Fill

in

1

1

Pathe Phonograph & Radio Corp.
Grand Ave.. Brooklyn. N. Y.

1

20
1

1

_J

JLv3,Q10 V-^Orp#

20 Grand Avenue

Brooklyn,

Gentlemen:
^

|

n. y.
j

1

^^^^'"^^^'j^^;''"

ation regarding
j
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American-Bosch Announces

New

the

"Cruiser" Model

New Model
Features
cased in

Receiver Contains Several
Including "Unified Control"
Handsome Walnut Cabinet

Springfield, Mass., August

5.

— Directly

New

— En-

in line

with the demand for efficiency and simplicity of
operation in radio sets, combined with beauty
of appearance, is the new Cruiser model of the

American

Bosch

Magneto

Corp.,

Cruiser

the

to

take

advantage

of

the

power

tubes, separate battery connections being pro-

illustrated

vided to take care of the high plate and grid
voltages required.
The cabinet is richly finished in walnut with
simple and dignified lines.
Unusual quietness
of operation is claimed to be one of the features of the Cruiser, and it is said to be immune to stray discharges of electricity excepting those picked up unavoidably by the antenna.
The Cruiser may be used with various
lengths of antennas, but a wire approximately
100 feet long is recommended.
Officials of the Bosch Corp. claim that the
Cruiser is a worthy companion to other Bosch
products which have made the name a synonym
for precision engineering over a long period of

August

Radio Cabinet Trend

1926

15,

Is

Toward Period Design
to Be Most Popular in Cabinets,
According to Pooley Co., Inc. New Models
Announced by This Firm

Simplicity

—

The popularity of the floor cabinet radio of
period design this season will be greater than
ever before, according to the Pooley Co., Inc.,
Philadelphia, Pa., maker of Pooley cabinets with
Atwater Kent

As

radio.

in the radio

the trend in cabinet design

toward

is

set itself

simplicity.

Accordingly, the Pooley line for this year

is

marked by

is

simplicity in

rich

a

that

finish

years.

Mu-Rad Corp.
Year

Sixth

in

Celebrating

Radio Making

Featuring Six-Tube Sets Under Name of "The
Mu-Rad Super-Six Receiver"
Interesting
New Sales Plan Benefits Retailers

—

The Mu-Rad Radio
celebrating

is

its

Corp.,

of radio receiving sets.
it

also notes that this

broadcasting.
ization

is

In
is

J.,

its

current literature

the sixth year of radio

This season the

confining

Mu-Rad organ-

manufacmarketed under the name

its activities

ture of six-tube sets,

The Bosch

Asbury Park, N.

sixth year as a manufacturer

to the

"The Mu-Rad Super-Six Receiver." It is at
present making a special sales drive on a very
unique table model, with single dial control,
equipped with the Mu-Rad "B" eliminator or

This is a five-tube set embodying
of Bosch-balanced radio frequency
amplification, detector and two stages of Boschdesigned audio amplification, the whole thoroughly shielded and encased in an attractively
In point of range and voldesigned cabinet.
ume alone, it is claimed by Bosch engineers
that the Cruiser leaves nothing to be desired.
The "Unified Control" concentrates in one
hand all tuning operations, thus reducing the
selection of stations to a simple movement. Two
tuning knobs are provided. Two other knobs
complete the control system of the Cruiser.
One of these, the Amplifier, is claimed to be a
Bosch innovation in simplified control. When
first turned on the Amplifier acts as a current
switch and lights the tubes, and when advanced
herewith.

two stages

space for 135-volt "B" battery and compartments for "B" battery and trickle charger. The

30,

Provision

is

made

Among

Mu-Rad Super

as

"Mu-Rad 'Golden

the

This

is

known

Rule' Policy." It has

and constructive ideas in
protective
It embodies
merchandising.
radio
territory features, small commitments, territorial sales quotas, bonus features and fixed plan

some very

original

Mu-Rad
in

This guarantee also
covers damages in transit from the factory, proThere is
vided these are promptly reported.
also a guarantee on price maintenance, on deliveries, also covering the inquiries in distributors' territory and specific causes covering the

complete replacements.

Mu-Rad advertising in particular territories.
The Mu-Rad organization has outlined a very

Corporation
In Brooklyn
1271 Bedford Ave.

Phones: Circle 7610-1-2

sales drive which includes co-operaand sales help for the distributor and re-

intensive
tion

In Manhattan
225 W. .57 St.

receivers are sold on a twelveguarantee.
The guarantee covers de-

material and workmanship and where
serial numbers are not mutilated and seats remain unbroken or unremoved the Mu-Rad organization makes good defective products, or

Weber-Rance

models which have rapidh^

known

the Pooley speaker

This speaker

is

as

attractively housed

in a

cabinet of the Stuart style finished in Eng-

brown mahogany.

It

has

all

the qualities

It is

an artistic product.

Record So Big

for

covering circular matter, window displays,
elaborate and deetc. It is an
tailed arrangement and speaks well for the confidence the Mu-Rad organization places in its
products, and its capacity to achieve results.
tailer,

electrotypes,

to

Factory

Six

operates with power tube, has exceptional
volume controllable to a mere whisper and gives
faithful reproductions, it is said.
The Mu-Rad Radio Corp. has evolved a new

months

Equipment

is

Dealer Drives

fects

Radio

this year's

Demand

All

Bosch

as

lish

unit.

for exchange.

for

now known

is

Pooley construction, including the Pooley
built-in horn and Atwater Kent radio speaker

sales plan for the 1926-27 season.

Distributors

set,

of

set

Metropolitan

one-dial

R-2.

ilodel 2200.

in

Exclusive

six-tube

become popular

it

selectivity.

a

Model 1630

lates the

antenna for

destined to find favor with the buying public.
Although new models have been introduced
it is
interesting to note that Model 1600 R-2,
which proved such a big seller last year, still
continues in high favor during the present season and is one of the leaders of the line. This

model, equipped with the Atwater Kent Model

becomes a volume control which regusound from a whisper to dance volume.
The other knob is the Clarifier, giving the
effect of a long antenna for distance and a short
further

Pooley Model Speaker No. 2200

of

Cruiser

Unable

to

Wait

for

Shipment

in Transit,

New

Jersey Dealer Motors to Columbia Factory to
Secure Order for New Race Record

The recent Columbia race record release
"Deat's Black Train Is Coming," coupled with
"Need of Prayer," exhortations by the colored
evangelist. Rev. J. M. Gates, has been given a
great reception by record fans.

example

of

the

demand

experience of G.
of Newark, N. J.

&

An

interesting

for this record

is

the

K, Korn, Columbia dealers

Having sold

a great

number

of this recording, an order for 1,000 additional

records was rushed to the New York wholesale
On finding
department of the Columbia Co.
that the entire stock was depleted and a new
stock was in transit from the factory, Mr. Korn
stated that he was unable to wait, the demand
was so strong, and motored to the Columbia
factories at Bridgeport, Conn., to have his order
The Broad and Market Music Co., also
filled.
situated in Newark, N. J., has also felt the demand for this record and recently placed a
single order for 1,000 of the records.

Assets Sold at Auction
Duplex Radio & Condenser
York, were recently sold
auction for $36,750. The sale was held
at
through an order by the Federal Court in

The

assets of the

Corp., Brooklyn,

Brooklyn.

New

!

August

15.
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wanson Kin^
with Heineman Motor
Tone

quality guaranteed to equal any portable

chine, regardless of price.

ma-

Large tone chamber; brass

tone arm; improved reproducer.

Equipped with $7.50 value
Phonic Reproducer at no

Tilting record pocket carries

increase in price.
Equals
machines costing 50 per cent

of pocket permits easy access

more

ture.

There
ATLANTA
CHICAGO..! .-yon &

James K. Polk,

CLEVELAND
DETROIT

Inc., 181

Whitehall

St.

MIAMI. FLA
MINNEAPOLIS

Healy,

Sterling Roll

&

Buel-Lyons

Record
Co.,

137 W. 4th St.
Superior Ave., E.

Co.,

1231

Consolidated Talking Machine Co.,
2945-2949 Gratiot Ave.
Kurt Heineman, 136 N. E. 9th St.
Consolidated Talking Machine Co.,
1424

to records.

Is a Distributor

Wabash Ave. and Jackson Blvd.; Consolidated Talking Machine Co., 227-229 W. Washington
St.; New England Mills Co., 849 W. Washington Blvd.

CINCINNATI

18 records.

Washington Ave., South.

Expanding

An

exclusive fea-

Near You

NEW ORLEANS
NEW YORK CITY
PHILADELPHIA..
PORTLAND, ORE

PUTNAM, CONN
RICHMOND, VA
SAN FRANCISCO
ST.

side

LOUIS

Junius Hart Piano House, 123 Carondelet

St.

General Phonograph Corp., l.S W. 18th
Everybody's Talking Machine Co., 810 Arch

St.

L. D. Heater, 469^ Washington St.
Frank R. Witman Phonograph Supply Co.
Richmond Hardware Co., 101 S. 14th St.
L. D.

Heater

Co.,

1609 Polk

St.

Silverstone, Inc., 412 N. 12th St.

Consolidated Talking Machine Co.
227-229 West Washington Street

St.

CHICAGO
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UNITRON CHARGER TUBE
in any bulb type of charger, this
a ^^-ampere electrolytic charging tube
has three great features. It is vastly more economical of
current cost; has no filament or other fragile, wearable
parts; and through its use the charger wiU deliver either
a trickle charge of 6-10 of an ampere or a 2 J j ampere
rate, at the option of the operator. It is guaranteed on a
free replacement basis for two years, and lasts a lifetime.
httle faucet water now and then is all the attention
ever needed. Same size and same screw base as ordinary
iK'anipere charger tubes, and fits same sockets. Noiseless. Troubleproof. Never loses its charging power.

Adapted for use

new Unitron

A

Price

$4.50

use in rectifiers where tube is inTl
position, an adapter is needed ?
so liquid will not spill. Adapter is $2.00-1

fFor
horizontal

The Unitron Control

1926

Ten

Light-Socket

that

Meet Every
it

to

them

—;with Unitron

Power Devices. There

enables you

draw current for both your "A"
charger and "B" eUminator from a

15,

Announcement

GIVE

UNITRON CONTROL

August

is

Uni-

to

and to control
them both from the switch located
on the operating panel of your radio.
When you turn your set on, the
"B" eliminator is thrown in and
single light socket,

the "A" charger is cut out. When
the set is turned off the reverse is
accomplished.

tron power to cover every need,
from trickle charging a four vok

"A" battery

— to

ehminating 150

Complete with Connections,

$6.00

Price

1

UNITRON NO-BEE—TYPE

No. 135

volts of "B" battery.

The Unitron line is complete. Sales
no longer are limited to higher

For sets needing up to 150 volts—
that is incomparably
quiet. Two voltage variations, o to
60 to 120 for first
70 for detector
amplifier circuit— 135 to 150 volts
for final stage. Comes equipped
with the new Unitron filamentiess

priced buyers.

which is guaranteed on a free replacement basis for
two years but lasts many more.
Once attached, never needs further
adjusting, i-io of a cent an hour to
operate. Duco Mahogany finished
high. R.C.A
X 7" X 8
case. 6
213 Tube can also be used.

price class.

"B" power

—

electrolytic tube,

power

There

Unitron

is

service for radio fans in every

UX

PRICE COMPLETE

WITH UNITRON
TUBE $40.00

UNITRON

A-B

COMBINATION

\

«

REG. U.S.

^MJ^RADIOPOW

UNITRON CHARGER
In one compact device, 12K" x 7" x 8
high. 150 volts,
of "B" power and "A" battery charger of 2 }.i amperes.
Two snap switches. Pull one "A" battery is charging.
Pull the other
"B" power flows silently to set. Has
new filamentiess Unitron Cell Tubes that are guaranteed
two years. No power hum or distortion possible. Once
connected to "A" battery and "B" circuit (a few
minutes suffice), never needs adjusting or repairing.
Duco Mahogany finished case. Tungar No. ig5 518
or Rectigon No. 277681. 2-ampere tubes, and
R.C.A. UX213 Tube can also be used.

—

—

PRICE COMPLETE WITH
UNITRON TUBES $57.50

No. 0

For overnight recharging of radio or
automobile batteries subjected to

heavy drain, this rectifier fills a great
need. Charging rate 6 amperes.
two-way switch permits also recharging wet "B" batteries of up to lOO
volts, using same charging clips.
Equipped with Tungar No. 180048 or
Rectigon No. 189414 Tube, which is
guaranteed to serve 1000 burning
hours. Charge tapers down as the bat*

A

tery regains full strength. Economical.
Noiseless. Can be permanently connected to the set. Housed in Duco
Mahogany finished case. 8 J2" x
X 9^-" high.

COMPLETE WITH TUBE
$28.00

—
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UNITRON NO-BEE TUBE

of

solution to tube difficulties in all single wave
filament to break or wear out.
eliminators.
Special strength glass, practically unDreakable, divided
into six cell sections connected together in series.

True

No

"B"

Power Devices
Radio Need

Rectifying elements made of metals guaranteed two
years and will last a lifetime. Has standard X type

tube base, which

standard sockets.
tube requiring only a little
few months. Voltage remains
constant ai <x\\ times, eliminating any loss of signal
strength, ever. Noiseless. Amazing operating econo.ny.
fits

Is really a small rectifying

ordinary water every

$6.50

Price

1^

Years before radio came, Unitron

power devices were tested and
proved and widely sold for industrial service.

And now—by national

magazine advertising, the Unitron

name
fans.

is

It

known

UNITRON TRICKLE
An

unusual electrolytic "A" trickle charger
with three distinct charging speeds, controlled
by three'way switch. Thus the small or lari^e
battery can have exactly its current needs.
Permanently connected to battery, can be
turned off or on by use of the toggle switch, or
can be kept charging continuously.
Rectifying elements guaranteed two years and
will last a hfetime. Silent. Can't overcharge.
Current cost i-ioof acent per hour

when

battery

any Duco

6K"

is

Mahog-

charging.

finished case, 9" x 3

J

2" x

high.

COMPLETE

$12.00

to millions of radio

means silent radio power de-

livered with amazing

new economy.
UNITRON NO-BEE—TYPE

No. 90

—

the
For sets using up to 90 volts
ideal light-socket "B" power. Volt-

Forest Electric Company
NEWARK, NEW JERSEY

up to 45 for detector circuit
d up to QO for amplifiers at i-;

\ e

a

m lliamperes.

Equipped with new

Unitron Electrolytic Tube, which
is guaranteed for two years and
I^sts many more. No hum or power
c'isto'tion is possible.

In Canada:
Forest Electric Company, Ltd., 32 Eastern Ave., Toronto

Connect the

No-B.:e the same as batteries and

Can't run down. EconomCosts only 1 o of a cent an

i rget
ical

!

it.

- 1

hour to run. Mahogany
ished case, size q" x 3

Duco

fin-

high, R.C. A. UXan
Tube can also be used.

PRICE COMPLETE

WIT

1

UNITRON

TUBE $30.00

UNITRON CHARGER

PAT. OFF.

ER DEVICES j

No. 00

A three-purpose

N

battery charger for— 6-volt "A" batteries, 4-volt"A"
batteries, or up to lOo volts of wet "B" batteries. Three way switch permits this flexibility. Can be used even while set is working. All chargin'.^
is accomplished by use of the same charging clips. Overcharging is impossible and current cost is same as used by Qo-watt electric lamp.
Absolutely noiseless. 6 J'2" x 6 H" x 8 '/i" high.

Equipped with the new 2
its

^

<

ampere Unitron Electrolytic tube and through

use the charger will deliver either a trickle charge of 6-10 of an ampere
or a 2 3 ampere rate, at the option
of the operator. This tube is filamentless, guaranteed for two years
and lasts for many more. The Tungar No. 195518 or the Rectigon
No. 277681 Bulbs can also be used.
'

,

COMPLETE WITH TUEE
$18X0

UNITRON

"A"

y

^

POWER
An

excellent 30-ampere.
contained "A" Bat'
tery, combined with Unitron Trickle Charger and
Unitron Control in one com-

glass

^

12^1

pact Unit. Attached to set.
then plugged into nearest

/

That's all. "A"
never again runs
down. Shut off set switch
and trickle charger begin
light socket.

-tj?

/

y

work. Can't overcharge.
less than a
tenth of a cent per hour.
Noiseless, dependable, guaranteed safe. Handsome metal

Current cost

case,

/

/

Duco Mahogany finish.

-C^

/

4^S/

/

y

^

/

(i'^

^

/

and Wilsey St.
Newark, New Jersey

/

Gentlemen:

^^il n'-^
aace., details of
Radio Unitron dealer franchiie
further information about
and how
the various products
rei'sonaUy back up the dealer.

V /

^

A.

i2"x8!/xg" high.
$38.00

X

Forest Electric Co.

/ New

O

-S.^

current

^

<0

/ ^

n(aUi^i|B

^

'^'''^

—

—

/
^^-^-^

Address

/
City

State

ADV. PICARD-SOHN. I.NC. N. Y.
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jfHHADELPNIA IPCAUF
All Branches of the Quaker City Trade
Making Preparations for Fall Drives
Normal Summer Demand

—

—

Philadelphia, Pa., August 9. While rainy days
intermingled with torrid weather have marked
the passing month and interfered greatly with
the enjoyment of outdoor life and business
generally

trading

did not

it

in the

mar

the

—

Enjoyed by Retailers Spirit
Busy Fall Trade Activities

for All Lines

Activities in Anticipation of a

improved Summer

various lines of talking machines

and the growing demand for new records.
While the Summer trading is bringing about
its normal demand for portables and the lowerpriced instruments in seashore, mountain and
country resorts the city trade has been responding to the needs of the patrons for the more
styles. A few of the stores have been

expensive

to

customers

in

the shore

With

the August days the wholesalers began

the campaigns

Fall

for

and

orders

advance

holiday business. Road representatives are now
prepared to canvass for the coming Autumn demands in both machines and records and will
stress the needs for early buying to provide
against possible shortage as was in evidence

when belated purchasers poured
in the late

into the

market

Fall of last year.

Guarantee Co. Outgrows Quarters
With a business that has expanded beyond
the capacity of the present location the Guarantee Talking Machine Supply Co., 109 North
Tenth street, has recently removed to larger
quarters where a speedier service is available
as a result of adequate facilities for the manufacture of its specialties, the Keen Tone and
Guarantee portable talking machines and the
nationally known Guarantee repair parts and
accessories. The two upper floors of the building at 35 North Ninth street have been acquired
and the firm now is occupying the premises,
expecting to be entirely

home sometime

this

settled

the

in

With

month.

the

new
more

With the retirement from the firm of Jacob
H. Keen the entire ownership of the Guarantee
Co. passed into the hands of his former partner,
William H. Posner, who will continue the business with vast improvements in the manufacturing and sales services and expanded production.
Mr. Keen has been associated with the

company

for the past four years.

Prepared for Busy Fall

Mid-Summer

in
the old-style Victor
featured throughout the
month by the Philadelphia Victor Distributors,
street, and have fairly well
Inc., 835 Arch
cleaned out stocks so that all available space

sales

been

have

may be devoted

to the

new

disposition

newer

the

of

have aided

in

and

8

Tubes

company will begin
their Fall sales campaign among the dealers in
the present month and Vice-President and General Sales Manager Harry A. Ellis is prepared
Sales representatives of the

for brisk business.

H. Kooker Back

at

Desk

H. Kooker, of Kooker & Smith, Quakertown,
Pa., who has been confined to his home a sufferer from measles, is back at his desk, fully recovered from the attack and ready to further
preparations for the Fall business in the
talking machine department of the music house.
Tie-up With Visiting Artists
the

at

With the appearance
Willow Grove Park,

delphia

Victor

Raymond
tied

J.

up with

of

Sousa and His Band

in

this

Boldt,
the

of

the

city,

the Phila-

through Manager

Distributors

record departrhent,

engagement

of

the

famous

«c

Outdoor or Indoor Aerial or Loop
and satisfies without end."

"Suits every condition

A man

known by

company he keeps. Likewise, what he is reflects
the men and resources behind Kolster Radio is to
be confident that the product possesses unusual merit and will be the means of
making profits and friends for Kolster Dealers.

what he

in

is

does.

the

To know

We are proud to be associated with the Kolster line as distril)utors
Eastern Pennsylvania and Southern New Jersey, and glad to. have this
creased opportunity of serving our friends and friends-to-be.
You

.
,

will be in

good company by hooking up with

in
in-

\'

KOLSTER RADIO
And

TRILLING

& MONTAGUE

WHOLESALE RADIO MERCHANDISERS
49 North Seventh

Street

the

recordings.

electric

And

6

The

Fall supplies.

sales of the old-style records

MONTAGUE
KOLSTER
RADIO
—

TRILLING

in

Month

receipt of orders.

records

resorts or camps.

Optimism Manifest

of the

adequate facilities of manufacture a twenty-fourhour repair service is to be adopted so that
dealers desiring repair parts will be able to
have their shipments made within the day of

featuring clean-up sales on the used machines

and disposing of them

of

^^^pQt(flOjlliHg"

Philadelphia, Pa.

director by featuring and exploiting his recordSpecial window display cards were de-

ings.

signed in order to boost the sales of the Sousa
recordings.
Another exploitation tie-up with
the dealers was that of the special streamer for

window on "Why Do I Always Remember,"
by the new artist on the Victor staff, Maurice
Gunsky, who has won laurels on the Pacific
Coast as a popular song tenor.
Bright Outlook for Brunswick
In co-operation with Brunswick retailers,
Philadelphia Branch Manager George A. Lyons
has been making the rounds of the trade upState, conducting sales talks and familiarizing
the dealers with the new types of machines that
were introduced to the local trade in the past
month. The Seville model of the Brunswick
line has been stocked ready for distribution and
Manager Lyons spent
is in extensive demand.
the greater portion of the month going among
the dealers and working in conjunction with
the sales of the new models. There is every indication from the successful launching of the
new Brunswick in this territory that it will be
as popular as the old styles were when first put
on the market and that the repeat orders will
be far in excess of the anticipated number.
G. H. Nelson has been added to the sales organization and will specialize in records, coverthe

ing the local territory.

Valley Forge Line Widely Popular
now is being enjoyed by the manufacturers of the Valley Forge

A

coast-to-coast distribution

main springs and repair parts as a result of the
tour the past six weeks to the Pacific States,
made by Irvin Epstan, of the J. A. Fischer Co.,
730 Market street, in the interest of the local

making the

manufacturer.

WTiile

tour of the Far

West and

six-weeks'

the Pacific States he

negotiated several deals whereby the trade will
be able to secure the Valley Forge parts and
main springs with speedier service and no delay
to customers through long-distance transportation.
The most recent addition to the compre-

hensive lines of parts for the talking machine
The
is that of the Val-Phonic reproducer.
Val-Phonics are designed in the new dull finish
to correspond to the cabinet construction. From
all indications it will repeat the favorable reception given to the other Valley Forge parts
and accessories and already has been extensively

trade

ordered by the trade.
While the sample of the new V.
holders for the insertion of screws

F.
in

screw
talking

machines was a huge success upon its introduction the new assortment of sizes in these screw
holders, just brought out by the Fischer Co.,
Following
has been given a great reception.
the experiences with the four-inch V. F. screw
holders the firm has added six, eight and tenIts readily adjusted attachment
inch holders.
to the screw-head is not only a factor for perfect

workmanship but an economy

A

folder

the

new

is

in time saving.
being sent to the trade describing

product.

Mr. Epstan will spend the month of August
touring through the South.
A Follower of "Ike" Walton
For the last few days trade associates of
Manager and Buyer Edward Eisenhardt, of the
music department of the N. Snellenburg & Co.
department store, Iiave been hearing tales of
prowess with the reel and hook in the waters
just off the coast of Beach Haven, where he
spent his vacation days in piscatorial pursuits.

On Tour

of

Europe

A

nine-weeks' tour of Continental Europe began with the sailing of the De Grasse, of the
French Line, on August 4 from New York for
one of Philadelphia's popular trade associates

(Continued on page 92)
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Model 1600-R-2
Finished in English Brown
Mahogany or American Walnut, with built - in Pooley
(patented) Floating Horn nnd
Atwater Kent Receiving Set.

Height 41^2". width 35^2".
depth 16^4". Pricescomplete,
without tubes and batteries,

91

Model 1700-R-2

Only in a POOLEY can
you get all these

Finished in English Brown
Mahoganv or American Walnut, with buiit-in Pooley (patented) hloatins Horn and
Atwater Kent Receiving Set.

Height

50",

width

30",

depth

18". Pricescomplete, without
tubes and batteries, $2'10. to

$175 to $200.

$320.

!es
The

built-in Pooley (patented) floating horn, in

combination with the celebrated Atwater Kent
reproducing unit, produces a volume, clarity
and truth of tone surpassing anything radio
science has yet developed.

Pooley beauty of design and

which speaks
which makes a
valuable and permanent piece
finish,

for itself; Pooley construction,

Pooley Cabinet a
of fine furniture.

Atwater Kent Receiving Set, factory-installed
by experts, and tested after installation. Tubes
and batteries instantly accessible. These points
save you and your customers trouble.

Model 2000-R-2
"Arm Chair" Model. Finished in English

Model 1900 -RFinished in American Walnut, with built-in Pooiey(pat'
ented) Floating Horn and
Atwater Kent Receiving Set.
Height 45>2", width 24M".
depth 15". Prices complete,
without tubes and batteries,
$135 to $160.

The Pooley line has an

established value in peominds. Don't risk your future build sure
success on a firm foundation. To see the Pooley
models, get in touch with your Pooley distributor.

Brown

Mahogany.

Built-in Pooley
patented) Floating Horn
with Atwater Kent Reprodu-

cing Unit. (WithoutBattery

Compartment.) Height 30'
width 21-^4". depth 145-16".
Price $40.

says:

—

"The Pooley Radio Cabinet is approved
for Atwater Kent Radio because of the
design andquality of Pooley cabinetwork
qualities of the

THE POOLEY COMPANY
1600 Indiana Avenue

&

(

Read what Mr, Kent
and because of the tone

Pnoley Radio Cabinets are manufactured by Malcolm
Hill, Ltd.,
Kitchener, Canada.

Finished in English

—

ple's

Prices slightly higher west of the
Rockies and in Canada. Canadian

Model 2100

tubes and batteries, $135 to
$160.

Beware of imitations — look for the
name *'Pooley" before you buy.

Pooley Cabinet Speaker

Brown Ma-

hogany, with built-in Floating
Horn and Atwater Kent Receiving Set. Height 3lM".
width 225^8". depth 175-8".
Prices complete, without

Strong national advertising, telling millions of
people the facts of Pooley outstanding quality
and the enjoyment of owning a Pooley.

Philadelphia, U.

The new Pooley Cabinet Speakers — for
The need

the

S.

Pooley built-in floatinghom. Both meet
the standards we set and maintain for
Atwater Kent Receivers and Speakers."
(Signed)

A.

new demand

in radio
by the new

for better sounding, better looking speakers is met in full
Pooley Speakers, Golden voiced, with the patented Pooley horn. Handsome
little wall tables in design, doubly useful. There's a big sale for them. Both of
these speakers will accommodate Atwater Kent Receiving Sets Models 35, 30
and 20 Compact on their tops.

A.

ATWATER KENT

Pooley Cabinet Speaker

Model 2200
With Battery Compartment.
Finished in English Brown
Mahoganv.
(

Built-in Pooley
patented )FloatingHorn with

Atwater Kent Reproducing
L'nit. Height 33^s". width
21?'4". depth H 5-16" Price
$50
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among

the fair sex, Miss Mary Frances Gallagher, daughter of J. P. Gallagher, talking machine dealer, 4226 Lancaster avenue. Miss Gala-

gher will spend her vacation days traveling
through France, Switzerland, Italy and other
Continental points.

GUARANTEE PORTABLE
RETAILS FOR $25.00

Distributing Kolster Radio
Trilling

&

utors of this
their

line

Montague, wholesale radio distribcity, have announced the addition to

of

the

Kolster

radio

receiving

set,

Furnished in

made by Federal-Brandes, Inc. This gives Trilling & Montague a particularly well-rounded line
of radio receiving sets, as

it

is

COBRA GRAIN BLACK
CROCODILE BLACK

also distributor of

CROCODILE BROWN
SPANISH GREEN
AMERICAN GRAY

Zenith set, the Grebe Synchrophase and
Crosley line.
In anticipation of busy times
ahead, Trilling & Montague have announced the
the

appointment of three new men in the Philadelphia territory.
Arthur Gerbig will cover the
northwest; Joseph Cohan the northeast section
of the city and Joel Levitt will cover South
Philadelphia and West Philadelphia.
Honest Quaker Products Popular
Everybody's Talking Machine Co., Inc., of
this city, maker of Honest Quaker main springs
and talking machine repair material, reports
decided activity in the Honest Quaker line as
well as equally good business in the Okeh and

Odeon record department.
dent

of

from

a trip

Te-xtene Leather Case.

9.

in.

Costs you $10.50

"

Weighs

13Vi lbs.

New

left

tion held

A Busy Wholesaler
The Victor wholesale department

Standard Heineman Motor.
Plays Two 10" Records.
Standard Taper Tone Arm.
Specially Loud Reproducer.
Device for Carrying Records.
Machine Will Play li" Records.
Patented "Non-Spill" Needle Cup.
Size UVi" X IIV2 X r-Vi".

GUARANTEE TALKING MACHINE SUPPLY CO.
Address - IL?d'e*.U*a%'i:
[ote

Phil Grabuski, presi-

company, who recently returned
which extended as far as the Pacific

the

almost immediately for the convenby James K. Polk, Inc., at High Point,
N. C. In spite of the exceedingly hot weather
President Grabuski has already succeeded in
clearing up most of the many details that
awaited his homecoming.
Coast,

SPECIFICATIONS:

jWrite for our latest Main Spring Chart:
giving helpful suggestions in the selling of the
The windovif of the Weymann

old style records.

store on Chestnut street gave valuable hints to

H. A.
Weymann & Son, Inc., of this city, has been
exceedingly busy during the last month, due to
the local clearance of the Black and Blue Label
mechanically recorded records. The service department has sent several letters to the dealers
of

other dealers in the way of a window trim that
would help dispose of a large quantity of the
old records. In the Weymann window the records were heaped in a huge pile with an attractive

background and the announcement

Start
The

of the

special price.

Other helpful letters were sent from the servdepartment upon the subject of merchandising the electrically recorded Victor record and
also the importance of rendering proper mechanical service on the new Victor instruments.
R. M. Murray Convalescent
Following a serious accident which confined
him to the hospital for several weeks, R. M
{C ontimtcd on page 94)
ice

Now

approaching Fall season

is

full

of genuine

opportunities for the Victor dealer.

It

is

a

Victor year.

Planning out your Fall activities now gives you
an advantage. This advantage will be con^

erted

into

dollars

and cents as the year

advances.

Philadelphia Victor Distributors, Inc*
835 Arch Street, Philadelphia
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all service calls

are wasted time

and money

every section of the country there are dealers

INwho

Alarming numbers of them

sets.

alike

money on

are actually losing

— are

breaking even.

just

the sale of radio

—large

and small

Surprisingly few are

earning the margin they should.

The high

cost of servicing

blamed

is

for this un-

healthy condition. Dealers are forced to guarantee service

— yet

cost steadily

its

and

relentlessly eats

Careful figures prove that 65

"A"

are the result of

"A" battery
Unipower does!
Unipower,

was invented

without trouble.

of dry

It

foresaw that

it

would

—

By

selling

is

To

eliminate

exactly

what

complete "A" power

unit,

rid

that

is

radio enjoyment

him of the inconvenience

of battery recharge.

No

profit for dealers

doing

just that for

dealers.

set they forestall that

The customer

has

full,

unfaltering

"A"

from his light socket, at a minimum of
from set and
expense. You have a double profit
Unipower that will not suffer from deadly and un-

power

New refinements

— the principle of

a proven principle

to

trickle

charge plus the

direct

—

—

found

only

—

Unipower are present in this new
6-t'olt Unipower for large and heavily
ii'orked sets. Four trickle rates, operated
by a simple dial, enable the user to adjust the power to the exact rate necessary
in

hundreds of

you've sold Unipower, you've solved two

problems.

20iA

AC-6HA-S42.S0

one

65% of service cost. If they don't sell the customer
when he gets his set they have a perfect opportunity
when he first calls for battery service.

When

For

tubes or
equivalent

indispensable rapid charge

with the complete

it

service calls

all

also solve an ugly dealer problem.

Double
Unipower

And

man who wants

was to

renewal

cell

first

profits.

you must eliminate the

trouble.

radio's

for the

of

battery failure.

profit-killing service costs

cause of

%

up

to his

individual

set

and

Complicated wiring

is

hour's

of

eliminated

use-;.

— in-

as simple as that of a storage

stallation

is

battery.

Automatic

s\::itching

possible

a poiver-operated

control

change

— no

is

set

makes

under one^

necessary in seLi

wiring.

necessary service costs.

There are several booklets and a price list about
Unipower which we urge you to read. A postcard
with your name and address will bring them without
cost or obligation.

For 199 tubes
or equivalent

AC-4
$33.00

The Gould Storage Battery
2 50

Park Avenue,

Co., Inc.

New York
Unipower contains a Balkite charging

nipower

unit of special design.

It operates frouL^

alternating current iio-i2y volt

— special models,
higher prices.

2y-y0

cycle,

— 6o

cycle

at slightly

Patents pending on all

models.

RADIO

''A"

POWER THAT CANNOT FAIL
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Murray, general manager of the Hurley Co.,
music store, in Bridgeton, N. J., is now on the
road to recovery. The accident occurred while
he was motoring near the New Jersey town
when his car collided with another. It will be
several weeks before he is able to leave the
Bridgeton Hospital.
In New Retail Post
Having recently severed her connection with
the Joseph Heim Co., 3800 North Broad street,
Miss A. Lennon is now associated with the
Ertelt store recently opened at 5617 North Fifth
street, where she will assist in the talking machine and record department.
Moves to Larger Quarters
The music room of the State College, conducted by Carlisle Taylor, has been removed to
larger quarters. The music room, formerly on
the campus, at State College, Pa., facing Beaver
street, has been removed to South Allen street,
where the many patrons from the college will
continue their patronage of the music department and its supplies of talking machines and
records.

In the

new

location

larger quarters

have been provided and four hearing booths
installed.

Launches Drive on

A

New

made by

drive has been

Machines

the sales staff of

the Linton Co. for the installation of the Victor
Cromwell Electrola in the leading clubrooms and

restaurants of the city. Through demonstration
concerts at the Elks Club, Northeast Shrine

Club and the Boothby Restaurant the Linton
Co.'s staff has been able to convince the membership that a Cromwell is an excellent substitute for the

Summer

orchestra.

for a Busy Fall
In readiness for the Fall activities the

Phonograph

new
which

of

sets
it

is

Co., 913

the

Arch

Zenith

street,

is

and Fada

local distributor.

Penn

adding the
radio,

The new

for

battery-

set, the Zenith, which may be connected
with the house current, will be ready for distribution this month, while the new Fada sets in
the six-tube with loop operation and the eighttube set with loop operation and copper shielding for protection will be ready for trade shipments in September. Manager Earl G. Dare, of
the radio department, is looking forward to a

less

brisk

Autumn demand

for the

new

sets

of the

1926

Mr. Dealer
few dollars invested now may bring you
Fall and Holiday time.
Do something the other fellow has not thought

Onr velvaloid

Kecord

this

of.

Radio Log

Cleaner and

hundreds

in

new and has

is

three practical uses.
1
Radio operators can log local and distant stations.

—
2 — Talking
3

—The

Machine Records can be kept

retailer can build Good
dignified advertising medium.

Write for sample and we will

tell

free

and

Will

you

all

Irom dirt and dust.
Business with this

about

it.

Now

is

the

time.

PHILADELPHIA BADGE CO.
Manufacturers

942 Market Street

3^^" Dia. Pat. 1922

The

store, located at 2135 North Front street,
following the recent fire in the building next
door and which damaged considerable of the
side walls of the Ertelt establishment, has been
remodeled with the repair to the damaged portions, and greatly enlarged to accommodate the

talking

machine

section.

The

entire

quarters of the Sonora Phonograph Co., who
has been vacationing in
New Hampshire
throughout the mid-Summer days, is to return

desk the early part of August and will
begin campaigning for the Autumn supply of
Sonoras to the dealers upon his return.
to

his

Growth of Atwater Kent Retailers
Atwater Kent radio in the Philadelphia
ritory has made great strides during the
year, according to a report

company

in

this

Philadelphia, U. S. A.

which carries talking machines and

tor store,

Federal radio sets exclusively in its music department, has occupied its present location for
twenty-five years. The new store will be directly opposite the Mohawk street entrance of
its present store.

interior

has been redecorated.
J. L. DeBreuil on Vacation
John L. DeBreuil, of the Philadelphia head-

Frank
Fingrutd Is Announced

Engagement

Secretary of Everybody's Talking Machine Co.
Engaged to Wed Miss Fanny Stern Couple
Receive Congratulations of Friends

—

—

2.
Announcement
engagement of Frank
Fingrutd and Miss Fanny Stern of this city.

Philadelphia,

has been
ter-

of

made

Pa.,

August

of the

pasi

from the headquarcity.

In Philadel-

phia County there are sixty-three Atwater Kent
In 1925 eleven of this number carretailers.
This year
ried Atwater Kent radio exclusively.
there are nineteen exclusive dealers out of the
sixty-three.
Of the remainder twenty-eight
carry Atwater Kent radio and only one other

well-known

line.

Studying European Stores
Arthur Victor, head of the large Buffalo
niture concern bearing his name,

is

in

fur-

Europe

studying construction and arrangement of fur-

very latest improved radio devices.
Ertelfs Store Remodeled
Ertelt's now has been converted into a very

niture

modern

present site of the Majestic Theatre.

talking machine and music emporium.

15,

from page page 92)

A

ters of the

Ready

August

and department stores, in anticipation of
and enhancing the present plans for his
new store which shortly will be erected on the

refining

PPORTUNITY

in

the Victor

business is greater today than
ever before.

Victor dealers in our territory
should make the most of this opportunity by availing themselves of our
service likewise greater today than
ever before.

The Vic-

Frank Fingrutd
Frank Fingrutd is well known in talking
machine circles as secretary of Everybody's
Talking Machine Co., Inc., of this city, maker
of Honest Quaker main springs and talking
machine repair materials, and is a brother of
Sam Fingrutd, treasurer of the same company.
At a recent reception tendered the young
couple a host of their friends gathered to express well wishes and Mr. Fingrutd's many
friends in the talking machine trade are adding
their congratulations as the good news is being spread.

N. Y. Columbia Wholesale
Dept. Reports

Good July

E. E. Guttenberger, manager of the New
York wholesale department of the Columbia
Phonograph Co., reports that Columbia record
sales for the month of July were far in excess
of the sales for the same month last year.

Victor Wholesalers

Harmony

H. A.WEYMANN & SONjNC.

1108 Chestnut Street - Philadelphia Pa.
,

records are also selling in brisk fash-

and the demand for the new Viva-tonal Columbia phonographs far exceeds the supply of
ion

instruments despite the fact that carloads are
constantly being received.
Portable phonographs continue to sell in a most satisfactory
fashion so that all in all the sales volume for
the month reached large proportions.

—

A
August
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Station

The Crosley 1927 Radio
Achievements
Crosley 1-Tube "Pup"— $9.75—
set over which laymen
have probably heard radio signals the

The

double-circuit

greatest

distances.

Single Control

The 4-Tube—4-29—$29— A 4-tube receiver of amazing effiAlready proven its right to a permanent posi-

ciency.
tion

the

in

Crosley

CRESCENDON

line.

equipped

^

I

Selectivity
Contrast the surpassing performance of this new
type of Crosley Radio with what has hitherto
been considered radio perfection.

—

The 5-Tube 5.38— $38— This
incorporating
popular model.
set

the

5-tube tuned radio frequency
spectacularly

CRESCENDON— a

Crosley mass production reaches its highest peak
in giving the world this incomparable value.
So
magnificent are the radio engineering achieve-

ments
ly

in this

new model

is

The

is solid mahogany, beautifully finin two-tone and striped in gold.
Metal
fittings are rose-gold finish.

Amazing Features

of This

All Metal Shielded Chassis

4.

The metal shielded chassis is divided into three compartments. The units shielded from each other prevent
The

RFL-TS

5-Tube

non-oscillating,

—$65—True

non-radiating,

cascade

regardless

amplification;
of

how

it

may

cabinet

ished

positive-

astonishing.

Six
1.

that the price

This improves
interstage as well as external coupling.
stability of circuit and increases selectivity.
A most
Never
progressive step in advanced radio design.
OiTered before in sets of moderate price.

be mishandled.

Power Tube Adaptability
Crescendon Control affords unusual volume from distant
stations.
In cases where on ordinary radios ears must
strain to catch the station many leagues away, the
turn of the Crescendon on a Crosley swells the recepAlready giving great satistion to room-filling volume.
faction.

Prices slightly

Acuminators

(From "Acuminate," meaning *'To sharpen)
Heretofore single dial control sacrificed selectivity. By
means of these Acuminators, very sharp tuning is accomplished where the reception from local stations
spreads broadly over the dial.
Under average conditions, when once adjusted, these acuminators do not
have to be touched again.

5.

Crescendon Control

Graphic Station Selector

All stations found instantly on this one single control.
It revolves smoothly under slight pressure.
Stations
are written on the drum.
Stations from one end of the
wave band to the other are easily brought in at all

THE SAME PLACE.

times— IN

6.

Solid

Mahogany Cabinet

higher West of the Rockies.

Crosley

The Musicones
of the new Super- Musicone
predicated on the success of the Regular (12inch cone) Crosley Musicone in replacing hundreds of thousands of old type loud sptakcrs.
Keep in mind that it's the exclusive Crosley patented,- actuating unit and not the cone that makes
possible its wonderful performance.

The announcement
is

Super Musicone (16-inch Cone)

Wonder Radio

manufactures radio receiving sets
which are licensed under Armstrong XJ. S.
Patent No. 1,113,149 or, under patent applications of Radio Frequency Laboratories, Inc.,
and other patents issued and pending.

$14.75

Musicone Regular (12-inch Cone) $12.50
The 5-Tube 5-75-$75—
Embodying the 5-tube

with

control
station selector
offered in a table

single

drum
as

model

at

$50.

MAHOGANY

SOLID

cabinet,
built in 41
inches high.

Musicone

Crosley Musicones are manufactured under basic patents issued
and pending, controlled by Crosley.

—

The 5-Tube RFL-90— $90— Introducing the
Solid madouble drum station selectorl
Musicone built in
batteries and all acceside.
che
inches high, 30^/4

hogany cabinet.
ample room for
sories,

41

The

MUSICONSOLE

with Alusicone built in
holds all batteries, wires

and accessories.

BETTER
COSTS
LESS
For Dealer Franchise Write Dept. 26, Crosley Radio Corporation, Cincinnati, Ohio
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Advertising and Sales Promotion Effort
Maintain Sales Volumes in Pittsburgh
—

Demonstrations of the New Instruments Continue to Interest Prospects Satisfactory Record
Business Continues Radio Council Organized Other Trade News of the Month

—

—

—

Pittsburgh, Pa., August 8. Business conditions
talking machine trade for the past month
have been fair. This condition, it was emphasized, was brought about by the use of judicious
advertising methods and the diplomatic approach to prospective patrons.
Demonstrations Interest Prospects
Practically all of the Brunswick and Victor
dealers held, despite the warm weather, daily
in the'

on the Panatrope and the new Orthophonic, with the result that quite a number of
persons who, under ordinary conditions, never
would have been interested in either of the
instruments, heard them and if sales were not
made at once, they are in progress.
Brisk Record Business
Record business has been good right along.
The popular dance numbers appear to be the
leaders in sales and this is due to the large
number of portable machines that have been
sold for use in camps and other outdoor places.
Plan Pittsburgh Radio Show
Pittsburgh's first annual radio show will be
held the week of October 4 in Duquesne Garden,
under the auspices of the Pittsburgh Radio
Association. Accommodations will be made for
107 booths.
The garden will be redecorated
and elaborately arranged. It is also announced
that the display of radio outfits and accessories,
together with talking machines, will be one of
the most complete ever shown outside of New
York City. James A. Simpson has been retained
recitals

as

managing

Brown

director of the exhibit.

of the Doubleday-Hill Elecchairman of the Radio Show. Associated with Mr. Hill on the management committee of the show are Wallace Russell, of the
Standard Talking Machine Co.; A. A. Buehn.

G.

Hill,

tric Co., is

of the

Esenbe Co.;

LeVoie, of the Frank-

L. C.

Electric Co.; A. E.

lin

Hamburg,

Hamburg

of

George H. Rewbridge, of the W. F. Frederick Piano Co.; H. B. Parke, of the Parke
Radio Co., and C. S. Rankin, of the Westinghouse Union Battery Co.
Organize Radio Council
Bros.;

A

radio council of the Pittsburgh

Chamber

Commerce has been organized with Mr.
chairman

as

and

Mr.

Hill

vice-chairman.
organization is to proRussell,

The object of the new
mote the radio interests of Pittsburgh and vicinity.
A luncheon and round-table discussion
radio problems will be held at

of the various

Chamber

the

12.15 p.

at

Commerce every Wednesday

of

m.

Ideal Phono Parts Co. Busy
Due to largely increased business, the Ideal
Phono Parts Co., Inc., has added to its space
at the offices, 614-16-18 Fifth avenue, Pittsburgh.

Paul Susselman, president, in speaking to The
Talking Machine World representative, said:

"Our business has shown an increase the past
month of 200 per cent and we are more than
pleased at the outlook for Fall trade.
The
demand for the merchandise that we carry has
kept up well. Our staff of traveling salesmen,
who cover the outside towns in western Pennsylvania and the adjoining territory, have sent
in most flattering reports relative to business."

The

Ideal

Phono Parts

Co., Inc.,

is

a

Penn-

sylvania corporation of recent formation and has
a large and well-equipped display and stockroom.

The Carryola Master and
ables

are

distributed

the Carryola Cub portwhile the new Carryola

superphonic

reproducer is meeting with popE. Schuyler is vice-president of
corporation and H. B. Susselman is the

ular favor.

the

F.

<aieyin

15,

1926

offices

of

the

The

corporation are maintained on a mezzanine floor
the rear of the

in

show and

was rumored

It

display room.

that the corporation

plan-

is

ning to open branch offices in Cleveland and
Detroit.
When questioned concerning this Mr.
Susselman stated that while negotiations were
pending the time was too early at present to
make any definite statement regarding the plan
to extend operations.

New Home

In

The Henricks Piano Co., Brunswick dealer,
has moved from 909 Liberty avenue to the second floor of 134 Sixth street. Arthur W. Armbruster

of

and treasurer.

secretary

August

the general sales manager.

is

American Bosch Radio on Exhibit
During the week of July 18 the American
Bosch Magneto Corp. held its 1926-27 seasonal
exhibit at the Fort Pitt Hotel. The exhibit was
under the direction of the O. M. C. Supply Co.,
of Pittsburgh, distributor of Bosch products.
There was a comprehensive display of the
Bosch line of radios and accessories. Throngs
of persons interested in the radio trade viewed
the Bosch exhibit and interviewed the demonstrators in charge of the display.

King Radio on Display
During the week of August 2 a demonstration
of the King radio receivers was held at the
William Penn Hotel under the auspices of the
Keystone Radio Corp., of Pittsburgh. The display was held for the benefit of radio dealers
in western Pennsylvania, West Virginia and
Quite a number attended the display.
Barnes, manager of the Keystone Radio
Corp., was in charge.
Bright Outlook for Player-Tone
The outlook for Fall business by the sales
department and distributing office of the PlayerTone Talking Machine Co., of Pittsburgh, is regarded as exceptionally bright. The management is keenly alive to the needs of the retail
dealers and has in readiness to offer them a new
phonograph, the Player-Tone. According to the
officials of the company this new invention has
Ohio.
G.

J.

made

possible the crowning achievement of
sound reproduction and is one of the features
of the new Saxophonic instrument. The Model
175, consolette grand, and Model 200, The Son-

popular

net, are the

sellers.

Manager

T. Raul Sales

Harold Herbert,

of

Inc.

The friends of Theodore Raul, pioneer radio
executive and well known throughout the trade,
will be pleased to hear of his appointment as
general sales
Long Island

"Ted"

tive of

of Harold Herbert, Inc.,
manufacturer of radio re-

City,

who

Mr. Raul,

ceivers.

as

manager

is

affectionately

known

trade circles, stated to a representa-

in

The World

that the Herbert line will be

sold only through responsible distributors,

can make friends and money by
stocking and selling this line now!
Also
UDELL Player Roll Cabinets and Console
Talking Machines. Our complete lines are

You

on permanent display

at

BOTH

the Ameri-

can Furniture Mart (space 1021), Chicago;
and the Furniture Exchange (space 314).
206 Lexington Ave., New York. It will pay

you well

to see

them

there!

now being

are
in

appointed

in

who

various territories

the United States and Canada.

A new

line

being manufactured in an extensive plant covering 25.000 square feet, equipped with all modern facilities. Details of the
line will shortly be announced to the trade, according to Mr. Raul.
of

receivers

is

New Spartan
The Spartan

disc

Disc Speaker

speaker,

equipped with a

specially designed semi-balanced armature disc
unit,

and

position,
No. 742 Radio Cabinet, shown at left, is a splendid
piece of furniture, small and compact, especially
adapted to use in apartments or limited space.
Ample space for receiving set and batteries. Horn
Attractive grille.
attached to top with metal arm.
Shipped in beautiful antique, high-lighted mahogany.
Will take any receiving set with panel up to 7"x23.".

Write for Catalog No. 141

A
of

did

typical

the

example

many

UDELL

splenvalues.

The UDELL WORKS, Inc
28th St. at Barnes Ave.,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

a
is

diaphragm of impregnated pulp coma

new member

of the line of radio

apparatus manufactured by the Spartan Electric
Corp. of New York. It is encased in an attracBesides
tive cabinet finished in polished walnut.
the decorative value of the cabinet, it is claimed
that the new speaker produces an acoustical
effect that is highly pleasing.
E. A. Duker, who for the past three years has
been manager of the Boyer Music Co. in
Mishawaka, Ind., has been transferred to the
management of the Boyer Music House, Inc.,
201 South Main street. South Bend, Ind.

August

—
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a difference

Dear Mr. Dealer:
What should you expect of a Portable Phonograph, in order to sell
it without sales resistance.
We believe:

—EYE

VOLUME and DEPTH of TONE
PROFITS.

VALUE

—MECHANICAL EXCELLENCE

The new Add-a-tone Soundbox puts the tone in the same class
with a small cabinet machine and makes it incomparably superior
to ordinary portables.
The inside is lined with leatherette the same as the outside
the record compartment is detachable and the turntable cover
matches in color thus presenting striking eye value.

;

—

And which other portable can boast of the SILENT motor, which
has an endless worm-gear wind, not the ordinary sprocket wind.
PROFITS? Liberal discounts and rapid turn-over make them a
foregone conclusion.

—

Try a sample and convince yourself

!

Sincerely yours.
The Ideal Phono Parts Co.

,

Inc.

FS/AS
P.S. Lowest Retail:
$25.00.

—

"Master"

— $25.00;

"Cub"

— $15.00;

"Flapper"

NOT
ANOTHER PORTABLE
IT^S

**JUST

BUT —

The

CARRYOLA
NATIONALLY ADVERTISED

FACTORY DISTRIBUTORS

The IDEAL PHONO
MAIN

PARTS Co.

OFFICE: PITTSBURGH, PA., 614'16'18 FIFTH AVE.

—

—
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Well,

How

Sir,

August

About

15,

1926

It ?

Are you rubbing shoulders, in a friendly way, with good,
sound profits? Nothing makes a man happier! If that's
here's to more success! And it's
how it is with you
.

human

.

.

nature to want more profits.

And Here

Is

How^

to

Get

Them—

Write to us about a licensed Okeh Record Agency!
Now, that's easy! And you will learn a lot about MORE

m

PROFITS.

.

Well,

it is.

.

.

Isn't that

let's

what we

all

are after

.

.

.

sure

get together.

Sensational

Records

Each in

Its

Way
ARIZONA
VICTORIA

SPIVEY

sings

these

DRANES,

singer of spirituals

Okeh—

slow-moaned Blues:

is

the

finest

introduced on

.

8351

8352

Woman's Blues
Long Gone Blues

John Said He Saw a Number
My Soul Is a Witness for the Lord

Dirty

8353

8338
Black Snake Blues

No More

Records

Bean Blues

Jelly

It's

All Right

Sweet Heaven

Now
Is My Home

Best Popular Vocal and Dance
Records*

European Orchestrals

Highest

of

Merit*

LOUIS

ARMSTRONG,

the

Old Time Tunes*
Race Records by the Greatest Race

Jazz

King
8343

Artists in

Don't Forget to Mess Around
I'm Gonna Gitcha
8357

America.

Something

Dropping Shucks

to

Remember!

Who'sit

Consolidated Talking Machine Co^
227

W* Washington

BRANCHES
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

:

Chicago,

St*

111*

1121 Nicollet Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

2957 Gratiot Ave., Detroit, Mich.
iiiiiiiiiii

Miiiiiiiiiiimiffiiiiiii

I

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

iiiiiiiiii

I

mil

II

Ill

iiiiiiii

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiic
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R.EPUBLIC B.LDS.,2Q9 SOUTH STATE ST

TELEPHONE WiBASH 5242

LEONARD P CANTY

Cool Weather Following Wave of Intense
Heat Stimulates Business in Middle West
Talking Machine and Record Sales of Encouraging Volume Are Enjoyed by the Trade Throughout the Middle Western Territory Cautious Buying Features Radio Demand The News

—

Chicago,
the last

III.,

August

two weeks

7.

— Cool

—

weather during

brought with it an
increase in talking machine demand for the
dealers in Chicago and Middle Western terriof July

A heat wave of intensity struck this secduring the early part of the month and
sales in practically every line of business took
a downward slump.
However, because of the
tory.

tion

public interest which

has been incited by the
the cashing-in by the

new type phonograph and

oughly famiHar

with

details and
sound reproduction.
The New Garod Set Arouses Enthusiasm
Considerable comment and interest were exhibited by the Chicago retail music and radio
trade at an advance showing of the new Garod
electric power set at the Webster Hotel late in
July by Hudson-Ross, Inc., Chicago, distributors for the Garod Co., Belleville, N. J.
Robert
Himmel, president of Hudson-Ross, Inc., told

the

various

selling points of perfected

dealer on this interest, sales totals for the month
are well in advance of those of the preceding
year, and, in addition, manufacturers have placed

The World

in the retailer's

product before a group of case-hardened radio
experts who attended the demonstration. Hudson-Ross, Inc., will distribute Garod products in
a territory consisting of the northern half of
Illinois and northwestern section of Indiana.
An active campaign is being prepared at the
present time, by means of which the firm will
personally service all Garod accounts in that
territory.
When asked his opinion of radio
trade conditions in this territory, Mr. Himmel
stated that he was very optimistic regarding
the approaching Fall and Winter season.
Tells of Targ & Dinner Co.'s Progress
The August issue of Items of Interest, a
monthly periodical published by Targ & Dinner
Music Co., wholesalers' and manufacturers' representative, Chicago, recently made its appearance and was aptly devoted to the showing of
merchandise which moves fastest during the
Summer months. Banjo ukuleles, Cameragraph
portable phonographs, ukuleles, and larger size
portable phonographs are all illustrated and
described in an attractive manner.
The firm
is also sponsoring an active sales drive on its
five-minute course on ukulele, banjo, mandolin,

hands such a variety of styles
and such a width of price ranges in the new
machines that he has many sales advantages not
granted to him twelve months ago.
Record sales showed an encouraging increase
over those of June, ranging in many cases from
as high as SO per cent gain.
Dealgenerally are utilizing records as one of
the main profit items in their stock, and, in
addition, realize that the continual advertising
of discs will bring prospects to the store who
will be attracted by other merchandise, be it
talking machines, radio receivers and accessories, or musical merchandise.
IS

to

ers

The Radio Situation
Radio sales figures were not as high durirlg
the month of July and the early part of August
as might have been expected.
The reason
usually assigned is that of caution on the part
of the buying public, which is ever on the alert
for new and improved merchandise which is expected to be on the market this Fall. The situation is not as bad as in 1925, and with manufacturers studying and attempting to eradicate
this problem, next year should bring an in-

Summer radio profits for the retailers.
Many new products have already been placed on
crease in

dealers' counters for consumer inspection
and approval, and it is interesting to note the
close similarity between several features in the
new receivers and reproducers and the improved phonographs.
The tone chambers of
many of the new sets embody the same idea and
general construction of the improved talking
machines, an added feature upon which the
music dealer may capitalize, since he is thor-

the

his

reporter that

radio experience

was displayed

at a first

it

was

the

first

time

in

much enthusiasm
demonstration of a new

that

so

and harmonica instruction.
Artists Make Columbia Records
W. C. Fuhri, vice-president and general sales
manager; A. Thallmeyer, sales manager, foreign
record division, Columbia Phonograph Co.;
Arthur Bergh and Frank Walker, of the Columbia recording laboratories, were visitors to the
Chicago office of the Columbia Phonograph Co.
throughout the month of July.
The quartet
visited Chicago and the Middle West in the interest of the recording by this galaxy of Columviolin

Famous

now

bia talent

entertaining the Chicago public.

Paul Ash and His Orchestra, Ted Lewis and
His Band, Ruth Etting, Art Kahn and His Orchestra, Ford & Glenn, and Charles Cook and
His Dreamland Orchestra, were among the
artists who made Columbia records last month
during the visit of the Columbia executives. Mr.
Bergh and Mr. Thallmeyer, together with A. J.
Heath, manager of the Chicago Columbia office,
visited the Columbia branch in the Twin Cities
during their July visit.

Tay Returns from Motor Trip
Tay, president of the Tay Sales Co.,
Chicago, Sonora distributor, returned to Chicago on July 30 from a three weeks' motor trip
throughout the East. Mr. and Mrs. Tay visited
the latter's former home at Frederick, Md., and
spent a week in New York, where Mr. Tay
visited the Sonora executives. The couple motored back through Pennsylvania and upon his
return to headquarters Mr. Tay was elated to
find a tremendous increase in July sales over
those of the preceding month.
The Tay Sales Co. now has its complete staff
of five salesmen covering the territory of the
State of Illinois, eastern Iowa and northwestern
Indiana.
George S. Pierson, formerly of the
Belden Mfg. Co., was the most recent addition
to the staf? and he assumed his new duties the
C. S.

C.

last

S.

week

of July.

R. L. Wickes Convalescing
R.

L.

Wickes

Wickes,

treasurer

of

the

Fletcher-

Chicago, makers of phonograph
tone arms, sound boxes, and radio loud speakers, has been confined to his home through illness for the past four months.
His many
friends in the trade will be glad to learn that
he is now convalescing and is on the road to
Co.,

recovery.

Gulbransen Registering Piano Featured
registering piano and new
small upright piano were recently featured very
effectively at Chicago Heights, 111., by Coppotelli Brothers music store. The merchants of
the town held a Pageant of Progress with a
number of displays in a big tent. On the opening night the Coppotelli booth was the center

The Gulbransen

of attraction w'ith a musical

program featuring

the Gulbransen registering piano.

The Gulbransen was featured by

Coppotelli

Brothers, together with phonographs and radio
sets.

On

Friday night they held a Christening,

when everyone had a chance to supply a name
and slogan for the new small model upright, for
which the Gulbransen Co.

is seeking a name.
(Continued on page 100)

KIMBALL PHONOGRAPHS
Summer is a good time to get information about
new styles and a most interesting Sales Plan
Write at once for Wholesale Prices and Terms

W. W. KIMBALL CO.
Established 1857

Kimball Hall, 306

S.

Wabash Avenue

Chicago, Illinois

Manufacturers of Phonographs, Pianos, Player Pianos, Reproducing Pianos, Pipe Organs, Distributors of Columbia Records

KIMBALL PHONOGRAPHS PLAY ALL RECORDS
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FROM OUR CHICAGO HEADQUARTERS
By means of prizes
many coupons

Brothers obwith information
as to whether or not the contestants had various musical instruments in their homes, thus furnishing leads which will be used in future
tained

Coppotelli

filled in

Trades Association held at the Electric Club,
Chicago, on Friday, July 30, the following ofRobt.
ficers were elected for the coming year:
T. Devlin, president; A. C. Stewart, Diversey
Radio Co., secretary; Joseph Lazar, Lazar Music

Centre,

first

Henry Hyman

vice-president;

J.

J.

Dryfuss,

second vice-president. The
board of directors will consist of Arthur S.
Alter, Harry Alter & Co.; Leonard Lynn, Lynn
Radio Co.; J. Herdan, Herdan Radio Co.; E.
W. Rose, Eureka Radio Co.; J. M. Redell,
Kurz-Kasch Co.; C. B. Bild, Able Tool & Engineering Co.; Frank Reichmann, The Reichmann
Co. The newly elected officers assumed the duties of their various positions on the day of the
Co.,

election.

Arthur

S.

Alter gave a short address on the

trade tour to be sponsored September 20 to Oc-

tober
ciation

5

by the Midwest Radio Trades Assoand stressed the fact that such a project

not necessarily limited to financial gain to
He
those who participate in the venture.
pointed out that the tour includes many things
of an educational nature and will give the manufacturers an opportunity to become better acis

quainted with the dealers and jobbers in the
where their products are displayed.
The Midwest Radio Trades Association has
endorsed two radio shows this Fall the Chicago Radio Show, to be held in the Coliseum,
and the Radio World's Fair, which is. to be
staged in Madison Square Garden, New York.
Big Time Planned for Picnic, Sept. 19
The Midwest Radio Trades Association will
hold a picnic for its members and their families
on September 19, at Klein Grove, Lincoln and
Crawford avenues. The picnic will start early
in the morning and will last until evening and
among its features will be races, contests and
sports of all nature.
Special events have been
arranged for ladies and children and among
the prizes will be radio receivers, batteries,
tubes and other accessories.
The Association
has challenged the Radio Manufacturers Association to an indoor baseball game, which is
cities

—

15,
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destined to be the feature of the outing. ChesRistow is chairman of the committee in

ter

charge of
assisted

all

by A.

picnic arrangements
C. Stewart,

and

will

newly elected

^

be

THE ALTO

secre-

Automatic Stop

Some Columbia Happenings

For Fhonorrsphi.

Miss Ruth Etting, popular Columbia recording artist, recently completed a very successful
two weeks' engagement at the Oriental Theatre.
She then opened at the Uptown Theatre,
traveled the Balaban & Katz circuit of Chicago
moving picture houses, and will return to the
Oriental within the next few weeks. The sale
of Miss Etting's records has been greatly stimulated by her Chicago appearances, as she features her latest releases, and her appearances
are advertised larger than any star appearing at
the Oriental Theatre, with the exception of Paul
Ash and His Orchestra, also Columbia artists.
The Chicago Evening American has been publishing daily the serial romance, "The Good Bad
Girl," and Paul Ash, who wrote the words and
music of a song bearing the same name, introduced it at the Oriental Theatre. The Columbia
Phonograph Co. has arranged to record this
number with Miss Ruth Etting as the artist, accompanied by Paul Ash and His Orchestra.
Donald Lindley, famous concert soloist, recently joined Paul Ash and His Orchestra at
the Oriental Theatre and was immediately made
a feature of the act. He is an exclusive Columbia artist, formerly associated with Ross Gorman, New York City, and since his appearances
in Chicago his records have been enjoying a

Nothing
needs
to
be
screwed unto the tone
arm.
Simple In
contructlon.
It flta under

tary of the organization.

selling.

Midwest Radio Trades Association Elects
At the regular meeting of the Midwest Radio

August

fine

the

turn

Our

table.

customers Ba.7 It Is the
most accurate stop they
found yet in spite of Its
low cost.

ALTO MFG. CC^^'-'cm^i^SS
Canadian

Dlitrlbutcr

Unlvenal

Supply

Toronto,

Co.,

Cnt.

been serving dealers in this territory slightly
over a year, called during the month of June
on Diamond T retailers that were established
last year and who had ordered one sample receiver or more.
All of his calls were made in
small towns.
Out of a total of one hundred
and seven calls, one hundred and one dealers
were thoroughly satisfied with Diamond T receivers and announced their intention of continuing to handle the line.
Six dealers were
uncertain or dissatisfied, and of this number
several were small institutions just starting in
business, who handled no other brand of radio.
Such a record is one which Mr. Pratt points to
with pride and of which his firm may be justly
proud.

Fine Display of Stromberg-Carlson Line
of the finest examples of co-operation
between a dealer and its company is demon-

One

sale.

New AU-American

Sales Representatives

The

Ail-American Radio Corp., Chicago,
manufacturer of All-American receivers and
radio parts, recently appointed McDonough
Bros., Atlanta, Ga., as

Tennessee,

its

sales

representatives

Alabama, Georgia,
Florida, South Carolina and North Carolina,
efifective July 1.
The George Hamburger Co.,
of Denver, Col., was appointed All-American
sales representative for Colorado, Wyoming and
New Mexico, effective June 15.
Popularity of Diamond T Radio
in

Mississippi,

B. D. Pratt, sales representative in the eastern and northern sections of Michigan for the

Diamond T Radio Mfrs., South Bend, Ind., recently made an interesting survey for the execuand the results as tabulated are shown below.
Mr. Pratt, who has
tive offices of his firm

Stromberg-Carlson in Artistic Display
strated

by the radio salon of the Haenig Elec-

tric Co.,

authorized Stromberg-Carlson dealer of

Springfield,

111.

As the accompanying photograph shows,

the
salon has a homelike atmosphere. It has been
laid out so that the Stromberg-Carlson products

may

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

be displayed to their best advantage.
a decidedly StrombergCarlson exhibit. All models of receivers and
speakers are so arranged that they may be

The salon contains

RADIO

plugged

in

and operated when

desired.

The

cone speaker in front of the
fireplace demonstrates the advantage of having
the speaker separate from the receiver.
position

of

the

Interest in Radio Keen This Summer
Despite the prophecies and statements of the
pessimistically

radio

is

inclined

consumer

the e.xtent of

interest

in

To determine

not lagging this Summer.

Summer

radio reception and the
programs during the vacation
months, an impromptu test was recently made
by Charles Garland, broadcasting director of
WBBM, Stewart-Warner Air Theatre, Chicago.
He made only one announcement during the
interest in radio

QucUify, JLaimci a>n<(^^ucjt.

evening,

Is^m

/maiV/n^

Mat

unite

.

from

Louisiana,

lie Harry Alter Co.
Ogden

at

RADIO SUPPLIES
Carroll Ave.

CHICAGO

IIL.

for

telephone

listeners.

ceived seventy-two messages,

were

ElECTRICAI,^'"!

asking

grams from distant

long-distance

New

calls

or tele-

In answer he reof

points.

which thirty
California,

York, Virginia, Alabama, Montana, North Dakota, Kentucky, Indiana,
Ohio, Minnesota and Wisconsin all
heard the program, without any inconvenience
due to atmospheric conditions.
The Stewart-Warner Air Theatre functioned
during the recent convention of the Benevolent
and Protective Order of Elks, which was held in
Chicago, by broadcasting the dedication service
of the National Memorial headquarters build{Coiitinued on page 102)
Florida,

!
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receiver will

sell

this fall?
ERLA

Better tone quality than

any yet known

and

No

Better selectivity than has

RFL

been offered

have built a

new

Easy manipulation

Maximum

set to

volume

More

meet these
demands
REALIZING that the
year
.

.

a

is

trouble-proof

set,

exquisite cabinet
the utmost in

technical efficiency

demand

the

distance and

for a given dollar

work and

this

for better iadio reception

knowing that your need

.

squealing

is

which

master stroke of engineer-

this

ing accomplishes

for

Electrical

Laboratories have joined
forces with the finest scientific brains
in the country to meet that demand.

Research

1.

Squeals

away with

and howls completely done

No

tuning, automatically.
expert manipulation of knobs needed.
2.

in

—

Radiation
annoying broadcasting of
into neighboring antennae elim-

squeals

THE new

inated.

Erla

(RFL) Monodic

Receiver is the joint achievement
of our own engineers and the worldfamous Radio Frequency Labora-

tories of

Boonton, N.

sulting

and

ral

These new

to equip the

em-

ERLA
and

RFL

prin-

is

positive

and

reception,

an
important,
opof
ease and certainty
eration that now puts dis-

volume and

tance,

Omnitonic Cone Speaker
Universal in range and pitch.
Brings out both low and high
notes with absolute fidelity of

To

"Big Ten" "B" Unit
A positively
hum 'free "B"
unit

with a big

safety

To
fect results.
retail at $45.00.
"Triple-Life" Tubes

in

detail

fully

three

times

long as present
as
style tubes. Also greater

are

the

four great improvements

factor.

Will handle 10
tubes with per-

Last

Here

$17.50.

list at

Minimum
uniformity.
of 3,000 hours' service
To
at rated voltage.
sell at usual prices.

De Luxe Console

Prices are materially under comparable
competitive receivers. Our famous one-

manufacture makes
low retail
and dealer
distributor
allows
prices, yet
adequate margins.

lets

worries about the set itSend the new Erla
self.
out
nal package.
found O. K.

in the origiIt will

system

possible

of

these

extremely

Send today for the
full

(RFL)

profit

.

in-

you devote your
time to selling with no
It

command of
member of the

improvements

.

.

and fool-proof when

tone.

S-5

formance value, the outstanding
opportunity on the market today.

profit

impor-

stalled.

selec-

Four great

improved

Vastly

transportation-proof

tivity at the

every
family

—

tant feature of this amazing new set is that it is

Other
manufacturers have attempted this. But have
never succeeded save by
and
sacrificing distance
volume. In the new Erla
there

—

A fool-proof set
To you the most

distortion.

(RFL)

Stations inaudible with
most receivers except when
manipulated by experts now
brought in loud and clear by
selectivity.

banish completely
squealing, "blooping,"

gain in
equally

entirely natu-

anyone.

ciples

and

made

(RFL) Monodic

Quartered and matched figured walnut panels. Supreme
Built-in loud
excellence in materials and construction.
speaker

iindistorted.

Other profit-makers

(RFL)

Erla

re-

from regeneration, eradicated, and

reproduction of sound

4.

ploys principles that are
new and notably in advance of present standards.

Harshness and fuzziness of tone,

J.

Banishes Squeals

The Erla

3.

be

In exquisite

story

Don't sign up for any radio line, no
matter how attractive the offer may
seem, until you receive the new Erla
(RFL) proposition. Send your name
Be
at once for complete information.
your
provided
in line for a franchise
territory is open. Just write your name
and address on coupon, clip and mail.

cabinets

(RFL)

The new Erla

Monodic Receiver
up

in

cabinets
tory.

make

most

the
in

new

put

artistic

Erla's

These
the

is

Electrical Research Laboratories, Dept. K-53,
2500 Cottage Grove Ave.. Chicago.

his-

cabinets

Erla,

r

in

Send me

full

information on your dealer

proposition as advertised.

eye value as well as per-
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The building was
commemoration
of its members who died in the
the features which marked the
song

of

thousands

One

war.
service

of

was

sets.
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A.
A.

Kendrick Attended Seattle Convention

J.

Kendrick, general sales manager of the
division,
Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., left the Chicago headquarters of his
firm the middle of July to attend the Western
Music Trades Convention at Seattle on July 27,
28, 29, where he delivered an address at one of
the meetings.
On his way to the coast he
visited the Brunswick branches in Minneapolis,
Seattle and Portland, and before returning to the
Chicago office late in August he intends to stop
at branch offices in San Francisco, Los Angeles,
J.

phonograph

Denver and Omaha.
New Distributors for Howard Radio Co.
The Howard Radio Co., Chicago, manufac-

Salt

Holicky, to-

Lake

turer

City,

Howard neutrodyne receiving sets,
Commonwealth Edison

of

gether with his brother, Joseph Holicky, con-

recently appointed the

duct the business.
R. H. Woodford Returns

Co. to act as

From

its

exclusive distributor in the city

Chicago.
In making this appointment the
executives stated that they were attempting to serve the best interests of Howard

Extensive Trip

of

manager of the radio
Speedometer Corp.,
division, Stewart- Warner
Chicago, returned a few weeks ago from an ex-

Howard

throughout the northeastern secUnited States and Canada. After
spending a few days at the Chicago headquarters of the firm, he departed during the second
week in August for Winnipeg and Vancouver,
returning to the Stewart-Warner offices about
the middle of August.

tribution in such a

Woodford,

R. H.

tensive

tion

sales

dealers in Chicago

Kruse Visits Canada
Kruse, manager of the dealer

Harry

C.

from the center of the base

One

of the features of the

sales

serv-

is

its

A

and

tremely

style

preventing
loose
throughout,
base and throwback are exyet operate freely.

the

rigid,

for

Howard

of

a

fifteen-day

MOTORS
—

For All Types of

PHONOGRAPHS
Quiet Easy Winding
Operation — Quick Pick-up
True Pitch Reproduction — Long
Silent

Life.

Wearing

parts protected by air-tight housing.
Automatic Lubrication.

Continuous

Write for Catalog

UNITED MFG.

&

DIST. CO.

9702 Cottage Grove Ave.

Chicago

The tour will be made in a special train consisting of four sleeping cars, three baggage cars,
one diner and one club car, and the total expense to each exhibitor, exclusive of meals,
amounts to $240. Before arriving in the various
posters and regular newspaper adand publicity will announce to the
public the coming exhibition, and in some cases
the displays will be maintained in the train incities

bill

vertising

stead of a hall or auditorium in the town. From
10 a. m. to 2 p. m. each day the exhibition will
be open to dealers and jobbers and at 2 p. m.
the doors will be thrown open to the general
public.

The executives of the Midwest Radio Trades
Association point out that the tour will not
only be of financial value to the exhibitors, but
will give them an opportunity to become better
acquainted with the jobbers and dealers and to
acquire a fuller appreciation of radio merchan-

line for the 1926-27

dising problems in cities of that size.

five-tube

ber of manufacturers have already signified their
intention to maintain displays in the trade tour

tour,

which

will

give

radio

manufacturers an opportunity to display their
products in leading trade centers throughout
the Middle West, has been arranged by the Midwest Radio Trades Association. The exhibitors
will leave Chicago on September 20 and return
on October 5, the itinerary calling for stops in
the following cities: Joliet, Peoria, Rock Island,
Des Moines, Mason City, Cedar Rapids, Waterloo, Dubuque, Freeport, Rockford, Beloit, Janesville and Kenosha.

which swings on two rows of ball bearings, and the tone arm proper extends into the
It is of durable
throat of the tone chamber.
joints,

possibilities

season will
neutrodyne, six-tube
neutrodyne and seven-tube shielded neutrodyne,
the latter operating from a loop.
In addition
to the above models, a console will be introduced at a later date embodying the shielded instrument.
Mid-West Radio Trades Ass'n Arrange Tour

base,

construction

dis-

territory.

his

consist

inches

new

in

The Howard

to the needle point.

arm

regarding

thusiastic

department, Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.,
departed on July 30 for Toronto, Canada, where
he spent his vacation.
Oro-Tone Co. Introduces New Tone Arm
A ne\v brass tone arm of air-tight construction, in the popular curved style, is being introduced at the present time by the Oro-Tone Co.,
Chicago, maker of the Oro-Phone reproducer
and other phonograph equipment. The arm,
which is known as Model C-1, has an entire

and measures 95^

their

At the same time, the North Ward Radio Co.,
Newark, N. J., was appointed distributor of the
entire State of New Jersey, and Herbert Fink,
president of the North Ward Radio Co., is en-

C.

16 inches

centralizing

ice

ice

length of

by

way that both sales and servcan be handled by one department, assuring close co-operation with the trade.

trip

of the

Harry

1926

the firm.

a

by Marjorie Maxwell, noted star
of the Chicago Civic Opera Co. and Ravinia
Opera Co. In addition to Miss Maxwell, John
K. Tener, former Governor of Pennsylvania,
and a number of men prominent in Elkdom took
part in the ceremony.
Klapka & Holicky Progress
Klapka & Holicky, music dealers at 3905 West
Twenty-sixth street, recently made extensive
Several
improvements in their establishment.
of the booths were torn out in order to enlarge the piano display and to exhibit their
products to better advantage. Klapka & Holicky
handle the Gulbransen piano, Columbia phonographs,
Fada, Atwater Kent, Crosley and
recital

Garod radio receiving

15,

Samples of the Model C-1 arm will be ready
shortly after the middle of August, according to
Leigh Hunt, treasurer and general manager of

erected by the

ing on July 14.
organization in

August

A

num-

and the September issue of The World
carry a

list

who

of those

will

will participate.

Vesta Non-Microphonic Radio Tube

The Vesta Battery
prominent

in the

Corp., Chicago, a firm long

automotive

field,

recently in-

troduced to the trade the Vesta non-microphonic radio tube, one of several radio products

manufactured by the firm. In
making the initial announce-

ment

the

executives

of

the

firm stated that the non-micro-

phonic tube is an answer to
the plea of radio set owners
for a tube of stanch construction which will produce the
pure tones of the broadcast.

The cutaway view of the
Vesta tube shows a bridge-like
construction which holds all

Repair Parts

of the elementalignment.
Jars and
jolts in handling tubes someof

the

unit

and

Every

Motor

For

All

That

Was Ever Manufactured

We

Vesta Tube
times bend the element-unit
out of alignment with the sensitive filament wire
that runs up through it, thereby disturbing the
relative position of the filament, grid

can supply any part. The largest and most
complete assortment of repair parts in the
United States
on hand, for old, obsolete and
present-day motors.
If
your order cannot be
Blled from stock, we will make it up special.

and

plate.

A

—

—

parts

in

spark plug in an automobile might be taken
as an example, for there must be a gap of a certain distance in order that the spark be perfect.
With this new type of construction the
greater part of the possibility of injury in shipin opening and handling by the dealer,
and in carrying and placing in the set by the
owner, is said to be eliminated. The Vesta nonmicrophonic X-201-A tube retails at $2.00, and
X-199 tube lists at $2.25.
L. M. E. Clausing With Stewart-Warner
Leroy M. E. Clausing, a former member of
the U. S. Naval Radio Research Laboratory of
the Bureau of Standards, Washington, D. C,
was recently appointed chief engineer of station

ping,

governor
springs, micas, repair parts, motors, tone arms,

I'-

steel needles, etc., in quantity lots.

i

Special

prices

on

Expert repairing on
and motors.

main

all

springs,

makes

of

phonographs

tffCO/CPORATED UNDER THE

LAWS OF ILUSOtS

WBBM,

Air Theatre,
Stewart- Warner
the
owned and operated by the Stewart-Warner

SUCCESSOHS**rO-'-'.^.
StanJarJ TaVkIng Machltf Co,
V^itmd TatJkint Uachmm Co.
Harmony TaHing UashioM

O'Nmtn-Jaaw

•

-

TRAOe MARK
Talking Maclnnc Supj^ies, Etc

Cm.

*'^<='
227-229 W. WASHINGTON
BimnelOTi tSSI Gratiot Ave., I>etroit, Hlcb.

ST..

CHICAGO

ILL.
1121 NlcoUet Ave.,

HlnneapoUs, Minn.

Speedometer Corp., Chicago, manufacturers of
radio receiving apparatus.
Mr. Clausing was
formerh' chief engineer of WEBH, where he installed the transmitting station, and he also
spent several years at the Great Lakes Naval
Radio Laboratory and at the trans-Atlantic re(ConHimed on page 104)
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fcr Manufacfurers, Jobbers

OUT

maelstrom of unsupported
stands supreme as the
Oro-Phone
claims
first reproducer with a super-sensitive
diaphragm and balanced stylus control applicable to all phonographs.
of

the

This priority, acknowledged and evidenced by
deciding
the U. S. Patent Office, should be the
factor for all jobbers and dealers in the selection of a reproducer of this type.

Oro-Phone was first— and
First to bring that

is

permanent!

"new tone" and wide range

of tone values to all

phonographs

103

and Dealers

Permanent as a selling proposition for all jobbers and dealers, opening up to them an avenue of sales which heretofore did not exist.
Sensible manufacturers, jobbers and dealers
are never misled by circus ballyhoo methods
and cries of "Wolf"! Merit always reaps its
Stock and sell the Oro-Phone the
reward.

—

—

one
the
reproducer
super-sensitive
first
TONE" reproducer with years of experiment and development back of it the one
new type reproducer with tangibly permanent
sales value— backed by a sterling parent oro-anization whose slogan always has been and
always will be "quality first."

"NEW

THE ORO-TONE COMPANY
Dept. A., 1010 George Street
Chicago, Illinois

—
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FROM OUR CHICAGO HEADQUARTERS — (Continued
ceiving station at
is

Belmar, N.

WBBM

installing at

a

A

using six water-cooled tubes. The
increasing its power from 1,500 watts
to 10,000 watts to improve the quality of its
broadcasting, but at the same time not materially
latest design,

station

volume.

its

It

is

said that the

of the station will not create

new

any extra
planned to

J. Heath, manager of the Chicago office of
Columbia Phonograph Co., during a recent
visit to Minneapolis and St. Paul found most

A.

Twin Cities
new Columbia Viva-tonal

dealers in the

enthusiastic

instruments.

"When I consider the splendid accounts now
handling the line in the Twin Cities," said Mr.
Heath, "I feel assured that Columbia will do a
very substantial business in Minneapolis and St.
Paul during the Fall and Winter months."
Mr. Heath recently announced that W. L.
Sprague, for many years manager of the Minneapolis Columbia office, has re-entered the employ of the Columbia Co. as a special sales
representative in the Chicago and Minneapolis
Mr. Sprague will act as a special
district.
traveling assistant to Mr. Heath and will maintain headquarters in Chicago and Minneapolis.
Producers Mfg. Co. Incorporates
The Producers Mfg. Co., of 80 East Jackson
boulevard, Chicago, has been incorporated with
a capital stock of $15,000 for the purpose of
manufacturing and dealing in phonographs,
parts thereof, attachments and records, as well
The inas musical instruments of all kinds.
corporators are Isaiah Allison, Frank C. Hasse
and Charles B. Moore.
Visitors to Gulbransen Plant
Among the recent visitors to the Gulbransen
Co. factory were E.

Brown Piano
Mrs.

W.

A.

J.

Henderson,

of the

W.

T.

111., and Mr. and
Sheboygan, Wis. Mr.

Co., Jacksonville,

Holmes,

of

Holmes, who is sales manager of the Buchheim
Music Co. of that city, stated the demand for
Gulbransen instruments is so good in Sheboygan
that he motored to the Gulbransen factory, accompanied by a truck which picked up Gulbransen instruments that were on rush order.
Another dealer who visited the Gulbransen
offices was I. G. Benedict, of E. L. Benedict &
Sons, of Clarinda, la., who was accompanied by
Mrs. Benedict.
at

from the South was Mrs. J. T.
is employed by the El Paso Piano

who

Tex. Mrs. Sullivan spent only a
Chicago, returning directly home.
E. A. Fearn on Trip
E. A. Fearn, president of the Consolidated
Talking Machine Co., Chicago, manufacturer
of Swanson portable phonographs and Okeh
record distributors, left on July 26 for a two
weeks' trip, during which he visited the Consolidated branch offices at Minneapolis and Detroit.
He spent a week at each branch and returned to Chicago August 9.
Interesting Chat With George A. Pearson
The prediction of a prominent radio authority
that leading receiver manufacturers would come
in time to purchase principal parts entering
into their product instead of building them
themselves has caused a number of leading set
makers to air their views on the subject. The
problem has been the subject of earnest
thought and debate among radio manufacturers,
and George A. Pearson, president of the Electrical Research Laboratories, Chicago, takes a
diametrically opposite standpoint to that given
above.
"It has been the history of dominant manufacturing enterprises," said Mr. Pearson, "that

few days

the

of the

territory re-

Co., El Paso,

disturbance in the ether since it is
modulate the augmented volume of sound.
Finds Great Activity in Twin Cities

over the

visitor

Sullivan,

is

increasing

power

its

cently through intelligent use of radio.

of the

This firm also maintains stores
la., and has been

Shenandoah and Red Oak,

in

manufacture of
plants has been
an outstanding factor in their success, and to
this the radio industry will prove no exception.
"In the automobile industry a situation quite
analogous to that now obtaining in radio existed
not so many years ago. There were two camps
of automobile builders, manufacturers and assemblers.
The assemblers strove valiantly to
justify their plan and method of operation, employing the selfsame arguments that are so
e., the
eloquently marshaled in radio to-day,
alleged greater skill and experience of the parts
specialist, and the savings arising out of his
concentration
upon a particular line. One
manufacturer went even so far as to advertise
a standardized car, manufactured entirely out of
proved parts with an independent national reputation.
A roll call of automobile manufacturers
of to-day reveals with startling clarity which of
the two camps held the fundamentally sound
point of view. Ford, Dodge, Studebaker, Buick,
Nash, Cadillac, Packard, Hudson, Hupmobile,
these and others that have survived the struggle
the economies resulting

from

essential parts within their

own

i.

Adaptable

to

Any

Set

are two types of Jones MULTIready for use on any radio set. The
W.B. type brings to radio something brand
new the radio wall plug which means the
radio fan can connect his set through a wall
plug and have the unsightly batteries either
in the basement, closet or an adjoining room.
Illustrated

PLUGS

—
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from page 102)

attaining favorable publicity in

Mr. Clausing

J.

new transmitter

August

—

for
supremacy are without exception truly
manufacturers and not assemblers."
"Manufacturers not only effect vital economies in their product, enabling them to give
better value for a given dollar, but they also exercise a control over the quality of that product
that is equally important in gaining leadership.
"Then, too," continued Mr. Pearson, "no finished article that is to be truly efficient, and
is to represent at all times
the highest
engineering advancement, can be built up of
miscellaneous, existing parts assemblies. Such
a product must be engineered from the ground
up, each part being subservient to the whole,
and, nine times out of ten, of special design and
manufacture for the purpose involved.
Only
manufacturers who contain within themselves
facilities for building the essential units that
they employ are capable of keeping every part
of their product geared efficiently into the complete assembly, so that every piece contributes

that

its

maximum

performance of the finished

to the

article.

"Consequently, irrespective of the course
pursued by other manufacturers, it is certain that
the Electrical Research Laboratories will continue its long-established policy of manufacturing
under its own roof a great majority of the parts
that go to make the completed 'Erla' receiver.
With every part designed for a specific purpose
in the particular assembly in which it is employed, and with but one profit figured into
cost, we expect to continue to deserve the popular favor that is now so generously accorded our
products on the basis of value and performance."

The "United Radio

W.

Fujrniture" Line

Perkins, president of United Cabinet
Mfrs. Corp., Chicago, returned early in August
C.

from a flying trip to New York City, where he
gave to the trade advance information on the
new "United Radio Furniture" line of radio
cabinets. Twenty different models of consoles,
ranging in price from $27.50 up, will be included
with a number of styles of
them especially adapted
for Atwater Kent, RCA and other prominent
makes of receivers. The radio tables will range
in the line this year,

radio

in

tables,

price

issue of

some

of

from $18.50 upward. The September
The Talking Machine World will carry

complete detailed description of the "L^nited
Radio Furniture" line of cabinets.
New Jewell Product
Another new product is being introduced at
the present time by the Jewell Electrical Instrument Co., Chicago, manufacturer of testing
equipment for radio receivers and accessories,
in the form of a direct reading B-eliminator
Practically all
known as No. 120.
tester,
B-eliminators have a relatively high internal
resistance and do not deliver the same voltage
a

The
values of current draw.
B-eliminator tester has an adjustable
load, which enables it to test the voltage of any
B-eliminator under the proper load conditions
It conso that its true voltage may be read.
tains a high-grade voltmeter and a very sensitive
with

different

Jewell

milliammeter so connected that when a B-eliminator is under test the milliammeter reads the
total current and the voltmeter records the voltage available at the terminals under those conditions.
The new product is extremely useful
in checking and adjusting B-eliminators.
To use the set, one of the positive terminals
and the negative terminal are connected to the

W rite

terminals of the test set. The knob is adjusted
until the load in milliamperes as indicated on
the milliammeter is that which will be drawn by

today for full information regarding the

Jones

MULTI-PLUG

the set on

proposition

which the B-eliminator

The voltmeter

HOWARD
618

S.

Canal

St.

ONNECTOR

B.

be used.

age of the B-eliminator under these conditions.
The eliminator may be used to indicate the
total draw of a radio set by connecting the

MUU^J^fLUG
THE STAND.

will

will then indicate the actual volt-

JONES
Chicago,

III.

binding posts of this testing device in series
with the negative "B" line and turning the loadknob all the way in. The milliammeter will
then

indicate

meter readings

the

total

may

current

and the

be disregarded.

volt-

August

15,
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JUmouncing
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Here

is

fnaineeninn
e/m
JhCnqumrinq
»wcc

the radio your customers have been

demanding.

Here,

in

the Perlesz, are

the

all

—remarkable
distance range — hair-line selectivity — tuning
ease — stability— volume — true tone — fine ap-

in Radio-^

requisites of the perfect receiver

pearance.

In the Perlesz, promises to which

you have

been accustomed
through actual performance.

A

become

facts

Complete Line

Perlesz receivers are offered in seven, eight,

and

nine tube models, in a variety of cabinet styles,

One-Dial
Control
Only one dial is needed to operate
the gang-mounted condensers in the
Perlesz.
These perfectly-matched,
space

the

and semi and full console designs.
The prices range from $2j^ to $1000. Prohave an attractive
duction is established.
proposition
for
distributors
and dealers.
Write us today.

We

stations

over

evenly

speedometer-type

the

for table

condensers

straight-line-frequency

and

dial

cover the entire broadcast wave-

Both rotor and stator plates

band.
o.f

the condensers are die-cast for

permanent alignment and
lesz

all

Per-

condensers are guaranteed ac-

curate within one micromicro farad

over the scale

all

— only

attained

with die-cast, precision condensers.

All-Metal
Construction
Mechanical perfection has been

at-

tained in the Perlesz receivers by
the

of

use

which

an

chassis

all-metal

an original and exclusive
Perlesz feature.
This insures absolute

bilit)'

is

rigidity

and

perfect

of the working parts.

It

sta-

pro-

vides a hrm, non-warping foundation for the various units

vents

dielectric

losses,

stray magnetic helds.

extreme accuracy

PERLESZ RADIO MANUFACTURING CORP.
560 West Congress Street, Chicago

and preincluding

This insures

in tuning.
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Eight

New Radio Models Are Announced

is

Sets Complete
Matched Unit Radio Line Manufactured by This Nationally Known Organization

One Reproducer, Three Console and Four Table Model Radio Receiving

the

comprising two stages of radio frequency ampli-

radio line.

Its

compact

construction lends itself to any setting in the
home and its cabinet is of solid walnut with the
top and sides paneled to relieve the simplicity
of design.
A high-grade vernier arrangement
assures ease of tuning and the "B" battery con-

sumption on

model, as well as on the other

this

All the latest improvements in radio

fication.

such

design,

1926

15,

the smallest of the additions to the Stewart-

Warner Matched-Unit

by the Stewart-Warner Speedometer Corp.
Eight new models, including one reproducer,
three console and four table model receivers,
have just been introduced to complete the

August

new and improved

as

sockets,

cushion supports, a spring suspension socket for
the detector tube, noiseless volume control, and
elimination of jacks, have been included in the

new Stewart- Warner models.
L.

Stewart-Warner

Parker,

E.

radio

chief

engineer and a vice-president of the Radio
personally
conAssociation,
Manufacturers'
ducted laboratory tests on each model, and the
tests indicated that they have an exceptionally
beautiful tone quality, selectivity, and are capable of securing distance reception.
is a five-tube table set with twosmall in size, and its bronze-finished
metal panel and sides harmonize With, the wal-

Model 365

dial control,

The
Navy

nut top and base.
registered under the
lists for

$65— west

Model
receiver,

375,
is

five-tube

patents.

circuit

is

Model 365

of the Rockies, $67.50.

also a

an ideal

control

five-tube two-dial

set for those desiring a con-

model that requires very little floor space.
This model also embodies the five-tube circuit
registered under the Navy patents and includes
a built-in reproducer and ample storage space
The
for all batteries and battery charger.
sole

Reproducer, Model 415
models, compares very favorably with that on

any five-tube set. Model 345
west of the Rockies, $82.50.

Model

one-dial

six-tube,

a

350,

retails at

$80.00—

receiver,

similar in mechanical construction to

model

is

345,

except that it embodies a built-in reproducer
and uses the same actuating mechanism found
in the new model 415 reproducer.
The cabinet
work of selected walnut, designed by a leading

Stewart-Warner Model 355
Matched-Unit radio line manufactured by the
Stewart-Warner Speedometer Corp., Chicago.
These models are to be placed in the hands of
Stewart-Warner distributors and dealers early
this Fall, and they will be shown at the principal radio shows throughout the country, including the Radio World's Fair, Madison Square
Garden, New York City, September 13, and the
Chicago Radio Show which will take place at
The seven
the Coliseum, October 10 to 17.
radio receivers and the reproducer comprising
the additions to the Stewart-Warner line arc
known respectively as models 345, 350, 355, 360,
365, 370, 375 and 415.
Models 345, 350, 355 and 360 are equipped with
one-dial control and six tubes, comprising three
stages of non-oscillating radio frequency amplifiModels 365, 375 and 370 are equipped
cation.

with a two-dial tuning control and

five-luln-^,

furniture authority, makes this receiver one
which should be greatly desired by the housewife.
The set will list at $110.00— west of the

Rockies, $115.00.
In niodrl 35^.

one-dial rrmfrnl set,

Stewart- Warner Model 350
cabinet
375,

high,

work

is

retails

Model

of best quality walnut.

which stands

forty-five

for $175.00

and

— west

a

of

inches
Rockies,

half

the

$182.50.

Another table type receiver somewhat larger
than model 365 is included and is known
as model 370.
The top, base and sides of this

Stewart- Warner Model 300-X

in size

five-tube,

two-dial

control

are

set

finished

in

walnut to harmonize with the bronze-finished
metal panel. It embodies the same type of circuit as is found in models 365 and 375, and lists
for $75.00— west of the Rockies, $77.50.
^ilodcl 345, a six-tube, one-dial control receiver,

in

high

relief,

lends

a distinctive touch of beauty in addition to providing
perfect electrical shielding.
Stewart-

Warner modified straight-line frequency variable condensers, used in this and all of the other
new models,
ing

are carefully

inductances,

thus

matched

to the tun-

assuring absolute

furniture authorities and the finest of grain walnut is used.
A built-in reproducer, ample

America's

storage space for all batteries and the battery
charger are other features of model 355, which
will retail for $150.00— west of Rockies. $157.50.

RADIO
CABINETS
New

Catalog
for Season

Just Of¥ Press

Write Today
You Have

Unless

Few

a

model

The

control.

the Stewart-Warner line
receiver with one-dial

in

360, a six-tube

cabinet

period

design,

walnut

used

work

of

William and Mary

together with the high quality
in

its

construction,

model very

attractive.

model

It

A

makes

360.

will

retail

for

$400.00— west of

The new reproducer, known as model 415,
'^eems destined to achieve immediate popularity.

You Cannot
Your Good

principle

Customers.
Cabinets for Ez'cry Purpose Three Complete

—

Lines

ROCKFORD,

this

built-in

The actuating element, working on

on

Floor
Serve

largest

model

Quality CabiYour Sales

Grade,
nets

is

the Rockies, $412.50.

These High-

of

The

reproducer,
storage space for all batteries and the battery
charger, a double-range voltmeter and ample
drawer space are other attractive features in

1926-1927

Street,

ment bronze ornamentation

Question
Finest

836 Cedar

a verdigris bronze-finished panel, with govern-

accuracy for single-dial control. The cabinet design
of this model is the creation of several leading

Without

THE PIERSON COMPANY,

-i\'-tubc.

;i

ILL.

a unique
developed in. the Stewart-Warner
laboratory, is capable of supplying tremendous
volume with great range without distortion. In
appearance the reproducer resembles the drum
headlight of an automobile except that it is
somewhat larger and shallower. This mode!
iists
for $30.00— west of the Rockies, $31.50.

August
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CASWELL'S

SUCCESS
proves
"Where Value

The Caswell

Is

— Trade Follows"

—

picAristocrat
tured at the right finished in
genuine, deep grain leather and

—

selling at

$3500
and the Caswell Gypsy, finished
in genuine DuPont Fabrikoid
in a variety of colors, and selling at

$25^
represent the zenith of value in
portable phonographs.
(Prices slightly higher in the

Far West)

THE

success which has attended Caswell portables is not without foundation. There are fundamentally sound and logical reasons for it.

refinements. The 1926 Caswell portables stand head
and shoulders above the field from the viewpoint of
tone and volume alone.

Caswell was the first to introduce, foster and practice
the "golden rule" policy of merchandising. Caswell

Caswell was the first to build real value into portable phonographs and trade has followed wherever

and dealers are protected from "fly-bynight" competition, for Caswell portables are sold
only by distributors and dealers who do business on
a legitimate basis.

distributors

Caswell was the first to build individuality and disWhen
tinction into the manufacture of portables.
Caswell entered the field, it established a new standard of comparison.
Caswell was the

first

to introduce

new mechanical

Caswell Models have been shown.

Questioned

selling

worth-

There

PORTABLE PHONOGRAPHS ^DISTINCTION
U.S.A.

real

sales

value

is no question as to the worth of the Caswell
franchise, Caswell's success proves it.
There is no
better time than now to reap the advantages
that are yours with Caswell. Write for the complete
Caswell story.

(asWeUJ^an u^cturiry
MUmUKEE,WIS.

-or,

which do you prefer?

ST. PAUL AVE.
AT lOT*? STREET
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Trade Interested in New
Showers Radio Receiver

Chassis

is

constructed entirely of heavy-gauge

aluminum scratch brushed and lacquered. All
forming and punching in the process of manufacture is done by accurate dies, resulting in a
uniform product, and the all-metal construction
affords both a strong rugged framework and
considerable shielding from local interference.
All stations are tuned in by one knob, which

Six-Tube Receiver Being Marketed by Showers
Bros. Has Some Distinctive Features That
Are Finding Favor With the Trade
Favorable comment and considerable interest
throughout the trade have been received by the
Showers radio receiver, recently introduced to
the music trade by Showers Bros. Co., the radio
division of which is established in Chicago.
The set, which is reproduced herewith, is a sixtube receiver, with a power tube in the last

are of the full floating type, resting in rubber,
said to eliminate microphonic
embodies an improved six-tube
tuned frequency circuit consisting of two stages
of radio frequency, one detector and three stages
The set is manufactured
of audio frequency.
under license granted by the U. S. Navy De-

howls.

which

The

15,

1926

tant reception.
The vernier controls are on a
four-and-one-half-to-one ratio and individual
tuning of condensers is one of the features of

the

Number one condenser on

set.

the

left,

may

be used to regulate the aerial, and the other
condensers, number two and number three, are
tuned together.
After installation in the set
each condenser is tuned separately to provide
increased efficiency and a maximum degree of
reception.

audio stage, or a special detector tube, or both,
optional with the purchaser. The tube sockets
a feature

August

is

set

The New Showers Radio Chassis
constructed of two parts, so that a very fine
adjustment can be made to take care of variations in local conditions and for extremely disis

partment.

The panel is of bronze, artistically etched,
with the dial markings in gold on a black background. The knobs, also of bronze, carry out
the general pleasing design of the panel.
The
Showers receiver has been designed to give
faithful reproduction of all tones so that the
lowest drum beats and the highest notes of the
flute are reproduced just as they are broadcast.
The set is furnished in two different cabinet
designs.
Model 556 is a console finished in
mahogany with the large Foley amplifying horn
at the extreme top and equipped with a large
battery compartment.
Model 448, also a console, is finished in walnut with the amplifying
horn to the left of the panel and a large batcompartment below

tery

The

it.

cabinets are

designed to harmonize with the present trend
of living-room furniture, and the amplifying horn
is a development of many years of acoustical
research by Professor A. L. Foley, of the University of Indiana.

Mohawk

Radio
Models Being Marketed

1926-27

New

Line of Six-Tube Sets Feature One-Dial
Control Receivers Shielded and Housed in
Artistic Cabinets
A Wide Selection

—

—

The complete

line of

Mohawk

1926-1927 radio

being introduced to the music trade
at the present time by the Mohawk Corp. of
Illinois, Chicago.
The firm, which has produced
receivers

is

one-dial

control

receivers

for

the

past

three

embodies the same principle in its new
line of six-tube sets.
Each set is shielded, and
;s housed in artistic cabinets of new design.
The Seneca is a drawer type set which may
be installed in any one of four console cabinet
models.
It measures 123^ inches wide, 8^
inches high, 10 11/16 inches deep, and the front
panel is in rich walnut with a hand-rubbed
piano finish. The Seneca retails for $57.50. The
Cherokee is a table model finished in handrubbed walnut, listing for $65.00. The Winona
is also a table type receiver with a "B" battery
compartment, artistically finished in walnut and
years,

The

Ideal

Phonograph Motor

listing at $80.

In the console line the Pocahontas model,
one which seems destined to evoke considerable

Always

the

interest in the trade, contains the one-dial six-

most up-to-date.

Always

of the highest quality.

Always

the most efficient

and satisfactory

in per-

formance.

By

comparison manufac-

actual inspection and
turers and dealers find
value.

KRASCO

Made

in six different sizes

with one winding
ing requirement.

—there

the

leader in

—from

is

4 to 10 records
a type for every play-

tube shielded set, and is equipped with a built-in
speaker and battery compartment. The Pocahontas stands 45^ inches high, and its exterior
is of Colonial design finished in two-tone, handrubbed burl walnut. The Pocahontas will list
for $300.
The Geneva is a console model with
the built-in speaker in the dome, contains a battery compartment and is finished in burl walnut.
The Pontiac, standing 46 inches high, and the
Chippewa, standing 40^ inches high, are also
consoles with built-in speaker and battery compartment, finished in hand-rubbed walnut, and
making a fine appearance.
The entire line has been designed to meet
practically

every

need,

radio

table set to the large

and

from the small
Pocahontas

artistic

model.

Radio a Safety Factor

Krasco Phonograph Motor Co*

Radio, which has proved an indispensable adjunct to maritime safety,

1100 West Beardsley Avenue
Elkhart, Ind., U.

After

S.

A,

is

rapidly

becoming an

equally important factor in land transportation.

&

many

experiments, the Chicago, Milwau-

Paul Railway has perfected and is
installing a system of radio communication over

kee
its

St.

11.000 miles of trackage.

—
August

15,
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Next month's issue

—

will

illustrate

109

and describe the new

Toman

tone arm which many experts pronounce to be absolutely the
best, for use with long amplifying horn
producing really wonderful results.

The Toman Reproducer
(Patent applied for)

Metal diaphragm. Practically

Changes an old style talking
machine to the new type
deep, rich, mellow and pow-

Warranted for

indestructible.

two years.

erful tone.

Wonderful, deep, rich, mellow and powerful tone.

A

marvelous invention.

Surpassed by none.

Send for sample
Will

sell itself

volume of

on quality and

tone.

We

On

chal-

Style
Style
Style

V—to

fit

old style Victor.

0

to

fit

to

fit

Orthophonic Victor.
Columbia.

to

fit

Heineman, Vitanola and Blood tone arms.

—
C—
P—

approval (5 days) to any
responsible dealer.

lenge comparison.

Style

NOW!

Retail Prices

Nickel Plated
Gold Plated

$7*50
$10.00

Write £or dealers^ and jobbers^ discounts

We
and

absolutely the best reproducer made,
OPINION, after trying it.
will appreciate having

claim that this

is

YOUR

Style lO
Set
Complete $12 $15
Tone Arm
Manufactured hy
E.

TOMAN &

CO.

2621 West 21st Place
Chicago,

111.

Sales Distributor

WONDERTONE PHONOGRAPH
216 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

111.

—
Cable Address "Wondertone Chicago."
Cable Codes—Western Union— A. B.C. (5th Edition).

CO.
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New
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socket.
It is made in three models, the
being the Balkite "B," recommended for
sets having five tubes or less and requiring 67
light

1926-27 Fansteel

first

Line

Being Introduced

Is

and is priced at $27.50. The Balkite
recommended for sets of from five to
tubes, including power tubes, where 90 to

to 90 volts,

Now

Balkite Radio Products

Represent Welland Power Units.

—

Line Chargers
National Popularity

rounded

Won

Have

"B-X"
eight

This model lists at $42
a very high output and
will serve practically any standa d set on the
market, including the largest.
It is especially
designed for sets using the new UX112 and
UX171 power tubes and meets the needs of very
135 volts are required.

The

The new

1926-27 line of the Fansteel Products

North

Co.,

Balkite radio

Chicago,

power

manufacturer of
now being intro-

111.,

units,

is

to the radio and music trade.
The line
contains six products, all but one of which are
new, and has been so designed as to provide

duced

for

radio

means

set

owners a ready and convenient
power for their receivers from

of securing

Balkite trickle charger for

"A"

batteries,

one of the outstanding developments last year,
when over 200,000 of this particular product was
sold,

again included

is

in

The

the line.

charger, once connected to the batteries,

trickle
is

left

on continuous or trickle charge.
Instead of
operating intermittently at a high rate, it operates continuously at a low rate, thus automatically keeping the battery at full power.
The
trickle charger eliminates a large amount of
attention to the battery and converts it into a
complete radio power unit, supplying "A" current from the light socket.
It may be used as
a trickle charger with any six-volt "A" battery
and with four-volt batteries it may be used as
an intermittent charger, or as a trickle charger
added. It is noiseless in operation and in most instances can be used during reception. The Balkite trickle charger opif

a resistance

is

from 110-120-volt AC current, and
nished in models for both 50 and 60
erates

is

fur-

cycles,

priced at $10.
The new Balkite

charger with both trickle
and high charging rates- is designed for either
four

or

six-volt

"A"

batteries.

It

has

two

charging rates, a low rate which, when used on
continuous or trickle charge, usually will be
enough to keep a storage battery at full power,
and a high rate for heavy duty use. Thus it can
be used either as a trickle or an intermittent
charger and combines the advantages of trickle

and rapid charging.

Its

large

capacity

makes

necessary the addition of water only five or six
times a year when used as a trickle charger and
the visible electrolyte level

when

charger

the

makes

requires

it

easy to sec

filling.

The new

Balkite charger retails for $19.50.

large sets,
required.

where volume and tone quality are
low resistance circuit is said to

Balkite "B" replaces "B" batteries
and supplies plate current from tlie

Horns
J22.50— $25.00

Its

Units

give excellent regulation over the entire operat-

ing range and

it

$10.00— $12.00

has sufficient volume for hall

The

"B-Y"

Balkite

retails

DOUBLE ENJOYMENT

for $69.

The newest

Balkite product

is

VOLUME WITH PERFECT TONE

the combina-

power unit, which when connected
"A" battery furnishes automatic power to
both the "A" and "B" circuits. It is controlled
by the filament switch on the set and is automatic in operation. Once connected to the batteries and set and plugged into the light cirtion

WITH

radio

to the

LOUD SPEAKER
Why

sacrifice the exceUent
using an inferior speaker?

delivers full even current to both circuits
whenever the set is turned on. This Balkite
cuit

it

combination

and since

135

volts.

unit operates

The

AC

current,

^^merica/i (§/ec/f7'c (jpr/ipa/ij/

mense popularity, has been continued
popular
popular
Balkite

two

of

practi-

We

have also revised the old
Balkite battery charger to include the
The new
trickle
charger feature.
charger combines the best features of
the most popular chargers on the mar-

ket."

as

state and

All Balkite radio products have been designed
permanent pieces of equipment_ and are said

to be noiseless in operation.

They

are

built

all

conformity with standards set by the Underwriters Laboratories and their sale will be
backed bv an extensive advertising campaign.

Perlesz Radio Mfg. Corp.
Introduces a Radio Line
Seven, Eight and Nine

NEW
new B-Eliminanow available for

Jewell
is

testing and adjusting outputs
It can also
be used to indicate total cur-

of B-Eliminators.

rent
Pattern No. 120

B -Eliminator

draw

of

any

B-Eliminators will constitute a large volume of the year's radio merchandise.
will arrive on dealers' shelves in all manner of adjustment, no matter how careIt will be necessary to adjust and fit them to the
ful the factory is in final checking.
particular requirements of the set with which they are to be used if dealer service
grief is to be avoided.

Send for Descriptive Circular No. 1030

Jewell Electrical Instrument Co*
Chicago

Street
26 Years Making

Qood

Inslritments

Now

—

August 6. A complete line of
and nine-tube radio receivers is
being introduced to the radio and music trade
by the Perlesz Radio Mfg. Corp., of this city.
Chicago,

seven,

III.,

eight

The outstanding

features

of

the

Perlesz

sets

ganged condensers, and
an all-metal construction which furnishes a mechanical efficiency assuring extreme selectivity
and tone quality. The Perlesz receivers are supare one-dial control of

plied in a variety of cabinet designs

including
models, semi-consoles and full consoles
with a price range of $275 to $1,000. The line
has been designed to furnish a complete range
table

models and

in price, as

either of the seven,

may

be procured in table
models, semi-consoles or full consoles, all furnished in walnut.
The semi-console contains
a "B" battery compartment and the console is
equipped with a built-in loud speaker and a

compartment in which all batteries, the charger,
eliminator and other accessories may be stored.
The panels in each set are of glass, so that the
internal mechanism may be clearly seen by the
operator.

The Perlesz Radio Mfg. Corp.

is

headed by

A. Norton, president; H. Perlesz, vice-president; A. C. Lippert, vice-president; E. E. Jewell,
C.

secretary-treasurer, and A.

manager.

M. Landaker,

The above-mentioned

sales

officers are the

same

set.

Tester

They

1650 Walnut

Tube Receivers

Being Marketed by Chicago Manufacturing
Organization

eight or nine-tube sizes

The

Streets

U. S. A.

Ask About Burns "B" Eliminator

in

tor tester

64th

CHICAGO,

fur-

is

nished in models for both SO and 60 cycles and
is priced at $59.50,
In announcing the new Balkite line, Ronald
Webster, secretary of the Fansteel Products
"The
Co., made the following announcement:
make-up of our new line for the coming season
experience of the last year.
on our
is based
The Balkite trickle charger, because of its imcally untouched.

the set by
will repro-

combination power

Balkite

from 110-120

of

WRITE FOR TRADE PROPOSITION

be installed in a few minutes,
automatic in operation it may be

placed near the set or in a remote location. The
new product will serve any set now using either
a four or six-volt "A" battery and requiring not
more than thirty milliamperes of "B" current
at

work

A BURNS

duce with pleasing exactness every tone and sound
that the set can pick up.

may

it is

in

The new
entirely

"B-Y" has

Balkite

or auditorium use.

the light socket.

The

is

as in the Norlipp Co., with the exception of
Mr. Perlesz, and through this firm are marketed
such automobile accessories as Keystone radiator caps, extension levers and onyx balls.
In
the automotive field the Norlipp Co. has a national distribution through recognized automotive jobbers, but Perlesz radio receivers will not
be confined to distribution through automotive
jobbers alone, for it is the intention of the executives to distribute through music trade, electrical supply and strictly radio jobbers.
Several
sales representatives, Stoner & Heath, Inc., New
York; The Ekko Co., Chicago, III; Scott Sales
Co., Los Angeles, Calif.; and H. I. Malsby Co.,

Atlanta, Ga., will aid

in

the distribution of the

and four Perlesz factory men
are now traveling the country calling on both
the jobber and dealer trade.
firm's products,

August

IS,
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Argus Radio Corp. Places
Its New Line on Market
Two New Models

Power Set Included
1926-27 Line Company Now Located in
New Factory Department Heads Ncimed

—

of

in

Its

—

After a long period of careful researcli and
development in its laboratories, the Argus Radio
Corp., New York City, has placed on the market

its

new

line

The

coming season.

for the

and has adopted as a slogan
"Phonetically perfect." Dr. Marcel Wallace, inventor, in charge of the laboratories of the

Burt Bros., Cabinet Mfrs.,
Open a New York Office

Argus Radio Corp., states as follows:
"The new set not only introduces

Well-known Manufacturers

quality of the set

the

bass

accomplishes the entire chromatic scale with entire fidelity. The audio amplification to be found in this set has balanced
stages of matched impedance. The effect is no
overloading in tube capacity under tremendous
volume. The technical effect is that the matched
effect in radio but

impedance brings out a forty-cycle tone, or, in
words of the layman, eliminates distortion."

the

New

jobbers

being appointed

are

various

in

centers throughout the country.

During the past few months the business organization of the company has been rebuilt,
departmentalizing the entire organization. There

now

are

four departments:

administration

the

department in charge of Miss A. Weyi; sales
department under Ira Greene; advertising department under A. H. Mayers, and manufacturing department and experimental laboratories
under Dr. Marcel Wallace.
The Argus Radio Corp. has also just taken
.

New Argus Receiver
marked success with which the company met
during last year with the Argus Power set,
which is plugged directly .into the socket of the
house wiring circuit, proves the electrical set
to be popular.
Two new models have been produced: a table model, which has seven tubes, for
A-C current employing the use of power tube
171, and an upright console using the same
chassis and embodying an individual Argus fea-

—

re-entering tone
chamber
a
inches in length. This feature will be

ture

as

Nu-phonic unit. Both models have been
handsomely cabineted and have been made as

the

pleasing to the eye as they are in efficiency of
performance.
This panel contains a visible

meter with a red

amount

line

of voltage for

addition to the two

indicating

maximum

possession

lof

new

its

West Seventeenth
feet of

daylight factory at 257

where 30,000 square
manufacturing space is available. The
street,

new

quarters will provide a big showroom for
display purposes and also house the executive
offices of the company.

the

proper

efficiency.

In

new models

there has been
retained from last year the No. 160 table model.

The Argus Radio Corp., in announcing
new line, calls particular attention to the tone
it.s

Open

Iron Horse Cover in

Demand

The popularity

of the "Iron

Horse" moving

cover for talking machines and radios, made by
Reach Textile Co., New York City,
has spread outside the country. This company
recently received a substantial order for covers
for the new type of Victrolas to be shipped to
Honolulu. As the Fall approaches orders are
steadily increasing and it is predicted that if
this growth continues the manufacturing facilities of the plant will be taxed to capacity be-

Fine Furniture
F. H.

of

Special Radio Cabinet Division

Amann

Charge

in

of

Newly Opened

Philadelphia,

Burt. Bros.,

of radio cabinets, have

Pa.,

opened a

East Twenty-first

office at 24

—

Offices

manufacturers

New York

street, in

Burt Bros, are an old-established furniture
house and for many years have enjoyed a wide
reputation for quality in the furniture field. The
company operates a large furniture factory in
Philadelphia and upon the advent of radio
applied their

many

years' experience in the fur-

niture business to the building of radio cabinets.
for Burt cabinets has grown to
such an extent that the radio cabinet business
has been made a separate division of the comBurt Bros, have had New York headpany.
quarters at the Furniture Exchange.
The radio cabinet business has shown such
growth, however, that it was decided to separate the radio cabinet department from the general line and place it under the direction of Mr.

The demand

Amann, who

is

an experienced talking machine

and radio man.

A

direct to the dealer sales policy has

and metropolitan dealers

ticularly fortunate in receiving

are

brass,

air-tight

construction,

These are the features
Oro-Tone All-Brass Tone Arm.

from the factory in Philadelphia. Each night
van leaves the Philadelphia factory and

a large

makes

deliveries in

New York

territory the fol-

lowing day.

fore long.

about ready and will consist of eleven
models covering a wide variety of styles, finishes
and prices. All are new this year with the exception of three particularly popular numbers
from the previous season. Each model may be
bought either without a unit or equipped with
Amplion or Magnavox loud speaker unit.

full

The new Burt
son

Bros. line for the

coming

is

of the

known Oro-Tone

ball-

New

standard,
Length, lOi", Center
Nickel, Gold or
Oxidized Finish

Samples

Ready August
List

15

Price,

Tone Arm Only,
Nickel Finish, $7.50
List Price,

the ultimate in fine tone

This new product

is

arm

embodying

construction,

all

of the well-

Tone Ann, Complete
with Oro-Phone
Reproducer,
Nickel Finish, $15.00

Street

Dept.

A

quality construction features.

When

used with the Oro-Phone Reproducer,
phonograph manufacturers are assured a combination possessing an unusual degree of volume and a clarity and perfection of tone that
cannot be over-emphasized.

A

request will bring you more complete details regarding this new Oro-Tone product.

The Oro-Tone
1010 George

par-

the A. L.

bearing base which insures floating swing or
arc of arm; collar of base extends directly into
throat of tone chamber, thereby eliminating
leakage.

been

shipments direct

No, C'l OrO'Tone All-Brass Tone Arm
All

sales

charge

H. Amann.

of F.

established

forty-six

known

111

Co.
CHICAGO, U.

S.

A.

sea-

!
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Recording Artists to St. Louis
Stimulate Retail Trade in Territory

Visits of
Theatrical

Engagements

of

Boy Scouts Band and Vicent Lopez Orchestra Afford Dealers OpJ. D. Horst With Home Phonograph Co.
Columbia Sales Good

portunity of Record Tie-up

—

—

—

Music Co., has severed his connection
with the company, on account of ill health, and
is recuperating at Geddo, Mich.
The new building of the Silverstone Music
Co., adjoining its Olive street location, is finished and was occupied with a formal opening

Brisk sales of recSt. Louis, Mo., August 7.
ords have featured trade during the Summer.
Activity has been stimulated by price reductions

and by the

visits of artists

stone

and orchestras, which

have given the dealers opportunities for making special

displays.

Among

the

distributors

remarked that in Southern States, such as
Arkansas and Tennessee, there has been an unexpected volume of machine sales. The explanation suggested is that with improved roads
it

on August

is

Autumn
radio.

not known the visits of
Expectations are large
business in both talking machines

have

Columbia Activities
growing popularity of Columbia's
Process records, Columbia dealers are find-

With

New

the

ing their record sales increasing day after day.
They are fostering this increased demand by tying up with the Columbia's advertising policy

on the co-operative plan, and the advertisement
which was run in the middle of July on Columbia's national schedule met with a tie-up campaign on this co-operative advertising plan of
over thirty dealers in the St. Louis and Kansas
City territories.

The Famous & Barr Co. of St. Louis, Missouri
(the largest department store in St. Louis), has
added Columbia merchandise to

its

Akron-Canton,

August

O.,

7.

— Dealers

ing machines and records in the greater

the

in the State of Arkansas than any other establishment in the State. Mr. Jiricek, of the Jiricek
Piano Parlor, of Olney, 111., was also an inter-

ested visitor to the St.

Louis branch.
Leroy
Hughbanks, of Anthony, Kansas, was a visitor
to the Kansas City sub-branch, where he inspected the new Viva-Tonal phonographs.
The August 10 special release of the Columbia New Process records, headed by Art Gillham, the Whispering Pianist, latest number, is
one of the best and strongest lists released.

talk-

Several music houses of Akron, O., have con-

Akron-

Summit County
open here the middle of September. The
exposition hall has been enlarged. Several of the
larger stores plan to demonstrate new models of

in

Canton area are optimistic.
Much apathy
talking machine circles existed the early part

Kieselhorst Piano Co.
Artist Stimulates Record Sales
A week's engagement of Vincent Lopez and
His Orchestra at Loew's State Theatre stimulated Brunswick and Ampico sales. There was

the

Summer, but with

in

of

the holiday season past,

there has been a better buying tendency, par-

middle of July. Radio is slow
now, but jobbers and retailers are prepar-

ticularly since the

luncheon and dance in his honor at the Statler
and an automobile parade. He was received at
Mayor Miller's office and presented with the
key to the city. Dealers made special displays.
L. C. Schooler With Thos. A. Edison, Inc.
L. C. Schooler, with the Silverstone Music
Co. for the past three years and manager of the
Edison wholesale department since March 1, resigned, effective August 1, to take a position with
the Edison factory at Orange, N. J.
His successor has not been announced.
A. Goldberg,
former secretary and manager of the Silver-

just

ing for a big Fall season.

Poling,

Earle

Akron,

the

of

Windsor-Poling

sponsor an

O., will again

artists'

Co.,

concert

course tliis Winter.
For several years Mr.
Poling has promoted a popular musical course
in Akron, O., featuring the world's most famed

fair to

make talking machines.
Oscar, the Piano Man, Brunswick dealer of
Massillon, has been successful in placing a
Panatrope in the new Patio, an eating and dance
place designed after some of the Florida show-

the leading

places.

The

usual

number

of music houses in

John Garver, advertising manager
ver Bros. Co., widely
store, says talking

compared

to

of the Gar-

be held the first week in September.
Al Waltamath, well-known talking machine
man, with the Alford-Fryar Piano Co., Canton,
is in Carrollton for several weeks, conducting a

known Strasburg county

machine sales show a gain this
the first six months of 1925.

special sales drive for his concern.

With

acquisition of the department store of

Every Buyer a Booster

has

Satisfied users all over the country are telling their

friends about the Super-Ball

Antenna

— now

It

in

demand,

it's

selling

Approved under the National Electric Code,
easy to install, cannot corrode, lasts a lifetime.

is

mer

is

non-directional,

receives

all

tone, increases selectivity,

reception.

Every buyer

is

wave

lengths,

improves sum-

a booster

—write for

terms and territory.

The

Ten Inches
Price,

in

Diameter.

$10.00

215 Water

Street,

Inc.

Milwaukee, Wis.

new

store in the

Washington

talking machine

department of the

W.

Custer Music Co., located for several years
on Cleveland avenue, N. W., is almost double in
size, with removal to the new location of the
company in the new Parks Building, High and

Tuscarawas streets.
C. J. Tolan was elected chairman of a committee to conduct a membership drive for the
Akron and Summit County Radio Dealers Association,

recently

organized

auxiliary

of

the

Akron Merchants Association.
The Earl Murdock Music Store was formally
opened in its new location in the Princess Armory Building, fronton.

Joseph Berg Goes Abroad

Distributors

YAHR-LANGE,

to his

S.

National and International

SUPER-BALL
ANTENNA.

moved

Theatre Building.

more

than ever with the new condenser that
gives 40 per cent to 60 per cent more volume.
eifective

The Super-Ball Antenna

by the Ross

New

York, recently, many of the
department executives have been replaced by
other buyers.
George Strickmaker has been
named manager and buyer of the talking machine department.
J. W. Stewart, music merchant of Toronto,
Stores, Inc., of

clarifies

Can-

ton and Massillon will have exhibit space in the
exposition hall at the annual Stark County fair
to

artists.

year

tracted for space in the annual

the Klein, HefTelman, Zollars Co.,

it is

phonograph

department.
Mr. Blanton, of the Blanton- Walker Music
Shop, of Eldorado, Ark., was a caller at the St.
Louis Branch on July 30. Blanton's store has
the reputation of selling more Columbia records

for Brisk Fall Business in All Lines
Shows Material Improvement Since Middle of July— Music Houses to Exhibit at Annual
Fair — Custer Music Co. Increases Size of Talking Machine Dept.— Other News

Trade

Co. on South Broadway.

fast.

1926

15,

Akron-Canton Music Trade Prepares

D. Horst With Home Phono. Co.
John D. Horst has returned from a journey
to his birthplace at Paramaribo, Dutch Guiana,
South America, and has taken a position with
for eighteen years with

to its

itors at the store.

J.

Home Phonograph

and

small merchandise. The company had a formal
opening on July 22, when there were many vis-

graphs.

He was formerly

retailer

is

it

months ago, has added talking machines

Dealers Tied Up With Artists
Brunswick records were benefited early this
month by the engagement of the Springfield,
Mo., Boy Scout Band of 110 pieces at Loew's
State Theatre, the last week in July.
There
were serenades and a parade, in addition to the
theatre engagement.
The dealers tied up with
window displays featuring the band photo-

the

in the

Adds Talking Machines
The Ludwig Music Co., which opened a
branch store at 821 Washington avenue a few

talking machine men.

and

now engaged

is

son phonographs, for which

vass districts which heretofore, because of their

for

firm

distributor.

enterprising dealers have been enabled to caninaccessibility,

The

1.

furniture business in connection with the Edi-

August

Joseph Berg, head of the Berg Auto Trunk &
Specialty Co., Long Island City, N. Y., and a
well-known inventor who in recent years has
concentrated his interest in talking machine
products,
for

including acoustical chambers, sailed
He will visit the large
recently.

Europe

manufacturing centers.

August
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Summer "Dog Days" Turn Thoughts

of

Minneapolis Trade to Vacation Delights
Business Continues Fair, but the Retail Trade Is Marking Time in Anticipation of
a Busy Fall

— Panatrope

Minneapolis and
Business

the

in

Demand

Is

Good— Wide

Paul, Minn., August 4.—

St.

Twin

Cities

is

good enough

more than half the dealers are vacationgoing or coming. There is some talk of

so that
ing,

Fall prospects, but

more

of the size of the fish

caught than the size of the orders coming in.
in the personnel

There are one or two changes
of Northwest headquarters.

W. L. Sprague, who for the past two years
has been handling the Adler-Royal line with W.
A. Warren, returned August first to Columbia
headquarters.
A. J. Heath, Chicago manager,
was in Minneapolis the week of July 26. Mr.
Sprague will represent the Columbia line out of
Chicago.
Mrs. Helen D. Beggs, branch manager here,
states that July maintained a very good average,
stepping ahead of June.
Orders for the new

Viva-tonal

come
N.

in.

D.,

Columbia have already started to
Mrs. Elizabeth Turk, of Glen UUen,

was

a

recent

Interest in Other

deal

of space

to

New Models

him personally and

radio

to

general.

in

"July was the busiest

month

in

our history.

qualities to the amplification.
There is
space for either "A" battery and charger and
"iV batteries or "A" or 'B" eliminators, wired
for these adjuncts with control switches below

the open grille in the cabinet exterior.

The "A" and

are the

"best ever" for the firm

of Foster

compartments are magfrom the set which again

"P,"

shielded

netically

&

Waldo. The company will put in a small goods
department to occupy the front of the store
and it will be installed early in August,
George A. Mairs, of W. J. Dyer & Bro., of St.
Paul, has returned from an extended trip to
Philadelphia, New York, Boston and his old
home in Schenectady. He was accompanied by
his

son James.

The Foster & Waldo
something rather unusual

Co.

has

inaugurated

engaging as technical director G. C. McCoy, of New York, who
instructs its large group of salesmen in the
technicalities of the new machines
Panatrope,
Orthophonic, Electrola, etc.
in

—

New Priess Straight "9"
Now Being Demonstrated
Distributors Throughout the Country Bringing
These Models to the Attention of Dealers in

Most Important Trade Centers
Priess Straight "9" Console

The new
the

Priess Straight "9", manufactured by
Priess Radio Corp., 693 Broadway, New-

York

City,

is

now being demonstrated by

Priess

assures reception without interferences.
While
all the Priess distributors have demonstration

models of the new Priess Straight

"9", the stock
instruments for sales purposes is now in production and quantities will shortly be available

of

pleasing to Northwest folks
Dunstedder has just completed making some organ records in Chicago for Brunsis

tional

visitor.

Brunswick. The Panatrope continues to be one of the most interesting and
fastest moving lines of merchandise on the business horizon.
An unusual sale was consummated by Foster & Waldo, which sends a Panatrope to Siam. Heavy advance orders have been
booked on the new mechanical super-phonographs.
Altogether July has been a highly
gratifying month.
A. J. Kendrick, general sales manager of
the Brunswick Co., and Mrs. Kendrick- stopped
of? for a view of the Twin Cities on a trip to
the Pacific Coast via Bani? and Lake Louise.
All's well at

It

with enclosed loop.
The Priess Straight "9",
a console model, is particularly inviting to the
eye and is of dark finished walnut with selected
grain panels.
It
has a built-in cone type
speaker with a reflector chamber giving addi-

We

are doing a wonderful Panatrope business,"
says R. O. Foster. He adds that the prospects

113

especially

that Eddie

for the trade.

This talented young musician is undoubtedly the best known and most popular
organist in the Northwest. In addition to playing at one of the largest theaters here he is on

season are: Republic Radio Corp., Detroit,
Mich.; Great Lakes Radio Corp., Milwaukee,
Wis.; H. B. Alderman, Inc., Bufifalo, N. Y.; F. C.

Among

wick.

from WCCO.
The Hanley Piano Co. has added several men
to its sales force and is enjoying a good volume
the air nightly

of sales.
in

W.

E.

Lohman

is

visiting his old

home

North Dakota.

distributors in all sections of the country.
new Straight "9" is of high selectivity and

The
was

Minneapolis, has been visiting the local branch.
Radio men are preparing for a busy Fall
season.
Powel Crosley was a visitor to the
Twin Cities recently and the press gave a great

causes interference with reception.
The new Priess Straight "9" is in two models
as is the former Priess Straight "8", a table
model with exterior loop and a console model

Fearn, president

Machine

Co.,

of

the

Chicago,

Consolidated
Detroit

Inc.,

Hardware

distributors

Co.,

Evansville,

for the

;

Ind.

;

Swanson

Ogilvie
Electric Co.,

McPhilben-Keator
York Citv.

Co.,

distributor

Phonographs and Radio Cabinets

?

Unequalled opportunities
offered to one Dealer in
every locality.

your Jobber cannot
supply Mastercraft ProdIf

uct, write us direct.
Mastercraft Model 25

New York

Office

:

47 West 42nd

QUINCY,
Street

Co.,

Shreveport, La.; Plymouth
New
Haven, Conn.; Bering-Cortes Hardware Co.,
Houston, Texas; Columbia Wholesalers, Inc.,
Baltimore, Md.; H. A. McRae & Co., Inc., Troy,
N. Y.; Mayer & Co., Inc., St. Louis, Mo., and the

MASTERCRAFT

Industries

Electric

Thomas

Are you handling

The Wolf Manufacturing

1926

Syracuse, N. Y.
NorthBoston, Mass.; SuppleeCo., Philadelphia, Pa.; Tovan

Electric Co., Cincinnati, Ohio;

created primarily for metropolitan areas where
the
great number of broadcasting stations

A.

Co.,

Radio,

Biddle

and

E.

Talking

Priess

Howard Piano
eastern
Priess Straight "9" Chassis

the

ILL.

in

New-
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Canadian De Forest and Crosley Jobbers
Hold Annual Convention in Toronto
Models

for the 1926-27

Distributors

—

Season Demonstrated by Major J. E. Hahn Powel Crosley, Jr., Addresses
Radio Show to Be Held Late in October Other News

— Annual
—

—

cialties, announced reduced
Amplion loud speakers.

list

prices

J. M. Van Atter, of the Carter Radio Co., Toronto has returned from a visit to the Carter
radio headquarters in Chicago.

Brunswick dealers throughout this territory
are meeting with a decided demand for Brunswick records of the St. Mary of the Lake Seminary Choristers, the official choir of the recent
Eucharistic Congress at Chicago.

Toronto, Ont., August 7. The first annual convention of De Forest and Crosley distributors
held in Toronto recently was an outstanding

ber, 1924, for

success.

ing variable currents.

The convention was opened by a hearty welcome from Major J. E. Halin, president of the

of the

Montreal Trade Looking
Forward to a Busy Fall

described

Montreal, Can., August 9.— Radio equipment
and accessories have commenced to move again,
though the real Fall trading has, of course, not

company.

In

reviewing the general trend in
Hahn laid emphasis on

the radio industry Mr.

chain of distribution taking their proper share of responsithe necessity of

bility in

the

all

common

tion of the industry

ization

links

similar

in

The

problems.

would

service

stabiliza-

result in an organto

facilities

isting in the distribution of
first

the

in

motor

that

ex-

cars and the

organization to follow the example of the
profit thereby.

motor car industry would

his address Mr. Hahn displayed
De Forest and Crosley products for

Following
the line of

coming season. After luncheon an exhibit
of Westinghouse tubes was discussed by Mr.
Kelterbourne, engineer of the Canadian Westinghouse Co. The De Forest company will continue to be co-distributor with the Westinghouse company of the Westinghouse tubes.
On Tuesday the morning session was given
to a discussion by Mr, Hahn on the policy and
aims of the company.
Powel Crosley, Jr., president of the Crosley
the

Radio Corp., of Cincinnati, arrived in time for
lunch, and afterwards entertained the gathering
with a very interesting address.
D. H. Pollitt, sales and advertising manager
of the company, then discussed the merchandising and advertising plans for the coming sea-

The

proved to be of the same
type as that used so eflfectively last season. Additional assistance for the dealer and closer coordination of efifort between the factory and the
dealer were planned. Among those attending
were:
R. M. McMillan, Marshall-Wells B.C.
Co., Vancouver; J. H.
Sherwood, MarshallWells Alta Co., Edmonton; W. P. McBride,
Marshall-Wells Co., Winnipeg; J. Stewart Neill,
son.

sales policy

&

Sons, Ltd., Fredericton, N. B.
Creatore and His Band (Columbia recorders)
will be one of the chief attractions at the Ottawa Centenary and Central Exhibition to be
held in that city from August 16 to 28.
J.

S.

Neill

Judgment has been given
nadian

General

against the

Electric

in

favor of the CaLtd.,

a

suit

Dominion Thermiodyne Radio,

Ltd.,

Co.,

for infringement of three patents

miodyne radio receiving

set.

in

by the Ther-

The patents

of

Canadian General Electric Co. which were
to be valid and to have been infringed
were: No. 209,514, dated March, 1921, for improvements in the method of, and means for,
amplifying potential variation; No. 208,583, dated
the

held

February, 1921, for improvements in selective
tuning systems; and No. 244,847, dated Novem-

improvements

in

systems amplify-

In his judgment. Justice

MacLean, president
Exchequer Court of Canada, perpetualh
restrained the Dominion Thermiodyne Radio,
Ltd., from infringing these patents and from
making, using and vending the inventions as
in the specifications

attached to these

patents.

The Toronto Radio Show, dated for the
week of October, will this year be held in

IN

QUAUTY

public than

ever,

as

well as to the trade.

A

proposal for a convention of radio dealers to be
held in Toronto that week will tend to make
the show an even bigger success.
The Otto Higel Co., Ltd., Toronto, has acquired the rights to produce in Canada neutro-

dyne radio receivers, under the Hazeltine patents.
An extensive advertising campaign in
Canada will be launched shortly, featuring the
Higel Super-Neutrodyne.
R. S. Williams & Sons Co., Ltd., Toronto,
have been granted the exclusive distributorship
for the Dominion of Canada, excluding British
Columbia, by the Magnavox Co., Oakland, Cal.,
for its complete line of sets, speakers and tubes.
The R. S. Williams & Sons Co., Ltd., have a
record of seventy-seven years as manufacturers,
distributors

and

retailers

pianos, musical merchandise.

of

phonographs,

While Magnavox

receiving sets and tubes have heretofore sold at
scattered points throughout Canada this will be
the first time that the company has made an intensive drive to secure a sizable share
Canadian business.

of the

Cutten & Foster, Ltd., Toronto, have been
appointed distributors for Philco Socket Power
radio appliances, manufactured by the Philadel-

phia Storage Battery Co.

W.

L. Moncur, manager of Cutten & Foster,
Toronto, has returned from BufTalo, where
he attended the King Radio Sales Convention.
Toronto Auto Accessories, Ltd., Toronto,
have been appointed distributors for the Province of Ontario for Freed-Eisemann radio sets.
QRS Music Co., of Canada, Ltd., Toronto, is
distributing in Ontario and Eastern Canada
the latest product of the Spartan Electric Corp.,
the Spartan disc reproducer.
In a recent letter to their jobbers Burndept,
of Canada, Ltd., Toronto, Canadian distributors
of Amplion loud speakers and other radio speLt.,

NONE LOWER

NEW JERSEY

begun.
The falling of? in radio demand
during the Summer months is less noticeable
every year, and this year business is quite good
yet

the season.
There are indications of another brisk Fall business.
The third annual Montreal Radio Show will
take place at the Windsor Hotel from October

for

October 9, inclusive. Arrangements have
been made for the use of the Rose
Room, Prince of Wales ballroom, the concourse
and other public rooms on the ground floor of
the hotel, and indications are that the exhibition of radio appliances will rank with previous
efforts held under the auspices of the Montreal
and District Radio Club.
The new Columbia Viva-tonal models were
shown in Montreal recently to a number of
Columbia dealers and the demonstration proved
conclusively all the good things heard previous

4 to

already

to the arrival of these models.

Josef Rosenblatt,

appeared

Brunswick

artist,

recently

person at the Capitol Theatre,
Montreal, in conjunction with the screen picture
of
iss Nobody, in which he gave a program
of French, English and Yiddish numbers.
The firm name of Radio Distributors, Ltd.,
Montreal, local representatives of De Forest and
Crosley, radio manufacturers, has been changed
in

M

W.

to

T.

Hawes, Ltd.

Sykes, Brunswick dealer at Verdun, Que.,
recently demonstrated the Brunswick Panatrope
before the 500 Club of that city.
J.

The phonograph department of C. W. Lindunder the management of J. B. O'Brien,
handling Brunswick and Sonora phonographs,
more than doubled its business the past month
over the corresponding month of 1925.
say,

Winnipeg Trade

CO.

News

—

Winnipeg, Man., August 7. Judgment has been
given to the Canadian Westinghouse Co., Ltd.'
Hamilton, Ont., in its suit against W. W. Grant,
Ltd., of Calgary, Alta., for alleged infringement
of the Armstrong Patent No. 216,321. This patent applies to an invention of a hook-up used
by the plaintifl company in its radio sets. Mr.
Justice Maclean, President of the Exchequer
Court, in permanently restraining the defendant
from using this invention, declared that the Canadian Westinghouse Company was entitled to
payment for damages or an accounting of
profits, as

it

may

elect.

A. S. Edgar, manager general merchandising
department, Canadian General Electric Co.,

Toronto, made a si-x weeks' tour of WestCanada, visiting the branch offices of his
company in Winnipeg, Calgary, Edmonton and
Vancouver, in connection with the marketing
of Radiolas.
Upon his return East Mr. Edgar
remarked that there appeared to be a more optimistic outlook throughout the West, sales
generally showing increases over last year.
Ltd.,

IN PRICE

THE RENE MANUFACTURING
MONTVALE,

the

Royal Coliseum of the Canadian National Exhibition.
The show, which attracted visitors from
every section of Canada last year, is planned to
be more extensive and of wider interest to the

Talking Machine Springs
and Repair Parts
NONE BETTER
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SPECIFICATIONS
Range — 203 to 555 meters.
Accommodates power lube
ond audio stage.

New

200-A

sec-

in

detector can be used.

wave length condenser with exaggerated spacing on
Straight-line,

shortest

wave

lengths.

Great sensitivity
loop alone
Selectivity

anrl

distance

on

three-tuned circuits.
last radio tube and

of

Shock-mounted
detector tube.
Shell shielded.

No-play vernier drive on main tuning.

Top mounted

Handsome

collapsible loop.

figured

mahogany

cabi-

net.

All

primary parts of set designed

and

built

at

Priess

plant.

LIST PRICE

$195.00

CONSOLE MODEL

A

two-tone, hgured walnut console
splendidly
proportioned;
cabinet,
front
loop
inclosed,
operated;
switching mechanism and plug system for A. C. equipment; built-in
cone speaker; ample space for batteries
full enclosure of all mechanism when not being operated,
giving very ctiarnung appearance
cabinet
Complete
magnetic
to
shield between A. C. accessories
;

compartment and set.
No interaction between loop and set.
List

price,

without accessories.
$335.00

Right through the
You can

9

ITH

the

satisfy the

at will

most exacting customer

Priess Straight "9" you

new

can pierce through
locals

locals for distance

and bring

the

in

—convincingly

barrage of

distant

stations

demonstrating

to a prospect the ultra selectivity of this

new

tuning and does away with the necessity of

a log.

Being loop operated, makes home demonstration extremely simple and makes any room
in the house orchestra seats to programs of
the air.

Priess engineering masterpiece.

Acceding
Its tonal

quality will satisfy the most sensitive

ear and musical
controlled,

critic,

with a volume easily

ranging from

torium volume.
direct reading

The

wave

illuminated dial

a

whisper

audi-

single dial control with

ideal

Write or wire us for dealer
reservation subject to demonstration by our distributor

for

rural

TRADE MARK

stmaightQ nine

your territory.

PMESS RAPIO COMPOMATION
695

DKOADWAY

con-

circuit

— the

and uncongested loThe same list price of $175 will be
continued on this model.

receiver

calities.

shall

make the Priess Straight "8" for the

simplifies

m

we

coming season with an improved

length,

%

in

to

tinue to

popular demand,

to

NEW

YOKK,N.Y.

—
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Five Models Included in

New

Kolster Radio Line

Eight and Six-tube Sets Featured in New Line
Just Announced by Federal-Brandes, Inc.
Plan Exhibit of Line
Five different models, with

list

prices of $85

to $375, are included in the 1927 line of

Kolster

manufactured by Federal-Brandes,
the organization which was formed as a
radio

Inc.,

result

August

lengths.
Dr. Kolster has designed the
1927 models so as to include the most recent
refinements in the art of broadcast receiving,

out

and

to be

as a result the Kolster line

is

claimed to

be one of the leaders in the field. The entire
patented Kolster split circuit is said to be carefully planned to bring in the broadcasting of
music or the human voice without adding to
or subtracting from its original qualit)'. Howls
and squeals are said to have been eliminated, the
tuning is highly selective to cut out interference,
and both the high and low notes-are reproduced
without distortion, due to the new and specially
designed audio transformers and the power

crowding

any

stations

of

at

the

15,

1926

lower

readings.

The

entire Kolster assembly job is claimed
conspicuously sturdy and orderly without
any slack wires to cause trouble.
It is said
that a man may stand on the aluminum box in
which the condensers are mounted without injuring it. All mountings except the tube sockets

tube.

The plan being followed by Kolster

radio

customer satisfy
liimself on the advantages of the set, is somewhat different from the policy generally pursued in radio merchandising. The nearest audealers, to let the prospective

Kolster radio dealer installs a set in
customer's home on a free trial, and the
set sells itself or the dealer agrees to have
it
returned to him.
This policy was adopted
on the theory that actual performance in the
home is more convincing than a floiod of promises made by dealers while the set is being
demonstrated under favorable conditions. This
procedure has been welcomed by the public,
according to Kolster dealers.
One of the unique features of the Kolster line
is the absence of any dials for tuning.
A single
knob turns the station selector, which is marked
thorized

the

Kolster Radio Model 6-D
All sockets are intended for sixvolt tubes, and provision has been made for
a
power tube in the last stage which allows an
increased volume of reproduction without distorare

riveted.

tion,

if

desired.

Kolster
Kolster Radio Model 8-C
of the consolidation of the Federal Telegraph
Co. of California and the Krandes Products
Corp, of New York. Three of the models are

console and the other a table

six tubes,

Two

set.

The new Kolster

the

Kolster decremeter, which measures radio

frs.

and

Radio

Baltimore

pany

Baltimore,

in

Kolster Radio Model 6-E
wave-lengths instead of dial numbers.

is

said to eliminate

guesswork

An

appealing feature for the fan

"fish"

for

distance

is

the

adjustment

Hardware

Stop,

Hinge

12 Sliding

on tools
dies and
metal

in nickel

brass

coDDer.

etc.

Kor.

Door Hinge

VERY ATTR.VCTfV^

nOOR PULLS
IN DII'FRRKNT

STYLES

STAR MACHINE
& NOVELTY CO., Inc.
9-11

likes to

and senAnother

on the M.rket

LET US
ESTIMATE

Aii|.ln-(l

who

selectivity

rXTKNTS rKNDINC

I'uienls

This

the selection

on the panel.
unique characteristic «f the split circuit is that
all of the Kolster models are uniformly sensitive at both high and low wave-lengths withsitivity

11

sold,

in

of stations.

I

Zl Invisible Stop

Distributing

Officials

is

being prepared for

WATSESSING AVE.

ON" DESIGN
Drop Door
Drop Door Siipport.

for

J.

Holds

Annual

and Atwater Kent Executives

Co.,

Md.,

August

of this

city,

night.

After a welcoming address by S. Gordon
Parks, president of the company, R. B. Green,

manager, took charge of the business sesAddresses were made by L. A. Charbonier, manager of the service department ot
the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., who introduced the
new line; A. S. Dagney, assistant sales manager of the Pooley Co., who spoke on the
Pooley cabinet line; E. M. Freligh, of the
Bankers Commercial Security Corp., upon the
subject of finance; H. A. Harvey, sales manager
of the U. S. Light & Heat Corp., and G. B.
Klepman, of the Dry Storage Battery Mfg. Co.,
also spoke of their policies and products. Percy
A. Ware, of the sales division of the Atwater
Kent Co., closed the meeting with an address
on selling.
The banquet program was given over largely
to entertainment, which included a talk by V. W.
Collamore,
Atwater
Kent sales manager.
Among other Atwater Kent representatives
present were C. W. Geiser and E. F. Meany.
The Magneto & Machine Co. has added aii
sales
sion.

adjoining building to
arate radio display
in

Bloomfield, N.

Firm

6.— The Magneto &
Atwater Kent distributor covering the State of Maryland and
parts of Virginia and West Virginia, held its
third annual dealers' meeting at the Belvedere
Hotel, on Friday, July 30.
Fully two hundred
dealers listened to an interesting program
throughout the day and attended a banquet at

Machine

Aiitomalic

PLATING

line

Meeting— Addresses Made by Com-

Dealers'

•^The Most Dependable Aulormlic Co.er Support

stamoiii^?

bumped from

Magneto & Machine Go. Host
to Atwater Kent Dealers

Phonograph

i

so well cushioned,

and prominent spaces will be occupied in the
Chicago and Pacific Coast Shows. Officials of
Federal-Brandes, Inc., a.e looking forward to a
very successful season on the new line.

of the

Government as technical adviser to the
American Delegation at the International Radio
Convention in Fondon in 1912. He invented the
radio compass that bears his name, as well as

is

can be

it

A

models are

States

state,

exhibition over the country in radio shows this
Fall.
large exhibit will be on display at the
Radio World's Fair in New York, in September,

one a

equipped for use with
either a loop aerial or an outside antenna, while
the others arc designed for indoor or outside
aerials. All of the console models have specially
constructed Brandes cone speakers built-in, and
the table models use external cone speakers,
designed by the Brandes acoustical experts to
match them. A console power speaker has also
been added to the line. The Adam Brown Satin
finish
mahogany used in constructing the
cabinets adds a pleasing touch to the appearance
of the room in which a Kolster radio is placed.
Dr. Frederick A. Kolster, chief research engineer of Federal-Brandes, Inc., who designed
the Kolster receiving set, has been prominent
in radio for twenty-five years. He was formerly
chief of the radio division of the United States
Bureau of Standards and represented the United
eight-tube

Each tube

side to side without ringing.

eight-tube sets, two being of the console type
in ornamental cabinets, and one a table model.

The other two models employ

officials

its

quarters, giving a sep-

room and

service department

addition to sales offices devoted to Atwater

Kent radio

exclusively.

—
August
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RADIO TUBES
PERRY MAN)

if

Type R.H.

Distance without Distortion^'

199

Type P.R.

AmplifierDetector

Type R.H.

Miniature

Type R.H.

Base

199

Amplifier-

Detector
New Standard

Amplifier
Detector

Base

Adapter
Base

Type R.H. 201A
Type P.A.

Amplifier-

210

New

Amplifier

New

amplifier-detectors,

FOURTEEN

consists of
amplifiers,

power

Brass Shell

Amplifier-

Detector

Standard

Standard
Base

Base

Standard

Navy Base

Type R.H. 201A

Detector

Super-Power

Base

The Perryman Line

196

Rectifier
199

tubes including latast types of

super-power amplifiers and

rectifiers.

It!
Perryman Dealers have a fine tube for every
purpose and for every customer. The line
is complete.
And what is more important
every Perryman Tube is correctly and carefully turned out to

Perryman

conform with the

rigid

specifications.

Complaints on Perryman tubes are almost

Perryman dealers get good
tubes, good co-operation and profit that is
permanent. Last season's Perryman dealers are this season's Perryman dealers
with more being added to the list each day.
negligible.

Perrymaa Jobbei-s are selected distributors,
backed by strong advertising and selling
Perryman dealers receive a ninesupport.
piece window and counter display assort-

ment

that sells tubes right in their stores
while they cure busy selling something else.
All Perryman dealers get a clear gleiss demonstrating tube showing the patented Perryman Bridge.

All
will

Perryman advertising appears where it
do you the most good. Ask your jobber.

Perryman Dealers know that the Perryman Electric Company is making a regular
All

job of things
cerned.

— for

the profit of all

con-

At right

Above

is

a typical Perry-

man Dealer's window.
Perryman dealers get
9-piece window display

a
to-

gether with a counter display and counter folders.
At left are examples of

Perryman newspaper mats

is the clear glass demonstrating tube showing the patented Perryman Bridge which holds the

elements in place at the distance of greatest effiNotice the double filament which distributes the electron emission over the full area of the
plate, giving greater capacity without overloading.
Ordinary Jars or jolts do not affect Perryman Tubes.
You get natural tone for the life of the tube and
the life of the tube is exceptionally long.
ciency.

supplied to jobbers and
dealers for newspaper ad-

WW

vertising.

The Periynian Bridge
Pat June 22, 1926

PERRYMAN
LABORATORIES AND PLANT
NORTH BERGEN, N. J.

ELECTRIC CO., me.
PERRYMAN

SALES AND EXECUTIVE OFFICES
33 W. 60th ST., N. Y. C.
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Kendrick, vice-president of the BrunsJ.
wick-Balke-Collender Co., Chicago, who talked
on the future of the combination radio and talking machine, which, he declared, was sure and
certain.
T. D. Daken, of the Daken Advertising Co., this city, gave a talk on radio advertising and made a strong plea for higher class
programs from the radio stations. H. T. Stockholm, representing the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co.,
Philadelphia, spoke on the problems of the radio
manufacturer and explained how the reputable
manufacturer had succeeded in stabilizing the
trade.
He advocated that the dealers handle
fewer lines of radio sets in order that they
might concentrate more effectively on the sellA.

Western Music Trades'
Association Convenes
Third Annual Gathering of Pacific Coast Asso-

—

Held in Seattle Phonograph
Radio Trade Problems Are Discussed
ciation

and

—

Wash., August 2. The third annual
convention of the Western Music Trades Association was held on Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday of last week at the Olympic Hotel
The meeting proved most sucof this city.
cessful and served to emphasize the growing
strength of this Western trade body.
Quite in contrast to the program of the conSeattle,

ing end.

vention of the national association held in New
York recently both the phonograph and the
radio received the proper share of attention at
the local meetings, one ,of the speakers being

Mitchell, of the Liberty Music Shop,
spoke .of the proper attitude of the
radio manufacturer towards his dealer, and he
was followed by W. C. Rice, of the RiceE.

R.

Seattle,

•

August

15,

1926

Watters Co., Seattle, to discuss the possibility
of the music dealer making money in the radio
accessory department. Another speaker at the
meeting was Otto L. May, Pacific Coast representative of the Victor Talking Machine Co.,
who spoke on the future of the talking machine
and explained how stocks had been cleaned up

make room

to

During

the

for the

new

course

of

products.

convention tiie
Brunswick, Columbia and Victor companies also
provided entertainment for the delegates and
the members of their families and provided recording orchestras for the various events.
Other sections of the program were given
over to a discussion of general music trade
problems and to those special matters affecting
other

divisions

elected

for

the

of

the

industry.

The

officers

new year

the

included Philip T.
Clay, Sherman, Clay & Co., San Francisco, Cal.,
president;
E.
H. Uhl, Southern California
Music Co., Los Angeles, first vice-president; T.
F.

Johnson, Johnson Piano Co., Portland, second

and James J. Black,
Allen Co., San Francisco, treasurer.
vice-president,

Wiley

R.

Forest Electric Go. Has
Full Line of Fowler Units
Devices Manufaciured by the Forest Co. Cover
Every Possible Need for Power Plants and
Charging Apparatus

The Forest

Don't
Service

C/1RE-T/1KER/

let

Time

deprive you of
$18. no

your

profits in sets

You can

sell

—

your customers equip'
ment with which to do their own

Hp. R-/// BuJb Type

review of

''What

$14.00

it

Trickle

Bulb Type

Charger

Power"

plant, which in one unit contains an "A"
battery combined with Unitron trickle charger

and Unitron control. This is a most conipaci
unit which uses the ordinary house current for
its power. Through this product the "A" curreni
never runs down, due to the fact that when the
switch is set off from the radio set the trickle
charger begins work. It is impossible to over-

Wrong With Radio V

logical that set-owners should be equip-

ped with the proper "tools" to service the radio?
Why put the burden on your own business?
Why not sell them their own servicing needs and
make a profit where you have been absorbing a
Sterling Care Takers and Inspectors are made
for the layman's use and for easy selling on the
dealer's part. It's the most complete "home-servicing" line of the radio equipment you can select

from.

Nationally advertised

automatic.

^
EQUIPMENT
>ffcrlin/i
RADIO

THE STERLING MFG. COMPANY
Ohio

trickle

ing speeds

Thus

it

is

charger with three distinct chargcontrolled by a three-way switch.

available for either the small or large

each receiving exactly the current
needed. This company also produces the "Unitron Charger, No. 00," which will charge a sixbattery,

volt

"A"

battery,

to 100 volts of

four-volt

wet "B"

"A" battery

batteries.

or

up

The three-way

switch permits this flexibility.
It can be used
while the receiver is working and it is impossible to over-charge.
There is also a "Unitron
Charger, No. 0," available for charging radio or

automobile batteries.
A two-way switch also
permits recharging wet "B" batteries up to 100
volts, using the same charging clips.
There is
also a "Unitron No-Bee Type, No. 90." This is
designed especially for sets using up to 90 volts.
This gives the "B" battery power from the
house lighting circuit. Once it is put into use
and through the house connections, it needs no
further attention.

Another model of

the "UniNo. 135, available for
charging sets needing up to 150 volts of "B"
power.
The Forest Electric Co. also produces "LTnitron-A-B Combinations." This is a most com-

tron

Cleveland,

Through its Unitron control, it permits
"B" eliminator, making the latter

charge.

the use of any

"A"

loss?

JOi

New and Wilsey
one of the most impor-

Co.,

is

tant manufacturers of radio devices in the industry.
Its products include the "Unitron 'A'

!

written by an authority, brings out the leak in
dealer profits as a case of too much unnecessary
service to the buyers of sets and parts.
Isn't

J.,

Co.

last season's radio business, entitle

Is

Electric

Newark, N.

In addition to the above, the Forest Electric
also produces the "Unitron Trickle," an

**home'' servicing,

A

streets,

No-Bee"

is

type

pact device giving as large as ISO volts of "B"
power and an "A" battery charger of two and a

amperes.
It operates through two snap
switches: "Pull one for 'A' battery charging."
"Pull the other, 'B' power closed silentlv to
half

—

set."

There is a special "LTnitron Charger Tube"
which is used with some of the above devices
and a special tube to go with the "Unitron NoBee Power Plants." These products are all
made to fill special needs, all have exterior
dressings that make them most acceptable in
the home and are also noted for their compact
size,

considering the functions they perform.

AuGL-ST

15,
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President of Dayton Radio Dealers Assn.
Addresses Day-Fan Jobbers' Convention
John E. Saum, President

of Local Association, Gives Interesting Talk, Explaining Activities of
Body, to Distributors Organization's Program Eliminates the Price-cutting Evil

—

Dayjox,
tion of

Fan

O.,

August

Day-Fan

7.

— During

the July conven-

distributors, held

by the Day-

Electric Co., of this city, the visiting dis-

were greatly impressed with the activities of the Dayton Radio Dealers Assn,
The activities of this local association were
tributors

According to the articles of agreement of the
Dayton Assn., which is signed by all members,
a charge is to be made for any demonstration
as well as for any servicing of radio sets whicli
necessary after a radio is sold. This prevents
the dealer's profits on sales being absorbed by

119

Carbon

manufacturer of the Eveready

Co., Inc.,

line of batteries.

This group of Eveready entertainers is said
be one of the first and the largest engaged
for a definite period in London.
At the termination of this engagement, the Eveready
to

New York

artists will return to

to

resume broad-

casting here.

P. E. Grabuski Completes

Nation-wide Trade Trip

is

Everybody's T. M. Co. Visits
Dealers and Finds Conditions
Prosperous and Future Outlook Bright

President

of

Thousands

of

Phil.mjelphia.

August 6.— Philip E. GraEverybody's Talking Machine Co., 810 Arch street, this city, is probably
one of the best-informed members of the trade
on conditions throughout the entire country as
the result of a nation-wide trip which he re-

buski,

Pa.,

president

of

cently completed.

Day-Fan Distributors Present at the Day-Fan Electric Co.'s Convention
Day-Fan distributors in a talk
unnecessary calls. The people of Dayton who
buy radio receivers get the right kind of inat one of the meetings by John E. Saum, presiHis records show
terested service from the radio store, but undent of the Dayton Assn.
that forty-five out of fifty-three Dayton radio
necessary or questionable calls are made to pay
stores are members of the local association. It
their way.
is said that no other city equals Dayton in its
placed before the

progressive policy for the protection of the retailer.
The members' stores are inspected once

every week and a grievance committee promptly
considers any complaints which dealers make
regarding unfair competition. Under the program of the Dayton Radio Dealers Association
business is not only conducted in a fair manner
but there is an entire elimination of the price-

American Radio Artists
to Appear in London
.A group of American radio artists headed by
Wilfred Glenn, basso of the Eveready Hour,
which has been a popular broadcast feature in
the United States for several years, will be

London

cutting problem and the cut-throat tactics which

featured in

interfered with the healthy progress of the in-

at

dustrv

accordinc" to

in

other

^^1

citie

=

.

fashionable night club
season in September,
an announcement bv the National
at a

opening of the

the

SYSTEM OF REPRODUCTION

new models up

must be revised

to

Summing up

in a

good

financial condition.

Mr. Grabuski
pointed out that the entire phonograph industry'
seemed to be drifting toward a higher plane,
both from the dealer and jobber point of view

and the laitlook

or beyond the

secure the

to

desired

results.

buying only the talking machines which give TRUE REPRODUCTION. Such buying will continue. If your machine gives such results
you will have an eo.ual chance of securing your share of the coming season's
business and profits.
public

phonograph dealer
his

is

impressions,

excellent.

yncliroiiized Amplification

"F you are endeavoring to bring your

The

This extensive trip across the country, which
covered almost 9,000 miles, was made by Mr.
Grabuski in his own car and reached to practically every important center in the United
States, with the exception of the Pacific Coast,
and was nine weeks in duration. Mr. Grabuski
found conditions in the phonograph industry in
the Western part of the country particularly
good. After calling on about 2,000 dealers and
thirty to forty distributors, he found all full
of enthusiasm and very favorably impressed
with the future. In fact, a majority seemed to
be well satisfied with business from the first of
the year. With the exception of the corn belt
in the Far Middle West, he found the average

is

Wi/Zer Audi-j-Engineerin^ Will Assist

You

The

Miller system of synchronized amplification embodies the latest advances
and will give you a machine which compares favorably with any of its type now on the market.
in the science of acoustics

Full details supplied

The

Miller
of

upon

request.

Rubber Co.
N. Y.

Akron, Ohio, U.

S.

A.

TnUlcr
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Synchronization of Recorded Music Witii

Motion Pictures Successful

Demonstration of New Instrument Given at Warner Theatre in Conjunction With
Film "Don Juan" Wins Enthusiastic Praise From Both Press and Public

First Public

Those who have been, and are, interested in
media for the recording and
reproduction of sound were afforded an unusual

the development of

struments being brought clearly before the audience in "closeups" as they took up their part

opportunity for observing the latest step in the
progress made in this art at the first showing
of the Warner Brothers' film, "Don Juan," with

by Mischa Elman and
Efrem Zimbalist, the latter playing to the piano
accompaniment by Harold Bauer; "Caro Nome,"
from "Rigoletto," sung by Marion Talley; "Vesti

John Barrymore

in

the

title role, at

the

Warner

New York, recently, where the first
demonstration was given of the new
Vitaphone, which successfully synchronizes the
recorded music with the motion picture film of
the artist, or artists, who produce the music.
Theatre,
public

These new "talking pictures" represent the
development in the experimental work cooperated in by telephone and talking machine
engineers which first resulted in the production
of the electrically recorded talking machine record that made such an impression on the trade
and public within the past year or so, and have
been produced by arrangements with the Wcst'ern Electric Co. and the Bell Telephone Laboratories. The producing company is known as
the Vitaphone Corp., working in association
latest

Warner Brothers Pictures, Inc.
The new synchronizing mechanism has been

with

developed to a point where it is in a large measThe recordings of speech and
ure fool-proof.
music are made in the studio at the same time
the

as

pictures

are

"shot,"

a

super-sensitive

microphone, or battery of microphones, being
provided for this purpose with a supplementary
set to meet emergencies.
The accepted type of talking machine record
the actual recording being made on
is used,
The record, however, is
typical wax masters.
approximately fifteen inches in diameter and
designed to play for the full length of the average single reel of motion picture film, or for
The synchronizing is
about fifteen minutes.
brought about through the use of two separate
motors, one operating the camera and the other
the recording mechanism, but maintained at the
same speed by means of a special electrical
Should the film speed up, so
gearing device.
does the record, and should it slow down the
record does likewise.
The sound as reproduced from the record by
means of an electrical pick-up system familiar
to the members of the talking machine trade is
passed to an adaptation of the well-known
Western Electric public address system which
amplifies the sound and distributes it as desired.
At the Warner Theatre, for Instance, two loud
speaker horns were placed back of the screen
for the presentation of the music by the artists
shown thereon, while two other horns were
placed in the orchestral pit from which issued
the orchestral accompaniments to the film, thus
giving to the audience the proper sense of direc-

and distance.
At the first public presentation of the new
Vitaphone Will H. Hays, head of the motion

tion

picture .interests, made an address through the
mediuift^of the screen and the Vitaphone. Other
features on the program were the playing of the

New York

Tannhauser Overture by the
monic Orchestra with the various groups

TEST

Philharof in-

IT.

Giubba," from "I Pagliacci," sung by Giovanni
Anna Case in "La Fiesta," supported
by the Cansinos, dancers, and the Metropolitan
Opera chorus; a musical Russian scene, "An
Evening on the Don," and an instrumental specialty by Roy Smeck.
The very character of
the program afiforded an excellent idea of the
possibilities of the new instrument and aroused
genuine enthusiasm on the part of blase Broad-

la

wayites.
It

stated that this

is

the art of

latest

sound recording

will

the motion picture industry by

development

mean much

in

for

making possible

the general presentation in the smaller towns

and

cities

of

settings and

films in which elaborate musical
accompaniments are essential.

Stewart- Warner Dealers
in St. Louis Sales Meeting
One hundred Stewart- Warner radio dealers
gathered on July 26 and 27 at Dan Hyland's
Stewart- Warner Products Service Station in St.
Louis for a sales meeting and pre-season show
new products recently added to tlic
Matched-Unit line. The afifair was staged by
Mr. Hyland, assisted by F. H. Bisbee, sales
manager, and J. A. Meyerpeter, ofifice manager
ing of the

of the service station.

the

The business

session of

day of the meeting was confined to

first

a

technical discussion of radio, theory, testing, installation and operation, and talks were given on
tubes, battery eliminators

H.

Stone,

and other accessories.

engineer of the
Stewart-Warner Speedometer Corp., Chicago.
111., who was present to preside over this section
of the meeting, described the new receivers and
answered questions puzzling to the dealers.
On the second day advertising and selling
display, time payment problems and a general
C.

assistant

tion,

sales

addressed the convention on matters of
and policy, and W. L. Stensgaard, head

of the display division of the advertising department, explained technical points on merchandising display which help to increase the
profits.
Henry Giessenbier, Reserve
Discount Co., St. Louis, talked to the dealers
on the problems of time-payment selling, and
other speakers included Mr. Hyland, Mr. Bisbee and Harry La Mertha. radio editor of the
St. Louis Globe-Democrat.
At the banquet, held the last night of the convention, F. Happy Day, one of the ablest afterdinner speak ers m the Mound City, gave the
principal address.
During the convention the
visitors inspected broadcasting station
at Kirkwood, Mo., while B. K. Pratt, director
of publications of the corpiMration, broadcast
news of the two-day meeting from the station
studio which is located in the Mayfair Hotei7

dealers'

KMOX

Louis.

Record Service
has a reputation for efficiency.

The many friends of E. W. Guttenberger,
manager of the New York wholesale division
of the Columbia Phonograph Co., will be pleased

E. F.

DROOP & SONS

WASHINGTON. D. C.
CLAY STREET. BALTIMORE. MD.

ISOO G. STREET,
204-6-8-10

CO.

PHONOGRAPHS WANTED:
Retail concern wishes to purchase between 400 to 1,000
console phonographs, preferably good-make, close-out

models. Merchandise will not be slaughtered to detriment of manufacturer.
Will consider an offer to
manufacture for us if possible at a price.
Address,
F. H. Horowitz, 120 W. 112th St., New York City.

to learn that following his operation for appendicitis

at

St.

WANTED —

POSITION
Experienced buyer
and sales manager. Fifteen years' experience as
owner of phonograph, record and radio retail
stores in New York City. Expert phonograph
repair man.
Have great knowledge of law in
the instalment business and office work. Looking for an opportunity where experience and
energy will find an agreeable and remunerative
outlet.
Address "Box 1574." care of The Talking Machine World, 383 Madison Ave., New
York

City.

H. Allen on Vacation

E. P.

E. P. H. Allen, an executive who has long
been known to the talking machine and radio
trades and who has been associated with such
corporations as Radio Corp. of America, Thomas
A. Edison, Inc., and Shamrock Mfg. Co., directing important trade promotion work, is at

present taking a short vacation.
In a recent
chat with a representative of The World Mr.
Allen said he had no definitely laid plans for
the future.

It is to be assumed, however, that
he will continue his identity in the radio field,
where he has been so successful.
iMr. Allen can be considered a radio pioneer,
being one of the early promoters of the art, and
was an instrumental figure in the development
and recognition given by the talking machine

trade to the radio business at

its

inception.

radio

discussion of radio merchandising held the floor.
Oden F. Jester, traveling assistant to R. H.
Woodford, radio sales manager of the corpora-

St.

it.

cost.
Additional space will be at the rate of 2Sc per line.
If bold-faced type is desired the cost of same will be 25c
per line.
Rates for all other classes of advertising on
application.

Martinelli;

Columbia Mgr. Recovering

try

Any member of the trade may forward to this office a
"Situation" advertisement intended for this Department to
occupy a space of four lines, agate measure, and it will
be inserted free.
Replies will also be forwarded without

of the score; violin solos

OUR VICTOR

Suppose you

1926

15,

World^s Classified Advertising

Vitaphone

in

August

Catherine's

Brooklyn,
he rallied quickly and is now

Resonata Speaker Announced
The Resonata Corp.

New York

of America,

has placed on the market a new speaker
which has been named the Resonata. It is anCity,

nounced

that the

entirely

of

Resonata radio speaker, made

bakelite,

is

new

in

principle,

entire country.

SPRINGS
VICTOR

1

bent each end
li4"x.022xl,8' 6" marine ends
1 14 "X. 022x17' bent arbor
Ii4"x.022xl3' bent arbor
Ii4"x.022x9' bent arbor
Ii4"x.022x9', bent each end
l"x.020xl3' 6" marine ends
l"x. 020x15' marine ends
l"x.020xl5' bent arbor
l"x. 020x15', bent at each end
1/4

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

"X. 022x17'.

COLUMBIA

l"x.02Sxl6' crimparbof.
l"x. 028x10' Universal
l"x.028xll' Universal
l"x.030xll' hook ends
l"xll' for motor No. 1

new style. No.

l"x. 02.^x12' motors. Nos. 33
1 3/16"x.026xl9'. also Pathf
1 3/16"x.026xl7

&

20009

.57
.56
.
.

48
38

.38
.35
.38
.39
.39

No. 2951
No. 2951

.61
.32
.36

No. 1219

.34

No. 4

.60

77

35
70

SAAL-Sn-VERTONE

l"x. 027x10', rectangular hole
l"x. 027x13', rectangular hole
l"x. 027x16', rectangular hole
2

3014
5362
5423
5427
6542
2141
3335
5394
6546

40

HEINEMAN

Terms,

6.543 $.57

-

No. 144
No. 145
No. 146

.39
.45
.53

per cent cash with order.

Hospital,

N. Y., on August 6,
well on the road to recovery.

the

sound waves being amplified by means of a
resonance chamber and expelled through a small
two-inch aperture similar to the human mouth.
The Resonata is the result of eight years of
experiment and research by Dr. Floyd S.
Muckey, authority on acoustics, and Major
Henry G. Opdycke, vibration engineer of national renown.
The Tectron Radio Corp., New York City,
has been appointed sole sales agent, and distributors are being appointed throughout the

TALKING MACHINE SUPPLY

CO.,

PARK

RiDGEM

Complete catalogue on request
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Two

Beautiful

Large Models

With Wonderful
Tone and Eye Value
at

Sensihle Prices

Ask Your }ohher
or Write Direct
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Atwater Kent Distributor Puts Over a
Most Successful Summer Radio Campaign
D. T. Lansing Co., Inc., Scranton, Pa., Atwater Kent Distributor, Through Three Weeks' Special
Hotel Display and Advertising Campaign Secures More Than 1,000 Prospects for Dealers

More than

were
Atwater

tained

1,000 prospects for radio sets

one of the most

eflfective

campaigns

to pro-

mote the Summer business of its dealers ever
The dealers
staged by a radio wholesaler.
themselves became so interested in the campaign, realizing

its

names

of

following

the

retailers:

Scranton: Edison Shop, F. S. Megargee,
Scranton Talking Machine Co., Stoehr & Fister,
Temple of Music, Thomas Music Co. Throop:
Olyphant: J. J. McNulty.
Holleran.
F.
J.
Peckville:
Dickson City: Shaffer & Schmidt.
Jessup: M. A. Fagen.
Peck-Thompson Co.
Archbald: Dipple Bros. Carbondale: Fulkerson
Music Co. Minooka:
United Specialty Co.
Taylor: Taylor Auto
Old Forge: L.
Co.

secured by the D. T. Lansing Co., Inc.,
Kent distributor in Scranton, Pa., as a result
of

the

great possibilities, that they

M. Potter.

Pittston:

West

"Freed's."

Stackhouse
Auto Electric Co., and
Duryea: W. H.
in
Lugg.

August

15,
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be found old, familiar songs, jigs, reels and
square dances, played on the fiddle, guitar, banjo,
accordion, harmonica and other appropriate
musical instruments.
The catalog is conveniently double-indexed,
covering both selections and artists. The catalog is also profusely illustrated with phototo

artists.
There is a short,
accompanying each photo-

graphs of the various
interesting write-up

graph.

The cover

is

executed

in striking colors,,

and features some of the best-known

making records

An

for Columbia.

artistic

artists

draw-

ing of a log cabin scene adds a picturesque and
appealing touch.

Berg Instruments Find
Favor With the Trade
Line of Portable Talking Machines and Two
Large Models Enjoy Growing Popularity
With Trade and Public

Pittston:

Visitors to the exhibition

were asked

out

fill

cards.

to

registration

The purpose

was to
determine the number
of these cards

of prospects included

among

the

names

the

were

visitors,

of

given

The Berg Auto Trunk &
son avenue and Manly

Specialty Co.,

street.

N. Y., which in addition to

Long

its

Thom-

Island City,

line of portable

talking machines recently introduced two large

phonographs, a console and an upright model,
has been particularly gratified with the way the
trade has received these latter instruments.

The console model

and
Both instruments have an improved tone quality which
together with their art dressings makes them
the upright

is

in

is

the

of cathedral design

Adam

period.

whom
the

to

throughout

dealers

the territory.

The

re-

D. T. Lansing Co.'s Atwater Kent Exhibit
sult of the registraco-operated by tying up with special window
tions, whicii during the three weeks numbered
displays and publicity.
2,235, was interesting.
The filled-in cards indiBriefly, the plan of the D. T. Lansing Co.,
cated that out of the total number of visitors
Inc., consisted of a very attractive exhibit of the
1,268 did not own radio sets, 276 owned Atwater
complete line of Atwater Kent radio sets and
Kent sets, 162 owned home-made oufits and 529
Pooley cabinets in a special display room in the
were the possessors of various other sets.
D. T. Lansing, head of the distributing firm, who
Jermyn Hotel in Scranton. The accompanying
illustration gives some idea of the effectiveconceived and executed the drive, stated that he
Huge signs apprised estimates conservatively 1,000 good prospects
ness of this exhibition.
from those who registered "no radio" and about
passers-by tliat absolutely nothing would be
sold exhibition only. The exhibit lasted three
200 prospects additional who registered "not
weeks, and dealers in Scranton and other towns
satisfied with present equipment "
LTndoubtedin the territory covered by this enterprising
ly this campaign is one of the most progressive
distributor profited through increased sales.
steps ever taken by a distributor of radio to
Extensive advertising in the newspapers, full
aid his dealers to build sales and Mr. Lansing
pages and half pages, in addition to a special
deserves all credit for the remarkable success
folder listing the names of authorized dealers
exhibition.
Mr. Lansing was ably
of the

—

were used throughout the entire campaign to
announce the exhibit. The dealers tied up by
also using full-page and half-page newspaper
ads to bring the exhibit to the attention of the
public and to emphasize the fact that they were

authorized dealers.
this

One

retailer, in addition to

advertising, circularized his prospects, and

many
plays.

other dealers installed special window disThese included: Thomas Music Co.,

known

as the largest music house in

section of Scranton;

Temple

Hyde Park

of Music, leading

exclusive phonograph and music store in that

Stoehr & Fister department store, Scranton Talking Machine Co., F. S. Megargee,
radio dealer; The Edison Shop, said to be the

city;

largest exclusive Edison shop in the State;
special

window

Lansing Co.

The

folder

in

displays put on by the

and

D. T.

the hotel building.

distributed

among

visitors

con-

by

assisted during the exhibition

and H. R. Smith, members
ization

S. P.

Patteson

of the sales organ-

of the radio division

of the

company.

Columbia Issues New
"Familiar Tunes" Catalog
The Columbia Phonograph Co., New York,
has just published a new "Familiar Tunes" catait are gathered the old, familiar melodies, the songs and dances that outlive the years.

log.

In

Each number

is

sung or played by

interpret the selections in a

manner

artists

who

that brings

memories crowding back.
in this new Columbia "Familiar
Tunes" catalog have all been made recently.
They offer a most comprehensive list of this

the

The records

popular type of music.

Among

their

number are

PHONOGRAPH CASES
RADIO CASES

Reinforced 3 -ply Veneer
The Standard Case

for Talking

New
most modern.

Berg Upright Model
Both are covered

hand-tooled leather

effects,

in

duo-toned

giving the

instru-

ments a rich look, but in such shadings as to
make them harmonize with the average home

They have scientifically conatmosphere.
structed tone chambers patented by Joseph
Berg, gooseneck throw-back tone arms with improved reproducers, Heineman double spring
motors with twelve-inch turntables.

The demand for these new instruments has
forced the Berg factory to extend itself in order to make the deliveries booked for the month
of August. Ed. R. Manning, general sales manager of the Berg Auto
cently stated that he

Trunk & Specialty Co., rewas quite surprised with

the trade's enthusiasm.

Thomas Edison on Vacation

Machines and Radio Sets

MADE BY

Let

as

figure

on

your

reqairementt

PLYWOOD CORPORATION,
MiUs

in Va., N. C.

and

Goldsboro, N. C.
S. C.

Thomas A. Edison has left Llewellyn Park,
N. J., for a one-week vacation at Chautauqua,
Mrs. Edison preceded him there. The
N. Y.
inventor is accompanied by J. V. Miller, his
brother-in-law.

—
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The scientific curve of
perfect sound reproduction

EXTERIOR beauty may attract momentary attention in
a speaker but after all it

is

performance that makes sales.

—

Stevens Speakers have both. the decorative quality that
is instantly recognized and the performance quality that
is equally obvious as soon as they are heard.

And their superior sound reproduction is not just imagin'

—

ation.

'it

is

the result of superior and exclusive technical

Licensed and Manufactured

under Pat. No- 1414801

features.

Model "A"

The Burtex*'Conoidar' Diaphragm

I7V2 inch

The unique shape and construction of the
Stevens diaphragm is made possible only by the
exclusive new material "BURTEX". All manu'

Ideal for the

volume with decorative
elegance. Mahogany
sounding board gives rich
resonance and power to
the tone. Can be used cn
console, or hung on wall.
Complete with easel base
and silk hanging cord.

know that the conoidal (all directional
curve) form gives superior tone and volume, but
they cannot achieve this shape with paper,

facturers

parchment, and similar materials. "Burtex" is a
fabric material, shaped under tension, and chemi'
cally treated, making it absolutely impervious to
moisture and highly resilient. It is the only
seamless diaphragm made, and is practically
unbreakable except by deliberate abuse. It is

home, com-

bining superior tone, and

TRADE MARK

$25

readily replaceable.

The

"TT" Unit
Balanced Armature Type
Stevens TT Unit embodies several unique

The

and exclusive
balanced

Stevens

features. It

is

the

first

to the specific diaphragm

and
sound reproduction, factory

which

it

this perfect balance produces per-

actuates,
fect

unit to be

Under laboratory

adjusted.

Better get

tests, it gives true amplifica-

aboard this

Licensed and
Manufactured
under Pat. No.

from 50 to 4,000,

fast selling

1414801

tions of all tone frequencies

covering the entire normal range of broadcasting
sounds.

''Miles

Ahead Of Them

.

Send

Model "B"

HOW for full

14V2 inch

particulars. If

All"

Test Stevens Speakers for yourself in comparison
with any others and see why they are capturing
the market so quickly.

And

line

Model "A" but smaller.

your jobber
cant supply
you, write

Similar to

direct.

directional effect if desired

remember that they are backed up by real
and a square deal merchandis-

Ornamental and highly

An

exclusive

by

ing policy.

Complete

,

<<

BY

x/inE.RIC/1N

(^ORPORATIOt

STEVENS & COMPANY, Inc.
46-48

EAST HOUSTON STREET

NEW YORK CITY

Made by the Pioneers in Cone Speakers

efficient.

gives

ADJUSTABLE

dealer cooperation

^'

device

tilting

top as illustrated.

$16.50

all
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Ghas. Freshman Co. Places
New Models on the Market
New Receivers Make Them
Welcome Additions to Line — Models Have
Wide Range of Price and Design

Special Features of

Meeting the continued demand for popularpriced radio receivers, the Chas. Freshman Co.,
Inc., will shortly place on the market several
new models which are claimed to embrace the

receiver can be operated from the light socket.

August

15,

1926

with built-in loud speaker.
In burled walnut,
the console known as the Hi-Boy is model 6Model 6-F-3 is a two-toned mahogany
F-2.
console with compartments for battery eliminators and chargers and built-in speaker.
In
burled walnut, this model is known as 6-F-4.
Model 6-F-5 is designed for those desiring a
is
complete with built-in
table receiver.
It
speaker and encased in a mahogany cabinet.
The Franklin receiver is a table model with
a hinged front panel of the desk type, with a

our various departments, co-ordination between
officials and workers as leading to the goal of
greatly increased production and lower cost of
materials and overhead which would permit us
to give the public a greater value in successive
seasons.
The first Freshman Masterpiece retailed at $60 for the five-tube set alone. The following season, 1925, we marketed a greath- improved five-tube receiver with a built-in loud
speaker at the same price.
During the 19261927 season we shall place upon the market a
console model of mahogany, with a built-in loud,
speaker and ample room for all batteries,
chargers or eliminators, and the price will be
approximately the same as the standard set
made by the Chas. Freshman Co. in the past

self-contained speaker.

two years."

The Freshman

also includes a triple re-

line

Masterspeaker, a power amplifier, and a
Master B eliminator.
Model 6-F-l is a compact mahogany console,

flex

The Franklin Console
and

Franklin receiver

is

a

combination of the
two-tone mahogany

a

The

L. S. Brach Mfg. Go.
Introduces the Gontrolit

table.

The Aristokrat

console model available
or burled walnut,
with a cone-type loud speaker incorporated.
Commenting upon the changes, additions and
revisions in the radio manufacturing field duris

cither in two-toned

a

mahogany

Device Permitting the Operation of Set and
Charging of Batteries by Throwing a Single
Switch Placed on Market by Brach Co.

ing the past few years, Chas. Freshman, president of the Chas. Freshman Co., in a chat with
a

representative

of

dc-velopment of the

The World, described
Freshman Maste piece

The

the

before

re-

one of

Brach Mfg.

Newark, N.
in which it
the pioneers, manufactured for close

L.

S.

entering the radio

Co.,

field

J.,
is

to

a quarter century electrical protective devices.

was most

It

fitting,

therefore, that

when

it

made

entry into the radio field among its products should be lightning arresters.
These it
has been making for railroad, telegraph and
its

Freshman Model 6-F-lO

telephone companies and for fire alarm systems,
holding a dominant place in that field of manu-

engineering development
and design. List prices range from $57.50 to
The all-metal panel and sub-panel
$104.50.
which characterize the Freshman products thi.s
latest ideas

in

year are two

new

line of

radio

distinct features

embodied

in

facture.

The coming

Masterpiece receivers.

Other points of interest are: The manner of
telephone cable wiring of the low potential
leads; the speedometer type of tuning controls
which allow perfect ease in tuning; the auto
type rheostat controls which afford minute
non-microphonic
the
filament
adjustment;
socket suspension, and the attractive mahogany
and walnut console cabinets with their built-in
loud speakers.
little change has been made in the cirdesign by Freshman engineers, who state
that the self-stabilized feature of the Masterpiece circuit needs no additional compensating
controls.
C battery connections are also provided, and with the A-B-C power supply unit,

Very

Freshman Model 6-F-4

cuit

whicli

the

cinnpany

nianii factii rc^,

the

cnlirc

of radio since broadened the field
Brach organization and they have occupied it by introducing a number of the best
contributions to radio efficiency and success.
Notable among the Brach products, besides the
lightning arresters, are: the "Pur-a-Tone Audio
Coupler," the "Shock-Proof Plug," the "Extension Cord Connector," the "Brach-Stat," the
"Low-Loss Crystal Insulator," the "Complete
Aerial Antenna," the "Electric Soldering Iron"
and "Solderall" for soldering connections.
This year's achievements for Brach are most
noteworthy, the most important invention being "Controlit," which can be made a part of
any radio set without wiring or alterations and
which enables one to operate the set and charge
batteries by throwing a single switch.
When the set switch is turned on the Brach
"Controlit," it automatically connects the "B"
battery substitute with the 110-volt house lighting circuit through the electric light socket.
When the set switch is turned ofiF, the "Confor the

the

cciver in both appearance and efficiency since
the

first

model was placed upon the market

in 1924.

"Early

in

our career," said Mr. Freshman, "we

realized the importance of co-npcratioii

Let us send you full details

SAAL
Complete Reproducer Line

Horn-Pedesta l-Cone

between

automatically breaks this circuit, cutting
current from the "B" substitute, at the
same time it diverts the house current to
the trickle charger, which automatically comtrolit"

off the

mences to continuously
"A" battery.
Thus the
the
set,
batteries
and

charge the
operation of
charger,
is
automatically accomplished with the switch or rheoThe
stat with which every set is equipped.
Brach "Controlit" will automatically operate the
"B" substitute alone or the charger alone. It is

advantageous with any three to ten tube set,
any storage battery, "B" substitute or trickle
charger whatever the make.
The other late Brach innovations are the
"Totem-Pole Antenna" and the "Drip-Proof Hydrometer." Both sell at popular prices.

Weber-Rance Distributes
Grosley Line of Radio
The

H. G.

SAAL COMPANY

1800 Montrose Ave., Chicago

trickle

entire

latest addition to the line of radio prod-

handled by the Weber-Rance Corp., of
New- York City, well-known firm of distributors,
is Crosley -radio, manufactured by the Crosley
Radio Corp. of Cincinnati.
Discussing this
ucts

John W. Weber, Jr., president of the
Weber-Rance Corp., stated that the Crosley line
acquisition
will

serve to round out the range of radio reby his concern.

ceivers already handled

August

15,
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The

MARWOL
192

Marwol Six Tube

With

Set

Built in

Eliminator
This

MODELS

New Marwol

resistance

coupled

employs
Needs no

six tube receiver

amplification.

"B" Batteries. It is equipped with a built-in
"B" battery eliminator, free from hum and designed to give permanent plate current to all
tubes.

Installed in a genuine

net artistically designed.

mahogany

Two

cabi-

tuning dials

and one potentiometer control.

List Price

$70.00
These models are now

in produc-

Into each of them have
been incorporated the latest electrical, engineering and construction principles, to insure sets of
outstanding efficiency free from
all possibility of trouble which
would cause headaches on the
part of Jobber or Dealer.
tion.

AND NOW
Marwol

Marwol 6-Tube Receiver
This model is the same as the $70.00 model,
but is not equipped with the built-in "B" battery eliminator.

Circuit,

cabinet except for size,

is

method

of

tuning,

identical.

will shortly place in pro-

duction two kits complete in every
respect, ready for wiring. These
kits, one a five-tube tuned radio
frequency, the second a six-tube
resistance coupled kit will be presented in the September issue of
this publication.

List Price

$50.00

Marwol Radio Corp.
546 Broadway

New York

City

"
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Phono Parts Go.

Ideal

Gross-Brennan,

Dealers' Sales Gonferences

Considerable Floor Space Added to Take Care
of Increasing Business of Well-known Dis-

Stromberg-Carlson Factory Representative for
Metropolitan and New England Territory
Demonstrates New Line in N. Y. and Boston

tributing

Firm

— Branch

Offices

Planned

—

Pa., August
The reorganizaand enlargement of the business of the

Pittsburgh,
tion

Ideal

6.

Phono Parts

Co., of this city, has neces-

enlargement of
space has been added

sitated

its

facilities.

and

the

Additional

Phono
shown in

Ideal

now

occupies the building
the accompanying photograph.
The company is a distributor of Valley Forge
main .springs and talking machine replacement
Parts Co.

made by

materials,

Philadelphia,

Pa.,

the

J.

A.

Fischer Co., of

and also distributes a well-

Stromberg-Carlson dealers in the metropolitan
territory and in the New England district
attended important sales conferences held recently under the auspices of Gross-Brennan, Inc.,
factory representative for the Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co. in these important terriThe conferences were arranged in order
tories.
to give the dealers an opportunity to thoroughly
understand and visualize the sales possibilities
of the Stromberg-Carlson products for the coming season and the meetings were very successful. Approximately 300

dealers attended the
New York gathering

and New England
dealers were also well

represented

at

berg-Carlson organization, and one of the
country's foremost en-

gin eers, gave the
ing

most

and

interest-

informative

discussion on the constructional

and me-

chanical

qualities of

Stromberg-Carlson
products. Mr. Manson's
the

exceptional

engineer-

ing knowledge, coupled

with his broad understanding of merchandising conditions, gave
him an opportunity to
furnish the dealers with
information
concrete
of a non-technical nature.
The data that he
presented were visualstereopticon
ized
by
Headquarters of Ideal Phono Parts Co
slides which served to
rounded line of Artone talking machines, Carryemphasize the distinctive features of Stromola portables, etc. The enlargement of the Ideal
berg-Carlson products to advantage. Mr. ManPhono Parts Co. gives this city one of the bestson pointed out in a most interesting way just
equipped talking machine distributing organizahow the Stromberg-Carlson engineering ortions.
Its central
ganization had developed the company's radio
location is of great convenience to the local trade and the strategic
product to its present high state of efficiency,
position of Pittsburgh as a railroad center
represented in the latest models. The Univerwidens its service activities to cover several
sal power development, which is a feature of the
states.

six-tube sets in the

The new
the

building houses

organization.

The

all

departments of
is
devoted

street floor

to the sales department and to a
merchandise. On an upper floor are
tive and business offices.
Spacious
and a well-ordered delivery room are

display

of

the execu-

stockrooms

new

line,

was

discussed, and the outstanding features of the
models were given adequate attention

five-tube

Mr. Manson's address.
Ben Gross, who is widely known in radio
circles as one of the most progressive radio

in

repair department.

extensive plans for the coming season, including the opening of additional branch offices in
several other cities in the near future. This will
further add to service facilities.

guarantees Stromberg-Carlson products to the
public, over the signature of the factory and the
retailer, it is practically impossible for a dealer
to foster among the public any spurious Stromberg-Carlson product. The forms used in this
guarantee system can be utilized by the dealer
as a practical service and stock record, and this
was
fully
plan
merchandising
important
described lu the dealers present by Mr. Gross

found.

A

feature of the enlarged quarters

is

the

This department functions
entirely for the service of the dealer and it is reported that it is a very popular part of Ideal
service and always busy.
Paul Susselman, president, and Fred C.
Schuyler, general sales manager, are making

MICA

DIAPHRAGMS
—

Immediate delivery all sizes
Send for free samples and prices
All Mica Products

INTERNATIONAL MICA CO.

are testlfyine to tbe npcrlor qnallty of our

COTTON FLOCKS FOR PHONOGRAPH RECORDS
STEP INTO LINK WITH THE BDTERS OP "QCALITT"

CLAREMOIMX WASTE MFG.

CO.,

Clarcitiont, N. H.

Fii..?.?"phii..

conjunction with £u;tablc stereopticon

in

The Stromberg-Carlson

line

for

slides.

the present

season comprises the No. 602 Art Console, sixtube set; 601 Treasure Chest receiver, six-tube
set; 502 Art Console, five-tube set; 501 Treasure
Chest receiver, five-tube model; 5-A cone
speaker, 2-A loud speaker, 4-B loud speaker unit.
No. 61 and 51 radio cabinet tables, and No.

401-B socket-power

unit.

History of Garod Staff
Given in "The Garodian"
The Garod

Corp., Belleville, N.

which

J.,

this

season introduced the "Garod Electric Power"
radio, has issued the second number of The
Garodian, a monthly house organ carrying
service messages and up-to-date new'S regarding

Garod products.

the

Garodian,
the

besides

The

first

"Garod Electric Power"

neering

issue

and

describing

of

The

illustrating

receiver, introduced

the personnel of the executive

the engi-

staff,

and the sales promotion division.
A brief history of "Rod" of Garod in the person of I. P. Rodman, president and general
manager of the company, appeared also in the
first issue.
This was followed by the engineering staff composed of Benjamin F. Miessner, the
electrical and acoustical engineer; W. H. Scott,
Victor L. Osgood, J. E. Weiss and J. F. Mcstaff

Carthey.

The sales personnel also was covered, headed
by Harry E. Sherwin, general' sales manager,

who makes

his

headquarters at the Belleville

There followed the various members of
the staff covering the districts of New York,
Chicago, San Francisco, Boston, Philadelphia
and Cleveland.
In the second issue of The Garodian a reproduction of the big Garod plant appeared. The
field service, managers and personnel were introduced and the first of a series of introductions of the various Garod distributors who are
plant.

shown

in

the persons of the various executives

M. Wilson
Newark.

of the E.
tors in

&

Son

Co.,

Garod

distribu-

The Garodian has in addition to the actual
notes on the various members of the staff and
the associates interested in the distribution of
the Garod products many little human interest
stories which add to the readability of this
monthly publication.
The Garod distributors of the 1926-27 season
are: Twentieth Century- Distributing Co., New.
York and Brooklyn; F. D. Pitts Co., Boston,
Mass.; E. M. Wilson & Son, Newark, N. J.; The
Hessel & Hoppen Co., New Haven, Conn.;
Lockwood Radio Co., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.;
Wynne Radio Co., Raleigh, N. C; R. M. Peffer,

Harrisburg, Pa.; Wireless Electric Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.; and the Pennsylvania Rubber &
Supply Co. through its outlets in Erie and Oil
Pa.,
Cleveland,
City,
Columbus, Cincinnati,
Akron, Youngstown and Toledo, O..; John Ross
Radio Sales Co., Detroit, Mich.; Vonnegut Hard-

ware

CONSTANTLY INCREASING SALES

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Sarin," iM

interestingly

executives in the East, presented to the dealers
a system of guarantees, which was enthusiastically received. By the use of this system, which

also to be

1926

the

meeting in Boston.
R. H. Manson, chief
engineer of the Strom-

dealers a

15,

Holds

Inc.,

Its Facilities

Increases

August

Inc.,

Indianapolis,

Co.,

Chicago,

111.;

G-Q

Ind.

;

Hudson-Ross,

Electric Co., Milwaukee,

Wis.; Quinn Bros, Radio Corp., Neenah, Wis.;
Geo, C. Beckwith Co., Minneapolis, Minn.; Sterling

Radio

Co.,

Omaha,

Co.,

Kansas

City,

Neb., Sioux City,

Mo.; The
la.,

and

McGraw

St.

Louis,

Mo.; Harper-Meggee, Inc. Seattle, W^as'i., and
California Electric Supplv Co.. of San Francisco
Cal.

August

15,
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(D^arking an Era in Radio
as distinctive as the discovery
of Electricity itself
ASK YOUR JOBBER ABOUT THE ARGUS
•

ElEtTRlL RADIO

3e first

to introduce this remarhihle
'Batteryless Receiver in your territory

157 West 17'^ Street:
City of NEW YORK.
)

We will

Your Johher has direct mail and
local Advertising Campaign ready
jor your immediate use

be pleased to meet visitors to the Radio
Worlds Show, September 13-18 at our Booth FFI

.
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Borkman Radio Corp.

Es-

Branches

tablishes Sales

Lake City Manufacturer of Loud Speaker
Products Adopts Policy to Insure Maximum

Salt

Service to Trade

The Borkman Radio

Corp.,

Salt

Lake

City,

Utah, manufacturer of loud speaker products,
has established direct sales branches throughout
the country in order to deliver the most efficient
service to manufacturers of radio sets and
speakers.
All contacts with factory users of
units or tone chambers are handled directly
through Borkman sales offices without the use
of manufacturers' representatives or any other
intermediaries.

The Velvet speaker unit, built under the
Borkman patents, has many unique constructional features which are meeting with the
hearty approval of the trade.
Realizing, that
the best tone reproduction can only be obtained
by the co-ordination of unit and tone chamber,
the Borkman company acquired and combined
with this unit factory at Salt Lake City a large
horn and tone chamber factory at Kalamazoo,
Mich.
This plant makes also the assemblies
used in the Velvet line of outside speakers; It
is under the management of J. Kersten, formerly
connected with the Jewett organization.

As part of Borkman service to its clients a
thor'oughly trained radio laboratory at Chicago
has been placed at the disposal of Borkman
users in connection with technical matters. The
company's general sales office is located at 210
East Ohio street, Chicago, in charge of H. N.
McKay, general sales manager. The New York
office is at 103 Park avenue, with T. G. Bloomberg as branch manager. The Detroit branch is
located at 647 Griswold street, with A. R. Wildauer as manager.
The Intermountain and
West Coast territory is handled direct from the
Salt Lake City factory office, which is under the

management
The Zinke
vard,

is

of

George

F.

Borkman

personally.

1323 South Michigan boulefunctioning as the national sales departCo.,

ment for Borkman with the jobber trade. This
well-known organization does not merchandise
the factory units or tone chambers, but sells the

outside speaker models of the Velvet line, com-

phonograph attachment, a lantern-type
small and large gooseneck horn, a cone model operated by a speaker

prising a

table reflex speaker, a

with

Trinity Six Console, Trinity Six Table
and the Trinity Five Compact Cabinet

an

horn.

eight-foot

models are distributed
the Zinke Co.

All

these

to the jobber

Sales

Policy Outlined to Trade
Providence, R.

August 6.—The Apco Mfg.

I.,

Co., of this city, has

announced that Apco radio

products will be marketed this year through
franchised dealers only.
The dealer will be
served direct.

is

the

market by the Beacon Radio Mfg.

Co., of

Brooklyn, N. Y. The line includes the "Trinity
Six" console, "Trinity Six" table model and the
Trinity Bio-Phonic reproducer built in.
They
cover a wide range.

The "Trinity Six" console is mounted in an
mahogany cabinet with the Beacon-

attractive

work exactly

to

as specified.

Apco

dealers will

have one of the most valuable franchises issued

coming

the radio field for the

in

year.

"All franchise dealers will have an elaborate

layout

of

dealer

helps,

consisting

of

window

one on each of the items in the line, a
set
of
window card displays, decalcomania
dealer signs, attractive circulars for mailing to
dealers' prospects, newspaper cuts and mats and
co-operative advertising with the dealer in his
locality.
This, with trade paper advertising in
stickers,

the
will

leading

make

selling that

"One

and consumer publications,
line one of the fastestbe available the coming year.

trade

Apco

the
will

new products in the
automatic 'A' battery converter.
This device, when connected to the lamp
socket, the storage battery and the set, keeps
the storage battery always at maximum efficiency so that the user can always enjoy tiic
benefits of a battery that is completely charged
line

is

of the exceptional

the

full

to give the full

amount

of voltage

and the

amount

of ampera.ge in delivering the

output

to

insure

reception that

is

the

finest

full

maximum

and most perfect

available.

be a Twin
radio tube. This tube will be equipped with a
switch at the base so that when one filament
burns out by switching over to the other filament tlie tube is restored. The price is the same
as any standard make of tube. Territory is now
being allotted to franchise dealers in all parts
of the country."
".A.nother fa l-selling

number

will

js "Best in "j^dio

Lines

best stores.

c

Form

A new line of radio receivers with a twotuning control system has just been placed on

H. R. Fuller, director of Apco radio sales,
"At the present time the Apco line consists of eight products, all carefully tested and
absolutely guaranteed to every franchise dealer

placed under a Registered Dealer agreement
will satisfy the requirements of the largest and

EAGLE RADIO

Mode:

states:

The Eagle line is one of the very few whose reputation has not been tarnished in the past season of manufacturing and merchandising excesses.
It

speaker
trade by

Line for the 1926-27 Season

Apco Mfg. Co.

Our New 1927

which

1926

Beacon Radio Mfg. Co.
Announces Trinity Line

EA
See

15,

unit in the base which works with any set, a
jewel case cabinet speaker only sixteen inches
by eleven inches in size but containing a sixtyinch air column and a console cabinet speaker

73 /le

JVl ^at

August

CO., 16 Boyden Place, Newark, N.
ROI

J.

Trinity Six Console
Trinity
chassis

Bio-Phonic

reproducer

Model
built-in.

The

so placed in the console that it slides
in and out, thus making the job of changing
tubes a very simple matter. There is space beneath the chassis compartment for batteries or
eliminators.
The "Trinity Six" table model is
is

in a mahogany cabinet with a drop-leaf door.
The "Trinity Five" compact cabinet is similar

construction to the six-tube models, having,
however, only two stages of audio frequency.
The chassis of all models is easily removable by
simply loosening two screws and lifting it out.
The "Trinity Six" models have three stages
of transformer coupled audio frequency, so adjusted as to assure clear auditorium volume on
all types of broadcasting without distortion. The
panels are of genuine bakelite and carry a long
and short antenna switch as a protection
against leaving the batteries on vvrhen the set is
not in use.
The phone jack is on the panel,
the loud speaker connections being contained in
the cabinet. The circuit in all Trinity models is
tuned radio frequency, built under licenses
granted by the U. S. Navy Dept. to the Beacon
Radio Mfg. Co. in addition to eighty-eight other
patents which have been granted to the manufacturers in connection with the construction of
Trinity receivers and parts used therein. There
are no soldered connections.
All parts used in the Trinity receivers, including the cabinets, are made in the company's own
plant in Brooklyn, with the exception of a few
The Bio-Phonic reprounimportant pieces.
ducer is also the p-oduct of the Beacon Co. and
includes a specially constructed double horn
arrangement.
The new Trinity line is now on exhibition
at the Beacon showrooms in Brooklyn, as well
as at the headquarters of Trinity distributors
throughout the country who have been apin

pointed by E. J. Totten, sales manager of the
Beacon Radio Mfg. Co. Commenting upon business prospects during the forthcoming season,
Mr. Totten stated to a representative of The

World

that

organization
factory year.

outlook is splendid and the
looking forward to a very satis-

the
is

M. Steinert & Sons. Boston, Mass., recently
presented Stromberg-Carlson radio products in
an attractive window display on Boylston street.

!
August

15,
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Hear Amazing Reception

.eivi^'^

Vt^^ *t

The Open Book of Radio
Our guarantee
keep

it

will sell

it

—performance will

sold.

now.

It is the sensation in speakers right

$10

If

you haven't heard

it,

you haven't heard

real radio reception.

tone range than any other
speaker using the paper diaphragm. High
and low tones, both, come out faithfully.
no
Wonderful tone depth. No rasping

Has

greater

—

UTAH
SUPERFLEX

UTAH STANDARD
The speaker with

blasting.
It

$22.50

the Golden

Throat

has no competition at

its

price

— or near

14-inch bell

it.

UTAH JUNIOR

UTAH RADIO PRODUCI^S
142i

S.

CO.

Michigan Ave., Chicago

11-inch bell

$12.50
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Weber-Rance Organization
Ready for a Busy Season
Metropolitan

Firm

Distributing

Other

Ferguson and

Leading
Anticipates Big 1926-27 Season

for

Radio

Bosch,
Lines

taken
quarters in

recently

.yraph

New

company's head-

the

at

The oreanization

York.

is

15,

1926

Announce
Cincinnati Brunswick Trade
Coming Season's Line
Benefits From Lopez Visit

Gilfillan Bros.

Prominent Manufacturers
ers

Add

Several

New

of

Neutrodyne Receiv-

Sets to Line

— Six-Tube,

Mayor Grants Freedom

Popular OrCo-operate Through
Newspaper Ads and Displays

chestra Leader

Totally Shielded Sets a Feature

The executive, sale? and office force of the
Weber-Rance Corp., exchisive metropolitan disAmerican Bosch Magneto
tributor for the
Corp., is shown in the accompanying photo-

August

—

Los Ango^es, Cat., August 5. Gilfillan Bros.,
manufacturers of radio receivers, recently

Inc.,

announced the

line of Gilfillan sets for the 1926-

and

27 season in an attractive folder picturing

describing in detail the latest of the Gilfillan
products. The neutrodyne circuit is used in all
Gilfillan receivers

and

the

line

is

balanced
with a wide price
nicely

range.

of City to

— Dealers

—

Cincinnati, O., August 5. The recent appearance of Vincent Lopez and his Casa Lopez
Orchestra, Brunswick recording artists, at Castle
Farm roadhouse on the outskirts of this city,
provided an opportunity for Brunswick dealers
to make unusual sales of the records of this
popular artist and they more than took advantage of their opportunity. In the first place, the
Cincinnati branch under the direction of E. A.

Model

No. 10, a table
model, is a fiveset,
with
stages of
radio frequency

tube

two

and two stages of
audio

and

frequency,
has a two-

dial control.

a

It !s

compact model

being 19;4 inches
long,

inches

9^2

and ten
inches deep

liigh

Model No.

Live Wire Weber-Rance Oi ganization
well

rounded

superlative

and

equipped to
dealers on the

render
Bosch,

well

service

to

Ferguson and other lines of radio receivers and
accessories of which they are metropolitan distributors.

The executives of
shown seated, from

Weber-Rance

the

Corp.

M. L.
Miller, general sales manager; T. H. Wickwire,
chairman of the board of directors; John W.
Weber, Jr., president; H. L. Becker, treasurer,
and Jos. A. Kerr, sales promotion manager.
to

left

right,

are:

Displays Saxophonic Line
at Two Furniture Shows
Pittsburgh, Pa., August

6.

—L

Goldsmith, presi-

dent of the Player-Tone Talking Machine Co.,
this city, manufacturer of the Player-Tone
Saxophonic phonograph line, returned recently
from a visit to Chicago and New York, where
the company maintained attractive displays at
the furniture shows.
Mr. Goldsmith states that
the displays were very successful, and that the
complete line of twelve models was received
with considerable favor by music dealers.
During the past few weeks the company has
received letters of commendation from dealers

of

various trade centers

in

quality

attractiveness

referring to the

Saxophonic

the

of

the

of

product

cabinet

and

designs.

tone
the

The

Player-Tone factories are working

to capacity
orders closed at the furniture exposition, and Mr. Goldsmith is giving
his personal attention to the production and

take care

to

of

the

adequate merchandising of the

is

The

F.

forwarded

C.

to

Kent

Co., Irvington, N.

the trade a

new

J.,

has just

circular carrying

and descriptions of its entire line
arms and sound boxes. It is at present
putting out six designs of tone arms and two
designs of sound boxes.
In addition to this it

closed speaker,

publicity.

and

a single-dial-controlled set

is

all

self-

Model No. 30, a console cabinet
type receiver, is a six-tube set, employing three
stages of radio frequency and two of audio frequency. Each stage is isolated and completely
shielded.
It has two tuning controls and has

42 inches high.

speaker enclosed and ample space for batteries
is
provided.
It is 30 inches wide, 20 inches
deep and 51 inches high.

a

Other models in the coming season's line are
No. 40, a table model, six-tube set, completely
shielded, with three stages of radio frequency
and two of audio frequency, two-dial control,
and No. 25, a table model, six-tube set, three
stages of radio frequency and two of audio frequency, single-dial control.

all
of the city's newspapers
and photographs of the event.

tically

articles

For several days before the

carried

arrival of

Lopez

the dealers co-operated in a full-page advertise-

ment and the Brunswick dealers had attractive
Lopez displays in their windows and played his
records outside the store. In addition to playing for a week at Castle Farm, where each night
crowds were turned away, the Lopez orchestra

gave concerts at the Rotary Club meeting and
the Junior
at

Chamber

of

at

Commerce meeting and

the stores of the Otto Grau Piano Co. and
P. Gross, so that during the week every

George

day the name of Lopez was mentioVied prominently in the newspapers. All Brunswick dealers
record sales, particu-

increased

greatly

larly of the

Lopez recent

Two New

releases.

Distributors for

CeCo Tubes Are Announced
Providence, R.

August

4.

— The

C.

E.

Mfg.
has

taken possession of the increased facilities accorded by the addition to its factory in this city.
The two new numbers «f the CeCo line, Models
"G" and "H," are proving a decided success.

available in a series of colors.

The increased

Phil Ravis, president of the Peerless

announcing

his

covering of

fabrikoid

and leather

new

Album

present-day
finishes

is

portables

produced

in
in

those that produce record albums. Therefore, our organization is most
fittingly equipped to turn out a high grade prods

inilar plants to

uct along the

most

efficient

and economical

The tone arms, motors and metal
is

no problem for us
In

portables.

line.

so

introducing quality

the names of manufacturers
mechanisms have so widely ad-

products

is

vertised

the

familiar to the trade.

their

in

that

they

are

very

"During July the Peerless Album Co. sent out
its first

samples of

its

new popular-priced

port-

able and these were so well received that quantity

production

was immediately put

of

volume

this

I.,

city,

maker

facilities

of

will

CeCo

tubes,

greatly add to the

of production.

The appointment

of

two new factory

utors has been announced:

McDonaugh

distrib-

Bros.,

Southeastern
States, and A. E. Youngs, of Denver, Col., covAtlanta,

of

Ga.,

covering

the

ering the Mountain States.

F.

W.

Piper on Mid-West Trip

parts of port-

fact,

of these various

Co.,

product, said: "The

ables to-day are quite a standard product,

of tone.

mobiles escorted Lopez to the City Hall, where
Mayor Mu.'ray Seasongood presented the orchestra leader with the keys of the city. Prac-

record albums, recently introduced to the trade
a new popular-priced portable talking machine.
This is later to be supplemented with a higherpriced model which is to be equipped with the
best obtainable motor, tone arm and sound box.
It will have a leather-covered dressing and be

there

and purity

delegation from the Cincinnati Junof Commerce met the orchestra at
the train and an informal parade of eight auto-

The Peerless Album Co., 638 Broadway, New
York City, manufacturer of talking machine

illustrations

clarity

A

Chamber

ior

report

Portable Phonograph Made
by Peerless Album Co.

of tone

continuing to manufacture, on a large scale,
Kent attachment for Edison phonographs.
Among its newest products is the Kentone
"Sensitized Reproducer." This sound box has a
composition diaphragm giving unusual volume,

is

contained, ample space being provided for batteries; it is 17 inches wide, 16'/2 inches deep and

outside

F. C. Kent Co. Distributes
New Descriptive Circular

it

that the visit of the orchestra received plenty of

frequency and two stages of audio frequency.
It

Vincent Lopez Reception Committee
Wegert, record promotion manager, saw to

receiver with ensix-tube set, employing three stages of radio

a

Co., in

line.

a

20,

cabinet

console

into

effect."

F.

W.

Piper,

traveling representative of the

Amplion Corp. of America, manufacturer of
Amplion loud speakers and loud speaker units,
is at present on an important Middle Western
manufacturers. S. B. Trainer, president of the company, who has been spending
a vacation in Canada, dropped in at the New
York executive offices recently, for a conference with Lloyd Spencer, general sales manager, regarding important merchandising plans.
trip visiting

August
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"Organization of a Brass Band by Dealer
Is Not Di fficult," S ays D. L. Whittle
Texas Dealer Gives Interesting Information on the Formation of Bands in Towns and
Organizations Town Merchants Usually Underwrite Initial Expenses

—

There have appeared in this department of
The World numerous instances of band instrument and musical merchandise dealers greatly
stimulating their businesses through the formation and sponsoring of bands and orchestras in
communities, schools, lodges and other institu-

and associations. Figures have been quoted
of the immense profits which these dealers have
gathered through laying the groundwork for

tions

musical organizations, but to the dealer who is
interested in increasing his profits in this manner practical instructions as to the ways and
means of starting a musical aggregation have
been meager.
D. L. Whittle, head of the D. L. Whittle
Music Co., Dallas, Tex., is one dealer who has
profited through his interest in the musical organizations of the community he serves and in
a recent issue of the house organ published by
his establishment he gives some information
based on practical experience which should
prove invaluable to the dealer who is contemplating the formation of a band.
In his introduction, Mr. Whittle touches on the benefits of
a brass band to a community, saying:
"Many a half-asleep, stagnant town has been
aroused and stimulated into a live prosperous
community largely as the result of a brass band.
"During the Summer months band concerts
on the public square certainly do attract trade
not only from the town people but from the
rural district surrounding.
This is well proved
by the fact that whenever once established the
town band finds hearty support on the part of
local merchants.
"Still further, a

good band

of citizenship, provide

much

will

engender pride

advertising to the

town and serve as a strong influence to keep
young folks at home instead of breaking away

tion of playing in a band.

Then

Among

terms from any retailer.
something for music and an instructor to get the band properly started and
this expense is generally gladly borne by local
merchants. Rare indeed is the local merchant
who will not cheerfully and freely support a
brass band he knows that every dollar he puts
into it is returned many times over. Therefore
put the matter squarely up to your local mer-

it

of a real band.

"Of course,

takes
it
it stands to reason that
keep a band together until it can put
itself on a self-sustaining basis. Therefore, have
it understood that each member is
to provide
his own instrument.
This will work hardship
on none, because any person who does not have
ready cash can always buy an instrument on
to

Fred Gretsch, Jr., Joins
the Fred Gretsch Mfg. Go.

It

is

interesting to note that this

Fred Gretsch

three-year-old

makes

in the history of this

Concern.

Mr.

Gretsch,

easy

cliants as a clean-cut, legitimate business proposition, explain to

the

fortyJr.,

them

that in

all

probability

assistance will only be needed at the start."
These excerpts from Mr. Whittle's interesting

wealth of information for the
contemplating pushing the sale
of band instruments.
The hints contained are
not mere theories but information gleaned from
a practical experience which has worked to
bring profits into the cash registers of the
Whittle organization.
article contain a

dealer

who

sisting of

is

two

sets of twins, are all enthusiastic

boosters for Hohner.

Representative Free re-

"The Hohner harmonica is wonfamily is now making life interest-

cently stated:
derful.

Fred Gretsch, Jr., who graduated last month
with a Bachelor of Arts degree from Cornell University, has entered the business of the Fred
Gretsch Manufacturing Co., of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
of which his father, Fred Gretsch, is president.
third

liberal,

"It will cost

—

explain that

is
possible to secure progressive band books
adapted to even the youngest band.
"You will find enthusiasm taking root and
before you know it you will have the nucleus

money

most

131

My

ing for the neighbors.

Hohner harmonicas

dren go to camp for the Summer months and a
supply of Hohners will go with them.
My
father is a very clever harmonica player, and he,
too, is enjoying his Hohner."

is

rapidly assimilating the details of musical mer-

chandise wholesaling and importing, in which
business the Fred Gretsch Mfg. Co. is engaged.

Old-Timer Plays Harmonica
An

interesting incident took place in HamilFish Park, New York, recently. Just before a tryout for the annual harmonica championship contest, Meyer Levitz, ninety-eight
years of age, wandered into the park and was
attracted by a youngster practicing on his harmonica.
Mr. Levitz stated that he also could
play a mouth organ. Someone put a harmonica
into hi-s hands and he entertained the large
crowd with a weird Polish ditty.

ton

Gongressman's Family

Are Hohner

Enthusiasts

—

Washington, D. C, August 6. ^One family in
which the Hohner harmonica is well represented is that of Congressman Arthur M. Free
of California, whose father and children, con-

to other fields.

"Heretofore

upon

a brass

it
has been customary
band as an assemblage

to

look

mu-

of

In recent years, however, with various
activities that are organized, the brass band has
taken on a different aspect, so that we now find
community bands, village bands, city bands,
lodge bands, club bands, church bands, school
bands, factory bands, police, firemen. Boy Scout
bands, etc.
"At first thought one might think organizing
a band was a big job, but when you analyze the
matter you will see that it is not difficult. Every
community or organization has in its members a
certain number of people who can play more or
less proficiently upon some band instrument.
In addition to these, there are always several
who are ambitious to learn and would gladly
take up the study if there were any incentive
sicians.

do

to

so.

band together, first make up two
who you know play some
instrument, and another list of persons who you
think are musically inclined and would be in-

"To

lists

get a

— one

terested..

of persons

Then drop

announcing

a

a

line

mass meeting

to these

for the purpose of

organizing a band. Hold your meeting
central location on some evening that
convenient for all to attend. Arrange
a few of your local merchants on hand
point one of
meeting.

persons,
at

them temporary chairman

will

be

have
and apof the

"Explain to the crowd the advantages to both
community and individual, laying particular
stress upon the pleasure and personal satisfacthe

RUNQ
The Oldest and
Largest Musical
Merchandise House
IN America
Exclusively Wholesale
ESTABLISHED 1634

some

to

are

exceptionally fine tone and their use adds
much to the sum total of happiness. Our chil-

of

C.BRVN0

8rSON,lNC.

aSI-SSFoURIHAVE.NEW^RKClTY

—
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nOHNER

W THE WORLD'S BESl^jS&
How

your Hohner Harmonica stock? Is it enough
to take care of the Fall demand which will be created
by extensive Hohner publicity.
is

Wnit

HOHNER,

M.

Business Builders"

us /or our

Inc.

'it,^

yLa c

HOHNEH PRODUCTS RWf\RDED FIRST PRIZE /\T THE PflNRMflPACIFIC IMTERNATIONnL EXPOSITION SAN FRf\NClSCO I PIS'
This

tion of the country.

AUister Wylie and Band
Entirely King Equipped

each of the

some

—

St. Louis, Mo., August 5.
Allister Wylie and
His Band, who were recently entirely equipped

not to be wondered

best-known dance orchestras in
the country.
Allister Wylie, the director, was
formerly with Gene Rodemich's Brunswick Refor

Popular St. Louis Dance Aggregation Uses and
Endorses King Instruments Exclusively
Equipped by Aeolian Co. of Missouri

is

new aggregation, practically
members of the orchestra has played

for although a

at,

cording Orchestra; Kenneth Albrecht, first saxophone, was formerly with Paul Whiteman's
Pavilion Royal Orchestra; Clarence Forster,
first trumpet, was with Whiteman's Collegians,
Vincent Vanni, tuba, was at one time with the
Toscanini Symphony of Milano, Italy, and with
the Metropolitan Opera Orchestra of New York
and at the present time is a member of the
St. Louis Symphony Orchestra, and so on down
the line, each of the boys has served for a time
with world-famous aggregations.

Saxophone Shop Opened
— The Sa.xophonc
Portland, Ore., August
4.

Shop, owned and operated by Robert Christen-,
sen, recently opened at 274 Washington street.
The proprietor is a prominent sa.xophone artist
and for two years was in charge of sa.xophone

WyUe's Orchestra

sales in

of Missouri with King band
instruments, are rapidly becoming one of the
most popular orchestras operating in this sec-

by the Aeolian Co.

Oregon

for

Sherman, Clay

&

The

Co.

store will specialize in saxophones, but will also

carry a line of other small instruments and Har-

mony

Care

of the

Saxophone

of the

New

Allister

Dealer Issues Brochure on

records.

Music Co. Gives Instructions to Purchasers of Saxophones to Enable Them to

Pacific

Avoid Repair Charges
Seattle, Wash., August
Co.,

band instrument

4.

—The

Music

Pacific

some time ago

dealer,

issued instructions entitled "Care of the Saxophone," which have received wide praise from
patrons of the store for the practical assistance
which the brochure gives in helping them take
better care of their instruments.
The instructions read:

"The few suggestions offered here will help
you to keep your instrument in first-class condition and will reduce to a minimum your repair and accessory bills.
"Regardless of the seemingly complicated arrangement of the mechanism on a saxophone, it
will rarely get out of order if it is handled with
ordinary care and given the attention it is entitled to.

"After using your sa.xophone, do not lay it
on the table, piano or elsewhere, where dust will
accumulate on the springs, pivots and bearings.
Put it away in its case. (A case is always a
good investment and will save more than its
price in repair bills.)

The

NEW SUPER-LUDWIG DRUM
Parallel Snare

Throw-Off

Perfect Snare Control

the

Drum World

Again Ludwig

sets

the pace with

new drum— the SUPER-LUDWIG with its many new advanced
a

features.

INDIVIDUAL
snares,

snares

a

and

PERFECT

parallel

means

adjustment of
throw-off

of

securing
snare control are but
for

a few of the many new improved
ideas to be found on this latest
creation of Ludwig engineers and
craftsmen.
It's

who
Us

Now

a sales leader for the dealer
is on the alert to be up and

ahead of the van that

Patd. Jan. 1924 and Others Pending
to

for Prices and Discounis

LUDWIG & LUDWIG
World's

Largest

Drums and Drum

1611

to

it

on a piece of glass

By following

The Sensation of

Makers

of
Accessories

1627 No. Lincoln

Street,

will follow.

it

after playing.
off

the

(flat side

reed

down).

suggestion, your reeds will

this

give you better service, as well as the cork on
the mouthpipe.

"Do

not allow moisture to get on the pads.
you play your sa.xophone there is a certain amount of moisture in the breath, which
condenses and adheres to the inside of the in-

When

Continuous playing will cause this
condensation to run down the inside of the instrument to the bow or bend at the bottom. Be
strument.

sure to drain this out of the bell before laying
If allowed to remain in
run out of the tone holes
and get on the pads, causing them to become
hard and shrink out of shape so that they do
not cover the tone holes properly. It is a good
idea to place a piece of blotting-paper under
the high D, Eb and F keys when you put the instrument away.
If a pad has a tendency to
stick sprinkle it with talcum powder.
"All springs and bearings should be oiled
occasionally, but be careful not to get any oil

the instrument down.
the instrument,

it

on the pads."
Dealers might
useful

CHICAGO

Always remove

Clean out the mouthpiece, wipe

and put

Individual Snare Adjustment

Send

"Don't allow the mouthpiece to remain on
the mouthpipe.

as

a

will

find the

means

of

foregoing suggestions

giving

service

to

cus-

and to avoid unnecessary complaints
at the store from purchasers who neglected their
saxophones through ignorance.
tomers

August

15,
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IN
is

spending

many

Summer

his

vacation learning the

ning of a large musical merchandise business
such as that of Buegeleisen & Jacobson.

Orchestra Banjo

Bacon Banjo Go. Fills
Orders for Special Model
Groton, Conn., August 7.— A marked demand
for

banjoists the coun-

cent

tone

!

Its fine

qualities,

beauty

— have

ated

an

leled

demand

tliis

its

Waring's
Pennsylvanians

scribing the
line of

dolutes,

are

for

for
de-

Man-

Address Dept.

When you
visit

our

St.

ticularly

W

&

Phila., Pa.

attend the Music Trades Convention
exhibit, Room 608 Commodore Hotel.

J.

&

Clay

&

Banjo

re-

Co.,

of

D. Silver Bell banjos.

of

Bacon

Co.,

Pacific

banjos,

recently

active at the present time.

During the Summer

The staff of Buegeleisen & Jacobson, New
York City, importers and wholesalers of musical
merchandise, has been augmented during the
Summer months by the addition of Harry

large

Send for Price

545-347 South 6th
ferent departments.

and

Stresses Small
New

Orleans, La., August

6.

—A

window

dis-

Mr. Buegeleisen, Jr., is a
student at the University of Pennsylvania and

of Philip Werlein, Ltd., and attracted great
crowds and considerably increased sales in dif-

St.

A

smallest

camp scene was
detail

camp

chair in

— on

conceded

to

An open camp

The

Satisfied

suits,

suspended from the branches of a

Drummer* s
Instruments

'

A New 96-Page

Catalog

"N" Mailed

Free

Drummer Always Comes Back

^)^Cd4/ Manufacturing Co.,

carried

tree,

helped tliose gazing at the display to visualize a
nook in the woods. A Radiola and a portable
talking machine were Included in the musical
equipment of the campers.

be

"Drumdom.

fire

out the illusion of a vacation spot and the water
in the distance, a canoe, fishing rods and bathing

the most remarkable instrument
yet achieved in

was

foreground a banjo was

the

FLOATING HEAD
is

depicted,

scene

the moss-covered ground nearby a

The New Professional

DRUM

the

In a forest setting a tent was erected and on

''World's Finest

TIE UPWITH--^

CO.., Inc.
Newark, N. J.

effective.

ukulele was resting.

Goods

Buegeleisen, son of Samuel Buegeleisen, head

WHO VIEW THE FUTURE WITH
AN EYE TO PROGRESS SHOULD

the

to

placed,

Philip Werlein Display

List

HYGRADE CASE

a

play which presented all types of musical instruments recently occupied the window of the store

of the organization.

Our new Combination Sax Case

Recently

shipment of gold and silver Bacon
banjos was sent to South America and another
equally large shipment was forwarded to the
London office. Upon the return of Fred Bacon
from his vacation in the hills of Vermont, Mr.
Day left for a vacation trip to Canada and
plans to spend a short time in Boston, where
he formerly lived.
a

Harry Buegeleisen With
B.

of B.

visualized in a

is

Bacon

for the coming season.
The export business of the organization is also par-

e.A. WEYMANN &SON, Inc.
1108 Chestnut

makers

the

ing dealers

Agencies
and Ukuleles.
available for a few live dealers.

Guitars

still

city,

of

Coast disordered
from the factory, in this city, a special banjo
for one of their customers who wanted to pay
$200 more than the best regular model in stock.
A special banjo was prepared and David L.
Day, general manager of the organization, reports that there are now in process at the factory four or five special instruments for lead-

Weymann

Banjos,

experience

tributors

unparal-

Write TO-DAY
handsome catalog

Banjoist

quality merchandise

Slierniaii,

cre-

this instrument.
Fred C. Buck

Musical Instrument
Cases

for itself

the endorsement of

try over

from page 132)

interesting details connected with the run-

The Weymann
Has won

133

Indianapolis, Indiana

—
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Growing

Waco,
in

this

Tex.,
city

August

5.

— The

Harmonica Bands

An

band contest held

recently resulted in

much

prestige

Interest in Organization of

Number

dicated by Increasing

—

the

1926

15,

from page 133)

King Equipped Band Victor
Suggestions on Formation
in Recent Texas Contest
of Harmonica Bands Issued
Allen Academy Junior College Band, Under
Direction of E. A. Lightfoot, Awarded First
Prize Other King Aggregations Triumph

August

"Silver Bell"

Banjos

Bands In-

of Inquiries

Schools

in

excellent indication of the popularity of
is to be found in the growing

harmonica

interest
civic

on the part of

authorities

everywhere in h a rmonica playing. This
interest

has

pronounced

been
and

so
in-

quiries relative to the

formation of harmonica o.'ganizations have
been so frequent that

M. Hohner, Inc., New
York, maker of the

Hohner

harmonica,
has compiled a list of
h

e

1

for

p ful suggestions
the formation of

harmonica bands. An
idea

The Winning Band.

Upper Right

— E.

a.nd praise being received by King band instruments, manufactured by the H. N. White Co.'
of Cleveland, O.
In a reading of the prize
awards it is seen that the Allen Academy
Junior College Band, under the direction of E.

A. Lightfoot,

Junior Class.

one day

this

bs
alf>ne jM.

Hohner.

Inc..

for illustrated

book

of

Prominent

Orchestra and Professional Players

The Bacon BanjoCo. Jnc.
GROTON

-

CONN.

-

wide-

spread interest is to
found in the fact

A. Lightfoot

that in

of

Send

received

from eight different cities relative to
the best procedure for the formation of these
inquiries

bands and

orch?<;t-a^.

Hardly

a

day passes but

was awarded first prize in the
This band is King equipped. The

Tex.,
band, under the direction of
Arthur Layont, with practically an all King instrumentation, was awarded second prize in the
Other bands either fully or
Six Year Class.
partially King equipped, which finished in theprize winning classes, were the Nacogdoches,
Texas, band, under the direction of W. K.
Faifer, which took second prize in the Four
Year Class; the Navasota Concert Band, under
the direction of E. A. Lightfoot, which took
second prize in the Third Year Class, and the
Austin College Band, which took second prize
Paris,

The Dallas Band
King band instruments, is largely responsible for the many
Texas orchestras which are King equipped.
in

the Junior College Class.

House, Texas distributor

of the

Harmonica Band

at

Pennsylvania Institution for the Blind
that information is requested as to organization
The use of harmonicas in schools and institutions is perhaps best visualized in instances
of two of the largest cities.
In Chicago the
harmonica is used in over 250 schools and in
Philadelphia there are between sixty and seventy
harmonica organizations.

In this latter city an out-of-the-ordinary har-

monica organization is found in the harmonica
band of the Pennsylvania Institution for the In-

^olesalers

of

Musical Merchandise

_

fora Generafion

struction of the Blind. In the early Fall of 1924
Albert N. Hoxie, who has been instrumental in
the formation of a number of harmonica orchestras, came to Overbrook and established a harmonica orchestra in this great institution. The
popularity of the harmonica here was instantaneous and rehearsals were looked forward to
eagerly. Accordingly^ with this spirit the Overbrook harmonica band advanced rapidly and not

only

SOLE DISrMBUTORS OF

furnished

entertainment

within

its

domain but mingled with other harmonica

own
or-

Philadelphia during Boys' Week
and other special occasions, when large groups
of harmonica players were gathered.
It is inganizations

DURRO,^;°i;^'^
and

in

teresting to note that this blind organization has

STEWART CUiTARr

UKCLELEr

ILLUSTR/tTED C/tTftLOG

Bue^elei^en ijacobson
5*7*9 Union Squarc,NewYork
\*9

won

a large silver cup,

playing, and

won

second prize for group

in competition with twentj'

other clubs. A very interesting and detailed
account of the harmonica at the Overbrook Institution is to be found in the current annual
report which has just been issued.
It is only natural that the increased use of the
harmonica by institutions is having a favorable
effect

upon the popularity

individual use.
1

it

of the

harmonica

for

August
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LE^NlNffiwoRllyMysl
Growing Demand

in

son Co. presents Negro spirituals "Steal Away"
and "Every Time I Feel the Spirit," with musical arrangements by Williams Arms Fisher.
To the octavos by Victor Harris has been

Summer Months

Sheet Music

for
Creates Dealer Profits

Extending the Season of Active Demand for Sheet Music and Records Is Having a Marked
Effect on the Profits of Dealers Who Operate Sheet Music Departments Important Factor

—

August
fact that

was distinguished by the

year

last

demand

the

for popular sheet

music

and for popular records became almost as active
as any of the Fall months in previous years.
According to early reports on August of this
year this activity is duplicating itself. Seemingly
there is no particular reason for this, because
the caliber of numbers that are published in
August and appear in record form is only on
a

par with releases of other months.
years back the popular music publishers

Some
began

Fall

their

campaigns

their initial efforts at the

in

Summer

August

with

resorts.

They

did this then on the premise that the visitors to

these places

who would

home to all
Labor Day would
return

parts

country after
carry
with them the melodies that had been made
popular during the late Summer.
This plan,
however, generally produced sales in September
and only to a small extent in August.
Now most of the big publishing organizations
do not plan any special campaign at these resorts in August other than that they carry on
The reason for
in the months of June or July.
this is that the larger publishing companies keep
their personnel intact throughout the entire year
and as far as their publicity activities are concerned one month is generally only as important
There are just as many
as another month.
bands playing in_ May, June or July and there
are just as many people, if not more so, appearof

the

ing in public places, and these crowds are the at-

Make
&

&

Lang, Inc.,
Australian Deal

Bibo, Bloedon

Inc., the new and
young popular publishers,
with executive offices at 1595 Broadway, New
York City, have closed arrangements for the

Bloedon

Bibo,

Lang,

enterprising firm of

Australian rights of their publications with J.
Albert & Son, Sidney, Australia. The first of
these numbers that were transferred to the

Australian copyright owners were "Am I Wasting My Time Over You," "My Cutey's Due at
Two to Two To-day" and "Will You Be True."

Mr. Albert,

who

recently has been visiting

New

was very much impressed with
these numbers and lost no time in concluding

York

publishers,

traction for the publisher

course, there

no matter what the

music wherever there are

crowds. Thousands of orchestras are organized
each year and they must have work. The result is that whether one is at the top of the
mountain, on a quiet lake, or at the most attractive seashore, they will find popular music.
There is no question about there being considerably more orchestras working in Summer
The
than at any other season of the year.
present-day band and orchestra is composed of
youthful players, many of whom during the Fall
and Winter return to other duties, to schools
and colleges. It may be that these thousands of
new bands and orchestras that have sprung up
in recent years are responsible for an earlier
Fall activity than was prevalent in seasons past.
Certainly, no matter where the orchestra is, it
This
manages to play the latest successes.
combined publicity on the songs of the moment

by orchestras playing wherever
dozen or more people may result

there
in

are

in

a

IN

CIRCLES'^

were

familiarity with every class of artist, their style

and appeal, gave her a background for judging
what the public wanted in the way of popular
renditions and her entry into the radio field
brought immediate success.
Among the Marks numbers that Miss Brooks
sings so successfully are "Would-ja," "Reaching
for the Moon," "My Little Nest," "Ain't We
Carryin' On," "Wallflower" and "Nice Girl."

Dit-

wnoi^G

SEbYOU
LEAVE ._
GET THOSE I SOMETHING,

A

stone Ballad J
hy UmS «^ Y0UN6
hy FRED PHILLIPS

'rollin'

Lyrics

Music

WALtER DOKALDSON'S

TO REMEMBER
Beautiftil

They

billed

girl to employ the soft, intimate type of singing
which has become so popular.
Miss Brooks had been primarily a pianist and
not a singer and it was only by accident that
she discovered how well her voice sounded
through the microphone.
She is a thorough
musician, having been trained on the piano,
studying several years under the eminent teacher, Donato Montano.
She appeared on the concert platform as accompanist, following which
she entered vaudeville.
Finding this life too
strenuous, about a year ago she joined the staff
of the Edward B. Marks Music Co.
Her

solo.

A

intimate

under the head of whispering tenors,
baritones and pianists, etc., but up to this time
all of these artists
were of the male gender.
Recently, however, we have in the person of
Belle Brooks what is believed to be the first

To its part songs for men's voices the Oliver
Ditson Co. has added "The Peacemaker," taken
from the "Poems, Essays and Letters" of Joyce
Kilmer, set to music by Herbert J. Tily and
dedicated to the Associated Glee Clubs of
America, also the "Sea Gypsy," set to music by
Franz C. Bornschein, and "A Sea Song," by
Samuel Richard Gaines; and "A Song of Fellowmusic by
ship," words by Monte Wellings,
Harvey B. Gaul. To the Ditson sacred music
for men's voices has been added "Intercession."
This is described as a hymn-anthem with tenor

EYES' —

and the
on a

They brought

new style of public rendition and their
manner seemingly had a wide appeal.

Issued
by Oliver Ditson Go.

and also those hps
amd those nose/

Singing

vaudeville, photoplay houses, radio

talking machine record.

L

AROUND

New

of this type have reached exceptional popularity

New Numbers

GO

the

During the past year "whispering" solo sing-

second

mixed voices the

in

ing of popular songs, accompanied by ukulele
or piano, has had quite a vogue.
Many artists

quite a gain.

part songs for

and

Makes

Success in

in which sales of sheet music and records
August have reached a height that was formerly found only in the earlier Fall months.
No matter what the cause, the sales are welcome.
Extending the active sales season for popular
music and popular records through an additional

its

women's voices

the

Belle Brooks

in

is

for

Singing,"

and "A Spring Carol," by R. M. Stults.
anthems for mixed voices the company has added the following: "O Thou Who
Keepest the Stars Alight," "Sweet Saviour,
Bless Us," which is arranged with a baritone
solo, "Thou Art the Way," with a soprano and
tenor solo, and "My Peace I Leave With You,"
arranged in eight parts for mixed voices.

To

season

month

"A Grace Before

tor Saar,

the aggre-

gate to a substantial increase in sales.
At any rate, this is seemingly the

To

arrangements.

is

a three-part

called

two-part songs for women's voices now appear
"Where Do All the Daisies Go?," "Happy Days
of Yore" and "In Spring." The Ditson Co. has
also
released for its three-part songs for
women's voices "A Welcome," by Louis Vic-

season.

Of

number

added

mm
"ykat Russian lox-Trot-skyi

Memory Som^

BENN^
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RECORD BREAKERS

RECORD

FIVE

August

Above Songs Featored By Orchestra And Vaudeville Acts From Coast To Coast

IRVING BERLIN

INC.,

G07

I

Broadway,

Adds Three New
Members to Its Catalog

"Happiness Boys" Appear
at Strand Theatre

Forster

Feature "Howdy Do Everybody, Howdy Do"
and Number of Other of Their Popular
Songs Score With the Audience

"Out of My Dreams," "Kentucky Lullaby" and
"The Pal You Left at Home" Newest Compositions From This Firm

—

Billy

Jones and Ernest Hare,

radio and record artists

billed

the well-known
under the name

Chicago,

III.,

August

6.

— Forster

Music Pub-

Chicago, is releasing three newnumbers which look very promising and indicate
lisher,

Inc.,

some more hits will be added to the large
number of successful songs published by this

that

company.

A new

number, "Kentucky Lullaby,"
"Out of My Dreams," both by
Ned Miller and Chester Cohn, and another
mother song, "The Pal You Left at Home," a
ballad written by Alvin Alton, a young chap in
Memphis, Tenn., are the latest additions. Attractive counter signs and window strips have
been prepared for the dealer in announcing the

and

waltz

a fox-trot,

"Out

My

Dreams"

is based on the famous
Forster publishes the Schipa
arrangement of "Liebestraum," which is a tre-

of

"Liebestraum,"

a

photoplay house recently, opening

Theatre,
their

at the

in

Strand

New

York, as a feature attraction.
In
with their famous
Everybody, Howdy Do," following

program they opened

"Howdy Do

with their not quite

equally well-known travesty

on the operas and several popular songs including "When the Red, Red Robin Comes Bob Bob
Bobbin'," "Pardon Me While I Laugh," "My
Cutey's Due at Two to Two" and "It Don't Do
Nuthin' But Rain." They scored a hit with their

mendous

seller

hopes for

its

and

company has

the

great

of

the

Kosarin South American
Representative for Publishers

popular version.

The firm recently added ten more men for
promotion work throughout the country, -who
are working closely with broadcasting stations,
theatres, motion picture houses and dance orchestras. The three songs they are now working on are "Lulu Lou," a comedy song; "Whispering Trees," a waltz; and "Just a Little
Dance." The latter is being featured again this
week at the Oriental Theatre by Paul Ash, who
was one of the writers of the number. Members

Leaving San Francisco on May 22, Mr. Little
Kansas City, Chicago, Cleveland, Philadelphia, Boston and New York and everj'where
he found that the representatives of the Sherman, Clay & Co.'s publishing department were doing very well.
Mr. Little attended the annual
convention of the sheet music dealers and he
found that two other songs of his firm were going over very well, "Give Me To-day" and the
Spanish tango fox-trot "Adios."
Almost without exception, the press of California has devoted space to praising the Sherman, Clay & Co.'s "Folk Songs of the Spanish
Californians," collected, translated and arranged
by William J. McCoy. California artists are now
singing them enthusiastically at their concerts
and recitals. Mr. Little said that some of these
songs had been republished before, of recent
years, but new words were set to them, whereas
these songs go with the sentiments that inspired
them.
That is one af the reasons why they are
now appealing to Californians and the country in
visited

general.

songs.

The Happiness Boys
"Happiness Boys," made their first appearance

New York

local

trade

recently

also

Robbins-Engel, Inc., and Several Other American Firms Represented in Southern Continent
by Harry Kosarin, Successful Sales Agent

Harry Kosarin,
Engel,

now

Inc.,

sales

agent

South American

in

for

Robbins-

countries,

is

actively representing several other Ameri-

heard

"Whispering Trees," when it was presented by
Wendell Hall, the composer, at the Piano Club
of Chicago.

Ed. Little Returns

From

Trip Through the East

audiences.

MARK THESE DOWN
AS MARKS HITS!

Head

of
Sherman-Clay Publishing Department Finds "Schoolday Sweethearts" Going
Very Strong With the Public

My

Little Nest
Franz Lehar's fox-trot masterpiece

Reaching for the
The accepted

S.\N Francisco, Cal., August

department di Sherman, Clay & Co. seems to be
two years ahead of the times. Ed. Little, man-

Moon

ager of

fox-trot hit of 1926

fox-trot

in

who

has just returned

the East,

found that one

netv heart-throb fox-trot

Edward B. Marks Music Co.
City

Now

Harry Kosarin

i
j
can publishers.

1
I
Mr. Kosarin has achieved exceptional results in exploiting American popular songs and standard music in all the large
His
trade centers in the Southern continent.
work, in addition to creating a market for such
goods, is supplemented by energetic activities
in

protecting

same

We

American

copyrights

in

these

countries.

herewith

show Mr. Kosarin

sitting

at

has swung around to the
sort of sentiments that inspired "Schoolday
Sweethearts" and the result is that the song is one

ease in his executive office, and, with the purpose of getting the most out of the occasion,
holding a copy of "For Heaven's Sake."

the best sellers.
In Cleveland Mr. Little
found it had been the headliner for four straight
weeks and he heard it all along his line of
travel, which was quite extended.

The Al Sirat Grotto Band, a King-equipped
aggregation, won first prize in the National
Band Contest held recently in St. Louis, Mo.

then.

I'm Just a

New York

month

people were following a different song style just

Wall-Flower

St.

department,

was a song, "Schoolday Sweethearts," which was published in 1923
and had to be put away in mothballs, because

We

225 W. 46th

a

of the biggest successes there

Ain't
Carrying On
The comedy "gang" song hit

The

this

from over

Would-ja?
Unique rhythm

3.— The publishing

the

cycle

of

August
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STeve PAxreRNACK
WRICHARO A. WHIT(NG

by FERDIE GROFE

Especially arranged for orchestia

"At Peace With the World"
Featured in Camel Cigarette Publicity

Berlin Title

Marks Numbers Used

in

Settmg^for "Variety"
Well-known Successes of That House
Used in Presentation With Elaborate Ger-

Five

Well-known Brand Uses Title
Campaign Second

—

Most
an

popular songs
This idea also

idea.

of

Irving

Title

From

Latest Success in Country-wide
Berlin Catalog to Be Used by Firm

Berlin's

around
are written
generally proves the

title
of the number, the idea and the title
being synonymous. Thus the titles no matter
how short tell a story. Two of Irving Berlin's

new

Billboard

man Film

posters and painted and illuminated signs

Camel cigarette campaign appeared at
Broadway and Forty-seventh street on a triangular strip of property which is considered
the

in

one of the best advertising spots

the country.

in

Just Released

A new German film released in this country
by Famous Players and known as "Variety"
is presented with the musical accompaniment,
which, includes five successful numbers from
the Edward B. Marks Music Co. catalog. These
numbers are "Jolly Peter," "Parade of the
Wooden Soldiers," "No Use Crying," "When
You See That Aunt of Mine" and Franz
Lehar!s latest, "My Little Nest." Incidentally
of these numbers were huge successes in
Germany, under similar German titles a short
all

time ago.
"Variety"

said to be

is

German photoplay

the most

elaborate

since the release here

some

years ago of "Passion." So far it has been presented at the Rialto Theatre, New York, and
several other large houses in important cities.
Later it is to appear in every section of the
country.

A

Real

Feist Song Pleases Prince

Advertising Tie-up

have so much significance that they
have appeared as alluring and descriptive captions for the nationally advertised and widely
known cigarette, the Camel.
Probably no national advertiser has been

Seventeen thousand nine hundred and ninetynine more similar pieces of copy will shortly
greet the eye in every city, town and hamlet

more

Sam Fox

late titles

than the makers of Camel
cigarettes.
Their nation-wide outdoor displays
include
illuminated and painted signs and
posters. In the poster game an advertising message is generally held down to ten words. They
must be trite, complete and forceful. These
displays are sold on a basis of circulation, and
while the circulation is tremendous the illustration

consistent

and the text must be shot over

the country.

people first adopted
the Berlin title "Always."
This appeared on
handsomely multi-colored signs and multi-colored posters with an illustrated figure and a
cigarette

package of Camel cigarettes completing the
message.
We do not believe that there has
ever been a shorter piece of text carrying out a
story and an idea in poster and painted advertising campaigns.
"Always" proved a powerful
caption, more so, it is said by the advertising
agents who have made a specialty of this sort
of media for many years, than anything that
has preceded in this particular Camel campaign.
It was adopted for the caption for 18,000 signs
throughout the country.
Now to supplement its advertising drive another Irving Berlin title has been paid tribute
For the
by these Camel advertising agents.
same sort of campaign, in looking around for a
suitable caption, they struck upon the idea of
Berlin's latest song hit, "At Peace With the
World." They look upon it as even a more
advantageous piece of copy. The first of these

-^.-j^.omaflc

.

Go. Secures New
Spanish Dance Success

for "Bobadilla" in This
It in

Country

—To

Feature

National Campaign

The Sam Fox Publishing

of

Co.,

handle

New York

country
Spanish success, "Bobadilla," a six-eighth
one-step, originally published by Keith Prowse
O., is to

in this

the

&

London. The Fox organization
rushing out orchestrations and vocal copies
and has arranged a national exploitation drive
on this number. Already it is said that some
of the leading record and roll companies have
requested special orchestrations so that they can
release it at an advance date.
Co., Ltd., of

is

Paul Whiteman

in

Gotham

Following his return from a triumphant
European tour, Paul Whiteman and his Orchestra gave a concert in the Central Park Mall,
New York, which was broadcast from station

WNYC.
Win and
Little

Art Bean, of the Saxophone Shop,
Rock, Ark., have opened a branch store

Conway, Ark., carrying
and string instruments.
at

a.

full

line

of

band

and eight

" IT
Prince

in tfie

General

Circle,

MUST BE LOVE."
of

Wales Dances

to

a

Favourite Fox-Trot.

Well-known Concern Gets Publishing Rights

and Cleveland,

Camel

of Wales has long been recognized
an enthusiast for American popular music.

Circle

at the first

glance.

The

in

The Prince
as

The Prince of Wales was present at
the dinner given
last
night bv the
Ataerican Ambassador, Mr. Houghton
and Mrs. Houghton, at the historic
Crewe House, in Curzoh-street, and
stayed on to a ball given for their daughter. Miss Matilda Houghton.
He did
not leave until shortly before the coinpany dispersed at 3 a.m.
The Prince took part in the great
majority of the dances, all fox-trots.
His partner for the first dance and
several others was Miss Houghton, who
looked extremely pretty, and he danced
also witli Miss Betty Baldwin, the Premier's daughter, and with several of the
vivacious American girls present.
A fox-trot favourite of the Prince's,
" It Must Be Love," was played by Ambrose's Orchestra at his special request,
Another,
Mr,
and was repeated.
Dooley." had to be given three times,
'

His latest favorite is, according to a report from
London, reproduced below, the musical comedy
success, "It Must Be Love," a Leo Feist, Inc.,
publication.
This song is still a big American
success and from late reports is repeating its
achievement in Europe. It was the outstanding

number

in

last

season's

"Merry, Merry," one
^hows on Broadway.

of

musical
the

most

success,

popular
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Bust of Victor Herbert
for Central Park, New York
Victor Herbert, whose compositions and perare so highly thought of by New
Yorkers, is to have a memorial in Central Park.
It will be located in the southwest corner of
the concert grounds, almost opposite the band

where many

of his

band and orchestral

compositions are played.
It will be a bronze
bust
designed by Edmond T. Quinn, aad has
been approved by the Art Commission.

F. B. Kelton
Frank

Kelton, formerly California repre-

B.

the

band

and

Harms,

Inc.,

62

of

New

One

Joe Davis, besides being the head of the Triangle Music Publishing Co., Inc., every once in
a while writes a song or two.
This time it is a
beautiful Hawaiian waltz song entitled: "My
Hawaiian Serenade." He wrote it in conjunction
with Arthur C. King, who in his spare time
sings and plays over the radio and is on no less

than ten stations a week. In the past ten days
he has received over 500 letters commenting
upon his new song. He expects to make this
one of his plug songs this Fall in conjunction
with "She Belongs to Me," "I'm Leaving You,"
"I Don't Want to Forget."

all

department

Forty-fifth

Young Kelton

York.

has played

West

now manager

is

orchestra

has

show world

of

street.

been closely
his life and

all

of the leading vaudeville circuits

of America.

Portland's Prosperity
Indicated by Business

—

— News

clave

of

PoRTL.VND, Ore.,

perous"
report

is

the

Month

.\ugust

5.

— "Portland

is

pros-

the Portland Oregonian, which

conjunction with the statistical department
Lumbermen's Trust Company, has made
an exhaustive survey of business conditions in
Portland, securing data from every source.
This survey was made to answer, if possible,
with some degree of economic accuracy the
"How's business?"
ever popular question:
Every fundamental index points to a continuain

of the

New
Leo

Grofe Suite

publishing a descriptive
suite by Ferdie Grofe, the arranger for Paul
Feist,

Inc.,

is

Whiteman, which has been
sippi."

It

is

"Missis-

entitled

issued for orchestra and also as a
It is in four movements under the

piano solo.
captions "Father of the Waters," "Huckleberry Finn," "Old Creole Days" and "Mardi
Gras."

New

Harris

Numbers

Charles K. Harris, the pioneer popular puband ballad writer, has a number of surprise songs which will be introduced during the
coming season. Among these are "The Sweetest
Kiss of All," "Starlight, the Roses and You,"
lisher

"Would You

Tell,"

"You Never Cared

Me Back Home

"They Don't Want

Me,"
Again," and
for

TUNTES "VbU'LL EmJOy/
Senorita
'
Mifie
SjjSmshroxTreh

SeisonsHii/li

You For Me

^ Me Tor

CHARLESTONX^ .You

HOUND

ClAHENa WIILIAHSJ^USIC

II

,

PUB,C0.1nc.IWBv4j'..N.Y.

tion

of this

prosperity.

Portland merchants, wholesalers and their
salesmen went en masse to Seattle to attend the
Western Music Trades Convention held there
July 27 to 30, inclusive, with just enough of
the store force left behind to "carry on" as best
they could.
W. H. Lawton, Pacific Northwest manager
of the Columbia Phonograph Co., and Randall
Bargelt, Oregon representative, called all Columbia dealers of Portland and the State of

Oregon

to the

Multnomah Hotel,

Portland, for

a demonstration of the new Columbia Viva-tonal
phonograph.
Five models were shown and
demonstrated, the dealers receiving them with
great enthusiasm.
The Remick Song Shop, Seiberling, Lucas
Music Co., Vern L. Wenger Co., G. F. Johnson Piano Co., and the McCormick Music Co.,
all Columbia dealers, again are co-operating with
full-page newspaper advertisements for the Columbia New Process records, by featuring Columbia Viva-tonal and New Process record advertisements on the accompanying page and report excellent results being obtained.
Offices of the Oregon Music Trades Association, the Oregon Radio Trades Association and
the Portland Broadcast Listeners' Association
have been moved from 411 Journal Building to

Rooms

Want

"

of the Pacific

Northwest Radio Expo-

assuring radio fans and dealers that
one of the best radio shows to be held in the
United States during the coming year will be in
Portland, September 21 to 25, inclusive, at the
municipal auditorium.
Out of a total of 84
booths in the auditorium, 60 have already been
sold, with the greater part of the remaining 24
booths spoken for.
The first annual Pacific Northwest Atwater
Kent radio dealers' convention was held here
at the Multnomah Hotel, July 23 and 24, under
the auspices of the Sunset Electric Co., George
L. Sammis, manager in charge. The convention
opened with the registration of guests, the address of welcome being given by Gordon Prentice, president of the Sunset company, who introduced H. T. Stockholm, personal representative of Atwater Kent.
New models were exsition,

is

and prices announced by Stockholm,

hibited

also gave an

explanation of their service

policy.

"The Saxophone Shop" has been opened at
Bob Christensen, a
local prominent saxophone artist.
The Vern Wenger phonograph shop, for four

years located at 224 Alder street, has moved
Mr. Wenger has taken two
to 264 Alder street.
floors at 264 Alder street, installing his Victor,

Brunswick and Columbia phonograph and record departments on the first floor and his Grebe,
RCA and Fada radio lines on the second floor.

W.

Jones, traveling representative of the
Co., reported the Yakima News MuCo., exclusive Brunswick dealer, is enlarging
space by moving from its old location to

Carl

Brunswick
sic
its

109 East Yakima avenue, in order to have more
space and a more desirable location nearer the

main shopping district.
Mr. Jones also announced that the Bailey
Music Co., of Spokane, under the management
Mr.
of Russell Bailey, is remodeling its store.
Jones, who for the past fifteeit years has been
Pacific Northwest representative of various national phonograph companies, among them the
Columbia and Cheney, affiliated August 1 with
the L. C. Warner Co. of Seattle, Portland and
Spokane, in the radio department of the Seattle

branch.

Co., at Alder and Eleventh streets, has rented space to Mrs. G. Gadby
for a record and portable phonograph departMrs. Gadby has installed the Okeh,
ment.
Odeon and Vocalion records and the Swanson

Conn-Portland Music

portable.
All Victor dealers report splendid success with
the reduced price sale of their remaining stock
of Victor mechanically recorded records.

Frank Raymond, for the past several years
manager of the Wiley B. Allen Co., has
been transferred to the San Francisco Wiley B.
Allen store, where he will have charge of the
sales

Ampico department.

301-302 of the same building.
J. Thompson, Jr., executive secretary

Nellie Mugler, who two years ago forsook the
record business to enter the automobile business, has returned to her "old love" and is back
at the record department of Sherman, Clay &

Oregon Radio Trades Association, and

Co., this city.

George
of the

m

274 Washington street, by

the heading of a two-page newspaper

made by

SONC3

manager

who
Dealers Optimistic as Good Business Continues
Trade Representatives Attend Seattle Con-

You'll
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WITH

To

15,

Donaldson Delight/

Q-he Fox Trot Ballad

a new mother song, entitled "Safe in Mother'^
Arms." This number promises to achieve popularity.
Strong exploitation drives will bring
these numbers to public attention.

sonality

stand,

^
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Washington, D. C, August 15. Repeating DeAnton Solman and Stan-

vice for Phonographs,

Schroepfer,

ley

Pittsburgh,

No.

Patent

Pa.

1,577,308.

This

invention

relates

to

devices

for

caus-

ing a phonograph to repeat the playing of recand another object is to provide a repeating device of the character indicated which

ords,

be capable of adjustment to adapt it to
phonographs of different kinds and to records
shall

of different sizes.

In

accompanying drawing,

the

a plan view of a portion

Figure 1
record

of a disc

is

in

position on the turn-table of a phonograph, to-

object to be accomplished in such
direct metallic contact

manner

parts at the time

when

the needle

is

manner

in

which the screw

shaft returns the needle to the starting position,

the section being taken substantially on the line

—

and Fig. 6 is an enlarged transverse section through the casing and screw
shaft showing the adjustable connection between the pivot member and the casing, the
section being taken substantially on the line
6—6, Fig. 1.
Phonograph. Chester I. Hall, Fort Wayne,
S,

Fig.

1;

Ind., assignor to the General Electric Co., New
York. Patent No. 1,580,037.
This invention relates to disc type sound reproducing machines and has for its principal

end of the tone arm in order that
reproducer carried thereby may be lifted
out of engagement or dropped into reproducing relationship with the grooves of a record,
and the said joint being further formed to include a vertical pivot which will be operative
to allow for lateral movement of the repro-

Further objects are to provide a Tneclianisni
which will remove the records in a simple and
quiet manner, which will not injure the records,
and which utilizes the rotating disk for effecting the removal without stopping the disk, thus
permitting the immediate playing of the suc-

of the outer

the

the cover of which constitutes .the record turntable.
further object is to simplify the con-

A

number of necessary
phonograph machines in general without sacrificing the reliability to the end that a
high grade, inexpensive machine may be pro-

struction and decrease the
parts for

vided.

A

further

object

is

to

adapt

the

an improved tone arm conprimary object of the
invention being to provide a tone arm which
will include articulately related sections capable
supporting a reproducer or sound box in
such manner that the latter may have its position easily and conveniently altered so as to be
capable of reproducing both the lateral and
hill-and-dale type of records, and to permit this

and which will stop the machine
records have been played.

posi-

record,

after all

the

ceeding record.
Further objects are to provide an automatic
phonograph mechanism which is adapted to receive a plurality of stacked disk records upon

which

successively play

will

played

the

and

records

which the disk

in

automatically adjusts
height

of

the

=tack.

of the apparatus. Fig.
2 is a sectional view on the line 2 2 of Fig. 1.
Fig. 3 is an enlarged section on the line 3
Fig. 4 is a sectional view on the line
of Fig. 2.
4

—

4-

line

of Fig
5

—

5

Fig. 5

5.

of Fig.

is

view on the
view

a sectional

Fig. 6

4.

is

—

a sectional

—

the plane indicated by the line 3

—

3

of

Fig.

1.

view of the spring employed
in the outer joint of said arm, and Fig. 5 is a
horizontal sectional view taken along the line
Fig. 4

is

a

detail

.5—5 of Fig. 1.
Antivibrating Horn.

William H. Thommen,
Plymouth, Wis., assignor to the Plymouth
Radio Corp., same place. Patent No. 1.578,869.
This invention relates to sound amplifying
Objects of this invention are to prohorns.
vide a horn m which the neck portion is formed
from a wooden block having a throat therethrough, whereby solid walls are provided between which the sound travels, such solid, relatively
heavy walls effectively eliminating
Further objects of the invention are to pronovel method of manufacturing a
vide a
wooden horn, particularly the neck portion, by
forming a throat channel in a solid block of

wood by sawing
moving

it

innermost

the

on the line 6

part

and

—6

3

shows the neck portion

view
Fig.

1.

5

is

is

in

Plans for First Pacific Coast Radio Convention

Hav2 Been Completed

—

San Francisco, Cal., August 5. The first radio
convention ever held on the Pacific Coast is
scheduled to take place in conjunction with the
third annual Pacific Rad'o Exposition to be held
here August 21 to 28. The convention is to be
held under the auspices of the Pacific Radio
Trade Assn. which is also sponsoring the exposition.
One of the principal speakers will be
A. T. Hagh, president of the Radio Mfrs. Assn.
K constructive program, including all of the problems of radio from the standpoint of the manufacturer, jobber, dealer, the broadcast station
and the owner, has been planned.

tracted for,

Radio Trade Assn.,
have now been conwith approximately 90 per cent of
to the

space sold.

the

—

latest

portion.

Multiple Record Player for Phonographs.
Paul Kosecki and Henry A. Carlson, Kenosha,
Patent No. 1,579,871.
Wis.

shows the

Radio Convention to Be
Held During Frisco Show

a plan

taken on the line 4 4 of
a top plan view of the neck

partly in section
Fig.

Fig. 4

7

Fig. 8 is a view corresponding to Fig 7
showing a further successive position of the
mechanism.

According
Fig.

Fig.

tion.

more than 400
formation.

4.

Fig. 6 in a different posi-

in

thereafter

gluing or fastening the parts together.
Figure 1 is a vertical longitudinal sectional
view through the horn. Fig. 2 is a perspective
view showing the neck portion in one stage of

a further stage of formation.

Fig.

of

mechanism shown

longitudinally into parts, re-

specific reference to

of

correctly for the next

the needle

—

ducer when the latter is reproducing a record, a
structure therefore being provided which will
serve to maintain the stylus of the sound box
in a proper position at all times within record
grooves, and to enable the instrument to automatically adopt and accommodate itself to irregularities in the curve characteristics of said
grooves.
Figure 1 is a vertical transverse sectional
view taken through the tone arm comprising
the present invention. Fig. 2 is a transverse
vertical sectional view taken along the line 2
Fig. 3 is a similar view taken on
of Fig. 1.

im-

the

succession, a plurality of records,

remove the records played and

records and remove
from the top of the stack,
is so constructed that it
itself for the decreasing
Figure 1 is a plan view

bana, Ohio. Patent No. 1,576,850.
This invention relates broadly to improvements in sound-reproducing machines, and has
therefor,

tion

will

the

proved machine to electric drive.
Figure 1 shows a top view of the machine
with the tone arm omitted, and F"ig. 2 shows
a vertical section taken on line AA of Fig. 1.
Tone Arm Construction. Carl Scrabic, Ur-

struction

which

the rotating disk,

vibration.

object to provide such a machine in which all
the parts are supported in a cylindrical casing

will

ally play, in

—

of the guide and the

record
automatic-

multiple

phonograph construction which

tone arm sections will be precluded.
Another object of the invention resides in
providing a universal joint connection between
the inner and outer sections of the tone arm,
the said joint allowing for vertical movement

released

from the guide and is allowed to engage the
screw shaft. Fig. 3 is an enlarged bottom plan
view of the repeating device. Fig. 4 is an enlarged cross sectional view through the repeating device, the section being taken substantially
on the line 4 4, Fig 1. Fig. 5 is a fragmentary
view, partly in vertical section and partly in side
elevation, showing the adjustable construction

139

This invention relates to a

that

between the joints of the

gether with a repeating device constructed in
Fig. 2 is a
accordance with the invention.
.similar plan view showing the position of the

3

3

Pacific

exhibits

The

exhibits will include

the

models of practically all of the outstanding manufacturers of radio receivers and accesDealers, jobbers, manufacturers and
sories.
manufacturers' representatives from all sections
of the West have sent in their reservations for
the big convention-exposition event.
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Louis Sterling, Columbia Head, Gives
Interesting

Views on Gramophone's Future

Address Which Was to Have Been Feature of British Music Industries Convention Briefed for
The World's Readers Record Sales Offsetting Depression Caused by Strike

—

—

London, Eng., August 4. The general strike and
its results, together with the prolongation of the
coal strike, following upon the long period of
economic depression, general throughout the
country, has adversely affected the

gramophone

and record industry during the last month. At
this period of the year the music industries genexperience

erally

slackening

a

sales,

in

but,

except for 1926, the gramophone industry of late
years has been the joyful exception. Even this
year, the possible effects of the general depression have been considerably mitigated by the
enterprise and wonderful recordings of the lead-

The monthly and mid-monthly
holding even more wonderful combina-

ing companies.
bulletins,

recordings to please all tastes, have
kept stimulated the public taste, and maintained a demand that has kept the factors and
retail trade busy, if it has not created a record
tions

of

Summer

trade.

Louis Sterling on Future of Gramophone
Considerable disappointment was felt in many
quarters when, owing to the general strike, the
Federation of British Music Industries canceled
the arrangements almost completed for its annual convention. However, the music industries
are not entirely to be disappointed as one or
two of the more important papers that were to
have been read are to be published in the Trade
press here, and possibly in brochure form by
Louis Sterling, the managing
the Federation.
Graphophone Co., Ltd.,
Columbia
the
director of
was down to read a paper on "The Music Industries of To-day and To-morrow," and, as I
stated in my last letter, Mr. Sterling is regarded
as perhaps the most sagacious and farseeing
thinker of the British Music Industries, as well
Mr. Steras having a great reputation abroad.
ling was good enough to let me have a copy of

am now

his paper, so that I

of

The World have

his

able to

let

conclusions

readers
on the

more and spend more.
Costs of production
would automatically come down, output increase,
new demands arise and be created at home
and abroad.
In regard to the trading viewthe manufacturers of gramophones and
records had never stood still. They had recognized that the early developments were but indicative of greater things and they schemed and
planned for them. Again, not many industries
point,

could say that in spite of largely increased
wages, and costs of raw materials, price? were
as low as, or lower than, pre-war.
He considered it was due to the development of automatic machinery; increased output; the raising
of every standard of quality, and advertising
that had stimulated increased demand.
There
had been a tendency to amalgamation in the
manufacture of records. This was an age of big
business amalgamation, co-ordination, and concentration of large outputs. There could be no
better proof of the soundness of policy than
that British-made gramophones and records
were being exported in large quantities to every
country in Europe, in spite of high tariffs and
depreciated exchanges. He estimated that, last
year, over three-quarters of a million gramophones and over 25,000,000 records were produced in this country.

—

The gramophone
a new phase

years of research the new form of electric recording had been developed, and already wonIt was
derful things had been done with it.
impossible to forecast the possibilities of this
art.
Research already indicated some early
More he would not
and startling prospects.
say.
Side by side with these radical changes in
recording art, the instrument was being improved to reproduce what it had never been able
New gramophones were
to reproduce before.

new

Mr.
talking machine industry and its future.
Sterling considers that the talking machine industry is entitled to first place among the
retail turnover of this
any other section,
than
larger
to-day
section is
and that it is so because those responsible for
its development have not only given the public
what it wanted in music but were enterprising
enough to keep a little ahead of the public mind.
The gramophone has had to fight the musician's

POINTS

music industries as the

prejudice, the dealer's prejudice
prejudice, but has forced

its

and everyone's

way

into

general

acceptance despite ridicule, sarcasm or prejudice.
Fighting, says Mr. Sterling, not sleeping or idly
waiting, has given the gramophone its place in
the music industries.

too, was entering
revolutionary one. After

to-day,

—a

upon

coming along

would give the most perfect
and improved methods in their
manufacture would bring these instruments to
the public at still lower prices.
Concluding his
remarks on the gramophone industry, Mr. Sterthat

reproduction,

ling said,

"the

gramophone business

set in

profitable industry.

showed

every home.

the

The Record Exchange System
The Columbia Graphophone Co. has apparently been able to solve the vexed question of

record exchanges, for this year

and

gratified

its

many

has astounded
by arrangcanceled Columbia
it

dealers

ing a free exchange of all
records, dealers receiving in return brand newtitles without charge or additional orders.
The
conditions applying to Columbia records are

announced as applying to the canceled records on the Regal catalog, dealers again being placed in the position of being able to exchange all "cut-outs" free of charge, i.e., one to
one, without the necessity of ordering further
also

records.

Some Trade

Brieflets

The first annual meeting of the Vocalion
Gramophone Co., Ltd., was held recently and it
was announced that the company has been associated with Signer Marconi in a new process
and that from the results already
company would be in a position
to soon place on the market records showing a
distinct advancement in the recording art.
The
profits shown in the company's report totaled
of recording,

obtained the

£14,701.

The newly named Edison

Bell, Ltd.,

has just

market two new sound boxes
called the "Era" and the "Standard."
The Vocalion Co. is having quite a demand
for its new- portable, which is a fine high-grade

placed

on

the

proposition.

The various Gramophone companies will
demonstrate their goods apart from the other
musical instrument makers at next year's British
Industries Fair.

ABOUT SPRINGS

(10)

The higher the temper of a mainsfiring the stronger it is, but the risk of breakage
greater in profortion. On the other hand, if the temper is too low, the risk of breakage
Mainsprings are made from steel, the temper
is nil, but the spring would be too zveak.
We might mention that the colour of a
of which is midway between these tzvo limits.
gramophone spring is no indication of its temper. The straiv colour is for appearance
only, and is a later process performed after tempering.
Get a Vulcan spring list immeis

diatelv.

Write fo-dav-

USE VULCAN
MAINSPRINGS

Best

in

the

Long Run!

Referring to broadcasting,

has enormous value and will
eral strike

at

is

beginning of a new and vigorous growth, to
which I would add my profound belief that it
will not be many years before the gramophone
and its records will provide a bigger turnover
than the rest of the music industries combined."

he held, as far back as 1922, when asked "what
effect will wireless have on the gramophone industry," that anything bringing good music into
the homes of the people was of advantage to the
gramophone industry. Wireless broadcasting
large and

'

68MiltonSt.(ForeSt.)E.C.2.ClerkenweI11448

Note the
Greaseproof

grow into a
The recent gen-

JVrapper.

itself

the necessity of a receivinu;
But radio will never be the

—

unless you can standardize
exactly as you can their
mind
the people's
Dealing with the
clothes or their motor cars.

home

entertainer

possible attempts of the trade unions to restrict
production in industry generally, Mr. Sterling
considered that they could not stem the natural
tide,

and that

become more

time piece-work must and will
Workers would earn
general.

in

Made by
J.

STEAD

&

MANOR WORKS
CO., Ltd.
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—
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^RECORD
Columbia Phono. Co.,

674

Inc.

—

686

with
(Dvorak) Violin
Solo,
902S-M Humoresque
Piano Accomp. by Arthur Loesser,
Toscha Seidel

Forgotten

D

10

50024

D
D

50023

10

690

D

10

Leo Reisman and His Orch.

10

and His Orch.

10

10

—

687-

D

676- D

— Fox-trot,
Leo Reisman

—
Clicquot Club
Clicquot — Fox-trot,
Adorable

10

Clicquot Club Eskimos (H. Reser, Dir.)
How Jlany Times? Fox-trot, with Vocal
The Radiolites
Chorus by Frank Harris
I'm Walking Around in Circles Fox-trot, with
Vocal Chorus by Frank Harris,

10

—

FAMILIAR TUNES— OLD AND

Vernon Dalhart

The Old
15085

D

Candy

Fiddler's
Girl

— Fiddle

tain

689-D Lucky Day (From "George White's Scandals")
Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by Frank
Howard Lanin and His Orch.
Harris
Black Bottom (From "George White's ScanCliorus by
with Vocal
Fox-trot,
dals")
Frank Harris. Howard Lanin and His Orch.
Fox-trot,
with
Vocal
Dance
678-D Just a Little
Chorus by Tom Stacks. .Reser's Syncopators
Lulu Lou Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by
Tom Stacks. .. .Harry Reser's Syncopators
Fox-trot,
681- D Since You're Gone
Halfway House Dance Orch. (A. Brunies, Dir.)
I'm in Love Fox-trot,
Halfway House Dance Orch. (A. Brunies, Dir.)
679 D I Wonder What's Become of Joe? Fox-trot,
Vocal Chorus by Arthur Fields
Hot Henry! Foxt-trot, with Vocal Chorus
The Little Ramblers
by Arthur Fields
New Orleans Owls
Fox-trot
688- D Tampeekoe
West End Romp Fox-trot. New Orleans Owls
Waltz, with
684- D Lay My Head Beneath a Rose
Vocal Chorus by Franklyn Baur,
The Cavaliers (Waltz Artists)
Kentucky Lullaby Waltz, with Vocal Chorus
by Franklyn Baur,
The Cavaliers (Waltz Artists)
672-D The Pump Song Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus
by the Orchestra,
Earl Gresh and His Gangplank Orch.

—

12

FLASHES
12

51768

10

51772

10

15083

—

D

Is

—

10

51773

10
10
10

It

—

10

.

.

10
10

51775

—

51769 Blue Bonnet
10

—

10
10
10
10

—

10

Hole

John Myers and Henry Fairbank
51770

Earl Gresh and His Gangplank Orch.
671- D Blue

Rhythm—Fox-trot,
Hal

Peg Leg Stomp

51780

Kemp and

— Fox-trot,Kamp
Hal

682- D

685-

D

677- D

His Orch.

and His Orch.

VOCAL NUMBERS

When

51771

the Red, Red, Robin Comes Bob, Bob,
Bobbin' Along Male Quintet,
The Singing Sophomores
All I Want to Do Is to Be With You—(Male
The Singing Sophomores
Quintet
I Wish I Had My Old Gal Back Again,
The Whispering Pianist (Art Gillham)

—

51783

51786

—

the

Flame"

(A.

U. Fine, Dir.)

10

A

Christmas Carol (Arr. by A. U. Fine)
Russian Folk Song,
Russian Art Choir from A. Hammerstein's
"Song of the Flame" (A. U. Fine, Dir.)
Ruth Etting
675-D What a Man Vocal
You've Got Those "Wanna Go Back Again"
Ruth Etting
Blues Vocal

—

—

11
m
I

Ain't

10

pi

Frank Braidwood (The Cowboy Baritone)
Red, Red, Robin Comes Bob, Bob,
Bobbin' Along (Woods),
Frank Braidwood (The Cowboy Baritone)
Sesqui-Centennial Exposition March (Sousa),
Sodero's Band
The Gridiron Club March (Sousa) .. Sodero's Band
Wonder What's Become of Joe? (TurkI
Pinkard)
The Frolickers
I Haven t Mentioned Mammy (Sherwood-Schott),
Arthur Hall and John Ryan
Hot as a Summer's Day Fox-trot (Lindley),
Trumpet Solo by Donald Lindley with Piano and
Traps Accomp. by Arthur Schutt and David (irupp
Trumpet Blues Fox-trot (Lindley),
Trumpet Solo by Donald Lindley with Piano and
Traps Accomp. by Arthur Schutt and David CIrupp
Valencia (Boyer-Charles-Grey) Male Voices,
National Male Quartet
Ya Gotta Know How to Love (Green-Warren)
Male Voices
National Male Quartet
My Dream of the Big Parade (Dubin-McHugh),
Arthur Fields
Gone (Davis-Burke)
Manuel Romain

—

Sunset

(Sherwood-Vandersloot),
Waikiki Hawaiian Orch.
Two Eyes in Hawaii (Parish-Herbert),
Waikiki Hawaiian Orch.
51779 My Sweetheart, My Mother, and Home (WyrickO'Hara)
Helen Clark and Charles Harrison
Lay My Head Beneath a Rose (Madison-Falkenstein)
Charles Harrison

mi

III

and.

YOUNG

ABEL BAER.

51790 Crazy Quilt
I'd Rather
Girl in

—

Tennessee Happy Boys
Vocal Refrain by Arthur Hall
Loan),
Fox-trot (Van
B. A. Rolfe (Trumpet Virtuoso)
and His Palais D'Or Orch.

Be the

Archer)
51791

Girl in

When You Find

a

Your Arms (Than

— Fox-trot

the

(ThompsonB. A. Rolfe (Trumpet Virtuoso)
Hal Kemp and His Orch. 10
Girl Who Loves You— Waltz

Your Dreams)

with Vocal Refrain

(Daily-Ferris),

Kaplan's Melodists

by Johnny
—Vocal
—^WaltzRefrain
(Miller-Cohn),

Ryan

Kentucky Lullaby

B.

A.

(Trumpet Virtuoso)
and His Palais D'Or Orch.
Rolfe

GENERAL GROUP
Made for Swedish Trade
59015 Margit Vals (R. Berger) Dragspel ...Hugo Johnson
Redland)
Paviljongen Fox-trot
(John
Gula
Hugo Johnson
Dragspel
59016 Slackta Fyrar Vals (Fred Winter) Dragspel.
Hugo Johnson
Flickan med kortklippt hor Fox-trot (Ernest
Hugo Johnson
Rolf) Dragspel

—

—

GENERAL GROUP
Spanish
76017 La Cancion de Flor de iNIayo (Flower of May)
Jose Mojica
(Amado Nervo and Mario Talvera)
Flor Roja (De la Zarzuela "Los Gavilanes")
Mojica
Guerrero)
..
.Jose
Martin
and
Ramos
J.
(J.
76018 Pasas por el abismo de Mis Tristezas (Passing
Sadness)
(Amado
Abyss
of
My
Upon the
(Continued on fagc 142)
.

.

.

RAYMOND B. EGAN
STEVEN PASTERNACK
RICHARD* A. WHITING

GUS ^^^kAHN
and JOE BURKE

FOX TROT SONG

ilLJ

FOX TROT SONG
cri.^

—

YEARS GO
BRSFTENG
BY*
FOX mm SONG

PRECIOUS

BUTYOU
k
LEWIS

—

WHILE

m
I

—

the

GotNobody And

NOBODY,

51784

John Myers and Henry Fairbank
Sorry Now (Verges-

Late to Be
Therrien-Le Claire),

51763 Hawaiian

II

iii

—
—

—

(Costello-Maisto).

—

I'm Leaving You,
The Whispering Pianist (Art Gillham)
Down the Mother Volga (Arr. by A. U. Fine)
Russian Folk Song,
Russian Art Choir from A. Hammerstein's

"Song of

You

Too

It's

When

51777

— Fox-trot,

51782
Feel Blue (Bryan-

(Bryan-Phillips-Schuster)

10

—

SPECIALS
Make Me

— You

Wendling-Richman),
Frank Braidwood (The Cowboy Baritone)
Oh, Boy! How It Was Raining (De Costa-Silver),
Frank Braidwood (The Cowboy Baritone)
51774 There's a Blue Ridge in My Heart Virginia
I'm Leaving

—

in the

—

—

10

—

51778

ALREADY RELEASED

10

—

Ace

Edison Disc Records

10

—

—

—
—

—

10

—

—
—

—

—

Moun-

—

Willemetz-Reynolds-Christine)
Jack Stillman's Orch.
Roses Remind Me of You Fox-trot (DavisSherman-Burke) .B. A. Rolfe (Trumpet Virtuoso)
and His Palais D'Or Orch.
Sally's Not the Same Old Sally— Fox-trot (BerTennessee Happy Boys
nard-Slept)
Fox-trot with Vocal
Let's Take a Ferryboat
Refrain (O'Flynn-Heagney),
Earl Oliver's Jazz Babies
Vocal Refrain by Tom Howard
She's a Corn-fed Indiana Girl (But She's Mama
Fox-trot with Vocal Refrain (Freyto Me)
Earl Oliver's Jazz Babies
Kilfeather-Olsen)
Vocal Refrain by Tom Howard
I'd Give a Lot of Love (to Get a Little Love
From Someone) Fox-trot with Vocal Refrain
Mike Speciale and His Orch.
(Woods)
^Vocal Refrain by Bud Kennedy
Fox-trot with Vocal
Tell Me You Love Me
Refrain (Hare-King),
Mike Speciale and His Orch.
Vocal Refrain by James Doherty
Deep Henderson Fox-trot (Fred Rose),
Charley .Skeete's Orch.
Tampeekoe Fox-trot (Panico-Schoebel),
Charley Skeete's Orch.
Camille Fox-trot (Mitchell-Sherman),
Duke Yellman and His Orch.
FoxIn a Little Garden (You Made Paradise)
trot (Whittemore-Iula),
Duke Yellman and His Orch.
Won't Go Home To-night— Fox-trot (GilbertI
Bernie-Conrad),
B. A. Rolfe (Trumpet Virtuoso)
and His Palais D'Or Orch.
Only You and Lonely Me Fox-trot (KlagesGreer)
B. A. Rolfe (Trumpet Vrituoso)
and His Palais D'Or Orch.
Here I Am Fox-trot (De Sylva-Brown-HenderTennessee Happy Boys
son)
Katinka Fox-trot (Russell-Tobias),
(

—

10

10

Vocal
Al Craver
Vocal
Al Craver
Well With Your Soul?— Vocal, with
Piano Accomp. by F. Traylor.
Jack Pickell
The Last Mile of the Way Vocal, with Piano
Accomp. by F. Traylor
Jack Pickell

The Tramp

—

Joe? Fox-trot.
Golden Gate Orch.

—

51776

10

Vernon Dalhart
Solo;

of

.

10

Mountain Dance
"Uncle Bunt" Stephens

— Fiddle

Become

Wonder What's
(Turk-Pinkard)
Valentine
Fox-trot
I

—

Solo;

Dance Music ... "Uncle Bunt" Stephens

—

—

—

Song— Vocal.

Music
15086- D John the Baptist

10

ing,

NEW

—

Left in the Dark Blues

Radiolites

12
10
10

My

10

—

The

—

15084- D Turkey in the Straw,
G. Tanner and His Skillet-'Lickers with R. Puckett
Ya Gotta Quit Kickin'
Dog Aroun'.
G. Tanner and His Skillet^Lickers with R. Puckett
15087 D Lay My Head Beneath a Rose Vocal,

Fo.x-trot,

Eskimos (H. Reser, Dir.)

Waltz (Lehar),
Jacques Jacobs' Ensemble
Southern Roses Waltz (Straus; Op. 388),
Jacques Jacobs' Ensemble
Valencia Spanish One-step; Piano Duet, with
Vocal Chorus by Ray Stillwell,
Fred Rich-Alan Moran
Barcelona Spanish
Piano Duet,
One-step;
with Vocal Chorus by Ray Stillwell,
Fred Rich-Alan Moran

—

WEAF),

—

Medley Waltz
Varsovienne

—Waltz

(Butterfield),

The Blue Ridge Mountaineer
the Work's All Done This Fall (SingHarmonica and Guitar),
Ernest V. Stoneman The Blue Ridge Mountaineer
51742 Gypsy Love Song The Fortune Teller,
Rae Eleanor Ball
(Smith-Herbert) Violin
Kashmiri Song Indian Love Lyrics (HopeRae Eleanor Ball
Woodforde-Finden) Violin
Ernest V. Stoneman

When

D Merry Window

10

Ipana Troubadours (S. C. Lanin, Dir.)
FoxKitty's Kisses (From "Kitty's Kisses")
trot. ..Ipana Troubadours (S. C. Lanin, Dir.)
673-D Dream of Love and You Fox-trot,

Moon

Guitar),
12

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

10

Hi-Diddle-Diddle Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus
by Ted Lewis.... Ted Lewis and His Band
680-D Step on the Blues (From "Kitty's Kisses")
(Announced by Phillips Carlin of
Fox-trot

Chinese

Waltz Quadrille,

Circle

Were Young, Maggie

I

—

HENRY FORD'S OLD-FASHIONED
DANCE ORCHESTRA

The

and

Kaplan's Melodists
Vocal Refrain by James Doherty
Tear) Elisir
Furtive
82344 Una furtiva lagrima (A
Jose. Mojica
d'Amore (Donizetti)
Jose Mojica
Lolita (A. Buzzi-Peccia)
and
Harmonica
(Singing,
Companions
51788 Bad

Duet,

"Calling Off" by Benjamin B. Lovett
Quadrille,
"Calling Off" by Benjamin B. Lovett

683

Ted Lewis and His Band

—

New Mown Hay —Vocal

When You

with Vocal Refrain

The Club

lyone

by Ted
Frank Ferera,

in the

1926

51787 Ben Bolt— Waltz, with Vocal Refrain (Kneass),
Kaplan's Melodists
Vocal Refrain by James Doherty

10

Me

Macy-Smalle (The Radio Aces)

Solo,

—Fox-trot, with Vocal
Lewis. Hawaiian Guitar by

Own

Out

12

Louis Graveure

DANCE MUSIC

—My

10

Macy-Smalle (The Radio Aces)

—

lyone
Chorus

Billy Jones-Ernest Hare (The Happiness Boys)
in Old Philly Billy— Vocal Duet,

Meet

Violin

Louis Graveure
124-M A Perfect Day (Jacobs-Bond) ^Mezzo-Soprano
Barbara Maurel
Solo
The Sweetest Story Ever Told (Stults)—
Barbara Maurel
Mezzo-Soprano Solo
670-

D

12

Solo,
Thais: Meditation (Massenet)
with Piano Accomp. by Arthur Loesser
Toscha Seidel
2041-M Until (Sanderson) Baritone Solo,

—
(Cowles) — Baritone

What! No Spinach?— Vocal Duet,
Billy Jones-Ernest Hare (The Happiness Boys)

Lo-Do-De-O— Vocal Duet,

CELEBRITY SERIES

—

D

September,

11!

ill

l!

ii^

li

WR ONG = WI^H^ANY\m

,

lift

———
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ADVANCE RECORD BULLETINS FOR SEPTEMBER— (Continued
Nervo and Jorge

del

Jose Mojica
TalaJose Mojica
Lerdo de

Moral)

76019 Paloma Blanca (White Dove) CM.
Tejada)
Jose Mojica y Rodolfo Hoyos
Su mama tuvo la culpa ('Twas Her Mother's
Fault) (Alfonso Esparza Oteo),
Jose Mojica y Rodolfo Hoyos
76020 Te vengo a decir adios (I'm Coming to Say
Goodbye) (Alfonso Esparza Oteo),
Jose Mojica y Rodolfo Hoyos
Chinita (Manuel Muzquiz Blanco and Mario
Talavera)
Jose Mojica y Rodolfo Hoyos
76021 Mi Aldea (De La Zarzuela "Los Gavilanes")
Martin
and
Ramos
J. Guerrero) Rodolfo Hoyos
(J.
Tango Milonga (De La Zarzuela "Los Gavilanes") (J. Ramos Martin and J. Guerrero),
Rodolfo Hoyos

Edison Blue Amberol Records
Imperial Marimba Band

5125 Manisot March
5134 Sugar in the Gourd

5161

(Country Dance of the
Southern Mountaineers with Singing),
Fiddlin' Powers and Family
Roses Fox-trot with Vocal Refrain,
Jack Stillman's Orch.
Vocal Refrain by Arthur Fields
Homer Rodeheaver
Tell Me the Story of Jesus
The Ship That Never Returned (Singing, Violin
Vernon Dalhart and Company
and Guitar)
The Chain G^ng Song (Singing, Harmonica and
Vernon Dalhart and Company
Guitar)
At Peace With the World Waltz with Vocal
Chorus
Jack Stillman's Orch.
Vocal Chorus by James Doherty

—

—

5174
5175
5176
5177

—

5178 Bye,

5179 Talking

— —iMale Voices,
National Male Quartet
Moon — Fox-trot,
A. Rolfe (Trumpet Virtuoso)

Blackbird

Bye,

the

to

My Dream

(Amado Nervo and Mario

Gratia Plena
vera)

B.

—

5180 Hello, Aloha!
How
Instrumental)
5181 Somebody's Lonely,

and His Palais D'Or Orch.
Are You? (Singing and

The Aristocrats

Frank Braidwood (The Cowboy Baritone)
Fred Van Eps
5182 The Smiler Banjo
5184 In the Middle of the Night Male Duet,
(The Radio Franks) Bessinger- Wright
The Happiness Boys
5185 Hi-Diddle-Diddle
Billy Jones-Ernest Hare with Dave Kaplan at Piano
Fox-trot (Saxophone,
5186 My Kintucky Kinfolks
Accordion, Banjo and Piano) ... .The Florida Four

—

—

—

of the Big Parade

Kamehameha

Rain

It

—

—

Aileen Stanley-I3illy Murray
the Town)
Ate the Boloney! Billy Murrav-Monroe Silver
20090 I'm in Love With You, That's Why.
of

.

.

.

.

I

.

RACE RECORD— VOCAL BLUES
Could

Blue Bonnet

—

—You

LIST FOR

—

—

—

—

—

The Happy Collegians

—

Lay My Head Beneath a Rose Waltz,
Blue Beaver Orch.
3344 Baby Face Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by Bob
Blake
Belvidere Inn Orch.
Let's Forget (And Be Sweethearts Again)— Foxtrot, with "Vocal Chorus. .The Paige Specialty Orch.

POPULAR VOCAL RECORDS

How Many

Times?

10

13

10

Commanders

10

Johnny Hamp's Kentucky Serenaders

10

—

Irving Aaronson and His

Me

20099 Roses Remind

of

Just a Little Dance

20106

and His Music

10

George Olsen and His Music
Bottom Fox- trot,
Johnny Hamp's Kentucky Serenaders

10

—

Black

My Dream
The

— Fox-trot,

Day —'Fox-trot,

20101 Lucky

20098

You

Fox-trot,
—George
Olsen

10

of the Big Parade,

Peerless Quartet, with Billy Murray
Henry Burr
Prisoner's Sweetheart

10
10

LIST FOR AUGUST 20
You Need Someone to Love Fox-trot,

—

Adorable

—Fox-Roger

Why

20105 That's

George Olsen and His Music

10

Wolfe Kahn and His Orch.

10

trot,

I

Love \ou

—

Fox-trot,

Johnny Hamp's Kentucky Serenaders
Baby Face Fox-trot. Jan Garber and His Orch.

—

20107 Georgianna

Here

I

Correll-Gosden
Gene Austin

Am

—

^Accomp. by Metropolitan
Vaughn De Leath
Get Those Eyes? Accomp. by
Metropolitan Trio
Vaughn De Leath
3348 Who Wouldn't Tenor, with Banjo and Lute
Accomp. by John Call
Arthur Fields
Baby Face Tenor, with Banjo and Lute Accomp. by John tali
Arthur Fields
Trio

—

You

Where'd

—

STANDARD RECORD

— Accomp.

in the Wildwood
Roll Is Called Up

10
10
10
10

Gennett Records
POPLTLAR DANCE RECORDS
When

Red, Red, Robin (Comes Bob, Bob,
Bobbin' Along)
Fox-trot, with Vocal (Thorus
by Arthur Hall
The Royal Troubadours
Faded Cherry Blossoms Fox-trot,
CTiic Winters and His Hotel Gramatan Orch.
Adorable Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by Arthur
Hall
The Royal Troubadours
Unexpected Papa Fox-trot .The Royal Troubadours
(I'm Just Wild About) Animal Crackers Foxtrot
Duke Ellington and His Washingtonians
Li'l Farina
Fox trot,
Duke Ellington and His Washingtonians
Where'd You Get Those Eyes?— Fox-trot, with
Vocal Chorus by The Radio Franks,
The Broadway Night Club Orch.
Who Wouldn't? Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus
by Bert Lewis... The Broadway Night Club Orch.
How Many Times? Fo.x-trot with Vocal Chorus
by The Radio Franks,
The Broadway Night Club Orch.
Let's Forget (And Be Sweethearts Again)
Foxtrot, with Vocal Chorus. The Paige Specialty Orch.
Ya Gotta Know How to Love Fox-trot,
"Fess" Williams and His Royal Flush Orch.
It's Breaking My Heart to Keep Away From
You Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by "Fess"
Williams,
"Fess" Williams and His Royal Flush Orch.
the

—

—

3341

—

—

3342

Criterion Quartet

Head

Beneath

—

3344

—

—

3336

—

—

POPULAR VOCAL RECORDS

3339 Valencia

Put

— Banjo

and Piano Accomp.,

The Four Hooligans
Your Arms Where They Belong Tenor,

—

with Lute and Banjo Accomp. by John Call.
Charles Hart
Accomp. by Gennett Salon Orch..

3338 Sleepy Head

—

Tremaine Bros.

a

— Tenor,

—

NEGRO SPIRITUAL RECORDS

Had-a Died in Egypt
Accomp. by Porter Grainger,
I

Land

— Piano

Porter Grainger's Jubliee Singers
I'm on the Right Road Now Piano Accomp. by
Porter Grainger Porter Grainger's Jubilee Singers
3354 Reign, Massa Jesus, Reign Vocal,
Wesley Female Quartet, New Orleans
Everytime I Feel De Spirit Vocal
Wesley Trio

—
—
—

SPANISH RECORD

—

—

—

—

Very Good and Still Keep the Wolf From the
Door?) (Randolph) Vocal, with Orch.,
The Yacht Club Boys
Every Little While (Steele-Heagney) Vocal,
with Orch
The Yacht Club Boys
3283 Looking at the World Through Rose-Colored

—

—

Glasses (Malie-Steiger)

Nick

'Lucas,

— Voice

Sammy

by

—

Stept,

Nick Lucas, "The Crooning Troubadour"
3264 Whadda' You Say We Get Together (Turk)—
Vocal Duet, with Piano,
Macy-Smalle (The Radio Aces)
Where'd You Get Those Eyes? (Donaldson)
Vocal Duet, with Piano,
Macy-Smalle (The Radio Aces)
Fox-

3268 Cryin' for the Moon (Conley-Stern-Roos)
trot, with Vocal C'horus,

Abe Lyman's California Orch.
the World Through Rose-Colored
Fox-trot, with Vocal
(Malie-Steiger)
Abe Lyman's California Orch-

Looking

at

Glasses

Chorus

—

LIST FOR SEPTEMBER

LIST FOR SEPTEMBER
(Herbert)

—

— Fox-trot,

Herald Leonard and His Waldorf-Astoria Orch.
3272 Kentucky Lullaby
Vocal Chorus
Trail

(Klages-Swan)

Vocal Chorus
20048 Florida, the Moon and You (From "Ziegfeld's
Revue of "1926") (Buck-Friml) Tenor and
Male Chorus, with Orch,
Franklin Baur and Male Chorus

—

Marie (From "Ziegfeld's Revue of
(Buck-Hanley)
Tenor and Male
with Orch.,
Franklin Baur and Male Chorus
10237 Etermante (For All Eternity) (Mazzoni-Mascheroni)
Baritone, with Orch; in Italian,
Giuseppe Danise
(Mazzol-De
Canta II Mare (Sailor's Song)
Lava) Baritone, with Orch.; in Italian,
Giuseppe Danise
3266 Adorable (Ford-Whynurn) Piano Solo... Lee Sims
I'd Climb the Highest Mountain If I Knew I'd
Find You (Brown-Clare) Piano Solo... Lee Sims

Poor

Little

—

1926")
Chorus,

—

—

—
—

LIST FOR SEPTEMBER 30
Only Had You (Kahn-Friend)— Fox-

If I

with Vocal Chorus. Ben Selvin and His Orch.
Fox-trot,
That's
.Annabelle
(Kahn-Fiorito)
with Vocal Chorus
Ben Selvin and His Orch.
3252 Out in the New Mown Hay (Tracey-EhrlichDougherty) Fox trot, with Vocal Chorus,
Si.x Jumping Jacks
trot,

—

(Fain-McHugh-Mills)

—

—

—

— Folk

Song;

Soprano,

Piano;

—

Kremer

;

3229

.

LIST FOR SEPTEMBER 9
How Many Times? (Berlin)—With
Celesta by Sammy Steot.

Guitar:

Nick Lucas, "The Crooning Troubadour"
Sleepy Head With Guitar; Piano by Sammy
Slept ....Nick Lucas. "The Crooning Troubaclour"
3253 Baby Face (Davis-Askt)— Fox-trot.
Ben Selvin and His Orch.
Who Wouldn't? Fox-trot. Ben Selvin and His Orch.
3254 When You Dunk a Doughnut. Don't It Make It
Nice? (Hess)
Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus.
Six Jumping Jacks
How Could Red Riding Hood Have Been So
Very Good and Still Keep the Wolf From the
Door?
(Randolph) Fox-trot,
with
Vocal
Chorus
Six Jumping Jacks

—

—
—

—

—

10253 Elepv (Elegie)
(Coursen-Massenet)
Soprano',
with Piano by Frederick Persson; Violin Obbligato by Max Rosen
Elizabeth Rethberg
Angel's Serenade
(Millard-Braga)
Soprano,
with Piano by Frederick Persson: Violin Obbligato by Max Rosen
Elizabeth Rethberg

—

LIST FOR SEPTEMBER
3284 Barcelona

Chorus

(Kahn-Evans)

— Fox-trot,

in

Quartet

Movement,
New York String Quartet

Spain (Ford-Haenschen)

—

—

Vocalion Records
LIST FOR SEPTEMBER
15402

Mandy

(Herbert)

Looking

at

—

Glasses

15401 Kentucky

2

with Vocal Chorus.
— Fox-trot,Palmer
House Victorians

the World Through Rose-Colored
Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus,

Lullaby

Palmer House Victorians
(Miller-Cohn)— Waltz, with

Meximarimba Band

Vocal Chorus

(Breau)
Cheritza (Pretty Little Viennese)
^Meximarimba Band
Waltz, with Vocal Chorus
15405 Tenderly (Dale-Lyman)
Tenor, with Piano and
Violin
Ewen Hail
Cryin'
for
Moon (Coiiley-Stern-Rose)
the
Tenor, with Piano and Violin
Ewen Hail
15368 Mississippi Sawyer (Old Barn Dance)
Instrumental
The Hill Billies

—

—

Long-Eared Mule

(Tennessee Hoe

Down)

—In-

strumental
The Hill Billies
13039 In Odess (In Odessa)
(From "Valodka in
Odessa") (Gilrod-Sandler) Tenor, with Orch.;
Aaron Lebedeff
in Yiddish
Odesser Hora
(From
(Odessa Folk Song)
(Gilrod-Sandler)
"Valodka
in
Odessa")
Tenor, with Orch.; in Yiddish. .. .Aaron Lebedeff

—

15403

LIST FOR SEPTEMBER 9
Mary Lou (Lyman-Waggner-Robison)

—Fox-trot.
—
—

with Vocal Chorus
Palmer House Victorians
Someone Is Losin' Susan (Turk-Mayer) Foxtrot, with Vocal Chorus. Palmer House Victorians
15404 On a Quiet Evening at Home (Turk-Reab)
Tenor, with Piano by Michael Loscalze.
.

Chick Endor

16

with

— Third

Waltz, with Vocal Chorus,
Regent Club Orch.
(Pretty
Viennese)
(Breau)
Cheritza
Little
Regent Club Orch.
Waltz, with Vocal Cliorus

Santly-Ackman)

Yiddish
Isa Kremer
40132 Fobrt a Chossid'i (On the Wav to the Rabbi)—
Folk Song; Soprano, with Piano; in Yiddish,
Isa

Movement,
—First New
York String

—

in

Meirke Mein Sohn (Meirke, Mv Son) Folk
Song; Soprano, with Piano in Yiddish Isa Kremer

Fox-trot,

—

and Guitar,

with

—

Six Jumping Jacks

Mixed Voices, with Orch..
The Merrymakers, Assisted by Brunswick Artists
The Merrymakers in Hawaii (Ford-Haenschen)
Mixed V^oices, with Orch.,
The Merrymakers, Assisted by Brunswick Artists
3259 Mother's Prayers Have Followed Me (DeArmondAckley)
Baritone, with Orch.. .Homer Rodeheaver
BariShall We Gather at the River (Lowry)
Homer Rodeheaver
tone, with Orch
(DavisWhere
They
Belong
3257 Put Your Arms

—
—

Me)

Minor

20049 The Merrymakers

Away (Robison)— Tenor and

Vernon Dalliart-Carson Robison
3250 Let the End of the World Come To morrow
(As Long as You Love Me To-day) (Cunningham-Ball)
Tenor, with Orch
Frank Munn
Let Me Spend the Journey's End With You
(Baskette)
Tenor, with Orch
Frank Munn
40130 Soli Ich Sein a Rov (Shall I Be a Rabbi)— Folk
Song; Soprano, with Piano; in Yiddish. Isa Kremer
Bist Du Mit Mir Broigis (Are You Cross With

G

Quartet in

Orch.

—

'CTello

G Minor

20043 Quartet in

2

with Vocal Chorus.
— Fox-trot,
Abe Lyman's California

You're Far

—
—

(Miller-Cohn)
Waltz, with
Ben Selvin and His Orch.
Waltz, with
Ben Selvin and His Orch.

Dreams

of

Lo-Do-De-O

Ace in the Hole (Schoebel-Panico) Fo.x-trot.
with Vocal Chorus.. Abe Lyman's California Orch.
3242 Lucky Day (From George WTiite's "Scandals")
(DeSylva-Brown-Henderson)
Fox-trot, with
Vocal Chorus; Piano Duet, with Orch.,
Phil Ohman-Victor Arden, with Their Orch.
Black Bottom (From George White's "Scandals")
(DeSylva-Brown-Henderson)
Fox-trot, with
Vocal Chorus; Piano Duet, with Orch.
Phil Ohman-Victor Arden, with Their Orch.
3232 Just a Melody (Robison) -Tenor and Baritone,
with Violin, 'Cello and Guitar,
Vernon Dalhart-Carson Robison

When

23

3280 Would Ja? (Herzog-Sherwin)— Fox-trot, with
Vocal Chorus
Colonial Club Orch.
Ain't We Carryin' On (Frisch-Bergere) — Foxtrot, with Vocal Cliorus
Colonial Club Orch.
3255 Flapperette (Greer)
Fox-trot,
Harold Leonard and His Waldorf-Astoria Orch.
While the Years Go Drifting By (Kahn-Burke)

with Vocal (Thorns

Mandy

—

—

Brunswick Records
3241

and Guitar,

"The Crooning Troubadour"

Let Me Live and Love You Just for To-night
(Stept-Lucas)
Voice and Guitar, with Piano

3277 Oh!

S 3357 Valencia (From "Great Temptations").
Orquesta del Teniente Felix Ferdinando
Mi Barcelona
Jose Candullo y su Orquesta

—

3343

Rose

with
Violin and Guitar Accomp
Vernon Dalhart
The Old Fiddler's Song Tenor, with Violin and
Guitar Accomp
Vernon Dalhart

—

.

Criterion Quartet

Yonder— Orch.

OLD-TIME VOCAL RECORD

My

3350 Lay

Baritone, with Violin,

3340

by Celeste. .Taylor Trio
Taylor Trio

SACRED RECORD
the

— Fox-

—
—

—

Sweet Genevieve
Woodland Echoes

Loan-Rich)

3263 For My Sweetheart (Kahn-Donaldion)
Fox-trot,
with Vocal Chorus
Mike Markel's Orch.
Precious
(Egan- Whiting- Pasternacki)
Fox-trot,
with Vocal Chorus
Mike Markel s Orch.
3276 I Don't Want Nobody But You ( Lewis- YoungBaer)
Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus,
Park Lane Orch.
Camille
(Mitchell-Sherman)
Fox-trot,
with
Vocal Chorus
Park Lane Orch.
3271 Calling Me Home (Gilbert-Monaco)
Fox-trot,
with Vocal Trio,
Ben Bernie and His Hotel Roosevelt Orch.
Someone Is Losin' Susan (Turk-Meyer) Foxtrot, with Vocal Chorus,
Ben Bernie and His Hotel Roosevelt Orch.
3270 How Could Red Riding Hood (Have Been So

—

3347

Riviera (Gilbert-Van
with Vocal Chorus,

the

trot,

—

.

10

Piano

Jenkins-Jenkins

—

I

3340 Wish

jliller-Farrell

and

Love a Ukulele Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus
by Vaughn De Leath
The Royal Troubadours
I'd Rather Be the Girl in Your Arms (Than the
Girl in Your Dreams)
Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Vaughn De Leath,
The Royal Troubadours
3351 Only You and Lonely Me
Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Bob Blake,
Joe Candullo and His Everglades Orch.
My Barcelona A New European Dance
Rhythm... Joe Candullo and His Everglades Orch.
3352 For
My Sweetheart Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Arthur Hall
The Happy (Collegians
Cry Baby Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by Bob
Blake
Candullo
and
His Everglades Orch.
Joe
3353 Breezin' Along With the Breeze .Fox-trot, with
Vocal Chorus by Arthur Hall,
3346

10

Feel Blue,
Miller-Farre II

AUGUST

Jenkins-Jenkins

Guitar

POPULAR DANCE RECORDS

10

Fox-trot. .George Olsen and His Music
Fox-trot,
to-Get Gertie

20100 Katinka

Hard

Make Me

—

I

—
—
Curious Blues — Harmonica,
Accomp

10

10
10

Mt. Zion Choir

Little

How

Accomp
10

Mt. Zion Choir

.

Be Blue? Accomp. by Birmingham Darktown Strutters
Elvira Johnson
Numbers on the Brain Accomp. by Birmingham
Darktown Strutters
Elvira Johnson
3335 Miserable Blues Guitar and Piano Accomp.,
3337

—

Waffles— Fox-trot,
Irving Aaronson and His Commanders
20095 I'm Lonely Without You Fox-trot,
The B. F. Goodrich Silvertown Cord Orch.
Do You Believe in Dreams? Fox-trot,
Irving Aaronson and His Commanders
20096 Down by the Gas House (The Werry Woist Part

— Piano Accomp. Little
— Piano Accomp.,

No Ways Weary

When
6

and
Honolulu Trio

Guitars

Ferera's Hawaiian Serenaders

3356 The Church

AUGUST

— Hawaiian

NEGRO SPIRITUAL RECORD
3334 Didn't

On

by GenCharles Hart

Ben Selvin and His Orch.

Me— Waltz,

Waikiki Is Calling

Victor Talking Machine Go.
LIST FOR

March

Xylophone

335

20094 I'm Just Wild About Animal Crackers Fox-trot.
Irving Aaronson and His Commanders

— Accomp.

HAWAIIAN RECORD

3345

1926

15,

from page 141)

Salon Orch

nett

August

Vocal

Ben Selvin and His Orch.

(Now That She's Off My Hands) I Can't Get
Her Off o' My Mind (Lewis- Young-Phillips)

—
August

THE TALKING MACHINE WORLD

1926

15,
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ADVANCE RECORD BULLETINS FOR SEPTEMBER— (Continued
—'Tenor,

with Piano by Michael Loscalze,
Chick Endor
Tenor,
Sweetheart (Kahn-Donaldson)

—
Arthur Brown
—Tenor, with Piano,
Arthur Brown
Baby
(Bertrand-Brown) — Violin
Solo,
with
Piano
Walter
Godfrey Ludlow

15398 For My
with Piano
Baby Face (Davis-Akst)
15397

by

Golde

Moon

(Glick-Logan)— Violin Solo, with
Piano by Walter Golde
Godfrey Ludlow

Pale

LIST FOR

15417 Barcelona

SEPTEMBER

(Kahn-Evans)

—

—

—

—

Ed Wood

— Fox-trot,

with
Vocal Chorus
Tuxedo Orch.
15409 Baby Face (Davis-Akst)
Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus
Al Goering's Collegians
Precious (Egans Whiting- Pasterncacki)
Fox-trot,
with Vocal Chorus
Al Goering's Collegians
15410 Out in the New Mown Hay (Tracy-EhrlichDougherty) Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus,
The Bostonians

—

—

10

—

10

—

206-

Her Orch.

Her

207-

10

SEPTEMBER

23

—

15413

H

H
210- H

209-

—

—

Colin O'More
WTio Knows! (Stickles) Tenor, with String
Quartet and Piano
Colin O'More
15415 Love's Dream After the Ball (Czibulka)
Piano,
Violin and 'Cello
Mayfair Trio
The Alp Maid's Dream (iLabitsky) Piano, Violin and 'Cello
Mayfair Trio
LIST FOR SEPT-EMBER 30
15411 That's Annabelle (Kahn-Fiorito)
Fox-trot, with

212-

H

213-

H

214-

H

215-

H

216-

H

Vocal Chorus,

The Ambassadors (Louis Katzman,
CamiUe (Mitchell-Sherman) Fox-trot.
The Ambassadors (Louis Katzman,

—

15399

Would

—

Dir.)

217-

—

15414

You

—

Monarch Orch.

with Vocal Chorus

Me

—

Too

(Woods-Tobias-Sherman)
Fox-trot,
Monarch Orch.
Wonderful World After All (Davis-Greer)
Fox-trot, with Vocal Cliorus
Tuxedo Orch.
Oh! If I Only Had You Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus
Tuxedo Orch.
with Vocal Chorus

15421

It s a

—

—

Okeh Records
4064

Gone

— Contralto

—

Alma Rotter

—

—

—

The

Four

Peerless

—

40648 I'm Just Wild Abdut Animal Crackers ^Fox-trot,
Al Turk's Orch.
Blue Bonnet You Make Me Feel Blue Foxtrot
Turner and His Villa Venice Orch.
40649 Baby Face Fox-trot
The Melody Sheiks
Where'd You Get Those Eyes Fox-trot.
The Goofus Five
40650 Oh, Boy! How It Was Raining Fox-trot,

—

—

—

—
—

Hi-Diddle-Diddle— Fox-trot

The Jazz
The Jazz

Pilots
Pilots

— Fox-trot
The Melody Sheiks
My
Nest — Fox-trot
Okeh Syncopators
40652 Lucky Day — Fox-trot. .Raderman's Red Hotters
The Birth of the Blues— Fox-trot,
Raderman's Red Hotters
45055 Land Where We'll Never Grow Old —^Song,
The Jenkins Family
Beulah Land—^Singing
The Jenkins Family
45056 The Bachelors' Hall — Fiddlin' and Singing.
Fiddlin' John Carson
Everybody Works But Father — Fiddlin' and
Singing
Fiddlin' John Carson
45057 Pistol Pete's Midnight Special — Baritone,
406S1 Barcelona

Little

.

Dave

Cutrell

Boy's Dream,
McGinty's Oklahoma Cow Boy Band
8345 The Mail Train Blues Contralto Sippie Wallace
Sippie Wallace
Contralto
I Feel Good
Hociel Thomas
8346 Listen to ^la Contralto
G'Wan I Told You Contralto. .Hociel Thomas
8347 His Ole Black Mammy Monologue,
Charlie Butler

—

—
—

I

Am

When

Bound
I

—

for the

.

—

.

Promised Land

—

10
10
10

That Creole Band

10

10
10
10
10
10
10
10

10
10
10
10
10

—

—

10

10

—
Okeh

Fox-trot,

Syncopators
Okeh Syncopatcvrs
Black Bottom Fox-trot
40642 I'd Climb the Highest Mountain If I Knew I'd
Okeh Syncopators
Find You Fox-trot
Fox-trot. Okeh Syncopators
Just a Little Dance
40643 I'm Lonely Without You Fox-trot,
Mike !Markels' Orch.
My Toreador Fox-trot. ... Mike Markels' Orch.
Fox-trot.
Baby
40644 To-night's Mv Night With
Jack Glassner and His Colonial Inn Orch.
Ya Gotta Know How to Love Fox-trot.
The Goofus Five

—
—

10
10
10
10
10

Gut Bucket Five

40641 I'm Walking Around in Circles

—

—
—

The Harmonians
Know Why?
(From

10

"The Cocoanuts") Fox-trot. .The Astorites
Baby Face > ox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by

10

Arthur Fields ....Lou Gold and His Orch.
Looking at the World Through Ro-se-Colorcd
Glasses Fox-trot .. Lou Gold and His Orch.
Precious Fox-trot .Manhattan Dance Makers
While the Years Go Drifting By Fox-trot,
with Vocal Chorus by Arthur Hall,
Manhattan Dance Makers
Golden Showers 'Waltz; Steel Guitar Novelty,
Frank Ferera
Laughing Eyes Fox-trot Steel Guitar Novelty
Frank Ferera
Deep Henderson —-Fox-trot,

10

219-

H
H

H
222- H
221-

H

H
225- H

224-

to

—

—

—

—
—

—

—
—

— Novelty

Breezin'

Along

10

ihe Harmonizers

— i\oveIty

10

The Harmonizers
Breeze— Fox-trot,

10

Broadcasters
Broadcasters

10
10
10
10

With
\\'ith

the .Breeze
the

— Fox-trot

WMCA

..W^MCA

and His Uke
Honey Duke and His Uke

Precious

While the Years Go Drifting By

—

Vocal,
"Contidential Charley"
Oh! If I Only Had You— Vocal,
"Confidential Charley"
Barcelona Spanish One-step,

—

Is Losin'

Susan

—
—

Voice and Orch.Rosetta Crawford
Misery Voice and Orchestra
Rosetta Crawford
7506 Strut Yo' Puddy Voice and Orch.,
Mamie Harris and The Choo Choo Jazzers
It Takes a Two Time Papa
Voice and Orch.,
Mamie Harris and The Choo Choo Jazzers
7507 You Can't Guess How Good It Is Voice and
Orch
Frankie and Her Jazz Devils
Those Creeping, Sneaking Blues Voice and
Orch
Frankie and Her Jazz Devils
7508 Great Scott Fox-trot
Troy Harmonists

—

Five Musical Black Birds

—

36471 Katinka Fox-trot-Charleston, with Vocal Chorus
by Arthur Fields
Van and H.s Orch.
Curly Locks Fo.x-trot
Terrace Novelty Orch.
36472 Koses Remind Me of Vou Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Theo. Alban
Lanin's Arcadians
By the 'iemple Wall Foxtrot, with Vocal
Chorus by Irving Kaufman ..Tuxedo Dance Orch.
36473 Vou Gotta Know How to Love l-ox-trot, wita
Vocal Chorus by A. Fields... Van and His Orch.
Nothing But Love Fox-trot
Stillman's Orioles
30474 Oh, Boy! How It Was Raining Fox-trot, with
Vocal Chorus by A. Fields .... Van and His Orch.
Twilight and Vou Fox-trot
Stillman's Orioles
3()475 Lucky Day (From George White's "Scandals")
Fox-trot
The Virginia Creepers
Black Bottom (From George Wliite's "Scandals ')
Fox-trot
The Virginia Creepers
36476 Burgundy Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by A.
Fields. .. .Joe Candulio and His Everglades Orch.
In My Heart Fox-trot
Stillman's Orioles
36477 I'm Walking Around in Circles Fox-trot, with
Vocal Chorus by R. Stillwell .... Lanin's Arcadians
Out of My Arms Still in My Heart Voxtrot
Lanin's Arcadians
36478 Chick, Chick, Chick, Chick, Chicken Fox-trot,
Phil Hughes and High Hatters
Two-Ton Tessie Fox-trot. .Mickey Guy's Hottentots
36479 How Many Times Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus
by Theo. Alban
Lanin's Arcadians
Thinking of You Fox-trot
Stillman's Orioles
36480 For My Sweetheart Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus
by Ray Stillwell
Lanin's Arcadians
Kissable Lips
Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by
Arthur Fields
The Virginia Creepers
36481 Tenderly Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by Theo.
Alban
Lanin's Arcadians
In a Little Garden Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus
by Ray Stillwell
Lanin's Arcadians
36482 Lay My Head Beneath a Rose Waltz, with
Vocal Chorus by I. Kaufman. .Tuxedo Dance Orch.
Summer Kisses Waltz
Terrace Novelty Orch.
36483 Hobo's Prayer Fox-trot
Boyd Senter
Yes Sir and How Fox-trot
Boyd Senter

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

——

—

POPULAR VOCAL RECORDS
32192 Oh,

How

Boy!

Was

It

Raining

Tenor

— Whispering

Jim Brown

32194-

Hops

10

Broadway

Bell

Hops

10
10
10

How'd Ya Like

to

—

—My

Due

Cutie's

Two

at

32195

21172

Hops

—
Irving
—Tenor Kaufman
and

Jones-Ernest Hare
— Tenor and Baritone
Duet,
Billy Jones-Ernest Hare
The Jones and Bloodworth Execution — Tenor,
Vernon Dalhart
Wished
Was a Single Girl Again — Tenor,
Vernon Dalhart
INSTRUMENTAL RECORD
In
Garden of Hawaii —'Hawaiian Guitars.
Ferera-Paaluhi
Golden Showers — Hawaiian Guitars Ferera-Paaluhi
Billy

I

I

Little

Two

to

Baritone Duet
The Lunatic's Lullaby

to

Bell

DANCE RECORDS

10

Bell

Six
— Shimmy One-step. .University
University Six
— Fox-trot
Meet That Old Sweetheart of
d Love
Mine — Vocal Chorus by Arthur Fields,
Lou Gold and His Orch.
In a
Garden — Fox-trot,

— Fox-trol,

10

Broadway

Tiger Rag

Street Strut

Meet Me in the Moonlight
Whispering Tenor
Jim Brown
32193 Roses Remind Me of You Tenor. .Irving Kaufman
Put Your Arms Where They Belong Tenoi,

— Fox-trot,

San
I

10

Original Indiana Five
Singing Quartet,

Me Home. .Honey Duke

Calling

10

10

Singing (Juartet

Lo-Do-De-O

10

Original Indiana Five

Mamma— Fox-trot,

Breezin' Along

10
10

;

Barcelona

Two Faced Man

—

'"George White's ScanFox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by Irv-

&

Pathe Phono

10
10

10

— Fox-trot,
Wynn's

—

.

.

a

.

.

10

Wynn's Gut Bucket Five

Albert

10

10

(From

Day

Lucky

Broadway

Cora Perkins
Cora Perkins

Contralto
— —

H

10
10

10
10
10

Riss Blues

Albert

—

Baritone,
Charlie Butler

To-day Blues Contralto
8350 When Fox- trot,

Bar Harbor Society Orch.

p'ields

Someone

Cow

8348

218-

223-

WTiy Contralto
Alma Rotter
40646 Lir Farina Tenor-Baritone Duet,
Al. Campbell-Jack Kaufman
What! No Spinach? Tenor-Baritone Duet,
Al. Campbell-Jack Kaufman
40647 A Perfect Day Male Quartet. The Peerless Four
Love's Old Sweet Song (Male Quartet,

—

10

Spanish

Hang Out With Annie ('Cause Annie
Hangs Out With Me) (Rose-Woods) Fox-trot,
Can't

— Fox-trot,
Wilson,

Circles

Bell Hops
— Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus
by
....Manhattan Dance Makers
Ea Paloma^— Tango. Bar Harbor Society Urch.
Tango Amoroso — Tango,

Dir.)

(Herzog-Sherwin) Fox-trot, with
Vocal Chorus
Kensington Serenaders
Calling Me Home (Gilbert-Monaco)
Fox-trot,
with Vocal Chorus
Kensington Serenadeis
Ja?

in

10
10
10
10

Baby

Arthur

Why Do Vou Want

—

—

Around

dals")
ing Kautman

—

—

— Fox-trot,

—

—

Hello,

—

—

10

Broadway

the Riviera (Gilbert-Loan-Rich)
Fox-trot,
with Vocal Cliorus,
The Ambassadors (Louis Katzman, Dir.)

Broken-Hearted Sue (Paskman-Breen-DeRose)
Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus,
The Ambassadors (Louis Katzman, Dir.)
15416 While the Years Go Drifting By (Kahn-Burke)
Fox-trot, with Vocal Cliorus,
Glen Echo Serenaders
On the Banks of the Old Yazoo (Jerome) Foxtrot, with Vocal Chorus. ... Glen Echo Serenaders
21025 Lovely Rose (Robe-DeRose)
Tenor, with Orch.,

Kaufman

Irving

Joe Candulio and His Everglades Orch.
Ace in the Hole Fox-trot. ... University Six
Dynamite Fox-trot
The Dixie Stompers

Walking

10
10

—

m

Guitar Duet.
Ferera-Paaluhi
Guitar Duet,
Ferera-Paaluhi

10

The Record Boys

Eighteenth Street Strut Fox-trot,
Joe Candulio and His Everglades Orch.

X

—
— Hawaiian

—

with Vocal Chorus by Jack

—

On

Laughing Eyes

Eigiiteenth

Me — Vocal,

Love

Here Comes Emaline

—

Cogert-Motto

INSTRUMENTAL RECORD

—

— Fox-trot,

H

Me You

Troubadour.'i

—
—

Blue Grass Foot Warmers
How Could I Be Blue? Fox-trot,
Blue Grass Foot Warmers
I'll Say It With a Pretty Little Song— Vocal
Tell

—

21171 lyone-My Own-Iyonc

(Jrcii.

Senorita Mine

Duet

The Singing

RACE RECORDS

—

208-

Sweetheart (Kahn-Donaldson) Foxtrot, with Vocal Chorus
The Bostonians
Who Could Be More Wonderful Than You?
(Davis-Silver)
Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus,
The Bostonians

— Quartet
—

Want the World to Know lenor
John Ryan
He Loves Me Human Jazz Band
Cogert-Motto
The Shorter They Wear Them the Longer I
Look

7505

H

Harry Richman, Assisted by Elm City Four

LIST FOR

My

15400 For

32191

10

Harmony Records

—

Quartet, with Orch.,

32190 Valencia

10

How

Could Red Riding Hood (Have Been So
Very Good and Still Keep the Wolf From the
Door?)
(Randolph) Fox-trot,
with
Vocal
Chorus
The Bostonians
15412 The Birth of the Blues (From George White's
(DeSylva-Brown-Henderson)
"Scandals")
Comedian and Male Quartet, with Orch.,
Harry Richman, Assisted by Elm City Four
Lucky Day (From George White's "Scandals")
(Brown-Henderson)
Comedian and Male

Miss Lee Morse

POPULAR VOCAL
I

(ODEON LABEL)
3191 Love in Lilac Time,
Edith Lorand and
Blind Love, Blind Hate,
Edith Lorand and

from page 142)

Guitar

EUROPEAN INSTRUMENTAL RECORD

Vocal

with

Tuxedo Orch.

(Wallace-Kahl-Corder)

—

Forget to Mess Around Fox-trot, with
Vocal Chorus by Louis Armstrong,
Louis Armstrong and His Hot Five
I'm Gonna Gitcha Fox trot, with Vocal Chorus
by Louis Armstrong,
Louis Armstrong and His Hot Five
8344 If Tomorrow Is Like Yesterday Tenor, with
Piano Accomp
Ed Wood
iMoonlight Brings Memories of You Tenor,
witli Piano Accomp. by De Lloyd Barnes.
8343 Don't

16

Fox-trot,

Chorus
Seville

— —

.

10
10

Marylou— Fox-trot,
Nichols'

Wish

I

10
10
10
10

..

Vocal Chorus by Frank
.Joe Candulio and His Everglades Orcn.
witli

Were Jealous

You

of

Me — Fox-trot,

Joe Candulio and His Everglades Orch.
36462 Jackass Blues Fox-trot-Charleston,
Joe Candulio and His Everglades Orch.
Animal Crackers Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus
by Tom De Armand,
Phil Hughes and High Hatters
36463 Where'd You Get Those Eyes ? Fox-trot, with
Vocal Chorus by J. Ryan .... Palace Garden Orch.
Longing (Just for You)
Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Bert Dolan.Bert Dolan's Chateau Orch.
36464 Only You and Lonely Me Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by A. Hall.... Bert Dolan's Chateau Orch.
Trumpet Sobs Foxtrot
We Three
36465 Breezing Along With the Breeze Fox-trot, with
Vocal Chorus by J. Ryan .... Palace Garden Orch.
Come On and Do Your Red Hot Business Fox-

—

—
—
—

1776 Baby Face Fo.\-trot
jNIy Pal Jerry
Fox-trot
1777 Barcelona
Fox-trot

Song

How Many

—

1779

Someone

Susan

—

—

—

—

—

—

Stillman's

trot

Am

—

—

Some Baby,
36468

My

Gal

— Fox-trot,

Five Birmingham Babies
Barcelona— Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by
Palace Garden Orch.
John Ryan
Hoodie Dee Doo Dee Doodoo Fox-trot, with
Vocal Chorus by A. Hall ... Lieut. Matt and Orch.

My

I

Is Losin'

Wasting

1781 I've

Found

—
You — Fox-trot,

As Long

as I

Have

Joe Candulio and His Everglades Orch.

Me

to

Your Apron

—

Strings Again

—Fox-trot,

Tuxedo Dance

(Drcli.

Blue Without You Fox-trot. The Virginia Creepers
25186 When the Red, Red, Robin— Voice and Ukulele.
OifT Edwards (Ukulele Ike)
Lo Do Dode O Voice and Ukulele,
Cliff Edwards (Ukulele Ike)
Voice and Orch.,
251 87 Hoodie Dee Doo Dee Doodoo
Lee Morse and Her Blue Grass Boys
Promise You Will Love Me Too Voice and
.

—

—

—

Imperial Dance Orch.
The Buffalodians

—Missouri

Fox-trot,

— Fox-trot,
Sam

Jazz

Band

Lanin's Troubadours

Time on You?

—

Fo.x-trot,

—

.

New Baby — Fox-trot,

a

Dixie Washboard

—

Boodle Am Fox-trot
1782 For My Sweetheart
In a Little

Band

DLxie Washboard Band
—
Sam Lanin's Troubadours
Garden — Fox-trot,
Lanin's Troubadours
^Fox-trot,

Sam

Lucky Day

(From "George White's Scandals,
1926")
Fox-trot ....Irwin Abrams' Dance Orch.
The Birth of the Blues (From "George White's
Fox-trot,
Scandals, 1926")
Irwin Abrams' Dance Orch.
1784 Jackass Blues Fox-trot,
Joe Candulio and His Everglades Orch.
1783

—

—

—

Deep Henderson

— Fox-trot,

Joe Candulio and His Everglades Orch.

—

with
Sweethearts Fox-trot,
Vocal
36469 Schoolday
Chorus by I. Kaufman
Tuxedo Dance Crch.

My

—

56466 Waffles

Ah! Ah! Aw! Aw! (Papa Mustn't Do That)
Phil Hughes and High Hatters
Fox-trot
36467 Here I Am Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by
Palace Garden Orch.
John Ryan

—Fox-trot,

Times? Fox-trot
Breezin' Along With the Breeze

Hollywood Dance Orch.
1780 WTio Wouldn't Fox-trot
Missouri Jazz Band
Hard-to-Get Gertie Fox-trot,
Joe Candulio and His Everglades Orch.

Orioles

Vocal Chorus by Tom De
—Fox-trot.with Phil
Armand
Hughes and High Hatters

The Buffalodians
Band
Imperial Dance Orch.
jSIissouri Jazz

Volga Boatman

of the

1778

—

36470 Tie
10
10

DANCE RECORDS

DANCE RECORDS
36461

Banner Records

Radio Corp.

VOCAL RECORDS
1785 I'm Just Wild About Animal
Duet, with Piano Accomp
It

Won't Be Long

Now—Male

—Hare-Jones
Male

Crackers

Duet, with Piano

Accomp
1786

Who Wouldn't?— Tenor
comp

How Many
Accomp

Times?

Solo,

—Tenor

with

Hare-Tones
Orch. AcIr\-ing

Solo,

—

Kaufman

with Orch.
Irving Kaufman
Male Duet,

You Get Those Eyes?
The Radio Aces
with Piano Accomp
Know
How to Love Male Voice, with
Ya Gotta
Where'd

—

Whispering "Ed"
Piano Accomp
Aloha!
How Are \"ou?—Male Duet,
(Continued on page 144)

1788 Hello,

THE TALKING MACHINE WORLD
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ADVANCE RECORD BULLETINS FOR SEPTEMBER— (Continued
with Orch. Accomp
Dixie Love iMale Duet,

—

Without

1789 I'm Lonely
Orch. Accomp
School Day Sweethearts

You

—Tenor

Accomp
Head Beneath
Accomp

The Old Fiddler's Song
elty Accomp

—

—Tenor

Rose

a

with

Solo,

When

When

Tenor Solo, with Nov-

Ya

8087

8088

How Many

Joe Candullo and His Everglades Orch.
The Buffalodians
Times? Fox-trot

Someone

Losin' Susan

Is

Henderson— Fox

8089 Deep

Fox-trot,
—Sam
ILanin's

Troubadours

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

VOCAL RECORDS
Animal

80Q4 I'm Just Wild About
Duet, Piano Accomp

Accomp

How
8095 Hello, Aloha!
)
Orch. Accomp
School Day Sweethearts
comp

Ya

Know How

Whcre'd

You

Gotta
Piano

—

—

8098

Who

Thinking

Duet,

Hall and

Ryan

OVIale

Eyes?— Male

Duet,
The Radio Aces

Beneath

Song

Rose

a

— Tenor

Solo.

Vernon Dalhart

—Tenor

Solo,

Nov. Ac-

Vernon Dalhart

Accomp.,
—Tenor Solo, Orch.Irving
Kaufman
Times? — Tenor Solo, Orch. Accomp.,
Irving Kaufman

Without

Lonely

8099 I'm

Accomp
Dixie Love

You— Tenor

Orch.

Solo,

Kaufman

Irving

—^Male

Duet, Orch Accomp.,

Hall-Ryan

JAZZ ZITHER RECORD
8100

—

Gotta Know How to Love Jazz Zither Solo,
Joe Furtner
Vocal Refrain
Wlien the Red, Red, Robin Comes Bob, Bob,
ReVocal
Bobbin' Along Jazz Zither Solo,
Joe Furtner
frain

Ya

—

—

How Many

Howard

L.

Am
3750

I

Wasting

Robert Billings
Robert Billings

— Fox-trot,
Imperial

Dance Orch.

The Buffalodians

—Missouri
Fox-trot,

Band

— Fox-trot,
Sam Lanin's Troubadours
Time on You? — Fox-trot,
Dance Orch.
Hollywood

—

Who

Missouri Jazz Band
Wouldn't Fox-trot
Hard-to-Get Gertie Fox-trot,
Joe Candullo and His Everglades Orch.

—

New Baby — Fox-trot,

3755 I've Found a

—

Dixie Washboard Band
Dixie Washboard Band

Boodle Am Fox-trot
3748 For My Sweetheart Fox-trot,
In a

Little

—

Garden

Sam

Lanin's Troubadours

— Fox-trot,Sam

Lanin's Troubadours
3752 Lucky Day (From "George White's Scandals.
1926")
Fox-trot ....Irwin Abrams' Dance Orch.
The Birth of the Blues (From "George White's
Fox-trot,
Scandals, 1926")
Irwin Abrams' Dance Orch.
3751 Jackass Blues Fox-trot.
Joe Candullo and His Everglades Orch.

—

—

—

Deep Henderson

— Fox-trot,

Joe Candullo and His Everglades Orch

VOCAL RECORDS
3757 I'm Just Wild About Animal
Duet, with Piano Accomp
It

Won't Be Long

Now—^Male

Crackers

—Hare-Jones
Male

Duet, with Piano

Accomp

Hare-Jones
Orch. AcIrving Kaufman
comp
How Many Times? Tenor Solo, with Orch. AcIrving Kaufman
comp
3762 Where'd You Get Those Eyes?— Male Duet, with
The
Radio Aces
Piano Accomp
Ya Gotta Know How to Love Male Voice, with
Whispering "Ed"
Piano Accomp
3759 Hello, Aloha! How Are You?— Male Duet, with
Hall-Ryan
Orch. Accomp
Dixie Love Male Duet, with Orch. Accomp.,
Hall-Ryan
3758 I'm Lonely Without You Tenor Solo, with
Irving Kaufman
Orch. Accomp
3761

.

Jean Rivinius

Harold Wansborough

Brown

Sails for

— Bohemian.

Slovenian Dance

V. Lisjak

AUTO-ART
These Rolls for Reproducing and Expression Player-pianos
Using Standardized Tracker Bar
Adoration ^Song
McNair Ilgenfritz
Cherie, I Love You
Ballad
Robert Billings
Valencia A Song of Spain
Horace Prell
Roses Remind Me of You Fox-trot
Lee Sims
Where'd You Get Those Eyes? Fox-trot
Lee .Sims
Animal Crackers Fox-trot
Lee Sims

—

—

—

—
—
—
INSTRUMENTAL ROLLS— MUSIC ONLY
La Cinquantaine — Novellette
McNair Ilgenfritz
Serenade
Carlos Fabri

Danse Et Andalouse

McNair

Lammermoor

Lucia Di

Ilgenfritz

Carlos Fabri
Sextette
Ich iLiebe Dich (I Love Thee)
Transcription,

—

McNair

Ilgenfritz

Europe

Who Wouldn't?— Tenor

Solo,

—

—

—

—

— New Columbia Viva-tonal Models Arriving for Distribution
—Fourth Radio Show Promises to Be a Success

to Broadcast

—

Lo.s
Angeles, Cal., August 4. Howard L.
Brown, Los Angeles branch manager of the
phonograph division of the Brunswick Co.,
sailed early last month for Europe and plans to

or

five

six

of the

desk and work

old

countries,

about

returning

middle of
August.
Assistant Manager Hughes is running
things smoothly during Mr. Brown's absence.
his

the

Walter S. Gray in Los Angeles
Walter S. Gray, president of the Walter S.
Gray Co., spent a few days in Los Angeles last
month and visited the various dealers. He reported good business, especially with portable
machines.

New Columbia Models Arriving
The new Columbia instruments are arriving
at Los Angeles headquarters and a number of
advance orders are being received from all parts
of the Southern district.
W. E. Henry, California general manager, attended the Seattle
Convention of the Western Music Trades Association.

Atwater Kent Dealers Convene
Thomas, Inc., Southern California

dis-

tributor of the

Atwater Kent

radio,

was

host,

about two hundred Atwater Kent
dealers.
The convention was held in the ballroom of the Alexandria Hotel. Instructive ad-

July

16,

to

dresses featured the event.

Association Plans Broadcasting
Tentative plans have been made to broadcast
an hour's program every other day under the
auspices of the Radio Trades Association of

The

Southern California.

programs

principal motive for

which they
salesmen to demonstrate radio
sets at the time of day when most stations are
silent, also, it is believed, that the Association
itself can be advertised in this manner.
Success Assured for Radio Show
With practically every inch of space sold and
plans ripening smoothly and satisfactorily, the
Fourth Annual National Radio Exposition,
which will take place September 5 to 11, inclusive, at the Ambassador Auditorium, Los Angeles, seems assured of unbounded success and
a record attendance and strong interest is anthese

is

the

assistance

will give to retail

ticipated.

to Fall Season for a Prosperous

—

with

Trade

General Industrial Conditions Presage a Satisfactory Fall Sales Volume Business During Summer to Date Compares Favorably With Volume During Same Period Last Year The News

Susan

My

Pisen

Italian.

Richmond Talking Machine Dealers Look
Jazz

Is Losin'

Lee Sims

You Love

—Association

The Buffalodians
Missouri Jazz Band
Imperial Dance Orch.

Times? Fox-trot
Breezin' Along With the Breeze

3754 Someone

Robert Billings

(From "Lemaire's

—-Waltz

Ray

DANCE RECORDS

—
—
—

Face Fox-trot
My Pal Jerry Fox-trot
3753 Barcelona Fox-trot
Song of the Volga Boatman
3747

—
—
—
Valci Kova
Naso —
Polibok

Important Developments Feature Month
Throughout the Los Angeles Territory

Domino Records
3749 Baby

Roger Le Mar
Lee Sims
Lee Sims

Harold Wansborough
—
^Blues. Jack Pierce
SPECIAL RELEASES
Old-Fashioned Garden We Know — Waltz,

In That

visit

Wouldn't

How Many

—

FOREIGN ROLLS— MUSIC ONLY

—

—

Barcelona Dance Song
You Can't Hold the Man

If

to

Whispering "Ed"

Fiddler's

—

—

Poslodni

Played by
Lee buns

— —
—
—

Can't Get Over a Girl Like You
Affairs")
Fox-trot
In a Little Garden Fox-trot
Falling in Love With You Waltz.
I

Piano
Hare and Jones

— Male Duet, Orch.andAc-Ryan
Hall
Voice, with
Love —

Those

Get

with Piano
8097 Lay My Head
Nov. Accomp

The Old
comp

to

—

Duet,

You?—Male

Are

8096

— —

Dawniej A Dzisiaj Polish.
Na Okola Ciemny Las Polish.

WORD ROLLS
Title
Hello, Aloha! How Are You ^Fox-trot
Land of Hope and Glory Song
Oh, Boy! How It Was Raining Fox-trot
Roses Remind Me of You Fox-trot
Baby Face Fox-trot
Where'd You Get Those Eyes Fox-trot

Male
Hare and Jones

Crackers

—Male

Long Now

Be

—

Povero

—

—

Won't

—

The Hobo's Prayer ^Blues
Jack Pierce
Oh, Boy! How It Was Raining Fox-trot
Lee Sims
The Vamp of New Orleans Blues
Jack Pierce
Love Story Blues
Jack Pierce
Falling Rain Blues
Jack Pierce
Mr. Johnson's Blue
Jack Pierce
You Had Better Be Ready That Morn (When Gabriel
Toots His Horn)
Sacred Song
Hayter-Jay
Six Feet of Papa Fox-trot
Clarence Jones
Stars (Are the Windows of Heaven)
Waltz.
Looking at the World (Through Rose-Colored Glasses)
Fox-trot
Robert Billings

trot,

Joe Candullo and His Everglades Orch.
Jackass Blues Fox-trot,
Joe Candullo and His Everglades Orch.
8090 For My Sweetheart Fox-trot,
Sam Lanin's Troubadours
Fox-trot,
Breezin' Along With the Breeze
Hollywood Dance Orch.
Fox-trot,
8091 In a Little Garden
Sam Lanin's Troubadours
Am I Wasting My Time on You? Fox-trot,
Imperial Dance Orch.
8092 The Birth of the Blues (From "George White's
Fox-trot. .Irwin Abrams' Dance Orch.
Scandals ')
Lucky Day (from "George White's Scandals,
Irwin Abrams' Dance Orch.
Fox-trot
192o")
8093 I've Found a New Baby ^Fox-trot,
Dixie Washboard Band
Dixie Washboard Band
Boodle Am Fox-trot.

It

Joe Furtner

Music Go.

—

of

—

Zither Solo,

—

Fox-trot
—
the Volga Boatman — Fox-trot,
Hollywood Dance Orch.
The Buffalodians
Baby Face — Fox-trot
Fox-trot,
—
Hard-to-Get Gertie

Song

S.

Joe Furtner

....Imperial Dance Orch.
Imperial Dance Orch.
Hollywood Dance Orch.

8086 Barcelona

—Jazz

Joe Furtner

Zither Solo,

DANCE RECORDS

Who Wouldn't? — Fox-trot
My Pal Jerry — Fox-trot

U.

Joe Furtner

—Jazz

1926

FOREIGN WORD ROLLS

the Red, Red, Robin Comes Bobbin' Along
Zither Solo, with Vocal Refrain,

Gotta Know How to Love
with Vocal Refrain

Love

to

Refrain

Vocal

with

Regal Riecords
8085

the Red, Red, Robin Comes Bobbin' Along
Zither Solo, with Vocal Refrain,

Ya Gotta Know How

Vernon Dalhart

—Jazz

with Orch.

—Jazz

Vernon Dalhart

NOVELTY INSTRUMENTAL RECORD
1791

—Male Duet,
—
—

NOVELTY INSTRUuMENTAL RECORD

3756

Solo,

15,

from Page 143)

Accomp
Hall-Ryan
3760 Lay My Head Beneath a Rose Tenor Solo, with
Vernon Dalhart
Novelty Accomp
The Old Fiddler's Song Tenor Solo, with NovVernon Dalhart
elty Accomp

Irving Kaufman
Duet, with Orch.
Hall-Ryan

—^Male

1790 Lay My
Novelty

School Day Sweethearts

Hall-Ryan
Accomp.,
Hall-Ryan

with Orch.

August

RiCHMOND, Va., August

7.

—Phonograph

dealers

looking ahead to a good
volume of Fall business. Labor is reported to
be well employed and the continuation of a
heavy building program appears to assure
steady employment for most workers for several months at least.
The agricultural outlook
in

this

also

is

territory are

good.
satisfactory
results
Victor dealers
report
from clearance sales of old records. The clearance is scheduled to continue through August.
The Corley Co. just now is staging a special
particularly

sale

phonographs of the Hyperion models

of

offering a special bonus to clerks in its
retail stores for each sale of this machine.
Manly B. Ramos' music store at 212 West

and

is

Broad

street

is

being renovated and given a

Its phonograph recoat of paint inside.
pair department in the rear is also being re-

new

modeled.

occurred early

this year, the store has been operated by his two sons, Joe and Burgess Ramos,
both of whom are well and favorably known to

the local music trade. Heretofore the store has
handled only a random line of phonographs. It
is now contemplating takmg on a standard line.
J. J. Raley is a new addition to the sales staff
of the

good.

During the Summer period trading in phonograph as well as radio lines was well up to the
level of last Summer and in some instances better, the dealers say.
Records have been going

Since the death of Mr. Ramos, which

—

James Cowan Co.

He

is

traveling Vir-

ginia territory.

Friends of Major A. Vivian, veteran road
salesman for the Corley Co., will be interested
to know that he is devoting spare time when off
the road to systematizing the handling of goods
the warehouse of the

in

company

here.

who

has been connected with
the radio department of the Corley Co. for the
past year or so, has resigned.
The Richmond Radio Show will be held this
S.

B. Metzger,

year September 21-22-23-24 at Murphy's hotel.
The show was a big success last year and bids
It will
fair to be even a bigger one this year.
be held under the auspices of the Radio Dealers

Club of Richmond.

Edward
Music

R.

Martin,

Co., this city,

is

trading as the
bankruptcy.

in

Martin

August

IS,
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Business Gains Reported
in the Kansas City Field

—

City, Mo., August 7. Following a
period of comparative quiet in the phonograph
business in this city during the latter part of
July, due largely to the vacation exodus and the
very hot weather, the August sales have started
and are adding stimulus to late Summer activity.
The demonstrations of new machines, which
have been held continuously during the past
few months, are expected to yield big returns
this Fall.

Columbia Viva-tonal was introduced here in a two-day demonstration at the
Hotel President, with dealers from Kansas City,
and all the surrounding territory of Kansas,
Oklahoma and Missouri, here to witness the
premier performance of the new machine in
this territory. W. B. Ockenden, manager of the
Columbia headquarters here, conducted the

The

new

demonstration.

The reception given the new
Columbia dealers was decidedly

machine by the
enthusiastic and the performance

of the Viva-

CONSTRUCTIVE ARTICLES IN THIS
ISSUE O F THE WORLD

months of anticipation.
The Edison Distributing Co., of this city, reports that it has had great success with the
Edison reproducer, finding that there is a good
demand for this attachment. Records have continued steady, and the new sample record, carrying ten of the best numbers of the month, has
proved to be very satisfactory and popular with
July business showed an increase
the dealers.
over June, says C. L. Smith, manager of the
Edison Co. here, and the prospects for Fall are
better than ever.
C. V. Bissell,

for the Starr

Piano Co.

who has recently opened a retail store of
own in connection with the wholesale dis-

play rooms of the Starr, reports that his business in Starr portables and Gennett Portophones has been exceedingly good.
The Wood's Music Stores, located at 402 East

Twelfth and 1624 East Eighteenth streets,
owned by W. A. Wood, have moved to 413 East
Twelfth street, combining the two stores into
one large establishment. Here they are installing new fixtures, and redecorating. Mr. Wood

Shows Popularity of the
Portable
From Active Summer to Lively Fall
The Broadcasters Save the Situation
Putting Service on a Sound Basis.
The Wizard's Son Takes the Reins.
Survey

and Department Heads

Importance

of

1

.

1

Portable

11

Going Out

19

phony a Success
Big Improvement in Business in New
England Field Predicted for the

20

All

12

12

Record

12

the Value of

Your Window
14

Display?
Credit Plan That Saves the Dealer

From Loss
Brunswick Co. Fired Opening Gun
of Big Advertising CampEiign on
August 14
Radio Accessories Build Dealers

A

.

24

26
27

Increase

54

64
66

Making

Quaker City

Preparations

for

90-94
Cool Weather Following Wave of Intense Heat Stimulated Business in
99-104
Middle West
In the Musical Merchandise Field .131-134
Organization of a Band by the Dealer Is Not Difficult, Says D. L.
Whittle
Gleanings From the World of Music,

131

135-138

Rates on Phonograph and Radio
Cabinets
Merchandising CamEducational
paign of Federal Radio Corp. Is
a Big Success
W. J. Haussler Elected First President of New Talking Machine
Wholesalers' Association
Eliminating Mechanical Ideas in Sell-

28

Growing Demand in the Summer
Months for Sheet Music Creates

34

Latest Patents Relating to Talking

135

Dealer Profits

Machines and Records

139

News From Our European Headquar35

140

ters

Advance

Lists of

Records

38

ing

a

50

Fall Drives

.

Building Sales Volume
Chamber Opposes Effort to

Branches of the

Trade

Budget of Sales Tips for the Dealer That Covers Varied Features of
and Which Can Be
Activity
Turned to Advantage by Live
Wires
How the Brunswick Shop Makes Canvassing Pay
How Live Atwater Kent Dealers Are

47

82

Fall

Profits

43

46

16

I

in Arkansas Profits by
Into the Field for Busi-

ness
Latest Summary of Exports and imports of Talking Machines
Fox Co. Gives Lavish Publicity to
Is

Volumes
Aggressive Brunswick Dealers Cash
In on the Eucharistic Congress in
Chicago
Featuring the Musical Possibilities of
the Talking Machine
Radio Corp. of America Launches
Drive to Familiarize Public With
Its Dealers
Dealers Feature Stewart - Warner
Radio in Unusually Eye-Arresting
Window Displays
First Tests in Railroad Radio Tele-

1

42

Small Town Dealer Describes Methods That Have Built Radio Sales

11

—

What

I

the

The New Radio Season Opens
Sell Music
Not Merch andise
Edison Dealer

Trade Association
Annual Stromberg - Carlson Sales
Conference Features Optimism
Over the Outlook

1

.

The Growing

Important Matters Scheduled for
Meeting
of
Federated
Radio

4
0
0
10

.

.

Columbia dealer.
phonograph and radio store has been
opened here, by B. H. McNeil and Donald
is

for Salesmen, Dealers

R:[>?iai5iKiaiga wi«iBii5iwiaiaiawiaMi»teteiteiaKiKii«iiaMKra^

.

manager

here,
his

Ready Reference

surpassed their expectations, even after

tonal

giisi!g|igi«]igi»iiaa5ii

siaiiiaHiiigiHHHiiHaiiiiiiiisiiiaiiiaiiiaiiaiiiiaili

Demonstrations of the New Instruments and
Other Sales Promotion Activities Expected to
Create Business This Fall

Kansas

145

for

Talking Machine

141-144

August

A new

Phelps. The store is located at 6329 Brookside,
in an exclusive residence shopping center, and

handle Brunswick machines only.
radio season was opened here during
July with two meetings of radio dealers from
the surrounding States of Kansas, Oklahoma,
Arkansas, Iowa and Nebraska. The first meeting was in honor of Powel Crosley, and 250
dealers were entertained at a luncheon at the
will

The

Hotel President, by five Crosley distributors, the
Sterling Radio Co., Kansas City; Harbison Mfg.
Co., of Kansas City; the Theodore Riechl Motor
Supply Co., of Macon, Mo.; the Ross-Frazer
Iron Co., of St. Joseph, Mo., and the American
Electric Co., of St. Joseph. This meeting was fol-

lowed the next day by

a dealers' meeting.

Henry G. Hillebrand With
AmpHon Corp. of America
Henry

G. Hillebrand, well

phonograph

trade

circles,

factory representative of the

America, of

New York

in radio and
been appointed

known

has

Amplion Corp.

City.

of

Mr. Hillebrand

will co-operate with all Amplion distributors
and dealers in the metropolitan district, devoting his efforts to seeing that the highest type
of service is rendered on Amplion products all
along the line from factory to the ultimate conIn this work Mr. Hillebrand will be
.sumer.
closely associated with Lloyd Spencer, general

sales

manager

of the

company.

CORRESPONDENCE FROM LEADING
Lake

Salt

42

City,

—

—

43

Buffalo,

Toledo,

— —
—
—

67

—

CITIES

Cincinnati, 72
Philadelphia, 90-94

Milwaukee,

Pittsburgh,
Cleveland, 83
Boston, 82
Baltimore, 80
Minneapolis and St.
Akron-Canton, 112
St. Louis, 112
Chicago, 99-104
38
News From The World's European Office,
4
Portland,
3
Canada,
144
Kansas City, 145.
Richmond,
144
Los Angeles,
1

I

—

1

1

—
—

—

I

Talking Machine and Radio
Men, Inc., Resume Meetings

75—
96—
Paul.

40—

sands of its customers, A second reason is that
people are unaware of what electricity

many

really

is

and short instructive

talks

are

occa-

sionally given to bring a better understanding

Metropolitan Dealers Hear Interesting Talks by
Representatives of Toy Mfrs. and Edison Co.
Prepare for Annual Outing

—

The regular monthly meetings of the Talking
Machine and Radio Men, Inc., were resumed on
Wednesday, August 4, at the Cafe Boulevard,
New York, with talks by Fletcher D, Dodge, secretary of the Toy Manufacturers of the United
States, and Louis Resnick, of the New York
Edison Co. as the features of the gathering. Mr.
Dodge spoke briefly on the profit-making possibilities

of music

dealers

installing toy

in

The next meeting of the association will be
held at the Cafe Boulevard on September 15.
At this meeting only routine business will be
attended to and the members will then go in a
body to visit the annual Radio World's Fair at
Madison Square Garden.
Byron Foster, chairman of

the

the entertainment

committee of the association, outlined the plans
for the annual outing of the members, w'hich
will take place at Briarcliff Lodge, New York,
on September 21.

depart-

Louis Resnick gave an
interesting talk explaining the reasons why the
Edison Co. is spending a great amount of money
in broadcasting its weekly hour of music and

ments

of electricity to listeners-in.

their stores.

other broadcasting features. The chief reason,
Mr. Resnick stated, was to secure personal contact with Edison customers, and broadcast programs offer the best method of a large corporation entering the homes of the many thou-

Among

those concerns that have arranged for

exhibits at the annual convention of the Michigan Music Merchants' Association to be held
at the

Book-Cadillac Hotel, Detroit, on August
The Brunswick-Balke-Col-

16-19, are included:

lender Co., Columbia Phonograph Co., Sonora
Phonograph Co. and Victor Talking Machine
Co. The various new products of these several

companies

will be displayed.

THE TALKING MACHINE WORLD
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The

Phonograph or

Starr Portable

Gennett Portophone With Gennett Records
best season of the year is now and the next few months for selling the Starr Portable Phonograph or the GenVacation time is the uppermost thought. Outdoor play is in full swing and outdoor play means
nett Portophone.
and where there is play there is sure a need for
auto trips, camping parties, canoeing, moonlight dancing, picnics
music. The Starr Portable or the Gennett Portophone with Gennett Records offers an unbeatable combination to
launch forth on a big summer selling campaign.

The

—

The new Gennett
cut appearance
could desire to

releases with their timeliness, vivacity, smoothness and excellence of recording and the smart cleanand clear far-carrying tone of both the Starr Portable and Gennett Portophone present all any dealer
meet the season's selling opportunity.

These Portables may be had either under the Starr or
Gennett name plate. Colors are black, brown, red, gray,
green and blue.
Light in weight, ruggedly constructed,
handsomely finished, attention compelling. Will meet the
demands of the most critical.

Gennett sales plan eliminates all possibility of dead
stock and enables the dealer to have on his shelves selections
that are in constant demand, the profits from which are
never being jeopardized by left-overs and slow movers,
TTie

THE STARR PIANO COMPANY
Established

1872

Factories:

Richmond, Indiana

Branches in:

BIRMINGHAM
DETROIT

BOSTON
INDIANAPOLIS

PORTLAND

CHICAGO
KANSAS CITY

CINCINNATI

CLEVELAND

LOS ANGELES
NASHVILLE
SAN FRANCISCO

DAYTON
NEW YORK

Frank Braidwood
Cowboy

Baritone

Tied up exclusively with

EDISON

The

NEW

EDISON

Dance Attachment

STAR of the "big time" vaudeville circuits, motion picture
star,

latest

achievement of

as having the best broadcasting

— Frank

Braidwood, the cowboy
baritone, has now become an exclusive star in the Edison
galaxy of popular artists. Another cause for Edison owners
to rejoice, another opportunity for Edison dealers, another
voice

Simple— inexpen sive—
doubles the volume of
any New Edison for
all dance music — the

and recently voted

on the

Pacific

Coast

reason for phonograph purchasers preferring the New Edison.

The "cowboy baritone"

sings popular

There

is

an

irresistible

music in a delightin vogue at present.

much

fully intimate, confidential style so

appeal in that magnificent, gold bariis above mere technique, some-

something that

tofie voice,

thing that "hits folks just where they live".
Qite your customers a chance to hear some of these
numbers. They'll just take them away from you.
After

^^^^^ J But
(

J

Say I'm Sorry (What Can

1

I

Say?),

Donaldsori'Lyman

Do— You Know 1 Do, Donaldson-Kahn
Let's Talk About My Sweetie, Donaldson-Kahn
I

Could

n

1

Certainly Could, Yellen-Ager

Somebody's Lonely, DaviS'Qold
j
51766|j^^ More Worryin', Donaldson-Mills-Kahn
,

It's

Too

Late

To Be

Sorry

Now,

Verges-Therrien-Le Claire

51770|^jjgj^ the Red.Red Robin Comes Bob. Bob, Bobbin' Along, Woods

Make Me Feel Blue, Bryan-WendJing-Richman
Was Raining, De CostO'Silver

Blue Bormet— You

Oh

Boy!

How

It

VOL.

XXIL NO.

Published Each

SINGLE COPIES, 25 CENTS
PER YEAR, TWO DOLLARS

9

Month by Edward Lyman

Bill,

Inc.,

at

383 Madison Avenue,

New

York, September 15, 1926

For the best fall business
in your history
The Brunswick Panatrope
Brunswick's New Musical
Instrument

Brunswick "Light-Ray'^
Records (musical
photography)

Electrical

1p
Entered as second-class matter

May

2,

190S,

at

the post office at

New

York. N. Y., under the act of Congress of March

3.

1879.
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SOJiORA SHIELDED SIX
$125

MM

Deep Rich Tones
never heard before
in Radio
The Sonora

Shielded Six achieves an enchanting

found in only one other instrument
Reproducing Phonograph. The sensa-

fullness of tone

— The New

tional success of these
SOHORA SHIELDED SIX
STANDARD COHSOLE

the fact that for the

new

first

instruments

is

due

to

time bass notes are re-

$185

produced in their

And now

these

full richness

new

and depth.

depths are sounded in radio

ocean deep chords of majestic fullness, the vibrant
pedal notes of the organ

— these are the new and dis-

tinctive features of this great reproducer of music.

SOHORA SHIELDED

SIX

DELUXE COHSOLE
$225

CLEAR AS A BELL ^

Shielded Six

jThe Talking Machine World
ol.

22.

No.

New

9

'

Price Twenty-five Cents
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Edison and Walsh Leave
on Transcontinental Trip

Fred. P. Oliver Elected Vice-

Widely Known Advertising ExecuAdmirably Equipped for Important Post

President of Thos. A. Edison, Inc., and VicePresident in Charge of Phonograph Division
to Visit All Jobbing Centers and Meet Dealers

Of Boley-Oliver

tive

;.

L. C. Lincoln, one of the most popular and
" widely known advertising executives in the
' -^phonograph and radio industries, has been ap^'pointed advertising manager of F. A. D. Andrea,
nc, New York City, manufacturer of Fada
Mr. Lincoln is ideally
neutrodyne products.
t

,ualified for his

,

15,

« G. Lincoln Advertising
Manager of F. A. D. Andrea

^ Popular and

*~

York, September

new

post, as his previous ex-

l^iperience includes an active association with ad-

vi

'tising
isic

and

sales

phonograph division of the Edison interleft Orange on September 12 for an ex-

of the
ests,

tended tour .of the entire country. Messrs. Edison and Walsh will visit all the Edison jobbing
centers from Coast to Coast, and arrangements
have been made for a gathering of Edison
dealers at each point, to whom the executives
will deliver a message of great importance.
Various new products have emanated from
the Edison laboratories, some of which, including the dance reproducer, have already
been offered to the trade and public, while
others will be placed on the market in the near
future.
These new products will be demonstrated and explained to the dealers in detail
and they will also be informed of the national
advertising campaign planned for the coming
months in the interest of the new Edison
phonograph and records. Elaborate new merchandising plans will also be described.
It is expected that Messrs. Edison and Walsh
will be away from the factory headquarters for
a period of from three to four weeks, and it is believed that direct contact with the dealers of
the country, developed through the medium of
the trip, will prove a powerful factor in promoting the distribution of Edison products.

Phono Parts Go.
and Buel-Lyons Gombine

problems incidental

to

the

dealer.

seven years Mr. Lincoln was associated
h the Sonora Phonograph Co., Inc., occupythe important post of advertising manager
a number of years and keeping in close
ch with the company's jobbers and dealers
oughout the country. Prior to the Sonora
a
vities
he was associated with the Starr
I j, lo Co. and other well-known retail music
cffvtcerns, where he gained an invaluable knowledge of retail merchandising conditions.
Mr.
Lj^coln will be in complete charge of the Fada
aj^'ertising campaign, which, this year, will be
«ire extensive than ever and of tremendous
•""or

Pittsburgh and Cleveland Firms in Amalgamation Capital Increased New Officers

—

—

•

I

.

|P|ue to Fada distributors and dealers.

An amalgamation

of considerable importance
throughout the Pennsylvania, Ohio
and West Virginia districts took place recently
to the trade

with the merging of the interests of the Ideal
Co., Inc., Pittsburgh, with the
Buel-Lyons Co., phonograph and radio wholesalers, Cleveland, O.
Plans have just been completed for the opera-

Phono Parts

tion

name

of

the

business

of the Ideal

in

the

future

Phono Parts

under the

Co., Inc., with

a considerable increase in capital stock of the

corporation, with offices and warehouses in both

F

GA

Starts Educational

Meetings

to

Help Dealers

Pittsburgh and Cleveland. The officers of the
merged corporation will be: Paul Susselman,

Fred

C.

Edward
Purpose of Meetings Is to Value Service Problems of Retailers and to Acquaint Them
With RCA Sales and Ad Policies

_

''.A series of dealer educational meetings has
been inaugurated by the Radio Corp. of America
to help dealers with their service problems and
to acquaint them with sales and advertising
f'olicies of RCA.
The first of these meetings
\ Vis held recently at Syracuse, N. Y., under the
^jispices of the Robertson-Cataret Electrical
Jfupply Co., and the H. C. Roberts Electrical
Supply Co., RCA distributors. The gathering
was addressed by Pierre Boucheron, advertising manager, and E. A. Nicholas, Eastern disThe
tpct sales manager of the Radio Corp.
dealers were assured that the present models
offered to them will be the same in all essential
rtspects for the next few years, as RCA engithere can be no basic
ilfeers had decided that
changes in the mechanism of a Radiola.

See second

Schuyler, William C. McClelland and
B. Lyons, who will personally and

through a sales force of eight additional repworking from both Pittsburgh and
Cleveland, keep in close contact with the trade
and be able to offer them the benefits of an
increased buying power and a larger and more
varied stock of merchandise made possible by
resentatives,

this consolidiation.

Among the more important advantages to the
trade in these three States brought about by
this latest move is the assuring of more efficient
and prompt service on the Okeh and Odeon
records, which are being merchandised by the
company in Pittsburgh territory through an
arrangement with the Everybody's Talking
Machine Co., a wider and more efficient distribution of Carryola portables. Valley Forge
main springs and parts. Symphonic and Ultraphonic reproducers, Melo-Art music rolls and
Artone phonographs, a new type phonograph
that has so far met with an unusual degree of
success due to its excellent tonal quality.
last

page for Index of Articles of Interest in

Co.,

Kellogg Products

Manager

New
in

York, Distributor
Important Territory

of

D. H. Boley, head of the firm of D. H. Boley
Co., Inc., 1440 Broadway, New York, sales
agent for the products of the Kellogg Switch-

&

board & Supply Co., Chicago, 111., announced
on September 1 that Fred. P. Oliver, one of the
most popular members of the wholesale trade,
had become associated with his company. The

Ideal

L. C. Lincoln

II

Charles Edison, president and chief executive
of Thos. A. Edison, Inc., together with Arthur
T. Walsh, vice-president and general manager

president and Gen.

Fred. P. Oliver

been o.gauii:ed as the Boley-Oliver
Co., with Mr. Boley as president and treasurer
of the company and Mr. Oliver as vice-president and general manager.
This new arrangement for the distribution of
Kellogg products in the important territory
served by the Boley-Oliver Co. reflects the rapid
growth and popularity of Kellogg receiving sets.
Mr. Boley has been identified with the Kellogg
organization for several years and has established
representative and successful dealers
throughout his territory. Mr. Oliver's association with the company will undoubtedly enable
the organization to build up an impressive clienfirm

tele

lias

among

the leading dealers in the East, for

the quality of the Kellogg product will be re-

inforced by the fact that Mr. Oliver numbers

among his close friends practically every wellknown and active talking machine dealer in
Eastern territory.
"Fred" Oliver needs no introduction to the
trade throughout the country, for he has been
identified with the phonograph and radio industry for the past thirteen years. For eleven years
he was vice-president and general manager of
the Blackman Talking Machine Co., New York,
Victor wholesaler, and for over a year was
metropolitan sales manager for the Music Master Corp. He brings to his new connection an
exceptionally valuable merchandising and executive experience with a thorough knowledge of
the retailers' problems.

An

Important Gorrection

In the advertising of the Magnavox Co. appearing on pages 56 and 57 the circulation of
The Talking Machine World is given incorrectly, through an error on the part of the engraver.

The

World

is

circulation of

The Talking Machine

13,000 copies per issue,

figure given in this advertisement.

this issue of

The World

and not the
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Retail

ness
the

—

Summer drawing

to a close

and the

with expected stimulation of business, in
the offing, the retail trade must begin to make
plans for the sales promotion drives of the last
Reports reaching The
quarter of the year.
World from correspondents in the leading cities
of the country, as well as the statements of
dealers themselves, indicate that optimism over
the outlook insofar as local prospects are concerned is justified. An analysis of the condition
of the industry, taking into consideration the

new products on sales of retailers,
that there are many sound reasons

effect of

in-

for
dicates
the expectations of the retail dealers regarding

busy Fall season.
New Instruments Will Effect Sales

The fine new lines of talking machines, embodying radical improvements; improved methbetter

records;

ods of recording,

resulting

new and improved

radio receivers and speakers,

in

tend to aid the dealer, in that the talking
machine merchant will have new talking points
Not only will
to strengthen his sales message.
all

non-owners of talking machine and radio

sets

be prospects for these products, but those who
already own the old-style instruments may be
considered prospects and the dealer who makes
a serious attempt to sell to these people during the Fall undoubtedly will be rewarded for
trouble by making sales that otherwise

his

would never materialize.

Radio

Stabilization in

While the talking machine

situation has im-

proved tremendously, great strides also have
been made in radio. The chaotic condition that
marked the industry a year ago has largely been
eliminated and, comparatively speaking, the industry, at least from the angle of the retail
dealer,

is

in

a

stabilized

condition

that

can

only react to the benefit of the trade as a
The retailers, too, have succeeded in
whole.
profiting by past mistakes resulting from lack
of knowledge of merchandising radio, and have
revised their methods of operation to such an
extent that

1^26

Trade in Better Position Than Ever to Do a Profitable BusiVigorous Sales Promotion Campaigns Will Be Rewarded

Fall,

a

IS,

Volume Depends on Sales Promotion

Fall
With

September

many

of the profit-killing practices

This is
year ago have been eliminated.
Talkparticularly true of the service problem.
ing machine dealers now are not permitting
service to devour profits on sales. Service plans
of a

have been evolved that create customer satisfaction and at the same time leave the dealer

Introducing

—

with

a

profit.

Some

merchants have even
department to the point

brought the service

and radio depends upon the amount and quality
by the dealer. By the

of persuasion put forth

where

it
is actually a profit-producer.
Better methods of selling have done much to
Intelligent salesmen,
stabilize radio retailing.

who understand

their

product and, what

of

is

equal Importance, understand how to secure the
name of the prospect to the dotted line without

Introduction of new products
gives
the
retail
merchant
strong talking points which he
can capitalize. Reports indicate
that the country is in a prosperous state and the time is
ripe for sustained campaigns.
The people have the money
and whether they will spend
some of it for products handled
by the talking machine dealer
depends in a great measure on
the sales effort put forth.
.

making

among his prospects with the idea of making
immediate sales as well as preparing for future
business.
Certainly, with the wealth of new
machines and other products as the basis of a
campaign the trade is in a better position to
cash in on the buying power of the public than
it has been in years.
Profits

advertise

.

all

It

the

is

will

cream of the business.
There is no question but that
find

get

Tube Control Receiver)

of these in-

the

It is to
instrument's value as a trade-in.
new parts will have an
appeal and it is up to the dealer to reach them

the

these customers that the

this

Fall

will

and build his profits.
merchandisers

ligent

3

In the last analysis intelwill be

busy

this Fall.

major factors being considered;

2.

PERFORMANCE
APPEARANCE

3.

PRICE

1.

FACT

to these features we emphasize the
that the LYRIC is sufficiently selective to meet congested broadcasting conditions in the Metropolitan areas.

The LYRIC

embodied in a Mahogany Cabinet. The front panel is bakeand very attractively lithographed in gold. The Rheostat
and Tuning Knobs are also made of bakelite. Indicators and arrows ensize 7

x

is

18,

graved with gold.

The condensers

This receiver covers
(2 Dial, 5

warerooms and the owners

struments are and will be extremely loath to
consign their talking machines to the scrap heap
or to accept an extremely small payment on

This instrument has been designed with

lite,

Lyric

sales

dealer's

Added

l>!yacco

all

as the

amplifying systems, etc., militate
of the new types of talking
machines.
On the surface this thought seems
logical, but every dealer must realize that among
the thousands of homes which he serves there
are instruments purchased within the past few
years which, having been used carefully and
having been treated with consideration, are today in as perfect shape as when they left the

buy talking machines, records

To You

same fashion

reproducers,

the public in an excellent position to buy,

but whether they

the

may

against

same story each

go-getter

much

New Reproducers, Etc.
be that some dealers will hesitate in
placing strenuous efforts behind this new merchandise on the ground that the sales of newIt

by the dealer in building sales. The
merchant who carefully makes his plans for a
well-rounded drive and then carries out his campaign vigorously and in detail will profit. The
merchant who, as usual, sits back waiting for
the elusive customer to come into the store v\-ill
do some business, but not enough to make the
intelligent

in

machine or radio receiver. He must circularize
the owners of old-type instruments and inform
them of the invention and availability of the
new parts which will add immeasurably to their
enjoyment of the instrument in their home.

utilized

The

them

larger items of merchandise such as the talking

as

season a success.

Parts

bring large profits to the aggressive dealer is
new talking machine parts and repair parts. But
to secure the full benefits of selling these new
parts it is not enough that a dealer stock them
and await calls from the customer. He must

Competition Demands Action
Competition will be keen this Fall between
dealers handling new products.
All of these
lines have merit and it will be a battle of merchandising.
Advertising, window displays and
other forms of business promotion should be

year:

From

Another department of the talking machine
store which if properly exploited is certain to

kinds of ridiculous claims for their
regards distance reception, etc., have
been instrumental, through right selling, in reducing the need for service.

line

time this issue of The World reaches the trade
people will have returned from their vacations
and will have settled down to the every-day
routine of living.
Consequently, it is the ideal
time for the talking machine retailer to get busy

are of the S.L.F. type.

stations ranging

from 200 to 600 metres.

Jobber, write or wire us for detail on our exclusive territorial proposition.
Dealers are requested
Jobbers regarding the

to

inquire of their
or Address:

LYRIC

New York Album

& Card Co*,

23-25 Lispenard Street,

New York

[Established 1907)

Inc<

September

15,
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News
of the BRUNSWICK

Carrying the

PANATROPE
FIRST

demonstrations of the

Brunswick

news

Watch September

were

Panatrope

of these publications:

day in the metropolitan newspapers the following
morning. Now, knowing that when
the

issues

of the

Saturday Evening Post
Sept. 11

people hear this marvelous instru-

ment they'll want to own it,
Brunswick is carrying the news of

Literary Digest
Sept. 18

the Panatrope to the millions in

Good Housekeeping

the pages of the leading

and

zines,

in

maga-

newspapers as

Liberty

well.

Sept. 25

This advertising creates the sales

Vogue

opportunity of a lifetime for Bruns-

wick

dealers.

with
profits

it,

Watch

for

it,

tie

up

Harper's Bazar

and get the utmost in
from this sales-creating

Etude

publicity.

^nrwmwkk
PANATROPES

»

PHONOGRAPHS

«•

RADIOLAS

THE BUUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER

•

RECORDS^^

CO., General Offices:

CHICAGO

—
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H. H. Roemer Appointed General Sales
Manager of Bell & Howell Co., Chicago
Statement of Interest to Dealers by Prominent Executive Now Connected With Manufacturer
of Motion Picture Producers Equipment and Filmo Cameras and Projectors

H. H. Roemer, former director of sales promotion and advertising of the Zenith Radio
been
sales
lias
appointed
general
Corp.,

manager

of

the

& Howell

Bell

Co.,

Chicago,

manufacturer of 95 per cent of the world's
consumption in professional motion picture producers' equipment and amateur Fll.JVfO cameras
and projectors.
Mr. Roemer's activities in field organization
merchandising
in
radio
and
development
methods are well known to the music and radio

wholly dependent upon

the success of its
dealer fails to make a profit
obviously he cannot continue in business.
A
dealer may show a profit over a certain period
but, if sales are permitted to fade out
of time
during off-seasons, the profits of his peak months
are absorbed by the upkeep expense of nonThere is a
productive months and seasons.
very practical moral to the old storv about
is

retail outlets.

If a

—

retail outlets are clearly maniThe
by the move he has just made.
Talking Machine World, ever anxious to pass
on to its readers such constructive material as
will encourage greater successes for the retail
music and radio dealer, requested Mr. Roemer
to prepare a paper incorporating the statements
made by him during his recent visit to New
York City, which is as follows:
"Many of my good friends in radio, hearing
of my recent change, have expressed surprise
in what they term as 'leaving the industry.'
have not stepped out of the picture in fact,

—

tically every music and radio dealer in thf
entire country realizes that the quick profits
of a short season dwindle away during the late
Spring, Summer and early Fall months.
"The answer to this problem rests in the
analysis of his own setup.
First, the music

and radio dealer
for the home.

It is a condition which, until
will never render retail merchandising of these lines an attraction for investment
much less a continuance of those who are at

slumps.

overcome,

present engaged in them exclusively.
"The success of an industry dcDends upon
the successful distribution of its product and.
by this same token, the success of distribution

—

sell

on

is

by demonstration.

He

should

highly

this

—

But

that inevitable break of
during those dread Summer
months when even the best in music will not
keep people indoors.
service.

these

there's

contacts

"The dealer who

will

add

a

line

possessijig

genuine 'outdoor-appeal' for the Summer season and carrying with it promise of greater
indoor-entertainment' for the Winter months
will make possible the bridging of the nonproductive gaps and will enjoy an all-year-round
business.
And as a result, not only do his
Winter profits remain intact, but his Summer
months likewise build up a profit. And by this
continuous consumer contact he builds up a
growing patronage. New customers whose
first purchase was on the Summer article become potential prospects for radio or musical
instruments in the Fall and the old customer
who has a radio or phonograph becomes a
potential prospect for the Summer article.
"From the very start of radio I could not
help biit notice its seasonal tendencies and as
the industry progressed and the field became
more and more organized this same condition
seemed to become even more pronounced.
Many dealers were forced out of business because of this condition others attempted 'side
lines' with but little success for their effort.
The problem cannot be solved via the 'side-

a

H. H. Roemer

—

and music lines a
Manufacturers and dealers alike appreciate the
financial difliculties brought about by ofl^-season

therefore,

"There is a fraternal relationship between the
phonograph customer and dealer through that
contact produced by the constant sale of records likewise between the radio customer and
dealer through the sale of accessories and

will figure in it to a much greater extent since
will not in any sense be in competition with
any radio or musical line but in solving one

problems and bringing
and all makes of radio
much-sought-for support.

An

additional line of kindred
most applicable to his
business.
Second, his merchandise appeals to
the finer senses.
He will cash in biggest by
observing the importance of this factor when
selecting merchandise of like appeal for 'ofiFseason' selling. Third, his method of merchandising involves a thorough understanding of
selling 'in-the-home'
and he is particularly

purpose,

I

of the dealer's greatest
to the retailers of any

merchandising entertainment

is

year.

I

sales

to assist the dealer over the terrors of
such means as
would hold his selling forces intact and not
carry him too far away from his vocational
endeavors to keep his entire organization in
the same sales-roads he has been traveling and
in contact with the same type of patron.
Prac-

specialized form of
taking on such a line as will ofifer
continuance of this method of selling in order
that his sales force remain in good training
throughout the entire year and from year to

industry's

it

1926

Summer slump and by

that

capitalize
selling by

fested

—

IS,

means

equipped to

dealer as well as the industry at large and his
convictions in the substantial improvement in
that

September

salesman

the

who

and playing cards

sold

in the

bibles in one town
next.
In the average
in the Summer is the

the ice man
the Winter and in smaller communities we find the undertaker selling go-carts
and renting his funeral carriages out for parties
It's
a case of getting them
and weddings.
'going and coming.' And why is the department
Is it not because of their
store a success?
ability to 'peak' all seasons, fads and fancies?

community

man

coal

"What
unknown
have

all

in

have here said is a condition not
We
the music and radio dealer.
figured and planned on ways and

I

to

—

line route.'

MODEL 60 a

Only

6%bes,

1 Controls

h-in. Solid

Mahogany Cabinet

$7Ck52
- -

/

\^ljst

the

price-trained

six-tube design and circuit, the foundation for our entire line of ten comReception from the
plete models.
most distant stations is reproduced in
quality tones and volume, with selectivity in the separation of stations unexcelled by any line on the market.

—

cause no grief. The radio business is
recognized as being seasonal, and
with the trend for constant improvements in design and construction,
your stock at the end of the season is
a most important matter. Case Radio
Receiving Sets are sure because they
mean the biggest stock turnover possible with a minimum investment.

SALES:

Sales result readily because
the extremely satisfactory sets,
beautiful appearance of all cabinets,
ruggedness of construction (built for
a lifetime of service) all at low popular prices made possible by being
of

SAFE: Case Radio Receiving Sets are
manufactured to faithfully perform
and serve the ultimate consumer. The
CASE line is built around a standard
Our Exhibits

built entirely in

our

own

plant.

Write for further
facts

TODAY!

—

Booth FF7, Third Annual Radio World's Fair,
Madison Square Garden, New York, Sept. 13 to 18. Booth DDS,
Fifth Annual Chicago Radio Shozv, Coliseum, Chicago, Oct. 11 to 17, inch

See

New

&

Electric Co.
Marion, Indiana

Indiana Mfg.

>0. COC,

$l->3

an

increased capacity to meet any
for the next ten years, and
I
found further that the cause of their tremendous success was the fact that FILMO
cameras and projectors were built upon the
same principles as are incorporated in all thcir
(Coiilinued on page IS)
possible

QUALITY

mind

article

quirements and advantages essential to meet
practically every condition involved in the problem.
"In 1923 amateur motion picture cameras
began to attract public attention and 1924
brought with it an interest which heralds another great tidal wave of public appreciation
not unlike that which swept radio across the
continent and into more than three million
homes; 1925 reports indicate that the present
amateur film consumption of motion picture
film equals 50 per cent of that used by professional producers.
"Investigating the source of supply in this
new industry I found that the Bell & Howell
Co. was in 1924 and 1925 oversold far beyond
their production capacity, which led to the
erecting of their new factory in Chicago, which
provides

No. 60D, S170

the additional line select-

of the sales force.
It
requiring the least possible
servicing.
And more particular than all else, it
must avoid anything of the 'annual model' idea.
"Quite naturally (since radio made its bow
to public popularity) my work brought me in
direct contact with the condition here at hand
and the problem meant as much to me as it
did to all others responsible for radio merchandising.
Article after article presented itself, but not until I came in direct contact with
FILMO products did I realize that the amateur
motion picture camera possessed all of the re-

must be an

SURE: You are interested in Radio
Receiving Sets as merchandise merchandise that will move easily and

Whatever

ed it must be in a manner kindred, as I have
explained before.
It must not stop off suddenly.
On the contrary, it must blend in and
out and interlock.
It must carry the same
appeal that music attracts and it must possess
that same dignity.
It should be of such character as does not require much space for
storing and stocking and it must be in approximately the same price class to prevent affecting

demand

September

15,
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Looking

at the

World

Thru Rose- Colored
On

7

Glasses

Brunswick^s ^Tight-Ray^^
Electrical

Records

(Music by Photography)

THESE two masterly recordings of popular number
— vocal by Nick Lucas; instrumental by Abe Lyman
this

and

his Orchestra

— are

without question the finest being

Every Brunswick dealer will find
an extraordinary sales opportunity in these two records.
offered the public.

ISJeiv

Brunswick Records are now on sale every Thursday

THE BRUNSWICK. BALKE-COLLENDER

CO., Qeneral

Offices:

CHICAGO
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H.

Schott Appointed
Eveready Gen'l Sales Mgr.

S.

Has Been Connected With

the

Industry

in

Manufacturing and Jobbing Branches for
Twenty-five Years Well-known to Trade

—

Announcement
S.

appointment of Harry

of the

Schott as general sales-manager of the Na-

Carbon

tional

Co.,

Inc.,

manufacturer

of

facturing

ends

of

the

business

almost

for

During most of this period
he was actively engaged in selling and sales direction in the Eastern States and Canada.
His first association with the well-known
Eveready trade-mark was in 1913 when he went
with the old American Eveready Works to assist in launching the first advertising campaign
Mr.
undertaken for Eveready flash lights.
Schott then entered the Canadian branch of the
American Eveready Works, which was established in 1914, when the Canadian branch was
absorbed by the Canadian National Carbon Co.
in 1918.
He was named assistant sales manIwenty-five years.

He

ager.

returned to

New York

1920

in

September

Made

E. R. Fiske

as

Eastern sales manager of the American Eveready Works, and when that organization was
taken over by the National Carbon Co. in 1921
he became Eastern district manager of the concern.
He was appointed assistant sales manager of the National Carbon Co. in 1924, and
continued in that capacity until his recent appointment as general sales manager.

American Bosch Magneto

1926

C. E. Go.

Assistant Sales

Manager

CeCo Tubes Has
Wide and Varied Experience in the

Assistant Director of Sales of

Had

a

Radio Trade and Industry
Providence, R.

September

I.,

Fiske, formerly Eastern sales

Waage

Electric

joined the

stafif

Co.,

of

6. — Edward
manager of

R.

the

Chicago, has recently

of the C. E.

Manufacturing

Co.,

Inc., of this city, as assistant director of sales.

Mr. Fiske has long been associated with radio
work and activities, having managed the
Eastern field for the Waage Electric Co. for
the past two years. Prior to that time he was
buyer for the radio section of the John Wanasales

maker

Store,

New York

From

City.

shortly

he entered the Waage
Electric Co. he was identified with that organization, and during the World War he was
on active duty in the Radio Communication Department of the U. S. Navy.
This wide, varied and successful experience
after the

war up

the radio field

in

Corp. Issues Statement

15,

tive of the

C. E.

until

makes the new

sales execu-

Mfg. Co. capable of riding

to

with the "CeCo" tubes.
The C. E.
Mfg. Co. is said to be one of the largest exclusive radio tube manufacturers in the United
success

Net income

of $243,752, after charges

and de-

Federal taxes, has been
reported by the American Bosch Magneto Corp.

preciation, but before

of Springfield, Mass., for the first six
this

Harry

S.

Schott

Eveready radio batteries, flash lights and dry
has been received by his friends in the

trade with a great deal of interest.'

tional

Carbon
two

the past

known

manager

of the

Na-

which he has occupied for
Mr. Schott is a widely
the industry, with which he has
in both the jobbing and nianu-

Co.,

years.

figure in

been identified

This equals $1.17 a share on 207,399

Meyers With Liberty

Mr. Schott

goes to his new responsibilities from the post
general sales

B.

J.

States.

of

shares of no par stock. In the first half of last
year the income was $241,895 or $1.75 a share,
earned on 138,266 shares of no par stock.

cells,

of assistant

yea^

months

J. B. Meyers, formerly manager of the music
Namm's department store,
department
of
Brooklyn, N. Y., recently joined the sales staff
of the Liberty Music Store, Messrs. Hill and
Kosowitz, proprietors, New York. Mr. Meyers
is succeeded bv H. BuslofF at Namni's.

Jackson Music Store Moves

—

Saxta Monica, Cal., September 7. The Arthur
Jackson Music Store recently moved to new
quarters at 1447 Third street, where additional
E.

space is available for the constantly increasing business. This establishment is one of
the oldest established in this city, having been
founded by Mr. Jackson thirty-two years ago.
Mr. Jackson is one of the oldest inhabitants in
Santa Monica, coming here forty years ago when
floor

the

total

population

neighborhood of

of

the

city

was

in

250.

PEERLESS ART MISSION ALBUMS
No

finer

Album was

ever

made than

the Art Mission

Album. Produced for both 10 and 12-inch records. Also
a single album for both size records in combination.
Although attractively bound stamped in gold it retails at a popular price with a healthy margin of profit

—

—

for the dealer.

And Now -THE PEERLESS PORTABLE
—

A

to retail at $15.00.
Covered with
$25.00 machine in value
hinge Brass
two-tone
Fabricord
Piano
either Brown or Blue
drawn, one-piece tone arm. Send for sample and if you don't
think it's the finest portable phonograph at anywhere near the price
Send it back.

—

—

—

A

Peerless Quality product throughout.

PEERLESS — All

that the

name

implies

— known the world over

PEERLESS ALBUM COMPANY
PHIL. RAVIS, President

636-638

WALTER

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

GRAY CO., Pacific Coast Representative
San Francisco and Los Angeles

S.

the

September

15,

1926
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Broader Field for
Stromberg-Carlson Dealers
The

recognized value of the Stromberg-Carlson
franchise is markedly enhanced by the addition

of two new 5'tube Shielded Receivers. The
power and prestige of Stromberg-Carlson reputation
in Radio can now be fully utilized in both the 5-tube
g-

and the 6-tubc market.

Through
line,

the broadening of the Stromberg-Carlson

possessors of the Stromberg-Carlson franchise are

in the enviable position of

being able to concentrate

on the products of a limited number of
manufacturers an obvious advantage in radio mertheir efforts

—

chandising.
No. 502 Receiver, Art Console Model (Illustrated below)
American Walnut cabinet; coils shielded; equipped with voltmeter: operates with battery power or house current; space
for

batteries,

etc.

$290; Rockies and

Price,

less

accessories;

East of Rockies,

West $31?.

No. 501 Receiver, Treasure Chest Model. Operating unit identical with No. 502. Solid Mahogany cabinet. Price, less accessories; East of Rockies $180; Rockies and West $192.50.

No. 5-A Cone Speaker
ceivers.

for use with

Nos. 501 and 502 Re-

Price, East of Rockies $3 5; Rockies

and West $40.

Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co.
Rochester, N. Y.

N

StrombergCarlson
?iever

disturbs

your
neighbors
receiver

SMakers of voice transmission and voice reception apparatus for more than 30 years

THE TALKING MACHINE WORLD
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much and probably more.

just as

matter of necessity to fight

Many

^

of

becomes a

it

fire.

suburban and rural communities.

In almost every issue

The World

there are articles describing the methods which may
be adopted by the ambitious retailer without the necessit}^ of carry-

(iradioptoducb^

ing on his own experimenting. The main thing is that it is a day of
hard selling. With competition keen and persistent, it is the sales-

(Registered in the U. S. Patent Office)

PUBLISHED BY EDWARD LYMAN

BILL,
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man who gets to the family pocketbook first who wins
What he has to sell, frankly, does not much matter.
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C. R.

Munch, Victoe
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The Talking Machine World has regular correspondents located in all of the principal

I country, as 'investigation shows, the new machines are being
bought by the customers rather than sold by the dealers, painful as
that statement may be to some of those who believe that they
may be properly classed as merchants. The trouble appears to be
that too much dependence is placed upon the ability of the factories,
through widespread advertising, to develop public interest in the

new

instruments, to keep that interest at high pitch and thereby
bring customers into the stores without direct dealer effort.

What

Published the 15th of every month at 383 Madison Ave.,

New York

the prize.

The Dealer Must Not Ignore His Responsibility
N a surprisingly large number of talking machine stores of the

throughout America.

cities

1926

dealers have found

ticularly in

pmanufachirers
ofphoitogmply-

RAY

In the latter case

with

fire

15,

ways and means for conducting their
canvassing and outside selling on a distinctly profitable basis, par-

^

z3^or dealers
wifolesalers

September

records

is

success has attended the sale of the

measure due

in a great

new machines and

to the factory publicity, but that

publicity can be expected to scratch only the surface in developing

SUBSCRIPTION
Canada, $3.00;

(including postage):
United States, Mexico,
other countries, $4.00.
Single copies, 25 cents.

all

$2.00

ADVERTISEMENTS:

$6.50 per inch, single column, per insertion.
contracts for display space a special discount is allowed. Advertising pages,

RESIITTANCES
or

Money

Post Office

office

clients will

year;

On

yearly
$172.00.

should be made payable to The Talking Machine World by check
Order.

0^r NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS
this

per

before the

first

—Advertising
month.

of each

greatly facilitate

work

copy should reach
By following this rule

at the publication

volume of business will be done by
have something revolutionary to
oft'er, that the public is inclined to be skeptical and that direct means
must be developed for bringing the prospective customer and machine and records together, so that positive proof of the excellence

who

of the latter

may

The

headquarters.

—

15,

be offered.

new products

and

Nor can

their records.

who

Dealers

Merchandising

the business that lurks in the higliways and

is

IT

in

keep the public informed

it

are

word of mouth,

byways and

must be dug out through the medium of personal visits that
keeps the red ink off the ledger of more than one talking machine
and radio dealer, and as time passes the real need for some form
of canvassing effort becomes steadily more apparent as retailers
in other lines, in increasing numbers, go into the homes for their

new instruments

be assumed that the newspaper reader

will take the trouble to visualize for himself that

1926

quahty of tone.

going after business can

really

who have

instances of customers

Canvassing an ImJ^ortant Factor

to

but no printed message can convey

offer,

properly the excellence of the tonal qualities of the

Numbers 2642-3-4-5-6-7-8 Vanderbilt
Cable Address: "Elbill," New York

NEW YORK, SEPTEMBER

greatest

realize that they

word should do much

printed

of what the

Long Distance Telephones

The

profitable sales.

those dealers

cite

many

absolutely refused to be sold by

machines of the old type were
intelligent demonstration was
offered, however, these same stand-patters proved most enthusiastic.
It is a question of comparison demonstration, and the work of selling
has quite as much to do with influencing the prospect to hear the
demonstration and be convinced himself as it has with the actual
insisting that their

thoroughly satisfactor\\

When

an

signing of the buying order.

sales.

Many
selling

dealers are inclined to neglect canvassing and outside

on the plea that

proves a very expensive method of getting

it

And it is an expensive proposition if the' dealer goes after
haphazard and does not lay down a definite campaign that, judged
from the caliber of the people to be approached and the product to

business.
it

Some dealers
many distributors

Establishing Definite Policy Governing Trade-ins

THE
a

efforts of the Pacific

siastic

be offered, appears to give some assurance of success.

the plan that

have even gone so far as to declare that with so
operating on a house-to-house basis the housewife becomes wary and
cannot be readily approached. Yet it is this very activity on the
part of vacuum cleaner, washing machine, underwear, hosiery and
even furniture salesmen that makes it necessary for other dealers to

retailers,

go direct to the home
available funds

is

to

in

many

instances,

if at least

a portion of the

likely to

his

own

who may have promised
succumb

to the sales talk

doorstep and spend his

buy on a definite date, is veryof some persuasive individual on
to

money

talking machine or radio unless the salesman for those lines

is

in

and capture the

store voluntarily to

make

who walk

into the

purchases, whether in response to adver-

campaigns, is steadily on the decrease. When
and well-organized department stores of the country com-

tising or direct-mail

the big

plain loudly of the inroads of

the outside salesmen,

evident that the smaller dealer in the specialized line

finally

evolved should be studied carefully by the

medium

of their local

upon the proper handling of trade-ins will depend
an important share of future retail profits.
It is conceded that it would be practically impossible to establish a fixed schedule of trade-in valuation to be adhered to strictly
by all dealers, but it is possible to draft a schedule to be used as a

have been adopted in other industries, as for instance by the automobile and the piano men, and although each transaction is handled

more or

it

is

is

quite

suffering

less

on

its

own

definite starting point

merits, the schedule affords the dealer a

from which

to operate,

or decrease the allowance as he sees

The

dealer

who

is

and he can increase

fit.

building for business volume cannot dodge

the trade-in question, for

if

he

is

going to meet competition on an

equal basis he must handle a certain amount of replacement bus'ness.

prize.

Certainly the proportion of those prospects

is

both as individuals and through the

associations, for

for something other than a

sufficiently close touch to get in his innings first

to establish

guide in the making of allowances on used receivers. Such schedules

be garnered for their products.

The canvassing salesman is not of necessity a doorbell ringer,
but he does see to it that the names on the prospect list are followed
up personally, as well as by mail and phone. The best-intentioned
prospect,

Radio Trade Association

governing trade-ins should receive the enthuendorsement of radio dealers throughout the country, and

definite policy

It is

but natural that the owner of a receiver, which

three years
in his

home

old,

who

is

financially

able,

is

two or

should desire to place

the latest apparatus with such improvements as have

been developed during the past year or so. It is also natural to
will hesitate about throwing away his old receiver

assume that he
and write off as

a total loss the

This means that the dealer to

money he has put into it.
an improved set must make some

amount

sell

of

The Talking Machiiw World,

New

York, September

15,
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This one plan
appeals alike to
jobbers and dealers

IN

our contact with our

distributors this season,

.we emphasized

just

"We make no

thing:

one

claims.

Satisfy yourself/^

Our

distributors

took

this

cue in talking to their dealers.

They

said:

claims.

^*We make no

Satisfy yourself."
'

'

Why this plan? Merely because every claim

we may

page

ONE

The Talking Machine World,

PAGE

TWO

New

York, September

15,

1926

make can. be outclaimed* We
are not making or selling
claims*

Neither are you in the business of buying or selling
claims.

Your customers

buying performance

are

this sea-

son*

Performance, that
tivity, sensitivity,

is,

selec-

volume,

tone quality, ease of control,

—

value per dollar, etc. are
these words for salesmen to
use or will the set and the reproducer prove their

exist-

ence?

We are so confident of the

The Talking Machine World,

ability of Kolster Sets

rest

own superiority that we

our case completely on a

demonstration*

Our jobbers

will

be glad to

lend you a Kolster Set and a

Brandes Reproducer to prove
their superiority to

you

—in

your store or in your home
alone or with others* You

—

are the sole judge*

We

^^We make no claims*
yourself*^

say:

Satisfy

^

Make our
their case*

York, September

and

Brandes Reproducers to prove
their

New

products prove

Convince yourself

that they are easy selling— be-

cause outstanding in value*

PAGE
THREE

15,

1926

The Talking Machine World, Nezv York, September

15,

1926

Send coupon,

for the

name

of your nearest KolsterBrandes distributor.
FOUR

notify

him

Well

that you'd like to

hear a Kolster Set and a
Brandes Reproducer. Well
send you a description and
picture of our

new

line.

Kolster-Brand e s
FEDERAL- BRANDES. INC.
Woolworth Building

NEW YORK,

N. Y.

I--

Federal-Brandes, Inc.

Name.

Woolworth Building

New York,

N. Y.

Please arrange a Kolster-

Brandes demonstration.
understood that
obligate me.

this

Street.

It is

does not

City.

State.

September

15,
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allowance for the old equipment, an allowance that will permit of

him again disposing of

on a basis that will
even break, even though it may not show any

The
izing

of

it

at least give

Price Maintenance Again

him an

ONCE

profit.

used receiver, properly handled, means the realprofit on batteries, tubes and other equipment

fair

was quite evident during the hearings held in the last Conon the Capper and Kelly bills, that there was strong organized
opposition to any measure designed to fix the retail price at which
an article must be sold. Nor was this opposition confined to conIt

sound suggestions for its
handling, the Pacific Radio Association is rendering a definite and

The

at large.

business, or

manner

it

sumers, for the department store and chain store interests were
prominently to the fore in the fight. It means that if the price

to the Industry

trade-in can be
developing new
can prove a tremendous profit eater, according to the

which

in

it

is

in

gress,

as a result thereof developing

own members but
made the medium for

according,'

which
December, to have some measure granting price protection
on patented and trade-marked articles passed by that body.

In gathering general information regarding the trade-in prob-

its

and

vania, there will be a determined effort in the next Congress,

meets

very likely the opportunity for a profitable replacement.

valuable service not only to

again the question of legalized price maintenance comes

Senator Arthur Capper, of Kansas, author of a bill introduced
in the Senate's last session for that purpose and similar to a measure introduced in the House -by Representative Kelly, of Pennsyl-

it.
It means also the lining up of a new customer for the house, perhaps one who could not be persuaded at the
moment to make the necessary investment to secure a new apparatus of the latest model.
As his enthusiasm over radio develops,
there opens the way for more accessory and equipment sales and

and

the Fore

to

necessarv' to operate

lem,

to

to the fore as a subject for national legislation,

sale of a

a

11

maintenance measure

to be passed during the coming Congress
strong opposition must be fully recognized and every effort

this

handled.

is

made

Profits

THE

From Accessory End

Radio Business

of

dealer who, handling radio receivers,

is

inclined to regard

the accessory end of the business as a necessary evil

most

is

from lack of knowledge of the importance of

likely suffering

to combat it.
There are certain fixed arguments that the opposition uses
frequently.
First, that the merchant, having bought the goods and
paid for them, comes into full ownership and consequently can do
as he pleases with his own property.
Another is that the public
benefits when merchants through superior ability, so-called, can afford to lower prices and take a smaller profit. Then there are those
who raise the cry of monopoly when the manufacturer seeks to

this

factor of the business, not alone as an income producer, but as a

Just as the owner of a talking
buy needles, record brushes, lubriessentials for the operation of the machine from
whom he bought his outfit in the first place, so

builder of goodwill and patronage.

machine expects
cants, and other
the dealer from

to be able to

take advantage of rights believed to be granted to him

Regardless of the soundness of these arguments they must be

should the purchaser of a radio receiver expect to get adequate
service in the matter of accessories for replacement purposes

the dealer

who

supplied his

combated

from

he

is

etc.,

dustry

with which to equip the receivers he

but

installs,

who

are

that

is

trade.

convincing, and no better proof of

found than that ofifered by the history of the talking
The wide distribution of its products in small

was

up primarily through the
were admittedly fair to thethe manufacturer and dealer.

stores, as well as large ones,

built

protective influence of fixed prices that

compete sucwith us, even though

still

to be

is

machine

inclined to disregard the accessory department as a separate

cessfully with the price cutters,

customer as well as

to

smaller numbers than heretofore.

first place he can refuse to compete on a cut-price basis
do a surprisingly large volume of business with those who
demand standard products and expect to pay a fair price for them.

In the

and

On

Reawakened

still

the other hand, even though the net profit on accessories

not arouse his enthusiasm, the department
regularly those
in a position to

who

recommend

the store and

its

ONE

new

service to their friends.

were
the vogue, a number of dealers ran into grief by trying to build up
a profitable trade in parts, for it was soon found that not only was
the unit sale small, but meant so much time spent in explanation and
in instructing the amateur that there was a loss rather than a profit
at the end.
This does not apply, however, to present-day standard
accessories, such as tubes, batteries, antenna equipment, etc., designed chiefly for replacement purposes.

It

is

sets

they

may

fact

was brought out by

talking machines

hesitate about investing in one of the

new

the experience of dealers

and

types.

as

even of the old type, is again coming into its own. It augurs well
for the record business during the coming Fall and Winter.

Albums
are

Good Albums
Nationally known because they
give real satisfaction.

They

require less selling effort.
to contain all makes of
disc records including Edison.

Made

Write for our

NATIONAL PUBLISHING

styles

CO.,

239

S.

a

selling repair parts

ness averaging $300 a month, with single items running up to as
much as $20, there is reason to believe that the talking machine,

The World.

NEW PORTABLE ALBUM

This

who make

and who report a greatly stimulated demand for repair work.
This reawakened interest in the talking machine means an
increased market for record sales, and probably accounts in no
small measure for the improvement in record business reported
from various localities. When one dealer can report a repair busi-

witness the experience of various dealers set forth in the columns

National Record

new

practice of handling live repair departments

a cash-and-carry

business that can be developed to a most satisfactory point,

Talking Machine

demonand records, in a measure unexpected, has been the tendency of owners of old-model
machines to take a greater interest in their instruments, even though

may

receivers or are

when home-made

Interest in the

of the effects of the widespread advertising and

stration of the

bringing into the store

is

are potential buyers of

In the early days of the business,

of

manner

set.

division of his business, in the belief that he cannot

in

in a

the value of price maintenance in the building up of a sound in-

Naturally, the dealer keeps on hand a stock of tubes, batteries,
eliminators,

when he

secures a patent.

American

St.,

of 1926
prices

list

and

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

THE PERFECT PLAN
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Door Playing

Store

in Certain Localities

Unbeatable Stimulus for Record Sales

Is
Much Discussed

Practice of Attracting Customers Into Stores by the Playing of Late Releases at

Door Builds Record

Sales

— How

One

Store

Does the talking machine dealer located in
neighborhood or on an avenue which has
transient population get the
store's

Many

situation?

a

benefits of the

full

them

of

a

do,

of

that

there can be no doubt for in past issues of The
World there have appeared instances of dealselling as many as 15,000 of one record
through the medium of store door playing. But
does the average dealer realize tlie profit-makers

ing possibilities of regularly putting before the
public the latest releases through the constant
playing of a new hit? Store door playing can be

Has Developed

which

65

per

represents

cent

When

records.

Record Department

Its

sale

of

taken into consideration

is

it

that the only trade

the

drawn upon

are those people

location of the store.

In a residential section

the door and, as

at

is

done

in

many

entered the store to purchase some
other article of merchandise and who are at-

department

tracted to the music

playing of a record

it

through the
can be seen how powerful

a sales lever this

method

which

cent

65

per

passers-by each day,
his

of selling

represents

who

is

overlooking a definite

A

is.

the

dealer
of

sale

on

failing to cash in

natural advantage will also see

columns

making

are

of this

magazine where dealers are

large profits in their record departments

and the medium through which they reach their
purchasers has been that of placing a talking
machine with a record repeater at the door or
just

A

inside

the

door.

concrete example might best illustrate this

practice.

A

large

drug

store

situated

in

the

neighborhood of the Grand Central Station,
New York, has in addition to its drug department countless other departments, as have most
drug stores of the present day. Included among
them is a small music department, carrying
records,
sheet
music and
three-for-a-dollar
small musical instruments such as harmonicas,
inexpensive ukuleles, etc. This department does
not face on the street but occupies a corner of
Aside
the store about twenty by twenty feet.
from an occasional window display the only

through having a
Yet the average
record played continuously.
nf
daily sales arc in the neighhorh nnrl nf

means

The countries to which these instruments
were sent during June and their values were as
follows: United Kingdom, $585; Other Europe,
$6,385; Canada, $17,106; Central America, $34,051; Mexico, $50,772; Cuba, $31,474; Argentina,
$19,308; Chile, $3,915; Colombia, $31,384; Peru,
$5,660; Other South America, $37,334; China,
$12,030; Japan, $3,092; Philippine Islands, $7,529;
Australia, $22,422; New Zealand, $5,893; Other

Countries, $20,316

that

he

Sparks-Withington Co.
Adds to Factory Space
Manufacturer of Sparton Radio Receivers Increases Facilities by Addition of Factory Devoted Entirely to Radio

is

profit.

Jackson, Mich., September 4.— Manufacturing
of the Sparton Radio Division of the

facilities

Summary

Exports
and Imports of "Talkers"

Latest

instances,

given over to shops and
similar establishments, the practice is not objectionable if kept within reasonable bounds.
Countless instances can and have been given in
ing buildings

ihe

1926

of

many

times through loud speaker devices with the attendant distortion, can be a
nuisance and there have been many moves made
by harassed home owners and businessmen l'>
to have a law passed to forbid such playing. On
the other hand, in a section where the adjoinamplified

15,

who have

one of two things, depending entirely on the
the constant repetition of one selection, played

September

of attracting trade

is

on Exports and Imports of Talking
Machines and Records for the Month of June

Fig^ures

Most Interesting

—

Washington. D. C, September 7. In the summary of exports and imports of the commerce of
the United States for the month of June, 1926 (the
latest period for which it has been compiled),
the following are the figures bearing on talking machines and records:
The dutiable imports of talking machines and
parts during June, 1926, amounted in value to
$54,118, as compared with $38,865 worth which
were imported during the same p;ricd of 1925.
The twelve months' total ended June, 1926,

showed importations valued at $337,151;
same period of 1925, $458,345.
Talking machines to the number of
valued

were exported

in

ihe

10,008,

June, 1923,
as compared with 7,040 talking marhines, valued
at $187,969, sent abroad in the same period of
at $309,256,

in

The twelve months' total showed that wc
exported 93,263 talking machines, valued at
$2,651,744, as against 74,364 talking machines,
valued at $2,459,1.59, in 1925.
The total exports of records and supplies for
June, 1926, were valued at $169,808, as compared
with $128,723 in June, 1925. The twelve months
ending June, 1926, show records and accessories
exported valued at $1,949,999, as compared with

William Sparks

1925.

$1,687,283 in 1925.

increased by the addition of a large three-story
factory in eastern Michigan, formerly occupied

by the Jackson Automobile Co. This factory
has been laid out and equipped for exclusive
radio production and assembly.
It is now in
full

swing

volume nianufacture and shipments.

of

The Sparton line now consists of four models.
To the two table types which formed the original offering last Spring the company has added
consolette, housing all accessories and including a reversible speaker shelf, and a console with a large built-in cone reproducer.
Cabinet work, as well as the radio essentials,
a

FULL LINE
For

of

HARDWARE

Radios and Phonographs

handled complete in the company's own
adding a highly interesting phase to the
industry for which this section of Michigan has
long been famous in the fine furniture markets
is

plants,

of the world.

winding operations are another intermanufacturing operation.
In this department, as in several others, the companyhas introduced methods of accurate and efficient
production, which are the direct results of its
long experience in the precision manufacture of
other electrical equipment.
William Sparks, president of the SparksWithington Co., is giving his personal attention
to the production and distribution of the Sparton line and he anticipates the products of the
company taking a prominent position in the
Fall and Winter radio offerings as indicated by
Coil

esting

the

growing popularity

Kenneth
control

of the line.

Curtis,

chairman

Curtis

Lighting,

of

the

of

Inc.,

board
makers

of
of

X-Ray reflectors and lighting experts, together
with other executives of the concern, recently
completed

GUDEN
WALKER STREET
H. A.

87

CO., Inc.
NEW YORK,

a

series

of

fifteen

phases of indirect lighting.
the latest information on

show window

N. Y.

being given
motion.

the

radio

flood

talks

on

talks included

lighting

and

with particular attention
use of colored lights in

lightin.g,

to

-

The

Septembek
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Creating Sales Through Proper Lighting
Modern Methods

Window and

Store Lighting Give the Talking
Machine Dealer Opportunity of Making Eye-Arresting Displays
of

By Richard
Brown,

[Richard L.
associated

is

ing

and

with

makers

the

Curtis

author ot the article herewith,
Lighting, Inc., experts on liglit-

X-Ray

of

reflectors.

Mr. Brown

is

an

authority on lighting and what he has to say in this article
sliould be of value and interest to dealers.
Editor.]

The buying

shown a
good deal

public has recently

de-

cided bent toward taking a
granted.
Consistently advertised

for

A

L.

Brown

harmonious background of

wood paneling with

rich plush or of

a dull, light-colored finish

help to create the desired atmosphere of
luxury and refinement.
It will also eliminate
shiny surfaces in the window and will help to
brighten the window with the aid of lighting.
will

Similarly,

X-Ray

new

turn of the public

mind

equipment

this

in

is

a

good investment.
The psychology
color

ing a tremendous efifect, either to produce sales
or to lessen them.

ing

much

RADIOL A

secures the
attention of prospec-

long

sales that

you have

at

many

Window
The music and
gards his window
methods

Is a Stage

radio store

manager who

re-

as a stage will adopt the best

of attracting attention to his displays.

Would an

impresario hide his prima donna in a
crowd of lesser artists during the high points of
a musical performance? In doing so, should he
"sell" his star to the audience so that the demand for her future appearance would always
be greater than she could fill? Do the "prima
donnas" in your window have the stage to themselves, or are they surrounded by miscellaneous
products? Unless you make your cabinets stand
out by the sheer force of their attractive power,
the majority of your prospective customers will
pass by the window without noticing them.
Beauty and simplicity should feature every
display of your cabinets.

Each buyer

will

see

only one model in his home, and his decision to
buy will be helped considerably if you allow him
to imagine the cabinet in your window already
purchased and installed in his living room. You
can form this impression by giving the cabinet
a simple setting in good taste.
A centralized
display with one, two, or, at best, three attractive talking machines or radio sets can be made
a sure producer of more sales if you put enough
time and thought upon the essentials of modern
show window merchandising.

a

PANATROPE

theatres.

Fine Example of Correct Lighting

The most important
window is

factor in the

single

sales-producing

the lighting, and here

the close similarity between stage and

illumination
color

is

is

obvious.

in

The appeal

window

of light and

just as strong to the throngs of

your

prospective buyers outside the store as it is to
them when they are drawn into the neighboring theatres.
Modern motion picture theatre
managers are using light and color to pack their
houses, as everyone knows. Passers-by will be
attracted to your windows by a skillful and

methods they employ.
comparatively simple lighting system in
your window can furnish you with a highly
flexible means of creating, by the use of light
and color, an atmosphere of good taste arwl
refinement and a means of emphasizing the outstanding and most easily salable qualities in
your cabinets.
Adequate and properly controlled lighting in
music and radio store show windows is taken
for granted. The light sources are hidden from
the view of the passers-by so that their reaction
to the window is centered upon the cabinets
themselves and they are not conscious of the
light which attracted them. First, the X-Ray reflectors should be concealed in the upper front
practical use of the

A

part of the

window, preferably recessed

in

a

behind the
valance near or on the transom bar. Then, particularly in corner windows or those having
more than one side open to view, the X-Ray reflectors may be shielded by louvers or diffusing
glass plates over the bottoms of the reflectors.
When the prima donna is given the center of
the stage, as she is at every opportunity, a spotlight is invariably used to rivet attention to her.
false

ceiling,

or

at

least

placed

definite

peal.

human apcan make

use of color to such
an extent that it will

Window

Display

You

have a direct bearing on the number of sales
your talking machine and radio cabinets. The
message and spirit of your display can be enhanced many times by the proper and judicious
of

use of color

From

light.

we have developed
Orange, for example, suggests
warmth and gives an air of good taste and
beauty.
Amber denotes contentment, cheer
and prosperity. Rose is soft and inviting and
suggests health. Green is refreshing and soothing.
Blue gives an air of stability and refinement.
Purple suggests luxury and splendor.
Deep red gives an atmosphere of striking beauty
and mystery. These colors are easily procurable by placing inexpensive color screens over
your X-Ray reflectors and floodlights.
Purpose of Color Lighting
The main purpose of color lighting is to set
ofT an already appealing display and give it a
color

the colors of nature

senses.

finished tone.

When

it

is

well

applied,

or modified color of a lighter hue.

For instance, when there is one predominating
color in the window, such as amber, orange, or
light green, slight tints of red and blue from
the X-Ray floodlights will accentuate the richness and superior qualities of the cabinets far
colors of red or blue
in the window.
A color thrown upon an object
of a similar color, such as amber on oak or

more than predominant

(Conli)uied on page 16)

STARR PHONOGRAPHS
GENNETT RECORDS
the

Hicfhest

9;^eSTARR
Established 1872

the

passers-by are scarcely conscious of it. Instead,
they merely feel that the cabinets appear parFor this reason, the deeper
ticularly attractive.
colors, such as red, blue and purple, are not as
effective, when used singly, as they are when
used more sparingly in connection with a clear

STARR PIANOS
Represent

it

bination of colors has

-BRUNSWICK.

times over.

as

motion

Each color and com-

show window merchandising, you can

efforts

the

in

picture

command to-day.
By following a few

distinctive appearance of the models will be
brought out to their fullest advantage. When
you accomplish this, the greatest public interest
in your windows will be excited and you cannot
fail to increase your turnover and repay your

and emo-

exactly

tions

does

a
It

upon their

plays

your

general principles of good
display
your cabinets so that the graceful beauty of the
construction, the handsome wood finish and the

distance.

sensibilities

in the

from

buyers

tive

perhaps, but it does matter. Isn't it true
that it exerts a significant pressure upon the
number of your daily sales? If it doesn't you
are not making use of the most powerful force

more

Color

lighting

sale,

for producing

enterprising-

for

merchants.

Appearance as a Sales Factor
Mechanical accuracy is naturally assumed by
llie average buyer nowadays,
and the finish,
color, grace of line and distinctive qualities of
the talking machine or radio cabinet are the
chief factors in the sale. The mere appearance
of the cabinet should not matter so

of

becoming,

is

more and more ameans of profit-mak-

hav-

is

con-

to

many times more effective in the window than
when the beam is clear white light. Money spent

goods are
bought on sight without much question.
In
many lines, and particularly in music and radio
stores, this

are used

floodlights

centrate attention on the cabinets themselves.
With color screens, the X-Ray floodlights are

oAttainment in cMusical

OVorth

PIANO COMPANY

Richmond. Indiana

September
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Are You

Selling the

music merchant's problem of today
THE
a way to continue

is

—

—

customers who are already well supplied. ^and the
present day condition of keen competition leaves
very few homes that are not canvassed thoroughly on
these articles.

The

solution is to have something else to sell to
your present customers^ ^something to offer the other
members of these families whose goodwill and friendship you now hold. -something to sell where you
have already eliminated sales resistance.

—

—

This "something"

is

band instruments.

a line of

member

of a family over 6 years of age is a
girls of school age are
anxious to join the school bands. and the young
men at college pay their way thru school by playing

Every

good prospect. The boys and

in amateur dance orchestras; at
joys a joyful gathering of

—

home everyone

en-

H, N,

J

WHITE

list,

figure

how many

young folks there are in these families, then you will
get a comprehensive view of the biggest untouched
market in the music industry.

More and more music merchants
realizing the possibilities

ment

every day are
of the small goods depart-

—many stores

in producing a substantial profit.

band instruments take care of the store
overhead expense. Look into this field now while
it is still uncrowded. Tie up with a high-grade line
and you will be surprised at the increase in your sales
find that

in

all

departments.

We have prepared a comprehensive booklet covering the agency for King
it

Band Instruments

— write for

today.

The King Agency
nationally advertised

and saxophones,

you a complete line of
quality band instruments

offers
first

a protected exclusive agency, a

financing service for releasing capital tied

ment

sales.

The booklet

may we send you

CO,

explains

all this

up

in pay-

in detail

—

a copy together with our catalog

for your examination?

young musicians.

THE

Whole Family ?

Look over your customer

to find

to sell to the friends and customhe has already established. Almost every home
has a piano or phonograph
and these instruments
usually last for several years. Obviously it is impossible to increase the sale of pianos or phonographs to
ers
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New Models Create Need for Salesmanship
Demonstrations, Advertising and Other Forms of Sales Promotion
Necessary to "Sell" Public on Latest Talking Machine Products
Most of the large companies making talking
machines have now introduced their new and
greatly improved models, and retail dealers
throughout the country have these instruments
on their floors. Although recent developments
in the talking machine represent startling improvements, making the new instruments so far
superior to the old that there is no comparison,
the fact remains that dealers as a whole do not
seem to realize the wonderful talking points
which they can use to create widespread inter-

An entirely new market has been
records.
opened to the dealer. Not only those people
who do not now own talking rrachines may be

sales organization of the highest character.

classed as legitimate prospects, but also those
who are the owners of old type instruments

such.

demonstrations

end of the game must

imvastly
of
Introduction
proved talking machines, records and other devices designed
to better the tone of old instruments now in homes has

held in various parts of the country through the
co-operation of manufacturers, jobbers and
It
dealers have merely scratched the surface.
is

a pretty

bet

safe

know

that

a

opened a wide market for sales
which the dealer can profitably exploit. There is a vital
need at this time for real salesmanship in order to present the

many more

great

about the merits of
the new instruments than those who do. Another point that must be remembered is that
while demonstrations merely brought the fine
people

nothing" at

new machines
of the public,

the interest

dealer must

all

to the attention

up

is

it

all

dis-

there is no question about it, and
keener this Fall, when every dealer

will

it

if

is

sense

in

him

he uses
sales promotion.
if

be

A Wide Open
The

is

ordinary

into

consideration

new

the

that

pleasure to the owner of an instrument.

Problem One

The

of

Salesmanship

wliole matter resolves itself

down

to

one

is
up to the dealer to
salesmanship.
It
get the right kind of men and make it worth
while to go for business. Twenty-five-dollar-

of

a-week

common

clerks

produce

commensurate

results

A poor salesman can do
with their salaries.
more harm than good. He can kill sales, create
a condition where the dealer loses valuable good
will and patronage often built up through years

Market

few years ago that the talking machine business had reached the point of
saturation has been eliminated entirely by the
the
new instruments and
introduction
of
talk

taken

machines and records combined are incomparably superior to the old machines. Tones which
were never before reproduced through the
medium of the talking machine now give added

going to
the talking machine
fight for business, and
dealer in particular is going to compete with
merchants handling all kinds of other products
There is no doubt
suitable for holiday gifts.
about it, the talking machine dealer to-day has
something which he can be proud to handle in a
big way. He has a product that will make
for

of a

in

business and at great expense.

It

is

far bet-

carefully select men, and to build up a

ter to

Way

This

Here's the

For Bigger Sales!
Super-Ball
radio —
opportunity
let

in

the

to

present

befitting their quality.

Prospects the Basis of Sales Volume
is up to the dealer or sales manager to
make a determined drive for prospects, and then
resort to the most vigorous follow-up through
his sales organization.
Give a good salesman a
fairly live prospect and the chances are pretty
.good that a sale will result sooner or later. The
whole situation can be summed up in a few
words it is up to the dealer!
And having successfully concluded the sale of
a new type talking machine, the dealer must
not be content to rest on his oars.
He must
keep up a vigorous mailing campaign to secure
that cash business which is a logical result of
the sale of an instrument, record sales.
Listings of the new record releases should be sent
promptly upon receipt from the record manufacturers or jobbers. Special releases should be
Regiven fitting publicity and advertising.
member, record sales are cash sales.

—

Creating Sales Through
Proper Window Lighting
(Continued from page 14)

maple, does not alter the color of the cabinets
but tends to enhance and beautify their appearance.
Amber on mahogany or chestnut does
not change the color of the cabinets either, but
it invests them with a much deeper and richer
The stronger colors, when thrown on
tone.
light-colored woods, have a tendency to change
as red on a dark-green object will
appear red-black. Care should be taken
that the deeper colors do not have this effect
on the various finishes of the cabinets.
Whether only a small part of the show win-

the

tone,

make

dow

it

is

color lighted

or

the

entire

display

is

and colored, the difference in the appearance and attracting power of the window comtinted

pared with the same display lighted with clear,
unmodified white light is astonishing. Color
equipment is easily available, and it will repay
for itself and the time and care taken in bringing out the desired effects many times over.

Backgrounds to take color lighting effects are
coming rapidly into favor. Neutral tones of
plush, such as gray, and silver and gold metallic

App.-oved under the National Electric Code and by the
National Board of Fire Underwriters, the Super-Ball

combinations of color light.
Color Light in Motion
The newest and most appealing advancement
in show window and
show room lighting is
color light in motion.
X-Ray reflectors and
color equipment on flasher or dimmer arrangeriients have been adopted with great success. By

A

clarifies tone,

A

is

special

wave

lengths, increases selectivity,
easy to install, lasts a lifetime.

Antenna receives

all

feature

is

Super-Ground Clamp

the

—

New

"with
the grip of a grizzly"; it can be
applied in a few seconds, reduces
high

wire,

Price

of Rockies $10.

make

splendid

settings

means

a great variety of intermittent color

and steady color lighting effects are
made possible, with almost any color combina-

resistance in the ground
saves batteries, increases

The separate floodlights in the
windows and any given number of the reflectors
tion desired.

volume.

may

up with the winners who
are cashing in on these popular
write today
radio accessories
for terms and territory.

steadily or by flashes,

be so wired

that

they

and

in

be

lighted

show window and
show room merchandising commands the attention that a costly

Whether on

newspaper campaign does.

a large scale or small, the cost

your show window
be repaid many times over in a very few
months, and it will be the greatest material
help you can find for bringing out emphatically
the message of your window and the popular
selling points of your cabinets.
of installing color lighting in

National and International Distributors

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

will

exciting the inter-

est of the public this type of

.SO

YAHR-LANGE, INC.

for countless

beautiful

this

—

SUPER-BALL ANTENNA

curtains

flashes

Team

diameter.

know how

manner

wonderful New
Antenna bring big sales lor you.
more volume
cent
per
60
cent
to
per
40
Condenser gets
booster.
every buyer is a

—

Ten inches in
$10.00.
West

lines in a

.

In short, he must

the guns of sales promotion to bear

Competihe expects to get volume business.
tion is just as keen as it was in the old days,

money

is

.

window

of his

There

also a need for more aggressive methods of retail talking
machine sales promotion.

He must

interest.

manner

in a

fitting their quality.

up

The
generated at these events.
He must
do the merchandising.

hammer away to keep alive
advertise — make the best use
plays.
He must circularize.
bring

new instruments

of a small part

to the dealer to follow

new

It

have been

that

an art product and it must be handled as
It is more than merely a provider of entertainment, and the man who is in the selling
the

This is so evident that
no room for argument when the fact

is

Bear
machine to-day

is

there

Through Demonstrations

Sales
public

that the talking

can certainly be sold.

est in these products.

The

mind always

in

will

SUPER- GROUND

CLAMP

—
September

15.
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You, Mr. Music Dealer, sell a phonograph fully equipped and then
look ahead for repeat sales of records and needles to that customer.
Why not apply that selling scheme to radio apparatus? Don't forget
the old customer who purchased a radio set from you last year or

—

the year before

Majestic Standard-B Current Supply
Especially adapted for sets having
not more than seven 20 -A tubes,
or six 201-A plus one 135-150 volt
power tube.
Popularly priced for
the average set.
Improves tone
betters reception.

sell

him a

Majestic"B''Gi]n«it Supply

1

$32.50

Price

West

Rocky Mts

of

I

to

1

2

the use of 135-150

control

$35.00

Price

West

of

Rocky

Mts..

.

.

3

7.50

Particularly adapted for Radiola 25,

28 and 30 and super heterodynes.
Will operate all power tubes, also
the new super power tube UX- 7
1

Unequalled for sets
(150 volts).
having a very heavy current draw.
Rating about 60 mils at 150 volts.
Price

West

of

Rocky

Mts..

.

.

—

Explain

—

how

it

—

him of the annoyance of
the set, and littering the room

relieves

buying new "B" batteries, hooking them up to
with wires and adjustment screws. Your old customer is far easier to sell than
a new prospect. Capitalize upon your acquaintance and former contact with
him and make him even more satisfied with your store and its service by
increasing his radio enjoyment with the addition of a Majestic Unit to his
receiving equipment.
your new receivers equipped with the Majestic Unit and boost your profit
on the initial sale. Incidentally, you will have made a pleased customer and a
satisfied set owner, for you relieve him of battery troubles and replacement
Sell

Majestic Master-B Current Supply

1

—

without upkeep expense.

tubes, including
volt power tubes.

Complete with switch to
current from light socket.

low average cost of about one-tenth of a cent an hour. You have access to
that customer s home
enter it with a Majestic Unit
attach it to his set for
seven days. Tell him if he is not satisfied he gets his money back. Show him
how the Majestic Unit works smoothly without hum or noise cheaply
at a

—

35.00

Majestic Super-B Current Supply

Capacity

delivers pure direct current^Prom your light socket

$42.50
45.00

worries.

your old and new "B" customers Majestic Units on the easy payment
The small amount of money involved makes the collecting a simple
task, the long life of the unit keeps the customer satisfied. That's the way to
do a big business, and make big profits. You know Majesties are "staple merchandise, guaranteed by us to the point that YOU can guarantee each Majestic
will make good, or we, the manufacturers, will. Therefore, it's easy to collect
the installments, as they fall due. The customer is bound to keep satisfied, and
you experience no trouble in having him continue paying for his purchase. The
You will increase your
full profits are in your hands in a few months' time.
turnover at least 00 per cent, as hundreds of other dealers are doing. Three
models take care of practically all receivers sold.
Sell

basis.

"

1

best reproduction from your receiver is obtained by delivering to the set
neither too little, which results in weak signals, nor
the exact voltage required
too much, which causes "blasting."

The

—

Because of a constantly changing voltage
input by using batteries.

it is

impossible to provide exact voltage

In B-Power Units this control is likewise essential because of the different line
power unit without means of voltage
voltages prevalent in different districts.
Best results require at least two concontrol cannot give uniform satisfaction.
trols, viz., that on the Detector and Intermediate circuits (or, in the absence of
the latter, on the Amplifier circuit).

A

the two voltage regulators on the Majestic Standard-B and Super-B
models, and the three controls on the Master-B, the latter designed specially for
those sets having heavily biased circuits with resultant low current draw.

Note

Remember

Netv York Show, Booth 10, Section B

the

Above When

Selecting

Your B-Eliminator

Chicago Show, Booth

6, Section

F

GRIGSBY-GRUNOW-HINDS CO,
4558 Armitage Avenue

CHICAGO,

ILL,
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H. H. Roemer Appointed
General Sales Manager
{Continued from page 6)
standard professional motion picture apparatu>,
which for the past twenty years hai supplied
95 per cent of the world's consumption in the
professional field.
With the radio and music
dealer problem as an objective to capitalize
upon and this being my motive of making the
move, I naturally selected the manufacturer
who stood foremost in the line.
"Further investigation developed the interesting

fact

that

in

two pronounced
experienced by dealers

this

line

peaks'
were
throughout all sections of the country.
The
two-months-peak of November and December
accelerated by the holiday season short but
unusually heavy m sales and the April to October full season covering week-end trips, vacations and such other events occasioned by the
automobile and other lures of outdoor life.
Nine full months of good sales. Here was a
'sales

J.

Manufacturer of Valley Forge Products Buys
Parts and Replacement Material From Aeolian Co. to Serve Vocalion Owners

The magnitude
tiated

between

which was negoA. Fischer and C. M. Estes,

J.

purchasing agent of the Aeolian Co.,

is

to

be

in their respective localities and
have a following that gives assurance that the
Ortho-sonic line will be maintained at its usual

high standards.

Golumbia Plans

for Biggest

Season in Business History
W.

C.

manager

Fuhri, vice-president and general sales
of the Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc.,

week that the company's record busiAugust was substantially ahead of
January, which represents a remarkable sales
\olume indicative of the tremendous popularity
of Columbia records.
The company is making
plans for the biggest season in its history, and
the factories are now working to capacity to
take care of the requirements of Columbia
stated this

ness

a non-competitive product carrying every kindred attraction that would fit in exactly with
this type of dealer set up and sales organiza-

for

dealers.

tion.

The Columbia Viva-tonal phonographs, which
have been received with marked favor by dealers throughout the country, are being shipped
to Columbia branches in considerable quantities,
and Air. Fuhri expects that by the end of September shipments will be going forward at a
very satisfactory pace.
Wherever the Vivatonal phonographs have been introduced they
have received the enthusiastic endorsement of

"Aside from the figures I have already given
with regard to public demand, we have but to
consult our own surroundings to more clearly
understand the extent of this new means of
entertainment. With the hundreds of thousands
of automobiles in use today, hardly one starts
out on a trip, no matter how short the jourA visit to any park
ney, without a camera.
will bring to view hundreds of cameras carried
by the pedestrian. Practically every corner
drug store in every city or hamlet bears the
sign 'Films developed here' all mute evidences
of the public's appreciation of a photographic
record of happy hours. These have all served
Each has required an
an admirable purpose.
explanation of what happened before and after
the 'snapping' of those 'stills.' How often you and
I
have wished those we have shown those
snapshots to could see the real beauties surrounding that scene. To see how 'Bill Tee'd

—

oflf'
or 'how cute the baby acted,' or this and
The amateur motion
that event in real action.
picture camera, at comparatively very small expense, makes possible the re-enactment of each
event over and over again on the silver screen
within our homes each telling a story far beyond the eloquence of words a form of entertainment effervescent in its contagious appeal
and it sells during
sells itself
it
to others
those months when radio and music dealers'
when 'everything-is-gosales curves are low

—

—

—

—

—

The amateur
ing-out-and-nothing-coming-in.'
motion picture camera belongs to the radio and
music dealer he will soon realize the importance of this message.
"I am certain those of my friends in radio
and the music field will agree with me those
of us who have served in the executive chairs
of national distribution and merchandising owe
to the industry the benefits of our experiences
when such experiences will assist the retail
dealer in the solution of the problem which
has thus far confronted him 'How to Save

—

—

—

ing.'

established

.

of this deal,

business that filled in exactly those months
most needed by the radio and music dealer.
Not a side line. A line possessing individuality,

the

Sporting Goods Co., Denver, will distribute the
Federal line from its headquarters in the Kittredge Building. Both of these firms are strongly

—

Philadelphia, Pa., September 7. The J. A.
Fischer Co., of this city, maker of Valley Forge
main springs and talking machine replacement
materials, has just consummated a deal with the
Aeolian Co. whereby it purchased parts and
replacement materials on hand used in the construction of the Aeolian-Vocalion.

1926

15,

to its list of distributors.
Cincinnati and adjacent territory will be served by the Cincinnati Ignition Co., and in Colorado the Whitney

Aeolian- Vocalion Materials

—

—

A. Fischer Go. Purchases

September

Profits

in

Radio and Music Merchandis-

"

Hardman, Peck & Go. Add
Stewart- Warner Radio Line

and the Columbia Phonograph Co.,
many letters from representative dealers commenting in the highest terms o*
praise upon the acoustical qualities of the new
the trade,

Inc. has received

instruments, as well as the attractiveness of th"
cabinet designs.

Blackman T. M. Go. Becomes
Radiotron Tube Distributor
J.

found

the

in

fact

A. Fischer
that

over three carloads of

materials were sent from Meriden to the Fischer
headquarters in this city. The inventory value
of

merchandise purchased

the

is

said

to

be

the very beginning of the organization

J. A. Fischer Co. has been servcustomers. While half of the organization has been busy selling and servicing merchandise the other half has been equally bus\securing the proper goods to sell.
This wellbalanced concern has therefore met with considerable success in a brief period of time.
A. Fischer, in commenting on the deal,
J.
stated that the motive which prompted this purchase was the opportunity' to render good service to the owners of over 100,000 AeolianVocalion machines in this country. This large
shipment, in addition to the regular stock on
hand, has forced the J. A. Fischer Co. to secure

week

that

a distributor

Corp. of America.
This tube, which is the
standard of the industry, is now the subject of
one of the most interesting and impressive advertising campaigns that have ever been inaugurated in the radio industry, and the appoint-

Federal Gorp. Announces

Two New

Distributors

—

Buffalo, N. Y., September 7. The Federal
Radio Corp., of this city, manufacturer of the
Federal Ortho-sonic line of radio sets, recently
announced the addition of two wholesale houses

manufactured by the Radio

of the Blackman Talking Machine Co. as
Radiotron distributor emphasizes the impor-

ment
a

tance of the talking machine dealer as a sales
The Blackman oroutlet for these products.

one of the most efificient and sucand is ideally qualified to
distribute effectively Radiotron tubes.
ganization

is

cessful in the East,

Prominent

Reinforced 3 -ply Veneer

Mohawk

Jobbers

Otto Frankfort, general sales manager of the
Corp. of Illinois, manufacturer of

Mohawk
Mohawk

receiving sets, was a recent visitor to

Eastern trade centers during the course of a

which included Philadelphia, Pittsburgh,
Montreal and Toronto. Mr. Frankfort stated
that during the past few weeks his company had
appointed prominent jobbers in practically every
trade center throughout the country, a recent
appointee being the George C. Beckwith Co.,
Minneapolis, Minn., one of the leading Victor
Mr. Frankwholesalers in the Middle West.
fort will announce in the course of the next ten
days the complete list of Mohawk jobbers who
have been established recently.
trip

Standsu'd Csise for Talking

Machines and Radio Sets
Let

this

of Radiotron tubes,

RADIO CASES

MADE BY

announced

company had been appointed

ice to its

PHONOGRAPH CASES
The

the

the policy of the

outside storage facilities.

George Armstrong, manager of the New York
radio division of the Stewart-Warner Speedometer Corp., reports that business is most satisfactory and a number of new accounts have
recently taken on the Stewart-Warner line of
These new agencies are of
radio equipment.
the highest type and include Hardman, Peck
& Co.'s stores. Mr. Armstrong reports many
orders for the Stewart-Warner line.

Blackman, president of the
Talking Machine Co., New York,
wholesaler of Victor products, Fada and Crosley radio sets and Pathex motion picture cameras and projectors,

$180,000.

From

Newcomb

J.

Blackman

us

figure

on

your

PLYWOOD CORPORATION,

requirements

Goldsboro, N. C.

Mills in Va., N. C. and S. C.

For the Better Merchant
High-grade Dry Cell CERTIFIED B. & C. Batteries and Dry Cell B. & C. Success Batteries
Matinfactnicd by

SUCCESS BATTERY MANUFACTURERS
35 Broadway

Brooklyn, N. Y.

)

Tlie Talking

FINS

^RT

Machine World, Neiu York, September

SeRieS OF MUSICAL

MASTCRWORKS

Recent additions to the Columbia Fine Art Series
of Musical Masterworks by worid-famous musicians include the following:
No. 41 Schubert, Symphony No. 8 unfinished
No. 39 Beethoven, Symphony No. 9 (Choral)
No. 34 Berhoz Symphonie Fantastique and others
(

Nothing so emphasizes the importance of Columbia's position in the music trades as these amazingly
brilliant,

imported, electrical recordings.

Columbia
COLUMBIA PHONOGRAPH COMPANY
1819 Broaflway

New York

15,

1926

The Talking Machine World, Neiv York, September

15,

1926

of

HAYDN

Columbia Album Sets

Musical Masterworks have
readily and without resistance to a

DVORAK

of

proved that they sell
certain, wide group of musical enthusiasts. They are captivating in their brilliance and tone-quality. The hearer is
frequently surprised and delighted to know that such remarkable recordings are available.

Columbia

The Talking Machine World,

New

York, September

CESAR FRANCK

The opportunity

and stimulate this
vastly important and remunerative market aw^aits
every alert dealer. The desire for such music as
may be had with these exquisite record-sets already
exists. With but slight cultivation, this desire can
to

locate

be effectively capitalized without interference with,
or substitution for the usual market for other types
of records. Let the Columbia Salesman give you

SCHUBERT

full details.

Records

15,

1926

The Talking Machine

IVurld, Nczv York,

September

1926

15,

The Nezv
Uiva- tonal

COLUMBIA
l^ihe Life Itself
In every Viva-tonal Columbia there is the utmost attention to each
detail, seen or unseen, whether it be for ornament, convenience or
service.
For example every Viva-tonal Columbia is set off with a
harmonious golden bronze silk grill cloth that screens the toneamplifying section; every Viva-tonal Columbia is equipped with
four removable needle cups.
When you first see these Viva-tonal Columbias you will at once
realize that they embody an expertness of design, decoration and
finish, rarely, if ever before, attained.
The selection, fashioning and polishing of the woods and the
whole delightful ensemble make them both an outstanding achievement in fine quality cabinet work, as well as masterpieces of lasting
and artistic beauty.
:

Model 710

Model

611

Model 810
can plav any record of any make on the Viva-tonal Columbia, but your customers will prefer Columbia New Process Records because of their perfect interSCRATCH."
records
pretation and because they are "The

You

ONLY

WITHOUT

Columbia Phonograph Company
New York

—
September
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Why One

Store Reported That Radio
Business Suffered From a Summer Slump
—Customer Leaves Without
—End Scenario

—

Prospect Asks Prices of Radio Salesman Too Lazy to Demonstrate
Further Words Salesman Reports "Business Rotten"

—

A

customer entered the store of the Blank
after first having looked at

Phonograph Shop,

window
"What is

the

display of radio sets.
the price of that set?" she asked,

pointing to a well-known receiver

— an

expen-

sive set.

"Two hundred and

fifty dollars,"

declared

Em.

T. Head, the salesman, who was alone in the
store at the moment, not deigning to move

from his comfortable position behind the counter where he had a good backrest.

"And what

is

the price of that console

gust.

The woman

moment

hesitated a

at the

door

"Thank you" she

stepped out and was gone.

The

incident related above

it

not a figment of

happened and the
guilty person was the manager of one of a
chain of stores. This is certainly an excellent
example of how not to sell. Perhaps the salesman felt indisposed. The writer happened to
be in the store at the time and the prospect
seemed to him to be eager to become the owner
of a radio set. The salesman lost a perfectly
good sale for the concern that was paying him
the imagination.

It actually

a salary to sell merchandise.

How

would have been

Moves That Laws Be Passed Putting Broadcasting Under Government Control Stations
Not Common Carriers No Apparatus Tax

—

—

Minneapolis, Minn., September 8. Following
an address on "Radio Legislation," by Congressman W. H. Newton, of Minnesota, the
Northwest Radio Trade Association, in conjunction with its affiliated Listeners' Leagues,
passed a resolution urging Congress to pass a
law whereby the regulation of broadcasting be
placed in the hands of some executive branch
of the Federal Government with adequate funds
appropriated by Congress to maintain the
necessary special organization. This organization to have "authority to issue and revoke
licenses, to refuse to issue licenses

whenever

it

appears that the public interest is best served
by such refusal, to assign wave lengths and call
letters,

to

establish

power

and to

limitations

the set at close range in the store and to explain the merit of the particular receivers in

formulate and enforce regulations in connection
with said licenses."
It was also resolved that a law be passed
stating that broadcasting stations shall not be

which she happened

deemed

man

to

easy

it

politely ask the

for this sales-

custom.er to examine

to be interested.

Then,

if

to be

common

carriers under the law.

The

— good

will that

means

suc-

cess in the long run.

the store the writer took the opporthis salesman regarding
questioning
of
And, as might have been expected,
business.
the answer came: "Business is rotten. Nobody
buys radio in the Summer and there is no use
trying to fool ourselves about that." Certainly

While

in

tunity

business at this store was not as

good

as

obvious.
shall retain the right to

determine the char-

material broadcast, and that there
shall be no tax levied on radio receiving sets or
parts, or upon broadcasting equipment or operation, for any special purpose related to radio
all

broadcasting or government regulation thereof.

H. H. Wilken Appointed
Sleeper Mid-West Manager
The promotion of Hugh H. Wilken to be
sales manager of the Sleeper Radio &
Mfg. Corp., Long Island City, with full re-

district

and service in the Midbeen announced by Gordon
C. Sleeper, president of the company.
Mr. Wilken has been with the Sleeper organization for the past three years and is well
known in the industry. His headquarters for the
sponsibility for sales

West

territory, has

present will be at 33
cago,

III.,

West Kinzie

from which he

street,

Chi-

will cover the States

of Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, Illinois,

Wisconsin,
Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska,
Iowa, Kansas and Missouri.
Mr.
Wilken is a seasoned sales executive, having
been for some years district sales manager of
the California Packing Co. before joining the
Sleeper organization.

Radio Magic
Unhroken!

Spell of

XJTERE

the Radio Sensation of years
the Velvet "Jewel Case'', Its grace of
contour and quiet finish naturally blend into the most tasteful suf roumdings and reproduction
is so complete and natural that you lend yourself to
the full enjoyment of the melody "just as if you were
tfierel" Sales will reach enprecedented volume — for
is

the public wants it! Write or wire for dealer or jobber franchise quick!

Sales

Department

THE ZINKE CO.
1323 S. Michigan Ave.
Chicago,

111.

it

might have been, but perhaps there was a reason for this aside from the fact that the weather
had turned warm. There is no need to further
emphasize the moral of this story, it is so very

acter of

for Federal Regulation

—

tion for a business

and

Northwest Trade Ass'n

model ?"

asked the prospective customer, indicating another set shown in the window.
"Three hundred and eighty dollars," drawled
the salesman, yawning and then looking out to
the street, his whole attitude one of bored dis-

of the store and then with a

still was undecided, it would have
been an easy matter to secure her name and
address for the purpose of later follow-up. Even
the person
if no sale resulted from the effort
would know about the store and remember the
courteous treatment she had received. That is
the kind of good will that builds a firm founda-

the prospect

19

Manufactured hy

THE BORKMAN RADIO CORP.
Lake City, Utah
Kalamazoo, Mich.

Salt

The "Old Lantern"
Price $12.50

!
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Analysis of the Radio Accessories Field
Growing Realization Among Retail Merchants That These Items
Will Bring in Considerable Revenue if Aggressively Exploited
There is evident throughout the talking
machine trade a growing interest in the radio
accessories
seriously
sories in

field.

merchandise accesorder to secure maximum turnover and

While

profit.

Dealers are beginning to think

how

of

it

best

is

to

true that there

problems now facing the

many

are

merchant

retail

in-

concerned, there
can be no doubt that these problems can be
smoothed over by intelligent merchandising,
bringing increased revenue to merchants.
sofar as the accessories field

In

the

World

last

issue

is

The Talking Machine

of

there appeared an analysis of the radio

accessories situation as

machine
problems

store.

of the

it

exists

Regardless
dealer,

of

this

in

the

the talking
individual

analysis

proved

conclusively that there

market for

a big

is

ac-

cessories of all kinds, including loud speakers,
tubes, battery eliminators, batteries, voltmeters,

ammeters,

hydrometers, chargers and other
miscellaneous products that may be classed as
radio accessories.

Big Accessories Sales
of this survey also showed that
while many talking machine dealers are making

The

result

forceful bid for this business other dealers
look upon the accessories department merely as
a necessary evil.
It is interesting to note that
where the merchant has given some thought
to the promotion of accessories sales business
has been of the most substantial character.
a

While it is true that the margin of profit on
most of these products is small and that the
profit per item is insignificant compared to the
revenue derived from the sale of an expensive
radio set or talking machine, the fact remains
that the volume sold makes up for this ap-

parently unsatisfactory condition.

The

point

is

proved, as was shown last month, by the fact
that the gross volume of three dealers located
in three sections of New York City catering to
different classes of people did, respectively, a
gross semi-annual business in
of

startling figures,

multiplicity

and

$26,000

$58,000,

and make one realize that the
sales

of

small

of

worth while when there
dously large

demand

hogany or American
walnut — beautiful
-

teletoneI
'TiDadio

Speaker

America

449-453 West 42nd Street

New York

City

be
tremen-

the

as
is

talking

machine

enjoying to-day.

ness it is interesting to note that a paper was
recently read by W. C. Rice, of the Rice-Wat-

Wash., before the Western
Music Trade Convention, entitled "Can a Music
Dealer Make Money Through the Sale of Radio
Accessories?"
Because this paper deals with
some of the most important problems bearing
on this end of the business, and because it
demonstrates that there is a worth-while field,
once certain problems have been eliminated, it
is reproduced in part herewith:
"I'll bet that a lot of you retailers got a good
laugh when you read the title of this subject.
ters

We

of

may

Analyzes Sales Possibilities
In connection with the radio accessories busi-

Co.,

Seattle,

know

that a dealer can sell radio ache will concentrate his efforts and
follow up his radio buyers through numerous
methods. One of the most important is keeping in touch with the purchaser the same as
the dealer does in the selling of many of his
other lines.
Now, in the phonograph department, the dealer always tries to keep the new
issues of records before the phonograph owner,
all

cessories,

Teletone Corporation

items

exists such a

dealer engaged in radio

In rich African ma*

round numbers
These are

$8,000.

knowing

if

that

it

means

a large increase in his

record department. That, of course, is no more
important than the radio accessory department.
By keeping in touch with your radio owner you
are bound to get a certain volume of battery,
tube and other accessory business.
Building Battery Sales
"We all know the necessity of the proper
voltage of 'B' batteries, if the owner happens
to buy 'B' dry batteries we know that they are
.

at their best the first

day

gin to lose their strength

the set

is

thej' are

tone from the better speakers and the chances
are that your buyer will be back in a very short
time and buy the better speaker.
Strong Sales Promotion Needed
"Now I believe that the music dealer, if he
will put real effort behind the radio accessory
department, keeping it constantly before his
customers, with attractive window displays, let-

customers,

newspaper advertising,
manufacturer will arrange for the right kind of discounts; and if
the distributor will stop retailing at wholesale
prices and only wholesale to the legitimate reters

to

etc.,

and that

tail

his

stores,

the

if

cutting

down

the

outlets

retail

to

something within reason, then I think that it is
possible for the music dealer to make a net
profit on radio accessories."

&

Thomas Goggin

Bros.

Get Columbia Viva-Tonal
San
Goggin

Antonio,

&

September

Tex.,

4.—Thomas

Bros., one of the oldest music houses

Texas, having been established in 1866,
recently secured the agency for the new Columin

Viva-Tonal

of phonographs.
This
under the management of
Thomas Goggin and Tom Logan, and W. E.
Parker has direct supervision over the phonograph department. Miss Elfreda Rummel is in
charge of records sales and she reports a ready
response and good sales of the New Process
Columbia records.
bia

establishment

line

is

Herbert Weil,

Jr.,

Elected

Secretary and Treasurer
The many friends of Herbert Weil, Jr., were
interested to learn of his election as secretary
and treasurer of the Herbert-John Corp., New
York, distributor of radio products.
tensive

sales

campaign for

this

An

season's

exbusi-

ness has already been inaugurated by the Herbert-John Corp. and the sales force has been
augmented. Herbert Weil, Sr., president of the
organization, stated to The World that he is
looking forward to a very satisfactory year.

used and be-

from then

on.

When

Pathephones

in

Demand

sold the foundation for future sales

Never overestimate the

should be

laid.

batteries.

The customer should be

ordinary

set give your customer your advice about the
purchase of 'B' wet batteries, of 'B' eliminator,
etc., and if he does not see his way clear to
a purchase of that nature at that time you have
planted a seed that will grow and make a future
sale very easy.
Profits in Chargers, Speakers, Etc.
"Always try to sell a charger with your original sale; you can easily show your customer
the advisability of keeping the 'A' battery to
the desired voltage.
It will not be a hard sale
if
he is shown that he will automatically pay
out the price of a good charger in the course
of a very few months at some battery station
and have nothing to show for his money if he
does not have it included in his contract.
"When a small loud speaker is sold with a
set always try to show the superior quality of

'B'

the course of

life

of

told that the

battery will need replacement in
two and one-half to four months

when used on the average five-tube set. Of
course there are e.xceptions; some people are
able to use their batteries for a much longer
period, but if your set is sold right you relieve
yourself of a lot of future grief and make a
number of sales that you would not otherwise
make. At the time of the original sale of the

Stockton, Cal., September

4.

—The

Peffer Music

demand for the new
Pathephonic phonographs, known as the Pathephone. The introductory sale of these new inCo. reports an increasing

struments
the store's

was most successful and increased
volume of August business consider-

ably over that of former years.

The Smith-Carroll
recently

supplied

machine dealer,
Herald Model Home,
Brunswick Panatrope.

Co., talking

the

Lexington, Ky., with a

September

15,
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The New Balkite Charger
MODEL J. Has two charging rates. A
low

for rapid charging

and a high rate
and heavy duty use.

Can thus be used

either as a trickle or

The most comprehensive
and advanced line

trickle charge rate

ever offered by

high rate charger and combines
their advantages. Noiseless. Large
water capacity .Visible electrolyte level.
Rates: with 6-volt battery, 2.5 and .5
amperes; withl4-volt battery, ,8 and ,2
amperes. Specialmodelfor 2 5-40 cycles.
Price $19.50. West of Rockies $20.
as a

(In

21

Balkite

Canada $27.50.1

The new

line of Balkite

Radio Power Units

the most comprehensive ever oSered.

It is

a

for

1926-7

is

complete line to

power requirements of practically every standard radio set on the market.
It is also the most advanced line Balkite has ever ofiered.
It is a line that furnishes radio power from the light socket.
In each of its three fields
battery charging, "B" power supply, and complete power supply for both circuits
it oSers
units with such marked and obvious advantages as to make
take care of the

Balkite Trickle Charger

MODEL K. With 6-volt "A'* batteries
can be

left

on continuous or

trickle

charge, thus automatically keeping the

batteryatfuUpower. Convertsthe"A"
battery into a light socket ** A" power
supply. With 4-volt batteries can be
used as an intermittent charger. Or as
a trickle charger if a resistance is added.
Charging rate about .5 amperes. Over
200,000 in use. Price $10. West of
Rockies $10.50. (In Canada, $15.)

—

Balkite outstanding in the

vanced features

—

field.

of operation

In each field

it

ofiers ad-

and convenience that

are to be

secured in no other device.

While

the line

is all-inclusive, it is

a very simple line lim-

few models, probably the smallest number of
models oSered by any prominent radio manufacturer. This
means a line on which the jobber and dealer can easily concentrate his sales eSort. It means a fast-moving line with
rapid turnover and short shelf-life.
And while Balkite is the most advanced line of radio
power units on the market it contains no experiments of any
sort. All the new Balkite Units are based on the same successful principle that Balkite has so thoroughly and successited to very

A New BaIkite"B"at ^27.50
Balkite *'B" eliminates *'B" batteries
and supplies **B" current from the light
socket. Noiseless. Permanent. Employs no tubes and requires no replace-

ments. Three new models. The new
popular priced Balkite "B"-W at
$27.50 for sets of 5 tubes or less requiring 67 to 90 volts. Balkite *'B'*-X,
for sets of 8 tubes or less; capacity
30 milliamperes at 135 volts $42.

—

Balkite'*B"-Y, for any radio set; capaC'
$69.
ity 40 milliamperes at 150 volts
(In Canada"B"-W $39;"B"-X $59.50;
"B'*-Y $96.)

—

demonstrated in the past. As usual, all are noiseless in
operation. They have no tubes. They are permanent pieces
of equipment. Even the new Balkite Charger and the Balkite
Combination are merely combinations of the best selling
Balkite Units of past years. The result is a line which, as
has always been the case in past years, will be trouble-free
with clean profit to the jobber and dealer. Get your share of

fully

Balkite profits.
Balkite

When

Combination

connected to the

*'A'* battery
Balkite Combination Radio
Unit supplies automatic power to both

this

**A" and *'B** circuits. Controlled by
the filament switch on your set. Entirely automatic in operation. Can be put
either nearthe set or in a remote location. Will serve any set now using
either 4 or 6-volt "A" batteries and requiring not more than 30 milliamperes
at 1 35 volts of "B" current practically
all sets of up to 8 tubes. Price $59.50,

—

(In

FANSTEEL PRODUCTS

CO.,

Inc.,

North Chicago,

new

Canada $83.)
All Balkite Radio Power Units
operate from 1 10-120 volts
current with models for both

AC

60 and 50

cycles.

FflN5fEEL -|

Balidte
HadioPower Unit

111.
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rPith these facts

ORE

Farrand Speak-

ers

sold last season

than

all other licensed
cone speakers combined!

Farrand Speaker

SENIOR
(17-inch cone)
Featuring a new driving unit
and walnut-laminated wood

cone— with its

price

unchang-

ed a greater "buy" than ever.

$32-50

Illustrated

Farrand

below

—

POWER

Speaker
(36-inch cone)
A de luxe size Farrand Speaker
capable of reproducing the full
volume of an orchestra. Pedestal

Model

Farrand Speaker

JUNIOR

—

(14-inch cone)
Radios' greatest speaker value
a smaller edition of the
Farrand Senior and its only

—

rival in

performance.

$16-50

Farrand
Radio
Products

(illustrated)

—

1926

—
September
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you afford not to he
a Sarrand dealer ?
NO PRODUCT in the annals of
radio retailing offers greater sales
possibilities than the Farrand

Speaker— no product

assures

quicker turnover and profit!

production capacity, there were
never enough to go 'round. This
cilities

further increased fa
insure delivery to all.
still

THE FARRAND FRANCHISE
not only means
tection — proven

profit,

and

won the

confidence and endorsement of
retailers the country over.

PRICE MAINTENANCE,

unparalleled in radio retailing, has

All Prices

THREE

NEW Farrand Products

season— Power Speaker, "B"
Eliminator, and combined "B"
Eliminator and Power Amplifier
—give a threefold additional value
to the Farrand Franchise.
this

but pro-

territorial

price protection that has

the

fear of price-cutting competition.

LAST SEASON, despite a trebled
season,

Farrand Speaker
from its first appearance on the
market. Farrand dealers know
they can get full price without
identified

FOUR WORDS

the story of
Farrand consumer acceptance
''The Ear Says BuyV Quality of
tell

performance — outstanding superiority

— make

Farrand

sales

merely a matter of demonstration.

slightly

higher
of Rockies

Don't wait. Apply for your Farrand Franchise NOW. There is a
Farrand Distributor near you. Qet in touch with him At Once!

West

FARRAND MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
Thompson Avenue

Long Island

at Court Street

A heavy-duty

Inc.
N. Y.

City,

Delivers 400
volts of "B"

eliminator of
high-vol-

new

power

tage capacity
'

Farrand Y;
^jQ^

!

$48-50
without tubes

without tube

li

FARRAND
«B" ELIMINATOR

FARRAND "B" ELIMINATOR
comhined with

POWER AMPLIFIER
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baum

Sates^inklcs

New Record Outlets This Fall— Offsetting Opinion That Good Location
Means Higher Prices Unique Window Display Sells Okeh Record for Wm. Gillespie
Rosenbaum Co. Emphasizes Record Service Other Stunts That Help Sales

Indications Point to

—

—

The

who

—

push

record
sales to the limit is neglecting a sure, steady
and growing source of revenue, if present indications count for aught.
Repair stores report
that the number of instruments brought in for
dealer

repairs are

dealers

failing to

is

his

growing at a great rate and many
that numbers of customers for

state

records of big hits such as "Valencia" say that
the record is the first they have bought in many

some

months,

or,

in

outlets,

or

rather

cases,

years.

outlets

which

which si.x- snakes were enclosed. The snakes
he bought at ten cents apiece, screen wire cost
ten cents and he used; a box which was on
in

hand, so that all in all the display cost ninety
Nevertheless some 1,500 people were
cents.
stopped by the unusual display and the initial
healthy order of this number was sold out
"clean." The demand continued and the display
was kept in the window with unvarying good

spond

tion brings.

To

of Fifth avenue,

showing

The "Black Snake Blues" Window

Landay

New

Mr. Gillespie expressed the results of

results.

the window, saying, "I

hope

were very few,

who packed

who

didn't

"Live" Record Window
selecting
one record from a list
The policy of
and pushing that record strongly by means of
window displays has many times brought dealParticularly

is

this true

when

the title of the record is such that it can be
adapted to an unusual window display. An instance of this is the experience of the Radio
Phonograph Shop, Jacksonville, Fla., of which
William C. Gillespie is proprietor, which recently pushed the OKeh record, "Black Snake
This store
Blues," sung by Victoria Spivey.
installed a

window

any,

if

fall

for

this

display consisting of a

box

to tell you, there

number

this

store,

a

trout

like

grabbing a full-sized shrimp."
Sells

A

Theatre Tie-ups Pay
months or so the prac-

six

of dealers co-operating with local theatres
supplying talking machines and records as an
added attraction to the regular theatre program
has become more and more widespread.
The
introduction of the new type instruments w-as
chiefly responsible for the added interest in this
type of exploitation, but dealers secured such
good results that many of them are keeping up
the work, linking up the instrument through the

every Landay store."

ers large profits.

and other concerns whose methods
might be classed as shady competition will have
little opportunity of undermining your business.

price cutters

in

overhead which the loca-

offset this opinion, the

York, displays in
the front of its main show window an attrac"Whether on
tively printed scroll, reading:
Fifth avenue or on Sixth avenue, whether in
town or out of town, the same prices prevail in
store

ing up the tremedously large talking machine,
record and radio business that the firm enjoys.
Sell the public on the service you give and the

tice

price of an article to corre-

raises the

to the increased

a

service, pointing out that the

Within the past

Makes Public Store Policy
There are many people who have the firm
conviction that a store located on a street or
avenue in the center of a high-class shopping
district

The Rosenbaum

Co.,

Public on

Its

Service

of Pittsburgh, Pa., be-

and loses no opportunity of
bringing home to the large number of customers and the general public that the concern
lieves

some moving

of

specializes in satisfying

its

clients.

Direct mail

has been found most effective by this concern
in bringing before its large clientele and prosfeatured in the talking
pects the products
Recently in all letters
machine department.
and other publicity sent out by the talking
machine department a pamphlet was enclosed
bearing the illuminating heading: "Rosenbaum
Phonograph Record Service Means ." Beneath

—

WESTON 'Tin- J ack'^Voltmeter with HIGH RANGE STAND

One

of the

music stores

in

New York

the following cards

number over

stimulate

to

its

mailing

lists,

which

FREE RADIO INSTALLATION CARD
H. Mayers' Stores:

of A.

Mr
Address

To Free Radio

Your Most Courteous

Plus

Installation,

Service.

A

large
stunt,

An

number
as

A. H. Mayers.
With Your Purchase

of sales

have resulted from

the idea of receiving something

with the buying of a radio

a decided appeal.

interesting

Pushing One Record
window display of effective

and of reasonable cost attracted
crowds when shown at the Luscher Bros. Music
Store, New York, and was responsible for the
sale of many records of "My Dream of the Big
Parade." The display was built about a fluttering American flag. A telescopic view of the flag
was had through three walls of beaver board
painted red, white and blue, placed about a foot
from each other. An uneven cut-out in the
center of each wall about two and a half feet in
diameter permitted the observer to view the
which was kept constantly in motion
flag,
through the use of an electric fan, which was
simplicity

Plugging
Voltmeter

Pin -Jack
into High
for bat-

Range Stand
tery

testing.

For Dealer

Testing "B" Batten"
with
Pin-Jack
the

and High
Range Stand.

Voltmeter

Profits

'T^WO

instruments in one, this new Weston combination
a "Pin-Jack" Voltmeter for plugging into filament PinJacks on the radio panel for measuring filament voltages
and a High Range Stand into which the Voltmeter is
plugged for battery testing,
It gives you, the dealer,
is

—

alert servicing overhead on all sets you sell, and besides a profit on each instrument. H It gives your customer tube economy, shows him the condition of
his batteries and makes him a satisfied, consistent
buyer of your goods. H Write or wire at once for

invisible to the passers-by.

front of the display
the selection

complete dealer information.

Electrical

City to

This card entitles

free in conjunction

Weston

of

20,000 people.

To Sales Manager

set has

for
filament
battery voltages.

title

radio receiver sales has been the sending out of

this

Dial shoiving double

the

A Sales Building Card
methods used by the A. H. Mayers

service

in

picture,

which is similar to that of a record release. An
example of such work was recently demonstrated in Brooklyn, N. Y., where the Namm
store installed a talking machine in the lobby
of Loew's ^Metropolitan Theatre for the week
preceding the showing of "The Dream Waltz"
and during the week of the showing of the film.
The Strauss waltz, "The Blue Danube," was
played constantly and signs on the sides of the
platform upon which the instrument reposed
told briefly of the instrument and of the fact
that it was loaned by the Namm store.

Present This Card

-•

1926

publicity has been exceedingly effective in build-

These new
have been

stagnant for a long period, indicate that interest
is
constantly reviving in the talking machine,
and record sales will even mount above the fine
figure which they have attained during the past
six months or more.
It behooves the dealer to
pay some attention to the long-neglected record
department if he is to share in the cash profits
that record sales bring.

15,

message that emphasized the Rosendepartment
stocked the latest popular hits as soon as they
were released, new records were received each
week, the stock of both popular and classic
numbers is always complete, the organization is
composed of intelligent sales people, soundproof hearing rooms for use of customers and
the store makes prompt delivery of all purThe pamphlet also stated that phone
chases.
and mail orders are welcome. This sort of
this

Profit Wrnilr^

September

Instrument Corporation

:

i90 Weston Avenue, Newark, n.

STANbARIl.THE.WAI^Lb./)yER.

WESTON
Ticmoats since JSSS

and the

On

each side of the
a record of

was attached
title

"My Dream

of the

Big Parade" was lettered at the foot of the
j.

board.

The

entire cost

of the display

and

was

in

can be
used over and over again by simply painting
over the title of the song and with some other

the neighborhood of five dollars

it

object substituted for the flag.

The Melodee Music Shop

recently opened at

Valley City, N. D. A complete line of musical
instruments and radio equipment is carried.

September

15,
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Atwater Kent
RADIO
Model

35.

six-tube

ONE

Dial receiver, less tubes

and batteries, but with battery cable, $70.00

I926-I927
Policy, line, prices, advertising
Kent
No WONDER Atwater
and Winter

dealers are jubilant

over the Fall

sales outlook. See

what

they see!

The

sales policy: So satisfactory last year that

stands pat for
a

it

1 926-1 927, without the change of

comma.

The

Four Receiving Sets. Five, six or seven
Genuine One Dial operation, without aux-

line:

tubes.

iliary devices;

or three dials for those

who

prefer.

Tone, selectivity and range of all models again improved by Atwater Kent engineering. These sets
the Atwater Kent way.
will sell easilv and stay sold
Three Radio Speaker models. One of them offers
decorative note — duo-tone
new
a

—

advertising: Radio's greatest campaign.
Fifty-one consumer magazines with 20,347,533
circulation. All kinds of magazines— general, women's, boys', farmers'
monthlies and weeklies.

—

back covers, many pages in color. A li'st of
newspapers with i 8,000,000 circulation. Posters on
4,358 billboards in and around 199 cities with a

Many

A

population of nearly 40,000,000.
profusion of
new dealer helps new window and counter dis-

—

and a mail campaign going direct
to prospects from the dealers' stores, bearing the
plays, stufters,

own names.
And the Atwater Kent Radio Hour:
dealers'

EVERY SUNDAY EVENING

The Atwater Kent Radio

Artists bring

The

you their sunnmer program

9:15 Eastern

% 1 40, including battery cable attached
to each set. Radio Speakers, designed
to bring out the best in

Atwater Kent

Receivers, from |i6 to I23.
for every customer.

A price

at

Daylight Time, 8:15 Central Daylight
Time, through:

WEAF

.

.

Nenu York

WSAI

WRC

.

.

.

.

KSD.

Boston

WGR

Cincinnati

wwj

WEEI ....

fVashington

wcco

.

.

.

right

The

color.

prices: Receivers from |6o to

— are

.

.

.

WGN.

St. Louis

.

.

.

.

.

finest

Cfiicago

.

program, broadcast weeklv over
network, with special con-

certs in cities outside the

blows.

chain

No wonder Atwater Kentdeal-

ers are jubilant.

W^rite for illustrated booklet telling the complete story of

weaf

of stations.

That's the lineup as the whistle

Detroit

Minneapolis-St.Paul

powerful

— Radio's

a far-flung

Buffalo

.

a

goodwill builder for dealers

Who

wouldn't be?

Atwater Kent Radio

ATWATER KENT MANUFACTURING COMPANY
4725 Wissahickon Ave.

30, six-tube One
Dial receiver. Less tubes
and batteries, but with
battery cable, $85.00

Model

Model L Speaker,
dark brown crystalline finish, $16.00

A,

Model

j4tivater Kent, Pres.

32, seven-tube
receiver. Less tubes
teries, but

One

Dial

and

bat-

Philadelphia, Pa.

Model 20 Compact, fivelube Three Dial receiver.
Less tubes and batteries,but
w'th battery cable, S60.C0

with battery cable,

$140.00
Prices slighilj higher west of the Rockies

and

in

Canada

Model

H

Speaker,

dark brown crystalline finish, $21.00

:
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Halloween Tie-Ups Created Radio Sales
Can Increase Sales in Radio Departments by Intelligent
With Forthcoming Holidays Some Concrete Examples
By W. B. Stoddard
newspapers recenth
atmosphere, were strewn
particularly true of women — who buy a radio

Dealers
Tie-ups

One

of the metropolitan

—

is

"Radio as a craze or fad is
over, but more people are buying radio sets
than ever before." Radio has become standardized and people are having it installed just as
they would a telephone or a phonograph, for the
pleasure and convenience it offers. In traveling
over the country this Summer I was more than
ever impressed with the fruth of this statement.

and when anything goes wrong expect a skilled mechanic
from the firm from which they purchased to
come and repair it, just as he would their pho-

In hundreds, literally thousands, of homes there
are now radio sets whose owners know no more
about the construction of same than they do
about the mechanism of their telephone. This

new and

said,

editorially:

would

set as they

a player-piano

Dealers should recognize this fact
nograph.
and conduct a special sales campaign for the
benefit of this large class, ignoring altogether
the radio parts, but selling their customers a

form of entertainment.
phonographs are pushed for party

delightful

as

Just

entertainments radio should

now

be featured.

The music companies themselves have seen
light

and have been among the

the musical side of

an excellent time to

is

was an orange card

lull

of the

call

these

An

excellent example of Halloween publicity
was that of the Hancock Music Co., whose ad
showed at the top a party listening to the

strains of music on the radio, while outside
could be seen witches, goblins, black cats, owls
and bats. In a compact paragraph in the center,
surrounded by plenty of white space, they made

Hardware
The newest and

best for

your every requirement
is included in the Rockford Line of Hardware.
A complete line more
than 300 items for pianos, phonographs and
radio cabinets. For bettering cabinet work and
cutting cost use Rockford Hard ware. Write today for samples of items

—

you

use,

and

catalog.

the following suggestion:
New Way to Spend Halloween Eve
Last year and for a number of years preceding perhaps,
you attended a Halloween party and were amused by the
games and sports of the past. This year make it
A Radio Halloween
and let a sparkling and amusing Halloween program
entertain you and your guests.
In order to visualize this new type of enter-

tainment they arranged a window which showed
an entire room set for a Halloween party. The
walls were black and two long French windows
were hung with curtains of orange silk.
Through these windows could be seen a sweep
of murky sky, with a yellow moon struggling
through the clouds, black tree branches, a fence
on which were black cats with bristling tails,
and a witch on her broom. Betvveen the win-

dows was

phonograph
on one side and a radio set on the other. A
big orange card overhead had printed in black:

WITCH

mantel with a cheerful fire in
the grate, and overhead orange letters fastened
On
to the wall to form the word "Radiolas."
a table was a Radiola set, while another was
shown on the floor, both being tied with orange
ribbons.
A big floor lamp had a black and
orange shade and the room was illumined with
an orange glow.

"Make

a Radio Halloween"
The Wiley B. Allen Co., Los Angeles, called
instant attention to its radio sets with a rather
It

HockfordJII.
U. S.A.

— Natlock

Cable Address

Branch Sales
Chicago,

Offices

Indianapolis, Ind.

111^

Cincinnati, Ohio
Detroit, Mich.
Evansville, Ind.

Jamestown, N. Y.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Milwaukee, Wis.

Grand Rapids.Mich
High Point, N.C.

Seattle,

St.

Wash.

Sheboygan, Wis.

Louis,

Mo.

Make
"Sorry,

It

madam, but

a Radio Halloween
our musicians are all

Halloween 1"
Your plans are all made. Invitations
lanterns all made.
Even the wax is
the floor for the Halloween dance.
drops out.
The Musical Exchange is
there ever a worse calamity?
without music
That's where

engaged

ready

to

Then

the

out

of

for

Pumpkin

are out.

A

Was

up
bottom

slick

musicians.

Halloween party

I

A Radio
It

places

command

the

— and

It

Worth

nation's
singers,

Its

Weight

in Gold

best dance orchestras at your
artists
musicians, entertainers

—

you wouldn't dream of hiring.
You Can Get One in Time
Halloween Party

The window backing up

for the

In front of the witch was a big black cauldron,

on which was painted in white "Come and we
will demonstrate both."
Cardboard pumpkins
were set about and dance records were strewn
over the

floor.

How

Hobrechts Tied Up With the Holiday
Hobrechts, Sacramento, Cal., had on the wall
cards of gray and orange on which were painted
black cats. A lamp with orange parchment
shade had long streamers of black, and twisted
streamers of orange and black paper extending
to the four corners of the room. In one corner
was a palm, and on a raised platform were two
radio sets.
Beside one of the sets was a loud
speaker, with a black cat in the mouth of the
horn.
Standing behind the radio was a little

fellow in carnival costume of black, white and
orange, bearing a card suggesting "Entertain
Your Halloween Guests With Radio." Several

other radio sets were placed on the floor close
where they could be examined at
close range.
to the glass,

Effort of Persistent Sales

Promotion

of yellow upon which were strips of
orange and black paper, while a large orange
half-moon had appliqued to it two black cats
with green eyes. A tripod was formed of gnarled
branches, from which hung a grinning jack
o'lantern, while strips of orange and black
paper ran to the four corners of the window.
Long strips of orange paper, upon which were

owls,

were

laid

paper hats, horns and

across
bells, to

Here
certain

Is

Cumulative

is a little true story with a moral.
dealer spent a year in building up

the

floor,

while

give a carnival

A
a

He

advertised and utilized all
the other methods of publicity and sales promotion which experience had taught him would
bring his record department up to a profitable

record business.

basis.

two

However, progress was

slow

and

in

years, because of keen competition, the de-

partment was not making the money he thought
He determined to close out the
it
should.
record branch of his business, and accordingly
he sold it to a dealer a block away, the clerk
who had been connected with the record end of
the business from the beginning changing positions and remaining with the record department.
Two months after the department was sold business suddenly commenced to pick up and
every month since a gain of 200 per cent to
400 per cent in record business over the same
period the preceding year, when the first dealer
was still the owner, has been enjoyed, according to the sales clerk. The first dealer had sold
his record

the printed ad had

walls

black

Radio or Phonograph?

a tall

striking ad;

Rational Jiock Co.,

gilded

cut-out figure of a witch four feet high, with

games the voices snatched from

the air will harmonize perfectly with the spooky
atmosphere which characterizes All Saints' Eve.

I^ockford

a

a black witch in the corner, saying:
"For a
Merry Halloween Party." Two radio sets,
upon one of which perched a black cat and on
the other an owl, were shown at each side of
the window.
Phonograph-Radio Halloween Tie-up
The Phonograph & Radio Shop, of Oakland,
Cal., combined the two as features for Halloween entertainment in its large window.
The
black wall was hung with waterfalls of orange
paper and in the center of the display was the

radio sets to the attention of the public, for in

the

On

about.

lettered in black, with

long, skinny fingers, pointing to a

it.

Halloween Publicity

Effective

Halloween

the

advertise

first to

easel

department

just

effect of his persistent

when

the cumulative

promotion methods were

about to return him a handsome

Columbia

Ad

profit.

Creates Sales

Large advertisements in the Chicago Defender and the Baltimore Afro-Defender of the
Columbia race record "Whip It to a Jelly," sung
by Clara Smith, resulted in unusual sales of this
recording.

The Talking Machine World,

New

York, September

15,

1926

VALLEY FORGE

AVE

you noticed how

easily a

"Valley Forge"

main spring glides

into

the

spring cup? Due, of course, to
the double polishing process to
The

Valphonic

coming a by-word
phonograph trade.
being used
to

many

in

which

be-

is

It

subiected,

A

new

treatment that has been im-

reits

beauty, clearness of tone,

the

now

are

is

preference

producers, because of

ing

Valley Forge springs

in the

high-priced

and volume.

all

mediately recognized as a vast

amazcomes to

It is

how near it
new type machines.

improvement. Convince your-

Retail price $5.00 in an-

self!

tique finish.

J.

A.

FISCHER COMPANY
The Home
730

of Valley Forge

Market

Philadelphia,

Street,

U.

S.

A.

September
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Radio Mfrs. Association
Opposes Czar Appointment

first public demonstration of the
photoradiogram system in the West, only commercial pictures having previously been trans-

This was the

27

R. G. Cameron Appointed
Sleeper Service Manager

mitted.

Decides Against Having "Czar" of Radio Industry Against "Chaotic Conditions" Disapproves International Radio Week

—

—

Engineers of the Radio Corp. of America assembled receiving equipment which was placed
on public view at the Radio Show in San Fran-

Gordon C. Sleeper Announces Appointment of
Mr. Cameron to Important Post Will Have
Charge of Service, Returns and Replacements

—

cisco, thus permitting the spectators to witness

Chicago,

III,,

September

Board of Directors

the

4.

—At

of the

number

of

Radio Manufac-

month

Association, held last

turers'

land, O., a

a meeting

in

Cleve-

of important subjects were

discussed and voted upon. One of the most important was a proposal that a "czar" be appointed for the radio industry. A definite "no"
was the answer of the association to this suggestion.

ent

when

the

message was received.

RCA Dealers Use Sales Helps
RCA

authorized dealers have used more than

14,000,000 pieces of sales helps so far this year,

A. T. Haugh, president of the association
characterized reports of chaos in broadcasting
as the work of publicity seekers and expressed
the opinion that the situation is well in hand.

On

Gen. Harbord's greeting actually spelling itself
The demonstration
out in dots and dashes.
aroused wide interest, manifested by those pres-

Board

this subject, the

of Directors issued

according to the advertising department of the
Radio Corp.
This includes catalogs, folders,
blotters, booklets, special Radiola III folders,
contest folders, motion picture slides and winiw trim material.

Robert C. Cameron has been promoted to
important post of service manager of the
Sleeper Radio & Mfg. Corp., according to an
announcement by Gordon C. Sleeper, president.
Mr. Cameron, who has been with the Sleeper
the

organization for two years, gaining experience
in practically all departments of the business,

have full responsibility for returns, service
and replacements at the home office, as well as
instruction of distributor's service men.
Mr. Cameron is a practical radio engineer,
having graduated from Kentucky University.
will

He

who

succeeds F. A. Klingenschmitt,

signed.

the following statement:

"The

association,

which

representative of

is

the leading manufacturers of radio apparatus in

the United States, believes that the future of the
radio industry is entirely in the hands of the
listening public.
Recent attempts to gain publicity

by scarehead

regarding

articles

Class "A'' Attendance Quality Buyers

'chaotic

conditions' are wholly unwarranted.

"There

is

ing public

The one Big Exposition

in which the listenand that is what they

only one thing
interested,

is

get over the

is

ing a strong drive in a direct
paign to interest the quality dealer

air.

"Reports reaching the National Association
Broadcasters show that, while a few stations may have jumped their wave length or
changed their power, the effect on the listening
public has not been noticeable, nor has it made
any material change in receiving conditions or

makmail cam-

that

of

worth of radio

in the

to the listener.

the stations have agreed to
stay put until such time as suitable regulation
has been provided."
"Practically

all

The meeting
national Radio

National Radio

also voted disapproval of Inter-

Week.

The

association,

it

Exposition

was

explained, will no

longer sponsor or support
the overseas radio tests, because of poor re-

As one member

sults.

stated: "It

was

felt that

the tests have done more harm than good in
leading radio set owners to expect too much of
their sets and too much of the broadcasters."

EXHIBITION HALL—HOTEL SHERMAN
Chicago, September 27th to October 2nd inch

Stevens Booklet Stresses

Seamless Burtex Diaphragm
Likewise will all billboard, window
card and newspaper advertising be designed to appeal to the real quality

Special Exclusive Feature of Stevens Speakers
Is Described in Attractive Booklet, Which

Contains Interesting Information

An attractive booklet, designed for distribution to the public, has been prepared by Stevens

&

buyer.

New

York, and is now available
handling the Stevens line of radio
speakers, with the dealer's imprint thereon if
desired. The booklet is artistically illustrated in
color, and describes the various models in detail,
stressing particularly their unique tone
Co.,

Inc.,

Exhibits will contain the latest worth

to all dealers

while radio products that should be

shown

Come and

quality, which it is stated is made possible
by the seamless Burtex diaphragm, an exclusive
Stevens feature, and a specially designed balanced armature unit.
Helpful hints are given in the booklet on the
best method of obtaining most satisfactory results from Stevens speakers, including proper

connections to the receiving
points

out

that

if

tubes

set.

be

A

good condition there is nothing to prevent the
utmost radio enjoyment when the Stevens
speaker is used in connection with a good set.

A

message

greeting from Gen.
J. G. Harbord, president of the Radio Corp. of
America, was transmitted to the sponsors of
the Third Annual Pacific Radio Exposition at
its

facsimile

opening

at

—No

audience.

what a radio show should
circus, vaudeville, or

dignified exposition of radio for

fireside

in

Photoradiogram Message
Sent Pacific Coast Show

see

"A"

freak stunts

The booklet

and batteries are

to a class

entertainment of

home

lovers.

For further particulars address

National Radio Exposition

of

San Francisco on August

21-28.

608

S.

Dearborn

St.

Chicago,

111.

has re-

—

:
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"Negro

Are

Spirituals"

Classics, States

Advertisement of Droop Music House
Advertisement Devoted Exclusively to "Negro Spiritual" Recordings by Paul Robeson
Interesting Information on This Type of Music and the High Plane it Occupies
In advertising records there
part

certain

a

when

set

is

for the greater

form used by

and

dealers,

a piece of publicity, pertaining to records,

about this wonderful music of the Negro.
Many of these melodies are unquestionably of ancient
tribal origin and were brought to this country more than
300 years ago by those poor beings who, torn from their

appears which differs from the usual run, it atDuring the latter
tracts considerable attention.
part of last month there appeared in the Washington, D. C, newspapers an advertisement of
Droop's Music House, which was distinctive and
a fine example of the highest class of adverThis advertisement was three columns
tising.
wide and ten and one-half inches deep and was
devoted entirely to recordings .of "Negro SpirThe feature of the ad was an editorial
ituals."
by E. H. Droop, which merits reprinting. It

homes, were sold into slavery.

reads

within our shores.
of Rachael.

In

this

Negro "Spirituals"
announcement I desire to express what

I

feel

find that

"KAN T,"
The

say

KENT

Hearing them, you

honor,

that

modern

he clung reverently to

purest

Negro "blood" that ever found lodgment

They

are as

I
recommend these songs
Uplifting, Spiritual Music.

to

soul-stirring as the cry
all

lovers

With "S" Sound Box

for playing lateral
records on the Edison Disc Phonograph has outsold all competition.

cut

of

Emotional,

H. Droop.

this editorial

appears a selection of
recordings chosen as being characteristic of

the negro spiritual records, all recorded by Paul
Robeson, the foremost bass singer of the negro
race.

The point of the advertisement, that of explaining the proper plane of "spiritual" records
as occupying a place in the classical catalog, is
well brought out in the editorial by Mr. Droop.
Those music lovers with

a proper appreciation
music values have always ranked "spirituals"
in their proper position as classics, with a distinctive and everlasting appeal.
Others, however, were apt to confuse this type of record
with the more widely known "race" record
which has a wide appeal but is as different from
the "spiritual" as a jazz or "nut" song of the
present day is from an operatic selection rendered by Caruso. The advertisement has therefore an educational value in addition to being a

the

mounted

Another model

estal.

ago had a "spiritual
understanding; with all
"de word o' God" as ex-

"Classics"
the

of

attractive designs

cone speaker
and draped
on a piano lamp ped-

has

arranged for hang-

is

ing from the wall similar to a picture or or-

pounded to him by his spiritual advisers.
These "Negro Spirituals" will remain forever as

five

1

most

of 50 to 100 years

passes

E.

No.

will

mortality.

Adjoining

"KENT

year's, but the physical

many

The "old" Negro

1926

appearance has been
enhanced. One of the

Added to and taken from as time went on, they gradually became a fountain of hope and consolation — always
expressing the Negroes' faith in God and belief in im-

complex"

15,

one radio fan to another rather than advertising,
because the budget for that purpose was practically zero.
Last year the company applied its
unit, which has sixteen exclusive design features,
to the cone type of loud speaker and results
were even more remarkable than with the horn
type. The sales response was instantaneous.
This year's models of the Sonochorde cone
speakers contain the same reliable unit as last

are expressive of deep sadness and suffering; rarely do they express worldly happiness or joy.

Mr. Edison Man:
Never Say

Gives

September

Sonochorde Speaker namental shield.
support its mass production and

To

pedite

dealer

sales

Boudette

the

to

Co.

exwill

launch a very thorough national advertising
campaign, using leading newspapers, radio fan
magazines and trade journals. Dealer helps in
the

way

readv

and

of cards, circulars

for

signs

are

all

distribution.

R. R. Records, Columbia
Dealer, in New Quarters
Texas Dealer Moves
ticipation

to

Larger Store

of Brisk Business

Tonal Models

at Store

in

— Displays

An-

Viva-

Opening

of

—

Dallas, Tex., September 3. In anticipation of a
Winter business in the new Vivatonal Columbia line and the other products carbrisk Fall and

sales stimulator.

Boudette Go. Plans National
Campaign on Loud Speakers
National Distribution Arranged for the Sonochorde Line of Speakers, Which Have Won
Popularity in New England Territory
Greatly

enlarged space and manufacturing
have now made it possible for the
Boudette Mfg. Co., of this city, to offer its line
of loud speakers to radio fans all over the
country. Last year this company found its production capacity so taxed that it was forced to
work on a twenty-four-hour basis and restrict
sales effort to New England.
This sales handicap did have one beneficial effect, it helped the
firm to carefully test out its product in a small
district and to work out a good co-operative

New

facilities

sales

With
New England

policy for the trade.

firmly established in

a reputation
the company

has a rich background for its national campaign for the coming season.
Representative
jobbers all over the country have applied for
distribution rights in their territories, and
franchises have already been granted to

Bonght (or their regale and playing valne

inent wholesalers.

the balance sheet

years.

Write for catalog of complete

line

of

this

company, there

is

a

very romantic history behind the early struggles
of the organization.
With limited floor space
and more limited financial support the Boudette

was struggling three years ago for a footin what was then a fast-moving but slipmarket for the new manufacturer.
In
reality, the firm had but two assets, its loud
speaker unit design, and indomitable courage
in face of great odds.
A few Boston jobbers
Co.

hold
pery
Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

F.

C.

KENT CO.

Irvlngton, N. J.

ried b\' his establishment, R. R. Records,

dealer, of Brownsville, Tex.,

moved

to

music

new and

larger quarters which had been especially pre-

pared for the housing of a retail music store.
store is one of the most attractive in
the State with solid mahogany fixtures throughout.
The opening day festivities were well attended and an appropriate music program was
given.
The feature of the opening, however,

The new

of the new Columbia line
phonographs.
In addition to the Brownsville store Mr.
Records conducts a store in Houston under the
name of the Records Music House. This establishment is under the management of A. S.
Margolius and he reports similar interest being
displayed in the Columbia line of phonographs.

was the introduction
of Viva-tonal

Aside from the story told by the figures on

bj thonsands of dealers
and Jobbers (or over
10

many
prom-

Store of R. R. Records

were interested in the speaker called the
Sonochorde loud speaker and sales grew from
actual demonstration and recommendation of

Long Distance on One Tube
A

world's record in radio reception on a oneis claimed for Miss Jennie R. Miller, an
invalid radio enthusiast of Oswego, N. Y., who

tube set

states that she listened to station

Her record came

LOW,

Buenos
the

annual Miss Radio contest conducted by the Radio
World's Fair to determine the champion femiAires.

to

light

in

Miss Miller listens in during
nine radio fan.
the late hours of the night, and her radio log
said to include 316 broadcasters, including
is
station

5NO, Newcastle, Eng.

:
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15,
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''More than pleased''
The

Metropolitan Music Co., in Minne-

Minn.,

sells

Eveready Radio Batteries.

"About

six

months ago," Mr. J.
Long writes, "we began
your Eveready
Layerbilt 'B' Battery

with Radiola and

results obtained

Tuesday night means
Eastern Standard Time, through the following
stations
WEAF-A'^^<if

York

ViSM— Cincinnati

stock of Eveready
Radio Batteries from
your jobber.

WThG-W orcester

W'TAM-Clei'eland
vrwj-Detroit
wcs-C/iicaffo

WFl-Philadelp/iia

woe-Davenport

National Carbon

vrjkR-Providence
ViEEl-Boston

to install

have been more than pleased with the

and find it easy to sell this
excellent battery through your wonderful
advertising." The Eveready line is a logical
one for every music establishment. Order a
Ev(;ready Hour— 8 P. M.,

most of the leading lines,
including Steinway pianos, Victor Victrolas,
Radiola and Stromberg-Carlson receiving
sets, and, of course,
apolis,

We

v,CR-Bujfalo
WCkZ-Pittsburgli

(

I

Minneapolis
St. Paul

KSO-St. Louis

Manufactured and guaranteed by

^ew York

EVEREADY
Radio Batteries
-they last longer

Inc.

Kansas City
Chicago
Canadian National Carbon Co., Limited

Atlanta

Toronto, Ontario

Stromberg-Carlson sets.

Co.,

San Francisco

—
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Viva-Tonal

Door

Radio Corp. Prepares
Increases Record Sales
Dealer Mail Campaign
at Store

New York

Columbia Dealer Introduces New
Instrument to Public Through Store Door
Playing and Many Sales Are Created

The Charles Bloomfield Music Store, New
York, Columbia dealer, found that in pushing
the New Process Columbia records and in introducing the new Columbia line of Viva-tonal
ohonographs, store-door playing with the new

Mail Campaign Consisting of Letters,
Cards and Folders in Six Mailings to Prepare
Way for Demonstrations of Receivers

Direct

Details
paign,

an

of

direct mail camaround the RCA
has been announced

exhaustive

and

localized

built

authorized dealer's store,
of America. It is called the
Fifty-Fifty Direct Mail Campaign because the
cost is shared by the Radio Corp. and its dealers.
The campaign comprises letters, cards and

by the Radio Corp.

folders

in

six

distinctive

mailings, and

is

de-

signed to pave the way for the dealer's salesman, who should make a demonstration call at
the home of the prospect after the last piece
has been mailed.
Broadsides in color have been mailed to all
RCA authorized dealers, containing full details
of the campaign. It is explained that the mailmgs are prepared by the Radio Corp., ready for
the mail boxes, imprinted with the dealer's firm
name and street address, addressed to the prospects furnished by the dealer, with postage

September

1926

15,

Miguel V. Varell, Columbia

American Representative

So.

Has Had Many

Years' Experience in Talking
Will

Machine and Import and Export Fields
Make Headquarters at Buenos Aires

The Columbia Phonograph

Co.,

—

New

Inc.,

York, has just appointed Miguel V. Varell to the
important post of representative for South
America. Mr. Varell is well qualified for the
arduous duties of managing and developing this
vast and important territory, having had experience in the phonograph and phonograph record
business extending over a period of more than
twenty years in the United States and foreign
countries.
During this time he has held a
number of important executive positions, among
them that of manager and vice-president of the
American Odeon Corp. of New York. For a
number of years Mr. Varell was associated with

stamps affixed. All that is left for the dealer
to do is to deposit each mailing" in the post
office.

The mail

includes a return prospect card
and reports.

for the salesman's follow-up

This direct mail campaign

is

declared to be

most

comprehensive ever undertaken in
the radio industry, and the Radio Corp. is urging every one of its authorized dealers to take
full advantage of this sales building opportunity
the

at

minimum

cost.

Pleasing Sound Phonograph
Go. Makes Special Offer
Columbia Viva-tonal at Store Entrcmce
instrument proved an almost unbeatable method
of bringing the Viva-tonal to the attention of
the buying public.
Immediately after receiving
stock of the Viva-tonal line Mr. Bloomfield
placed an instrument in the entrance to the
store and had a Columbia record play constantly.
As this entrance is several feet long
and is lined with window space the record could
be heard a great distance, the long narrow
entrance serving somewhat as an amplifying
horn of large proportion.
The result was an immediate interest in the
Viva-tonal instrument, with many sales being
made.

Record

sales also increased as a direct

result of the demonstration.

A

assortment of phonograph main
other equipment is being offered
to the trade at a special price by the Pleasing
large

springs and

Sound Phonograph Co. of New York City. In
making this announcement, Isadore Pascal,
president of the company, stated that the
springs are 'made of the highest quality temaccurately gauged and properly
steel,

pered

Complete details of the entire line of
phonograph equipment are advertised elsewhere
in this issue of The World.
For the past eight years the Pleasing Sound
Phonograph Co. has specialized in handling obsolete and discontinued parts, which are difficult
oiled.

to obtain, thus

rendering a real service.

Miguel V. Varell
Carl Lindstroem, A. G., Berlin, as their
Mr. Varell's long exforeign representative.
the

perience in the general export and import

field,

wide acquaintanceship, and broad knowledge of conditions peculiar to South America,
indicate that Columbia is especially fortunate in

his

securing at this time the services of a man
can assist so materially in forwarding the
ambitious export program now being launched

who

by the Columbia Phonograph

many

has spent

Varell

He

South America.

Co.,

years in

speaks

five

Mr.

Inc.

residence

in

languages and

understands, as do few men, how to select a
repertoire of records, both native and imported,
that will have a popular appeal in the different
South American countries. Mr. Varell will

make

6 Skimping

his

headquarters

Cone, 17 inches

made of the Finest
money can buy.

Materials

—

Set,

A

—

clusive direct-drive Unit, adjustable

—Generous Discounts.

More Tower cones have been
March 21st than any
other make during same period.
sold since

Write us for your distributor's name.

TOWER MFG. CORP., Boston, Mass.

capital

80,

receiving set, called the Akramanufactured under the Neutrodyne
patents, will shortly be placed on the market
by the Akradyne Radio Corp., of New York.
The set operates with six tubes and is so

dyne

Expensive wooden box packing, no
Full 5 -foot cord
breakage
ex-

Buenos Aires,

New Radio
Now on the Market

Akradyne
Full-size

in

of the Argentine.

new model
80,

constructed that the latest type power tube will
A
properly function in the last audio stage.
battery cable for convenience in making connections is standard equipment with each set.
Alfred Bloom, head of the organization, claims
exceptional volume for this receiver, with an
entire absence of distortion and a reduction of
so-called static disturbances to a

Bloom

minimum.

Mr.

also claims that microphonic noises have

been eliminated

in

the operation of this set.

5,
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EVERY Flyer

Motor,

must pass the
placed

on

nifies all

just before

listening test.

it is

sound

far

shipped,

The motor

a delicate sounding cabinet

because

is

which mag-

more than would be the

Flyer Motor
THE
fected a mechanism

case

is

Then

the motor is started and a
trained inspector listens. If there is the slightest
vibration or jar, the motor is discarded. If it passin actual use.

the motor

as peras a

The noise you
many phonograph

fine watch.

hear in
motors is caused by the grinding and wearing of poorly
matched parts. There can be
no such faults in a Flyer Motor.
Every part must pass severe

taken to another room and another inspector puts it through the same test.
es,

31

is

inspections for precision. Tol-

Flyer Motors can pass such rigid inspections

erances are held to half a
thousandth of an inch. As the
motor moves along the assembly line every part is again
tested for its perfect match and

because every single part is made and fitted as
precisely as in a fine watch. The result is a perfectly balanced motor that stands up under every
kind of use, satisfies the buyer, and stays
sold. Experienced dealers insist on Flyerequipped portable phonographs and insure themselves against returns, comB,— "P —«g
plaints, delayed payments and losses.

fit. Inspections guarantee that
nothingbutaperfected part can
find its way into a Flyer Motor.

The

result

is

a silent, durable,

sturdy motor that will give
years of satisfactory service

—

a safe

motor

for

you

to sell.

EHEIAL INDUST:
ELYRIA,

Formerly

OHIO

named The Qeneral Phonograph Mfg.

Makers of Precision Products

Co.

for a Quarter of a

Century
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How Texas Firm Keeps Collections on Par
Knowlton, Manager of the Credit Department of San Antonio
Music Co., Outlines Collection Methods He Has Found Successful
S.

By
While

State so that he will know
The laws regarding
he stands.
credits, instalments, law suits, chattel mortgages, and other similar cases with which credit

has been readily admitted that the
any firm in a great measure will determine the success and progress of
the business, it must be remembered that a sale
is not complete and the dealer does not get his

men must be

Know

the

as written in law.

"With knowledge of this kind before him, he
can better act and avoid pitfalls which many
credit men fall into unconsciously through
In this State
ignorance of their position.
(Texas) a man may transfer his bank account
from one bank to another, write the word
The
'agent' after it, and you cannot touch it.
law recognizes that account as an account of
which the man is agent and it is subject only

own

executive powers.
possible for one man to move
his furniture from one place to another without
Having done this, it
notifying the authorities.
to

his

"It

is

also

him to tell where he
household goods are located.
It is also impossible for any firm to as
much as unhook a screen door to take their own
merchandise except through proper process of
Doing so lays them liable to a suit from
law.
which the complainant will emerge victorious.
"While, in handling credits, it is always much
is

also impossible to force

moved and where

or
ex-

more pleasant

plained, "is to acquaint himself with the law in

Understand

his

to avoid all recourse to legal ac-

got to
sell

is

pie,

!

The new Mu-Rad

yet

practically

can be
"shown." In addition to equalling every set
and surpassing most radio sets in all ordinary demonstrations the ]\Iu-Rad is so simset is a set that

Write today for further information.

(A) Space for 135 Volt

"B" Battery or Mu-Rad

B Eliminator

that

due us and one which we insist on having.
FoUow-Up of Delinquents
"Each day slips are made out having the
names and addresses of those who have failed to
make their regular payments the day before.
is

the

If he fails to do this, or if the
eight hours.
report he turns in does not look satisfactory, I
send out a collector to see what is the matter.
If this fails to get any results, I go myself.

One thing is dominant above all others
must know exactly where we stand

:

at

We
all

times.

"We

are willing at

all

times

to

work with

customers and endeavor to help them through
any difficulties, but we must know at all times
just when we may expect our money and how
much. We are in business to make a profit.
Our profit comes from the merchandise we sell
and the money we collect for that merchandise.
However, if we fail to collect the money, we are
operating at a loss and in time the business
would go broke. We do not intend to go

Handling a Difficult Case
"The other day I had a man come in to see
me who was one of those hard-boiled customers.
He had been- in arrears on his payments for
several weeks and I threatened to call in the

(C) Space for "A" Bat-

and

constructed

position in the eyes of the law.
Then, when
an instance arises wherein a customer endeavors to practice fraud, the credit man knows
just how to proceed in the most direct and
effective manner without making his firm or
himself liable.
Prompt Action on Delinquent Accounts
"The second thing essential in credits is
prompt action on all accounts which fall due
and which are not taken care of. When a person makes out a contract agreeing to pay a
fixed sum on a certain day in each month and
fails to pay that sum, he should so notify
the store as to why.
In notifying the store,
he should also be in a position to give some
definite promise as to when he will be able
to make the payment.
"This may seem rather cold-blooded and
much as many people consider business to be.
On the other hand, it is only asking what is
due. If a man is unable to make his payment,
we are not hard with him when he comes into
our store and makes an explanation. Instead,
we sympathize with his circumstances and if
there is anything we can do which will help him
out, then we are glad to be able to serve him.
"However, we do not forget that we have
made a contract with that man, and we expect
him to live up to it as he expects from us. We
will not foreclose a contract if he fails to make
a payment, but we expect to know why it has
not been made. That is an explanation which

broke.

(B) Power Tube

tery

I

most immature mind can comprehend
It is
its operation with little difficulty.
tuned by just one dial. The new Mu-Rad
models are striking examples of tremendous volume, controllable to a whisper, delicate selectivity at any range and quality of
Investitone remarkable in radio history.
gation costs you nothing

to

much as possible, the credit man should
protect himself and his firm by knowing his
tion as

These are given to the salesm.an who sold the
merchandise and he is expected to make a report on the customer within the following forty-

the Radio Set

Is

customers by scaring them
win their confidence. You've
slwiv them that what you have to
substantial, sound and economical.

can't sell

You've got

Can

Set People

People Will Buy
You

States.

wages, or take similar action. In other States,
however, this is impossible. For this reason, it
is the duty of every man who handles credits
to thoroughly inform himself as to his position

Law

The Radio

familiar, difTer in various

some States these laws have been arranged
so that a credit man has some assurance of
getting his money. He may garnishee the man's
In

the

"One of the first things that any dealer
credit manager should do," Mr. Knowlton

how

exactly

product which has been purchased has been completely paid for and the
customer satisfied. For this reason on the effectiveness of the collection department depends, in
a large measure, the success of the dealer.
In San Antonio, Tex., the credit department
of the San Antonio Music Co. is under the management of S. Knowlton, His position is no
easy one, for the sales of this firm are continuously on the increase and with this increase comes an added responsibility to the department of which Mr. Knowlton is in charge.
However, since more than 85 per cent of the
collections are made on time each month and
the other 15 per cent kept prompt within reason,
it
can be readily seen that Mr. Knowlton is
holding his own in a creditable manner.
A short time ago I had the privilege of meeting Mr. Knowlton for a few moments when he
was not busy and during this time he gave
me a few points on how he conducts the credit
end of this business so successfully. He has
been more than twenty-five years in this sort of
business and knows whereof he speaks. So his
statements are such that any music dealer or
credit manager may read them with profit.
until

respective

his

it

sales organization of

profit

B. C. Reber

Trickle

Charger

MU-RAD
RADIO CORPORATION

machine and close the account if he did not
come in to see me personally and explain when
we might expect a payment. I also demanded
that he make some arrangements for continuing
his payments in order that he might live up
to his contract as he had agreed.
"In reply he informed me that we had sold
him a poor machine, that he was not satisfied
with what we had done for him, that we could
pick up the job at any time we wished, and that
he would get another machine from another
firm later on.

Dept.

W.

Asbury Park, N.

J.

1

had given

this

patron a lot of time and

{Continued on page 34)
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Symphonic Has Practically

World-Wide

Distribution!

(Resides proving itself a notable artistic triumph, the Symphonic Phonograph Reproducer has chalked up a great merchandising success!

Symphonic distributor near you." No matter where you
are located, in what part of the world, you can obtain the sort of
service you have every right to expect on the Symphonic
Consult the list below for city nearest you:
Reproducer.
''There's a

Domestic Distribution
BALTIMORE
NEW ORLEANS

PHDNDGRAPH REPRODUCER

BOSTON

NEW YORK

BUFFALO
CHICAGO
CINCINNATI
CLEVELAND

OGDEN
OKLAHOMA CITY

COLUMBUS
DENVER
DES MOINES
DETROIT

HONOLULU
KANSAS CITY
KNOXVILLE
LINCOLN
LOS ANGELES
MINNEAPOLIS

PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH
PORTLAND, MAINE
PORTLAND, OREGON
PUTNAM, CONN.
SAN FRANCISCO
SAN JUAN, PORTO RICO
SEATTLE

SPOKANE
ST.

LOUIS

SYRACUSE

TOLEDO

Other Responsible Distributors Being Added

The first, original, andbest independent
reproducer having a metal (alloy) diaphragm, a material with which the
most prominent phonograph manufacturers equip their new instruments.

Sell

The

Export Distribution
argentine
CHINA
FRANCE
CANADA
CUBA
JAPAN
MEXICO
NEW ZEALAND
world-wide distribution of an obviously
superior product, coupled with effective advertising
and intensive sales promotion, has placed the
Symphonic Reproducer at the forefront of demand.

This

We

SUPER-

your patronage on the basis of superior
merchandise, most attractive prices and discounts,
and broad, personal cooperation. Write today for
the name of distributor in the city nearest you.

Reproducer*

Symphonic Sales Corporation

solicit

LAMBERT

370 Seventh Avenue

FRIEDL, President
<

*

New York

City

GENTLEMEN: —
Please send

me

the

name of my

nearest distributor

and

all details

NameCity

regarding the Symphonic Reproducer; prices, discounts,
Street-

.

State-

etc.

—
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ATLAS CASES— phonograph
manufacturers' standard for years
.

Leading phonograph manufacturers believed

now

to adopt Atlas Cases and
to use them.

they

know

it.

was

it

That's

all

to their advantage
they've continued

why

Extremely strong and remarkably rigid, Atlas Plywood Packing Cases
give ideal protection to the fine finishes and delicate mechanical parts of
both phonographs and radios. Unusually light in weight, too which is
soon realized by the big reduction in freight bills.

—

C/IRRV THE WEIGHT ' jS/JVE FREIGHT
ATI/AS PLYWOOD CORPORATION

PARK SQUARE BUILDING, BOSTON, MASS.
New York

Chicago Office

Office

West Broadway

90

McCormick Building

649
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How
Sonora Line of Radio Receivers Shows
Decided Trend Toward Simplified Control
New

The

—

Two

Console and One Table Model C. C. Henry, Chief
Operation of New Receiving Set
Explains
Company,
Engineer
of
Radio

Offerings Include Six-tube Set in

1926-27

line

of

Sonora radio receivers

shows a decided trend toward simplified control
with balanced circuits and shielded sets. The

"By placing the two tuning drums side by side,
properly curving the edges and using metallic
friction reduction gears, a new tuning control
mechanism has been obtained which gives, in
effect, a
single tuning control without the
drawbacks to which uni-control are subject. This
is a marked
improvement over the common
forms of single, double and triple tuning dial
devices.

"After tuning in any loud station it is poswith one finger to run through the broadcast band of wave lengths and to tune in one
station after another by moving both tuning
dials simultaneously with one finger. Then, by

sible

a slight

change of position

drum may be turned

of the finger, either

slightly

to

increase

the

loudness of the signal.
The total absence of
and
additional
vernier
adjustments
'compensators' makes for the ultimate in simplicity

The tuning system is a precision
mechanism of maximum ease and

of operation.

or vernier

quickness of setting."

Other features

of the

new models

Sonora Console
two console and

and for the removal of the
permanent misalignment of synchronized parts and the shielding of component
possibility of

one table
same circuit in
models comprise the new offerings. It is a sixtube set with two tuning controls and selectivity
and volume adjustments. Two stages of radio
frequency and three of audio frequency are emAmong the new and interesting feaployed.
tures used in the Sonora receivers is the new
radio frequency amplification system known as
the "Hull Balanced-Bridge Circuit," which has
the following advantages:

1.

— Maximum

The base panel
reduce interference.
and the front panel of beautiful
mahogany veneer. All visible metal parts are
parts
is

of

to

steel

4.

sensi-

obtainable

— The

tone quality

generation, and
there

is

5.

is

not distorted due to reoperation in that

— Simplifies

The three stages of very low-ratio transformer-coupled audio-frequency amplification
not only provide for the best tonal quality, but

make

Sonora Table Model

required no delicate setting of dials or

knobs.

possible the satisfactory

employment

of

trouble

"B" eliminators without danger
usually known as "fluttering" or "clocking."
four-point "Sensitivity-Selectivity" knob
makes available a wide variation in selectivity.
This control enables the operator to increase
of the

A

the sensitivity to

by using

as

weak

little

signals to a

selectivity

as

is

maximum
possible

under his existing interference conditions.
Charles C. Henry, chief radio engineer of the
Sonora Phonograph Co., in explaining the simplified control of the

new

set, states:

had

That

listed as unsatisfactory to deal with.

this

mark would remain back of his name until he
had made a justifiable settlement with us.
"Before he left he toned down a bit and I
finally got him to agree to pay $5.00 per week.
He was a good printer who was regularly employed in one of the shops here in the city and
was earning $40.00 per week. Under these circumstances there was no reason why he should
not pay up his account on time.
parted
good friends and since that time he has met
his payments promptly.
Direct Mail Effective
"Ninety days is the outside limit with us. If
nothing has been paid within that period of
time it is reasonable to conclude that a poor
sale has been made and the sooner it is rectithe better for everyone concerned. If
fied
ninety days go by without a person paying even
a little on his account, we consider that customer_ as hopeless.
"During this period we have a series of letters which we send out on certain occasions.
There are nine of them, arranging for a different
In many
letter to be sent out every ten days.
instances, however, one of the people from this
department will make a personal call, thus making it unnecessary to send a letter.
"Handling credits may be a hard job, or it
may be an easy one. It all depends upon the
manner in which it is handled. When a situation arises which demands action it will not
help matters any by putting it off. When you
show your clients that you expect them to respect their contract they are more prompt in
their payments and they have a greater respect
both for your firm and yourself."
-

from UX 201A tubes. 2.
Amplifies at all wave lengths equally well. 3.
Does not oscillate or squeal at any wave length.
tivity

{Continued from page 32)
expected something like this, for the
longer an account runs the more dissatisfied the
customer becomes with the merchandise. I had
taken extreme pains to assure myself that the
machine was all right, that the customer had been
treated fairly, and that- we had done everything
within our power to live up to our agreement.
"I then told the man if that was his orders
there was nothing for us to do but to carry
them out. I promised him, however, that if we
did pick up that machine, he would never purchase another from another house in the city as
long as I was credit manager for this firm. I
explained that the transaction we had had with
him would be reported and that he would be
I

We

are the use

of steel for strength

New

Texas Firm Keeps
Its Collections on Par

given several coatings of heat-treated enamel.
Ferrous metals have been treated to prevent corrosive action. Cabinets are of a high-type of home
furniture and the designs harmonize well with
all

home

settings.

They

are

made

of selected

and matched mahogany veneers. The finish is
hand-rubbed and of the popular Adam brown
Console models are equipped with a new
color.
Sonora built-in cone speaker, oval in shape and
free from paper rattle. The popular battery and
speaker table upon which the table model is set

same design as last year, but has
cone speaker instead of the horn type.
The battery compartments have been made
more accessible through a removable back and
two removable front panels.

is

made

in the

a built-in

Co., Hagerstown, Md.,
with a capital stock
incorporated
recently
was
of $25,000 to manufacture low-priced records.
The company is located in the Central building
and the factory is under the supervision of Eric

The Maryland Record

Kamrath.

The Talking Machine World,
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York, September

15,

1926
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^^Roughs'^ of Sonora

Ads

that
Twin

50A/0A/l'5

The Nc
Reproducing

Sonora
AH

the color,

and migic

witmth

of iivifig

inuiic - Full i-anfe of
ihe entire. ir.u.>ic3!
'

register

-

Cibinefc

ol

exquisite Hnish and

design
fi

i

-

Sonera's

w-oi-!c!-

famous tone

;

a

$0 n ora^

..Mi

seen

N

E

w
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I

O

This double
Feverish Activity in the
Advertising Department,'
copy writers
orking overtime, photographers lights brighten the
night, printersand engravers
dashing in and out, newspaper representatives from all
over the country
meanwhile we borrowed these
preliminary layouts. The finished ads will be striking
pieces of work
actual size,
artists busy,

vi'

—

',00'-

§0 n 0

—

400 and 600

lines each.

TJie Talking Macliine

World,

New

York, Seplcmher

IS,

19^6

A

page spread in The Saturday Evening Post
Now in radio comes that daring depth in
reproduction and that marvelous tone
achieved heretofore only in the New
Reproducing Sonora Phonograph. Visualize the 2,600,000 families who will read
this persuasive sales message in The
Saturday Evening Post and the 3,829,000
newspaper readers into whose consciousness this message will be hammered

week

after

week.

Sonora sincerely believes that its dealers
will enjoy one of the most successful seasons in their history, with this most comprehensive line of phonographs and radios
at a price range thoroughly in accord
with the consumer demand. Sonora sales
will naturally reach new heights — but
with this dominating, sales compelling advertising campaign, appealing to 6,400,000
families. unprecedented success is certain.^

The Talking Machine World,

New

York, September

15,

1926

Sonor
CLEAR AS A BELL

The

ARTOPHONE

1622-24 Pine Street

^^And

St.

Corp.
Louis,

Mo.

Barker Wholesale Co.
Barker Building

^^We sincerely believe
that this will be the
most successful sea-

now a radio
lives up to

that
the traditions o£
The Highest Class

son Sonora Dealers
have ever enjoyed.
A comprehensive line
backed by dominating
advertising will com-

Talking Machine
in the World/'
Distributors of the

pel success.'^

NEW REPRODUCING SONORA
and

Los Angeles, Cal.

the

SONORA SHIELDED SIX RADIO

Distributors of the

NEW REPRODUCING SONORA
and

the

for

SONORA SHIELDED SIX RADIO

Arkansas, Oklahoma, Western Tennessee,

for

Western Kentucky,

Mississippi,

Southern California, Arizona and the
Hawaiian Islands

Louisiana

Baltimore Phonograph Distributing
Co.
309 North Charles

Baltimore,

Street

H.

BURKE COMPANY

221 Columbus Avenue

duction are realized in
the New Reproducing
Sonora and the Sonora
Shielded Six. New
heights in sales will be
realized by the dealers
who feature this particularly popular line.*^^

''From fashionable Back Bay to
the backwoods o£
Maine, Sonora^s

famous

NEW REPRODUCING SONORA
the

achieved success
£or Sonora dealers.''
Distributors of the

and

for

Maine,
for

New

Hampshire, Vermont,

Massachusetts,

Columbia

the

SONORA SHIELDED SIX RADIO

Sonora Shielded Six Radio Set
District of

tone

NEW REPRODUCING SONORA

Distributors of the

Maryland and the

Boston, Mass.

Md.

^^New depths in repro-

and

J.

Rhode

and Connecticut

Island

The

Talkinf)

Machine World,

New

York, September

15,

1926

CLEAR AS A BELL

Kohler Distributing Co*

Moore, Bird and Company

63-67 Minna Street

1720 Wazee

San Francisco, Cal.

^^The

Denver, Colo.

Street

New Repro"
New Re-

ducing Sonora
and the Sonora

''With the

Shielded Six are
the keys that will
open the ^Golden
Gate^ to the haven

and the Sonora

o£

producing Sonora

Shielded Six, Sonora dealers' sales
will elimb to the
Pike's Peak mark."

permanent

profits/'
Distributors of the
T)\siy tutors of the

NEW REPRODUCING SONORA
and

NEW REPRODUCING SONORA
and

the

SONORA SHIELDED SIX RADIO

Sonora Shielded Six Radio Set

for

for

Northern California, Oregon,
Washington, Northern Idaho
Western Nevada, Alaska

McPhilben Keator, Inc.
68— 34th

Colorado,

Our experience as
one o£ the earliest radio jobbers has given
us a very keen appreciation o£ the value o£
Sonora's merchandising policy o£ per-

manent

profits."

NEW REPRODUCING SONORA
and

the

Mexico,

Wyoming

Pennsylvania Phonograph
Distributing Co*
1747 Chester Aveaue

1015 Chestnut Street

Cleveland,
Building, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Philadelphia, Pa.

Wabash

Ohio

^^Promiscuous distribution invariably promises

unSair competition.
Everyone cannot secure
the Sonora franchise but
those who do are assured
oS

Distributors of the

New

and Western Nebraska

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Street

the

permanent

pro£its.^^

Distributors of the

NEW REPRODUCING SONORA
and

the

Sonora Shielded Six Radio Set

Sonora Shielded Six Radio Set

for

for

Pennsylvania, Southern New Jersey,
Delaware, Eastern part of West
Virginia and Northern Ohio

Brooklyn and Long Island
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onor,
CLEAR AS A BELL

Polk, Incorporated

James

811 West Broad Street
Richmond, Va.

181 Whitehall Street
Atlanta, Ga.

Richards, Incorporated
New

100 East 45 th Street

Where

Cleopatra

where the
kangaroo plays,
where the tango
reigned,

AUTHORIZED DEALER

•pernor
CLEAR AS A BELL

— every-

originated

where those low

This gold leaf sign in a

window

dealeif^s

signia

of

York, N. Y.

an

in-

booming notes and

quality that

crooning cries ot the

is

thousands o£ Southes*nea*s
will be looking £or.

New Reproducing
Sonora and the

Distributors of the

Sonora Shielded Six
are enthusiastically
acclaimed/'^

NEW REPRODUCING SONORA
and

Distributors of the
the

Sonora Shielded Six Radio Set

NEW REPRODUCING SONORA
and

the

for

Sonora Shielded Six Radio Set

North Carolina, South
Carolina, Georgia, Florida and Eastern Alabama.

for

Virginia, Eastern Tennessee,

The World

— excluding

D» Smith Drug Company

Reliance Battery Products Co.

The

2211 South Eighth

313 South Third

Council Bluffs, Iowa

St.

^'^Thls

season radio

be bought
chiefly on the

will

reputation of the

maker— Sonora is
a name in which
everyone has implicit

confidence/'

the United States

St.

St.

Joseph,

Mo.

Xlear
As a Beir music has
^^For ten years

won success

for
dealers, ourselves
and Sonora, first
with the Highest Class
Talking Machine in
the World and now
in radio as well/'

Distributors of the
i

NEW REPRODUCING SONORA
and

the

Distributors of the

NEW REPRODUCING SONORA
and

the

Sonora Shielded Six Radio Set

Sonora Shielded Six Radio Set

for

for

Iowa and Nebraska

Missouri and Kansas

New

The Talking Machine World,

C^^^'^ CLEAR AS

& Record Co.

Sterling Roll
137 West Fourth Street

Cincinnati,

Ohio

Class Musical

Iti"

struments in the
World on a basis
that Insures

manent

pei*"

profits/^

Distributors of the

NEW REPRODUCING SONORA
the

TAY SALES COMPANY
231 N. Wells Street

Chicago, Illinois

definitely expressed
in Chicago. Sixty-

seven o£ the most
prominent dealers
advertise Sonora
week after week in
the leading news-

NEW REPRODUCING SONORA

Eastern Kentucky, Southern Indiana,
Southern Ohio and the Western
part of West Virginia

Lake

Hardware Co*

City,

Utah

The popularity

the

Is

for

Northern Indiana
and the river towns in Iowa

Illinois,

Yahr^Lange, Incorporated
207 East Water Street
Milwaukee, Wis.

442

E. Lafayette

Ave.

Detroit, Mich.

o£

the deep toned pho-

nograph

and

Sonora Shielded Six Radio Set

for

Salt

this city.

Distributors of the

Sonora Shielded Six Radio Set

Strevell Paterson

1926

A BELL

papers o£

and

15,

The dealers^ opinion
o£ Sonora is very

Highest

''The

York, September

proven

in the success of the

New Reproducing
Sonora — and now a
radio In which the
same depth In reproduction is realized—
The Sonora Shielded

success oS the
Sonora dealers during the decade we
''^The

have distributed
Sonora pays a glowing tribute to Sonora^s
merchandising policy
of permanent profits. 1^

Six/'
Distributors of the

NEW REPRODUCING SONORA
and

the

Sonora Shielded Six Radio Set

Distributors of the

NEW REPRODUCING SONORA
and

the

Sonora Shielded Six Radio Set

for

Utah, Southern Idaho and the Western
part of

Nevada

for

Wisconsin and Michigan
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potior

^f^y

CLEAR AS A BELL ^

Doerr, Andrews and Doerr
Minneapolis, Minn.

^^The dealers to
whom we sold the
£is*st Highest Class
Talking Machine
in the World, ten

Greater City Phonograph Co.
New

76 Fifth Avenue

York, N. Y.

^^The continuation o£
Sonora''s liberal cooper-*
ative advertising policy,

backing up the

New

Re-

producing Sonora and

years ago, are

the Sonora Shielded Six

the most

will undoubtedly result
in the outstanding suecess o£ the season/^

still

en-*

thusiastic Sonora

boosters/^
Distributors of the

Distributors of the

NEW REPRODUCING SONORA

NEW REPRODUCING SONORA
and

the

Sonora Shielded Six Radio Set
for

North Dakota, Sotith Dakota, Minnesota,
Montana and Northern Iowa

Gibson Snow Company, Inc*
Syracuse, N. Y.

^^Ten years ago we began
distributing the Highest
Class Talking Machine in
the World. Today in addition to distributing the
quality phonograph, we
are distributing a radio
to which we believe the

same term may be ap-

and

the

Sonora Shielded Six Radio Set
for

Northern New Jersey, New York City, counties
of Westchester, Putnam and Dutchess and all
Hudson River towns and cities on the west
bank of the river south of Highland; all territory south of Poughkeepsie

Hassler Texas
2216 Commerce

4fc

Company
Dallas, Texas

Street

The World's Highest

Class Musical Instru-

ment—merchandised
on a basis that not
only gives a dealer a
substantial profit but

keeps

it

£or

him/

plied/'
Distributors of the

NEW REPRODUCING SONORA
and

the

Distributors of the

NEW REPRODUCING SONORA
and

Sonora Shielded Six Radio Set
for

Sonora Shielded Six Radio Set

New York State,

with the exception of towns
on Hudson River below Poughkeepsie,
and excepting Greater New York

the

for

The

State of

Texas

September

15,
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H. C. Cox, President Columbia Co.,
Discusses European Business Conditions

35

facturcrs of phonographs and i:(honograph records who have the experience and the resources
lo handle it.
The l,indstrocm Co. has for years
been the outstanding factor in this rapidly ex-

panding

Home From

Prominent Executive,
panies,

Henry C.
Phonograph

Makes

Cox,

First

Annual Meeting

unit

in

Heads

of Various

Columbia Com-

president

Co., Inc., of

tlie

-of

New

Columbia

York, the Amer-

the

IMan> arc maturing to
developed in America.
manufacture and market these phonographs not

only in England and Germany, but in all foreign
countries which have Columbia factories or to
which Columbia products are exported.
Mr. Cox says that the matter of extending

and increasing the export business of all the
companies in the Columbia combination received

special

attention

the

at

Berlin

con-

Mr. Seligsohn, who returned for the
meeting from a four months' business tour of
South America, reported that business conditions in the Latin-American countries were
never better, and that everything pointed to an
unprecedented increase in business for manuference.

How

field.

A

pleasant incident which ftiarked the visit of
Mr. Cox in London was the hews, received
shortly after his arrival, that the new Columbia
factory, just completed in Australia, had already

Interesting Analysis of Conditions in Various European Countries

Columbia international combine, has just returned from the first annual
meeting of the heads of the various Columbia
companies which are now manufacturing in
eleven countries, exclusive of the United States,

ican

of

begun manufacturing, and that within a few
days after the first records were pressed the
plant was in full production.
The increase in Columbia business is worldwide, as shown by the announcement of the
purchase of a plant in Oakland, Cal., a key position for manufacture and quick distribution of
the company's products on the Coast and in
Western States.
Mr. Cox was accompanied on his trip by Mrs.
Cox. A number of days were spent in sightseeing in Paris and a restful vacation enjoyed
in Stratford-on-Avon, the quaint English town
in which Shakespeare was born.

the Charles E. Roat Music Co., of
Battle Creek, Caters to School Children

Progressive Music House Sets Aside Rooms for Children So That They May Prepare for Music
Memory Contests Furnishes Instruments to Rural Schools Increased Good Will Is Result

—

—

—

made welcome

Battle Creek, Mich., September 4. ^Co-operawith the schools and school children not

H. C. Cox, President, Columbia. Co.
and selling

in

practically

every civilized part

of the globe.

At
were

this year's conference, held in Berlin, there

present,

among

other

officials:

Louis

managing director of the Columbia
Gramophone Co., Ltd., London, and its sub-

only smooths the path for future sales, when in
the next decade or two the school children of
to-day will become the buyers and home builders, but has its good results in immediate sales
and also builds up the prestige and reputation of
a music establishment as being a vital factor
This is the experience
in community affairs.
of the Charles E. Roat Music Co., which goes
to extremes in putting the facilities of the store
at the disposal of school children preparing for
music memory contests and similar musical

and chairman of the board of directors
Phonograph Co., Inc., of the
Columbia
of the
United States; Max Strauss, director general of
the Carl Lindstroem A. G., Berlin, and its subsidiaries, established in

many

foreign countries,
director of the

and R. Seligsohn, managing
Trans-Oceanic Trading Co. of Holland; as well
as Mr. Cox, the American president.
When interviewed, Mr. Cox discussed freely
the general business conditions as he observed

them

in the

European countries

In the case of rural schools, too far removed
from the store to take advantage of having the
pupils visit

tlie full

manufacture and sale of phonographs and
phonograph records as an industry and as they
affected the companies forming the Columbia
combine. In England, Mr. Cox says, the coal
strike has not affected seriously industries other
than those situated in the immediate vicinity
of the mines. Transportation is normal.
The phonograph and record business in EngNever
land has shown a remarkable increase.
before in the history of the industry, Mr. Cox
says, have the Columbia record sales at this
season of the year reached such volume. The
advance orders of the Viva-tonal Columbia
phonographs are also running far above the
most sanguine expectations. In fact, the anof the

new

Special programs

set of records required.

are given the pupils and repeated as often as
The publicity secured by
the teachers desire.

more than offsets the time and trouble
expended.
F. W. Clement, vice-president of the Charles
the store

events.

This establishment for some time prior to the
annual music memory contest, in order that all
children, whether or not they possess musical
instruments at home, may stand on an equal
footing, sets aside certain demonstration rooms
for the children so that they may prepare for
the coming contests.
In each room a talking
machine and a set of records containing the
musical compositions from which the examinaThe children are
tion will be held, are placed.

E.

Roat Music

work

ploitation

Co.,
in

a

sums up

this

type of ex-

few words, saying: "The

directly enter the public
schools but there are many ways to co-operate
are
with the schools in some enterprise.

music store cannot

We

always on the alert to do so and find that it
reacts to our advantage in creating sales and
general good will."

Theres Profit and Satisfaction

in the

nouncement

and study, upon request they may

have the store furnish a talking machine and

visited in his

He

dwelt specifically and
enthusiastically upon the conditions obtaining

seven weeks' tour.

the store after school hours

more than once an entire set of records has
been purchased by parents.
Nor does the Roat establishment stop here.

Sterling,

sidiaries

at

and, as natural, parents in hearing of this favor
accorded their children patronize the store, and

tion

Columbia phonodealer and a consumer

line of

graphs has aroused a
enthusiasm that is without parallel in the history of Columbia.
Mr. Cox was impressed with the considerable
progress-that Germany is making in her reconHe affirms that everybody
struction program.
seems to be hard at work and that unemployThe Lindment is being steadily reduced.
stroem Co. is going ahead rapidly with the new
recording system and is following the same
methods in recording and manufacturing that
have been so successful in producing the British
and American Columbia New Process record.
The German company is also adding to its line
the Viva-tonal Columbia phonograph, recently

Radio Tubes

in Selling
CECO

tubes are being advertised to your discriminating cusin the pages of the big magazines and Radio Journals
they read.

tomers

Are you prepared

A

Type

of

to supply the

CeCo

You insure customers
of CECO.

demand?

Need

for Every Radio

satisfaction every time

you make a

—

They

sale

are "best by test" in the laboratory "best by performance" in the home. Write today for complete data sheet.

Two New CeCo Tube
Developments
>3
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TYPE "H"
SPECIAL DETECTOll
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For Impedance or Kesiskance
Coupled Receivers
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mi

Pil.

Rate
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Voits'-;.clearer
Reproduction

Gives
with increased

volume.

List $2.50

The new enlarged

CECO

y
Amp

5 „

0.25

6'-80

Improves reception especially
on DX or distant Stations.
List $2.50

Plant located at

Providence, R. I. The largest in the world
devoted exclusively to Radio Tube Manufacture.

"The

Tubes

or
LONG LIFE

—
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ROAD'-ITESTED

RADIO
newest things in radio

Sell the

*RADIOLA

vanced

30

yes!

than the

ad-

But radio that has had the "road

of experience.

test"

Eight tube super -heterodyne with power speaker

—

—the most

There

single control

is

of the

nothing newer

latest

Radiolas

and complete hghting socket

nothing newer than the

operation without batter-

ies.

The

final

word

today. Complete,

in radio

list

complete

of Radiola 28 and Radiola 30

$575

A. C. operation

— nothing new-

than the remarkable power Loudspeaker 104.

er

Yet

these are developments

all

now

has pioneered and which are

which

RCA

tried— tested

—and perfected products.

They are in hundreds of thousands of homes already.

RADIOLA

20

Their fame

is

Their advertising

widespread.

Five tube set with single
control^

—and

verniers

Remarkably
Hear it!

in

fine

With Radiotrons,

list

rolling

tone.

$1

power
snowball grows

has been gaining

for

delicate tuning of distance.

1

Your

real profit lies in

RCA

Radiolas.

for a full year, as a
in

size

and

force.

proved quality. Feature

L^uthoriKd
Dealer

1

This sign marks the leading
dealer in every community.

KCA^I\adiola
MADE

BY

•

THE

•

MAKEKS

OF

THE

•

KADIOTKON

15,

1926

n
September

15,
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TO MORE "B" batteries. And no more current
^ \Jouml The RCA "B" Battery Eliminator will
"A

stay sold, because

RCA
POWER AMPLIFIER

it

means steady current,

delivered. It helps radio sales because

reception. It opens

it

silently

improves

new selling possibilities with

lAni^ectron
A power amplifier and rectifier for

RCA

loudspeakers. In

Loudspeaker 102

shows

its

Complete,

.

list:

cause

it

It

delivers

it

wonderful possi-

bilities

old customers.

$105.

serves with the

up

power tubes

to 1 3 5 volts. It has the

be-

name

—

and a wide sales market eager
RCA to back
for RCA products. Push the Duo-Rectron for
it

bigger

profits.

Duo-Rectron. complete,

list:

$63.

RCA
B BATTERY ELIMINATOR
(duo- kectko

)
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September

Bringing Prospective Customers Into
the Store Through Power of the Window
Darrow Music

Co., of Denver, Cel.,

by Arranging Windows

Says

of Great

J.

Business is good only for those who make it
good, in phonographs or any other line, these

And, it's a patent fact that you can't sell
merchandise to folks unless you get them into
your store, and, in general, it's more or less difficult to get them into your store, unless you can
interest them in some way in your windows.
The Darrow Music Co., of Denver, is very
much alive to this fact, and as a result, the Darrow show windows are perhaps the most unusual of any music store in the West.
days.

The Darrow people interest folks
show windows by putting something
which

in

their

in

them

— How

record

this

tinuously on a phonograph, and since this is
located just inside the door, the song is audible
for almost a block away.

window were borrowed

occasion,

the

for

costs the store nothing.

And

yet, this display,

it

is

ingenious,

because it connects up graphically with a popular song, interests many persons daily and has
resulted in

many

of the

tigers, elephants, and all the
inhabitants of the real jungle, and

lions,

one old lion shakes his head up and down constantly, being equipped with an automatic device which makes him seem very much alive.
This window display is so graphic that it
attracts people almost as magically as do the
animals in a genuine zoo, the space in front of
the window on the sidewalk being crowded and

jammed from morning
'

of

radio

the

Machine

and

dealers w-ho are using the display report that it
has been effective in enticing customers into
their stores.

Geo. Lewis Has Had Wide
Experience in Radio Field

manufacturing

Specialty

Co.,

of

division

Ann

of

Arbor.

the

The

has been engaged in making Arborphone
radio sets on contract for the former. This
step was taken, according to Mr. Verschoor,
preparatory to increasing the production of
Arborphone sets. In order to finance the purchase and provide capital for expansion, the
Precision Products Company has sold an issue
of common stock to its present stockholders and
close associates, including Sanford Bros., Chicago, who represent the Arborphone nationally.

Rad

Manager

Spent Years

in

Radio Service of U.

OwENSBORO, Ky., September

who

recently

of

Vacuum

Corp., Manufacturer of

4.

S.

— George

assumed the position

Ken-

Tubes,

Navy
Lewis,

of

vice-

latter

September Columbia Record
Display Stimulates Sales
The September window

to night.

Appropriate signs on the windows, such as
"Do not feed the animals," add interest to the
window display. A big bunch of animal crackers
is
displayed in connection with the display,
and a large sign announces the fact that a box
of these crackers will be given free with every
record, "I'm Wild About Animal Crackers,"
sold during this exhibit.
In another section of

itself

Vice-president and General

A. Verschoor, president of the Precision
Products Co., 321 South Main street, Ann Arbor,
Mich., announces the purchase by that company
C.

window display. A regular jungle is created
window by means of a truck load of the

Here are
rest

illus-

trations.

sales.

Precision Products Co., of
Ann Arbor, Mich., Expands

the

much

magazine cover designs and book
The display is one which lends
striking color and unusual treatment

for fier

to

because

PHILADELPHIA, PA. ^.5?." Vhii..

B.ri'n^'Mi

the

cottonwood limbs cost nothing but the cutting,
and the phonograph playing in the doorway

possibilities of building something
appropriate about the title of a late song.
"I'm Wild About Animal Crackers," is the
song and record chosen as the basis for their

animals, not as large as the real thing, but
larger than toys.

INTERNATIONAL MICA CO.

This window display could not be described
as an expensive one, since the animals in the

is

smaller limbs cut from cottonwood trees, and
arranged in appropriate jungle style.
In the midst of all this dense foliage, the Darrow people have placed a bunch of jungle

—

Immediate delivery all sizes
Send for free samples and prices
All Mica Products

played con-

is

around the

in

DIAPHRAGMS

a Record Display Created Sales

show window

the

snappy, right up to the minute, and
suggestive of something late in the musical line.
Their latest stunt in the way of a graphic,
novelty window, advertising a late record which
is very popular right now, in Denver, revolves'

last

MICA

L. Simpson, Interests People in the Line It Handles

Appeal

1926

15,

New

display of Columbia

Process records prepared by the Columbia

Phonograph

Co., Inc., for the use of its dealers

an e.xample of the lengths to which the company is going in order that Columbia dealers have
every advantage in attracting potential record
buyers. This display, entitled "The Masquerade," is a particularly attractive one and is the
work of Alice Willets Donaldson, widely known
is

George Lewis
manager

president and general

Corp., manufacturer of

vacuum

of the

Ken-Rad

products,

is

one

of the outstanding figures in the radio industry

and has had a wide and varied experience

in

radio circles.

From

Mr. Lewis was conof the United
States Navy, during which period he held many
details, having been at one time in charge of the
Naval Laboratory at the Bureau of Standards,
where experimental and research work relating
to the development of the Navy's radio communication system was carried out. Later Mr.
Lewis was the radio officer in charge of all
nected

JBl ^at

is

Hest in

'ficidio

Getting Into Action!
The

spirit of radio

optimism

is

"in the air."

Radio dealers

everywhere are face to face with the signs that point to a
brisk fall-and-winter season, with standardized radio equipment setting the pace in sales.

Eagle Radio has kept its faith with dealer and public year
This year, our line of standardized products
has been further strengthened by the introduction of new
creations whose sheer merit outweighs every comparison

after year.

test.
Seeing the Eagle 1926-7 line
toward "Getting Into

step

is

the

first

Action!"

BOYDEN PLACE

activities,

until

the

1923

radio

service

stationed at the

New York Navy

Yard, and during this time he had complete
charge of the development and manufacture of
practically

all

of the transmitters utilized in the

Naval Service. During the latter part of the
World War Mr. Lewis was stationed at Washington in charge of the Radio Design Division
of the Bureau of Engineering.
Following his resignation from the Navy, in
1923, Mr. Lewis became connected with the
Crosley Radio Corp., as assistant to Powel Crosley, Jr. During the years Mr. Lewis has been active in radio activities he has attended several
international radio conferences as a representa-

EAGLE RADIO COMPANY
16

1909

with

NEWARK,

tive of the Lfnited States.

N.

J.

member

Mr. Lewis

is

an ac-

Radio Engineers, having served as a director for two terms,
a position which he occupies at present for the
tive

third time.

of

the

Institute

of

!

Seppembf.r

15,

!
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/

The

f

Musicone,

Croslcy

nounced

more than

an-

year
ago, introduced a revolutionary
speaker principle and took the
radio loud speaker market by storm.
little

a

establishes beyond challenge the Musicone's superiority.

And

now

Powel

nounces

Crosley,
anJr.,
the Crosley Super

Musicone
Its overwhelming popularity, which has
involved the replacement of hundreds
of thousands of old type loud speakers,
.

the smaller

not

the

Musicone
It offers,

tions, still

This larger

16-inch

cone utilizes

same Crosley patented actuating

The \2-inch Musicone has been reduced
of a beautiful Console, in zvhich

both

the

unit as

Musicone

cone

shape,

.

is

.

.

the

and

this,

secret

of

excellence.

by virtue of its larger propormore superb volume. It pro-

duces, especially in the bass,

still

richer,

resonance

to $12.50.
Also at $32 in the form
receiver and batteries may be placed.

THE CROSLEY RADIO CORPORATION,
POWEL CROSLEY,

Jr.,

Cincinnati,

Ohio

President

C RO S L E Y^^M U S IC ON E
BETTER*

Write Dept. 26 for illustrated

boolilet

and

details of the Crosley

COSTS LESS

Dealer franchise.

All

prices slightly higher

West of

the Rockies.
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STEWARTMatched-

Announcing Several Important
Additions to theStewart-WarnerLine
Again Stewart -Warner leadership
strated in a big way!

is

demon-

The completed Stewart-Warner
every

In keeping with our estabUshed policy of
supplying our dealers and the American public with the most modem and complete line
of radio and radio equipment on the market,
we now announce the following important
additions to the Stewart-Warner line:

—

receivers

Four new 6-tube T. R. F.
with one tuning dial.

receivers

meets

of every radio purchaser. There
is a model for every purse, every home and
every taste. And all conform to the rigid
Stewart-Warner standards of quality, workmanship, performance and beauty.

The broadening

of the Stewart- Warner line

opens up entirely

who

dealer

Three new 5-tubeT.R.F.
with two tuning dials.

line

demand

Franchise.
profits

new

fields of profit for the

holds a Stewart -Warner Radio
It

means doubled

and a firmer foothold

sales,

doubled

in the radio busi-

ness for him.

Now — on

the eve of the great Fall selling

—

A new type

reproducer, employing
an entirely new principle, embodying the best features of the

season
is the time for you to hook up with
Stewart- Warner. An unequalled line of radio
products, a big Nation-wide advertising cam-

horn and cone

paign, a franchise giving

types.

These new numbers do not in any way supplant any of the present Stewart -Warner
models. They are added simply to round out
the line to give the radio buyer a wider
selection of styles, models and prices to

—

choose from.

you 100%

protection,

the tremendous prestige of the Stewart -Warner name
all these combine to assure real

—

success for you.

Write or wire now

complete price list and
full particulars regarding a Stewart -Warner
Protective Franchise in your community.
for

STEWART- WARNER SPEEDOMETER CORPORATION
1824

TUNE

DIVERSEY PARKWAY, CHICAGO,

IN STATION

WBBM,

226

U.

S.

A.

METERS

THE STEWART-WARNER AIR THEATRE
hOO A.M.,

Sunday— 12:30 P.M.

Thursday— 12:01 A. M;

Moriday— 12:01 A. M.

P.M. to 6.O0 P.M.,8:00 P.M.to 12.-00 PM..
Friday— 4:00 P. M. to 6:00 P^ M., 8:00 P, M.

to 2:00 P.M., 4:00 P.M.
to 6.-00 P. M., 8:00 P.M. to 10:00 P. M.

P.

M.

to 7:00 P.

to

3:00 A. M., 4:00

M.

to 10:00 P.

P. M. to 6:00 P. M., 8:00 P.
to 12:00 P. M.

Tuesday— 4:00

Wednesday— 4:00 P. M. to 6:00
P. M. to 10:00 P. M.

M.

P. M., 8:00

to

4.-00

i

M.

Saturday— 4:00 P.M.
to 2:00 A. M.

to 6.-00 P.M., 8:00

P.M.

CHICAGO TIME

MILLION PEOPLE ARE TODAY

September

15,

THE TALKING MACHINE WORLD
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WARNER
Unit Radio
Model 325—5

Model 501-AX— Tube

tubes, 3 dials

(Can be used with
of any make)

$75.00

set

$2.00

Model 350—6
Built-in

tubes,

1

dial

reproducer— $110.00

Model 400 — Horn type
(Can be used with
of any make)

set

$25.00

Model 345—6

tubes,

1

dial

$80.00

Model 375

Model 315 — Console
5 tubes, 3 dials— $250.00

Console
5 tubes, 2 dials

$175.00
Prices shown are without Accessories
Prices slightly higher West of Rockies

USING STEWART-WARNER PRODUCT

—!
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Retail Dealer Faces a

Improved Talking Machine
During the coming Fall every niamifaclurer
phonographs will be putting forth steady and
elaborate effort for the purpose of building up
Long as the phonograph has
public demand.
been on the market, one must not overlook the
fact that the machines and records which were
brought out about a year and a half ago represent, in one form or another, a complete break
with the past, technically and artistically. The
world had become accustomed to a confined,
narrow and incomplete reproduction of sound,
and until the advent of radio this was considToered almost as if natural and inevitable.
changed. The talking
day, however, all is
machine now challenges comparison, not merely
of

never

selling

before

has

Fidelity of reproduction of the
machines and records
placed on the market by leading manufacturers gives the
salesman a talking point that
should go far to tearing down
sales resistance, thus building
up sales volume in the talking
machine store to a point never
before enjoyed. Dealers have
the product and sales depend

latest

on their promotion

efforts.

Moreover,

immensely important
of course in relation to volume of sound, the
new records and the new machines at their
besf do

give

which

is

virtually

results

from the actual performance
violinist

One

or a singer.

membered,

a recording

the orchestra or soloist
cert or recital,

gets now, be

done
is

indistinguishable
of an orchestra, a

in

the hall

it

re-

where

actually giving a con-

and one gets not only the bare

sounds, and these

greater richness of cjuality,

in

but the "atmosphere" of the concert room, that
peculiar sense of spaciousness which one feels
when sitting in a great auditorium, even that
slight echo which comes from the great open

space and that occasional whisper of
extraneous sound which shows that an audi-

acoustic

is actually present. Now that is something
which never before has been possible, and because it is possible now it opens up entirely
new fields for talking machine and record salesmanship.

ence

A New

Situation

one point almost at random, because I am anxious to stress one principle,
namely, that the modern salesmanship must deal
with an altogether new situation. This is not a
matter of a small improvement in details. It is
something new in principle, the actual reproduction of the actual surroundings of an actual
musical event. And because it is all this, salesmanship must be prepared to accept and grasp
I

choose

this

The

is

orchestral,

in

operatic,

work

other ensemble

may

quartet

choral,

of the kind that the

makes

and

as

it

be

called,

"room

right.
Making all allowances for the automobile and the other machines for keeping people away from home, the fact remains that most
of the nation's homes are occupied each night,
all

most

them there

of

is

some method

is

felt)

for sup-

That music is an. essential of
civilized life no one with any sense will pretend
That the talking machine and its
to deny.
records to-day have a power to captivate and
plying music.

to

thrill

is,

to

my

machine

They

cessful efforts to revolutionize the industry.

Unique Console Cabinets

Made

for

Anyone who

will

RCA Receivers

Authorized RCA dealers may now obtain a
unique console cabinet from RCA distributors,
specially designed for Radiola III-A, or Radiola
III and balanced amplifier. All appearance of
radio mechanism has been eliminated in this
new cabinet, the set being entirely concealed.
All controls are on the outside of the cabinet
and stations are tuned in on the uni-control
drum, which is mounted in the top surface of
the cabinet.
This tuning dial is provided with
two paper writing strips for logging station call
letters.
Ample space is provided for batteries
and a loud speaker has been built in.
It is
stated that dealers can easily install the Radiola
models mentioned in this cabinet, as all connection wires are

marked with metal

mind, simply a matter of

testing the facts for oneself.

the talking

its

into.
No one need waste much of his time
worrying about public taste, for public taste is

in

in

and of what may be called "acare putting into the hands of the
merchant goods to sell for which there is today a public much larger than any music-buying public of the past could be. Yet one finds
merchants making virtually no effort of their
own to use these new weapons, but supinely
allowing the manufacturers to do all the advertising and all the campaigning, themselves
indeed willing to sell provided the customers
come in and the goods wanted are in stock.
Now that sort of thing is wrong on two
counts. It is poor business management and it
is
unfair.
poor business because the
It
is
market is open and ready. It is unfair because
the manufacturer deserves decent backing in return for all his powerful and brilliantly suctuality."

If now all this be true, surely there is something for the good salesman to get his teeth

existing (or of which the lack

methods

genuineness

often exhibited to the sensitive ear.

and that

technical

business are likewise giving new thrills. They
are producing thrills with an unique quality of

mosl
obvious appearance. On the other hand, even
with the simplest solo, song or bit of instrumental playing, there is a difference which is
easily felt, if not so easily described. There is
an absence of that "cramped" effect which older
records, no matter how beautifully done, so
sense,"

Announces

New

tags.

Six-tube Set

take the trouble to test out a set of the recent

records

hear

will

at

once what

I

have been

describing.

And what

I

say

is

that not only can this sort

of music be sold, but that there

ing for

is

a public wait-

it.

The Langbein-Kaufman Radio Co., of New
Haven, Conn., has placed on the markft a new
Elkay six-tube radio receiver. The new set is
the work of Joseph Kaufman, a young scientist
of Boston "Tech."

perfected Single Dial Set

Shamrock condensers are synchronized
breadth and no model

equipped
with this condenser until it is subjected
to exhausting tests in special devices built
and owned exclusively by Shamrock.

to a hair's

Salesmen and merchants are alike in often
mistaking for fact the mere noise of rumor.
Surely no one could be astonished, looking back
now at events, that radio should have swept
the country. For that matter, it swept the whole
world. It gave a new thrill, and the public likes
new thrills, in music as in other things. But the

new

Galli-Curci or to Maria Jeritza.

"Virtually Indistinguishable"
this is not to be taken in a PickAllowing for the question of
sense.

—Taking Advantage of the Sales Field

weapon, a weapon
been available, but
which, now that we have it, ought to prove itself
potent to the pulling down of every stronghold
of doubt and difficulty.
doubt the retail trade thoroughly realizes
I
Of course, it
what these new possibilities are
which

with radio reproduction, but with the actual livmg performance which it reproduces. Allowing for the difference between the wide spaces
of an auditorium and the narrow acoustic space
surrounding the horn, it gives exactly what one
would hear if one were sitting in the concert
room listening to the Philadelphia Symphony,
to Fritz Kreisler, to Faderewski, to Amelita

space,

is

As

a result the Shamrock Radio possesses
degree of selectivity enjoyed by few
eyen the most expensix e models,
a

Ask

for oiu^ "fair-play" dealers' plan.

Model A
De Luxe Table Type
Perfected Sinele Dial Control
Sliiihtly

A

Price $95
West of

higher

the

Rockies

handsome cabinet of duotone Satin
French Walnut exquisitely de-

finish

Makers

of

Famous

SHAMROCK STANDARD PARTS

Office

and Factory: 196 Waverly Ave., Newark, N.

space for double duty
be operated from
house current with any standard
equipment.
signed

with

batteries.

SHAMROCK MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Main

1926

Situation in Promoting Sales of the

new and formidable

a

'

acoustic

15,

Improved Methods of SeUing

Profiting by

wickian

September

J.

Can

New

The Talking Machine World,

The PLAZA

MUSIC CO.

remarkable

York, September

15,

1926

presents a

new product

the

FINE-ARTS CONE SPEAKER
A

Full'Size.

Loud Speaker

Finished in Antique Bronze

RETAIL

Beautiful in

its

appearance-

amazing in
Frank D. Lewis, pioneer among
cone speaker scientists and internationally famous expert in radio
and phonograph acoustics, designed this remarkable cone.

And

its

tonal qualities!

In beauty of design and finish as
well as in quality of construction
and materials the Fine -Arts

Speaker

as extraordinarily fine
as are its tonal qualities.
is

the Plaza Music Company,
with twenty years of experience
in the merchandising of music
products, is manufacturing it.

measures fifteen and a half
inches in diameter and seventeen

cone of flawless reproduc-

finished in
bronze. The diaphragm is made
of a specially treated fabric that
is absolutely immune to all atmospheric changes.

It is a
^tion.

You will hear the fineststrains

—the

deepest bass of
the highest treble of

of the violin^

—

the drum
the piano!

It

inches in height.
Its

Plaza Music Go.

frame

is

of a heavy casting,
a beautiful antique

lo'^w^TzTthk

DISTRIBUTORS
There

is

a:h

Exclu-

sive proposition be-

hind this for you
that is w i t h o u t
parallel

in

profit

arid in satisfaction.

Get particulars

at

once.

New York

The Talking Machine World,

New

York, September

15,

1926

As revolutionary an advance

in

the popular -priced record field
as was the orthophonic in

onograph

field!

DOMINO
RECORDS
RECORDED
BY A NEW
IMPROVED
PRINCIPLE
No

Increase in Price

Record dealers are astonished
at the wonderful improvement in tone
The new Domino Records made by an improved

Special Offer to

New

Dealers

To

you in starting a proffor $1.00 Record Department in your store, we have
assist

itable

3

cording are the talk of the trade! Their remarkable depth and
fullness of tone mark a new era for popular-priced records.
Thousands of people who have never purchased 3 for $1.00 records will now readily buy the new Domino records. Convince
yourself what wonderful records these are by sending today for a
sample.

ment

compiled a special $50 assortof popular hits and standard records together with a

The foremost artists and orchestras in
Domino Record. It is a profitable line

supply of advertising
matter which we will be glad to
send you promptly. Act at once

A

liberal

and get the full benefit of the
big Fall and Holiday business.

principle of re-

the industry record the
for you to handle.

new

complete advertising service, comprising attractive multi-color

window hangers,

displays,

and window

strips, is

furnished monthly

free to dealers.

Plaza Music Co*

lo west 20th street

New York

The Talking Machine World,

New

York, September 15, 1926

9k Gmtcst fine of Tortables
Sva Offef^ to thcTmde

Plaza portables are alhyear-round
Real

profits are

now being made by those dealers who

are featuring the Pal, Regal

With

sellers I

and Kompact Portables*

complete line they are able to fill the requirements of all their customers " - from those who
want the best in portable phonographs, to those who
prefer the popular priced machines*
this

SEND IN YOUR ORDER

Plaza Music Co*

lo

west 20th

NOW

street

New York

;

T-hs^

TMking Machine World,

New

York, Sept ember

1925

IS,.

TOTS' H&COROS
LinL&GAMES,
SONGS.

KIDDIES

STOR./ES-'FOfl

Complete Album
Eight or more selections
on four seven-inch dourecords,

ble-face

with picture
verse cards
plete

T T ERE

comand

the

are

Tot

Little

Albums which

are stand-

ard sellers with a special value
during the Fall and the Holiday
season.

A

now

display

in a conspicu-

ous position on your counter
will result in

many

Cut-out-window

and

strips

other advertising material available to help you make sales.
Look at the wealth of material
below covering every appeal to
the child and the grown-ups

Dealers^
Price

—

Per
C»

sales.

Album

too.

RECORDS
SONGS-GAMES STOaiES-FOa KIOOIES
LITTLE TOTS

—

100

No. 1
THE "MERRY
Jack and Jill
Old King Cole
Little Bo-Peep

SONG" BOOK

Mary Had a

t

Little

Lamb

1
(

104

(

)

122

)

\

•

1 Had a Little Doggy
Mother Tabbyskins

124

Cock-a-Doodle Do
Old Mother Hubbard
I Love Little Pussy
Three Little Pigs

No. 3
(
I

107

(
1

108

5
)

123

I
(

Ten

Red Riding Hood
The Frog Prince
Little

)

Tom Thumb

(

Puss

I

Sleeping Beauty

We

in

•

Boots

5—

No.
THE "CHRISTMAS" BOOK
The Night Before Christmas
Be Christmas
1 Tomorrow Will
113 ( The Coming of Santa Cl'aus
Christmas Morning
114 Santa Claus Hides in the Phonograph
Claus Will Soon Be Here
\ Santa
a25i. The Toyman's Shop
Christmas Carol
1 A
112

No.

Little Indians

Water, Water Wild Flower
Go Round and Round the Valley

Order /rom your johher

115

)

117

119

(

America

(

Dixie

120

J

Yankee Doodle

1

Hail Columbia

127

f
)

the.

Ocean

'

America
Battle Hj-mn of the Republic

I

Go to Sleep My
The Dream Man
Sweet and

-i

Little

REGAL RECORD COMPANY

:

Hot
IiSean
Little Jack Horner

There Was a
Tucker
Blind
Porgie
Three
Mice
Piggilty: Lavender's Blue: Hobby

Man

Little

:

Crooked

:

Tommy

G^orgle

:

HiggUty
Horse
f Humpty
Dumpty: Mistress Mary: Pop!
the Weasel: Baby Bunting: Ding
J Goes
Dong Bell Diddle Diddle Dumpling To
Dickory Dickory Dock
I Babyland
Pat-af Little Boy Blue: Fiddle Dee Dee:
Polly,
Put the Kettle On: Baa!
i^Cake:
Black Sheep Bobby Shafto Ride a
1 Baa
Pussy Cat, Pussy Cat
[ Cock-Horse
:

:

:

:

:

Low

— or direct from us.

:

:

(

-

131

Lullaby- (Brmlnie)
Biraies'.' Lullaby

"MEDLEY" BOOK

-Porridge

130

Pickaninny

8—THE

1

"LULLABY" BOOK
WJTH ORCHESTRA

,moll,Song
I

No.

Hey, Diddle Diddle Goosey, Goosey, Ganiqojder: Little Miss Muffet: Alphabet -Song:
^-^
See Saw Hot Cross Buns To Bed, to Bed
f

6—THE

(The Sandman
Slumber Boat

(

116 I

126

Star Spangled Banner
Columbia, The Gem of

S

'

(

)

Bush

"PATRIOTIC" BOOK

(

118

)

—THE "JOLLY GAME" BOOK

Go, Round the Mulberry
Oats, Peas and Beans
London Bridge Is Falling Down
The Farmer in the Dell
Lazy Mary, Will You Get Up?

Here

7—THE

WITH ORCHESTRA

f

GAMES WITH ORCHESTRA
106

No.

.

No.
THE "HAPPY DAY" BOOK
f Tom, Tom, the Piper's Son
Simon
( Simple
(Where Are You Going, My Pretty Maid?
The Three Little Kittens
(

105

"STORY HOUR" BOOK

Cinderella
1 The Three, Bears.
111 (Jack and the Beanstalk

2—

103

f
(

110

Rock-a-Bye Baby
Sing a Sons' of Sixpence

121

109

;

J

102

4—THE

STORIES

)

101

No.

~

S

<

!

-

.

A

:

few johher franchises are

•

-

:

:

still

open.

NEW YORK,

N. Y,

September

15,

THE TALKING MACHINE WORLD
New Set and Power Units

1926

Knickerbocker Displays
Nightingale Radio Cabinets
New

and Attractive Display of Radio Cabinets

Added

Valleytone Line

Two-dieil Control Receiver and

Shown for Three Days at Hotel Commodore
Many Metropolitan Dealers Visit Exhibit

—

Units

Round

Moves

to

Out

1926-27

Two New Power
Line

New Home — Change

St. Louis, Mo., Se])teml)cr

The

Knickerbocker Talking' Machine Co.,
New York, distributor of radio receivers and
equipment, had an interesting display of the
Nightingale line of radio and combination radio
and talking machine cabinets at the Hotel Commodore, New York, for the period of August 18

to

43

4.

— Company

in Staff

Horn Speaker

— The Valley Electric

manufacturer of the Valleytone radio receivers and other radio equipment, has placed
on the market for the 1926-27 season a new
model, No. 52, Valleytone two-dial control T. R.
This instrument possesses a
F. receiving set.
number of distinctive features and is a welcome
addition to the Valley. Co.'s line, which includes
the Valleytone No. 5, three-dial T. R. F. set,
the Valley ABC vibrator charger, two new
power units, the T. B. C. type charger, which
charges radio storage batteries, and the new
Valley "B" power unit, employing the Rayhteon
bulb, delivermg sufficient current to operate
sets of from one to twelve tubes.
Co.,

The
Distinct Musical Instrument

of Radio

No

Tone

Mutilation of

—

The general offices of the Valley Electric Co.
have been moved from 3157 South Kingshighway boulevard to 4515-17 Shaw boulevard.
I'his move was made necessary by the expan-

The new

sion of the company's business.
ters are in a

modern

fire-proof building

quar-

and are

conveniently located so that dist.ibutors can receive direct factory shipments with the gieatept
expedition.
S.

Whitten, president of the company,

S.

is

giving his personal attention to production, and
vice-president H. Elder is general sales mana-

14-mch ni<ihog.my wood

Marie Louise Cabinet
was a most interesting one
and consisted of some twenty different cabinets
of varying designs and finishes, with the Car-

The

to 20.

Woolsey
comes

as the leader of the line.

cabinet

Trice complete

22
Master Horn

MUSIC

of L. T. Niblo.

Speaker stands out
as the acknowledged am'
plifying musical instru'

History of Ferryman Tubes
Described in New Booklet

ment of

in-

Columbia Viva-tonal Line
Demonstrated to Dealers

— The

Columbia
distributor of the products

September

7.

Graphophone Co.,
of the Columbia Phonograph

Co.,

Inc.,

Description and Illustration of Ferryman Line

Tubes Together With Resume
Done by Geo. H. Ferryman Given
of

Among

the

dealer

radio.

which

gives

New

York, recently gave demonstrations of the new
Viva-tonal line to dealers in the territory served
These defnbnstratrbns inby the company.
cluded showings at the Gunter Hotel, San Antonio; Rice Hotel, Houston, and the Texas
Hotel, Fort Worth.

Reproduces every

Work

tone color with resonance

and sustained power
unequaled.

prepared by the
New York, manufactubes, is an attractive

helps

Ferryman Electric Co.,
turer of Ferryman radio
booklet,

of

the

story

of

The distinguishing
feature

Ferryman
'

tubes in detail.

explains the origin of the

It

Ferryman tubes and the exhaustive research
work done by George H. Ferryman, who for
over ten years has devoted his time exclusively
to the development, design and manufacture

vacuum tubes. His accumulated knowledge
and experience are built in the Ferryman tubes
of to-day, to which he has given his name.
The booklet is illustrated with a photograph
of the Ferryman plant and laboratories in North
Bergen, N. J., and contains complete specifications and illustrations of the entire Ferryman
line, which includes an amplifier detector, power
amplifier, super-power amplifier, full-wave rectifier, half-wave rectifier and a super-sensitive deof

cluded the Louis XIV, in decorated case and
American walnut, and the Supertone combinaA wide
tion phonograph and radio cabinets.
range of price and design was oflfered the dealers who visited the display during the days and
nights of the exhibit. The designs and decorations were executed by Rudolph Kinnais, wellknown designer, and built under the supervision
of J. J. Freund. Joseph W. Schwetz, sales manager of the Knickerbocker Talking Machine Co.,
was in charge of the display and greeted his
many trade friends who were attracted to the
showing of the new line.

Tex.,

unit.

in

nut with bird's-eye maple insert on doors.
Other outstanding models in the display

Dallas,

Music Master reproducing

display

This
black with antique 24-karat
gold leaf stippled polychrome base and in
Cardinal red and golden tan. Decorated in the
Japanese period. The hardware is of solid brass
English period. The compartment is
in old
arranged to accommodate the Stromberg-Carlson or several models of the Atwater Kent line.
It is equipped with a Symphonic tone amplifier
•and has ample space for all batteries and
charger. The Marie Louise cabinet, one of
which is herewith illustrated, is arranged to take
the Atwater Kent models 29, 30 or 32. This
model is available in black, red or tan in
Japanese period decoration, or in American waldinal

Cast

bell.

aluminum tone chamber, and the

ger.
James A. Hardie has been promoted to
factory general sales manager, and J. F. Jones
has been promoted to the position of general
manager of sales for South America and Brit'sh
possessions.
The company recently opened a
branch office and warehouse at 105 Walnut
street, Philadelphia, which is under the direction

tector.

declared that the distinctive feature of all
Ferryman three-element tubes, which has been
responsible for their success, is the Ferryman
bridge, an exclusive patented improvement. This
is thoroughly explained in connection with other
developments which are said to enable Ferryman tubes to amplify sound tones in their nat-

the amplifying
of selected,

is

Made

bell.

seasoned

wood which

in'

mellow
sweetness conceived by
the old master violin
sures

the

rich,

makers.

Before condemning
your radio try the Music

Master Horn Speaker,
acknowledged every'
where

as the perfect re-

producer.

Do Not Accept a Substitute

It is

ural

characteristics

tion.

Precision,

David S.

LtidUtm. Trustee

Betzwood,
Port

Pa.

Kennedy

P.

O.

with freedom from distor-

power and

permanence

are

stressed as well as the guarantee of perfection
of each tube signed by George H. Ferryman,
with the agreement to replace it free of charge
if it fails because of defective material or workmanship. This guarantee is printed on every
Ferryman tube carton.
An interesting feature of the booklet is a

chart giving in detail the characteristics of

Ferrvman tubes and

rectifiers.

all

the horn that

any

makes

set better

(77iis advertisement

is appearing in the
Saturday Evening Post, September 25

)

—
a

.
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The Bosch promise

of a greater radio line

now an

Armored and

actuality.

for better selectivity

is

shielded

and reception— simpli-

fied control, quality furniture, receiving sets

which show a startling advancement
engineering.

in radio

The steel chassis construction

the precision workmanship, the elimination
of controls, and the electrical perfection of

I

()

III,

1

tubes

Bosch Radio, sets it apart from all other
radio equipment. The completeness of the
Bosch Radio Line makes the Bosch Franchise one of the most profitable in the

MODEL
----$150

AMUL

THE

A

tubes

7

16

b

MHORADA

-

-

-

-

$310

The Amborada

industry.

is

a

completely

armored and shielded seven tube receiver
of extreme simplicity of control and unusual tone quality.

contained with
for batteries, chargers and

ample room
power units.

It

It is self

strikes a

new note

in fine

The Cruiser is a compact
tube armored and shielded receiver.
furniture.

five
Its

"Unified Control" provides the advantage
of a single selector for most tuning with

two

dial

operation

Are you the man

when

"cruising the

air."

Bosch Radio? Tell us in confidence about yourself your business, financial strength
and experience. We will tell you the direct benefits of
the new Bosch Radio Plan, for one dealer in a territory.
to sell

—

All prices slightly higher, Colorado

and west and

The Bosch Nobattry

is

power unit to supply
"B" current. Thousands

a

of
are

enthusiastic

creating

market

voiced

through

owners
big

a

their

satisfaction.

The Bosch Radio Line

is

a complete dealer's line
popular priced 5, 6 and

— —

in

Canada.

The Bosch Ambotone
sets a new standard of

radio

reproduction.

wood

power
7 tube receivers
units
two reproducers
full line of accessories and

cone

and

finish

make

radio furniture designed
to build dealer's volume.

appearance as well as
on its performance.

—

Its

patented
art
it

bronze
on

sell

15,

1926

September

15,

1926
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AMERICAN BOSCH MAGNETO CORPORATION
MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS:
SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
BRANCHES: NEW YORK CHICAGO DETROIT SAN FRANCISCO
Manufactured under patent applications

of

the

American Bosdi Magneto Corporation and licensed

also

vinder

applications

of

the Radio Fretiuency

Laboratories.

Inc.
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September

1926

15,

BO CH

RAD
7he

NOBATTRY
'*B"

Power Unit

For years the Bosch Nobattry has been considered the most satisfactory power unit for supplying "B" current. Now we present to the trade
the New Edition 3 Bosch Nobattry, improved in
performance, simplicity, adaptability and appearance. Safe to use on any receiving set, powerful
enough for any set up to 10 tubes and with a
broad range of capacity from 90 to 135 volts or
better of "B" current.
Bosch Nobattry "B"
Power Unit is precision built, entirely automatic,
no
hum, no chemical action noises, no

AC

burn, no acids to renew, no
adding water. Mistake-proof, cannot burn out

filaments
tubes,

to

keeping it
and distant
tonal

at

top
of

program

Edition

Ed-3

to

and profitably

the

set

weak
volume and

reception.

Bosch

3

to

pull

Improves the

Power Unit and you
torily

power

full

efficiency

stations.

quality

New

the

unvarying

gives

in

Feature

Nobattry

"B"

be sure of satisfacserving your customers.

will

for Alternating Current $55.

For Direct Current $42

AMBOTONE

7flQ
Bosch
Ambotone
$27.50

unsurpassed for radio reception. The
and absolutely accurate in reproduction
over the full range of orchestral music and the human voice. Nothing is
lost to the Ambotone
nothing blurred or distorted, not even the bass notes
so commonly lost in radio. The Bosch Ambotone is one of the outstanding
successes in radio. To display and use it in your demonstrations assures
prompt sales. The Bosch Ambotone $27.50. The Art Pedestal shown with
the Ambotone is a separate item with a wide appeal to those who wish to

The wood cone reproducer
Bosch Ambotone is mellow

that

is

in tone

—

improve the appearance of
Art
Prdcstal
?11.50

their radio.

Its

price

is

$11.50.

Order today.

AMERICAN BOSCH MAGNETO CORPORATION
MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS;
BRANCHES:

NEW YORK

Manufactured under patent applications

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
CHICAGO

DETROIT

of the American Bosch Magneto Corp.
of the Radio Frequency Laboratories, Inc.

SAN FRANCISCO

and licensed also under applications

All prices slightly higher Colorado and west and in Canada

•

—
September

15,
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embody

and have the same tube, antenna and batteiy
specifications as the six-tube receivers.

The Overtone Wall Speaker, designed for use
on top of console models 201 or 181, or to be
hung on the wall, looks like an old-fashioned
wall clock. It is flanked by four graceful spindles
and supported by a narrow shelf at the bottom.
The Pfanstiehl Radio Co. is advertising its
new line of receivers in full pages in the Saturday Evening Post and with full-page space in
Supplementing this adthe Chicago Tribune.

Furniture Design and Mechanical Simplicity Emphasized in New Receiving Sets
Designed With Intention to Appeal to Women Purchasers of Radio Receivers
in

—

Chicago, III., September 4. Sensing the modern
trend in furniture design, and utilizing the
obvious advantage of mechanical simplicity, the

cabinet of hand-rubbed American black walnut,
with an ornamental grill, at the opening of the
speaker; Model 201-A, the "Highboy," which is
the same as Model 201, but with Overtone
Speaker on top, prices ranging from $125 to
$235.

vertising

All of the six-tube sets are equipped with the

UX

UV

UX

New

Freed-Eisemann Power
Unit Has Special Features

New "B"

and "C" Power Unit Is Designed to
Be Completely Fool-proof and Shock-proof

Commenting upon the new
unit. Model 16, which

power

additional

control, without a speaker, but with space for

the Baldwin concert unit, and the cabinet

ished in walnut.

Highboy Model

These models range

is

in

fin-

price

first

Pfanstiehl Radio Co., Chicago, has incorporated
in the

new

Pfanstiehl Overtone receivers,

now

being introduced, several unique and pleasing
The console model, which is only
features.
eighteen inches wide and forty-one inches high.

Us The DtakfsRcputationThats At Stak!

9

HE manufacturer covers the nation. A few dissatisfied families out of
twenty million do not bother him much
he has thousands of

—

satisfied set-owners to offset

them.

The average dealer, however, works and lives in the neighborhood he serves.

When His reputation is at stake HIS profits likewise are often in the balance.
Every dealer can enthusiastically exploit the merits of Trinity and associate his good name with Trinity performance, because the newTrinity line
is the result of a full season's direct factory contact with dealers, studying
and planning to build a line of receivers of unequaled value and unhkely to need service, a line that any dealer can stake HIS reputation on.

Pfanstiehl Table
has
a

room

for every accessory

receiver,

with

or

without

Model

When we

needed to operate
built-in

speaker,

"A" and "B" batteries and charger, or socketpower equipment. The new "Highboy" model,
a combination of console and Overtone Wall
Speaker,
clock.

is

The

similar in design to a grandfather's

speaker, lifted to a height of six

from the floor, permits of the even distribution of the tone vibrations.

say Trinity values are unequaled we prove it by comparison
with sets costing 30% to 50% more. Trinity low prices are possible only
because Beacon is the Broadcast Receiver Division of the world's largest
radio parts plant. No other manufacturer profits on Trinity parts.
Beacon even makes its own cabinets and moulds its own bakelite.

you would have a Trinity Dealer Franchise and represent one of the
and the largest institutions of its kind in radio, let us have our
nearest distributor call to see you.
If

oldest

Write

Today

IBEACON Radio Mrc. Co.,

1

Address Dtptiftment

TMW-96

323 Berry Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

inc.,

feet

Another feature is the simplicity of the set,
which should appeal to the woman radio buyer.
The Pfanstiehl receiver panel has been further
containing only a tuning knob, a
combined switch and volume control, and an
illuminated wave length window.
The Pfanstiehl line of six-tube receivers, this
year, consists of the following:
Model 20,
single-tuned six-tube table set, in a walnut-finished cabinet, with artistic inlay; Model 201,
single-tuned six-tube console without speaker,
but with space for "A" and "B'.' batteries and
charger or socket-power equipment, cabinet of
hand-rubbed black walnut; Model 202, singletuned six-tube console with inbuilt speaker.

TRINITY
TWO TUNING CONTBOLS

simplified,

RADIO
V

inilY

Six

t>n»'r

LijctbH Kbd

a. iTiodsl 2-T-6I; Imlilled in
hlgh-Ktade (onwic cabit«.. U'1,M

.

?-|

UnJoubieJIr one

it(

iS(

'

^
V• ^

Tube Compact Cabinet

people dnltlni 4 h(th

;'lrt'nll. iHCDHiplc
nbfcoffitilniDboolii
bitahfi] cabinet with

ii

Tube Table Model

Hit ihrrc uepi ofaudlo licquenrrP.!o.lilhlorpineL5phB«Dul"™-

Trinin' Five

_
/\
V/

TtlnitT-Bc.con Bio-Bhonic Rtpto-

Itifdoot.

NO SOLDERED CONNECTIONS

ftj

Tube Bto-Phonic Console

Samt

Trinity Six

and

"C"

Freed-Eise-

Corp. of Brooklyn is offering for
time this season, Joseph D. R. Freed,
president and chief engineer of the company,
declared that it is so designed as to be completely fool-proof and shock-proof.
"Every precaution has been taken in the design of this power unit to prevent distortion,"
said Mr. Freed.
"The user is assured of freedom from gradual deterioration of quality such
as may occur when 'B' batteries are used, as
their internal resistance
increases with age.
Each unit has a safety door which encloses the
terminal panel and renders it inaccessible so
as to protect the user from shock. A special
switch automatically disconnects the 110-volt
supply when the door is opened for the purpose
of making connections or for any other reason.
The connection of the power supply is not restored until the safety door is closed."
the

"A" and "BV batteries and charger or socketpower equipment. This model is finished in walModel 182 is a single-dial dual control
nut.
console with inbuilt speaker, and space for "A"
and "B" batteries and charger or socket-power
equipment. The tone chamber is equipped with
Pfanstiehl

"B"
the

mann Radio

chart calibrated in

a single

One

D. R. Freed Describes Product

J.

wave
knob controls the volume and operates the off-on switch. Model 18
is encased in an American black walnut cabinet.
Model 181 is a console with single-dial dual
lengths.

a series of advertisements in trade

newspapers.

in local

UX

moves over

is

journals and carefully conceived and executed
copy service for dealers who wish to advertise

Pfanstiehl system of tuned radio frequency,
using
or
201-A tubes or their equivalent,
and provision is made for the use of any onehalf ampere five-volt power tube such as the
112 or
171 in the last audio stage. The
control operates an illuminated station chart
accurately calibrated in wave lengths, and one
additional knob operates the off-on switch and
volume control. When turned to the extreme
left all tubes are turned ofT.
As it is turned to
the right all tubes are lighted, and further turning to the right increases the volume. A short
indoor antenna, or an open end loop, is recommended for use in congested city areas; but
where conditions permit, a standard outdoor antenna is generally preferred.
The Pfanstiehl five-tube line is composed of
three models. Model 18 is a table set, with two
tuning controls operating a duplex pointer which

New

to $170.
The five-tube models also
the principle of tuned radio frequency,

from $95

Pleasing Departures in Design Feature
Latest Products of Pfanstiehl Radio Co.
Modern Trend

47

'50

\\
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H. L. Estberg Joins Staff
of Blackman T. M. Go.

ability

its

teries,

—

Representative

Has Had Wide

Radio Trade and Industry
Will Cover Westchester County Trade

Experience

in the

it

charge "A" as well as "B" batshipped dry. The Eagle master

15,

1926

Radio Corp. Prepares

is

charge "A" batteries,

will

or

full

becomes

a turn of the switch

at

New Blackman

to

and

September

trickle,

Radiotron Sales Helps

and

a charger for

"B" batteries

The
of all standard voltages.
Eagle junior and senior models are standard
tube type rectifiers. List prices range from $10

"The Radiotron Man" Will Be Seen

in

Adver-

tisements in National Magazines and
Dealers' Window and Counter Displays

in

to $105.

The Blackman Talking Machine

Co.,

New

York, distributor of Victor products and a wide
line of radio, including Fada, Crosley, Radio-

Eagle Charger Corp. state that
opening up briskly and all
indications point to a very successful year.
Officials of the

new season

the

is

Charles H. Grinnell Dies
After a Lengthy Illness

The arrival of "The Radiotron Man" has been
announced by the Radio Corp. of America. To
capitalize the extensive advertising campaign
which the Radio Corp. will conduct this season
publications

in

of

national

circulation,

all

authorized Radiotron dealers will be provided

Was Well Known

to the Trade as Manager of
the Wholesale Victor Department of Grinnell

Bros., of Detroit

— Burial

in

Detroit, Mich., September

3.

Medina, N. Y.

— Members

of the

talking machine trade of the country, particularly those

engaged

in

the distribution of Victor

products, will learn with regret of the death of

Charles H. Grinnell, manager of the wholesale
Victor department of Grinnell Bros., this city,
which occurred at his home in Highland Park
on Saturday evening after an extended illness.
Mr. Grinnell, who was forty-two years old,
had been connected with Grinnell Bros, for a
of years, and had accomplished much
developing the company's talking machine
business.
He is survived by his widow, a son,
Charles Milford, and his father, M. Clayson
Grinnell, of Medina, N. Y.
In addition to his business activities, Mr.
Grinnell was active in fraternal circles, being a
member of Sojourners Lodge No. 483, F. and
A. M., Sojourners Chapter R.A.M., Highland

number
in

H. L. Estberg
trons, Eveready and Philco batteries, has announced the addition of H. L. Estberg to its
sales stafif.
Mr. Estberg is well known in radio
circles, having been actively identified with the
radio trade and industry since 1915.
He is an
associate member of the Institute of Radio
Engineers and was formerly connected with
A. H. Grebe & Co., Inc., as assistant sales
manager. Mr. Estberg will visit dealers served
by the Blackman organization in Westchester
County, New York.

Park Commandery, K.T., and Moslem Temple
of the Shrine.
He was also a member of the
Scottish Rite of Milwaukee. The deceased was
a member of the Michigan Society of the Sons
of the American Revolution; of the Detroit
Board of Commerce and of the Elks.
Funeral services were held at the First Universalist Church under the auspices of Sojourners Lodge and were attended by members of
the local trade. The body was taken to Medina,
N. Y., for interment.

Now

Eagle Charger Corp. Brings
Out New Line of Chargers

Geo. C. Beckwith Co.

Complete Line of Battery Chargers Now Being
Made by This Concern New Season Opening Up Briskly, Say Officials

Shortly after the middle of August Otto N.
Frankfort, sales and advertising manager of the
Mohawk Corp. of Illinois, Chicago, announced
that the Geo. C. Beckwith Co., Minneapolis,

—

A new and complete line of battery chargers
has been introduced to the trade by the Eagle
Charger Corp. of Philadelphia, Pa., for the new
season.
The line includes Eagle Senior and
Junior models. Eagle master. Eagle trickier,
Eagle 5-B gang charger and Eagle 16-B gang
charger.
The gang charger models are designed for service station work and will charge
from one to sixteen radio or automobile batteries at the

An

same

time.

exclusive feature of the Eagle trickier

is

Distributor of

cluded arrangements with the Beckwith executives while in Minneapolis and feels that the
Twin Cities organization is well equipped to
place Mohawk products in the foreground in
Among the other
the Northwestern territory.

Mohawk

distributors are Republic Radio Corp.,
Detroit Mich.; Cycle & Auto Supply Co., Buffalo, N. Y.; Louisville Auto Supply Co., Louisville, Ky.; Southern Ohio Supply Co., Cincin-

York

O.

;

dealer's

A

Electric

Co.,

Another

their

Radiotron
of booklets

line

sales

aid

ideas

and

An

requirements.

complete with

about Radiotron as well
selling

new

all

for

periodical

dealers

Schafer Music Co. Opens
Ia.,

September

opened

Lafayette street, with a

4.

a

full

— The
store

line

of

sheet music.
proprietors.

CONSTANTLY INCREASING SALES

4-chonie,

Moto-machi

Yokohama, Japan

STEP INTO

CL^REIiiOIMT

I-INB

WITH THE BUTEBB OF "QUAtITT"

WASTE MFG.

CO.,

Schafer
at

611

pianos,

talking machines, records and
A. C. and H. F. Schafer are the

radio receivers,

COTTON FLOCKS FOR PHONOGRAPH RECORDS
Co*

are

season.

ara tettlfytnc to the inpertor qaBllty »t oar

Nonaka Trading

the

attractive

ALL SORTS OF MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS
Write for catalogs and particulars

is

information

other

as

ammunition

also ready for the

Waterloo,

Cable-Nelson Piano
Co. is now located at 449 West Forty-second
street. New York, under the management of
A. Dalrymple.

of an

which may be attached to
various articles of merchandise in the dealer's
store, and thus constantly remind customers of

Paterson,

office of the

form

tag,

Music Co. recently

Qramophone Needles
and Records

dealer

effective

Radiotron price

J.

The Eastern

counters.

transparency which symbolizes a complete
line of Radiotrons, is also being offered to RCA
dealers.
It is designed to permit a clear view
through the show window while serving as a
constant reminder.

Pyramid Motor Equipment Co., New
Ross Frazer Iron Co., St. Joseph,

&

windows and

striking Radiotron sign, in the

art

City;

Mo.; Federal Radio
N.

Qramophonesy

Sets

Minn., prominent talking machine and radio
wholesaler, had been appointed distributor for
Mohawk receiving sets. Mr. Frankfort con-

nati,

Japan's Best!!

Mohawk

The New Radiotron Man
with unique counter and window display material as characterized by a bizarre cutout figure
which will be known as the Radiotron Man,
who is expected to do effective work in the sale
of Radiotrons to the public. It is estimated that
over 23,800,000 persons will be made acquainted
with the merits and distinguishing features of
Radiotrons by full-page advertisements in leading national magazines and farm publications,
backed by two advertisements a week in 120
leading newspapers.
The Radiotron Man dramatizes the RCA
Radiotron campaign. Each month he will have
a new story to present on the posters which he
will hold, and together with five lively little
R,adiotron Men will serve to brighten up the

Claremont,

IM.'H.

!

!

September

15,
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CESSf
TR A D E

Radio/

Soeaker
A HIT
FROM

A CONE
THAT
IS

COAST

100%

TO I

QUALITY-

COAST

THRUOUT

The

Get on the

Melof onic R a d
Speaker is netting the pace

Band Wagon

for higli quality reproduction in the cone speaker
Good radio setfe
field.
sound better with the

Desirable territory

open

Melofonic. The full float
the re?
ing Burtex cone

—

but,

is

closed.

onant wood-back sounding
the heavy duty
board
Melofonic Balanced Armature Unit give it the
superior tone quality that
the apis meeting with
<ori''nm«*r
and
of
proval

—

many

in

still

is

sections,

rapidly

being

Send your

initial

order for a Melofonic

—

day.

The discount

trade

is

and gives
some profit.

eral

Don't delay

dealer.

to the

exceptionally

you

—

this

to-

lib-

a hand-

is

the

speaker for positive results

Melofonic Radio Speakeri?
are Fully Guaranteed!

—ORDER NOW
Sets the

Pace

— Leads

the Field!

Progressive Musical Instrument Corp.
New York City
319 Sixth Avenue

!
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Su"{|g%JALKINS-HACHIHI
—

[Editor's Note. This is the sixty-first of a series of
by William Braid White devoted to the various
interesting opportunities which prevail in the domain of
education for the retailer of talking machines. The subject
is one of great interest and we commend these articles to
the consideration of all who are devoting attention to the
featuring and developing of the musical possibilities of tlie
talking machine.]

sonorous motions are conveyed through an airgap between instrument and diaphragm, there
must be some drop in transmission of the always feeble amplitude of the partial tones.
These, as everyone knows, are produced by
automatic divisions of the strings into segments

articles

Piano Records Enter New Era

common,

in the case of the stretched string fixed
each extremity.
The motions taken up by
these automatically formed subdivisions of a
string are relatively weak, and during their passage into the air-gap and then in their attempt
to impress themselves upon a comparatively stiff
diaphragm they lose most, if not all, their
original amplitude.
Hence the resulting sounds
at

changes that have been occurring in this
important field since, especially, the advent of
electrical methods.
It seems to me that there
is a great deal to be said on this subject.
Some
of the most interesting of the points which have
developed in my own mind upon due thought
and experiment shall be set forth here.
Acoustically Speaking
It has always been difficult to describe acthe

are thin and dull.

The diaphragm never
But this is not all.
could reproduce the characteristic motions of
the soundboard and so never gave us even
sounds comprising strong fundamental tones. If
one strikes a piano string exactly in its middle
with a piano hammer, one obtains a tone almost

curately the peculiar acoustical cfiect which the

diaphragm and recording stylus of the phonograph had upon the sounds excited by the
strings of a pianoforte.
The rough and ready
comparison with a banjo was really as accurate
as anything could be.
The pitch was there, but
the proper quality was almost wholly lacking.
The sounds were short, they did not have that
carrying power w'hich one knew to be asso-

completely bare of any partial tones above the
second, but very strong, of course, in this,
stronger than in the fundamental. The second
partial tone, however, being merely the octave
to the fundamental, the resulting tone quality
the quality of a pure fundais very close to

commonly

used in the recording studios. They especially
iacked that mellowness, fullness or whatever it
be called, which we associate with pianoforte
Acoustically speaking, what was lacking
tone.
was, apparently, a goodly proportion of the

Now the effect in this case upon
not very far from the characteristic

mental tone.
the ear

is

"phonographic"
cept
fact,

which accompany the fundamental

it.

])iano

Even so

the

we used to acIn
not just the same.

tone, as

is

the

diaphragm and stylus

the

YOUR RADIO RECEPTION BY USING

m

In the

place

first

The

effect

the

in

the

in

has been able to use the
sustaining pedal, and although there is a decided reverberation or echo from the soundboard when the dampers are thus raised, the

second place, the

artist

not very disturbing, while the improveIn the
notable in all other respects.
third place, the quality of the tone is definitely
nearer to that of the piano heard at first hand,
not perfect, but approaching perfection. Revereffect

is

ment

is

still

is

effect generally

is

be heard, and a certain
on sustained notes; but the

to

of blurring

better,

much

better.

In the

fourth place, chords do not run together into a
jumble as they sometimes (not always) used to.
Lastly, the compass is notably extended, espe-

low bass.
Piano recording then has entered upon a new
age of excellence, and phonograph merchants
should make the most of the fact. Every music
lover in every community ought to be made to
almost to be
listen, even if he or she' has
dragged into the hearing room, to some of these
new records. With piano recording within
measurable distance of perfection, the phonocially in the

its

right to the title of univer-

Merchants, on all sides y-ou
giver of music.
see the evidence! This is a new and a more
glorious day, for the phonograph and for its
records, and (if you care enough) for you too!

si
rock

distinct.

next

graph reasserts

strong hand-turned

is

a greater quantity of sound.

more like the actual plaj-ing of a piano
room with the door open. Then,

is

amount

IMPROVE
A

is

beration

the

been heard often in this country and makes
records for Victor and also for one of the big

the

this difference

there

Old but Fine

of

partial

Even with all this, however, old-style piano
I happen
recording is often remarkably fine.
to possess some half-dozen records by Alfred
Cortot, a French pianist of considerable power,
He has
beauty of tone and artistic insight.

are disastrously attenuated.

Yet

pianoforte used to be
tones characteristic of
pianoforte tone, and likewise to enfeeble and
shorten the fundamentals.
to destroy the

Moreover, in the bass sections of the instrument, the fundamental tones are very feeble,
so that the partial tones, even to the human
ear, carry most of the burden of the tone production.
When these are enfeebled the sounds

it

of

eifect

upon the sound

tone whenever a string is excited into sound.
These partial tones impart to the tones of the
pianoforte the color characteristic of them.

It can readily be understood that with
recording,
where
acoustic
system
of

is

in

marked

duction, with a view to satisfying myself as to

partial tones

of the sort

one shape or another, to nearly all
particularly
sound-evoking
bodies;
is
but

I have been giving quite a lot of time and
attention lately to piano recording and repro-

ciated with the very fine pianofortes

A phenomenon

after excitation.

reproducing piano makers. Just before writing
paragraph I once more listened to his recordings of the Chopin Tarantella, two Etudes
by the
same composer, and the Etude
Pathetique of Scriabine, the modern Russian.
The last-named in many ways seems to me to
be the best thing of its kind ever done on the
old system. It is extraordinary lifelike, and
from bass to treble there is no distressing letdown in sound at any point. Yet all the time
one is conscious that some of the constituent
elements of the tone are not appearing. There
is at bottom a sort of "twanginess."
Sustained
tones have a habit of giving out a sort of
blurred echo immediately after they have been
sounded.
The thing is very good; but still
it is not good enough.
The Grainger Achievement
Now, suppose one takes the best known of
the piano recordings made, so far, on the new
system.
I
am thinking of the Columbia recording of Percy Grainger's playing of the very
well-known Chopin Sonata in B minor. There
hearing anything
is
not,
indeed,
at
first
revolutionary about the difference^ one notices.
this

sal

.

maple pole which gives a quick, convenieni

5 or 8 foot lengths, will tit
method of erecting a dependable antenna.
Will carry the heaviest sleet
any roof single or multiple wire antennas.
Neat in appearance.
covered antenna in strong wind without weakening.
Can be set up or dismantled without danger of causing leaks in roof. Comdiameter, adjustable
in
rods
J^-inch
plete set includes three steel guy

—

pulley, neb irons, roof sockets, anchor pins and full instructions,
Ask your dealer.
foot mast, each $3.50. 8 foot mast, each $4.25.

price

Mrs. Flossie E. Erickson
Chosen Radio's DX Queen

:>

DX

Queen is Mrs. Flossie E. ErickMonroe street, Bloomington,
according to the official announcement of

Radio's

son, of 812 East
III,

Radio Manufacturers' Show Association,
through G. Clayton Irwin, Jr., general manager.
She shares honors with another Illinois
woman, Mrs. Lotta Harrauff, of Princeton, who
won the title of "Mrs. Radio" for 1926-1927 and
will be guest of honor at the Radio World's
Fair in New Madison Square Garden, New
the

The

WAVE-X

Condensing Antenna

is

on wall, chimney or roof, anywhere
on one roof without interference.

aerial that can be quickly erected
Several
foot square is available.
Provides sharper tuning, increases

an
5

Twelve durable, highly conductive,
non-directional.
selectivity and
is
non-corrosive aluminum wire feelers reach out in all directions. Perfectly
Only one upright to erect, only a hammer
insulated to prevent losses.
No. 2, with 8-foot pole ready to install with
and a screwdriver needed.
No. 3, for side wall or chimall accessories and full instructions, $12.50.
ney mounting, $12.50,

DEALERS

York

ior REDI-MAST and
Write for our dealer sales plan nov.'!

demnnd everywhere

There's a hig

WAVE-X—

Sales Department

Manufactured by

THE ZINKE COMPANY

PRESSED METAL MFG. CO

1323

S.

Michigan

Chicago,

111.

Ave.,

Waukesha, Wis.

City,

September

13-18.

Mrs. Erickson will be given a cup at the
"Chicago Radio Show in October and also will
be sent a cup emblematic of second honors in
the "Miss Radio" contest which turned out to
be a "Mrs. Radio" competition this year. Mrs.
Erickson's record comprised 326 stations in tll^

United States and nine foreign countries.

77;.'
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Empire Universal Tone Arms and Reproducers
"The

Specifications

STANDARD

;

35^ inches. Inside diameter at base is
1 13/32 inches. Outside
diameter of base flange
is

is

27/8

The

Length

inches.

954

is

unit

illustrated

above,

LIST PRICES
Tone Arm Only
Nickel

inches.

$ 7.50

Oxidized
Gold

when

8.00

8.50

Complete as Shown

used with a long amplifying chamber, embodies these points, and has
been scientifically designed to meet
the latest achievements in the

from turntable center
to center of horn hole
on motor board

INDUSTRY"

It is now a recognized fact that
there are three things necessary to
obtain the best results from the new
electrically cut records.
These are
the reproducer, a CONTINUOUS
taper tone arm and the long amplifjnng chamber.

Height from motor
board to top of tone

arm

of the

Nickel
Oxidized

$12.50
13.00

Gold

13.50

science of acoustics.

Order samplCf

test it out.

win you on

It will

merits.

its

Empire Tone Arms Are Used by Carryola
THE EMPIRE PHONO PARTS
Established in

10316 Madison Aveaue, Cleveland, Ohio
W. J. McNAMARA.
1914

REGISTERED
As the
original

the

U. S.

old saying goes, "no

imitation

as good

is

— ask

wooden

The

the

as the

man

with

leg."

1925

President

PATENT OFPiCE
Carryola Portables
a splendid tribute by the
world's largest manufacturer
part of

all

—

of portables exclusively.

Repro-

—

ducer has been "copied" but
only i^BD-A'TONE has patent-protected features of workmanship, design, and tone
quality. APPiiif^P^jE is now

Paleiilcd

CO.

We

are

now

working

on

several important developments which

will be of con-

siderable interest to the trade

and which

will be

announced

shortly.

UNIQUE REPRODUCTIONNewCO.

32

Union Square

York

The Talking Machine World, A'ew York, Septcnibcr
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jVleeuiig Dealer
T^ROM

the

popular

Carryola

interest

Company

to the present,

it

in

has

From

their manufacture.

of time

beginning

very

of

the

portables

the

specialized

in

the beginning

has devoted a great deal

and money

in research, tests

and

investigations.

instruments which have appealed to both
trade and pubHc.

As

modern

plant,

devoted exclusively to the manufacture
of portable

phonographs,

we have been

fortunate in developing a line of musical

"Ze^

alert

makers

of

modern

portables,

we

have seen the necessity not only of producing quality merchandise, but also of
That's why
you find Carryolas advertised generously
advertising

in

Operating an immense

Needs

it

nationally.

The Saturday Evening

Post, Liberty,

and other leading publications.
Live music merchants demand such cooperation; and we're happily able to fully

meet

their needs.

Garryola Q)mpanyo/America

647 Clinton

Street

Milwnukee.Wisconsin
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Phonographs in the World!

Just^lHiati^ It About the
Carrifola Master, Ampvaif
WHAT
most

made

the Master the
popular portable on the American
that has

is it

market?

Our

O

distributors are constantly imploring us

make no changeB- in the Master.
They are afraid something will happen, some-

to

what they are. Patient careful building toward an ideal, with a determination to have

thing creep in, to upset the present entirely
acceptable Carryola performance.
do make
improvements from time to time. But we're
mighty careful about it.
make sure that
they really improve.

nothing less than something much better,
brought the Master to its present pinnacle.

Improvements that really contribute something but no yearly models. That's the Car-

We've often wondered

We

know how

ourselves.

the Carryola Masters

We

became

We

—

ryola Policy.

But that doesn't

The

truth

is

tell all

that

the

the story.

Carryola Master has

always had top-notch popularity.

9(ic.

If you're not entirely familiar with Carryola
Portables (Carryola Master, Carryola Flapper,
Carryola Cub), just write for details.

Carryola Qdmpanyo/America

647 Clinton

Street

MilwatuRee.Wisconsin

Tlic Talking

Machine World, Nciv York, September

Again

15,

1926
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UTAH Leads with
Two Sensations
Utah
Standard
The Speaker with
the Golden Throat
to

LIST

14-inch bell

$ 1 5.00
The Utah Cone (Free Edge)
12V2 inches high.

The most complete line o£ speakers
on the market today.

Utah
Superflex

Utah Book — Looks
an open book.
production.

like
Finest re-

Size

17^x

list

^A
^ ^^vOO

131/2-

S.

Junior
$12-5®

$10-®®
Reg. U.

Utah

11 -inch bell

Patent Office

TVade Ma»kltetf$tc»ed

Utah Radio Products
1421

We

S.

Co.

Michigan Ave., Chicago

are manufacturers

—not assemblers

—
September

15,
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Six Different Models in
Apex 1926-27 Radio Line

In cabinet and panel design the Apex execand designers have striven for beauty
and simplicity, together with compactness to
conserve space in the home. The receiving set

Hubert G. Doyle Recovered
From Three Months' Illness

Models Are Six-Tube Receivers With SingleDial Control Company Will Continue Mak-

Vice-President of Sleeper Radio & Mfg. Co.
Returns to Desk After Protracted Illness

ing the Five-Tube Line

further refinements, among
them being the single-dial control feature and
impedance coupHng which is said to assure the

Chicago,

best of selectivity, performance and accuracy of
control.
The new Apex line has met with en-

All

—

September

Ivl.,

4.

— The

new

1926-

Apex radio receivers, including six
models, is being introduced to the
trade at the present time by the Apex Electric
Mfg. Co., Chicago.
All of the receivers are
1927 line of
different

utives

many

contains

itself

thusiastic approval wherever it has been shown,
and the Apex officials are looking forward to
a most satisfactory season for the sale of their

products.
In addition to the
the

Apex

new

Mfg.

Electric

of six-tube sets

line

Co.

continue to

will

the five-tube 1925, line, including the
Baby Grand Console, Apex Super Five,

sell

Deluxe, both table models, the

Apex
Apex

Apex speaker

and the Apex Deluxe table. The Apex Baby
Grand and the Apex Deluxe are furnished with
or six-tube receivers, optional

either five

with

the purchaser.

Well-known Design Engineer

The many friends of Hubert C. Doyle, vicepresident of the Sleeper Radio & Mfg. Corp.,
Long Island City, N. Y., will be interested to

know

that he has returned to his

desk after an
Mr. Doyle has fully
recovered and is busily engaged in rounding out
plans for the new radio season. He has made
an enviable reputation for himself as one of the
illness

best

three months.

of

design

engineers

in

the

radio

industry,

having originated for the Sleeper Corp. many
features now widely used.
During the war Mr. Doyle was production

manager

of

Thomas-Morse

the

which produced over
his direction.

He

and possesses

a

1,200

Aircraft

Co.,

Scout planes under

is still an enthusiastic aviator,
plane of his own.

Frank Reichmann Advocates
Community-owned Receivers
Rei.hmann

Co., Maker of Thorcla
Every Community Should
Rad.o Sets for Use of Public

j-rejident of

States That

bets.

Install

Apex Model

116

six-tube sets with

one-dial

control,

attractive cabinets.

Model

is

of

five-ply

walnut,

6

housed

in

a table set built

highlighted,

furnished

with

a bronze panel with oxidized

wood grained finanother table model containing
a built-in loud speaker directly above the bronze
panel.
It is housed in a handsomely designed
ish.

Model

16

— The

is

III.,

September

7.

receivers.

"This plan should be worked out in the
United States," said Mr. Reichmann. "It could
very easily be done. Many small communities
have already installed community sets in the
hall, or some other place centrally located.
In Poulan, Ga., for instance, the women's club
of the town installed a set and the batteries
are renewed by popular subscription. This set
is
in operation almost continuously, and any-

town

one who wishes may drop in at the town hall
and hear what is on the air.
"I believe it will not be long before every
community will do the same thing. Once these
sets are installed it would be very easy for the
government to spread warning of disastrous
storms, etc.
The same system of communication could readily be used for the speedy apprehension of criminals. When a crime is committed in a small community and the criminal
has escaped the town police could telephone
the nearest broadcasting station and this station
could then spread the alarm. In this way it

would be

impossible for the crimby following any road which

practically

inals to get

away

ran through a village.
"In connection with

community receiving
be borne in mind that in

must also
community there are persons, even in
the United States, whose incomes are not sufsets,

it

every

high-powThese people,
ered, long-distance radio set.
however, are just as much entitled to enjoy
themselves as any one else. This is especially
true of the children. In the more remote towns
106

a

walnut cabinet, with double doors. Model 106
is a combination of models 6 and 100, Model
100 being a console base, with a compartment
holding the battery charger and other accessories.
Models 16 and 100 are also combined
into a beautiful console model known as model
116, finished in walnut with a bronze panel.

Model

5

the

a

five-tube

single-dial

with illuminated

receiver

cabinet

is

is

dial

table

readings.

finished in five-ply walnut veneer

receiving set

bronze panel.
$85 to $175.

type

This

and

equipped with a matched
These receivers are priced from
is

Model 100

lists at $60.

investment

to justify the

ficient

Apex Model

SON|ciRD(

governmenl
showing the way to the United
is
States and other countries by adapting the
radio to its most useful purposes, according to
Frank Reichmann, president of the Reichmann
Co., Chicago, manufacturer of Thorola receiving sets and speakers. Receiving sets are being
installed in every city, village and hamlet of
Russia so that everyone, no matter how poor,
can enjoy the benefits of high-powered radio
Chicago,
of Russia

community radio

set

is

just

in a

as

essential

to

and welfare of the community as
I hope to see thousands
the public school.

the progress
is

of

these

end of

community

this year,

and

00

The Speaker
of Eloquence

EVERYONE
Sonochorde.

installed

will

do

all

I

Once you

hear this superlative
nothing else matters.

Cone,
You'll

buy it.
The new Sonochorde

is so far
superior to other cone speakers
anywhere near its price that
there is absolutely no compari-

son.

YOU

IF
don't find it
return your money.
For full informalion,

CHELSEA

-

we'll

so,

icrtte

BOUDETTE MFG.

CO.
MASS.

-

Designers and Manufacturers
Sonochorde Cone.

HASTINGS ELECTRIC SALES
42

sets

talking

is

Factory
Binford St.

before the
can to help

Rt'l^n'scntatiz-c
S. Boston,

of

the

CO.

Mass.

achieve this result."

Edward

C.

Evans,

popular

member

of

the

Bruno & Son, Inc., Victor distributors. New York City, accompanied by Mrs.
Evans, spent his vacation on an extended motor
sales staff of C.

trip.

Mr. Evans' trip included the many scenic
in Pennsylvania, Virginia and Mary-

beauties
land.

Back- View
Table Model

Wall Model
$27

52
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new

the

Model No. 65
A'ickcl Finish

List Price

^65

Model No. 75
Gilt Finish

List Price

$75

Adam

Period Refrodnctions
Hand-tooled Leather Design.
Ideal Sice for Apartments and Small Living-rooms.
Neiv Berg Tone Chamber with
Modern Goose-neck Type
Throzv-hack Tone Arm and
hnproved Reproducer, Heineman Double Spring Motor,
12" Turntable and Ample Record Space
of

C. S. Patents PcnJ'm..

No

product in the history of the phonograph business
has ever been received w ith more enthusiasm than has
been shown by the trade to these new Artone creations.

No. 7
Artone

No. 2
Artone

Portable

Portable

$15

$25

BERG XT€k,S

CO., Inc.

September
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Artone Products
with the

New Tone!

Model No. 85
jYickcl Finish

$85

List Price

Model No. 95
(7(7/

finish

$95

List Price

Cathedral Design Reproductions of Hand-tooled
Fine.
Leather
Effect.

Rich Tone; Extra Long
Scientifically

ed
ent

Construct-

Tone Chamber (PatPending)

;

New

Model Goose-neck Type,
Tone - Arm
Throzciback
and Improved Reproducer; Heincnian Double Spring Motor; 12"
Turntable, Ample Record
Space

U. S. Patents Pcndiiuj

The

reception accorded these

new Artones can

only
be described as a virtual triumph^— for their remarkable
artistic appearance
unusual eye -value and
tone

—

—

unmatched

sensible prices.

No. 4
Artone

No. 1
Artone

Portable

Portable

$25

$30

Long Island

City, N. Y.
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O-M-G Radio Supply

Columbia Phonograph Go.
Plant in Oakland, Cal., Is Well

Situated for Quick Distribution of Products
to the Coast and Western States

Increase in business has necessitated the purchase of a plant on the Pacific Coast by the Columbia Phonograph Co., New York. The Columbia factory at Bridgeport is working day and
night shifts to supply the nation-wide demand
for the Columbia New Process records. Despite
the fact that January

and February are the peak

ILSLEY'S
^ *^ * J

Holds Bosch Radio Exhibit

Purchases Goast Factory
New Columbia

Go.

of Its Line at Fort Pitt Hotel, Pittsburgh

September

Pittsburgh, Pa.,
the

benefit

7.

—An

distributor

in

western

retail at

for

secretary

the

radio.

O-M-C

organization, was the host, and the ex-

R.

was held

hibit

in

J.

Curley,

a suite of

rooms

in

of

the Fort

name

of

NOISELESS TALKING
MACHINE LUBRICANT

ILSLEY-DOUBLEDAY &

Co., of this

Bosch

SPRING LUBRICANT

Write for sptcial proposition

con-

Pennsylvania

1926

GRAPHITE PHONO

25 cents each under the trade

EUREKA
^

exhibition

was recently

O-M-C Radio Supply

ducted by the
city,

dealers

of

15,

Ilsley'i
Lubricant makes the Motor make jood.
Is prepared in the proper consistency, will
not run
out, dry up or become sticky or rancii
Remains in
Its original form indefinitely.
Put up in 1. 5. 10. 25 and 50-pound cans for dealer*.
Ihis lubricant is also put up in 4-ounce cans
to

Western Pennsylvania Distributor of American
Bosch Magneto Corp.'s Products Has Display

for

September

to jobbtrt
CO.. 229-231 Front St.. N.wYork

Stromberg-Garlson Sets
Shown in Attractive Display
Laube

Electric Corp. Devotes Two Windows
Presentation of Stromberg-Carlson 192627 Line of Radio Equipment
to

Rochester,
Electric

N.

Corp.,

Y.,
September 7.— The Laube
authorized Stromberg-Carlson

dealer of this city, opened its radio season
by
devoting its entire store front to the display of
Stromberg-Carlson products.
Possessing an
ideal location, the two windows
presented a

most powerful appeal

to the passer-by.

The right-hand window was devoted

entirely
a display of treasure chest and art console
models of the five-tube receivers, a feature being
to

a

receiver chassis

whose points

of superiority

were pointed out by special window cards supplied by the Stromberg-Carlson Co.
First Unit of New Pacific Coast Plant of Columbia Phonograph Co.
record buying, and that there is almonths
Pitt Hotel, where an elaborate showing of Bosch
products was arranged. A staff engineer from
ways a marked falling off in Summer, the company has on hand August orders rivaling either
the radio division of the American Bosch Magneto Corp. at Springfield, Mass., was in conof the big Winter months.
stant attendance and supplied information in reThe new Columbia plant is in Oakland, Cal.,
sponse to technical inquiries. Complete models
a key position for manufacture and quick disof Bosch sets as well as skeleton models showtribution of the company's products on the
ing the new construction and operation were on
Coast and in the Western States. The property,
display.
which contains approximately 73,000 square
A constructive feature of the exhibition was
feet of ground space on Fifty-seventh avenue,
the display of the exhaustive line of dealer helps
off East Fourteenth street, is in the Oakland inand advertising and sales promotion material
dustrial district. Among the big industries with
vifhich has been prepared by the Bosch organplants in the immediate neighborhood are the
ization for the benefit of its dealers throughout
General Electric Co., the Continental Can Co.
the
country.
and the Willys-Overland Co.
in

A modern

factory building, equipped with the
machinery, has just been erected. A railway siding, giving Western Pacific and Southern Pacific Railroad connection, runs into the
property.
This purchase was made from the
Securities
McCutcheon, Olney,
Austin
Co.
Mannon & Greene, of San Francisco, reprelatest

sented

Columbia Phonograph Co.

the

in

Gold Seal Electrical Go.
Announces Two New Tubes
G S X-200-A, Designed for Distance Reception—The Other, G S X-Hy-Mu, to Be
Used With Resistance Coupled Amplification

First,

the

The window at the left contained a display of
the six-tube "universal" type receivers.
six-

A

tube chassis
the forepart

Laube Corp.'s Stromberg-Carlson Display
pointed out by special window cards. The TipTop table type of cone speaker was also given
prominent place in the displaj'. One of the
running-in machines used at the StrombergCarlson plant for breaking-in the bearings of
condensers was kept in operation near the

a

front of the display.

Enhanced by

transaction.

Two new

Hermann Thorens
Ste. Croix,

Switzerland

G S X-200-A and G S
X-Hy-Mu, have been announced to the trade
by the Gold Seal Electrical Co., Inc., of New
York, manufacturer of Gold

Manufacturer of Europe's Most
Celebrated Phonograph
Motors

from

for

those

for

fans

3 to 10 rec-

ords playing capacity.
Superior

is

be used

especially sensitive to the

weak

sig-

from distant stations and should be controlled by a 10-ohm rheostat for best results,
although this is not essential.
No change in
circuit or connections is necessary, and the new
nals

At moderate

prices.

Fada radio held recently in the showrooms of
Essex Storage Battery & Supply Co., Newark, N. J., Fada distributor in that section.
Much enthusiasm was expressed in regard to
the new Fada line. F. A. D. Andrea, president;
L. J. Chatten, sales manager, and L. M. Clement, chief engineer, were among the officials
the

claimed to

is

of

104 Fifth Ave.

New York

Sola Agent* for tbe U. S. A.

i

G

S

X-Hy-Mu

increasing

has been produced because of
popularity

of

the

resistance

coupled system of amplification. It cannot be
used with transformer coupled amplification.
The tube is said to require no change in the
circuit but should be controlled by a 20 to 30

ohm

rheostat.

A.

D.

Andrea,

Inc.,

who

attended

the

exhibit.

K. H. Stark in

is said to work equally well with resistance
or transformer coupling.

the

F.

Essex

tube

L.H.JUNOD&CO.

Distributor

A large attendance of dealers from northern
New Jersey attended the special showing of

an

lure.

superior to OS X-200-A and GS X-Hy-Mu
the ordinary 201-a type tube.
Engineers claim
it

of attention.
At most any time
day groups of people were seen admiring
the pretentious and beautiful display.
Fred G.
Laube, head of the store, reported considerable
of the

Displays Line to Dealers

be

that

quality.

to

beautiful electric fixtures, fernthe display attracted a

panels,

Newark Fada

as a detector tube

and

amount

art

sta-

holds

irresistible
is

great

reception

from distant

It

and

is

designed
whom

eries

business as the result of this display.

S X-200A

tions

Cabinet type motors

radio tubes,

Seal tubes.

G

of

was given a prominent position in
of the window, its features also

New

Post

Announcement has been made of the appointment of Kimball Houton Stark, well known in
radio circles, as an executive of the Chas. Fresh-

man

Co.,
Inc.,
manufacturer of Freshman
Masterpiece receivers.
Mr. Stark will devote

his

attention to purchases, materials and pro-

duction control.

—
September

15.

—
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To a Dealer

Who
Everywhere

Be

Likes to

— in every town and city

there are dealers who like to be
They were first with non-radiating
First with console
cabinets. First

First I

r

Electrolytic tubes, guaranteed without

first.

qualification

sets.

to serve for

two years, and
many, many more.

certain

for

The other members of the line

with power tubes
and cone speakers

the "A" Chargers

and

0

battery

Charger,
the 90 and 135-

a dealer,

Th's

whether he own

_

_

_

_

Certify that

is to

modest store

of radio power unUs.
in

f^c^
of Vnilron

Company

F^reft Electric

Derices, cansisting

of a complete

line

trol,the"A"-Power

standi behind this authorized dealer

guaranueing Unilron Products.

Purchasm of Unitron Products are assured of

or a radio sales
palace, we say,
"Here again is the
opportunity to be
first."

The

volt "No-Bees",
the Unitron Con-

^

__

has been appointed as an aidhorized Dealer

a

the

00,

Trickle

chargers.

To such

and

I

receiving

compleU

satisfaction

and Combination
"A" Charger-No-

dealing viih this appoitilee.

Forest Electric Company

Bee

new achievements

The coupon

in radio.
dealer

in the lower right-

hand corner

will bring

you news about

—
—

The

i^^ii© is first

with Unitrons will be-^rst with products
patented Myond competition.

a

devices of
Radio Power Devices
guaranteed
amazing low operating cost
humlessness and absolute freedom
from distortion.
line of

—they, too, are

And we

want him first. And when he sees
the breadth of our helpfulness
including
the extensive national advertising
and
the vast measure of our dealer co-operation,
he will be glad he was one of the first to
send this coupon.

tubes do most of it. A tube
for chargers and a tu be for *'B" Eli#¥
inators. Tubes without filaments.

Two new

—

—

REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.

RADIO POWER DEVICES
/

FOREST ELECTRIC COMPANY

/

Send This Coupon
to us Today!

y
y

Mail

and Wilsey Streets, Newark, N.

me

Details

Power Devices

— and

of
the

J.

— the

the
Unitron
Franchise
filamentless Light Socket

Unitron

Power

tubes.

/
Name

y
/

/

New

Address
City

/
State

ADV. FICARP SOH.N, INC., N. Y.
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September

15,

1926

Nen' Magiiavox Cone Speake,
the most advancedyet made. Covers
entire tonal scale

— will sell itself

in demonstration ivith any speaker.

Cornell model above (9V' wide, 11"
high, 5" deep. 7" cone) non-reso-

%adio^s Jir§t large advertiser

nant metal finish, mahogany base
in two tones. List $22.50. Stanford

model, all-mahogany cabinet, $5 5.

These speakers made under Magnavox patents.
Distributors and dealers

from
ment liability.
protected

infringe-

FROM

1922 to 1925 ^agnastood among the top three

radio advertisers in national

zines over the

The prime
tising

is

to

same period of time.

objective of this adver-

draw

selected prospects

magazines. Consistent, sane adver-

to the .JMagnavox dealer's store for

main plank

in the .JMagnavox-^X^xfoTm of dealer

demonstrations of sets, speakers and
tubes. Pages anddoublepages will be

support. This year our advertising

is

used in a long list of proved radio me-

planned on a more spectacular basis
than ever before. It will far surpass,
in volume and sales-value, our previous advertising in national maga-

diums starting in September. Leading newspapers will be used also.
A minimum of one double page in
colors and eight full pages in black

tising always has

FIFTEENTH ^N.NIVERSARY

been

OF

a

MAGNAVOX

'TROGRESS IN

'i^rl

D

I

0

September
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Magnavox

Single

Dial Sets^

all
offered in seven viodelscontinued indefinitely and prices

now

giiaranteeduntilJanuary 1,1927.

Magnavox

and still ct

ofitj
leading
^5

are the magazines with circulations:

ice

Saturday Evening Post

.

.2,800,000

.

.

Monthly

Scribners

Review of Reviews
Golden Book

j^.j Magazine

Radio

^^^^'Tto^t
.

.

Circulation, each insertion

11,700

fa'aoris

SeXl

5,319,500

110,000

This campaign will feature both

7 1,000

^agnavox Sets and Cone Speakers.

180,000

^ forceful, business-getting pro^^j^ ^hat you can focus on your

190,000

Zl
THE MAGNAVOX

wXsWotk.-

^^^^^

Machine Journal

demands.

24oi5©,.«6

1,400,000

Literary Digest

Atlantic

^^^j^^^^

and

^^^^^Z

^1
^^^^

the perfeded

^z^'dd't^Jiu^i^ds^^

wmbcusecHn.hcSaturdayEvcmng
Post alone before Christmas. Here

is

:

:

;

:

;

\

251,000

News

R.

S.

Williams

&

Wnte

us .bout
dealerships-for set or speaker.

store.

:

C

Sons, Ltd., Toronto

•

OMPANY
Distributors for Canada {not

^

mcludmg

General Office and Factory : Oakland, Calif.
C/,/r^^.W.iO#r..- 1315 s. Michigan Ave.

British

Columbia]

!
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Just a Minute

Please
Buy Ever in
Phonograph Line

Best

Main Springs
in. used for old and new type
$1-00
Victor
1.00
in. Columbia main springs
1.00
in. Heineman main springs
new type
in. used for old and
1.00
Victor
in. oblong hole used for Meisselbach, Brunswick, Sonora, Krasco,

3

1%

3
3
3

1

3

1

1

1

1-00
1-00

etc

%

in.

4 J4

in.

6 54

in.

3

main springs
main springs
main springs

1.00
1-00

used for Edison

in.

1

'

75

main springs

3 V/s in.

1-00

Necessary (Useful) Parts
types

Columbia and Victor handles
Columbia drive shafts
Columbia spring barrel head, new and

As

token of the esteem in which he is held
radio industry, both in national and
local circles, a farewell banquet was tendered
to Major Herbert H. Frost, former president
of the Radio Manufacturers Association, at the
Palmer House, Chicago, on the evening of
August 18. While originally intended as a
limited gathering of close acquaintances, the occasion assumed the proportion of a general
radio industry event.
The banquet was sponsored by the Radio Manufacturers Association
and sixteen other trade bodies, with A. J.
Carter as general chairman and John M. Redell
assisting in arranging the details of the banquet.
Major Frost has relinquished the active
management of Herbert H. Frost, Inc., Chicago,
and will assume the general sales managership
of E. T. Cunningham, Inc., with headquarters in
a

the

in

"

IS,

1926

response outlined the function which radio will
perform in the future in national defense.
A huge basket of flowers was presented by
Mr. Klugh to Mrs. Herbert H. Frost, who was
a guest of honor.
Other speakers on the program were Frank Watts, New York City, and
Harold J. Wrape, St. Louis, president of the
Federal Radio Trade Commission, St. Louis,
who thanked Major Frost for the interest he
had taken in that organization and the wise
counsel he had given them at the time of its
formation and during its growth.
A feature of the evening's entertainment was
a series of comic cartoons thrown upon a screen,
depicting various events in Major Frost's life.
During the showing of the pictures Eddie &
Fannie Cavanaugh, the "Gaelic Twins" of
KYW, sang humorous verses. Throughout the
banquet music was furnished by Frank Westphal and his Ail-American Pioneers of station

WENR.

Globe Technolian Loud
Speaker Cabinet on Market

—

City.

The banquet was held in the Red Lacquer
room of the Palmer House with Paul B. Klugh,

Reading, Mass., September 7. The Globe Phone
Mfg. Co., of this city, has announced a newproduct, the Globe Technolian radio reproducing

35
55
25
40

55

old type

Columbia and Victor, and all types
governor balls and springs.
Columbia and Victor pawls

10

60
.

-60

•

-40

50
75
01
1-00

25
35

Standard makes stylus Comp
Victor No. 1 and No. 2 rubber backs..
Assorted fibre gears
All types check springs

& Heineman

08
50
50

Victor driving gear, brass
Columbia governor springs C
Victor governor springs C
Assorted governor springs C
Columbia governor screws C
Victor governor screws C
Columbia barrel screws C
Columbia gaskets for S.B
Assorted thumbscrews C
Columbia stvlus bar comp
Victor No. 1 and No. 2 stylus. Comp

15
.18

60

Turntable Covers
50

Green turntable plush
12 in. turntable felt
Colored 10 in. felts

15

green
•

-05

i—

Micas
8 assorted sizes.

.

Micas

1-00

Friends of Major H. H. Frost Present at Banquet Held in His Honor

Radio Corp., acting as
opening of the gathering
Carl D. Boyd, director of s.ale^romotion of the

vice-president,

toastmaster.

Zenith

At. the

Reichmann Co., Chit^f^^S^^^res of congratulation to Major Frost ^rofc^Fow el Crosley, Jr.,
the Electric Club of Cl>icago; Frank P. Melvin,
Harry L, Bradley, Allen Bradley Co., Milwaukee,
the Ray-O-Vac Twins, and Peter Sampson, pres'Tdent of Sampson Electric Co., who on that evening was entertaining Atwater Kent dealers at
banquet at the Congress Hotel. In the opening address Mr. Klugh lauded Major Frost,
terming him a leader in the industry and voiced

a

Tone-arms and Soundboxes
Tone-arm and soundbox
Throwback T. A. & S. B
Columbia tone-arm
Columbia soundbox
Exhibition reproducer "V" hub
Soundbox H and Vs in. hub

1.10
2.50
1.60
1-50
75

Saxophonic reproducer
Edison attachment and

2.90
S.

B

50
1-75

Motors
Double spring motor, complete with all
accessories and 10 or 12 in. turn2.75

table

Steel Needles
100 packages high grade steel needles 2.50
45
Speed indicator
Also have a full line of Madison and Carnival parts, tone-arms and reproducers, at reThese are strictly genuine
duced prices.
and very difficult to obtain.

Pleasing Sound

Phonograph Company
E. 113th St.

Many

15

05

turntable

shafts complete

204

Radio Manufacturers Ass'n and Sixteen Other
Trade Bodies Sponsor Banquet to Popular
Manufacturer on Eve of Departure for East

New York

Columbia and Victor governor shafts,
new and old types
Columbia bevel gears, new and old

Meis'selbach

Mid-West Radio Industry
Honors Major H. H. Frost

September

New

York, N. Y.

Telephone -Lehigh 5212

hope of the Middle
merely "loaned" to the
the

West
East

was

he

that
for

a

limited

time.

A.

loud speaker cabinet.
This new product incorporates in a modified form the basic prin-

new Technolian Ohmitonal Music
Reproducing System, an invention of Irving

ciples of the

Kimball, of Boston.

Advises Dealer Tie-up

With Dempsey-Tunney Bout
Tying up with current events

of popular inalways provided stimulation in sales.
Accordingly a recent timely bulletin issued by
the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.,
urges its dealers to take advantage of the great
terest has

interest
J.

Carter, president

of the

Carter Radio

presented a silver loving cup to Major
Frost as a visible token of friendship and apCo.,

and other trade organizations, and
pointed especially to the high caliber of radio
broadcasting programs which Middle West
stations are placing on the air. He prophesied
that radio is on the threshold of a new period

sociation,

development and that Chicago and the surrounding territory will play her part in making
radio a necessity and not a luxury.
Colonel -Clifton, of the Signal Corps of the

presented a sabre to Major Frost,

who

in

his

Dempsey-Tunney
made as
this

bout.

Many

to the

meth-

event.

New Brilliantone

Product

The new product of the Brilliantone Steel
Needle Co. of America, New York City, the
Junior Gilt Edge Twins needle, has leaped into
instant popularity. This is a ten-record playing
needle and is in keeping with the established
The new needle
quality of Bagshaw products.
is pack ed in 50-package cartons and 50-package
display stands.

Gluett Leases

of

U. S. Army, stated that the radio industry's
gain was the Army's loss, for Major Frost was
exceedingly popular among his army comrades.
Colonel Clifton, in the name of the Chicago
Post of the American Signal Corps Division,

the

od of capitalizing

preciation of the trade for his untiring efforts
In his rein the furthering of radio activities.

sponse Major Frost expressed his thanks and
promised to devote his best efforts to enlarging the scope of radio activities in the Middle
West. He stated that Chicago was in reality
the birth place of the Radio Manufacturers As-

in

valuable suggestions are

New

Store

—

Albany, N. Y., September 4. Cluett & Sons, the
well-known music house, of 49 State street, this
city, has leased the property adjoining Stanwix
Hall on Broadway and will occupy the whole
Alterations costing about
in the Fall.
$50,000 will be started in a short time, according
building
to

plans

of

the

about November

firm,
1,

it

and
is

will be
expected.

completed

The Talking Machine World,

HEINEMAN MOTOR

New

York, September

No. 77

THE

(Standard c^otor
OF THE

Phonograph Industry
General Phonograph Corporation
OTTO HEINEMAN,

Pres.

25 West 45th Street

New

York, N. Y.
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Ghas. Freshman Predicts
Successful Radio Season

is

giving the

new Viva-tonal Columbia models.

Many new Columbia

dealers have been appointed

showing of the new Columbia
and Mr. Smith expects, upon his arrival in
St. Louis, to learn that quite a few more have
jumped aboard the Columbia band wagon dur-

as a result of the

59

Stromberg-Garlson Dealer
Has Attractive Display

line

President of Chas. Freshman Co., Manufacturer
of Freshman Masterpiece Receivers, Sees
Coming Season as Most Successful

A

Important

the
his

Now

ing

viewed the

sets.

latest

developments

The Freshman Masterpiece

in

said

is

Freshman.

Mr.

really

nowhere

"The

public

St.

it

is

in sight,"

demands

placed."

Louis Golumbia Branch

Manager

New York

Visits

ization.

Panatrope

New

York, Norman
Louis branch of
the Columba Phonograph Co., has again taken
his trusty steering wheel in hand and is now
driving his family back to St. Louis. Mr. Smith
motored from St. Louis to New York by way
of Indianapolis, Baltimore and Philadelphia.
His return trip will be via Boston, Albany, BufWhile in town Mr. Smith,
falo and Cleveland.
B.

After a five-day stay in
Smith, manager of the

7.

—A

window display
which de-

effective, yet

for

its

motive recently

—

merchandise, giving quality service.
This year the Freshman Co. has exceeded all
its previous efforts in the building of receivers,
and we have taken the lady of the house into
For her we have deprimary consideration.
signed the most pleasing furniture models, each
one designed to enhance the beauty of any room

which

Position

Cleveland, O., September 7. Announcement
was recently made by A. L. Humphrey, chairman of the board of directors of the Westinghouse Union Battery Co., of the following
changes in the sales, engineering and executive
departments of the organizations: C. H. Smith,
formerly vice-president and general manager,
has been made president and general manager;
D. W. Souser has been appointed assistant to
the president; J. K. Ross Duggan, manager of
the export department, has been promoted to
vice-president of sales; J. L. Rupp, formerly
sales manager, has been promoted to the post
of vice-president of engineering, and G. B.
Cushing, formerly assistant sales manager, has
been promoted to sales manager of the organ-

quality

in

September

—

receiv-

receivers

are on display at the Exposition.
"Radio is growing by leaps and bounds, and

the saturation point

New

III.,

was attractive and
pended upon simplicity
that

President of Westinghouse Union
Is
Battery Co. Other Changes Made in Sales,
Engineering and Executive Staffs

return to his desk from a visit to the SesquiCentennial Exposition in Philadelphia, where he
was impressed by the interest with which visitors

Decatur,

G. H. Smith Appointed to

prediction that the forthcoming season will
most successful in the history of radio

—

Cone Speaker

ing his absence.

be the

was voiced by Chas. Freshman, president of
Chas. Freshman Co., Inc., New York, upon

Knickerbocker Presents Receiver and
in Simple Setting
Features of
Totally Shielded Set Strongly Emphasized

G. C.

in Philippines

St.

The American

Electric

Co.,

Inc.,

Manila,

Philippine Islands, Brunswick agent for that ter-

Panatrope has achieved
throughout the Islands.
Daily
demonstrations are given in the company's
headquarters at Manila and always attract
capacity audiences. The Pantrope is also being
demonstrated before various clubs and organizations with excellent results in the matter of
ritory, reports that the

great

the executive offices of the Columbia
and reported with much enthusiasm the
remarkable reception that the St. Louis district

visited
Co.,

Featuring Stromberg-Garlson Radio
graced the windows of G. C. Knickerbocker,
The acauthorized Stroniberg-Carlson dealer.
companying photograph' gives an idea of the

arrangement
the

totally

of the

window.

shielded

Every feature of

receiver

is

explained

through the series of window cards which are
supplied dealers by the Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Manufacturing Co. and the prices of the
receiver and the loud speaker are plainly inThe Summer foliage used in the
dicated.
background gave a touch of color to the display and helped give it a seasonal atmosphere.

success

sales.

H. DeFoe, Dickinson, N. D., is preparing
into new and larger quarters about the
middle of this month. Mr. DeFoe features the
Northland radio line and has succeeded in building up a prosperous business by his aggressive
merchandising methods.
C.

to

move

"Leads the World in Radio Values^^

A

Sample at Factory Cost

DIAMOND T
BABY GRAND CONSOLE
List Price $89.50

40%

Discount, Dealers Price $53.70

Sample Price $44.60
Only one at

Two
for

speakers built

No

low tones.

6

this price

One

high notes and one
single horn will produce both,

in.

TUBES

for

T. R.

the judge! Send us a trial order and if the
set does not equal your expectations in every way
send it back. Your Money Will Be Refunded Without Question.

You be

Sample one now, then talk
agency in your town.

to us about exclusive

Send check with order

DIAMOND T RADIO
SOUTH BEND,

IND.

MFRS,

—
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Establishing a Policy on Radio Trade-ins
—

Vital Problems Involved in the Radio Trade-in Situation Results
of an Investigation Made by the Pacific Radio Trade Association
Radio

retail

The

merchandising has reached the

faced with many of the problems common to the talking machine business,
the automobile business, and other older induspoint where

it

in

make

order to

a

sale

of a later

impQrtant development

establish-

in

by the Pacific Radio Trade Association, which
some time ago appointed a special committee to

tries.
Of vital importance at this time is the
question of radio trade-ins.
Should the dealer
make an allowance on an old obsolete radio

set

first

ing a trade-in policy on radio has been taken

is

As

investigate this matter.

committee

this

of

a result of the

report

a

entitled

work

"Radio

Trade-ins" will be submitted to the association.
This report contains much information on
this subject that will be of practical use to
dealers throughout the country and, therefore,
it is reproduced in part as follows:
Analysis Based on Questionnaire
In order to gain a definite expression from

model?

That is what is troubling a good many retail
merchants at the present time. Some dealers
have solved the problem by making very small
allowances to old customers in certain cases.
Other merchants have absolutely refused to consider a trade-in deal and prefer to lose a sale to
having an old radio set on their hands. However, the time has come when dealers must

Northern California, the Pacific
Radio Trade Association sent a questionnaire to
a widely scattered list of several hundred of the
most thoughtful dealers, particularly to those
whose methods of business and whose knowledge of radio merchandising warranted conthe retailers of

make a definite policy in connection with
handling trade-ins. The changes in the industry have been so rapid
new sets have been
produced making obsolete old models, new concerns have entered the field with products in
which are incorporated refinements of construc-

—

fidence.

The questionnaire asked what percentage
wanted

the retailers' customers

—

of

to trade in sets

To what

extent trade-ins are at present a facin two questions
in the questionnaire.
The first question on the
list asked whether the dealer thought trade-ins
were necessary, and nearly 80 per cent of the

tor

is

very clearly indicated

dealers stated that

they were.
appeared another question

Far down the

in connection
with the dealer's present practice in handling
trade-ins, in which he was asked whether he
made trades.
The division here was nearly
identical and more than 75 per cent of the dealers, while they may not openly be advertising
the fact, are, nevertheless, taking trade-ins at
the present time.
list

Methods
Most

sale of trade-in sets
er

Handling
were in favor of the rebeing handled by each dealof

of the dealers

many

individually, although nearly as

deal-

ers favored a central

bureau maintained jointly
by all dealers. The latter plan, to your committee, does not appear to be a feasible one,
because it involves co-operative action on the

tion and new ideas in cabinets
and all of these
developments have combined to create a condition where there are thousands of radio sets
in homes in which new and later models can be
placed with very little trouble by dealers. Another point; competition is so keen in the retail
field that the dealers must utilize every opportunity for making sales and they can ill afford
to overlook this great replacement market.
Guesswork in making allowance on tradeins can result in only one thing
loss to the
dealer.
Two important factors stand out in

and the answers varied quite widely. A fair
statement would be that from 25 to 30 per cent
of the people buying sets at the present time
have a set which they would like to trade in
or on which they would like an allowance. Your
committee believes that if it were generally
known that a used set might have some value,
this percentage would increase and that it is

part of

possible that of the sets in use to-day nearly

interesting to note the answers of the
various dealers to the trade-in questionnaire

connection with the establishment of a tradeThe first is the marketin policy on radio.
ability of the set that the prospect is seeking to
trade in and the second is an allowance sufficiently low so that the dealer can sell the tradein not only without loss to himself but at a
profit.
That this can be done is indicated by
the experiences of dealers who have approached
the matter intelligently and also this is proved

sets constitutes not only all of the people

one-half might

—

higher

be available
or

priced

a

for the

therefore,

better
of

sale

trade-in

to

new

on a

The market,

job.

radio receiving

who

have no set of any kind, but also comprises
probably 40 per cent of those who already have
sets,

including,

home-made

particularly,

sets,

those with one, two or three tubes and receivers
which have been pushed out at cut-price sales,
through mail order houses, miscellaneous manufacturers

The

and similar

radio

selling outlets.

were

whether, in
should be reHere the opinion was very

dealers

asked

by the fact that some talking machine dealers
have made the trade-in phonograph a source of

their opinion, the sets traded in

profit.

decidedly

sold or wrecked.
in

favor of re-sale.

all dealers in the employment of help,
the determining of a store location and policy,

and

in

the handling of a business.

point important to point out that

It is at this

a

home-made

set is acquired by a dealer as a
trade-in and the set embodies a patented circuit
or patented features, the re-sale of the set by
if

the dealer
It

not legal.

is

is

covering questions of policy. The dealers were
asked: "Do you favor a policy of trade-ins based
upon a schedule of values taking into consideration the type of receiver, type of circuit, model

and number of tubes?" The dealers indicated,
by two to one, that they did not favor an unrestricted trade-in policy but that they favored,
instead, a schedule of some kind which would

indicate at least within what range an allowance would be in order and profitable.
The
sets on which it is easiest to place a trade-in
value, such as the standard makes, are not so
easy to trade and there is not the sales possibility

among

their owners.

not possible to

It

is,

furthermore,

of the receivers

which
determine an allowance on each,
irrespective of their condition, and it is obvious
that such an allowance
if
once determined
would, two years from now, be entirely out of
have been

THE TUBE WITH THE SENSIBLE- GUARANTEE

list

all

built,

line.

No

^^edmSupport!
^^nmi

From

Fixed Rule Feasible

it may readily be seen that
as far as suggesting a hard and fast rule that
will cover all trade-ins and all conditions, your

the above,

committee

faced with an impossible task and
do( is to present the various
many scattered dealers, summarize them and make several concrete suggestions, leaving the matter in this shape for
the present, at least.
In making these sugges-

ir.

is

the

best it can
ideas used by

/^^^

riBRATIONLESS
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ar
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AND GOOD
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equally
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higher.
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of caution

should bear

in

sHghtest movement in relation to each
Other caiises a characteristic change, invariably disqualifying the tube.

second-hand

set

XHE NEW SUPERTRONS HAVE SUPPORTS
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one unit.
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There are three elements in a radio tube
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mind

is

that

in order.

before

A

dealer

re-selling

a

should be checked thoroughly, it should be cleaned up and, if necessary,
the cabinet should be re-finished and that it
should be sold as a second-hand set and at a
profit.
In outlining a trade-in policy, it should
be borne in mind that batteries, tubes and acit

cessories are not included and, in the
mittee's opinion, should not be traded.

com-

Several dealers allow 10 to 20 per cent less
than what the set could be re-sold for and it

may be

pointed out that this allowance does
not provide the dealer with a fair profit, nor
does the plan used by several of allowing 25
per cent oflF list on current models.
It is obvious that the traded-in set re-sold by the dealer
must carry its full margin of profit based upon

(Continued on page 62)
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Establishing a Radio Trade-in Policy
That Will Bring Profits to Retailers
(Continued from page 60)

which

cost

a

Good

would

include

re-conditioning.

demands this.
Can Set Be Re-sold?

business

Running

all through the
answers was the
expressed thought of "probable re-sale
value." In other words, a dealer should size up
the set to determine whether it was re-salable
and, if so, at what price, and because of this
the plan worked out here has been based solely
upon the question, "Can the set be re-sold?"
and the trade-in is made only if, in the judgment of the dealer, a re-sale may be efifected.
In line with one of the plans for handling automobile re-sales is that used by several radio
stores in which the customer's set is left with

often

the dealer for re-sale, and after re-sale

The Pacent Cone

is

in diameter

made
and

in two sizes:

3 feet in

17 inches

diameter

made

reproduction

of

by the Pacent Powerformer and Cone, these two new Pacent
developments must be heard.
possible

Pacent Poiverformer reproduces music
an^^eech with a tonal quality and sound
Tt^ti

range heretofore impossible.
nates

"B"

It also elimi-

Batteries.

List Price

including

(exclusive of tubes but
necessary connections)

all

is

tuitously giving his effort in

appreciate the revolu-

quality

tionary

transaction

the

$82.50

The Pacent Cone, manufactured under

the

Lektophone Patents, has practically unlimited tone range with great volume and
sweetness.

making

a sale.

An-

appears and that is, howlarge a new sale is being made, it being evident
by the answers given that if the new sale runs
into considerable money the dealer is inclined
to make a larger allowance.
Here, again, the
thought must be borne in mind that the dealer
is entitled to a full profit on the re-sale of the
other

rO FULLY

credit

passed to the customer.
As your committee understands this procedure,
however, the dealer does not receive a profit on
the re-sale so efifected and is, therefore, gra
for

consideration

traded-in

set.

There are many other ideas, such as an allowance based on the appraisal of the parts used
in the sets, the probable sale of the parts themre-vamping of sets and the making
over of circuits, and other ideas too numerous
to list, to all of which the committee is opposed.
It is probably a fair statement to say that
the average radio merchant is appraising the
trade-in set for its re-sale value based upon a

in

diameter

-

•

$28.50

Atwater Kent Distributor
Starts School for Salesmen
Ernest Ingold, Inc., Has Classes to Train Men
in Selling Atwater Kent Line
Graduates to
Be Sent to Dealers Needing Salesmen

San Francisco,

have some desirable territory

open and
to those

September

Atwater Kent products

was

recently

still

by

Ingold,

method

find that this

is,

in a

we

great majority of

used by firms of recognized standing in
of radio and by those whose
methods and successes justify a study of their
cases,

the

retailing

procedure.

Committee's Suggestion

The Committee
of a set

which

feels

that the ideal handling

offered as a trade-in

is

would be

as follows:

The dealer should examine the set and quickly
make an estimate of what he feels it may be
promptly re-sold for and should offer its owner
one-half of that figure.
The above procedure
calls for an eye appraisal made promptly and a
statement of the exchange offered in a manner
that does not leave room for bargaining.
The committee cautions the dealer in making
the above appraisement of a trade-in that his
profit

is

not equivalent to a 50 per cent dis-

count, as might be indicated at
cause, after

acquiring the

set,

first

glance, be-

the

dealer will

be put to the expense of testing, of correcting
any defects, of putting the set in presentable
appearance as well as in operative condition and,
furthermore, he is assuming a hazard more or
less great in putting the set into his stock.

A
for a

Case

in

Point

was tendered to a dealer
trade-in and the dealer, upon inspection

For example,

if

a set

it, believed that he could promptly re-sell it
by showing it in his store for $50, the owner of
the set should be offered on a trade-in $25.

of

tensive

selling

and training course

but

also

includes instruction in the conduct of the men,

approach, their appearance and in comconditions.
The school is non-technical in character and deals purely with the
sale of radio apparatus and accessories as merchandise, staying as far away as it is possible
The
technical discussions.
to do so from
Atwater Kent Salesman's Manual is used as a
their

in

men

4.

—A

school

merchandise
the proper manner,
to

text

book.

shows the

The
first

accompanying

class

on

the

illustration

opening

night

Ernest
distrib-

Inc.,

utor of Atwater Kent
radio sets and other

will stock these quick-sell-

equipment, and marks
an advance in placing
radio selling on the

ing Pacent developments,

offering the customer

is

inau-

make

a special proposition to

who

Cal.,

for salesmanship, training

gurated

We

he

$50,

petitive

(West of Rockies $31.50)
Also available in 36-inch size for either floor
Prices and full tnfortnation
or wall mounting.
All types
on these two sizes sent on request.
suitable
length cord and Pacent
equipped with
Detachable Plug.

promptly for

$25 on a trade-in and, checking back further,

selves, the

—

Type A, 17 inches

quick turnover and is making an allowance of
40 to SO per cent of such an appraisement. In
other words, if, in the dealer's estimation, he
can eflfect a re-sale of the set offered him

possible

highest
plane.

Pacent Radio Corporation
158 West 16th

St.

New York

City

The school is designed to fit salesmen
•

in

selling

Kent,

The Pacent Potcerjormer
its

weight

is

truly portable.

is only 8.r8.vin inches find
approximately 32 pounds, making it

being

dealers

openings
sales

salesmen

furnished by
Ingold, Inc.,

Ernest
to

Atwater

the

who have
their

in

staffs.

started to

fill

It

was

a

need

which

exists,

partic-

ularly

among

country

dealers.

A

city dealer

usually able to secure whatever help he
is

Salesmen Sponsored by Ernest Ingold,

School
but a country
situated
and the Infortunately
not
dealer
so
gold school is supplying men with a good
for

needs

is

grounding

in

the sale of

Atwater Kent

radio.

The school has a regular application blank
and it might bear mention that three out of
four of the applicants are rejected at the start
as not having the necessary qualifications.

curriculum consists not only of a complete

The
in-

session.
are:

H.

Seated
C.

at the table,

Webb,

from

Inc.
left to

right,

technical director of Ernest

Hinze and Melvin
Ingold, Inc; H. S.
Lyons, treasurer and vice-president.

W. Barton, radio dealer, formerly
C.
Lisbon, N. D.. has opened a new store at
Moure, N. D.

De

of
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Did you know that the radio
receiver used by great broadcasting stations to listen to
their own programs is the

D AY- FA N
This announcement breaks in
the Saturday Evening Post
full page Sept. 11th, followed
by a total of 22 full pages in
the Post, Literary Digest and
Liberty, with a circulation of
over six million every month

you think you can sell such a
receiver— if you want a square
deal and the backing of a 37
year old company, write
If

DAY-FAN ELECTRIC
DAYTON, OHIO

CO.

—

:
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more volume, and
another important development is the SuperGround Clamp, which reduces high resistance
in the ground wire, increases volume, saves
batteries, and makes a dependable, permanent

Super-Ball Antenna Proves
Popular in All Countries
Yahr-Lange,

Inc.,

40 per cent to 60 per cent

National Distributor, Reports

Growing Demand for Spherical
Type Antenna Many Foreign Orders
Constantly

ground connection.

—

Mr. Yahr
of

sibilities

—

Milwaukee, Wis., September 7. A convincingexample of the possibilities for big business in
the radio field is provided by the recent achievement of Fred E. Yahr, president of Yahr-Lange,
Mr. Yahr assumed the national distribuInc.

is

enthusiastic over the sales pos-

the

Super-Ground

Super-Ball

Clamp,

and

September

IS,

1926

Features Embodied in
Borkman Velvet Speakers
Line of Radio Speakers Manufactured by the
Borkman Radio Corp. Represents New Developments in These Products

Antenna, and the
considers

that

In

his

new Velvet

the

line

of

radio

speakers

manufactured by the Borkman Radio Corp., Salt
Lake City, and Kalamazoo, Mich., and for
which the Zinke Co., Chicago, 111., acts as sales
department, four outstanding features have
been incorporated. The Velvet unit, which has
the patented Borkman double-stylus bar and
the specially formed diai'Ii ragm, is one of the

success with these specialties is an excellent
indication of the universal appeal of radio. He
states that he has received orders from practically every country on the globe, and a recent

shipment included consignments to Argentina,
Holland and Japan. Super-Ball Antennas are
now handled by about 125 distributors in the
United States, Canada and foreign countries.
It has been approved by the National Board of
Fire Underwriters and under the National
Electric Code.

H. F. Hopkins Sales Manager
of Borkman Radio Corp.
Appointment as General Sales Manager Announced Recently by George F. Borkman
Has Been Long Active in Radio Circles
Salt Lake City, Utah, September

7.

Jewel Case Model No. 21
unusual features. It develops a clear soft tone,
yet secures great range from the high vocal
registers down to the deepest notes of the bass.
There are no adjustments to make, no polarity

— George

Borkman, president of the Borkman Radio
Corp., recently announced that H, F- Hopkins
was appointed general sales manager of the
F.

corporation,

August

Fred E. Yahr
tion

new

of a

radio accessory, the Super-Ball

that

last year,

built

sold

up

and
a

in

dis-

some twenty-

additional
thousand Super-Balls, with
orders for another thirty thousand now being
five

completed.
This spherical antenna, which is ten inches
in diameter, has proved highly efficient on all
circuits, and has aroused the interest of radio
experts in all parts of the country. The design
of the Super-Ball antenna makes it non-directional, and it is built of metal having the great-

increase

selectivity,

clarify

reject a large part of the noise

tone,

A new
said

give

the

In the horn type speaker another unique
development has been achieved with the intro-

effective

10.

duction

its

the

first

manager

reflects

and interference

Super-Ball

reso-

sound

per-

fectly

without

add-

any vibrations
own.
It
is

ing

its

practically

is

n d e-

i

not

structible,

af-

by moisture,
quickly worked and

fected

the Chicago office of the Borkman
Radio Corp., and is now located at 230 East

lends itself to vari-

street.

ous

attractive

ishes.

Suffers Fire Loss
The Murmann Phonograph

1318

Co.,

tic

New

fin-

acous-

principles
,

have
,

,

been worked out by

Olive

,

Velvet Speaker No. 9

known designer on the Borkman
and with scientific air columns greater
volume has been secured from smaller horns.
nationally

a

through
a fire of undetermined origin which occurred in
the store last month.
street, recently suffered a loss of $6,000

Antenna from

and

nates

of

moved
Ohio

an

is

material which

inert

an excellent recognition of
his ability and achievement. Mr. Hopkins has
eral sales

en-

material,

"BK"

"BK."

transmitting stations in Chicago.
He has acted as technical adviser to many
leading radio manufacturers and his articles
have appeared in many radio publications. For
some time past he has been connected with the
engineering and sales department of the Borkman Radio Corp. and his appointment as genof

the

of

new

tirely

,

neutralizing condenser, just perfected,

to

Chicago,

and

collected by long wire aerials.

is

in

Hopkins has been active in radio and
development since 1909, and operated one

The manuest electrical conductivity known.
all
wave
receive
will
it
states
that
facturer
lengths,

offices

Mr.

Antenna, toward the close of
the seven months following
tributing organization

with

interchanges, yet it is said that the unit will not
on the heaviest power amplification.

blast

staff,

feature is particularly noted
Jewel Case, model 21 speaker, designed by
one of America's leading acoustic specialists. As
the name might imply, the speaker is an enlarged
reproduction of a jewel case, and upon lifting
the cover there is found the bell of a sixtyinch horn. The cover with its two side pieces
retains the shape of the bell of the resonating
chamber. The Jewel Case speaker may be operated while either closed or open and all of the
wood of its contour is used as a resonating
factor, the same as in a violin. The Jewel Case

The last-named

The Nedmel Baby Grand
RADIO CONSOLE

in the

Height

46"

Width
Depth

33"

-

30"

Panel Dimensions

Height
Depth
Length

8/2"
10"

is

14" to 30"

wonderful tone quality.

There

is

ample room

in the

accommodate

to

batteries

and charger.

This console

is

a

work

all

of art,

finished in antique walnut, and

has been most favorably received by those who have had
the privilege of seeing and ex-

amining

FRANK

H. ISAACS, 241 W. 36th
Factory Representative

St.,

N. Y. C.

it.

brown mahogany

in a

and the five-foot horn is
made of Kerstenite. It measures sixteen by
eleven by nine inches high, and lists for $45.00.

The console contains the
Echo speaker, 14" wide, with a
throw 25", made of a combination of woods producing a

cabinet

furnished in walnut or

hand-rubbed

finish,

The latest of the Velvet radio speakers to be
introduced by the Borkman Radio Corp. is the
"Lantern," known as Velvet speaker No. 9.
The design is especially, pleasing and novel and
it has thirty-three inches of new type horn with
an air column of scientific design so that that
portion of tones usually lost in reproduction is
built up to give the full tonal range and complete rounded tone with none of the overtones
The "Lantern" is
undertones left out.
equipped with the Borkman unit, and the horn
is
made of indestructible Borkmanite. It is
finished in antique bronze and furnished with a
The
five-foot telephone-type cord connection.
firm has already prepared a number of merchandising helps, such as window displays,
broadsides, sepia photographs, circulars, etc.,
or

for use of dealers.

;
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Necessity

e

Make

r

HEART
of the
POWER

PLANT

your

SET
aPOWER
SET

CONTROLIT
ALONE

Your

set switch or rheostat
control "B" Battery Substitute and
Charger automatically.

can

now

Anyone can

radio users will

chimney

on

;

boat decks

tent

Aerial
Outfit

— Radio's Safeguard

The

highest form
of aerial obtainfor those
having room to
stretch wires outdoors. The set is
complete to the
able

poles or

— avoiding

all

un-

sightliness.

Ready

for erecting.

" STORM

vice,

in one piece

-indestructible
readily connecting

lite

wherever

de-

Cord

tips

sired.

grip automatically.

Arrester-and "STOaM KING"

Brach Master Aerial - $3>50
Other Aerials - $4 to $5.50

is

Shock-Proof Radio
^ Plug

made of Bakelite, will stand years
of exposure operates on proven

Simplicity itself. Gives
perfect electrical con-

non-air-gap principle
at a modest price

tact.

is

just that.

$1.00
GUARD " Arrester
;

—

speaker or head set
cord with extension
cord. Enabling you
to place loud speaker

KING "

Dealers cannot satisfy their trade
with any but a really dependable

" STORM

made of pure Bake-

O G

screw and includes Brach Lightning
Arrester — all ready for erection.

Price $10

A simple Brach de—

—

last

Insures fine tone and clarity.

Extension Cord
Connector

CONTROLIT;

it.

Brach Master

Lightning
Arrester

proof Antenna— like a flag pole,
with 100 feet of wound wirethat can be erected on flat roofs,
gables, or side of house or

demand

*Leading manufacturers of socket-power units have
adopted Brach Controlits as standard equipment.

Bracli

weather-

the
or

cellar,

Price $6

required.

indestructible,

makers are urging the use of

Set

Merely adding a BRACK CONTROLIT makes
any set a light power-operated set, eliminating all
switches from "B" Battery substitutes and Trickle
Chargers. No added wiring; no alterations to set

An

CONTROLIT, and

or shelf.

closet,

Brach TotemPole Antenna

install

power plant can be placed anywhere— in

"A" Trickle

— yet

sells

$1.S0
All Brach Lightning Arresters
carry a $100 InsuranceGuarantee

Withstands high

No

exposed
voltages.
metal parts to shcvck the
user. Easily connacteJ
or released. Neat, art
istic

Price 50c*

and inexpensive
Price 50c.

KAdio Products
L. S. BRACH MFG. CO., Newark, H. J.
Makers o£ Famous Brach Lightning Arresters

—
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Fansteel Arranges Series of
Damrosch Radio Concerts
Fansteel Products Co. Completes Arrangements
Whereby Walter Damrosch and N. Y. Symphony Orchestra Will Be Heard Weekly

—

ucts Co.,
ite

WGN

or WLIB,
Minneapolis-St. Paul; KSD,

Detroit;

Chicago;
Louis;
WDAF, Kansas City, and WOC, Davenport.
While Mr. Damrosch and his orchestra have
been on the air before, this is the first time that
any attempt has been made to broadcast a

WCCO

regular series of

gram

III., September 7.
The Fansteel ProdNorth Chicago, manufacturer of Balkradio power units, recently completed ar-

Chicago,

WWJ,

symphony

concerts.

Broadcasting Station

St.

The

WPAP

Station

sembles

One

15,

1926

Made

Resemble Freshman Set

to

pro-

one of the most ambitious ever attempted by any broadcaster, and in effect
makes available to any owner of a radio set
a symphony season in his own home.
The
first concert will be a full symphony program
by Mr. Damrosch and the orchestra, and thereafter concerts will be arranged as far as possi-

of

at

Pahsades Park, N.

J.,

Re-

Freshman Masterpiece Receiver
the Most Unique in the Country

is

Each symphony program

ble in pairs.

preceded by a piano
In

alone.

these

he

recitals

the following week.

What
casting

is

said to be the

station

in

Palisades Park, N.

the

most unique broad-

country

is

located

at

and was built to resemble
the Freshman Masterpiece receiver, manufactured by the Chas. Freshman Co., New York.
J.,

will be

by Mr. Damrosch

recital

will

and play important parts

plain
of

September

By

ex-

discuss,

programs
method it is

of the

this

programs can be made not

e.xpected that the

only of the greatest entertainment value, but
be made to constitute a liberal education in

music as well.
Mr. Damrosch is too well known to require
comment, for he was one of the nation's pioneer
orchestra leaders and today he is one of the
most popular and widely known conductors.
With his standing as a conductor, Mr. Damrosch combines an amazing fund of knowledge
of the musical world, and has known personally most of the great musicians of the last fifty
years, including Liszt and Wagner.
While actual programs have not yet been
made up, but will be announced later, it is
planned that because of the large number of

Walter Damrosch
rangements for Walter Damrosch and the New
York Symphony Orchestra to broadcast a regular series of concerts over thirteen stations in
the chain of stations of the Broadcasting Co. of

America. Beginning on October 23, these concerts will be given every Saturday night at 9
m. Eastern Standard time, over stations
p.
WEAF, New York; WEEI, Boston; W'GR,
Buffalo;

burgh;

WFI,
WSAI,

Philadelphia;
Cincinnati;

WCAE,

WTAM,

Pitts-

Cleveland;

listeners

may

be

to

character.

whom

portions of the programs
programs shall be of popular
According to the plan there will be

new

is

officials

herewith.

of Palisades

The station is operated
Amusement Park- and

completely equipped for broadcasting'-i)n a

wave length

of 361 meters. It

is

called Station

WPAP.
Installs

The United Phonograph

Co.,

Cbarleston,

recently opened a branch store at 321

street.

The company

lumbia

line of

Grosley Speaker

to

The Division
at
S.

King

carries the complete Co-

phonographs and records.

Louder tones are not
The

It is illustrated

by

Palisades Park

the

programs of the widest variety to appeal
everybody from music students to laymen.

C.,

WPAP,

Station

Office of the Virginia

Railway

Victoria, Va., has installed a Crosley Musi-

cone radio speaker

in its train

movement

dispatching office

The speaker
connects with lines to all stations and the passage of each train is reported.
to control the

of trains.

sufficient

amplification must he synchronized

"loud speaker." A fog horn will
But for talking machines and
radio sets, the only amplifier worth considering is one in which
the tones are synchronized an amplifier by which notes of both
high and low frequency are produced with equal definition, with
in short,
their original color, timbre and harmony of blend
amplification having every quality of the original.
is easy enough to secure a
ITaccomplish
that purpose.

—

—

This has been accomplished and is being accomplished, by applying the latest discoveries in
scientific amplification in what is becoming
famous as the Miller system of synchronized
amplification.

In this system, the basic principle is a horn having the proper length and exponential curve from
the reproducer to the bell. Miller is peculiarly
competent in producing amplifiers to suit the
manufacturers' needs and secure a true, amplified
reproduction without distortion.

Send us your data and our audio-engineering
department is at your service in solving your
problems.
Lsr^iyrH

or

a/j^

coi^^^

-sa

The Miller Rubber Co,
of N. Y.

Akron,

Ohio,

U.

S.

A.

4

September

15,
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Fifth Anniversary

P
h
t

"The

p.

G.

brock man

Secretary and Director
of Sales

^^y,

^2

'1

E

Asst.

Charles J. Rey
Bin-ctor of Siles.

ch..i>;e

of

Richmond

ir

4
X

O'Tlre

South's Largest Phonograph Supply

House

EXCLUSIVEL Y WHOLESALE

1921 SEPTEMBER 1926
James K. Polk,
Richmond, Va.

Atlanta, Ga.

Inc.
Dallas, Tex.

THE TALKING MACHINE WORLD

Septembkr

A Birth and a Birthday
Congratulations are in order on the Fifth Anniversary in the Wholesale Phonograph business of

James K. Polk, Inc.
We

proud of our association with
sterhng house and we wish them
many, many happy returns of the day
are

this

And

Congratulations Are in Order (s)
on the

Birth of a New Idea—
The Junior Gilt Edge
Twins Have Arrived!
—

50 Package Display Stand Assorted Tones
50 Package Display Carton One Tone
Either Costs

You Only

—

$2.30

The only ten-record playing needle packed in
this manner and selling at this low price!
Write

NOW

for sample display carton

and name

of your nearest distributor

Brilliantone Steel Needle Co. of America, Inc.
370 Seventh Avenue, New York

City

HTHE MAGNATRON Family is proud of its happy
The associa^
relations with the POLK Family*
tion has been a double guarantee of dependability
to the dealers of the South*

More Power

to

James K.

Polky Inc.y on thiSf their
Fifth Birthday.

MACNATIIOHS

All Majcnatrons, DC-201A, DC-199, DC-120, DC-200A,
l)C-ir2, I)C-171, DC-210, DC-216B, Red, etc.. are now
packed in patented cushioned containers, in handsome
gold boxes, and in convenient display cartons of five.

are individually huilt by

CONNEWEY ELECTRIC LABORATORIES
MAGNATRON BUILDING

HOBOKEN,

N.

J.

15,

1926

September

15,

1926
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Carryola QmPANYofAmerica.
World^s Largest Manufacturer
of Portable

Phonographs

Extends to

James K. Polk^
Its

Inc.

Sincere

on

5

its

th

Anniversary

66d
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yfjg£un,we /bay'-'

SUCCQSSto\Tamed Kpoik, Inc.
^NOTHER

yg

Time's
has been

milestone,

inexorable

in

flight,

passed by James K. Polk,

Inc.,

Atlanta, Ga.

Again,

we

here in the Caswell organi-

zation have the opportunity of wishing

James K. Polk organization a
continued and well-merited success.
the entire

Since Caswell Portables
the market,

the

first

activities

appeared on
of

this

pro-

Southern jobbing institution
have been conspicuous for alertness and
a close adherence to a high-minded,
gressive

square-dealing business policy.

and proper that
the future success of James K. Polk, Inc.,
be as great as the past.
That it will
be so, is the hope of this institution.
It

is

altogether

fitting

Like the James K. Polk organization,
Caswell Portables are also a marked
success in their particular sphere.

can rightfully be termed:

Most Distinctive

They

The World's

Portables.

(asweVJ^an ufaciuriry
PORTABLE PHONOGRAPHS t9^DISTINCTION
MILmUKEE^WIS.
U.S.A.

ST.

PAUL AVE.

AT lOT"? STREET

!
Septembek

15,
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Pat. Serial

Xo. 118,390

ERFECTION
Another new addition
the

drawn

to

The Mutual

SAXO-TONE

ARM

line

is

brass
as featured above.
Equipped with ball bearing
throwback together with double row of ball

bearings in base race and tested
under air pressure for leakage.
There can be absolutely no loose or
vibrating joints.

STANDARD LENGTH

We

take this opportunity
to congratulate

James K.

Polky Inc.

upon its Fifth Anniversary.
Through its efforts Mutual products
have become ividely knoum
throughout the wide
territory

it

serves.

The BET-A-TONE Reproducer
At a Popular Price

Canadian Acme Screw

&.

Gear.

Unidas. S. A
Dinner Music Co
Playcrtone Talking Machine Co
Shapleigh Hardware Co

Ltd

1209 King St., West, Toronto, Can.
Baideras 110, (Mexico City, Mexico
229 W. Randolph St., Chicago, III.
632 Grant St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Industries

Targ

&

4th

St.

and Washington Ave.,

St.

Louis,

Mo.

i
Gio-ei^(

Cor.

Broadivay,
*^
Street

Hoaston

)

!
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Congratulations

September

—

James K. Polk,

inc,

ATLANTA, GA.

on your

Fifth Anniversary

Knowing the keen, energetic gentlemen of your organization we knew that you would forge ahead into one of
phonograph distributing companies in the
country, but the unusual rapidity with which you have
attained such success is truly remarkable. We want you
the foremost

know

—

with a feeling of pride we say "Our
The James K. Polk Company
Southern Distributors?
of Atlanta, Georgia, and Richmond, Virginia,"

to

that

it

is

—

Sonora Phonograph Company, Inc,
16

NEW YORK

EAST 40TH STREET

Congratulations
take sincere pleasure in extending JAMES K. POLK, INC.,
ATLANTA, GEORGIA, our cordial congratulations and best
wishes on the fifth anniversary of their entry into the phono-

We

graph business.
leads the phonograph distributors of the South,
and is one of the most successful in the country a significant
evidence of house-policy, initiative, meritorious product and ef-

This

company

—

ficient service.

our sincere hope that the future will evidence a progressive
combination of their present splendid success.
It is

It is

our privilege to state that

used

*'MASTERCRAFT"

JAMES

K.

POLK,

INC., have

cabinets exclusively.

The Wolf Manufacturing Industries
(Estahlished 1890)

Phonographs and Radio Cabinets
QUINCY, ILLINOIS
New York 0£fice: 47 West 42nd Street

Builders oS

Mastercra£t

15,

1926

September

15,
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LIST OF EXHIBITORS
The Third Annual Radio World's

Fair

NEW MADISON SQUARE GARDEN
NEW YORK CITY
September 13 to
DD-l A-C Electrical Mfg. Co
BB-9 Acme Apparatus Co
DD-5 Acme Wire Co
Z-8 Aero Products Co
AA-8 Aerovox Wireless Corp
W-5 Alden Mfg. Co
K-3 All American Radio Corp
M-2 Allen Bradley Co
BB-5 Aluminum Co. of America
DD-7 American Bosch Magneto Corp
CC-14 American Electric Co
T-2 American Mechanical Lab
S-7 Amplex Instrument Lab
CC-10 Amplion Corp. of America
F-13

Amsco Products

Dayton, O.
Cambridge, Mass.
New Haven, Conn.
Chicago, 111.
City
Springfield, Mass.
Chicago, 111.
Milwaukee, Wis.

New York

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Springfield, Mass.

Chicago, 111.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
New York City
New York City
New York City

Co., Inc

Radio World's Fair Headquarters.

BB-17 Apco Mfg. Co
BB-11 Apex Elec. Mfg. Co
FF-1 Argus Power Radio Co
G-1 Atwater Kent Mfg. Co
HH-3 Auburn Button Works
H-.S

V-1

Philadelphia, Pa.

New York
New York

Briggs

&

Salt

City,

New York

City
City

Utah
City

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Chicago, 111.
Irvington, N. J.

New York

City
Racine, Wis.
Chicago, 111.

(See List of Exhibitors-

New York

Chicago, 111.
Elkhart, Ind.
New York City

New York
New York

Dejur Products Co., Inc
De Veaux Radio Co

Tobe Deutschmann Co
Diamond Electrical Corp
BB-1 Diamond State Fibre Co

CC-20
T-5

Dictograph Products Corp
Diva Radio Corp

W-4 Dodd Mead & Co
BB-16 Dongan Elec. Mfg. Co
EE-7 Dry Storage Battery Co..

W-1

Dubilier Condenser

EE-9-11

& Radio Corp

Executive Radio Council.

Continued on Next Page)

J.

Herrmann

Daven Radio Corp
DD-12 Richard T. Davis, Inc
X-1 Day-Fan Electric Co
L-5 De Forest Radio Co

DD-5

City
City

Hoboken, N.

St.

Mary's, Pa.
City
City

New York
New York

Cincinnati, O.

New York

CC-2

E-3

City

Milwaukee, Wis.

Corbett Cabinet Mfg. Co
0-2 Cornell Electric Mfg. Co
CC-17 Cornish Wire Co
L-1 Crosley Radio Corp
B-1-3 E. T. Cunningham, Inc

II-8

J.

J.

111.

City

Auburn, N. Y.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Chicago 111
Providence. R. I.

DD-5

M-1

Chicago, 111.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Brighton, Mass.
Island City, N. Y.

Chicago,

New York

Canotex Co
GG-6 Allen D. Cardwell Mfg. Corp
AA-7 Carter Radio Co
FF-2 C. E. Mfg. Co
DD-4 Cell-o-kay Mfg. Co
DD-3 Central Radio Lab
S-6 Chicago Solder Co
K-1 Chicago Telephone Supply Co
EE-3 Clarke-Splitdorf Corp
R-1 Cleartron Vacuum Tube Co
EE-1 Colonial Radio Corp
AA-12 Connewey Electric Lab

Lake City

Newark, N.

Long

Burgess Battery
Boy Scouts of America

HH-3

Cincinnati, O.

Salt

Stratton Corp

BB-16 Brooklyn Metal Stamping Corp
CC-1 Browning-Drake Corp
S-5 Bruno Radio Corp

Lake

1926

Insert: Right, G. Clayton Irwin; Left, U.

Providence, R. I.
Chicago, 111.
New York City

Bakelite Corp

DD-19 Nathaniel Baldwin, Inc
DD-11 Batteryless Corp
EB-2 Beacon Radio Mfg. Co
CC-9 Benjamin Elec. Mfg. Co
DD-5 Best Manufacturing Co
HH-6 Blair Radio Lab
CC-5 Blandin Phonograph Co
DD-3 Bodine Electric Co
CC-12 Borkman Radio Corp
DD-11 Bosworth Electric Mfg. Co
E-7 L. S. Brach Mfg. Co
BB-12 Bremer-Tully Mfg. Co

A-1
Y-1

18,

City

Newark, N.
Chicago,

J.
111.

Dayton. O.
Jersey City, N. J.
New York City
Boston, Mass.
Boston, Mass.
Newark, N. J.
Bridgeport, Pa.
New York City
New York City
New York City
Detroit, Mich.
Philadelphia, Pa.
New York City
.

New York

City
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Exhibitors at Third

EE-7
Z-5
C-1

Annual Radio World's Fair

K-7
C-7
T-7

Eagle Charger Co
Eagle Radio Co
Ekko Products Co

BB-18

Philadelphia, Pa.

Newark, N.

New

Philadelphia,' Pa.

New York
New York

Co

Bellev He, N. J.
City

New York

Cambridge, Mass.
Reading, Mass.
Long Island City, N. Y.

New York
New York

S-3 Gold Seal Electrical Co., Inc
T-S Gould Storage Battery Co., Inc
CC-12 Graynie Corp
I- 1
A. H. Grebe & Co., Inc
DD-10 Grigsby-Grunow-Hinds Co
Z-6 David Grimes, Inc

Chicago,

New York

Co

Cambridge, Mass.

& Electric Co
International Insulating Corp

Marion, Ind.
Elyria, O.

Indiana Mfg.

DD-5

111.

City

New York City
Hartford, Conn.
Mansfield, O.
Newark, N. J.
Chicago, 111.

EE-16 Heath Radio & Electric Mfg. Co
M-1 Howard Radio Co

FF-7

City
City

Chicago, 111.
Jersey City, N. J.

DD-9 Hammarlund Mfg. Co
DD-14 Hartford Battery Mfg. Co
EE-5 Hartman Electric Mfg. Co
Electrical Instrument

J.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Golden-Leutz, Inc

Lectrodio Corp

E-5

AA-5
II- 5

J-9

H-6

Co

Chicago,
Chicago,

Karas Electric Co

Kay

Electric

Co

Kellogg Switchboard

&

Supply Co

King-Buffalo, Inc

nn^

Bigger

Than

v'l
Y-6
Y-4

19

FF-6
o

first

multi-playing

steel

EEin ^^I^''
^i-o. Moulded

Products Corp

F-1

Muter Co

L

Leslie F.

:

Boston.' Mass'.
New York City

^°

•St. Paul,

Chicago,

EE-2

Pacent Electric Co
U-2 Pathe Phonograph & Radio Corp
CC-7 Pequot Mfg. Co
DD-3 Perlesz Radio Corp

cess to the Officers

and

Staff of

Union

Inc.

Waukesha, Wis.

Co., Inc

Indianapolis, Ind.
New York City

Priess Radio Corp

111.

Q R

S

Co

Chicago,

Radio Cabinet Co

The Radio Corp.

J-5-7

of

America

BB-3 Radio Master Corp
BB-15 Raytheon Mfg. Co
II-3
R. B. Radio Co
DD-20 Regent Radio Corp
K-5 Reichmann Co
BB-8

H. G. Saal Co
Electric Co
Schickerling Products

BB-13

Corp

Serenada Mfg. Co
GG-5 Shamrock Mfg. Co
DD-16 Showers Brothers Co

DD-15

Stevens

Chicago,

Long

Lab

&

Corp

Co., Inc

Stewart-Warner Speedometer Corp
Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Co
CC-12 Sturdy Engineering Co

DD-18

Sturges Multiple Battery

Co

Tectron Radio Corp
Telerad'.o Engineering Co
1-7
Thc-darson Elec. Mfg. Co
CC-18 TImmons Radio Products Co
CC-8 Tower Mfg. Corp
BB-4 Trimm Radio Mfg. Co

N.

COHEN,

Governors Island, N. Y.

3922-14th Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y.

Buffalo, N. Y.

Chicago,

City
Chicago, 111.

Louis, Mo.
Chicago, 111.

St.

Furniture

Co

Webster Co

Weston Electrical Inst. Corp
J. Andrew White
Willard Storage Battery Co

Y-7

HH-7

CONCERT, BEST TONE
and PETMECKY NEEDLES

Also JAZZ,

C-3
C-1

111.

New York

Geo.

1/2-II-6

111.

Boston, Mass.
Chicago, 111.

Walbert Mfg. Co

W. Walker Co
Y-3 Watsontown Table &

J.

Island City. N. Y.
New York City
New York City
Jackson, Mich.
New York City
Newark, N. J.
Chicago, III.
Cleveland. O.
New York City
New York City
Chicago, 111.
Rochester, N. Y.
Chicago, 111.
Jamaica, L. I.

Chicago,

CC-16 Valley Electric Co
Vesta Battery Corp

DD-5

111.

Philadelphia, Pa.

S-1
I- 5

President

J.

..New York City
New York City

II-8

U. S. Army
U. S. Light & Heat Corp
D-1-3 United Mfrs. Cabinet Corp
GG-4 University Radio Co
D-1-3 Utah Radio Products Co

CO., Inc.

City

Newark, N.

W-2 Spaulding Fiber Co., Inc
A-3 Sparks- Withington
CC-11 Spartan Electric Corp
L-3 Splitdorf Electrical Co
FF-3

Mich

Bloomington, Ind.

Sonora Phonograph Co

Steinite

City,

Newark, N.

Silver-Marshall, Inc
1/2-II-16 Simplex Radio Devices
AA-18 Sleeper Radio & Mfg. Corp

Sterling Mfg. Co
Stettner Phonograph

City

New York

CC-3

HH-5

Ind.

New York

Chicago, 111.
Canton, Mass.
Newark, N. J.

II- 5

C-5

Indianapolis,

Bay

Samson

I- 9

111.

Cambridge,' Mass!
New York City
New York City
Chicago. 111.

AA-1

MFG.

111

N

J
City
Yonkers, N. Y.
Chicago, 111.
New York City
New York City
New York City
New York City
Philadelphia, Pa.
New York City
Rochester, N. Y.

W-3

WALL-KANE NEEDLE

City,

New York

DD-5

JAMES K. POLK,

City
City
City

Chicago,

Permatron Tube Co
DD-13 Ferryman Electric Co
Y-2 Perry Wire Works
BB-6 Pfanstiehl Radio Co
H-1 Phenix Radio Corp
HH-4 Philmore Mfg. Co
CC-15 Plaza Music Co
EE-15 Polymet Mfg. Co
G-3 Pooley Co
BB-16 Potter Mfg. Co
BB-7 Precise Mfg. Co
CC-12 Pressed Metal Co

J.

111.

New York
New York
New York

II-5

The Prest-O-Lite

Minn.

Newark, N.

Operadio Corp

Z-4

City

N Y

Brooklyn

N. 1-2-3

best wishes for future suc-

Brooklvn NT V
Ikron; o:

f^gw York City
Chicago, 111.

v^'^xT^^u°'^^^,J;^^^^^^"^'"y
Z-2
Northern Mfg. Co
G-7

I

City

New York

^"^

G-9

Our

:

EE-13 Nassau Radio Co
FF-5 National Co
B-5-7 National Carbon Co

EE-17

pany congratulates JAMES K. POLK,
Inc., upon its 5th birthday in the wholesale phonograph business.

New York

Radio Corp

t>-4

R

Providence'

^°''P
iv,r^^^°V!"T,^^^'°
Micamold

.

Chicago, 111.
Newark, N. J.
Chicago, 111.
Buffalo, N. Y.

needle com-

Oakland, Cal.

Brooklyn N Y
West Orange, N. J

Martian Mfg. Co., Inc
Martin-Copeland Co

BB

H-7

The

City
Chicago, 111.
Boston, Mass.
New York City

Marko Storage Battery Co

CC-19

Ever^^

New York

Loughnian, Inc
A .u^Arthur
Lynch, Inc

^F'.
FF-4

111.

WALL -KANE

Ly^n, Mass.
PhUadelphia, Pa.

J Libarkin & Son
BB--7 Liberty Electric Corp
DD-5 Ji^enole Corp
^
II-5

DD-2
Jewell Electrical Instrument
Howard B. Jones

BB-4

Cincinnati, O.
Knoxville, Tenn.

v;

Porcelain Corp

111.

Island City, N. Y.
New York City
Buffalo, N. Y.
New York City
Bluffton, O.
Newark, N. J.
Cincinnati, O.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
New York City
New York C'ty
Chicago, 111.

Newark, N.

1- 7
Garod Corp
CC-6 General Instrument Corp
V-2 General Radio Co
CC-12 Globe Phone Mfg. Co

Hoyt

City
City

North Chicago,

Long

G-5 Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp
0- 4 French Battery Co
H-1 Chas. Freshman Co., Inc
K-1 Herbert H. Frost, Inc
II-l
Furnell Mfg. Corp
K-9 Federal Radio Corp

S-8

111.

9°''P

DD-5c^?/'^
Knox

York' City

Chicago,

C-1 Fansteel Products Co
L-7 Farrand Mfg. Co
F-7-9 Federal-Brandes, Inc
K-9 Federal Radio Corp
BB-14 J. B. Ferguson, Inc
DD-5 Fett & Kimmell
CC-13 Forest Electric Co
BB-10 Formica Insulating Co

DD-17

J.
111.

Chicago,

English- Whitman Products

1926

15,

— (Continued From Previous Page)

Electrad, Inc
Electrical Research Lab
Electric Storage Battery Co
Empire Electrical Products Co

II-2

September

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co
CC-12 W. K. Electric Co

Chicago, 111.
Toledo, O.
Watsontown, Pa.
Chicago, 111.
Newark, N. J.
New York City
Cleveland, O.
East Pittsburgh, Pa.

Kenosha, Wis.

II- 10

Yaxley Mfg. Co

Chicago,

J-1-3

Zenith Radio Corp
Zetka Lab....

Chicago, 111.
Montclair, N. J.

Y-5

111.

September

15.
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perryman[u radio

tubes

^^Distance without Distortion

Double Filament!
Extra Capacity!
Perryman Radio Tubes
with the patented Perryman bridge are
doubled to form a letter M. This twin

The

filament of

construction not only exposes a greater
area of filament surface, but it doubles
Ferryman
the area of electron emission and inDouble Filament
creases the capacity of the tube. The
real result is a tube that does its appointed work more
easily, giving greater volume without distortion.
Its
longer life is a distinct economy.

WW
Patented June 22, 1926

Above is the clear glass demonstrating tube showing the patented Ferryman Bridge which holds the elements in place at the distance of
greatest efficiency. Ordinary jars or
jolts do not affect Ferryman Tubes.
Notice the double filament which
emission
electron
the
distributes
over the full area of the plate, giving greater capacity without overYou get natural tone for
loading.
the life of the tube ana the life of
the tube is exceptionally long.

Perryman authorized

ample stocks
and can service dealers on sales helps and advertising

The

material.

dealer

distributors carry

who

anticipates his requirements
will greatly assist his distributor in making timely deliveries.

This will be a big Perryman year.

Type
Type R.H. 199
Amplifier- Detector

New Standard Base
with

Type R.H. 201-A
Amplifler-Oetector

New Standard

Base

with long pins

Type

P.O.

Super-Sensitive

200-A
Detector

New Standard Base
with

long

long

K.ri.

199

Amplifier-Detector
Adapter Base
with short pins

Type R.H. 199
Amolifler-Detector
Miniature Base
with short pins

pins

Type P.A. 171
Power Amplifier
New Standard Base

pint

with

long pins

Type P.A. 210
Super-Power Amplifier
New Standard Base
with

long

Type

P.R.

213

Wave Rectifier
New Standard Base

Full

pins

with

long

pins

—

^—

PERRYMAN

ELECTRIC CO., INC.
33 West 60th St., New York, N.

This Perryman catalog "Just
oft the Press" lists and Illustrates the complete line
of Perryman Tubes, giving

-

Gentlemen

:

Dept. T.
Kindly send me a copy

of

your

Y.

latest

catalog.

all characteristics, sizes, etc.

Send

for

your copy.

Address

My

distributor

PERRYMAN
LABORATORIES AND PLANT
NORTH BERGEN, N. J.

ELECTRIC CO.,
PKKSTM AN

SALES AND EXECUTIVE OFFICES
33 W. 60th ST., N. Y. C.

INC.

!
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McMillan
At the Top
Universally accepted as the season's most beautiful radio receivers the McMillan Tel-O-Air line
is also the season's outstanding value.

McMillan Tel-O-Air combines modern
trol, six

With

single con-

tubes and an exclusive patented device for

tuning antenna
the

circuit.

McMillan Tel-O-Air you can

offer

your

trade the linest example of design and craftsmanship
the finest in radio reproduction at prices
Write for
that cannot he duplicated elsewhere.

—

discounts and complete iniormation.

1425

Tel-O-Air

S.

Michigan Avenue, Chicago

I'aclriiiis

— Chicaijn

and

1 ndtanaf<<itis

De Luxe
Highboy
A

model

of

beaut.\

—

se-

American walnut,
choice curly maple decolected

rations.
9

Ample space for
C battery and

volts of

Space
"Terra-Antenna."
in lower compartment for
120-ampere A battery and
135 volts of B battery.
Size 2554" X 19.>i" x 45"
weight
Sliipping
iiigh.
100 pounds.

Table Cabinet
Standard Tel-O-Air receiver with compact cabinet of solid walnut paneled effect.
Panel size 7" x 18" x lO^/j" in depth
behind panel. Shipping weight 25 pounds.

noo

This model combines the perfect efficiency of the famous Tel-O-Air
receiver

with

genuine

American

cabinet of
black walnut
Beautiful
red\vood
face veneer.
burl panel and Spanish pulls on
doors. Dull gold and velvet smooth
finish.
Ample space for
and B
batteries and charger.
Size 38" x
18".
Shipping weight 70 pounds.
a

15.

table

A
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McMillan
Incomparable Five
McMillan means performance, design, clarity, volume,
selectivity
and low price. The McMillan Five model is

—

a five-tube tuned radio frequency receiver, with specially

constructed transformers and Vernier dials. Models with
built-in speakers contain the Utah unit, famous for its tone
quality.
In range, volume, selectivity and tone, the McMillan Five ranks with anything on the market and can
undersell any receiver of like quality and performance.

The McMillan Radio Corporation
1425

So.

Michigan Avenue, Chicago

— Chicago

Factories

and Indianapolis

McMillan De Luxe

McMillan De Luxe Standard
combines the McMillan receiver
with a compact table cabinet of
outstanding
beauty,
made of
solid
American black walnut
with paneled effect. Panel size
7" X 18" X 10' 2" in depth behind panel. Shipping weight 25
pounds.
Price

McMillan No.

McMillan No.

1

1

cabinet equals in per-

beauty the two other
McMillan models. Beautifully finished
two-tone mahogany cabinet. Price un-

formance

$65

dersells

and

any receiver of like quality 25
Height 9" width

per cent or more.

19U"_depth

—

$50

lOyi". Price

McMillan No. 2
McMillan No.

2 Console type
with Superfine McMillan Five
Receiver is a mahogany console
with most distinctive lines. Builtin speaker with famous Utah
unit.
Height 36^2" width 30"
depth 12M". Price

—

—

$71
McMillan No. 3
McMillan No. 3 Highbo\- model
two-tone walnut cabinet.
McMillan Five Receiver. Speaker
with Utah unit built in. Height
45"—width 2+"— depth 13^".
Price

$99.50
HAS NO COMPETITOR AT NEAR THE PRICE
Illlllllllllllllllll

I

Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll^^
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mm. RADID

257 West 17th

No

St.

New

York City

Batteries

No Attachments
No Rectifying Tubes

No Trouble
o/ reception that
CrystahCkar
chrorrmticalVy

is

and

accoxASticaXly perfect

the Trancndous

Market/

A C. wired homes
Qctyour Share of this MewMarket

Thirteen Million
Jirst tointroducc

theJh^m inymr territoj^

1926

Sepiembee

15,

1926
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Is there another

Cone
Speaker
^at can stand this test?
What was

your percentage of returns
on your cone speakers last year?

Tremendously high? Lots of trouble
and loss?

Remember
a

that every customer

who

got

speaker that didn't stand up for a single
is not boosting your store today!

season

Investigate the Octacone

— the sensation

way you can
Use a hammer. Subject it to shipping abuse, handle it as much as you will
even drop it from a ten foot height and it
of the year. There's only one

injure

it.

—

will

Octacotie is built on the same
principles as the most perfect

\

reproducing instrument known
to science— the human ear. It has
a patented diaphragm, shaped
exactly like the ear. The apex
of this diaphragm is placed off
center— exactly as in the Tympanic Membrane or ear drum.
No wonder it's "as accurate as
the human ear"!

not be injured in the

We

repeat

— drop

it

least!

from

a ten foot

show

height! Will any other cone speaker

such rugged strength and promise such
satisfaction to your customers.-'

Remember

this, too.

It's a

handsome

—

looking object an adornment for anv
home. And you'll find
that Octacone gives a
naturalness of tone reproduction unequalled
by even the highest

h igh.T

Wtgt of
thr

Ro<-f:i,.-.

priced speakers.

Pausin Engineering
727 Frelinghuysen Ave.

Company
Newark, N.

J.

15,

1926
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New Values in Famous

SCOUT

and

Sleeper Again Leads in Modern
Features Offered in This Yearns

Models
To proven superiority

in fundaof tone quality, simplicity of control, fine selectivity,

SERENADER SETS
Distinction of appearance

—

unusual appeal of
design, proportion and finish has always characterized
Sleeper radio sets.
a certain

mentals

and long range power. Sleeper
now adds semi-electric operation, provision for power amplification and many other latest
developments in radio engineer-

Distinction in engineering has been equally character-

Sleeper was

istic.

first to

use dual condensers,

use etched metal panels,

first to

pioneer in simplified control.

first to

ing.
1.

Wii'ed for electric power
devices

2.

Wired
Wired

3.

for 171
for

power tube

new 200-A

detec-

tors

6.

Five tubes with super-power
transformers
Cushioned detector socket
Simple two-control tuning

T.

Calibrated

4.

5.

wave length

proven in many thousands
of Sleeper sets used throughout the world.
They are
found in China, the Philippines, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa and throughout South America.
There are few markets where the name Sleeper is not
a recognized hall-mark of qualit}-.
Distinction in performance

is

scales
8.

Reduction vernier condenser
drives

9.

10.

11.

Hinged panel for easy access
Amplion adjustable unit for
Serenader tone chamber
Duco style two-toned brown

mahogany

cabinet finish

12.

Compartments for 90 volts
of B battery and 4.5 volts of
"G"

13.

Non-microphonic

14.

Non-oscillating
distance performers
Six months' guarantee.

15. Brilliant
lU.

Scout, Type 61, 35 inches long,
11 inches high, 11 inches wide.
pounds.
weight
50
Shipping
Price $100.

Serenader, Type C2 with built-in
loud speaker; 35 inches long. It!
inches high, 11 inches wide.
pounds.
Shipping weight
60
Prices f. o. b.
Price .$125.00.
Long Island City.

The new

Scout and Serenader models maintains
every tradition of advanced engineering, compelling eye

and

value

downright

performance.

fastest selling sets of last year's

new models

are destined

Deservedly

new

establish

to

the

competitive market the
records for

dealers holding the Sleeper franchise.

Powerful,

super-selective, thoroughly dependable, the
and
Serenader appeal irresistibly to those who
Scout
demand the utmost in radio efficiency and to those
accustomed to the possession of fine things.

Make

these your

leaders this year.

answer

easily serviced, they are the

department.

radio

Sleeper

Sleeper Radio
GORDON
6th and Washington Aves.

series of

Community Dealer

&
C.

Write

for

the

Easily sold,
to

profits

full

story

in

of

and
your
the

Franchise.

Mfg* Corporation

SLEEPER,

President

Long

Island City, N. Y.
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Blackman
announces

appointment

as distributor for

RCA Radiotrons
has been the Blackman policy for twenty-five
ITyears
to put the finest service behind the finest
products.

Now we

take pleasure in announcing our appoint-

ment as

RCA

Radiotron distributor.

And we

as-

sure every dealer of service worthy of our reputation giving prompt deliveries and facilitating
quick turnover of this all-year profit maker. Our
stocks are ready now for your orders.

—

—

Reliable Radio Merchandise Made by Responsible
Manulacturers and Distributed by

BLACKMAN
BRACK Products
RECEPTRAD
BIRNBACH Products Powerizer

POLYMET

Products

B

TUBES
RCA Radiotrons

Eliminator and

Power Amplifier
combined

RECEIVERS
Fada

Utah
Fada

Crosley

Crosley
Victor

BATTERIES
Eveready
Philco
Philco Socket

SPEAKERS
Rola

Beede

Hoyt

Power

CHARGERS

B ELIMINATORS

Ful-Wave

Majestic
Philco

Philco

Eagle

RADIO FURNITURE

VICTOR TALKING MACHINE AND
RADIO DISTRIBUTORS

WHOLESALE ONLY

METERS
Weston

15,

Three Other Products
While Selling Itself

Sells

Electrical reproduction! That is
the coming thing. TheGradeonis

the sensational new instrument
that is taking the country by
storm. The Gradeon is the instrument that enables phonograph
and radio owners to enjoy the
superiority of electrical reproduction of phonograph records at a
cost of only $17.50 retail!
In

Your Store

—the

Radio and Records

as

That Looks

The Quality

That

The

Cradron's
Per fo r m a nee
Proves.

Gradeon Shows Off Phonographs,

They Have Never Been Shown

Before.

—

Attached to the tone arm of any phonograph, the
Gradeon carries the sound impulses from the record
through the audio tubes of the radio set, amplifies

enough for dancing tone quality surpassing the
most expensive instruments.

them electrically, picks up all the fine tones usually
lost and pours them forth in glorious splendor and
volume through your radio loud speaker. Volume

Gradeon

We

are exhibiting at both the

Orders received

at

Leading department stores are already using The
(1) to demonstrate all new phonograph
records, (2) to sell phonographs to radio owners,
(3) to sell radio sets to phonograph owners.

New York

and Chicago Radio Shows

once can be promptly

filled

by Jobbers

DAVID GRIMES, INC
151

BAY STREET

JERSEY CITY,

N.

J

At

Viking
last,

with

final radio perfec-

the time has come to give
the most distinguished of all
new radio models a distinctive
tion,

Exclusive Dealers

name

of its own, just as

new

automobile models became worthy
of special names when perfect
tion
ISloiv

had been

finally

attained.

Being Appointed

DAVID GRIMES,
JERSEY CITY, N.

INC.
].

Manufacturers of the Viking Radio and the Viking Imperial. Retail price range, $79.50 to $300.
Also producers of "The Gradeon." See opposite side of this page.

Sefiembek
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Big Sales in Buffalo Territory Feature of
Summer Dealers Expect Busy Fall Trade

—

Growing Opinion Among Best Informed Dealers That Early Ordering of Most Popular Models
Will Safeguard Trade Against Shortage During Busiest Season of the Year The News

—

— Not

number

cation that the mechanical as well as the elec-

of years have dealers in phonographs, records

complete is going to eclipse in sales
volume, this Winter, anything the company has
ever produced in this territory."
Expects Heavy Fall Demand
The new Victor models are meeting with
great favor among retailers throughout the
western New York and Pennsylvania district,
and great enthusiasm was expressed by dealers

Buffalo, N.

Y.,

September

7.

in a

this section had such
season as that just drawing to a close. Fall outlook is bright and there
are indications that the dealer who does not
place his order early for the most wanted

and radio

of Buffalo

and

Summer

a prosperous

models in talking machines as well as radio is
going to find himself unable to secure them

who
room

later in the season.

Brunswick Activities

The Brunswick Panatrope Model

P-1, operat-

ing on twenty-five-cycle electric current,
being furnished Bufifalo dealers and is

consumed by the

is

being

rive.
This instrument, retailing at $400, will
undoubtedly lead everything else in the way of
an electric machine in BufTalo, according to
George M. Jensen, manager of the Buffalo distributing office, inasmuch as it is the only instrument equipped to operate on a twenty-fivecycle current, used in the great majority of
Buffalo homes.
The Brunswick name contest looms as the

biggest attraction in the way of publicity at
present among readers of the BuflPalo Evening
Times, in which announcements and advertising
are carried exclusively. Dealers are also showing great interest in the new Brunswick policy
of releasing records every Thursday instead of

every day.
Mr. Jensen expressed himself as pleased with
sales.

"The volume

of sales

has been climbing monthly since the first of
May," he said. "This is 'encouraging in view of
the

fact

during these months

that

ordinarily on the decline.

There

is

sales

are

every indi-

the

visited

during

N. Andrews
recent gathering

Curtis

the

display
of

his

new models.

dealers and viewed the

now

public as quickly as they ar-

Summer Brunswick

trical line

Closing Busy Season

M. O. Grinnell, sales manager of the Buffalo
Talking Machine Co., said this distributing
ofiice is closing one of the most active warmweather seasons it has ever experienced. August sales in popular records were unprecedented. A shortage in popular numbers was
experienced for the first time in a couple of
years.

One

of the biggest seasons in the history

Perhaps one of the
in

ing tying up with the Lafayette Theatre in exploiting
the
appearance of the California

Ramblers, Columbia artists, during their local
appearance and record sales gained.

Welcome Return of E. L. Wallace
The Columbia dealer trade here is glad to
welcome back in their midst E. L. Wallace, who
covered the western New York section a few
years ago for Columbia.
He succeeds J. W.
Hannah, who has left the talking machine trade.
Mr. Wallace has represented Columbia in this
section and also in the Chicago district, cover-

ing Indiana and Michigan.

Predicts Success for Radio Show
Elmer Metzger, vice-president of the Buffalo
Radio Trades Association and president of the

Medo

Electric Co., said he looks for the 1926
season to be the biggest radio year in the hi.^;-

the outlying

Columbia dealers
Shafer Music
Advance orders were

livest

section

is

the

House, Batavia, N. Y.
taken by Mr. Shafer at the Batavia fair, for
early Fall delivery, that had gone beyond all
his hopes.

More than

15,000 circulars advertis-

ing the Viva-tonal were handed out at the
exposition.
Dealers carried full-page advertis-

He

tory of the trade here.

anticipates the 1926

show, which opens October 16, will be the finest
and biggest ever attempted in any Eastern city.
H. F. Cook a Benedict
Henry F. Cook, a member of the advertising
staff of the Federal Radio Corp., was married
last month to Miss Mary Franz, of Oswego,
N. Y. Congratulations and felicitations to the
young couple have been pouring into the Federal office by the score.

News

busmess here

is expected.
Viva-tonal Well Received
The ColumTjia Viva-tonal is meeting a warm
reception in the district, according to E. L.
Wallace, new district sales manager in this
city.
Mr. Wallace already has opened a number of new Columbia accounts and is receiving
large orders from old Columbia dealers.

of the

67

Briefilets

The Campbell-Parker Music Shop has been
granted

a

charter

operate

to

Campbell, V. R. Parker and
Capital

Erie.

is

a

retail

The incorporators

store in Erie, Pa.

F. B.

music

are G. C.

Quinn,

all

Claude Buckpitt, Elmira, N. Y., music dealer,
has opened a new branch store in Ithaca, N. Y.,
at lis East State street.

The Hoffman Piano
its Main

Co. has remodeled the

lower floor of

street store.

James G. Goodwin, a recent graduate of
Columbia University, has joined the sales staff
of the Brunswick distributing office here, covering the western New York territory under
George M. Jensen.

BURT-BUILT

RADIO CABINETS

>

»

•>

.•1

>

1

•-

»

LET OUR CABINETS
SELL

YOUR RADIO

Furnished with Cone or Unit

No. 226

BURT

All cabinets are finished in
ample room for

BROS.,

Inc.

lacquer, with

2000

all accessories.

Write for our new catalog.
Twelve new numbers with
many unique features.
years

Fifty

of

Furniture

S.

-'Yen-

9th

STREET

York

Office

PHILA.

and Showroom

Gramercy Bldg., 24 E. 21st
Truck

delivery

to

St.

New York

building.
Phila.

A few

Phone

Neiv York

desirable territories open

for salesmen

and jobbers

of

$10,000.

Oregon 7994

Caledonia 9229

——

—

!
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.

B.20
B-20—Five Tubes.

199'y cr 2C1-A's.
Balanced, tuned radio frequency. Genuine mohogany cabinet with rich finish. Micrometer
tuning controls. Space for batteries. Without accessories
$100.00

Wet or dry batFive tubes.
Balanced, tinted radio
frequency. Centralized control. Very

D-IO
tery

j^l^EVER has

a radio display created
such interest. An inspection of the

tyfe.

Mahoyany
selective am! sensitive.
Finish,
lined.
cabinet, mahogany
rich broum. Without accessories

$100.00

D.S

—Five

tery

— Console.

cially

A-\0

As

illustrated.
to

desinned and finished

Spe-

match

Ample

battery
D-IO Ortho-sonic.
space. Equipped vnth gliders $30.00

type.

frequency.
finish.

Wet or dry batBalanced, tuned radio
Rich brown mahogany

Federal factories

left

tubes.

Without accessories ..$75.00

Never a

a lasting impres-

Radio packed with
possibilities... Never a gathering of wholesalers so enthusiastic

sion.

so

line of

many

So much for the Federal Ortho-sonic
Radio Wholesalers' convention. Held
in Buffalo on the 2nd and 3rd of August
and attended by wholesalers and their
salesmen from all parts of the United
States and Canada.

A

word concerning the

line itself*

With

£-10

Six tubes.
Wet or dry battery type.
Balanced, tuned radio
frequency. Single control. Extremely

Maximum

receiving range.
All-metal construction. Illuminated
scale.
Perfect control of volume.
Beautiful broum mahogany cabinet
rosewood inlay. Well finished. Satin
texture. Without accessories $150.00

selective.

—

—

Finish,

—

Ample

Equipped with

battery

gliders

space.

$40.00

Federal

rich

brown

Without accessories
F-5

E-S Console as illustrated. Specially
designed and finished to match E-IO
Ortho-sonic.

/"-lO
Seven tttbes. Wet or dry batBalanced, tuned radio
tery type.
frequency. For use with loop only.
Single control. Maximum selectivity
Alt-metal
long range reception.
construction. Illuminated scale. PerBeautiful
fect control of volume.
mahogany cabinet. Vermillion inlaw

— Console.

As

—

satin

texture.

$250.00

illustrated. Special-

designed and finished to match
Ample battery
Ortho-sonic.
F-10
space. Equipped with special rubber$50.00
tired casters
ly

the addition of these beautiful
models, shown here with the fast-selling
Federal A- 10, fhe line is now all-inclu-

With

from $75.00
to $400.00 on popular models; $600.00
to $1000.00 on custom-built models,

sive.

it

now

a price range

meets practically every indi-

vidual preference.

ORTHO

—
September

15,

—

.
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demonstration
B-30
Five tubes. 199'j or 2Qll-A's. BalExtremely
anced, tuned radio frequency.

B-30

Mahogany cabinet
sensitive and selective.
Micromfinished in rich, histrous brown.
eter tiininn controls. Atnfle st'ace for bat.
teries. Federal enclosed adjustable^ speaker.
Exceptional volume and tone. Without ac$140.00
cessories

And remember!

Every Federal Radio

has the patented Ortho-sonic circuit, magnificently shielded and second
to none in selectivity, ruggedness and
operative simplicity. And we ask you
where did you ever see any furniture
more beautifully designed than these
Ortho-sonic cabinets?
set

—

VAO —Five

Wet or dry batBalanced, tuned radio
Centralised
control.
Built-in speaker. Deep, rich tone
quality. Receiver compartment slides
tery

tubes.

type.

frequency.

out.

Walnut cabinet. Ample battery
Without accessories $200.00

space.

£-40 Six tubes.
Wet or dry battery
type.
Balanced, tuned radio
frequericy.^ Single control. Extremely
selective.
receivina

Maximum

range.

All-metal

construction.

Il-

luminated scale. Built-in speaker.
Receiver compartment slides out.
Walnut cabinet, antiqued and inlaid
with rosewood. Ample battery space.

Without accessories

!$300.(>0

The Federal line is backed by a proposition as

sound and appealing

as

any

ever going out to a radio retailer. Includes national magazine and news-

paper advertising, powerful resale help,
liberal discounts, red tape freedom, and
adequate protection from a manufacturer for twenty-five years in the field

and here

Seven tubes. Wet or dry battery type.
Balanced, tuned radio
frequency. For i^e ztnth loop only.
Single control. Maximum selectiz'ity
long range reception.
All-metal
construction. Illuminated scale. ExF-40

—

tra large built-in speaker.
cabinet, artlsticalty antiqued.

unth
space.

Vermilion.
Ample
Without accessories

Walnut
Inlaid
battery

to stay.

Line up with Federal. If you don't
know your Federal wholesaler please
feel free to write us.

Federal Radio Corporation
Buffalo,

N. Y.

(Division of Federal Telephone and Telegraph

Operating Broadcast Station W^GR

Company)

The fundamental

exclusive circuit

making possible Ortho-sonic
at

Buffalo

production is patented under U.
Letters Patent No. 1,582,470.

re-

S.

SONIC'Radio
No. 187
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K. Polk Southwestern
Division Holds Meeting

Sales Staff of Southwestern Division Meets at
Dallas Office and Plans Activities for the Coming Season Bright Outlook Predicted

—

Atlanta,
tor of

—

4.
The Southwestern
James K. Polk, Inc., distribu-

September

Ga.,

sales division of

Sonora product'; and other

will

be carried on

Massachusetts.
The broadcasting of the

from

in

Crosley programs
in Harrison,
O.,

WLW,

through short waves to WARC, Medford Hills,
Mass., has also been contemplated.

a

Week

Atlanta Phonograph

One Number

Co.,

Columbia Dealer of

Moves 3,000 Recordings
Three Weeks

Number

in

1926

New

Loop-operated Receiver Presented in
and Effective Setting Set Is Represented as Newly Discovered Treasure

—

Artistic

September

4.

—A

particularly at-

and sales-stimulating display of Stromberg-Carlson radio equipment was recently
tractive

of

Atlanta, Ga.,

15,

Thiebes Music Co. Displays
Stromberg-Carlson Set

St. Louis, Mo.,

Thousand Records

Sells

talking

fine

station

their

communicaOhio and

in point-to-point

between the plants located

tion

September

of

One

—

Atlanta, Ga., September 7. What is believed
on the sale of a single number of
a phonograph record was recently made by the
.\tlanta Phonograph Co., Columbia dealer, of
to be a record

Atlanta, Ga.

extraordinary

This
sale

consisted

record

in

the

three thousand records in a period of

of

three weeks of a recent release of the Columbia
Co., namely, "Death's Little Black
Coming," coupled with "Need of
Prayer," exhortations by a colored evangelist.
Rev. J. M. Gates.
Joe Luttrell, manager of the Atlanta Phonograph Co., in speaking of the record, says,
"Never before in the time that I have been connected with the phonograph business has there
been such a demand for a record. It is impossible for us to keep in stock on this number."

Phonograph

Train

Making Plans
machine
meeting

and

radio

for a

Busy Season

equipment,

held

sales

a

Dallas ofiice of the organization
Plans were made
the latter part of last month.
for the coming season and P. C. Brockman, secat the

company and director of sales,
congratulated the members of the sales division
on the excellent record which they had made
The
for the first eight months of the year.
accompanying photograph shows tlie members
retary

of the

Southwestern division,
J. B. Kennedy, P. C.
Warren, assistant director of
of the Dallas office, and Paul

including V.

of the

Kirn,

W.

to

wave

O.,

September

4.

—A

for

license

The Ney Pharmacy, Columbia dealer, also of
has also felt the demand for this

Atlanta,

record recently, placing a single order for 500
Sales on this number alone in
of this number.
the past three weeks have been in excess of

The Atlanta branch
Phonograph Co. reports that

of

2,000.

Link Crosley Factories

Cincinnati,

at

Columbia
no time since

orders to
the capacity of the retail merchants to dispose
of these records.

its

release have they been able to

Radio Corp. to operate on

The

26.3 meters.

transmitter,

it

Opens a

American Radio Co.,
which was purchased by

New

Hills, Mass.,

Although no plans for the operation
short wave station have been made, it
pected

that

considerable

of

the

is

ex-

experimental

That Bugaboo
"Isn't

Licensed

work

a

new

store at 25

the

window

Window
of the

Display

Thiebes Music

Co.,

the

Model Current Supply
Introduced to the Trade
Grigsby-Grunow-Hinds Co. — Is Known
as the Majestic

Store

Landau's, music, furniture and jewelry dealer,

opened

the Crosley Co.

New

fill

stood, will viTOrk with the

Medford

in

Stromberg-Carlson dealer.
The figure of the
bold pirate in the foreground and the cut-out
of the
Spanish galleon in the background
against a full moon made a most artistic and
forceful appeal.
The pirate in his hand holds
a small card reading, "Discovered the new
Stromberg-Carlson radio," and at his feet reposes the new Stromberg-Carlson loop-operated
receiver.
The Thiebes Music Co. is one of the
oldest established music houses of this citv.

By

21.4

under-

is

Eye-Arresting

shown

the

radio comniunication has been issued

to the Crosley

and

charge

in

Blacknian.

Wave Communication

Short

short

sales

Mr. Luttrell recently placed an order with the
Atlanta branch of the Columbia Phonograph
Co. for one thousand of the next shipment.

F.

Brockman, Oren

Is

West Broad

Master B

A new model current supply called the
Majestic Master-B was recently announced by

street,

September 4,
Hazleton, Pa., on Saturday,
A musical prowith appropriate ceremonies.
gram was given and souvenirs were distributed.

—

Poor Business
the Worry" of a

—

Just

Okeh Record Dealer!
G.-G.-H Majestic Master-B

How

could

it

be

when he has

European Orchestrals.
all

Music

the

lyrics

Chicago, man-

Co.,

ufacturers of Majestic current supply units.

in

The

Majestic Master-B has been especially designed
for those sets having heavily biased circuits
with resultant low current draw. The manufacturer states that the new current supply will
deliver to the set the exact A'oltage required,

foreign languages.

Popular

Grigsby-Grunow-Hinds

and dances every-

one wants to buy.

neither too

Records

nor

too

little,

much,

which results
which causes

in

weak

signals,

blasting.

The

Master-B has three adjustable resistances controlling all voltage and the maximum voltage

RACE RECORDS SUPREME

output

is

sufficiently

high to operate not only
tubes, but also the

UV-112 and UV-120 power

GENERAL PHONOGRAPH CORPORATION
New York
15-17 West 18th Street

Distributing Division

New York

City

latest

super-power tube, UV-171.

new power supply

It

is

said that

having a
heavy current drain, such as ten-tube receivers.
The Master-B retails at $42.50 complete, equipped with a Raytheon tube. The radio products
of the Grigsby-Grunow-Hinds Co. are enjoying
consistent growth in sales.
the

is

ideal for sets

September

15,
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^fanstiehl Qives ^R^dio Users

What They Want Most
TIKE

^

other mechanical and electrical discoveries, radio

go through a period of rapid change and
experimentation. While radio engineers tried this and that,
has had to

the public could not but be confused as to the substantial
merits of various receivers.

From

the

Pfanstiehl avoided the complicated

first,

devious circuits

— and worked

and

for efficient, simple control

of the radio energy through the

set.

dependable performance and tone

That

the source of

is

quality.

It is

what the

public always wanted.

Supreme Tone Quality
The Wall Speaker
Designed for use on top of the console or to be hung on the wall. Looks
like an old-fashioned wall clock,
flanked by four graceful spindles and
supported by a narrow shelf at the
bottom. From the standpoint of
is a certain advantage
having the mouth of the speaker
six or more feet from the floor. The
tone vibrations are better distributed.

acoustics there
in

$65

with PRECISE Single Control

No

set

with complicated mechanism can be precisely

single-tuned. There
stream.

The

be tuned

With

is

too

circuits are

all at

much unevenness

unequal

electrically.

in the radio

They might

once, but not with precision.

the Pfanstiehl precise single control, anyone can

tune as accurately as an expert. There

ately to the

is

no groping around

A single knob enables one to turn immedi-

adjusting dials.

wave length

small illuminated

desired.

The number registers

window.

The radio stream flows unhampered through
brings to the ear of listeners the

overtones

in a

—which

are the soul

fliU,

The "Highboy"
A more elaborate console model,
eighteen inches wide and seventy-four
inches high. Speaker is contained in
a tall, graceful superstructure extending six feet from the floor. There is
nothing like it in a radio design. It is
like a grandfather's clock or perhaps
more nearly like a tall, slender cupboard of old English design.

the set and

true reproduction of

of music.

Something Really TSlew in Cabinet Design
There
out, that

Model 202
Console "Single-tuned Six"' with inbuilt speaJcer. Space for A & B batteries and charger or socket-power
equipment.

$210

It is

is

so

little

machinery in

a Pfanstiehl, inside

an extremely compact radio cabinet

is

possible.

only twenty inches wide. The console model

narrower and only forty-one inches high.

room

for every accessory

speaker,

A

and

B

And

and

is

even

still it

has

needed to operate a radio: inbuilt

batteries

and charger, or socket power-

equipment. This makes a "petite" piece of furniture for the

home and it makes a nicely balanced and perfectly adjusted
radio unit. The console is a space saver. It fits anywhere.
;

An Exclusive
Dealer Franchise
The Pfanstiehl

line is
sold through exclusive
dealers who are thus pro-

tected against unfair
competition and price

For further

details,

address

PFANSTIEHL RADIO COMPANY
1 1

South La Salle

Prices

Street,

Model 201
"Single-tuned Six" Console without
speaker, but space forA & B batteries
and charger or socket-power equipment. Six tubes.

$170

Chicago

West of the Rociies slightly higher

Whatever good
up
for Pfanstiehl is his own.
cutting.

will the dealer builds

He enjoys a liberal profit
and is expeaed in return
to push the line aggressively with the coopera-

tion of the maker.

Model 20
'Single-tuned Six" Table Set.

$125
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expect a

Steady Sales Gains Presage Busy Fall

ter," said

Throughout the Cincinnati Territory
—

Bright Outlook Creates Satisfaction New Columbia Viva-tonal Phonographs Promise to
Among Sales Leaders Link's Record Shop Changes Name Other Trade Activities

—

Be

—

—

Cincinnati, C, September 8. Dealers in talking machines and records state that this month

trees in a

has started out well and that already their sales
are showing a fine increase. There is every indication that trade will increase as the weather
gets cooler, and there are some who express the
opinion that a record-breaking period is near at
hand for the talking machine trade.
Viva-tonal Phonograph Pleases

of

way

that

made

stop and gaze wistfully.
record, one a

this

the heated passer-by

There were two makes
Brunswick, by Abe Ly-

prospects seem bright for a good Fall trade,"
stated Louis H. Ahaus, proprietor, who had just
returned from a business trip to Chicago.
Combines Talking Machine and Radio Depts.
In order to get his radio business nearer to

machine and record department,
Gross has moved it from the adjacent store it has occupied for about a year
and placed it in the basement of the store. The
new quarters of the department have been handsomely furnished and decorated and are very attractive in every way.
Good Demand for Starr Line
"The demand for Starr phonographs and Gennett records is picking up right along, and we
his

talking

George

cordingly."

Link's Changes Name and Expands
for many years has been known as
Link's Record Shop, at 1711 Vine street, will in
the future be known as Link's Music & Electric
Shop. The adjoining store, at 1709 Vine street,
has been added to the other, and a new front,
with large show windows, has been added to
the building, and the interior has been remodeled, refurnished and redecorated. Small
goods and other products have been added.
Bright Outlook, Says E. W. Young

P.

fine trade

W.

J.

15,

1926

through the Fall and Win-

Purnell, of the local branch of

wholesale department of the Starr Piano
who had just returned from a trip through
his territory and was about to start on an automobile tour.
the

Co.,

Elmer

man's Californians, with vocal chorus furnished
by Charles Kaley, and the other a Vocalion rec"Septemord, by the Blue Ribbon Quartet.
ber is bringing us an increased business and the

Miss Rose Helberg, manager of the local
branch of the Columbia Phonograph Co., is very
much elated at the reception that has been accorded the new Viva-tonal phonograph. "Although we only received the complete line last
month," she explained, "a big demand for this
wonderful instrument has sprung up, and we are
kept busy filling orders. It is so pleasing to the
eye, as well as to the ear, that the public simply
cannot resist it, We expect a record-breaking
Fall, and we have made our preparations ac-

September

formerly

Halley,

in

charge

of

the

Starr Co.'s record and roll department, has been

made

assistant credit manager.

The name

of

been announced.

his successor has not yet

A. H. Bates Optimistic
"Business is opening up well in our territory
and everything indicates that we are going to
have a very active Fall," said A. H. Bates,
secretary of the Ohio Talking Machine Co., exclusive wholesaler.
"Farmers have had big
crops and there should be a good demand for
talking machines

in

the rural districts."

Morris Fantle Meeting With Success
Morris Fantle, who recently opened up a
specialty and service business at 119 West
Fourth street, reports that he is meeting with
success and that everything is going fine.
Doing Well With Symphonic Reproducer
Arthur Brand, of the Arthur Brand Co.,
dealer in talking machines and records, at 1618
Vine street, reports that he is doing well with
the Symphonic Reproducer, as well as with
other lines he carries.

What

D.

W. Young, manager

Eagle Distributor,
Runs Demonstration Bus

Specially

Made Truck With Pullman Body Has

Complete

Installation
Receivers
of
Speakers for Dealers' Inspection

and

In a short time the thing was going
over so big that two trucks were necessary, and
even they were kept busy twelve and more
hours a day, so Mr. May decided to have special trucks built, and now he finds these an
locality.

enormous

He

asset to his'business.

consulted

D.

of the talk-

mental stage, and with the former delays and
uncertainties removed they should move rapidly

from now on."
Features Brunswick Recording
In a most attractive and very befitting manner
the "Breezin' Along With the Breeze" record

was exploited in the show window of the Brunswick Shop in the hot weather of the latter part
of August. Whistling winds, from concealed
electric fans, blew through the leaves of palm

W. May,

of

Newark, N.

J.,

distributor of

has a specially

Interior
feet

Radio Speaker Tubes

long by six

with

Fit All Speaker Units
ORO-TONE
Tubes are

Radio

Speaker

built to the

same

high quality construction standards found in all Oro-Tone
products.

The tube without bushing is
seven inches over all. The taper
is

perfectly graduated, which in-

sures

They

ampHfication.
splendid
can be supplied with or

without bushings as illustrated
Bushings can be supabove.
This feaplied in any length.

makes Oro-Tone Radio
Speaker Tubes applicable to
any speaker unit built.

ture

We

welcome the opportunity
radio speaker manufacturers.

THE ORO-TONE

CO.

submitting samples

of

-

and

recently
It

made Pullman body seventeen

-

and prices

lOlO George

St.,

to

View

responsible

Chicago,

111.

of the

Radio Bus

wide and high, on a comis painted an attractive red

feet

mercial chassis.

It

good-looking

gold

lettering

while

the

comfortable, with a complete line
of receivers and battery installation. The equipment was installed by the engineering department of the Eagle Radio Co. and includes
inside

to

builders

Eagle neutrodyne radio receivers, saves the time
of his dealers, renders them a valuable service,
and is incidentally reaping the benefit of a good
idea that he has the courage to put into practice and carry out successful!}-.
A few months
ago Mr. May decided that he would do a little
"path wearing" on his own account, so, by way
of experiment, he borrowed one of the Eagle
Radio Co.'s trucks, filled it with the line of
equipment he carried and started out on a
store-to-store, door-to-door round-up of the
trade.
His plan included the idea of taking up
as little of the dealer's time as consistent with
good business, saving him a trip to the wholesale house for demonstration, showing him exactly what the receivers would, do in his own

ing machine section of the Otto Grau Piano Co.
"The new machines have passed the experi-

Made

truck

started his radio truck de luxe on the road.

"September is opening up well and there is
every indication that there will be a good demand for talking machines and records this
Fall," stated E.

W. May,

is

grounds, antenna and sufficient switches so that
any set or horn can be heard almost instantly
by the throwing of a switch. A dealer or an individual wishing to listen to something being

broadcast may sit comfortably in the bus and
judge the quality of the receiver, horn or other
equipment and make his selection under the

most favorable conditions.

Honor Edison
With Memorial School

Ohioans

to

The people of the village of Milan, O., have
expressed their readiness, through F. A. Day,
editor of the Milan Register, and chairman of
the general committee, to donate two hundred
acres of land as a site for a technical school ;o
honor Thomas A. Edison, who was born in the
village.
The site is to include the Edison birthThe
place, of which the inventor is owner.
project is expected to cost $1,000,000.

—
SEPTEMBtR

15,
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New aMPLION Com
AC

Model

12

List $30.00
The Amplion Cone

is

the result of

over two years deHberate, intensive
experimenting subjected to the most
rigid tests and comparisons by the

—

corps of "The House of Graham" scien For, true to Amplion tradition,
a cone speaker could be introduced
only after it was proved worthy of
bearing the Amplion name! .
Consequently, the Amplion Cone representsa time-perfected development
totally dif?erent in appearance, construction and results loud, clear, sensitive and realistic in tone
complete
in musical range. Artistically, a masterpiece in two-tone mahogany; 14"
tists.

.

—

.

—

xl4"x9". Reasonably

priced. NaThe money-mak-

tionally advertised.

ing cone of 1926-27

and

The Complete

also
The

'

AMPLION

Amplion Line

PATRICIAN

for

1926-27

Priced from $12.00 to $45-00
Amplions, known throughout the world
the famous group
FOR
Dragon Type, there always will be a popular demand wherever the use
an
of

of

all

as the

of

column type

of

loud speaker

is

air-

desired.

addition of the Luxurious Amplion Patrician and the new Amplion Cone
rounds out the most comprehensive line of radio reproducers on the market.

The

now

— a line which oSers Dealers the prestige and the absolute guarantee of "The House
of

Model

AA

18

Graham"

— the world's oldest and best known manufacturers of radio reproducing
— since 1887, pioneers and leaders in the

instruments

— List $45-00

NATIONALLY ADVERTISED

Remarkable 48-inch aircolumn, with standard Amplion
unit, assembled in luxurious richly carved cabinet. Nondirectional; to the famous Amplion sensitivity and
clarity, this model brings a new, softly diffused mellowness of tone that makes it the choice of the connoisseur
wherever shown. A.lready an Amplion Sales Leader.

The

— List

19

and popular publications: Literary Digest, Popular Science Monthly,
National Geographic, Scribner s, Atlantic Monthly, American Review of Reviews,
World's Work, Harpers Magazine, The Golden Book, Popular Radio, Radio Broadcast, Radio News. Supplemented by intensive Newspaper Advertising in
your local territories, and a strong battery of Dealer's Selling Helps.

in these class

AMPLION DRAGON
AR

$42.50

This is the AMPLION model that
is used as standard in the engineering departments of leading rad-o
manufacturers throughout the
world, wherever broadcasting exists.

From

field!

season to season, the

I£ you are not already in line for Amplion, write us at once for name of
Jobber in your territory and for complete details of the Amplion Sales and
Advertising Campaign.

THE AMPLION CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Suite C. 280

New York

Madison Avenue

The Amplion Corporation

of

Canada

Ltd.,

Toronto

AMP-

DRAGON^ continues "a
world's best seller*\ by reason ol

LION

the unapproached efficiency of its
electro-magnetic and acoustic systems, famous for unequalled sensitivity to speech and musical signals
—for clarity naturalness and volume
The mahogwithout distortion.
,

.

.

.

any-finished paneled flare is 20*2
inches high, l4'2 inches diameter.
Hinged base permits tilting to any
angle.

DRAGON MODELS
List $42.50
AR 19 Amplion Dragon
AR 114 Amplion Junior de Luxe List $27.50

AR 111 Amplion Tunior
AR 102 Amplion Dragonfly

PHONOGRAPH ATTACHMENTS
List $24.00
LiEt $12.00

AR 35
AR 67

Amplion Concert Grand
Amplion Standard Unit

List $20.00
List S12.00

City
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Single Control a Feature

Amplion Cone and Amplion Patrician Repre-

Simplified

struction, It Is

—

Claimed

by the Amplion Cone and the Amplion Patrician,
two new models which have been introduced by
the Amplion Corp. of America this season. The

company

states that the

Cone represents

a radi-

departure in cone speaker construction and
design.
Unlike contemporary instruments, the
Amplion unit is said to be rigidly attached to
a seamless material, conical, in shape with a
depth over twice that of other cones.
Eminent musical critics are declared to have
expressed wonder at the true, lifelike reproduction of voice and music covering the entire
musical scale, without blur or distortion. The
entire cone is housed in a dignified two-tone
mahogany cabinet with pleasing lines.
The Amplion Patrician is claimed to be a
While
distinct innovation in loud speakers.
utilizing the air column principle, it is noncal

of

Distributors
WALTER
926

Midway

GRAY COMPANY

S.

Place,

WALTER
1054 Mission

Los Angeles,

Calif.

reproduction.

GRAY COMPANY

S.

San Francisco,

St.,

directional and gives a diffused mellowness of

Calif.

mahogany
eight

CO.. LTD., OF CANADA
Elmira, Ont., Canada

JAMES
181

St.,

W. Washington

Chicago,

111.

JUNIUS HART PIANO HOUSE, LTD.
123 Carondelet St., New Orleans, La.

FRANK

R.

WITMAN PHONOGRAPH

SUPPLY COMPANY
Putnam, Conn.

CONSOLIDATED TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
2957 Gratiot Ave., Detroit, Mich.

CONSOLIDATED TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
1424 Washington Ave.

Minneapolis,

So.,

1103 Olive St, St. Louis,

Buffalo, N. Y.

GENERAL PHONOGRAPH

CORP.,
(New York Distributing Division)
15 W. 18th St., New York City

STERLING ROLL AND RECORD

COMPANY
137

W.

4th

Cincinnati,

St.,

Officials

Manager

of

Visits

New York

Miss R. Helberg, manager of the Cincinnati
branch of the Columbia Phonograph Co., was
While
a two-day visitor to New York recently.
in town Miss Helberg availed herself of the opportunity to visit the Columbia executive offices and there report that Cincinnati Columbia
dealers are experiencing an increasing demand
for Columbia New Process records and that the
interest being shown in the new line of Vivatonal
Columbia phonographs is remarkable.
Many new accounts, handling the complete
Columbia line, have been signed up on the
ties

Bosch Amborada receiving

new seven-

set

which

in

perfectly correlated with the
four successive radio frequency amplifier stages

the input stage

so that

is

maximum

efficiency

and amplification are

obtained without recourse to minor adjustments. The Bosch engineers declare that the
new circuit works perfectly over the entire
broadcast w-ave band and that the use of socalled compensating condensers is unnecessary.
The Amborada has just been announced as
one addition to the 1927 line of Bosch radio
apparatus, which includes the Model 16, a sixtube receiver, which met with considerable success last season, the
unified

control

Cruiser,

receiver,

the

a

new

five-tube

Bosch Nobattry,

and two new reproducers.

Alma

Rotter Recording
for Okeh Record Catalog

Artist Is

of

the

easily

evident

sales

Extremely Popular

in St.

Louis

Territory as Exponent of "Blues"

The General Phonograph Corp., New York,
manufacturer of Okeh records, recently added

possibili-

of the Viva-tonal models.

Mary Lewis

Ohio

IDEAL PHONO-PARTS CO.
1231 Superior Ave., Cleveland,

Ohio

to Sing at

Radio Industries Banquet

Mo.

IROQUOIS SALES CORPORATION
St.,

inches.

strength

These engineers claim

circuit for the

Minn.

THE ARTOPHONE CORPORATION

210 Franklin

tube

Columbia Cincinnati Branch

Atlanta, Ga.

St.,

a richly carved

column of fortythe Amplion Corp.

have perfected a

attainment so far reached in the acoustical design of an air column speaker.

CONSOLIDATED TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
227

in

Corp., Springfield, Mass.
to

New

POLK, INC.

K.

WhitehaU

encased

a single-control receiver can be made
accurate in its operation that a new simplicity of tuning is achieved is the boast of the
engineers of the American Bosch Magneto

That

so

cabinet, with an air

that the Patrician represents the highest

state

PHONOLA

It is

Bosch Amborada Set

Tuning by Accurate Single Control
Feature of New Product of American Bosch
Magneto Corp. Seven-tube Set

Loud Speaker Con-

The great strides that have been made in loud
speaker design and construction are evidenced

Complete List

of

1926

15,

Improvements in Design
Feature Amplion Speakers
sent Radical Departures in

A

September

Through the courtesy of A. Atwater Kent,
president of the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa.,

Mary Lewis, soprano

of the Metro-

Opera Co., will sing at the forthcoming
Annual Radio Industries Banquet on the night
Miss Lewis will be heard
of September 15.

politan

not only by those present, but it is expected
through the simultaneous broadcasting of the
program by more than thirty-three stations
throughout the country Miss Lewis will be
heard by over 15,000,000 people.

Alma Rotter
new and popular artist to the long list of
making recordings for the Okeh
catalog. She is Alma Rotter, who is well known
throughout the mid-West and West as a "blues"
a

vocalists

L. D.

HEATER

469^ Washington

St.,

Portland, Ore.

EVERYBODY'S TALKING MACHINE

COMPANY
810 Arch

JAMES
1315

K.

Young

JAMES
811

Philadelphia, Pa.

St.,

POLK, INC.

St.,

K.

West Broad

Dallas,

POLK,
St.,

Texas

INC..

Richmond, Va.

Radio Exports Show Increase
A

recent compilation by the Department of
Commerce shows that during 1925 the total

exports of radio apparatus from the United
States were $9,903,787, or an increase of $3,000,The total for 1923 was $3,448,000 over 1924.
112,

and

for 1922, $2,897,790.

Me Who," "Sleepy Head," "Wait
Gone" and others.

Tell

Transmitting ap-

included in these totals.
The countries of Europe purchased over 15
per cent of the total, the leading market there
being the United Kingdom,- which received shipments valued at about $644,900.
paratus

Mrs. Rotter, who hails from St. Louis,
Mo., was a recent visitor to New York, where
she made several recordings including "Who
singer.

is

Three

New

The line
Ferryman

Electric Co. has been

Till

Fm

Tubes Added to
Ferryman Elec. Co. Line

appointment of Albert C. Whitefield as director
of sales and also his election by the board of

manufactured by the
augmented by
three new tubes, according to H. B. Foster, general sales manager of the company. They are a
super-power amplifier, a full-wave rectifier and
a super-sensitive detector. Mr. Foster is en-

directors to the office of vice-president.

thusiastic over the sales prospects

The General Instrument Corp., New York
maker of radio parts, has announced the

City,

of radio tubes

this

season.

The Talking Machine World,
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firm

received

of
its

interesting to

James K. Polk, Inc.,
first shipment of 2,500

know

that these records

were given no display; they were placed
furniture store on temporary racks.

From

New

small stock of

largest record distributor for

in a corner of a

Okeh Records has grown the
Okeh Records in the South-

James K, Polk, Inc.,
is one of the most successful distributors of records, phonographs and their parts in this country.
eastern section of the United States.

Today you

name

James K. Polk decorating
its
own three-story building in Atlanta, Ga., and its
branch offices in Richmond, Va., and Dallas, Texas. This
will find the

of

achieving success, especially when it is realized that five
years ago they started with a force consisting of Mr. P. C.
is

Brockman and one

assistant.

Mr.

Brockman

P. C.

Secretary of James K. Polk, Inc., and

is

now

also Director of

is

Sales.

Five years ago James K. Polk, Inc., appreciated the profit
from the sale of Okeh Records. Because the Okeh Dealer
has always profited from the sale of Okeh Records James
K. Polk, Inc., has profited to an established point of Success.

As

the manufacturer of

Okeh Records we

are glad the

James K. Polk, Inc., gives us an opportunity to acknowledge with congratulations the splendid
accomplishments that make its history notable in the
Record Industry.
Fifth Anniversary of

General Phonograph Corporation
OTTO HEINEMAN,

President

New York

25 West 45th Street
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Operadio Co. Marketing a
New Seven-tube Radio Set
Radical Changes in Design Feature the Latest
Product of This Well-known Manufacturer of
Radio Sets A Seven-tube Model

—

The Operadio Corp. of Chicago announces
new model for the 1927 season a seven-

as a

which, while maintaining the essential
previous models, contains radical
changes in design. The new set, designated as
tube

set,

form

of

A

voltmeter is incorporated
controls.
the set to insure that proper voltage is im-

other
in

75

Gilfillan Bros. Stage

pressed on dry battery tubes and also to enable
the owner to determine at all times the condi-

Big Sales Convention

"A" and "B" batteries.
new features of this model is the
arrangement of the voltage control whereby it
is impossible to supply to the tubes more than
Another feathe correct voltage of 3.3 volts.
ture is the volume control provided by a varia-

Over 200 Radio Dealers From Southern California Gathered at Main Plant of Company
at Los Angeles to View New Receivers

tion

of

One

ble

of the

resistance

across the

input

of

the

second

audio tube.

McWilliams Stone, president of the Operis most enthusiastic about the performance and prospects of this new set.
In
an interview with The Talking Machine World
J.

adio Corp.,

always been my firm contenloop-operated set
would be the choice of the buying public, provided such a set gave in every respect the same
performance as a set using the indoor or outdoor antenna, for the simple reason that it represents radio in its simplest form and because
of the tremendous convenience of this type of
set which does not require the fixed installation
of the outdoor aerial set. The greatest problem
has been to duplicate the performance of sets
operating with outside aerial.
We firmly believe we have accomplished this result in the
Model 7 Operadio, which is, without question,
by far the best Operadio ever built."
W. B. Ricketts, sales manager of the Operadio Corp., reiterated Mr. Stone's views and
said that the outlook for this season's business
by far exceeds any provious year in this company's successful career.
Harold H. Shotwell,
chief engineer and one of the principals in the
Operadio Corp., is responsible for the design of
the new Model 7.
The new Operadio will be
shown in conspicuous spaces at both the Chicago and New York shows.
he said:

tion

"It has

that

the

self-contained

Over 200 representative radio dealers from
every part of southern California gathered at
the

main plant

of Gilfillan

Bros., Inc., at

Los

Angeles on August 19, for a sales convention,
at which was given a preview of the new Gilfillan Neutrodyne receiving sets.
Elaborate arrangements were made for ti e
entertainment of the visiting dealers and, due
to the fact that a large percentage of them had
never seen a modern radio factory in operation,
the visitors were enabled to see the various
mechanical operations required in the making
of parts and assembling of the Gilfillan models.
Morris E. Ebersole acted as master of ceremonies, introducing

S.

W.

Gilfillan,

president of

company, who welcomed the dealers and
acquainted them with the efforts made by the

the

company

produce the new features in
He was followed by W.
Lindsay, Jr., chief engineer, who introduced
new Gilfillan models and explained to the
sembled dealers the exclusive features
veloped in the Gilfillan laboratories.
In his talk Mr. Lindsay laid special stress
to

Gilfillan

line.

the excellence of the
trol

new

W.
the
as-

de-

on

Gilfillan one-dial con-

and the new six-tube, dual-control

set,

the

re-

ceiver with copper-shielded units.

Prior to an
inspection of the factory the dealers were addressed by Earl Howard, factory superintendent, who explained the production schedule of
the

Gilfillan

plant and called attention

to

the

increase of production facilities necessitated by
the great demand for the Gilfillan product, both
this country and also in the Orient.
Mr.
Ebersole talked to the dealers about the plans
for advertising the Gilfillan models during the
in

Big
Operadio Model 7
Model 7, as in previous Operadio models,
is of the combination home-and-portable type.
Contained within the compact carrying case,
the dimensions of which are seventeen inches
by twelve inches by nine inches, is a seven-tube

B

a 99 9 til

Diamond

The Summer

T

Radio Sales

radio sales gap

is

evidently be-

shortened

at both ends, according to refrom Diamond T Radio Manufacturers,
makers of five and six-tube receivers. South

ing

ports

Bend, Ind.
July deliveries for this firm exceeded those of September, 1925, and the August sales were equal to the peak production
and deliveries of last season.
C. L. Smith,
president of the firm, states that the baby grand
console, containing two built-in loud speakers,
is one of the models which is meeting with ex-

First Issue
Interior

View

of

Operadio Set

coming radio season.
expressed themselves as being
meeting and state that it was one of the most successful sales conventions ever held bv them.

Factory

much

officials

gratified with the attendance at this

Lowenstein's music department, Memphis,
has added Columbia phonographs and
records, according to Paul Gold, manager of
the department, who reports that business is
very satisfactory and the outlook for a busy
if^Fall season is bright.
Tenn.,

Out September 15tn

From Top

including ample battery supply and selfcontained loud speaker.
The set utilizes six 199 type tubes and one
power tube. The tuned input supplies one stage
set

of tuned radio frequency and two transformer
coupled stages. Behind the detector are a transformer stage and two resistance coupled stages
of audio frequency. As in a previous model of
the Operadio, the radio frequency transformers
are entirely shielded and hermetically sealed in
one can and the audio frequency equipment in
The gang socket with the attached
another.
cans and tubes is mounted by an ingenious
spring suspension, which solves one of the most
difficult problems encountered in all self-contained sets, namely, trouble from microphonics.
The self-contained loud speaker with a twentyfour-inch air column is of unique design and, in
combination with the resistance coupling of the

audio frequency, produces, it is claimed, a remarkable tone quality. The tuned input and
the tuned stage of radio frequency are ganged
together under one dial and, due to the inherent
balance of the circuit, single dial tuning for all
local and the stronger distant stations is obtained

without any adjustment whatsoever of

MONTHLY REVIEW
AXEL

MOSES SMITH

B.

JOHNSON

RICHARD

Managing Editor

Associate Editor

Among

Other Special Features

MY MUSICAL LIFE—By

By Robert Donaldson Darrell.
JAZZ TO SYMPHONY— By Moses Smith.
Music

l)y

means
in

— READ
G. Appel.

Self-Education in

of the plioiiograph.

For sale at music stores and news stands at
$5.00

APPEL

Nathaniel Shilkret.

BEETHOVEN'S DEBUTS IN AMERICA— By Richard
DOES AMERICA APPRECIATE THE BEST MUSIC?

FROM

G.

Literary Editor

35 cents per copy,

or

send your subscription,

Canada and foreign countries,

S4.00 in

U.

S.,

to

The Phonograph PubHshing Co*
101 Milk Street

Adt

ertising rates fitrtiished

upon application

Boston, Mass.

—
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Louisiana Columbia Dealers
Report Big Record Sales
In New Orleans Co-operate With
Newspaper Advertising and Concentrate on

Dealers

Records of Popular Local Artists

New
this

Orleans, La.,

September 4.— Dealers in
exceptionally fine record sales,

city report

attributable in a large measure to their method
of pushing sales by concentrating on a single

orchestra's recordings and featuring aggressively
the numbers in their advertising and publicity
in

every manner possible.

An example

of

this

campaign featuring the latest
of the New Orleans Owls and the
House Orchestra, both of which
Orleans orchestras and Columbia

The

new

by the New Orleans Owls.
This tie-up campaign consisted in securing
a
whole-page advertisement in the TimesPicayune, one of the leading dailies of that
city.
Along with this the dealers co-operating,
including Grunewalds, D. H. Holmes, Maison
Blanche and Dwyer Piano Co., featured the
latest pieces of these orchestras on Columbia
records in their show windows and with publicity

J. E. Bivins, manager of the New Orleans
branch of the Columbia Phonograph Co., says

that

the dealers in the campaign report this

all

selections

selections

Halfway
are

New

highly

as

among
the

method

co-operation

of

spirit

Mr.

successful.

tributes the success of this

erous

Bivins

is

advertising policy of his company.

recording

featured

were

"Since

You're Gone," coupled with "I'm In
Love" by the Halfway House Orchestra, and

The Knight-Campbell Music
Colo., will

building.

15,

1926

Columbia Dallas
Branch Visits New York
of

F. R. Erisman, manager of the Dallas, Tex.,
branch of the Columbia Phonograph Co., was
a New Yorker for three days of the week of
August 22. Despite the London-like weather he
encountered during his short stay, the tall

Texan was noticeably

in

excellent spirits, due,

to the fact that

Columbia record busiViva-tonal
Columbia

general
and
orders in particular
things hum down Dallas way.

ness

in

phonograph

making

are

at-

to the gen-

prevalent
combined with

that

the dealers in his city,

liberal

Mgr.

no doubt,

papers.

the

in

method

was the recent dealer

tie-up

artists.

"Tampeekoe," coupled with "West End Romp"

September

Co., of Denver,
remodel a large part of its five story
Talking machines are handled here.

The

broadcasting studio

radio

recently

Col.,

department, recently broadcast its first program
through station KLZ in the Shirley-Savoy
Hotel, with which the microphones in the
studio of the Denver Dry Goods Co. are connected.

Announcing the New and Complete Line ot Eagle Chargers
The long-experienced

radio merchant knows that his average customer is a crank, and has been forced to keep his shop looking like a national radio exposition in order to satisfy these exacting buyers.
There are, perhaps, a hundred d fTerent makes of chargers on the market,
good, bad and indifferent; but each commands a few sales because it claims to do a certain job differently or better than the others. Here,
then, is a way out of the profitless overstocking of "ten brands to please ten customers" a comprehensive and complete line of chargers
that not only meets all present-day demands but anticipates those of the future.

—

— Performance — Price — Wnatever

customers ask for, there's an Eagle Charger to satisfy their wants. Furthermore, the increasing
buyers will be "Eagle" buyers when our nation-wide newspaper campaign "talks" to your customers this Summer and
Fall.
Study these pages carefully, compare the performance of these instruments with the demands of your customers, bear in mind the
growing popularity of chargers and place an order with your jobber to take care of the mighty profitable business that this Fall will bring.
If your jobber can't supply you, get in touch with "Charger Headquarters" at once.
Quality

number

of charger

JUNIOR— 2 AMP.
EAGLE

JUNIOR— Tube

automobile and
two (2) ampere
1-50

volts in

rectifier—charges
batteries at full
batteries up to
250 milliamperes.
Straight
cannot burn out tubes. Fin-

radio

rate.
series at

—

typ6

six-volt

Charges

transformer windinf;
ished in creen craclile

B

copper and blacJt
background name plate. Ample cable and markList Price— $14.00 without tube.
ers.

with

MASTER
EAGLE MASTER— The
power unit.
Charges A
turn of the switch
standard voltaBes.

wires—simpLv

B

POINT THE ARROW AKD THROW THE

SWITCH. All connections are made in rear. No variable
resistances in the form of lamps or coils for various size B
Bats.
Entirely automatic.
Particularly adapted for the new

TAB

batteries.
Charging range for A Batamps.
Charging range for B Batteries
Green crackle finish with copper and black

re-chargeable

—trickle

teries
45 to

to

135 volts.

background panel.

SENIOR—6 AMR

A

of the futurel
complete
batteries, full or trickle, and at a
becomes a charger for
batteries of all
It
is
not necessary to disconnect anv

charger

—

EAGLE SENIOR—Tube type rectifier charges automobile and radio sii-volt batteries at six (6) ampere
rate.
Charges B batteries up to 150 volts in series
at 2-50 niilliamperej;.
Finished m gre^m crarkle with
copper and black background plate.
Battery leads,
pronerlr marked, with strong battery clips.
Lilt Price
$20.00 without tube.

—

2

List

—$21.00

Price

without

tube.

"EAGLE

.

"°

H

MULTIPLE CMARMR
1«B
e

MCYCU
"
;

.
.

B

I

TRICKLER
EAGLE TRICKLER —Eagle has incorporated
type charger an absolutely exclusive feature.

in this popular
In addition to
your A batteries it
also
charges B
oatteries.
Another big advantage is the fact that the Trickier is shipParticularly adaptable for new TAB re-chargeah!e
ped dry.
dry B batteries.
Charges A batteries at half ampere rate.
B at 250 milliamperes. Charges A batteries while listening
in.
Beautiful crackle finish.
Price
Li»t
$10.00 complete.

charging

—

5

16

B

EAGLE 5B GANG CHARGER— Tube

type rectifier, servire
charger.
Charges from one to five 6- volt automobile
batteries at sis-ampere rate.
Has patented magnetic control
which permits charger to accommodate any
line voltage from 100 to 140, thus eliminating over charging
and under charging. Beautiful black crackle flnisn with gold
raised letters and border, and accurate reading ammeter.
One set of battery leads and tube complete. NET Price, $54.00
station

and radio

EAGLE CHARGER CORPORATION,

in-

by the Denver Dry Goods Co., Denver,
which operates a large talking machine

stalled

EAGLE

B

GANG CHARGER— Tube

IBB

type rectifier for service

Will charge from

work.

one to sixteen automobile or
Will charge sixteen In
Equipped with ammeter,
same time it
charge one.
double pole, double throw switch and fused both in A.C. line
Finished in black crackle with
and in Battery Circuit.
Battery leads and tube
gold raised letters and gold border.
complete.
110 Voltfr—60 cycle— NET price, $85.00: 220 Voitt
station

radio

—60

batteries

at

sis
takes to

— NET

cycle

121 North 8th

price,

St.,

ampere

rate.

$105.00.

Philadelphia, Pa.

'
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15,
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GSX-ui
High power cubes
for use in last stage

of audio amplification give increased

volume.
Pr/ff $6.50
Look for the red box

An

Engineering Triumph

the building of a great bridge, the deAs velopment
of a master product requires
in

L

the combined

skill

of

many

trained minds.

The supreme quality of Gold

Seal

Radio Tubes

not the result of chance. It is the culmination
of exhaustive experiment and test by pioneers
in radio tube manufacturing. Their skill and
experience insure a superior product.
is

Type GSX-20na
For use as dct;ctor
only, giving supe-

Type

Nor

Gold Seal quality merely a catch phrase
it is easily demonstrable in the form of improved reception, tone and volume.

—

is

by the

rapidly growing popularity of
these master products made right, sold right,
Profit

—

guaranteed right, backed up by real merchandising cooperation and a square deal policy.

tion

— highly

for full infornnation. If nofl
obtainable from, your Jobber, write di
'irect
and we will see that you are sapp lied. J

weak

—

signals

on
es-

pecially desirable
for distance.
Price $5 .00

effi-

cient in this system.

Price

$4.00

Types GSX-ioia
and
Gs-Loia

The popular general purpose type,
for amplifier or detector.

high

Long

life

and

efficiency.

Price

[Send now

strength

rior

GSX-Hy-Mu

For use only in the
popular resistance
coupled amplifica-

S^-

OO

Look for the blue box

Types GSX-159

and
GS-I99
For use with dry
cell batteries

— ideal

for
portable and
other compact receiving sets.

Price $1.15

Look for (he green box

Gold Seal
Radio Tubes

Tvpc GSX-iio
For dry

cell

opera-

tion used in last
stage of audio am-

Jobbers! Some desirable territories still open.
Full Protection. Write !or particulars.

plification

it

in-

creases volume.
Price S2.-50
Look for the red box

ELECTRICAL CO.
GOLD SEALINCORPORATED
2SO PARK AVE., NEW YORK
I

1926 -G.

S.

All Standard Types

E. Co.

See our Exhibit Booth No. 3, Section S, at the Third Annual Radio W'orld's Fair,
Garden, New York, September 13tft to ISth, inclusive

New Madison

Square
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radio

Gain

as Sales Continue to

Exposition Sponsored by Wisconsin Radio Trades Association This Month Expected to Have
Favorable Effect on Radio Sales Talking Machine Sales Gain Month's News

—

—

—

Milwaukee, Wis., September 7. August has
been a very good month in the talking machine
trade and local jobbers and wholesalers are enthusiastic in their predictions that this Fall will

be one of the biggest seasons the trade has
ever known in this territory.
Radio Show to Help Business
Radio has also shown an improvement during
the past month, with early orders coming in

Due

satisfactorily.

to

the fact

that

the

Wis-

consin Radio Trades Association will hold its
annual radio show a little earlier this year,
there is an indication that the radio business will
open up a little earlier than last year. The exposition this year will be held from September
25 to 29 and plans have now been practically

completed.

Brunswick Sales Increase
group of new instruments being
featured by the Brunswick Co. have been in
very good demand, according to Carl Lovejoy,
Brunswick representative in this territory.
"Orders are now coming in steadily for the entire Brunswick line," stated Mr. Lovejoy, "and

The

I

am

gest

entire

still

of the belief that this will be the big-

Brunswick has ever had
Shipments have been coming

season

territory.

nicely during the
lieve

that

there

in

this

in

very

month
is

of August, but I bedanger of a shortage of
Fall business gets under

merchandise when
way."
Mr. Lovejoy states that dealers are taking
great interest in the contest which is being instituted by the Brunswick Co., to obtain a name
for a new line of mechanical instruments.

Columbia Viva-tonal Pleases
"Business has been very good for the Summer
months, and the Fall outlook is fine," declared
Walter E. Pugh, Columbia representative in
Wisconsin, Upper Michigan and part of Illinois.

"The new Columbia machines are getting a fine
reception from the dealers, and reorders on
original samples are coming in all the time. The
record business
"My business

is

also very fine.

last year, and each
showing an increase over the preceding month," continued Mr. Pugh. "Dealers are
very optimistic and some predict the best Fall

month

is

ahead of

Mr. Pugh has added several

towoc,

all

live

Ask

^4

for

dealers to

merchandisers.

"Business conditions are good," stated George
Ruez, president of the Badger Talking Ma"There is no queschine Co., Victor jobber.
tion but that we shall have a wonderful Fall.
Right now we are sold out on everything.
Machines are going out to the dealers as fast as
F.

we

get

them from the

factory."

Bright Outlook for Yahr-Lange
The Super Ball antenna is still moving very
well, and orders during the month of August
were very satisfactory, according to Fred E.
Yahr, of Yahr-Lange, Inc., national distributors
for the Super Ball, and wholesalers for Sonora
in Wisconsin and Michigan.
The new line of
Sonora instruments is also attracting much attention.

"We

receiving

are

new instruments

all

the

and we now have a very representative
showing of the latest models in our salesroom,"
said G. K. Purdy, manager of the music de-

time,

partment.

"We

getting

are

articles

incorporation,

of

some very

city,

listing

stock of 150 shares of $100 each.

has

capital

The papers

were signed by Herbert Mueller, W. I. Rosenheimer and E. A. Mueller.
sold his interest in the
J. A. Sandee has
Badger Music Co., of Fond du Lac, Wis., to
Arnold E. Knop, who has been connected with
the firm since 1921.
Mr. Knop with J. C.
Turner, formerly of Chicago, will continue to
operate the shop along the same lines as in the
past, featuring the

Badger Co. Busy

Brunswick

line.

The

store

be entirely remodeled and when finished
will be modern in every respect.
Mr. Sandee opened a shop of his own September 1, under the name of the Sandee Music
Shop, featuring the Victor line and Atwater
will

Kent

radio.

Plans have been announced for the opening
of one of the largest combination music and
in Kenosha, Wis., by Joseph
operates the Kimball Music store,
and Walter and Frank Block, partners in the
W. & F. Block Co., radio and electrical ap-

furniture

Cardinal,

stores

who

pliances.

Albert B. Ayers Elected
Officer of Eagle Radio Go.
Sales Manager Now Occupies the Posts
Vice-President. Secretary and General

Former
of

Manager

of

Eagle Organization

favor-

comments from our dealers on the new
instruments, and those who have heard them
are already placing orders."
able

Take Over Atwater Kent Jobber
The Radio Specialty Co., distributor of the
Atwater Kent line in this territory and one of

Franklin M. Kellogg, president of the Eagle
Radio Co., 16 Boyden Place, Newark, N. J.,
manufacturer of the well-known Eagle Neutro-

Milwaukee's pioneer radio jobbers, has been
purchased from its former owners by a group
of five Milwaukee business men.
Tl# greater
part of the stock was held by Ralph Miller,
president, and the entire deal was said to involve approximately $100,000.
Following the
change of ownership, the company was reorganized with A. Van Antwerpen, as general manager, and W. H. Roth, as vice-president and
general sales manager.
Brief but Interesting

is

thev ever have had.

new

Columbia accounts. Among them are the
Stiller Co., of Green Bay, Wis.; the Gourlx
A'lusic Co., which operates a store in Green Bay,
and a chain in several nearby cities; Sadler's,
Aurora, 111.; and Paulus Music Shop, Manihis

1926

division.

with this firm for five years.
The Mueller Radio Shoppe, of this
filed

15,

Morley-Murphy Co. as manager of the
He was previously connected

of the

Dealers Predict Busy Fall Season in

Milwaukee

September

who has been with the Radio
Corp. of Wisconsin for the past two years, has.
again joined the forces of the Milwaukee branch
D. M. Williams,

Albert B. Ayers

IRON HORSE

Insist

on

PADDED PROTECTION COVERS

dyne receiving set, announces that, at a recent
meeting of the board of directors, Albert B.
Ayers, who has been associated with the Eagle
sales manager for a number of years,
was elected vice-president, secretary and gen-

Co. as

OLIVE DRAB DENIM

manager.
Mr. Ayers has, since the assumption of his
new duties, arranged some very progressive
plans adding to the efficiency of the manufacturing departments of the Eagle receiver and
developing facilities for shipping these products
In addition
to Eagle distributors and dealers.
the plans for developing sales on improved
Eagle models are well under way and particular
attention has been given to sales promotion
with the idea of giving dealers intensive coeral

The

representative line for

all

the

new

models of leading manufactuiers
both talking machines and radio.
Perfectly
for

many

made by

of

a house specializing

years in textiles.

Extra heavy padding, cushion-like, to
prevent damages in making shipments.

Order now^

to insure

prompt delivery

for Fall business.

For the Ncvj Victor LiNe
12

Styles

Reliable Manufacturing Standard Always Maintained

Mill Contractors

224-226

REACH TEXTILE

COTTON GOODS

EAST 42ND

ST.

MAIN OFFICE AND SALESROOM

Davega Employes' Outing
The

Padded Covers, Form Fitting, With
Strap and Buckle Attached

A. L.

operation.

CO., Inc.
Manufacturers

CANVAS SPECIALTIES

NEW YORK,

N. Y.

S.

B.

Davega

Employes'

Co-operative

Association held its annual outing at Camp Mohegan, Mohegan Lake, N. Y., on Sunday, September 12. De luxe busses carried the Davega
employes to the outing grounds, where a number of sporting events and athletic games were
indulged in by practically all the employes.
Following dinner, dancing and entertainment
by Davega talent were in order and the return
home was made with all voting the day one
of the best ever.
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OPERADIO

The Operadio Corporation
EIGHT SOUTH DEARBORN STREET

CHICAGO

aA neadLf! OAb

new

1927

- ^lemanAaMB vc^uma and punch!
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THE
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SELF-CONTAINED RADIO SET
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Big Gains Reported for the Month in
Baltimore Territory by Distributors
Statements of Wholesalers Indicate That Dealers Also Are Enjoying an Excellent Sales Volume
Many Applications by Dealers for Columbia Line Stieff Opens Department

—

—

—

Columbia executive

Baltimore, Md., September 8. William F. Robof E. F. Droop & Sons, declared:
"The
month of August was 50 per cent ahead of

August

year,

York, put-

the business, said that

demand for new FADA
new Crosley sets was

loop-operated sets and the

enormous and it was just a matter of getting
enough merchandise to sell. New Philco Socket
powers and Burgess batteries were also in tremendous demand.
The announcement of Columbia Wholesalers
as De Forest tube distributors, was made to
the trade here recently and due to very liberal
discounts and replacement policy, great things
are expected of these tubes.

The

the building occupied by

fire in

Wholesalers,

Cohen & Hughes, Inc., Victor jobbers, opened
new Orthophonic department of Charles M.
StielT, Inc., on September 8. "Three up-to-date

August

sound-proof booths have been installed in Stieff
Hall," said William Biel, general manager of
Cohen & Hughes, Inc., "and only the new types
of Victor machines are being used for demon-

the

the

21,

205

did not

the freight elevator

Columbia

West Camden street, on
damage any stock, but put
out of commission for some

Fortunately the record department is on
ground floor, and several car loads of
machines arriving here a few days after the
fire were placed in the Baltimore & Ohio Warehouse and are being distributed from there.
Talking Machine Shop Reports Increase
"We are having one of the best periods ever
experienced in the talking machine business in
time.

trations."

Many Applications for Columbia Line
Columbia Wholesalers, Inc., report the most
phenomenal reception of the new Viva-tonal
ever

New

of machines possible.
Mr. Andrews, in charge of the radio end of

in

weeks. I am more than enthusiastic over business for this Fall because I think it is going
to be one of the greatest seasons ever had in
this part of the country."
On account of increasing business we have
had to appoint a new man for our record department, August Weigner, formerly with the
Kunkel Piano Co., of Baltimore.
Chas. M. Stieff, Inc., Opens Department

line

in

tity

machines as well as
records.
There is still, however, a shortage on
steel and tungsten needles, which has existed
for the past six months. A shortage on popular
numbers has been going on for about three
last

offices

ting forth every effort to get the largest quan-

erts,

section," said

this

accorded the introduction of a new

Andrew Oldewurtzel,

of the

Talking Machine Shop. "There is a shortage
on all stock, especially needles.
Rad'o combinations have sold right through the Summer,
and record sales have been fine."
New Brunswick Franchise Granted
Charles F. Shaw, manager of the BrunswickBalke-CoUender Co., who has just returned
from Charlotte, N. C., declared: "There is keen
interest and activity, and consequently a shortage on the new Brunswick mechanical phonoDealers are asking for the 'Valencia'
graphs.
and 'Cortez' records in such quantities that it
There is
is all that we can do to supply them.
also a great deal of enthusiasm over the $5,000
Brunswick contest for a new name for another
mechanical instrument to be put on the market

product in this territory.
It seems that the
taking on of the Columbia line by such accounts as Lyon & Healy, of Chicago, has been
the signal for hundreds of similar accounts to
come into the Columbia fold, with orders that
stagger the imagination.
As a result of this
situation Columbia Wholesalers report their
business for August 1926 on Columbia phonographs and records to be 112 per cent, ahead of
last year.
Phonograph sales alone show an increase of 233 per cent in August over the same
month last year, while record sales show an increase of 33 per cent over July 1926.
During the last month dealers' meetings were
held in Norfolk and Richmond, Va., and in Charlotte and Greensboro, N. C. Orders taken at
these meetings were so far in excess of anticipation that Mr. Andrews, president of Columbia
Wholesalers, Inc., made a special trip to the

in

short

a

ever,

is

electrical
is

The main

time.

attraction,

how-

Brunswick Panatrope, the newreproducing musical instrument, which

the

being called for by

many

theatres, hotels

and

September

15,
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dealers in this territory for public demonstrations.
The sale of 'Light Ray' electrically recorded Brunswick records passed all expectations during the month of August. 'Light Ray'
needles have also done very well in this section.

"C. E. Childs has been
appointed record
salesman for our territory, and is assisting dealers in record operation study.
Joseph F. Mullin has taken the position of record promotion
manager.
He was formerly radio technician.
New dealers recently appointed to handle
Brunswick products are: Thomson Bros, Anacostia; Atlantic Music Co., Norfolk, Va.; Ellis
Machine & Music Co., Bloomington, N. C.
Halloway Music House, Charlotte, N. C; Victor
Furniture Co., Morganstown, N. C, and the
Sherrill Furniture Co.,

Newton, N.

C.

"H. Emerson Yorke, special representative
from Chicago, assisted by Mr. Lord, local representative, gave several demonstrations of the
Panatrope in Richmond, Va., recently.
The
demonstrations were given before the Rotary
Club, the Richmond Musical Club and the Hotel
Richmond Inn. Demonstrations have also been
given here in Baltimore at the Emerson Hotel,
the Boulevard Theatre and the Aura Theatre."
Expects Big Fall Demand
In anticipation of increased Fall business both

and sales staff of the Braitermanphonograph products distributor
of this city, has been augmented.
Dudley E.
Samelson, formerly secretary and treasurer of
the Kronenberg X-Ray & Supply Co., who has
had twenty years' experience as office manager,
has been placed in charge of the ofhce.
Maurice E. Fedder and Meyer Gold have
been added to the sales staff, which is increased
to number five.
Both are e.xperienced salesmen and Mr. Gold has had talking machine experience in the past with James Cowan, formerly Okeh jobber in Richmond.
the

ofifice

Fedder

Co.,

Among

recent

visitors

Fedder headquarters was
J.

to

Braiterman-

the

A. Fischer, of the
A. Fischer Co., Philadelphia, maker of Valley
J.

Forge main springs and talking machine rematerial.
Another visitor was Mr. San-

pair

ford,

Ideal

of the

Phono Parts

Co., of

Pitts-

burgh.

Among

the social activities at the Braiterman-

Fedder quarters

the marriage of Miss Fed-

is

William Braiterman and
William Fedder, to Samuel Harrisson Fischer,
well-known merchant and sportsman, of Baltimore. Miss Fedder is chief assistant to William Fedder, one of the executives of the comder, a sister-in-law of

pany.

Business Gain of 154 Per Cent
a misprint there appeared in the
August issue of The World a statement to the
effect that the record business of the Columbia
Wholesalers, Inc., for the month of July showed
an increase of 454 per cent over July of 1925.

Due

Have You Heard

It?

We
it,

HAVE

you heard the new
Viva-tonal Columbia
Phonograph? If you

haven't,

there's

the

you and for your custom-

Records,

of

experiment

ence
has

in

and

reproducing

now culminated

Years of experience and experiment in recording sound
achieved
Columbia
New

—

and make haste to correct

the

W. H.

Swartz, vice-presi-

Columbia Wholesalers,

"We

Inc.,

who

compliment, but
erroneous statement to stand,

appreciate

the

would not like this
inasmuch as our increase was exactly 154 per
cent. Frankly the latter amount is a tremendous
increase and one worthy of attention, but we
do not want to get credit for such an astonishing increase as the one stated."

the
"like

life itself."

Seven models, four

of

writes:

sound
in

regret the error

quoting the words of

dent

experi-

Viva-tonal Columbia

ers.

only

the

records without scratch. Years

musical

surprise of a lifetime in store
for

Process

to

sizes, list

G. F. Pflugfelder JonesMotrola Go. Sales Manager

prices $90 to $300.

The appointment of Chas. F. Pflugfelder as
manager of the Jones-Motrola Sales Co.,
New York, has been announced. The company,

sales

ColtimtiaWliolej saiers,ll
LL.Andrev/s

^

Wm.H. Swart z

'

ExgI as ivelyWholes ale
205
Camden St.. Baltimore, Md.

W

IC.

headed by Joseph W. Jones, manufactures the
well-known line of radio receivers bearing his
name, and is planning to market two new
models this season.
The organization also
handles the marketing of the electrical instruments developed by Joseph W. Jones, including the Jones Speedometer, the Jones phonograph process, the Motrola, the Jones taximeter
and other electrical supplies.

;
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Specifications
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—

Console Model
Range — 205 to 555 meters.
Accommodates power tube

second audio

in

stage.

New 200-A

detector can be used.
wave length condenser with
shortest
exaggerated spacing on
wave
lengths.
Great sensitivity and distance
Selectivity of three-tuned
on loop alone.
circuits,
shock-mounted last radio tube
and detector tube. No-play vernier drive
on main tuning.
Straight-line,

Top mounted collapsible loop.
Handsome figured mahogany
All
built

primary
at

parts

of

set

cabinet.

and

designed

Priess plant.

A

two-tone, figured walnut console cabisplendidly proportioned; loop inclosed,
operated
switching mechanism and
plug system for A. C. equipment; built-in
cone speaker; ample space for batteries
full enclosure of all mechanism when not
being operated, giving very charming apnet,

front

;

pearance to cabinet.
shielded compartment
eliminators.

and

No

Complete magnetic
'A" and "B"
between loop

for
interaction

set.

List price,

without
accessories,

Such matchless

selectivity

$335.00

and tremendous

distance ability, combined with tonal brilliancy

never before obtained^ places this remarkable
new Priess ^^9^' Nine in a class quite by itselL
The

dealer in radio has never been in

to sell

a

position

such complete customer satisfaction.

BEING

loop operated and a complete unit
it is easy to give demonstrations in
the customer's home.
That done, the sale is
made. Any one who lives in a city or other congested broadcasting district and hears this new
in itself

—sees

how

go through local
all broadcasting, and
bring in programs from remote sections clearly,
in beautiful tone and loud speaker volume—
you just can't keep that man from buying, that's

The same

all.

as

Priess

easy it
stations, while they are

is

to

the

Distributor

specifications

described

above for

TABLE MODEL.

Last season s Straight 8 for rural localities will continue to be made, to comply with dealer demand.
List, $,175

Demonstration
Write

deal er

or

wire for
reservation,

subject to demonstration by our distributor in your territory.
^

^

I

TRADE MARK

STRMGHT^ NINE

List Price

.

$195

Outstanding radio value and performance
in the market today
without exception,''

—

PRIESS

RADIO CORPORATION

^

695 Broadway

-
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New England Dealers Optimistic Over the

Symphony and

Feeling Is Prevalent That With Summer Over Business Will Quickly Reach a Satisfactory Level
Columbia Viva-tonal Line Well Received by the Trade Month's News of the Trade

—

—

—

Boston, Mass., September 7. Business is pickThat is conceded by
ing up very materially.
everyone in the talking machine business and
it is a decidedly pleasant thing to contemplate
after the lean weeks and months of the Summer. The general feeling is that with the new
perfected instruments in the field the buying
public will come, in fact they are coming fast,

truth that real music

is

obtainable through a reproducing medium
So there is joyous expectaas never before.
tion that a turn has been made and the trade
once again is on the up grade toward talking

now

machine prosperity.
Trade Banquet in New Hotel
E. M. Statler was in town the other day to
inspect his new Statler Hotel which is building
Park Square, and his statement that the
in
hotel will be completed and opened 'On time is
good news to the talking machine business and
the music trade in general in Boston since Billy
Merrill, as secretary of the New England Music
Trade Association, some time ago arranged for
the next banquet of the organization at this
hostelry.

Dealers Praise Viva-tonal Phonograph
Bill Parks, of the New England de-

Manager

partment of the Columbia Co., told The World
correspondent the .other day that dealers from
all over New England visited the warerooms
during July and August and were most enthuin

their

praise

of the

New

Viva-tonal

phonographs. All were greatly impressed with
the tone and with the cabinets, both from the
Bill
standpoint of design and workmanship.
says the warerooms have been swamped with
orders and the great problem for some time to
come is going to be how to secure stock enough
to satisfy the demand.
Norman Smith, manager .of the St. Louis
branch of the Columbia Co., and well and popularly remembered in New England, has been
spending his vacation with his parents at Concord, Mass. Mr. Smith is very enthusiastic over

Columbia conditions

in

his

territory.

Only

a

few years ago he was located here in Boston.
Boston Radio Show to Be Big Event
The Sixth Annual Boston Radio Exposition,
which will be held in Mechanics Building the
week of September 27, is being thoroughly merchandised throughout the New England territory. Stations on both the Boston & Maine and
New York, New Haven & Hartford railroads
carry three-sheet posters announcing the show.
Two hundred thousand correspondence stickers
have been sent out to the trade. During the
show all four-sheet boards on the Boston Elevated system will be used and two thousand
dashers will be used on the fronts of surface
cars.
Thousands of window cards have been
distributed throughout New England. In addition, front-page advertising will be used in the
Boston newspapers and the show also will be
advertised in a selected list of newspapers whose
circulation covers New England and Canada.
Sheldon H. Fairbanks, director of all of the
Boston radio shows, expects this year's attendance will go well over the 100,000 mark, as the
Boston show draws on one of the most densely
populated areas in the country.
The New England trade is enthusiastic over
the prospects for the show and dealers in great
numbers have announced intention to attend.

Growing Brunswick Demand
Manager Harry Spencer, of the Brunswick
Co., while finding business only fair

Summer months,

sees a

along the line and there

demand

during the

marked improvement
is

all

a rapidly developing

Brunswick line, with especial
which is receiving the
widest publicity through the medium of the
leading magazines of the country.
Start Distribution of New Sonora Line
Joe Burke, of the Sonora Phonograph Co.,
at 219 Columbus avenue, is looking forward
with renewed enthusiasm to the prospects that
are to develop from September on.
Joe says
calls

for

Samples

ably.

Outlook for a Substantial Fall Business

siastic

15,

the

for the Panatrope,

of

the

new Sonora

lines,

ing allotted to the trade.

Elated Over Outlook
Herbert Shoemaker is highly elated over the
prospects for the Fall and in his own department of activity, namely the Eastern Talking
Machine Co., he reports a marked improvement
week by week. He is one of those who feel
that

when

sum

total of business will

the end of the year

is reached the
be a very encourag-

ing one for 1926.

At the

office of the Eastern Talking Machine
learned that Arthur Pearce, the service
engineer of the Victor Co., has been appointed
supervisor for this territory, succeeding L H.
Purinton.
Mr. Pearce will make his headquarters in New York City.
Kenneth E. Reed With Federal Corp.
In the field of radio as well as that of the talking machine it is good news to learn that Kenneth E.- Reed has hitched up with the Federal

Co.

it

is

Radio Corp., for which he

is

now

the

repre-

headquarters in New York.
Ken has many friends here in Boston where,
for a good many years, he was associated with
the headquarters of M. Steinert & Sons.
A. Steinert a Benedict
One of the interesting events of the month
has been the marriage of Alexander Steinert,
head of the Boston office of M. Steinert &
Sons, and Mrs. Louise Leviseur, of this city,
which took place Saturday, August 21, at the
Summer home of the bride in Beverly. Mr.
and Mrs. Steinert will spend a part of the
Winter at Mr. Steinert's Boston house, 401
Commonwealth avenue, and in January they
have planned to go abroad.
Increased Insurance Rates Threatened
The trade in this city along with other industries may be on the eve of receiving a severe
blow through a possible increase in insurance
rates, and all due to traffic congestion, which, it
sentative,

making

his

(Continued on page 83)
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Not Coming— But Here
Each day

apparent a stronger public interest
in the New Victor products, the Orthophonies, the combinations and the improved recordings that go with them.
Wide national publicity is maintaining this interest and
crystallizing it into the buying urge, thus bringing sales
right to the doors of Victor dealers.
there

is

Are you prepared

to

handle your share?

Victor Exclusively
BOSTON

HIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII^

the

the Prelude, have been received,

and the trade has looked them over very carefully and is quite optimistic over them as good
sellers.
The new radio sets and speakers also
have arrived and seem to meet the approval of
dealers. At this writing two car loads of new
Sonora merchandise had arrived at the Columbus avenue quarters and the goods are now be-

that business has been picking up quite notice-
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Oliver Ditson Go.

1920

^ENGLAND

ja^msmNGTDN ST,BOSTDN,MASS

to a realization of the

Sekikmbek

Chas. H. Ditson
NEW YORK

&
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ULTRA
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hook carefully at
tion.

Accept

this illustra'

No

Substitute

$050
Retail

—

There must be and there is
something exceptional and
extraordinary about the
ULTRA Reproducer when
other sound box manufacturers feel it necessary to
combine in their advertising.
But nothing can stay the
progress of genuine merit.

—

Suggestion
1.

2.

Demonstrate the record
on an old type machine.
Then demonstrate it on
one of the new models
and the tone will never

Only the ULTRA Reproducer

be forgotten.
3. If

the customer

is

not

is

yet ready to purchase a
new model, then sell
reprohim an
ducer for use until such
time as the new model
machine is purchased.
4.

made

o£ the scientiSically

ULTRA

proportioned aluminum

Offer full credit on the

alloy—the thickness o£ a human hair. Nothing else will
meet the exacting require-

ULTRA

the new
bought.

when

finally

machine

ments o£ the new electrically

is

cut records.

AND REMEMBER — the

better these records are repro'

duced the more of them you will
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sell

— just remember
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country, dealers in our
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Only the ULTRA reproducer
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ULTRA

reproducer is a
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is.
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and high stand-
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ULTRA

Because

all
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— aiding the dealer

is
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in the sale of

new

machines.

Both jobber and dealer appreciate genuine merit
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lished manufacturer.
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The new

Activities in the

New

England Field

(Continued from page 82)
pointed out by the manager of the Boston
Board of Fire Underwriters, is a distinct
hindrance to the fire department, and therefore,
it is argued, one of the leading factors in the
increase in the annual fire loss
is

News

Brieflets

Ernest A. Cressey, of the C. C. Harvey Co.,
is back at his desk after a fortnight's vacation
at Belgrade Lakes, Me., where he motored with
Mrs. Cressey.
A. J. Jackson, of the Boylston street warerooms bearing his name, spent part of his vacation at the far end of Maine.
George McDonald, head of the record department of the Eastern Talking Machine Co.,
has been taking a couple of weeks' automobile
trip through Canada. Guy Foote is back on the job
as representative for northern and western Massachusetts of the Eastern Talking Machine Co.
after spending his vacation in Maine.
E. P.
Johnston enjoyed considerable yachting while
away on his vacation at Marblehead.
Piatt Spencer, of the
Brunswick staff, in

Kingston

street,

Our

Billy

Merrill,

secretary

the

of

New

England Music Trade Association, is back
from his vacation, a part of which was spent in
a trip to Machias, Me.

T.

W.

Reade, of Phonograph
Supply Co., Visits East

W.

Reade, who for the past several years
has operated the Phonograph Supply Co., 606
Superior street, Toledo, O., while recently in
the East visited the offices of The Talking Machine World. Mr. Reade has developed a very
active parts business built

upon giving prompt

service to the trade in his territory.

ago

Some

Lindas Co., of Kenosha, Wis., Presents and
Demonstrates Model C-30 Receiver Installed
on Float Increased Sales Reported

—

took over the distribution of the
Symphonic reproducer and finds the sales for
this instrument in his territory to be on the increase.
Mr. Reade, besides his buying trip in
New York and Philadelphia, found time to visit
the Sesqui-Centennial exposition.

Purchase Music Store
Washington, D. C, September
of

7.

— The

McHugh & Lawson was

purchased by a new firm
trade, A.

W. Lawson &

Spartan Elec. Corp.

A-C Dayton
Sales Organization Already

—

Kenosha, Wis., September 7. Prominent in a
parade held recently in this city was the Orthosonic radio float illustrated herewith.
The display was designed and built by the Lindas Co.,

in

the

Co., 1222

G

music

recently

retail

music

street, N.

W.

Distributor
Busy Closing Con-

Metropolitan Section of

New York

Distribution of A-C Dayton radio receivers
has been arranged for by the Spartan Electric
Corp., New York. The line comprises six sets,
three standard table models and three console
with five and six tubes, standard circuits. The
Spartan Electric Corp. recently moved into new
offices

and showrooms
New York.

348 West ThirtyCharles Ollstein, sales

at

manager

of the distribution division, states that

is now at work closing contracts
with exclusive dealers in every section of the
metropolitan district in preparation for an early
and extensive demand for the new A-C Dayton

his sales force

line,

which

is

Western

said to have

many

features.

•

New York Fada

Dealers Attend Meeting
Display and Demonstration of New Fada Line
Staged by C. N. Andrews

Fada
Artistic Ortho-sonic Float
Federal dealer.
Set high upon a bank of
freshly cut flowers was a Model C-30 Orthosonic receiver.
A flower-lined arch stretched

above the set, and formed a support for the
cone speaker while the beautiful car was in
motion. This model is a seven-tube, completely
shielded receiver operating on loop oiily and
requiring no ground wire.
It was therefore a
simple matter for the Lindas people to bring
in an attractive program while en route.

The

float

a great amount of inThe Lindas Co. reports a

attracted

and applause.

stimulation

Ortho-sonic

of

sales

in

its

popular

Federal

line as a result of the display.

Arthur

Freed,

mann Radio

secretary

Corp.,

of

the

Freed-Eise-

Y.,

September

7.— The complete

new

Fada-six, Fada-eight and the Fada-cone, were
exhibited and demonstrated at a meeting of

New York Fada

western

dealers

held at

the

Consistory on August 22, under the
auspices of C. N. Andrews, Fada distributor.
The outstanding features of the Fada products were presented in detail to the dealers by
C. M. Sherwood, of the sales staff of F. A. D.
Andrea, Inc.; L. A. Gubb, of the Philadelphia
Storage Battery Co., also spoke, explaining the
radio line of his company, dwelling in detail on
the "A" socket power unit, the "B" socket
power unit and the "AB" socket power unit
Buffalo

either twenty-five or sixty cycle current.
representative of the Radio Corp. of America
addressed the meeting, explaining the purpose

for

A

each of

of

Arthur Freed and Paul
Cornell Touring Country

N.

line of radio receivers, including the

the

Radiotrons

in

the

RCA

line.

For the benefit of Victor dealers attending
the meeting a complete display of all available
models of the Orthophonic, Electrola and radio
combination Victrolas were shown on the third
floor of the

Andrews

Building.

and Paul Cornell, advertis-

Meetings of Radio Dealers

ing counsel, are now on a tour of the country,
conferring with radio merchandisers. They will
participate in the opening cerernonies of the

Los Angeles Radio Exposition. Reports to the
Freed-Eisemann home office state that the new
line has met with a great deal of enthusiasm
among the public and the dealers in the Middle
West, and advance reports from California are
to the efifect that more radio equipment will be
sold on the Pacific Coast this season than ever

Since the extremely successful dealer meeting

Dan Hyland's Stewart-Warner Service
Station in St. Louis, late in July, a number'of
other Stewart-Warner distributors have adopted
held by

same

Warner

before.

Among

the most recent radio
were those held by the
L. A. Banford Stewart-Warner Service Station,
Indianapolis, Ind., and the Louisville Stewartthe

idea.

dealers' sales meetings

Service Station, Louisville, Ky.

For Bigger Business
Your Best Protection

Is the

BOSCH ARMORED RADIO
Sole Ivletropolitan Distributors

WEBER RANGE CORPORATION
In Brooklyn

1271 Bedford Ave.

Made

tracts for Exclusive Dealer Representation in

fourth street,

time

he

business

Wesley Lawson,

Federal Ortho-sonic Radio
Featured in Float Parade

terest

T.

a

of

Buffalo,

of the State.

friend

consists

to

Jerome Murphy, of M. Steinert & Sons,
who has had a cottage at the South Shore all
Summer, spent his vacation, from which he has
now returned, in visiting some of the Fall country fairs several of which are annually held in
this section

firm

Flaherty and Carroll F. Smith. Mr.
Lawson has been a member of the McHugh &
Lawson firm for a number of years and Mr.
Smith has been manager of the same business
for four years.
He will continue in the same
capacity for the Lawson organization.
E.

Maine a while
Sebec Lake, where he

motored up

ago, getting as far as
spent a week.

James

In
Circle

7610

New York

225 West 57th

St.
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Two

recent court decisions and a policy
who

that vitally concern everyone

Hazeltine Neutrodyne

1.

protected by

is

valid patents.

Hazeltine Neutrodyne
infringement charges.

2.

is

cleared

of

before have two decisions been handed
the Courts more important to radio distributors and dealers than these.

down by

The first decision was the result of a suit brought
by the Hazeltine Corporation and the Independent
Radio Manufacturers, Incorporated, against the
Electric Service Engineering Corporation.

company

now

The

damages on

lat-

the
infringing radio receivers it has sold. The distributors and dealers who handled these infringing radio
receivers are also liable under the law.
is

liable for

all

The second decision, which came as a result of
a suit brought against a Neutrodyne distributor by
the Radio Corporation of America, established the
fact that the Hazeltine Neutrodyne Receivers do
not infringe the Hartley and Rice patents owned by
the American Telephone and Telegraph Company
and the General Electric Company.
Although this suit was brought against a Neutrodyne distributor, the distributor's liability was
fully assumed and successfully defended by the
Independent Radio Manufacturers, Incorporated,
the exclusive licensee, under the Hazeltine patents.

What

these decisions

sells

radio receivers

protect those who distribute and sell Neutrodyne
receivers against any patent infringement liability.

How

about your oivn policy

?

The Courts have

NEVER

ter

SEPTEMBEk

mean

that distributors and dealers can buy
and sell licensed Neutrodyne receivers with the absolute assurance that they are upon safe ground.
First of all,

It also proves conclusively that there is something stronger than words back of the oft-stated
policy of the Independent Radio Manufacturers,
Incorporated, and the Hazeltine Corporation, to

Look

for this

recently ruled that Tuned Radio
Frequency Receivers with adjustable means to
usefully control regeneration and prevent oscillation, infringe the Armstrong patents. Are you sure
that the T. R. F. sets you sell are clear of this
liability?
If you are in doubt about it, consult
competent legal authority.

The decisions involving the Hazeltine inventions
mean that receivers employing neutralizing schemes

may

infringe the Hazeltine Neutrodyne patents.
Are you sure the "self-balanced" or "self-neutralized" sets you sell are clear of this liability? // in

doubt, consult competent legal authority.

Remember that liability does not stop with the
manufacturers of infringing radio receivers, but
extends also to distributors, jobbers, retail dealers
and even to consumers, having infringing sets in
their possession.

Play safe tvith Neutrodyne
The best method and the one most widely adopted
by careful distributors and dealers

is

to play safe

with Neutrodyne.

The law has given the Hazeltine Corporation
and the Independent Radio Manufacturers, Incorporated, powerful weapons for offense and defense.
These two companies will defend distributors, jobbers and dealers authorized to handle and sell
licensed Neutrodyne radio receivers against patent
infringement prosecution, so far as those receivers
are concerned.

Make the Neutrodyne one of the leaders of your
radio receiver business. It is a safe and a profitable
policy.

trade-mark

LICENSED BY

*^0f^

iN£iiifRoi1)r!
•^fcV?*"

I.SSS.eSS

l,S77.-»2l

^o,gy

OTHER PATENTS PENDING
It Is

your protection against patent infringement liability

The following fourteen manufacturers are the only ones

licensed to manufacture Neutrodyne apparatus:

THE AMRAD CORPORATION

GAROD CORPORATION

Medford Hillside, Mass.

Belleville, N. J.

F.

A.

D.

ANDREA,

Inc.

New York City
CARLOYD ELECTRIC & RADIO COMPANY
Newark, N.

Newark, N.

STROMBERG CARLSON TELEPHONE
MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Rochester, N. Y.

GILFILLAN RADIO CORPORATION
Los Angeles, Cal.

HOWARD MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
Chicago,

J.

EAGLE RADIO COMPANY

*

FREED EISEMANN RADIO CORPORATION

Buffalo, N. Y.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

HAZELTINE CORPORATION
(Sole oivner of Neutrodyne patents and trade-marks)

WM.

J.

Inc.

111.

KING HINNERS RADIO COMPANY,

J.

R. E.

MURDOCK

Chelsea, Mass.

CO.

Inc.

THOMPSON MANUFACTURING
Jersey City, N.

CO.

J.

WARE RADIO CORPORATION
New York

City

THE WORKRITE MANUFACTURING
Cleveland,

CO.

Ohio

INDEPENDENT RADIO MANUFACTURERS,
{Exclusive licensee of Hazeltine Corporation)

Incorporated

13,
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NEVER BEFORE
such dealer enthusiasm! Never before
such an avalanche of advance orders!
This

$95.00

console

This loop-operated, 8 tube,

speaker set — the year's
merchandising scoop!

shielded, single control set

— last word in

Radio!

There may he a franchise still open in your section.
Write us for your distributor's name and address.

FREED-EISEMANN RADIO CORPORATION
Liberty

Avenue and Junius

Street,

Brooklyn,

New York

Jrom this

Model

W

in

Sl^eaker Console C- 1
Five rubes. Wired for power tube*,
includes battery cable. Never be»
(ort- a high quality name on a re*
c«iver in a full size speaker consolf at any such price. Dealers
sa» it will capture the low price
market. List price (less unit) $95.

A MERCHANDISING SCOO

Model 40*
Single control, six tube set with three stages
of radio frequency, fully shielded, pressed
Table model, list price,
«teel chassis.
$84.00. In console cabinet, list price,

$150,00.
PrieeB tlightly higher in

Canada and West

of Rockie).

^Licensed under a group of the Lcuouf Patents.
ictyw^ ftnder Ha^eltine Neutrodyne Patents.

$650
Model 850t

For the high

class

market. Loop

Four stages of Neutrodyne tuned radio frequency.
Single control. Each stage indivi>
dually shielded and elements of
each stage intershielded from each

operated.

other.

THE LAST WORD IN RADIC

FKEED-EISEMANN

!
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September

NEW
6AROD
—No
Batteries!

Taps inexhaustible power from
sparklingy

SUSTAINED

the light socket for clear,

tone never before attained

lO Sales Features
1

— Tone — firm and clear as a bell!
7 — No objectionable hum!

— Never weak-always Peak Strength!

6

— No bother or muss!
— Thunderous dance volume or con*
trol to melodious sweetness!
4 — Only V2C an hour to operate!
5 — No batteries to recharge or replace!
2
3

8— Initial

cost

is

practically last cost!

— Compared — on SHEER merit,
wms
10 — Years ahead of Radio Field!

9

No Charder/

No Batteries f

°

-

-

J

it

NoAtttxhnentsl

,i>v.m:,';:,!!1I:.u1»

I

LIST PRICE

$310
All You Add is
Loud Speaker & Tubes

Model

EA

—

Simply
Plwg into
cost of

light socket at
Vic per hour

SOO New-Era

6 ARODS Sold on a Hearing

To

comment

illustrate

how

fast the

new

Garods are selling.
Recently in one sales area of
20 miles, 500 new-type Garods were
demonstrated to groups of unprejudiced listeners in public halls and
shops.
They were compared with
battery-type and eliminator-type refull-tone

ceivers.

They stood

test possible,

ison
itors.

the severest sales

namely

— direct compar-

with other high-grade compet-

On

a basis of sheer merit alone,

they sold on hearing.

In

this

sales

territory today, our best advertising is

the

sensational

round of favorable

started

by these amazing

Garod is now
inaugurating a forceful campaign of
is

Believing.

advertising that will bring

interested

customers into your store requesting
a hearing. You will find no difficulty

—

them regardless of competition — for Garod repf esents a basic innovation in radio design that gives you
in selling

ten

overwhelming

in early,

For

detailed

information, address

public demonstrations.

Hearing

Get your order

sales advantages.

Ask the Garod Wholesale Distributor
in your district to supply you with new
Model EA. Unquestionably, this is the
most saleable unit of the coming season.

GAROD CORPORATION
Belleville,

N.

J.

The Qarod Franchise
Authorized Garod Dealers
are guaranteed territories,
discounts, security against
depreciation of Garod products, protection against
unfair competition by manufacturer or distributor or
other dealers of Garod, a

novel form of consumer satisfaction, and substantial
advertising backing. If your
territory is not yet covered
by a Garod representative,
write us at once.

15,

1926
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NEWModels of-

•

IIAN

Tlewjeatures and Stroj;^ Selb'^ Points

Model 10

"^/ZTriuY'

liand-carvcd Walnut cabinet. Fivetube
Neutrodyne
including
"|)ower" tube.

Two
Two

Vernier
action
controls.
Radio and two Audio Stages.
Registers
full
scale
on
cone
speaker.
Operates with Battery
Kliminators,

Size:
deep.

if

desired.
11"

21^4" long;

high;

10"

and

marvelous

Tone with exceptional

selectivity.

Plenty

range

of

Price zvithout accessories $90.

20

\indp1
iVlOaet
medium

cabinet.

size

Neutrodyne

Six-tube

"power"

^" beautiful
h a n d - carved

including

tube.

Vernier action control.
Radio and two Audio

Single

Three
Stages.

Specially

selected

Cone

Speaker. Space for all Batteries
or Battery Eliminators.
Size;
deep.

42"

high;

17"

wide;

16'//'

Range

and

Wonderful

Tone,

Selectivity.
sories $175.

Price ivithoiit acces-

Handsome mahogany console.
Neutrodyne with all

^0
Mnrlpl J\J
iYlOUCl
Six-tube

units shielded in copper
ing one "power" tube).

(includ-

Two

Vernier
controls.
action
Radio and two Audio
Stages.
Special
Cone Speaker
registering full scale. Space for
all Batteries or Battery Elimina-

Three

tors.

Size:
deep.

Great

51"

high;

30"

range,
with
Selectivity

Tone and
set

in

every

detail.

out accessories $350.

The New

Gilfillan

Model

20 Single Dial Control

These new Qilfillan models are most attractive in design and will
demonstrate their superiority in competitive tests for TONE,

CLARITY,

RANQE

and SELECTIVITY.

Place order through your jobbers for early delivery.

Send for

beauti-

fully illustrated circular, giving fvdl details, to our nearest office.

25

Long

Wilbur Ave.
Island City, N. Y.

1815 Venice Blvd.

Los Angeles,

Calif.

2525

W. Penn Way

Kansas

City,

Mo.

wide;

20"

marvelous

—a

superior
Price with-
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Favorable Industrial Conditions in the
Toledo Territory Create Trade Optimism
Dealers Anticipate a Busy Fall and Preparations Are Being Made to Launch Vigorous Sales
Campaigns
Reports of Retail Merchants Show Satisfactory Sales Improvement

—

Toledo, O., September

7.

— In

view of the favor-

Brunswick dealer,

is

closing a very satisfactorj'
.According to Miss

new models.

able industrial conditions existing in this market

business

phonograph and radio dealers are anticipating

Helen Canfield, in charge, the new Columbia
types are evoking much praise from owners.
The Goosman Piano Co. is preparing for
.-\utumn business at both the Toledo and Bryan.

volume. Employment
it was a year
ago. Consequently the buying power of workers
is considerably better than at any time this year.

a successful
is

Autumn

at least 25

The

sales

per cent greater than

shown

three-quarters' sales total has

trade

is

that

about 20 per cent above the correspond-

ing period of last year.

The County

Fair season

is

at

hand.

During

Fair-time merchants usually secure a good many
live prospects from which a better than average
number of sales are secured. Therefore, with a

favorable basic situation merchants feel confident the coming season will produce good returns in sales.

average will rise to four a day. Owners of old
Victor and Brunswick machines will be offered
a trade-in proposition toward a new model.
In the radio d vision Doyle
the

Fred. N.

O., stores.

Ohio

Goosman,

past president of

Wyre

reports in-

new RCA, Atwatcr Kent, Strom-

berg-Carlson, Garod, Freshman and Raniway
lines.
People are coming into the store uvery
day eager to inspect the new types. Early sales

The
are far greater than they were last year.
LTtah Book speaker and the Stevens speaker

Over 100 exhibitors have made reservations

in

campaign

big nation-wide

a

coming season.
The method of operation

for the

Electric

pany

Sales

Co.

Hastings

the

of

unique.

quite

is

The com-

warehouse with a direct
where goods may be sent
most expeditiously and with a minimum loss
maintains

a

siding

freight-car

of time in handling.

This offers the firm represented a warehouse as well as a sales service.

.\nd, in addition,

gives the customers just as

it

quick deliveries as if the factory were right in
Boston. It also greatlv relieves customer^ from

for

Likewise over
125 rooms have been reserved by members at
the convention hotel.
The Hayes Music Co. will give special atten-

development of radio busiEdison phono,graphs will be featured. Nicholas Baertschi, formerly manager of
the store, has again assumed charge of this sucness.

.Also

cessful business.

Ann Arbor, Mich., music merway East. He stated
begin to move in Ann Arbor as

H. G. Pulfrey,

chant, stopped here on his

business will
soon as the students of the LTniversity of Michigan congregate and the several college musical
organizations begin to function.
Fred. Kloepfer Music Co., Bucyrus, O., ha<
made extensive improvements in the store and

added to

its

floor

space.

The house has

of

tained the exclusive agency for the

RCA

week in class. E. A. Kopf will attend
the Cleveland Radio Show. W. W. Smith, president, has returned from a business trip to Chi

the

Day-Fan

line in

Co.,

Akron,

O.,

has

taken

Hastings Go. Made National
Jobber of Sonochorde Gone

night a

cago.

At Grinnell Bros,

considerable

school

awaiting the opening of grade classes.
The Orthophonic will play a leading part in the
The
musical education of children this year.
past weeks have been given to becoming acquainted with school heads and in lining up new
For several seasons Chas.
Fall school business.
Bell, manager of the Victrola department, has
specialized in school and industrial

trade.

O. P. Harries, special Brunswick representative, conducted meetings with each of the local
Brunswick dealers at which sales and service
In each
methods and plans were discussed.
instance the entire force of the department was
present. The Lion Store and the J. W. Greene
Co. staffs were loud
structive nature of

in

their praise of the con-

tlic talk and the scope of
Brunswick ad\ertising plan^ disclosed

by the speaker.
Henry Z. Unger,

Hastings Electric Sales Co. Granted National
Distributorship of Sonochorde Cone Speaker
Line Former Ball Player Is General Mgr.

—

bu-^i-

is

fo-merly

with

the

J.

\V.

Mass.,

New England

sales eclipse the sales records oi

when

delayed shipment

of

The

at its peak.

the

can ship direct into the New England territory
in larger quantities at a time and is, therefore,
relieved

from the

great

detail

number

work

of

keeping track

of smaller individual

The Hastings Electric Sales Co. at present
represents three prominent radio accounts. They
are Chelsea Radio Co., radio sets; the Boudette
Mfg. Co., with its Sonochorde cone loud
speakers, and the General Dry Battery Co.
The firm also is sales representative in New
England for a long list of nationally known
and appliances.

electrical supplies

Weber-Ranee Gorp.

Dis-

DeForest Tubes

tributes

The DeForest tube

Is

the latest addition

politan district by the

York,

well-known

firm

sive

is

Weber-Rance

Corp.,

New England

territorv aloni

.

distributor for the Bosch line of radio receivers,

speakers and accessories, in addition to
resenting many other nationally known

M.

I.

Corp.,

Miller, sales

that

states

manager
the

of the

is

opening
a

most

successful vear.

The Melody Music Shop,

111 Madison, Alemplanning to open a store on the
S'Uitli of the Pantages Theatre Building, South
Main street, to be used as a temporary demonstration store for Brunswick Panatropcs, and
llrunswick and Columbia records. This will be
the second temporary branch operated by this
is

enterprising firm.

more necessary than ever before. You cannot demonstrate the wonderful volume and
beauty of tone of the improved talking machine and records without booths. The new instrument has unlimited possibilities. Meet it half way by adequate demonstration.
are

Complete equipment for musical merchandise
tfrite
details
and catalogue.
for

dealers.

Inc.,

replines.

Weber-Rance

new season

VAN VEEN SOUNDPROOF BOOTHS
VAN VEEN & COMPANY,

New

This progresthe exclusive metropolitan district
distributor.

phis, Tenn.,

strain sales to the

to

the line of radio products handled in the metro-

was hardly known in
Boston, only a few miles from the factory. So
effectively did Mr. Hastings' method of distribution work that for the entire season Sonochorde loud speakers were so oversold that the
factory worked day and night and had to re-

ship-

ments.

up very well and everything points to

radio season,

market

factory, on the other hand,

any other district. Even more remarkable than
this was his record with the Sonochorde cone
speaker made by the Boudette Mfg. Co.. of
Chelsea, Mass. This company, at the beginning;
of the last

Greene Co., was recently appointed manager of
The enterprise
the Gross Photo Supply Co.
maintains a radio department in which RCA.
Atwater Kent and Day-Fan sets are carried.
The Home Furniture Co.. Columbia and

—

September 7. From baseball
stardom to radio stardom in sales is not such
a long run, according to Claude Hastings, genHastings Electric Sales
eral manager of the
Co., of 42 Binford street, this city, formerly of
the Red Sox.
In reality, it is just another example of what an indomitable spirit, coupled
with a dynamic personality, can accomplish.
I-ast year the Hastings Co. took over the sales
in
New England for the Chelsea Radio Co..
Chelsea, Mass.
While the Chelsea Radio Co.
one of the oldest in America, he made ils
is
Boston,

worry
is

of a

line.

Windsor-Poling

Claude Hastings

ob-

on the Symphonic sound box.

new items

Fall

chorde output

display space at the gathering.

tically all of their time to canvassing, with but
an hour a day in the store. A Panatrope was
recently shipped to .Atlanta, Ga., to a customer.
The Brunswick correspondence course on
salesmanship will be studied by the force one

the

As a reward for this record the Hastings Co.
has been awarded the sales for the entire Sono-

Music

Crawford County.
A branch house will be
opened in Crestline, O., soon.
Verne Maxwell, Toledo, has opened a radi<j
service shop on Colburn street. He will deal in

ness

1926

Merchants .\ssociation, will
deliver an address at the coming convention at
the Hotel Deshler in Columbus, O. The Association now has an active membership of 430.
the

merchandise here.
At the J. W. Greene Co. both radio and
The
phonograph sales are above last year.
Panatrope is being plugged consistently, with
the result that sales closed by the house have
Salesmen here arc devoting pracset a record.
are

15.

tion this Fall to the

At the Lion Store Music Rooms sales conMachine sales have averaged
tinue to grow.
two a day. Manager Lawson S. Talbert is of
the belief that when the season is under way the

terest in

the

in

September

Street, New
PHONE LEXINGTON 9956-2163

313-315 East 31st

York City

September

15.
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The New Saxophonic Instruments
with the Magic Voice

Be

in clover to offer your trade twelve models of the

new

Saxophonic Consoles and Uprights
Write at once for booklet and special discounts.

Be

first

these instruments to your trade
are ready to receive them.

to sell

who

PLAYER -TONE TALKING MACHINE CO.
Office

and

Sales

Rooms: 632 Grant

St.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.
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Thousands View Latest Radio Products at
Third Annual Pacific Radio Exposition
Sponsored by the Pacific Radio Trade Association, Held in San Francisco, an Outstanding Success Leading Manufacturers Represented by Exhibits of New Products

Affair

—

—

The Third
Cal., September 4.
Radio Exposition conducted by
the Pacific Radio Trade Association opened its
doors on Saturday evening, August 21, at the
Exposition Auditorium in San Francisco to the
thousands of enthusiastic radio fans who were
eagerly waiting to see what this year's exposition would bring forth. They saw and they
were not disappointed. For the year just past
has been the greatest year that the histor}' of
radio has yet seen, and it promises much for

San Francisco,

Annual

Pacific

—

the progress of radio in the future.

Practically every large manufacturer of radio

every respect than those of former
Better tone quality, more distance, imyears.
proved appearance and more simple operation
in

the factors that make the receiving sets
shown this year excel those of other years.
The Schwabacher-Frey Stationery Co., 735

are

San Francisco, has a novel setting
Brunswick Panatrope Radiola. The
booth is illuminated by blue and gold lights,
and a huge golden eagle stands guard from
Market
for

street,

A
atop a pole in the center of this exhibit.
moving picture machine in one corner flashes
on a screen directions for making a radio such
Visitors
as the Schwabacher-Frey Eaglet set.
to the exposition found this booth very attracnew

&

exhibit

Co.

features

shown for
The Model 20 Gilwhich

Corp.,

Electrical Mfg.

A.

F.

Co.,

is

the first time this week.
fillan radio is to be made in different colors in
order that the set will match the furniture in
This
the room in which it is to be installed.
is
and
speaker,
self-contained
model has a
A special feature
operated by socket power.
of this set is its extreme ease of operation
with a single tuning control. In addition, it has

Corp., Pacent Electric Co., Pathe Phono.
Radio Co., Perlesz Radio Co., Pfanstiehl
Radio Co., Philadelphia Storage Battery Co.,

STYLE

Co.,

California

Phonograph

Co.,

Audak Co. Completes Visit
and Intervening Territory

The Badger Talking Machine Co., Victor
wholesaler of Milwaukee, Wis., is placing an intensive drive behind the Record Needle Cutter

Shean, director of sales for the Audak

manufactured and sold by the firm for the past
several years.
Believing that the heavy sale
of new type talking machines during the past
ten months has brought with it a demand for

Director of Sales of
to Pacific Coast

J.

565 Fifth avenue.

New York

Citj-,

manu-

facturer of the ULTRA-phonic reproducer, recently returned from a crosS country tour cov-

ering key

fibre

needles, the officials of the firm feel that

is a need on the part of consumers for
such an article in order to keep the needles in
perfect working condition. The Record Needle
Cutter, which works with a scissor-like action,
is said to have fewer
parts than any other
similar product now on the market. It operates
with a slicing, shearing cut, leaving a long wearing point On the fibre needle, and should it
become necessary to sharpen the blade it may
be removed and sharpened in the same manner

there

as a safety razor blade. It lists for $1.50.

The Dixie

!Music Store, formerly located on

Madison avenue, ^Memphis, Tenn., moved
new quarters at 47 North Third street.

into

21

MahogWalnut

STYLE

Phonographs and
Radio Cabinets

only.

STYLE

21-B
with both
top panels hinged

Same
to

Electric

Shean Home From
Big Drive on Record Needle
Gutter Made by Badger Go.
an Extended Trade Trip

good.

Genuine
or
any

Corp.,

Sterling

J.

dealer in a secure position.

Captain William Royle, factory representative of the Gilfillan Bros., Inc., goes the honor
of having been the first man to make a success of broadcasting from an aeroplane. Mr.

Co.,

Schwabacher-Frey Stationery Co., J. Raymond
Smith & Co., Sunset Radio & Electric Co.,
Tustin Radio & Electric Co., Warner Bros.,
Albert B. Anderson, Breuner's, Hauschildt
Music Co., N. C. Hopkins, Kenyon Electric Co.,
Patch Radio Supplies, J. B. Steere Radio Co.,
K. W. Stubblefield Co., Edison Electric Co.,
Garrett Owen Music Co. and Tupper & Reed.

Royle has flown up and down Market street
several times this week broadcasting from his
aeroplane, and the results have been surprisingly

of selectivity.

To

Electric

Mfg.

Talking Machine Co., T. White
Eastman Co., Fassett's Radio & Electric Shop,
Hall Electrical Co., Kahn & Keville, Leveroni
& Conterno, Lose Electric Shop, Pacific Tire
Sales Co., Pioneer Radio Shoppe, E. A. Portal
Co., Inc., Radioart Corp., Frank E. Ruggles,

cities to the Pacific Coast and intervening territory. Mr. Shean appointed ULTRAphonic jobbers in the leading cities and found
the trade anxious to develop reproducer sales.
Mr. Shean will shortly make a tour through
the South by automobile and in the meantime
has been taking a short rest with Al Shean, of
Gallagher & Shean fame, at his Maine fishing
lodge. Mr. Shean said that distributors and dealers look forward to the most healthy Fall in
their history. He said that the new phonographs
now being presented by the manufacturers have
greatly revived consumer interest and this together with the natural additions in sales which
the Fall will bring forth in radio, puts the music

the very highest degree

Clay & Co., Sonora
Sparks- Withington Co., Spar-

Sherman,
Co.,

Christophe's

&

Co.,

Co.,

1926

Stromberg Carlson Tel.
Mfg. Co., Stevens & Co.,
Inc., Storad Mfg. Co., Teletone Radio Corp.,
Valley Electric Co., Walbert Mfg. Co., Weston
Electrical Instrument Corp., and the Zenith
Radio Corp.
Radiola Larkin Hall wds devoted to a showing of products of the Radio Corp. of America.
In addition to the exhibit of the manufacturer
the following jobbers and dealers were represented, all showing Radiolas and other
equipment: Forbes Supply Co., Leo J. Meyberg Co., Pacific States Electric Co., Blair's
Hardware Store, Chas. Brown & Sons, Byingtan

lon

dio

Lou

Pooley

Phonograph

15,

RCA

Fansteel Products, Inc., Federal Brandes,
Federal Radio Corp., Freed-Eisemann Co.,
Charles Freshman Co., Garod Corp., Gilfillan
Radio Co., Gould Storage Battery Co., Walter
S. Gray, A. H. Grebe & Co., Grigsby-GunowHinds Co., Jewell Electrical Instrument Co.,
Howard B. Jones, Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co., Magnavox Co., Marwol Radio Co.,
Mohawk Corp. of Illinois, Mu-Rad Radio Corp.,
National Carbon Co., O'Neill Mfg. Co., Opera-

Lou

Gilfillan radio set,

Co.,

Co.,

tive

the

Amrad

were included:
All
American Bosch Magneto

exhibitors

D. Andrea, Inc.,
Atwater Kent Mfg.
Co., Belden Mfg. Co., Blair Radio Laboratories,
VVm. Brand & Co., Bremer Tully Mfg. Co.,
Bruno Radio Corp., Carter Radio Co., Crosley Radio Corp., E. T. Cunningham, Inc., Daven
Radio Corp., Eagle Radio Co., H. H. Eby Co.,
Electrical Research Laboratories, Farrand Mfg.
Corp.,

.A.pex

the

and interesting.
The Sherman, Clay

the

Inc.,

receiving sets and radio parts is represented in
the exposition. Scores of the newest radios are
on display at the Auditorium, and they are
better

Among

American Radio

September

accommodate

Radio Panel.

These

illustrations

many

show

These instruments are produced
in all the popular finishes and
styles, including Uprights, Consoles and Wall Cabinets, and

several

models of
our line, which have been redesigned, right up to the minof

ute,

the

the

late

our

with especial reference to

tion, destined to

household

facilities

prompt

Radio-Phonograph Combina-

enable us to

deliveries

make

and most

at-

Catalog
tractive trade prices.
and price list mailed on request.

be the standard

unit.

STYLE 85— RADIO CONSOLE
Accepts Panels L^p

STYLE 1
Gum Mahogany.
Golden or Fumed

to 8x26 Inches.

Excel Phonograph Manufacturing Company

Oak.

402-414 West Erie

St.,

Chicago,

17

Genuine
Mahogany
or
Walnut
Phonograph only

Illinois

STYLE 2
Gum Mahogany.
Golden or Fumed
Oak.

Tlic Talkiiiij

Machine iVorld, Nezv York, September

STEVENS
For instance THERE'S
the

the exclusive Stevens diaphragm

new

material

scientific

developed

made of
for

"

BURTEX"—

this

purpose.

A

strong fabric base, formed under tension for resiliency, and im
pregnated so that it is absolutely damp-proof, it is the onX'^ seam-

diaphragm on the market, and the only diaphragm formed
"conoidal" shape.

less

The

scie^\tif\c

m

the

curve o/

per/edl\sot(nd refrrodutflioii

Combined with the famousStevensT.T.
" non'freez,able"

balanced armature

diaphragm affords a greater
range of tones and overtones than any
other speaker. The diaphragm is inexunit, this

pensive and quickly replacable

—a

desir-

able service feature.

tor the home, combiniag suf^rior .-ne, md volume w^lH decoraave elegance. Mahogany sotindiP.g bcurd gives rich resonance, ara
power r,o the tone. Can
u^ed on con^-ile, or hung on w:ill. Complete
-.ifh ei^>! i^is.- and ailk
c.^rJ.
$15

kicrtl

r

W

Sie tor yourself, Vfsif the Stevens booth 15, Section DD, .it tlie Tlitri Annual Radio V.'orld'-.'
Fiir
New York, and aortcc how Stevens Speikers dominate. It is because Stevens Speakers are
scientiiigilly correct und bujtc by the pioneers m the co:::e-type spc.iker ticlJ.

m

STEVENS & COMPANY, Inc
46-48

EAST HOUSTON STREET
Ma«ie hy the Pioneers

in CoJie

NEW YORK CITY

Speakers

15,

1926

I

—
September

15,
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Day-Fan Receiver Praised
by Motor Vacationers
Day-Craft Receiver in Motor Car Gives Satisfaction on Trip to and From the Pacific Coast
Recently Made by C. F. Kettering

the Day-Fan receiver was constantly
ready for operation and not a tube or wire was
broken during the entire journey.
The Day-Fan set used by Kettering was a
regular stock model of the latest design with

reports

single-dial control,

tance.

Much

tion of the set

—

Dayton, O., September 4. C. F. Kettering, General Motors vice-president in charge of research,
and a party of friends recently retnrned from a

extreme selectivity and

dis-

of the credit for the perfect opera-

was given by

the

members

minor troubles, while acting as
and improving reception.

eliminates

Effective Supertron Sales

Helps

for Retail

Trade

Counter and Window Display Cards, Featuring
Supertron Radio Tubes Available to Dealers
Other Sales Aids for the Trade

of the

Kettering party to the new chassis design, all
working parts of the receiver being mounted on
a steel frame independent of cabinet or panel.
'l~his
makes for rigidity of construction and

91

Attractive counter and

window

display cards,

punch and tastily designed in color,
have been prepared by the Supertron Mfg. Co.,
full

of sales

a

shield for the set

During the greater part of the
used was the metal rack
similar to those found in railroad

aerial

WJZ, New York

trip the
in

the

only
coach

cars.

was brought in
loud and clear as the coach was crossing the
Mississippi River at St. Louis, and after Denver was reached most of the Pacific Coast stations were constantly available.
The Kettering
Station

City,

party expects the experience and data procured
during the trip will be valuable to all future
trans-continental travelers by auto.

Joseph Berg Returns From
Trip to European Capitals
Joseph Berg, head of the Berg Auto Trunk &
Co.,
Thomson avenue and Manly
street. Long Island City, N. Y., returned from
Europe on Labor Day. Mr. Berg, a well-known
Specialty

Day-Fan Enthusiasts on Tour
vacation tour made in a specially equipped

yel-

inventor and acoustical expert, has spent some
visiting European capitals and introduced
to the trade in these centers the two new

low coach in which had been placed a DayFan seven-tube Day-Craft receiver with a built-

weeks

loud speaker, a Victrola, a Frigidaire electric
refrigerator, and other de luxe equipment for

model Artone phonographs manufactured by
his company.

in

travel.

The party made

the tour to the Coast going
and returning by the
Northern route, altogether making 7,600 miles
over roads of all kinds, across the deserts and
out by the

Southern

over narrow mountain highways.

Yet the party

Excello Radio Products, New York, was reincorporated at Albany with a capital
stock of 300 shares of common stock of no par
value.
The incorporators are M. L. and E.
Friedenberg and M. Sacks.
cently

New Supertron Sales Help
Hoboken, N. J., manufacturer of Supertron
tubes, and are now available to all Supertron

of

dealers.

One

of the counter cards

Specialized

illustrated

An extensive
now being sent

line of
other sales helps is
out to Supertron dealers by H.
.S. Bobker, sales manager of the company. Commenting upon prospects for the new season, Mr.
Bobker stated that his organization is looking

forward

to a

very satisfactory volume of busi-

ness.

A-B-Relay

No. 98 Voltmeter

No. 135-A Tip Jack Voltmeter

is

herewith.

Radio Instruments

Dealers find the Jewell line of specialized
radio instruments profitable to carry in
Set builders and owners always ask
stock.
for Jewell instruments when quality and acNow is the
curacy are deciding factors.
time to complete your stock with a fast
moving line for the fall and winter business.

—

No. 13S-A Two-inch, high-resistance voltmeter with completely
adjustable prods for plugging into tip-jacks installed on many of
the new sets.
Scale is always horizontal;
It has a zero adjuster.

—

No. 98 A voltmeter designed for testing "A" and "B" batteries
by dealers and set owners.
It is furnished with three colored
leads

and

specially colored scale.

—

A-B-Relay This is a quality device for automatically switching
the trickle charger and B-EIiminator when the filament control
of a set is turned on or off.
It is very substantially constructed.

Send for Radio Instrument Catalog No. 15-C

Jewell Electrical Instrument Co.
1650

WALNUT STREET

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
26 Years Making

Good Instruments
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Easily the

Biggest Value
in the trade at

LIST

CASES IN

ALL COLORS

THERE'S

nothing undersized about the Nifty PORTABLE except the price. Case is full size of standard
and built stronger than many of them.
$25.00 portables
A genuine Heineman motor. Excellent reproducer and
Handsomely plated hardware. Tilting expanding
tone arm.
record pocket.

—

0

TALKIA/G

Size

r

— Tone — Appearance

Consolidated Talking

Machine Company
^^Ca^GO~\\^

W. Washington St.
Chicago
WRITE US — OR WRITE YOUR ]OBBER — AT ONCE

227-229

September

IS,
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The Kellogg Franchise Appeals
Dealers Who Also Are Looking for

Permanence
made by a concern that will
a good
SELL
surely be able to supply more good sets next
the secret
year and the year after — that
set,

is

of

permanent prosperity in the radio business.

The Permanence

manufacturing ccnnection is vitally important because a big proporticn
of your next year's sales should come, at slighi salts
expense, from the word -of -mouth advertising
created by the good sets you put out this year.
of your

Kellogg has an exceptionally good radio

set

—

its

and tremendous
investment in Radio are ample assurance of
Kellogg's future permanence in the radio field.
financial

standing,

reputation

The

Kellogg line and franchise are proving most
who look to future as well
are that kind of a
If
as present profits.
dealer, and your territory is still open, we would
attractive to dealers

YOU

like to

hear from you.

Kellogg Switchboard
Dept. 21-1

,

1066 West Adams

<Sl

Supply Co.

Street,

Chicago,

Kellogg Teceivers are licensed under application for leucrs
patent of Radio Fre^luency LaboTaiortes, Inc. (R. F. L.)

III.
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Amplex Instrument Labs.

New

Introduce

Radio Line

Plaza Go. Introduces the
"Fine Arts" Gone Speaker

Four Six-Tube Receivers Included in Latest
Products Being Marketed by Manufacturer of
the Amplex Harmo-Sonic Radio Sets

New

A new line of radio receivers has been introduced to the trade by the Amplex Instrument
Laboratories, New York, manufacturer of Amplex Harmo-Sonic sets. The line comprises four
models, with a list price range of $39.50 to

Frank D. Lewis, who has long been connected with the phonograph industry and who
is recognized as an acoustical specialist, recently
joined the Plaza Music Co. laboratory staft.

with two-dial
control and modified straight line tuned radio
frequency.
There are two gold decorated
cabinet models, an Imperial High Boy and a
Compact Low Boy.
A feature of the Imperial Harmo-Sonic is a
combination of the Amplex Harmo-Sonic receiver with a new scientifically constructed loud
speaker unit and tone chamber built in a wal-

im-

All

$129.50.

r.ut

or

utilize

mahogany

Arnold

six

tubes,

Product Designed by Frsink D. Lewis,
Recently Joined the Staff of Plaza Music
Co. To Be Shown at Radio Exposition

Who

—

The first product designed by Mr. Lewis in
new work is a cone speaker, which is being

September

The Plaza
cone

the

in

Alusic

manner

cessful in arranging
and Regal portables.

Co.

will

that

it

market

15,

its

1926

new

has found so suc-

outlets on its Pal
Distributors will be appointed in particular territories and these and
the dealers whom they appoint will have every
sales

his

mediately marketed by the Plaza Co. under its
radio trade name "Fine Arts."
Shipments of the new "Fine Arts" cone are
being made from the New York factory quar-

cabinet.

Landres, chief executive of the
Amplex Institute Laboratories, states that the
Harmo-Sonic line is the result of twelve months
of research and experiment by Ample.x engiMr. Landres points out that the attracneers.
tive price range of the Harmo-Sonic receivers
is made possible only by Amplex volume proCommenting upon the outlook for
duction.
business this season, Mr. Landres stated that
his
orders are coming in briskly, and in
opinion the 1926-1927 season will be ver}' satisfactory for manufacturers of quality products.
G.

Amplion Loud Speaker

Plaza Fine Arts Cone Speaker
assistance of the Plaza Co.'s sales, advertising

and promotion departments.
The Plaza Co. will have a booth at the coming radio show in New York and the new "Fine
Arts" cone will be given a prominent position
the exhibit. In addition it will show at that
time two new model radio cabinets. These are
popular-priced products so designed that the
dealer can readily install popular table model
in

The cabinets are beautifully designed in matched stump walnut finish. They
are of the design known as triple-deck, housing
receivers.

Is

Installed in the Vatican
What is claimed to be one of the most unusual and noteworthy loud speaker installations
Corp. erected in St.
is that of the Amplion
Peter's, in the Vatican at

Rome.

So that the

may

hear clearly and distinctly every word spoken, Amplion speakers
are installed high up on the pillars of tlic

Plaza C99 Cabinet

canopy surmounting the tomb of St. Peter.
Due to the poor acoustical properties of this
famous old church, this installation is said to
be an exceptional tribute to the quality of Amplion reproduction. The loud speaker imits employed in this installation are identical with
the units used on Amplion radio reproducers.

Plaza Co., 10 West Twentieth strecl.
This product is most artistic in appearance. It
is fifteen and one-half inches in diameter and
seventeen inches in height. The frame is of heavy
casting finished in antique bronze.
The diaphragm is of specially processed fabric said to
be absolutely immune to atmosphere changes.

entire

assemblage

The

ters .of the

PURITAN

Phonogrand

A Leader in Tone, Appearance and Workmanship
Plaza C47 Cabinet
receiver,

Phonogrands

the

division of the Plaza

are

equipped

cially

with

Tone

Reproducers.
They play both
vocal
and instrumental
records with wonderful
Volume and Clearness.

i'^^

and

and priced to
highly competitive market of today.
Designed

sell

in

a

compartment

Music Co.

spe-

constructed

Chambers

and

accessories

with an efficient horn.
The booth will be in
charge of Emil Schenkel, manager of the radio

the

Educate
Dealers in Radio Servicing

Institute to

Radio Institute

of

America Enlarges

Its

Edu-

cational Activities

Realizing the need for competent

men

in the

service branch of radio, the Radio Institute ot

America,

New

York, long identified with the
operators, has added a new

training of radio

Send for Catalog and Prices
Dimensions

— 37"

Wide, 33" High, 22" Deep

Not

an Experiment, but the Result of 25 Years'
Experience Building High Grade Musical Instruments

FOREIGN INQUIRIES
SOLICITED

The new course is
all its branches.
both theoretical and practical in scope.
For those unable to attend the class room sessions at 326 Broadway, New York City, because of distance or working hours, there is an

vicing in

PHONOGRAND DEPARTMENT

FUEHR

&.

1934 Wentworth Ave.

STEMMER PIANO

CO.
Chicago,

department to its present activities and has announced the inauguration of a Dealers' and
Technicians' Course specially intended to educate and train the service and merchandising
personnel of jobbers and dealers in radio ser-

III.

alternative

arrangement

in

the

form

study or correspondence instruction.

of

home

September

15,
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Radio

in

has taken the radio world by storm. Jobbers and
manufacturers everywhere have been amazed at its
performance.

RESONATA

reproduces with vivid naturalness
the entire range of voice and instrument the low
notes in their proper proportion, the high notes in
all

—

their delicacy

and beauty.

three foot horn with its shrillness and distortion and the two foot cone with its booming overemphasis of the low notes sound false and look

The

ugly in comparison.

The

RESONATA

is

not just another speaker nor
It is in a class by itself
It
revolutionary in theory.

even another good speaker.

—new

—

principle
employs the natural principle of sound amplificaThe principle by which, in
tion—
the human voice producing mechanism, the weak
vibrations of the vocal chords are amplified to a
volume that can fill a large auditorium far better
than any horn or cone.
in

RESONANCE.

List Price

By

$25^^

following this principle closely

Dr.

FLOYD

Maj.

HENRY

MUCKEY

S.
The Greatest Authority on Acoustics

Fully Patented

Under Resonance
Laboratories' Patents

G.

OPDYCKE

The Foremost Vibration Engineer

principle
of
RESOis the amplification

NANCE

of

this

Country

have been able to perfect a reproducer of a tone quality and
volume unequalled by any other speaker on the market although measuring only 6x6x8 inches.

(PATENTEP)

The

in

sound waves by concentra-

The

RESONATA

is

able and unaffected

made

entirely of bakelite, not easily break-

by weather conditions.

tion.
is a well-known fact that
two phases of condensation of a sound wave can be

It
if

made

together the
be amplified four
For four phases the

to travel

sound

will

times.
amplification

sixteen,

is

RESONATA,

In the
-

waves

straight out,
flected waves

which travel
meet the deat

a

common

point of concentration D, at
or near the outlet of the
speaker, and travel together
as one amplified wave.

A

great

tion

is

volume

of amplifica-

JOBBERS —Several
for

live

distributors.

territories still open
Write for details.

RESONATA CORPORATION OF AMERICA,

Mfrs.

TECTRON RADIO CORPORATION
1270 Broadway

New York

Sole Sales Agents

thereby obtained with

only a moderate swing of the
diaphragm, thus eliminating
the greatest cause of distortion.

conoidal in shape, seamless and moulded of
bakelite .006 of an inch in thickness.
The lightness of the
diaphragm makes it sensitive to the slightest vibration
without imposing any strain on the unit.
is

etc.

a por-

tion of the sound waves, instead of traveling straight
out, are deflected and led to
travel over a longer distance
(as shown in the above diagram, point C).

Those

The diaphragm

See MS at the Radio World's Fair, Section

II,

Booth 8

!
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Bureau of Internal Revenue Issues
New Regulations Covering Instalments
New

Rules Are Retroactive as Far Back as 1916, Allowing Music Merchants to Receive Refunds
for Back Taxes if They Were in Excess of Those Paid Under New Rules

Washingtox, D. C, September 4.
applying- to the payment

— New

reg-

on
instalment sales of musical instruments and
other commodities have just been issued by
the Bureau of Internal Revenue. These regulations are made retroactive as far back as the
revenue act of 1916 and any taxes heretofore
paid under that or subsequent acts, if in excess
of the tax which would be collectible under the
new regulations, will be credited or refunded
to the taxpayer upon application.
The revised regulations provide that a person
ulations

of

tax

.

who

regularly sells or otherwise disposes of personal property on the instalment plan, whether
or not title remains in the vendor until the property

is

paid

fully

for,

may

return

as

income

therefrom in any taxable year that proportion of
the instalment payments actually received in
that year which the total or gross profit (that
is, sales
less cost of goods sold) realized or
to be realized when the property is paid for
bears to the total contract price.
Thus the income of a dealer selling on the
instalment plan may be ascertained by taking
as income that proportion of the total payments
received in the taxable year from instalment
sales (such payments being allocated to the
year against the sales .of which they apply),

which the total or gross profit realized or to be
realized on the total instalment sales made during each year bears to the total contract price
of all such sales made during that respective

No payments received in the taxable year
be excluded in computing the amount of
income to be returned on the ground that they
were received under a sale the total profit from
which was returned as income during a taxable
year or years prior to the change by the taxpayer to the instalment basis of returning income. Deductible items are not to be allocated
to the years in which the profits from the sales
of a particular year are to be returned as income, but must be deducted for the taxable year
in which the items are paid or incurred or
accrued, as provided by section 200d of the revenue act of 1926.
If for any reason the purchaser defaults in
any of his payments, and the vendor returning
income on the instalment basis repossesses the
year.
shall

tlie entire amount received on instalment payments and retained by the vendor,

propert}-,

less

the profits previously returned as income,

be income of the vendor for the year in
which the property is repossessed, and the
property repossessed must be included in the
inventory of the vendor at its original cost, less
proper allowance for damage and use, if any,
will

during that time.
If the vendor chooses as a matter of consistent practice to return the

ment
ceipts
is

income from

T

Griinple

and disbursements

basis,

such a course

Shipments of Player-Tone
Talking Machines Increase
I.

Cidsmith, pres. dent cf the Player-Tone
Talking Machine Co., Repor>.s That Plants
Are Operating to Capacity to Meet Sales
I'riTSBUKGH, Pa., September

the

possibilities

of

the

7.

— Keenly

alive to

talking machine

trade,

Goldsmith, p.esident of the Player-Tone
Talking Machine Co., of Pittsburgh, has, since
1914, the year he entered the business as a
manufacturer, been a prominent factor in the
upbuilding of the industry. To-day the PlayerTone Co.'s products have a nation-wide reputation, in fact, according to reports filed in the
sales department of the company here, many
orders for the Player-Tone Saxophonic line
have come from foreign lands
In speaking of the outlook for business Mr.
Goldsmith said: "Never in the history of the
Player-Tone Talking Machine Co. have we been
as busy as at present in booking orders.
It
appears to me as though the coming Fall and
Winter seasons will see sales records for our
products broken.
"With the placing on the market of the new
Sa.Koplionic models there has come a marked
deniand for the new instrument in its various
models.
We have si.K men who are continuously on the road in the capacity of traveling
salesmen and service men and their reports inI.

dicate

that

the

retail

dealer^

\\

lio

liandle

(5 days) to

tlu:

:i:

sell

u.-ij

of tone.

itself

successful

sympathy

d

enlisting

in

the

interest

of the prospective buyer.

"We have five factories located in various
sections of the country that are operating on
time turning out the different styles of the

full

new Saxophonic

line.
The location of the difmakes it a comparatively easy
matter for our company to make the shipments
of the various models to any section of the
United States and Canada with the greatest
dispatch.
As I view it, the coming season is
hound to be a very bus}' one for us and we
have made our plans accordingly."

ferent

factories

Mr. Goldsmith, as executive head of the
Player-Tone Talking Machine Co., divides his
time between the general offices at 632 Grant
street, Pittsburgh, and visiting the five factories.
In this way he is enabled to keep his "hand
on the throttle." For the benefit of the pat ons
of the company, Mr. Goldsmith has installed
at the general offices here a large display and
demonstration room where the difl^erent modeU
of the Player-Tone product can be seen and

M.

Levenson, general sales manager of
is just back from an extended business trip.
He concurred in the statements of
Mr. Goldsmith relative to the optimistic outlook for business for the Player-Tone product.
S.

the firm,

any

Florida Concern Expands

responsible dealer.

Will

Goldsmith

I.

uniformly

heard.

$7*50

$10.00

on approval

Saxophonic line are preparing for an enormoiivolume of business this Fall and Winter.
"It has been my sole aim, ever since I entered
the talking machine trade in 1914, to place on
the market a talking machine at a moderate
price that would not only give perfect satisfaction to the ultimate owner, but also to produce
an instrument that would be an ornament to the
home in which it is placed. In this, I venlunthe assertion that the Player-Tone Talking Machine Co. has succeeded to a marked degree.
"Our new models are in keeping with the
demand of modern phonographic ideals and
ethics and we can state without any hesitancy
that where the new Player-Tone instruments
have been given a fair test they have proved

permissible.

for tradf discounts.

rite

I92f)

instal-

Retail Prices

Gold Plated

15,

sales on the straight accrual or cash re-

The Toman Eeproducer
Hiekel Plated

SEprEMB:.K

on quality and volWe challenge com-

The Burton Music

Co.,

West Palm Beach,

recently held the formal opening of its
large new location at 226 Clematis street, that
city.
The business was established by Wallace
Fla.,

parison.

Wonderful, deep, rich, mellow and
powerful tone.

W.

Burton,

Sr., in

1912,

and has grown steadily

since that time, necessitating frequent enlarge-

Surpassed by none.

Send

for

sample

ments of the space devoted

NOW

branch store

Toman

2621

West

6c Co.

21st Place

CHICAGO,

ILL.

maintained

to the business.
in

A

Fort Lauderdale,

Fla.

Manufactured by

E.

is

Campbell-Parker Chartered
Sales IHstrihuior

Wondertone Pho2iograph

Co.

216 No. Michigan Ave.. Chicago, 111.
Cable Address— "Wondertone Chicago."
Cable Codes— Western Union— A. B.C. (5th Edition).

The Campbell-Parker Music Shop, Erie, Pa.,
has been granted a charter to operate a general
music store in that city with a capital stock of
$10,000.

Vinton R.

street,

the incorporator.

is

Parker,

31

West

Tenth

September

15,
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ArelibuTumiiig
l&urProspectsAwaj'

or—
Turning Hiem
into Customers?
Hundreds of thousands of dollars are V
being invested in advertising Hohner
Harmonicas and millions of prospects
are responding to the suggestion to

buy

their

harmonicas from Hohner

dealers.

Through

magazines,

newspapers,

motion pictures and
window displays, America's vast
IS
throng of music lovers is being urged
to go to their dealers and ask for the
Free Instruction Book "How to
Play the Hohner Harmonica." Experience has
demonstrated that an inquiry for this Free Book
usually means a sale; and the sale of a Hohner
Harmonica always means a satisfied customer.
billboards, radio,

—

In order to take full advantage of the sales-stimulating effects of Hohner advertising, dealers must be
prepared to serve the prospects and turn them into
customers. That calls for two things a constant supply of Free Instruction Books and a complete assortment of Hohner Harmonicas.

—

When a man, woman or child enters your store and
asks for the Free Instruction Book and you are prepared to supply it you can be prepared to "ring up"
a profit. If you are "just out of copies" you will just
naturally be "out of luck,"

—

—

is only one positive method of getting your share of this
profitable harmonica business
keep an ample supply of instruction books on hand and a complete assortment of Hohner Harmonicas on display. An inquiry for either or both, through your
jobber or direct, will receive prompt attention.

There

M. Hohner,

—

Inc.,

Inspiration

Education
Entertainment

Accuracy

\

Display

No. 600

Dept* 72, 114 East 16th

Canadian Address: Hough

Fascination

'Revolving

St.,

New York ^

& Kohler, 468 King Street, W., Toronto

HOHNER
Harmonicas

Health
Portability

Durability

Convenience
Popularity
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Progressive Corp.

Now

United States

not only a tribute to this orW. Landay is head,
also a recognition of the importance of

ganization,

Splitdorf Distributor

but

is

of

is

which A.

the music dealer as a distributor of radio in-

Progressive Musical Instrument Corp. Is Appointed Exclusive Distributor of Radio Line
for Large Metropolitan Territory

The
N.

J.,

trical

Splitdorf

Electrical

Co.,

of

Newark,

one of the largest manufacturers of elecapparatus in the world, and which in

struments,

in

this

fact,

practically

recognizes

greater percentage of all radio products are being sold by the music merchant.
that the

It is estimated that the Metropolitan area
alone has over 9,000,000 inhabitants and as the
Progressive Musical Instrument Corp. franchise

beyond

exceeds

this

several

territory,

million

can be
added to ^the area
this firm is serving
inhabitants

In the accompanying photograph M.
Bartlett,

Co.,

is

shown

sitting at his

desk,

with

Robert

Porter,

director

W.

It will

1926

be a new

sensational campaign which will be along the
"Little Billboard" idea.
There will be a great
amount of co-operative advertising with the
dealer, billboard advertising in a co-operative

way and

combined with national
newspaper advertising. In
other words, all possible media for advertising
will be employed by the Splitdorf Co.
circularization,

magazine and

local

Frank H.

Isaacs Markets

Decorated Radio Cabinets
of the Features of
This Attractive Radio Furniture Line All
Models' Ready to Be Viewed by Dealers

—

presi-

and
general
manager
of
the
dent

Splitdorf

ning and Sunday newspapers.

15,

New Tone Chamber One

for Splitdorf.

W.

September

A complete line of decorated radio furniture is
being offered to the trade this season by P'rank
H. Isaacs, of 241 West Thirty-sixth street. New

of sales, standing at
his

right,

and A. A.

Sinclair, special field

representative of the
Splitdorf
Electrical
Co.

for

the

Metro-

politan area, on the
left,

Biel,

and Edward

J.

secretary,

treasurer

manager

and-

sales

of the Pro-

gressive Musical InSigning Contract in Splitdorf-Progressive Distributor Deal
struments Corp., signing the contract, which
recent years has manufactured radio receiving
gives them this unusually large and extended
sets, has appointed the Progressive Musical In-

strument Corp., of 319 Sixth avenue, New York
City, as the exclusive wholesaler of Splitdorf
radio products in the Metropolitan area, northern New Jersey and the lower Hudson Valley.
This new distributing arrangement is of importance from several angles, first, because
prior to this season all Splitdorf products have
been sold to the trade through its branches in

With

the great

the

company

the key cities of the country.
growth of Splitdorf radio sales

decided to appoint exclusive jobbers in various
sections, who could give undivided attention to
the

Splitdorf

radio

line

and who were well

equipped to serve the dealers in their respective
The selection, therefore, of the
territories.
Progressive Musical Instrument Corp. to exclusively distribute Splitdorf radio products in
practically the most important area in the

as exclusive representatives.
Detailed plans of merchandising in the Metropolitan area have been laid out by Messrs.

teri"itory

Porter and Biel and a definite territorial arrangement for dealers has been charted. The
plans are so arranged that in the entire territory
that is served by the Progressive Musical In-

strument Corp. there will be less than two hundred authorized representatives of the Splitdorf
Radio products.
The S.plitdorf line of radio receivers is popAll
ularly priced, ranging from $60 to $215.
models are now on display in the Progressive
Musical Instrument showrooms at 319 Sixth
avenue.

The

New York

City.

campaign

of the Splitdorf
Co. in the Metropolitan area started on September 1, in the leading Metropolitan daily, eve-

advertising

York.

A

Nedmel Baby Grand
new tone chamber, which

features of the line,

The First Sale of

is

is

one of the

said to have been thor-

oughly tested and approved by experts and
competent critics. This tone chamber provides
a horn within a horn in reversed relation, so
as to make a longer air column and thus increase the volume and produce truer tone.
Harshness of tone is claimed to be entirely
eliminated.
Patents for 'this device have been
applied for.

An

number of

attractive

the line,

baby grand console, is illustrated herewith.
All models are now on display at the Nedmel

the

Furniture Co.'s

showroom

West

at 241

Thirty-

New

York, where Mr. Isaacs will
be glad to entertain visiting dealers. A complete line of radio cabinets is also on display
sixth street.

there.

Is

Never

Columbia Dealer Enthusiastic
Atlanta. Ga., September —R. F. Bibb, mem-

the Last

4.

ber, of the

Stewart Williams Co., a leading fur-

niture store

The Proof

of Their Quality

Is in

and Columbia dealer

Their Sales

and pleasure

trip

through Georgia and enthused

considerably over the

Otto Heineman, President

Street

New York

new

line

of Viva-tonal

Equally enthusiastic
Columbia phonographs.
was he over his Columbia record business. He
reported that he is enjoying an exceptional in-

GENERAL PHONOGRAPH CORPORATION
25 West 45th

in Springfield,

Tenn., visited the local branch of the Columbia
Phonograph Co. while on a combined business

City

crease in business every
the corresponding

month

month

this

last year.

year over

The Talking Machine World,

New

York, September

15,

1926

MoreFoweri
^jigtoSonotionji
'HIS season will see a tremendous
power-tube demand. The best of the
business will go to — and stay with

—

those dealers

who

offer a complete line

of quality tubes.

SONATRON'S

25 distinct tube
types include the latest in powertubes, each especially adapted to
its

particular task.

SONATRON

dealers are backed
advertis-

by an intensive national

ing campaign throughout the
season, and an effective combination of window and counter

The

SONATRON

displays.

Red, White and Blue

WRITE TODAY

for full
information on the SONATRON proposition ! Tie
up with the most powerful sales-influencein the
radio-tube and ampli-

AMPLIFIER —
which

retails

complete with three

Matched Power Tubes for ^20.00,
is

transforming thousands of old

sets into

modern,

efficient receiv-

fier fields.

adds three stages of am[}lification to any set, even a crystal,
and the results are making the

ers. It

SONATRON
TUBE CO.

biggest news in radio history. Furnished for either dry-cell or storage

W.

battery sets.

Lake Street
Chicago

The Amplifier's

CHICAGO

108

See us at the

SHOW

Red, White and
Blue tubes add
beauty to any set

mooth 19
Main Floor

COLISEUM
^October
11-17

^Products

of

SONATRON TUBE COMPANY
Chicago

New

York

Newark

Detroit

Windsor, Ont., Can.

I

September

15,
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G. L. Farrand Compares His
First and Latest Speakers
Inventor of Farrand Cone Speaker, Head of
Farrand Mfg. Co., Makes Interesting Comparison Between Old Cone and New Model
Six years ago C. L. Farrand made his first
cone-type speaker and considering that to-day
the cone-type of sound amplification has reached
a stage of international importance
fitting

to

show

the old and

it

is

most

new together and

Richmond Dealers Looking to the Fall
f
Steady Improvement in the Demand
C. B.

Haynes &
Product

Edison Distributors and Dealers, Add Pal Portable and Plan Drive on This
Demand Other Trade Activities of the Month

Co.,

— All

—

Lines Enjoy a Fair

—

Richmond, Va., September 8. ^C. B. Haynes &
Edison jobbers and dealers, have added
the Pal portable to their lines, and they are
planning to push this product vigorously.
The Lee Fergusson Piano Co. has been getting good results from
Co.,

playing the latest records

a

in

near

placed

machine
the

front

Through

entrance.

a

screen door, the music

along

heard

is

the

street, attracting atten-

O.

tion of passers-by.

Grady, manager

I'\

store,

lliis

part

just

back
trip

Virginia.

he

trip

miles

newed

a

On

traveled

and

1,014

of

western

the

of

the

is

motor

from
a
through

number

re-

of old

acquaintances along the
especially

route,

at

Danville and Staunton.

James Cowan
Columbia jobber
and dealer, is making

The

Co.,

Farrand and the First and Latest
was evolved.
Herewith is shown C. L. Farrand, head of
the Farrand Mfg. Co., and inventor of the
Farrand cone speaker and -other products, beside
his first cone speaker and the latest Farrand
senior model. This latter product, by the way,
has two new features, a new "drivunit" and a
walnut laminated wood cone, which adds to the
quality and to the appearance.
Mr. Farrand's first cone was so successful
that all of them made at that time were put
into use so that he had to look around and
repurchase one of his original cones in order
C. L.

note

to

how

make

the present-day cone

Speakers
an intensive drive for business
in a fifty

men

room

to

special

motor trucks so as

to be better equipped
Carryolas are being
demonstrations.
Crops in
pushed along with Columbia lines.
this territory have been exceptionally good,

ing in

to

give

As

particularly in the trucking line.

a conse-

quence, the farmer is reported to be better
financially than for several seasons.

ofl^

Miss Jeanette Wilson is a new addition to the
musical merchandise department of the Corley
Co. She is a vocalist of some note and is well
known in local musical circles.
Miss Margaret B. Heindl, another well-known
vocalist of Richmond, will be married October
20 to Dr. Churchill Robertson of Salem, Va.
Miss Heindl is a daughter of Louis B. Heindl,
president of Walter D. Moses & Co., an old

music house of this city.
Miss Elsie L. Carner, daughter of the late
H. Wallace Carner, formerly Starr jobber here,
was married recently to George D. Wood, of
this city.

Miss Mary Burnette, secretary to Fred Kesswholesale manager of the Corley Co.,
has returned from a pleasant vacation trip spent
nich,

at

Orkney Springs, Va.
James Buchanan Corley

new

the

is

home

returned to his office after being
months on account of injuries
which he sustained when he fell from a horse
for several

Deep Run Hunt

at the

Club.

Walter D, Moses & Co. did good business in
August despite the fact that many of their
regular customers were out of town on vacation trips. In checking up, they found that the
volume of business in all lines combined was
25 per cent better than in August 1925. May and
June were also good months.
Collections are reported to have been a bit
slow in the phonograph line during the past
Summer but they are now showing signs of
picking up some, according to jobbers and
dealers.

JYow
the

yV%DONAl^D

enable

of the heavy business this
Frangipane, secretary of the
company, left his desk for a short time to rest
and enjoy the beauties of the country surroundMr. Frangipane ening Cummington, Mass.
tered several tennis matches, enjoyed considerable swimming and ended his vacation at the
Saratoga race track.

anticipation

Andrew

P.

ARF?$E/STEa
because the season

and the dealer

is

who

be the one to cash

well under
is

way

See that rubber jacket about to de-

quickest on

"howl absorber"

Here

is

remedy

a positive

the biggest

little

radio industry

slips

one of

for

No more

annoyances of the

ruined reception.

Atlanta Columbia dealers were benefited conduring the first week of August by
the vaudeville engagement and radio broadcasting work of Ford and Glenn, the popular
and exclusive Columbia recording artists. These
two singers have quite a reputation down

up the trouble-making

vibration.

South which was augmented by the release of
"Truly I Do" and "I Wish You Were Jealous
of Me" on a Columbia record, which has every
indication of being one of the most popular
releases of the year.
Enterprising Columbia
dealers tied up with these artists and enjoyed
increased record sales.

^AcDoncXd HovA hntsxa

phonic vibrations!

name!
Here

is

a

little

which

article

all.

The thick

shield of live rubber effectually soaks

— that nerve wracking

howling of tubes caused by micro'

siderably

this

over a tube

the howl stops for once and

this fast selling necessity.

Ford and Glenn, Columbia
Artists, Help Dealer Sales

Once

scend on the "howler"?

prepared

in

It

comes

— that's the

in sizes Co

fit

every

will

tube.

enable each installation you
give

ioo%

bat.

Not only do you

sell Co

"Consumer advertising"

satisfaction right off the

ance to the radio industry.

calls,

are

but you make another profit without
effort

on each

set

you

coming thnnigh.

TWc

no competition.

sell!

Manufactured

SCIENTIFIC

is

now

ap-

pearing in every magazine of import-

rid yourself

of trouble and future service

in iht U. S.

A. by tbr

PRODUCTS CANADA,
'

Ltd, Montreal, Que.

Adt jfour heal j^btr or ^griu

National Distributon ibr the U.

SPARTAN ELECTRIC CORPORATION,

a

ley has just

away

production to be speeded up to meet the heavy
In

of

of

demands.
Fall,

name

Frank W. Corley,
vice-president and general manager of the Corley Co.
He is a lusty youngster and the third
boy in a row to arrive in the family. Mr. Corarrival in the

orde

Within the last month it was found necessary to add more machinery at the headquarters of the Mutual Phono Parts Mfg. Corp.,
New York City, maker of. Mutual tone arms
and sound boxes, the Saxophonic reproducer
and Saxo tone arm. Two large motors were
the nickel-plating

Two

have. been assigned to this territory, travel-

the present-day comparisons.

in

in territory with-

mile radius of Richmond.

Mutual Phono Parts Mfg.
Corp. Adds to Equipment

installed

99

S.

A.

350 West 34th

Street,

New York

City

is

Patents
positively
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All Factors of the Philadelphia Trade
Enthusiastic as Sales Increase Steadily
Revived Interest and Buying of Talking Machines Create Better Feeling as the Trade Prepares
for a Busy Fall
Unprecedented Demand for Records News of the Trade

—

—

—

Philadelphia, Pa., September 8. With a record
scored in the sale of talking
machine records the Philadelphia trade has been
greatly enthused over the rapid progress made
in the revival of interest in the industry and
its indications of what is to be expected when
the Fall days are again enlivened by the resumption of industrial activities. All the wholesalers have been oversold on records and unable to meet the heavy demand which set in
with the mid-Summer days.
Factories have
been somewhat handicapped in meeting the
heavy orders that have been forthcoming from
the distributors, due to the Summer heat and
to the absence of employes on vacation.
As
the September month opens, however, the factories have been speeding up operations and
now are beginning to make freer shipments for
the relief of the oversold conditions among the

for

Summer month

a

Summer month,

Distributors, Inc., 835

boom

Philadelphia Victor

the

Arch

street,

is

The month

enjoying

August
was particularly noteworthy because of the
growing demand for the new records to accompany the recently introduced types of machines.
While the factory was handicapped in the
a

in these

discs.

of

manufacture of the Victor records throughout
the hot days and thereby unable to speed up
production to the great needs of the dealers
and distributors, the return of cooler days will
materially aid in relieving the oversold conditions of both factory and the Philadelphia Victor Distributors, Inc., list of advance orders.
Tie-up With Record Artists
With the appearance of Waring's Pennsylvanians at the Stanley Theatre here last week
the Philadelphia Victor Distributors tied up for
the exploitation of the specially recorded num-

wholesalers.

bers of that musical organization as service to

While the Summer was less active insofar as
the sale of talking machines was concerned, there
were many favorable factors which added to
the brightness of the outlook for the coming
season.
Dealers have been shopping around
and are making inquiries for the new stocks
that will, of course, be added within the coming
month and indications are for a very pros-

the

perous

Fall.

Distributors are preparing for the

incoming new designs and types of machines
which the manufacturers are to place on the
market with the coming months and so are
advising their customers.
Many new machines
will be introduced along with recent innovations in parts and accessories which the manu-

now are engaged in producing. These
be announced within the next month or so.

dealers by window displays at the main
offices, 835 Arch street, in a feature on the

"Any

To-day, Lady," the popular
hit of the Summer of the Warings.
The cut-out
of an iceman and the cool surroundings of ice
record

and snow and cleverly worded cards attracted
pedestrians to the display, and boosted
the sales of the number. With the return of

many

Manager Raymond

posal of the

will

its

Unprecedented Record Demand
is

far

a waiting list of orders for records that
in

excess

of

any ever before recorded

J.

Boldt, of the record de-

partment of the company, from a vacation at
the seashore, the Fall campaign of the Philadelphia Victor Distributors was outlined and the
company is now ready to meet the Autumn
needs of the dealers with adequate stocks of
both records and machines, placing at the dis-

facturers

With

Ice

dealers the

expert experience

of

and modern facilities for handling
the orders and shipments with despatch.
Plan Advertising Drives on Records
sales staff

Now

that the

Autumn

revival of business

is

at

September

hand the wholesale department

Weymann &

of

Sons, 1108 Chestnut street,

1926

15,

H.

A.
pre-

is

paring to institute a broad campaign in advertising the new electrically recorded Victor
records in order to put them over on a large
The campaign on the Victor records will

scale.

be conducted along similar lines as that featured in the advertising of the Orthophonic
company
last year in which the Weymann
backed the dealers in forwarding the sales of
the Orthophonic by the expenditure of large

sums

in advertising, in the issuance of circulars,

displays and advertisements and pubthe daily press, under the direction of
Manager Charles W^ Bahl, of the Victor whole-

window

licity in

sale

President

department.

Harry W. Wey-

Herbert W.
and Mrs. Weymann,
have been spending the early September days
on a tour of the Canadian resorts and will be
back at their desks after Labor Day. Larry
Urban, traveling representative, is now on a
vacation trip in the Canadian resorts and will
return about the same time as the other associates of the company.
Heavy Orders for Viva-tonal Models

mann, accompanied by

Weymann,

With

of

the

the

son,

firm,

introduction

of the Viva-tonal

his

of

the

phonographs

type

smaller

of the

Columbia

Phonograph Co. to the Philadelphia trade in the
past month the local offices were rushed with
Dealers
orders on the new type of machines.
have been most successfully employed in the
demonstration of the new style Columbia and
have been able to secure ready sales of the
Viva-tonal, with the initial shipments and excellent repeat orders already listed at headquarstocks.

August

sales

ters

here

were

far in excess of last year, while July busi-

for

the

Fall

ness doubled that of the same period of last
The tremendous increase in demand for
Columbia records locally has clean-ed up stocks

year.

on hand and caused a shortage of these. The
Philadelphia branch of the Columbia Co. is
anticipating the arrival of the new large Vivatonal within the coming month and in time for
holiday orders. Manager J. J. Doherty, of the
Quaker City branch, is making the rounds of

Trenton and Princeton, N. J., territory
these early days of September calling on the
Following a brief Summer sojourn
dealers.

the
in

"Trilling & Montague, wholesale radio merchanPhiladelphia, are recognized as one of the
few wholesalers actually giving dealers service with
a capital 'S'."

Maine, A. A. Piatt is expected back at his
desk this week. Foreign Sales Representative
K. Berthold, who has been vacationing at the
seashore near Atlantic City, will return after
Labor Day. Postcards sent to associates here
reveal some good work with the rod and reel
along the Jersey Coast and hopes are high for a
real good fish yarn upon his return by those
who remained at home.
in

disers,

A TALKING MACHINE PUBLICATION.
DISTRIBUTORS FOR

KOLSTER

New

Guarantee Portable Introduced

With removal to the pew home the Guarantee
Talking Machine Supply Co., now settled in the
modern quarters at 35 North Ninth street,
brought out another model of the portable
Guarantee, known as the De Luxe. The new
type of portable

is

produced

in a

larger cabinet

size finished in Spanish leather, has extra
Acme Products

Eagle
Exide

Amplion
Balkite

Majestic

Chargers
Batteries

Farrand

Brandes
Bremer-Tully
Bright Star Batteries
Burgess Batteries

General Radio Co.
Hartford Battery
Jewell Meters

Eliminators

Pacent
RCA Radiotrons
REL Products
Silkenvoice Speaker
Silver-Marshall
Meters

Sterling

Tab Batteries
Timmons
Tower's Products
Western Electric

Weston
and many others

Write for our 1926-27 Catalog

TRILLING

& MONTAGUE
MERCHANDISERS

WHOLESALE RADIO
49 North Seventh

Street

Philadelphia, Pa.
^§fxni)Ti)jlhTIs''

heavy

snaps and with the Universal tone arm which

There
plays the Edison and disc records.
compartment for twelve records in the

is

a

new

model.
The export department of the Guarantee Co. has been busily engaged in meeting
the needs of the trade in Brazil and Japan,

where the growth of demand for the Guarantee
parts and machines has been rapid within reWith the larger home and the
cent weeks.
more modern facilities of manufacture the
Guarantee Co. has been able to increase its production under its now sole ownership by William Posner and has been rendering speedier
(Continued on page 102)
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Euphonic StJc
A New and Sensational

Value

As one of the oldest established radio manufacturers, Chelsea
now offers an unparalleled value in receiving sets the Truphonic

—

Six.

For years Chelsea has achieved a splendid reputation for

v^ell'built

receivers selling at

—

low

With

prices.

the Chelsea

Truphonic Six
incorporating the scientific, fully shielded
Truphonic Circuit
a new and sensational peak has been
attained. Designed for high voltages, the Chelsea Truphonic
delivers far greater volume with perfect tone stability. Housed
in handsome two'tone mahogany finish cabinet, with dust'proof,
fool'proof inside panel and many other features only found in
much more expensive sets.

—

Tou can ma\e money

with Chelsea

Write for our Proposition

Chelsea Radio Company

•.•»'=-''<V';%

Other Chelsea Models

- -I't'*

.,

'•»

i."

V

Chelsea,
at $26.00

Mass

and $50.00
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A new sales representanow covering San Francisco and

patrons.

tive, G. Otis, is

vicinity.
J. A. Fischer Co. Working Overtime
Overtime operation of the shipping department has followed the heavy demand for Valley
Forge parts and accessories manufactured by
the J. A. Fischer Co., 730 Market street, and
the addition to its vast line of these com-

GUARANTEE PORTABLE
RETAILS FOR $25.00

modities of the complete factory output of the
Aeolian Vocalion Co., of Meriden, Conn. Three
carloads of the Aeolian Vocalion Co.'s talking
machine parts have been shipped from the
manufacturing headquarters to the Philadelphia
offices and are now being distributed to the

Furnished

COBRA GRAIN BLACK
CROCODILE BLACK
CROCODILE BROWN
SPANISH GREEN
AMERICAN GRAY

who require these specialties. The reintroducd Val Phonic reproducer has
been a very lively seller since its introduction a
few weeks ago. The Fischer Co. is now ready
to still further extend its lines by the addition
of the newest trade commodity, the S-shaped
brass tone arm, for use in conjunction with the
newest types of talking machines.
dealers

cently

Eagerly Await

The newest models

New
of the

Brunswick
Brunswick

SPECIFICATIONS
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

will

be

8.

ready for display and distribution to the Philadelphia trade within the next few weeks and
will be immediately shipped to the dealers who
have already placed generous orders with the
local branch of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender
Co. after a demonstration of the models in the
offices here.
Manager George A. Lyons, of the
Philadelphia headquarters, has been touring the

Pennsylvania territory in the vicinity
of Harrisburg and has booked large orders for
Assistant
the new models for Fall deliveries.
Manager Joseph Callahan, who has been vacationing in Ocean City, is back at his desk.
Morton, Inc., in New Home
Morton, Inc., formerly located at 5614 Germantown avenue, has removed to its new and

9.

10.

at

5528

Germantown avenue, in
Morton Stern,

the Colonial Theatre Building.

:

Textene Leather Case.
Standard Heineman Motor.
Plays Two 10" Records.
Standard Taper Tone Arm.
Specially Loud Reproducer.
Device for Carrying Records.
Machine Will Play 12" Records.
Patented "Non-Spill" Needle Cup.
Size liVx" -t llVi" x 7%".

Weighs

131/2

Costs you $10.50

lbs.

GUARANTEE TALKING MACHINE SUPPLY
jWrite for our latest Main Spring Chart:
head of the firm, has installed six hearing
booths in the commodious quarters and with
the attractively decorated and artistic surroundings of old ivory the firm has one of the finest

uptown talking machine

stores.

Crown

Co. Occupies Larger Store
A larger and more modern store has been
acquired by the Crown Talking Machine Co.

Plans

at 35

North Ninth

street,

where M. Berger, the

planning to extend the lines of
the Columbia, Victor and Brunswick records
and machines, and the Paramount, Okeh and
Harmony records. Plans for the expansion of
the business to the radio branch of the industry
are anticipated, although no definite decision
(Continued on page 104)
proprietor,

is

Made Now

For your Fall selling campaign will show you
profit an hundred fold. You can only reap the
ORTHOreward which
full

VICTOR

...PHONIC

INSTRUMENTS

offer

you

opportunity by being prepared
.having the merchandise when needed.
sales

I
''^

^

CO.

Note New Address -ISira°aMI^:

central

modern home

in

in

and

Will you embrace this opportunity by tying
up with a dependable source of supply?

Philadelphia Victor Distributors, Inc*
835 Arch Street, Philadelphia

September

IS,
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Profit possibilities that will merit the

serious consideration of every distributor

!

and dealer " This

is

factor of interest for the

the

announcement

the outstanding

music trade in

of this

new

instru-

ment.

an instmmeni
of disiinction

isEowreadi/
Conspicuous for the exceptional beauty of its
cabinet, the wealth of its deep, rich tone and
exceptional volume, the new lc,up}ionic is truly
an instrument that will appeal to the buyer who
is seeking value with distinction.

Three

Models
The Euphonic

The Euphonic
will

he huilt in three dis'
tinctive

models

— in

Brown Mahog'
any and Walnut.

now

ready. Samples are available to distributors and dealers who are constantly alert for merchandise possessing a high
degree of individuality.
is

both

The

prices, discounts

under which

this

and merchandising policy

instrument will be sold will be

equally interesting.

Write for information.

Wasmuth Goodrich
-

PERU, INDIANA

Co*
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THE TRADE
has been

IN

PHILADELPHIA AND LOCALITY— (Continued

the

A

presented to .a customer or prospect develops a
sale of no small amount.
Early Fall is the time to grasp such an opportunity for Holiday

being shown to the students at the
at Pottstown, Pa., through the
sale of the new Victor model to that higher
is

gift

little

returns.
f)ur

,

VELVALOID RECORD CLEANER R.\DIO LOG

little

by Byron Stein, of the
The coming courses for

of learning

Pennsylvania town.

magnet that
1

all

records.

BECAUSE

Can be

dem-

is

welcome

a

the

dollar.

—

2
Logs radio stations.
the dealer in the home.

AND

sold at a profit if desired.

have a sample for you, and

briiiQ

it

to

a card wilt
Interesting details with it.

you.

PHILADELPHIA BADGE CO.

onstrations.

New

"Talker" Sales Outlet
That the Victor Borgia Model No. 2 answers
the needs of the music-loving public is proved
by the success with which the Lycoming Hotel,
of Williamsport, Pa., has introduced it to the
guests at the hostelry, one of the leading places
in the section.
B. S. Andrus, Victor dealer of
Williamsport, sold the Borgia to the management and with it the accommodations for entertainment to the guests who want music served
for pastime in their rooms.
A Victor Lumiere
speaker has been installed along with the Borgia and now the gueSts'-'can push the button in
their rooms and hear all the latest popular airs,
thanks to the resourcefulness of the dealer and
the enterprising

McinufacturerE

Reading several days last month at the Daniel
Boone Hotel. Much interest was manifested by

new Zenith

the local dealers in the

electrical set

and it was generally predicted that the new line
would generate substantially increased business.

Many

inquiries relative to the Zenith franchise

were also received. Trilling & Montague also
report good business with the Grebe, Crosley
and Kolster- lines which they distribute.
Interesting News Gleanings
Sol. J. Philips, progressive Columbia dealer of
Bethlehem, stopped over in Philadelphia to
make a friendly and business call on the local
executives of the Columbia Co. en route to his
home after a vacation tour along the Jersey
Coast and sojourn in Atlantic City.

-

body's Talking Machihel Co. is experiencing an
exceptional demand and the business accom-

Okeh record and

This jobber held a Zenith demonstration

city.

at

management.

talking hiachine repair ijcaterials.made by Every

942 Market

Uta. fat. 1922

Heavy Demand for Honest Quaker
The Honest. Quaker 'line of m.ain springs and

plished in the

attract

—Advertises

We

and draw many

will

— Cleans
3

teachers at the Normal School will include instruction on the use of the Orthophonic Victrola in musical education, with practical

1926

Sometimes

public

Normal School
institution

15,

from page 102)

reached on the sets to be featured.
be used in

Just how the Orthophonic can
furthering musical education in

schools

September

When W.
homeward

distributing de-

partments presages a good Fall.
Frank Fingrutd enjo.yed a plfeasant vacation at
Atlantic City during the past month and Philip

will

stop

eral plans

of the

Grabuski, president of the company, combined
business with pleasure in a vacation trip motoring throu.gh Canada.

is

B. Hill, of Pottsville, Pa.,
trip

after

a

Summer

in

makes

his

Maine, he

over in Philadelphia to outline sevhe has in view for the exploitation

Columbia phonographs and records. He
in late September when the new

expected here

Fall stocks will be purchased.

Grimm

Ever since the announcement of the engagement of his brother Frank was made, Sam
Fingrutd, vice-president and general manager
of the company, has been kept busy answering
the large number of congratulatory letters and
telegrams that have been addressed to him and
explaining that it is not him that is to be married.
To save time he is announcing, through
the medium of The World, that at the present
time lie is not even considering matrimony.
Staged Zenith Radio Demonstration
Wittich's Music Shop, of Reading, Pa., is
among the new dealers opened last month by
Trilling & Montague, radio wholesalers of this

Bros., of

Hamburg,

Pa.,

Street

Philadelphia, U. S. A.

crowd

large

while

daily

the

was

display

fea-

tured.

A

boys' band has been organized as a special

attraction for the sale of Victor records

by the

Musical Shop of Reading, Pa. Leon Wittig, of
the firm, has equipped the band with an outfit
instruments and teaches the
of musical
youngsters to play the recordings of popular
numbers. Concerts are given weekly.
A sales attraction for the automobile dealer
and the dealer in the Orthophonic has been arranged by the co-operation of Clement Beecroft,
5546 North Fifth street, Victor retailer, and an
automobile concern in the neighborhood. The
automobile dealer uses the Orthophonic to at-

by daily concerts in
Mr. Beecroft has arranged
a display card over the Orthophonic stating that
he furnishes the machine and that it can be purchased at his shop on Germantown avenue, giving the address. The exchange of courtesy between both dealers is profitable to each as the
exploitation promotes sales of t.he automobile
and talking machines.
tract attention to his place

front of the store.

have begun

operation for the remodeling and enlarging of
their store and will have the building changes
There will be
completed by late September.
modern display windows, booths and other con-

Plaza Go.'s Valentino
Records in Big Demand

veniences.

Advance Orders

Tying up with the appearance of John Philip
Sousa, the March King's records were exploited
while his engagement at Willow Grove Park
was in force, by J. Ralph Wilson in his store at
929 North Broad street. An automatic life-sized
cut-out of Sousa was used in the window trim,
showing the famous leader diiecting his band

The Plaza Music Co., 10 West Twentieth
New York City, manufacturer of Banner
and Domino records, delivered to the trade oil
September 1 a 'special release of the new record,

made by the
and attracted a

"There's a New Star in Heaven To-night Rudolph Valentino." Advance orders on this rec-

and alongside
band.

It

PPORTUNITY

sold

a list of the records

many

records

the Victor
greater today than
in

business is
ever before.

for Special Release of Banner
and Domino Records, "There's a New Star
in Heaven To-night," Reach Huge Totals

street.

—

ord were the largest for any single offering
ever received by the company and since the
appearance of the record on the counters of
the country the supple.mentary orders have
reached huge totals.
On both the Banner and Domino records the
Plaza Music Co. issued special display matter,
including an attractive window strip, and despite the rush in getting out this offering the
usual sales helps prepared by the sales promotion department of the company were issued on
time.

Victor dealers in our territory
should make the most of this opportunity by availing themselves of our
service likewise greater today than
ever before.

L. E.

SONjNC.

1108 Chestnut Street -Philadelphia, Pa.

Penn

State

—

camp
the

H. A.WEYMANN

at

Philadelphia. Pa., September 7. Louis E.
Buehn, son of Louis Buehn, president of the
Philadelphia Victor Distributors, Inc., returned
the latter part of August from Dr. Chase's
at

entire

Victor Wholesalers

Buehn

where

Allagash, Me.,

Summer.

Pennsylvania

Upon

his

State

elected the liberal arts

he

return
College,

spent the
entered

he

where

he

course, which includes

general business, accounting and finance. With
this substantial foundation upon the completion of the course he should be well equipped
to follow in the footsteps of his father.

Marino D. Benedetto and Alfred Nicolai have
opened a new music store at 421 Main street,
Elmira, N. Y. The new concern handles pianos,
phonographs, records, musical merchandise and
^heet music.

!
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Our

Biggest

Improvements

—Your
A whole

Genuine Walnut. Antique,

puts punch into Thorola sales efforts. And a far
higher type of performance, that noliod\'else can
demonstrate so consistently, is the Thorola deal-

speakers, series-connected, in
non-directional sound chambers assure the most realistic
reception in radio history-

$125
Standard Console
When ou can off erThorola tech-

Judged by performance an.l
impressiveness the price seems
unbelievable.

j

nique and Thorola console style
at such a price \ ou dominate the
best radio market. All the Tliorola betterments arc included, in
circuit, instruments,
speaker,
pane, and console design.

Model 57

$60

Standard Cabinet
Thorola Performance!— Popular
Prxe! Radio that is so much
better for so much less money
that sales records are being
this receiver. S
tubes with extra power. DuoDial control. Positively selective

smashed with

Doughnut

Coils.

Transformers.

vancement

cept the price

Golden Tone

Matchless adevery feature ex-

in

Biggest Season

Model 59
$185
De Luxe Console
Highlighted finish. Highest art
incabinet.asin reception. The
power of the Thorola 5-tubc
circuit: cannot be measured by
ordinary standards, because
of all the exclusive Thorola
features. Cone and horn typr

Model 5S

105

I

er's

list

of things nobody else can talk about

unbeatable

closer.

Big betterments by Thorola are your biggest
assurance of 1927 success. The complete Thorola
line of receivers and speakers includes the only
receiver with both horn and cone t>'pe speakers,
reproducing every shade of every tone with accuracy never before possible. This de luxe radio,
without a de luxe price, out-distances competition for you. Still more moderately priced are
the standard Thorola console and cabinet mod.els, all with perfected Duo-Dial Control, Thorola
Low-Loss Doughnut Coils, Golden Tone Transformers and other Thorola advancements. You
are sure of svirpassing performance in each sales
classification. You have a price advantage. And
your Thorola receivers are the first with provable

upkeep economy

When

it comes to speakers Thorola strength is
overwhelming. There could be nothing better
than the famous Thorola 4 with its Controlled
Mica Diaphragm and all the superiorities which
make it the "pipe organ of speakers". There is
also a junior model to open every purse to you.
And now comes the Thorola cone-type with
Dual-Range diaphragm, the wanted combination
of Thorola tonal art and latest speaker style.

Model4$25, Horn Type Speaker
Today thousands

will accept no speaker
but this Thorola horn type, with its slender
erace and flawless reproduction. You know

that the Controlled

Mica Diaphragm. Sep-

aris and other Thorola developments
brought musical recognition to radio. Now
Thorola 4 is better than ever, in artistic
rendition, and in sales.

For finest possible speaker performance at
moderate price the Thorola Junior horn
type is supreme
$12.00

Model 9
$20
Cone Type Speaker
For the

first time the cone
type provides artistic reproduction of both high
and low notes. Only the

Double Range Diaphragm
Cone makes
possible. Only Thorola
talent produces such advancements. Judged by
car or eye, you outclass
of tiieThoroia
it

competition with thisrich.

walnut and - gold cone
speaker at this competitive price.

Doughnut Coils, with
patented indented wirtrue low-loss construction, go far be> ond other
type theories in improving re-

Tliorola
tiieir

ing

and

ception
(set of 3)

$2.00 each
$6.00

Exclusive radio ability, exclusive technical betterments and exclusive furniture designs are
bound to build leadership for Thorola stores.
Thorola national advertising also works for you.

And

the exclusive franchise for Thorola receivers is the fairest sort of profit protection. Get
in

on

it

selling

now, and get a whole season

of

Thorola

power.

REICHMANN COMPANY,
CHICAGO,

U.

1725 West 74th Street
S.

Member R.AL.i-

A.
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Federal Ortho- Sonic Radio Retailers
Stage Interesting Meeting in Buffalo
Interesting Addresses and Exhibit of Advertising to Be Used Feature Meeting Held Under the
Auspices of the Buffalo Talking Machine Co., Distributor Sales Plans Outlined

—

—

Buffalo, N. Y., September 4. Nearly one hundred Federal Ortho-sonic dealers of western New
York and northern Pennsylvania attended the
interesting meeting held at the Hotel Statler
here on Wednesday, August 25, under the
auspices of the Buffalo Talking Machine Co.
The full line of Pederal Ortho-sonic radio products was displayed and demonstrated, the ad-

demonstrations. He also advocated the use of
a select mailing list and said that every progressive dealer should have one.
A. C. Stearns, advertising manager of the
Federal Corp., gave an interesting description
of the advertising campaign which is to be con-

vertising material to be used in this year's cam-

newspapers and magazines of national

paign was exhibited and discussed and a number of interesting addresses were given.
W. B. Henri, of Henri-Hurst-McDonald, Chicago, advertising counselors to the Federal or-

proofs of these advertisements
and proofs of the materials which are to be
supplied dealers.
L. C. Horle, chief engineer,
gave an interesting and understandable descrip-

was the

ganization,

He

speaker.

first

and

activities

will

be instructed as to the best methods of cooperating with the advertising campaigns, which
have been divided into four parts for the preChristmas season.
He stressed the importance of demonstrations,
stating that dealers should be ready to

tion.

circula-

He showed

and construction features

tion of the technical

no expense

spared in the purchase of the

is

materials used.

Lester C. Noble, manager of the Federal orspoke of the company's plans for
co-operation with Federal dealers.
Through
ganization,

thirty

factory

demon-

Demonstration
Federal Ortho-sonic radio.
periods have been arranged for dealers throughout the country, the first opening September
17.
The three demonstration periods are tied
up with newspaper and magazine advertising by
the manufacturer, but we know that one demonstration is worth 10,000 words."
L. E. Swinehart, associated with Mr. Henri,
spoke briefly and urged dealers to use the telephone in inviting prospects for demonstrations,

would pay a dealer

means

of

bringing people

to hire a girl

telephone as a

else but use the

the

into

He

ness and affairs of the dealer.

because

stated that

proximity of the jobbers to
dealers they could render better service than
could the manufacturer, but should the manufacturer be able to give aid not obtainable from
the jobber, it is the plan of the Federal organization to lend such assistance.
As a protection to the dealer, Mr. Noble said, he hoped the
number of dealers would never exceed 5,000.
the

of

Stromberg-Garlson Power
Relay Given Severe Tests
Apparatus Devised to Test the Power Shows
It Is Built for more Than 300 Years of Average Use Relay Performs Important Work

—

Rochester, N.
certain

number

Y.,

September

of radio buyers

8.

— There

are

who when

a

pur-

chasing insist on a thorough recitation of facts

Mfg. Co., manufacturer of Stromberg-Carlson radio products, undergoes severe tests be-

Tel.

fore leaving the factory

and the knowledge of

the capabilities of the product and the ability to
explain them in non-technical language might

be utilized by dealers in driving home their
sales arguments.
The relay is intended to automatically operate trickle charger, "B" socket power unit, and
external amplifier from the battery switch on
Stromberg-Carlson engithe receiver panel.
neers

store

for

realized

importance
relay

the

of

the

mechanism

such a
devised

in

device and
the

appa-

shown in the
accompanying phoratus

tograph for testing
purposes.

The tall bronze
instrument
in
the
foreground is an automatic
interrupter

of

it

spread through-

representatives

out the country and through jobbers, the Federal Corp. is in touch constantly with the busi-

construction features and the cabinet perfection
of the sets which are being carried. "If a live
dealer will hook up with a manufacturer who
has good merchandise, has money and adver"This
tises, he cannot fail," said Mr. Henri.
campaign will broadcast the features and merits

do nothing

pointed out

features of the various models and stated that

Federal Ortho-sonic at any time of
He also pointed out the nethe day or night.
cessity of every employe of a retail radio store
knowing the selling points, mechanical features,

to

He

of the Federal Ortho-sonic set.

strate the

stating that

1926

15,

em-

phasized the necessity of dealers co-operating
with the manufacturer and jobbers in effecting
results from the Federal campaigns, the first of
which starts on September 13. Dealers will be

informed of the company's

ducted between September 13 and December
19.
Plans call for space in more than sixty

September

which
relay

actuates

and

paratus

the

the

ap-

attached to

it
the rate of
Power Testing Apparatus Devised by Stromberg-Carlson Co.
at
approximately ten times per minute. At the
concerning each feature of the product and it is
time that the test was concluded the power
sometimes by a lucid explanation of the funcswitch relay had made 500,000 actuations with
tioning of a certain factor of the product, used
no indication of wear. Assuming that the averas a sales argument, that the dealer concludes a
age radio user would turn on his receiver a
sale.
The new power switching relay, recently
maximum of five times a day this would make
placed on the market by the Stromberg-Carlson

the 500,000 actuations equivalent to 100,000 days'
use.

Assuming an average

year this means

Can you supply

relays are built to

now

Fibre Needles are

President of Peerless

Western Trade

sup-

a

generous

ments for

We

are sole manufacturers and patent
owners of this scissors-type cutter.
Has replaceable blades.
Long life.
Beautifully nickel-plated.

— order

today

his

office

City,

Album
recently

following a trade
in the

trip

Middle West,

introducing the new Peerless portable talking
machine.
Mr. Ravis states that the new popular priced
offering has been well received and arrange-

profit.

Be prepared

to

New York

through the leading centers

FIBRE NEEDLE CUTTER. Handassure

638 Broadway,

returned

RECORD

the

Co. Visits Middle
of New Peerless

Phil Ravis, president of the Peerless
Co.,

Stock up in time
prominently

Album

in Interest

Portable Talking Machine

with all Orthophonic
Can you supply
machines.
Take our tip—
the cutters?
plied

discounts

use.

Back From Trade Trip

Co.,

Needle Cutters

some

power switching

undergo 333 years of

Phil Ravis, of the Peerless

Fibre

Display

of 300 days to the

these

that

its

distribution in

some

of the key-

country have been made. He also
found interest in talking machine record albums
to be on the increase and advance orders would
indicate that the coming Fall will produce a
most healthy record business. Talking machine
record enthusiasts, he said, are taking better
care of their records than ever before and this
creates a wide demand for specially created
cities of the

— from

your jobber or

BADGER TALKING MACHINE
MILWAUKEE,

WIS.

CO.

albums for the better type of selections.

John L. Dean has opened a new furniture and
musical instrument store in Naples, N. Y.

September

15,
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Six Tubes,

Two

Dials,

Numher 70
Price

$125.00

OLE

RADIO RECEIVER
lORIDE

of possession, joy in performance, selectivity, appearance, efficiency, engineering
skill,_^ true craitsmansliip^'»«»liere you have them,
s

are easier

when performance is certain*
SIX tu

are
a
watch, and built to the highest standard of excellence which has ever been known in Radio.
S,

And the Trinum Circuit
St

a step far, far in adRadio becomes truly the servant
instrument of rarest
is

of "losses", tube
to tube" transfer of strong signals, and tube noises make the Oriole so astoundingly selective that only actual experience
and comparison can demonstrate the difference.
No. 75

Dealers-"' Jobbers ""the Oriole Franchise is
desirable^'advertising cO'Operation unusual

Price $150.00

A

consolette

model

of grace,

and power!

Craftsmanship in design as well as engineering skill sets Oriole Radio Receivers
apart as truly fine instruments.

Sales

1323

S.

Manuf ..ctured

Department

THE ZINKE CO.

-K

Michigan Ave.,

Chicago,

hy

ELECTRIC CO.
Kenosha, Wis.

111.

The Trinum Circuit

is

Better

!
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HOWERS
Showers Exclusive Franchise Means
Profits and Independence for You

Six

Tubes

— One

Dial Control

— All-Metal

Shielded Construction

Showers Radio

And
PROTECTION

Sells

Stays Sold
now and

in

the

future— that's

what Showers Brothers Company

offers to its
one dealer to each city!
dealers. Exclusive franchise
Think what that means to you, on a radio set that is
right.

—

Model 556. Top 17 x24
Height 50 ;
Mahogany Only

Take your agency for radio from a manufacturer who
has been in business for 58 years. Showers, the largest furniture manufacturers in the world, have a
record of progress during those 58 years that is built
up solely on quality merchandise and protection and
fair play with the dealer.

.

The

This beautiful console comes to you
complete with receiver, Foley system of
amplification and Utah unit. Artistically
designed for compactness, yet with more
than enough room for all batteries and
charger. Built to harmonize with living
room furniture and decoration.
console that satisfies every demand and sells
at a price that brings the dealer more
business.

A

nine million dollars of manufacturing assets behind
CONSOLE RADIO mean quantity
production of A-1 merchandise on an economic basis.
And that means a wider margin of profit for the
dealer, with retail prices that more than meet all
Write the Radio Division today and
competition.
find out more about just what Showers exclusive

SHOWERS

franchise

means

to

you

See Showers Exhibit at the
FIFTH ANNUAL CHICAGO RADIO
THIRD ANNUAL RADIO WORLD'S FAIR
Coliseum, Chicago
New Madison Square Garden. New York
September

13-18, inclusive

October

SHOW

11-17, inclusive

SHOWERS BROTHERS COMPANY
BLOOMINGTON, INDIANA
RADIO DIVISION— 914

South Michigan Boulevard,

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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R.EPUBLIC

LEONARD

Retailers in Middle

P.

6LDG.,209SOUTn STATE ST

CANTY

National Radio Exposition, for the proper ac-

Western Territory

Entire Trade Enjoyed One of the Busiest and Most Profitable Summer Seasons in History
troduction of the New Instruments Had Marked Effect on Sales Month's News

—

September

— The

Chicago and
the Middle West talking machine trade has just
passed through one of the best and most profitable Summer seasons in the history of the industry, according to the general opinion expressed by dealer, distributor, and manufacturer
The new type reproducing instruments,
alike.
III.,

8.

improved records, and unprecedented publicity
have all combined to imbue the trade with new
spirit, and dealers in this section are looking
forward to a Fall and Winter period which bids
fair to break all previous records.
In most cases, manufacturers of talking machines have ironed out completely all production problems, and dealers have been well supplied with merchandise throughout the Sum-

embodied

in

sentatives

avenue, to new quarters where the firm
has 6,000 square feet of floor space, a large office,
sample room and a large display spac.e. The

Wabash
In addition, the two organizations will
stage a radio artist revue, in which Frank H.

McDonald, president
ers Association,

phone

made

Broadcast Listenarray of microArrangements have been
of the

promises a

celebrities.

with Alilo E.

fine

Wctb rookc.

manager

company has taken over
and

the entire secorid floor
South Wabash ave-

at the old address, 615

nue, will be maintained a stock
(Criiiluiiicd

of tlic

(III

room and

paqc 110)

The New Kimball
Reproducing Phonograph
if

Retailers of certain makes of machines,
however, are only now beginning to receive
initial shipments, with the result that their selling has just begun, and they have a wide field
The
of prospects to whom to demonstrate.
demand for phonographs has held up extremely
well throughout the past three months, and the
furniture styles

— In-

topics.

mer.

new

newspaper repreof speakers,
and the large public assemblage
which is expected to attend.
New Quarters for Illinois Musiccd Supply Co.
The Illinois Musical Supply Co. moved during the latter part of August to 316 South

commodation

Expect a Record-Breaking Fall Season
Chicago,

TELEPHONE WABASH 1942

True Tone

for Hall or

Home

the cabinets,

the mechanical improvements, have
helped to keep the public interested and sustain
sales figures at a comparatively high mark.
Record sales have shown the most pro-

as well as

and the month

August brought
which
compares favorably with the best Fall months
of the past two or three years. Retailers have
been buying carefully, moving their merchandise, and buying often, with the result that their
record sales have brought ready cash and a

nounced

with

it,

rise,

in

many

of

cases, a disc sales total

healthier condition in the trade.

While the middle of September is usually regarded as the time when radio buying begins in
earnest, dealers in Chicago have been commenting on the fact that consumer interest was
aroused earlier this year, with a subsequent rise
in the radio sales curve during the latter part
The month of August in this terof August.
ritory was marked by advance showing of new
merchandise and dealer meetings sponsored by
radio distributors in conjunction with the manufacturers of sets, speakers and other products,
and in every case the dealers voiced their optimism for a more profitable and healthier radio
season this Fall and Winter. The process of
elimination has accomplished a great deal during the past six months in cutting down the
ranks of both manufacturers and retailers of

New
Style

300

Size
45 inches high

radio apparatus, with the result that the entire

32 inches wide

industry in this section is in a more stable condition than ever in the past.
Producers Mfg. Co. Incorporates
The Producers IMfg. Co., of 80 East Jackson
boulevard, Chicago, has been incorporated with

23y2 inches deep

Excelling in quietness of operation
and in fidelity of reproduction with

$15,000 for the purpose of
manufacturing and dealing in phonographs,
parts thereof, attachments and records, as well
The inas musical instruments of all kinds.
a capital

stock

of

many new and

Immediate delivery

corporators are Isiah Allison, Frank C. Hasse

Moore.
To Hold Debate and Open Forum
At the National Radio Exposition to be held
at the Sherman Hotel, September 22 to October
2, a debate and open forum will be held under
the auspices of the Broadcast Listeners Association and the B. L. A. Artists Affiliation, dealing with broadcasting problems and similar

and Charles

exclusive features.

B.

W. W. KIMBALL

COMPANY

Established 1857

306

S.

Wabash Ave.

Kimball Bldg.

Chicago,

III.

ship-
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ping room covering 8,000 square feet of floor
space. The Illinois Musical Supply Co., headed
by M. M. Cole, president, is one of the most
prominent wholesale houses of the Middle West
and is a distributor of Carryola portable phonographs manufactured by the Carryola Co. of
America, Milwaukee, Wis.

Two

Artistic

Minerva Models

The Chinese Renaissance model,

recently in-

troduced by the Minerva Radio Co., Chicago,
and shown herewith, is finished in an elaborate
cabinet design in either Mandarin red or Delecto green. Its hand-decorated cabinet stands

1926

15,

from page 109)

and service department and the shipping depot
is now located at Homer and Western avenues.
The "Nifty" Portable Makes a Hit
The "Nifty," a new portable phonograph, is
being introduced to the trade by the Consolidated Talking Machine Co., Chicago, maker of
Swanson portables and distributors of Okeh
and Odeon records. The "Nifty" is furnished
in four colors, red, brown, black and blue, is
equipped with a Heineman motor and an allbrass tone arm. It has a record-carrying capacity of fifteen records and lists for $15.
Gulbransen Piano Exhibit Interests

One

September

A Better Fibre Needle Citter

for Lett

Money

CHICAGO.

ILL.

RETAIL PRICE

Thc ALTO
.

\

V

^-

^

———~_

\/

Manufactured by

ALTO

IVIFG.

CO.

1647 51 Wolfram St

of the outstanding displays at the recent

Michigan

music dealers' convention at the
Book-Cadillac Hotel, Detroit, August 16 to 19,
was the exhibit of registering pianos sponsored
by the Gulbransen Co., Chicago. Three large
photographs were shown of the original Cristofori piano, now in the Metropolitan Museum of
New York, one of the Cristofori action, and a
Gulbransen registering
photograph of the
grand.
The small model upright Gulbransen
registering
recently
introduced
and
piano
heavily- advertised through a contest for its
name was al.so on display as well as other
models and Gulbransen music rolls. A separate
display showed the general news stories and
other publicity which the Gulbransen Co. had
secured throughout the country through newspapers with a total circulation of over four
million.

September 15, recently added the
Brunswick line of Panatropes and phonographs
and records.
Thorola Set Used by Indians
During the recent Chicago Rodeo, held in
Soldiers' Field early in August, there were a
number of Indians from Western reservations
avenue,

In addition to the publicity the latest

and advertising helps of the compan\
were shown. M. B. Witter, Gulbransen representative in Michigan; F. W. Wood, sales department, and Walter Kiehn, advertising manager, were on hand to meet visiting dealers.
Progress of the Haverford Co.
The Haverford Co., 222 West Madison street,which recently opened its new music store, now
has eight record booths equipped with Orthophonic Victrolas and RCA receiving sets. The
executives of the firm are looking forward to
a very good Fall business, as a solicitation oi
former customers has developed a large list
of prospects who are potential buyers of new
L. J. Kellner,
phonographs and radio sets.
president of the Haverford Co., spent the last
two weeks of August touring Canada.
Takes on the Brunswick Line
The P. A. Starck Piano Co., which has moved
into the first floor and basement of the new
ten-storv Starck building at 230 South Wabash
selling

Minerva Chinese Renaissance Model
and has been designed by
Minerva craftsmen as an ideal piece of fur-

forty-five inches high

the

room or sun parlor. The
Chinese model contains a six-tube set, resistance
coupled, with single-dial control, built-in speaker
niture for either living

and battery compartment.
The Grand console, another of the 1926-27
models, contains the same receiver installed in a
nut brown walnut cabinet with piano panels,
built-in speaker and battery compartment.
The
Grand is forty-six inches high. The new
Minerva line consists of eight different receivers
ranging in price from $75 to $200.
The Minerva Radio Co. moved its headquarters, on September 1, to 154 East Erie street, on
In
the corner of North Michigan Boulevard.
connection with the

new

offices are display

space

Indians Using Thorola Radio Set

who

first time to enwith feats of horsemanship.
The Flathead Indians pictured herewith
were from Arlee, ilont., and judging from
their poses as the picture was snapped the
Thorola radio receiver, a product of the Reichmann Co., Chicago, furnishes ideal music and
rhythm for their ceremonial dance. This was
the first time that any of the Indians had heard

left

their tepees for the

tertain the white

radio set, and many of them were afraid to
approach it until convinced that the receiver
was harmless.
Fuehr & Stemmer Co. Introduces "Puritan"
The Fuehr & Stemmer Piano Co., Chicago,
phonograph manufacturer, is introducing a new
console model talking machine, known as the

a

The Puritan

Puritan.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

jyicitctcoyt---'

tAcct^ coAif^

RADIO

(^,.&tL

OAX

men

contains

a

new

style

one of the latest reproducers, and the cabinet, which is thirty-four
inches high and thirty-eight inches wide, is
AcFinished in either mahogany or walunt.
cording to C. F. Stemmer, president of the firm,
deliveries on the new model began the last week
in August.
horn,

thirty-six-inch

New

Showers Bros. Co.
of Showers Bros. Co.,
located for the past several months in the
Tribune Tower Building, was moved early in
September to new headquarters at '914 South
Michigan avenue. The new Showers offices arc

The

Offices for

radio

division

located on the first floor, with a display window
facing Chicago's most prominent thoroughfare.
In addition to fhe offices there is also a large

space

for

the

display

of

Showers

radio

re-

on the main floor.
Hartman Co. Features Freshman "Aristokrat"
During the month of August the Hartman
Furniture & Carpet Co., Adams and Wabash
avenues, with branch stores outside of the loop,
sponsored a vigorous sales drive on the Freshceivers

A three"Aristokrat" radio receiver.
quarter-page advertisement appeared in the
Chicago Sunday Tribune, which was tied up
with window displays and other merchandising
man

n»e Harry Alter Co.
RADIO SUPPLIES

ELECTRICAL
Ogden

at

Carroll Ave.

CHICAGO

ILL.

throughout the stores, resulting in a
remarkably successful sale. Lou Frank, radio
recently
Co.,
rebuyer of the Hartman
turned from a three weeks' vacation in the
features

(Continued on page 112)
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Price^

Product

and

Pledsfe!
'Read thi
lllustTated

/Everywhere Mohawk

creating a sensation.
Letters and wires are pouring in
from jobbers and dealers as they receive their
is

shipments of the newest Mohawk line,
messages of praise, enthusiasm, assuring co'
operation that only great merchandise could
inspire ....
For 1926" 1927 Mohawk has
achieved an ama2;ing one dial set at an ama2;ing price, and incorporated it in beautiful
consoles at prices just as amazing. And back
of it all, Mohawk has placed a pledge of cofirst

operation, expressed in its sales contract,
Write or
that assures success to all ...
wire today for full description of product
and pledge the prices are here, at the right.
.

—

— Pontiac

SENECA — Mohawk

one-dial, six-tube

shielded radio set in walnut drawer. List price

<^

^/

'

CHEROKEE — Shielded.
nut hand rubbed piano

Rich wal'
Full

finish.

lo^ inches high,
piano-hinged,
inches deep, 15V2 inches
long.
List price

....

WINONA— Shielded.

'^O.^

Rich walnut.

List

24 inches long.

^Q/\
^OiJ

price

CHIPPEWA— Shielded.
speaker.

Rich walnut,

Built-in loud

two-toned.

List price

.

PONTIAC— [Above]

.

"|

^"f
'

/\

XJL\/
Burl

Shielded.

loud

walnut, drop front.
Built-in
speaker. 46 inches high.

A

Si't

^Xt"\/

List price

GENEVA— Shielded.

Front fbll burl
walnut, inlaid
Loud speaker built in'
to dome, 44 inches high.
iSi'l

O^

JLO^

List price

POCAHONTAS- Shielded. Burl wal-

Mohawk
Established

Corporation of
1920

2220 Diversey,

nut

Illinois

Independently Organized in 1924

at

Logan Boulevard, Chicago

Built-in loud speaker

inlaid.

5-foot horn.

high.

451/2

List price

inches
.

.

.

with

f\f\
V/\/

Prices west of the Rockies slightly higher.
Canadian prices 40% higher.

Mohawk
of

Corporation
Illinois

Established 1920

Independently

Organized

in 1924.

—
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running the full length of the front of the tone
chamber. Featured in the new product are an
extra large moior, automatic stop and a new
combination reproducer, tone arm and tone
chamber giving volume and true tone for either
auditorium or home use.
The cabinet has a
pneumatic self-closing lid, and the motor and
all cabinet hardware are in lacquered brass fin-

Maire's Affairs" at the Woods Theatre.
B. H. Milligan, president of the firm, toured
to Winterset, la., where he spent several weeks
visiting his parents, returning to Chicago after

ish.

"-Le

Style 300 stands forty-five inches high,

thirty-two

is

wide and twenty-three and

inches

one-half inches deep.
Displays New Freed-Eisemann Line
Harry Alter & Co., prominent radio

Labor Day.
New Kimball Reproducing Phonograph
After many months of experiment and test-

new Freed-Eisemann

the

Kimball Co., Chicago, manufacturer of
phonographs, pianos and pipe organs, has perfected and is now introdurin e to the trade the

the Congress Hotel

at

new

dealers

the

for

this

in

to 28.

territory

to

was decided to extend
the period of the
exhibition to August 31.
Among the Freed-Eisemann models shown
were Model 850, the Italian Renaissance highboy; Model C-30, console with built-in horn;
Model C-10, Model 50, a seven-tube single control set; Model 48, a six-tube single control receiver; Model 30, a six-tube two control table
model; Model 16, "B" and "C" power unit,
and Model 14, the full-floating cone loud
speaker.
Arthur S. Alter, treasurer and sales
manager of Harry Alter & Co., was in active
see the

products,

Winding— Silent

Easy

1926

it

For All Types of

PHONOGRAPHS
Operation — Quick Pick-up
Continuous

air-tight housing.

Lubrication.

Write for Catalog

and

Because of the great number of dealers who
visited the display, and the short space of time
available

Quiet

Automatic

line of radio receivers

from August 25

MOTORS
Wearing parts protected by

electrical jobbers of Chicago, held a display of

ing, the

15,

— (Continued from page 110)

West, where he visited Estes Park and toured
through the Rocky Mountain region,
MU^
Big Columbia Sales
^ij;
S'Milligan's Music Shop, located on Wilson
avenue, reports very successful sales of Columbia recordings by Ted Lewis and His Band,
the new recording of "St. Louis Blues" being
extremely popular. Lewis is now appearing in
-

September

UNITED MFG.

&

DIST. CO.

9702 Cottage Grove Ave.

Chicago

utor for the metropolitan area of greater New
York.
Tfie Victory Electrical Supply Co. is

managed by John Avazian and Albert Rapfogel,

whom

both of
in

have had extensive experience

the electrical and radio merchandising fields.

Utah "Book" Speaker Popular
The speaker illustrated below is the new
"Book"

speaker

Radio Products
which has met

manufactured
of Salt

Co.,

with

by
Lake

the

Utah

City,

Utah,

trade

and

Utah "Book" Speaker
consumer approval since its introduction
Summer.
this
The reproducer is rich

early

enthusiastic

charge of the display.

Radio Programs for Farmers
Acting on information furnished by the National
Farm Radio Council, WBBM, the
Stewart-Warner Air Theatre, Chicago, is making

appeal

special

a

in

its

programs

to

the

According to
United States.
statistics developed by the Radio Council the
feature that appeals most to the farmer family
farmers

Kimball Phonograph, Model 300

new Kimball Reproducing phonograph,
nated as Style 300. Coincident with

its

is

F.

introduc-

P.

is

v/alnut, two-tone, with

large tone

brown mahogany

finished in

dull

lacquer

finish.

is

a result three

new

or-

ing

Orchestra

111.;

Don

at

The

Dells,

Morton Grove,

Bestor's Victor Recording Orchestra

the Lincoln Tavern; J. C. Bittick's Oriole
Garden Orchestra. These orchestras are now
heard on the regular nightly programs of the

Howard Radio

Co. Appoints Distributor
recently made by the
Howard Radio Co., Chicago, 111., of the appointment of the Victory Electrical Supply Co., 1207
Bedford avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y., as its distrib-

Announcement

Its

is covered by two doors,
with a capacity of eight
also entered by means of two doors,

chamber

was

and

appearance, resembling a beautiful
open book with hand-tinted pages done in
sepia, finished in
gold and brown morocco
leatherette.
It may be held in an upright position on an easel furnished with the speaker or
hung on the wall as a picture.
The "Book" speaker, according to the manuartistic

in

facturer,

employs new principles

when

in

sound

re-

electromagnetic
unit is applied tangentially to the edge of a
properly curved membrane, thus differing from
other speakers where the diaphragms are moved
by a piston-like action at right angles to the
surface.
This latest of Utah speaker products
is seventeen and one-half inches wide by thirteen and one-half inches high, and retails for

production obtained

station.

or

and the shelving,
albums,

As

at

product scientifically constructed to
faithfully reproduce talking machine recordings
without distortion of real tone values."
ICimball

Style 300

orchestra music.

chestras have been added to the programs of
the station: Abe Lyman's Brunswick Record-

desig-

Whitmore, secretary of the firm,
made the following statement: "The new Kimball reproducing phonograph is an exclusive
tion,

the

of

the

$19.

Repair Parts
and

National Radio Exposition Soon
Quality products and quality buyers are the
goals set by the National Radio Exposition to
be held in the Exhibition Hall of the Hotel

Motor

Every

For

All

That

Was Ever Manufactured

We

Sherman, Chicago, September 27 to October 2,
1926, according to Milo E. Westbrooke, manager. Vaudeville, circus and other freak stunts
are tabooed by the exposition management, and
every effort is being put forth to produce a

can supply any part. The largest and most
complete assortment of repair parts in the
United States
on hand, for old, obsolete and
order cannot be
present-day motors.
If your
filled from stock, we will make it up special.

—

—

Special

prices

on

main

springs,

springs, micas, repair parts, motors,

dignified exposition
tributors, dealers

of radio

and the

products for

dis-

public.

The new

man

governor

is

exhibition hall of the Hotel Sherconsidered one of the finest and most

centrally

tone arms,

located

exhibition

mid-West, whether from

buildings

in

the

a railroad transporta-

Rooms
or local attendance standpoint.
be available for meetings of jobbers and
dealers and arrangements will be made for various groups to hold round-table discussions of
merchandising and other dealer problems.
Frank Reichmann Talks on Broadcasting
tion

steel needles, etc., in quantity lots.

will

Expert repairing on

all

makes

of

phonographs

and motors.
BKORFORAT^ UNDER TMB
LA WS OF ILUSOtS

SUCC£SSORS

jjugk GradsTeJbmdMaclunes; ]

StaitJard Tatking MtKfdit* Co.
C^eJ Talking Machbt* Co,
tfmrmmMy TaOdng MafUoM Ca>
O'NmUI-Jomot Co.
Antiao Co,

Branches:

29.5"

lalking Machine Supplies, Etc

227-229 W. WASHINGTON ST. CHICAGO ILL.
llZi Washington Ave.
Gratiot Ave., Detroit, Mich.

TRADE MARK

COMSOI.A.*
CAtLI ADOItta

South, Minneapolis, Minn.

The consumer who purchases a set and is
dependent upon broadcasting stations for his
radio entertainment is the one who should decide the present problems of broadcasting, according to Frank Reichmann. "Now that the
unfounded fear of 'chaos in the air' has passed,
a good time for the public to deit might be
cide on the best way to regulate broadcasting,"
states Mr. Reichmann, who is president of the
{Continued on page 114)
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forthe

UpTo Date Manufacturer
for the

Proqressive

Jobber—

Torme

Live Dealer

a Superior

^^yKis is

Tone^rm Qomhination
o

manufacturers of fine phonographs, the Oro-Tone C-l all brass
arm and the Oro-Phone reproducer provides an opportunity to secure a tone arm combination unexcelled for tone
tone

^

value.

To

progressive

jobbers,

it

offers

an opportunity for a greatly increased

volume.

And

it

makes

great market
graphs.

it

possible for live dealers,

which

now

exists

everywhere, to cash-in on the
of ordinary type phono-

among owners

The new

C-l tone arm is of all brass, air-tight construction.
It
has a
full ball-bearing bese which insures floating swing or arc
of arm; collar of base extends directly into throat of tone chamber, thereby eliminating leakage.

When

used with the Oro-Phone reproducer, all the fine tone shadings and
full range of tone values of this good reproducer are further enhanced.
All in all, this is a splendid tone arm combination.
Further details regarding the excellence of this combination and its sales
value for manufacturers, jobbers and dealers will be supplied upon request.

THE ORO-TONE
1010 George

Street

CO.
CHICAGO,

ILL.

^ ford belter tone

!

!

!
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Reichmann Co., Chicago, manufacturer of
Thorola sets and speakers, member of the Chicago Radio Commission and director in several
any time there are too many broadcasting stations and some of them must be
"If at

why

not leave the question as to
who shall broadcast to the listeners?" asks Mr.
Reichmann. "A broadcasting station is a total
eliminated,

owners

loss to its

if

Many

the listeners.

it

has no clientele

stations are in that fix right

now, and some of them don't know

make

can't

wants

may

regardless

to,

of

how

wavebands

the

and

You

it.

he or she

a listener listen unless

regulate

among

government
broadcasting

licenses.

"It

is

entirely up to the listener

and

it

is

my

which would object

station

to

this

test

would be admitting its own weakness. After the
vote had been taken it is reasonable to believe that stations which were not wanted by
the listeners would voluntarily close down. Efforts of politicians at Washington to control

Eighteen service men are distributed in zones
covering a territory assigned, two miles in any
direction of their particular location.

tion finally."

M

&

M

Radio Service, Inc., Formed
Radio Service, Inc., was recently
formed in Chicago with headquarters at 328
North Michigan avenue, to act as a service department for radio dealers in the city. Believing that the service problem has become a bugbear to most dealers, the ofificials of the firm

The

M&M

are confining their efforts solely to the furnish-

The

firm

per cent on the manufacturer's list
price of radio sets sold by the dealer where
the list price exceeds $100, and 10 per cent on
the manufacturer's list price of sets sold by the
In
dealers where the list price is $100 or less.
each case accessories needed to place the set
5

radio products.

Burns Hi-Lo Speaker Wins Favor
The Burns Hi-Lo speaker unit was recently

working order are purchased through the

developed and placed upon the market by the

ticular set.

Marks, former treasurer of the Zenith
Radio Corp., Chicago, is vice-president and
Radio Service, Inc., and is
treasurer of
&
In commenting
in active charge of its afifairs.
on the work of the new organization, he stated
that the removal of service as a part of the
dealer's daily work would allow him to employ
salesmen without technical knowledge, with the
resulting tendency to greater sales. The firm
also furnishes service direct to consumers on a
three or twelve-months' basis, with a uniform
S.

American Electric

I.

M

M

endeavored to produce
speaker unit capable
reaching the full
range of the musical
scale, with clarity and
trueness and the Hi-Lo
model is said to have
within its scope of reproduction the lowest
rumble of bass notes
and the highest pitch
a

of

Targ & Dirmer Co. Displays Fall Line
The Targ & Dinner Music Co., manufacturer's representative and wholesaler of Chicago,
has been holding a display of Fall and holiday
goods at its display rooms during the last few
weeks, and the entire sales force is concentrat-

ing on the

new merchandise.

The September

"Items of Interest," a monthly
catalog issued by the firm, recently made its
appearance and its sixteen pages contained a
number of special ofTers and new products.
According to Max Targ, a member of the firm,
the Targ & Dinner Music Co. has a surprise in
store for the trade in the form of a product
of

that

the

microphone

Burns Hi-Lo Speaker

^an pick up. The tonal
qualities secured with this unit are in a large
measure due to the extraordinary size and special material of the diaphragm.
For the convenience of consumers having sets
which do not have the proper condenser built
in the plate circuit, the Hi-Lo unit is equipped
with the necessary condenser wViich can readily
be detached if so desired. The Hi-Lo unit may
(Contimied on page 116)

Last Available Supply of Music Masters

VALUES

VALUES

VALUES

We

E,ntiYe Stock Consists

have but two models
of the popular Music Mas-

ter

make

of

of radio receivers

immediate

for

Music Master Model 140
and Model 175, illustrated,
have been the outstanding!;
partment store

is

One

Lot of 100.

reported

Lot of 50

have sold 700 in one
Music stores
day's sale.

found

a

ready market for

TYPE

.

Lot of 25.
175

.

@ $37.50 each
@ $40.00 each

.@

$42.50 each

Less than 25
Music Master Circuit, with built-in Music
Master Reproducer. Very selective, long distance, splendid

Six-tube

tone

these

125 Sets

Entire lot..@ $35.00 each

de-

over the country have

Sets

WILL SELL

to

all

275

Model 175
Model 140

disposal.

sellers in the line.

sets.

special

quality.

mahogany
mahogany art satin
Solid

cabinet

in

@ $45.00 each

brown

finish.

Cash propositions only

has been thoroughly tested and is guaranteed to
he in perfect ivorking condition. Write for full information.

Every

set

ART CABINET MANUFACTURING CORP.
1427

CARROLL AVENUE

Co.,

loud speaker
and unit manufacturer.
The manufacturer has

Chicago,

price for installations.

number

1926

which will be a revelation in booming sales.
Further information will be given in the next
issue of The World and in the October issue
of "Items of Interest."
R. H. Woodford Leaves for the East
R. H. Woodford, sales manager of the radio
division of Stewart-Warner Speedometer Corp.,
returned the latter part of August from an extended trip through the West, where he visited
Vancouver, B. C, Seattle, Spokane and Portland.
Mr. Woodford departed a few days ago
for Philadelphia and New York City, where he
will attend the Radio World's Fair, in which
Stewart-Warner is maintaining an exhibit of its

dealer contracting for the service on that par-

radio, either directly or indirectly, for political

purposes are bound to fail, regardless of what
kind of a law may be enacted. Any laws that
are passed must please the listeners, for they
are the ones who are going to settle the ques-

M

thereafter.

in

suggestion that a vote of the listeners should
be taken in every community, especially where
there are too many broadcasting stations, to
determine which ones are wanted and which
ones are not. This vote should be taken by
some disinterested party, possibly the federal
supervisor of radio in the district.

"A

ing of service from 8.00 a. m. to 2.00 a. m., and
by the plan established the dealer who contracts for the service merely sells and delivers
Radio Service, Inc.,
the radio set, with
&
assuming- the responsibility for its performance

charges

IS,

from page 112)

M

organizations.

radio

September

CHICAGO,

ILL.

September

15,
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Om

ust

—

^Patented
Compensator

—

THAT

the new Apex Six will be one of the most
popular sets on the market this season
and for many seasons to come is a foregone

115

.

For example receiver No. 6
combined with cabinet No.
100 makes set No. 106.

conclusion.

Sixteen years of unimpeachPatented
Consider these important improvements.
Compensator (patented in 1924 and withheld from
the market until its merit had been established beyond all question) one dial control impedance
coupled the entire sphere of radio at the command

able manufacturing activities

of the turn of a single dial
illuminated dial
automatic

Apex dealers of
Apex products give

—

—

—

—

—

—

distortion eliminated
filament control.

all

rity

and

stability of

the value of

Apex

the

Apex

is

housed

in furniture worthy of its quality and designed in combina-

tions which provide a wide selection on small investment.

Apex

With but few exceptions Apex
are

dealers of yesterday
today. Conclusive evidence that
satisfaction and the Apex policy

APEX MODEL

No. 5
Accessories

Apex

sets

have never been

"junked" or price slashed and
never will be.
Progressive
dealers are invited to write
for pai'ticulars regarding liberal Apex dealer franchise.

Electric M£g. Co.

Dept. 9l7i 1410

Without

for the integorganization and for

products.

proves profitable to dealers.

This notable receiver

vouch

W.

Chicago

59th. St.

APEX SUPER

5
Without
Acceisories— ;80

$85

APEX MODEL

No. 106
Accessories $175

—

Without

APEX MODEL

No. 116
Accessories $210

—

Witioui
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many

be used on Burns loud speaker horns and is
also furnished with an attachment for any
standard make of phonograph. In addition to
the Hi-Lo, the American Electric Co. also produces two other units under the trade names
Concert and Burns. The Hi-Lo unit lists for

of

Chicago,
director,

who

combine

Garland,

Charles

that

He was
manager

in

his

studio

succeeded by
of

new

the

J.

studio,

position

the

Mr. Smith was formerly
in charge of radio advertising of the corporation, and when the firm took over the full air
time of
last Spring he was placed in
charge of broadcasting activities. Mr. Smith is
qualified for the new position by reason of his

WBBM

Wash.
Miss Giddings With Stewart-Warner
Miss Natalie Giddings was recently appointed
assistant publicity director of the Stewart-Warner Speedometer Corp., manufacturers of radio
receiving apparatus.
Miss Giddings will assist
B. K. Pratt, director of information, and will
devote most of her efforts to news work and
She is a graduate of Knox College
publicity.
and formerly conducted publicity work for that

technical

knowledge

of radio

and the

fact that

he has had a musical education.

Back From Extended Trip
manager of the United Mfg.
& Distributing Co., returned on September 2
from an extended trip throughout the Middle
West in which he visited Detroit, St. Louis
and other important trade centers in the interest of United phonograph motors and other
F. F. Paul

products manufactured by the firm.

Handling Columbia Line in Sioux City
George H. Compton, who recently resigned
from the Columbia Phonograph Co. sales staflf,
has entered the retail music business in Sioux
Falls, S. D., as an exclusive Columbia dealer.
Mr. Compton, for many years, traveled Montana, North and South Dakota, and the Columbia Co. and his host of friends in the trade
wish him success.
H. L. Mills in New Post
H. L. Mills, former general manager of the
United Mfg. & Distributing Co., manufacturer
of United phonograph motors, recently resigned
from that position to devote his time to the industrial air cleaner manufactured by the firm.
Mr. Mills now spends the greater part of his
time in travel and in the engineering developinstallation of the product.

The

visiting Columbia
Chicago by way of Sioux

dealers,

returned

to

and trade

Falls, S. D.,

centers in Iowa.

Lawrence Gunyu, Columbia representative in
accompanied by Mrs.
Gunyu, spent several days in Chicago during
the latter part of August. Mr. and Mrs. Gunyu
were on their honeymoon and combined business and pleasure in Chicago, where Mr. Gunyu
conferred with Columbia Branch Manager A. J.
Heath regarding Columbia activities and sales

the Minneapolis territory,

plans for this Fall.

Sylvan Harris With Stewart-Warner
Sylvan Harris was recently added to the research laboratory staff of the Stewart-Warner
Speedometer Corp., Chicago. Mr. Harris will
assist Leonard Parker, chief radio engineer of
the corporation.

F. F. Paul, sales

institution.

is

will

1926

on September 1 for Minneapolis, where he
spent a few days in the vicinity of the Twin
Cities

duties of both offices.

Kendrick visited several of the Brunswick
branch offices and delivered an address at the
Western Music Trades Convention at Seattle,

ness

stated

had resigned.

Kelly Smith, business

Brunswick-Balke-Col-

lender Co., returned on August 27 to the Chicago headquarters of his firm after an extensive six weeks' trip throughout the West.
Mr.

ment and

Charge

in

of an important per-

change in the staff of WBBM, the
Stewart-Warner Air Theatre, owned and operated by the Stewart-Warner Speedometer Corp.,

A. J. Kendrxk Returns From Trip
Kendrick, general sales manager of the
division

Now

announcement

sonnel

J.

phonograph

combined

trip.

Kelly Smith

J.

$13.50.

A.

friends in that city during their

recent

15,

from page 114)

business and pleasure

A

Septemb':r

busi-

being conducted by E. M. Adams, presi-

and F. M. Nichols, treasurer.
Spending Vacation on Pacific Coast
T. G. Rockwell, head of the record department
in the Chicago office of the Columbia Phonograph Co., accompanied by Mrs. Rockwell, left
August 31 for a six weeks' trip to the Pacific
Coast. Mr. and Mrs. Rockwell are former residents of San Francisco and are visiting their
dent,

Columbia

Activities in

McMillan Radio Corp.
duces

New

Its

Known

Four Models

Line

Trade

to

McMillan Five and

as the

a Six-Tube Receiver

Intro-

Known

as the Tel-O-Air

Minnesota

Heath, manager of the Columbia
J.
branch office in Chicago, spent the first week of
September with Mr. Heath going over plans for
records and
increased service on Columbia
phonographs for dealers in the Minnesota ter-

The complete line of radio receivers produced
by the McMillan Radio Corp., Chicago, is being placed before the music trade at the present
time, and the products are divided into two
different lines, four models, known as the McMillan Five, and a six-tube receiver, housed

ritory.

in several

W.
to

L. Sprague, of Minneapolis, sales assistant

A.

Columbia Headquarters
M. Kirschbaum, manager of the music department of the L. S. Donaldson department
store, Minneapolis, was a recent visitor to the
Chicago branch office of the Columbia Co. Mr.
Kirschbaum was en route from the Twin Cities
to New York and while in Chicago was personally introduced to a number of Columbia
Visitors to

record

artists,

including Paul Ash,

Ted Lewis,

& Glenn. He
expressed himself as highly pleased with the
results of his music department since the addition of the Columbia line a short time ago. Another visitor was Harrod M. Jones, of the Jones
Piano Co., Sioux City, la., accompanied by Mrs.
Jones, who recently called upon Manager A. J.
Heath to arrange to again handle the complete line of Columbia records and Viva-tonal
phonographs. Mr. Heath, who, by the way, left
Ruth Etting, Art Kahn and Ford

are two types of Jones MULTIready for use on any radio set. The
W.B. type brings to radio something brand
new the radio wall plug which means the
radio fan can connect his set through a wall
plug and have the unsightly batteries either
in the basement, closet or an adjoining room.
Illustrated

PLUGS

—

—

McMil-

as the

The McMillan Five

line is composed of four
containing a five-tube set
with especially constructed transformers, and
vernier dials. No. 1 is a table model in a handsome two-tone mahogany cabinet. No. 2 is a
console with built-in speaker equipped with the

different

styles,

all

Utah unit. The cabinet is finished in mahogany
and contains a large compartment for batteries, a charger, and other accessories. No. 3 is

known

as the

walnut,

has

Highboy,

is

battery

a

finished in two-tone

in

its

built-in

The McMillan DeLuxe

speaker.

walnut.

Its

American

moulded

heavily

embossed, and the tops

artistically

is

loud

another

is

table model, with a paneled front of

black

and

compartment,

equipped with a Utah unit

base

is

and ends

are of five-ply veneer.

The McMillan Tel-O-Air,
tube

Adaptable to Any Set

known

cabinet styles,

lan Tel-O-Air.

receiver,

is

a

single-dial

six-

model
figured and stump American

furnished

in

a

table

cabinet finished in
black walnut, and a groove is provided for a
panel of either metal or Bakelite. The Tel-OAir is also furnished in a De Luxe Highboy,
with a built-in loud speaker, equipped with the
Utah unit. In the lower section of the cabinet,
which is finished in figured walnut, with the
choice of curly maple decoration, there is a

A and B batteries and in the upper
compartment the C battery and Terr-Tenna, a
compact indoor antenna made by the firm, may
space for

be stored. The firm also produces a table with
battery compartment and built-in speaker upon
which the set may be placed. It is finished in
black walnut with redwood burl panels.
The McMillan Radio Corp. was organized in
the Spring of 1926, with Walter Magill, a wellknown and popular radio sales executive, as genIts factories are located in Chieral manager.
cago, Indianapolis and Brazil, Ind., and the firm
has already secured wide

Write today for full information regarding the
Jones MULTI-PLUG proposition

mui4fb#lug
THE STAJJDAjf^^p pONNECTOR

HOWARD
618

S.

Canal

St.

B.

JONES
Chicago,

III.

distribution

for

its

have been
appointed and among them are the Winchester
Simmons Co., St. Louis, with branches in BosChicago, Atlanta, Toledo, Philadelphia,
ton,
Minneapolis, Sioux City and Wichita; Marshall
Field & Co., Chicago; Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.,
Cincinnati; C. W. Smith Co., Los Angeles;
Western States Sales Co., San Francisco;
Western Auto Supply Co., Omaha; Brackett Co.
Des Moines; John S. Cox & Son, Terre Haute;
Melville D. Hall, St. Louis, and the Mitchell
products.

Over

Phonograph

sixty-five distributors

Co., Detroit.

September

15,
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REXOPHONE

The Jewel
Brass

117

Tone Arm

Equipped with the

REXOPHONE

Reproducer

Patent No. 1419913
Other Patents Pending.

A

high-grade tone arm made of instrument brass with a continual taper from the reproducer
to the base and the taper is the same as that used in the making of brass band instruments.
This feature insures only positive deIt has a patented floating felt lined sound-proof collar.
livery of sound waves into the tone chamber and carries a solid column of tone from the reproducer to the amplifier. The base flange is made of pressed steel, which is especially strong
and durable, and the base bearing is so constructed as to give the tone arm a cushion action
which allows it to float over the record with the least friction. The base is finished in beautiful ebony black and harmonizes with the nickel or gold tone arm.

The Rexophone Reproducer
The diaphragm

of

the

Rexophone Reproducer

is

made

of

aluminum, and is highly sensitive so that all
over-tones and minor details in a record are brought out with
remarkable clearness. Because of the patented stylus bar and
large diaphragm, the vibrations are longer, the tone natural and
life-like, the volume greater and surface friction or scratch is
reduced to a minimum. Diaphragm and stylus bar fully protected by a grille of German silver, which gives the reproducer
a very pleasing appearance.
specially treated

We

manufacture attachments, automatic
and
die
stops
cast tone arms.
Write for prices.
also

JEWEL PHONOPARTS CO.
150-160 Whiting Street

i

Chicago, IlL
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Electric Co., Atwater Kent
Distributor, Host to 450 Retail Dealers

receiving apparatus. From September to January two Chicago newspapers and leading newspapers in fourteen key cities of Illinois will
carry the Sampson Electric Co. message to the

consumer

From

and Iowa Attend Annual Meeting at Chicago, Where Advertising
and Selling Campaigns of Manufacturer and Distributor Are Outlined
Illinois, Indicina

—

III., September 3.
Four hundred and
Atwater Kent dealers from Illinois, northern Indiana, and Davenport, la., attended the
meeting held under the auspices of the Samp<;on Electric Co., distributor of Atwater Kent
radio receiving sets and speakers and Pooley
rabinets, on Auuu^t 18, at the Congress Hotel.

Chicago,

fifty

1926

— (Continued from page 116)

Sampson
Dealers

15,

manager

sales

of the

Pooley

Co.,

Philadelphia,

who

outlined the advertising campaign undertaken by his company, by which six million people

will

be reached through national publicathen exhibited and described various

He

tions.

Pooley radio cabinets which were on disand drew especial attention to a cutaway

of the

play,

public.

Paul Niehoflf, of the King Electric Co., Buffalo, N. Y., in his address, stated that the Electron power units manufactured by his firm were
sold only through Atwater Kent jobbers and
dealers, and forcibly decried price-cutting tactics on the part of the retailer at any time of the
year.
Fred Williams, general sales manager of
the Grigsby-Grunow-Hinds Co., Chicago, manufacturer of Majestic "B" battery eliminators, in
his talk, urged the dealers to specialize in radio,
trading through but one distributor if possible.

He
'

'n r'-r Hfijiiif

also outlined the salient features of the
Majestic "B" Eliminator, stating that the socalled Summer dull season had brought no ill

sale of the product, but, on the
contrary, had caused such an increase in production that the Grigsby-Grunow-Hinds factory
effects to the

now

turning out 1500 eliminators per day.
to a close by Peter
Sampson, president of the firm, who thanked

is

The meeting was brought

the

dealers for their interest and stated that
well over five million dollars of Atwater Kent

and Pooley merchandise should be sold this sea.son in the territory served by his organization.
Other speakers were W. J. Barnes, advertising

manager

of the Illinois State Register, Spring-

M. Freligh, assistant vice-president
Commercial Security Co., New
York City, and C. W. Rhodes, business manager of Prairie Farmer.
E.

field, IH.;

of the Bankers'

Atwater Kent Dealers at Meeting Sponsored by Sampson Electric Co.
model of a Pooley cabinet which showed
The gathering opened with a luncheon at noon
in the

called

Gold room, and the business meeting was
promptly at 1:45 in the Balloon Room.

H. C. Abbott, sales manager of the Sampson
Electric Co., acting as chairman of the meeting,

opened the session by reading

a

wire from V.

W.

Collamore, sales manager of Atwater Kent
Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, who was prevented at
the last moment from attending the meeting.
He then introduced Lyle Pratt, Atwater Kent
district representative,

who

outlined the results

of Atwater Kent national advertising during the
last twelve months, stating that it had received
both dealer and consumer acceptance, and urging dealers to tie up with the national campaign
by window displays, posters and other dealer

helps.

He was

followed

by

Ben

Stauffcr,

general

the

construction of the product.
T. W. McD.owell, Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., in
his address dwelt upon the manner in which
the Atwater Kent advertising campaign had cut

and urged the dealers
newspapers to tie up with the pub-

Later a dinner for 750 visitors, including
dealers and their wives, was served in the Gold

Room.

Hamilton Lewis, a prominent
welcomed the dealers
and turned over to them the key to the city, in
Col.

J.

figure in national politics,

name

the

of

Mayor Dever.

sales resistance last year,
to use local
licity

which

will

appear

in

Death

national magazines,

publications, boy-life magazines, farm
and through the broadcasting of Atwater Kent programs. He stated that billboards
will be used in 190 cities and that the use of
color in national advertising would be double

of

Fred Wolf,

Sr., Is

Greatly Regretted by Trade

financial

papers,

that of 1925.
of Auspitz-Lee-Harvey, Chicago,
counsel of the Sampson Electric
Co., described in detail the campaign in Illinois
which will aid the dealer to sell .Atwater Kent
I.

Auspitz,

advertising

President of the Wolf Mfg. Industries Passes
Away After Short Illness

Members of the talking machine industry
were shocked to learn of the death of Fred
Wolf, Sr., president of the Wolf Mfg. Industries, Quincy, 111., on Tuesday, August 24.
Mr.
Wolf died at the family home in Quincy as a
result

of

a

heart ailment following an illness

Although he had been in failing
health for the past two years, Mr. Wolf was
almost constantly at his desk at the firm's plant
and on August 16 he was seized with a smothering spell while at the ofifice.
of ten days.

Things

New and

Different

in our Display of

'

Fall

and Holiday Goods
READY

NOW

DEALERS WELCOME ANY TIME

TARG

&

DINNER MUSIC

CO.

*'TKe Wholesale Music Center"
229

Randolph

Chicago,

St.

Fred Wolf was born in Gleisweiler, Germany,
on February 21, 1851.
He emigrated to the
United States when barely twenty years of age
and settled in Quincy, where he had since made
For some time he was a member
his home.
of the firm of Blomer, Wolf & Michael, and
later organized the Western Harness Co. in
1889, engaging extensively in the manufacture
of leather goods.
He erected a factory, taking
his sons into the company, and after a short
time a second building adjoining the first one
was built and the Wolf Chemical Co. was organized with Jos. A. Wolf, manufacturing
chemist, in charge. Several years ago Mr. Wolf
disposed of his harness business and began the
manufacture of phonographs. With the advent
of radio he entered the field of radio cabinet
manufacture and because of the growth of the
business he leased a third plant.

111.

Mr. Wolf was active

in church and fraternal
Quincy and was one of the most
prominent and popular business men of the
community. He is survived by two daughters,
four sons, one brother and four sisters, three
of whom live in Germany. His sons, who were
identified in the Wolf Mfg. Industries, are Fred

circles

Something

STUNNINQ

Watch

in store for

the October issue

you

A.

in

Wolf, treasurer; Paul A. Wolf, secretary;
F. Wolf, vice-president, and Jos. A. Wolf.

Leo

September

IS,
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^^9^^>^The Acknowledged Leader
In Phonograph Motor Value
Silence

Smoothness

Sturdiness

KRASCO

No. 33

4—16

£t. Springs
lO Records with

One Winding

Kvaseo Motors are made in other sizes— a type (or every
playing requirement. It will pay every builder o£ phonographs to write £or Sull information.

KRASCO PHONOGRAPH MOTOR

CO., Elkhart, Ind

—
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New York

Representative in

tained by a number of artists, many of
were familiar to radio listeners.

During the week

in

Wolk

Tone Arm and Sound
New York and Long

Held Under Auspices of Radio Distributing Co.
Officials of Atwater Kent Mfg. Co. and
Advertising Firm Deliver Addresses

to Represent

Box Manufacturer
Island Territory

in

— Well

Known

to

—

Trade

Detroit, AIich., September

A. H. Davis, secretary-treasurer of the Jewel
Phonoparts Co., Chicago, tone arm and sound
box manufacturer, announced a few days ago
that F. D. Wolk, New York City, had been appointed representative for the Jewel Phonoparts Co. in Greater New York and Long
Island. Mr. Wolk is well known in the Eastern
radio trade and handles the complete Jewel line
and phonograph
of sound boxes, tone arms

products.

The

tributing

New York

— The

8.

its

president

company,
one full day.

of the

the meeting to

was

sion

devoted

Kent

third annual

confined

efficiently

The morning

entirely

to

the

Cunningham
products

Balkite

Eveready

tubes,

and

Electron

ses-

accessory

products distributed by the company, which
clude

in-

batteries,

chargers

and

eliminators.

After a midday luncheon

7.

made

territory

special

whom

window

in

the Detroit

The

displays.

Radio Distributing Co. furnished the services of
expert window trimmers for the use of the
dealers on this occasion.

Radio Dis-

Atwater

city,

convention of Atwater Kent radio dealers at the
Statler Hotel on August 25.
Despite the numerous subjects to be taken up, D. W. Burke,

offices of his firm are at 772 St.

on September

this

distributor for Michigan, held

Nicholas avenue. Arrangements were conducted
between the Jewel executives and Mr. Wolk,
who spent several days in Chicago and returned
to

of

Co.,

1926

which the convention

occurred Atwater Kent dealers
F. D.

13,

from page 118)

Michigan Atwater Kent
Dealers Hold Convention

Appointed Jewel Phonoparts

September

Roy Durstine and

Gulbransen Piano Float
in Chicago Celebration
Chicago,
bration

III.,

when

September

7.

—At

the recent cele-

four electric locomotives pulled

into the Illinois Central depot

marking the comany

pletion of the first unit of electrification of
railroad in Chicago, a

monster parade

of "floats"

moved on Grand and Michigan boulevards covThe parade
ering a distance of eight miles.
was one of the greatest exhibits of "floats" ever
in this city and cost hundreds of thousands

seen

Greenfield
Cauda, of Barton,
Durstine & O-

School for Fada Radio
Distributors in Chicago

advertising

born,

agents

A

sales and service men in the central western
zones has been established by the Chicago
branch of F. A. D. Andrea, Inc., New York.
This unique enterprise is housed in the new
Fada showrooms on South Michigan avenue, a
department being devoted to the service feaIn additure of this special training course.
tion, a practical post-graduate training in radio
selling is provided, all of which is free of charge
for those who desire to take advantage of the

the

establishing

educational

work among

their

trade

M

Kenneth A.
who works in
Zile,

Fisher,

a

well-known

Bauer, adver-

manager

tising

of

Atwater Kent
also
spoke
Co.,
on Atwater Kent

the

The
Atwater

publicity.
first

Kent Co. speaker
was Vernon W.
gen-

Collamore,

manwho was
ager,
Featuring Gulbransen in Chicago Celebration
followed by T.
W. MacDowell, convention manager of the of dollars. The Gulbransen Co. was represented by an exhibit carrying a Gulbransen
Atwater Kent Co., and R. E. Smiley, distric
grand piano and a Gulbransen small model upover
the
jurisdiction
manager having
sales
right.
At each end of the upright were giant
Michigan territory.
"rulers" indicating the height of the instrument,
The banquet for the radio dealers began
with this legend: "Gulbransen Small Model
promptly at 6:30 and the dealers were enter3 feet, 8^ inches high."
Fits Anywhere
The two pianos were on a raised platform
eral

of

technican,

close co-operation with R. P.

division sales

David

and

tion,

the

in

organiza-

parent

school, Louis J. Chatten, sales manager of F. A.
D. Andrea, Inc., stated that it is designed to
encourage dealers to do more servicing of radio,
with its obvious effect in building good will for
In a similar manner the disthe Fada line.
tributors' salesmen and service men attending
the school are enabled in turn to carry what
they learn into the field with them and conduct

proper servicing of radio receivers.
The department is under the direction

the

advertising
'

this

of

mam-

lined

moth

being
campaign
conducted by the

opportunity.

Commenting upon

the

for

Kent
Atwater
outCo.,
Mfg.

school for Fada distributors, dealers and

Van

manager.

sales

—

three

with
this

steps,

Plan

and on each side appeared
Music Better Homes."

—

"Better

slogan:

New Store in

PRODUCT

ANOTHER

Kenosha

—

Kenosha, Wis., August 30. Joseph Cardinal,
Music Store, 260 Church street,
Walter
and Frank Block, of the
and
this city,
W. & F. Block Co., radio and electrical appliances, have announced plans for opening a
combination music and furniture store in the

of the Kimball

fjxn/r\Af
"B"

ELIMINATOR

Without

Hum

or Voltage Drop
Plate Current

Smooth Unfedling

is not an assembly of devices of various manufacturers
but each has been designed "and totally built in the one factory

The Burns
It

work

it

is

to

do— the

result

a finished, superior product.

is

new power

operates under any load handling the
to

lighting

system and operates

like

other household

electrical appliances with voltage variations for difTerent tubes.
Takes less
Greatly improves both local and distant reception.
space than two 45-volt dry batteries.

Price Complete with
At Your Dealers

or

Tube—$45.00

Write Direct

to

the Manufacturer

tc
State and Sixty-fourth Streets,

for

the

store will be located at 209-

street in quarters formerly used

Dayton ballroom.

The

location

gives

by 185 feet of floor space, and it is being
completely remodeled and elaborately decorated
for the new business. A complete line of Kimball pianos, radio, phonographs and furniture
will be handled by the store.

tube most

satisfactorily.

Connects

The

Wisconsin

65

A PERFECTED DEVICE
for the

near future.
211

CHICAGO,

Makers of the Burns Loud Speakers

U.

S.

A.

Issue Records by Valentino
Decision is to be made this week through the
business representative of the late Rudolph
Valentino and the Brunswick-Balke-CoUender
Co. for the issuance of two records made for
Brunswick by Valentino. It was not generally
known that the late photoplay star had a voice
suitable for record purposes, but the fact that
one of the numbers that will be issued is the

"Kashmiri Song" shows

his voice

was good.

September

15,
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There Are Customers
Only ou^ Records

Sales

Triumphs

Will Satisfy
You

Record Dealer!

are a

But probably not an Okeh Dealer
Butterbeans and Susie

some

8355—1 Can't Do That
He Likes It Slow

you are losing

—

You will agree It is best when a customer says, "I want
an Okeh-Odeon Orchestral by Dajos Bela," to answer and

8335— Not Today, Sweet

Mama

make

You Know Why Your

Mama Has

—then

profits.

the sale with the requested record.

the Blues

Why
No

worry over which record would be the

need

to substitute if

best substitute.

you are a Licensed Okeh Record

Dealer.

When

young people are ready to buy the
hit and they want an Okeh Record because
with the zest and joy of life they feel—
the

You want

to satisfy

—

yet with a profit

latest
it

is

dance
played

made.

Being a Licensed Okeh Record Dealer, with every
music to sell, gives you that chance.

classi-

fication of

Bertha "Chippie" Hill
8367

What

other makes of records have the host of Race Stars
that are heard on Okeh? There may be features that make
Okeh Records the equal of all others
but no other
records can touch Okeh Race Records when it comes to
quantity sales and profits.

—Panama

Limited Blues
Leavenworth Blues

8339— Oh! Me Oh!

My

.

Blues

Lonesome, All Alone
and Blue

The

very next thing you should do

is

formation about becoming a Licensed

Let

A

It

.

.

to write us for in-

Okeh

Dealer.

Be

Race Sensation

Victoria Spivey
8370— Spider Web Blues
Hoodoo Man Blues

RECORDS

Consolidated Talking Machine Co*
227

W. Washington

Chicago, lUinois

St.

Branches: 2957 Gratiot Ave., Detroit, Mich.

::

1424 Washington Ave.,

So.,

Minneapolis, Minn.

—
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Twin

Picking
The Close

Up

—Brunswick

—

hibernated during the Summer.
Charles C. Hicks, the new manager at the
George C. Beckwith Co., Victor distributor,
seems highly pleased with the Northwest situation. He is no stranger to the Twin Cities, and
Mr.
declares that he is delighted to be back.
Hicks expects to spend about two thirds of his
time outside.
Visitors to the Beckwith Co.
include "Si" Warner of Redfield, S. D., Mr.

—

Folsom of Brainerd, Minn., and Roy Graves
from the Bach Piano Co., Faribault, Minn.
R. C. Coleman, in charge of the radio division
of the George C. Beckwith Co., has just returned from the Buffalo conference. He is full
of enthusiasm over the new Federal Orthosonic radio line recently introduced to the trade.

The George

C.

Beckwith

Co. will stock a
accessories of the

complete supply of radio
standard kind in order to give good service to
There has been a phenomenal dethe dealers.
for

new

improved

"B"

Majestic and others going well.

has opened up a large number of

The Williams Piano

Types

for All

renewing old acquaintances

cent trip through the

days

super-phonographs

member
wonder
Four

Montana

sixteen

sold

he

that he

direct

for

was on

of radio sets.

Talking Ma-

shipment.

vacation.

a

ten

oil fields, in

Brunswick new
Is

it

Reany

that Strain Bros, order in carload lots?
different

exhibits

shown

tropes will be

at

Brunswick Panathe forthcoming Minof

nesota State Fair.
Hanley Co. Enjoys Busiest Month
P. J. Hanley, of the Hanley Piano Co., makes
a brief but enthusiastic statement of August
business. He says it has been a very fine month

— the- best

in

their history.

They

sold a good

many

pianos and cleaned up entirely on phonographs. He has placed reorders for Panatropes.

Records are going

fine.

Dyer, president of the Metropolitan
Music Co., says that Brunswick and Victor are
R.

E.

in

big demand.

Symphony Music House Opened

A new

retail

South Eighth

music store has opened up

12

has just taken on the Federal Ortho-sonic line

the

of

phony Music House and

accounts.

in the

Norris L. Julian, of Strain Bros., Great Falls,
On a reMont., takes his vacation seriously.

eliminators

new

Musical Instru-

chine business.

Mr. Coleman

Co. of Sioux Falls, S. D.,

of

street.

It

is

called the

Sym-

the

Mrs. Eggers' stock at
In addition they have a complete new stock in
small goods ukuleles, tenor banjos, guitars and
a sheet music department.
As an advertising

—

company

Brunswick Activities
One of the interesting Panatrope deals of
the month is the sale of two of these machines
by Foster & Waldo to Capt. Billy Fawcett,
well-known publisher of Whiz Bang and other
magazines.
Capt. Fawcett will use the Panatrope at his wonderful Summer resort. Breezy

on a musical program at the noon hour, between 12:30 and 1:30
They will handle Okeh and Perfect recp. m.
ords. J. E. Frank, piano dealer at 1216 Nicollet
avenue, has rented the second floor.

This
log hotel, with a multitude of surrounding log
cabins, is internationally known. The Panatrope

radio departments of the Minneapolis

Point, at Gull Lake, near Pequot, Minn.

will entertain guests

when

the orchestra

is

not

on duty.

The contest for an appropriate name for the
new musical instrument released by the Brunswick Co., is attracting a large number of interested aspirants to the local stores.

is

Jack Rodin, Brunswick dealer of Miami, Fla.,
back in Minneapolis visiting his folks and

J.

the

Radio has had a decided stimulus in the extour of radio dealers throughout the
Northwest. There were representatives from all
agencies in the territory and the towns visited
were Grand Forks, Aberdeen, Sioux Falls and
Mankato. J. E. Date represented Magnavox
and Sonora radios, for which the Minneapolis

puts

Enthusiastic Over New Sonora
E. Date, manager of the phonograph and

Drug

Drug Co. is exclusive distributor here.
The feature of outstanding interest to the
dealers was the Magnavox radio test table. This
equipment is a miniature broadcasting station
and enables the operator to service any radio.

Two new Magnavox loud speakers, the
Cornell and Stanford, are being exhibited in the
Twin Cities. Foster & Waldo have just placed
an order for several hundred Sonora machines
in the

De Luxe

period models.
Celebrates Fifth Anniversary
One of the livest retail music shops in the
Twin Cities celebrated its fifth birthday on
August 28. This is the Majestic Music Co. of
Minneapolis, which has a fortunate situation in
the Theatre

Co.,

Sonora and Magnavox distributor, has just returned from an extensive trip through Minnesota.
He covered better than seven hundred
miles by automobile and saw all the dealers in
the larger centers. He found great enthusiasm
for the new Sonora models, the favorites being
the Symphony, Concert and the Prelude models.
Many new accounts were opened and inquiries
are piling up every day.
Mr. Date has placed
several special salesmen in the territory.

is

entering the retail

will

plete

Columbia line in his store at St. Peter.
An Outstanding Retail Success

The success

of the firm of Foster

& Waldo

After two tremendous sales
drives, they are still running on high. Saturday,

is

spectacular.

August 28, which was a real dog day for heat,
was the biggest day of the year.
The biggest news from this firm is the
prospect of a building in St. Paul by Spring.
R. O. Foster
tions

and

Paul Fdster

looking over four or

is

will

decide this

five loca-

week where

the

St.

& Waldo

Building will be.
The firm just placed an order for 267 Art
models of the Sonora, ranging in price from
$400 to $600.

The day of the record sale, when old-style
records were sold three for a dime, the store
was filled with people who came from towns
some distance away. One hundred and twelve
pianos and phonographs were sold.

New Mohawk

Jobbers in Eastern Territories
Line of Mohawk Receivers EnthusiasReceived by Jobbers and Dealers

M. O. Giles, divisional sales manager of the
Corporation of Illinois, with headquarters in New York City, has been meeting
with considerable success in the appointment of
representative jobbers for the popular Mohawk
line of receivers.
During the past few weeks
Mr. Giles has appointed the following Mohawk
jobbers in his territory: Pyramid Motor Equipment Co., New York, Greater New York territory; Federal Radio & Electric Co., Paterson,
N. J., northern New Jersey, up to but not including Trenton; Tower-Binford Electric Co.,
Richmond, Va., Virginia and the Eastern part

pensive radio producers.

It maintains its tone
with any volume, and cannot be harmed or
blasted by the loudest receiver. It will not break
down with the longest or most constant use.
Has no blast or blare; a deep rich tone, powerful but of velvet quality.
This non-adjustable unit is standard in all
Saal Soft Speakers and is to a very large extent
responsible for their remarkable success and wide
public acceptance. It is also increasingly being
adopted as standard by leading manufacturers

of fine radio receivers in built-in speakers. List
price $7.00. Quantity prices will be furnished

of

on request.

North Carolina.
In a chat with

that the

new

The World Mr.

line of

Mohawk

Giles stated

receivers has been

received enthusiastically by jobbers and dealers
throughout his territory, which includes many
of the important Eastern States as well as the

R

IliiiPE AIKIE
VOLUME WITH TONE QUALITY

1800 Montrose Avenue, Chicago,

He

field.

Mohawk

i ;

SAAL COMPANY,

here, having just returned

tically

Saal Soft Speaker Unit
of the floating
THE
armature type exclusive with the most ex-

yLanuiactuxei and guaranteed by H. G.

street.

have an exclusive Columbia shop in the ShriverJohnson department store at Sioux Falls, S. D.
Another new Columbia account is the Simonett
Furniture Co. of Little Falls, Minn.
Walter
Lampors, who has carried Columbia goods as
a side issue, has now concentrated on the com-

New

radio receivers

SAA

home

couple are at

SIPIEAIKIEIR?7///>-

The

on Seventh

from a trip on the Great Lakes.
George Compton, formerly Columbia repre-

Appoint

standard in fine

Row

Columbia Record Sales Increase
Columbia record business was more than
doubled in August over July. L. F. Gunyo, city
salesman, was married August 19 to Miss
Marion Johnson, of Minneapolis. The young

sentative,
at

owners bought out
the Arcade Song Shop.

feature

1926

15,

tensive

Demand— Other Trade News

Dealers Report Big

Minneapolis and St. Paul, Minn., September
8.Vacations over for the most part, Twin City
music men are making prophecies for Fall business on the authority of orders already coming
in.
All lines are picking up, even radio, which

mand

Demand

Lines

Summer Season

with Close of

of the Vacation Period Brings Increased

ments and Radio Receivers

AH

Report

Cities Dealers

September

Southern Atlantic States.
tures

III.

Mohawk

The

distinctive

fea-

product, as well as the
practicability of the sales plan introduced by the
company, have won the approval of the Eastern
of the

radio trade.

September

IS,
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Dial

Contpol

The Unit Control

the Perlesz Receiver
needs no supplementary dials to take care of
inefficiency in design or manufacture. Once
the compensating condenser has been set, no
further adjustments are necessary. Tuning
becomes simply a matter of turning one dial
to the proper point.
in

Note the strong, solid construction of the
worm drive which governs the movements
of the Straight-Line-Frequency Condensers.
The worm is designed on a floating bearing
principle, supported by a spiral spring v/hich
automatically takes up the slightest wear.

Back-lash

is

eliminated.

The Unit Control
the Perlesz.
Some

only one feature of
others are: the gangmounted condensers with die-cast plates and
the all-metal chassis which, by preventing
dielectric losses, insures extreme accuracy in
is

tuning.

We

have an attractive proposition for
and dealers.
Write us

distributors

PERLESZ RADIO MANUFACTURING
CORPORATION
560 West Congress Street

-

Chicago

Perlesz receivers are
offered in seven, eight

and
in

nine tube models

a variety of cabinet

styles, for table

and semt

and full
The

console design.
prices range from

$2Jy

to

$1000
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Kansas City Dealers and Jobbers Are
Optimistic Over Fall and Winter Outlook
Representatives of All Lines of Talking Machines Report Good Summer Business With
Outlook Bright Columbia Dealers Await Stock of Viva-tonal Phonographs

Fall

—

—

Kansas City, Mo., September 7. Distributors
and dealers almost uniformly agree that prospects for Fall and Winter business in talking
machines have not been so good for several
years.
September started off with a flood of
orders from dealers and with reports of aggressive merchandising.

Increase in Edison Business
C. L. Smith, manager of the Kansas City
branch of Thos. A. Edison, Inc., reports
a remarkable increase in prospects and business in the whole territory, with particular gains
in

the

wheat

Edison gains

A

areas.
a

in

notable feature of the

number

certain

of sections

Mr.
has been due to intensive salesmanship.
Smith has provided men to train salesmen, and
in each instance where canvassers have been
thus provided by the interested dealers and
trained sales have boomed.
An important event in Edison circles will be
the visit here of Charles Edison, new head of
the company; his first trip West as an execu-

He

be accompanied by Arthur
Walsh, vice-president. Dealers and their wives,
together with their chief salesmen, have been invited to a meeting and dinner as guests of Mr.
tive oificial.

will

Several hundred trade

Edison.

members

are ex-

pected to be present.
Staging Dealer Meetings
O. P. Harris, special Brunswick representaholding local meetings for dealers in the
larger centers in September, giving the salesmen
tive, is

opportunity to acquire insight into the qualities

and characteristics

of

better

represent

the

Panatrope and the

the

new musical instrument,

so that they can the
results

real

obtained

by

these instruments.

Bright Outlook for Brunswick
T.

H.

Condon, manager

of

made

Brunswick

dis-

month's tour
beyond
any refinding
prospects
far
area,
of the
cent years. He is particularly pleased with the
businesslike way in which dealers are taking
hold of both the Panatrope and the new musical
instruments. Several dealers have already taken
up the training course for salesmen. A flood
of orders has come for the nev/ musical instrument, the naming campaign producing a considerable mailing list for this territory. The new
model Brunswick, which employs the same reproducing qualities as the new phonograph, has
aroused much interest, and dealers are placing
tribution in this territory,

a

It is evident that
orders for future delivery.
radio interest is springing up with the opening

and cooler weather; dealers reporting
planning to put heavy effort behind the combination equipment.
Thursday release of Brunswick records is reFall

of

that they are

ported to be a welcome innovation. Many of
the plan aggressively, advertis-

them are using

ing the release date and records, and Brunswick
users are acquiring the habit of shopping for the
riew records.

branch at Kansas City. Dealers have been
keenly interested in the improved machines,
and have been clamoring for deliveries. A few
of the smaller and medium-sized models have
been available, but not nearly enough to take
care of the call. A sample of the largest model
has recently been received at the branch office,
but no stock for distribution is available at this
writing.

To Enlarge Radio Department
The Jones Store

Co., Kansas City's only comdepartment store, will soon enlarge its
radio department for the Fall selling period,
giving about three times its present space. This
is an exclusive radio section of the store, where
Atwater-Kent, Crosley and Freshman sets are

plete

The
Brookside
Boulevard, in a high-class residential neighborhood, is starting off with fine prospects. It is
managed by Benjamin H. McNeill, head of the
new corporation, McNeill Phelps, Inc. They
have an attractively decorated and equipped
store.
Mr. McNeill was formerly with the
Wunderlich Piano Co., which until its purchase by the Wurlitzer Co. handled the Brunswick line.
Dinner-Meeting of Victor Dealers

Mohawk

Console Is One
of the Hits of the Season

One

Mohawk

models in the new 1926-27 line of
one-dial receivers recently introduced

which
hands

meeting with extreme favor
and consumer alike

of the

is

of the trade

at

the

is

the

dealers
for Victrola
was
the
Sons'
Co.
Jenkins
J.
visit here, August 30, of Roy Forbes, manager
of sales and distribution, and C. Lloyd Egner,
About 100 dealin charge of the Chicago district.
ers were guests of the Jenkins Co. for an allday session, concluding with a dinner that was
much enjoyed, on the roof garden of the Kansas

City Athletic

occasion

W.

Club.

Completed
profiting by the
greater facility in showing its phonographs in
The store was
the new store recently opened.
practically out of commission for a month durThere are three attracing the remodeling.
tive booths for phonograph and record demonstration on the first floor, and a record shop is

Remodeling

at Kimball's

The W. W. Kimball

Co.

is

located adjacent to the booths. The company
now has ample window display space, in which
the

new model instrument

being presented

is

to the passing public.

Better Business in New House
The Woods Music Co. has enjoyed an increase of more than a third in its volume in
the first month of its occupancy of the newIt has more
location, 413 East Twelfth street.

space for display of the Columbia machines,
and also larger shop space for its service on all
makes of machines. It carries small musical
merchandise also.
Eagerly Await Viva-tonal Models
The new Viva-tonal phonographs of the Cohimbia Co. are now to be seen at the company's

Mohawk Chippewa Model
Ch'ppewa,

console with built-in speaker and
The Chippewa contains the Mohawk one-dial six-tube
shielded receiver and the receiver is encased in
a sliding

Question
America's
Finest

RADIO
CABINETS

transporting the entire cabinet, the set may be
removed by the service man and taken to the
dealer's store, should this be necessary.

Columbia Atlanta Branch

Just Off Press

tionally

Write Today
a

of These HighGrade, Quality Cabinets on Your Sales

You Cannot
Your Good
Customers.

Cabinets for Every Putpose
Three Complete
Lines

—

ROCKFORD,

New York

good Summer record business.

Among

"Death's Black Train," by
Rev. Gates; "lyone My Own lyone," by Ted
Lewis and His Band; "Truly I Do," by Ford

his best sellers are

Few

Street,

Visits

Westerveldt Terhune, manager of the Atlanta
branch of the Columbia Phonograph Co., was
a recent visitor to the Columbia headquarters
in New York.
Mr. Terhune reported an excep-

1926-1927

You Have

This

finished in hand-rubbed walnut with a

Manager

Catalog
for Season

836 Cedar

is

of Illinois.

New

Floor
Serve

drawer which may be removed comThus, instead of

pletely in case of set trouble.

The door which contwo-tone piano finish.
ceals the loud speaker and the set drawer drops
down and forms an arm rest for the operator,
'ilic Chippewa lists at $110 and has been one
of the fastest-selling models in the entire line,
according to executives of the Mohawk Corp.

Without

Unless

a

self-containing battery compartment.

model

THE PIERSON COMPANY,

1926

15,

displayed.

Brunswick Shop Opened
new Brunswick Shop on

A notable
served by the

September

ILL.

—

and Glenn, and "Valencia," by Ross Gorman
and His Orchestra. Mr. Terhune also reported
that interest in the new line of Viva-tonal Columbia phonographs was immediate, that it was
steadily growing and that it has been responfor the acquisition of many new and important accounts throughout the territory covered by the Atlanta branch.

sible

September
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Erla and

RFL

Better tone quality than any yet

offer these advantages
No

Better selectivity than has been offered
makes anyone an expert - Maximum distance and volume for a given dollar
exquisite cabinet work and the utmost in technical efficiency

EASY MANIPULATION —
More

known

-

squealing

we found what

First

125

-

the pubHc wanted

—then worked together

to perfect

has joined hands with
ERLA famous
Radio Frequency

construction,

Laboratories of Boonton, N. J.,
regarded as the most briUiant

portation-proof

more solid
we have made the

new Erla (RFL)

when

group of radio scientists in the
world today.
Why did we do this ?
Because investigation showed
that the public this year is demandit

I

Realizing the need of

the

ing better radio than

it

positively trans-

— and
Now

installed.

—

fool-proof

you can be

a

salesman
and spend less time as a
mechanic!
Send the Erla out in
the same package as received. You
won't need to worry.
It will be
found O. K.

has ever

been offered.

A

Together we have built a set to
meet these new conditions. A set
that has been pronounced by com-

Once

Banishes squeals
radical principles notably

advance

of present standards
the
new Erla (RFL)
Monodic Receiver. First in impor-

in

are

Erla (BFI^) Monodic 8-50 De I>uxe Console
Quartered and matched figured walnut panels.

Supreme excellence

in materials and construction^
Built-in loud speaker.

in

tance is that this new set completely
banishes squealing, "blooping" and
distortion.

Others have never yet succeeded
in doing this without sacrifice of
distance and volume.
But in the
new Erla (RFL) there is positive

GAIN

Plus a new
ease and
of operation
that makes every member of the
family feel like a skilled operator!
Here are the four great imreception
certainty

in

!

provements Avhich our own engineers and those of RFL have secured by working together:
1. Squeals and howls completely

done away with

in tuning,

automat-

No

expert manipulation of
knobs needed.
ically.

—

Radiation -annoying broadcasting of squeals into neighboring
antennae eliminated.
2.

consummate

Erla's

demonstrated.
The new Erla (RFL) is by all
odds the most beautiful job of its
kind.
Eye-value will count this
year, as well as performance. Erla
(RFL) has both. Erla's famous
one-profit system of manufacture
enables us to offer the new Erla
(RFL) at the lowest prices of any
receiver that can be compared with
it.
This gives you a strategic advantage over your competitor. Yet
Erla margins are as always generous and satisfactory.

tion.

and

again

artistry in cabinets

petent authorities to be at least a
vear ahead of its time. Marvelous
Unique for the
in performance!
dealer because of trouble-proof
and transportation-proof construc-

New

moneymalier
is

Write or wire for the
Erla sales plan

Harshness and fuzziness of
resulting from regeneration,
eradicated, and reproduction of
sound made entirely natural and
3.

This year

will be a banner year for
the radio dealer who has merchandise that meets the public demand.
Here is a set expressly built to do

tone,

undistorted.
Stations inaudible with most
except when manipureceivers
now brought in
lated by experts
loud and clear by anyone. Vastly

So we urge you
Don't sign
up with any radio line until you see
the Erla
(RFL). The coupon
filled in and mailed will bring you
all the facts about our sales prop-

improved

osition.

4.

that.

—

—

selectivity.

:

Mail

it

today.

r"
Electrical Research Laboratories,
Dept. 52-L, 2500 Cottage Grove Ave., Chicago.

ELECTRICAL RESEARCH LABORATORIES, CHICAGO

Send me

Name.

Other Erla
profit-makers
Address.
"Big Ten" "B" Unit

"Triple-Life" Tube.

positively hum-free "B" unit
with a big safety factor. Will
handle 10 tubes with perfect
results.
To retail at $45.

Last fully three times as long: as other
makes.
Also greater uniformity. Mini-

Omnitonic Speaker
Universal in range and pitch.
Brings out both low and high
notes with absolute fidelity of
tone.

To

list

at

$17.50.

A

mum

of
voltage.

3,000

To

hours' service at rated
at usual prices.

sell

full

as advertised.

City.

information on your dealer proposition
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Early September Sales of Talking Machines
and Radio Encourage the Cleveland Trade
Dealers Are Purchasing Radio Stock From a Momth to Six Weeks Earlier Than Usual— Northern
Ohio Atwater Kent Dealers to Meet Next Week— Phonograph Co. Distributes Federal Line
Cleveland,
quiet

September

O.,

month due

7.

— August

being many orders on
being daily received.
manager, has arranged
Merchants Association

was the
and hot
September has

vacations

to

weather, but the early part of
already shown a pick-up in business which, while
not very large, is nevertheless encouraging.
Portables were a bit late in getting started to

Columbus and

Ohio

Music

convention

will exhibit the full line of

at

new

RCA

convention.

Local offices of the Brunswick Co. have been
completely remodeled and redecorated and L.
S. McLeod, branch manager, has received many

of prospects lined up.

Atwater Kent dealers from northern Ohio
will hold their annual meeting on September
22 at the Hotel Cleveland. John McGuigan, Jr.,
district representative of the Atwater Kent Mfg.
Co., will preside.
The affair will be sponsored
by the two distributors, the Cleveland Ignition
Co. and the Cleveland Talking Machine Co.
Officials from the factory will be present and

number of interesting
The Buel-Lyons Co.,

of

Methods, in which two hundred music superwere enrolled during the month.
Everything is ready for the second annual
radio exposition that will be held in the Public Auditorium from September 21 to September
27.
The Radio Manufacturers', Jobbers and Dealers' first annual convention will also take place
during show week. The meetings will be held
in the ballroom of the Hotel Hollenden. Warner
Cox, general manager of the Radio Apparatus
distributor, is chairman of the
Co.,

Buescher instruments are being used by the
of Rainbow
This wellGardens.
known orchestra was completely outfitted by
the Euclid Music Co. recently. Herb Whitney,
manager of the small goods department, who
resigned to go on the road, is back again and

a

district

visors

orchestra

number

Mueller,

J.

for space at the

there.
The Cleveland branch furnished
records for the American Institute of Normal

trade responsive.

has a

R.

models

season due to weather conditions, but
showed a decided pick-up later. Records sales
have been very fair.
Dealers have purchased their radio lines at
least a month earlier than last year, in some
instances six weeks earlier.
Manufacturers and
wholesalers co-operated on this and found the
this

sell

hand but new ones are

Harrisburg Atwater Kent
Dealers Visit Factory
Fromar

Co.. Atwater Kent Jobber, Organizes
Trip of 100 Dealers to Inspect Factories of
A. K. Mfg. Co. and Pooley Co.

talks will be given.

distributors of phonograph and radio goods, have merged with the
Ideal Phono Parts Co., Inc., of Pittsburgh, details of which appear in another section of The
World.
The Phonograph Co. has been appointed a

—

7.
The Fromar Co.,
Atwater Kent distributor, organized
"radio cruise" which took place on August 16

Harrisburg. Pa.. September

of this city,
a

distributor for the Federal line of radio receivers in northern

nice line-up

of

Ohio and has already secured

The offer of $5,000 for a name for
new machine has aroused a lot of interest

vertising.

the

Cleveland.

in

was fully expected
would pay a return visit
It

is

tributor

of

Victor

company has had

and Atwater Kent.

Edison dealers

all

paign on Atwater Kent sets and Pooley cabithat has been very successful.
Howard
Shartle, president of the company, is planning
on a large exhibit at the coming radio show.
nets

served to them at the Penn Athletic Club. Troy

Wildermuth, president of the Fromar Co., acted
as toastmaster and introduced as the speakers
of the evening C. W. Geiser, district manager
for the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co. in which the
Harrisburg section is located; B. R. StaufTer,
general manager of the Pooley Co.; E. M.
Freligh, of the Bankers' Commercial Securities
Co., and Percy A. Ware, of the sales division
of the Atwater Kent Co. The cruisers returned
to their special cars at midnight for the return
journey home.
The accompanying
photograph was taken

Kent
in

dealers from
Harrisburg district visited the factory of
the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co. and the plant of
the Pooley Co., Inc., in Philadelphia.
Two special cars were used to convey the
Harrisburg cruisers to Philadelphia, where, after
inspecting the two factories, a banquet was

when one hundred Atwater Kent
the

The Viva-tonal models

of the Columbia were
center of interest at the local branch and
the greatest problem now is to get machines in
the

sufficient quantities to take care of orders.

far this

So

has not been possible, there not only

Mfrs.

and

Radio

From

left

H. E.

Proud, of the

factory.
to

right:

W.

Co.;

Atwater

Fromar

Fromar Co. and Atwater Kent Co.

,

J

Kent

F.

Kent

Mfg. Co.; P. A.Ware,
Atwater Kent Mfg.
Co.; I. J. Sweeney,

Edison corporaj

At-

the

of

water

Bell,

September 13. Addresses will be made by
Charles Edison, president of Thomas A. Edison
Inc., and Arthur Walsh, general manager of the
of the

representatives

front

Fromar

sent

Co.

and Atwater

officials

tory covered by the company to attend the annual meeting that will be held in Cleveland on

phonograph department

Fromar

of various

a

in the terri-

tion,

The
cam-

a very aggressive sales

handle this popular
looking forward to a busy

Manager He/schberger has

out invitations to

dealers

to

One of the busiest places these days is the
plant of the Cleveland Talking Machine Co., dis-

season in radio as it is also Day Fan and De
Forest distributor. It will exhibit at the coming
radio show. In addition to radio, the company is
also distributor for Edison phonographs and
records, and

Detroit

that

Cleveland the latter
part of August, but at the last minute the meeting was postponed until after the Columbus convention the middle of September. The program
for their entertainment, however, has all been
arranged and the Cleveland Music Trades Association is sponsoring the affair. A delegation
from Pittsburgh is also expected to attend. The
visitors will be entertained at the Hotel Statler and also at the Shaker Heights Country
Club. Otto Muehlhauser is in charge of arrangements.

dealers to

The company

set.

1926

15,

compliments on the improvements made. Dealers throughout the territory have taken advantage of the national publicity on the new improved mechanical machines and have tied up
with window displays and other forms of ad-

•

usual

September

Phonograph

Hardware

Officials

Geiser,

Co.;

C.

W.

Atwater Kent

Mfg. Co.; Troy B. Wildermuth, Fromar Co.;
E. Dyson, Atwater Kent Mfg. Co.; C. H. Shaffer, Fromar Co., and F. C. Auten, of the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co.

Magnavox Go.

Two

Distributes

Dealer Sales Helps

—

Oakland, Cal., September 4. The Magnavox
manufacturer of Magnavo.x radio receivers and other equipment, recently distributed
to its dealers two attractive forms of
sales
Co.,

ffj

1

N,!v

''The Mosl

"7,

I'.ej

.M.iii.ln

Aril

helps.
One of these, a counter or window display card, features the Magnavox Junior, a
popular-priced table model.
This card illus-

I

Market
Dependable Automatic Cover Support on the

trates the set and has the caption "Satisfied"
with an illustration of a proud owner expressing satisfaction and pride.
It
printed in
is
r\TENTS rKNDINC
11

Hinge

12 Sliding

ON' PE'ilGV

Drop Door
Drop Door Support.

for

LET US
ESTIMATE

The

PI

•--[.fli

I'atcnts

PLATING
in nickel

Bold,

Applied

22 Invisible Stop

Door Hinge

VERY attractive;

DOOR PULLS

brass

c-inoer. etc.

sumer

The other

circulation

ful illustrations of

on tools
dies and
metal
stamoiniz

several colors.

IX

DIFFERENT STYLES

Jan

21,

1010

Otli

operation.

tone

STAR MACHINE
& NOVELTY CO., Inc.
911

WATSESSING AVE.
Bloomfield, N.

.T.

ten

A^n rOBTARLE COltR
*l

ri'ORTS

sales aid

a foldei

Magnavox

why

is

w-ith

for con-

beauti-

radio receivers.

the one-dial

Mag-

preferred, stressing simplicity of
Other reasons are the clearness of
is

and the beautv of the

The Driggers Music

sets.

Co., established a year
Bainbridge, Ga., has met with a measure
of success that has warranted plans for expan-

ago
R»l>IO

is

folder gives reasons

navo.x radio
l'a<.

and

sion.

in

September

15,
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Will Bring

Big Fall Business
for the

Talking Machine Dealer
The buying public is sold on the improved type of talking
machine* Your profits depend upon satisfying this demand*
Pathe dealers are able to off er their trade the most marvelous reproducing instrument on the market. The Pathephonic reproduces old records that can never be replaced
equal to the new recordings. Only your ear will ever explain this instrument to you.

Four Models

— at Exceptional Prices

Model No. 125

-

-

-

-

Model No. 175

-

-

-

-

Model No. 225

-

-

-

-

Model No. 275

-

-

-

-

$125.
$175.
$225*
$275*

Send for sample of M^odel 125, This is the
only low priced instrument on the market em'
bodying the modern reproducing principle*

Pathe Phonograph
20 Grand Avenue

and

Radio Corp.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Salt

Lake City Talking Machine Trade
Reports Exceptionally Fine August Sales
—
—

Dealers Unanimous in Reporting Excellent Volume of August Business Unusual Demand Causes
Shortage of Instruments Brunswick Contest Arouses Interest Other Trade News

—

Salt Lake City, Utah, September

4.

— The talk-

ing machine business in this territory has been
remarkably good during the past month. There
was nothing but enthusiasm in every report
made yesterday to The Talking Machine
World's correspondent. If ever there was any
likelihood of the phonograph losing popular

favor
is

it

has certainly regained

prestige,

its

at

concerned, and
now in a stronger position than it ever was.
Manager Dazell, of the Columbia Stores Co.,

least

local

as far as this

wholesaler

section

the

for

is

Columbia

Co.,

said

their
plied,

August business was excellent. This aphe added, to both machines and records.

Some of their dealers in August, he said, did
the best record business they had done since last
December. He reported a shortage of machines,
but said this could not be avoided with the business that was being done. He hoped that they
would catch up on deliveries this month, at
least in part.

R. F. Perry, traveling representative in this
territory for the

Brunswick Co. and one of the
men in Salt Lake City,

best-versed phonograph

September

1926

IS,

August business was very heavy. They
hoped, however, to be in a position to fill back
orders on Panatropes at a very early date, due
to heavy shipments.
Much interest has been caused by the Brunssaid

wick

Co.'s

contest

announcement concerning the

for

name

a

for

$5,000

new instrument.
being swamped with

the

Mr. Perry said dealers are
for demonstrations in connection
with this contest. Large space has been used
in the local papers by the company for the purpose of announcing this contest. Dealers are
co-operating by using space themselves. Among
new dealers appointed by the Brunswick Co. is
the Ball Drug Co., of Shoshone, Idaho.
The Glen Bros. -Roberts Piano Co., of this
city and Ogden, has opened a store in Pocatello,
southern Idaho, where it will sell phonographs
and other musical instruments.
Orville E.
Stanger, an experienced music merchant, will
have charge of the sales end of the store.
Charles King, formerly manager of the phonograph department of the Consolidated Music Co.,
but for some time past at the head of the advertising and mail order department, has gone
back to the phonograph department, of which
he is again in charge. He succeeds G. H. Saddler,
formerly of the John Elliot Clark Co., this city,
who has moved to Butte, Mont.
Royal W. Daynes, general manager of the
Consolidated Music Co., has been elected a
member of the board of directors of the Western Music Trades Association.
applications

New Distributors

Appointed
for Tower Speaker Line

Gordon

C. Bennett, Sales

Several

of Trip

tion

Sell

Storad Power Supply for

Continuous Reliable Power
OLEASE
^

and easily

installed.

He

worries are over.

your profits.
Quickly
Once a Storad is on circuit the customer's
when he wants it.
has current
lots of it
increase

—

—

are 100% over cawill work on any
set regardless of size without hum.
Ample power for
171 power

Storad

pacity.

Units

They

UX

tube.

Storad has an enviable reputation
for high quality products.
Three
years of research work and one
year of actual test were put on
Storads before they were placed on
the market.
These developments
place Storad "B" Power Supply
many months ahead of the average

Type 201— "B" Power
Supply and Trickle Charger
Raytheon Tube Type "B" Povi'er
Unit high capacity, with a bulb
type Trickle Charger for A Storage
Battery,
Operated from 1 switch
which turns off switch and B supply and turns off Trickle Charger.
Charging current Vo of 1 amp. 4

—

eliminator.

variable controls.

Raytheon Tube Type "B" Power Supply is
used on all units supplying "B" Power.
Other standard parts used are Tobe
Deutschmann heavy duty condensors and
Storad special transformers and filters.

Type 101— "B" Power Supply
See Illustration at top

Raytheon Tube Type Unit.

SurWill operate sets
using power tubes on last audio
plus

capacity.

stage. 3 variable controls from 180
volts down.
Operates on house
lighting circuit.

Handle the Storad line for increased sales
and profits. Write for complete information and prices.

Type 701—Trickle Charger
Sufficient capacity for

A

batteries

used with larger sets. Switch turns
on charger when set is turned off.
Charging current Va to 1 amp. Variable
control
regulates charging
current.

—

I

The Storad Mfg. Co.
2421 Detroit Ave.

I

Cleveland, Ohio

Jobbers After CompleEnthusiastic Over Outlook

Boston, Mass., September

7.

manager

nett, general sales

the

Ben-

C.

Tower Mfg.

West

sat-

in the inter-

Tower head

of

est

Upon

— Gordon

of the

completed a very

Co., of this city, recently

isfactory trip throughout the
his return

of the following

your customers and

Manager, Announces

New Western

Tower

line:

sets and loud speakers.
he announced the appointment

new Western distributors for
Montana Electric Co., Butte,

Mont.; Washington Electric Supply Co., SpoIllinois Elec. Co., Los Angeles,
Calif.; Nielsen
Radio Supply Co., Phoenix,
Ariz., and the Oklahoma Radio & Electric Co.,
kane, Wash.;

Oklahoma

City.

Mr. Bennett

is

an

enthusiast

sales possibilities in the

Western

regarding the
territory

and

while there made a very thorough inspection
and studied the needs and demands of each
He stated that he found the radio indistrict.

dustry in a very healthy condition. There was
a complete absence of cut-price retail competition,

and the dealers entered actively and pro-

gressively into their sales work. The facilities
and equipment for servicing radio sets and
parts

were

exceedingly

complete.

This,

no

doubt, was due to the fact that they are located
very far from the manufacturer and must rely

upon their own initiative for minor repairs. The
most up-to-date equipment is used for display
and sales purposes.
"The Importance of the Pacific Coast as a
market for headsets and loud speakers is fully
realized by us," states Mr. Bennett, "and we
are planning an extensive sales and advertising
campaign this season in the principal distributing and consuming centers, especially on
our

new cone

speaker."

cently brought out by the

This new cone,

Tower Company,

reis

reported to have met with almost instant success and approval to such a great extent that
manufacturing facilities were increased at both
the Boston and Attleboro, Mass., factories.
also contemplate bringing out a 36-inch

Speaker

at

an early

date.

They
Cone

September

15,
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an age of remark-

The
achievements.
dreams of yesterday are the
able

realities of today.

Our explorers and our

indus-

leading the world in
doing the "impossible."
tries are

Among

the greatest achievements in
the radio industry is the invention
Full Automatic "A"
of the

APCO

Battery Converter.

AUTOMATIC
FOLL
™BATfiKY CONVERTER

is nothing in the world today
Automatic Converter. Here
the
like
is an ingenious invention to auto-

There

matically keep the storage battery
always at full charge, enabling radio
enthusiasts to

benefits

the

enjoy

of perfect radio reception without
trouble and battery recharge.

_

?
k„..iiuie<i.

i_r.o.>»»'«»

there are no bulbs, no

Remember,
,

B«..rfdeaee,R.l-

arrows
ing

point,

to

switches,

—

just

no

flipping

"A" power from

of

unfalter-

complete,

the light socket

without battery starvation.
Progressive

dealers

all

over

the

country are accepting our direct-todealer plan. APCO Radio Products
are sold only through APCO Franchise Dealers. Write for our proposition. Your territory may be open.

Prices slightly higher for

APCO

Full Automatic

Denver and West

"A" Battery Converter

OTHER

APCO

Model No. 274
Raytheon Rectodyne

"B" Battery Eliminator,
$35.00

Model No.

APCO Wet "B"
Charger

Model No.

APCO "B"
nator;

RADIO

APCO

Model No.

265

Battery

Open Model

APCO "A"

Elimi-

Battery
?4.00

277
{12.50

APCO "A"

233

Battery Trickle

Charger

58.50

APCO

New York

(At the N. Y. Radio

Show—Space

Model No. 266
Rectodyne "B" Bat-

tery Eliminator

APCO MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

Model No. 270
Tube Double
Filament—201-A Type, J2.00

APCO Twin

Battery Charger.

...$22.50

Model No.

289

PRODUCTS

$29.50

Providence, R. I.

B. B. 17)

Chicago
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peared

Toronto Radio Dealers Are Using Coming
—

—

—

Toronto, Ont., September 7. Nearly all dealers
handling radio sets are taking advantage of the
political situation with regard to the Federal
elections

which take place on September 14 and

are developing sales.

They

are also advertising

the advantages of listening in on the campaign
addresses at the home fireside in place of the

crowded

"Have

hall.

time" is
"Don't stand

the

the
at

a front seat position

slogan

of

one

the rear of the hall

all

advertiser.

and hear

address when you can hear from
the centre of the platform" is the announcement
of another.
Singer & Elliott, Ltd., Front street. West,
part of the

distributors for

Fada radio sets, are changing
basement floor of the same

their quarters to the

where they will have much better warehouse accommodations. A feature of the new

building,

quarters will be a particularly attractive radio
display room.

Canadian General Electric Co., Ltd., announces the appointment of eleven Radiola distributors throughout Canada. Brunswick-BalkeCollender Co. of Canada, Ltd., will continue to
act as the exclusive distributor of Radiolas by
Canadian General Electric to the music trade.
Gold Medal Furniture Manufacturing Co.,
Ltd., has been granted letter patents under a
capitalization

of $200,000.

Home

in

Ail-American Radio, Ltd., has been incorporated with a capital of $40,000 to manufacture
and distribute radio, with head office at Toronto.
In the Atwater Kent radio line the regular
Pooley cabinets are supplied in all styles and
are now being manufactured in Canada by Malcolm & Hill, Ltd., Kitchener.
The Canadian National Exhibition, Toronto,
at present writing, is in full swing and is in its
forty-eighth year.
This fair is the world's
largest annual exposition. As usual the leading
Canadian manufacturers of phonographs and
records are on hand as well as no less than
thirty booths exhibiting radio, including battery, supply and equipment firms, all leading
makes being represented.

Elections to

Annual Convention

Sell
in

Radio

Nova

—Atwater
— Columbia

Sets

Scotia

—

Montreal, Can., September 8. With the near
approach of the general elections many of the
local dealers have commenced and brought to
a most successful conclusion an aggressive
campaign for the sale of radio sets, and the
result has been tremendous business.
At a recent weekly luncheon meeting of the
Montreal Rotary Club, Rotarian George Layton, of Layton Bros., Ltd., provided entertainment in the form of selections hy the new
Orthophonic Victrola, which was much enjoyed
by all present.
A recent visitor to Montreal was Captain
A. G. D. West, chief research engineer of the
British Broadcasting Co., London, Eng. While
in this city he made a hasty survey of broadcasting equipment used by the various local
stations.

R.

E.

manager

Dingman has been appointed district
of the Montreal office of the Diamond

Kent Dealers

of

Recording Artists

Maritime Provinces Attend
in Local Appearance

Canada, Ltd., succeeding
J. A. Regan, who has gone to Pittsburgh as
district manager of the company's office.
A well-attended convention of Atwater Kent
dealers of the Maritime Provinces was held
recently at Halifax, N. S.
Tony Ramsperger, of the International Music
Fibre

State

Store,

Co.

Brunswick

visitor to

of

distributor,

New York

City.

was

a

recent

'

Canadian patent serial No. 315,205 has just
been issued to W. T. Hawes, of W. T. Hawes,
Ltd. This patent has reference to an improvement to the standard tube. It is claimed by
the inventors that after experiments lasting for
a period of about twelve months they found
that most of the microphonic noises and tube
howling could be eliminated, and tubes made
under this new process are about 20 per cent
louder in volume.
Creatore's Band (Columbia recorders) ap-

at

the

Princess

1926

Theatre
Big

houses greeted both performances.
The Amherst Music Co. (A. Poisson)
opened up at 1432 Amherst street, where
specializing in

Madame

the

Columbia phonograph

has
it

is

line

sets.

Didier, in charge of the

phonograph

department of Dupuis Freres, Ltd., the leading
French department store, told The World that
their business in talking machines and records
had increased more than 20 per cent.
C.

W.

Lindsay, Ltd.,

is

still

disposing of a

number of the new Seville Brunswick
phonograph model and is advertising it extensively in the various cities in Canada where
the company maintains branches.
large

Portland, Ore., Music Trade

three console models.

Montreal Talking Machine and Radio
Trade Reports Satisfactory Business
Capitalize

Montreal

15,

where they gave two concerts.

and Thompson radio

Canadian Westinghouse Co., Ltd., Hamilton,
Ont., announces the addition of several new
lines of radio receiving sets, for which many
new and exclusive features are claimed.
Toronto Auto Accessories, Ltd., has been
appointed a distributor for the Province of
Ontario for the Freed-Eiseman radio line.
"Case" is a new line of radio receiving sets
being introduced by Wilkinson-Kompass of
Hamilton, Ltd., Hamilton, Ont. This line comes
in a number of styles in two and three-dial control, with and without built-in speakers.
It also

comes

in

recently,

Political Elections to Sell Receivers
Advertising the Advantages of Listening to Campaign Speeches in Privacy and Comfort of
Via the Air Eleven Radiola Jobbers Appointed Other Trade Activities

September

Prepares for Radio

Show

Northwest Radio Exposition to Be Held
September 21 to 25 Report Excellent Talking Machine Sales

Pacific

—

in Portland,

—

Portland, Ore., September 4. Reports on business for August are most encouraging both
from, the music dealers and the Portland Chamber of Commerce.

—

A.

R.

manager

McKinley, Pacific

Northwest

district

of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.,

reports business opening up in splendid style for

and says, "A convention is a wonderful
I wish we could have one every fewmonths. The Seattle convention proved a wonderful stimulus to our business. Never in our
history has our business been as prosperous and
Fall,

thing and

I

attribute a great deal of

A

full

it to the convention.
representation of Brunswick dealers of

Northwest was on hand to view our
from Arizona, California, Nevada and several from Canada, and
orders have been pouring in.
the Pacific

display, as well as dealers

A. J. Kendrick, Chicago, general sales manager of the Brunswick Co., accompanied by Mrs.
Kendrick, visited the Portland branch for three
days on his return from the Seattle convention.
T. K. Pym, who for several years has been associated with Bush & Lane, of Seattle, Wash.,
has been appointed Brunswick representative of

Spokane district.
Everything is set for the second annual
Pacific Northwest Radio exposition to be held
in Portland at the municipal auditorium September 21 to 25 and from advance notices and
plans it promises to be the biggest show of its
kind ever staged on the Pacific Coast.
Randall Bargelt, Oregon representative of the
Columbia Phonograph Co., reports excellent
Summer business, and says, "Our sales are progressing most rapidly in our new Viva-tonal,
Not only
with our dealers most enthusiastic.
are our dealers showing enthusiasm for the
Viva-tonal and the Columbia New Process
the

records, but

we

are

receiving

many

inquiries

from prospective dealers all over the State who
wish to add the Columbia line to their business."

Talking Machine Springs
and Repair Parts
NONE BETTER

IN

QUAUTY

NONE LOWER

IN PRICE

THE RENE MANUFACTURING
MONTVALE,

NEW JERSEY

CO.

Bargelt
reports
new account at
Mr.
a
Wheeler, Oregon, where the Columbia line has
been placed at the Wheeler Hardware-Furniture
Co., R. C. and H. H. Bannister, owners, who
are remodeling the store and repainting their
trucks, etc., announcing the addition of the Columbia merchandise.
Northwest district
Soule,
Pacific
Charles
manager of the Starr Piano Co., has been spending considerable time in western Washington
and reports good returns from this district. An
exceptionally large volume of Summer business
Starr headquarters on their
is reported from
two new portables the Starr and the Gennett.

—

:

September

15,
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Model
Finished

in

Walnut, with
(patented)

and

1

700-R-2

Mahogany

Pooley

Floating

Horn

Atwater Kent

Prices

or

built-in

without

tubes

Set.

and

batteries, $240 to $320.

ATIONALLYadvertised^=-three
years on the market known
to millions as quality merchandise
made by a firm 43 years old and
in business to stay approved by

—

—

—

Mr. Atwater Kent himself in these

words
"The Pooley Radio Cabinet

,

ap-

proved for Atwater Kent Radio
because of the design and quality
of Pooley Cabinet work and because of the tone qualities of the
Pooley built-in floating horn.
Both meet the standards we set
and maintain for Atwater Kent
Receivers and Speakers."

Model llOO-R-2
'

is

Finished in Mahogany or Walnut.
(patented)
with built-in Pooley
Floating Horn, and Atwater Kent
Prices, without tubes and
Set.
batteries. $200 to $280.

(Signed) A.
Beivare of imitations

— look

Model 2000-R-2
"Arm Chair" Model. Finished in Mahogany, with
built-in Floating Horn and
.Atwater Kent Receiving
Set. Prices without tubes
and batteries, $135 to $160.

ATWATER KENT
for

the

name "Pooley"

THE POOLEY COMPANY
1600 Indiana Avenue

Philadelphia, U.

S.

A.

Prices slightly higher west of the Rockies and in Canada.
Canadian Pooley Radio Cabinets are mamt-factured by
Hill, Ltd., Kitchener, Canada
Malcolm

1

&

—

—

*Saturday Evening Post Good Housekeeping Vogue
Vanity Fair House & Garden Country Gentleman

—

—

POOLEY
Model

1900-R-2

Finished in Walnut, with built-in Pooley (patented) Floating Horn and Atwater Kent Set.
Prices without tubes and batteries. $135 to $160.

Pooley Cabinet Speaker

Model 2100
Finished in Mahogany. Builtin Pooley (patented) Floating
Horn with Atwater Kent ReUnit,
(Without
producing
Battery Compartment).
Price $40.

Model 1300-R-2D
:

CABINET SPEAKERS

Atwater Kent
UNIT
i
I

Pooley Cabinet Speaker

Model 2200

(lower nght)
With Battery Compartment.
Finished in Mahogany. Builtin Pooley (patented) Floating Horn with Atwater Kent
ReproducingUnit. Pr!ce$50.

Finished in W^alnut orMalioi:
any, with built-in Pooley (pat
ented) Floating Horn and *t
water Kent Set. Prices without
tubes and batteries, $225 to $305.
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Pathe Phono. & Radio Corp. Announces
Pathephonic Phonograph Line to Trade
Four Models in Handsome Cabinets Are
in Phonograph Construction
Result

—

in

Line With the Latest Developments and Improvements
Long Period of Experimentation— Many Features

of a

The evolution of the phonograph from a
novelty to be listened to and wondered at to
the present highly developed musical instrument has extended over a period of one-quarter
of a century or more.
The Pathe laboratories, both American and
European, have during this period materially
contributed to the growth and advancement of

reached the stage of distribution in time for
Pathe dealers to reap the full benefits of Fall
business.

The
shown
the

consists of four models which are
herewith, models 12S, 175, 225 and 275,

line

model number

with the

list

that the

new

each case corresponding
will, therefore, be seen
line offers a wide varietv of both

price.

in

It

September

15,

1926

For the Better Merchant
High-grade Dry Cell CERTIFIED B. & C. Batteries and Dry Cell B. & C. Success Batteries
Maiiutacttircd h\

SUCCESS BATTERY MANUFACTURERS

35 Broadway

Brooklyn, N. Y.

the buying public will not accept the old style.
Our factory is completely rid of the old models

and

all efforts will be concentrated on the production of the Pathephonic. Dealers are going
to find good Fall business with the Pathephonic.
The demand is there and the Pathephonic satis-

and profitably
points out that the

factorily

men
far

advanced

in

it."
Mr. McMeninew Pathephonic is so

fills

sound reproducing

qualities over

the old type of talking machine that the new
type is invariably sold.
This has created an
entirely new market and it is expected that
Pathe dealers will find the coming Fall season
will produce substantial sales.

Federated Radio Trade
Assn. Meets in Detroit
Mid-Summer Convention of National Radio
Trade Body Draws Big Atttendance Timely

—

and Important Trade Subjects Discussed
Detroit. Mich., September 4.— The mid*Summer
convention of the Federated Radio Trade Association was held at the Hotel Statler in this
city the latter part of last month, with representatives of the St. Louis, Northwest, Wisconsin, Michigan, Buffalo, Indiana and other radio
trade associations in attendance to the number
of more than a hundred. The convention lasted

two days, August 16 and 17, and was featured
by a number of interesting and instructive addresses by notable trade figures.
Among the
subjects

New

—Top,

Pathephonic Line

Models

when the Pathe
industry.
Therefore,
Phonograph and Radio Corp. of Brooklyn,
N. Y., announced several months ago its newest

the

product, the Pathephonic,
it

all

the prestige of the

perience

and high

it

already had behind

name Pathe and

standing

in

the

its

ex-

field

of

acoustics.

The Pathephonic is in line with the latest development in phonographs. While Pathe literature illustrates and describes the Pathephonic,
it deplores the lack of words to faithfully deThey,
scribe the tone of the new instrument.
therefore, have adopted the phrase "only your
ever explain this instrument to you."
Another feature stressed by the Pathe Co. in its
literature is that it reproduces the old records
ear

will

that can never be replaced, as well as the

new

275, 125, 225;

Bottom, Model 175

and price and each model, irrespective of
is equipped with the Pathephonic amplification.
Although the remarkable sound re-

the different associations and recommended established dues, analyzation of present trends in
the market, reach conclusions and give dealers

production is the distinguishing feature of the
Pathephonic, great care has been exercised in
the production of the cabinets in which it is contained and, therefore, two senses are appealed
to.
Among other features there are an automatic stop and a sound chamber constructed of

sound advice on the trading-in of old sets,
campaign to educate the public to the use and
enjoyment of radio, establishment of trade relations policies for dealers and jobbers, contact
and co-operation with other national radio
associations, set code of ethics on advertising,
campaign on radio interference, consideration
of the question of wave length pirating, and
financing and extension of the activities of the

style

price,

wood, forming a perfect vibrating path.
H. N. McMenimen, under whose direction the
new line has been produced, reports the appointment of a number of distributors in
strategic points throughout the country.
Mr.

McMenimen

has also displayed the new Pathephonic in various cities and in every instance

tremendous interest has been displayed in the
its sound reproducing qualities. In speaking of the radical changes
made in sound reproduction, Mr. McMenimen
stated, "After once hearing the new instrument*;

new Pathe instrument and

recordings.

The Pathephonic- has emerged from a long
period of experimentation and development,
production has been entered into and it has

discussed at the convention were:
continuation of the campaign for proper radio
legislation, standardization of membership in

Federation.
It was unanimously voted to have the next
meeting of the Federated Trade Association,
at which time new officers will be elected, in
St. Louis, Mo., on February 14 and 15, 1927.
The convention concluded with a banquet at
the Hotel Statler, with many entertainment
features
and several addresses by famous

orators.

Don't Spend All Your Profits
in Giving Unnecessary Service
You do

not have to give surplus service with the Minerva I'ne because the construction
Minerva Sets eUminates, in so far as possible, all that tends to cause service worries.
Each Minerva receiver is built with care, and subjected to rigid factory inspection to protect
the dealer and do away with as much "service worries" and expense as is humanly possible.
of the

Minerva Sets are single-dial control, in beautiful cabinets,
and they are priced to give the dealer and jobber the right
profit.

Write Hs today for representation details

Minerva Radio Company
154 East Erie Street
Minerva 1-A Table Type
$75 List (less accessories)

at

Michigan Blvd.

Chicago, Illinois

Hlnerra Library Console
$140

List (less accessories)

r
September

15,
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East of the Rockies
Trickle Charger,

$12

2 ampere Tungar, $18

5 ampere Tungar, $28
(60 cycles— 110

volts)

General Electric presents
Tungar Trickle Charger

the new
As

shipped the

for installation
clips

and 8

ft.

new Tungar

Trickle Charger

is all

ready

— completely equipped with battery leads,

A. C.

cord.

The

charging rate

may be varied

from i/io to 1/2 ampere by interchanging the snap

on the 4

terminals.

The

average cost of operation

clip

is less

than that of a 25 watt lamp.

As\

your Tungar johher for

full

information

about the Tungar Trickje Charger.

Tu n0a
REG.

U.S.

^B^^^PAT.

OFF.

TRiCKLE CHARGER

Small

8C

Compact

Height 4 ^i". Length

Width

2^".

Designed for use
with 4 or6 volt"A"
storage batteries.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

MERCHANDISE DEPARTMENT

BRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT
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Fourth Annual National Radio Exposition
Attracts Many Dealers to Los Angeles
From Southern California, Arizona and Nevada Attend Annual Showing of Latest
Radio Equipment on Display at Ambassador Auditorium Interesting Trade Happenings

Dealers

—

Los Angeles, Cai,., September 7.— The Fourth
Annual National Radio Exposition now being
held in this city, scheduled to run from September 5 to 11, inclusive, already has been declared by many to have been the most successful show of radio ever held in Los Angeles.
A number of improvements had been made to
the Ambassador Auditorium, where the Exposition took place, and the arrangements and dec-

Southern California, as well as from Arizona
and Nevada, attended and had an opportunity
of inspecting the exhibits at that time.

Columbia dealers benefited through the atNew Process Columbia record; which occupied the window of the Hill
tractive display of

figure

the

in

front

features

of

of a

booth was decorated in its well-known colors of
black and orange.
The Radio Corp. ci'
America's space included the entire west annex, designating it "Radiola Hall," and attracted
a great deal of very favorable comment through
the many novel arrangements and attractions.
There were four miniature stages set in different
parts of the hall from which broadcasting emanated.
The "Pictoradio" was also shown and
the manner of transmitting photographs by
radio. The broadcast station itself was arranged
so that it appeared to be suspended in the

L. E. Starkweather, manager of the phonograph department of the Martin Music Co.,
took his vacation during the latter part of
August and early this month, spending the first
part at the Beach and winding up with a delightful trip to the mountains.
Howard L. Brown, Los Angeles manager of

phonograph division

Brunswick

Co.,

—

best in three years.
The new models, Cortez,
Valencia and Panatrope P-1, have arrived and
are meeting with a great reception from the
dealers.

Mr. Brown reported that Nick Lucas, using
the Panatrope in his act at the

A

Fine Columbia Record Display

branch

Los Angeles Evening
Plerald for a week recently. The accompanying
photograph gives an idea of the attractive manner in which the recordings were presented to
street

office of the

passers-by.

Miss Rachel Johnson, manager of the phonograph-record department of the Piatt Music
Co., who is known among her numerous friends

roney

iff,

of the

—

clouds.

each day.
A very successful preview for the members
of the trade was held on Sunday, September 5,
immediately preceding the actual show to the
general public. Radio dealers from all parts of

city for his

vacation.

ing the

There were also a number of novel features
used in order to increase the publicity of the
exposition and among them was the giving
away of three radio sets, of different makes,

PhonoMusic Co.,
family and
the

He visited Brunswick stores in London, The
Hague, Geneva and Paris, and was impressed
by the fact that the electrical instruments do not
seem to have gone on sale on the other side up
to the present.
Mr. Brown stated that American music especially dance music seems to
have captured Europe.
Upon his return he found that business
from his branch had been especially good and
that the sales for the Summer of 1926 were the

The Fada

set.

Geo. H. Nicholson, manager of
graph Department of the Birkel
drove to San Francisco with his
spent several days in the northern

able vacation.

loud speaker de-

that

1926

returned the latter part of August from a seven
weeks' trip to Europe, during which time he
visited eight countries and had a most enjoy-

were much more elaborate. There
were also many novel and ingenious displays
in the individual booths of jobbers and manufacturers, among which that of the Freed-Eisemann was especially noticeable, in which a

dummy

15,

as "Johnny," spent a week at Avalon, Catalina
Island, with her family.

the

orations

scribed

September

m

week

Orpheum, durwas so suc-

that he played here,

cessful that he has decided to continue to fea-

ture

the

Brunswick

Panatrope

his

in

act

throughout his tour.

&

Sleeper Radio
Mfg. Go.
Concentrates on Two Models
New

Line Consists of the Scout and Serenader
Models.
Both Five-Tube Sets Purchaser
Gets Six Months' Guarantee

—

new season's production of
Sleeper Radio & Mfg. Co., Long Island
City, has already been entirely sold to distributors, Gordon C. Sleeper, president of the
Stating that the

the

li

company, has announced the

details of the

new

Mr. Sleeper states that no new
distributors have been added, inasmuch as he
has retained intact the distributing organization which handled the old Sleeper line.
The Sleeper Radio & Mfg. Co. is concentrating on two five-tube models this season, the
Scout and the Serenader. The Scout is a cabinet model in two-tone mahogany finish.
Compartments on each side give plenty of space
for batteries, and the set is equipped with a
special cable providing connections for electric
Sleeper

You can make friends and money
by stocking and selling this line
now! Also UDELL Radio Tables,
Player Roll Cabinets and Console
Talking Machines.

Our complete

on permanent display at
BOTH the American Furniture
Mart (space 1029), Chicago; and
the Furniture Exchange
(space
314), 206 Lexington Ave., New
York. It will pay you well to see
them there!
lines are

line.

socket power devices.

The Serenader is equipped with a built-in
loud speaker and has a tone chamber which is
claimed to be so designed as to give an exceptionally pure and agreeable tonal quality, with
an air column of forty inches. The. Amplion
adjustable loud speaker unit has been adopted
equipment in this set.
months' guarantee goes to the purchaser of either Scout or Serenader models.

as standard

A

six

Nyacco Lyric Radio Set
Introduced to the Trade
The New York Album & Card Co., New York
maker of Nyacco record albums and
Nyacco and Nyaccoflex radio sets, has introCity,
ff

rite for

Special

New

Radio

duced

Catalog No. 85

The
Kent Model 20 Compact
and Model 30. A typical
example of the many
splendid

UDELL

values.

UDELL WORKS,

28th

St. at

I^!

Barnes Ave.,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

new product

known

as the
three-tube
receiver.
Max Willinger, president of the company, reports that this new product has been
designed in accordance with a decided demand
which he has experienced and, therefore, bea

Nyacco

Lyric,

to the trade
is

a

two-dial

new model will prove
during the coming season.

lieves that the
seller

which

a

popular

September

15,

1926
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Get This Color Chart
of Slagle Models
A

complete line of quality

correct price range

plan

•

.

.

.

.

.

strong sales

.

with plenty of help for you

RADIO
-fj

sets

clian"<"'

THE full line of Slagle models
is

shown

in our 4-color

chart just ofi the press. Full descriptions of the sets are given

together with an outline of our

complete plan for helping you
sell. Here is a well-balanced
line of high quality sets selling
from $70 to $350; backed by
a solid, conservative

company

in the business 15 years; sold

by a carefully organized system

GUARANTEE
Every Slagle Radio Receiver is positively guaranteed against all defects in
material or workmanship, and to give
thoroughly satisfactory service in your
home or your money will be refunded
without argument or red tape.

of cooperation that gives real
results.

Send

for the beautiful

color chart today.

SLAGLE RADIO
Fort

COMPANY

Wayne, Indiana
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Wide Potential Market for
Argus Electric Radio

Set

Argus Radio Corp. has entered into a campaign of large proportions to feature the Argus
The new
electric set to the buying public.

Argus
Survey Shows 13,000,000 Homes Equipped With
Alternating Current Each a Prospect for the
iArgus Electrically Operated Set

—

A

potential market of 13,000,000

estimated sales

field

available

homes

is

dealers

to

line,

efiforts

among

street,

Fall

New York
and Winter

City.

and

year.

under this one route. With the exception of very few parts, everything that goes

Prior

campaign

Argus Radio Corp. thoroughly analyzed the
market and found that a survey of public

the

utilities

of

the

country

disclosed

13,000,000

hom^s equipped with alternating current. Accordihgly, the Argus electric, which is a seventube radio receiving set with no batteries, attachniients or rectifying tubes and which is
electrically operated from the current socket,
has this same wide sales market.

With these

great

possibilities

in

view,

The Argus

the

This concentration permits the greatest

is

its

number

have been entirely

will

process of building the
Argus electric set may be witnessed, beginning
from one end of the room, doubling back and
forth, until the completed instrument is ready
for final inspection and packing in another part
treasurer of the company, points out,

ing

launching

a

the

of the building.

efficiency

to

month,

plant

and

table receiver and
highboy model, and also a popular table
model retained from the Argus line of last

Argus electric radio receivmade by the Argus Radio Corp., 257

Wesi Seventeenth

last

Instead of dividing
of models, production

new

so

a

distributors of the
Set,

which was announced

a line of specialization.

the

completed

or

1926

15,

has been centered upon a

,i

:

is

September

the

for

the

Argus table receiver, which
and capability with the

identical in capacity

Argus

highboy

except

that

it

requires

a

In the literature which
the Argus Radio Corp. has produced, not only
the mechanical perfection of the set and the
artistry of the cabinets are stressed, but emphasis is placed upon the tonal value of the
set with its exclusive feature of the re-entering
phonic tone chamber.
Although some few minor finishing touches
are yet to be placed upon the new factory of
the company, production of the new models
Within the next week
has greatly increased.
separate loud speaker.

set,

as Ira Greene
is

built

entirely
into

the

set

is

made

at

Argus Radio Corp., even
and nuts.

the

factory

to the smallest

of

Following the advance shov/ing of the new
set, heavy orders have been received and
it is expected that after its display at the Radio
World's Fair production will be heavily taxed
to meet the demand.

Argus

The Shepard Co.'s stores in Boston, Mass.,
Providence, R. I., and other New England cities
have recently added the complete line of Stewart-Warner radio equipment to their stock of
radio merchandise.

DISTINCTIVELY
SURPRISE
ofihe

RADIO

SEASOiV
cNew and Improve d

FRESHMAN
SASTERPlECfi
GENUINE R.C.A. RADIOTRONS
are

recommended

for

A

use with Freshman Masterpiece Receivers.

—

UX

UX

200A despecial package containing one
112 power tube, one
tector tube and three
201A amplifying tubes matched and tested for
the set in which they are shipped is sold by Authorized Freshman Dealers.

UX

till

the

screws

—

you see it

1

September

!
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Eliminate 65% of your
profit-killing service costs
y

UNIPOWER
radio's

wasn't invented for the dealer. As
complete "A" power unit, it was

first

meant primarily for the man who wanted maximum
results from his set with the least possible amount of
attention and worry. Yet today Unipower is solving
one of the
faced

ugliest

problems radio dealers have ever

— the high cost of servicing.

To meet

competition the dealer must guarantee
he is to sell sets he must agree to keep
them in working order, even though the entire profit
from the sale is spent doing it.
service.

For 20
tubes or

If

equivalent

AC-6

HA— $42.50

New refinements

to

a proven principle

—

Because of this unhealthy situation surprising numbers of dealers are actually losing money by selling
complete sets. Many others do well to break even.
Large and small alike suffer, and there are few who
can boast the profit they should.

the

principle of trickle charge plus the indispens-

able rapid charge found only in Unipower

are present in
signed
201-

A

to

this

new 6 -volt Unipower

furnish unfailing

tube

set.

Four

"A" power

trickle rates,

to

—

de-

deadly

any

operated by

sets to

of this cost can be avoided. Carefully checked records show conclusively that 65 % of all service
Obviously, if you
calls result from battery failure.
are to save your profits from the deadly cost of
servicing, you must do away with the cause of "A"

adjust the power to the exact

rate necessary to his individual set

and hours

of use.

Complicated wiring
ation

is

is

eliminated

—

under one control

— no change

that

is

exactly

what Unipower

does

who

Unipower with the complete set
major part of the service calls they would

Dealers

Automatic switching makes possible a powerset

And

battery trouble.
install-

as simple as that of a storage battery.

operated

ofA'' battery failure^

Much

a simple dial, enable the user of heavily-worked
multi-tube

cost

forestall a

sell

otherwise make. And if the customer won't buy Unipower with his set he's going to be far more receptive
to sales talk when he is forced to call for battery service.

is

necessary in '^B" power supply or set wiring.

Unipower's 3 definite profits
Unipower

own

earns

you three

profits

— a substantial margin

saving in unnecessary and extravagant service costs, and a satisfied customer.

on

For 199 tubes

its

sale, a large

The customer has a pov^^er-operated set, controlled direct
from the hght socket by one switch. His "A" power is
always unfailing, always at full voltage. He has none of
of
the cost nor the inconvenience of dry cell renewal

or equivalent

AC-4
$33.00

—

battery recharge.

-

A

postcard
Start today to save profits with Unipower.
you several interesting booklets and a price list.

will bring

The Gould Storage Battery Company, Inc., 250 Park Avenue,

New

York.

Unipower contains a Balkite charging unit
of Gould design. It operates from alternating
current 110-12^ volt

2yy0

cycle,

— Go

cycle

—special models,

at slightly higher prices.

pending on all models.

RADIO

*'A"

Patents

±

mpower
^
A

GOULD PRODUCT

POWER THAT CANNOT

FAIL
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September Opens With Signs of Improvement of Trade in St. Louis Territory
—

15,

N. B. Smith, manager of the St. Louis and
Kansas City branches, is on an extended motor
tour of the East, and spent four days at the

home

office at

New York

City.

—

southern Missouri, spending quite a
time with the dealers in Springfield.

trip in

St. Louis, Mo., Septeniber

7.

— September

with signs of improvement in the talicing machine situation. Dealers remark that there has
been a definite revival of interest brought about
by the improvements in machines. Window
and front-door demonstrations draw attentive,
discriminating crowds.
M. Goldberg Resumes Business
M. Goldberg, of the Silverstone Music Co.,
after a prolonged stay in the North to regain
his health, has returned and resumed direction
L. C.
of the company's wholesale department.
Schooler, who managed the department during

Mr. Goldberg's absence, has gone to take a position at the Edison factory.
Edison Dealers to Stage Convention
A convention of Edison dealers of the St.
Louis territory will be held here September 16.
There will be a program of addresses and disE.
cussions and a dinner and entertainment.
H. Phillips will come from the factory to take
charge of the arrangements and make the reservations.
C.

F. Barnett, of the B. F.

West Frankfort,
River Hardware
J.

Price,

Furniture Co.,

Frank Sigman,

111.;

of the Flat

Flat River, Mo., and T.

Co.,

Belleville,

J.

111.,

Edison dealers, were

recent visitors in St. Louis.

Talking machines had a conspicuous place
the exhibits at the Greater St. Louis Exposition, which opened Saturday, September 4,

among

continue nineteen days. The exhibitors included the Artophone Corp., the Columbia
to

Phonograph

Koerber-Brenner Co.,
Victor distributors; the Ludwig Music House,
the Aeolian Co. of Missouri, the Baldwin Piano
Co., the Kieselhorst Piano Co., Lehman Piano
Co., and the Shattinger Piano & Music Co.
Co.,

A

opened

the

series

of

Brunswick Panatrope concerts

31, as their

August

sales

Salmon, salesman for St. Louis and
and Indiana, returned from a trip to
the Indiana territory full of optimism as to the
future outcome of Columbia merchandise in this
Illinois

particular territory.

Ray A. Forbes Attends
Dealer Sales Meetings

on Columbia

New

Process records gave them such a wonderful increase over July business and over
August business of 1925. This, combined with
the phonograph sales, gave these two branches
a wonderful increase over previous periods, far
in

excess of their

predictions

earlier

Ray A. Forbes, general sales manager of the
Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. J., is
making a trip throughout the West attending
sales conventions of dealers and jobbers and
outlining sales campaigns for the coming Fall
and Winter seasons. At a recent one-day conference in Dallas, Tex., 150 dealers from all
sections of the State attended and heard Mr.
Forbes speak in most optimistic terms regarding the future.
A similar meeting was held
in Oklahoma City, Okla., a few days later and
similar gatherings are scheduled for important
trade centers throughout the country.

the

in

month, that August sales would show a decided increase over previous periods.

The Columbia Phonograph Co. has just released a record made by the University of Kansas Glee Club, "Lamp In the West" and "Fight
for Kansas."

W. B. Ockenden, manager of the Kansas City
sub-branch, has just returned from a two weeks'
vacation to his old home State, California. Immediately upon Mr. Ockenden's return he made
a hurried trip over the southern section of his
territory, where he met with wonderful success
in lining up new dealers and securing business

Hazeltine Corp. Files Suit
for Patent Infringement

from dealers now on their active list. The
Shannon Furniture Co., of Tulsa, Okla., has
been opened by Mr. Ockenden and this looks
fair to be one of the best accounts in Oklahoma.

E. A. Wildermuth, a radio distributor of
Brooklyn, was sued in the Federal Courts on
August 20, by the Hazeltine Corp. and Inde-

pendent Radio Mfrs., Inc., for alleged infringement of patents by the sale of radio apparatus manufactured by the Atwater Kent
Mfg. Co., of Philadelphia. The alleged infringement involves U. S. patent No. 1,533,858 on the
Hazeltine neutrodyne inventions.

Louis Marks, Southern representative out of
the St. Louis branch, recently completed a trip
to northern Mississippi, which netted a good

volume

of business for this section of the
Louis territory.

St.

MELLOWTONE
New

Style M.ellowtone

Phonograph

To

''True
Recent developments
all

in

Name"

Its

sound reproduction eclipse

of the progress theretofore

made

in

importance

in the science of acoustics

This new know^ledge has been
brought to its highest state of perfection in Mellowtone phonographs, with their startlingly natural tone.
since the origin of the phonograph.

Befitting the tonal excellence of the Mellowtone, its mechanical

equipment also

is

of the highest quality.

are a correct reflection of the present-day

And Mellowtone cabinets
mode in design and finish.

Mellowtone phonographs assure the dealer the greatest possible
volume of sales and quickest possible turnover, for they were designed and developed with that end in view by a producer with
fifteen years of successful experience in the phonograph industry.

The model

No. 912, is only one of a complete
merchandising instinct of every alert
dealer. Notice the artistic design and beautiful proportions of this
the complete equipfine cabinet and the attention given to details
ment, including albums.
illustrated to the left,

line that will appeal to the

—

Write

for dealers' discount

on

this

advanced style and on the other
Mellowtone line.

excellent models comprising the complete

No. 912

List Price

$125.00

Height 40^ inches; width 24^ inches; depth 20 inches.
Finishes: Mahogany or Walnut, front and top genuine
veneered panels. Equipped with new style, large, long
horn; and with new style reproducer.
Grille in front
of tone chamber.
Included are two 12-inch and two 10inch record albums.

little

R.

C.

were given in the parks of Granite City, 111.,
during the Summer by the National House
Furnishing Co., under the direction of Manager
Hurwitz.
Big Gain in Columbia Record Sales
The Columbia Phonograph Co.'s branches at
St. Louis and Kansas City were running over
with optimism at the close of business on

August

1926

George Fuhri, salesman for the St. Louis
and Missouri territory, recently completed a

Talking Machine Sales Show Increased Activity Edison Dealers to Hold Convention Dealers
Demonstrate at Greater St. Louis Exposition Columbia Record Sales Show Increase

—

Septembek

LEON
209

C.

SAMUELS

Manufacturer
SOUTH STATE STREET

CHICAGO,

DISPLAYING IN THE AMERICAN FURNITURE MART

ILL.

September

15,
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The Sandar —

the

new cone Speaker — has

product

arri'ved.

Sandar covers the whole range,

it

brings out

each sound within the scope of the
blemished, unaltered, and with

full

set,

value

unall

to

is

whom

artistically

designed,

attractive

appearance

mechanical excellence,

Sandar

is

it

appeals to those
is

as essential as

AND

speaker of

its

size

Look

on the market,

it

retails at

remarkably low price for a quality

— a price that

is

sure to mo've Sandars

into the merits of the

Sandar

is

Sandar Speaker.

going to register strongly with those

are always in the market for refinements

in radio reception.

A forceful, comprehensive advertising campaign
is

priced lower than any other licensed

A

fast.

who

along the scale.

Sandar

^27.50!

139

planned to back up and supplement

effort

on Sandar. Write us

information.

SANDAR CORPORATION
Crescent Plaza Building, Long Island City, N. Y.

Licensed under

Lektophone 'Patents

SANDAR
S P £^
£
K.

for terms

all sales

and

full

V
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1926 Radio World's Fair in New York
Is Biggest in the History of the Trade
—

Hundreds of Exhibitors Display Latest in Radio Equipment Superlative Entertainment Features
Arranged for Visitors Vice-president C. G. Dawes to Speak at Radio Industries Banquet

—

On Monday, September

at the

13,

new Mad-

New

York, the 1926 Radio
World's Fair was opened officially and thousands of radio enthusiasts visited the exhibits
of the hundreds of manufacturers who are displaying radio receivers and other equipment.
The exposition transcends anything that has
ever been offered to the trade and public. While
ison Square Garden,

showing of the latest in radio apparatus is
the main purpose of the exposition, there have

Wednesday, September 15, at the Hotel Aster.
number of interesting features have been arranged, with an address by Vice-President

A

Charles G.

The

benefits to the trade

of

this

exposition

scarcely need mentioning. Dealers have the opportunity of inspecting practically all makes of
radio apparatus and comparing them to best

judge of each product's desirability as part of
his

stock.

World

Elsewhere

in

this

issue

of

The

given a complete list of the exhibitors
at the Radio World's Fair and it can be seen
at a glance that the present show exhibitors
is

comprise a "Who's Who" of the radio industry.
There can be no doubt but that there will be a
tremendous amount of business transacted during the present week, for from all indications
dealers and jobbers from all points of the United
States will be in attendance and for many
manufacturers this is the first showing of their

new

lines.

There have been arranged an extraordinary
number of entertainment features which will be
broadcast from the Central Broadcast Studio.
About thirty stations will broadcast from this
studio with all of the feature programs being
transmitted by stations WEAF and WJZ chains.
While not directly connected with the World's
Fair, one of the outstanding features of the
week in trade circles is the Third Annual Radio
Industries
banquet, which takes place
on

as the stellar attraction.

A

program has been planwill appear, among them

ned and famous artists
Reinald Werrenrath, baritone, and Mary Lewis,
soprano.

the

been arranged a number of interesting features
which will keep the attendance up to capacity
throughout the entire week. Outstanding figures of the radio industry will be present in
person and notables of international importance
will speak to the audiences and broadcast to
listening millions.
Among those scheduled to
appear during the week are Secretary of Commerce Herbert Hoover, Governor Alfred E.
Smith and Mayor James J. Walker.

Dawes

sterling entertainment

It

program

to the

number

certain that the

is

of listeners-in

15,

1926

volume of business, cash dealings
more efficient management to cut prices.
"The average consumer sees in the purchase

of a larger

or

of a twenty-five-cent article for nineteen cents
only the saving of six cents, without inquiring
the merchant's reasons for the cut, or the ultimate effects of a practice which affects fundamentally the whole system of distribution.

"The great

difficulty

see sympathetically

to

get

sides

of

is

all

all

parties to

problem.

the

There must be a solution which, with fairness to
all, would measure up to the legislative standard of greatest good for the greatest number."

Innes Music Co. Presents
Attractive Edison Display

of -the banquet will be as great

not greater than ever listened to a radio program, for the hook-up of stations broadcasting
the event will be the largest ever made.
At
if

thirty-three

least

September

stations

will

Window Space Prepared

to Provide an AttracEdison Phonographs HomeAtmosphere Adds to Effectiveness

—

tive Setting for
like

participate.

—

Drive for the Adoption
of Price Maintenance

Wichita, Kans., September 8. The Innes
Music Co. gives careful attention to its window displays; and one recent display, of Edi-

Senator Capper to Introduce Bill at the Coming
Session of Congress

Washington, D. C, September

8.

— An organized

adoption of price maintenance
legislation will be made by manufacturers, distributors and others interested at the next session of Congress, according to Senator Arthur
Capper, of Kansas, author of a bill introduced
in the Senate last session for that purpose.
The
bill, similar to that introduced in the House by
Representative Clyde Kelly, of Pennsylvania,
on which lengthy hearings were held, failed in
drive for the

jam which marked the

the

but

can

it

is

be

believed that

brought

if

close of the session,

the various interests

together

enactment

measure

will be possible next

demand

the right of price control.

of

the

Winter.
"The manufacturer of trade-marked, advertised goods claims the merchant also buys his
name and good will, a market and waiting customers, which unadvertised goods do not have,"
declared Senator Capper, in discussing the situation.
"For these reasons the manufacturers

"The price-cutting merchant favors the
ent adjudicated position

— that

pres-

having purchased

The larger
the goods he may sell as he will.
department or chain stores may take advantage

Edison Display

Innes Music Co.

of the

son phonographs, aptly illustrates its method.
The company has spent time and money in
providing a background for the window, that
will set off artistically but without undue distraction of attention the merchandise shown.
The back and one end of the window space are
paneled in white, the rear having the similitude of a doorway with pillars and a flat arch.
At one end of the window the end adjoining
the entrance to the store the wall is a mirror; over the mirror being a valance.
In the window for the Edison display were
set three Edison instruments, the $185, the $325
and the $375 models; there being drawing-room

—
—

furniture to

make

Central

pleasant picture.

a

framed portrait of
And a few well-executed
cards are disposed about, carrying the message
that the merchant wished to emphasize.
large

display is a
Thomas A. Edison.
in

Yes, there is
in

a Difference

Talking Machine Felts

TJ OW

shall a talking machine manufacturer, who seeks the utmost
quality in turntable felts, make the right choice?
"Felt is felt," you say.
Not so! Turntable felt of different makes may
look alike, but there is a wide variance in quality.
is easy to skimp in the quality of wool.
And it is easier still to
in the felting process. The life and strength of the wool will be lost
the work be handled by any but the most skilled experts.

It

skimp
if

How,

then, shall you know.

Try

This

is

the safe and sure way:

"AMERICAN"— it's

the

What Dealers Would Do If
They Were Manufacturers
—

Milwaukee, Wis., September 4. Members of
the Northwest Radio Trade Association were
recently asked to answer the question, "If you
were a radio manufacturer, what would you
do to help the radio industry?" Among the
suggestions
others.

stand

out

"Keep down

above

the price

114 E. 13th Street,

325 So. Market Street, Chicago

New York

TEST

IT.

OUR VICTOR

Record Service
has a reputation for efficiency.

Suppose you
City

all

of

receiving sets to a reasonable figure,
"Advertise," "Simplify operation" and "Im-

the standard

AMERICAN FELT COMPANY
Boston

four

radio

—

St.,

are:

prove radio broadcasting."

Durability is inbred in American Felt Company's felts. In quality of
raw material and quality of workmanship they are unequalled. And to
insure longer service, all our felts are now protected against ravages of
moths. This is done during the process of manufacture not after.
The constantly growing preference cf talking machine manufacturers
for these good felts is the best proof of their worth!
Write our nearest office for quotations. Experienced felt men there
are ready and eager to serve you.

213 Congress

made,

They

E. F.

DROOP & SONS

CO.

WASHINGTON. D. C.
CLAY STREET. BALTIMORE. MD

1300 G. STREET.
204-6-8-10

try it

—
September

IS,
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Wide

Variety, Beauty, Quality
make

the

UNITED
LINE SUPREME
Study this page. Then send for
our complete catalogue.
Let us
show you how the United Line
backs up our claims of Beauty,
Quality and Wide Variety at the
right price.
These numbers are
only a few of a great line. Send

now

Model 602-20

For

RCA

model 20 only. List

price, $18.50.

for

No

catalogue.

Model 600
For Atwater Kent models
most 7x18 sets. 22 inches
inches

ISVi
hig-h.

30%

deep,

—long.
also

inches

List price, $22.50.

obliga-

tion.

Manufacturers

United

Cabinet

1421

Michigan Ave.

S.

Corp.

Chicago,

111.

Model 603-25

RCA

For
model 25
L,

i

s t

p r

only.
i

c e,

$22.50.

Console Radio Cabinet.

Built-in

speaker with L'tah
unit.

List

price,

iJS-i.OO.

Console Radio Cabinet.

Model 611
Radio Console Table and Battery Case.

A

mas-

Selection of
terpiece in design.
Exquisite workmanmaterial.
Built-in wood
ship and finish.
List
speaker with Utah unit.
price, $160.00.

List price, $24.00.

Suitable for Atwater

and 30

Models 20
Built-in

with Utah

Kent
only.

wood

speaker

unit.

For same

to fit 7x18 panel
order No. 641. List price,

style

$35.00.

UNITED
Cabinets
$57.50.
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Opening of Fall Season Indicated by
Activities of Pittsburgh Music Dealers
—

Talking Machine Dealers Starting Campaigns to Line Up Fall Business Optimism Toward General Outlook
Pronounced Record Demand Jobber Predicts Radio Sales Records

—

—

—

Pittsburgh, Pa., September 8. With the passing of Labor Day, there is a general movement

on part of the talking machine dealers of the
Steel City to prepare for the Fall and Winter
business.
It is an assured fact that never before in the history of the local trade has there

been so marked a feeling of optimism.
In fact a drive has been started by the progressive Victor, Edison, Brunswick, Columbia,
Sonora, Player-Tone and Starr phonograph
dealers to line up the business for the coming
season.
trade

is

Another marked feature of the local
the pronounced demand for records.
Steady Gain in Brunswick Sales

W. Markham, manager

of the Pittsburgh
Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co.,
said:
"Our business has been steadily increasing and we have been cooperating in a splendid
manner with our local dealers. The new weekly
releases of Brunswick records every Thursday
are an added feature that is a business bringer
Sales of our new
for the Brunswick dealer.
models and the Brunswick Panatrope are very
satisfactory and the outlook is decidedly bright."
C.

offices

the

of

Ideal

Phono Parts Co. Busy

C. R. Parsons Expects Big Fall
C. R. Parsons, manager of the talking machine
department of the Rosenbaum Co., Victor,
Brunswick and Sonora dealers, is preparing for

a "big Fall business."

He

states

that

the in-

from prospective customers relative to
the new Orthophonic Victrola and the Brunswick Panatrope indicate that sales of the two
instruments will be exceptionally large. Record
sales, Mr. Parsons stated, were also quite brisk.
quiries

Predicts Radio Sales Records in Fall
That the Fall business in radio sets will establish new
records is the opinion of Tray B.

Wildermuth, of the Fromar
Pa.,

local distributor of the

Co., of Harrisburg,

Atwater Kent

re-

ceiving sets. Mr. Wildermuth is not only optimistic about business but has demonstrated his

confidence in the future in the purchase of a

Atwater Kent
Mr. Wildermuth stated that the shipment was the largest single shipment of radio
solid carload of 1,450 of the latest

Paul Susselman, president of the Ideal Phono
Parts Co., distributor of the Valley Forge main
springs, the

Young China Restaurant on West
Liberty avenue, Dormont, a suburb of Pittsburgh. Patrons are very fond of this innovation
and the manager has in stock a large number
of records, classical and popular, that are played
at request of patrons.
stalled in the

Artone talking machines and the

Carryola portable phonographs, who is also
widely known to the trade in Ohio, West Virginia and western Pennsylvania, reports that
business has been keeping up in a very satisMr. Susselman is of the
factory manner.
opinion that the Fall season will be a highly
satisfactory one and that plans for the establishment of additional branch offices in several
other cities will shortly materialize.
The Ideal Phono Parts Co. is one of the
best equipped talking machine concerns in western Pennsylvania and is prepared to act quickly
on all business offered. The repair department
is one of the most complete in Pittsburgh and

models.
sets

into central

Pennsylvania.

The

sets

will

Resonata Loud Speaker
Receives Praise of Trade
Many
of

Applications for Franchises for Product
Resonata Corp. of America Received

The Resonata loud speaker, which was introduced to the trade last month by the Resonata

September

expressed the opinion that the coming Fall season would be a good one from a business stand-

A

Co.

number

of the dealers

Atwater Kent and Pooley factories
delphia recently.
Mr. Wildermuth

Manufactured by

SUCCESS BATTERY MANUFACTURERS
35 Broadway

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Phila-

new

of

sales

News

Brieflets

Bert McMurtrie, a well-known music critic of
Pittsburgh, has been appointed program director of the Pittsburgh Press-Kaufman & Baer
Co.
station.
Music lovers are pleased
with the appointment as some good music will
be broadcast this season under the direction of
Mr. McMurtrie.
Paul Holleran, aged twenty-eight years, who

WCAE

several years operated a radio shop at
Sharon, Pa., died at his home in McKeesport
for

recently after a brief illness.
He was compelled to quit business owing to continued ill
health.

John Henk, of the Columbia Music Co., reports a very satisfactory demand for the new
Viva-tonal Columbia. The Model 611 and Model
710 are good sellers and attract many prospecMr. Henk gives demonstrations
tive patrons.
daily on the Viva-tonal Columbia with the New

Process Columbia records.

He

is

of the opinion

October and November will be exceptionally good months for the phonograph business.
Volkwein Bros, have opened an extensive
radio department on the third floor of their
music house. A full line of Atwater Kent radios
and the American Bosch radio line are handled.
that

of the

company with headquarters

New

at 90

West

Mr. Young is well
known in talking machine and radio circles in
the East, having represented the Sonora Phonograph Co. in the New Jersey territory some
years ago and following that connection he was
New England representative of the Music
Master Corp.
For the past six or seven months Mr. Young
was New England district manager for GrigsbyGrunow-Hinds Co., and his success in this field
was so pronounced that his promotion to direct

Broadway,

York.

company

in all the

Eastern

Philadelphia, Pa., September 8.
Milne and
Walter Eckhardt, sons of Walter L. Eckhardt,
well-known talking machine and radio executive, returned from Europe during August and

of

For the Better Merchant
High-grade Dry Cell CERTIFIED B. & C. Batteries and Dry Cell B. & C. Success Batteries

in
is

—

KDKA

whether the prospect will be for or against
By no means employ poor loud speakers
on good sets, use the best, for when all is considered, the prospect is about to make an investment and he expects to use the radio for a
long time."
Panatrope Entertains Diners
A new Brunswick Panatrope has been installed in the Donohoe Cafeteria, one of the
largest restaurants in the country, which handles
over 5,000 persons daily. The Panatrope is an
added feature, as an orchestra plays daily from
11 a. m. to 2 p. m. and from 6 to 8 p. m. The
Panatrope is used when the orchestra is silent
and excellent results have been obtained.
Patrons expressed keen delight over the splendid music furnished by means of the Brunswick
records and the Panatrope.
A new Brunswick console model has been in-

of

the
records will be established in Atwater Kent radio sets this Fall and
Winter.

opinion that

Talks on Radio Demonstrating
Victor Saudek, musical director of the
station, addressed a recent meeting of the Pittsburgh Radio Council in the Pittsburgh Chamber

you.

were guests

Mr. Wildermuth on an inspection tour of the

Milne and Walter Eckhardt
Return From European Trip

point.

Commerce. He emphasized the making of
radio demonstrations for prospective patrons
under ideal conditions, "not haphazard ones."
He said: "The first demonstration will decide

1926

be distributed among the many dealers in central Pennsylvania who work under the Fromar

the activities of the
territory followed.

functions entirely for the service of the dealer.
Fred C. Schuyler, general sales manager, also,

15,

Resonata Loud Speaker
Corp. of America, has met with considerable
success.
A number of dealers have already
taken on the line and a number of additional
inquirie.s relative to the franchise have been received at the headquarters of the company.
as may be seen from the accompanying illustration, is entirely different in appearance from the familiar type of loud speaker
and also differs in the principle of amplification.
It
has been designed with a comparatively
small resonance chamber, which has been compared to the human mouth and head cavities,
and has a small aperture no larger than a
human mouth. Through a reflex method of
amplification the sound may be amplified.
This new loud speaker will make its initial
appearance before the general public at the
Radio World's Fair in New York City.

The Resonata,

H. E. Young Eastern Sales
Mgr. Grigsby-Grunow-Hinds
Fred D. Williams, director of sales of the
Grigsby-Grunow-Hinds Co., Chicago, 111., manufacturer of radio, automotive and electrical
equipment, recently announced the appointment
of Herbert E. Young as Eastern sales manager

immediately delved into the many details surrounding the presentation of the new products
in which they and their father are interested.

Although exact details are veiled in secrecy
is freely rumored that the Eckhardts will present a complete radio set and speaker. Walter
L. Eckhardt arrived home in time for the radio
show and it is planned to give a private showit

ing of the

B. B.

new products during

the

show week.

Konheim With Plaza

Konheim, formerly associated with Cole
Dunas, the well-known distributors of Chicago, recently joined the sales staff of the Plaza
Music Co., representing that organization in the
Middle West, making his headquarters in Chicago. Mr. Konheim will handle the Plaza Co.'s
complete line, which includes, besides its portable talking machines and Fine Arts cone
speaker, its complete line of records, radio sets,
cabinets and accessories for the music store.
B. B.

&

COTTON FLOCKS
Air floated,

all

injarioui foreiga matter eliminated
for

Record and Radio Manafactaring

THE PECKHAM MFG. CO

238 South Street
Newark. N. J.

September

15,
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Invested $25,000.00
IN

Okeh

Odeon Records

and

At This Time
The phonograph and
to stay.

This season

back
be a profitable one

record business
will

is

for the live dealer.

We know the sale of Okeh and Odeon Records
will

make money

for our dealers

satisfactory return

and give us a

on our investment.

Okeh and Odeon Records make
best

music

available

for

the world's

everybody.

The

imported from Europe and the
recordings made in the United States include
a complete list of classic and popular numbers
in all languages and for all races.
recordings

DEALERS
The Ideal

Phono-Parts Company of Pittsburgh
has consolidated with the Buel-Lyons Company of Cleveland and will serve you from
either address given below. This consolidation means a large force of salesmen travelling
our territory. It assures you of superior and

prompt

service.

Write for our Dealer Proposition

IDEAL PHONO'PARTS COMPANY, Inc.
614-16'18 Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.

1231 Superior Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio

Factory Distributors

Valley Forge

Main

Carryola Portables

Springs and Parts

Artone Phonographs

New

Principle Reproducers

—

!
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the microphone

Atwater Kent Announces

New

Series of Concerts

Fall and

Rosa Ponselle
Through an
politan Opera
fected by any

Winter

Announcement was made

week by A. AtAtwater Kent Mfg.
this

water Kent, head of the
Co., who sponsored such a notable series of
radio broadcast concerts by great artists last
season, and then followed the series with
weekly concerts right through the Summer, that
starting on Sunday evening, October 3, he will
begin the broadcasting of a new series of weekly
programs by nationally famous grand opera and
concert

To
^

cert

judge from the

list

of operatic

announced for the new

coming concerts may be expected

the

to equal

and

Co.

of a

outside

sort never before efagency, Mr. Kent has

The new

series of

Atwater Kent programs

will

be on the air each Sunday evening from 9.15 to
They will be
10.15 Eastern Standard Time.
broadcast through a hookup of fifteen stations
as follows: WEAF. New York; WJAR, ProviWEEI, Boston; WSAI, Cincinnati;
dence;
WRC, Washington; WCCO, Minneapolis-St.
Paul; WEAR, Cleveland; WLIB, Chicago; WFI

perhaps eclipse those of last Winter. Among
the artists scheduled for early appearance before

For

Speakers and Talking Machines

RADIO MICA

American Mica Works
47 West Street
and

WOO,

WGR,

Worcester; KSD,

Meetings of Fada distributors and dealers in
Western centers occupied the attention of Louis J. Chatten, sales manager of
F. A. D. Andrea, Inc., on a recent trip.
The
first session was at Detroit under the direction

Cummings

of

Bros.,

In

St.

Louis, Beck

held

Sterling Radio Care-takers

New

added source of

profit!

and Inspectors
home

the

way

it

should

These items are more than mere merchandise. They take the responsibilities
They keep customers satisof the manufacturer's set off your shoulders.
retain good-will. See }-our distributor, or write for further facts.

THE STERLING MFG.

CO.

Fada

Co.,

For owners of

6-volt

"A"
and

storage

"A"

batteries,

this

new

Is well insulated and noiseless.
No. R-101 for 110-volt, 50-60 cycle A.C., only not inch bulb,
List Price $10 00

Sterling

List Price $14.00

"Metered" Tube Reactivator

tubes, including 300-A detectors and No. 171 amplifiers,
having thoriated filaments. One of the distinct advantages of the Sterling
Reactivator is its emission meter, which enables the user to determine instantly by test whether a tube needs reactivation, and also to what degree
Adapter for small
the filament emission has been restored by the process.

For large and small

CX

tubes

R.403— IlO-volt,
R-403— 110-volt.

Sterling

included.
50-60 cycle
25-40 cycle

List Price $12.50
List Price $14.00

"Midget" Reactivator No. R-225

The
priced, yet effective instrument.
R-225 has all the advantages offered by any rethoriating device not meter
in
slots
each
of
two
feature
unique
the
has
equipped and. in addition,
one for flashing the tube and the other for aging it.
socket
List Price $3.75
R-225 Reactivator
set

owner who wants a low

—

its

salesmen,

was held
Fada 8 was

Pooley Cabinets Are
Popular With Trade

art

of

radio

emplified in the

Sterling

times.

ampere Tungar bulb

of

dealers

cabinet

new

9.

making

— Progress
is

well

line of radio cabinets

Gabaniss With Frank

continuous cliarger offers the utmost in convenience, safety and efficiency.
Botli charging and receiving are controlled from a combination switch in
Reliable charging rates of 2/3 ampere on 6-volt battery
the trickle unit.
and Vz ampere on 4-volt battery insure an adequate "A" current supply at

1

of

in

ex-

made

by the Pooley Co., Inc., of this city. A notable
departure from the familiar style of radio cabinet is to be found in the Pooley Model 2030 R-2,
more familiarly known as the armchair model.
This attractive compact radio cabinet includes
an Atwater Kent receiving set, built-in Pooley
speaker, battery compartment and a small
drawer for tools, etc. It can be conveniently
drawn up to the side of the armchair and operated.
This new model is proving one of the
most popular in the new Pooley line.

Battery Trickle Charger

4-volt

rally

Corbitt Co., Fada

P. S. Weil and G. B.

Cleveland, Ohio
Sterling

a

&

meeting

Philadelphia, Pa., September
the

permit the set-owner to do his own "servicing" in the
be done simply, quickly and effectively

For the

was

the Coronada Hotel.
The
demonstrated at a luncheon.
A visit to the Chicago branch of F. A. D.
Andrea, Inc., concluded Mr. Chatten's trip.

cessful merchandising.
Sell that service zuifh the set or, separately, as an

a

at

not enough profit in radio, or any business, to include your own
Yet, service is vital to sucfree service-time with the sale of the product.

and

It

ers, who listened to Mr. Chatten explain the
merchandising policies of the Fada organiza-

is

UX

distributors.

At Indianapolis, the Gibson

line.

yottVesold Service!

With

Fada

distributor, arranged a large gathering of deal-

ver
mpleted

all

St.

Davenport;
Louis and WWJ,

three Middle

following which

They

WOC,

Fada Sales Manager Attends
Mid-West Dealer Meetings

distributor,

fied.

Buffalo;

Detroit.

tion.

There

WCAE,

alternating, at Philadelphia;

Pittsburgh;

WTAG,

New York

attended by more than seventy-five dealers,
who enjoyed the complete review of the Fada

A Sale is
vniil

1926

15,

MICA DIAPHRAGMS
Loud

Metro-

secured
on the services of the artists of
that great organization for radio appearances.
This connection will enable him to put on the
air in the course of the new series a number
of artists not hertofore available for broadcasting because of their opera contracts.

and con-

series,

and Charles Hackett.
arrangement with the

the call

artists.

stars

Lucrezia

Alda,

Mme. Schumann-Heink, Frieda Hempel,
Josef Hofmann, Edward Johnson, Albert Spalding, Maria Kurenko,
Louise Homer, Reinald
Werrenrath, Margaret Matzenauer, Mary Lewis,
Bori,

President of Atwater Kent Mfg. Co. to Sponsor
Weekly Broadcasting by Famous Artists

Through

Frances

are:

September

Paul

S.

Weil and

&

C. B. Cabaniss, well

Go.
known

the advertising end of the radio industry,
have announced their association with Albert
in

Frank & Co., a New York advertising agency.
Mr. Weil was formerly manager of the radio
department of Frank Kiernan & Co., advertising agency of New York, and Mr. Cabaniss

was associated with him there.
Hugh M. Smith, who has specialized in the
electrical and radio fields for many years, has
been appointed manager of the radio department of Frank Kiernan & Co.

Adolph Friedman Represents
H. H. Eby Go. in New York
The H. H. Eby Mfg. Co., of Philadelphia, Pa.,
maker of the Eby "Quality" binding posts, has
opened New York offices under the direction of
Adolph Friedman, at 250 Park avenue. New
York City. Mr. Friedman was, for years, con-

Equipment

nected with the J. H. Bunnell Co. and the
Hartzell Sales Co. and has a large acquaintance
Mr. Friedman also represents
in radio circles.
the Kurz-Kasch line of dials, knobs, rheostats,
potentiometers, etc., who have an office at the
same address. John B. Sanborn, district manager of the Kurz-Kasch Co., is also making his
headquarters at these offices.

September

15,
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The

MARWOL
1926

Marwol Six Tube

Set

With

Built in

"B"

Eliminator
This

New Marwol

six tube receiver employs
coupled amplification.
Needs no
"B" Batteries. It is equipped with a built-in

MODELS

resistance

"B" battery

eliminator, free

from

hum and

de-

signed to give permanent plate current to all
tubes. Installed in a genuine mahogany cabinet artistically designed.
Two tuning dials

and one potentiometer

control.

List Price

$70.00
These models are now

in produc-

Into each of them have
been incorporated the latest electrical, engineering and construction.

tion principles, to insure sets of

outstanding efficiency free from

which
would cause headaches on the
all

possibility

of

trouble

part of Jobber or Dealer.

AND NOW
Marwol

Marwol 6-Tube Receiver
This model is the same as the $70.00 model,
but is not equipped with the built-in "B" battery eliminator.

Circuit,

cabinet except for size,

is

method

of

tuning,

identical.

will shortly place in pro-

duction two kits complete in every
respect, ready for wiring. These
kits, one a five-tube tuned radio
frequency, the second a six-tube
resistance coupled kit will be presented in the September issue of
this publication.

List Price

$50.00

Marwol Radio Corp.
546 Broadway

New

York City
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Two

An

Exclusive Franchise

With Four Hour Delivery Service
Will Be

Granted

to

Reliable Radio
City

Dealer in

Your

To Handle High-Grade
Nationally Advertised Radio Products
your opportunity to put your business on a sound,
profitable basis by selling Radio Products having a n.inimum
sales resistance because the
demand has been created by
nation-wide publicity.
rite us for Catalog 91-D jiiving full
information of our profitable plan for handling BRFMERThis

is

SHERWOOD BROOKS, BALKITE, ALL

TULLY, LIBERTY,

TUNGAR.

AMERICAN,
UTAH, R. C.

TUBES,

protection.

quicli

G.
A.
Big,

E.

etc.,
profits.

THOROLA.

MAJESTIC.

tor your city with full dealer

Act

New England

now.

Mills Co.

Wholesale Distributors of High-grade Nationally
Advertised Radio Products
Dept.

K.

91-D

835

Washington

Blvd.,

Chicaco.

loud speakers and twelve pair of head sets

were carried by the Byrd
Arctic Expedition, and Lieut. Commander Byrd
states that they functioned admirably, although
subjected to the most unfavorable conditions
to be met in fog, storm and extremely low
of the

III.

E.

M. Smith

J.

Gould Storage Battery Co., Inc., New York
City, and it is announced that, pending the election of a successor by the board, K. M. Smith,
formerly assistant to president, has been appointed vice-president in charge of operations
and sales. Mr. Smith is not only an executive
of remarkable ability, but has been with the
Gould organization for many years. He at one
time directed the sales policies of the organization and later as assistant to president had at
his finger tips every detail of this great organAccordingly, upon Mr. Gould's retireization.

spirit

distributors of the

facturers

—

Cleveland, O., September 7. Irving S. Leon,
for several years connected with the Columbia

and more recently manager
machine and radio department of
the Robert L. White Music Co., of this city,
has been appointed western Ohio representative

Phonograph

Co.,

of the talking

handling dealer
appointments for the Atwater Kent and Pooley
lines as well as for the accessories handled by
the Cleveland Ignition Co.
of the Cleveland Ignition

Co.,

Brandes Products Praised
by Lieut. Gomm. R. E. Byrd

in

Commander

Trinity

line.

The
where manu-

a chat with a representative of

remains that
compelled to contract for parts
they may find themselves again forced to turn
their overproduction into cash at the tail-end
The trade realizes that back
of the season.
of the Trinity line is one of the largest radio
parts plants in the industry, making everything
which enters into the construction of the set.
The Trinity line, therefore, is independent of
outside sources of supplies, excepting raw materials, and we cannot overproduce."
"the

fact

are

Van Veen &

Go.

Make Two

Music Store

Installations

Two

extensive installations of equipment in
the warerooms of talking machine dealers in
the metropolitan territory were made during
the month by Van Veen & Co., New York
City.
Leon Tobias, secretary of the company,

warerooms

of Pagani

&

Bro.,

a severe test for loud speakers and
head sets, was recently made public by Federal-Brandes, Inc., New York, manufacturer of

289 Bleecker street, a complete new store front
has been installed, which includes an exterior
of two show windows and impressive interior
lobby twenty-five by fifteen feet.Extensive equipment is also being installed
at the Levitan Victrola Shop at Brook avenue

Kolster radio and Brandes reproducing devices.

and 138th

the

letter

from

man

first

Lieut.

to

fly

R. E. Byrd,
over the North Pole, in

which he describes what

is

considered in radio

circles as

H. L.

COOMBS,

47 W. 42ad

Street,

Inc.

N. Y.

Radio Cabinets
Stock models or designed
to

meet your

specifications

Factories;

QUINCY,

GRAND

street.

Golumbia Dealers Tie Up
With Artists' Appearance
Buffalo, N.
fornia

DIRECT FACTORY
REPRESENTATIVES

Y.,

September

Ramblers played

at

8.

— When

the Cali-

the Lafayette The-

LOUISVILLE, KY.,

PLYMOUTH, WIS.,
WAUKESHA, WIS.

per

line.

application.

REPRESENTATIVE WANTED
Prominent manufacturer, with factories in Europe, has
excellent proposition for American representative who
can merchandise adequately a complete line of

Phonograph Motors
Sound Boxes
Accessories

Address with full details in care of "Box 1578,"
Talking Machine World, 383 Madison Ave., New
York, N. Y.

PHONOGRAPHS
Open

buy job

phonographs. Styles or finishes
is main factor.
In selling
these machines manufacturer's name can or cannot
be used as desired by seller.
Write stating full particulars F. S., 314 Calyer Street, Brooklyn, N. Y.
not

to

particular

lots of

as

price

WANTED—A

radio salesman for Central
Also country salesman. We
carry the Atwater Kent and RCA lines, and are
a well-established house.
Give age, experience
and references. Address "Box 1575/' care of
The Talking Machine World, 383 Madison Ave.,
California

city.

New York

City.

POSITION

WANTED—As

ing machine department

Columbia dealers took
advantage of the opportunity of this exclusive
Columbia dance orchestra's appearance in their
midst and co-operated with the theatre in running a smashing three-quarter-page advertisement in the Buffalo Evening Times.
The California Ramblers also played an engagement at The Homestead, a roadhouse near
Buffalo.
Ukulele Max, a live-wire Columbia
dealer of Buffalo, put on a public demonstration
of the new Viva-tonal Columbia phonograph
between dances.

manager

Thoroughly familiar with

man.

of talk-

or instrument

sound-reproducing instruments.

Can furnish

sales-

makes of
Twelve years'
all

first-class ref-

Address "Box 1577," care of The Talking Machine World, 383 Madison Ave., New

erences.

York

City.

WANTED— Young

POSITION
sires

position

as

manager

of

married man, 28, dephonograph, radio store.

in business; now managing large New York
Knows phonograph and radio business thoroughly.
Not afraid of work.
Best of references.
Address "Box
1576," care of The Talking Machine World, 383 Madison
Ave., New York City.

Eleven years
store.

Atwater Kent Distributors
Gonvene in St. Louis
St. Louis, Mo., September 9.— The Brown &
Hall Supply Co., of this city, Atwater Kent distributor, held an Atwater Kent dealers' convention on Thursday, August 26.
Some 300

dealers from Missouri and southern Illinois attended the business sessions during the day and
the banquet and entertainment in the evening.
Officials from the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co. and
the Pooley Co., Inc., were present and the various sessions were in charge of N. S. Brown,
president of the Brown & Hall Supply Co.

atre in this city recently,

ILL.,

RAPIDS, MICH.,

Additional space will be at the rate of 25c per line.
type is desired the cost of same will be 25c
Rates for all other classes of advertising on

cost.

If bold-faced

practical experience.

reports that at the

A

new

"While manufacturers are assuring the dealer
against dumping and price cutting," said Mr.

man

Irving S. Leon Now With
the Gleveland Ignition Go.

of the

establishing contact with the recently appoirtted

Totten
World,

to take full charge of

sections

all

Beacon receivers, upon his return recently from
an extensive business trip. Mr. Totten covered nineteen cities from the Atlantic to the
Rockies and from the Great Lakes to the Gulf,

ment, as president, Mr. Smith

was the logical
operations and sales.

of optimism in

1926

Any member of the trade may forward to this office a
"Situation" advertisement intended for this Department to
occupy a space of four lines, agate measure, and it will
be inserted free.
Replies will also be forwarded without

Totten, Beacon Sales

country as to the outlook for radio business
during the coming season was reported by E.
J. Totten, sales manager of the Beacon Radio
Mfg. Co., Brooklyn, N. Y., maker of Trinity

15,

World^s Classifie d Advertising

Manager, Back From Trip
A

Gould has resigned as president of the

S.

line

temperature.
The experience of Commander Byrd with
the Brandes speakers upholds the judgment of
Dr. Frederick A. Kolster, who has had the
cone type of speaker built into the Kolster
console type sets and has specified their use
with the Kolster table models.

Directs Sales
of Gould Storage Battery Go.
W.

Brandes

September

SF>RI ISJGS
VICTOR
l%''x.022x17', bent each end
li4"x.022x1.S' fi" marine ends
lVi"x.n22x17' bent arbor
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made automobile lighting systems as well.
"One day he discovered that his factory had

he

Great Business

Was

Enterprise

Built

An

Intense Love for Things Electrical on the
Part of A. Atwater Kent Resulted in the
Building of a Great Business

Most

of the

great commercial enterprises in

this country have been the outgrowth in development of an underlying cause that in itself
is comparatively small, but through intense application has grown. The magnetic batteries
belonging to his father, a physician, first made
electricity fascinating to A. Atwater Kent, president of the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, according to a writer in the Youth's Com-

received an order for 10,000 headphones and for
almost equal quantities of other gadgets used in

new

this

radio toy.

"When

the radio storm first broke Mr. Kent
desk one day and went downtown and
bought a mass of parts. Then he called one of
his

left

his

and the two of them began to
new art just as millions of boys
by trying. In the attic of the Kent

best men,

master this
were doing

—

—

to

judge

and
simplicity.
James K. O'Dea, talking machine
dealer who operates a store in Paterson and
i.e.,

effectiveness, cost

has evolved a collection plan that
satisfactorily meets these requirements.
This retail concern does a tremendously large
instalment business and has approximately, under normal conditions, 2,000 accounts on its
Passaic, N.

representing in the neighborhood of
outstanding.
Repossessions are kept
down below 5 per cent, in spite of the fact
that the bulk of sales are among mill workers
who depend entirely on their not too large
salaries to meet expenses. Very often there are
slack periods in the factories and strikes, cutting off the source of income of these people and
making the collection problem one of unusual
books,

Three

A. Atwater Kent

"He

didn't

choose a profession: he just kept
finally

made

his

a gigantic

business out of them."
His love of things electrical resulted in his
study of electrical engineering at Worcester
Polytechnic Institute, his later employment in
a motors factory, and his employment as salesman for an electrical house.

The factory that developed from one small
room to the building now covering more than
acres and which "without sprinting or
hurrying" turns out a radio set or a speaker
every two seconds started as follows:
"In his first 'factory,' which was a secondfloor room in Philadelphia, Mr. Kent manufactured the small telephones that are used in
talking from one part of a building to another.
In three years his business quadrupled, and he
moved into a 'six-room factory.' And there he
was having proved himself in engineering, in
manufacturing and in selling when the automobile began to be an expensive new toy.
So he
made automobile timers and ignition systems.
Ten years after he started in business for himself he moved into a new plant where he had
125 men working for him.
In this factory

brief

accomplish

letters

are

sent

These are form

delinquents.

desired

the

money due and emphasize

at

intervals

letters,

result

— bring

to the

This

to

but they
the

in

customer the

need for meeting payments when due.
ters are reproduced below:

Dear

The

let-

fifteen

—

—

New Company,
nent Radio

Designed to Establish Perma-

Broadcasting,

WEAF

Will Take

Over

as Nucleus for Chain

The Radio Corp.
week the formation

of

America announced

this

of the National Broadcast-

ing Co., Inc., as a solution of the problem of
national
and permanent radio

establishing

The announcement was made by
Young and General James G. Har-

broadcasting.

Owen

D.

board, chairman of the board and president, respectively, of the Radio Corp.
The new company will take over on or about
November 15 Station WEAF, New York, formerly owned by the American Telephone &

Vd LOST ALL.

new

eight acres, and which has almost doubled in

Have Proved

Money Due

you are not making your payments on the Vicu ola according to the lease you signed at the
time of purchase.

Kindly

Dear

A

call in

and let me know the reason.
Yours truly.

,

I wrote you in reference
your payments which you have allowed to run
behind, and I have not heard from you since.
The terms are very easy, and I must insist that
you pay regularly, and try and make up the
arrears.
I do not wish to be unjust, and you
can readily see that I have been lenient with
you, but I must insist that your payments are
made according to the terms of your lease.
Hoping to hear from you at once in regard

short time ago

to

to

this

matter,

I

remain.

Yours

truly,

,

As you do not make payments on

the Vic-

do not call at the store to tell us the
reason why, you do not pay, or answer our letters, we have come to the conclusion you do not
want the machine, so if you do not make a substantial payment at once we shall call for the
trola,

Yours

your attention to the fact that

to call

National Broadcasting Co.
Organized by Radio Corp.

Station

time to a

machine.

,

is

— this

size since."

Dear

difficulty.

boyhood playthings and

moved again

Germantown, which covered more than

plant in

J.,

$70,000

of a hobby.

it.

"In 1924 he

Operates Two Fine Retail Stores and Does a Tremendously Large BusiFinds the Letters Reproduced Below Effective in Collecting

There are three standards by which

work out

facture

Who

a collection system,

a life

they tinkered until they had something
they could hear with.
After that they tinkered for months longer. In 1922 A. Atwater
Kent began making parts, but it was 1923 before he had designed a set he thought good
enough and had organized his plant to manu-

Their Value in Securing the
ness,

He made

home

Collection Letters That
James K. O'Dea,

panion.

147

truly.

Telegraph Co., as the nucleus of a national
broadcasting service.
The new company will
endeavor to present the best programs possible
and these programs will be made available to
other broadcasting stations throughout the
country, should they desire to take them. The
public advisory committee, representing various shades of public opinion, will be organized
by the company to pass on program material,
and the response of the public to the programs
will be also accepted by the company as a guide.
M. H. Aylesworth, recently managing director
of the National Electric Light Association, will
be president of the new company, and George
F. McClelland, vice-president and general manager.

Blandin Phonograph Co., Racine, Wis., has
been registered in New York State.

9m
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SPECIAL

September

Stevens

•

15,

1926

&

Co. Appoint Many
Sales Representatives
(

The Country Well Covered, According
nouncement by
World's Fair

With
J.

J.

B. Price

— Business

— Exhibit

to

at

An-

Radio

Outlook Excellent

the statement that "business

is
good,"
Stevens & Co.,
York, manufacturers of Stevens Conoidal

Price,

B.

New

manager

sales

of

speakers, announced the appointment of the fol-

lowing sales representatives:
New England, Schack & Co., Boston; New
York State, Byron Elmore, with headquarters
at Buffalo; Michigan and Ohio, Clark & Baehr,
Cleveland; the South, Tennessee Engineering
Sales Co., Knoxville, Tenn.; Pennsylvania, Dela-

Maryland and Washington, Gray Sales

ware,

Hundred Dollars

Cash Prizes
he Divided Among Winners of
Window Display Contest on

Five

in

to

DOROTHY LEES
FAMOUS SON QS
CONTEST BEGINS AT ONCE AND ENDS ON DECEMBER

15th

An open invitation is extended to every dealer in sheet music, records or player rolls
compete in a country-wide window display contest featuring songs by America's beloved composer, Dorothy Lee.

to

The

songs selected for the contest include two of this composer's most famous suc-

cesses— "ONE

and "OUT OF THE DUSK TO YOU."
and have spread the fame of Dorothy Lee.

FLEETING HOUR"

become miiversal

favorites

Both have

nois and northern Indiana,

HEART

The third song is "IN THE
OF THE HILLS," a beautiful new gem by this
inspired composer.
Words, melody and title form an ideal combination that will perpetuate the song in the hearts of all music lovers.
Now, about the

The

display

contest

may

—

include

all

three songs, "IN

THE HEART OF THE

OF THE DUSK TO YOU" and "ONE FLEETING HOUR,"
THE HEART OF THE HILLS."
It is

only necessary to use the

to contestants

and are now

title

or only the

HILLS,"

new

"OUT

ballad,

"IN

pages and display signs which will be supplied

available.

Dealers in Sheet Music, or Records, or Player Rolls

Leslie Stevens
Co. of Philadelphia; Wisconsin, Minnesota,

may compete.

Three non-interested judges will select the winners; they are, Mr. V. D. Walsh, of
the Music Trade Review, Mr. B. W. McClelland, of the Music Trades, and Mr. Adrian
F. Boylston, of the Music Trade News.
All have been in touch with the music trade
over a period of years and are, therefore, competent to act justly in their awards. Displays will be judged on the basis of artistic and effective arrangement.

W.

headquarters at Chicago; Pacific Coast, AtlanticPacific Agencies Corp., San Francisco. New
York is covered from the offices of Stevens & Co.
Mr. Price also announced that the Stevens
organization is developing many new ideas in
acoustical devices, some of which will not be
ready until next season, but several new models,
which have not yet been presented to the trade,
are scheduled for display at the Stevens booth
at the Radio World's Fair in Madison Square
Garden. While Stevens & Co. have manufactured loud speakers for other concerns for the
past four years, Mr. Price pointed out that this
is the first year that the organization has marketed its product through jobber-dealer channels.
Officials of Stevens & Co. are much gratified
by the flood of congratulatory messages which

now open and photographs will be accepted until December 15, 1926.
Photographs should be addressed to Sam Fox Publishing Co., The Arcade, Cleveland,

have poured into the executive

Ohio, attention of Dorothy Lee Contest Manager.

erations.

The

contest

is

The following valuable prizes will be awarded winners:
First Prize— $200; Second Prize— $100; Third Prize— $75; Fourth Prize— $50;

—

—

Fifth

Prize $25; Sixth, Seventh, Eighth, Ninth and Tenth Prizes $10, each. A grand total
of Five Hundred Dollars in prizes.
Every effort will be made to select the winners so
they will receive checks by Christmas.

DONT DELAY YOUR DISPLAY— GET
Send for

free title pages

and

attractive

IT IN

window cards

SAM FOX PUBLISHING
CLEVELAND, OHIO
The Arcade

EARLY

NEW

YORK, N. Y.
158''160 West 45th St.

upon com-

Stevens

&

Co.

was organized

in July,

Leslie Stevens, president of the companj^,

experimented with Burtex, the material now
used as a seamless diaphragm in the Stevens
speakers, for

many

years before radio became

A

long period was also devoted by him
to general research work on radio reproducers.
The official personnel of the company follows: Leslie Stevens, president and treasurer;
popular.

Ross
chairman
of the board of directors and sales manager.

E.
Stevens,
Clifford
Stevens, secretary, and

E.

CO.

offices

pletion of fifty years of successful business op1876.

Displays will be judged for their Originality, Attractiveness and Selling Value.

Illi-

R. Johnson, with

W.

vice-president;

J.

B.

Price,

Guttenberger at

Home

E. W. Guttenberger, manager of the New
York Wholesale Division of the Columbia
Phonograph Co., Inc., who was operated on for
appendicitis about a month ago, has recovered

from the operation and

entirely

home.
the

He

first

.

is
resting at
expects to return to his duties about

of next week.

September

15,
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any of

Elementary and High Schools Provide
Growing Movement

of Educational Institutions to Have Musical Representation Offers Unusual
Opportunities for Dealers to Profit Musical Authority Gives Interesting Facts

As

this issue of

—

The World reaches

its

readers

the great school system of the country will re-

sume

its

functions after the

Summer

holidays.

Elementary, preparatory and the higher

insti-

throw open their doors
and classrooms will resume the buzz of activity
that attends the process of the youth of the natutions of learning will

Coincident with the
classroom routine, school activities
than those connected with text-books will
and it is this phase that should interest

tion being educated.
lar

some form

month, so that no
child misses more than one lesson a month in
any school subject. The majority of schools
give lessons for one hour before school in the
morning and for two hours after school in the

weeks

successive

in

the

evening.

An Army

of Potential

begin

music

States.

Here

is

an army of children waiting to
circles of music

be initiated into the magic
lovers and music makers."

but the greatest advantage rests with the musical merchandise and
band instrument dealer, for practically every
section has its school band or orchestra or both,
and the faculty of those schools which are not

extracts were taken

There

is

talking machines,

of

etc.,

,

so represented realize the advantage of having
If a music dealer can
such representations.
show how a musical organization can be started

without too much of an initial layout, and if it
can be shown that in addition to the dealer's
co-operation other merchants and civic associations will lend a hand, the school authorities,
in nine cases out of ten, will co-operate willingly.

Some

Interesting Statistics

few statistics gleaned from a recent talk
by a prominent musical authority should prove
interesting to dealers.

He

says:

While
that

from which the foregoing
was made toward the end
school boards and educational institutions

"Fifteen mil-

American school children heretofore have
been without any music instruction whatsoever!
Will they respond to the chance when it comes?
The tremendous enthusiasm of boys and girls
for the harmonica revival proves that they will
respond. The marvelous growth of high school
bands and orchestras, in spite of the limited
lion

the address

include instruction in the playing of musical in-

struments, the facts are applicable to the question in hand, namely that of inducing dealers
to co-operate with schools in the organization
of musical aggregations, either bands or or-

pleted.

Business and civic associations would be almost certain to lend the financial assistance that
would be necessary. For as D. L. Whittle,

music dealer, recently stated in an article in The
"Rare indeed is the local merchant who

World;
band
it

is

That some of the practices advocated in this
talk might not prove possible should not act as
For instance, it would be difficult
a deterrent.
in many localities to induce the school boards to
allow time off from the regular studies for muNor would this step be necessical instruction.
dealer can secure the co-operation
school faculty to the extent that they
would secure the names and addresses of those
children who play or who are studying the playing of a musical instrument and the names of
those who desire instruction, and allow the use
of the school hall for meetings and as a study
hall in hours that would not interfere with the
school routine, the first big step would be comIf the

of the

pleted.

Should

not cheerfully and freely support a brass
knows that every dollar he puts into
returned many times over."

— he

Now
With

it

happen that neither the dealer nor

Is the

Time

Get Busy

to

the end of the vacation period the time

ripe for the music dealer to start this work of
building sales for the present and future. The
children returning from several months of comis

plete

play and recreation will find the school
monotonous and will eagerly

routine dull and

welcome some form
interested

in

of

and once
band or orchestra

relaxation,

playing in a

they will not relax interest.
The foresighted
dealer will see his opportunity and grasp it.

Returns

chestras.

sary.

A

by pupils after the free instructions are com-

there

co-operation
with schools possible in the exploitation of every
class and type of musical instruments, pianos,
dealers.

and those who have not finished their studies, arrangements could be made
with instructors so that a series of free instruction lessons would be given with each purchase
of a musical instrument, and a nominal fee paid

will

Buyers
Census

of 1922,
"According to the School
were 25,000,000 children enrolled in the
public and parochial schools of the United

reguother

his staff are in a position to give instruc-

tion to beginners

Band Instrument Dealers

Field for

149

From European Trip
—

4.
Harry Parsons,
merchandise department of Sher-

Portland, Ore., September
of the musical

man, Clay & Co., of this city, recently returned
from a three months' tour of Europe.
En
route home he stopped at the factory of the
H. N. White Co., Cleveland, O., manufacturer
of King band instruments.
He was entertained
by Richard White. The Sherman Clay stores
handle the King line of instruments.

The Chamber
lending

of

Commerce

of Cuba, N. Y.,

assistance in the organization of
a band among the young people of the village.
is

its

Harry Williams, band and orchestra leader, is
the prime mover in the formation of this upState band.

chance to learn to play these instruments, has
shown the attitude of our boys and girls toward music. For, with some notable exceptions,
these bands and orchestras have been recruited
by pupils whose parents had first engaged
The chilprivate teachers to instruct them.
dren who could not afford to pay this cost have
simply been left out.
"But now, sympathetic and far-sighted men
are opening the door of musical opportunity to
This became possible when we
all children.
proved that 'music-making' could be learned in
classes at school just as all other skills are acThe Detroit schools, for some years,

quired.

taught practically all of the band and
instruments to children, in classes,
at public expense.
Free Musical Instrument Instruction
"In some cities, musical instrument instruction is as free as teaching in all the other subHowever, most schools are conducting
jects.
these instrumental classes on a self-supporting
basis.
The teaching does not cost the school
board or the public funds a penny. The chil-

have

The Oldest and

orchestra

dren pay the tuition costs.

Thus, when twenty

children in one class pay fifteen cents per lesson, the teacher can be paid three dollars per
hour. In the various cities, these lesson fees de-

pend upon the number of children in a class
and the sum per hour paid the teacher. This
means that each child pays from ten cents to
fifty

cents

per

week

for

his

class

lessons

in

school.
cities give these lessons during school
changing the hour for each group for

"Some
hours,

Largest Musical
Merchandise House
IN

America

Exclusively Wholesale
ESTABLISHED 1834

C.BRViVO

6r SOiVjNC.
351-53 FovRTHAYE.NEffYoRK City
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THE WORLD'S BESJ:;^£j^St
How

is

M.

HOHNER,

your Hohner Harmonica stock? Is it enough
to take care of the Fall demand which is being created
by extensive Hohner publicity.
114-116 East 16th Street
New York Citr

Inc.

HOHNER, PRODUCTS RWARDED FIRST PRIZE AT THE PRNRMR
PRCIFIC INTBRNATIONnL EXPOSITION SnN FRRNCISCO 1 915"

Chicago Merchandise Mfrs.
to Join National Body

ness amounts to less than $100,000 should pay

$50 received from each member
to be paid out of the Association's fund to

The

$50.
is

first

National Association as the membership
fee for each member, thereby automatically giving the Chicago Association 100 per cent representation in the national body. The assessment over that amount will be used for the
work of the local Association. The increased
dues will go into effect the first of the year.
the

Members
Affiliated

of

Unanimous in Vote to Become
With National Association System

—

Dues Will Give

100 Per Cent Representation

—

Chicago, III., September 3. The members of
the Association of Musical Merchandise Manufacturers of the Chicago Zone will have a 100
per cent representation in the National Association of Musical Merchandise and Accessories
Manufacturers, when the local body joins the
national organization, beginning with the fiscal
year of 1927.
This action was decided upon at a meeting
held last night at the Auditorium Hotel by the
local association, when a resolution presented
by J. R. Stewart, stating that the association
should join the national association as a body

and setting forth a system of paying dues, was
adopted by a unanimous vote of the members
present.
It

was resolved

that

members doing

a busi-

ness of $250,000 a year or over should pay dues
amounting to $150 to the local association;
those whose gross sales amount to $100,000 to
$250,000 should pay $100, and those whose busi-

Ttc

The
the

resolution also invited the

Eastern Association

to

join

members
the

national

body and the benefits of this action were pointed out by William F. Ludwig, president of the
Association of Musical Merchandise ManufacChicago Zone, who praised the National
Association and the Musical Industries Chamber of Commerce and emphasized the fact that
as members of the National Association of
Musical Merchandise and Accessories Manufacturers,

manufacturer would receive the
work and would be eligible to
exhibit at the annual convention.
Mr. Ludwig also explained the work of the
National Association in regard to standardization and other actitvities and showed the label
that has been prepared for all members of the
national body to be used on instruments; also
the self-instructor chart, which gives the standturers

the

benefit of this

NEW SUPER-LUDWIG DRUM
Parallel

national body
ment shipped.
the

to

accompany each

instru-

A^merican Legion Band Is

Completely Vega Equipped
Al Massey's Band, of Taunton, Mass., Uses the
Products of Vega Co. Vegaphone Banjo Is
Given High Praise by Paul Specht

—

Boston, Mass., September

—

7.
Again the Vega
honored in its own territory.
Al Massey's Band, Taunton, Mass., which is
the official band of American Legion Post 103,
has been entirely equipped with the products
of the Vega Co.
Trumpets, trombones, saxophones, alto, baritone and basses were made at
the factory of the Vega Co., and the drums are
Ludwig drums, which the Vega Co. distributes

Co., of this city,

in

is

this territory.

In the banjo field the Vegaphone banjo was
recently paid a great tribute by Paul Specht,
internationally known leader. In a letter to the

Vega Co., Mr. Specht states, in part: "I cannot
help writing to you, expressing my favorable
opinion and appreciation of Vega banjos.
I
never knew before that banjos could be manufactured with such a resonant musical tone, but
Louis Calabrese, of

my

strated that your banjo
in

the

orchestra, has
is

demon-

certainly a revelation

string line of instruments.

Rhythm

is

modern dance music and symphonic syncopation with a spicy rhythm from
the Vega banjo can proudly boast of being a
distinctive American creation that has made
American dance music the pride of our
the keynote of

Snare Throw-Off

Individual Snare Adjustment

Perfect

of

ard scale with chords and which will be issued
to ukulele manufacturers who are members of

The Sensation of

Snare Control

the

Drum World

country."

Again Ludwig
a

sets the

pace with

new drum— the SUl'ER-LUDits many new advanced

VVIG with

The Vega Co. has recently issued a small
catalog on the line of trumpet models that it
handles.

features.

INDIVIDUAL

adjustment of

of
snares and means for securing
snare control are but
a few of the many new improved
snares,

a

parallel

throw-off

PERFECT

ideas to be
creation of
craftsmen.

found

rt)l\

anU Others Pending

Send

to

lis

Now

for Prices

and Discounts

LUDWIG & LUDWIG
World's

l.nrfest

Drums and Drum

this

latest

a sales leader for the dealer
is on the alert to be np and
ahead of the van that will follow.
It's

who

Patd. Jan.

on

Ludwig engineers and

Playground Contests Help
Increase Harmonica Sales

—

Cleveland, O., September 4. Harmonica sales
have been particularly good throughout the
Summer season in this territory, due mainly to
the contests sponsored by the Cleveland Board
The finals of the contests took
of Education.
place the latter part of last month and conparticipated from thirty playgrounds.
Local dealers co-operated in every possible way
and many donated prizes in the form of radio
equipment and small musical instruments.
testants

Makers

of
Accessories

1611 to 1627 No. Lincoln Street,

CHICAGO

O'Loughlin's Music Store, Salt Lake City,
Utah, reports King band instruments, made by
-the H. N. White Co., Cleveland, O., are in big

demand.

September
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Millions of Dollars Lost Annually
by Music Dealers, Says Buegeleisen
Head

Jacobson, Musical Merchandise Jobbers of New York, Points Out the
Heavy Sales of Certain Lines Which Are Made by Mail-Order Firms

of Buegeleisen

&

Music dealers in small towns would be
shocked if they knew how many sales of the
better grades of musical merchandise, such as
violins, bows, vioHn cases, and so on, are

The

times to just "chat
tone welcome.

That

just

is

store

friendly, his

is

is

being

is

when

past

the

piano

man

can

look at the small goods department as a necessary evil. There are good, steady profits in the
small goods business, in fact more than in any
other branch of the musical industry. The field

immense, not limited by small means, and
comparatively easy to develop.
Everyone

can afford a musical instrument of some kind.
It

is

pay $100.00, and keep

to

same
There

satisfied

He

cannot

who wants

customers

for the dealer to stimulate this business,

to get after

is
no reason why the music store
should not be just as busy as the grocery store,
with activity twelve hours of the day. That this
is possible is being proved every day by enterprising, farsighted music merchants.

much

just as

is

Once introduced

a necessity as

properly,

it

becomes

food.

a neces-

Neighbors
which spreads very quickly.
compete with each other as to the extent of
music in their families, local bands contend

it,

to

keep

it

He must

as his own.

with each other, then come inter-county contests, inter-state

contests and so on.

There

endless.

is

will

The

chain

never be a time when

musical needs will be fully satisfied, for the
needs are continually changing. The beginner
of today needs a better instrument tomorrow,
the better instrument of tomorrow is ex{Continued on page 152)

Magnatone
Resonator
from
tone
against
the
clothes.
It throws the tone
forward and out, increasing
the volume.
Easily put on
or detached by a single
screw.
prevents

the

deadening

Samuel Buegeleisen
slipping

through

hands of dealers

their
in

fingers

other

cities,

and into the
by way of the

mails.

Why

Why should this condition exist?
shouldn't the local merchant get the business
which legitimately belongs to him? In most
Either he does not
cases it is his own fault.
carry the proper grade of merchandise, or if
he does carry the proper goods he has never
made the fact properly known to his community.
In many cases he has been content with the

Made of the
maple, lami-

nated

Veea
^

is

the

prove the tone of

TENOR

or

the

PLECTRUM

One dozen 1st or 2nd
One dozen 3rd
One dozen 4th

for

List $1.00
List 1.70
List 1.90

Finished

Write for free sample

in

ma-

shaded

hogany

or
natural maple, presenting a beautiappearful
ance.

Made
sizes

in_

to

fit

any banjo.

set of strings.

List,
$18.00

Banjo Bridges

goal for" every music merchant

Each must cover his own comThere is room in every town for the
music merchant who would be consulted by
people regarding music generally.
An actual case of what can be done is that
of a music merchant, in a fairly large Eastern
city, who hired a group of refined young ladies,

Strings
^

banjo.
They
are manufactured of the finest steel, properly tempered to hold true to pitch.
They are the exact
micometrical gauge to give the best tone with
maximum vibration.

sort.

That

finest

strength.

business of years' standing.
All around us changes are taking place. There
are more musical instruments sold to-day than
People of the United States are
ever before.
It is not
fast making this a musical nation.
far distant to the time when- every person in
this country will play a musical instrument of

some.

to strive for.

munity.

musically inclined, to take a census of his parThese young ladies
ticular city and suburbs.
were assigned to different wards, and canvassed
thoroughly from house to house. They made
a note of the families that played musical instruments, what they played and how they
played, and then endeavored to make the inTo the families where there were
terest grow.
no instruments played they made attractive

and made sure that they sold them something musical, even going so far as to teach
offers,

them

free.

All this

work was done

a kindly considerate
for this merchant the rein

manner, which won
spect of the community, many new customers
and friends. Today this man is the musical adMothers bring their chilviser of the city.

dren to him for suggestions as to the instruOlder playthat their child should play.
ers come in and ask his advice, and many

ment

at

time.

the

sity

The day

is

from page 150)

carry a selection to fill his needs.
expect to sell a $10.00 violin to a man

Music

example of what

one

done.

is

151

Genuine Tortoise-

Vegaphone

EL

Shell Picks

mm

The Pick

is an essential item.
Leading players prefer the tor- shell
picks, as they are
durable and flexible, offering an
easy stroke.

toise

Vega No.

23

Vega Picks are cut from genuThe proper wood and construction
results in
clearness.

ebony

greater

Made

of

of

the bridge

ine

volume with resonance and
selected maple with genuine

tortoise-shell

and

finished

by hand.

tops.

Made

in 1/2, 9/16

and

Vegaphone
Vega No. 23

5/8 inch heights

List $7.00 doz.
List 3.50 doz.

To maintain

the best

The

P
P
P
P

small size, pointed.
Tortoise-shell, med. size, pointed.
4 Tortoise-shell, large size, pointed.
18 Tortoise-shell, med. size, blunt
2 Tortoise-shell,
3

Recommend

VEGA

.List 52.40 doz.
.List 3.00 doz.
.List 4.00 doz.
List 3.00 doz.

the best

Co.

155-6 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Mass.
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Millions of Dollars Lost

Annually by Music Dealers
(Continued from page 151)

changed for
there

a still better one later on, so that
continual progress being made.
No

is

field in this country shows greater possibilities
than the musical field. Nowhere can there be
found more potential customers.
My enthusiasm is sincere. I feel that musical
instruments are the best line in the world, that
it

is

work

up

to the dealer to visualize his field, to

his

territory

thoroughly, to
his share

wares properly, to do
America Musical."

Ludwig

display
in

his

"Making

Ludwig Sponsor
Big Advertising Campaign
Chicago,
September — Ludwig & Ludwig,
7.

prominent drum and banjo manufacturers, are
sponsoring an ambitious advertising campaign
during the Fall and Winter on both of their
lines of products.
It is estimated that two million readers will be reached by Ludwig publicity and the campaign is said to be the largest
and most comprehensive drive for consumer interest yet staged by a drum or banjo manufacturer.
Space will be used in a variety of pubtending to attract the attention of the
growing boy, young people in general and the
musical profession.
Because of this plan the
publications have been chosen in specific fields
and they are The American Boy, Boys' Life,
Boys' World, Youth's Companion, Popular Melications,

American Legion Monthly, Young
People's Weekly, and Billboard. The advertis-

chanics,

Ludwig & Ludwig under the
Miller, advertising manH. Mertz & Sons, the Ludwig ad-

ing department of
supervision of F.
ager, and L.

15,

1926

from page 151)

ing copy and arranging the multitudinous details of the campaign during the past month,

"Silver Bell"
Banj OS

David L. Day Home From
Canadian Vacation Trip

—

Groton, Conn., September 7. David L. Day,
general manager of the Bacon Banjo Co., of
this city, recently returned from a vacation
which included Montreal and other parts of the

Dominion. Upon his return Mr. Day expressed
himself as well pleased with the volume of business on hand for the Fall season. These orders
were not only received from all parts of the
States, but many substantial foreign
orders were included. A recent inquiry was received from Java.
Frederick J. Bacon, president of the company

United

&

III.,

September

W.

vertising counsel, have been very busy prepar-

and well-known banjo artist, left for an extended trip upon Mr. Day's return.
During
this trip Mr. Bacon broadcasted from station
WAHG, broadcasting station of A. H. Grebe
& Co., Inc., Richmond Hill, N. Y. Mr. Bacon
also spent some time in Pittsburgh with M. J.
Scheidlmeier, prominent banjoist and Bacon

Send

for illustrated

GROTON
in

Groton, Conn., September
Co.,

of

this

city,

ceived several

7.

reports

large

that

it

Bacon Banjo

to

Sherman,

Clay

&

was
Co.,

-

CONN.

-

recently

Hilton Siamese Tw^ins

also

made

Pacific

recently

Coast

Make

Visit to Buescher Factory

re-

from abroad, one

calling for a shipment of fifteen banjos to a
Melbourne, Australia, distributor. A shipment
of three cases of banjos

Prominent

Demand

—The

orders

of

The Bacon BanjoCo.Jnc.

enthusiast.

Bacon Banjos

book

Orchestra and Professional Players

—

Elkhart, Ind., September 7. During a recent
appearance of the San Antonio Siamese Twins,
Daisy and Violet Hilton, at South Bend, Ind.,

dis-

tributor.

A municipal band is being formed at South
Bend, Ind., and it is expected that a series of
concerts will be given during the Winter
months.

THE QUICKEST SELLING MUSICAL
NOVELTY ON THE MARKET
Played Like
a

KAZOO

Makes AH
Imitations

No Tissue
To Tear
Compact and
Can Be
Ceurried In

Nothing
To Break

Made

Vest Pocket

of

Packed

Aluminum

4 Dozen
in a

Handsome
Easy to

Lithographed
Counter
Display Box

Play and
Easier to

SeU

$5.20 Per Box of Hour Dozen
Prices Subject

A Handiome Lithographed

to

our usual

$13. SO Per Gross
Trade Discount

Display Card with Orders for One Gross

BUEGELEISEN & JACOBSON

5-9 Union Square

New York

City, N. Y.

PLAYOL SELLS AT SIGHT

Hilton Siamese Twins at Buescher Plant
J. Scanlan, sales manager of the Buescher
organization, motored to that city and brought
the twins and their stage company to this city
and they inspected the Buescher plant. It had
long been an ambition of the Hilton twins to
visit this factory, where the Buescher true-tone
saxophones, which they use in their stage appearances, were manufactured, and they had a
thoroughly enjoyable visit.
The Hilton sisters have a unique vaudeville
act, one that cannot be duplicated without the
aid of Providence. They are headliners on the
A.

Orpheum

circuit

Musical,"

and

in

the

an act called "Moments
Buescher true-tone saxo-

phones play a large part in the success of the
Despite the vagary of nature at their birth,
which bound them to each other, they are normal girls and do the things which the average
girls of their age do.
They are extremely
talented and have graduated from high school
with honors. They are two separate and distinct personalities and go through life in perfect accord with no desire to be separated, even
if the operation were possible.
After inspecting the Buescher plant, Daisy
and Violet Hilton and their twin working partners had an enjoyable visit with F. E. Buescher,
general manager of the company, and it was
at that time that the camera caught them.
act.

—
September
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Nation-wide Activities of Harmonica
Organizations Prove Its Popularity
William

Haussler, Vice-President and General Manager of M. Hohner, Inc., Gives Instances
of the Popularity of the Harmonica in All Sections of the Country

J.

New York
maker of the Hohner harmonica, returned
to New York during the early part of the
month from a European trip.
Matt. Hohner, of M. Hohner, Inc.,

City,

William

J.

manager

eral

Haussler, vice-president and genof the company, reports that the

popularity of the harmonica in all sections of
An
the country has passed all expectations.
idea of this widespread popularity may be
In Philagained from the following items:
delphia the Sesqui-Centennial Harmonica Band
is attracting the attention of visitors from all
parts

itself,

country and

the

of

addition to

its

played

it

at

theatre

first

its

Fox Theatre,

world, and in
the exhibition

the

work

excellent

engagement

at

Philadelphia was
recently the mecca of a pilgrimage of six boys
from Dayton, O., who came to perfect the playthe

in that city.

ing of the harmonica and also to see how this
great Philadelphia harmonica organization was
run.
The boys were the guests of the har-

monica band and they were welcomed by Mayor
Kendrick of that city.
In Milwaukee a harmonica evening class has
been formed, which will meet on each Tuesday
evening and where instruction will be given
free of charge under the direction of capable
musicians. Four hundred Milwaukee school

now

children are

monica playing

receiving instruction in harplaygrounds during the day.

at

In Buffalo, N. Y., the appearance of Borrah

and

Minevitch

Harmonica Symphony

his

of

greater trade possibilities than almost any other

''HYGRADE''
Musical Instrument
Cases
Made of Three-ply Veneer

—

article."

A

feature of the State

Fair at Little Rock,
The Fair of-

Ark., will be a harmonica band.

have engaged the services of an experienced player, who will organize and train boys
and girls for the event. M. Hohner, Inc., will
donate prizes.
On the Pacific Coast, at Long Beach, Cal.,
the Piatt Music Co., in conjunction with a local
theatre, planned a unique harmonica contest.
The event will continue for one week and each
night the theatre audience will judge the best
player.
On the last night those chosen previously will compete in the finals for the grand
prizes and for enrollment in a harmonica band
which is to be organized.
Five thousand Cleveland boys and girls were
being taught to play the harmonica during the
ficials

Summer

season.

period a

tion

Upon

the close of the vaca-

harmonica band was organized

among the best players.
Many other instances could be mentioned,
which indicate how the harmonica is constantly
Mr. Haussler reports
reaping the benefits
of this intense interest on the part of the public and that orders for Fall requirements have
surpassed those received in all other years.
increasing in popularity.

Hohner

that

dealers are

from page 152)

We

are

now making

a

new combination Sax

any Alto or C Mel. Soprano
Clarinet and Music Stand; also for Alto or
C Mel. and Soprano. Our Sax Cases fit Alto

Case

or

to

C

fit

Mel.
Send for our new

price list!

HYGRADE CASE

CO., Inc.

Manufacturers of
"Hyerade" Musical Instrument Cases
Sold by All Leading .Jobbers

345-347 South 6th

St.

Newark, N. J.

American Small Goods
Are Popular in Australia
—

Washington, D. C, September 4. American
musical instruments are very popular in Australia, a report from the Department of Commerce states. This is true especially of the
city of Melbourne, where American saxophones,
clarinets, banjos, mandolins and other instruments are given prominent display in all the
leading music houses and the demand is said to
be very good and to be constantly increasing.

Base Piano Go. Ghartered
Collins Piano Go.

Adds

twenty-five boys created intense interest in the
harmonica contest
harmonica in that city.

Band Instrument Department

conducted through the Buffalo Evening Times
brought many contestants and introduced the
harmonica to many who had never played be-

Long-established

A

New Orleans Music Store
Takes on Band Instrument and Musical Lines
in Response to Popular Demand

Incorporation papers have been
for the Base Piano Co., Inc.,

filed

recently

Wilmington,

Del.,

will deal in all kinds of musical instru-

which

ments, with a capital stock of $100,000.
have not been announced.

The

officers

fore.

Albert
W.
Captain
South America,
In
Stevens, of the United States Army Air Service,
who explored the valley of the Amazon River
in an airplane, reached points where the white

man had

Even here

never before been seen.

the harmonica proved popular with the native
Captain Stevens reports: "They got
Indians.
more kick out of the ordinary mouth organ or

harmonica than out of the
bulk

considered,

the

radio.

Weight and

mouth organ possesses

—

New Orleans, La., September 4. The Collins
Piano Co., one of the oldest established music
announced the addiband instruments and
The announcement was
musical merchandise.
made at the same time that the store removed to
stores in this city recently

tion of a complete line of

new

quarters in the Stern Building, the

WILL

A COPY OF THE

New

Catalog

being made necessary by the expansion of business after being in one location for seventeen
years.
S. R.

Goldberg, manager of the Collins store,

the new quarters, which
make possible the handling of a larger line. In
commenting on the move Mr. Goldberg states:
is

The Weymann

enthusiastic over

"We

have always enjoyed splendid business and

anticipate an even larger

Orchestra Banjo
Has won

move

Dealer
Every
WANT

for itself

volume when we are

present our goods more attractively.
The band instrument department has been
added in response to popular demand and we
able

to

are glad

we were

able to

meet the demand."

the endorsement of

banjoists the country over!

tone

qualities,

ated

an

leled

demand

beauty — have

its

cre-

unparalfor

this instrument.

Write TO-DAY
handsome catalog

Fbkd C. Buck

Ban joist
Waring's

scribing the

Pennsylvaniant

line of

dolutes.

are

still

and Ukuleles.
available for a few live

Address Dept.

for

de-

Weymann

Banjos,

Guitars

Man-

Agencies
dealers.

W

H.A.WEYMANN&SON,Inc.
1108 Chestnut
When you
Tiiit

our

attend
exhibit,

Phila,, Pa.

St.

the

Music Trades Convention

Room

608

Buescher Instruments

Its fine

Commodore

Hotel.

Attractive
San

Window

Diego, Cal., September

4.

in

Display

—The

Southern

Buescher representative
of this city, recently devoted its window space
to a display of Buescher band and orchestra instruments which attracted considerable attention and resulted in a demand for the Buescher
California

Music

Co.,

products.
as though it was
and the complete assortment
of orchestral instruments were placed on chairs
and in their racks. A card with the word "Intermission" explained the arrangement.

The window was arranged

an orchestra

pit

The Union Music Co., Toledo, O., recently
added the King line of bugles, and this successful concern plans to launch an aggressive
drive on these products.
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Dancing Masters' Dictums Have

Upon

Influence

ings and this move, together with the musical
arranger's ability to orchestrate the number for
the particular step, aids considerably in adding

Little

Dance Ideas

Public's

to the popularity of particular dances.

The

although it has had different
seemingly cannot be supplanted.
The Charleston is the only dance in recent
years that has divided popularity with the foxtrot.
The fox-trot will hold sway with the
masses until such time as a dance is evolved
that is even of greater simplicity or at least
has no added difficulties.
For this reason a
renewed popularity might accrue to the onestep because of all previous dances it is the

Attitude of Associated Teachers on Certain Dances Which Are Popular Has No Appreciable
Effect Upon the Dances the Public Likes Nor the Music They Purchase

At

recent meeting of dance

a

New York some

masters held

more conservative
members of ihe gathering moved to bar the
Charleston. However, no less an authority than
Ned Wayburn came to the Charleston's defense

in

of the

and the early furore over the question somewhat subsided.
During the past decade these associations of
dancing masters at every meeting have had their
publicity departments acquaint the daily press
with a move to bar some selected modern dance.
In looking through the records of these various
campaigns, some of which have the support of
what are termed "good church people," all evidence shows that little or no headway has been
made in them.
The modern dance is popularized from two
sources, the professional stage and the large
dance floors throughout the country. Those interested in the ballroom dance and

who

to the elite are not able to reach the great

of people with their propaganda, in fact,

cater

mass
most

dance enthusiasts probably are not aware that
there is any such thing as a dancing masters'
association.

Not only have these dancing masters'

asso-

campaigns to bar certain dances, but they have been just as unsuccessful in developing a wide taste for the new
dances they evolve from season to season.
Practically everybody dances in some form
or other. This is possible through the fact that
the modern fox-trot and its predecessors are so
simple in character that the merest novice can
make a fairly presentable showing on the pubThis simplicity, too, has been the
lic floor.
means of adding millions to the number of
dance enthusiasts.
Now specialized and clever dances evolved
by the dancing master are generally more difficult in character and the appeal must necessarily be limited, although if they had any
lure the younger dance enthusiasts would be
able to master the steps quickly. For the averciations

failed

in

ular

in

Charleston is not the easiest
dance.
To acquire a good Charleston step in
any of its various phases it is necessary to have
That is the reason it won
a flair for dancing.
its largest success among the young.
Henry Ford has made some little headway in
reviving old dances, those things that were pop-

m
WALKING
AROUND IN
CIRCLES''
Luncs
Music

Joy

4

may

although
it is doubtful that the youth of the country will
ever go very strongly into the old dances.
Ford's propaganda, however, is an entirely different matter from a campaign that plans to bar
certain steps.
of a revival,

modern dances
They
propaganda.

Most

of the

through

most simple.

His campaigns are in the nature
nor can his methods be compared

to the official introduction of a

new

It is a question in popular publishers' minds
whether or not the modern dance really adds
any volume to popular music sales. The tendency to use too often the best of current selec-

dance.

are not created

generally

are

stone Ballad I
LEWIS md Y0UN6

FRED PHILLIPS

some instances limit sales of
commonness the melody

tions does in

the

originally introduced on the professional stage

sheet music by the

through their wide appeal and lure are
Like
quickly taken up in other channels.
Topsy, they seem to "just grow." As soon as
they prove to be popular the popular song writers use the same rhythm in some of their offer-

Another factor from the dance angle
is the large number of melodies needed to make
up a night's program, which reach such totals

Golden and Hubbell Return
to Song Writing Field

shows and

.and

ac-

quires.

it is impossible for the dancer to remember
anything but the outstanding titles.

that

dom

as the

his

name

is

composer

indelibly
of the

marked

song-

in

famous "Poor But-

terfly."

The

Feist staff believes "Your Heart Looked
Mine" is a high-class ballad which will
have a wide popular appeal. Both lyrically and
musically it will command attention and every

Famous Theatrical Producer Collaborates With
Composer of "Poor Butterfly" in New Feist
Number, "Your Heart Looked Into Mine"
John Golden, who

Into

in recent

years has

one in the trade will doubtless eagerly await
the results attained by these writers in catering

made

to

over a million dollars in the theatrical field,
producer of "Lightning," "Seventh Heaven"
and other dramas, was formerly a most successful writer of songs.
In his earlier days he understood the public's taste in popular music and
was able to write some unusual commercial successes.
With this background and considering
the fact that he no longer needs to make his
livelihood through music, it can be taken for
granted after leaving off song writing endeavors
for so long a period that anything that he would
produce would be through inspiration.
John Golden has returned, at least temporarily, to the writing field, as the firm of

Feist,

announces

Inc.,

a

waltz

ballad

Past
for

history

his

a director of

York

City,

the

this

instance,

Hippodrome

With

also

lips

New

New York

office -of Villa Moret, Inc.
Miss
very familiar with the New York
trade as well as the various other phases of
the music business.

Kaplan

amd those nose/

WALtER DONALDSON'S
hTovelt v Fox ^-otr

'LEAVE

is

ME

SOMETHING.
TO REMEMBER
A

Beautiful

Villa Moret, Inc.

Miss Lillian Kaplan, for four years connected
with Maurice Abrahams, Inc., is now with the

wnoi^G

EYES': —
those
and

formal
220-224

called

He will be remembered, however, over
decade ago as the writer of some musical

GETIHOSE

Inc.,

phonographs.

Leo

has not written any songs in recent

wnmHYou

— The

other local entertainers. The store is handling
Hardman and Wurlitzer pianos, Lyon & Healy
and Conn band instruments, sheet music and

years.
a

in Jacksonville, Fla.

King street, was held recently and several
hundred guests were entertained.
The program of the day of the opening included selections by Harry Tobias, local song writer, and

while long

Orchestra,

taste.

Jacksonvllle, Fla., September 4.
opening of the Hoyt Music Shop,

must be delved into once more,

collaborator in

modern

Opens

"Your Heart Looked Into Mine," lyric by John
(jolden and music by Raymond Hubbell.

GO

*rolUyi'

He

generation.

in this direction,

their

age person the

A

preceding

a

more success

achieve

fox-trot,

variations,

mm
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Above Songs Featured By Orchestra And Vaudeville Acts From Coast To Coast

IRVING BERLIN

New

INC.,

I

G07

Broadway,

He

present-day song writers, is reaching the period
of his career where he is considered among the
pioneers. Certainly he has established a record
for almost a score of years of writing popular
songs of every type applicable to ever-changing

waited a long while to write this mother
but the time lost, seemingly, has been
well worth the delay. "Calling Me Home" is a
masterpiece ballad of mother, home and love.
Undoubtedly
It was written by a lyric master.
the wealth of heart interest and sentiment expressed in the song is the result of being able
to look back upon a life of successful song writing.
Thus he was able to give to this mother
song only the best experience and knowledge.
There are also the added indefinable expressions
of a poet who knows that sentiments of mother,
home and love are nearest the hearts of popu-

tastes.

lar

Mother Song Issued
by L. Wolfe Gilbert
Me Home,"

"Calling

L.

Wolfe

When

by

Has Earmarks

Writer,

Gilbert,

Well-known

Song

of a Sure Success

one of the best known of

considered that in his early days
he was one of the first writers of Mississippi
steamboat songs, including the famous "Robert
E. Lee," it can be readily seen that to review
his history one must delve fairly far into the
past.
Later he contributed several numbers to
it

song,

music purchasers.

is

Singers Dispute Rights
to Sing Berlin Song
Joyce Barbour and Nora Bayes Each Claim
Right to Sing "Gentlemen Prefer Blondes"

The importance

of

present-day songs

from

"Gentlemen Prefer Blondes."
According to reports from London, Joyce
Barbour and Nora Bayes announce that they
will sing the song in rival productions soon to
Miss Barbour's manager
be produced there.
declares Berlin presented the English rights to
her as a birthday present. On the other hand
Miss Bayes is understood to have acquired the

from

rights

Wolfe Gilbert
1
Hawaiian song was at
when it was turned out in

best or at least

.the

its
its

Exclusive

publishers.

who

intends to include

it

in

one of his

coming revues.

"My

days.

Possibly Wolfe Gilbert felt the style of that
period of "mammy" popularity was a desecration of a precious idea. At least that is the first
thought that comes to mind when reviewing the

Wolfe Gilbert mother song, "Calling

Me Home."

The new Bibo, Bloedon & Lang song, "My
Cutey's Due at Two-to-Two To-day," is proving one of the best comedy successes of the seaBesides its popularity in song form it is
son.
an unusual dance. One of the latest record releases of "My Cutey's Due at Two-to-Two Today" was that made by the Victor Co. and
played by Ted Weems and His Orchestra.
Charles Lang, sales manager of the above publishing firm, recently stated the hold this new
comedy song has taken in the short time since
its

release

ords

show

is

quite remarkable.

that

its

popularity

The
is

sales rec-

steadily

creasing.

MY BABY COOKS AS
GOOD AS SHE L
IF

Be Hungry All the Time)
AND THE TUNE IS EVEN BETTER THAN THE TITLE
EDW. B. MARKS MUSIC CO., 223 W. 46th St., New York
(1*11

the Air," the musical comedy
such a tremendous success in
Chicago, playing throughout the Spring and
Summer and continuing there for probably the
balance of the year, had its New York premiere
on Monday night of this week at the Selwyn
Theatre, New York.

"Castles

which

in

made

The New York

cast

is

composed

of

much

Chicago prothese being gradually supplanted in
with other feature names during the

of the original personnel of the

duction,

vacation period.

Considering the producers of "Castles in the
Air" have done much to make this Chicago
success an even better vehicle for New York
consumption, there is every reason to believe
the show will duplicate in the metropolitan
area with a long run.

The book and

lyrics

of "Castles in the Air"

by Raymond W. Peck and the music by
noted that the
It may be
Percy Wenrich.
dance ensembles were staged by the late Julian
The cast includes Vivienne Segal,
Mitchell.
Bernard Granville, Joyce White, Stanley Forde
and other stars.
The songs, many of which have already been
heard in the East on talking machine records,
include "Lantern of Love," "Land of Romance," "My Lips, My Love, My Soul," "I
Would Like to Fondle You," "Baby," "The
First Kiss of Love" and "The Other Fellow's
are

Leo

Feist,

Inc.,

publish

the

music.

Gutey's" Going Big

.

mammy

Musical Comedy Which Has Made Exceptional
Success in Chicago Recently Opened in New
York With Same Cast of Celebrities

Girl."

He

has been a consistent
writer of love songs and some of them, although
in popular style, are still remembered. such as
"Sweet Adair."
The records do not show that he took any
great part in the splurge of Mammy songs of a
few short years ago.
Whether he disagreed
with the treatment of the idea of that period is
not known. His name, however, does not appear upon the title pages of any of the bestknown songs of the "loving" and "crying"
greatest quantities.

producer

Berlin's

song are also claimed by a London

rights to the

L.

when

Feist Publishes "Gastles
in the Air" Song Hits

that city

the pen of Irving Berlin has been again demonstrated through the dispute of an American
and English singing artist over the privilege of
song,
newest
Berlin's
singing
exclusively

i i
the period

New York

in-

August Sales Indicate
Renew^ed Sales Activity
Indications Are That Selling Season for Popular Prints Is Gradually Lengthening

Reports from the various sheet music jobbers
different sections of the country show the
month of August brought forth a substantial
This closely
revival in sheet music purchases.
followed the record of last year when renewed
sales for the season appeared in August and
in

continued during the balance of the year. The
sale of popular-priced talking machine recordalso showed increases for August.
From this evidence of sales in August over
a two-year period, it w^ould appear that the season is, lengthening somewhat as sales formerly
did

not

show

Fall

activity

until

after

Labor

Day. This situation is not only encouraging to
popular publishers, but has an added significance
It indicates that purchasers are
to the retailer.
entering the music stores for sheet music and
makes possible increased sales in other depart-

ments.
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Making Census

Songs
Favored by Radio Fans
of

Allen McQuhae, Atwater Kent Artist, Gathers
Some Interesting Facts Regarding Sort of
Music That Is Preferred by the Public

A

national census of songs that live is being
Irish tenor, who con-

made by Allen McQuhae,

ducts the Sunday evening Atwater Kent radio
concerts this Summer. The songs of the series
are chosen from requests from radio listeners.
The census is expected to reveal not the "hits"
of the day, which, after a wave of popularity,
die

out,

but the songs that live through the

Mr. McQuhae's list of songs requested already runs far above five hundred. To sing all
of them he estimates it would take him more
than six months in half hour weekly concerts.
He selects those, however, for which he receives the greatest number of requests each
week and places them on his Sunday evening
program.
For example, Mr. McQuhae says no one has
yet asked him to sing "Yes We Have No
Bananas," while hundreds have requested such
old favorites as "Silver Threads Among
Gold," "When You and I Were Young,
Maggie," "Believe Me If All Those Endearing
fine

the

Young

Charms," "Sweet Genevieve," "Holy
City" and "I Hear You Calling Me."
Requests for the songs popular during the
late war are not numerous and as yet only one
man has asked Mr. McQuhae to sing "The Star
Spangled Banner."
Mr. McQuhae's census is expected to be an
excellent guide for ambitious song writers as to
theme and character. Sentiment is shown to
be the prevailing motive in the songs most
called for, with the themes of lost sweethearts,
mothers who have gone, and inspiring songs of
religious character predominating.

i
m

leads in popularity for the con-

hii^test, Syiappiest dind
Latest FOXTROT SensadoM
"e^e

Superb

Dance

SiliiklWIlli^^Rl

*

RkythmJ
Y O tl

by

WRICHARO

A. VWHITING

cert to be sung by McQuhae in the Atwater
Kent hour, Sunday, August 22. This song was
first presented to the Atwater Kent radio audience by Madame Schumann-Heink in the Winter concert series.
Other songs by McQuhae

pages, window streamers and other advertising
material are available, and it is expected that

on the evening of the twenty-second will be
"Asthore," "The Old Refrain," and a duet with
William Simmons, baritone, who broadcast with

"Trudy" song is of a meritorious character
expects the
aside from the lyrical values,
response and the enthusiasm to reach a great

McQuhae earlier in the Summer, "Watchman,
What of the Night?"

height.

"Even

from

Hearts,"

Bravest

opera

the

"Faust," features Simmons's repertoire, which
also include "House of Memories" and
"Rose of My Heart."

will

This program broadcast from Station WEAF
and eight other connected station will begin
at 9:15

years.

"Danny Boy"

Alusic

STeve PAXTeRNACK

€spedall^ arranged for orchestra by FERDIE 6R0F£

p.

m.,

Eastern daylight time.

campaign on the "Trudy" song

publicity

the

will be intensive.

The

It

in

Berlin

organization,

considering

the

also expected that, besides the publicity

is

the daily papers, the entire music industry

will

make window displays of "Trudy"
Where songs are demonstrated

pages.

"Trudy"

title

the

be heard frequently.
All of these activities together with
the release of the talking machine records and
the player rolls, which are invariably demonytrated, is aiding considerably in putting over
the "Trudy" melody.
lively strains of

will also

Campaign
on Behalf of "Trudy" Marks Publishes Two

Exploitation

Entire Organization of Irving Berlin, Inc., Is
Energetically Pushing New Number Timely
Offering Has Had Much Publicity

Songs

—

Irving

Berlin,

song

fox-trot

Inc.,

is

publishing

called "Trudy."

It

a

new

of the daily papers.

and the player roll
manufacturers are also booking it for early release and unusual co-operation is being given
machine

These Are "Stand Up On Your Feet and
Dance" and "Nice Girl" Show Is Now in

—

Eighth

Week— Numbers

of Hit Caliber

The Edward
lisher of

B. Marks Music Co. is the pubtwo of the song successes in "Bare

Facts of 1926." This

show

at the Triangle Theatre,

original

in

character

young writers who

is

New
and

in its

eighth

York.
should

place

position.

Schwab,

Jr.,

particularly attractive

title

page.

new

song.

Extra

title

A branch of the Daniels & Bittel Music Co.,
Owensboro, Ky., has been opened in Cloverport with a stock of pianos and phonographs.

^

^

that the

Title

implies—

adorable Fojc Q'rot Son^l

AVR,ONG

the

are responsible in an estab-

record

the Berlin firm on this

cAll

week

It is quite

The music is by Charles
son of the well-known orchestra
leader of a generation ago, and the lyrics by
Henry Meyers. The two Marks songs are entitled "Stand Up On Your Feet and Dance"
and "Nice Girl." The publishers have issued a
lished

entire organization of Irving Berlin, Inc.,

including its band and orchestra and professional departments, together with its branch
offices and many representatives throughout the
country, has started an energetic exploitation
campaign in behalf of the "Trudy" song. The
talking

Facts"

was written

by Charles Tobias and Al Sherman to celebrate
the successful swimming of the English Channel
by Gertrude Ederle. This timely offering of
topical character is melodious and stirring, with
lyrics honoring the young American swimmer
who in recent weeks has filled the front pages

The

From "Bare

Donaldson Delight/
Q-he Fox Trot Ballad You'll Want
To

Hear A^ain and A^aim/

September
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TEACHING NUMBERS— GRADES 1 to
RECITAL and RECREATIVE SELECT IONS— GRADES 3
PIPE ORGAN SELECTIONS
SECULAR SONGS
SACRED and SCRIPTURAL SONGS

Most Liberal Terms Ever

to

6
D
o

WRITE US

Offered to Dealers

lOE

Leo Feist

Publish

to

New

"Neapolitan Nights"

new
The

Shown

by the Wiley B. Allen Go.

Musical Scores

voices

of radio, but the singer

The
These Include Numbers From the "Vanities,"
"Deep River" and "Prince and the Pauper"

Leo Feist, Inc., will publish
number of musical shows due

Publication Given Elaborate Window
Display to Tie-up With Appearances of the
Popular Welch Sisters in That City

Sam Fox

to open during
In addition to these scores it
has several of the outstanding songs in the new
Earl Carroll's "Vanities," probably the most
important of these being "Adorable."
Feist will also publish the score for the new
jazz opera, "Deep River."
This will be pro-

San

August

Francisco,

Cal.,

effective

window

usually

window

of the

found

it.

is

that of

—An

unat-

to a

was featured recently in
Wiley B. Allen Co. store by

tracted wide attention
the

capitalizing

which

28.

display

is

latest voice that radio has

Merle Cullen, a youth of twenty, who hails
from Flint, Mich., making his initial appearance at station WLS, Chicago, on August 27.
According to reports from the Middle West the
audience quickly discovered they were listening

the scores for a

the Fall season.

and give them unusual publicity.
may be affected by the inroads

publishers

new artist who was destined to be known
beyond the quarters of his home State.
Appropriately Merle Cullen, who in his off

far

duced by Arthur Hopkins. The music is by W.
Franke Harling and the book by Laurence Stallings, the latter the writer of "The Big Parade"
and "What Price Glory."
Another s.core that will be published by Feist
This is the
is "The Prince and the Pauper."
musical version of the famous Mark Twain
story.
The book is by Catherine Chisholm
Cushing and the music by Karl Hajos. It will
be produced by Earle Boothe.

Bernstein's

Busy Vacation

Louis Bernstein, head of Shapiro, Bernstein &
from a month's vacation

Co., recently returned

spent at various Summer resorts of the East.
Shortly after his arrival in Asbury Park the
hotel in which he was staying burned down.
This necessitated his departure for some fishing in Maine. There the catches were not as
good as usual, so he spent a week in Jackson,
In order to round out the sports end
N. H.
of his trip he followed with a week in Saratoga.
Ed. Christy, manager of the mechanical reproduction division of Irving Berlin, Inc., will
shortly return to New York following a vacaMr. Christy spent most
tion spent in Maine.
of his time fishing and promises to bring back

some

irrefutable evidence of his luck.

ACES OF SONO/ZJND

FO^/?

MEXICALi
POSFIp^
BY
STONE AND J.flBTEN
I

I

H

NE;^

.

"Neapolitan Nights" Featured in San Francisco
moments is a bell boy working for a musical
of the sheet music and
education, sang two songs by J. Will Callahan,
small goods department of the store. The diswho also comes from Michigan and who is
play was hinged on "Neapolitan Nights," a Sam
said to be the original discoverer of the young
Fox Co. publication, which the Welch Sisters
man's voice. Songs were "Roses in the Garden"
were featuring with great success at the Alhambra Theatre, the leading picture and spe- and "Keep One Hour to Remember Me."

Henry Grobe, proprietor

cialty

The

lULLABYMOON
k
HAMER
T
BITS
LUEBIRD AN fi
BY Wt3

?i

I

hJj.TANDLErI

LONESOME

BY CEO. NORtON

AND

IN

I
| HAL.CAMPBE LL

house here.
simplicity of the

window was

its

attractiveness.

to reports, the

the

form

window brought

real

results in

of sales.

|^

E(jATE50F[\AWN
430 5? BROADWAY
CAL.

Introducing

II

!TuMys 'VoSii, Enjov:/
Senorita

in

New

Singers

Much has been said and continues to be said
about the effect of radio broadcasting on the
sale of popular songs, but there is no question
about the ability of this new avenue to present

IBpO^

te/atifJiUyiWwK^

SpinishfoxTrol
Spim'ishrox

SeisodsH'iih

Radio Proves Aid

WA.OUINCIlE<aiOSANOELES,

really the

Copies of the song
were arranged tastefully and scattered about
the window were ukuleles, banjo ukes, banjos
and other instruments of that -type. According
basis of

You

II
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^^^^^ B
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CAJV'«r

e-Lyrics hy

PECK

W.

-baby"

^^^.^^^^ 'My Lips
^^^^^
^^^^^
Would
^YOU

Book

RAYMOND

^^Wlth

lantern Of Love'
Land Of Roma nee'-

(Ghe Fox

OO WRONG

co-operation
dealer

by
According

received

publishers
to

some

from
points

of view the popular publisher particularly does
not receive co-operation to the extent his

Such being the case sales are created at those
moments and it is the problem of the trade
such sales before this purchasing
begins to wane.

to close

This

spirit

the problem which rests, however, to

is

a great extent with the dealer.

most

After

there

all

goods justify. It has been stated that if the
margin of profit were somewhat larger the
dealer would show more enthusiasm for popuThere may be some foundation for
lar prints.
although it would appear that
contention
this

are only at the

with the best sellers a small profit should not
In fact, with the syndicate
be an obstacle.

considered that
the sale created for popular prints reaches in
the aggregate millions of copies.
Of course, music is considered a luxury, but
it is a luxury that has a wide appeal.
In sheet
music form, with its small unit of sale, the
widespread interest created should be capitalized.
Doubtless in any other industry a
product which had so wide a market created
for it would have many more trade outlets
than has popular sheet music.
Additional trade outlets, however, do not
strike the average publisher as a necessity. The
publishers think that present-day outlets can
well care for all of the demands created for
popular music.
In fact they have proof that
such is the case because the popular publishing industry is not a new one and over a long
period of years has been successful. They feel,
however, that a greater degree of co-operation
between the popular publisher and the legiti-

stores

who undoubtedly

are

excellent

mer-

chandisers the limited profit does not seem to
be a drawback. The volume here counts.
Dealers to-day are only buying successful
songs, and so far as the larger publishers are

concerned that portion
tion

is

of

quite satisfactory.

the

The

present situalarger publisher

he cannot expect any great amount of
co-operation on that portion of his- catalog
which perhaps does not show up to advantage.
What he does want and what he thinks he deserves is co-operation and sales on the numbers in his catalog that are considered sucrealizes

cesses.

has a wonderful
means of exploiting his product through the
theatre, the photoplay house and the dance or-His numbers are placed before the
chestra.
public in a manner that practically appeals to
The words and melodies of
all of the senses.
popular songs are to-day, in a short space of
of
hearers.
placed before thousands
time,

The

popular

I

m
m

Aint

publisher

Iff!

NOBODY,

BU7Y0U
FOX TROT SONG

LEWIS and
ayi2

11

that

is

syndicate

channels
small.

a little over 3,000 legiti-

dealers.

a factor in

store.

the

The only other

out-

distribution

the

retail

With these combined

trade

are

quite

total

Particularly

outlet

when

figures
it

mate dealer would do much
the

YOUNG

ABEL BAEFL

'

S

is

to further the in-

j

covering every section of the counhe undoubtedly does with all of
his "first" songs, how best can the legitimate
dealer co-operate, and what would such co-operation achieve for both interests, the pubhis prints

and

try,

this

and the dealer?
main thing the dealer can do is
display the goods in his window and

lisher

The
to

He

can make good use
are
pages
that
always available and he can use to advantage the
window trips, cut outs, and other advertising
If
material that frequently can be procured.
in his popular department the dealer also has
demonstrators this is a distinct added advan-

on

his

of

the

counter.
extra

title

These

acts on the part of the dealer are the
co-operation he can give the publisher.
The publisher through his exploitation channels has aroused the interest and created a
The dealers' activities
desire for his songs.
are those that close the sale, and from the
profit standpoint are the most important of all
the activities connected with the exploitation
This is why the publisher
of popular songs.
It
i^
co-operation from the dealer.
necessary if he is to get the sale he has created
for his works. He needs no help in advertising
his numbers, in fact he has a problem on his
hands to keep them from being over-advertised
and prematurely "killed."

desires

New

Numbers

Consolidated

—

Chicago, III.. September 11. The Consolidated
Music Publishing House, of this city, headed by
E.

A.

Fearn, president, recently released sev-

new numbers: "I Know I'm Crazy to Be
So Crazy About You," "Heebie Jeebies," "You
eral

Broke

My

Heart and

Now

You" and "Dinah Might."

popular publisher creates a sale for

I'm Laughing at
the above

All of

numbers were released on September

10.

WmLETOE
YEARS GO

PREaOUS

DRIFTING

MOX TROT SONG
RAYMOND B. EOAN
STEVEN PASTERNACK

^

best

terests of both.
If

BEAUTIFUL

tage.

is

Got Nobody And

\\\

111

mate sheet music
let

%ot Lulkby)

j^^^

7/e MOST

.

Publishers Declare They Do Not Receive the Co-operation From the Retail Trade
Which Their Exploitation Drives Behind Their Catalogs Warrant

sources.

|

ANY

the Sheet
Music Merchant Gives the Publishers

Recently there have been some expressions
of opinion in the trade on the amount of

hg

PERCY WENRICH

.

The Co-operation Which
Some Popular

Music

mL//

'Ok Rainbow Of Your Smile'
c/fm
J lVlH SELN
First Kiss Of Love^
'Ok Other Fellow's Girl^^
^FEIST' SOIfG*
WI1H

My Love; My SouF
Like To Fondle You'

'1

~~

H^H^^^

A

in

t^totJS^^^^^

'

h4i

RICHARD A. WHITING

m
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Gramophone Industry Hopes

for

68MiltonSt. (ForeSt.)£ C.2.Clerke->welll448

comparatively quiet time everywhere, there is
unbounded confidence in the possibility of a
record season.
Report of Columbia International, Ltd.
An interesting report of the progress made
by the Columbia Co. (Columbia International,
Limited) was given by the chairman, Sir
George Croydon Marks, at the first annual
general meeting held towards the end of July.

End

of the Coal Strike and Increased Sales
New

Electrically

—

Recorded Records Responsible for Great Increase in Record Sales Columbia
Makes First Annual Report Zonophone Co.'s Fine Record The News

—

—

International, Ltd.,

—

London, England. September S. As I reported
month, this year the sramophonc industry, although still doing a considerable business in records, has appreciably felt the result
of the continuance of the coal strike, which,
unsettled, though the
as
I
write, remains

doubtedly the broadcasting programs have

miners, despairing of a satisfactory agreement
being negotiated by their leaders, have, in in-

against the

last

creasing numbers, been drifting back to the
mines during the last week or two. Although
this has been the case, it is too early as yet
to report any great change in talking-machine
sales as a result, although there are already
signs of a reaction from the depression generally throughout industry, and anticipation is
keen within the gramophone industry that the
coming season will see a making up of lost
Manufacturers generally are not waiting
time.
for the full resumption of work that will result from an efTectivc ending to the coal strike,
and, if anything, are planning bigger sales
campaigns than have yet been inaugurated

within

the

ly recorded

Every month witnesses

industry.

improvements

new

in the uses of the

electrical-

and the potentiality of the

items,

gramophone record

for giving forth

tion of instruments

and choirs

never before contemplated
recognized and exploited

is

of a

reproduc-

magnitude

being increasingly
each month.
Un-

mendously influenced the increasing

sales

tre-

of

It

records, not only of the dance-"hit" type, but
also

for

the

day, at least

classical

of the

items.

Supplements

will

be remembered that the British Colum-

bia Co., after acquiring a large holding in the

American company, some year or so back, a
short time after acquired large holdings in the
German Carl Lindstrom concern and the Dutch

to-

larger companies, contain

quite 40 per cent of items for music-lovers, as
10 per cent which a year or two
ago used to obtain. The competition which at
one time was feared is now a thing of myth.

These foreign inTransoceanic Trading Co.
were merged into a new company now

terests

Sir
Columbia International, Limited.
George prefaced his report by saying that as
it was
the first year of the company, and be-

styled

Despite the increasing excellence of the broadcasting programs, the advantages the gramophone possesses have enabled dealers to tie up
record sales with broadcasting programs and
accounted in no small degree for the tremendous boom in gramophone and record sales
Radio manufacturers,
of the last two years.
however, are gradually becoming alive to the
suitability of

'

cause the

years

financial

in

the

various

before the shareholders, it was only possible to
It
present a somewhat formal balance sheet.
was proposed that in future the financial year

music and gramophone dealers to

the

of

handle wireless goods, and the result is that
numbers of manufacturers are concentrating
upon evolving cheap, efficient, fool-proof reception sets that the music-dealer can handle
in the same way as to-day he handles the
gramophone. This tendency, however, is unlikely to adversely afifect the gramophone or
Manufacturers and dealers here
record sales.
are inclined to welcome the appearance of the
radio set alongside the gramophone. Although
the gramophone industry has been through a

company should end on May

future reports

would incorporate the

the operations of

all

of the

position

of

31,

the form of a

summary

these companies, their last

trading, and the present position, and
undoubtedly be of great interest to readers of The World.
In regard to the Columbia Phonograph Co.,
Inc., New York, which has a capital of 85,000
year's
will

shares, the

company holds
{Cuiitiiiiied

51,000 or 60 per cent;

on page 160)

99

Following the success of the "Pixie Grippa" accorded a worldwide

and craftsmanship, the "Super
Portable Gramophones.

popularity for fine tone quality

It is

is

the last

word

in

truly unbreakable, designed with every thought for ex-

treme portability and very hard wear.
duction

fit

for the costliest parlor,

Compare its size, weight and
Weight 1014 lbs.

It

remains an

artistic

pro-

or the most exhausting trek.

specification.

Size

Ilxl0%x5.

Specification
Solid dovetailed cabinet covered with fine waterproof

black leatherette.

All brass

fitments.

patent record container.

Again compare

the size, weight

PEROPHONE
Cables: Perowood,

London

Price £4. 4. 0.

Solid metal patent

Sound chamber and motor board in one piece. Highest
grade tone and double amplifier. Thorens 39 worm, gear
or Garrard All British Motor.
Metal bound cover and

and value.

LTD.

and

results of

the subsidiary companies.

The report then took

The Super Grippa
Grippa"

sub-

companies ended too late for their reports to be embodied in the balance sheets then
sidiary

Subject usual Trade and

Shipping

Terms.

and territory
open on application by mail. BentLists,

ley's

Sole Patentees

quotations

Code.

and Manufacturers,

76-78 City Road, Londoii, England
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they secured control in March, 1925, and the
ended on February 28, 1926. During that year the factory and business were
entirely reorganized.
The company had an
enormous stock of gramophones and records

financial year

which were obsolete, and these had practically
been liquidated at a heavy loss.
The
entire
record-manufacturing machinery was
scrapped and new and up-to-date automatic
machinery installed. The sales of records were
all

increased

materially

over

preceding year,

the

costs

had been brought down,

gone

up,

selling prices

had

but of course the liquidation of the
old stock involved a loss. Since the beginning

new

of the

year,

financial

March

1926,

1,

the

company's business had made rapid progress.
Each month up to June 30 had shown a subincrease

stantial

the

in

the corresponding

month

sales

of

records

over

of the previous years.

The company had no mortgages
and was in an excellent financial

or debentures,
position, hav-

ing on February 28 a cash balance of £1,904,360,
and accounts receivable of £1,130,993, against
accounts payable of only £391,631.
Since that
date

the

£350,000.

cash balance had increased by over
The outlook for the coming season

and a satisfacfor the year ending February 28,

was regarded
tory profit

was

1927,

as very hopeful,

anticipated.

In the Carl Lindstrom A. G. concern, which
a capital of 7,000,000 marks, the company
owned 51 per cent. In this case the financial
year ended on December 31, 1925, and showed
a profit of 845,000 marks, out of which a dividend of 10 per cent had been declared and

had

The

paid.

actual

profit

of

the

though

isfactorily,

the end of the year, and

at

beginning of this year,
conditions in Germany had been very bad, and
as a result, from January 1 to May 31, showed
since

partictilarly

a

big

the

The exports

drop.

of

the

company,

though materially increased, were not sufficient
to make up for the decline in home consumption, but, on the other hand, expenses had
radically
reduced, and the estimated
been
profits for the six months ended June 30, 1926,
were very substantial. Since June 1, conditions
had improved; sales had increased rapidly, parThe Carl Lindstrom concern
ticularly export.

owned

also

guilders)

70 per cent of the capital

of

the

Transoceanic

(300,000

Trading

Co.

1926

15,

from page 159)

(Amsterdam) and the Columbia (International)
Limited held the remaining 30 per cent. The
balance sheet of the Transoceanic company
had not been completed, although the financial
year ended on December 31, owing to the general manager's absence in South America on
the
company's business. The English and
Argentine subsidiaries of the Transoceanic
company showed a profit of about £40,000, be-

The businesses

com-pany in England and the Argentine were making good increases and the Brazilian company
would shortly show good results. It was unlikely that this company would be paying dividends immediately, as the whole of the profits
were required for increasing factory building
and machmery to meet the increasing South
American trade. The directors' report and
accounts,
which were seconded by Louis
Sterling, were carried unanimously.
Celtic Records Grow in Favor
A considerable trade has always been done
in Celtic records, and the larger recording companies have laid themselves out to list comprehensive lists of all that is best in Irish and
Scottish folk music.
In this regard the Murdoch Trading Co., of this city, has published
the finest catalog, a new edition of which
was recently to hand, and which literally holds
fore depreciation.

of this

hundreds of titles.
Naturally, the company
does a tremendous business in these Celtic
records in Ireland and Scotland, and I understand, also, a very fine business is being built
up abroad, in the Colonies and in the United

portant post of assistant British manager of
the company.
H. E. Jennings is taking over
the Scottish ground.
Mr. Woolston's personality and ability have long been recognized
and have marked out for him a position of
importance in the company, and his appoint-

ment

has

given

considerable

satisfaction

in

trade circles.

The following gramophone companies have
booked

already

space

next
February's
Messrs. A. J. Balcombe, Ltd., G. A. Bryan, Ltd., Cabinet GramoIndustries

British

phone

for

Fair:

&

Garrard Engineering

Co.,

Manufac-

turing Co., Ltd., L. E. Jaccard, Johnson Talking Machine Co., Ltd., Perophone, Ltd., Peter

Pan Gramophone Co.,
(Gramophones) Ltd., S.
Co.,

Ltd.,

J.-

should

It

Stead

Gramophone

calion

&

Smith

Ltd.,

M.

Co.,

&

Co.

Gramophone
and the Vo-

T.

Ltd.,

Co., Ltd.

that the "Peter Pan
portable model of the Peter

noted

be

new
Pan Gramophone
Senior," the

Co., of which I wrote in the
July "letter," measures eleven inches by eleven
inches by five inches.
A printer's error gave
the wrong measurement in my last report.

A

comprehensive

very

catalog

springs, governor springs, etc.,

main-

of

hand from

to

is

George Simmott, the manufacturer

"Emo"

known

of the wellcorrect width,

The

brands.

and length of mainsprings required

thickness

for almost every

being made

gramophone motor

at present

and over 300 different
sized motors are named and the correct number
of a replacement spring is shown.
is

given,

States.

company was

considerably in excess of the profits shown, a
large sum being used for depreciation of stock,
etc.
In 1925 business had progressed very sat-

September

Zonophone

Among

the

Co.'s Largest

popularly

Recording

priced

records,

the

Zonophone Co., Ltd., has always held
prominent place, and recent supplements
have certainly maintained the company's posiBritish

a

Last month the company put out a sensational record, holding two items, sung by
over one thousand male voices from the Associated Glee Clubs of America.
On one side
was a truly magnificent rendering of "John
Peel" and on the obverse "The Bells of St.
Mary's." The company had issued a new catalog, complete up to June last, and which must
undoubtedly be one of the finest collections of
popular "hits" in the world.
tion.

Brief Paragraphs of Interest

Woolston, who has been for a conColumbia Co.'s Scottish representative, has been promoted to the imA.

R.

siderable time the

Bankruptcy Action Against
Canton Music Store
Store of W. S. Custer Music Co. Closed as a
Result of the Proceedings Move Comes as
Surprise and No Explanation Made

—

—

The music store of the
O., September 7.
Custer Music Co., located in the new

Canton,

W.

S.

Parks Building, High and Tuscarawas streets,
was closed recently as a result of bankruptcy
proceedings against the firm.
In existence more than two years, opening
in a small room in North Cleveland avenue
under the name of the Strassner-Custer Co.,
the store made rapid strides in local retail merchandising

A

circles.

month ago

the store

moved

to a

new

loca-

and expanded considerably.
No statement has been forthcoming from the
officials of the company and no effort has been
made to dispose of the merchandise in the
tion

POINTS

ABOUT SPRINGS

(11)

store.
i

I

\

i

i

\

The length of

a mainspring is an important item. Each spring-barrel is made to take
a spring of a definite length and it is unzvise to fit any other.
If the spring is cither
longer or shorter, the running time of the motor is reduced, and it is a mistaken idea that
a longer spring ivill make the motor run longer.
After the limit is reached, the running
is reduced in proportion to the e.rtra length, and this is caused by the spring-barrel being
too tightly packed ivith coils to allozv the spring to open out fully.

USE VULCAN
MAINSPRINGS

\

\

\

\

Ledgerwood Store Remodeled
Knoxville, Tenn., September —The music store
4.

\

of

J.

Ledgerwood,

V.

in

this

city,

has re-

\

modeled the
much charm

Best

Inc.,

the

Long Run!

of

its

building,

to the establishment.

adding

The sound-

proof record and music roll demonstration
booths have been patterned after the latest
styles of booths in the large music houses of
New York and Philadelphia. In addition, new
hangings and mural decorations have been completed in the store. It is a notable fact that this
building has been reis the fifth time the

modeled
Mole the
Greaseproof
Wrapper.

interior

in five years.

New

Quarters in Holyoke

—

HoLYOKE, Mass., September 7. The John T. Roy
which has conducted its music business at

Co.,

Fifty-four Suffolk street for the past three years,
new quarters at the corner of Maple

has taken

and Appleton streets, the formal opening of
which was held this week. The new store was
selected by Nap D. Bellefeuille, proprietor of

Made by
J.

STEAD

&

MANOR WORKS
CO., Ltd.

SHEFFIELD,

ENGLAND

the concern, in order to obtain increased display facilities for his stock of phonographs, rec-

ords and music rolls. Jack Morey's Orchestra
furnished music for the opening program.

—
September
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Columbia Phono.

VOCAL NUMBERS

Co., Inc.

695-D

Valencia

—Vocal

Ford-Glenn
Duet ..Ford-Glenn

Duet

Me Home —Vocal

Calling

10
10

710-D

71 12-

M

CELEBRITY SERIES
Faust

"Ballet

& 2 (Gounod),
Henry J. Wood and

Music"— Parts
Sir

New

1

Queen's Hall Orch.
3
4 (Gounod),
J. Wood and
the New Queen's Hall Orch.
4035-M Nina CVenetian Dialect Song) (Tanara)
Riccardo Stracciari
Baritone Solo
Tu Ca Nun Chiagne (De Curtis-Bovio)
Riccardo Stracciari
Baritone Solo
7111-.M Irish Tune From County Derry (arr. by
Grainger) ..Conducted by Percy Grainger
(a) Cupid; (b) Dirge (Roger Quilter— Op.
Kasschau's Solo Choir
1))
7, No.
125-M Just a Cottage Small (Hanley-De Sylva)
Sascha Jacobsen
Violin Solo
Only a Rose (From "The Vagabond King")
(Friml-Hooker) Violin Solo,
Sascha Jacobsen
7113-

M

the

—Par^s &
Sir Henry

12

Faust "Ballet Music"

—

12
10
10

Ted Lewis and His Band
by Ted 'Lewis

My
D

707-

Mama's

Precious

Oh!
694-D

10

—
Looking
Glasses — Fox-trot.
Paul Ash and His Orch.
Chorus by Milton Watson
—VocalOnly
Rainbows — Fox-trot,
at

696-D

with

10

15088-D

15092-D
10

10

10

15090-D
10

S.

I'd

10

C.

— Fox-trot,

The

—Vocal ChorusSleepby
Let Me Lay Me Down
to

Fox-trot
702-

D
D

Am

—-Vocal

C^iorus by Franklyn

(Mixed

Chorus)

Baur

(Spanish)

Lacalle Spanish

The Cavaliers (Waltz

The

Birth

White's

Here

I

dals")

Scandals")

—

She Belongs

Me—Fox-trot,

to

California
California

—Fox-trot
Wouldn't — Fox-trot,
Harry Reser's Syncopators
—Losin'
Vocal Chorus by Tom Stacks
Susan — Fox-trot,

D Who

Someone
709-

D

10

Ramblers
Ramblers
10

Is

—

Harry Reser's Syncopators
Vo^al Chorus by Tom Stacks

—

693

SPECIALS
At Home

Pal You Left
(Cullings-Alton),

51785 The

Who

698- D

10
10

10

Chorus by Frank Wilson

—

—

(Don't

51792 Falling in

Forget)

(Kahn-Donaldson),

More

Than

Pal

a

Stevens)

to

Me

(Cosfello-

James Doherty
(For I'll Be There)

51801 Meet Me in Old Philly Billy
(Dougherty-Malle) Male Voices,
National Male Quartet
Out in the New Mown Hay (Tracey-EhrlichDougherty)
Arthur Hall-John Ryan
51803 Whadda You Say We Get Together? (Roy
Turk) Male Voices,
Macy-Smalle (The Radio Aces)
Where'd You Get Those Eyes? (Walter Donaldson) Male Voices. Macy-Smalle (The Radio Aces)
51802 Sing Katie
(But Leave the Piano Alone)

nuts")

(I.

—

^Billy Jones-Ernest Hare,
with Dave Kaplan at the Piano
Blondes (From the "Cocoa-

Berlin),

— Billy

10
10
10

Jones-Ernest

51780 Sour Wood Mountains (Country Dance of the
Southern Mountaineers with Singing),
Fiddlin' Powers and Family
Cripple Creek (Country Dance of the Southern
Mountaineers with Singing),
Fiddlin' Powers and Family
51796 When You Waltz With the One You Love
(O'Flynn-Sherraan) .Herbert Soman's Salon Orch.

BESIDE A
GARDEN WALL'

©i-We

LE-J

FEIST

(Paul-Squires),
B. A. Rolfe (Trumpet Virtuoso) and
His Palais d Or Orch.
51800 Baby Face (Davis-Akst)
Fox-trot
.Markels' Orch.
Precious Fox-trot
(Egan-Pasternacki- Whiting),
Markels' Orch.
51805 Along the Gypsy Trail Fox-trot (Dixon-Stept),
Harold Stern and His Hotel Belleclaire Orch.
My Sweetie's Eyes
Fox-trot
(La
Porte-

—

—

.

—

—

McPhail),
Harold Stern
51806

Mary Lou

51810

On

Oh!

If

and His Hotel Belleclaire Orch.
(Lyman-Wagner-Robinson),
Duke Yellman and His Orch.

— Fox-trot

I

And Then

You— Fox-trot (Kahn
Duke Yellman and His Orch.

Had

Only

Friend)
the Riviera
I

Loan-Rich),
Duke Yellman and His Orch.
Forget Fox-trot (Davis-Burke),
B. A. Rolfe (Trumpet Virtuoso) and
His Palais d'Or Orch.
(Gilbert-Van

—

Victor Talking Machine Go.
LIST FOR AUGUST 27
20035 Neapolitan Nights
Victor Salon Orch.
Allah's Holiday
Victor Salon Orch.
20110 At Dawning
Jesse Crawford
Roses of Picardy
Tesse Crawford
20086 Serenade Badine
Rudy Wiedoeft
In the Orient (Dans I'Orient)
Rudy Wiedoeft
20104 Simple Aveu (Simple Confession) (Thome),
Alfred Wallenstein
Serenade (Pierne)
Alfred Wallenstein
20087 Where They Never Say Good-Bye,
.

.

Homer Rodeheaver
Homer Rodeheaver. 10
Rose of Sharon
20093 Sam's Speech at the Colored Lodge,
Jesus,

.

"Sam

Sam

'n'

Henry

at

the

'n'

Henry"

Fortune Tellers,

"Sam

'n'

Henry"

20111 Lucky Day
The Revelers
The Birth of the Blues
The Revelers
20103 Hand Me Down My Walking Cane,
Kelly Harrell
'My Horses Ain't Hungry
Kelly Harrell
20109 The Old Fiddler's Song
Vernon Dalhart
We Sat Beneath the Maple on the Hill,
Vernon Dalhart

DANCE RECORDS

20092 Bell Hoppin' Blues— Fox-trot,
Paul \\Tiiteman and His Orch.
St. Louis Blues
Fox-trot,
Paul Whiteman and His Orch.
20113 Barcelona Fox-trot.
Nathaniel Shilkret and The Victor Orch.

—

—

with

ai/ty

FEIST

10

— Fox-trot,

Nathaniel Shilkret and The Victor Orch.
20112 Hi-Diddle-Diddle— Fox-trot,
George Olsen and His Music
Where'd You Get Those Eyes? Fox-trot,
George Olsen and His Music
{Continued on page 162)

10

On

the Riviera

—

I7ync Iqt

wi^oup

10

10

Music

-

^You c&nt
I

Wond'ring

—
—
—
Why Fox-trot

A Great ^M^tMr^Ballad

E,

DEL DELBRIDfiR

"Queen

ME HOME

hy GUS KAHN
^WiB
— Mi^ia kv
ALBERT SHORT

W

(DonaldsonMarkels' Orch.

(From

CAIIJNG,

i Melodious Foil Tiot Soi/^
-

— Fox-trot

—

10

Hare,
with Dave Kaplan at the Piano

10

Heart

High") (De Sylva-Gensler)
Markels' Orch.
51798 Lucky Day Fox-trot (From "George WTiite's
Scandals") (De Sylva-Brown and Henderson),
Duke Yellman and His Orch.
Two Little Bluebirds Fox-trot (From "Sunny")
(Harbach-Hammerstein 2d-Kern),
Duke Yellman and His Orch.
51799 Barcelona (Kahn-Evans),
B. A. Rolfe (Trumpet Virtuoso) and
His Palais d'Or Orch.
When the Red, Red, Robin Comes Bob, Bob,
Bobbin' Along Fox-trot
Golden Gate Orch.
51797 To Be With You Fox-trot ( Yellen-KortlanderGolden Gate Orch.
Jones)

10

10

Johnny Marvin, "The Ukulele Ace"
Love With You (Davis-Meyer,)
Walter Scanlan

The Happiness Boys

Fox-trot
(Vocal
Your
Smiles
Chorus),
Earl Gresh and His Gangplank Orch.
Perdido Street Blues— Fox-trot,
New Orleans Wanderers
Gate Mouth Fox-trot.
New Orleans Wanderers
Scatter

10
10
10

Johnny Marvin, "The Ukulele Ace"
Wouldn't

Earl Gresh and His Gangplank Orch.

— Vocal

10

.

Gentlemen Prefer
10

D Tenderly— Fox-trot,

Your

— Fox-trot

—

10
10

Walter Scanlan with Helen Clark in the refrain
Drifting Along (Why Don't You Drift Home)
(Reed-Grant)
James Doherty
80872 Only a Rose (From "The Vagabond King")
(Hooker-Friml)
Anna Case
A Night of Love (B. G. De Sylva-Spier) Anna Case
51793 Breezin' Along With the Breeze
(Gillespie-

(Tracey-Dougherty)
The Happiness Boys

—

Hard-to-Get Gertie Fox-trot,
Francis Craig and His Orch.
Do You Believe in Dreams Fox-trot,
Francis Craig and His Orch.

Love You

I

ALREADY RELEASED

You're
10

— Fox-trot,

Me, Too

708-

10

Fox-trot,

Leo Reisman and* His Orch.
(From "George White's Scan-

Am

10

Simons- Whiting),
10

FLASHES

Why

Ash)
Cross

Edison Disc Records

Artists)

Chorus by Franklyn Baur
Blues (From "George

the

of

Leo Reisman and His Orch.
704- D

10

My

I

—Vocal
701-D

10

Radiolites

trot

703-

—

—
—

Radiolites

Lewis James

The

step

Puckett

—

—

10

in Carolina

— OneBand
Plus Ultra (Mixed Chorus) (Spanish) — FoxLacalle Spanish Band
Put Your Arras Wjiere They Belong— Waltz,
The' Cavaliers (Waltz Artists)
(ihorus by Franklyn Baur
—Vocal Time
Wasting
on You — Waltz,
Valencia

R.

with R. Puckett
Rock-a-Bye Baby Vocal
Riley Puckett
Sauerkraut Vocal
Riley Puckett
On That Dixie Bee Line Vocal,
Vernon Dalhart
The Picnic in the Wildwood Vocal,
Vernon Dalhart
Sandy River Belle Mountain Dance Music,
Blue Ridge Highballers (C. La Prade, Fiddler)
Round Town Girls Mountain Dance Music,
Blue Ridge Highballers (C. La Prade, Fiddler)
Pictures From Life's Other Side,
Smith's Sacred Singers
Where We'll Never Grow Old,
Smith's Sacred Singers

to

Mine

51794 That's
10
10

Kellner's Dinner -Music Ensemble

80874 The Second Minuet (Dowdon-Besly) ... Helen Davis
A Spring Fancy (Gardenia-Densmore) .. Helen Davis

C.

to

714-D

15089-D

Ager-PoUack),

10

Skillet-Lickers,

—

step

S.

10

My Walking Cane,
Tanner and His Skillet-Lickers,

Watermelon on the Vine
G. Tanner and His

Paul Ash and His Orch.

Vocal Chorus by Milton Watson
—One
(Spanish).
—
Fred Rich and His Hotel Astor Orch.
Chorus by Lewis James
— Vocal
On the Riviera — One-step (Spanish),
Fred Rich and His HoteJ Astor\ Orch.
—Vocal Chorus by Lewis James
Baby Face — Fox-trot,
Lanin, Director
Ipana Troubadours —
by Lewis James
— Vocal Chorus
Why Do You Want Know Why? — Fox-trot,
Lanin, Director
Ipana Troubadours—
Vocal CThorus by Franklyn Baur
—
Love
Meet That Old Sweetheart of
Barcelona

10

51781 Saturday Night (Lauder-Tharp)
Glen Ellison
The Picnic (Harry Lauder)
Glen Ellison
51804 A Night of Love (De Sylva-Spier),
Murray Kellner's Dinner Music Ensemble
I Wish I Had My Old Gal Back Again (Yellen-

10

Duet,

Rodeheaver-Doris Doe

McCarthy
Johnny Ryan

to

(Ruby-Dreyer)

Hand Me Down
G.

Her Beaus Are
706-D

—Vocal

Need Jesus

10

You— Fox-trot,

Paul Ash and His Orch.
Vocal Chorus by Milton Watson
World
Through Rose Colored
the

Jesus

to

A.
Homer A. Rodeheaver
—Vocal..
FAMILIAR TUNES— OLD AND NEW

15091-D

Paul Ash and His Orch.
Vocal Chorus by Paul Small

Only Had

If I

Carry Thy Burden
I

Fox-trot.

—

—

—

705-D

Nobody Knows What Happened

10

10

SACRED MUSIC

10

—

Murray

Say,

Homer

Ted Lewis and His Band
Vocal Chorus by Ted Lewis

10
10

We

Get Together?
Vocal Duet. .Vaughn De Leath-Ed Smalle
Cross Your Heart (From "Queen High")
Vocal Duet. .Vaughn De Leath-Ed Smalle
691-D Lamp in the West,
Univ. of Kan. Glee Club (J. H. Fugate, S. C.)
Fight for Kansas The Alma Mater,
Univ. of Kan. Glee Club (T. A. Larremore.Dir.)

in

— —

You

.

Louis Blues— Fox-trot,

Chorus
—Vocal
Town.

Whadda

.

10

10

Baby!— Vocal,

Hello,

Johnny Marvin, "The Ukulele Ace"

DANCE MUSIC

St.

—

711-D

—

The New

—

—
—

12

—

697- D

Tenderly,
Art Gillham (The Whispering Pianist)
Thinking,
Art Gillham (The Wliispering Pianist)
692-D That's Why I Lovi: You Vocal. Ruth Etting
I Ain't Got Nobody
Vocal ....Ruth Etting
700-D How Many Times? Vocal Duet,
Billy Jones-Ernest Hare (The Happin^s Boys)
(My Cutey's Due at Two-to-Two To-day
Vocal Duet,
Billy Jones-Ernest Hare (The Happiness Boys)
699-D Breezin' Along With the Breeze Vocal,
Johnny Marvin, "The Ukulele Ace"

Trail of Dreams (Klages-Swan),
Herbert Soman's Salon Orch.
51808 Lonesome and Sorry (Davis-Conrad) Violin,
Rae Eleanor Ball
lyone My Own lyone' (Bryan-Britt-Leonard)
Violin
Rae Eleanor Ball
51795 Cohen Is Living the Life O'Reilly (YellenPollack)
Johnny Ryan

soi/i/^

ij.

1. fOLFE GILBERT
JAMES Y MONACO

10
10

—

—
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^

^JUST
A
HAS i

MADE^

i YOU HAPPY %J GIRL

m

September

KBIRDSETCVIEIIfn
WHEN YOU .^EIETROVBLEi
^{Of My Old KentackyEom)^
WANT
imn^
===
W^JI
r= JUST A PERFECT SONgI
^^MADE ME C Py
THIS/ 1

cf the greatest Comedy Sod^s
ever written -Gus Kahn at fls best-

A }tappy~^o~lvicky siniable lyric

PIUS- Teddy Horito's corkmg PozHOW/
Trot Melody/ Lm^iis?

Absolutely

One

'Dlie immitahle 'Domldson rinis
tke tell again with this sensaiioml
A charactenstic
\ fox- trot mllcnd.
]Domldsoyi melody with a lyric
:
I

that thrills you/

hy
<«i

Words ayd Music ly
MtdTER DONALDSON^

GUS KAHN

— Fox-trot,
Philip Spitalny and His
—Fox-trot,
Philip Spitalny and His
Old Dan Tucker — Country Dance,
Judge Sturdy's
Hiram's Valley — Quadrille,
Judge Sturdy's

Up
20102

RED SEAL RECORDS

Orch.

10

Orch.

10

5197 I Won't

Orch.

—

5199

—

Amelita Galli-Curci
In Italian,
Serenata (Serenade) (Cesareo-Tosti)
Amelita Galli-Curci
1168 Just a-Wearyin' for You (Stanton-Jacohs-Bond),
Dusolina Giannini
Love You Truly (Jacobs-Bond),
Dusolina Giannini
1170 Albumblatt Marguerite (Rachmaninoff-Kreisler),

—

—

Fritz Kreisler

10
10

6579 Valse Triste (From "Kuolema")
Frederick Stock and Cbicago Symphony Orch.
(1) Serenade (Volkmann): (2) Flight of the

EDUCATIONAL RECORD

20080 (1) Sailing, Sailing; (2) Sweet and Low,
Victor Concert Orch.
(1) Funiculi, Funicula; (2) Santa Lucia,
Victor Concert Orch.

LIST FOR SEPTEMBER

— My Own lyone
How Many Times?
—

Sisters
Sisters

20114 Dorothy Fox-trot
..Jan Garber and His Orch.
There's a Blue Ridge in My Heart, Virginia
Fox-trot
Jan Garber and His Orch.
20115 Only You and Lonely Me Fox-trot,
Philip Spitalny and His Orch.
Hello Baby Fox-trot,
Ph!Iip Spitalny and His Orch.
20119 I Can't Get Over a Girl Like You Fox-trot,
Johnny Hamp's Kentucky Serenaders

—

—

—

—

Tenderly

— Fox

5202

20116

LIST FOR SEPTEMBER 10
Due at Two-to-Two To day Foxtrot
Ted Weems and His Orch.
I'm Going to Park Myself in Your Arms
Ted Weems and His Orch.
Fox-trot
Why Do You Want to Know Why? Fox-trot,

My

—

George Olsen and His Music
Ting-a-Ling, the Bells'll Ring Fox-trot,
Roger Wolfe Kahn and His Orch.
20117 Who Wouldn't?
Fox-trot,
Johnny Hamp's Kentucky Serenaders
What! No Spinach? Fox-trot.
Irving Aaronson and His Commanders
20124 The Girl Friend
Frank Crumit
^fountain Greenery
Frank Crumit

—

—

—

SEPTEMBER

LIST FOR

20133

How Many

— Fox-trot.

Times?

—

LIST FOR

20139 Precious

— Fox-trot,

jNIoonlight

SEPTEMBER

12

12
12

10

10
10
10

10

Where They Never
to

the

5189 Roses Remind

S^iv

10

Birth

of

the

the World
Glasses
Fox-trot, with
thur Fields

3362 Looking

Fox-trot,

I

You — Fox-trot,

with Vocal

The Vagabonds
The Vagabonds

trot

Through

Rose Colored
Vocal Chorus by ArThe Vagabonds
Don't Want Nobody But You Vocal Chorus
at

—

—

by Vaughn De Leath.

—

Where

3363 Ting a-Ling

the

Bells

Ring

'H

Vocal Ciorus by Vaughn

— Fox-trot,

10

Away

—Tenor,

with Violin
and Guitar Accomp
Vernon Dalhart
Puttin' on Style
Tenor, with Violin and Guitar
Accomp
Vernon Dalhart

—

OLD-TIME FIDDLE

—

10

3365 Hell Broke Loose

10
10
10

Papa's Billy Goat Tenor, with Violin and
Guitar Accomp
Vernon Dalhar!
3366 So"'-en'r Violin Solo, with Piano Arromo. by
Scipione Guidi
Alice Shaw
Serenade Violin Solo, with Piano Accomp. by
Leslie ,\bbott
Scipione Guidi
3367 .\nvil Chorus (From "II Trovatore"),
Knights of Columbus Band (P. Clifford, Con.)
Blue Danube Waltz
(iapodiferro's Band

Accomp.

10
10

10

.

Violin and Guitar
in Georgia
..Murray Kellner, The Fiddlin' Cowboy

—

—
—

Okeh Records
—

10
10
10

The Frolickers

—

10

— Contralto,

Piano by Justin

with

Alma Rotter

—
—

Wish You Were Jealous of Me Contralto,
with Piano by Justin Ring
.Alma Rotter
45059 May I Sleep in Your Barn, blister? Singing,
with Guitar and Harmonica by Ernest V.
Stoneman, Fiddle by Fiddler Joe,
I

The

Old Hickory
and Harmonica

Cane

Ernest V. Stoneman
with Guitar
Ernest V. Stoneman

— Singing,

POPULAR DANCE RECORDS

40664

How Many
Who

Chorus by Ray
— Fox-trot.Hotel
Astor Orch.
— Fox-trot, Chorus by Ray

Wouldn't
Chick,

Chick.

Oiick.

Egg

Hotel Astor Orch.
Chicken! (Lay a

— Fox-trot, Chorus and
by Tom Stacks.. The Jazz Pilots
Davis Blues —
Chorus

for

Trap Effects

The Judge

—

—

—

Sweet Daddy Contralto, with Violin
by Clarence Black, Piano by Bessie Marshall,
Henryette Davis
8372 St. Peter Blues Baritone, with Cornet by Louis
Armstrong. Piano by Richard M. Tones.
Nolan Welsh
The Bridwell Blues Baritone, with Cornet by
Louis Armstrong, Piano by Richard M. Tones.
Nolan Welsh
8373 How Do You like It Blues? Fox-trot,
Arthur Sims and His Creole Roof Orch.
.\nother

—

—

—

Snapstick Blues

— Fox-trot,

Arthur Sims

sncJ

His Creole Roof Orch.

10

10

Fo.x-trot,

Cliff

10

—

—

10

—

—

Mike Markels' Orch.

40662

My

POPULAR VOCAL RECORDS

10

10

—

Cutey's Due at 'Two-to-Two To-day TenorBaritone Duet, with Piano by Jack Glogau,

Al Campbell-Tack Kaufman
Tenor-Baritone
in the New ilown Hav
Duet, with Piano by Jack Glogau,
-Al Campbell-Jack Kaufman
40666 Along the Gypsy Trail Tenor, with Y'odeling,
Piano .Accomp. by Sam H.' Stept,

10

Frank Kamplain

10

—

Out

On

Silvery

Moon — Y'odeling,

Piano

10

.-ic-

comp. by Sam H. Stept
Frank Kamplain
40670 Lay My Head Beneath a Rose Baritone, Accomp. by Justin Ring Trio ......Ernest Hare
The Prisoner's Sweetheart Baritone, -Accomp.
Ernest Hare
by Justin Ring Trio

10

—

RACE RECORDS

—

Fox-trot
.Al Turk's Orch.
It
..Al Turk's Orch.
Hi Henry Stomp Fo.x-trot
8363 Did She Fall or Was She Pushed— Contralto
with Piano by W. M. Gill ..Katherine .Adkins
Individual Blues Contralto w-ith Piano bv W.
Katherine .Adkins
JI. Gill
8364 Heart-Breaking Blues Contralto. .Accomp. by
.
Hazel Meyers
Starks Hot Five
Contralto. .Accomp. hy
Blackville .After Dark
Hazel ileyers
Starks Hot Five
S365 If You Can't Hold the Alan Y'ou Love (Don't
Cry Wi-en He's Gone) Contralto, Piano Accomp. by Clarence Williams. ..Alberta Hunter

—

.

.

;

10
10

—

—

—

10

Me)

by Ernest Hare
The Jazz Pilots
40667 Oh!
What Big Eyes You Have— Oh! What
Sweet Lips You Have— Oh! If I Only Had
You Fox-trot. Chorus by Theo Alban,
.Araby Garden's Orch.
Y'ours With Lo\e and Kisses
Fox-trot, Chorus
by Theo .Alban
Araby Garden's Orch.
40668 Down on the Banks of the Old Yazoo Fox-trot.
Mike Markels' Orch.
Precious Fox-trot. Chorus hy Johnny Marvin.

8362 Snag
10

10
10

Still-

%vell

Little

10
10

Times?

Stillwell

10

—

10

Okeh Salon Orch.

—

10

10

10

Roll

40669 Where'd You Get Those Eyes? Vocal Duet,
with Piano hy Dave Kaplan,
The Happiness Boys
How Many Times? Vocal Duet, with Piano by
Dave Kaplan
The Happiness Boys
40671 When the Red, Red, Robin Comes Bob, Bob,
Bobbin' Along Contralto, with Accomp. by
Clarence Williams' Blue Five
Eva Taylor
(There's a Blue Ridge in My Heart) Virginia
Contralto, with Accomp. by Clarence Williams
Eva Taylor
^0672 While the Years Go Drifting By Fox-trof.
Raderman's Radio Orch.
Araby Garden's Orth.
^le Too ^Fox-trot
8371 Jazzaphobia Blues
Contralto, with Violin by
Clarence Black, Piano by Bessie ^Marshall,
Henryette Davis

10

with .Vocal

—

Ring

10

10

—
—
You — Fox-trot,

—

10
10

10
12
12

Arthur Sims and His Creole Roof Orch.
Broken String of Pearls Waltz, with
Chorus by Henry Moeller. .Okeh Salon Orch.
Whispering Trees (Memories and You) Waltz,
with Chorus by Henry Moeller,

40665 Chick,

OLD-TIME VOCAL

Have

as I

40673 Sleepy Head

—

Shoes

10

—

Billy Jones
Little

10

40676 Only a

with Piano Accomp
Billy Jones
Vocal, with Piano AcIt Won't Be Long Now

My

Al Turk's Orch.
Is

Chorus,

Specialty Orch.

POPULAR VOCAL RECORD

Me Too — Vocal,

Long

.As

Chorus,

The Paige

10
10

phy
The Arkansaw Travelers
ilamma's in Town Fox-trot,
Turner
Lloyd
and His Villa Venice Orch.
40675 Love Found Y'ou for Me Fox-trot, with Chorus
by Jimmie Noone
Cookie's Gingersnaps

with

De Leath,
The Broadway Night Club Serenaders
(And Be Sweethearts Again)

Let's Forget
Fox-trot, with Vocal

10

Lonnie Johnson
Al Turk's Orch.
with Chorus by D.

—

The Broadway Night Club Serenaders

3364 Put
10

"Go-^d-bve."

—

— Parisian
Blues— Fox

Riviera

the

comp

—

of

On

10

Homer Rodeheaver and Chorus
Moon Male Voices,

Me

Mean Man— Fox-trot
One o'clock Blues Fo.x-trot,

10

with Piano,

the Gambler?— Spiritual;
Sermon, with Singing,
Rev. H. R. Tomlin, Asstd. by Rigoletto Quintet
Amazing Grace Spiritual: Sermon with Singing,
Rev. H. R. Tomlin, Asstd. by Rigoletto Quintet
3193 Fluttering Ghosts. -Edith Lorand and Her Orch.
Donau Nymphs. .. .Edith Lorand and Her Orch.
40674 Ting-a-Ling the Bell'll Ring (From "The Cocoanuts")
Fox-trot, with Chorus by Larry Mur-

The Royal Troubadours

Chorus by Arthur Fields

3360

B. A. Rolfe (Trumpet Virtuoso) and
His Palais d'Or Orch.
5190 Sesqui-Centennial Exposition March .Sodero's Band
5192 Valencia Male Voices
National Male Quartet
5103 Only You and Lonelv Me Fox-trot,
B. A. Rolfe (Trumpet Virtuoso) and
His Palais d'Or Orch.

—

3361

10

Waikiki Hawaiian Orch.
5146 Dark Hawaiian Eyes
5166 Kentucky W'aggoners (Reel),
Allen Sisson (Cbampion Fiddler of Tennessee)
5183 Talking

—
—
—

10

Edison Blue Amberol Records
5173

DANCE RECORDS

10

10

—

Me— Singing,

Baby, Please Tell

Harris
8378 Tell Me

Lonnie Johnson

10

—

3358 Black Bottom Fox-trot,
Joe Candullo and His Everglades Orch.
Fox-trot,
St. Louis Hop
Joe Candullo and His Everglades Orch.
3359 Messin' Around Slow Drag,
Joe Candullo and His Everglades Orch.
Nothing Else Matters But Love Fox-trot, with
Vocal Chorus by Vaughn De Leath,

10

on the Ganges Fox-trot,
Paul Whiteman and His Orch.

—
— Fox-trot.

—

—

10

10

Me You

Ernest V. Stoneman

24

Seattle Harmony Kings
Love "Me Fox trot.
Art Landry and His Orch.
20143 For My Sweetheart
Gene Austin
iVIe Too
Gene .Austin
Tell

—

(The Blue Ridge Mountaineer)
Arthur Fields
Dream of the Big Parade
Frank Braidwood (The Cowboy Baritone)

12

Paul Whiteman and His Orch.

20142 Breezin' Along

—

—

Late Last Night Blues Contralto, with Accomp.
by Richard M. Tones' Jazz Wizards,
Sara Martin
8376 There's No Use of Lovin' Singing, with Piano,

8377

Singing, Harmonica and
...Ernest V. Stoneman
(The Blue Ridge ^lountaineer^
Harmonica and
Singing,

—

Some Sweet Day Contralto, with Accomp. by
Richard M. Jones' Jazz Wizards. Sara Martin

My

I

—

Companions

8374

Comes Bob, Bob.

Gennett Lateral Records

10

17

Seattle Harmony Kings
Only Had Y'ou— Fox-trot,
Ted Weems and His Orch.
20126 I'm Walking Around in Circles Fox-trot,
Art Landry and His Orch.
For My Sweetheart Fox-trot,
Art Landry and His Orch.
20134 Mother Machree
The Silver-Masked Tenor
A Litle Bit of Heaven .The Silver-JIasked Tenor

Oh! If

Red, Robbin

the Red,

10

—

Cutey's

My

10

trot,

Johnny Hamp's Kentucky Serenaders

20120

—

Guitar

3

The Brox
The Brox

20123 lyone

Bad

5201

10

Bumble Bee (Rimsky-Korsakow),
Frederick Stock and Chicago Symphony Orch.
6383 Gunga Din (Kipling-Spross),
Reinald Werrenrath
Boots (Kipling-Felman) ...Reinald Werrenrath

When

Bobbin' Along,
5200 Sinking of the Titanic
Guitar

Humoresque (Tschaikowsky-Kreisler).
Fritz Kreisler
(Sibelius), •

—

Vocal refrain by Tom Howard
Fox-trot,
night
B. A. Rolfe (Trumpet Virtuoso) and
His Palais d'Or Orch.

Go Home To

10

1167 Carceleras (Prison Song) ("La Hijas del Zebedeo") (Cliapi) In Spanish.

cniAd

'FEIS*r
—

10

RAHN

WAITER DONALDSON

5194 John Henry Singing, Harmonica and Guitar,
Ernest V. Stoneman (The Blue Ridge Mountaineer)
5195 She's a Corn-fed Indiana Girl (But She's JIama
to Me)
Fox-trot
Earl Oliver's Jazz Babies

Orch.

and At 'Em

SURE-FIRE/

GUS

hy

T£D FIORITO

Ainy
2010S Jackass Blues

Oh hoyJ-WHATATUNE/

and.

md

10

10
10

10

—
—

—

for Me. Me for You (From Now On)
Contralto, Piano .Accomp. by Clarence Wil.Alberta Hunter
liams
8366 Cool Can Blues Contralto. .Accomp. by Novelty
Quartet, Harmonica. Violin, Guitar. Piano,

—

10

Lucy
10
10

10
10

—

You

10

10

S367

— Contralto,

Long

Quartet,

Harmonica,

.Accoitip.

Violin,

Laura Smith
by Novelty

Gu'tar,

Laura Smith

—

IVT.

Tones

Contralto, Accomp.
Jazz Wzards.
Berthii

10

10

Piano,

Panama Limited Blues
Richard

10

"Chippie"

10

by
Hill

10

—
September
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Accomp. by
Blues
Contralto,
Richard M. Jones Jazz Wizards,
Bertha '*Chippie" Hill
Baritone Contralto, Piano
836S Run Away Blues
."Sloppy"-Burr
Accomp. by Eddie Heyvvood
Foggy Morning Blues Baritone, Piano Accomp.
"Sloppy" Henry
by Eddie Heywood
?369 High Fever Fox-trot ....Cookie's Gingersnaps
Leavenworth

—
—

—

Comes

Here

Hot

.

Tamale

Hoodoo-Man

10
10

—

10
10

— Spiritual

10

Rev. H. R. Tomlin
Assisted by Rigoletto Quintet
And Am I Born to Die Spiritual Sermon with
Rev. H. R. Tomlin
Singing
,\ssisted by Rigoletto Quintet

10

8375 Death's

Train

Black

Coming

Is

Sermon with Singing

—

AUTO-ART ROLLS

are not only
reasonably priced but possess every
attribute of musical appeal and
quality essential to the successful
promotion of standardized reproducing players.

—

—

10

Brunswick Records
LIST

1^

Man—

Fox-trot,
Cookie's Gingersnaps
Blues Contralto with Piano,
Victoria Spivey
Blues Contralto with Piano,
Victoria Spivey
the

The Roll of Honor

.

—

S370 Spider-Web

from page 162)

FOR OCTOBER

7

3285 I Can't Get Over a Girl Like You (Loving a
Boy Like Me) (From "Rufus Lemaire's AfFox-trot, for Dancfairs") (Ruskin-Broones)
ing, with Vocal Chorus,
Abe Lyman's California Orch.
Fleurs D'Amour (Flowers of Love) (Willemetz-

—

—

French Fox-trot, for Danc(Tharles-Padilla)
Abe Lyman's California Orch.
ing
Dance,
Gypsies (Intro. "The One
3281 Play, Gypsies;

m

They're not ordinary rolls adapted
to this service but the product of
experts who appreciate the peculiar
needs of these instruments.

Looking For," from "Countess Maritza")
(Smith-Kalman) Fox-trot, for Dancing, with
Carl Fenton's Orch.
Vocal Chorus
I

Two

—

Bluebirds

Little

(From "Sunny")

—

— (Har-

bach-Hammerstein-Kern) Fox-trot, for DancCarl Fenton's Orch.
Vocal Chorus
3279 My Cutey's Due at Two-to-Two To-day (RobinVon 'Tilzer) Fox-trot, for Dancing, with
The Clevelanders
Vocal Chorus
She Belongs to Me (Johnson-Razaf-Denniker)
Chorus,
with
Vocal
Fox-trot, for Dancing,
ing, with

—

—

The Clevelanders
3226 I Don't Want Noboby But You (Lewis- YoungEsther Walker
Comedienne, with Orch
Baer)
Comedienne, with
Brighten My Days (Bloom)
Esther Walker
Orch
3247 Men of Harlech (Old Welsh Fighting Song)
(Graves)
Mixed Voices,
Toronto Mendelssohn Choir (Dr.H.A.Fricker,Con.)
Rosy Dawn (A Pastorale) (Bell-Lloyd) Mrxed
Voices,
Toronto Mendelssohn Choir (Dr.H.A.Fricker,Con.)
50078 Marche Militaire (Concert Paraphrase) (SchuiDert-Tausig)
Pianoforte Solo .. Leopold Godowsky
PianoPolonaise in A Flat, Op. 53 (Chopin)
Leopold Godowsky
forte Solo

—

"Your player

—

only be as great as you

—

make your

—

—

14

2934-2938 West Lake

—

Wondering (Buckley) Fox-trot,
Ray Miller and His Orch.
My Dog (Buckley)— Foxtrot, for
Ray Miller and His Orch.
Dancing
s a \v'onderful World After All (Davis-Greer)

3287 Dreaming and

trade.

roll

UNITED STATES MUSIC COMPANY.

—

LIST FOR OCTOBER

sales can

Street,

25 West 18th

Chicago

Street,

New York

for Dancing
I've Lost

3282 It

—

Me

Fox-trot, for Dancing, with Vocal Chorus,

Ernie Golden and His Hotel McAlpin Orch.

Too (Woods-Tobias-Sherman)

— Fox-trot,

for

Dancing, with Vocal (Thorus,
Ernie Golden and His Hotel McAlpin Orch.
10264 Gypsy Love Song (From "Fortune Teller")
(Smith-Herbert)
Baritone, with Orch.,

—

Richard Bonelli
Bedouin Love Song (Taylor- Pinsuti) Baritone,
with Orch
Richard
Bonelli
)
3289 Barcelona
(Kahn-Evans) Male Voices, with
The Merrymakers
Piano
Baby Face (Davis-Akst) Male Voices, with
Piano
The Merrymakers
Waiata Poi (A Maori Song-Dance) (Hill)

—

—

—

Symphony

(Orchestra,

Minneapolis Symphony Orch. (H.Verbrugghen, Con.)
Melodrama (From "Piccolino")
(Gutraud)

Symphony

Orchestra,

Minneapolis Symphony Orch. (H.Verbrugghen, Con.)
3256

A Dream

"Dreaming")

(Intro.

Heiser-Dailey)

—Hawaiian

(Bartlett-CoryPiano,
Sanella-Bill Wirges

Sell U. S.

RolU—Y^'ll

Andy

Old Sweet Song (Bingham-MoUoy)
Hawaiian Guitar and Piano,

Love's

Andy

LIST FOR OCTOBER

Sanella-Bill
21

—

Wirges

3300 There's a New Star in Heaven To-night (Rudolph Valentino)
(Brennan-McHugh-Mills)
Tenor, with Orch
Frank Munn
Farewell (D'Arcy-Russell) Tenor, with Orch.,
Allen McQuhae
3303 I'd Love to Meet That Old Sweetheart of Mine
(Davis-Burke)
Fox-trot,
for Dancing, with
Vocal Chorus,
Ben Bernie and His Hotel Roosevelt Orch.
Why Do Y'a Roll Those Eyes? (Ryskind-Charig)
Fox-trot, for Dancing, with Vocal Chorus,
Ben Bernie and His Hotel Roosevelt Orch.
3301 Any Ice To-day, Lady? (Ballard)
Fox-trot, for
Dancing, with Vocal CTiorus,
Ben Selvin and His Orch.
She Knows Her Onions (Yellen-Ager-Pollack)
Fox-trot, for Dancing, with Vocal Chorus,
Ben Selvin and His Orch.
3269 Oogel, Oogel, Oo (The Monkey Song) (SteeleHeagney) Vocal, with Orch.,
The Yacht Club Boys
The Vulgar Boatman (Clare-Monaco) Vocal,
with Orch
The Yacht Club Boys
10242 My Old Kentucky Home (Foster)
Soprano and
Male Trio, with Orch..
Edith Mason and Male Trio
Carry Me Back to Old Virginia (Bland)
Soprano and Male Trio, with Orch.,
Edith Mason and Male Trio
3118 Variations on tli.e Theme of "A Dark Night"
Gypsy Orchestra,
The A. & P. Gypsies (Harry Horlick, Dir.)
The Wanderer (A Gypsy Fantasy)
Gypsy
Orchestra,
The A. & P. Gypsies (Harry Horlick, Dir.)

—

—

—

—

—

Dizzy Fingers (Confrey) Fox-trot, for Dancing;
Piano Duet, with Orch.,
Phil Ohman-Victor Arden, with Their Orch.
3121 The Last Rose of Summer
Violin Solo, with
Pianoforte by Dan Lieberfeld.
.Fredric Fradkin
Schon Rosmarin (Fair Rosmarin) Violin Solo,
with Pianoforte by Dan Lieberfeld Fredric Fradkin
3228 All I Want to Do (Is Be With You) (Donaldson-Burke) Vocal Duet, with Piano,
Esther Walker-Ed Smalle
What Did I Do (Hess)— Vocal Duet, with Piano,
Esther Walker-Ed Smalle

—

—

.

.

.

3267

Who

(Tould

More Wonderful Than

Be

(Davis-Silver)

You

— Soprano and Tenor, with Orch-,

Virginia Rea-Franklyn Baur
Only You and Lonely Me (Klages-Greer)
Soprano and Tenor, with Orch.,
Virginia Rea-Franklyn Baur

Vocalion Records

—

—

—

—

—

LIST FOR OCTOBER 28
Little
Garden (You Made

a
Paradise)
(Whittemore-Iula)
Fox-trot,
for
Dancing,
with Vocal Chorus,
Ernie Golden and His Hotel McAlpin Orch.
Wonder What's Become of Joe (TurkI
Pinkard) Fox-trot, for Dancing, with Vocal
Chorui .Ernie Golden and His Hotel McAlpin Orch.
3304 Ya Gotta Know How to Love (Green- Warren)
Fox-trot, for Dancing, with Vocal Cl^orus,
The Clevelanders
That Night in Araby (Rose-Snyder) Fox trot,
for Dancing, with Vocal Chorus. The Clevelanders
3305 Polly (Zamecnik)
Fox-trot, for Dancing; Piano
Dijet, with Orch.,
Phil Ohman-Victor Arden, with Their Orch.

—

—

—

—

—

Players!

7

—

—

—

—

—

-

—

—

LIST FOR OCTOBER

14

15423 I'd Love to Meet That Old Sweetheart of Mine
(Davis-Burke)
Fox-trot,
for Dancing,
with
Vocal Chorus
Essex Club Orch.
Never Cried- Before I Met You (CoslowI
Schafer-Golden)
lo-x-troi, for Dancing, with
Vocal Chorus
Essex Club Orch.

—

—

for

—

.

—

Godfrey Ludlow

Ay-Ay-Ay (Creole Song) (Perez-Freire)

—Violin

Accomp. by Walter Golde,
Godfrey Ludlow
15347 Love Always Has Its "Way Voice and Guitar,
George Reneau, Blind Musician of Smoky Mts.
Old Man on the Hill Voice, Guitar and Mouth
Solo, with Piano

—

—

Harp,
George Reneau- Blind Musician of

LIST FOR OCTOBER

Smoky

Mts.

21

15430 There's a i\ew Star in Heaven To-night (Rudolph Valentino)
(Brennan-McHugh-Mills)
Tenor, with Orch
Frank Crawford
Vale (Farewell) (D'Arcy-Russell) Tenor, with

—

—

Orch

15426 Havin' Lots of Fun (Rayner- Wiley)
Fox-trot,
for Dancing, with Vocal Chorus,
Palmer House Victorians (J. Herbuveaux, Dir.)
I Can't Get Over a Girl Like Yqu (Loving a
Boy Like Me) (From "Rufus Lemaire's Affairs")
(Ruskin-Broones)
Fox-trot,
for
Dancing, with Vocal Chorus,
Palmer House Victorians (J. Herbuveaux, Dir.)
15424 My Cutey's Due at Two to-Two To-day (RobinVon Tilzer) Fox-trot, for Dancing, with
Vocal Chorus
Essex Club Orch.
WTio'd Be Blue (Woods)
Fox-trot, for Dancing, with Vocal Chorus
Essex Club Orch.
15406 Put Your Arms Where They Belong (For They
Belong
to
Me)
(Davis-Santly-Ackman)
Waltz, for Dancing
May fair Trio
My Heart Will Tell Me So (Kahn-Blaufuss)—
Waltz, for Dancing
Mayfair Trio
15420 Down on the Banks of the Old Yazoo (Jerome)
Tenor, with String Ensemble. .. .Arthur Brown
Who Wouldn't? (Kahn-Donaldson) Tenor, with
String Ensemble
Arthur Brown

—

Dancing, with Vocal Chorus,
Fleetwood Orch.
A-Roamin' With You (Ford-Bibo) Fox-trot,
for Dancing, with Vocal Chorus. Fleetwood Orch.
15385 The Slumber Boat (Riley-Gaynor)
Violin Solo,
with Piano Accomp. by Walter Golde,
Fox-trot,

15428

LIST FOR OCTOBER

With Love and Kisses (Davis-Silver)

15422 Yours

—

—

3302 In

More

Sell

Guitar and

Felix

)

Any

O'Day

Ice To-day, Lady? (Ballard)— Fox-trot, for
Dancing, with Vocal Duet
The Six Hayseeds
Sing.
Katie
(But Leave the Piano Alone)
(Tracey-Dougherty)
Fox-trot,
for
Dancing,
with Vocal Duet
The Six Hayseeds
15-133 Trail
of
Dreams (Klages-Swan) Waltz, for
Dancing, with Vocal Chorus. Miami ^Marimba Band
My Hawaiian Serenade (Davis-King) Waltz,
for Dancing, with Vocal Chorus,

—

—
'

—

Miami Marimba Band

LIST FOR OCTOBER

28
Moonlight (Kahn-Friend) FoxDancing, with Vocal Chorus by the
Vaudeville Trio
Kensington Serenaders
Lay Me Down to Sleep in Carolina (YellenAger) Foxtrot, for Dancing, with Vocal
Chorus by the Vaudeville Trio,
Kensington Serenaders

15432 Meet

Me

trot,

in the

—

for

—

Worries About Me
(Lerner-FieldsMarks-Whiting) Fo.x-trot, for Dancing, with
Vocal Chorus by the Vaudeville Trio,
Glen Echo Serenaders

15427 Nobody

—

I'm Walking Around in Circles (Lewis-Y'oungPhillips)
Fox-trot, for Dancing, with Vocal
Chorus by the Vaudeville Trio,
Glen Echo Serenaders
15431 My Dream of the Big Parade (Dubin-McHugh)
Tenor and Baritone, with Piano. Trumpet

—

—

and Drums

Hi and Si, the Village Cut-Ups
Meet That Old Sweetheart of Mine
(Davis-Burke) Tenor
and
Baritone,
with
Piano
Hi and Si, the Village Cut-Ups

I'd

Love

to

—

(Continued on page 164)
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Pathe Phono
251S8

234-

H

Who Do You

Think I'm Doing It For —Voice
and Ukulele
Cliff Edwards (Ukulele Ike)
For No Good Reason At All Voice and Ukulele,

—Edwards (Ukulele Ike)
Those Eyes? — Voice and

235-

H

You

251 89 Where'd

Orchestra

Get

—

DANCE RECORDS

Vocal
Too Late to Be Sorry
Hughes and Hatters
Chorus by J. Ryan
'Neath Blue Italian Skies Waltz, Vocal Chorus
Majestic Dance Orch.
by A. Fields
Sleepy Head Waltz, with Vocal Chorus by
Lanin's Arcadians
Theo. Alban
Stillman's Orioles
Adieu Waltz
Baby Face Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by
Everglades Orch.
His
Candullo
and
Ryan
J.
Down By the Old Sea Shore Fox-trot,
Candullo and His Everglades Orch.
Turkish Towel Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by
J. Ryan ....Candullo and His Everglades Orch.
Crazy Quilt Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by
H. Donahy ..Candullo and His Everglades Orch.
Sadie Green Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by
Ole Olsen and His Orch.
John Ryan
Ole Olsen and His Orch.
Snag It Fox-trot
Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus
I Love A Ukulele
Hughes and Hatters
by T. De Armand
Casino Dance Orch.
Sweet Rosita Fox-trot
Your Heart Fox-trot (from "Queen
Cross
High")
John Sylvester and Orch.

—

36485

36486

— —

—

Broadcasters
Me Too Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus,
Joe Candullo and His Everglades Orchestra
Sadie Green Fox-trot
Joe Candullo and His Everglades Orchestra

—

Love

I'd

Mine

—

—

36490

—

Make You Answer "Yes"— Fox-trot,

I'll

Casino Dance Orch.
Why Do You Want to Know Why (from "The
Sylvester and Orch.
Cocoanuts")
Fiddle-Dee-Dee Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by
Hughes and High Hatters
T. De Armand
The Red Heads
Wild and Foolish— Fox-trot
Plenty Off Center Fox-trot Charleston. .We Three
Boyd Senter
Lucky Break Fox-trot
Boyd Senter
Steamboat Stomp Fox-trot
White's
George
(from
Day
Baritone
Lucky
"Scandals")
Jay Flippen and Gang
Hard to Get Gertie Baritone,
Jay C. Flippen and His Gang

—

36491

—

36492

—

—
— —
—

36493

32196

—

POPULAR VOCAL RECORD
My Head Beneath a Rose — Tenor,

32197 Lay

The Old

Song

Fiddler's

Vernon Dalhart
Vernon Dalhart

—Tenor

—

25190 Animal Crackers Voice and Orchestra,
Miss Lee Morse and Her Blue Grass Boys
My Red-Headed, Blue-Eeyed Colleen Voice
Miss Lee Morse
and Guitar
32198 Who Wouldn't Voice and Orchestra,
Jay C. Flippen and His Gang
How Many Times Voice and (Orchestra,
Jay C. Flippen and His Gang

236-

H

Looking

10

Irving Kaufman
World Thru Rose Colored

10

the

at

—Wanna
Vocal
Jane Gray
—Vocal
Jane Gray
Irving Kaufman
233-H Who Wouldn't— Vocal
She Knows Her Onions —Vocal,
Irving Kaufman

—

And Then

36494 Barcelona

—Fox-trot,

with Vocal Chorus by

36495 Precious

— Fox-trot,

Kamplain
Alice

— Fox-trot

to

Me — Fox-trot,

DANCE RECORDS
8101 While

My
8102

Stillman's

— Fox-trot,

Orioles

Palace Garden Orch.

Need You (You Need Me)

— Fox-trot,
Stillman's

Orioles

Only Had You— Fox-trot, with Vocal
36497 Oh!
Majestic Dance Orch.
Chorus by F. Kamplain
Palace Garden Orch.
Fox-trot
Stayin' Home
You (From "LeGirl
Like
Over
a
36498 I Can't Get
If I

—

Maire's Affairs")
That's Annabelle ^Fox-trot,
by V. Dalhart

—

36499 I Don't

—
The Virginia

Creepers
Vocal Chorus
The Virginia Creepers

with

Want Nobody But You

— Fox-trot,

Majestic Dance Orch.
Somewhere In Erin Fox-trot .Palace Garden Orch.
36500 Who Wouldn't Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus
Tuxedo Dance Orch.
by John Ryan

—

—

Ting-A-Ling the

Ring— Fox-trot,

Bells'll

Majestic Dance Orch.

Eyes— Fox-trot,

36501 Sad

with

Vocal

Chorus

by

The Virginia Creepers
Arthur Fields
Fox-trot, with Vocal
Tell Me You Love Me
Dolan's Chateau Orch.
Chorus by A. Hall
36502 Looking at the World (Thru Rose Colored
Sylvester and Orch.
Glasses)
There's a Blue Ridge in My Heart Virginia
Casino Dance Orch.
Fox-trot
36503 Sally's Not the Same Old Sally— Fox-trot,
Black Diamond Serenaders
Toe-to-Toe Fox-trot ...Black Diamond Serenaders
36505 On the Riviera Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus
Tuxedo Dance Orch.
by John Ryan
You're Gonna Miss Me Someday Fox-trot, with
Vocal Chorus by John Rvan. Tuxedo Dance Orch.

—

—

POPULAR VOCAL RECORDS

32199

Me Too— Quartet
I'd

Love

to

Singing Troubadours
Meet That Old Sweetheart of Mine,
Macy and Smalle

ORGAN RECORDS
25191 Carry

Me Back

Sweet and

Low

to

Old Virginny

— OrganRECORDS

—Norton

—

—

—

10

220

H

Oh! If

University Six
Got Nobody Fox-trot. .University Six
Kiss Me and Then Say Good-night Waltz,
with Vocal Chorus by Arthur Hall,

—

I Ain't

—

H

10
10

Broadcasters

10

—

H

—

WMCA

Fox-trot,
—
Hollywood

—
—

Trudy

I

—

Head Waltz. .Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.
Wish You Were Jealous of Me Waltz,

—

Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.
(From "George White's Scan-

Bottom

8109 Black

Accomp.,
Arthur Fields

—

DANCE RECORDS

Nervous

—
Candullo
Stomp

CTiarlie

Joe

8110 Out

—

—

Bye, Bye,
Refrain

Blackbird

And Then

I

—Banjo

—Fox-trot,
Sam

—

—

Joe Candullo and His Everglades Orch.
Messin' Around Fox-trot,
Joe Candullo and His Everglades Orch.

—

New Mown Hay—Fo.x-trot,

1797 Out in the

Missouri Jazz Band

Me— Fox-trot,

Everybody's Got a Girl But
1798 That's Annabelle

Looking

— Fox-trot.

My

Due

Cutey's

..

Missouri Jazz Band
.Imperial Dance Orch.

World Through

the

at

—

Glasses
Fox-trot
1799 Oh! If I Only Had
at

Rose-Colored
Imperial Dance Orch.

You— Fox-trot,

Imperial Dance Orch.
Two-to-Two To-day Fox-

—

Missouri Jazz Band

trot

Me Too—Fox-trot
Nervous

—

Sam

(Lanin's

Troubadours

Stomp Fox-trot
Joe (TanduUo and His Everglades Orch.
Waltz.
Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.
Were Jealous of Me Waltz,
Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.

Cliarlie

—

1801 Whisp'ring Trees

.

Eddie Peabody
Solo, with Vocal
.Eddie Peabody

Forget

Lanin's Troubadours
She Belongs to Me Fox-trot. . .Missouri Jazz Band
1795 Black Bottom (From "George White's Scandals,
1926")
Fox-trot,

and His Everglades Orch.

Missouri Jazz Band
She Belongs to Me Fox-trot. .Missouri Jazz Band
8111 Valencia Banjo Solo, with Vocal Refrain,

—

Hollywood Dance Orch.

1795

New Mown Hay— Fox-trot,

the

in

.

—

—

1800

Fox-trot,

—

On

the Riviera
Fox-trot. .Hollywood Dance Orch.
Jane, We'll Start Chasing Rainbows Again
Hollywood Dance Orch.
Fox-trot
1793 Sleepy Head Waltz. Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.
Thinking Waltz ....Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.
1794 While the Years Go Drifting By Fox-trot,
Sam Lanin's Troubadours
All That I Need Is the Girl- Fox-trot,

1792

Joe Candullo and His Everglades Orch.

I

Wish You

—

VOCAL RECORDS

Kaufman

1802 I'd Love to Meet That Old Sweetheart of Mine
Tenor Solo, with Orch. Accomp.,
Irving Kaufman
Thinking ^Tenor Solo, with Orch. Accomp.,

Irving Kaufman
8113 I'd Love to Meet That Old Sweetheart of Mine
Tenor Solo, with Orch. Accomp.,
Irving Kaufman
Thinking Tenor Solo, with Orch. Accomp.,

Going to Park Myself in Your Arms
Male Duet, with Piano Accomp.. The Radio Imps
Out in the New Mown Hay Male Duet, with
The Radio Imps
Piano Accomp
1804 While the Years Go Drifting By— Tenor Solo,

VOCAL RECORDS

8112 I'm Walking
with Orch.

—Tenor

Lena

Around
Accomp

in

Circle

—-Tenor

Solo,

Irving

Solo, with Orch. Accomp.,

—

—

Billy

8114

Whadda

We

Say

Together— Male

Get

Accomp

with Piano

Burton

Duet,

Hare-Jones

Myself in Your Arms
iMale Duet, with Piano Accomp... The Radio Imps
8115 While the Years Go Drifting By— Tenor Solo,
with Orch. Accomp
Billy Burton
To-night You Belong to Me Tenor Solo, with

Going

I'm

Park

to

—
Irving
Hay — Male Duet,

Orch. Accomp
8116 Out in the New Mown
Piano Accomp
And Then I Forget Male

—

Accomp

Kaufman

with
The Radio Imps
Duet, with Piano

Hare-Jones
Duet, with Piano Accomp.,
The Radio Imps
Everybody's Got a Girl But Me Male Voice,
with Piano Accomp
Whispering "Ed"

8117 Baby Face

—

—

Billy

Domino Records

—

Billy Burton
with Orch. Accomp
To-night You Belong to Me Tenor Solo, with
Irving Kaufman
Orch. Accomp
1805 Whadda Say We Get Together— Male Duet,
Hare-Jones
with Piano Accomp
And Then I Forget Male Duet, with Piano
Hare-Jones
Accomp
1806 I'm Walking Around in Circles Tenor Solo,
Irving Kaufman
with Orch. Accomp
Everybody's Got a Girl But Me Male Voice,
Whispering "Ed"
with Piano
1807 Baby Face ^Male Duet, with Piano Accomp.,

—

—

—
—

—

1809

1808 Valencia

—

Head

—
— Waltz,

Again
Dance Orch.
Dance Orch.
Salon Orch.

Schubert's Salon Orch.
—Fox-trot,
Hollywood Dance Orch.
While the Years Go Drifting By — Fox-trot,
Sam Lanin's Troubadours
Me—Fox-trot. .Missouri Jazz Band
She Belongs
Forget — Fox-trot,
And Then
Sara Lanin's Troubadours

Need

I

.

I

—

3772 Messin' Around Fox-trot,
Joe Candullo and His Everglades Orch.
Black Bottom (From "George White's ScanFox-trot,
dals, 1926")
Joe Candullo and His Everglades Orch.
Fox-trot,
Everybody's
Got
a Girl But Me
3765
Missouri Jazz Band
in

New Mown Hay—Fox-trot,

the

Missouri Jazz Band

the World Through Rose-Colored
Imperial Dance O'rch.
Glasses Fox-trot
Imperial Dance Orch.
Fox-trot
Annabelle—
That's

My

at

—

Cutey's

Due

at

trot

If

I

Only Had

Two-to-Two To-day

—

steadily increasing.

—Banjo

Among

one from Cabanis, Burns
City, Mexico.
is

Solo,

Eddie Peabody
Vocal
Eddie Peabody

with

in

Demand

the latest inquiries

&

Co., of

Mexico

FoxMissouri Jazz Band

Victrolas at Coast Resort

—

—

—

VOCAL RECORDS
Solo, with

Orch. Accomp.,

Billy Burton
I'd Love to Meet That Old Sweetheart of Mine
Tenor Solo, with Orch. Accomp. .Irving Kaufman
3775 Out in the New Mown Hay Male Duet, with
The Radio Imps
Piano Accomp

—

Blackbird

The "Iron Horse" moving cover for talking
machines, made by the A. L. Reach Textile Co.,
New York City, is reported in strong demand.
Additional distributors and many new dealers,
plus repeat orders from satisfied users, have
kept the Reach factory busy.
Export business on "Iron Horse" covers is

You— Fox-trot,

Imperial Dance Orch.
3768 Nervous Charlie Stomp Fox-trot,
His Everglades Orch.
and
Candullo
Joe
Sam Lanin's Troubadours
Me Too Fox-trot
3771 I Wish You Were Jealous of Me Waltz,
Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.
Whisp'ring Trees—Waltz,
Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.

—Tenor

with

Arthur Fields

Banjo Solo, with Vocal Refrain,

Phonographs

Is the Girl

to

—

Arthur Fields
Solo,

"Iron Horse" Cover for

Adrian

3766 All

The Radio Imps
Orch. Accomp.,
Irving Kaufman
-with Orch. Accomp.,

Where Does She Live? —-Baritone
Orch. Accomp

DANCE RECORDS
We'll Start Chasing Rainbows
Fox-trot
Hollywood
On the Riviera Fox-trot. .. Hollywood
3767 Thinking Waltz ....Adrian Schubert's

Sleepy

—Tenor Solo, with
Trudy — Baritone Solo,
Lena

Bye, Bye,
Refrain

3764 Jane,

Burton

1803 I'm

— Male

—

3776 Thinking

10

Solo, with Orch.

—

1926")— Fox-trot,

dals,

10
10

— Baritone

Solo,

3779 Bye, Bye, " Blackbird Banjo Solo, with Vocal
Refrain
Eddie Peabody
Valencia Banjo S<Jlo, with Vocal Refrain,

—

8108 Sleepy

Oh!
10

10

—

Is the Girl

—

3763

Manhattan Dance Makers
Roses Bring Dreams of You Waltz.
Melody Waltz Orchestra
Georgia Grind Fox-trot, Vocal Chorus,
Georgia Strutters
Vocal
Aroun' Fox-trot,
Ev'rybody
Mess
Georgia Strutters
Chorus
One-step,
Spanish
Riviera
On the

—

231-

Need

Dance Orch.
8106 That's Annabelle Fox-trot. .. .Imperial Dance Orch.
Looking at the World Through Rose-Colored
Imperial Dance Orch.
Glasses Fox-trot
8107 Me Too Fox-trot
Sam Lanin's Troubadours
Everybody's Got a Girl But Me Fox-trot,
Missouri Jazz Band

Out

227-H Sleepy Head ^Waltz, with Vocal Chorus
by Irving Kaufman.
Bar Harbor Society Orchestra

H

—

—

All That I

3770 Looking
10

Dreams Waltz.
Bar Harbor Society Orchestra
I Only Had You— Fox-trot.

You—Fox-trot,

Only Had

—

10

The Astorites

—

—

—

—

228-H And Then I Forget Fox-trot, with Vocal
The Astorites
Choruses by Ray Stilhvell
Up and Down the Eight Mile Road Fox-trot,

Sam Lanin's Troubadours
Two-to-Two To-day Fox-

at

—

Harmony Records

Radio Imps
with
—Baritone TheArthur
Fields

Where Does She Live?
Orch. Accomp

Banner Records

—

3769

—
—

—
—
—

By— Fox-trot,
Missouri Jazz Band

trot
Oh! If I

—

H. Payne
Norton H. Payne

Mandy Lee
Blues— Vocal
Mandy Lee
Wandering Papa Blues Vocal
7510 Louisiana Breakdown Instrumental, Hot and Heavy
and Heavy
Hot
Instrumental
Memphis Rag

Trail of

Due

Cutey's

Drifting

—

Organ,

RACE

7509 Rounders

230-

Years Go

the

—

—

with

—

10
10
10

Imperial Dance Orch.
Messin' Around Fox-trot,
Joe Candullo and His Everglades Orch.
8103 On the Riviera Fox-trot ....Imperial Dance Orch.
Open up the Golden Gates Fox-trot,
Imperial Dance Orch.
8104 WTiisp'ring Trees Waltz,
Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.
Thinking Waltz. .. .Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.
8105 And Then I Forget Fox-trot,
Sara Lanin's Troubadours

Hughes and High Hatters
with Vocal Chorus by Frank
Majestic Dance Orch.

By

Duet,

Say We Get Together Male Duet,
with Piano Accomp
Hare-Jones
3774 Everybody's Got a Girl But Me Male Voice,
with Piano Accomp
Whispering "Ed"
I'm Walking Around in Circles Tenor Solo,
with Orch. Accomp
Irving Kaufman
3777 Lena Tenor Solo, with Orch. Accomp.,
Irving Kaufman
Baby Face Male Duet, with Piano Accomp.,
3780

10

Burton
Piano
Hare-Jones

Billy

—Male

Forget

Eddie Peabody

Phil

36496 While the Years Go Drifting
I

Tom

Hughes and High Hatters

De Armand

When You Come Back

I

Accomp

Regal Records

—

DANCE RECORDS

Irving Kaufman
—Tenor
Solo,

Whadda

10

Kaufman

Irving

You—Vocal,

Love

I

Glasses
I Didn't

—

232

3778

10
10

Why

Accomp

with Orch.

10

That

— Vocal

That's

—

Accomp

While the Years Go Drifting By
.10

and Her
—The Barking DogCompanions
Laughing
Me Dice—Vocal
Al Bernard
Meet
Old Sweetheart of

to

1926

Going to Park Myself in Your Arms
Male Duet, with Piano Accomp... The Radio Imps
You Belong to Me Tenor Solo, with

3773 To-night
Orch.

—

—

36489

10

Serenade

Fifi's

—

36488

—

WMCA

Don't Fail

229-H

—

—

36487

226-H

IS,

I'm
10

VOCALS

Now—^Waltz,

It's

—

—

Morse and Blue Grass Boys

Daddy's Girl Voice and Orchestra,
Miss Lee Morse and Her Blue Grass Boys

Ting-A-Ling the Bells'll Ring Fox-trot, (from
"The Cocoanuts") ...WMCA Broadcasters
That's
Annabelle Fox-trot,
with
Vocal
Chorus by Irving Kaufman, The Harmonians
My Cutey's Due at Two-To-Two To-day Foxtrot

September

from page 163)

—

Radio Corp.

Cliff

364S4

—

—

—

—

—

During the Beauty Contest at Atlantic City
week, visitors to the famous resort were entertained by a practically continuous concert
from the deck of a sixty-five-foot vessel anchored outside the breakers. It was an Auditorium Orthophonic Victrola which regaled the
last

crowds.
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Woodman Dies
Home in Allston, Mass.

Clarence A.
at

Director and

iiiSRiia!5iig'a'awia'«i[aa'5raa"aia«ia'aa'Hia"g"a"a"gi'5i^

CONSTRUCTIVE ARTICLES IN THIS
ISSUE OF THE WORLD

Manager

of Oliver Ditson Co.
Suddenly on September 9 Had
Been With the Ditson Co. for Fifiy Years

Jr'asses

—

Away

Boston,

Woodman,

September

AIass.,

director and

9.

manager

—^Clarence

A.

of the Oliver

Ditson Co., died suddenly this morniiig at his
home in Allston, Mass. Mr. Woodman was
born in Braintree, Mass., sixty-eight years ago
and had been connected with the Ditson Co.
for over fifty years.
For a number of years he
was in general charge of the affairs of the company, and some time ago was elected a director.
Mr. Woodman was a man of exceedingly
genial disposition and had a host of friends
both in and out of the music industry who will
learn of his passing with great sorrow.
He
managed the affairs of the great Ditson house
without fuss or flurry, and was particularly active in the music publishing line, the strongfactor of the Ditson business, although the
company also wholesales Victor talking machines and musical merchandise.
The funeral services were attended by many
members of the trade, and expressions of sympathy were received from friends in all parts of
the country.
Mr. Woodman is survived by a
widow, a daughter and a son by a former mar-

Ready Reference

for Salesmen, Dealers

Depends Upon Dealer

Fall Volume
Activities

H. H. Roemer, Prominent Executive,
Makes Statement of Interest to
Dealers
Canvassing Is an Important Factor
in Merchandising
The Dealer Must Not Ignore His Re-

6
10

.

10

sponsibility

Establishing a Definite Policy Governing Trade-Ins
Profits From the Accessory End of
the Radio Business
Price Maintenance Again to the

10
11

Fore

11

Reawakened

Interest in the Talking

Machine
Store

II

Door Playing

Certain LoUnbeatable Stimulus for

calities Is

in

Record Sales

12

Through Proper
Creating
Sales
Lighting
New Models Create Need for Sales-

three-speed gear, and an accelerator, simthe automobile, is a new idea being introduced this year by Federal-Brandes, Inc., manufacturer of Kolster radio. The three speeds are

numbered on a knob at the left side of the panel
on each Kolster set. First speed gives maximum
selectivity with normal sensitivity. Second gear
is intermediate between selectivity and sensiand third speed reaches out with the set's
greatest sensitivity and normal selectivity. This

tivity,

arrangement makes it possible to secure maximum volume from distant stations. The accelerator is a similar knob on the right side of the
panel which speeds up all three gears, resulting
in more pronounced returns from the loud
speaker.

Talking Machine and Radio
Men to Hold Annual Outing
The annual outing of the Talking Machine &
Radio Men, Inc., will take place on Tuesday,
September 21, at Briarcliff Lodge, Briarcliff
Manor, Westchester County, New York. The
committee in charge of the annual festivities
selected this late date so that the outing

not interfere in any
of

members and

it

way with
is

would

the vacation plans

expected that one of the
hand on Tuesday
and water sports. Tickets

largest attendances will be on
to

compete

in the field

dio

14

Summer Slump

19

Buffalo
Retailers in Mid-West Territory Expect a Record-Breaking Fall Sea-

States

famous resort and a day of

sports.

To Hold Radio Conference
A

general joint conference of the National
Association of Broadcasters, Radio Manufacturers' Association, Radio Section of the Associated

Manufacturers

of

Electrical

Supplies,

American Radio Relay League and the Federated Radio Trade Association has been called
for Wednesday, September 15, at the Hotel
Astor, New York.
The conference will open
with a full review of the involved problems
confronting the radio industry at the present
time, after which a full discussion of these
problems together with the appointment of appropriate committees of the various associations
will take place.

...

Record Sales
Texas Firm Keeps Collections
on Par
H. C. Cox, President, Columbia Co.,
Discusses European Conditions.
How the Charles E. Roat Music Co.

30

Nation-Wide Activities of Harmonica
Organizations Prove Popularity

32

of This Instrument
Gleanings From the World of Music,

35

Dancing

35

Dance
The Co-operation Which the Sheet

38
42

News From Our European Head-

—

Masters'
Influence
Ideas

72

1

1

I

1

153

Have

Dictums

Upon

Public's

Music Dealer Gives the Publishers

50

Lists

Records

for

—Milwaukee,

78

—

Baltimore,

154
1

5

8

159
Machine
161-164

quarters

Advance

CORRESPONDENCE FROM LEADING
Cincinnati,

.

.

Little

Caters to School Children
Bringing Prospective Customers Into
the Store Through the Power of
the Window
Profit by Improved Sales Methods.
Featuring the Musical Possibilities
of the Talking Machine

67

450 Dealers.

Merchandise Field

154-158

.

Buffalo,

109-122
Atwater Kent

28

24

Classics,

Droop Advertisement.

106

18
49-1 53
Elementary and High Schools Provide Field for Band Instrument
Dealers
149
Millions of Dollars Lost Annually by
5
Music Dealers, Says Buegeleisen
In the Musical

How

of Talking

October

CITIES
80 Boston,

—

—Toledo,

82

99
00- 04— Chicago, 109-122
Philadelphia,
Minneapolis and St.
24— Cleveland, 26— Salt Lake City, 128— Canada, 130Paul, 122— Kansas City,
Pittsburgh, 142
News From The
St. Louis, 138
Los Angeles, 134
Portland, 130
World's European Office, 159-160.

88—Richmond,

1

1

—

1

1

—

Radio Tuning System

and this tariff includes
transportation to and from Briarcliff Lodge, two
at this

Electric Co.,
Distributor, Host to

Viva-tonal at Store Door Increases

for the outing are $7.50

meals

son

Sampson

26

Are

Spirituals"

[00-104

16

A

Demand

.

Federal Ortho-sonic Radio Retailers Stage Interesting Meeting in

20

Analysis of Radio Accessory Field..
Budget of Sales Tips for the Dealer, Including Several Profit-Producing Window Displays, Tie-up
Stunts, Etc
Halloween Tie-up Created Radio

.

Philadelphia
as Business

of the
Enthusiastic
Gains Steadily

Store Reported That RaBusiness Suffered From a

"Negro

Factors

All

Trade

manship

A

|

Frank Reichmann Advocates Community Owned Receivers
51
Establishing Radio Trade-In Policy
60
Atwater Kent Distributor Starts
School for Salesmen
62
Exhibitors at the Third Annual Radio
World's Fair in New York.
66g-66h
Sells a Thousand Records of One
Number a Week
70
New England Dealers Optimistic
Over the Outlook for a Substantial
Fall Business
83
Thousands View Latest Radio Products at Third Annual Pacific Coast
Exposition
90
The Bureau of Internal Revenue Issues New Regulations Covering
Instalments
96

4

Why One

ilar to

and Department Heads

gil5^lH'ISISlKlKRI«1ga«il»!IWlH]iagKgl«i|»IK:|^

riage.

Federal-Brandes Brings
Out New Tuning Control

165

Patent Held Infringed
Trenton, N.

J.,

August

30.

much interested in a
last week in the United

be

— The

radio trade will

decision handed

down

States District

Court

here by Judge Bodine, which is
volve millions of dollars. The
court restrained the Splitdorf
from using a patented tuning

—

—

patented in October, 1913, by Ernest F. W.
Alexanderson, who sold his rights to the General Electric Co. The latter concern, contended
the petition, licensed the Radio Corp. to manufacture and sell the invention.

The Splitdorf Co. was accused of embodying
the device in a radio set known to the trade as

declared to in-

Type

decision of the

system
was in popular use prior to the Alexanderson
patent and sought to show that the patent did

Electrical

Co.

system in the
manufacture of radio receiving sets and ordering
the defendant concern to make an accounting
of profits. The plaintiffs in the action were the
Radio Corp. of America, the General Electric
Co. and the Westinghouse Electric and ManuThe decision handed down by
facturing Co.
Judge Bodine is a most important one.
It was contended by the complaining companies that they hold exclusive patent rights on
the tuning systems now in general use on radio
sets.
The device, it was said, was invented and

R-500.

Splitdorf

Answering

executives

that

argued

contention

that

the

the

not comply with Federal regulations.
It was
further asserted that the Splitdorf Co. was
licensed by the United States Navy Department
and that the use of the disputed system was

under that

license.

"Of course,"

said

Judge Bodine

in

dismissing

the latter contention, "the circumstance that de-

fendant has a license from the Navy Departto use the Schloemilch and von Brok
patent (a later patent) does not avoid infringement of the patent in suit."

ment
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34

Weymann &
White

Co.,

Son,

H.

H.

A

24
104, 153

N

15

157

Williams Music Pub. Co., Clarence
W-K Electric Co
Wolf Mfg. Inds
Wondertone Phono. Co

10?

96

123

159

66-1
71

Yahr & Lange

16

Co.

104
102
75
121

Zinke

& Co

19, 50,

107
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The

Starr Portable

Phonograph or

Gennett Portophone with Gennett Records
The

Starr Portable or the Gennett Portophone with Gennett Records offers
tion to launch forth on a big fall selling campaign.

an unbeatable combina-

The new Gennett

releases with their timeliness, vivacity, smoothness and excellence of recording and
the smart cleancut appearance and clear far-carrying tone of both the Starr Portable and Gennett Portophone present all any dealer could desire to meet the season's selling opportunity.
These Portables may be had either under the Starr
or Gennett name plate. Colors are black, brown, red,
gray, green and blue. Light in weight, ruggedly constructed, handsomely finished, attention compelling.
Will meet the demands of the most critical.

The Gennett

sales

plan eliminates

all

dead stock and enables the dealer

possibility

of

have on his
shelves selections that are in constant demand, the
profits from which are never being jeopardized by
left-overs and slow movers.
to

THE STARR PIANO COMPANY
Established

BIRMINGHAM
DETROIT

1872

Factories:

BOSTON
IWDIANAPOLIS

PORTLAND

Branches in:
CHICAGO
CINCINNATI
KANSAS CITY
LOS ANGELES

Richmond, Indiana

CLEVELAND

NASHVILLE
SAN FRANCISCO

DAYTON
NEW YORK

B. A.

ROLFE

World-famous
Trumpet Virtuoso

NEW ED IS
Exclusive Recordings

B. A, ROLFE'S
Palais d'Or Orchestra
SENSATION
sensation

on

Broadway,

New

on the

Broadway steppers
to the lilting jazz

a

Edison.

are stepping out

of this Broadway

music wizard. Where Broadway lights
are brightest,

where the crowd that

knows, assembles, there

NEW

EDISON

Dance Attachment
the latest

at the scin-

— the

music
hungry gather to hear the famous
trumpet virtuoso, B. A. Rolfe, and
his ensemble of dance specialists.
tillating

The

d'Or

—

Palais

No one has ever played
pet

as

Rolfe

selections

in

plays

it

— complete

register

a

the trum-

an entire

octave above "high

C"

with impec-

cable technique. These super-upper

by Rolfe make his ar^
rangements distinctive and superbly

register solos

beautiful.

These new releases will tickle the
ears and sway the feet of a nation,
as the originals have dominated
Broadway, for B. A. Rolfe and his
incomparable orchestra are exclusive Edison Artists. The living Rolfe
on Broadway or the Re-Created Rolfe
jn your home
the musical results

—

are the same.

achievement of

Hear

these Edison Records hy Rolfe

Moon Fox Trot
"Good Morning"?—Fo* Trot
51761 Blue Bonnet You Make Me Feel Blue Fox Trot
Give Me Today (And You Can Have Tomorrow)
51772 Roses Remind Me of You—Fox Trot

51750 Reaching for the

What Good

is

—

A

SIMPLE, inexpensive atL tachment that doubles
the volume of any New
Edison for all dance music,
as easily as changing a rec*
ord. Practically gives Edison
owners a new phonograph
at the price of an accessory.

51810

(Published by Irving Berlin, Inc.,
I Forget— Fox Trot

New York

Fox Trot

City)

And Then

51797 Wond'ring

Why—Fox

Trot

51799 Barcelona

Won't Go Home Tonight— Fox Trot
Only You and Only Me Fox Trot
51790 Crazy Quilt—Fox 2>of
I'd Rather Be the Girl in Your Arms (Than the
Dreams) Fox Trot

51782

I

Girl

m

Your

SINGLE COPIES, 25 CENTS
PER YEAR, TWO DOLLARS

VOL. XXII. NO. 10

Published Each

Month by Edward Lyman

Bill,

Inc.,

at

383 Madison Avenue,

$5,000 for a

^^y^

New

York, October 15,

1926

Name

Are you cashing in
on this Contest?

^

Jonmmnck
„
Entered as second-class matter

May

2,

1905,

at the

post office

at

New

York, N. V., under the act of Congress of March

.

3,

1879.
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Sonora Shielded Six
De Luxe Console

$225

CLEAR AS A BELL

HIELDED
Ocean Deep Tones
musically well forth
with a richness and depth never
heard before in radio

.

.

.

Twin

unit control combines single dial

convenience with double dial

^

distance.

^25

to

$225

Sonora Distributors listed on page

98

The Talking Machine World
New

No. 10

Vol. 22.

Louis

York, October

Home From

S. Sterling,

\S,

Price Twenty-five Cents

1926

Europe,

Discusses General Business Situation
Chairman
in

Board of Directors of the Columbia Phonograph Co. Sees Steady Improvement
Industry, Including the Phonograph Business in Various Foreign Countries

of the

The Columbia organization

company's
York,
Louis S.

that

chairman of the Board of Directors,
who returned recently to his desk after spending five months in Europe. A recognized leader
in phonograph activities the world over, Mr.
Sterling is dividing his time between the Columbia interests in America and Columbia activities
throughout the rest of the world, for, in addition
to his executive duties with the American company, he is managing director of the Columbia

ords

executive

an

gave

offices,

1819

enthusiastic

at the

Broadway,

welcome

New
to

Columbia products are gaining consistently
prestige and sales the world over. An inter-

in

esting development in the sale of Columbia rec-

Sterling,

Europe

throughout

mand

for records

exemphned

the

is

made by

increased

de-

the big orchestras,

our Masterworks Series.
These records have gained the enthusiastic approval of music lovers throughout the world,
and, strange as it may seem, we have been shipping good-sized quantities of this type of recas

in

country. It must be realized, however, that the
average workingman in Europe earns only onethird or one-quarter of the wages made by the
average American workingman, and must,
therefore, be guided by economical tendencies in
purchasing phonographs and similar articles for
his home.
The purchaser of a phonograph in
Europe looks for good value for his money, but
his first inclination is toward economy with a
consequent influence on the average sale unit.
"Our Australian factory is now working to
capacity, and although it has 'only been operat-

ing since July first, the factory was manufacturing 10,000 records per day within thirty days
after its opening, with the demand ahead of the

This
view of the

very satisfactory condition
has a popula-

output.

is

in

fact that Australia

a

tion of only 6,000,000.
The activities of the
Australian factory are being duplicated in every

one of the Columbia factories throughout the
world, and the demand for Columbia products is

Graphophone Co., Ltd., with headquarters in
London, England, and controlling factories in
England, Germany, France, Australia and South
America. Having been identified with the phonograph industry for more than twenty years and
an acknowledged authority on all matters per-

beyond all our factory facilities.
"With the exception of Germany, credit conditions throughout Europe are excellent, and
give every indicatitm of continuing this

way

in-

In Germany manufacturers have to a
certain extent been obliged to finance the jobdefinitely.

taining to the administrative and financial ends
of the business, Mr. Sterling's observations on

bers and dealers, owing to the collapse of the
When the mark went to pieces completely

business conditions abroad are not only of
general interest but are based on a thorough
study of every phase of the commercial world.
Discussing his stay in Europe during the past
five months, Mr. Sterling said:
"Industrial and financial conditions throughout Europe, South Ametica, Australia and South
Africa are more satisfactory to-day than at any
time since the war. In every branch of industry
there are indications that 1926 will be the best
year in history and without a single exception
every European country is sharing in this pros-

mark.

business kept on going ahead, with the result
that the dealer and jobber found it very difficult to secure sufficient capital for their activities and the manufacturers were obliged to carrj'
This applies to the
the burden of financing.
phonograph industry as well as other trades,
but it is a condition that will adjust itself in
the near future.
"Upon my return to this country I was
amazed at the wonderful progress made by the
American company during the past few months,

This applies to the phonograph industry as well as to other industries, but in referring to our own trade it might be well to
bear in mind that the bottom never dropped out
of the phonograph industry throughout the rest
In fact,
of the world as it did in this country.
perity.

in the manufacture and sale of phonographs
and records. Our factories in this country are
working day and night to handle the requirements of our dealers and, judging from the reports of our executives, the growth of the business will continue steadily throughout the year.
As a matter of fact, our sales in this country
for the first nine months of 1926 were ahead
of any year in Columbia history, with the exception of the abnormal wartime years. Our.
business is now on a profitable basis, and, un-

both

Louis

business has increased steadily since the war
and every year seems to be getting on a more
satisfactory and healthy basis.
"Generally speaking, economic and industrial
conditions in Europe are closer to normal than
Results
is the general belief in this country.
have been accomplished abroad which it is very

S.

Sterling

ord even to Japan, where a 100 per cent duty
is

in force.

"While the demand for phonographs has
shown marked increases in every European
country,

age

understand and realize without visiting the countries themselves. As a whole, unemployment is steadily decreasing, the people
are working steadily and earning more than
heretofore, with general prosperity an established fact and not a mere possibility.

is

interesting to note that the aver-

is

it

which, of course,
considerably lower than the average in this
retail price is fifty dollars,

less

all

signs are misleading, will continue on

this basis

permanently."

difiicult to

"The improvement

in

industrial conditions

Important Changes in the
Sales Personnel of Victor Go.

which

strike,

Britain

is

activities.

seriously

Germany

disturbing

has

made

ment

A.

industry in

Germany

is

with record and phonograph
reaching the highest figures in history. The cost
of production in Germany has shown a substantial decrease and, although the sales tax has
excellent,

sales

been practically eliminated, retail costs have remained the same with a correspondingly larger
profit to every factor of the trade.
"Columbia business throughout the world has
been very much bigger in 1926 than in 1925, and
it

Jr.,

C. B., Gilbert,

sales

is

See second

Bartley,

as

head' of

a

newly formed

tant territory.

considered that last year was the best
year in our history, we have good reasons to feel

when

Jr.,

B. Gilbert and

department, which will be known as the promotional department.
This department will
endeavor to offer as many constructive suggestions to Victor wholesalers and dealers as
possible, and will make a special study of successful sales plans which have proved their
Mr. Bartley,
merit under practical conditions.
who is well known to Victor distributors
throughout the country, was formerly district
manager for Pennsylvania and the Southeastern
section, where he won the esteem and friendship of the distributors throughout this impor-

In fact, the leading industrial companies

The phonograph

^C.

Roy A. Forbes, manager of sales and merchandising of the Victor Talking Machine Co.,
announced this week the appointment of Robert

Great
phe-

have already resumed the payment of dividends
and are all operating on a full-time capacity
basis.

—

District

nomenal progress since the first of this year,
with wages increasing steadily and the bank
rate close to normal for the first time since the
war.

Heads Promotional DepartW. R. Lewis Become
Sales Managers

R. A. Bartley,

is

noticeable in Germany, although
England would be equally as prosperous on a
comparative basis if it were not for the coal

particularly

last

manager

in

who

has been assistant district
New York territory, succeeds

Mr. Bartlev as district sales manager
page fur Index oj Articles of Interest in

in

Penn-

this issue of

Mr.
the Southeastern section.
been in close touch with Victor
activities throughout New York territory, working in co-operation with the jobbers and dealers
and earning their esteem through his familiarity
with their problems.
W. R. Lewis, who has been associated with
the Victor organization for many years and
one of the most popular members of the Victor
traveling staff, has been appointed district sales
manager of an important central territory,
which will include Louisiana, portions of Tennessee and Arkansas, the major part of Texas,
Mississippi, part of Oklahoma.
Mr. Lewis' appointment as district sales manager will be
welcome news to his many friends throughout
sylvania
Gilbert

and

has

the Victor organization, for he has attained
exceptional success on the Victor traveling staft'
and well deserves the promotion to the post of
district sales manager.
There are now five district sales managers in the Victor organization,

comprising Lloyd Egner, R. S. Cron, Otto May,
C. B. Gilbert and W. R. Lewis.

Hundreds of dealers took advantage of the
broadcasting of the World Series baseball games
to demonstrate their radio receivers to hundreds
of thousands of listeners.
The World
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Sales Effort a Vital Trade
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Need

Individual Dealer Prosperity Depends Upon Merchandising Plan
That Covers All Lines
Get Out of the Beaten Path for Sales

~

Now

that the

Fall is here it remains to be
the talking machine dealers will take
advantage of the long-waited business oppor-

how

seen

tunities.

The country

is

more prosperous than

it

ever has been; people have money and are willing to spend it; the trade has fine new products

and

a large slice of this

talking machine

stores

money

will be spent in
provided dealers have

those dealers

ume

who

of talking

are dissatisfied with the vol-

machine business

sit

business.

down and

restaurants, etc.

these products.
The senselessness of this
evident when one considers the investment

the foresight to go after business.

of intelligence in

promoting

sales are perfectly

with their profits in the talking machine
department. Certainly any branch of a business
that is neglected will show the result of this
lack of merchandising. That is true of any business or any department. It takes salesmanship
to sell a product, especially an item that runs
into considerable money.
A Busy Talking Machine Department

York

City, says:

"I expect the closing

months

members

There are many other good markets for
talking machines and records. The dealer need

way.

only look around him and if he has eyes and can
think he will find them and get business. The
not an argument for the dealer to neglect
After all, the householder
is the best source of business for the talking
machine dealer. But what the dealer should and
must do if he expects to make money in the
talking machine and record business is to get
out into the field and sell not only the people
who are his usual prospects, but also those who
can be made prospects and ultimate buyers by

above

building

are

himself

dealer

responsible

is

for his prosperity or the lack
of it.
Push your lines.
.

the right kind of missionary sales work.

A

.

tied

up

talking machines and records.

in

same money
them and

the

forget

in a

stock of furnaces and then

is

that

that

we have no

some

and

reason to

make an
The result
complain. I know
sales.

dealers have neglected their talking

machine departments. This is wrong
profitable. If dealers would pay the same attention to promoting sales of talking machines and

and un-

records that they do to creating business in
other departments the new instruments will sell."
This statement is of more than passing interest, because it hits directly at an evil that has
been noticeable in the stores of certain talking
machine dealers during the past year or so. Let

Introducing

—

and immediately the magnitude
becomes evident. This addiIt means
tional business is worth going after.
dance

the sales of extra instruments as well as larger
record sales. The solution of the sales problem
lies

merchandising ability. The day of the storekeeper is past. There is no money to be made
in

storekeeping, but there

made

plenty of

is

money

M.

to

talking machines and records,
especially the wonderful new instruments put
Get out of the
out by the leading companies.

be

CoRRY,

Tube Control Receiver)

October

Pa.,

a line of talking machines and combination talking machine-radio instruments, shows the way.
The sales representatives of this aggressive concern have been sent out into the field to get

of the

7.

new

establishment.

3

major factors being considered;

2.

PERFORMANCE
APPEARANCE

3.

PRICE

that the LYRIC is suffito these features we emphasize the
ciently selective to meet congested broadcasting conditions in the Metropolitan areas.

FACT

embodied in a Mahogany Cabinet. The front panel is bakeand very attractively lithographed in gold. The Rheostat
and Tuning Knobs are also made of bakelite. Indicators and arrows en-

The LYRIC

is

size 7 x 18,

graved with gold.

The condensers

This receiver covers

all

are of the S.L.F. type.

stations ranging

Mr. Jobber, write or wire us for

detail

from 200

to 600 metres.

on our exclusive

Dealers are requested
Jobbers regarding the

to

territorial proposition.

inquire of their
or Address:

LYRIC

New York Album

& Card Co*,

23-25 Lispenard Street,
i

the

The K. H. Radio Laboratories were incorporated at Albany with a capital stock of $5,000.

This instrument has been designed with

1.

Open Store
—Remodeling of

former Edison parlors on South Center street
into one of the most up-to-date music stores
in this section of the State is now under way.
Miss Myrtle Fuller, proprietor, has announced
October 16 as the date of the formal opening

Of
beaten path in the search for business.
course work the old avenues for sales, but do
not forget the bypaths. A radio dealer, HaynesGriffin, Inc., of New York, who recently added

lite,

(2 Dial, 5

Fuller to

in selling

Added

Lyric

distinctly witli the dealer himself.

real

To You

Nyacco

halls, etc.,

of this sales field

Merchandising vs. Storekeeping
Existing competition between dealers and between products demands that the dealer display

our talking machines and

all

kinds, music clubs, hotels, restaurants, theatres,

sales will be equally conspicu-

some time. If anyone says that talking machine and record business is on the decline they
The entire year has seen our deare wrong.
get behind
partment humming with activity.
effort to create interest

ous civic and social organizations, clubs of

Put

ous by their absence.

We
records. We

Broad Market

The out-of-the-beaten-path market is by no
means small. Consider schools, churches, vari-

of this year to be the busiest I have experienced
in

is

the usual prospects.

profits by creating interest in
all their lines.
Experiences
oi merchants prove that the

satisfied

Miss B. B. Steele, manager of the talking machine and record section of Stern Bros., New-

talking machine dealers who are satisfied to take
the stray crumbs of business that come their

Neglected departments oi the
talking machine business kill
prohts made in departments
on which the dealer concentrates.
Competition demands
a more complete type oi merchandising.
How two live
trade

Institutions of this character

have money. They can well afford to buy the
best.
Five hundred or a thousand dollars does
not mean as much to big concerns as it does to
the average family.
These men made sales in
places that for years have been overlooked by

sell

Spread the Sales Effort
Unfortunately many dealers seem either to
lack the ability or inclination to spread merchandising effort over all the lines they handle.
Many dealers are so shortsighted that they concentrate on what seems to be moving most
easily. There are even some dealers who declare
that business is slowing down and who therefore
neglect the talking machine department.
The
fallacy of this reasoning is indicated by the fact
that those retailers who are getting behind their
phonographs and records and using a modicum

did not engage in a house-to-

They

did analyze the field and
discovered that there is a good market for sales
among steamship companies, hotels, theatres,

think the matter out along logical lines. It will
not take long, if the dealer is honest with himself, to find the trouble. In nine cases out of ten
he will find that he is not trying very hard to
is

They

house canvass.

New York

{Established 1907)

Inc.

—
October

15,
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Vslatch. the
Musical Achievement of the

Called by Press and Critics the Grcatcft

Age

of these publications:

The Saturday Evening Post

Brunswick

October

PANATROPE
World's

first

rcivojctriny

October issues

9

Literary Digest

purely

October 16

mu^i.a!

Liberty

October 23
National Geographic

October

Good Housekeeping
October

Vogue, October 15
Harper's Bazar

October
Etude, October

We're

telling the millions

Before buying any musical instrument or radio

hear the Brunswick Panatrope^*

ONCE

people have heard the Brunswick Panatrope

their purchasing interest

Brunswick

is

is

aroused.

Knowing

this,

planning more demonstrations throughout

the country to acquaint the public with the marvelous

Panatrope.

The message, "Before buying any musical

instrument or radio

—hear the Brunswick Panatrope,"

is

being carried to the public by means of thousands of lines
of

newspaper advertising and 45 pages

in the leading

magazines.
Opportunities are created, as never before, to increase

Brunswick dealers. Watch for it, tie up
with it. Brunswick has a dealer service that you cannot
Get the utmost from these salesafford to overlook.
actual sales for

all

creating plans.

THE BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER CO.

•

GENERAL

OFFICES: 623

SOUTH WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO
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Lester E. Noble Elected President of
Federal Radio and Tel. Corporations
Promotion

Executive to Head of Federal Tel. Mfg. Corp. and Federal Radio Corp. a Merited
Reward Mr. Noble's Rapid Rise Is a Romance of Big Business

of

—

of

—

Y.,

15,

1926

both the radio and telephone industries.
Mr. Noble has fostered a strong spirit of comradeship among Federal employes by sponsorin

ing competitive athletics as well as affairs of a
social nature.
Co-operation and enthusiasm
are watchwords among the Federal personnel

and

continue under Mr. Noble's direction.
department heads of the Federal
Radio Corp. gathered at a banquet in the Buffalo Athletic Club to honor their newly elected
president, Lester E. Noble.
The banquet was
a congratulatory affair, over which G. H.
will

Twenty

October 7. At a meeting of the
Federal Telephone Manufacturing Corp. and the Federal Radio Corp. recently, the election of Lester E. Noble as pres-

Buffalo, N.

directors

October

the

two companies was announced. Mr.
Noble has been the chief figure in the building

ident of the

resigned his position as manager of the phonograph division of the Chicago branch of the
Rudolph Wurlitzer Co. to accept a similar position with Federal.
Six months later he was
transferred to Buffalo as assistant to the president and in February, 1925, became vice-president and sales

man-

In the Fall of
1925 he assumed the
duties
of
general

Raymond,

vice-president and treasurer, presided.
Mr. Noble received, as a token of esteem, a

fine

hand-worked leather traveling

case.

ager.

manager
to

in

dency.

Mr. Noble's recent
election to the office

president

speedy
and uninterrupted
advance. His energy
and enthusiasm in
the study of detailed
problems of corpor

a

t

e

a

of

Famous Banjo Player, Orchestra Leader and
Domino Record Artist Closes Deal With
Owners of Balaban & Katz, Theatre Owners

comes

as the logical culmi-

nation

Signed by Eddie Peabody

addition

vice-presi-

the

of

Million Dollar Contract

Eddie Peabody, the well-known banjo player
and orchestra leader, who records exclusively
for Domino records made by the Plaza Music
Co., recently closed a contract with Balaban &
Katz, owners of a chain of photoplay houses
and close associates with Famous Players-Lasky
organization.

The contract

involves a six-vear

management

have given him a
complete grasp upon
every department of
his
company's acLester E. Noble at His Desk
tivities. He has aimup of these successful institutions, which have
ed especially to surround himself with an orsurpassed their former prominence in the radio
ganization of competent engineers and research
and telephonic fields.
experts.
The reconstruction of office and factory
The record of Mr. Noble's achievement with
method in Federal factories during the past year
the Federal companies reveals a remarkably
is most noticeable and has proved extremely sucrapid and significant progress. He has risen in
cessful. In particular a perceptible effect has been
two and one-half years from the position of
produced by Mr. Noble's habit of hewing close to
Chicago branch manager to the presidency of
the line of an undeviating program. The Federal
Federal's active corporation. In April, 1924, he
policy, as a result, bears a very good reputation

Selling Better All

^^iW

W'HEN

each year surpasses the last, you know
there are good reasons. Especially in the radio
industry, where stability means more. The record
shows that CASE sets have been thoroughly proven
and found absolutely dependable; that CASE policies
all
are fair and sound; that our factory facilities
parts being made in our own plant insure perfect fit-

—

—

ting and

matching

Eddie Peabody

of all parts.

CASE

sets are sound merchandise, sold
only through reputable jobbers and dealers.
Our merchandising policy includes liberal
The
sales helps and national advrertising.
CASE 1927 line is built around a standard
noted for remarkable
circuit with 6 tubes
reception, power, clearness and selectivity.
These are precision instruments made for
.

—

—

a lifetime of satisfactory service.

MODEL 60 a

Only

6 %hes, Q Controls
H-ia

Solid

The CASE

may

Mahogany Cabinet

^JtLoo
- -

/

\m/(ist

franchise in your territory

be available. Write today
and find out it will pay you well.
still

—

The complete CASE line of 10 numbers
lower sales resistance by enabling you to
The 2
give customers what they want.
numbers illustrated herewith typify the rare

—

CASE sets 6 tubes, 2 conor vernier perfectly logged
and easy to tune. Beautiful walnut and
Volume production
mahogany cabinets.
and sales now the largest in our history
enable us to offer the lowest prices ever
known on such quality sets.
values in
trols

all

— dials

—

—

—

&

Electric Co.
Marion, Indiana

Indiana Mfg.

period to play for this string of movie houses
and totals over a million dollars.
This contract is said to be the largest ever
given a single performer in any theatre in the
country.
Eddie Peabody had a contract with
the same organization which still had a year to
run and this old contract was destroyed.
Eddie Peabody was originally from Cleveland,
O.,

where

I^ater he

his orchestra

won some

quite prominent

his radio broadcasting.
He then was taken up
by the Domino record organization, who saw
great possibilities in his style of rendering popular songs.
His records during the past few
years have had a wide sale.
Eddie Peabody is now playing on the Pacific
Recently he played three weeks at the
Coast.
Granada Theatre, San Francisco, and now appears at the Metropolitan Theatre, Los Angeles.
He is said to have the largest following on the
Pacific Coast of any present-day performer.
The latest Domino record by Eddie Peabody is "Bye, Bye, Blackbird" and "Valencia."
Both of these are banjo solos with vocal refrain.

In Important Erla Posts
Edwards has been appointed general
J.
manager of the Electrical Research Laboratories (E R L A), manufacturer of Erla radio,
of Chicago.
F. Quinn has been made asJ.
sistant sales manager and he will also continue
H.

sales

No. 60D, $170

became

national recognition through

No. 60C, $125

as advertising

manager.

:
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Some New Numbers
'<SP

<<i?

,

The Merrymakers
Barcelona

Baby Face

sing

3289

Richard Bonelli, baritone,
sings:

Gypsy Love Song
Bedouin Love Song
Both

10264

of these are unusually fine

records for demonstrating
Brunswick's musical instruments.

YOUR NAME
HERE

Are you using
Brunswick's Service to Dealers?
How you can

tie

up with current national campaigns

EVERY

Thursday, as each new Brunswick Record
release is announced, Brunswick dealers may obtain
special literature, and mats of advertisements to tie up
with the national weekly record announcement ad. You
can greatly increase your record business if you will
bring to the public's attention these newest offerings by
the biggest stars of the amusement world. Every one of
these numbers will demonstrate how immensely Brunswick's "Light-Ray" electrical recording (musical photography) improves music for the home.

Panatropes

•

Phonographs

THE BRUNSWICK. BALKE-COLLENDER

•

Radiolas

•

Records

CO., General Offices: 623 South Wabash Avenue, Chicago
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Newly Formed Dayton Radio Association
Aims to Eliminate Profitless Service
Forty-five Dealers Join in Movement to Stop Ruinous Competition and Do Away With Unreasonable Customer Demands for Free Service and Use of Radio Apparatus on Approval Basis

Dayton,

O.,

October

5.

— Forty-five

of the fifty-

three radio retailers in this city are now members of a recently formed association which

has

for

killing

E.

the

object

its

radio service

Saum, president

code of
bers,

this

costs,

the

of

is

that

of

profit-

according to John

The

organization.

by the mem-

association, signed

and which

competition

elimination

designed to eliminate ruinous
responsible

indirectly

is

for

the type of service that creates an unsatisfactory condition in the radio department, covers
the following points:

No

radio receivers are delivered on approval
except upon a charge of at least five dollars
a

day;

without

no installations of antennae are made
a

charge;

service

three

free

service

calls
set,

permitted after the

are

but

service

after

sale

of

a

radio

charged for at
No exchanges are

that

is

the rate of $1.50 per hour.
permitted except for actual defects in material,
thus eliminating one of the biggest bugbears
of the radio dealer that uncertainty of the
purchaser that makes it difficult to keep him
sold once he has made his choice.
Returns
of all radio apparatus are barred, thus wiping
out another profit-eating custom that has crept
into the business through customers who get
the radio complex, purchase a set, and then
are dissatisfied, not through any fault of the
set, but through conditions as to static, etc.
This evil also has been stimulated by the rapid
changes and improvements which have taken

—

October

15,

in the radio receivers on the market.
time limit also has been placed on the
instalment contract, providing for a 20 per cent
down payment and terms not extending over
No guarantees are to
a period of ten months.
be given by retailers on batteries or tubes.
Another feature of the agreement, which has
taken a great deal of the viciousness out of
local competition without in any way interfering with free competition, is the clause by
which the retailers bind themselves to make no
demonstrations while another dealer is making
a demonstration.

place

A

Wilton T.

M. Go. Moves

Co., which has
3944 Broadway, New York,
to 4009 Broadway, larger and

The Wilton Talking Machine
been

located

recently

at

moved

The Wilton company
one of the pioneer talking machine concerns
in the metropolitan district, having been engaged in this field for the past thirteen years.

more

attractive quarters.

is

Only Quality Album Makers
Could Produce Such Instruments'
at These Prices

PEERLESS
New
and Better

Portables
00
15
Retail

Dealers who have nandled portables will immediFor instance, it has a
ately note the difference.
genuine piano hinge, a brass-drawn, one-piece tone
arm. It also has a new tonal quality. The exterior
finish is in either brown or blue two-tone fabrikoid
set upon a case of great durability with the final
And an extouches of the album maker?' art.
a genuine Peerless Album with
clusive feature
individual pockets for records.

—

—

Send

for a sample

Please Note;

and se« the value

An

All

Genuine

Leather Covered Portable

A Word
For over

a

About Albums

decade

the

Peerless

^25°^

Album

has produced albums of every demeeting the requirements of
the trade that desired goods of superior
quality and of quick salability.
Co.

scription,

There are Peerless albums

of every deincluding the new Peerless
Art Mission albums, the finest album
ever made.
Produced in combination for
both ten and twelve inch records or in
single album form.
Attractively bound

scription

— stamped

in

"Peerless

AllThattheName

An

gold.

PEERLESS ALBUM

genuine

at

ment. The equipment,
of the very
is
The finest tone
arm, a sound box of
exceptional merit and
a Heinemann double
spring motor.

too,
best.

CO.

PHIL. RAVIS, President

636-638
WALTER

S.

GRAY

leath-

portable,
$25.00.
Alimpossible.
It
a Peerless achieve-

and
most
is

Implies"

all

er-covered

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

CO., Pacific Coast Representative, San Francisco and Los Angeles

1926
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Noteworthy Additions to
Stromberg-Carlson Products
New

5-tube shielded Receivers, supplethe famous
totally
shielded
"Universal" 6-tube models
together
with important accessories give increased desirability to the Stromberg-

menting

—
—

Carlson franchise.

These 5-tube Receivers, with their lower
price range, will attract additional buyers who seek Stromberg-Carlson excellence, but who do not demand
the
mighty amplification and range of the
6-tube models.

602 Univci-sal Re6Art Console.
shielded,
totaUs
Amencan
with voltmeter.
equipped
dual control:
out
Price, without accessories or ifiop,
Walnut
Rockies
including external Cone Speaker. East of
$365: Rockies and West S400.

No

reiver.
tulie;

The

Stromberg-Carlson
Accessories,
built primarily to enable owners to obtain the utmost from their StrombergCarlsons, afford dealers the opportunity
of augmenting a customer satisfaction
which is already without equal.

Stromberg-Carlson Telephone
Manufacturing Co.,
No.
versal

Uni-

GOl

Iteceiver.

Treasure Ch^st.

fi-

tube; totally shielded:

dual control; equlpptd
with voltmeter: solid Mahogany. Operates off either
house current or batteries.
without accessories or
Price,
of
Rockies
$225:
Ix)op.
East
Rockies and "West $240.
No. 101 Loop Outfit ?22.50; Rockies and West $25.
For use with No. GOl Receiver.
No. 61 Radio Cabinet Table.
Rockies and West $68.50.

Un t
Socket-Fewer
'A'
(Gould Unlpower, built to Strom-

The

'

'

i

specifications).
A
berg-Carlson
reliable source of filament current, operating from house EghtPrice, East of Rc»"'-ins mains.
West $43.
ies S38; Rockies

Stromberg-Carlson No. 401 B
Socket-Power Unit. Eliminates
batteries by substituting
silent power from house curDesigned to meet
rent.

"B"

require
Underwriters'
Requires one

merits.

UX-213

5-A Cone Speaker. Violin
Price East of
wood soundboard.
Rocliies $35: Rockies and West S40.
No.

and West

Licensed under Lektophone patOthers
ents, 1271527 and 1271529.
pending.

j^ij

Makers of 'voice

transmission

and

'voice reception

apparatus for

rectron tube.

Price East of Rock
S58: Rockies

ies

jf

mgre than

$64.

thirty years.

,
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peared on the theatre and concert stage without dealers making
any attempt to tie up effectively and capitalize on the publicity.

The

^

^^ior dealers
wJfolesalerspmanufacbirers

\

executives of a trade association recently asked for a
decision of the membership as to whether that particular organization

was

to be accepted as simply a

effective business body.
(,rddio products^

(Registered in the U. S. Patent Office)

PUBLISHED BY EDWARD LYMAN
President, C. L. Bill; Vice-Presidents,

Brown; Treasurer, Raymond Bill; Secretary,
Asst. Treasurer, Wm. A. Low.

E. L. Bill; Assist. Secretary, L. E.

TIGHE,

C. R.

LEE ROBINSON,
L. AVERY,
Vikcent D.

Walsh,

E.

Manager
Muhch, Victor

B.

V. E. MOYNAHAK, ROYCI CODY, A.

J.

Gahdnh,

C.

NiCKLIH

Western DlvUlon: Republic Building, 209 So. State Street, Chicago, 111. Telephone,
Wabash S242. Leonard P. Canty, Manager.
Boston: John H. Wilson, 324 Washington Street
London, Vng., Office: 2 Gresham Building, Basinghall St. W. Lionel Sturdy, Mgr.
The Talking Machine World has regular correspondents located in all of the principal
cities

Trade Conditions

Louis Sterling, president of the Board of Directors of
Co., Inc., has something to say about

the

Business Manager
Circulation

of

WHENColumbia Phonograph

Associate Editor.

Assistant Editor

FRANK
Trade Representatives:

Randolph
Bowers;

Interesting Analysis

WILSON, BRAID WHITE,

BILL, B. B.

Inc.

Bill,

it could accomplish a real good for their members by inaugurating
and carrying on tie-up campaigns. General publicity without cost
is rather a difficult thing to acquire, which makes it all the more
painful to see its value ignored and its opportunities allowed to
lie dormant.

SPILLANE, Editor

B.

J.

RAY

BILL,

Edward Lyman

B. Spillane,

J.

luncheon club or be made an
This particular association and others like

throughout America.

conditions in the trade and the prospects for the future his statements are worth listening to, because Mr. Sterling is in a position
to know whereof he speaks, having accompHshed as much as, and

probably more than, any single individual in the industry in bringing about the rehabilitation of the phonograph and records from
the production as well as the merchandising standpoint.
In interviews granted upon his return

from a European trip
Mr. Sterling admitted frankly that the recent depression
the phonograph business was not due so much to the inroads of

recently,

Published the 15th of every month at 383 Madison Ave.,

New York

in

radio or to lack of musical interest on the part of the public as to
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office
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had stood still and did not offer the
improved product calculated to hold public interest. This fact is
generally admitted in the trade by the thinkers, but unfortunately
has not been given the pubHcity necessary to impress it upon the
minds of the individual members of the trade at large. However,
this is of the past, the necessary improvements have been made,
and the industry is again enjoying a full measure of prosperity.
There is in evidence in the trade, however, an attitude of
smug contentment, a feeling that the radical improvements that
have been made in both phonographs and records represent the last
word, yet, in the face of the conditions through which the industry
the fact that the trade itself

has passed within a comparatively recent period, such an attitude

DESPITE

all

that has been said or written about the

of

tying up with the personal appearances of recording artists,
and the excellent examples along that line that have been shown by

progressive dealers, particularly in the smaller

main those

retailers

who

cities,

there

still

re-

and circular work to bring in the trade.
Not so long ago a well-known radio and recording artist appeared at New York's principal vaudeville theatre. He managed
to work into his act particular reference to records he was making
for a prominent company, and also used an electrically operated
phonograph in presenting a section of his entertainment. The act
well advertised and unquestionably

metropolitan dealers and yet
tied

up

we have

was known

to find the

and

directly with this particular singer

to

many

who

his vaudeville ap-

pearance.
It

this

tion

will

be argued perhaps, by the neighborhood dealer, that
its

district the direct benefits

consequential.

Yet

it

the theatre during the
section of the city

is

audiences from the entire metropolitan
he could receive from a tie-up were

certain that of the thousands

who

inaction.

Value of Special Course
inauguration
THE
America of a

permanent factor

the
to

same general

see to

representing the line were remiss in not lining up the dealers, but
a

prominent recording

town,

for

stimulus to

artist or orchestra appear in a mid-West
and the dealers do not require any outside
develop a tie-up campaign that actually sells records

instance,

and machines.

'

\

•

Were the New York incident an unusual one it might be excused as an accidental oversight, but it has happened on frequent
occasions during the last year that artistg and orchestras have ap-

men

in the selling

who

is

a

move

of supreme

and naturally the

servic-

look upon that department as the

in their businesses.

knowledge regarding the technical side of radio, for
was new and even those closely associated with its makwere somewhat at sea regarding various technical details. With
industry stabilized, however, those who make and sell radio have

the product

purchase of that particular instrument, or a talking machine of the

let

Institute of

In the early days the dealer and his salesman might be excused

paid for an opportunity of hearing

type.

salesmen and radio service

ing of radio receivers, and

for lack of

be perhaps that the manufacturer and the wholesalers

Technical Instruction

some months ago by the Radio

importance to those engaged

ing

may

in

special course of technical instruction for deal-

heard the

It

Surely a lesson learned at such high cost should not be

his

person and were ripe to consider the possible

future.

in the

easily forgotten.

a comparison demonstration of the particular machine used, had
artist in

order to insure the steady progress of the phono-

face again within a period of five years another period of business

visited

week there were some hundreds from

who had

in-

in

Mr. Sterling sounded the warning when he declared that unless
persistent search for new possibilities in phonograph producand reproduction was kept up steadily, the industry would

ers, jobbers,

with a theatre drawing

own

of a task well done, but must give continued thought to further

development
graph trade

of the

record of one

in-

terests associated with them, cannot rest quietly in the satisfaction

apparently are content to remain in their

establishments and allow the regular form of newspaper publicity

was

much, the inventive minds of the industry, and those outside

so

wisdom

Having accomplished

persisted in spells trouble for the future.

if

Capitalizing Appearances of Record Artists

do with established factors, and in building for the future should
it

that they are familiar with those factors.

would seem a matter of wisdom for a dealer to encourage his
salesmen and service men in their search for a certain amount of
technical knowledge regarding radio either through the Radio Institute of America in its regular classes or through its method of
instruction by correspondence or through the courtesy of such manIt

ufacturers as are willing to give attention to the instructing of their
distributors

products.
dising

and

their representatives in the technical side of their

It is this

knowledge that

will

make

and for keeping the customers satisfied.

for sound

merchan-

Col

1

nnounces

The

of a series
of advertisements
first

2pages facing
in color
in

THE SJirUI{p/lY
EVENING POST

nent Appears in

^7/?e

THE

Opening of Doors
Jong Closed

The

Viva-tonal Columbia sums up in itself the entire art
and science of reproduced music. From now on you
will enjoy, as if played or sung in your presence, the

and the

range
of each musical instrument, of all musical instruments
—of each voice, and of all combinations of voices. You
no longer hear a reproduction; you hear the original
performance held for you in suspension until the instruliving naturalness, the true balance,

ment
As

gives
if

full

it life.

one always color-blind were about

dowed with

to be en-

vision— the dull grays and hard
shadows of a lifetime's limitations suddenly to be forgotten in the flooding unimagined colors of the sunrise!
perfect

Every instrument in its entire range, and in its rarest
tonal caprice, has been tested in the Columbia Laboratories for utter fidelity of reproduction. Every possible

Consider each model as a piece of furniture
force yourself to forget its musical capa-

—

—

and you will appreciate
and appropriateness. Study its

city

you

a/ill find

its

It-

dignity

details

and

excellence of uiorkmanship hap-

pily associated with convenience of design.

The dealer who is to demonstrate the
Columbia to you may he identified by his display of the Columbia trademark:
I'iva-tonal

If more convenient, write

to

Reproduced music without the proper proportion of BASS is simply not real music.
The Viva-tonal Columbia's bass will delight
and surprise you with its richness and authority. The bass values are present in their true
proportion as never before. Hear them once
and your appreciation of reproduced music
will be increased a thousand times in one
magical minute.

-J

us for descrip-

and let us tell you
your nearest Columbia dealer.
tive booklet

'^1

the tiatne 0/

Columbia Phonograph Company
1819

Broadway.

New York
Viva'tonol Columbia Model 611
Decorated Walnut

Model

ALL THE

601

I

Two-Tone Brown Mahosany

BEAUTY OF ALL THE

1

P

SATURDAY

COLUMBIA
^he

Successor to the Phonograph
'like

lift itself/

grouping of instruments has been patiently tested out.
Voices of every kind, in hundreds of different selections,
have yielded a lifelike quality formerly unknou^n.
The magic of the music at first may obscure your appreciation of

its

material source.

But the mechanisms that per-

form the miracle are cased within cabinets of mahogany
and walnut that contribute to the decorative harmony of
tasteful interiors, and that you should examine critically.

Columbia

New Process

Records—

Viva-tonal Recording, Electrical Process
Tile epoch-making- electrical process of recording used in Columbia New Process Records is
offered to the public by the Columbia Phonograph Company through arrangement with the

Western Electric

Company
The

public

Columbia

is

ings

as

the

Berlioz

Symphonie

Fantastique,

Tschailcowsky's "1812" Overture, Schubert's
Unfinished Symphony and Beethoven's Ninth
Symphony, all splendid examples of the amazing
brilliance, smooth surface, volume, and tonequality now available through the electric
recording process. Any Columbia dealer

4li

will gladly play tliese as well as the latest

popular dance and vocal numbers. Look
for the familiar Columbia trade-mark.

invited to hear and test such
Process electrical record-

New

%smt.

is'

mlEveryone knows that the delicate beautv
of passages of music

in

the upper register

can be ruined by the slightest distortion.

The new Viva-tonal Columbia can never do
this
Viva-tonal Columbia Model 710
Decorated Brown

Model

700

I

.$175

Viva-tonal Columbia Model HIO
Decorated lirotvn AJaJloguny

.$160

Model

Mahogany

Two-Tone Walnut]

mo

{Two-Tone Walnut)

because

it

always repeats the exact

tone-vibrations of the original, adding none
S300

and subtracting none.

Every high note,

$275

whether of voice or instrument,
heard exactly as sung or played,

MUSIC

PF

ALL

THE

WORLD

tire fullness

is

now

in its en-

and brilliance of tone quality.

vni>)!))!!)i!)!w>mw>>»w/!!)m>;>i>!)i)i>i)!mm/m/mm

mm

.

All the beauty, brilliance and clarity of the
original rendition

and all the volume too

records without scratch /

COLUMBIA
New Process
RECORDS
are recorded

The Records
Without Scratch

NEW
Schubert:

ELECTRICAL

Symphony No. 6

in

B Minor

*
iUnffinished)

,lH.no J.V

II

OnKorri.
Allum,

HJO

Beethoven: Symphony No. 9
(Choral, in D Minor)
Columb-J Muitw-ork. Sci No. 39 In Sy.™ P.rt^ on Eljiht ll-lnth DoubltDkc R«ordi. By Fdi Wonwrinrr tni London Symphonv Orehtiiri.
Complcri «ih Album. S1I.W

Berlioz:

Symphonie Fantastique

Columbij Mlltrntorb Sr' N'o 51. In T-dvf Pjni, on Sii Doijbl<-t>uc
BcTPtdt. By FiLi \\Wnnn<f jnd Umjan SvmphoBy OnrhoiiaConir'1'''(>i<h Album. S9.M

Gounod: Faust— Ballet Music

W7I1I-M

I

J1.501

Tlll-M
II"

I

HJOl

F.uit: Bilkl Muiic. Pjmll ind
S,.Hcr.fsJ

W™j

,0(1

Fault. Billn Muv.t. P.rn
Sir Hrnn' J. VV«<Und

;

lGouf™)>,

,hcX(«Cru«n-.
3

Hill

Oixharn

ind * (Cwunod).

iht

Nco Qjwn'i

Hill

Oithain

in

New

recording

is

Columbia

Process Records, Viva-tonal Recording, are abso-

same as the voices and instruments that make
them. All the beauty, brilliance, and clarity of the original rendition and all the volume, too.

— undislorted,

The human voice is human
The violin is actual. The guitar

is

a guitar

n.iturnl.

The instruments

and nothing

unmistakable, each of the brasses genuine.
the piano itself no less.

wood\vinds

is

else.

all

arc r/al.

Each of the

different

Even the

difficult

piano

is

—

the m.irvelously smooth surface of the rttord made possible by the Columbia Nrj: Process— no sound of the needle, no scratching noise. You
music.
hear nothing but the

And

besides

all this, is

The epoch-making

Which

method of recording used in Columbia New Process
the public by the Columbia Phonograph Company through

electrical

WESTERN ELECTRIC COMPANY.

kind of music most appeals to you.' Select one
record from this list and let that phonograph of yours
astonish you! Look for the Columbia trade-mark displayed
by all dealers who sell Columbia New Process Records.

Co..

Columbia Dance Records

lutely the

Records is offered to
arrangement with the

Columbia Phonograph

NEW

the one great advance

the recording art in twenty years.

1819 Broadway, New York
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Launching the Musical Instrument Revue

THERE

was held

It is

new

in

type of public demonstration of musical instruments termed

"A Music Revue"
at trade gatherings

instrument demonstrations, including the playing of three makes
of new phonographs.
test,

though naturally a certain amount of comparison

and reproducing pianos, phonographs, etc.
would be well for the trade generally to encourage these
music revues on every occasion possible, for they provide a means
for bringing together and interesting a great number of people
who could not be reached by ordinary means. The trade at large

have been used

in advertising to a

Still

liable

is

for superlatives

product should not hesitate to have the public pass judgment on

When

is

THE

in

operation

A FACTOR

one that

in the actual

make many

receivers,

To

the

kills

in the

sale

of

a

new

much

lines,

and

performance of radio receiving apparatus, has been the

away from blue-sky promises and
will

to substitute therefor a plain statement of facts

This new attitude in the presentation to the public of the
new receivers is welcome, for it gives the prospective purchaser
some idea of what he may actually expect of his set and relieves
the dealer of the necessity of either proving the manufacturer's

broadest statements or spending some hours talking the prospect

From

out of expecting too much.

establishes the radio receiver as a musical instrument

the trade standpoint

Albums
are

Good Albums
Nationally known because they
give real satisfaction.

They

require less selling eflfort.
to contain all makes of
disc records including Edison.

Made

Write for our
styles

NATIONAL PUBLISHING

CO.,

239

S.

American

St.,

of 1926
prices

list

and

PHILADELPHIA, pa.

it

actually

and not simply

as a scientific novelty.

dodged.

NEW PORTABLE ALBUM

accomplish

regarding ap-

pearance, construction and general stability.

these

National Record

which

to the establishment of public confidence

for the customer at least a
'be

instrument,

Straight Facts

unnecessary boasting regarding what their product

bought a few years ago, obsolete

new instruments

vs.

old receivers remain calls for

are facts that cannot

finally

frequently adds to the

development of radio along stable

their sales representatives to get

in homes where
some allowance adjustment to save
These
part of his original investment.

place

it

evident inclination on the part of established manufacturers and

is

ments and who must receive an allowance on their old phonographs
if they are to be persuaded to make a replacement.
In the second
case the many improvements that have taken place in the radio
field, and particularly the increase in the number of broadcasting
stations,

it

Blue-sky Claims

assuming increasing importance in both the talking machine and radio
trades.
In the first place the new phonographs of various types
must in many instances be sold to those who possess older instru-

and unsatisfactory.

so high that

is

that the latest develop-

of Junking Trade-ins
is

and

that the cost of repairing, storing

has contributed

question of handling trade-ins

modern
from further pur-

than in his store or in the homes of his customers.

committee or a trade
for a fair test, and the

are really radical and
epoch-making, and cannot be passed by as simple improvements.

The Question

to discourage the buyer

another argument

satisfactory

products to give

merits as compared to the merits of similar products.

it

and when it is not satisfactory it kills the good-will of the customer towards the dealer, a factor that is worth many dollars.
It takes a certain amount of courage for a retailer to take old
instruments, upon which he has allowed several hundred dollars
in the aggregate, dismantle them for such parts as may be used
in repair work and throw the balance out, yet when he analyzes
the cost and dangers of putting out these old instruments under
his name and backed by his reputation, he is likely to be convinced
that the junking idea is after all the most economical.
Not all phonographs and radio receivers taken in trade need
to be junked, for some of them are quite modern and still can
offer years of useful service, but it is believed, and there is a
real basis for the belief, that fully 50 per cent of exchanged
instruments are of more value to the dealer in the junk heap

degree that makes the avei^age

conducted under the auspices of a local
association there is offered the opportunity
bigger opportunity of convincing the public
ments in sound-reproducing mechanisms

to

on the whole transaction rather than reducing that loss.
is that when the old instrument is fairly

dealer's loss

newspaper and magazine reader discount claims printed to a certain extent and depend upon the actual senses of hearing and
seeing for a proper idea of what is offered.
There will be those manufacturers and dealers who are inclined
to resent the thought of a comparative recital, and yet a great
many of them have put on the market instruments designed to
secure the same general results, either by mechanical or electrical
means.
The manufacturer or merchant who has faith in his
its

This

Another thing

It

new

In this connection the suggestion has been made, and

seUing the old trade-in

pianos, player

proper conception of their worth,

proper

bounds.

ability

chases, and is hkely also to influence those of his friends who
have hesitated about making investments in the music-radio field.

instruments to produce and reproduce music, including straight

public a

within

business

forms.

could not be avoided, but the principal purpose was to give the
general public an idea of the progress that has been made in the

the

assuming that the merchant has

keep his allowances

sufficient

as to the musical possibilitites of such instruments in their

not in any sense designed as a com-

admits the necessity of demonstrating the

the dealer's hands

is in

worthy of more than passing consideration, that the dealer will
realize more by dismantling and junking a large percentage of
old phonographs and radio receivers taken in exchange than by
endeavoring to realize a few dollars by reselling them.
The first and most important part of the argument is that many
of the old instruments, whether phonographs or radios, if placed
in the home, create an entirely erroneous and harmful impression

bus venture was entii-ely new and the arrangement could be
improved upon with experience, it succeeded in bringing into the
Neil Hotel an audience of 2,000 people, who came to hear musical

parative

it

is

that bids fair to become an important factor
throughout the country, for although the Colum-

The demonstration was

the handling of the trade-in after

that presents the chief problem,

Columbus, O., recently, in connection with
the convention of the Music Merchants' Association of Ohio,

a
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Petrocine Profits by Quick Turnover Plan
Location and Small Stock Plus Real Merchandising Ability Make
Peekskill, N. Y., Dealer's Business a Leader in His Territory
Small stock and quick turnover
ness

maxim

is

the busi-

Music House, PeekAnother maxim which has been

of Petrocine's

record department, but the real story lies in the
of times this stock is turned over. Paul

number

manager

business,

N. Y.
equally instrumental in building this business
into one of the best known and most successful
in that part of the State is: Select the best pos-

authority for the statement that the complete
is turned over every two weeks during the
year.
In other words, this stock turns over

sible location.

Iwenty-six times a year.

skill,

When

House

Petrocine's Music

is

With

this

fact

in

first

Keeping the inventory down

aggressive follow-up of prospects. A
the consistent use of the literature provided by manufacturers.
Spend Money to Make Money
Petrocine's Music House does not hesitate to
spend a few dollars to reach prospects; it does
not hesitate to spend money in creating good
window displays, and it does not hesitate to
have its men spend their time visiting the homes
of people who are likely to become purchasers.
the

cine's

is

In short, every opportunity for a sale is followed up aggressively. This live dealer caters

community and in the
surrounding country, as well as to the younger
people in the local schools. The result has been
that while a good steady business is enjoyed

to the older folks of the

among

the old folks, a large trade, especially in
records, sheet music and musical merchandise,
has been developed among the younger people.

Keep Inventory Down
Keeping the inventory down is a fetish of
Petrocine's Music House that has made money
for the concern when other dealers v^^ere moanFor example, in the
ing over their^ losses.
record department only about three hundred
This is a small
discs represent the normal stock.

FULL LINE
For

of

to

minimum

point is the fetish of this dealer that has been
instrumental in making the
business profitable. Other factors that have built sales inconsistent
advertising
clude
and canvassing. Other points
that should be of interest to
dealers are brought out in the
accompanying article. Petro-

the

soundness of the firm's policy.
The concern handles radio, talking machines,
records, musical merchandise, sheet music, etc.,
and in every department of the business profits
There are many contributing facare shown.
One is
tors besides those mentioned above.
courtesy to customers and prospects. Another
third

the

of

stock

entered
the talking machine business thirteen years ago
it started with a small stock on the main street
of the city in one of the finest local store locations. It is interesting to note that while there
were eight dealers in the city at that time in
competition with this concern, only one comThis is concrete proof of the
petitor is left.

is

Petrocine,

P.

Music House works on

the policy that a business in
order to grow must be built on
a sound foundation based on
correct merchandising.
.

sents an investment of about ten thousand dol-

"Ten thousand dollars tied up in stock
not a large sum when you realize what a
variety of musical goods we have in this store,"
declared Mr. Petrocine.
"I believe in variety,
and, at least in this section of the country, we
find that the music dealer who does not carry
what the people want loses trade. So we make
it a rule to have on hand what our patrons are
most likely to buy. In records we have most of
the popular numbers which are the big sellers
of the moment.
also carry a few Italian
numbers that are in popular demand.
do
not bother with those numbers that are seldom
constantly analyze the trend of
called for.
demand in our territory and buy accordingly.
buy sparingly but often.
lars.
is

We

We

We

We

Several Lines of Radio Sets
is concerned, we carry several
of the most prominent and widely advertised
have a product that appeals to the
lines.
person of limited means, and we have another
line that appeals to the middle class, and we
have another product especially for those people
who want the best that money can buy regard-

"As

far as radio

We

you see we have variety in radio.
Regardless of the prices of these various lines,
The lowest priced
none of them is cheap.

less of price, so

.

.

radio

we have

mind, and also considering the smallness of the
investment involved, it does not take much imagination or rare skill at accountancy to figure
out that the department must be immensely
profitable.

There

especially for the

is

moral

a

dealer

who

in

this

carries

story,

several

thousand numbers and whose shelves are
loaded with unmovable merchandise, who has
money tied up that could be used to better advantage and more profitably, and who is compelled to take losses that might be avoided.
Turnover is the secret of success in the retail
business. Retailing, after
to a
at

all,

resolves itself

down

matter of shrewd buying and quick selling

a profit.

Petrocine's Music

House

is

putting

this principle to practical use.

The

entire

stock of this dealer

now

repre-

is

the reason

to

Canvassing Is a Sales Producer
"Another thing I believe is that canvassing
is one of the best methods of sales promotion
that the talking machine and radio dealer may
While we have done considerable oututilize.
side work in connection with our business, we
have at various times had men working the terUnfortunately good outside men are
ritory.
to

difficult

salesman

HARDWARE

also a quality product, and per-

is

why we are not bothered
any great extent by service calls. When we
install a radio it is done properly in the first
place and the customer is instructed on the best
methods of operation. We do not make a charge
for service calls. Of far more importance to us
is keeping the good will of our customers, because we look far enough ahead to figure on
future business from these people.
haps that

ability

him.
this

secure and unless the canvasseran experienced individual of real
is
not worth while bothering with

is

it

Many

of our sales are direct results of

outside contact.

We

have canvassed the

movie houses and at present are negotiating to
put one of the most expensive combination talking machine and radio outfits in one of the local
theatres. This is good business, if we can swing
the deal. We have also sold some of the local
restaurants. These are sources of busmess that
most dealers overlook, and the occasional sale

Radios and Phonographs

(0>

made to
so much

these prospects
'velvet.'

may

be considered as

"

Sound Merchandising
nothing new or startling in the story
of Petrocine's Music House, or the methods that
have made this- store one of the leaders in its
city, but there is sTwealth of information along
good, sound, substantial^ merchandising lines. A
clever stunt or sales promotion idea may result
There

(0)

in

is

business while the plan

is

in force,

but after

these clever stunts are merely flashes in the
pan. They do not last and the dealer who depends solely upon them for business will not
last. The retail talking machine and radio dealer
all

1557

1400

Pi«DO

HiBfC

—»ny

Innaible

H. A.
87

Hinge

to fundamental Uusmess
build on a substantial basis
over a period of years. He must look to the
future and plan his. sales campaign so that he
will get maximum business but of each season.

must

lencth

WALKER STREET

get right

practices.

GUDEN

NEW YORK,

what Petrocine's Music House has been
doing for thirteen years, and that is what has
built this business from a humble store to a
successful and profitable enterprise.
That

CO., Inc.
N. Y.

down

He must

is
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Opening and Closing the Instalment Sale
Need for Co-operation Between Sales Force and the Collection
Department How to Prevent Misrepresentation by the Salesmen
By J. K. Novins

—

The instalment sale is a highly delicate procand it demands skill and the co-operation of

ess

advance. Please return notices sent to you
with your remittance."

in

the entire sales force as well as of the credit de-

A

partment.

bad move or apparently inconsequential remark by the' salesman will often
endanger the early collection of the account.
There is need for close co-operation of the
salesman and the credit department. The following incident, related to the writer by a prominent business man,
which often occurs

will
in

illustrate

condition

a

even the best-governed

retail stores.

For several months the business man had been
by the salesman of a retail

diligently solicited

The business
with the distinct
understanding that he would have the timepayment privilege, and to this the salesman
readily agreed.
Before sixty days were over,
however, the business man received a curt note
from the credit man of the retail store informing him that his radio account was overdue.
In a moment of anger he scribbled over the face
of the letter: "Consult your salesman on terms,"
and sent it back to the store. Presently the thing
was straightened out, but the customer was by
no means entirely appeased.
Possibly it was the fault of the salesman, or
perhaps the credit man had made an error, but
store to purchase a radio outfit.

man

finally

capitulated,

as far as the

but

customer was concerned

it

was the

fault of the store.

Should Salesman Talk Terms?
That misunderstandings are by no means uncommon is shown by the fact that many retail
stores adhere to a strict rule that the salesman
should not talk terms to the customers, but that
such matters properly rest with the credit department.
In one instalment house there is a standing
rule that a salesman responsible for talking
terms to a customer should be dismissed from
service. This rule is never violated.
A practice adopted by the Knight-Campbell

Music

two things:
customer not
fully comprehending the sales terms, and to discourage salesmen from misrepresenting terms to
Co.,

Denver, Colo., aims

at

to eliminate the possibility of the

The customer has

a chance to

"come back"

she feels that the terms noted on this blank
were not those explained to her by the salesman. The second paragraph is very important.
Like other music stores the Knight-Campbell
Music Co. has the problem of synchronizing
charge and instalment accounts. Very often a
customer will maintain both kinds of accounts.
She will make a payment without making plain
whether that is to be credited to the charge or
instalment account. When the customer returns
the remittance with the store's notice such possible confusion is avoided.
if

Reminding Salesman of Sales Terms
The "Confirmation of Sale" is made out in
triplicate.
One copy goes to the salesman and
the third copy to the office file. The following
is

printed on the salesman's copy:

copy

"This

of

our

formal

edgment

to

you

that

this

acknowledgment

our acknowlhas been
thank you. Please
is

contract

received by us, for which we
note terms and conditions of deal and notify
us promptly if not correct."
If the salesman upon receiving this notice
feels that the terms outlined thereon are not
the terms he represented to the customer he
reports the matter to the management, which
has time to straighten it out with the customer
before it gets to the point of causing difficulty

between customer and management.

On the reverse side of the "Confirmation of
Sale" blank is printed attractive reading matter
of sales value.

Terms

Davenport, la
sends a letter of confirmation of terms to the
customer shortly after he has made a pur-chase.
A letter acknowledging a piano sale reads as
Co.,

of

.

follows:

"We wish to thank you for your kind patronage given us through our salesman, Mr. Carl
Schmidt, who reports conditional sale to you as
follows:

"(Name

the customer.

Shortly after a sale is consummated this concern sends the customer a "Confirmation of
Sale" blank on which are recorded the terms of

about the articles purchased.
The customer is informed how much
she paid down and the balance due, with notations how this balance is to be paid. She is then
informed that an interest charge of 8 per cent
payable after a certain maturity date, and
is
that this interest charge will be discontinued in

sale as well as the facts

full amount is paid by a certain
At the bottom of the blank this is printed:
"Kindly advise us at once if above does not

the event the
date.

agree with your understanding of the terms of
the deal.

"Notice of amounts due will be mailed to you

note.

may

This policy will take
be paid with your next

terms of the transaction."
How to Get Bigger

While the

credit

Down Payment

manager

has the final say as to

in the retail

how much

should pay down on the instalment purchase,
he places great dependence on the salesman.
At one instalment concern the salesmen are
instructed

to

find

out

tactfully

how much

is

She might say, "I would like to buy
you will let me pay down $100, which is
all I can afford to pay down."
It happens to be a $500 purchase.
"Suppose you arrange that with our credit
manager," the salesman will say. "I know he
will be reasonable.
Just a moment, I'll get him
to see you about it."
Out of hearing of the customer the salesman
tells the credit manager the customer is willing
to pay $100 down on the sale. When the credit
manager sees the customer the following conif

versation takes place:

"How much
the
of

credit

do you

manager

feel

asks,

you can pay down?"
assuming ignorance

what she told the salesman.
"Well, what are your terms?" the customer

of instrument)
$375
"Carrying Charge
28
total price $403, on which has been paid $60
and the balance is payable at the rate of $4 on
the Saturday of each week commencing November 29, 1924.
The note matures November 1,
1926, and any unpaid balance draws interest at

the rate of 7 per cent per

annum from

that date.

"Please read the terms of your contract carefully to make sure there is a correct understanding between us.
It has always been the
policy of the Schmidt Music Co. to have no
verbal agreements differing in any way from that
which is written or printed on the contract or
signed guarantee.
"We have arranged to have the insurance
policy issued as provided in your contract for

Ordinarily the credit manager would ask $50
down on the $500 instalment sale, which
would make 10 per cent or 15 per cent down,
but knowing of the customer's intentions he
or $75

He

asks $100 down.

ment and

gets a highe-

the customer

is

down pay-

mighty well pleased.

Let Customer Suggest Terms
This brings to mind the fact that you can
often secure better terms by letting the customer suggest the terms. One credit manager
makes frequent use of this idea. He has found
that the average customer will not usually ask
for as liberal terms as the credit manager in
his

anxiety to

effect

a

sale

would ordinarilv

Furthermore, should the customer request too liberal terms it is a sign for the
credit manager to be on his guard, for it is
then possible that the customer is "hard boiled"
and it would be to his advantage to "play
oflfer.

close."

After the customer has paid up the account
management has its greatest opportunity to
One experienced
display subtle sales ability.
credit man makes a practice of following up
the

every paid-up customer with

a nicely

engraved

(Continued on page 16)

STARR PIANOS

STARR PHONOGRAPHS
GENNETT RECORDS

W?e
Established

1 87 2

the

ffiqhest

a

prepared to pay down on a purchase. Most times this information will come to
the salesman without the latter making any effort to find out from the customer.
While talking to the salesman the customer
might notice something she would like to pur-

customer

"If

Represent

store

the customer

counters.

Letter Confirming Sales

The Schmidt Music

of the

once and

monthly instalment.
"The purpose of this letter is to express our
thanks and to verify and make clear to you all

this

deal to our customer

at

chase.

"To Salesman:
of this

the terms
eflfect

cJuainment in cMusical OVorth

STARR PIANO COMPANY
Richmond..

Indiana

—

October

'
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Are You

Selling the

music merchant's problem of today
THE
a way to continue
the

is

to sell to
friends and customhe has already established. Almost every home
has a piano or phonograph. and these instruments
usually last for several years. Obviously it is impossible to increase the sale of pianos or phonographs to
customers who are already well supplied. and the
present day condition of keen competition leaves
very few homes that are not canvassed thoroughly on

—

—

these

articles.

The

solution

is

to have something else to

sell

to

—

your present customers. something to offer the other
members of these families whose goodwill and friendship you now hold. ^something to sell where you
have already eliminated sales resistance.

—

This "something"

Every

is

a line of

band instruments.

member

of a family over 6 years of age is a
girls of school age are
anxious to join the school bands. ^and the young
men at college pay their way thru school by playing
in amateur dance orchestras; at home everyone enjoys a joyful gathering of young musicians.

good prospect. The boys and

THE

—

H. N,

5217-80 Superior Ave.

Whole Family 1

Look over your customer

to find

ers

list,

how many

figure

folks there are in these families, then you will
comprehensive view of the biggest untouched
market in the music industry.

young
get a

More and more music merchants
realizing the possibilities of the small

every day are
goods depart-

ment

— many stores

in producing a substantial profit.

band instruments take care of the store
overhead expense. Look into this field now while
it is still uncrowded. Tie up with a high-grade line
and you will be surprised at the increase in your sales
find that

in

all

departments.

We have prepared a comprehensive booklet covering the agency for King
it

Band Instruments

— write for

today.

The King Agency

ofi'ers

nationally advertised

first

you

a complete line of

quality

band instruments

and saxophones,

a protected exclusive agency, a
financing service for releasing capital tied up in pay-

ment

sales.

The booklet

may we send you

explains

all this

in detail'

—

a copy together with our catalog

for your examination?

WHITE CO.
Cleveland, Ohio

'Manufacturers of

, ,

THE

, -K, MfVIlTF CO., Makers
H. N. WHlTb
Cleve

Imrtrumf^nfs

7

Band Instruments
„f
k'me cu.k>
0/

Supenor Ave.,

1

I

sales.

Prepo red fc^

Name

of Finn

Indnndual

BAND INSTRUMENTS

Kmg

^^,,,,„along with
and d>^count^he^^^_
your latest catalog
K
=
the
on
^n^^i^
complete infottnauon
vou
jnformat.ot. about
Also send

o2r/-80

n Send
n
— payment

ExduavG Agency
Band

15

Aildtess

State
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Jacobs Beats Cut-Price Competition
"One Price to All" Is the Slogan of Parnes & Jacobs and Growing Sales Volume Proves That Service and Square Dealing Pay

When

a talking machine dealer not only exists
three-and-one-half years in face of the
keenest kind of competition but in that period
record of
reports
a
consistent growth there
for

must be sound reasons for his prosperity.

Added
the

by

to

when

that,

competition
this dealer

"Gyp"

and

is

faced
of the

cut-price

variety the situation

H. A. Jacobs
lated

very

grown

districts

of

is

doubly hard.
firm
Yet
the
of
Parnes & Jacobs, located on Clinton street,
New York, in one of
the most thickly poputhe city, has
done this

Their

only
business
not
has
rapidly, but they are widely known in

thing.

their section of the city as a one-price house.

Creating Customer Confidence

The one-price

policy of

the

firm

in

fact

is

largely responsible for its success as any
other factor. While many dealers around them
do not hesitate to shave prices Parnes & Jacobs
as

adhere strictly to their policy. The result of
this has been that the people in that territory
know they will get a good product at a fair
price at this

stands

in

store.

They know

back of what

it

sells.

that the

firm

They know

that they will get service of the highest type.

These may all seem like trifling details in the
scheme of a successful business, but analysis
proves that they are of the utmost importance.
Many dealers can trace lack of progress to poor
service, and the handling of products that per-

chant must get the full price for everything he
sells, and in addition to that he must get turnover;, otherwise he will be forced to go out of

Parnes & Jacobs realized this from
the very start, and according to Mr. Jacobs, who
is in active charge of the business, that is why
they have adhered to their policy of quality
products at one price to all.
Systematized Business
Parnes & Jacobs have systematized their business to the point where they know exactly
where they stand at all times. The stock-keeping system was described in these columns
about a year ago. This system is one of the
best that have ever come to the attention of The
World, and since the article appeared a number of dealers have adopted it. The purpose of
a system of stock control is just what its name
implies a method of keeping absolute control
business.

—

The stock
control system removes the danger of haphazard
buying
and
overloading.
Mr.
Jacobs
is
authority for the statement that the record business of the firm reaches a total of three thou-

firm has twenty-five hundred names on its mailing list, and these people are circularized regu-

with the lists of the latest record releases.
record of every three sold is purchased by
a customer or prospect who receives supplelarly

One

ments regularly. Here is sufficient proof that
spending a few dollars on stamps when it means
bringing lists of the latest record to hundreds
of people is well worth while.
It means business and greater profits. There is no question
about it. The dealer who neglects his record
department because he thinks there is not

enough money

in

had better get

it

The experiences

department.

merchants prove that the record depart-

tail

ment can be made one
the

rid of the

of successful re-

And

store.

it

is

most

of the

equally true

profitable in

other

that

departments can be made real assets by the
right kind of merchandising.

of stock, thus regulating purchases.

sand dollars per month. This represents a sixtime turnover of stock. Where such a large
volume of business is enjoyed a representative
stock must be carried, especially as the prospective customers of Parnes & Jacobs represent people of many nationalities. They include
the

younger modern folk who

like

jazz

and

dance music, lovers of the classics and the older
people who buy folk songs of their native lands.
In this district there are many Jewish people
and it is up to Parnes & Jacobs to so regulate
their record buying that they have in stock the

numbers of

quick-selling

Numbers which

all
of these types.
are the hits of current shows

mit of price-cutting. When the dealer handling
such a high-class product as the talking machine
and radio reaches the point where every cus-

also

tomer who enters the store is suspicious or tries
to bargain he had better get into some other business. The point is that on talking machines and
radio, to say nothing of accessories, the margin
of profit is so small that the dealer cannot afford
to shave oflf one cent; in other words, the mer-

This large record business was not built up
merely by drop-in patronage, but was developed
by the application of merchandising principles.
In other words, Parnes & Jacobs sold the people
in the district on their record service.
It did

these

have

wide

a

conditions

is

Branch

in

Washington

Frederick P. Altschul, proprietor of the

New

York Phonograph & Piano Exhibition Rooms,
6 East Fourteenth street, New York City, and

who
the

operates music departments in several of
metropolitan furniture stores, has

large

opened a department in W. B. Moses &
Inc., one of the leading establishments
in Washington, D. C.
During the formal opening a broadcasting program by one of the leading Washington orchestras was a feature.
Atwater Kent, RCA, Stromberg-Carlson, Freshman and Freed-Eisemann radio lines are being
handled in this establishment, which is said to
be one of the finest in the District of Columbia.
just

Sons,

Stock control under

sale.

Opening and Closing

essential.

Intelligent Merchandising

not cost a great deal

F. P. Altschul Opens

of

money

either.

The

the Instalment Sale
(Continued from page 14)
card which bears the customer's account
ber. This card reads:
"Not Transferable.

"This

is

"(Name
"Is

num-

to certify that

of

customer)

entitled

to

credit

full

accommodations

with this company, having taken care of past
accounts in a highly satisfactory manner.
"All

clerks

of

this

store

must give

special

attention to the holder of this card."

The

letter that

goes with the card reads:

"Dear Friend:

Only the great, country-wide demand for
Tower Cones makes possible this amazingly
low price. Volume orders permit mass production, thus enabling economies to be made
without precedent in radio. Only high quality
both in performance, materials and
workmanship could maintain and increase,
month after month, this continuous recordbreaking demand.

—

—

There's a
Territory.

TOWER MFG.

Tower Distributor

in

Your

Write us for his name.

CORP.

Boston, Mass.

"We notice that your account with us has
been fully paid up within the past few days
and we want to thank you very much for
your patronage, and sincerely trust that the
merchandise which we sold you has proved
satisfactory and will give you the best of satisfaction.
If
otherwise, we expect you to
return

it

to us.

of this account must
be a source of much pride to you, and we can
assure you that it is patrons of your sort that
conwe are striving to get on our books.
sider you one of our preferred customers, and
are herewith enclosing you a card to that effect,
which we trust you will present often at our
store and that we may soon have you on our

"The prompt payment

We

books again.
"Thanking you for your patronage and trusting we may renew our pleasant relations very
soon again, we remain."

The credit manager who has used this idea
assured the writer that 33 per cent of his instalment customers begin to purchase again after
paying up previous accounts, a repeat business
that is very profitable.
(All Rights Reserved)
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delivers pure direct current-E*om your light socket

No

Burn Out

Most

All the Majestic "B" Curunits
are
rent
Supply

Popular Accessory

manufactured complete in
our factory and are equipped with the famous Raytheon Tube (endorsed by
numerous radio engineers

Sell Radio's

Filament

to

and editors) which

is

non-filament tube with

This

is

a

B Current Supply

year

!

wave

And

the season is already
should act quickly to

That's why you
supply your customers with the most popular and most
efficient B Current supply unit of all
the Majestic B!
Take a Majestic to your customer's home. Plug it in the
light socket.
Leave it seven days and on account of its
wonderful performance you will have no trouble receiving
time payments.
into

its

full stride.

—

rectification, no acids
or back surge. Tests of the
Majestic "B" on the oscillograph
demonstrate
that all A-C hum is eliminated.

Majestic Standard-B
Especially adapted for sets having not more than seven 201-A
tubes, or six 201-A plus one
volt power tube.
Popularly priced for the average set.
Improves tone
betters recep-

135-150

—

tion.

Price

Majestic

low

cost

No

fuss.

reception

from

the

B Current Supply Units

deliver uniform power at the
of about one-tenth cent an hour.
No acids. No hum.
No worry. They are guaranteed to give better radio
because they deliver constant, unvarying power direct
light socket!

West

of

Rocky Mountains

The Majestic sells itself. Hundreds of dealers over
are making sales in this easy, satisfactory way.

the country

$32.50
$35.00

Majestic Super-B
Capacity 1 to 12 tubes, including
the use of 135-150 volt power
tubes. Complete with switch to
control
current
from
light
socket.

Price

West

of

Rocky Mountains

Majestic
Rating

60

$35.00
$37.50

Master-B

mils at 150 volts. Par-

ticularly adapted for Radiola

See your old set owners. They are your best Majestic prospects. Sell
Majesties on easy time payments. You can guarantee that each unit
will make good or we, the manufacturers, will. Write or wire for details.

6,

SECTION

25,

30 and Super heterodynes.
operate all power tubes,
also the new super-power tube

28

and

Will

UX-171

(180 volts).

having a
current draw.
for

sets

Unequalled
very heavy

Price

CHICAGO SHOW, BOOTH

a

full

West

of

Rocky Mountains

$42.50
$45!oO

F.

GRIGSBY-GRUNOW-HINDS CO,
4558 Armitage Avenue

CHICAGO,

ILL.

—

;
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Columbia Co. Buys Okeh-Odeon Record
Division of General Phonograph Corp.
Okeh-Odeon Sold

Going Concern

as

— New

—

—

chairman of the Board of
Directors of the Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc.,
and Otto Heineman, president and founder of
the General Phonograph Corp., announced this
week the details of one of the most important
S.

Sterling,

deals closed in the

cent years.

By

Odeon record
graph Corp.

phonograph industry

division

is

in

re-

Okehof the General Phono-

the terms of this deal the

sold as a going concern to the

and sales manager of the new corporation,
which will be amply financed and which will
concentrate on the extensive development of the
Okeh and Odeon libraries. There will be announced in the near future full details of the
plans, whereby it is expected that the sale of
Okeh and Odeon records will be increased tremendously as the result of the formation of the
new company.

The Okeh Phonograph Corp.

Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc. The latter company takes over factories, stock, good will, etc.,
and the formation of a new corporation known
as the Okeh Phonograph Corp., is part of the

will also be the
agent for the phonograph products
manufactured by the General Industries Corp. at

transaction.

motors, tone arms and sound boxes and various
popular makes of steel needles, such as Okeh,
The Okeh Phonoaraph Corp.
Truetone, etc.

Otto Heineman will be president and general
manager, and Allan Frlt/^clie, vice-president

sales

Elyria, O.,

which include the famous Heineman

Booming

Business
"The

sole

Buescher business have never
been so bright as at the present time and we anticipate
a wonderful Fall and Winter trade. At this time there
is not an important orchestra in our territory but what
is 90% or more Buescher and the wonderful improveprospects for

ments you are making

in

the line are creating

more

interest than ever before."

An
of

excerpt from

reports

sections

of

coming
the

a letter just received.

in

It

is

from Buescher dealers

typical
in

all

m

Industries Corp. will continue a=

heretofore with factories at Elyria, O., and Putnam, Conn., and under the same management as
at the

present time.

for

the

common

are

details

all

Phonograph Corp.

arranged the General

will be the holding

company

General Industries Corp., holding all
and preferred stock of this company,

and the factories

at

Elyria,

O.,

and Putnam,

Conn., will be the only manufacturing units in
the organization.

The importance and magnitude
reflected in the

of this deal

is

many

congratulatory telegrams
received at the Columbia and General Phonograph Corp. offices the past few days from jobbers and dealers throughout the country.
The
deal is regarded as of tremendous advantage to
all concerned, for it means the expansion and

development of two well-known and standard
record libraries as well as the amalgamation of
phonograph interests which are recognized
throughout the world as among the leaders in
the constructive growth of the industry.
A meeting of the stockholders of the General
Phonograph Corp. will be held on October 22,
at which the Board of Directors will present the
full details of the deal, all of which have met
with their entire approval.

Unique Reproduction Go.
Buys the Silent Motor Go.
Herman

President of Unique Co., AnFirms Will Be Consolidated
Silent Motor Plant to Be Occupied
Segal,

Two

nounces

The purchase of the entire plant and business
Motor Co., Brooklyn, N. Y., has

of the Silent

been announced by Herman Segal, president
Unique Reproduction Co., New York, manufacturer
Add-A-Tone reproducers. Mr.
of
Segal has announced that the two organizations
will be consolidated, and within the next few
months the Add-A-Tone plant, now located at
.32 Union Square, New York, will be moved to

Motor

Silent

the

country.

1926

Odeon records in America, bearing the same relationship to the Lindstrom Co. as the General
Phonograph Corp. d.d
the past.

When
Louis

15.

will also function as the sole representative for

The General

Okeh Phonograph Corp. Formed With Otto Heineman as
Corporation Will Also Be Sole Agents for Products of General Industries Corp.
Important Deal Is of Tremendous Advantage to All Concerned

President

October

plant

321

at

Dean

street,

Brooklyn.

The

Music is the highest call of human emotion. When
people buy instruments with which to make it, they
want the highest grade. The demand is for Bueschers.
And Business is always booming for the dealer who
has what customers are demanding.
It

may

be that your territory

is

still

in

reserve;

open for you if you are the right man to take it on
It will pay you to write
a permanent paying basis.
for the Buescher Dealer Proposition.

Motor, well known throughout
used exclusively by the Carryola Co. of America in the portable field. Mr.
Segal states that he recently signed an order
for 50,000 motors, which will take care of the
Carryola Co.'s requirements for the balance of
1926.
The Add-A-Tone reproducer is also used
exclusively in the Carryola portable.
Silent

industry,

the

is

Jack Roop Joins Staff of
Leedy Manufacturing Go.
Will Act in Capacity of Assistant Sales Manager Now Traveling Central States and
Featuring the Line at "Drum Shows"

—

Address

Buescher Band Instrument Co*
Elkhart, Indiana

—

Indian.\polis, Ind., October 8. Jack Roop has
been appointed assistant sales manager of the
Leedy Mfg. Co., of this city, makers of a complete

line

drummers" instruments, and

of

will

represent the firm on the road, according to an
announcement emanating from the Leedy headquarters.

Mr. Roop,

who

at

is

present traveling

the Central States, carrying three large trunks

samples and putting on

of

the

interest

of

his

"Drum Shows"

company and

the

in

various

music dealers, has many friends in the trade
throughout the country.
He has been calling
on the trade during the last five years in the
interest of the Leedy line.
Mr. Roop is an experienced drummer and he has held many positions in leading Middle West cities in his professional capacity.

He

is

qualified to aid deal-

merchandising problems, especithe drum department.

ers solve their
ally in

The Anderson Piano
interesting display at

Co.,

the

Dayton, O., had an
radio show.

local

The Talking Machine World,

The
Fourth Year
of the

Originator
and

the

Pioneer
of the

One Dial
Control

New

York, October

15,

1926

>t 7 alking

New

Machine World,

York, October

1926

15,

Again we

say'

Look at these pricei
/^OOK
that

at the prices

Mohawk

on

?

Study the console models

these pages!

Do

dealers will sell at these prices in 1926-27!

you know of values even remotely approaching these? Have
you ever seen a line more obviously salable, more certain to bring

The Mohawk

quick, big profits?
in the

Who

coming season.

Who

dealer of

else

can

all

dealers

is

surest of success

a one-dial, 6-tube, shielded

sell

can sell table and console models of beauty
comparable to the splendid One-Dial Mohawk line at the prices disno one! There's only one
played here? There's only one answer
write, or preferably wire, today, for full details of
move to make
set for $65.00?

else

—

—

Mohawk

the

dealer proposition for 1926!

Mohawk

Corporation of

Illinois

iEstablished 1920— Independently Organized in 1924

2220 Diversey,

at

Logan Boulevard, Chicago

Write or wire to the Distributor in your territory for the Mohawk Authorized Dealer Franchise.
iniiv lie available to you.
It
Dealers:

CHIPPEWA— Shielded.

Rich walnut,
hand-rubbed, two-toned piano finish.
Top full piano-hinged. Drop -front.
Built-in loud speaker and self-contained battery compartment,
inches high, 13 V2 inches dj-f
deep, 27 H inches wide.

^1

List price

.

40%
\

WINONA— Shielded.

Rich walnut,
Full

hand -rubbed piano finish.

/-\

piano -hinged.

10 ?4 inches

Lj

d>o/^

high, 13 V4 inches deep, 24
.
inches long. List price

V-fX/

PONTIAC

— Shielded.

Rich walnut,

hand-rubbed piano 6nish, with burl walnut drop
front with invisible hinges. Built-in loud speaker.
Self-contained battery compartment. 46 ins, high, 15^ ins. deep.
25^i ins. wide.

List price

H4O

M.ohawk
Corporation
of
Illinois

—

,

'

The Talking Machine World, Netv York, October

GENEVA— Shielded.
Rich walnut, handrubbed piano finish.
Front

full burl

walnut,

Loud speaker

inlaid.

built into

dome.

Self-

contained battery compartment. 44 inches
high, 16!/2 inches deep,

32

inches wide.

List

price

$

185

POCAHONTAS -Shielded.

Colo-

nial design in burl walnut inlaid and
rich two toned, hand rubbed piano
finish walnut. Built-in loud speaker
with 5 -foot horn. Self-contained

battery compartment.
high, 29 inches wide,
20^4 inches deep. List
price

45

K

<t

inches

.... ^300

SENECA —

Drawer.

Mohawk one -dial,
shielded

drawer,

CHEROKEE—Shielded.
hand-rubbed piano

Full piano-

finish.

H

hinged. 1014 inches high, 13
inches deep, 15 Vi inches long,
List price

Mohawk

Rich walnut

....

inches high,
Prices

slighzly

^

of the Rockies
higher.
Canadian

u/esc

prices

40%

higher.

12% a,

inches wide, 10 11/16
inches deep. List price

Established

1920,
Independently
Cyrganized,

1924.
Chicago, III.

Names

six -tube

radio set in walnut
interchangeable in all
console models.

appearing on the following pages are in alphabetical order

H>

8%

15,

r''26

—
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!
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Radio Dealers
Albany, N«

in the

territory!

Griffin says

He

has found a

way

to put

more

dollars of profit into your pocket.
Griffin says

Selling Radio Sets

—

is

one thing.

But making real money
Radio is another.
Griffin

in selling

has the answer!

Griffin says

Who'll help pay your rent this

Fall?—Mohawk!

^

Who'll pay your coal

Winter ?

—Mohawk

bill

this

Who'll put money in the bank for
you all the time? Mohawk!

—

S.

Dealers I

Qet husy

ivith Qriffin I

He

is

the

American Phonograph Co*
Radio Division

Albany,

New York

Sxclusive Distributors

The Talking Machine World,

Q^ENSATIONAL
^""^

by a sensa-

reception

tional receiver selling at a sensationally

low price

tells

MOHAWK,

the story in a few words
the

greatest

and

radio, incorporates everything the

dreamed about

for years past

.

.

latest

.

.

.

in

"Fan" has

.

Beckwith Company has the fullconfidence in the capability of any of the

The Geo.
est

New

seven

C.

MOHAWK

models.

The

retailer

and ultimate user have spared no trouble to
show their unlimited enthusiasm. This makes
the cycle complete, for the manufacturer
must first of all be back of the product wholeheartedly.

Dealers in the territory served
by ^*Beckwith'^ believe in

MOHAWK

The Geo*

unconditionally.

C. Beckwith

Company

16 South Fifth Street, Minneapolis, Minn.
MOHAWK RADIO, FEDERAL ORTHOSONIC, VICTOR TALKING MACHINES, PATHEX MOTION PICTURE

Authorized Northwest Distributors for

MACHI NES, ETC

Exclusive Distributors

York, October

IS,

1926

riif

hu:-i„'i

M or hint!

World,

New

York, Ormh.-r

'POR

15,

\92h

two years we pioneered Mohawk

in the Southern part of California.

This

is

our third year with Mohawk.

sincerely

believe

that

We

with this year's

compact sturdy set and
with the perfect merchandising program
behind every dealer, this will be the most
shielded, six tube,

Mohawk

successful year

I

has ever expe-

rienced.

A most

complete line backed by dominat-

ing distributors and dealers must and will

compel

success.

Distributors

of

Mohawk One-Dial Re-

ceivers in Southern California.

Dealers

—write or wire.

territory

may

still

Your

be available

4

COOK NICHOLS
411 South San Pedro

St.,

Los Angeles, Cal

Sxclusive Distributors

The Talking Machine World, Nezv York, October

—

TXT'E

always believed in One Dial we pioneered One Dial in this territory! What
more fitting tribute could we pay to One Dial in
Radio than to become the Exclusive Distributor
for the Originator and the Pioneer of the One Dial

Industry— MOHAWK.

We

are

Mohawk

be exclusive Mohawk and
Exclusive Distributors in the following

proud

to

territory:

NEW YORK

PENNSYLVANIA

(Counties)

Alleghany

Niagara

Cattaraugus

Ontario

Cayuga
Chautauqua

Orleans

Chemung

Seneca

Erie

Steuben

Genesee
Livingston

Wayne
Wyoming

Monroe

Yates

Dealers

(Counties)

McKean
Potter

Warren

Schuyler

who want

to

make

projit

and

build prestige will do well to wire or
ivrite at

once for available franchise.

Cycle &L Auto Supply Co*
339 Genesee

Street

Buffalo,

New York

Exclusive Distributors

15,

1926

THEREIN
^

are secured results most

desirable;

melodious

sweet,

full,

tremendous volume with excellent
control to modify as desired; selectivity
and distance. Obtained with the sim-

tone,

plicity of

one

dial tuning

within the reach of

We
in

Excelsior

MOHAWK

of Central Pennsylvania

Auto

Cameron and Mulberry

at prices

all.

are proud to represent

a goodly part

and

Sts.

& Battery

Co*

Harrisburg, Penna.

Exclusive Distributors

The Talking Machine World,

"^^^ITH pardonable pride we announce
ourselves as Mohawk Exclusive Distributors in

southern

For

New

Jersey, excepting the

strip.

price,

preference

performance

we

and consumer

question IF any dealer can

do better than get on "The Mohawk

Wagon," Hitch

YOUR "Wagon" to a Star

—MOHAWK IS A Star!

DEALERS:

you want the

If

**Star*^ line of

Radio, wire,

write or telephone at once.

Federal Radio
41 Park Avenue

& Electric Co*
Paterson,

New

SxcTusWe Distributors

Jersey

New

York, October

IS,

1926

"

The Talking Machine'World;

New

Yor-k,

October

15,

1926

XT THEREIN
^

are secured results most

desirable;

melodious

sweet,

full,

tremendous volume with excellent
control to modify as desired; selectivity
and distance. Obtained with the sim-

tone,

plicity of

one

dial tuning

within the reach of

We
in

at prices

all.

are proud to represent

a goodly part

and

MOHAWK

of Central Pennsylvania

1

Excelsior

Auto

Cameron and Mulberry

Sts.

& Battery

Co*

Harrisburg,

Exclusive Distributors

m
m
I.

I

Penna

The Talking Machine World,

^y^^lTH pardonable pride we announce
ourselves as Mohawk Exclusive Distributors in

southern

For

New

Jersey, excepting the

strip.

price,

preference

performance and consumer

we

question IF any dealer can

do better than get on "The Mohawk

Wagon." Hitch

YOUR "Wagon" to a Star

—MOHAWK IS A Star!

DEALERS:

If

you want the

Radio, wire,
write or telephone at once.
**Star^* line of

Federal Radio
41 Park Avenue

& Electric Co*
Paterson,

New

SxdlusMe Distributors

Jersey

New

York, October 15, 1926

Machine World, New- York, October

15,
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QUALITY

and low price are not ordinarily
companionable associates, however, all set
rules and practices are usually broken by someone,
some time. The
is the first line of

MOHAWK

radio

incorporates

that

sets

ultra-quality

with

popular prices.

MOHAWK

by us only through franchised dealers. No sets will be shipped to anyone
excepting franchised dealers. There is no such
will be sold

thing as obtaining a

MOHAWK

a customer asks for one.

through

REGISTERED

These are factory
tion

—this

Wouldn't

is

it

They

set just because

are obtainable only

MOHAWK

policies.

DEALERS.

Dealers need protec-

it.

be a good idea to act

some other dealer obtains your

Some very

—before

territory?

desirable territory

open for the right dealer

now

is

still

— WRITE

FOBES SUPPLY CO.
SEATTLE, WASH.

Exclusive Distributors

,T-he Talking

-Machine Worid,

That's where the tall com
grows and in the following counties of
which glorious State we have the exceedExclusive
ing honor to be the
Distributor:

IOWA, IOWA!

MOHAWK

f

I

ii

Appanoose

Lucas

Clarke
Davis

Mahaska
Monroe

Decatur
Des Moines

Muscatine
Ringgold

Henry

Lee

Union
Van Buren
Wapello
Washington

Louisa

Wayne

Jefferson

Keokuk

You Live Dealers of Radio in these
Counties! Do you want to sell the BEST
One Dial Set this year? Write, wire or
phone!

Friday Battery

& Electric Corporation

Ottumvva, Iowa

Sxclusive Distributors

Hew

York, October

15,

1926

Tiic Ta'tk'uig

Machine World,

New

York, October

15,

1926

MOHAWK RADIO

is

distributed in

and Southern Indiana by the
AUTO SUPPLY CO.

We

Kentucky

LOUISVILLE

have a few exclusive distributor contracts open for a limited amount of territory. We
vs^ould suggest that you write, and allow us to
explain to you what an attractive proposition we
have to offer the dealer on these exceptional sets.
The price range should appeal to all dealers, and
still

the additional fact that Mohawk receivers are
equipment on the L. & N.'s crack train, the PanAmerican, should materially assist the dealer in

marketing them.

As our

territory

is

fast being allotted,

we would

advise an immediate letter.

Write for our new
1927 Radio Catalog

Louisvillc'Auto-Supply Co*
Incorporated

754-756

First Street

Louisville,

Exclusive Distributors

Ky

The Talkmg Machme World, Neiv Vork, October

A TRUE ONE DIAL

Set

(only

one

tuning dial and a volume control) six
tubes, shielded, in beautiful cabinet work.

Beauty of Performance combined with
Astonishing Prices! Mohawk table models
as

low as

$65; Consoles at $110.

PEIRCE-PHELPS, INC., has exclusive
distribution of Mohawk sets in Eastern
Pennsylvania and Southern Jersey. We
are giving protected territories. Already

many

of the best accounts in the state

have become enthusiastic Mohawk dealers.
Write or wire us concerning
your territory

KELLOGG, SPLITDORF,
CROSLEY SETS and HIGH GRADE RADIO
ACCESSORIES

Also distributors of

PEIRCE-PHELPS,
222 N. 13th

STREET

INC.

PHILADELPHIA, PA

Exclusive Distributors

\

iS,

1926

Machine World'/ Nezv York/ Ocloler AS, 1926

Michigan Has Accepted
Mohawk "One -Dial" as the
Long Dollar in Radio Value
T

N

our appeal to the radio trade of Michigan for
dealerships in Mohawk we have never hesitated
to make a comparative test with any standard

American receiver

irrespective of price.

We

have never failed in proving the superior
power, sensitivity and selectivity of Mohawk OneDial, as a rapidly increasing dealer clientele will
attest.

Mohawk

performance convinces dealers everywhere of the correct design and master craftsmanship employed in its construction.

Sole Distributors for

State of

Michigan and Northwestern Ohio

Republic Radio Corporation
523

E. Jefferson

Avenue

DETROIT

54 N. Division

Street

GRAND RAPIDS

Exclusive Distributors

^lie Talking .Muchine..W.orld,

WE

is

belief

the third year in which
in

Mohawk.

We

we

attest our

always knew that

"One Dial" "is the thing" in radio. That is why
we have been and are behind the originators and
pioneers of the One Dial Radio ^Mohawk.

—

Counties in which

Mohawk One
NEBRASKA

we

Jefferson

Johnson

Grundy

Nemaha

Harrison
Holt
Linn
Livingston
Mercer

Nuckolls

Pawnee
Richardson

Thayer

distribute

Dial Receivers

Davies
De Kalb
Gentry

Gage

Cloud

Doniphan
Jackson
Jewell
Marshall
Mitchell

Nemaha
Pottawatomi

MISSOURI

Platte

Republic
Riley

Andrew

Ray
Worth

Smith
Washington

Nodaway

Atchison
Caldwell

KANSAS

IOWA

Carroll

Atchison

Clay

Brown

Freemont
Page

Clinton

Clay

Taylor

Dealers who will wire or tvrite
for territory will be given

immediate consideration

Ross'Frazer Iron
ST.

Company

JOSEPH, MISSOURI
Established in

York, October

MOHAWK

BELIEVE IN

npHIS

New

186S

Exclusive Distributors

,

IS,

VJlo

•:c

Talking Machine. World,

New

York, October,

15,

1926

STATE OF OHIO
\T7E

are exclusiv distributors in the
following counties in the State of

Ohio:
Morgan
Muskingum

Allen
Anglaize

Delaware

Jackson

Fairfield

Knox

Ashland
Athens

Fayette
Franklin

Lawrence

Carroll

Gallia

Champaign

Guernsey

Logan
Madison

Noble
Paulding
Perry
Pickaway

Clark

Hancock

Marion

Pike

Van Wert

Hardin

Marrow

Putnam

Vinton

Harrison

Mercer
Meigs

Richland

Washington

Ross
Sandusky

Wyandot

Coshocton
Crawford
Darke
Defiance

Licking

Hocking
Holmes

Miama

The Smith

Bros.

open

The Smith

Seneca
Shelby

Tuscarawas
Union

Wayne

Hardware Co.

Dealers write or wire
still

Scioto

— some

territories

—address Dept, R.

Bros*

Hardware Co*

Columbus, Ohio

Sxclusive Distributors

The Talking Machine World,

New

A

S the Original and Pioneer Distributor of Mohawk
One-Dial Radio in our Territory ever since this
famous radio receiver was first introduced, it has been
our particular privilege to watch the growth and development of Single-Dial Control in Radio from Universal
Opposition to Universal Acceptance.
Manufacturers, Dealers and others who a short two seasons ago
would not even entertain the thought of One-Dial Control are now
striving just as earnestly to convince everybody that One-Dial Radio
is

the

ONLY

Radio worth having.

And Mohawk

Radio, having Pioneered and Won, now extends
Exclusive Distributors an Exclusive and Protected Dealer
Franchise which again pioneers the way.

through

its

MOHAWK

We

are the
Exclusive Distributors in the
following counties of Ohio, Indiana and Kentucky:

OHIO

INDIANA

Adams
Brown

Bartholomew

Boone

Brown

Butler

Dearborn
Decatur

Campbell
Grant
Kenton
Pendelton

Clermont

KENTUCKY

Fayette
Franklin

Clinton

Greene
Hamilton
Highland

Hancock
Henry

Montgomery
Preble

Johnson
Ohio

Warren

Rush
Shelby
Switzerland

Union

Wayne

A

very few

Mohawk

Franchises are

in this Territory to Reliable Dealers.

still

available

Write or Wire

concerning your Locality.

The Southern Ohio Supply Co.
Cincinnati,

Ohio

Pioneers of Better Radio

York, October 15, 1926

Kiit.iny jmlU'/'uu.:

ii

L'i'lii,

A

t

tt'

I

ork,

Uctubcr

15, VJltj

The Following Also Are

MOHAWK

Exclusive Distributors:

AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRIC
SERVICE

MILLER

CO., INC.,
Waco, Texas.

CO.,

Sioux City,

la.

THE NAVARRE OIL

BIRMINGHAM TALKING
MACHINE CO.,

NEW ENGLAND RADIO
CO.,

NIELSEN RADIO SUPPLY

Americus, Georgia.
CO.,

NORTHEASTERN RADIO,

Jacksonville, Fla.

ONONDAGA AUTO SUPPLY

COGHLIN ELECTRIC

CO.,

Syracuse, N. Y.

Winston-Salem, N. C

PROVIDENCE ELECTRIC

CO.,

Providence, R.

Worcester, Mass.

CO..

I.

PYRAMID MOTOR
EQUIPMENT CO.,

CO..

Denver, Colorado.

New

COLUMBIA STORES

CO.,
Salt Lake City, Utah.

York, N. Y.

RADIO DEALERS SUPPLY
SERVICE,

COLUMBIA WHOLESALERS,

INC.,

San Francisco,

Inc.,

Baltimore, Md.

Calif.

RADIO DISTRIBUTING

HOWARD CRANFILL

CURTIS

INC.,

Boston, Mass.

CLINARD ELECTRIC COMPANY,

Hartford,

CO.,

Phoenix, Ariz.

CHAPPELL MACHINERY

CROWN LIGHT

CORP.,

Hartford, Conn.

CHAPPELL MACHINERY

South Bend,

Ohio.

Cleveland,

Birmingham, Ala.

COLUMBIA STORES

CO.,

Wheeling,

CO.,
Indiana.

REID

Va.'

MOTOR SUPPLY

Quincy,

CO.,

W.

CO..

CO..

111.

REX ELECTRIC,

Conn.

INC..
Orleans, La.

New
RUSSELL PRODUCTS

CO..

Houston, Texas.

DARLING AUTOMOBILE

Oklahoma
CO..

Auburn, Maine.

M.

City,

CO.,
Okla.

STEINERT & SONS

CO..

Boston, Mass.

EASTERN ELECTRIC
SUPPLY CO.,

SUPERIOR AUTO
ACCESSORIES CO.,

Portland, Maine.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

GUNNELS

TOWER-BINFORD ELECTRIC

CO.,
Little Rock, Ark.

INLAND RADIO

& MFG.

Richmond,. Va.

CO.,

VIMY SUPPLY

CO., LTD.,
Toronto, Ont., Canada.

Spokane, Wash.

KEITH-SIMMONS

CO.

INC.,

Nashville, Tenn.

Quebec,

GEO. H.

WAHN

CO.,

Boston, Mass.

LEGARE RADIO REGISTERED,
Montreal,

CO.,

Canada.

WAITE AUTO SUPPLY
Providence, R.

I.

CO.,

—
October

15,
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This rounds out the

Door Record Playing Coupled With

sold the Atwater

Attractive Displays Brings Big Profits

some time

past.

it

has

Kent and Grebe products
The Pennsylvania Band

In-

line of this store, as

for

the

strument Co. anticipates a big radio business
season and is stressing its well-equipped
service department to prospective buyers.

the

Riley Pucket, Columbia

this

Since the Bechtold Music Co.
Average Daily Profits

What

dealer

not

is

week

Has Started the Practice
Have Increased by $25

interested

in

"At any

additional

he can secure these
profits at an additional cost of but forty cents
a day added to the store's expenses? It might
be that every dealer would not reach these
figures, but they are based on the actual experience of a Western dealer, who some time ago
put into effect a plan which was a combination
of attractive window displays and store-door
playing of a talking machine to attract people
to view the merchandise on display.
Many times there have appeared in these
of $150 a

profits

utilized

crease

in

I

am

the

next

Awarded

— and

RCA Franchise

the

F>and

Pa., October

Instrument

Co.,

7.

— The

Pennsylvania

North Sixth

28

street,

was recently awarded the franchise to sell the
radio products of the Radio Corp. of America.

Partner

Co. now has a new vocal
boost the popularity of its Southern
series.
No other than Riley Puckett, the
famous blind musician of the hills and exclusive Columbia artist, has taken unto himself
a partner and formed an Old Time Tunes team,
that is pointed toward mighty prompt promi-

The Columbia

team

to

nence

Allentown,

New

With

Artist,

if

new partner

release

with
is

sings

new

side-kick.

Carolina

Home."

his

"My

is

Bob

is

bow and

wields a wicked
tively

presentation

their first

Riley's

tion.

any indica-

who

Nichols,

mighty

effec-

Their

first

fffUJidyd advertising tells the story of the remarkable

new STRAIGHT NINE.

It is

LOCAL

concentrated in

it

of the establishment, tells the story in his

He

them remember

of

have increased $25 a day
inauguration of this demonstration
profits

during the Summer is surely worth while
this one costs only 40 cents a day."

put into effect this form of
demonstration, has had an actual increase in
profit of $25 a day, or $150 a week, during the
Summer. The plan should be even more profitMr. Bechtold, head
able this Fall and Winter.

way.

my

Door

at the

confident of a much larger infew weeks. Certainly any
plan which makes it possible to sell radio sets

and

plan,

store-door playing as a method of attracting
customers, and actual figures have been given
showing how much this form of stimulating
The Bechsales has increased record business.
told Music Store, Denver, Col., which is now
playing a talking machine at the store door, does
not consider the practice merely as a record
The proprietor has so arsales stimulator.
ranged his show windows that many people can
crowd into the areaway and view the various
products on display and so the instrument at the
door serves a double purpose. The Bechtold
Co., since

the

since

Machine

Show Windows Help

enough

rate,

store so that

if

columns instances of dealers who

Music

of Playing a

— Attractive

where

territories,

will

it

do most good.

own

states:

of
a method
"I have at last figured out
demonstration which actually sells more goods
for me, and after seven years of plugging along
in a rut I have become convinced that aggres-

business methods will actually sell more
goods, and not merely amuse people while the

sive

demonstrations are on.
"For seven long years I sat back in the store
and waited for business to come to me. Now I
am bringing it right to the door by means of
a method which is relatively simple and quite inexpensive.

"My

is simply that of putting a whole
merchandise in my show windows and
then inducing people to stay there long enough
to become thoroughly familiar with what is in

lot

plan

of

them.
"Normally, it is considered difficult to sell
musical merchandise and radio sets in the Summer months, but I have proved to my own satisfaction that it is not impossible. I have two
specially constructed show windows, with a

9' tube

the barrier of distance
— remote stations come in with remarkable clarity
and volume even ivhen
-

wide area between them at the store front,
tapering down toward a point at the door. At
the point of the V, just outside the store door,
I put an electric phonograph, one of the new
machines whose tonal qualities almost surpass
It is fairly loud and may be
the human voice.

heard distinctly across the street.
"Every afternoon I turn loose my electric
phonograph and it isn't ten minutes until the

areaway

is

full

people

of

and frequently the

blocked from side to side.
"From noon until closing time I keep the
machine in operation and during that period,
every business day of the week, at least a thousand people, maybe more, stop long enough to
hear at least one record played and perhaps
long enough to hear several. Also, they get a
sidewalk

records.
to

buy

stuff

two,

but

the

"It isn't that the people rush in

listening

memory

to

a

record or

of the store lingers in their

minds and

when they do need something in my line many
of them remember the store with the big crowd
in front and the electric phonograph going full
blast.

local

stations

Console $335

are on

—

other commercial set made has such power or power
^ so easily and simply controlled. All the RADIO experience of 14 years is back of this new Priess, the best set that
radio engineers have ever made and by far the greatest value
your money can buy.
Do not buy any radio until you have heard the new Priess
IN
a Priess dealer will demonstrate gladly.
No obligation to buy. Write for name of nearest dealers. Illustrated
leaflet on request.

YOUR HOME —

The one
other

set for cities

and

congested areas

LOOP OPERATED
Single
le.ss

dial

control.

selectivity.

Tremendous

Nine

distance.

Matchtubes.

No

in-

terference.
No background
noises. No lightning hazards.

In the console there is ample
for all battery eiiuipment.

room

ffnJuuid
*

TflAOC MABH.

is

good look at the thousands of dollars' worth of
merchandise I pack into the show windows during the purposely long intermissions between

after

power smashes

STEAIGHT^

NINE

"Outstanding radio performance and value
on the market today without exception."

—

PRIESS RADIO CORPORATION.

695

Broadway,

New York Table Modelil^S

ffnjUld^ dealers are given the fullest protection against
price cutting, change in price and change in model.
WRITE or WIRE for distributor DEMONSTRATION.

:
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Them

By W.
few days ago I was walking through a
one of the charming suburbs of Chi-

street in

cago, distinguished

among

a university, a large

men and women and
The

others for possessing

population
a

of

great deal

cultivated
of

wealth.

along which I was walking contained
other things a row of quaint little
wooden houses, quite Californian in type, small
and pretty, each with a patch of garden in front
and behind, all alive with dwarf trees, shrubstreet

among

bery and flowers, while other trees, comparatively quite gigantic in height, poplars, elms and
oaks, towered among the tiny buildings, forming a veritable celestial canopy beneath which

dreamed

away

happy

more

ears

in

virtuoso

!

—

like a

exactly^^^

As

I
.

It?

front door of the house

and through

and plays

dwellers.

intently.

What Was

human

the Attention of Prospects

caught the sounds of
music apparently issuing from one of the little
houses a few doors further down the street. A
piano, one or more violins, some wind instruments and (so I thought) some drums, were
performing dance music. They were doing it
very well too and I was astonished that so tiny
a house as the one before me should contain
so many, at least half a dozen, good musicians.
Was it, I thought, a dance orchestra meeting
for moining practice?
at the leader's house
Then again, was it an extraordinary good bit of
radio reception? So I drew near and listened,

The

TELETONE

to

Braid White

the

my

^trolled along

still

talks like a

it

was partly open

room could be seen,
There was no company of six

a tiny living

part at least.

musicians in that room, that was sure enough.
In fact, it was a bit doubtful whether there was
any piano there at all. A dim shape bulked
in one corner but was surely too small even to
be a very small upright piano. What was the
explanation of this remarkably fine dance music
1 was hearing?
Then suddenly the strains ended, there was a
pause of a few seconds and then the first glorious sounds rang out of the great chorus "And
the Glory of the Lord" from the Messiah. It is
many a long day since I had heard anything
Here was volume, strength and color,
like this.
sweetness and that sense of largeness which
only a great body of voices can give. This was
no cramped, distorted "small room" version, it

was the

real

And then, of course, the
on my mind, ll was a phono-

thing.

solution flashed

graph to which I was listening! A phonograph
and it had fooled me to the very last strain of
the dance music; for it sounded as phonographs
in the past have not been supposed to sound.
Nothing would do now but that I should confirm the conviction, and so I went up to the
front door, rang the bell, and to the pretty
young girl who answered it spoke somewhat as
follows

"Forgive the intrusion, please, but would you
telling me whether this is a phonograph
which I have been listening during the last
For some time, I could have
few minutes?
sworn that a party of excellent musicians were
rehearsing in that charming little living-room
undeceived me.
that I see; but the chorus
Somehow I knew that it was not radio reception, at least after the dance music was finished,
for there are no choral societies doing iho
Messiah at this time. Was it a phonograph or
the angels? Perhaps you would tell me which
it was, and is?"
And the young lady said with a smile: "Pray
come in and see, or hear, for yourself."
And I came in, and it was a phonograph.
It was, in fact, a full-sized specimen of the
wonderful new machines which came recently
on the market and which have created, together

mind
to

Teletone Corporation
of

America

with the

new process

449-453 West 42nd Street
City

of recording, a veritable

Perhaps nothing that could
have happened to me, save this unexpected demonstration, could have brought home with such
extraordinary force and conviction the amazingly complete nature of this revolution.
The Point of It
And what is the point of this long story?
Simply this, that if the phonograph merchant
of to-day will look around him and use his
brains he will discover that, whilst he has been
bemoaning slow sales, there has been going on
The phonograph
all around him a revolution.
is no more to-day what it was two years ago
than chalk is cheese. There has been a comacoustic revolution.

New York

1926

Must Exploit Improved Instruments and New Records

by Consistently Bringing
A

IS,

New Talking Machines

Cashing In on the
Retailers

October

new deal, from the first card to the last.
The whole map is changed. The whole field
appears under new and unpredicted aspects. Not
plete

one of the arguments which a short time ago
were being used to show that the day of the
talking machine is over any longer applies. One
only has resolutely to put the old ideas and
the old inhibitions out of one's

mind

to realize

and to know that a new day of prosperity and expansion has dawned.
But prosperity will come only to those dealers who recognize the opportunity and seriously
set out to cash in by exploiting the new instruments and records through the practice of
sales promotion methods of the highest order.
The dealer must bring both instruments and
all

this

records to the public in a manner that will sell
them on the merits of the line he handles. He
must "sell" through advertising, through his
window displays, through demonstrations and
in every other manner he can devise.

me

on my personal exthought I knew the talking machine
from top to bottom. I thought I knew and
could detect its every sound.
I found that I
was fooled. In a word, the new talking machine
is a revolution.
It opens a new day for the
merchant, and whoso cannot see this had better get on his thinking cap without delay and
do some hard brain work. For he who can adjust his mental processes and his methods of
merchandising to it is entering upon a new era
of prosperity and of expansion.
Let

perience.

insist still further
I

Are You Through?

Any man who

does not realize that a revoluis even now going
on is not fit to be in the music business, for
evidently such a man does not follow the musition in public musical taste

events and affairs of the nation. Unhappily
our trade is full of men who seem to think that
the right way to sell musical instruments is to
profess and demonstrate complete ignorance of
the art and performance of music, to shun every
concert or recital and to say publicly that matters of art are not for red-blooded he-Americans.
But the day of such men in the music
industries is already past. They are through.
The phonograph merchant, however, who can
see the signs of the times will realize that he
has now at his disposal a musical instrument
of outstanding and revolutionary power, an instrument for which the American people has
for a long time unconsciously been searching.
He will realize that he has but to wipe the slate
clean, tell the facts and persistently demonstrate
them, to obtain from the American people a
response more cordial than his wildest dreams
of the old days could ever have enabled him
to imagine.
cal

Film Star Buys Panatrope
Brunswick Panatropes are proving to be deamong Hollywood film artist>

cidedly popular

Many of the leading celebrities of the silver
screen are owners of these instruments.
The
latest star to

buy a Panatrope

who played

in

"The

Rudolph Valentino

Joe

Son

is

of

Agnes Ayres,
the

Sheik,"

a

picture.

May Loses

Father

Expressions of sympathy and condolences
from the industry and trade have been proffered
to Joe May, sales representative of Chas. Ditson

&

Co.,

who

recently

suffered

the

loss

Joseph May, Sr., who had been
health over a long period.

father,

of
in

his

poor

—
October

15,
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Turn the demand
for radio

The New Balkite Charger
MODEL J. Has two charging rates. A
low

charge rate and a high rate
and heavy duty use.
Can thus be used either as a trickle or
as a high rate charger and combines
their advantages. Noiseless. Large
water capacity. Visible electrolyte level.
Rates: with 6-volt battery, 2.5 and .5
amperes; with 4-volt battery, .8 and .2
amperes. Specialmodelfor25-40cycles.
Price $19.50. West of Rockies $20.

power devices

into

trickle

for rapid charging

(In

the greatest possible profit

by pushing Balkite

Canada $27.50.)

The demand
so great. The

for reliable radio

power devices has never been

increased sales in this field will prove to be one

of the greatest trade developments of the season.

Balkite dominates this

Balkite Trickle Charger
MODEL K. With 6-volt "A" batteries
can be left on continuous or trickle

field.

Never has

its

position been

one of the fastest selling lines in all
radio. Over 400,000 Balkite Radio Power Units were sold
last season, and the increase this season is already enormous.
so outstanding.

charge, thus automatically keeping the
battery at full power. Converts the "A"
battery into a light socket "A" power
supply. With 4-volt batteries can be
used as an intermittent charger. Or as
atrickle charger if a resistance is added.

Charging rate about .5 ampere. Over
200,000 in use. Price $10. West of
Rockies $10.50. (In Canada, $15.)

Balkite
of

It is

a complete line, serving the

is

any radio

set

and covering the

ease of operation

it

power requirements

entire price range. In the

brings to the radio set

most advanced line on the market.

It is

owner

it is

the

backed by one of the

strongest advertising campaigns in the industry, to say nothing

brought to Balkite by Balkite Broadcasting with Walter Damrosch and the New York Symphony.
of the untold prestige

and reliable line. It is limited to the
fewest possible models, in which there is not one slow-mover.
Balkite

A New Balkite"B"at ^27.50
Balkite *'B" eliminates "B" batteries
and supplies "B" current from the light
socket. Noiseless. Permanent. Employs no tubes and requires no replace-

It contains

the tried

no experiments.

No Balkite product

offered to the public that has not proved to he

ments. Three new models. The new
popular priced Balkite "B"-W at

success.

$27.50 for sets of 5 tubes or less requiring 67 to 90 volts. Balkite "B*'-X,
for sets of 8 tubes or less; capacity
30 milliamperes at 135 volts— $42.
Balkite"B"-Y, for any radio set; capacity 40 milliamperes at 150 volts
$69.

No

has ever heen

an outstanding

Balkite product has ever heen put on the market

and brought steady
profit to the johher and dealer. All Balkite Radio Power Units
are noiseless, permanent, trouble-free. Once sold they stay
sold. The profit you make on them is clean.
that has not sold in enormous volume

—

(In

is

Canada"B"-W $39;"B"-X $59.50;

'•B"-Y $96.)

Balkite jobbers and dealers end the radio season every year

Their profits this year will be greater than
ever before. You too can turn the demand for radio power
devices into the greatest possible profit by pushing Balkite

with

a tidy profit.

the accepted leader in the
Combination

Balkite

When

FANSTEEL PRODUCTS

"A" battery
Balkite Combination Radio
Unit supplies automatic power to both

this

field.

connected to the

CO.,

Inc.,

North Chicago,

new

"A" and "B"

circuits.

Controlled by

the filament switch on vour set. Entirely automatic in operation. Can be put
either near the set or in a remote location. Will serve any set now using
either 4 or 6-volt "A" batteries and requiring not more than 30 milliamperes
at 135 volts of "B" current practically
all sets of up to 8 tubes. Price $59.50.
(In Canada $83.)

Balkite

—

All Balkite Radio Power Units
operate from 1 10-120 volts
current with models for both

'Kildio Power Unit

AC

60 and 50

cycles.

GO

111.
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How Down Reduces Radio Sales Resistance
Successful Radio Merchant Says "Handle Nationally Advertised
Lines and Give the Public What It Wants'' Cutting Service Cost

—

Handle nationally advertised radio products
and give the public what it wants. This is the
belief of Chas.

W. Down,

mac Radio Shop,

proprietor of the Ala-

located on

Broadway

the

in

center of a busy commercial and residential district of the better class in New York City. Mr.

Down, who

is

a pioneer in the radio field, hav-

ing opened his

first

establishment about

confidence

and she
where.

is

A

radio set but the store as well
pretty sure to take her trade elselarge percentage of my service calls

come from people who have purchased

their sets

elsewhere, proving the truth of this contention.
When we finish a job the set is in perfect condition and for this reason our customers become

four

years ago in the downtown section of the city,
has successfully applied these rules to his business, with results that prove the efficacy, from
a sales standpoint, of his reasoning.

Public

Wants Advertised Products

"The public

will

buy advertised products

in

preference to practically unknown lines," stated
Mr. Down. "They read about certain radio sets

magazines, in the newspapers, on billprograms, etc., and they talk
about them. For this reason the natural thing
for a prospect to do is to ask for a set the name
of which he is familiar with when he visits the
in

their

boards,

radio

theatre

The merchant who
unknown sets is simply

dealer.

features

all

up
and lessening his chances of
securing volume. The person who comes into
the store and asks for a radio' set or accessory
of well-known make is already half sold.
Experienced Service Men Necessary
"The most important thing in connection with
radio service," continued Mr. Down, "is to send
out thoroughly experienced men men who

kinds of
sales

building

resistance

to find trouble

and

to repair or ad-

so that customer satisfaction is
have a completely equipped laboratory here in the store and I have three men on
service work who understand radio from the
practical and technical standpoint. I venture to

just

the

created.

set

I

say that not 10 per cent of the retail stores
handling radio have properly equipped service
Where this is the case here is
departments.

what happens. A customer buys a set and soon
The first thought of
something goes wrong.
the owner is to get in touch with the dealer
from whom the set was purchased. A man is
sent out and if the work is done by an inexperienced worker trouble is bound to develop
This time the customer not only loses
again.

and

field
all

his

has a wide reputation in the radio
calls for radio service come from

parts of the country.

In

fact,

he specializes

Recently the head of the tax department in a city about three hundred miles
distant from New York sent his radio set to Mr.
Down to be repaired and then made a special
trip to New York to get the set when Mr.
Down had finished with it.
Aggressive Sales Promotion
Mr. Down is an aggressive merchandiser and
is
operating a number of plans designed to
create revenue.
For example: He has twenty
sets on hand that he uses for rental purposes.
His store is located in the Alamac Hotel Building and he finds that many of the guests of the
hotel are prospects either to rent or buy a radio
set.
He has succeeded in making arrangements
with the manager of the hotel, who has instructed the bell boys and elevator men to send
interested persons to his store. When a set is
rented or sold Mr. Down submits the bill to the
hotel and the amount is added to the guest's
bill.
Publicity of all kinds is utilized to make
the name of the establishment known. Recently
in

service.

he

let

Eva Tanguay,

Long

use in her

>ame

for other

the dancer, take a set for

He

Island home.

members

has done the

of the theatrical pro-

He has a wide acquaintance among
fession.
stage electricians and through these friendships

—

know how

Down

Mr.

in the

Chas. W. Down
boosters, some patrons boosting us so eflfectively that we have cases on our files where four
(ir

five

and service

sales

make an adequate charge

calls

We

resulted.

for service.

Most

sets

are guaranteed against defects, but it is up to
the dealer to so arrange his service policy that
his

men

are sent out on the least possible

Make

num-

charge
ber of
and the service department will be a producer
Good service men should be paid
of profits.
good salaries and they must be really interested
To my mind three things are
in their work.
necessary in the successful operation of the
service department: Knowledge, experience and
free

service calls.

a

fair

he has made many sales to the electricians as
The Alamac
well as to actors and actresses.
Radio Shop has 2,000 names on the mailing list

and these are circularized regularly.
Mr. Down is building up a reputation
new locality as an expert and specialist

in

his

in

his

Recently h-e published a booklet entitled
field.
"Enter Your Radio World," which gives hints
on the selection of a set, how to install it, its
care and operation, a list of radio stations, questions and answers, etc., which he is distributing
free to customers and prospects.

Okeh

Distributing Division

Reports Good September

equipment."

Harry Fox, manager

of the

New York

distrib-

General Phonograph
Corp., reports that all the lines handled showed
a satisfactory volume of sales during September,

uting

division

Okeh

with

Berg Artone line
machines particularly in de-

records and the

of portable talking

13h e

the

of

Mr. Fox reports that the records of
Butterbeans and Susie are selling very well, due

mand.

in large measure to the fact that dealers are
tying up with the appearance of these popular

Shielded by

Its

in Jimmie Cooper's Black and White
Revue, which has been playing throughout the
The Symphonic reprometropolitan section.
ducer has continued to be high in public favor
and dealers report increased demand.

artists

Jff/ Sl^at is 'Best in "Radio

Reputation

New Music Shop

For Permanence

Aztec, N. M.. October

Jobbers and dealers

realize

now more

than ever that the

chine

is

the

greatest

radio

store,

single

name

—

of

you

eral

EAGLE RADIO COMPANY
16

BOYDEN PLACE

NEWARK,

new

talking

ma-

under

the

the

Columbia records are
seen the Eagle Models
of 1921? Write for information NOW.

Have

—A

operating

4.

Aztec Music & Electrical Co.,
opened in the Jackson Building here recently.
The proprietors are Mrs. Harold Herbert and
A full line of Columbia
Mrs. Guy Herbert.
phonographs and New Process
Viva-tonal

factor in
radio sales. Proven superiority, known standards of performance, a steadfast refusal to cut prices this is the high
code of manufacture that has earned for Eagle the respect
and confidence of trade and public alike.

manufacturer's reputation

and

Opened

N.

J.

carried,

as

well as sev-

leading lines of radio receivers.

The Nassau Radio Co., Brooklyn, N. Y., recently increased its capital stock from 300 shares
of preferred stock at $100 per share and 200
shares of common stock of no par value to 650
shares of preferred at $100 per share and 3,000
shares of

common

of

no par value.

:
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15,
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DIAL

SIJVGZJE
^^One of the three
be§t franchues

in

%adio

That's

23

what

^JMagnavox.

a national authority

Look how

true

on

radio sales has said of

it is

Experience— Yikeen years of making radio products. First to

produce

a

loud speaker.

First to perfect single dial control.

100% in dividends since 1920— more than
company whose stock is listed.

Stability— Vda^

any other radio
Quality

— Only thirty-seven

fective last year. 400,000

Advertising
largest in

— Radio's

sets

returned to factory as de-

loud speakers made and sold.
first

large advertiser.

One

of three

magazines 1922 to 1925. Using more space

this fall

Evening Post than any other present radio
has ever used during the same period.

in the Saturday

advertiser

Policies— Chiei executives have been retailers, wholesalers

and manufacturers of radio and musical instruments. Policies based on intimate appreciation of retailers' problems.
Merchandise— Com^ietQ

from $75 to $260 list
(model 10, $110 list, shown). Three cone speaker models
$22.50 to $50. (Cornell model, $22.50 list, shown).
line

of

sets

Write at once for full details

THE MAGNAVOX COMPANY
General

Office

Chicago Sales

R. S.Williams

and Fa&ory: Oakland,

Calif.

Office .-13155. Michigan Ave.

& Sons Co., Ltd., Toronto

' Distributors for Canada
{not including British Columbia]
24D16©1926

.
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ings sales of radio parts and accessories totaled

over

Profit Wnni'i^ Safes'W^mktes
How One

Dealer Used Sale of Mechanically Cut Records to Move Old Type PhonographsBargain Basement for Used and Antiquated Stock Radio Tie -ups With Current Events
Profitable Study the Passing Crowds to Build Profits Other Interesting Stunts

—

—

The recent movement in the trade to clear up
stocks of mechanically cut records by ofifering
them to the public at greatly reduced prices
served to afford an excellent idea of the merchandising ingenuity of various dealers. Some
there were who simply announced that the
records could be obtained at the rate of three
or four for the dollar and let it go at that, expecting the public to rush in and buy. Others
advertised more liberally, presented window displays of the special offerings, and set out piles
of records on tables so that they might work

on the self-service idea, giving the prospect a
chance to make his own selections without interference.
Still others, and they may be called
merchandisers, saw a chance for using the
records as a lever for moving old model and
used machines, the plan being to increase the
price of the machine from $12 to $15 and then
ofifer with- it

to

records to the list price value of $25
dealer who had difficulty moving

One

$30.

worth-while machine at $75 cleaned
floor stock and a number of
machines that were rushed to him on special
order by raising the price to $87 and throwing

a

rather

out

his

in the

entire

$25 worth of records. The point is that
only moved the machines at a

the dealer not

regular profit, but got

fifty cents apiece for his
records as compared to twenty or thirty cents
per record obtained by competitors.
Opportunity does hang out in the queerest places.

taken in exchange. The Heaton Music Store, in
Columbus, O., operates what is termed a bargain
basement, where may be found used and discontinued styles of talking machines, pianos and
radios. The bargain basement serves the double
purpose of keeping used and antiquated stock
off the main room floors, where they detract
from the appearance of new instruments, and
also

makes

To

Move Old Stock

the average music dealer the term "bar-

gain" as

it

applies to musical instruments has a

mean sound because
the

to

"was-now" type

it

reminds him too much of
and appears to

of selling,

cheapen the character of the business. The general public, however, or at least a very substantial proportion of it, is strong for the lure of
the bargain, and the chance of getting unusual
value for its money, or, better still, something
more than is paid for. This trait can be turned
to good account by the legitimate music dealer
for clearing out old stocks of talking machines,
pianos or what not, particularly of instruments

a strong appeal to those

afTord, or naturally hesitate to buy,

who cannot
new instru-

The bargain basement of
at list prices.
Heaton's pays a profit on its operation, which
should offer a hint to dealers who are wondering what to do with old and used models of
talking machines and radio receivers.
ments

Profiting by Tie-ups

With the football season under way and
other major sporting events scheduled for the
next few months, radio dealers will do well
to take advantage of the opportunity of giving
crowd demonstrations on the occasions of these
sporting events, which run high in public inHundreds of dealers throughout the
country tied up with the broadcasting of the
world's heavyweight boxing championship bout
terest.

and with the World's Series baseball games,
but there still remain plenty of opportunities
to render service to the

community by

inviting

people to the store to hear the broadcasting
of these events and also profit by bringing the
radio

Plan

—

One

prospects.

from

to the attention of many
instance of a dealer profiting

merchandise

occurred

exploitation

such

last

month

the Terminal Radio & Music Shop, New
York, announced that it would remain open
to give passers-by the latest fight returns as
received over the air. An attractive banner in

when

front of the store invited all to the establishment, and on the night of the fight Joseph

proprietor of the store, estimated the
that entered and waited in the courtyard
outside as being in the neighborhood of 5,000.

Polan,

crowd

A

set with a Western Electric
speaker blazoned forth a description of
the fight as broadcast and during the proceed-

Garod power

In

$1,000.

addition

to

demonstration bore

the

profit,

this

immediate

fruit

in

that

it

brought the store's products before the public'_s
eye and many have since returned to purchase

and other

parts

necessities.

Studying Public Taste
Studying the types and classes of people who
pass in front of a music store during the different hours of the day and selecting the type
of music for playing at the store door which

most appeal

will

passers-by

the

to

result

will

in

greatest

number

increased

sales

of

of

The Thirty-fourth street store of the
New York Band Instrument Co. is situated
opposite an entrance to the Long Island Rail-

records.

road division of the Pennsylvania station, New
York.
The variety of nationalities who pass
by daily is great, and James F. Brogan, manager of the store, has studied the passing
population so that now, at different hours, difselections

ferent

are

For

played.

instance,

during some hours when the Long Island commuters are in the majority, late popular
releases are played, at other hours when workmen are passing en route home, selections from
the foreign language catalog are played, and
so on during the day a carefully planned schedule is followed out.
It might be interesting
to note that almost 1,000 records of "Povero
Valentino," from the Italian catalog, were sold
in a week or ten days, mainly through store
door playing in conjunction with an attractive
window card. Though the record sold for
$1.25,

was no hesitation

there

as to price.

Using the Sales Record
West
who entered the field a little more than a year
ago has outstripped in sales volume many of

A

talking machine dealer in the Middle

competitors who have been in business for
This dealer, when he opened his store,
determined to make his establishment the music
center of the section of the city in which he was
his

years.

He

located.

make

When

encouraged
establishment

his

young people

the

their

artists visited the city

he

to

headquarters.

made

it

a point

on the committee of welcome and whenever possible he had visiting artists play in his
store, naturally sending out invitations to customers and prospects.
He built prestige and
business increased tremendously.
There is a
thought in this for every dealer.
to be

loud

Philanthropy That Pays

A

dealer in Portchester, N. Y., is attracting
considerable attention to his line of talking

Radio Results
\A^ESTON

Model 506 Pin-Jack
Voltmeter with High Range
Stand offers a combination to the
dealer that will be as profitable
to you as to your customer. TIThe
voltmeter alone, plugged into
the panel of the set, measures
filament voltage.

When

quality.

the

policy

Electrical

Instrument Corporation

STANbARb-THE.WAMb./MI^,

WESTON
Tianeers since I88S

that the effect of

cumulative.

Through Service

J.

company's

service

department

is

evenings as well as through the
"While giving service on this basis is
day.
expensive," said Mr. Altschul, "we believe that
it
pays us through the increased business we
obtain from patrons who are satisfied with our
methods of doing business."

open

190 Weston Avenue, Newark, N.

mind
is

Frederick P. Altschul, a music dealer who
operates five stores in New York City and
Washington, D. C, does a very large radio
The policy of the firm provides for
business.
liberal service, with the object in view of promoting customer satisfaction. In line with this

Write us for Bulletin

Weston

in

advertising

Profits

is

know Weston

must bear

publicity

consistent

this

plugged into
the High Range Stand it
measures battery voltages
up to 160 volts. KYou

voltmeter

machines and the new records through loaning
instruments and selected groups of recordings
to lodges, church clubs and other societies,
when social affairs are held by these organizations.
This farsighted retailer in this manner
is creating an interest in his line and is securing publicity that will have a marked effect
on sales in the long run. The dealer who is
apt to become discouraged when he fails to
notice any immediate effect in sales from his

in

the

The Harding Jewelry Co., of Bessemer, Colo.,
which recently moved to new quarters, has
added a complete music department featuring
the Brunswick and Victor line of instruments
and a complete stock of records. The Gulbransen piano Jin?

is

also carried.
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BigEasily the

Biggest Value
in the trade at

$

CASES IN

ALL COLORS

THERE'S

nothing undersized about the Nifty PORTCase is full size of standard
except the price.
portables
and
built
stronger
than many of them.
$25.00
genuine Heineman motor.
Excellent reproducer and
Handsomely plated hardware. Tilting expanding
tone arm.
record pocket.

ABLE

A

—

Size

— Tone — Appearance

Consolidated Talking

Machine Company
W. Washington St.
Chicago
WRITE US — OR WRITE YOUR JOBBER— AT ONCE

227-229
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by Unusual Advertising

Gillespie Profits

Southern Dealer Does the Unexpected in Advertising to Catch
Public Attention Some of His Most Successful Publicity Stunts

—

By
hundred and one things
phonograph dealers will swear by
as being good for building up a business and
most likely all of them are valuable. Whether
any of them are more valuable than others is a
that
most likely will never be
question
answered. However, that advertising is of vital
There are

value in the upbuilding of a business is a fact
that has been proved time and time again. Talking machine dealers all over the country give
daily testimony to this fact and not the least
of these is William C. Gillespie, of Jacksonville,

in business two and a
small store that didn't boast

Mr. Gillespie started

literally a

that different

Raymond Vorhees

Russell

half years

ago

in a

He had an assortment of five
hundred records and a dozen talking machines,
together with one horn machine that played at
From this very modest bethe store door.
ginning he has built a business that is worth
while.
To-day Mr. Gillespie wouldn't sell his
of a single booth.

business for $25,000. As proof of the fact that
Mr. Gillespie has built his business upon sound
ideas may be mentioned the fact that from
the initial investment the business has financed

and grown out of its own profits.
Publicity Cornerstone of Success
"From the start I tried to do something all
the time that would advertise my business," says

Florida.

itself

Mr. Gillespie

made

discussing the idea that he has

in

the corner.~tone of his business.

always been fi.m

in the belief that

have

"I

a business

if

it is bound to grow
from the way that my business has grown from its very small start that
my original premise was correct.

is

advertised

the time

all

and prosper.

I

feel

A

anything

for

legitimate, but

instance, take

flockford

if

that

advertising,
I

never go

and
For
The phonograph comaboveboard

isn't

the idea

is

my awning.

allright

I

use

believe that

it

is

receives

They

it.

are

almost certain to

read the advertisement on it. Around the holidays I use calendars and find that they are good.

Almost anything that is actually handed to the
customer is a good thing to advertise with, I
find.

Advertising on Records
have small stickers printed in black ink on
a gold background that I paste on every record
at the time it is sold. I stick these as near the
name of the records as possible so that people
The stickers
are pretty certain to see them.
bear the name and address of the shop. They
are plain and neat and calculated to attract atI find
tention.
This they never fail to do.
that this is a very good advertising idea.
"Advertising is the life of business. If a talking machine dealer will stick to advertising he
"I

will find

that

will

it

make

his business just as

made mine."

has

it

excellent advertising and

more than worth the cost. The reason
that way is because customers speak

Attractive Store Display
as a Stimulator of Sales

it.

pany whose machines I handle paid half the
cost of the awning and I paid the other half.
My share of the cost of this awning runs me
five cents a day for two years, which is supposed
But at that
to be about the life of the awning.
I

who

Ad

Nickel-a-Day

"To be sure, there is all sorts of
some of which may be questionable.
in

I have
had great success with fans. I find that anything like that on a hot day pleases the person

places they are excellent advertisements.

The

C.

J.,

as

N.

A.

may

accompanying

Reid Piano Co., of Plainfield,
be seen by a glance at the
illustration,

is

featuring

the

is

I

feel

of

the

awning.

"CROM

the complete

Rockford Line of
Hardware your every
need can be supplied to
advantage. Over 300
hardware items for pianos, phonograph and
radio cabinets. Write
for samples of items you
use, and catalog.

Gillespie's Best Advertising

"The best piece of advertising that I have ever
done is the pinwheel that I have on the front
of my auto and that I have since duplicated on
I made this pinwheel
the rear on either side.
myself

my

in

less of price.

of block tin

hub from

llockford, liL
U. S. A.
Cable Addreit — Natlock

Branch Sales
Chicago,

Offices:

111.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Jamestown, N. Y.
Detroit, Mich.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Evansville, Ind.
Seattle, Wash.
Grand Rapids, Mich. Milwaukee, Wis.
High Point, N. C.
Sheboygan, Wis.
St. Louis, Mo.

at a cost of $2.50,
I

The pinwheel is
and mounted on

When

a bicycle.

I

but

it

is

ever had regardcut from a piece
the front wheel

drive

my

machine

along the street the pinwheel on the front of
the car attracts no end of attention and by having two on the rear of the car I am able to hold
attention after I have passed.

this

Repairs Through Window Publicity
"I have two windows to my store and
to get the

Jsfation.al hock Co,,

shop

the best piece of advertising

most advertising value out

I

try

1

stop and look in the

window

at

the parts and

repaired jobs.

Motion in the Window
"The other window I use for a display of
phonographs and machines and such things. In
this window I always make it a rule to have
some motion. I have found that a little motion

way

goes a long, long
1

rig these

erally

carries

in

attracting attention.

motion displays up myself.

have some

sort of a large tin

advertising

signs

of the

Re d Co. Display Rooms

in

bringing out the attractive features

handsome

and radio

cabinets of talking machines

sets.

of these.

I

put the finished job in the window
and that, I find, is more advertising for my shop.
It is surprising to notice how many people will
repair jobs

portance
of the

keep for a display of the various
parts of a phonograph that I have mounted on
Then as I finish
a board for display purposes.

One window

One

Stromberg-Carlson radio line in a most atThe C. A. Reid Piano Co.
tractive manner.
has fine display rooms and the newest Stromberg-Carlson art console receiver has been
given a fitting setting. Proper display in both
the window and store are of the greatest im-

I

drum

gen-

Specht Resumes Broadcasting
Paul Specht and His Orchestra resumed broadcasting on Friday, October 1, and will be heard
every Friday during the hour of 11 to 12 from
WJZ. This orchestra is an exclusively
Columbia recording aggregation and is well
known throughout this country and Europe. In
addition to the broadcasting each week, Paul

station

Specht and His Orchestra is playing at the
Colony Theatre and is also featured at the Twin
Oaks Cafe, New York.

Morris Sanford Visits N. Y.

that

and which revolves.

This attracts no end of attention to my window
and store and is a great aid in helping me sell
phonographs, accessories, records and supplies.
"In the Summertime I use fans, which I have
Sometimes I hand
found to be very good.
these out to customers over the counter and at
other times I send a lot of them to the different
diurches and hospitals. In both of these latter

Morris Sanford, one of the officials of the
Ideal Phonoparts Co., of Pittsburgh, Pa., and
Cleveland, O., was a recent visitor to New York.
spent a great part of his stay at the offices
of the General Phonograph Corp., conferring
with Allan W. Fritzsche, sales manager, on pro-

He

motion plans for Okeh and Odeon records. En
route home he stopped at the ofiices of the T.
A. Fischer Co., maker of "Valley Forge" springs.
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DOUBLE POLISHED
HE

non-jump process

was originated by this
organization

—

Lubrill and

Mocolene—

the

insurance

hkewise

against

rust.

And Now
The
Val Phonic Reproducer

We

double pohsh every

Valley

Hand Hammered

Forge

main

Note how

easily

Metal Diaphragm

spring.
Produces amazing

results

when

at-

tached to the old type phonograph
—brings out every detail of the new
electric process record. Absolutely
free from blast, noted for tremen-

it

cup and that unbeatable

dous volume, clear and distinctive

velvety finish-

tone.

Beautiful
to

fit

all

Antique

Finish

glides into the spring

— Made

machines.

On

the alert always to

better our products

is

Valley Forge policy!

IT

J
1=1

EG. U.S.PAT.

730 MARKET STREET
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I

,
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Truck Demonstration

of Radio Receivers

Solved Dealer's Problem and Aids Sales
Stromberg-Carlson Dealer Fits Out Demonstration Car and Drives to Home of Likely Prospect
Who Shows Signs of Hesitancy Truck Keeps Store's Stock Before Public's Eye

—

There are undoubtedly many people who have
not purchased radio sets who are at times
possessed of the desire for a set and are well
able to afford an instrument in their homes, but
for some reason or other they put off buying
simply through indifference or because they
heard a radio receiver demonstrated under the proper conditions. It may be

have

never

ence

who

dealer

a

of

overcome

this

has

to

a

degree

great

problem.

McMillen, Mabel, Minn., authorized
J. H.
Stromberg-Carlson dealer, encountered similar
difficulties and many times felt that the prospect
who grew lukewarm and held back from signing on the dotted line would buy if the Stromberg-Carlson receiver were demonstrated proper-

was to get prospects to come to
the store, it was more difficult to get consent to
install a receiver in the home, and even after
securing permission, while sales would be made,
this method of selling greatly increased the sellDifficult as

ly.

new means of exploitation and demonstration,
saying: "Before I equipped this car, many of my
prospects would say to me, 'We do not care for
inasmuch as we have never heard any
instrument that we consider worth listening to.
All radios seem to be alike.' I had extreme difficulty in making demonstrations in the home. I
had to install four for every one I sold. Now,
however, I go to a place with my car and my
prospect first gets interested in the novelty of
a radio,

my

equipment.

them and they are

to

the

many advantages

a result, the time
a

I have some distant stamusic that happens to appeal

Soon

tion tuned in with

listening while

explain

I

As
making

of Stromberg-Carlson.

and labor required

in

demonstration are greatly reduced."

it

ing cost.
As a solution to his problems Mr. McMillen
fitted

27

out a demonstration car, as

shown

in the

Brunswick National

Campaign

Is

Ad

Under Way

Leading National Magazines, Newspapers From
Coast to Coast and Trade Papers to Carry
the Message of Brunswick Products

accompanying photograph.
wittj

antenna and

all

This car is equipped
necessary adjuncts, includ-

ing a 601 Stromberg-Carlson receiver.
the car, also,

is

Within

a complete line of accessories

and supplies.

H. McMillen's Demonstration Truck
having dropped into a dealer's store the
conditions were none too good and the growing desire for a set was nipped in the bud beSuch people
cause of unfavorable reception.
demonstrate
dealer
to
asking
before
a
hesitate
the receiver at their own homes because they
do not wish to place themselves under obligation to the dealer for the time and trouble
Dealers who
which it would make for him.
J.

that

have suffered from difficulties in getting their
products into the homes of likely prospects
where a demonstration would in many cases
m.ean a sale might be interested in the experi-

Now when Mr. McMillen has a prospect he
does not have to sell him on the idea of installing the set in his home. He simply asks him
when he will be home and on that evening runs
into the driveway, turns on the set, and gives a
demonstration.
Usually the prospect is so
pleased with the simplicity of operation and
efficiency of performance that the task of completing the sale

By means

is

negligible.

of the car this dealer

is

also able to

sporting events and

other
matters of current interest to crowds outside
his store and at the principal points about town,
thus keeping his store and its products constantly before the public's eye.
Mr. McMillen recently commented on his
furnish

reports

of

The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. has already launched a large advertising campaign,
national in

In

scope.

the

magazine

field,

strument.
In addition to the national magazines, a network of newspapers which cover the country

from Coast to Coast is being used to feature
the Brunswick products, i.e., Panatropes,
all
This national adphonographs and records.
vertising

wick's

is,

as

policy,

has always been
supplemented by

planned schedule

in

the
a

*'Bahy Qrand Console'' Model

Tube

TRF

AW
Power operated from

light socket

$99.50

list

Battel^ operated

$89.50

list

Volume, selectivity and tone quality
ent day conditions.

for pres-

Two

loud speakers built in, both work
at same time, one on the higher and one on
the lower tone range and all notes whether
high or low pitch are perfectly reproduced.

Note:

Here are united, in extreme degree, luxury
appearance and luxury in performance.

of

Our

previous offer of sample,
at factory cost, expires Oct. 15th

DIAMOND T RADIO
SOUTH BEND,

IND.

MFRS.

Bruns-

carefully

the trade paper?.

"Leads the World in Radio Values"
Six

the

Saturday Evening Post, Literary Digest, Liberty, National Geographic, Good Housekeeping, Vogue and Harper's Bazar will be used.
Copy featuring the Panatrope is used in the
majority of these magazines, although mention
being made of Brunswick's New Musical
is
Instrument and the $5,000 contest by which it
is obtaining a name for the New Musical In-

—
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Phonographs Play Part at Convention
of Music Merchants' Association of Ohio
New Type

—

Talking Machines Prominently to the Fore in "Music Revue of 1926" Demonstration
Attended by Thousands Talking Machines and Radio Exhibits Business of the Convention

—

—

—

Columbus, O., September 30. The modern talkmachine, particularly in its electrically
ciperated form, played a prominent part in the
unusually effective demonstration of modern
ing

musical instruments held at the Neil House
here during the recent convention of the Music
Merchants' Association of Ohio and under the
auspices of a group of some thirty Columbus

music dealers.

The

idea of the demonstration, termed

Music Revue
of

Columbus

of 1926,"

was

"The

to enable the public

to listen to actual demonstrations

of the various types of musical instruments,
including the straight upright and grand pianos,
reproducing and player-pianos and talking ma-

chines of various types, so they might have a
proper conception of the new things the trade
,

Mr. Edison Man:
Never Say

"KANT," sa, "KENT"
The

KENT

No.

1

With "S" Sound Box

for playing lateral
records on the Edison Disc Phonograph has outsold all competition.

cut

bad

That the public was

to offer.

really inter-

ested was evidenced by the fact that, although

some

crowded into the ballroom
House, fully half as many more
were turned away at the door by order of the
Fire Department.
The program was opened with the presentation of the Brunswick Panatrope in a most
effective manner.
Lee Sims, pianist, whose
records are recorded by Brunswick, played
"Talking to the Moon," on the piano, and then
m comparison his recording of the same number played on the Panatrope. The demonstration was allowed to rest with this comparison
and the audience was greatly impressed.
Following the demonstration of the grand
and upright pianos there was presented the new
Viva-Tonal Columbia phonograph, presenting
a march number and several other instrumental
selections.
The Columbia instrument was
of

2,000 people

Neil

the

parts,

attention from the visiting dealers.
It was
particularly significant that exhibitors of those

booked really substantia! orders, while
some piano men were complaining.
The Convention Itself
The convention itself attracted a large number of delegates and the business of the two
afternoon sessions was handled in record time.
The secretary. Rex Hyre, presented a lengthy
lines

report of the year's activities of the Associa-

nationally priced.

for

demonstrating the musical possitype of instrument.
Some of the Exhibitors

of that

Officers

in

new Gulbansen models were
new Gulbransen music rolls.
sales manager of the company,

June; the

H. A. Stewart,

was in charge.
The Pennsylvania Phonograph Distributing Co. had an iriteresting display of the
Sonora phonographs under the dilatest
rection

of

J.

L:

DuBreuil,

vice-president,

and the Sterling Roll & Record Co. had
The
quarters.
same
the
in
exhibit
an
interestan
had
Co.
Brunswick-Balke-Collender
ing display of various mechanical models, as
well as the Panatrope, in charge of I. E. Henderson, Cincinnati district manager. Lee Sims,

prominent pianist and Brunswick artist, gave
demonstrations during the week; the Berg
Auto Trunk & Specialty Co. had a display of
Artone portable and console models, with A.
the Ideal Phonoparts Co.
J. Engel in charge;
displayed Okeh and Odeon records, Artone
,

Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

F.

C.

KENT CO.

Irvlngton, N.

J.

of

the

association

elected

President,

O.

for

H.

the

Boyd,

of

ciation will be held in

Cleveland.

Radio Sets Under
Difficulties in Canal Zone

Selling

Leighton

&

Leighton, Atwater Kent Dealers of

Cristobal, Canal Zone, Tell

of

Hard

Selling

Conditions That Must Be Overcome

&

Leighton, Atwater Kent dealers
Canal Zone, handle the Atwater
Kent line and report that there are more Atwater Kent receivers and speakers in their
territory than any other make and more than
Mr.
other factory-made types combined.
all

Leighton

of

shown, as were the

line

.

Marion; vice-president, C. M. Alford, of
Canton; treasurer, Wm. V. Crowe, of. Columbus, and secretary, Rexford C. Hyre, of Cleveland.
The next annual convention of the Asso-

York

complete

The Legislative Committee
new State bill prohibiting

called attention to a

Despite the fact that the hall was poorly
arranged for such a demonstration, being some
250 feet long and 60 feet wide, a large proportion of the audience stayed until the end.
It
was felt that the demonstration proved itself
by permitting the public to realize the great
advance that had been made in the talking
machine and record field, a development not
generally appreciated by those who have not
had the opportunity to listen directly to the
demonstration.

a replica of the elaborate display made at the
National Music Industries Convention in New

for catalog of

.

all

coming year were:

During the convention there were a number
official exhibits at the Neil House, talking
machines and radio receivers being well repreAtwater Kent radio receivers were
sented.
shown and demonstrated by the Columbus
Ignition Co., local distributor, with W. W. Bennett, sales manager, in attendance; the United
States Music Co. had a complete display of
its U. S. Pep and Auto-Art rolls, with George
L. Ames, vice-president, in charge; the Columbia Phonograph Co. branch in Cleveland displayed the new Viva-Tonal phonograph in
several styles and attracted much attention
therewith. R. J. Mueller, district manager, was
The Gulbransen Co., Chicago, had
in charge.

Write

a resolution was
musical instruments be

discussion

after

passed urging that

tones.

without electrical amplification, depending for tonal volume entirely upon the
mechanical reproduction. Later on in the program the Orthophonic Victrola was also
demonstrated, with orchestral, vocal and organ
records, the amplifiers installed in the ballroom
for banquet purposes being used to amplify the

of

years.

and

tion

featured

utilized

10

Valley Forge mainsprings and
Mel-O-Art music rolls, Symphonic repro-

the use of false-Jgames and addresses on instalment
contracts
by purchasers. It was
reported that the Mutual Insurance Bureau
of the ASfociatii^ was making progress and
saving members 25 per cent a year on policies.
The success of the piano-playing contest in
Detroit recently v. as explained in detail by Roy
A. Maypole, of that city, who had charge of
the work.
It was announced that the membership of the Association was crowding the 500
mark, the actual total being 496.
Officers Elected

bilities

by thousands of dealers
and Jobbers for over

1926

ducers, Carryola portables. Dictograph loud
speakers and several other lines, with Fred.
Schuyler, vice-president, and E.
B.
Lyons,
Cleveland manager, in attendance.
The various talking machines were demonstrated almost constantly and attracted much

was interesting to learn that the new Gulbransen Studio Model small upright, manufactured by the Gulbansen Co., of Chicago, was

Bought for tbeir reand playing value

15,

phonographs.

It

sale

October

Cristobal,

Leighton, in a recent letter to the Atwater
Kent Mfg. Co., lists a few of the difficulties
experienced in retailing radio in the Canal
"No dayZone, which are quoted herewith:
time reception at any time of the year. Excessive spark leakage from naval radio stations
and shipping lying in Cristobal Harbor, less
Unusual proportion of
than a mile distant.
regenerative receivers, operated by decidedly
unskilled radio fans usually beginners. Near1,134 miles
States' broadcasting station
est

—

average reception from 1,800 to 3,000
and must be brought in satisfactorily to
make sales. Located in the worst static belt
known to the U. S. Navy. Climatic conditions
cause corrosion of all receiver and speaker

away;
miles,

containing ferrous or cuprous metals.
Repair and installation of new parts regular
program. Lack of advance information requires 'fishing' for programs, which has been
somewhat simplified by the arrival of the '30'."
These handicaps visualize, according to Mr.
Leighton, "how much of a 'cinch' it should
parts

be to sell Atwater Kent sets in the States, if
we can peddle a few of them here now and
then under existing circumstances."
Mr. Leighton is an enthusiast over the model

and is specializing on this
model 30 he received on
April 1, and after waiting until 9 p. m. to get
away from ship interference, he reports twentyfour stations were logged on the loud speaker
30

receiving

number.

until

The

set

first

about 11:30

conditions.

p.

m., in spite of the adverse

October

15,
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''The one

and

only

radio battery to handle'
"When we were selling every make of radio

and more than that we have more than
doubled the volume of our supplies and battery business.
Eveready radio dealers and
jobbers ought to realize that the one and
only radio battery to

on the market except Eveready, we
always lost money, mostly due to batteries
not standing up and not being able to get
replacements easily,"
writes Mr. C. H. GettTuesday night means Eveready Hour — 9 P. M.,
Eastern Standard Time, through the following
man, of Gettman's
stations:
Shop, Norfolk, Neb.
WEAF-Neiv York
ViSM-CincinnaU
VijAK-Providence
ViTAM-Cleveland
"The worm turned,
vrwj-Deiroit
WEEi-Boston
WTAG-H^orcester
WGS-C/iicago
however, and we have
WTl-Philadelphia
woe-Davenport
neapolis
WCK-Buffalo
wcco iMinnea
/been making money on
wcAE-Pittsburg/i
St. Paul
battery

batteries ever since

we

stocked Evereadys.

We

KSD-Si. Louis

handle is the Eveready."

The Eveready

line

is

a logical one for every

music

establishment.

Order

from your

jobber.
Manufactured and guaranteed by

National Carbon Co., Inc.
New York
San Francisco

have never lost a dime
on the Eveready line.

Atlanta

Chicago

Kansas City
Canadian National Carbon

EVEREADY
Radio Batteries
-they last longer

Co.,

Toronto, Ontario

Limited

:
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Predicts End of Uneven Radio Sales Trend
E. E. Bucher, General Sales Manager of R. C. A., Makes an Interesting Analysis of Present Radio Situation and the Outlook
One of the outstanding developments in the
radio business during the Summer months just
passed is the significant fact that consumer demand did not take the characteristic slump which
many
eral

predicted, according to E. E. Bucher, gen-

sales

manager

the

of

R C

A.-

"In fact,"

combining these truly excellent features with
form more completely balanced and acceptable periods of entertainment.
Effect of Broadcasting on Trade
"Widespread and growing use of broadcasting
by commercial interests and industrials is re-

joys the benefits of painstaking research and development born out of the necessities of a prac-

Even

Operation of receivers from a lightbecame an accomplishment in the latter part of 1925.
Likewise the portable receiver, which captured the public fancy during
the Summer months, played a leading role in
the entertainment of vacationists and travelers
who took advantage of the marvelous Summertime programs broadcast for their benefit. Advanced receivers, combining all of the elements
Vvhich make for the most perfect enjoyment of
the splendid programs oflFered by radio broadcasters, have now received their road test. The
principles they embody have now been tried,
We need
tested and approved by the public.
no longer ask ourselves whether they are

local presentations to

Mr. Bucher says, "observation of the conditions
prevailing in the trade, supplemented by a more

sulting in

intensive analysis of market conditions for the

provements

first

eight

months

me

of 1926, lead

may mark

that the present year

superior broadcast

offerings.

tical

programs

effected

anyone.

ing circuit

by broadcast

to believe

the end of the

seasonal character of radio sales.
Those who
have studied buying trends in radio report a
more pronounced uniformity of month-to-month
radio purchases all of which has occasioned a
strong current of optimism in trade circles, particularly in the metropolitan centers.

—

New Era in Radio Merchandising
"The approach of this new era in radio merchandising was predicted a num.ber of months
ago; for it was logical to expect that the supereffort

lative

of

the

radio

make

past two years to

public enjoyment

of

Summer and Winter

industry during the

alike,

the

entire

ultimately

sold to the

—

in

4.

duction.
(b)
(c)

—Greater

simplicity of operation.

— Perfected

operation from the lighting

circuit.

— Introduction of reliable portable
ceivers.
(e) — The introduction of special purpose

(d)

re-

vacuum tubes which have improved

the

broadcast receiver and
improved its quality of reproduction.
Improved service to the public on the part
efificiency of the

5.

—

E. E. Bucher at His Desk
impresarios during the past year. Inasmuch as
broadcasting is the very keystone of the radio
business these substantial advances are having
a salutary effect

upon the

the

use

effects

thousands

of

upon the general growth of the radio
While the manufacturer may provide

plemented by adequate inspection and service,
full satisfaction may not be derived from it by
to note the
It is gratifying
the purchaser.
splendid dealer co-operation manufacturers are

enjoying in this important work.
"Radio in all of its phases and ramifications
has reached the point where the public can buy
with safety. This year's offerings carry the first
inducements to replace the old with new. Those
who purchased their sets four years ago will

remote sections of the

in

receiver has

receiving devices of the highest technical excellence, if the sale of this receiver is not sup-

higher power and, in fact, the actual application
of highpower broadcasting has justified this
practice during the Summer months of 1926.
Adequate evidence is available to substantiate
this claim. Greater broadcasting powers brought
to countless

home

business.

trade.

"The growing tendency toward

the

land the same reliability of broadcast service
heretofore restricted to listeners in metropolitan
areas.

"Although continual progress is and should
be the keynote of the radio art, nevertheless
technical development has now reached the
stage where the broadcast receiver will give satisfaction to its owner for years to come. Like

find

it

to

their

advantage

investigate

to

"There can be no conflict of opinion on the
improvement in the broadcast programs. Broadcasters are rendering a far

more

efiicient service

Orthodyne Corp. Chartered

modern automobile with its high factor of
maneuverability which enables its operator to
comfortably travel the most congested city

to the listening public to-day than at

any time

broadcasting history. Many local stations are
tapping the great reservoirs of program matter
syndicated from the met n 'pr,l itan cities and
in

streets, so the factor of selectivity in the

In

this

/

F> At-J

one respect alone the listener

The Orthodyne Acoustic
City,

now

of .SOO shares at $100 per share

of

common

en-

List
Slightly higher

west of the Rockies

Pausin Engineering

Company

727 Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark, N.

J.

at

a

and

stock of no par value.

Albany

capital

to

stock

1,000 shares

The

incor-

porators are W. R. Roth, H. Schwartzberg and
S H. Rifkind.

SIN

Here's one good selling point to remember about
the Octacone Speaker. You can knock or drop it,
accidentally or otherwise, on a concrete floor if you
wish, and it still will reproduce just as clearly and
sweetly as it ever did. If you have your doubts as
to the value of this selling feature try the same experiVnent with any other six speakers.

New York

Corp.,

was recently incorporated

make musical instruments with

mod-

ern radio receiver enables the operator to travel
the highways of space where broadcast traffic
has practically reached the point of saturation.

the

merits of present-day products."

the

of the trade.

is

by the conscientious
effort of radio dealers to render a complete and
thorough installation and inspection service with
every sale. This factor of service, completing
the five outstanding achievements during the
past two years, has proved far-reaching in its

for the flattening out of the yearly sales

—
—
program distribution.
— Improved receiving set performance the
form of:
(a) — Better volume and quality of repro-

public

receiver.

"The performance of
been greatly enhanced

curve are
1.
A substantial improvement in broadcast
programs, both with regard to the quality of
entertainment and methods of presentation.
2.
Highpower broadcasting with consequent
wider program distribution.
Extension of the wire network of radio
3.

new-day

Dealer Service a Stabilizing Factor

year.

should

have its effect upon buying trends. The accomplishments which I believe are largely responsible

The

favored with public acceptance.

radio a reliable source

during

which once seemed headed for

Single control receivers have reduced
the simplicity of operation of the receiving set
to the point where they can be manipulated by

the casual listener will have observed the imin

situation

chaos.

Licensed Under Frank E. Miller,
Patent Numbers 1,190,787, 1,220,669,
Other Patents Pending.
1.294,137.

October
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77 Inspections
At the left is shown
Inspection No.
56 of Flyer Motors.
Every moving part in
every Flyer must pass

inspection test
100%. The slightest
deviation of the instrument means the
discard of that part.
its

for every
r^VERY

^
is

Flyer

FLYER

Motor must

tions before

it

M.otor

successfully pass 77 inspection opera-

can leave our plant. The completed motor

tested for sound,

on

delicate sounding cabinets, by

two

different experts.

The

and sturdy construction of Flyer Motors are
famous in the industry. These light and noiseless but husky
precision

motors are made to stand years of hard, steady
and still keep going.
thumps, exposure

use, knocks,

—

^ thafs why 3 out

of

4 of

bles sold are

all porta-

equipped

with Flyer Motors

ENERAL INDUSTRIES CO.
ELYRIA,

Formerly

OHIO

named The Qeneral Phonograph Mfg.

Co.

Makers of Precision Products for a Quarter of a Century
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Some

Practical Pointers
A

talking machine dealer in the Middle West,

who

and understands
business through years of

a veteran of the trade

is

angles of the retail
recently laid down a number of
rules for salesmen.
Each man who enters his
employ is given this list of rules and is expected to follow the suggestions otherwise he
does not last very long with that firm.
The first suggestion on the list deals with the
handling of customers and prospects. "A real
all

experience,

—

the store also

salesman

A

sale that
is

most

satisfied

effective

The suggestions

in the accomarticle are worthy oi
thoughtful attention of

the
dealers and salesmen. Selling
is an art that can be learned,
but as in any other business
or profession the man who
achieves the greatest success
is the one who profits most by
the experiences of others who
have been through the mill of
experience and who are broadminded enough to pass along

poor busi-

One

and profitable kind.

customer indirectly

may

be responsible

number of sales.
"The salesman is the individual with whom
the public comes in contact. If the salesman is
unable to gain the good will of the customer
for a

MU-RAD

A

panying

ness.

of the

unable to do so, because the
in the eyes of the cus-

firm

a customer, do so with a
grouch never gets very far in busiPut the
ness, particularly in the selling end.
prospect at ease through a courteous approach.
Never ask the prospect his desires in a negative
manner. Don't sav: 'You are not interested in

may mean

After the customer has selected the talking machine, radio set, or other musical instrument, she should leave the store feeling that
it
was a pleasure to deal with us. Thus the
customer becomes an asset to the firm, because
he or she will not only come back to make
further purchases in the future, but will recommend the store to friends. This is advertising

is

the

"When meeting

smile.

and he must submerge his own
tendencies to bring about this condition.
Building Good-will Through Selling
"There is more to selling than to getting the
the loss of good-will of a customer

is

tomer.

spective buyer,

the dotted line.

1926

on Salesmanship

Years' Experience Passes Along

salesman has the ability of analyzing each customer and handles the various types of individuals in a manner that does not arouse an"The salesman
tagonism," stated this dealer.
must never conduct himself so that the customer argues; he must avoid arguments of all
kinds.
He must be in harmony with the pro-

name on

15,

Some

Things
Has Learned About Selling Talking Machines and Records

Dealer of

He
A

Many

October

what they know
Besides being extremely poor grammar the customer makes the
logical reply, 'No.' Once you have found in
which product the customer is interested explain the merits of the
instrument in the
simplest manner.
Right Selling Reduces Credit Risk
"Credit is an important element in the talking
a talking machine, are you?'

Another
Dealer Problem!
Solves

of

Most prospects expect to
purchase an instrument on the deferred payment plan. For this reason it is important that
the salesman make absolutelj' clear to the customer the terms on which the instrument is
sold.
Do not make promises that you are not
certain will be acceptable to the credit department. Unless the firm is able to collect all the
instalments when due profits are jeopardized.
Also misunderstandings regarding terms result
in customer dissatisfaction.
"In closing a sale inquire if the customer
prefers to pay cash. If it is the patron's desire
to take advantage of the time-payment plan,
suggest high payments and a large initial payment. Work down to the point where the terms
suit the customer.
Of course, common sense
regarding time payments must prevail.
The
policy of the store largely governs t.his.
The
great mistake made by salesmen eager to close
sales lies in urging prospects to buy on the basis
of terms.
The salesman is not selling terms.
He is selling merchandise and should sell the
talking machine, radio set or whatever instrument the customer plans to buy, on its merits.
"Always have a pad and pencil at hand and
when taking the deposit from the customer repeat the name and address and amount as you
jot it down. Do not make random promises regarding delivery simply because the customer
machine business.

suggests a certain time.
Be positive that the
instrument can be delivered on the date specified
before promising the customer. If a promise is
made it should be kept. This also helps to build

good

will."

Common-Sense Merchandising
is
a great deal of sound, common
sense in the points brought out by this dealer.
Every suggestion is a practical one, having only
two objectives in view; namely, to create sales
and satisfied customers. The ratio of sales to

There

most stores measures the efTectiveness of the sales policy. While it is true that
many people enter a store merely to satisfy

inquiries in

the very fact that an individual is
curious enough to go into an establishment to
ask about a product indicates an interest that
the salesmen on the floor should make the most
curiosity,

How many

times have you
watched prospective customers
turn away and murmur: "I'll
wait for something newer and
better"?

How many

sales

of.
If, in spite of every effort, the prospect
does not buy, very often the name and address
can be secured.
A vigorous follow-up many
times will net sales that were impossible to

have

you lost because people don't
want to invest money in this

—
up-to-date" —

year's radio
"next
year's will be more

make

Mu?
Rad has worked out

Milton Watson Makes First
Solo for the Columbia Go.

a plan to destroy this
sales resistance.
fixed plan for ex-

in the store.

A

For

changing old Mu-Rad
sets

for

models.
will

new

A

plan

make
hum!
and

Mu-Rad

yearly

plan that
your cash

register

This

new
one-dial
the

control receivers are

Watson

combination unbeatable
Radio
in
history. Write today

and

a

Dept.

W.

as a soloist, coupling "Journey's

"I Can't Get

Over

a Girl Like

End"

You."

Bethlehem,

(A)

Space

for

6.

— Charles

C. Turck,

great success which he has achieved with his
radio department for the past year to a com-

department which makes all calls
promptly and does ever\-thing possible to aid
the customer in enjoying his radio set to the
utmost. Mr. Turck features the Atwater Kent
line of radio sets and the Brunswick line of
phonographs and records.
plete service

RADIO CORPORATION
135-

"B" Battery or
Mu-Rad B Eliminator

Volt

Pa., October

talking machine and radio dealer, attributes the

MU-RAD
ASEURY PARK
NEW JERSEY

as

Radio Service Aids Sales

for further information,

some time Milton Watson, known

moving picture theatre
favorite
Chicago's
singer, has been gracing Columbia dance records with enhancing vocal choruses that soon
attracted considerable comment on the fine
Columbia
quality of his voice and expression.
was quick to realize the value of this interest
and has just released the first record by Jililton

(B) Power Tube.

Space for "A"
and Trickle
Charger.
(C)

battery

October

15,
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try to sell

them something else

when they're already

on Farrand

"sold"

•

THERE

are

many cone

this season,

speakers

on the market

but the Farrand "arrived" two

Half a million radio fans are daily
to its matchless performance spreading

seasons ago.
listening

—

the message of

owns a

its

superiority to every

home

that

radio, voicing a vast countrywide prefer-

ence that comes only through time-tested, proven
merit. Will you try to sell your customers "something else" or

will

you feature the speaker they're

prepared to buy? There's a Farrand distributor
near you.

Order

NOW.

Farrand

Senior Model, (IllustTated)

oAnother
Farrand'

17-inch cone

W!

$32.50

y«n(or Model, 14-inch cone

$16.50

'Power Speaker, 36-

Another Farrand triumph

— a hea-vy-duty "B" Eliminator that sets a new mark
in high voltage capacity.

^48.50, withouttube. Combined with Power Amplifier
— ^62.50, without tubes.

FARRAND MFG. CO., Inc., Long

inch cone Pedestal

model

$79.50

Wallmodel$65.00
Slightly higher ff^esl

of Rockies

Island City, N.Y.
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Sure Shipping Protection for Radios
Long shipments, rough handling, or
bring no harm to radios when they

accidental

drops and bumps

are packed in Atlas

Plywood

Packing Cases.

With plywood sides that protect fine
make for a rigid whole, Atlas Cases

finishes

and spruce

cleats that

are shipping insurance

enough

They've been just that for phonographs for years.

for radios.

C/IRRV THE WEIGHT " S/J
FREIGHT
ATLAS PLYWOOD CORPORATION

PARK SQUARE BUILDING, BOSTON, MASS.
New York
90

Chicago Office

Office

West Broadway

649

•

McCormick Building
210

Latest Summary
Columbia Go. Issues New
and Imports
Goniplete Race Catalog
New

Listing of Recordings by Columbia Phonograph Co.'s Famous Race Artists Is Replete

With

A
Co.,

Figures on Exports and Imports of Talking

Machines and Records for the Month
Show Gains Over a Year Ago

Illustrations of Artists

new complete

sued to

its

New

was recently isPhonograph
Columbia's most prom-

race catalog

dealers by the Columbia

York.

Five of

Exports
of "Talkers"

of

of July

Unusual Window Display
Gets Panatrope Prospects
Enormous Crowds Gathered Before Window of
the Melody Music Shop, in Memphis. Tenn.,
and Many Prospects Were Secured

—

Washington, D. C, October 7. In the summary of exports and imports of the commerce
of the United States for the month of July,
(the latest period for which it has been
compiled), the following are the figures bearing
on talking machines and records:

The Melody Music Shop, Brunswick

dealer,

Memphis, Tenn., recently staged an unusual
window display. When the movie, "The Lost
of

1926

LATEST BLUES
Columbia Race Stars

compared with $25,894 worth which
were imported during the same period of 192S.
The seven months' total ending July, 1926,

at $362,951,

as

compared with

at

$154,923,

were exported

exported
valued

talking

58,848

as

$1,801,949,

in

the

11,366,

in July, 1926,

5,450 talking machines, valued

sent abroad in the

The seven months'

1925.

against

at $1,212,814,

total

same period of
showed that we

machines,

40,748

talking

valued at
machines,

1925.

in

and supplies for
compared
with $137,008 in July 1925. The seven months
ending July, 1926, show records and accessories
exported valued at $1,239,048, as compared with

The

THE OA/iy RF.COHDS WITHOUT SCRATCH

total exports of records

were valued

July, 1926,

at $188,848, as

$957,832 in 1925.
The countries

Cover

inent

Columbia Race Catalog
exclusive Race stars are featured on the
of

namely: Bessie Smith, Ethel Waters,
Clara Smith, Maggie Jones and the famous Race

cover,

team of Williams and Brown.

On

the inside pages, too, illustrations of the

majority of the stars

Columbia's Race conalong with entertaining,

in

stellation are displayed,

sales-making copy and lists of their respective
records.
A double index of artists and selections makes easy the finding of any particular
record or all of the records by any desired recording artist.
Printed on a light blue stock in black ink, and
attractively made up, the catalog is particularly
inviting, especially to the Race. It is a sales aid
that should prove invaluable to Columbia dealers

who make

use of

Howard W.

it.

Lester

—

Dead

Hartford, Conn., October 4. Howard W. Lestreasurer of the Post & Lester Co., FreedEisemarin radio distributor, died here recently
after an illness of several months.
The immediate cause of Mr. Lester's demise was
pneumonia. At the time of death Mr. Lester
was fifty-three years of age. He is survived by

to which these instruments
were sent during July and their values were as
follows: United Kingdom, $1,780; other Europe,

Canada, $45,853; Central America, $19,Mexico, $71,809; Cuba, $16,590; Argentina,
$7,618; Chile, $21,239; Colombia, $49,383; Peru,
$11,627; other South America, $30,517; China,
$8,487;
172;

$2,547;

946;

Japan, $2,373;

Australia,

widow and two

children.

Philippine Islands, $20,New Zealand, $3,193;

$25,136;

other countries, $24,681.

Brunswick Artist on Tour
Nick Lucas, the "Crooning Troubadour,"
Brunswick record artist, is now on a tour of
the Western Coast on the Orpheum Circuit
and is playing to large and enthusiastic audiBrunswick dealers are tying up effecences.
tively with the appearances of this artist, and
in the cities in which he has appeared record
sales have shown a marked increase.

An

Eye-Arresting

Window

Display

World," appeared in that town this dealer
arranged a window in which he exhibited an
animal over which a sign read, "What is it?
Animal from Lost World.
Guess.
Correct
name, age and its country and win a Ukulele."
The novelty and attracting powers of this
window are readily apparent and the Melody
Afusic Shop lied up its Hnmswick merchandise
with an enormous sign across the bottom of
the window reading, "Demonstrating Brunswick Panatrope, the Marvel of the Music
World"; while in the back of the window a
Panatrope was played continuously.
Hundreds of people stopped in to inquire
about the animal and the contest and each
was induced to listen to the Panatrope. Even
though at this time of the year the thermometer
in Memphis reached around 100 and upward,
this dealer kept an accurate check and found
that in less than ten minutes one hundred and
Mr.
twenty-five people stopped at the store.
Bluestein, manager of the shop, was very enthusiastic over the results of the novel

New

Music Store Opened
—^A new music store
N. Y., October

ter,

a

MADISONAVE.

$72,940, as

valued

COLUMBIA

III

dutiable imports of talking machines and
parts during July, 1926, amounted in value to

showed importations valued at $289,345;
same period of 1925, $268,793.
Talking machines to the number of

New Process Records

MELdW MUSIC SHOP

The

NvACK,
was recently opened

Harwood

is

6.

in the Sullivan Block. Fred
the proprietor and he has had wide

experience in the retailing of musical instruments.
A complete line of talking machines,
records and musical instruments is carried.

window

and was especially pleased with the number
of Panatrope prospects and sales actually traceable to the stunt.

The Glen Brothers-Roberts Music Co., Salt
Lake City, Utah, reports a very good business
Additional phonograph record
for September.
booths have been installed recently.
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PERFECTED

THIS remarkable new Micro-phonic Phonograph Reproducer faiththe engineering staff

deep and full tones of records. Designed by
of the Plaza Music Company, headed by Frank

D. Lewis, one of the

best acoustical engineers in the trade.

fully brings out all the
Webster's
the

of

definition

word Microphonic

—an

is

instrument for intensifying very minute

—and

that

is

what

this

repro-

sounds
actly

ex-

ducer does. And it does
it better than any other
similar type reproducer

now on

the market.

Equally as attractive in appearance as in tone quality each reproducer
put up in a handsome, lined jewel case.
T/^T3T3T7T3 C
WljjDJC/l\.0
I

Write or wire

at

once for details of the splendid proposition which we are
new MICRO-PHONIC Phonograph Reproducer.

offering jobbers on our

PLAZA MUSIC COMPANY New
-

York,

K Y.

The Talking Machine World,

New

York, October 15, 1926

The PLAZA MUSIC CO. presents
remarkable new product the

a

FINE^ARTS CONE SPEAKER
A

Full-Size

Loud Speaker

Finished in Antique Bronze

RETAIL

RADiD

Beautiful in appearance

amazing in
Frank D. Lewis, pioneer among
cone speaker scientists and internationally famous expert in radio
and phonograph acoustics, designed this remarkable cone.

And

its

tonal qualities!

In beauty of design and finish as
well as in quality of construction
and materials the Fine-Arts
Speaker is as extraordinarily fine
as are its tonal qualities.

DISTRIBUTORS

the Plaza Music Company,
with twenty years of experience
in the merchandising of music
products, is manufacturing it.

measures fifteen and a half
inches in diameter and seventeen

a cone of flawless reproduction. You will hear the finest strains
of the violin the deepest bass of
the drum the highest treble of
the piano!

finished in
bronze. The diaphragm is made
of a specially treated fabric that
is absolutely immune to all atmos-

and in satisfaction.
Get particulars at

pheric changes.

once.

It is

—

—

It

inches in height.
Its

Plaxa Music Co.

frame

is

of a heavy casting,
a beautiful antique

RADIO DIVISION
10 West 20th St.

There

is

an exclu-

sive proposition be-

hind this for you
that

is

parallel

without
in

profit

New York

The Talking Machine

Wflrld,

New

York, October

15,
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Omtestfine of Tortables
^vaOffnaltothcTfaAc
KOM PACT
(For

West and South add 10%)
(Canada

$17.50)

P Retail/
Plaza portables are all-year-round
Real profits are

who

- -

being

made by

are featuring the Pal, Regal

Portables*

to

now

fill

With

this

sellers

I

those dealers

and Kompact

complete line they are able

the requirements of

all

from those who want the

phonographs, to those

who

their customers

best in portable

prefer the popular

priced machines.

Plaza Music Co.

west 20th

street

New York
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NOWnew-made by

a

principle

of

recording

Sonqs, Gamcs,StorksforKiddKs

Complete Jllbum
with "Victurc

and

Yerse Cards

Little Tots'

Records
include
ries of

ONLY

the complete sestandard Nursery Rhymes

of songs,
all

Prepare

Record dealers are amazed at
the wonderful improvement
in tone and volume
The new Domino Records made by

an improved principle

Their remarkable
of recording are the talk of the trade!
depth and fullness of tone mark a new era for popularpriced records. Thousands of people who have never purchased 3 for $1.00 records will now readily buy the new
Domino records.

The foremost artists and orchestras
for the new Domino Records.

in

the industry record

A

complete advertising service, comprising attractive multicolor window hangers, displays, and window strips, is fur-

games and

kiddies love

—and want.which
stories

now

for tne big fall deordering your supply at
once, either from your jobber or

mand by
direct

8

from

us.

Selections on four 7"
dcuble-faced
records,
complete
with
verse
cards and album

(Dealers' Price

$

60c per album)

1

Individual Records

25*^

With p)iclure//M

and ^verse
cards

nished monthly free to dealers.

SPECIAL OFFER

To

you in starting a profitable 3
Record Department in your
store, we have compiled a special $50 assortment of popular hits and standard
records together with a liberal supply of advertising matter which we will
be glad to send you promptly. Act at once and get the full benefit of the
big Fall and Holiday business.
assist

for $1.00

PLAZA MUSIC COMPANY
10

West 20th

Street,

New York

REGAL RECORD
NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

CO.

—
October

15,
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Sees Radio as Economic and
Cultural Force in Future
A. Atwater Kent, President of Atwater Kent
Mfg. Co., Predicts More Important Development of Radio, Especially in Education

sons in various stages of the disease, some of whom were
unmarked while others displayed puffed faces and red spots

around

future of radio as

a

practical utility

all

of

their

own."

American Electric Co. is owned by
Hersey & Shaw, and the demonstrawas given by W. M. Bartholemew of thai

tion
firm.

Therefore, the exwith this great industry.
pression of A. Atwater Kent, president of the
Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., Philadelphia, Pa., and
a leader in the field,

on

this subject

and upon

new season

the occasion of the opening of the

should be of general interest.
Mr. Kent declared that: "The development
of radio to date has been chiefly a development

Gulbransen Dividend
The Gulbransen

Co. on September 25 paid a

2 per cent dividend on the

common

stockholders of record September 20.
continues favorable with production
of the same period last year.

stock to
Business
in excess

—

a development of the inits physical side
strumentality by which the broadcasts are madeThis has now proavailable to listeners-in.
gressed to a point where the physical facilities

of

reception may be regarded as effidependable, precise mechanical utilities.
"While there will, of course, be a constant
advance in radio engineering and the design
and construction of receiving sets, progress in
that line will not render antiquated or obsolete
the carefully designed, well built, standardized
receiving sets of to-day. There will be refinements and improvements, of course, but for all
radio

for

The Meteor Phonograph Co., of Piqua, O.,
move within the next few months to attractive new and larger quarters in a building now
will

being erected.

of Alphabetical List

The Columbia Piionograph

Co.,

commencing

October record supplement, changed the
alphabetical review list of records to a new and
more convenient form for reference.
Previously this list, which indexes all the
Columbia New Process records released since
last December,
had an alphabetical arrangement whereby each classification of records,
such as the Celebrity Series, Dance, Hawaiian,
Old Time Tunes, etc., were treated separately;
each had the records coming under their respective heading arranged in a separate alphabetized list. From now on, however, this record
reference will take the form of a straight alphabetized
list;
no divisions or sub-divisions;
simply an unswerving alphabetical arrangement
whereby if a title is known it can be found immediately and if there are one or more recordings of the same title they can be identified.
with

The

is

engaging the attention of everybody connected

Form

eyes,

they had collected

35

Columbia Co. Changes the

nose and ears.
"A more appreciative audience could never be found
and at the close of the demonstration the lepers unanimously voted for the purchase of a Panatrope from the fund
their

Messrs.

The

—

.

'

its

cient,

practical purposes present-day

sets

will

retain

their value indefinitely.

"It is in the application of radio that the
greatest changes for the immediate future seem

From an

likely.

for
is

used chiefly

instrumentality

amusement and recreation, I
certain to become a practical

believe radio
utility

of the

utmost value, both economically and culturally.
The use of radio in an increasing degree by
the United States Government, as an agency
to save dollars and cents to the farmers in
the more intelligent care and marketing of
their crops, is only an index to what may be
done with radio as a utility, returning dividends
actual cash.

in

"The value
tion
tests
I

of radio as an

agency

in

educa-

now being sensed by educators, and
that are now being made in this field,

is

believe, will inevitably result in the adoption,

generally, of radio in the schools.

equipping
all its schools with receiving sets and will put
on daily programs fitted to the needs of the
Additional programs of an
diflferent grades.
educational and inspirational nature will be
broadcast for the mothers and fathers. In Connecticut all rural schools are being equipped
with radio and programs in music appreciation,
as a first subject, are to be broadcast this

"The

Lepers at Manila Colony
Enthuse Over Panatrope
The American

Electric Co., of Manila, Philip-

pine Islands, Brunswick dealer, writes very interestingly
it

of

a

Two hundred

victims of this terrible disease, Filipinos,
Chinese, Japanese and one American, stood over two hours
in a drizzling rain listening to the remarkable music of

Fenton's 'Collegiate' was
the hit of the day, and to hear this pathetic little band
of unfortunates cheer and applaud and shout for 'Once more,'
would surely have touched his heart had he witnessed the
scene.
At the close of the program they pleaded again
for 'Collegiate,' and although late for another demonstra-

new Brunswick

request.

in popular favor with the
Chopin's 'Polonaise Militaire,' by Josef Hofmann,
was greatly enjoyed, as was also the 'Raymond Overture,'
by Thomas.
"Among the lepers who heard the Panatrope were little
bright-eyed youngsters of seven or eight years, older per-

lepers.

al principle

— that of the

tic,

all-tone reproduction with-

out unnecessary size. Permitting
a price never before possible in
quality speakers.

melodious harp. In the

Drum or barrel tone is

harp [as in the piano] long
strings produce deep,
low vibrations; short
strings, the high notes.
For the first time in
radio the Saal Ec-centric
Cone with its center
literally "ofi center"
provides these exact pro-

completely eliminated.
Instrument is beautifully
embellished with medallion and border design
in gold.

—

ad-

the Saal Ec-centric.
permanent investment

A

built for a lifetime.Write

portions of vibrating area
for high and low notes

oi Saal
baai Ec-cen^
HJc-centilde view of
Side
trie Cone in comparisor
''^u'irv"
""'^F-f
rhp harp.
nam.
Note 'lt''
with the
the
relationof shortand
sideSj p-iving proper
^''J,?

giving perfectly realis-

extrerr 3 of sound.

bratu

Saal ¥.c-centric

r

Cone..

area for both

c

.

-i

.

-i

lor descriptive literature.

Saal cones are fully protected by patents.

Height 22 inches.

Junior Cone Model. Height 16 inches.
Slightly more West of Kochies

H. G.

Examine the

joining diagram, then hear

$25
$15

SAAL COMPANY

1800 Montrose Avenue, Chicago,

Illinois

invention.

I had to listen to their
"Dance music was not alone

tion,

—

the
Ec-centric construction
newest scientific development in
cones. Based on the oldest music-

most unusual demonstration

recently arranged.

"Carl Fenton and his Celebrated Orchestra should have
been present this afternoon at the Panatrope demonstration
given for the lepers of San Lazaro Hospital, Manila, P. I.

the

ofALL tones

scientific reproduction

city of Atlanta, this Fall, is

Winter from Station WTIC.
"These are but straws indicating the way
These tests, and others
the wind is shifting.
that are to follow, will, in my judgment, open
the door to the general adoption of radio as
an educational and commercial utility."

which

C'Centric!
the new SAAL CONE g^^^^

SAAL
WORLD FAMOUS MAKERS OF HORNS

-

CONES

-

PEDESTALS

!
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October

One year ahead
in all thats new
NO BATTERIES
REALI SM - through power
NO ANTENNA*
SINGLE CONTROL
SEALED CONSTRUCTION
* Three years

Where

others are taking their

more than

a year of experience.

ment of radio,

The

first trial steps,

of "road-test" in

And

them

closely

many thousands of homes
in this

through

a year

—perfecting them

proved and perfected radio you will

sound business with sure

find

advance-

RCA Radiolas have proved themselves in use.

laboratories have followed

steadily.

RCA has had
new

In every

ahead

profit.

The kind of new product you want to sell and
wants to buy is the new product that has been

the public
tried,

tested

and perfected.

Radiola 20

Radiola 28

Radiola 30

PJCA^ Radiol a
MADE

•

BY

THE

•

MAKEKS

•

OF

-

THE

•

KADIOTKON

sifii

marks

dealer'ln

terf

Thrs

community

15,

1926

.

October

15,
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/

^Sell

POWER

Rudiotiuiis!

They show up well on die
profit sheets

help you to
the

line.

—and

sell all

they
along

The public wants

big- volume

reception

tc

day.

i

your shelves
they take small spacestay a short time
3uT

n your books

eiCf9«J-v«*

they

show steady year-round
profits
Are you using
fellow.-'

R^adiotrons are the backhone of your radio business

this

For the

brightest, best-selling

radio

window

in

town, ask your RCA
distributor about the
complete Radiotron

window

display.

I\C

4MHMM|^

DIG

CORPORATION OF AMERICA ^ N E

NSP

YORK, CHICAGO, SAN FRANC1SC(

Rad o t ro n
I
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How

the Pattison Music Co., Denver,
Col., Makes Th one a Business Builder
an invaluable medium to

is

crease sales of talking machine records, according to K. R. Williamson, of the Pattison Music

the dealer

Denver, Col. This firm maintains a telephone list of customers and keeps them posted
on the latest releases of phonograph records.
And while the telephone sales campaign is not
a thoroughly organized one wherein certain persons are designated to call the entire list of
record customers at specified intervals say
once a week much additional business has been
obtained by using the phone when the clerks
have a little spare time to call a few of the customers and apprise them of some of the new
numbers just stocked. Perhaps one day a clerk
may call twenty persons and another day she
may call twice that many, depending upon how
busy they are in the store with drop-in trade.
Most of the customers appreciate this service, for people like to keep up-to-date with their
libraries of records as they like to be up-to-date
in other ways.
Then there are some people
who are exceptionally fond of talking machine
Co.,

are

may know which

likely

them

A

to

please

these

of the

new

releases

patrons and notify

radio salesman

has declared that, to

demonstrator-salesman must
ascertain first, what sort of music the family preand, by watchfers jazz, popular or classical
ing the programs of the broadcasting stations,
he will know which stations are broadcasting
the kind of music desired and at what hours.
Then he can tune in for the station broadcasting the kind of music that the prospect prefers and so eliminate sales resistance.
sets,

—

—

phonograph records is somewhat
you watch the tastes of your record
customers, you'll be able to sell them more
records if you remind them of and demonstrate
numbers suitable to their tastes It saves a lot
of valuable time, too, and keeps the customei
interested in his record library and makes of
him a repeat buyer.

At the Illinois Music Merchants' Association
Convention, held at Decatur Monday and Tuesday, September 27 and 28, the Gulbransen piano
line was on display at the Emerson Piano
House, 143-145 North Main street. Ted W. Perkins,

new

radio year. Personally, I
records in radio sales will be
broken. The public realizes that early evils in
radio have been eliminated, that now they may
be certain that the standard products of manufacturers who are in the business to stay are
backed by the strongest kind of guarantee, and
that with these efficient instruments they will
receive the finest programs that have ever been
public has

grown

Gulbransen salesman

in Illinois,

strating the Gulbransen at these

all

The

is

demon-

warerooms.

Panatrope in Broadway Show
The Brunswick Panatrope plays a part in
"Sour Grapes," the production which opened
on Broadway last week starring Alice Brady
and which was proclaimed a success by all
critics.
In a scene at a country club the Panatrope plays

radio-wise.

off-stage.

We are distributors
of
the

of

Opportunity to Bring Line to Attention
Public Dealers Profit by Display

of

—

last

booths

at the

month was

October 5. One of the attracGreater St. Louis Exposition

that

of the

Columbia Phono-

Attractive Columbia Booth

There was no attempt to display
Columbia line. What was sought after
i'.nd achieved was a homelike atmosphere.
The
Gregson Furniture Co., 4320 North Broadway,
helped along by loaning enough living-room
graph Co.

the full

furniture

to

bring out the idea.

"We

were agreeably surprised," says A. G.
Bolts, assistant manager, "at the number of
visitors we had in our booth, and the hundreds
of visitors who inspected our machines were
very enthusiastic in their comments relative to
the beauty of cabinets and quality of tone.
The tone quality of our machines was conclusively demonstrated to the crowds, and this
is really a remarkable performance if you take
into consideration that both sides of the booth
were exposed to the crowds, and we used no
artificial means of throwing the tone volume
out over the crowds who were thronging the
Exposition grounds. Each of the local dealers
was permitted to use the booth one day, and
a great number of them secured a long list
of prospects, which will ultimately
chases of Columbia phonographs.

famous

pur-

"W'e also extended a very cordial invitation
our country dealers and dealers in larger
cities throughout the St. Louis territory; and
we are very happy to say that a great number
of these dealers availed themselves of using
our booth for their headquarters while visiting
the Exposition.
Not to be bragging, but it
seemed to be the universal opinion of the
exhibitors' committee that from an artistic
standpoint our booth was one of the best arranged and displayed as far as musical merchandise was concerned, due to the fact that
we did not make the mistake of attempting to
crowd our complete line of merchandise in such
a

North American Radio
Corporation
Ne-sv

mean

to

Farrand

1845 Broadway

—

St. Louis, Mo.,
tive

Gulbransen Line Exhibited

"An avalanche of optimism" was reported by
Arthur Freed, secretary of the Freed-Eisemann
Radio Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y., upon his return
from a coast-to-coast tour visiting distributors
and dealers in all sections of the country.
"There is no chaos in radio," said Mr. Freed.
"The public and the trade alike are greatly en-

air.

Phil*.

Columbia Phonograph Co. Takes Advantage

If

days of radio are past."

Avalanche of Optimism"

Fil»«M,

Features Columbia Line
at St. Louis Exposition

Selling of

similar.

Secretary of Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp. on
Return from Coast-to-Coast Trip Reports "An

put on the

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

tit

the

Leaders in the industry have been established,
and this year receivers are being produced that
will meet every demand for clarity of reproduction and general all-around efficiency. The test

certain that

Barlnj

sell

Arthur Freed Sees All
Radio Sales Records Broken

thusiastic over the

INTERNATIONAL MICA CO.

of their arrival.

radio

—

—

—

Immediate delivery all sixca
Send for free samples and price*
All Mica Products

music and who buy constantly and regularly. By
watching the character of records they purchase,

in-

1926

DIAPHRAGMS

—

The telephone

15,

MICA

Firm Maintains a List of Customers Who Have Telephones and Keeps Them Posted on Latest
Record Releases Substantial Increase in Sales at Low Cost Result of Promotion Plan

am

October

York, N. Y,

small space."

John Fischer, long connected with the music
for the most part as a member of the
Victor wholesale house of Rogers & Fischer,
Washington, D. C, has been appointed manager
of the music department of the J. N. Adam Co.,
of Buffalo, N. Y., and has already assumed his
trade,

new

duties

in

that capacity.

Mr. Fischer has

quite a following in this territory.

v

!

October
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CROSLEY RADIO

INSTRUM ENTS
Each item the utmost

in

All
radio at its price.
prices sligbtly bi^her
Rocky
Mts.
the
of
west

little double-circuit
one-tube set bas brought
to thousands
happiness

This

and

made

long

distance

records for
receiving.

A 4 -tube receiver of
amazing efficiency, CresEvery-

cendon equipped!

considered

where
man-elous

The4-29

at

in portable form

handy, compact,

A

price.

its

One -Dial

tuned radio
with tv?o

five-tube

frequency

efficient.

set,

Control!

— in this amazing 5'tube

of non-oscillating
radio frequency amplification, Crescendon control, two stages of audio
frequency amplification.
stages

set at

$50

Already the new 5-tube Crosley set, at $50, has met
such a tremendous demand as to confirm the prediction that it will replace thousands upon thousands of
5-tube.

s

drum

n gle

i

sets

acumi-

selector,

station

power tube adaptability,

in use.

prices, many people who desired
to replace their old sets have hitherto hesitated to
do so. Now ... in the new Crosley "50"
they
find the features and qualities they desire, formerly
exclusive to very high-priced sets
available at

Confronted by high

all-metal shielded chassis.

"DVI

now

Crescendon.

nators,

—

<^

-75"

f'

\

.

•65
True-cascade

5-lubes.

.

non-oscilamplification;
lating.non-radiating even

.

.

.

.

small investment.

under any mishandling.
Its perfect balancing

The incompjurable

joys of Single-Dial Control!
Unresulting from its metal-shielded
chassis and the surpassing efficiency of the Crosley
circuit's advanced design!
Exquisite volume, thanks
Crosley Acuminators,
to the matchless Crescendon!
power tube adaptability
all the attributes of
radio at its best
for $50!

acbieved by Wbeatstone
bridge in each stage of
amplification. Exceptional

canny

and tone.

selectivity

selectivity,

.

One

-

trol.

Beautiful solid mahogany
console finished in two

Emboilies the
5-tube S 50
instrument
with single dial control.

tones.

Cro sley

dial

You

confind

.

your statio-t, then
write its letters on
the graphic dial, locating it once and for
all, to turn to whenever your fancy dic-

new Crosley ult-rnclal
shielded chassis not only aids

.

.

.

.

The

in producing astounding sestandardizes
lectivity,
but
manufacture afid helps make

possible the price of $50.

tates.

In all the Crosley line no instrument represents a
Exgreater triumph than this wonderful 5-tube set.
amine the line in full, as illustrated in the margined
each item a victory for mass
column at the left
produrtum in reducing radio prices.
Then see the
including the new
Crosley line at Crosley dealers
"50"
now on display!
.

Musicone

speaker and ample compartment for batteries.
Stands
41 inches higb.

.

.

.

.

.

See

it

.

.

.

.

.

.

hear

it.

View

the refreshing beauty of

its

Watch
solid mahogany cabinet. Operate it yourself.
the stations, written in on the graphic dial, peu'ade
before you and usher in their programs with unerring accuracy. Sharpen the selection with the Crosley
Acuminators.
Release inspiring volume by means
Introducing

drum
Includes
exquisite

41

and

al!

acces-

inches high.

30)'2 inches wide.

THE CROSLEY RADIO CORPORATION,
Regular 12-inch

of the Crescendon.

where

selector!

Musicone in
console. Room

for batteries
sories.

Never before, at anyhigher west of the Rockies.
near this price, has a radio set possessed all these
Single-dial control with graphic station selec1.
advantages:
Metal-shielded chassis, contributing to amazing selec2.
tor.
3. Crescendon control, producing extivity and reducing cost.
4. Crosley Acuminators,
quisite volume from distant stations.
which sharpen tuning and increase selectivity. 5. Power tube
Beautiful, solid mahogany cabinet of dis6.
adaptability.
tinguished design and exquisite two-tone finish.
Slightly

double

the

station

C

I

Know what
and

heights

sensitivity

in tone, volume, selectivity
radio of moderate price has
.

reached

N C I N N A T I-P O

W E L CROSLEY,

President

Jr.,

For

size.

412.50. Super Musicone.
with still finer volume

and tone. S14.75. Musicone Deluxe in ruahogany "clockcase."S2^ 50.

Catalogue

write

America.

All

prices

Dept.

26

without accessories.

CROSLEY FEATURES
THE "CRESCENDON"
When, on

or-

An exclusive Croslev feature.
ALL- METAL SHIELDED
CHASSIS

dinary radios,

ears must
Embodies the Musicone

strain to catch

a beautiful console of

station miles
away, aturn of

in

two-tone mahogany finish
and provides room for
batteries

and accessories.

24)4 inches long inside

Crosley

sets,

fur-

a substantial frame
for mounting elements, produces excellent alignment of

nishes

this

phase of manufacture.

THE SINGLE-DIAL
STATION SELECTOR

This truly great

interstate, improves the
stability of
the circuit,
increases selectivity and

radio achievement, found (n

saves costs

by standardizing

the stations sought without
log book or "tuning."

"THE ACUMINATORS"

Nothing

in
radio equals
the joy or the

condensers, shields the units
from each other, prevents

1

the Crescendon on Crosley
radios instantly swells reception to room-filling volume.

several

r

Crosley Acumina\\||
Jl JR

convenience

/

of single dial

((jX

control. Crosley single

control enables

you

drum

to find

tors
in

permit tuning

— loud and clear—

weak stations passed over and entirely
missed by ordinary

single dial radios.

In tun-

ing high powered and local
stations they are not used.

USE OF

POWER TUBE

Power tube adaptability marks the Crosley

HEAD
PHONES
S3.00

^—
]

QUALITY

andll

AND BEAUTY

p=n

IN CABINETS

"5-50". "5-75"
"RFL"sets. This feature typifies Crosley

j

[

1

provision for best radio riTf
reception at moderate cosL

AND
CONSOLES

—

!
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siasm makes the great audiences into one big
choir.
His direction of these choirs is praised
as highly as his wonderful solo work.
Rapidly his reputation has grown. Churches
and revival committees throughout the country
are bidding for his service.
Thousands upon
thousands of people have thrilled at his renditions of sacred selections.
All of which points
to a wide sale of Mr. Lawrie's first recordings
for Columbia.

Justine Lawrie, Evangelist,

Recording for Columbia
Former Operatic and Concert

Known

in Evangelistic

New

Debut on Columbia

Artist

Field

Now

Process Disc

welcomed many

Grand Opera has

Well

Makes Record

singers

from the church choir, but going from grand
opera and concert stage to the church is reversing the usual order.
This is the experience,

Record Demonstrations Aid
Sale of Other Merchandise
Sport Shop, Stromberg-Carlson Dealer, Finds
Store Door Playing Attracts Crowds Novel

—

Method

of

Up

Tying

Records and Radio

October

Panatrope Featured

15,

1926

in

Displays of Newspapers
Sioux
in

Tribune

City

Displays

Model

Seville

Window—Effective

Its

Contribution

to

Brunswick Advertising Campaign

A remarkable co-operative spirit has been
displayed toward the Brunswick Co. by different newspapers throughout the country in
joining with it to make its gigantic nationwide advertising campaign a success.
Everywhere

the

efforts

to have

have extended their best
Brunswick dealers tie up with
the national copy and the Brunswick Chicago
papers

reports

office

sheets

that

full-page

of

daily

receiving

is

it

tie-ups

number

in

tear

far

ex-

ceeding any previous records of dealer adver-

A

plan which was originally

devised to inrecords eventually turned
out to draw the attention of the public to not
only records, but talking machines, radio reThe Sport Shop,
ceivers and loud speakers.
of Jersey City, N. J., to stimulate record sales,
tried the practice of playing records inside the
store, reproducing the music outside through
the
medium of a Stromberg-Carlson loud
speaker. Many people who stopped were under
the impression that the music they listened to
was a radio broadcast program and stepped
crease

the

store

the

into

sales

broadcasting,

Justine Lawrie

however,

of

American

tenor,

Lawrie,

Justine

who

the

well-known

now engaged in countrywork and who recently made
is

wide evangelistic
his record debut on a Columbia record, singing
"Sometime We'll Understand" and "My Lord

Mr. Lawrie was born in Maine and
began his musical education.
He finished in Europe and has sung in many
foreign countries. He sings French, Italian and
English with equal ease.
Following a somewhat unusual religious experience, Mr. Lawrie recently determined to
enter the evangelistic field as a singer and chorus
Dr. Goodell, the famous evangelist,
leader.
immediately arranged to have the tenor accompany him on his evangelistic tours. His success
Highly
in this new field was instantaneous.
temperamental, he throws his whole soul into
the chorus leading and with boundless enthu-

and L"

early in his youth

if

inquire

to

who

the

it

were possible

to

announce the rec-

event that the dealer wanted to re-

produce a good radio program, rather than
recorded music, the talking machine phone plug
was disconnected and the plug was connected
All of
with the Stromberg-Carlson receiver.
the equipment was located in the shop's winThis method of presenting the store's
dow.
merchandise to the passing public has proved
in stimulating interest in the
record sales have increased and
sales of other products have gained.

most

man-

effective

what station was
were and other

announcement.
the

Another very interesting and

artists

ords as they were being played.
The Sport Shop succeeded in accomplishing
The talking
the following fashion:
this, in
machine with speaker attachment was used as
before. Another speaker, however, was attached
to the talking machine and was used as a
microphone with a power amplifier located outside the store, controlled by a cut-in switch for
In

tising.

This interest led to experimentation

questions.
to see

of

effective

several lines,

ner

of

Sioux City Tribune Window
co-operation with the Brunswick

Co.

by newspapers wherever
possible and that is through the use of their
windows in displaying the Panatrope and the
new Brunswick phonograph.
The Sioux City Tribune, of Sioux City, la.,
one of the most aggressive newspapers in that
State, used its window to display a Seville
model Brunswick in a most attractive manner.
A background of posters featuring the new
has

been

longer

adopted

playing

records,

"Marche

i.e.,

Slave"

and "The Merrymakers' Carnival," which met
with such wonderful success insofar as sales
were concerned, gave the window a double appeal.
The punch carried by this simple but
effectively decorated window was felt by dealers throughout the city, for the thousands daily
passing by the Tribune office could not help
but notice the intelligently handled display.

New

Davega

Issues
Fall and Winter Catalog

Super-Products
for

Super-Sales
Put a punch in your Fall campaign by featuring
two super-accessories
the
famous
Super-Ball
SUPER-BALL

ANTENNA—

Ten inches

in

diam

Price $10.00
west of Rockies $10.50
cter.

Antenna

—

— the

perfected

Super-

Ground Clamp.
With its great New Condenser, the Super-Ball
Antenna gets 40% to 60% more volume
approved under National Electric Code and by
National Board of Fire Underwriters.
Don't miss your share of swift sales and quick
turnover on these super-accessories.
Write
today for territory, terms and full information.

YAHR-LANGE,

Inc.

National and International Distributors

Milwaukee, Wisconsin
The Super-Ground Clamf
grizzly"

— reduces

ivire, saz'cs

—

"with the grip of a
high resistance in the ground

batteries.

The Davega metropolitan

chain

of

united

and Winter
catalog, which constitutes an attractive and valuable compilation of the merchandise sold in the
Davega stores. In the talking machine and radio
lines there are listed, illustrated and described
the new Orthophonic Victrola, Stromberg-Carlson radio receivers and accessories, Atwater
Kent radio, Cunningham tubes, Polymet radio
sport shops has just issued

Freshman

its

Fall

KnickerRay-o-vac batteries,
Balkite battery chargers- and eliminators and the

accessories.

bocker

radio

Mlasterpiece,

cabinets,

Symphonic reproducer.

Predicts

Busy Fall Season

Los Angeles, Cal., October 6.—L. E. Fontron,
secretary-treasurer of the Martin Music Co.,
is very enthusiastic over the prospects for the
coming year in radio. He stated recently:

"The Fall of 1926 should, without doubt, surpass all previous years. The fact that business
has kept up uniformly for us all Summer is
one of the chief reasons for my making such
a statement ahead of time." The Martin Music
Co. carries the Zenith, Atwater Kent and RCA
line

of radio products.

!

October

15,
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STEWART-WARNER
Matched -Unit Radio

Are you hooked up with a winner?
The day

of the fly-by-night radio manufacturer and
dealer has passed. The day of the solid, substantial,
responsible manufacturer and dealer is here

Convincing proof of this is found in the astonishing
growth in the sales of Stewart-Warner Radio— and in
the number of applications for Stewart-Warner Protective Franchises which are pouring in every day.
Far-seeing dealers everywhere are realizing the vital
importance of "hooking up with a winner" to insure
immediate profits and permanent prosperity.

Never before

las the Stewart-Warner Protective
Franchise been so valuable an asset as today The
Stewart- Warner line has been rounded out by the
addition of many new, fast-selling, up-to-the-minute
models, including several new six-tube single dial
sets and an amazing new reproducer.
!

Now you can supply

all the demands of all your customers from the Stewart-Warner Matched-Unit Line.
There's a Stewart-Warner Radio for every taste,
every home, every purse.

Right now, with the cream of the selling season just
before you, is the time to clinch your Fall and Winter
Profits by lining up with Stewart-Warner. Delay
will

mean

lost sales, lost opportunities for

money. Write today

making
and

Reproducer
Model 415

for complete catalog
details regarding a Franchise in your locality.
real,

$30

Beautifully
finished in

antique
bronzr

Table Cabinet Model

350-SllO

The new Stewart-Warner Reproducer, shown

above, is
already creating a sensation from coast to coast. It is a
musical marvel! By employing an altogether new principle
of electrical sound reproduction, Stewart- Warner has
achieved the triumph of eliminating the annoying distortion caused by tones at the "natural period of vibration"
of the diaphragm. Radio manufacturers have attempted for
years to accomplish this feat, but it remained for StewartWarner to do it. Stewart-Warner is in exclusive control of
the patents on the device which eliminates this distortion.
No other make of reprodticer can use it.

3r

Model 300
$65

Console Model

The

355— $150

result

is

clear and' faithful rendition of every musical

sound, from the lowest to the highest,
broadcast from studio or stage.

You

just as they are
will find this new

Stewart -Warner Reproducer to be a phenomenally
seller
Radio Tube
Model 501 AX

— and a big profit-maker for yourself.

fast

STEWART-WARNER SPEEDOMETER CORPORATION
1824

DIVERSEY PARKWAY, CHICAGO,

U.

S.

A.

$2.00
Prices slightly

higher
west of Rockies

TWELVE MILLION PEOPLE ARE TODAY USING STEWART- WARNER PRODUCTS
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Harger

Des Moines, Stage a
Sales Meeting of Atwater Kent Dealers
Blish,

Well-known Distributing Organization
smith, Sales Manager. Brings 180 Dealers— Present

Affair Sponsored by

—

Des Moines, Ia., October 7. Harger & Blish,
Atwater Kent distributors of this city, recently,
held a general convention and sales meeting for
the dealers in the State of Iowa in the Harger &
Blish Building, this city.
The meeting was
under the direction of H. B. Sixsmith, sales
manager of the company, and about 180 dealers
were present.
H. H. Blish, Sr., opened the
morning session with a few well-chosen words
of welcome. Lyle A. Pratt, of the Atwater Kent
Mfg. Co., of Philadelphia, and representative of
that

company in this territory, explained the remade by Barton, Durstine & Os-

cent survey

Lines and

spoke on Burgess batteries, and the new
line
was
demonstrated
by
Mr.
Schloemer, Wood & Anderson Co. M. L. Coyt,
of the Bankers-Commercial Security Co., spoke
on finances. The meeting disbanded with an
avowed determination by all those present that
meetings should be held at regular intervals.
Co.,

Tie-ups That Result in
Increased Retail Sales
Who

Tied Up With Dempsey-Tunney
Reported Substantial Increases in
Radio Sales Many Other Opportunities

Retailers

Fight

agents

—

who

Talking machine dealers

industry this year. He also
brought before the dealers the importance of
show wjndow, newspaper and billboard advertising and introduced Floyd L. Ray, who will assist

profited through tie-ups with the

him

siderable

paigns

in

in the radio

the territory.

How

poster advertising could cover the tercost to the dealer of approximately twenty-eight cents per day was explained

H. B. Six-

of

Make Plans

handle

Some

the world.

of

variably

radio set in bringing directly into the

Pooley cabinets were presented by E. F. Marbourg, of the Pooley Mfg. Co., Philadelphia.
The subject on window display was presented
by Jack Cameron, of the Harris Emery Co., of
Des Moines, and president of the National Window Trimming Association. Paul G. Niehoff, of
the King Electric Co., Buffalo, presented the
new Electron line of chargers and eliminators,
and W. C. Herlihy, of the Farrand Mfg. Co.,
spoke on the subject of cone speakers. The
Bristophon, a new product of the Bristol Co.,
Waterbury, Conn., was also demonstrated. After
luncheon served by Harger & Blish in their
own specially prepared dining-room, the afternoon session was opened by V. E. White, of the
Philadelphia Storage Battery Co., who demonstrated the new Philco line of socket powers. A.
C. Hirschman presented the Majestic B eliminators, C. P. Lorenzen, of the Burgess Battery

in tone,

Dempsey-Tunney big
perfect

Assure yourself

fight?

reception;

is

it

foolish

Have you emergency

fresh?

ard merchandise?
chine store."

Another large

New York

tubes for standtalking ma-

Visit the

retail

dealer

in

heart

the

fight tie-up

how

was mentioned merely to illustrate
machine dealers can take ad-

talking

vantage of opportunities of

promote

this

Soon the World

sales.

character to
Series

appearance and workmanship

1^*©

equipped

with

constructed

spe-

Tone

Chambers
Reproand
ducers.
They play both
vocal
and instrumental
records with wonderful
Volume and Clearness.

Designed

and

priced

to

in the highly competitive market of today.
sell

Send for Catalog and Prices
Wide. 33" High, 22" Deep

Not an Experiment, but the Result of 25 Years'
Experience Building High Grade Musical Instruments

^

^^^^a^^ciTV^^^^^
SO ICITED

PHONOGRAND DEPARTMENT

& STEMMER

1934 Wentworth Ave.

will

be played, and interest in baseball will be equal
not greater to that exhibited in the prize
if
There are innumerable other opporfight.
tunities for tie-ups, both in connection with

cially

FUEHR

of

declared that a tremendous
volume of business for the month preceding
the fight could be traced directly to it.
The
City

are

— 37"

Jackson, Mich., October 8.— An addition to the
Sparton line of radio receivers was recently
announced by the Sparks-Withington Co., of
this city, in the form of a power model, requiring no "A" batteries, "B" batteries or
eliminators, and operating direct from the conventional 110-volt house lighting circuit.
The new receiver is being marketed as the

to allow a
battery or tube to cause you to miss the big
knockout, but many will.
Are your batteries

of

Phonogrands

Dimensions

—

—

detailed

PHOMOGRANDS
Are leaders

Sparks-Withington Co. Announces Two Models
of Sparton 110-AC Receiver
No Batteries
Needed In Table and Console Model

home

by Robert Henderson,

Stoner-McGray

Sparton Line

displays; others
advertising space to the event.
Inthe advertising implies the value of

news of the fight.
The text of a
typical ad of a metropolitan chain store was
as follows:
"Are you radio-prepared for the

of the

to the

Are

championship
arranged
devoted con-

a

Jr.,

Added

Sets

radio

ritory at a net

Advertising Co.

Two Power Model

dealers

the

window

clever

1926

Dempsey-Tun-

ney battle for the heavyweight
of

15,

radio and talking machines. All sorts of sport
events that are being broadcast, visiting record
artists and theatrical attractions that can be
tied up with the talking machine, present the
dealer with an unrivaled opportunity to cash
in.
The merchant who fails to tie up with
these events is losing business.

Balkite

and counselors, and
told how through the results of this campaign
the Atwater Kent Alfg. Co. was able to lay out
one of the most extensive and effective camadvertising

born,

Under the Direction

New

October

PIANO CO.
Chicago,

111.

Sparton 110-AC Receiver
110-AC model and is available as a
table model and as a console with built-in
speaker. Both styles come equipped with tubes.
The new Sparton model has been in the
process of development for some time in the
Sparks-Withington laboratories and before its
Sparton

acceptance for production it passed successfully
a full variety of competitive and exacting tests.
In addition to its novel circuit, the Sparton
110-AC operates by a two-dial control, with
the center window calibrated in wave lengths,
which greatly facilitates ease and simplicity of
tuning.
The cabinets housing the sets are of
two-tone walnut with highly decorative effects.
The addition of this model rounds out the
Sparton line, which now includes six models,
all following closel}' the fundamental Sparton
ideas, and with a price range to accommodate
all

classes

of buyers.

Famous

Stars Featured in

New A-K
The new

series

Broadcasting

Hour

of concerts broadcast during

Atwater Kent radio hour from station
and associated stations was inaugurated
on Sunday, October 3, with a joint concert by
Anna Case, soprano, and Albert Spalding,
violinist. On October 10 Louise Hunter, soprano,
and Clarence Whitehill, baritone, presented an
interesting program, and on October 17 Margaret Matzenauer, contralto, and Frank LaForge,
the

WEAF

composer-pianist, will render a joint concert.
These artists will be followed on succeeding
Sunday evenings by such internationally known
stars as Frances Alda, Lucrezia Bori. Ernestine
Schumann-Heink, Frieda Hempel, Josef Hof-

mann, Edward Johnson, Maria Kurenko, Louise
Homer, Reinald Werrenrath, Mary Lewis. Rosa
PnncpDe. Charles Hackett and others.

:

TJie Talking

Machine World,

New

York, October.

,15,
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Empire Universal Tone Arms and Reproducers
"The

Specifications

Height from motor
board to top of tone

arm

SJ^ inches. Inside diameter at base is
1 13/32 inches. Outside
diameter of base flange
is

is

2^

inches.

Length

from turntable center
to center of horn hole
on motor board is 9^/^
inches.

STANDARD

INDUSTRY"

of the

It is now a recognized fact that
there are three things necessary to
obtain the best results from the new
electrically cut records.
These are
the reproducer, a
taper tone arm and the long amplifying chamber.

LIST PRICES
Tone Arm Only

CONTINUOUS

The

unit

$ 7.50

Oxidized
Gold

when

above,

illustrated

Nickel

8.00
8.50

Complete as Shown

used with a long amplifying chamber, embodies these points, and has
been scientifically designed to meet
the latest achievements in the

Nickel

$12.50

Oxidized
Gold

13.00
13.50

science of acoustics.

Order samplcf

test it out.

It will

win you on

merits.

its

Empire Tone Arms Are Used by Carryola
THE EMPIRE PHONO PARTS

CO.

10316 Madison Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio
W.

Established in 1914

J.

REGISTERED
As

part of

The

We

ADP-iArTpNE Reproducer has been "copied" but
only

—

Airo-ArTIOIil

has pat-

ent-protected features of workmanship, design, and tone
quality.

AM>-A-'TO^

is

now

President

PATENT ORFICE

the old saying goes, "no
imitation is as good as the
original ask the man with
the wooden leg."

—

Patented 1925

McNAMARA,

Carryola Portables
a splendid tribute by the
world's largest manufacturer
all

—

of portables exclusively.

now working on
several important developare

ments which

will be of con-

siderable interest to the trade

and which

will be

announced

shortly.

UNIQUE REPRODUCTIONNewCO.

32 Union Square

York

!

The Talking Machine World,

New

York, October

1926
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!Mf Carry ola
HE most popular
on
THE
"Carrvnla Master."
Master
today
"Carryola
portable

toflav

I

is

fhe
the

Dealers and public prefer

it

the
"

because:

American market

— IT

IS

BUILT

RIGHT— PRICED RIGHT— HAS MANY EXCLUSIVE FEATURES— AND IS GENEROUSLY AD-

Master

VERTISED IN THE
PTTRT
Tr AXTOVQ
PUBLICATIONS.

LEADING NATIONAL
'.

The
And

big portable selling season, for dealers, is now here.
those merchants, who display Carryolas prominently,
are about set to do the biggest cash business in their

history.

THE BIG
PORTABIiE
SEIiIiING

SEASOM
IS MOW HERE
9(ic.

64 7

Everyone is a prospect for "The Master," and many
people pay cash for it.

—

Another good thing about Carryola selling the dealer
more records with the portable than he does with
large instruments.
The Ioav price is the answer, and it's

sells

cash business too
In time for this big selling season,
in

new

attire,

Dressed
brushed
If

with more
with attractive

"The Master" appears

ever had before.
embossing, fittingly air-

cyr \:ahte than

in striking

new

it

color contrast.

you haven't seen "The Master" with its added attracdo so today. Just telephone your jobber for a

tiveness,

sample, or write

us.

Carryola Qdmpanyo/America.
Clinton Street

Milwauhee.Wisconsin

J'hr Talking Machine World,

New

York, Ortohcr

15,

1026

Phonogrof^ in the JlbfJdf

j^^eCarrpola
you
WHILE
there does

can

sell

exist

most everyone "The Master,"
market for a lesser

a noticeable

priced instrument.

To meet this demand, "The Carryola Cub" was developed. And this somewhat smaller portable is a real performer

own

in its

"The Cub"

See and hear

real product, too, at a price.

"The Cub" today!

Finished attractively

in

and blue Genuine DuPont Fabrikoici, you'll
readily appreciate just where it will tit into your plans for
red,

this big selling

season!!

The complete Carryola line offers you real and substantial
profits.
"The Master" is the finest of all portables.
"The Cub" is a quick easy seller. "The Flapper" with its
"hat-box" style offers an additional appeal as a gift for
And each one of these musical instruments
the ladies.
carries our full auarantee.

9fic^

big portable selling season is now here.
share of profit by selling Carryolas.

Make your plans today with our jobber,
or just write us.

who

Enjoy your

is

near you;

"The Master" what

A

ing for an instrument at such a low price.

black,

full

right.

the "Chevrolet" is
Its performance is smooth, very satisfactory; and with its splendid new motor possesses lasting ability Avhich is astoundto

is

to the "Buick."

The

Cub

Portable
SELLING
IS

CASH

BUSINESS

Carryola G)mpanyo/America.

64 7 Clinton

Street

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

1

alkbig-MacJiine World,

New
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15,
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on a
Kellogg Franchise
KELLOGG

THE

franchise gives you the
unusually good radio

right to sell a line of

receivers this year— from

which you

will reap

the profitable low-cost sales, in the seasons to
come, that mean growth and profit.

These

sets, which are the result of 29 years
engineering experience, include advances in
design that are fully a year ahead, assure con-

sumer

satisfaction,

of all

who

Kellogg

a strong,

is

dollar institution,

and radio
supplying

and make "sold" prospects

hear them.

permanent,

receivers.

It

will keep right

you with consistently good

sets for this

1

million

six

now making both telephones
on

"X,

radio

ever increasing circle of friends.

you have not yet written in for full descriptive matter on Models 507 and 508, do so
as in both reproduction and appearIf

NOW,

receivers are exceptionally well

ance, these

suited to the

phonograph

trade.

Kellogg Switchboard
Dept. 21 -J

1066 West Adams

& Supply Co.
Street,

Chicago,

111.

Kellogg receivers are licensed under application for letters
patent of Radio Frequency Laboratories, inc.
(R.F.LJ
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Eckharmonic Announced
by Walter L. Eckhardt
Known

Talking Machine and Radio Exof New Six-Tube
Single-Dial Control Receiving Set

Widely

ecutive Starts Production

Philadelphia,

October

Pa.,

6.

— Immediately

return from Europe Walter L.

Eckhardt, prominent radio and talking machine executive, presented his newest contribution to
the radio field, the Eckharmonic, a radio re^

upon

his

ceiving

set.

turns of the heavyweight championship fight
through the courtesy of the Liberty establishment, which fitted a Western Electric outside
the door, and the crowds braved the rain outside to hear the blow-by-blow description.

out the talking machine industry, and later as
president of the Music Master Corp. he attained
even greater prominence as one of the dominant

The Eckharmonic,
which has just been publicly announced, has
been for many months secretly in the process
Associated with Mr. Eckhardt
of development.
in the development of this new product were
W. F. MacFadden and Arnold Zilger, whose infigures in the radio industry.

Dry Storage

Battery Co.
Occupies a New Factory

Heavy Orders

for

Tab "B" Battery Made Im-

perative Larger Production

quate

Big Bethel Negro Choir

Heard on Columbia Records

— To

— Old

Plant Inade-

Enlarge Line

—

Philadelphia, Pa., October 7. The Dry StorBattery Co., of this city, maker of the
Tab "B" battery, has taken possession of its
new factory at 3860 Coral street, Frankford. The
Tab "B" battery is a 4S-volt dry cell battery
which may be recharged six or seven times. The
age

The Big Bethel

choir

race

Choir, the

from

Atlanta's finest race church, recently recorded
two of its famed renditions of well-known

Columbia New Process
Play on Your Harp,"
and "Shout All Over God's Heaven" were the

Negro

Mr. Eckhardt's connection in the past with
both the Columbia and Pathe organizations
gained for him a wide acquaintanceship through-

43

spirituals

"Little

records.

for

David,

coupled selections.

The pulse-quickening

monies effected by

this

voices adds a note that

The

Charles

Parker

har-

organization of sixty
is

decidedly distinctive.

Music

Houston,

Co.,

Tex., has been chartered with a capital stock of
$100,000, the incorporators being Charles Parker,
Sr.,

Charles Parker,

Jr.

and

C.

announcement of this battery several
months ago resulted in an influx of orders,
making necessary larger manufacturing facilities. The new factory provides 45,000 square feet
initial

of space with 28,000 additional square feet of
Raystorage space situated across the street.
mond B. Rosen, president and general manager
of the company, reports that when demand has
been caught up with other sizes of rechargeable

batteries will be produced.

L. Alfie.

ventive genius has contributed to the advance-

ment of radio in the past.
The Eckharmonic, which derives its name
from Eckhardt and harmonic, is being produced
It is a
in one model only, known as type X.
one-dial six-tube set and is completely shielded
and employs both regular tubes and power

A simplified panel contains but one conoperating all condensers and one volume
Mr. Eckhardt points to this control
control.
tubes.
trol

one of the features of the set, making it "a
you can play." An electrically lighted

as

Here Are the Eagle Chargers That Were the
Sensation of the New York Radio Show

set that

window

A

dial

provides for the dial settings.

feature of the Eckharmonic is
Eckophonic horn. This horn differs
in construction from any other on the market
and provides a wide range of tone, both high
and low. Type 10 is a very attractive floor
distinctive

the built-in

cabinet providing space for batteries or battery
eliminators.
The Eckharmonic is made by the Eckhardt

newly formed corporation, consisting
Walter L. Eckhardt and his two sons, Milne
E. and Walter Eckhardt, Jr. The headquarters
of the corporation are at 213 South Broad street,
A factory has been secured and prothis city.
duction has been started.
Corp., a

of

Louis Cardinals Make
Visit to Liberty Music Shop

St.

Pennant-Winning Baseball Team Hear Returns
of Heavyweight Championship Fight at New
York Music Store Three Players Buy Sets

—

Eagle

"TRICKLE"

Eagle

This little wonder not only charges an "A"
Battery but also will charge any type of
storage "B" Battery or TAB rechargeable
dry "B" Batteries.

The Eagle

Eagle "TRICKLER" is shipped dry—just
add plain water no chemicals to mess
with.
Economical, too, costing less than
2 cents a day to operate.

once and

—

is "trickle year," take advantage of
special sales features of the Eagle
"TRICKLER" and offer your customers
the most for their money.

This

On

the

night

of

the

battle

of

the

Sesqui,

which for those of short memory was Thursday, September 23, when Gene Tunney dethroned Jack Dempsey, the members of the
National pennant-winning St. Louis baseball
team,
the

or

rather

number

turns in the

the

greater

part

of

them

the

This shows

of

Music Shop, as the guests of
Arthur Hill and Benjamin Kosowitz, proprieThe party of ball players was headed by
tors.
Manager Williams and- included
Assistant
Messrs. Sherdel, Blades, Haines, Thevenow, of
the Cardinals, and Jim Tierney, of the New
York Giants. The fight returns were very
clearly heard over the new Garod electric set
and the guests expressed their enthusiasm in
no uncertain terms over the working of the
the

Liberty

receiver.

orders
that's

It

Eagle
is

hooked up to charge
"A" batteries at halfampere rate and rechargeable
"B" bat-

of fifteen, listened to the fight re-

handsome demonstration rooms

how

"TRICKLER"

to

teries

at

250

milliam-

"MASTER"

"MASTER"

is a complete power
requires no auxiliary variable resistances for various size batteries and it is
permanent.
Connect it to your batteries

unit.

It

let

it

stay.

to charge your "A" Battery on
Trickle or at the rate of 3^, 1, 1^ or 2
amperes just set the knob and throw the
switch.
To charge 45, 67, 90 or 135 volts
of any type of storage "B" or
rechargeable dry "B" Batteries, turn the knob
and reverse the switch.
If

you want

TAB

Connect Eagle "MASto your batteries
and set and let it
quietly
go to work.

TER"
Once

installed

there

are no wires to connect or disconnect.

peres.
List Price

$10.00
Complete

List Price

$25.00
Cwith bulb)

// your jobber cant supply you
with Eagle Chargers ivrite to us

so impressed the party that three

were received for identical models, so
where part of the World Series money

went. In return for the hospitality of the personnel of the Liberty Music Shop, Messrs. Hill and
Kosowitz and their entire staff attended the
second of the World Series ball games as the
guests of the St. Louis team.
In addition to the official guests of the
evening, some 1,500 people listened to the re-

EAGLE CHARGER CORP.
121

NORTH EIGHTH STREET

PHILADELPHIA

EAGLE CHARGERS

—
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BOSCH

Item number seven of Bosch Radio Policy states "The Bosch
Franchise is a man sized, two fisted opportunity for one merchant
The new Bosch ARMORED LINE of Balanced
in a locality
Radio substantiates that claim receiving sets which show a remarkable advancement in radio engineering. Bosch Radio has
engineering features which make it the outstanding sales oppor.

,

—

tunity of the year. Perfected radio and quality furniture are

united in the

new Amborada—a completely armored and shielded
seven tube receiver of unique simplicity.

Two

controls only

volume

— station

regulator.

It

selector

and

has ample space

for batteries, charger or power units.
The Cruiser— a five tube Armored and Shielded set
with

its

"Unified Control" shows great progress in

simplified operation. Single station selector for

THE
5

tubes

CRU

r

S

most

tuning and two dials for "cruising the air." See for
yourself the new operating simplicity, the steel chassis con-

KR
$100

struction, the trouble proof design, the clean cut mechanical
appearance and learn the electrical perfection of Bosch Radio.

Bosch Radio? Tell us in confidence about
yourself— your business, financial strength and experience. We
BOSCH RADIO PLAN.
will tell you the direct benefits of the new

Are you the man

to

sell

All prices slightly higher, Colorado
a n d

The Bosch Nobattry

is

power unit to supply
"B" current. Thousands
a

of
are

enthusiastic

creating

market

through

voiced

owners
a

big

their

satisfaction.

west and

The Bosch Radio Line

is

complete dealer's line
popular priced 5, 6 and
a

7

receivers

tube

— two

— —

power

in

Canada.

The Bosch Ambotone
sets a

new standard of

radio
Its

reproduction.

patented

wood
bronze
on

cone

and

full line

finish

make

radio
to build dealer's volume.

appearance as well as
on its performance.

units

reproducers

of accessories and
furniture designed

art
it

sell

October

15,
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AMERICAN BOSCH MAGNETO CORPORATION
SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS:
SAN FRANCISCO
DETROIT
CHICAGO
BRANCHES: NEW YORK
Manufactured under patent applications

of

the

American

Bosch Magneto Corporation and licensed also under applications of the Radio

Frequency Laboratories, Incorporated

THE TALKING MACHINE WORLD
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RAD
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AMBOTONE
REFKODUCEK
The Bosch Ambotone
tonal reproduction.

gives

true

All the bass and

every high note is reproduced by the
Ambotone with utmost fidelity. The pure tones
whether on reduced volume or full power
The wood cone
for dancing are accurate.
gives that mellowness of a wood instrument.

Radio owners who have tried all types of speakers decide upon the Bosch Ambotone as the
true reproducer.

Its

popularity

is

built

upon

Bosch Ambotone $27.50.
The Art Pedestal illustrated on this page $11.50.

owner

satisfaction.

NOBATTRY
POWER UNIT
B

The Bosch Nobattry provides constant "B" power
from the light socket.
no filaments to burn

—

signed

to

perform
Ed.
All

3

for Alternating Current $55.00
For Direct Current $42.00

prices slightly
west and

highpr.
in

and

Colorado

Canada

safely.

Branches

:

New

out.

personal

acids to

spill

or renew

The Nobattry
safety

as

well

is

as

deto

Entirely automatic with no adjust-

performs without hum on all sets up to
ten tubes. It is an investment for years. It sells on its
unusual performance and makes satisfied customers.

ments,

it

AMERICAN BOSCH MAGNETO CORPORATION
Springfield, Mass.

insure

No

York, Ciiicago, Detroit, San Francisco

October
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Powel Grosley, Jr., Sees
National Advertising Campaign of Radio
a Bright Radio Outlook
Corp. of America to Utilize All Mediums
Radio Corp. of America to Bring Every Method of Publicity to Bear on the Task of Making
Easier for Retailers to Sell Radio Products Manufactured by the Corporation

An

advertising campaign of far-reaching scope,
RCA authorized dealers and

designed to assist

distributors in their efforts to place

RCA

prod-

It

equipped to render service to their customers,
and a reproduction of the RCA authorized dealer sign with the message "Buy With Confidence

home, has
been announced byi
the Radio Corp. of
America.
The announcement was
made by Pierre Bou-

ucts in the

cheron,

advertising

manager, at a meeting of the trade press,
followed by a luncheon.

no

Practically

de-

has been overlooked by the adver-

tail

department

tising

RCA

advertising

of

behind the

RCA

The campaign
into

full

tremendous

effect the

force

of

place in

to

is

The

with

the

and

fitted

RCA

influence

advertis-

of

throughout the entire
nation

the

of 1926.

four

last

store posters, streamcards,

well

as

outdoor

bill-

boards.

Direct

ad-

as

etc.,

Some

vertising includes the

RCA

of the Fine

Where You See This

and direct-mail campaigns are
typical of this form of advertising.
The entire campaign is based upon the "Tried,
It is
Tested and Perfected" slogan of RCA.
pointed out by the Radio Corp. that the dealer
is the actual salesman and advertising is nothing
more or less than "salesmanship in print" which
may be used as the dealer's assistant. The cam-

ready for RCA authorized dealers this Fall, it
was announced, including the new Radiotron
display and the "fifty-fifty" direct mail campaign.
Proper use of the wide variety of dealer helps
prepared by RCA will enable the dealer to tie
in closely with the effectiveness of RCA gen-

folders, catalogs

the

fact

The

that

copy.

BOSCH

A

prominent in
rounded sales promotion program
Sign"

is

eral advertising as applied to his

RCA

authorized
dealers are carefully selected merchants, fully
stresses

wants of

is

in

our coun-

universal

increasing

sales

is

the

The
of

own

all
is

store.

radio department of the M. O. Neil Co.,

Akron,

that

O., has

been enlarged.

compared to 553,000 in 1925.
considered, however, that there

radios on farms, as

"When

it

is

approxirnately 20,000,000
operation in this country, it

are

seen

that

the

field

for

automobiles in
can be readily

additional

radio

Radio, the

Ambotone and

of the public so favorable to radio entertainment, surely 1927 should be the greatest year

m

radio's history."

the

No-

battry together make, not only radio perfection,

but in addition keep your customers happy and
your bank deposits healthy.

ARMORED RADIO

AMBOTONE

—

NOBATTRY

WEBER RANGE CORR
In Brooklyn

Bedford Ave.

Sole Metropolitan Distributors

Circle

7610

sales

almost unlimited. With this large field, the
stabilization of our industry and the attitude
is

combination-

The Armored

nil

fact

experimental days
The more conservative of
of radio are over.
our population have delayed installing a radio
in their homes until they were assured there
would be no revolutionary changes. That time
now has been reached not that the radio is
perfect, but all its fundamentals have been
standardized, and from now on it is likely that
the only changes will be refinements.
"So far this year there has been a notable
in
the
number of radio-equipped
increase
Estimates place the number at well
homes.
above 5,000,000 or an increase of more than
According to the U. S.
1,000,000 over 1925.
Department of Agriculture there are 1,000,000
that the

—

Advertising

matter mailed or handled direct by the dealer
to the person whom he wishes to interest. RCA

paign

trained

the

—

Dis-

play advertising includes window and
ers,

on

public realizes

the

cir-

products

months

for

is concerned, every one of the 25,000,000 homes
here are in financial position to buy radio.
"Another 'factor that should have a material

city

ing messages will
story
culate the

better

are

care

Both employment and wages continue at
high levels and there is no indication apparent
Insofar as radio
at this time of any change.

newspapers.
It is
estimated that over
300,000.000

they

properly

to

"General prosperity

maga-

and 143 big

zines

profited by past experience,
that

try.

use

the

result

the radio public.

magazines and newspapers, with

O.,

the

of

who remain have

includes

of sixty leading

—

October 5. Powel Crosley, Jr.,
Crosley Radio Corp., in an
interesting statement, points out that the radio
industry at the present time is in the best
position it has ever attained in its history.
In
discussing the present position and the outlook
for the future Mr. Crosley says:
"The history of the radio business during the
past year has done much to improve the industry from the manufacturing end. The radio
successfully
manufacturers
to-day
have
of
passed through the hectic and costly troubles
incident to sudden expansion and overproduction that all new and rapidly growing businesses
unfortunately fall heir to. As a result of these
experiences the industry is sounder than ever,
"Much of the same experience has been had
Dealers, wholesale or
by the selling outlets.
retail, who were not properly fitted to the exacting demands of selling and servicing radios
have taken up other work. And those dealers
Cincinnati,

president

line.

general

advertising

—

split

three chief divi-

sions.

President of Crosley Radio Corp. States Radio
Industry Is in Best Position Ever Attained
Future Outlook for Business Is Bright

In Netv York

225 West 57th

St.
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Members

of

New

Lodge,

York,

Briarcliff

New

Machine and Radio Men,
York, New Jersey and Connecticut, held its annual outing on Tuesday, September 21, at Briarcliff Lodge, Briarcliff Manor,
N. Y., one of the most beautiful resorts in the
East.
From early morning, when the memthe

event,

of

Inc.,

Inc.

Jersey and Connecticut Trade Staged Annual Outing at Briarcliff
Y.—Trade Athletes Do Their Stuff—Entertainment

perfect and the attendance the largest ever gathered for a similar
Tallcing

New

Jolly Gathering at the Annual Outing of the Talking Machine and Radio Men
and friends gathered at Ninetywhatever pastimes most appealed to them and
there was a wide variety from which to choose.
first street and Broadway, New York City, unOne large group chose to enter the golf tournatil late in the evening when the last of the party
ment, others engaged in the baseball game bedisembarked at the same point, the day was one
tween the dealers and jobbers, some elected to
succession of pleasurable incidents. Approxistay at the Lodge and play with pasteboards
mately 200 formed the party and the caravan
and the "galloping rocks of ruination," while the
of motor busses and private cars which formed
remainder anxiously awaited the track events,
in the city and drove to Briarcliff under the
which included races for dealers, their wives,
escort of motorcycle police made an impressive
clerks, jobbers, officers, in fact for all classes.
sight. City policemen escorted the party to the
Following the baseball game, which was won by
city limits, stopping all cross traffic so that the
the dealers to the tune of eight to two, and the
holidayers could have a clear roadway and at
track events, the summaries of which are given
the boundaries of the Westchester county lines
below, the crowd adjourned to the large outdoor
State police took up the burden to see that the
pool where swimming races and diving contests
long procession of automobiles had the right

this

first

hostelry

is

perched.

Luncheon was then

The

schedule of events made
too quickly and when the
call for dinner came the weary but happy holidayers thronged back to the dining hall
Novel souvenirs were placed at each plate
v/ere

hour or more at Briarcliff Lodge was
spent in wandering about the grounds and in
admiring the view from the heights upon which

The

merrymakers.
Prizes were distributed to the
winners of the day's contests and Irwin Kurtz,
president of the association, presented, on behalf of the members, a wrist watch to Byron
Forster, chairman of the entertainment commit-

served and this repast was made more enjoyable by the dance music played by a Ben Selvin
orchestra from "Yellow," the Broadway show
hit.
Jones and Hare, the Happiness Boys of
record and radio fame, were prominent members of the party and they sang several of their
best numbers during the luncheon period. Following luncheon the party divided in pursuit of

bers, their wives

of way.

held.

full

the afternoon pass

all

Service
How

are you equipped to service your cus-

tomers' sets this

fall?

The Jewell Radio Service Set is the only
portable set on the market having complete
facilities incorporated for quickly checking circuits and testing for trouble. It contains a complete tube tester, a very high resistance Beliminator type voltmeter, and an extremely
sensitive

and

A

ammeter.

test batteries

and

compartment for A-B
drawer for tubes are

service

Radio

Jewell

in

tee,

appreciation of his efforts in directing

and planning the annual banquet and the outing,
which everyone voted to be the two most successful affairs ever held under the auspices of

.

Held

Inc.,

at Briarcliff

Lodge

Immediately after dinner the
homeward trek was started and a most enjoyable day came to a close.
Prizes were awarded as follows: for lowest
gross golf score, Jack Bliss, of the QRS Co.;
lowest net score, M. Fielder, of E. A. Wildermuth; next lowest net golf score, G. M. Smith,
H. A. Wildermuth. In the track events the winners were: dealers' fifty-yard dash, M. Janelli,
A. Jacobs and H. Berkeley; fifty-yard dash for
dealers' wives and daughters, Miss Duff; dealthe association.

Louis Larazus; fat
Mrs. Evans; ladies' fifty-yard dash,
Miss A. Kowacs; jobbers' 100-yard dash, W. W.
Comes; officers' race, Sol Lazarus. In the water
events, Billy Jones, of the Happiness Boys, won
the long-distance swim, Ollie Graffen won the
fancy diving contest, and M. Oliver won the
special handicap swim.
Miss M. Laughlin won
clerks' fifty-yard dash,

ers'

ladies' race,

the ladies' fifty-yard race. Prizes were also won
by L. Rooney, Irwin Kurtz, Mabel Arend, of
Fred. Loser & Co., and the members of the
winning baseball team.
The numerous prizes which were awarded
were donated by the following manufacturers
and jobbers: E. M. Wilson & Son, QRS Co.,
Weber-Rance Corp., Gross-Brennen, Inc., E. J.
Edmond Co., Stewart-Warner Speedometer
Corp., Chas. H. Ditson & Co., Dalrymple-MishTriangle Radio Supply Co.,
ler Radio Co.,
Greater City Phono Co., Emerson Radio &
Phono. Co., C. Bruno & Son, Freed-Eisemann
Radio Corp., Sonora Phonograph Co., Inc.,
Steelman, Inc., General Phonograph Corp., Tri
City Electric Co., North Ward Radio Co., New
Jersey Radio Inc., National Carbon Co. and
the Pathe Phono. & Radio Corp.

a

Columbia Chicago Branch

also provided.

Your

1926

varieties of noise-making instruments, and so the meal got away to a merry
More entertainment by Jones and Hare
start.
and the Ben Selvin Orchestra, and the arrival
of Georgie Price, of stage and record fame,
added considerably to the enjoyment of the

Manor, N.

With weather conditions

15,

with several

Sports Feature Annual Outing of the

Talking Machine and Radio Men,

October

men

should be supplied with

Service

Sets

Manager

when answering

Visits

New York

calls.

A.

Jewell radio instruments are satisfactory to
handle. They are rapid in turnover and net

good

profits.

Catalog No. 15-C

Pattern No. 117 Radio Service Set

Jewell Electrical Instrument Co.
1650 Walnut St.
Chicago

Years Making

Good Instruments"

company

in

New

recently, following a trip to the factory at

Mr. Heath's trip East was a comBridgeport.
bination business and pleasure trip, this being
the first opportunity he has had to slip away
from Chicago in any other but a business

around Windy
way has occupied his time completely. On
way back Mr. Heath stopped off at Phila-

capacity, for increased business

City
his

"Tiventy-six

Heath, manager of the Chicago branch
Columbia Phonograph Co., was a visitor

to the executive offices of the

York
Send for our neiv Radio Instrument

J.

of the

delphia to view the Sesqui-Centennial Exposition.

October

15,

1926
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SSISJAIKINS'MACHINI
[Editor's Note.
articles

— This

the sixty-second of a series of

is

henceforward talking mabe bought only by
those who really have been convinced of the
superiority of these media above all others
for the musical refreshment of the family and
of the individual.
In a word, we have henceforth to demonstrate the musical value of the
talking machine and thus competitively to sell
shall see clearly that

by William Braid White devoted to the various
opportunities which prevail in the domain of

education for the retailer of talking machines. The subject
one of great interest and we commend these articles to
the consideration of all who are devoting attention to the
featuring and developing of the musical possibilities of the
talking machine.]

is

The Era

Fine Recordings

of

and

chines

interesting

The big opportunity in the phonograph business today is in the record department.
The

Which

it.

records

is

will

precisely

why

the live dealer to-

day, forgetting the past, will look keenly around

the thousands of women in every State of the
Union, who make up the Music Clubs Federation and the almost innumerable private and
unattached local clubs and societies, are constantly studying the standard repertoire of large
musical works, and when they cannot get to
hear these works performed by great orchestras
are contenting themselves with learning and
playing, at their club meetings, inadequate piano
arrangements. In other words, to these thousands of women the talking machine industry
can come to-day and offer not only a substitute
but an immensely superior means for music
study.
To-day, without exaggeration, it may
be said that the performances of a great symphony orchestra can be reproduced with a
fidelity of detail, an intensity of power and a
sense of reality such as a few years ago would
have been considered out of the question. Yet
these things are here, they are at the disposal
of the public.
They await only proper demonstration to be publicly recognized and publicly

wise merchant is the merchant who sees this
and acts accordingly. Some records sell them-

him

but records that sell themselves are
other goods of the same kind. The demand for them is ephemeral and those who buy
them are just as likely to go rushing off tomorrow after something else, possibly the last
thing that could have been imagined as rivaling

of musical good-tidings.
The modern talking
machine, and even more the present-day records,
are such apostles. Yet it is perfectly safe to say
that not one in ten of the hundreds of local
music clubs which constitute the National Federation has yet had from a local dealer the offer
of a private hearing with a program worthy of
the occasion and staged with the care and knowledge which in this case are everything.
And why not? Apparently because our talking machine dealers still insist that the musical
people will not spend money on machines and
records.
Which is about the biggest nonsense
one has heard of in many a day. On the other
hand, here is something not at all nonsensical; it
is that the great mass of the music lovers of the
United States, outside the greater cities at any
rate, knows nothing of the marvelous revolution
that has taken place in the powers and capacities of the talking machine, while still less do
these people realize that to-day they can obtain the recorded performances of the world's
greatest orchestras and soloists, not in snippy
dribs and drabs of Italian opera and innocuous
wishy-washy instrumental
of
arrangements
works of the greatcomplete
in
the
pieces, but
est composers, to complete operas even, complete symphonies, overtures, string quartets,
everything of the best, done by the most inspired and world-famous composers of the

a person, too,

present and of past days.

in

And Here's the Field
only necessary to do a little thinking
to see quite clearly that here is a vast field of
prospective demand almost entirely untilled. For

so on. These records (like, for instance, the
magnificent series of imported recordings known
as the Columbia Masterworks) have been produced at enormous cost and to be sold, not to

selves,

like all

former favorite.
On the other hand, the
record which sells all the year round and every
year is the record of standard music performed
by the best artists in the best way.
The educational efforts of the National Federation of Music Clubs in State and local regions
the

throughout the country are hardly if at all appreciated by talking machine dealers.
These
local music clubs are centers of musical culture, and crude though their efforts may often
be, these are nevertheless sincere and wellmeant.
Whatever is being done to-day in
the United States towards bringing up the people out of a contempt for and indifference to
the meaning of music and its place in civilized
life is being done mainly by these and other
like

agencies.

New Type

Demand Needed

of

Now to-day the talking machine dealer has
before him the problem of building up a new
type of demand for his machines and his records.
Let the dead bury their dead, and let U5
therefore forget absolutely the stupidities of
old days when we had no rival to bring music
out

of the

cultivate

and when we thought that

air

to find those

interest

to

the musically intelligent or even the

seekers after musical refreshment was waste of
time, not worth the effort of practical business
men. Let us rather look forward, for then we

It

who

are likely to listen with

and not with indifference to the bearer

is

acclaimed.

Now

seems to me that a talking machine

it

who

dealer

alive to his opportunities will
business to see that every group
of musical people in his community has the
opportunity of hearing the new records and
machines in conditions as nearlj' perfect as may

make

it

be possible.
By that, I mean in conditions
suited to each group and carefully chosen for
the requirements of each. For instance, the local
Music Club naturally will be interested in hearing a program equivalent to what could be heard
a symphony or string quartet concert.
In
preparing a program for such a group the aid
should be sought of some prominent local musician who could be engaged to give to the
hearers a running commentary on the music
and acquaint them with what they were to hear
and with the best way of listening to it. Such
at

Here

is

the

answer

tific

new outdoor antenna
to

a

real

need

in

that is the scienradio for efficient

aerial equipment. The Wave-X Condensing Antenna
is a neat compact unit, composed of twelve graceful
looped air-pins or feelers which reach out in all
directions to secure and register the faintest radio
signal.
It has the capacity of a long single wire

antenna.

would give the best possible

aid

choosing the numbers to be performed; and

be looked

^ts mrywavc!

is

his

at.

All Sorts of Prospects

There are many and varied groups of musically inclined people in every community of any
size.
For instance, there are the classes, elementary and advanced, of all the better music

Then there
High School band or
teachers.

are the

members of
who have

orchestra,

the
sel-

dom "^had

the opportunity to hear good music
performed on a large scale and whose instructor will in most cases be only too happy
to have his young musicians hear something
vfell

of the very best.

Along with such work

the merchant can stock
miniature scores, which are low in
price, ranging from about sixty cents up to two

and

condensing'

ANTENNA

sell

and which add immensely to the
which attaches to the possession of a

dollars apiece,

value
is non-directionaT, provides sharper tuning and increases selectivity. It adds to the efficiency of any
set and insures uniform reception at all times.

The Wave-X Antenna
A

hand-turned, rock maple
pole which gives a quick, convenient
method of erecting a dependable anstrong,

tetma.

5

any roof

8

or

lengths

foot

—single

will

fit

multiple wire an-

or

Will carry the heaviest sleetcovered antenna in strong wind
Neat in apwithout weakening.
pearance.
Can be set up or dismantled without danger of causing
Complete set inleaks in roof.
cludes three steel guy rods

tennas.

W

in

diameter,

neb

irons,

pins

and

5-foot

roof

full

mast,

adjustable
sockets,

pulley,

Price.

each

8-foot

mast, each $4.25,

DEALERS
Write today for our special dealer offer. Order a
The Radio
stock of Wave-X and Rcdi-Masts nou:
season

is

1323 S.

CO.

Michigan Ave.

Chicago,

111.

THE
PRESSED METAL MFG.
Waukesha, Wis.

be

part

of

The sale
work

the

of such scores
of

every

store

promoting the sale of the fine new orchestral and instrumental ensemble records now
which

is

available.

One more

point:

When work

of this kind

has been done with good results, a climax to
a season could be had by giving a whole opera
complete. It can be done. Ask your manufac-

must be done well,
takes the trouble
who
all.
He
done
at
or not
to do this sort of thing well is sure of a rich
reward. For the selling of the talking machine
and of records henceforth is the selling of music
and of nothing else.

Of

Manufactured by

Sales Dept.

THE ZINKE

of records.

set

turer.

aJmost here.

anchor

instructions.

S3.50:

Several can be
fits
any roof, chimney or wall.
A single upright to erect and the only
erected on one roof.
tools required are a hammer and a screwdriver. No. 2, \\'ave-X.
with S-foot pole and all accessories ready to install, $12.50.
Complete
No. 3, for side wall or chimney mounting, $12.50.
instructions with each set.

Wave-X

fine

should

CO.

course, this sort of thing
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FRAUD

1

and we do not
generalize

Truth in advertising

is

as ini'

portant to you,

Mn

Dealer, as

truth in merchandise»

READ THE
TRUTH!
Symphonic

Sales

Corporation
Lambert

Friedl, President

370 Seventh Ave:,

New York, N.Y.

mmt
PHONOGRAPH REPRODUCER
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Glaring Misstatements
In recent trade paper advertising
one of our competitors states

—

"Only the

diaphragm

is

composed

of this scientifically proportioned alloy"

He

also states

—

Reproducer is made of the
scientifically proportioned aluminum

"Only the
alloy

— the

.

thickness of a

human

hair"

These are glaring misstatements, to the positive knowledge of
the advertiser himself. Ask him to tell you the whole truth as
lie and we know it!
Prove

it

to yourself; look

under Symphonic*s diaphragm guard.

NOW THE TRUTH
You

are entitled to

know that SYMPHONIC was

the

independent Reproducer on the market with
an Aluminum Alloy diaphragm, rolled down to
the proper thinness determined by scientific
first

acoustic experiments^

THE RESULT
General popularity, enthusiastic acceptance, and
world-wide distribution*

SYMPHONIC SALES CORPORATION
l^amhert Friedl, President

370 Seventh Avenue

New York,

PHONOGRAPH REPROOUCER

N. Y.

:
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NOW comes the
'

Answer

to your
Trade-in Problem!

Starting at once, Phonograph
business is going to be tremendous. You will take many old
phonographs in trade. What
will you do with them? Here^s
the answer equip them with the

—

SYMPHONIC TONE ARMo

i/

PHONOGRAPH TUNE ARM

Will increase the re-sale price of all your trade-ins —
more profit, quicker turnover. It will add real dollars and
cents to the price you get for stocks of old phonographs

—

Used with the already famous SYMPHONIC
REPRODUCER, the SYMPHONIC TONE ARM

mail coupon TODAY for prices,
tunity
discounts, name of your distributor, etc.

not only completely modernizes the tone

Symphonic Sales Corporation

—

of the old phonograph
in addition, and
of equal importance, from the standpoint
of turnover and profits, it completely modernizes the old phonograph's appearance.

Can be made

to

fit

all

phonographs

—

easily attached.

Seize this

wonderful merchandising oppor-

Lambert

Friedl, President

370 Seventh Ave.,

New York,

N. Y.

BBHBBBb

Gentlemen:
Please send us complete details regarding the

new SYMPHONIC

DUCER;
and

TONE ARM

prices, discounts,
literature.

Firm

Name

Streets

and REPRO-

your advertising plans

^

No.
.State

—

!
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IVorld,
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15,

Distifib^tors

Serving
Metropolitan

PHONOGRAPH REPRODUCER

New York
The

SYMPHONIC REPRODUCER

has proved

be this season's big
seller
and is carrying increased record
business right along with it. Live dealers throughout New York City are featuring SYMPHONIC and cashing in on
itself to

—

their

good judgment.

—

Adequate stocks prompt, same-day
service.
Order a sample TODAY.

Every live dealer
phonographs in

PHONIC

icill

see to

his

territory

it

Write

equipped.

that all the

are

SYM-

today

Knickerbocker Talking Machine Co«

for

831 Broadway

sample.

New York

*

City

PHONOGRAPH REPRODOCER
PHONOGRAPH REPRODOCER

Coliambia Wholesalers. INC.
Z05 W. Camden

St.

Baltimore, Md.

Serving M.aryland, District of Columhia,
Virginia, North Carolina,
Eastern Portion of West Virginia

Best by every test,
naturally
Columhia Wholesalers

New

Eastern Penn.

Philadelphia

In

Our

the Trade

Delaware

Territory

Demands

QUALITY

Jersey

the Best

SERVICE
REQUEST FOR SAMPLE PROMPTLY FILLED
in

G.

and

DUNBAR SHEWELL
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTOR
Jefferson Building

1015 Chestnut

St.

Philadelphia

ivould handle this

superior Reproducer. Prompt attention
to
all
orders,

immediate
u n e x-

shipment,

celled service.

1926

!
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In Chicago—
and Surrousidliig Territory
You'll find us supplying the trade with

SUCCESSFUL Reproducer— SYMPHONIC! Consolidated ties
up with the BEST in every line.
the outstanding

Your Symphonic requirements

will be

promptly ivhen vou order from
a sample TODAY!

us.

handled

Send for

Put a Symphonic Reproducer t:>
in every home, selling rec-

Hork

Consolidated Talkirag Machine Co.
227

W. Washington

ords

for

you.

Reproducers
customer !

Sell

to every

Symphonic
phonograph

Chicago, Illinois

St.

^mpmmt
PHONOGRAPH REPROOUCER

Remember
Every

Phonograph
Otvner

is

PHONOGRAPH REPROOUCER

a

SYMPHONIC
Prospect

Standk® Music Co.
1303 Main Street

Kansas

City,

Mo.

—

Write for sample today orders
filled same day received

FITS

ALL PHONOGRAPHS

We

are supplying the

in the

TWIN

Symphonic Reproducer
the great North

CITIES and

West

Surrounding Territory
Wisconsin, North and South

gmphoiiir
PHONOGRAPH REPRODUCER

—

Minnesota,

Dakota

and

Montana.

Majestic Distributing Co.
4 So. Seventh

St.

Minneapolis, Minn.

—

!
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Symphonic

PHONOGRAPH REPRODUCER

Distributors

Each new sun shines on ever-increasing Symphonic

for

business in Cincinnati and surrounding territory
net resuh of a superior product plus widening public

l^etropolitan

demand

York
and

ISIew
Send

for your

Test

it

in

sample today!
comparison

Arthur Brand ^ Co.
1618 Vine

St.,

Vicinity

Cincinnati, O.

Sound merchandise and sound merchandising
policies are the

two primary factors in lasting

Let Symphonic
as it has for US.

success.

YOU

The new-day attachment
for
the

n

e u-

-

make money

for

General Flioiiograph Corp,

day

phonographic

New York

—

repr oduction
"A Symphonic

15

W. ISth

Distriliutiii;;

St.,

Division

New York

City

to every phonograph owner."

PHONOGRHPH REPROOUCER

PHONOGRAPH REPRODUCER

PHONOGRAPH REPROOUCER

— SYMPHONIC

Write to-day for sample, prices, literature

Dealers who insist on selling HIGHEST QUALITY
Merchandise should investigate the Symphonic Reproducer.
For here is genuine QUALITY that
makes and keeps satisfied customers. Send for a
sample and hear Symphonic win in comparison.

Louisville Music & Radio €o.

Wiswell Eadio €®mps^ny

Nothing
easily the
that's

succeeds

like

success

predominant Reproducer in

why we recommend

570

S.

4th

St.,

it

to

this

our

is

market

customers.

LouisviMe, Ky.

33 W. Kinxie

St.,

Chicago,

111.

—
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NO BATTERIES
Both A and B Power Supply direct from the line through easily
removable units which completely rectify and
the current
the dream of radio

ELECTRIC
Zenith's own.
No trickle
chargers, no small storage batis

teries,

no

acids,

flaged

—

practicable,

dur-

able,

a

dependable

method

of battery

NEW

elimination founded upon time-tried and tested
principles, old in the electrical
art, but arranged in an original

and unique method which

methods.

Three stages of audio amplification

filter

engineers

nor other camou-

instead of two as

used by others.
Costs less than a
cent an hour to

operate.

Three
models: two-hundred-and-eighty

— three-hundred

dollars

dollars

—three-hundred-and-ninety-five
dollars.

DISTANCE^
LONG
TRADE MARK REC.

RADIO

S620 Iron Street, Chicago

NO LOOP

NO AERIAL

Zenith De Luxe Ten Tube Models
Contain

Zenith patented tentube circuit having five radio
frequency tubes,
one detector tube Hji^
and four audio am- |^^|

h

plification

tubes.

Dual loud speakers
faithfully re produce all of the

I^H
I "

WLm
j^f

tones in the musi-

have single control,
lighted dial, and re-

cal scale. All
electrically

ceive

A

Zenith,

on wave lengths of

Franchise

may

still

he

105 to

550 meters

— the greatest range

achieved by a nationally known,

regularly manu-

mt mm

^A^AB
^|^|h
^^^^H
^B^B

"

factured broadcast
receiver.

DeLuxe

models are highly
selective and give

maximum distance
and power. De-

Luxe art cabinets
were created by a famous designer and are masterpieces of
craftsmanship.

availahle in your territory

— wire

or write for details.

—
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of Panatrope-

Radiolas

Are Announced

Brunswick Co. Announces the Incorporation of
Popular Model of Panatrope and Eight Tube
Radiola Super-Het in One Cabinet
Chicago,
in

III.,

announced

October

to

the

5.

trade

the

M. Go.

of the band instrument and musical merchandise
department.
Among the lines carried by this
establishment are the Columbia Viva-tonal and
Victor talking machines, Columbia, Okeh and
Victor records, RCA and Atwater Kent radio
receivers, Martin band instruments, Ludwig and
Leedy drums, Paramoimt, Gibson and Martin
string instruments.

Vitanola T.

Gaswell Gypsy Portable
Scores on European Trip

ings on South Fifty-second avenue near

Sells

Ghicago Land and Buildings
Removal

of

Operations

Vitanola

of

Co.

to

Saginaw Plant Permits Sale of Property on
Fifty-second Avenue for $350,000

—The

Brunswick Co.
combination
one cabinet of two instruments, which here-

has

51

Chicago,

III.,

Nineteenth

October

street,

5.

—The

owned by

land and build-

West

the Vitanola Talk-

Machine Co., were purchased on September
by the Edison Electric Appliance Co. for
$350,000. The property consists of 117,000 square
feet on the west side of South Fifty-second
street, and 100 feet south of West Nineteenth
street, fronting 200 feet with a depth of about
ing
16

Interesting Letter to This Effect Received by
Everybody's Talking Machine Co., of Philadelphia, Caswell Distributor

The

travels

of

Caswell

a

Gypsy

feet. The improvements include four modern
stone and concrete fireproof buildings, of which
three are two stories and one four.
Private
switching facilities are provided by the Balti-

600

portable

phonograph, a product of the Caswell Mfg. Co.,
Milwaukee, were graphically described in a
letter recently received by Everybody's Talking
A'lachine Co., Philadelphia, Caswell distributor.
The machine was purchased by Ben Lanard,
Lou Biande and Harvey Zion previous to starting upon a tour of the European continent, and
their

follows:

letter

great portion

of

the

"Having traveled over a
European continent with
machine, which we purour constant companion,

Caswell Gypsy
chased from you, as
we thought it would be no more than proper

the

Panatropg-Radiola 148C

were available only as

tofore

The instruments

are the

P-C

to

separate

units.

(104) type Pana-

trope equipment and the Radiola Super-Heterodyne, with eight tubes, which have been incor-

porated in a single cabinet supplied in two
models, operating from the alternating current
socket.

light

you of the great joy

tell

we have deiived from it. From the top of
Jungfrau Mountain to the lowlands of Holland
we sang, danced and made merry to the strains
In numerous places the
of its music.
habitants would gather around the music

and

listen

never

The new combinations are known as the
Panatrope-Radiola 128C and the Panatrope-

you and

write

trips,

in

constant

awe

in

to

strains.

its

an instrument.
the trains, on the waters,

seen

such

When

pal.

in-

box

Many had
On motor
it

was our

inclined toward the blues,

we would put on one of the jazz records and
chase them away. So, therefore, we are writing
you this letter of appreciation for your assistance in selecting this machine."

Francisco,

Cal.,

October

4.

— Reese

&

Fuhrman, music dealers, report a most satisfactory sales volume in all lines with Brunswick
This establishment moved into
time ago and since that
time business has been steadily growing. Columsales leading.

new quarters

a short

bia records are also

moving

in a

contract to the International Lamp and Furniture Corp. for $475,000, but the sale was never
consummated, due to the default of the purchaser.

The investment

of the selling

company

fashion that

is

encouraging.

transferred

the

work

to

other

its

Syracuse, N. Y., October 5. E. N. Smith, manager of the local branch of the Columbia Phonograph Co., reports an increased demand for the
entire line of Columbia products with a lamentable lack of Viva-tonal phonographs to meet
the dealers' orders. Records are also continuing
to sell briskly.
Charles Stinson, of the New
York City Columbia headquarters, was a recent
visitor, and Art Gillham, the Whispering Pianist, also dropped in during the Summer.

cause of the insistent dealer

demand

for

Needle Cutters
now

this

combination caused by the popularity
of the 104 type Panatrope, which has been
one of the best sellers of the entire Panatrope

Stock up in time

line.

Display

Adams Music

Go. Adds
Materially to Floor Space

—

October 5. The Adams
Music Co., of -this city, has doubled its floor
space through the addition of the store adjoining
that which it has occupied. The newly acquired
space will be used mainly as demonstration

Worth,

Fort

rooms

Tex.,

machines and radio receivers,
enlargement will also permit of the
broadening out of the band instrument and record departments.
J. A. Kelso was recently appointed manager
of the talk'ng machine and radio departments
and Charles T. Wilkins was placed at the head
but

for talking

sup-

with all Orthophonic
machines.
Can you supply
Take our tip
the cutters?
plied

specific

prominently

RECORD

the

FIBRE NEEDLE CUTTER. Handsome

discounts

assure

a

generous

profit.

We

are sole manufacturers and patent
of this scissors-type cutter.
Has replaceable blades. Long life.
Beautifully nickel-plated.

owners

Be prepared

— order

at

Syracuse Golumbia Branch
Reports Increasing Demand

Fibre
Fibre Needles are

factory

Saginaw. There were no brokers in the deal.
E. H, Williams was attorney for the purchaser,
and S. Sidney Stein, of Moses, Kennedy,
Stein & Bachrach, acted as attorney for the
Vitanola Talking Machine Co.

Can you supply
Panatrope-Radiola 128C
Radiola 148C and are both finished in Adam
brown and walnut. Both instiuments are of
attractive and artistic cabinet design and have
gold-plated hardware.
The Panatrope-Radiola
148C has cabinet work of varnished finish.
The announcement of these new models has
proved exceedingly welcome to the trade, be-

in

was said to be in the neighborhood
of
the
sale
at
$800,000 and
the
present
purchase price was made possible by the fact
that the company discontinued its manufacturing
operation at the Cicero plant some time ago and
the property

—

Brisk Brunswick Sales
San

more and Ohio and Chicago Terminal railroads.
The property was acquired by the Vitanola
Talking Machine Co. in 1918, and in 1919 buildings were constructed at a cost of more than
$400,000.
In 1923 the property was sold under

today

— from

your jobber

or

the

BADGER TALKING MACHINE
MILWAUKEE,

WIS.

CO.
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these
(Ask Youi'JoMer)

List Prices
No. 65, nickel finish

$65

No. 75, gold

$75

"

Adam

Period Reproductions of
Hand-tooled Leather Design.
Ideal Size for Apartments and
Small Living-rooms. New Berg
Tone Cliamber with Modern
Goose-N eck Type Throw-hack
BalTBearing Tone Arm and
Improved Reproducer, Heinetnann Double Spring Motor,
12" Turntable and Ample Record Space.

Shipping Weight

95

Ihs.

Each packed

a
3'ply Veneer Case

U.

S.

Patents

in

Pcndiitf)

Sensible Prices!
No

product in the history of the phonograph business has
ever been received with more enthusiasm than these new
Artone Creations.

The

reception accorded them can only he described as a virtual

triumph — for
eye value

Also^

their

remarkable tone,

artistic

and unmatched SENSIBLE PRICES

appearance, unusual
.'

Artone Portables
No. 1
Artone
$30

BERG

AT €tS CO., Inc.,

October

15,
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new Artone Products
with the

New Tone

I

Console Model
List Prices
No. 85, nickel finish

No. 95, gold

•'

$85
$95

Shipping Weight

110

lbs.

Each packed

in a

3'ply Veneer Case

V.

£.

Patents Pcndinii

Cathedral Design Reproductions of Hand-tooled Leather Effect, Fine, Rich Tone;
Extra Long Scientifically Constructed Tone Clmmher (Patent Pending) ; Neiv Model
Ball Bearing Goose-N eck Type Throw-hack Tone Arm and Improved Reproducer; Heinemann Double Spring Motor; \2-inch Turntable, Ample Record Space

A

Set of 3

Record Albums
LIST PRICE

for

Artone Consoles!

$5.00

Artone Console Models No. 85 and No. 95 are made with an open space for
two for 10 in. and one for 12
records. We have designed a set of tliree albums
in. records, which we are offering to those dealers and jobbers who desire them.

—

the Most Complete Line
No. 6
Artone
$16.50

No. 4
Artone
$25

Long Island

City, N. Y.

No. 7
Artone
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E. T.

Cunningham Honored at Brilliant
Banquet by Friends in San Francisco

Radio, Business and Civic Interests
the East

— Entertainment

Combine to Honor Radio Executive Prior to Departure for
and Addresses by Business Leaders Feature Event

tendered by the busiand radio interests of the Pacific
Coast to E. T. Cunningham, just before his
departure for New York last month, at the
Clift Hotel, San Francisco, was one of the
most brilliant affairs of its kind that have been

America, for the Eastern manufacHobrecht, president of J. C.
C.
J.
Hobrecht Co., for the Sacramento Radio Trade

given.

Association; A.

S.

Lindstrom

for

The

ness,

farewell banquet

The
of

Corp.

Association;

Hartley,

A.

J.

president

Pacific

Wholesale Radio Corp. and Southern California
Radio Trade Association, for the Southern

presented a complete cross section
radio industry and business interests

affair

the

of

turers;

civic

Co.,

F.i-tiiian.

i^'ilxit

Lindstrom, president A. S.
the manufacturers' agents;

].n -irlent

White Eastman

T.

the

for

Co.,

retail-

Tom

ers;

ager KFWI, for the
broadcasters; Phil
president
of
Clay,
Sherman,
Clay
&
and president
Co.

Western

Music

Association,

for the

music

inter-

Musmanager AlexCharles

ladin,

ander-Lavenson Co.
and vice-president of
Radio
the
Pacific
Association,
Trade

Banquet Honoring E. T. Cunningham
for the Association,
evidenced by the remarkable
and Gene McCann, president of the Electrical
list
Development League, for the electrical trades.
of speakers.
During it a very complete
and beautiful program of entertainment was
These speakers were followed by a goodbye
Gruests at Farewell

of the Coast, as

is

from Rudolph Spreckles, president
United Bank and Trust Co. and one
West's outstanding figures, speaking
The speaker
city of San Francisco.

including a costumed quartet in
grand opera numbers, an Italian trio of singers
with accordion accompaniment, Vladimir Rossonchine, Russian concert pianist, dancing and
solo numbers, an elaborate musical act and
other features. The entertainment exceeded in
brilliancy, beauty and artistic merit anything
of its kind in Coast circles.
The program itself was divided into two sections.
There were twelve speakers, who said
"Goodbye and Good Luck" to Mr. Cunningham
on behalf of the radio industry.
They were:
Leo J. Meyberg, president of Leo M. Meyberg
Co., for the radio jobbers; Frank M. Steers,
presented,

president of the

Magnavox

facturers; William Cross,

Co., for the

manager

evening,

who

delightfully

depicted

ber of

A

manu-

would look

the

for

the

of

the

how

Cali-

to

Arthur

Halloran,

editor

was given

of

at

Are

set

Radio Corp. Announces a
New Dealer Poster Service
Three Issues of Colored Poster Sheets for Outdoor
Display
Planned Reproductions in

—

Smaller Size for

Windows Will Be Made

Realizing the great value of outdoor adverespecially in conjunction with a local
dealer tie-up, the Radio Corp. of America has

tising,

announced to the trade a new dealer poster
which is said to be more comprehensive
than any plan of its kind yet attempted.
service

"We plan three issues of colored poster
sheets, one each for October, November and December,"

manager

said
of

Boucheron, advertising
"Reproductions of the pos-

Pierre

RCA.

ters in small size for

available to

all

window

display service are

dealers, thus providing a tie-in

with the outdoor display. The service includes
the dealer's imprint on each poster without cost.

Our

past efforts in co-operative display adverproved so profitable to our dealers that

tising

we have undertaken this new service
authorized dealers who will contract
poster

for

RCA

for local

Last year over 10,000 outdoor

space.

posters dotted the wayside of hundreds of communities throughout the country. This year we
expect to increase distribution over fifty per
cent."

Commerce.

beautiful closing for the banquet

How You Can Make

Money

the

containing the autographs-of every guest seated
During the evening Harrison
the banquet.
Coles, one of the best-known tenors on the

Alameda Radio Trade Association; G.
Harold Porter, Pacific Coast manager Radio

for the

We

of

Radio and
president of the Pacific Radio Trade Association, who presented Mr. Cunningham as a gift
from his friends with a marvelously handtooled, decorated and inscribed leather book
by

of Jackson's,

More

of

Mr. Cunningham after
he had moved to New York, was Mr. Clay
Miller, president of the San Francisco Cham-

fornia

The program was

on hand-decorated, imported Chinese
parchment.
Ernest Ingold was chairman of
the evening and the entire program was carried out with a speed and brilliancy that left
no time without something of interest.
Telegrams of farewell were received from
Governor Richardson, of California, Mayor
James Rolph, Jr., of San Francisco, and telegrams of welcome to Eastern circles from
David Sarnoff, A. Atwater Kent, D. H. Kelly
and the USL Distributors' Convention and the
Mayor's office in New York.
forth

just

Trades
ests;

Coast, sang two solos.

1926

IS,

Catton,

and man-

president

October

Selling to the Best of

It!

Them

RECORDS
Dealers, most of them (the Okeh
Dealers), are pocketing greater profbecause Okeh Records sell to
its ..

Edison and Harbord Indorse
Buying on Instalment Plan
That instalment selling has not yet gone beyond the bounds of safety is the opinion expressed by Thomas A. Edison and Gen. J. G.
Harbord, president of the Radio Corporation of
America, in the Credit Monthly, organ of the
National Association of Credit Men.
Other
prominent men also indorsed the principle of instalment buying. They included B. E. Hutchinson, vice-president and treasurer of the Chrysler
Corporation; G. A. O'Reilly, vice-president of
the
Irving Bank-Columbia Trust Company;
Fayette R. Plumb, president of Fayette R.
Plumb, Inc., and William H. Pouch, president
of the Concrete Steel Company and of the National Association of Credit Men.
The replies were sent in response to a questionnaire, the purpose of which was to learn
whether instalment buying had gone too far.

Radio Trade and Industry
at

.

Heavyw eight

Fight

everybody.

Learn About Our Licensed Okeh Dealer Plan

The heavyweight championship fight which
took place in Philadelphia last month attracted
a large number of prominent figures of the
talking

The Facts Are Interesting
Write To-day!

GENERAL PHONOGRAPH CORPORATION
New York
15-17

WEST

18th

STREET

....
Distributing Division

NEW YORK

machine and radio industry.

Among

who gathered around the ringside to see
Mr. Tunney relieve Mr. Dempsey of the heavy-

those

CITY

weight crown were: A. Atwater Kent, of the
Atwater Kent Mfg. Co.; Fenimore Johnson, E.
E. Shumaker and Walter Staats, of the Victor
Talking Machine Co.; L. F. B. Raycroft, of the
Electric Storage Battery Co.; W^alter L. Eckhardt,
Frank K. Dolbeer, Harry Gansman,
Eugene Widmann, Robert B. Rose, Herbert A.
Brennan, Hugh C. Ernst, Arthur D. Greissler,
H. H. Frost, Phil Grabuski, Sam and Frank
Fingrutd and Allan W. Fritzsche.

:

October

15,

"
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-OTHER PATENTS PENDING

^^j\^fot an experiment but an accomV plishment of three years^ standing

C/

Not an ensemble of A, B and
tors, trickle chargers, etc.,

C battery elimina-

but a real electric

receiver without attachments of

any

kind.

Not an apology to the demand of 13,000,000 A.C.
wired homes for a truly foolproof, real electric receiver, but an advance in radio engineering that
**

Marks an era

covery of

'

in Radio as distinct as the diselectricity itself.

Not an advance in radio engineering alone but an
advance in the Science of Acoustics as well; for
the reception attained by the Argus Electric
Radio Receiver is so crystal clear and chromatically
perfect in tone that it is— well, why attempt to ex-

111
--^^
a

—

haust the adjectives of the dictionary? it is like
being present in the broadcasting studio while the
artists are before the microphone.
In justice to yourself ask your jobber for

|N

_

^

Argus Radio Corp.
257

Chicago Office:
Baltimore Office :

HERMAN A

SMITH, Greenspring Ave.
Mount Washington

an Argus

demonstration.

/

17th STREET., N. Y. C.

HAWTHORNE & STEMM, 28 East Jackson Boulevard

Pittsburgh Office

& South Road

WEST

W. A.BITTNER
422

First

Ave.

St. Louis Office:
N. DAVID THOMPSON
308 Central National Bank Bldg.

!
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Make'''''''^'''Vne Dial
Have you

merchandising your store

Shamrock Power Tubes
The Shamrock

set

considered a plan of

operates splendidly with

201A tubes. To achieve maximum reShamrock Engineers have perfected
sults
three new tubes which improve the mel-

Fall

will

that

this

make

surely

six

profits?

lowness and volume of tone remarkably.
Feature Shamrock power tube for additional

You must carry a one-dial
The increased demand for

this

type

tre-

set.

profits

Shamrock

coupled Amplifier
(type U. X. 45)

Tube

Shamrock

Tube

Utilitv

(type U. X.

Shamrock

of

mendously.
$4.00

Tube
5.00

(type U. X. 60).

—here's

But
2.50

123)

Power

grown

radio has

Resistance-

whole

situation

certain

crux

the

of

the

—you must make

your one-dial set
has perfect selectivity and tonal
that

Most any

qualifies.

set

will

give good volume.

A

Model

De Luxe Table Type
Perfected Single Dial Control

$95

Price

A

handsome cabinet

of duo-tone Satin

French Walnut exquisitely designed with space for double duty
Batteries.
Can be operated from
house current with most any standard
equipment.
finish

Slightly higher

West of the Rockies

Model B
The Consolette
Perfected Single Dial Control

Price

$130

Beautifully finished in duo-tone

French Walnut
lar of

wood

— the most
—with

effects

popubuilt-

loud
speaker and
ample
space for
& B Batteries.
Can -be operated from house
current with most any standard
equipment.

in

A

Slightly higher ff'est of the

Rockies

Makers of Famous

SHAMROCK STANDARD PARTS

SHAMROCK MANUFACTURING

CO., 196 Waverly Ave., Newark, N. J,

October
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Shamrock ^""'Jjeadei
Of

course we're partial. Naturally!

Having built the one-dial Shamrock
we know every wire in it. We've
tested every condenser with our
especially built equipment before

We

placing it in a Shamrock set.
know that every part will perform
perfectly because it is a standard
Shamrock part!

But

the

test

Examine

it.

When you

sell

a

Shamrock

recommendation for another

it's

a

sale.

Shamrock yourself!
Play with

it

a

bit.

Learn for yourself that Shamrock
is the one-dial set perfected.
popularity spread from coast
coast in a single year.

a

Shamrock

—

to

worthwhile

Here's

Use

the

Its

suggestion.
one-dial set as a
for eye value it can't be

leader
Priced
beat!

exceedingly moder-

—

Feature it
Shamrock helps
you by advertising nationally! Ask
your jobber or write direct to
Dept. 24.
ate.

Model C
Console Grand
Perfected Single Dial Control

Price

A

$275

supreme achievement

cabinet

construction.

finished with

in

radio and

Magnificently

matched Diamond-Grain

More than ample space for
A remarkable
& B Batteries.

effect.

A

double-throated 14-inch horn built in
on an entirely new principle. Can be
operated from house current
with
most any standard equipment.
Slightly higher West of
the Rockies

Makeri of Famoui

SHAMROCK STANDARD PARTS
CO.. 196 Waverly Ave.. Newark. N.

SHAMROCK MANUFACTURING

J.

!
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Just a Minute
Buy Ever in
Phonograph Line

154 in. used

for

new

old and

$1-00

1

3

1

1

1

dealer, should educate his deal-

knowledge of the servicing
and put the dealer in a position
to pass on this knowledge to the public. This is
the gist of a recent editorial which appeared in

the

piece of machinery to him.

authoritative

Printers'

publication,

contains

editorial

some

Ink.

interesting

Victor

1.00

radio merchandising is with us again. Radio expositions are popping up left and right as part

1.00
1-00
1-00
1-00

endeavor to stimulate public interest in
receiving sets. Manufacturers' advertising is appearing almost everywhere. The race is for the
This is sound so far as it
consumer's favor.
goes, but the radio set manufacturer whose mer-

in.

75
1-00

Necessary (Useful) Parts
Columbia and Victor governor shafts,
new and old types
Columbia bevel gears, new and old
types

Columbia and Victor handles
Columbia drive shafts
Columbia spring barrel head, new and

Victor driving gear, brass
Columbia governor springs C
Victor governor springs C
Assorted governor springs C
Columbia governor screws C
Victor governor screws C
Columbia barrel screws C
Columbia gaskets for S.B
Assorted thumbscrews C
Columbia stylus bar comp
Victor No. 1 and No. 2 stylus Comp

Standard makes stylus Comp
Victor No. 1 and No. 2 rubber backs..
Assorted fibre gears
All types check springs
Meisselbach & Heineman turntable
shafts complete

Colored 10

in.

felts

10

manufacturers.
sits in a

01
1-00

25
35

whole

15

05
60

S.

B

1.10
2.50
1-60
1-50

75
50
2.90
1.75

Motors
Double spring motor, complete with all
accessories and 10 or 12 in. turn2.75

Steel Needles
100 packages high grade steel needles 2.50
45
Speed indicator
Also have a full line of Madison and Carnival parts, tone-arms and reproducers, at reduced prices. These are strictly genuine
and very difficult to obtain.

Pleasing Sound

Phonograph Company
New

York, N. Y.

Telephone -Lehigh 5212

him

one

who

to see the

of radio set

man-

complicated

a

is

Blame

for

its

failure

to operate successfully falls, in the

majority of
cases, on the manufacturer. That's the reason
why the set manufacturer should take the responsibility for service on his set.

There

is

no

greater sales deterrent for a product which the
public considers 'technical' than the knowledge
that a number of people who have bought it
do not use it because something has gone wrong
which the^f are unable to correct.
"The retailer of radio sets cannot see this
whole picture. He cannot begin to grasp the
importance of 'service' to the future of the
radio business.
The manufacturer can. His is
a broader and more inclusive outlook.
It is
his job to show the retailer its great importance

and

find

to

some way

to

make

it

profitable

for the retailer to deliver that service.

"The purchaser

of a radio receiving set

somehow be assured

that

any

must

retailer carrying

the trade-marked set he owns will be willing
and anxious to show him how to keep that set
working efficiently.
"The manufacturers who overcome this problem of getting dealers to give such service to
the public are, without doubt,
profit

most

in

the radio

"Any manufacturer

those

who

will

field.

any kind will tell you
him to reward emA manufacployes who grab responsibility.
that

is

it

of

good business

for

turer, in the last analysis, is nothing more than
an employe of the buying public. It has been
proved time and again that the public, as the
employer, rewards with its patronage those manufacturers who go the full length on service."

Thos. Goggan & Bro. Take
on Full Columbia Line

Ne'w Diamond Special
Wins Favor of Dealers

Prominent Houston, Tex., Institution, Which Is
Capably Managed, Will Feature Columbia
Viva-tonal Line of Phonographs

Two new model radio receivers were introduced by Diamond T Radio Manufacturers,
South Bend, Ind., late in September and were
scheduled for delivery to the trade on October

is

of this
of the

—

October 1. Thos. Goggan &
have just put in a complete
Viva-tonal

city,

New

1.

The

table set,

known

as the

new Diamond
Diamond

Special, listing at $58, incorporates the

Columbia phonographs and
New Process Columbia records.

This

one of the

is

oldest and best

houses

sic

in

known mu-

the

State of

Texas and is capably managed by Messrs. Copley and
Maroiiey. The phonograph
department is in charge of
A. L. Kanatzer,

known

table

clear to

It

it.

no money for them in the sale of such
Hence, there has developed a 'Why
articles.
should we worry?' attitude toward the troubles
of the user after he has bought a set.

line
1-00

Tone-arms and Soundboxes

E. 113th St.

The majority

situation.

There

Bro.,

Tone-arm and soundbox
Throwback T. A. & S. B
Columbia tone-arm
Columbia soundbox
Exhibition reproducer "V" hub
Soundbox 34 and Ys in. hub

is

ufacturers get none of the radio accessory business. That is to say, they do not sell the tubes
and batteries that keep their product running.

HousTOX. Tex.,

8 assorted sizes, Micas

204

The reason

position which enables

ordinary user of

15
.18

Micas

Saxophonic reproducer
Edison attachment and

chandising stops at that point is not building
genuine foundation for his business.
"The radio retailer belongs in the picture. He
is selling a product that is new and on which

a

50
50
60
60
40
50
75

55
25
40

50
15
05

12 in. turntable felt green

for

08

35

Turntable Covers
Green turntable plush

"The open season

reads:

It

The
he needs a great amount of education.
manufacturer, if only for the sake of his own
profits, owes that education to the retailer.
"Radio manufacturers, it seems, have failed
lo grasp the fact that they are selling a service
proposition.
A set is not bought because of
Service
its appearance, but for what it does.
to purchasers has been sadly neglected by set

55

old type

Columbia and Victor, and all types
governor balls and springs
Columbia and Victor pawls

thoughts.

of an

oblong hole used for Meisselbach, Brunswick, Sonora, Krasco,
in.

"The operation of a radio set, in the mind of
maker of it, is a simple proposition. He
knows all about it. This is not so, however, with

of the product

This

to

the

er organization to a

1.00
1-00

main springs
4 }i in. main springs
6 ^-2 in. main springs
1 lYz in. used for Edison
3 VA in. main springs
Vs,

ulti-

buying public

as a duty to the

Columbia main springs
in. Heineman main springs
used for old and new type
in.
in.

etc
3

own

radio set manufacturer for his

mate good, and
and to the radio

that

type

Victor
3
3
3

1926

Education of Retail Dealers on Proper
Methods of Servicing Radio Is Needed
The

Main Springs
3

15,

Radio Receiving Set Manufacturers Can Do Much to Aid Dealers in This Respect, According
an Interesting Editorial That Recently Appeared in Printers' Ink

Please
Best

October

to

the

who

is

well

talking

ma-

chine trade. He has, without doubt, one of the bigDiamond Special Radio Receiving Set
gest followings of any talkDe Luxe control, allowing it to be operated as
ing machine manager in the State and is well
a single control with one finger or thumb. It
qualified to successfully operate an important
has a split dial, which allows for more careful
phonograph department such as the one he
tuning on the single condenser controlling the
represents.
aerial coil.
The Diamond Special is a sixtube set with the latest improvements and attachments.
Akron. O., October 4. A. Neff, well-known
The other new product, the Baby Grand console, is the same type, equipped with the twin
local radio man, has been placed in charge of
speakers, as was the former Baby Grand conthe radio department of the Windsor Poling
Music Co. store. Atwater Kent and Sparton
sole, but having the new Diamond De Lu.kc
control.
The new Baby Grand console is prooutfits are handled, together with the combina-

Appointed Radio Manager
—

The department
radio and phonograph.
equipped to handle any type of service desired.
This department has grown so in the
past several months that it has been necessary
to add additional men.

tion
is

two diflferent styles, one being battery
and the other power operated with
The Baby
electric light socket attachment.
Grand console incorporates the same six-tube
duced

in

operated

receiver as the

Diamond

Special.

The

Talkiiu/

Machine Wprld,

New

York, October

15,

KOLSTER PLAN WELCOMED
BY DEALERS EVERYWHERE

GUR

offer to let Kolster

Radio

and Brandes Speakers prove
their

own

superiority has

met with

great success.

We showed our supreme faith in our
products.

W

e

made no

claims.We simply said
self

sensational

"Satisfy your-

by hearing these instruments."

Progressive dealers everywhere have

accepted our offer of a personal

demonstration as outlined on the
next pages. These wise dealers are

giving their customers the results of
their comparisons.

unanimous

The opinion

is

— Kolster Radio and

Brandes Speakers prove their outstanding superiority.

1926

—
The Talking Machine World,

New

York, October

15,

1926

Dealers everjrwhere
oAshjnq

to hear Kolster Rfldio

OUR OFFER
"VVTE don't ask

you

to read a lot

We

of specifications.

make a

lot

neither

you nor we

of boisterous claims. For
are selling speci-

But we do

fications or claims.

"Have

a

demonstration

Our jobbers are

we

All

don't

ask

minded and

us."

cooperating with us.

for

is

on

say,

you

to be open-

willing to let a Kolster

Radio and Brandes Speaker prove
supremacy.

their

you

doesn't

It

cost

a cent. It doesn't obligate you.

Your Kolster -Brandes jobber

will

lend you our instruments for a demonstration

home.
self in

your

in

Listen.

own

store

or

Operate. Put your-

the frame of

mind of

a

customer of yours. Compare.

Then
is

you'll see

why our
But

so great.

shouldn't, there's

in

confidence

case

you

no harm done

you've not committed yourself in

Our "show me" plan
careful dealers. We know

the slightest.
is

for

you've listened to

every possible

Our

show you and

claim.

job

we welcome

is

to

the opportunity.

i

The Talking Machine World,

New

York. October

15,

1

send in the Coupons
and Brandts

Speakers

Almost everyone who hears

a

Kolster Radio and a Brandes Speaker
is

instantly enthusiastic.

— hear
—
—have
—
—we
—

Tone!

Simplicity!

well, operate a Kolster.

lift

the

lid.

Sensitivity

leave

selectivity!

lowest,

Price!

Workman-

a look.

Beauty!
ship!

for yourself.

well,

them

such superfine instruments
will attract trade,
for

you and

Here's

a

for

—which

make quick

profit

enthusiastic customers.

picture of the set

Cone you

may have

They're

bound

favorites.

to you.

agree,

you'll

and

to

(6-D) and

for demonstration.
be

nation-wide

•

-

1926
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HOW TO

SATISFY
YOURSELF FIRST
'VT'OUR

Kolster-Brandes jobber will

be glad to lend you a Kolster Set
a

Brandes Reproducer. Give your-

self a

comparative demonstration, in

and
your

own

Make our
ority.

store or

home.

products prove their superi-

Let them prove that they are easy

selling

— that

they present outstanding

values for your customers.

All you have to do

is

to mail us the

coupon below. We'll notify your KolsterBrandes jobber that you'd like to hear
a

Kolster Set and a Brandes Reproducer.

In the meantime we'll send you descriptions

and pictures of our entire

line.

To

mail the coupon does not obligate you
in the least.

Kolster-

Brandes
Woolworth Building

New York,

N. Y.

Federal-Brandes, Inc.

Woolworth

Building,

New York, N.

15
Y.

Please arrange a Kolster-Brandes demonstration.

It is

under-

stood that this does not obligate me.

Name
Street

City

II

State

II
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Landay Bros. Stores Add
Andrea, Inc., Estimates
Complete Brunswick Line
Radio Trade-in Values
Panatropes.
Phonographs and Combination
Units Explained to Landay Sales Staff, at
Dinner, by C. T. McKelvey, Promotion Mgr.

One of the most important trade announcements during the past month was that the entire chain of Landay Bros, music stores, numbering in the neighborhood of a dozen, had
taken on the complete Hne of Brunswick
including Brunswick phonographs,
products,
Brunswick Panatropes and Panatrope-Radiola
combinations.
The fact that Landay Bros,
stores are located in practically every important shopping center in New York and nearby
cities and towns assures the Brunsw'ck products
of additional high-class metropolitan representation. The Brunswick line was introduced, demonstrated and the selling points explained at a
dinner given to the executives and sales staffs
of the Landay Bros, organization at the Hotel

McAlpin, on Sunday, September 26. C. T. McKelvey, sales promotion manager of the Brunswick Co., made an interesting add'ess and explained the

full

line

in

detail.

Strauss
York headA.

E.

and Edward Wallerstein, of the New
quarters of the Brunswick Co., were also
Max Landay, president of Landay
present.
Bros., and Julian Shields, general sales manager of the same organization, also spoke.

Inc., Manufacturer of Fada
Put Value of 20 to 25 Per Cent of

D. Andrea,

A.

F.

Sets.

Original Price of Trade-marked Set

The

now

attention

being

given

by leading

radio manufacturers to the "trade-in" element in
radio

is

revealed in a study of the subject

made by F. A. D. Andrea,
York. The manufacturers of Fada
cently

Inc.,

re-

New

radio place

the average "trade-in" value of an old set at 20

per cent of the current

to 25

list

price, of the

particular set, but they indicate that this refers

"standard

to

trade-marked

merchandise,"

and

also point out that complete data are not avail-

manner to render possible any specific
scheduling of suggested allowances to be made

able in a

old

for

Fada

receivers.

radio

dealers

arc

cautioned to figure the transaction so that normal profit will be made both on the new set sold

and on the

Construction Improvement
Features New Radio Sets
D.

Operatic

and Concert Stars to Be Seen and

Heard Simultaneously
Assurance that some of the world's greatest
operatic and concert stars will be seen and heard
by audiences in many cities and towns simul-

taneously is contained in the announcement of
an agreement between the Vitaphone Corp. and
the Victor Talking Machine Co., under which the
Vitaphone Corp. obtains the right to use the
services of artists under contract to the Victor
Co. At the same time the Vitaphone Corp. obtains
the benefit of the

technical

knowledge

of the

Victor Co.
This announcement, which has been made by
the Vitaphone Corp. and Walter W. Clark, representing the Victor Co., is considered as forecasting immediate future development of musical motion pictures in which leading singers and
musicians will appear.
It is further taken as
indication that the first Vitaphone production,
"Don Juan," has met with the generous public
favor which its New York premiere promised.
,

Success

— Kolster

set, as well as improved tone quality, is
being sought by the radio buying public this
season, according to D. S. Spector, general manager of Federal-Brandes, Inc., of San Francisco
and New York. As a result, Mr. Spector points
out that manufacturers, this year, are trying to
build their sets like a steel-framed building, and
a noticeable improvement in construction has

ceiving

Services of Victor Artists

An Immediate

Spector. of Federal-Brandes, Inc., Points

S.

Out That Durability Is Being Sought
Sets Are Put to Severe Tests

Durability in the construction of a radio re-

Vitaphone Corp. Secures

Licensed under Lektophone patent>

trade-in.

t:iken place in the industry.

For instance,

it

is

W/ ITH
able

quality
realism

Oklahoma

— The

Harformal
last month with a
furniture fashion show, the outstanding feature
of which was the first exhibition of the "Spanish home" with twelve beautifully furnished
City. Ok'LA., October

bour-Longmire Co., of this
opening the latter part of

city,

rooms harmoniously perfect and

4.

held

future as well as for the present and a set
now be more than just good looking."

—

The Pacent Cone
Type A,

table type (as illus17 inches in diameter,

trated)

with handsome bronze base, suitable length cord and Pacent detachable plug.

must

List Price

$28.50

Chatten Returns
From Middle Western Trip
J.

Fada Sales Manager States That Dealers Are
Restricting Efforts to a Single Line and Are
Taking Franchise Contracts Seriously

historically cor-

A

Middle West dealers are restricting
and consider seriously the contracts through which they become
franchised, according to Louis J. Chatten, sales
manager of F. A. D. Andrea, Inc., who returned
to New York recently from a Western trip.
"Even in the larger cities," said Mr. Chatten,
"dealers are sold on the idea of handling two or

floor type speaker has made an immeappeal to the radio public, according to
officials of F. A. D. Andrea, Inc., New York,
manufacturer of Fada radio. This statement is

The

six.

This,

healthy sign.

The

three lines of radio, instead of five or

my

in

Floor Type Speaker Appeals

the

iheir efforts to a single line

judgment,

is

a very

loaders in the radio industry to-day are offering
complete lines and there is no necessity for any

based on both investigations and orders actually

Reports 5,500,000 Radios
in Use in the United States

hand for this type of speaker. It was pointed
out that the floor type meets radio conditions in
two main respects, being generally decorative

use

in

comparable to the floor
lamp, the decorative effect of which even when
unlighted is well recognized by interior artists.
It is

of Rockies)

in

floor

or

request.

Write US for information
and special dealer proposition on this newest Pacent
product, and for "advertising helps."

dealer to scatter his efforts."

diate

as well as flexible.

made

West

36-inch size for
wall mounting.
information
and prices on
Full
Also

either

its

complete music department with leading
makes of talking machines and pianos is a feaSpecial musical programs
ture of the store.
were given during the opening week.
rect.

the

remark-

Pacent

and rightly priced.

Kolster chassis, with the
It is
condensers in place, by standing on it.
claimed that the weight of two men cannot injure it. The tubes and sub-panel in Kolster sets
are cushioned in rubber to prevent jarring, and
tube sockets are being
all mountings except
made by riveting so there will be no screws to
shake loose.
"These advances in radio construction," said
Mr. Spector, "are the result of more cautious
buying by the public. They are buying for the

In

and

Cone has met with immedia sure, quickate success
selling product, licensed under the basic cone patents,

($31.50

Harbour-Longmire Go. Opens

superior tone

stated that engineers test

the strength of the

L.

its

More than
set

5,500,000 radio receiving sets are in
the United States, or approximately one
every twenty persons, the Electrical
to

PACENT
Radio Corporation

in

-

Equipment Division of the Department of Commerce estimated in a recent announcement.

156 West 16th

St.,

New York

City
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N. Hurley, Jr., President
Walbert Manufacturing Co.

Well-known Executive Has Had Wide Experi-

—

Production Discusses
Radio Prospects for Coming Season
ence

Chicago,
well

and

Sales

in

October

III.,

known

in

6.

— E.

N.

Hurley,

Jr.,

the electrical trades through his

previous long connection with the Thor Washing Machine Co. and as an organizer and
executive of young industries, was elected to
the presidency of the Walbert Mfg. Co., of this
city, maker of Isofarad radio sets, the Pentrola
and other radio products. About six months
ago Mr. Hurley became interested in this company and has since been engaged in extending
channels of distribution, securing a new plant
and in reorganization of the various departments of the organization.
Mr. Hurley, still in his thirties, may be
counted on as an important personal factor in

the radio field because of his wide experience

both

in

known

and

production for nationally
manufacturers.
He has already made
sales

arrangements for the Walbert Co. of Canada
and Walbert of Australia. The company was
represented by a complete display of Isofarad
sets at the Radio World's Fair, New York, and
is
exhibiting at the Chicago show in the
Coliseum this week.
Discussing the Fall situation in a recent interview, Mr. Hurley said:
"Probably many
people who have radio sets have been disappointed in them. A good deal of the glamour
has worn ofif.
In the future sets will be sold
on known performance. With the present conditions of uncontrolled broadcasting, the most
important factor in a set is selectivity. In our
opinion the Isofarad circuit gives the very ut-

October

In Addition to the Use of National Magazines
and Metropolitan Newspapers, the Sonatron
Co. Offers Other Valuable Aids
Chicago,

metropolitan dailies of the country, thus reach-

sets,

required."

is

Appointed in
Throughout the Country,
Servicing the Retail Trade

with

its

firm,

huge market

a

Its

Strategic

Who

Points

Are Already

tion

in

City;

J.;

States

General

Electric

Plymouth Electric
Steinert

Supply

Sales

you don't know the
are winning new
friends everywhere for this remarkable cone, it is time you
prove

it!

features

If

that

investigated.
There are three Sonochorde Models.
Get the Facts.

BOUDETTE MFG. CO.
CHELSEA

-

MASS.

-

HASTINGS ELECTRIC SALES
42

Chicago,

Co.,

New

111.;

Haven, Conn.; M.

Sons, Boston, Mass.; Dyke Motor
Pittsburgh, Pa.; E. R. Keene &

Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa.;

Co.,

Baltimore,

Eugene

Md., and Hub
Boston, Mass.

Supply Co.,

I.

&
& Auto

Rosenfeld

Cycle

company, reports
Radio Show
resulted in considerable business and the appointment of a number of new dealers. Orders
in hand for this electric radio set are keeping
the new factory of the company working at
Ira Greene, president of the

that the display at the

full

New York

capacity.

Orchestra Concert Given
at Kern's Music Shop

CO.

Factory Sales .-i'jCHts
Binford St.
S. Boston, Mass.

BACK VIEW

&
Co.,

Co.,

In order that the public

would be attracted

the store and see for themselves the

FLOOR

WALL MODEL

instruments which are being presented this
year. Kern's Music Shop, 292 Flatbush avenue,
Brooklyn, N. Y., entertained the neighborhood
residents and passers-by by arranging for the
Westminster Ramblers, a popular broadcasting
orchestra, to give a concert at the store on

There was a large
attendance during the concert and much good
will was engendered in addition to the securing

Wednesday, September

of

likely

prospects.

carries the full line of

22.

Kern's

establishment

Brunswick phonographs,

Panatropes, and the Panatrope-Radiola combinations. The concern has built up a prosperous
business through its aggressive merchandising
policy.

as

well

as

a

from Sonatron consumer advertising.

interesting
specifications and
Another folder has been prepared on
the Amplifier, containing technical data and
Both of
relevant information on this unit.
these folders are in colors and are offered free

with

complete

to dealers, with their imprints.

At the point

of purchase, in the dealer's store,

Sonatron has produced a remarkable sales tieup in the form of attractive display cards. The

most recent innovation

in

this

line

has

just

been distributed to the dealers, a large display
sign in red, blue, orange and white, with a cutout shelf on which an actual amplifier is placed.
This type of advertising has long since proved
to be a remarkable sales clincher, and Sonatron
has given

its

dealers

full

benefit of this

type

of sales help.

Harry Chirelstein, president of the Sonatron
organization, reports a gratifying response frofn
which had its beginnings in
consumer demand which Sonatron advertismg has produced. It is a noteworthy fact that
the Sonatron organization, although only four
years old, has achieved remarkable success and
dealers, a response

the

is already known as a producer of a widely
Plans for the future are
accepted tube line.
going ahead at full speed, spurred on by the
gratifying reception which has been accorded

Sonatron products.

to

Premier Mussohni Thanks
Edison for His Photograph
Duce Sends Cablegram to Great Inventor Expressing Appreciation of His Gift

Italian

to

new types

of

STANDARD
MODEL

local

In the matter of literature the Sonatron people have produced an ingenious, interesting
folder in colors showing the entire tube line,

Distributors

time for the Fall season.

North Ward Radio Co., Newark,
Anchor Lite Appliance Co., Pittsburgh,
Pa.; Motor Car Supply Co., Chicago, 111.; C.
& D. Auto Supply Co., Cincinnati, O.; Central
N.

a

data.

in
strategic
points
been
appointed
have
throughout the country and are already engaged
in supplying dealers in their various localities.
Announcement has been made that the following distributors of the Argus set have been
appointed:
North American Radio Co., New

York

in

Dealers have reported excellent

national way.

The Argus Radio Corp., New York City,
manufacturer of the Argus electric radio receiving set, has perfected its distributing organiza-

big!

merchandising

where maximum distance

radio

Distributors

going

—Radio

which the Sonatron Tube Co. has co-operated

results

is

5.

to look like
nothing else, as simple and unobtrusive as we can make them.
We have gone
to the other extreme in the de luxe models,
designing a drawing-room cabinet or chest that
will be a permanent addition to a man's home.
To meet varying requirements we will have
two, three and four-control sets.
The twocontrol will probably be our most popular
model.
We are continuing with our fourcontrol unit particularly for the Far West,

most in selectivity.
"Our small cabinets are designed

Distribution Organization

Sonochorde

October

III.,

experts have expressed themselves with much
enthusiasm on the highly effective manner in
dealers in the present campaign. This
one of the most prominent in the field,
in addition to its regular line manufactures also
the Sonatron Amplifier with three red, white
and blue matched power tubes, an amplifying
unit which is astounding dealers by its rapid
From each of its offices in Chicago, New
sales.
York, Detroit, Newark, and Windsor, Ont.,
Canada, the Sonatron organization is according
its dealers a full measure of hearty co-operation in boosting Sonatron sales.
Naturally, consumer advertising assumes first
place in such a program, and the Sonatron
Tube Co. has taken care of this important
phase of merchandising by using space in the
most influential consumer magazines. Supplementing this activity, Sonatron has been using
large advertisements frequently inserted in the

Argus Corp. Perfects

Tell the Story

1926

Sonatron Tube Co. Prepares
Effective Dealer Sales Aids

i'ng

Repeat Orders

15,

A signed photograph of Thomas A. Edison
was presented to Premier Mussolini in Rome
recently by John W. Lieb, vice-president of
New York Edison Co., according to a cablegram received in New York last night. The
cablegram was signed by G. G. Ponti, a

the

member

of

the

Italian

Parliament,

who

ar-

ranged the interview with the Dictator for Mr;
Lieb.
It was learned later that the Italian Dictator
had personally sent a cablegram of thanks to
Mr. Edison at his home in East Orange.
The cablegram read:
I
thank
"Mr. Lieb gave me your picture.
you very much. I am very touched by your
Mussolinl"
kindness.

October

15,

1926
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No. 21

"The
Jewel

No. 18"-$27.50

r

yu^as^you were

"The Chinese Cone-Flex''

ffierej

The Ultimate

in

Radio Recreation!
nPHE

trappings of the laboratory are gone*

In
se

peaker

is

at peace in

shings

—

^a

company with your

richest

rarely precious possession

No, 9

"The Lantern"
It

$12.50

IS

Full and faithful tone recreations of
beauty.

Priced low.

m.^

when

round tones of the
Tonal beauty that matches its outward
istration.
_ aity. You must hear it--see it-^to fully appreciate
_ step ahead which Velvet brings to Radio.

Recreation
Such quaint charm to please the eye
—and rare power to please the ear!

not
itself

it

brings in

tlie full

Dealer- Jobber Franchise sales plan unusual— write or wire for
details.
It will bring you new satisfaction in selling Radio,
Sales

Department

THE ZINKE CO.
1323

S.

Michigan Ave.

Chicago,

111.

Manufactured hy

THE BORKMAN RADIO

CORP.

Lake City, Utah
Kalamazoo, Mich.

Salt

No. 12— $16.00
No. 15— $23.50
Borkmanite HornVelvet Double
Stylus Unit.

With Rare Beauty^ Volume^ Power!
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Los Angeles Radio Show
Proves Distinct Success

Auditorium; it was considered that this operation, although extremely interesting and novel,
had been made too commonplace by constant

October

15,

1926

Canada Best Market
for American Radio

use at other times.

Manufacturers and Wholesalers Make Representative Display of the Latest in Radio
Receivers and Various Accessories

The arrangement of the booths as a whole
was very artistic and pleasing and brought forth
constant expressions of admiration, while
of the

Los Angeles,
annual national

Cal.,

October

4.

— The

radio

exposition,

held

Ambassador Auditorium under

fourth
the

at

the auspices of

the Radio Trades Association of Southern California,

view.

has been a success from all points of
Saturday, September 11, the last day

On

of the exposition, the

increased to

crowd

greater

a

of radio fans had

degree than

ever

and

booths were specially noteworthy

The Atwater Kent booth, represented by Ray Thomas, Inc., was thronged all

paratus

day with visitors admiring the miniature cave
with its treasure chest and the three pretty
pirate girls in attendance charmed all comers.
Freed-Elsemann, represented by the Pacific
Wholesale Radio, Inc., occupied a number of
booths and featured a dummy loud speaker man.
The Electric Corp. had decorated its Fada
booths in the well-known black and orange
colors. The Western Auto Supply Co. attracted
much attention by means of a gigantic radio
set measuring six feet in height and ten feet at
the base. The Radio Corp. of America occupied
the entire western annex and named it the

ment

scenes.

and

association
T. Tupper,

is

manager,
upon

exposition

to be congratulated

staging one of the most successful shows ever
held in any part of the country.

Radio Show

aggregate of total admissions to
a figure which the most sanguine had never anticipated.
The exhibition spaces and booths in
the show were sold out some time before the
exposition opened and the overflow was accommodated as far as possible in odd corners and
even outside the building; while a number were

New Ulm,

Minn.,

October

be

to

known

as

determine why the attendance
at this exposition should have been so good;
perhaps the publicity used was unusually attractive; perhaps radio Is possessing the minds of
It is probably a
the public more than ever.

the

public; advertising was wisely, but
not lavishly, used; floats with emblematic figures paraded the streets; airplanes flew over the
exposition grounds and distributed literature an-

nouncing the giving away

of valuable prizes In

radio sets.

The

airplanes were not used this year as in

previous years to broadcast

and from the

tn

Marti,

H. H.

Music Stores.

Ben's

Allen, of that city, has been

attract the

— Ben

made manager

graphs.

LoBoves'

New

Establishment

—

Pakk. N. J., Octobcr 5. M. C.
LoBoves, prominent local music dealer, has
opened a new music store at Ridgefield avenue
and College place in a fine, new brick building,
which he has had constructed for this purpose.
An interesting fact in connection with the
formal opening was that it fell on the fifth anniversary date of Mr. LoBoves' first local venture
as a music merchant, although he has been
RiDGEFiELD

in

the trade

more than

a

quarter of a century.

The Toman Reproducer
Retail Prices

Nickel Plated

$7.50

$10.00

Gold Plated

(5 days) to
responsible dealer.

Sample on approval
Will

ume

sell

itself

2621

West

more than

exports

in 1925.
South America bought $999,123 worth, or over 10 per cent of total exports.
The periods of maximum sales of radio equip-

ment

in

Canada and South America are

directly

opposite.

Sales during September to February in Canada are large, while the South American market
is
dull, and, conversely, South America is an
active purchassr from May through August,
when the seasonal decline is In effect in Canada. Because of this variation sales promotion
activities may be regulated by the American ex-

porter so as to divide his efforts between the
two markets according to the seasonal changes.
Radio development in South American coun-

has progressed, but less rapidly than it has
Canada.
The general economic and social
conditions, lack of broadcasting stations, and
the

static

interference of

South American

reception

many

in

have limited sales.
The marked gains In purchasing made by
.\rgentina, Brazil, Uruguay and Peru in 1925
show the public interest in radio. Other countries are promoting its use and, although ad-

vancement

is

districts

gradual, further increas'es in sales

should be made in this area.
Mexico, Central America and the West Indies
are, in general, handicapped in radio development by the low purchasing power of the population and 'the almost constant static, which
makes reception nearly impossible in some
regions.
Broadcasting in the English language
is of little value to most of the people in this
area, and adequate service in Spanish has not
been established. Indeed, as pointed out by the
United States Daily, some of the countries have
overstocked markets, others have a tendency
to make small purchases in order to prevent
the accumulation of unsold stocks, and sales
have decreased.
Canadian imports of American radio apparatus
during 1925 showed a gain of $1,269,241, or more
than 52 per cent over those of 1924, while South
American imports increased $283,286, or a little
less than 40 per cent.
Sales to Mexico decreased $21,382, or about 30 per cent, and shipments to Central America declined $133,061,
Despite the
or a little less than 40 per cent.
decreases shown for Mexico and Central America the total of United States radio exports to

Chicago.,

Corp.,

challenge com-

for

employes has

Employes

of

been

a

stock purchase plan

announced by

C.

B.

Smith, president. .\ feature of the plan is that
the corporation has not limited the subscription each employe may make, and it is donating
$5

a

share toward the

The employes

purchase

price

of

the

benefit
of all dividends paid during the time they
are paying for their stocks.
stock.

NOW!

tfc

at $3,682,-

37 per cent of our total radio

Adoption by the Stewart- Warner Speedome-

Manufactured by

Toman

Canada purchased equipment valued
928, or

vol-

sample

prepared

reveal.

Sells Stock to

Surpassed by none.

E.

ica fourth, the division's statistics just

any

Wonderful, deep, rich, mellow and
powerful tone.

for

of

Latin American countries increased $28,843 for

parison.

Send

Equipment Division of the DepartCommerce. Asiatic countries together
ranked second, Europe third and Latin AmerElectrical

ter

on quality and

We

of tone.

leading market for American radio apin 1925 was Canada, according to the

1925.

for trade discounts.

rite

rr

of

branch, which will handle Baldwin
Edison, Victor and Columbia phono-

new

pianos,

Coun-

Asiatic

in

proprietor of a local music store bearing his
name, has opened a branch store In Redwood
Falls, which will be the first store of a chain

necessarily barred altogether.

combination of conditions, good management
and advertising which has set this high mark of
excellence and satisfaction.
A number of special features were used to

6.

Commerce Reports

Are Holding Second Place

tries

Ben Marti Opens Branch

will swell the

It is diiificult to

The

decorations.

The
Waldo

of

many

Radiola Hall; four miniature stages represented
living-room
and club
yachting,

at

tries

In their

picnicking,

Radiola Hall

Department

will also derive the

Purchase Twenty Brunswicks
Co.

21st Place

CHICAGO ILL

2I6 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago.

111.

Cable Address— "Wondertone Chicago."
Cable Codes— Western Union— A. B.C. (Sth Edition).

The Board of Education of Dallas. Tex., has
purchased from the Will A. Watkin Co., Brunsw ck dealer in that city, twenty of the New
Seville

Brunswick phonographs

public schools.

for use in

the

—
October

IS,
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an

Sell

Aeria
omplewHti onepackage
the introduction of Brach Complete Aeria)
Outfits the selhng of antennas has been greatly
All parts
simplified for dealers in Radio products.
one motion one
of the aerial in one package
transaction
one sale over the counter; and with the
assurance that every part of the outfit, from the wire
to the Brach Lightning Arrester, is of the highest

Since

—

—

—

and has the official approval of the National
Board of Fire Underwriters.

class

Master Radio
Brach Complete Aerials make novel Christmas Gifts
most acceptable especially to anyone about to erect
an antenna or to improve an old outfit.

—

very high quality outfit at
a low price
meeting a popular demand
including
Brach Storm King Non-airgap Lightning Arrester. Re-

—

—

Jr.

Aerial Outfit

Aerial Outfit
A

Brach DeLuxe,

.

Dealers will be wise

tails at $3.50

who

This outfit is similar to DeLuxe, Sr. with the exception
of the Arrester which is type
210 for indoor installation
and the price is less. $5

—

will include

—

Brach Aerials

in their holiday displays.

— Type the223Brach DeLuxe Senior Radio

Illustrated above

Aerial Outfit

is

retailing at $5.50.

Storm Guard

Storm King

Aerial Outfit

Aerial Outfit

One of the most popular of
these essential outfits, including
outdoor
efficient
highly
the
Brach Lightning Arrester, the
Storm Guard. Retails at S4.50

its lower price
contains every part
and it includes
of an antenna
the famous Storm King LightRetails at S4
ning Arrester.

Notwithstanding
this

outfit

—

Rcidio Products
L. S.
L. S.

BRACH MFG.

CO.,

BRACH OF CANADA,
Makers

o£

Newark, N.

J.

Ltd., Toronto, Can.

Famous Brach Lightning Arresters

—
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International Broadcasting

Plans Told by David Sarnoff
of Radio Corp. on Return From
European Trip States That Exchange of Programs Across Sea Will Be Increased

Executive

David

vice-president and general
Radio Corp. of America, who recently returned from a trip to European countries, gave out an interview on International
broadcasting plans. In part Mr. SarnofT said:
"One of the purposes of my recent trip to
Europe was to discuss with the broadcasting interests abroad the possibility of expediting the
exchange of programs between the United
States and the principal centers of Europe.
I
am pleased to report a sympathetic, attitude on
the part of those with whom I consulted, and in
particular with the British and the Germans.
"I am hopeful that the exchange of international programs, which must be still regarded
a? in their experimental stage, will be increased
during the remaining months of the present
year.
In this connection, I have brought with
me the following message to the American lisSarnoff,

manager

The Luxurious New Amplion

AA

18

.

.

.

.

Patrician

teners from

$45

List

of the

J.

C.

W.

This is the latest development of the world-famous Amplion air-column type of speaker
assembling a remarkable 48" column, with standard Amplion unit, in a luxurious, richly
carved mahogany cabinet, 18"xl2'"x9".
Acoustically, the Patrician is non-directional;
to the notable Amplion sensitivity and clarity, it adds a new softly diffused mellowness
of tone that makes this instrument the choice of the connoisseur, wherever heard.

National distribution
for 1927 is now established
of over 4,400,000

If not already in

Jobber

in

am

" 'I

glad of another opportunity of sendthe greetings of the British
Broadcasting Service to the broadcasters of the
United States of America, for we are engaged
in a common enterprise of absorbing fascination
ing through you

and we are charged with the same great responsibility to civilization.
" 'Since your last visit to

for

line

Amplion, write us

territorial points,

at once

for

Profit by this powerful Sales

Campaign, from the start!
Amplion Prices, $12 to $45, cover

name

of

and Adver-

tising

the most comprehensive range of

radio reproducers on the market.

—backed by the absolute guarantee and prestige of the world's oldest
makers
sound reproducing instruments.
—
recognized
unquestionably the greatest
and
of

freely

making

sales

as

profit

Trade.

line ever offered to the

The Amplion Corporation of America
Madison Avenue, New York City
Corporation of Canada Ltd., Toronto

Suite C, 280

The Amplion

Europe the progress
been steady and workman-

than spectacular and revolutionary.
our side of the Atlantic we are glad to be
able to report considerably improved transmislike rather

better reception, and, above

sion,

your territory.

director

On

now under way.

is

managing

which follows:

of broadcasting has

National Magazine Advertising, with a circulation
commenced in October.
Newspaper Advertising, covering all strategic local

Reith,

of the British Broadcasting Co., an abstract of

all,

a

much

higher average standard of program.
" 'There is continued speculation on the prostrans-Atlantic broadcasting.
It
is
of
pects
neither lack of enthusiasm nor of imagination
that impels us to be cautious in prophesying the
date of regular exchange of programs across
yield to no one in our desire
the Atlantic.

We

to

see

this

objective

attained, but

we

realize

remains to be
done. Occasional satisfactorj' or even amazing
results should not be construed into demonstrations of normal possibilities. We shall continue
to conduct experiments in co-operation with the
broadcasters of America in the hope that ultimately the problem of spanning the Atlantic
"
with music and speech will be solved.'
that a

good deal technically

still

Euclid Music Go.'s Windows
Are Sales Stimulators
Amplion Cone

AC

...

Amplion Dragon

Cleveland, O., October

List

$30

AR

the

result

time-perfected
totally different
in
principle, construction and results from other conetype speakers.
In artistic two-tone mahogany cabinet, 14"xl4"x9".
A new season

This celebrated Amplion is used as
standard by leading radio manufacwherever broadcasting exists.
turers,
Famous for unequalled sensitivity to
even the faintest speech and musical
signals
for clarity, naturalness, and
amazing volume. Height, 20^/2 "; mahogany-finished paneled flare, 14J^"

sales leader!

diameter.

12

The new Amplion Cone

is

of over two .years' intensive experimenting subjected to the most rigid tests

—

and

comparisons

Graham

—

— by

scientists.

The House

of

It is

19

.

.

List $42.50

—

Hinged

base.

DRAGON MODELS
AR19

ARlU

Amplion Dragon
Amplion Junior de Luxe.

List $42.50
.List $27.50

ARIU

Amplion Junior

AR102 Amplion Dragonfly

Phonograph Attachments
AR35 Amplion
AR67 Amplion

Concert Grand
Standard Unit

List $24.00
List $12.00

6.

— One

of the factors

largely responsible for the success of the Euclid
Music Co. is the policy of utilizing to the
fullest

extent the

window

display space in

Atwater Kent radio receiver."
List $20.00
List $12.00

Starr Go. Opens Branch

—

AMPLION

its

Displays that ca'rry a definite message
are part of this progressive music company's
program and it is a usual sight to see crowds
standing in front of the stores on East Ninth
street, Superior avenue, St. Clair avenue ,and
Detroit avenue, glimpsing the latest presentation of merchandise always shown in an attracThe keynote of a recent display
tive setting.
which was most effective in stimulating sales
was the "death of static, triumphed over by the
stores.

East Liverpool, O., October 6. A factory
branch of the Starr Piano Co. has been opened
here at 114 West Fifth street, and will be conA
tinued indefinitely, it has been announced.
larger wareroom has been leased to facilitate
service to dealers.

!

October

IS,
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your window

this sign in

Line up for Federal Profits at once
You can

Write

the greater Federal

sell

Get the Federal
Get the sign in your

at once.

Ortho' sonic line with confidence

proposition.

and build on

window. Our big national advertising campaign in magazines and

for the future as well

Designed by Federal
engineers
built to Federal's high
standards of quality, in Federal
factories by Federal craftsmen.
as the present.

—

You know what

—

quality
in
orphaned.

sets

—

that means
that won*t he

newspapers
Everywhere

reaching millions.
the thrilling Orthosonic tone-test is being demanded.
Be prepared to give these tests.
Be ready to close these sales.

Read the

In addition to the exclusive,
nationally known, and nationally
accepted Ortho* sonic principle, the

greatest recent
realistic, lifelike

development in
reproduction
we

—

now

offer Ortho-sonic radio in
variety and price range that eclipses
all precedent.

Many popular priced models from
$75 to $400— among them the

—

splendid new D, E and F series
and four custom-built models at
$600 to $1000. Altogether a model
for every purse and a design for
every setting.

is

liberal provisions of the

Federal proposition. Profit-making
discounts
Adequate protection
National advertising! Powerful
Red-tape freedom!
resale helps!
And, back of it all, the name Federal,
which is a guaranty of clean-cut
business methods.
I

Get lined up for the big fall and
winter trade. Write your wholesaler at once for the Federal

you don't know
the Federal wholesaler serving

proposition.

If

your section of the country, write
us.

Let us

tell

you.

NOW

!

FEDERAL RADIO CORPORATION
Buffalo.

N. Y.

(Diuisinn of rcderal Telephone and Teleijrapli
.

Operating Broadcast Station

IVGR

Company)

at Buffalo

ORTHO-SONIC
Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

*The
cuit

fundamental

making

exclusive cirpossible Orrho-sonic

reproduction is patented under U.
S. Letters Patent No. 1,582,470.

Radio
ISS
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Select
for
New

Name

varied

New

of

and Slogan
Gulbransen Piano

Small Upright Model to Be

"Minuet"—More Than

18,000

peted for Prize of a Piano

From

Known

as the

People

Com-

— Wide

Publicity

suggestions of more than 18,000
people, a name and slogan have been picked
for the new small model upright piano produced
by the Gulbansen Co.
The winninci name is "Minuet" and the winthe

names which flooded

in

from

all

The Gulbransen name contest opened May 20
and closed August 20. Anyone was eligible to'
submit a name and slogan and Gulbransen
dealers, salesmen, tuners and the general public took a keen interest.
Hundreds of dealers
announced the contest in their local newspapers
and through the mails, and "Christening parties" and other features of that character were
included

county

in

fair

the

activities

of

many

stores,

1926

15,

The instrument awarded to Miss Adler has
been autographed by A. G. Gulbransen, president of the Gulbransen Co., as follows:

parts

country.

the

October

This piano is presented to
Harriet May Adler
in recognition of her ingenuity in supplying the name and
slogan which have been adopted for this particular instrument:

Minuet
"With AU the Grace and Beauty of Its Name"
The name was chosen for its originality, euphony,

sim-

and appropriateness.
Gulbransen Company,

plicity

A. G. Gulbransen, President.

September

at

5,

1926.

displays, etc.

The Minuet model has

attracted great inter-

Akron-Canton Retailers
Launch Fall Campaigns
As Business Gains
Manner Look Forward
Canton Radio Show — The News

Entire Trade Is Optimistic

—

Satisfactory

a

.A.KRON-C.'VNTON.

Octobcr

O.,

6.

— With

in

to

cooler

music stores
are concentrating on early Fall business and
dealers and distributors alike almost uniformly
agree that prospects for Fall and Winter business in talking machines, records, radios and
accessories have not been so good in several
years.
September started oflf well and October
looms as being one of the biggest months in
weather prevalent

in

section,

this

point of radio sales.
Canton dealers are

looking

forward

with

great zest to the opening of the four-day radio
show here, and following it expect to reap a

harvest

who

Harriet May AdlcT
supplied the winning

name

and slogan:
all

following
in

Minuet Model
Wich

the grace and beauty of its

name"

Small Upright Piano
The New Gulbransen "Minuet" and
of

its

in

the

Name."
contest

Grace and Beauty
The winner of the piano offered
is

the

Harriet

May

Adler, of 2633

Shaker road, Cleveland Heights, O.
The judges of the contest were Frank Justin,
of Cicero, III.; James
Thompson
Walter
Co., adverJ.
tising agency, and H. A. Stewart, sales manager
It was the task of these
of the Gulbransen Co.
men to take into consideration the many and
of Justin

Bros., dealers

D. Woolf, of

Ak

on dealers are

in

a

very

successful

radio

show held

The latest Brunswick, Victor and Sonora
machines are now on display and, according to
dealers, the most active early Fall season in years
is being experienced.
There has been a better
record buying, due possibly to the
recording bands which recently have
played the ballrooms in Akron and Canton.
The William R. Zollinger Co. and the George
C. Wille Music Co. were represented at the
annual Stark County Fair this year by attractive
exhibits.
Talking machines vied with
in

many

The Minuet Model Gulbransen

all

sales.

that city.

tone

ning slogan, "With

radio

in

the midst of the best radio business in history,

the Prize

Winner

on account of its musical qualities. The
instrument is three feet eight and one-half
inches high, made in mahogany and walnut
and especially adapted for small apartments,
bungalows,
small
homes,
studios,
schools,
churches, music conservatories, clubs, hotels,
est

extra piano for den, for children's

room

in large

homes, recreation centers, etc. In addition to
the polished finish, the Minuet model is available in DuPont Duco.

for sale

radio

for popularity.

The Alford & Fryar Piano

Co.,

Canton, an-

nounced the opening of a radio department, to
feature the Zenith line of radio and accessories.

The company

also

is

distributor of

King

sets.

George S. Dales, head of the George S. Dales
Co., well-known Akron music house, is back
at his desk after a short stay in the West.
The Davis, Burkham & Tyler Music Co.,
store, at East Fifth street. East Liverpool, has
discontinued business after almost seven years
The company has closed
in the same location.
several of its stores and will concentrate its
business out of the Wheeling, West Virginia,
headquarters.
The MacMahon Music Co. store, at Alliance,
will move soon to a larger store, it is announced.
Fifteen music and radio dealers of Alliance
will hold a radio show October 7 and 8.
Each

dealer will

make

his

store for the show.

own

display

Window

in

his

own

displays will play

prominent part in the exhibit. Special programs of entertainment are planned.
The Quality Music Co., East State street,
Columbus, has enlarged its record department
by taking the space which was used by the
small goods department.
Miss Katherine Ala

10,000 brass
amplifier tone

arms for cabinet
speakers. Wire

HENRY
W. GERARD
W.
Saginaw,

S.

Michigan

bert

now

is

Ray

in

charge of the record department.
Brunswick Record Or-

Miller and His

played a two nights" engagement reCanton, at Moonlight Ballroom.
Brunswick dealers tied up with the appearance
of the artists and report their newest records
chestra

cently

in

were in great demand.
Seven retail music stores of Canton
pated

in

partici-

the annual Fall Style Exposition held

Canton.
Besides entering in the
competition, the stores also
offered informal programs in their studios and
kept radio departments open during the three
recently

in

window

display

nights of the exposition.

The Talking Machine World,

New

York, October

Man Owes

Something

to the Industry of

Which He

"Every
is

a Part'^
Theodore Roosevelt

N EVERY

industry, however young, there is always a
latent leader that time and progress eventually brings
to the fore.

In almost every case the man or men who guide the
destiny of that particular leader are men who have contributed to the good of their industry.

In a comparatively short space of time, the Caswell
Manufacturing Company has assumed a position of unquestioned leadership in the portable phonograph industry.

This has been due entirely to the directive genius of the
men behind this young and aggressive business institution.

when

conditions were
were unstable, when
were
the mercy of merretailers
at
wholesalers and
chandising vultures, and a "golden rule" policy was an
unknown and unfamiliar thing this company launched
a policy of fair and equitable dealing which has since
become the rule rather than the exception.

Coming

into the field at a time
almost chaotic when discounts

—

—

The "something," which every man owes
has been given without stint by the
Caswell Manufacturing Company.

to his industry,

men

behind the

15,

1926
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/

'

VlABRrKOiB/

Waterproof- Wear-resistwq
Beauty-Heepi'ng-Cleanab/e I
>

i E.I. DU POKT

OE NEMOURS/

& Company, INC.

^1
Caswdl Portables Were Always Covered
with Qenuine Dupont Fahrikoid
ASWELL

pioneered the idea of a scuff-proof,
water-proof covering for portable phonographs.

Caswell

DuPont

Portables
Fabrikoid.

wear-proof,

have always been covered with genuine

Right from the beginning, Caswell realized that no "Leatherwhich may be any material from paper to cloth could
possibly "stand the gaff" which the covering of a portable should
be able to stand in order to render the service which should
be expected from a portable.
ette"

—

—

Consequently, genuine DuPont Fabrikoid was adapted and has
always been used.

And, as a further protection for jobbers, dealers and the buying
public, Caswell originated the seal illustrated above, which
guarantees, the use of DuPont Fabrikoid and Fabrikoid only.

—

AIL -Caswell models except those covered with genuine
leather— are covered with the stainless and wear-resisting material.
Moisture, dust and dirt cannot injure this covering and
when soiled can be easily cleaned with a damp cloth.
Without question, the DuPont covering on Caswell Portables
is just one of the features which make this line more salable.

PORTABLE PHONOGRAPHS t9^DISTINCTI0N
A\1LWAUKEE,W1S.
U.S.A.

//

ST. PAUL AVE.
AT 10^"? STREET

Tile Talking

Machine World,

New

York, October

Caswell Portables—
Two

Years Old

— The

Re^cognized

Leaders in the Industry
^ W \UILDING as only Caswell knows how; utilizing the best units the market
affords; matched and coordinated for a perfection of tone and volume surM V passed only by the highest priced standard machines, Caswell Portables, in
two short
This
This

is

years, have

become the recognized leaders

due to one thing only—THE

in the industry.

SHEER VALUE THEY REPRESENT.

value is exceeded only by the real sales advantages
Caswell fair-and-square jobber and dealer policy.

in-built, full-dollar

of the

Because of this excellent combination, good jobbers and dealers have accepted
the Caswell standards, convinced after trials with hit-or-miss quality and vacillating policies, that there is only one line to tie to and that is the Caswell line.
Caswell Portables are available in a

full

range of prices and color combinations.

\5,

1926
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Caswell Portables are Powered with
Smooth, Quiet y Long-Service Flyer Motors
T IS only fitting and proper that Caswell Portables be powered
with the finest phonograph motors it is possible to build.
The smooth-running,

long service Flyer Motor is
there can be no compromise on

noiseless,

used by Caswell exclusively
this important unit.

—

This fine motor is as carefully built as a fine watch. There is
no looseness, no grinding and wearing of poorly matched parts
to distort the tone.

Every moving part

is

held to the half-

thousandth of an inch. Every detail of this precision motor is
checked and re-checked, inspected and re-inspected. It is flawless to the nth degree.

No

better than its motor and Caswell Portables can
be equipped with no better motor.

portable

is

In this respect as in

all

other the Caswell

is

supreme.

The Talking Machine World, Nezv York, October

15,
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LIST OF EXHIBITORS

The

Fifth

Annual Chicago Radio Show
COLISEUM
October 11th to 17th, 1926
Endorsed hy the Radio M^aniifacturers' Association

Aalco Radio Laboratories
Chicago, 111.
Able Tool & Engineering Co
Chicago, 111.
A. C. Electrical Mfg. Co
Dayton, O.
Acme Apparatus Co
Cambridge, Mass.
Acme Wire Co
New Haven, Conn.
Aero Products Co
Chicago, 111.
Ala Manufacturing Co
Chicago, 111.
Aladdin Radio Mfg. Co
Chicago, 111.
Alden Manufacturing Co
Springfield, Mass.
All-American Radio Corp
Chicago, 111.
Allen-Bradley Co
Milwaukee, Wis.
Alpine Products Co
Chicago, 111.
Aluminum Co. of America
Edgewater, N. J.

American Bosch Magneto Corp.,
Springfield, Mass.

Ambassador Sales Co
Chicago, 111.
American Electric Co
Chicago, 111.
American R^dio R:lay League ...Chicago, 111.
Amplion Corp. of America
New York City
Amrad Corp
Cincinnati, O.
Amsco Products Co
New York City
Anyhte Electric Co
Chicago, 111.
Apco Mfg. Co
Providence, R. I.
Apex Electric Mfg. Co
Chicago, 111.
Argus Radio Corp
New York City
Armstrong Co
Chicago, 111.
Atwater Kent Mfg. Co
Philadelphia, Pa.
Auburn Button Works
Auburn, N. Y.
Audlola Radio Co
Chicago, 111.

New York

Bakelite Corp

City

Baldwin, Nathaniel, Inc.. .Salt Lake City, Utah
Baritone Manufacturing Co
Chicago, 111.
Beacon Radio Mfg. Co., Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Becker Brothers
Chicago, 111.
Belden Mfg. Co
Chicago, 111.
Benjamin Electric Co
Chicago, 111.
Best Mfg. Co
Irvington, N. J.
Blandin Phonograph Co
Racine, Wis.
Bong Battery Corp
Chicago, 111.
Borkman Radio Corp
Chicago, 111.
.

Bosworth Electric Mfg.

Co.,

Norwood,
Mfg. Co
Bremer-Tully Mfg. Co
Briggs & Stratton Corp
Buckingham Radio Corp
Buell Mfg. Co
Burgess Battery Co
Brach, L.

Cincinnati, O.

Newark, N.

S.,

J.

Chicago, 111.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Chicago, 111.
Chicago, 111.
Chicago, 111.

Canotex Co
Auburn, N. Y.
Cardwell Mfg. Co
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Carter Radio Co
Chicago, 111.
Central Radio Lab
Milwaukee, Wis.
Chelsea Radio Co
Chelsea, Mass.
Chicago Solder Co
Chicago, 111.
Chicago Nipple Mfg. Co
Chicago, 111.
Chicago Telephone Supply Co.
.Elkhart, Ind.
Citizens Radio Service Bureau
Chicago, 111.
Continental Fibre Co
Newark, Del.
Cornell Electric Mfg. Co.,
.

Long
Manufacturing Co
Cornish Wire Co
Coyne Electrical School
Crosley Radio Corp
C. E.

Crowe Name Plate Co
Cunningham, E.

T.,

Inc

Davis, Richard T., Inc

Day-Fan

De

Electric

Co

Forest Radio Co
Diamond State Fibre Co
Diamond T. Radio Mfrs

.

Island City, N. Y.
Providence, R. I.
New York City
Chicago, 111.
Cincinnati, O.

Chicago,

New York

111.

City

Chicago, 111.
Dayton, O.
Jersey City, N. J.
Bridgeport, Pa.
South Bend, Ind.

Dictograph Products Corp. ...New York City
Dubilier Condenser & Radio Corp.,

Dudlo Mfg. Corp
Duro Metal Products Co

City

Perlesz Radio Corp

Wayne,

Ind.

Ferryman

Ft.

Chicago,
Chicago,
Chicago,

Labs

Electric Storage Battery Co.

111.

111.
111.

Philadelphia, Pa.

New York

English-Whitman Co
Etching Co. of America
Empire Electrical Mfg. Co

City
Chicago, 111.
Chicago, 111.
Fansteel Products Co., Inc. North Chicago, 111.
Farrand Mfg. Co
Long Island City, N. Y.
Federal Radio Corp
Buffalo, N. Y.
Federal Brandes, Inc
New York City
Ferbend Electric Co
Chicago, 111.
Florentine Art Productions Corp .. Chicago, 111.
New York City
J. B. Ferguson, Inc
Forest Electric Co
Newark, N. J.
Formica Insulation Co
Cincinnati, O.
Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp. ... Brooklyn, N.Y.
French Battery Co
Madison, Wis.
Chas. Freshman Co., Inc
Chicago, 111.
Gardiner Metal Company
Chicago, 111.
Garod Corp
Belleville, N. J.
General Instrument Corp
New York City
Cambridge, Mass.
General Radio Company
Globe Phone Mfg. Co
Reading, Mass.
Gould Storage Battery Co
New York City
Graynie Corporation
Chicago, 111.
Grebe, A. H., & Co
New York City
Grigsby-Grunow-Hinds Co
Chicago, 111.

Hammarlund Mfg. Co
Hartman Electrical Mfg. Co
High Frequency Laboratories
Howard Radio Co
Henninger Corp, A. F
Indiana Mfg. & Electric Co
Jefferson Electric Mfg. Co

New York

City

Mansfield, O.

Chicago, 111.
Chicago, 111.
Chicago, 111.
Marion, Ind.
Chicago, 111.
Jewell Electrical Instrument Co. ..Chicago, 111.
Howard B. Jones
Chicago, 111.
Chicago, 111.
Jenkins & Adair
Karas Electric Co
Chicago, 111.

Kellogg Switchboard

&

Supply Co.,
Chicago, 111.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Cincinnati, O.
Dayton, O.

King-Buffalo, Inc

Kodel Radio Corp
Kurz-Kasch Co

Kokomo

Electric

Kokomo,

Co

Lane Manufacturing Co
Lectrodio Corporation
Lignole Corporation
Liberty Transformer Co
Lakeside Supply Co

Magnavox Co
Martin-Copeland Co
Minerva Radio Co

Mohawk

Corp. of Illinois

Montrose-Hast Radio Lab
Morrison Radio Lab
Musselman, A. J., Inc
Muter, Leslie F., Co
National Carbon Co
National Co., Inc
National Lead Battery Co
Newcombe-Hawley, Inc
Niles Mfg. Co
Northern Manufacturing Co
Operadio Corp
Pacent Electric Co

Pathe Phono.

&

Radio Corp

Ind.

Chicago, 111.
Lynn, Mass.
Chicago, 111.
Chicago, 111.
Chicago, 111.

Music Master Corp
Mid-West Radio Specialty Co

New York

New York
Ekko Co
Electrical Research

Penn, Geo. W., Manufacturing Co.,

Betzwood, Pa.
Chicago, 111.
Oakland, Cal.
Providence, R. I.
Chicago, 111.
Chicago, 111.
New York City

Michigan

City, Ind.

Chicago, 111.
Chicago, 111.
New York City
Boston, Mass.
St.

Paul, Minn.

Charles, 111.
Ypsilanti, Mich.
St.

Newark, N.
Chicago,

New York

J.

111.

City
Chicago, 111.

Co
Co

Electric

Pfanstiehl Radio

Pooley Co
Potter Manufacturing Co.
Pratt Radio Products
Precision Products Co
Pressed Metal Co
Prest-O-Lite Co., Inc
Priess Radio Corp

.

.

Q R

S Music Co
Radio Appliance Corp
Radio Corp. of America

Radio Master Corp
Raytheon Mfg. Co
Reichmann Co
Robertson-Davis Co
Runzel-Lenz Electric Co
Saal, H. G., Co

Samson Electric Co
Shamrock Mfg. Co
Showers Bros. Co

City
Chicago, 111.
New York City
Chicago, 111.
Philadelphia, Pa.
North Chicago, 111.
Chicago, 111.
Ann Arbor, Mich.

Waukesha, Wis.
Indianapolis, Ind.

New York

City
Chicago, 111.
Chicago, 111.
New York City
Bay City, Mich.
Cambridge, Mass.
Chicago, 111.
Chicago, 111.
Chicago, 111.
Chicago, 111.
Canton, Mass.
Newark, N. J.

Bloomington, Ind.

Sid Radio Storage B Battery Co.
Silver-Marshall, Inc

Chicago,
Chicago,

111.
111.

Simplex Radio Devices
Newark, N. J.
Slagle Radio Co
Fort Wayne, Ind.
Sleeper Radio Corp
Long Island City, N. Y.
Sonatron Tube Company
Chicago, 111.
Sonora Phonograph Co
New York City
Sparks-Withington Co
Jackson, Mich.
Splitdorf Electrical Co
Newark, N. J.
Steinite Laboratories
Atchison, Kan.
Sterhng Mfg. Co
Cleveland, O.
Stevens & Co
New York City
Stewart Battery Co
Chicago, 111.
Stewart- Warner Speedometer Corp.,
Chicago, 111.
Stromberg-Carlson Tel. Mfg. Co.,
Rochester, N. Y.
Stuart Products Corp
Chicago, 111.
Sturdy Engineering Co
Chicago, 111.

THE TALKING MACHINE WORLD,
New York

City

Tectron Radio Corp
New York City
Thordarson Elec. Mfg. Co
Chicago, 111.
Timbretone Mfg. Co
Hoosick Falls, N. Y.
Timmons Radio Products Co. Philadelphia,, Pa.
Tower Mfg. Co
Boston, Mass.
Trimm Radio Mfg. Co
Chicago, 111.
United Cabinet Mfrs. Corp
Chicago, 111.
Universal Battery

Co

Chicago,
Chicago,

Utah Radio Products Co
Valley Electric Co
Vesta Battery Corp
Volton Battery Co

111.
111.

Louis, Mo.
Chicago, 111.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Chicago, 111.
Cleveland, O.
Chicago, 111.
Chicago, 111.
Chicago, 111.
Racine, Wis.
St.

Walbert Mfg. Co
Walker, George W., Co
Welty, Wm., & Co
Webster Company
Wells Radio Mfg. Co
Western Coil & Electrical Co
Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.,
East Pittsburgh, Pa.
Weston Electrical Instrument Co. Newark, N.J.
White, J. Andrew
New York City
Willard Storage Battery Co
Windsor Furniture Company

W.

K. Electric Co

Yaxley Mfg. Co
Zenith Radio Corp
Zetka Laboratories, Inc

Cleveland, O.
Chicago, 111.

Kenosha. Wis.
Chicago,
Chicago,

111.
111.

Newark, N.

J.
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Here are the
—some

There has been gossip
wordy.
So here are the

malicious

Facts!
—some

merely

facts.

About a year ago when
ready to administer the

everybody was
to the talking machine

practically

last rites

—the outstanding figure of the industry put new
—brought back with a new machine, backed

business
life into

by

it

it

millions of dollars of educational publicity.

sult,

As a

re-

"phonic" became a household word.

We

came

into the field, of course, on the tide of the
tremendous publicity of this pioneer. But shortly after we
introduced the ULTRA-phonic reproducer, it occurred to
us that there was apt to be confusion in the mind of the
buying public because of the similarity of names.
In view of the millions being spent by this talking machine manufacturer, we felt it was, to say the least, decidedly unfair. So out of self-respect and common decency, we decided to name our product so that no confusion is possible.

That

is

why we have dropped

the

word

"phonic."

Quality and genuine merit are responsible
for the tremendous success of ULTRA reproducers. The great popularity and demand for ULTRA reproducers would have
been the same under any other name, because our claims are backed by performance by performance.

—

Only the ULTRA reproducer is made of the scientifically proportioned
aluminum alloy the thickness of a human hair. Nothing else will
meet the exacting requirements of the new electrically cut records.

—

AND REMEMBER — the

better these records are reprojust remember this.
will sell

duced the more of them you

The

—

AUDAK COMPANY,
565

Fifth

Avenue,

New York

Inc

!

The Talking Machine World,

New

York, October

Stepping Stones
Greater Record
and Machine Sales

to

THE

ULTRA

Greatest stimulus

MORE

TODAY

REPRODUCER-

for

record sales and greater

new machine

sales— GET

BOTH

The Standard by
which all reproducers are iudged
and valued!

The purchaser of an ULTRA Reproducer will become a more frequent visitor at your store FOR

—

MORE RECORDS.

You

will

have greater oppor-

—

tunity of eventually selling him a new machine for only the
new machine with its co-ordination of reproducer and tone
chamber can give the ultimate in music.

who owns an old machine hear the new records played
You will sell him not only the ULTRA but more records,
addition— CREATE THE DESIRE FOR THE ULTIMATE IN

Let the customer
with an ULTRA.

and in

MUSIC— THE NEW MACHINE.

Insist
"

on ULTRA Reproducers—accept no

(excepting the new talking machines)
Nothing
requirements of the new electrically cut records.
else

AUDAK

will

substitutes.

meet the exacting

CO., 565 Fifth Ave., N. Y.

15,

1926
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an instrumenf
of distinciion

Here,

We Know, is Your Idea of

a Good Phonograph Proposition
good merchandise for you only
to the salability and profit it possesses.

Merchandise
in ratio

is

We

believe the Euphonic embodies these
desirable factors to a very high degree.
a beautiful instrument, rich in its lines
and cabinet work and very finely finished.

It is

mechanical and tonal features
are clearly demonstrated by the
playing of the first record.

Its

These features are a reproducer

—

and tone arm of the most advanced design
and a tone chamber v^hich we believe to
be vastly superior to that found in any
similar instrument.

And, furthering

all this is

a range of discounts

and a merchandising policy that will not
only protect, but enhance the selling
value of this product as time goes on.
The entire story is most interest'
ing.
invite correspondence
from the trade.

We

Wasmuth- Goodrich Company
TsAanujacturers of Phonographs and Radio Cabinets

Peru, Indiana

October

15,
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Features Talking Machines
in Unusual Advertising

public's
all his

He

reaction to a proposal that he remake

says, "It will entail

time and work, and

Foster & Waldo, Minneapolis. Minn., Music
Concern. Bring Their Line to the Attention of
Public

A

Through High Class Advertising

advertisement which for attracand a high standard of
quality could scarcely be improved upon recently graced the rotogravure section of the Minneapolis Tribune, being inserted by the music
house of Foster & Waldo. The advertisement,
while naturally a commercial one; presenting a
effectiveness

full
line of talking machines to the public,
was blended harmoniously with the art movements of the city, and gave the readers desirable

information as to the musical season of the city
and maintained the plane that the instruments
for

offered

sale

were

strictly

products.

art

The upper

center of the advertisement conphotographs of five of the world's
greatest concert and operatic stars, with a brief
description of each together with the date of
their appearance in Minneapolis.
To the side
the following announcement
appeared: "In
order that you may hear these and other great
artists again and again
Foster & Waldo offer"
and then followed illustrations with a complete description of six models of the talking
machine line carried by the music establishment.
A striking feature of the advertisement was
the manner in which the readers of the advertisements were informed of the fact that the instruments illustrated and described could be purchased on the instalment basis. Because of the
fact that in addition to the advertisement presenting a line of talking machines, it was, also,
an advance bulletin of coming musical events,
a high standard had to be maintained and the
usual mention of terms, so much down and a
few dollars a week would destroy the entire tone
of the announcement. To escape this, Foster &
Waldo inserted in a small box in the lower
right-hand corner the following message: "Buy
Out of Income. You need not disturb your investments to own one of these magnificent inDon't disturb your principal. Pay
struments.
from your income." The dignity of this announcement was in keeping with the character

—

—

of the rest of the advertisement.

Another point is that there are many people
to whom the buying of merchandise on the instalment plan does not appeal. They prefer to
pay cash, yet the outlay of $900 or $1,000 for the
instrument which they prefer would be a serious
drawback to their buying the instrument. When
the terms of payment are explained as they
are in this advertisement of Foster & Waldo,

am wondering

J.

P. Johnston

Now

Manager

Mu-Rad Corp.

of

Mu-Rad Corp. Completes
Plans

to Exploit

Receiver

whether the

would be interested in obtaining the old
songs reproduced with the greater volume and
clarity of the new system of recording."

Sales

Newspaper

Publicity, Jobber and Dealer Helps
Included in Big Campaign to Acquaint Public With Mu-Rad Super Six

The Mu-Rad Radio Corp., of Asbury Park,
N. J., manufacturer of the new "Mu-Rad Super
Six" receiver, has completed its plans for a Fall
advertising campaign exploiting this product.

Executive Formerly With Dubilier Condenser
and Radio Corp. in Charge of Sales Plans
Trip Throughout New England Territory

—

A.

S.

Blatterman,

president

Mu-Rad

of the

Radio Corp., of Asbury Park, N.
the affiliation
ston,

new

tained

I

public

full-page

tiveness,

new electrical proces>.
an enormous amount of

old records by the

67

J., announces
with that company of J. P. John-

who will
"Mu-Rad

be in charge of

all

sales of the

Super Si.x" receivers.
Mr.
Johnston was formerly associated with the
Dubilier Condenser & Radio Corp.' as district
sales manager for New York, New England and
New Jersey. He assumes his new activities at
once and plans a trip through New England as
the first of a series covering the Eastern territory and the Middle Western sections of the

Mu-Rad Super

country.

Six

newspaper publicity, distributor
and dealer helps and a most intensive sales
This includes

Kolster Radio

New

Compass

for

campaign.

Radio Beacon Stations

Eleven new radio beacon stations,

to protect

shipping along both coasts of the United States,
the Gulf and the Great Lakes will be equipped
with the Kolster radio compass, invented by Dr.
Frederick A. Kolster, chief engineer of FederalBrandes, Inc., New York and San Francisco.
Dr. Kolster is the father of Kolster radio, manufactured by Federal-Brandes. The new beacon
stations will be ready for service by June 30,
1927. The Kolster compass is used on vessels
in conjunction with the radio beacon stations to
give accurate bearings witliout depending upon

The "Mu-Rad Super Six"

is

a one-dial control

receiver of unusual simplicity.

Each receiver is
wave length

individually calibrated and has a

range from 190 to 555 meters. It takes 135 volt
battery, nine volt "C" battery and six volt
storage battery or trickle charger; ample space
being allowed in the cabinet for such installations.
The interior is self-enclosed in polished
Bakelite with no wiring visible and with flexible
unusuallj' sensitive and
tube sockets.
It is

"B"

liighly selective.

Ever^ Mu-Rad receiver undergoes an intense
individual series of inspections.

This

what

visibility.

season the

is

known

as

Mu-Rad Corp. inaugurated
the "Mu-Rad Golden Rule

Government already is operating twenty-seven radio Beacon stations, according to the Department of Commerce, and
plans for more are awaiting appropriation of
funds.
It is stated that about 300 American
passenger and naval ships are equipped with the
Kolster radio compass and foreign vessels arc

Policy."
This includes
protected
territory,
small commitments, territorial sales quotas and
bonuses in proportion to sales.

rapidl\- adi>ptiny

G.

The United

States

it.

The Corlaer Radio Corp., Schenectady, N. Y.,
was recently incorporated at Albany with a
capital stock of $50,000.

The incorporators

W. Featherstonhagh and

E. Clark.

DEALERS ARE BUYING AND SELLING

the entire transaction takes on a dignity and a
businesslike formality which seems to

from the usual instalment

remove

it

sale.

John McGormack Back
From Concert Tour in Orient
John McCormack, the famous
cently arrived in

New York

tenor,

after a

who

re-

two months'

For Their Extra Help

concert tour in China and Japan, tells of the
rapid development and appreciation of Western

PROFITS

music in the Orient, especially in Japan, where
he gave a series of sixteen concerts in the larger
cities,

singing

before

audiences

90

per

A

simple statement but it should mean a lot to you.
Our needles are an absolute guarantee of the CUSTOMER'S SATISFACTION. He may not realize how
important a needle is to the playing of a record but
you do and we do. That is why we make ours of the
should like to tell you more about
very best steel.

cent

were natives. He said the classic airs
Handel and Bach as well as Irish
songs were everywhere received with every exof

whom

of Mozart,

pression of pleasure.
Asked if the phonograph

was

popular

—

in

Japan, Mr. McCormack said that it was, although
some of the people have the habit of playing
discs at an extremely rapid tempo, thus achieving some of the effect of the native music. "I

was astounded and pained at hearing the sound
of my own voice thus ground out at a highly
shrill

pitch that caused

me

a

moment

By

the way, Mr.

is

seeking the

We

needles.

A Product

of the

GENERAL PHONOGRAPH CORPORATION
OTTO HEINEMAN,
25

McCormack

;

Okeh and Truetone

of acute

humiliation."

in

WEST

45th

STREET

President

NEW YORK

CITY

are
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facts

which every radio distributor
and dealer should know
PROBABLY

no word in the entire radio vocabulary
has greater commercial importance than the word
"Neutrodyne."
So let's get started right with a

Professor L. A. Hazeltine, of Stevens Institute of
Technology, an electrical genius who has applied
his unusual talents particularly to radio, designed
and perfected the Neutrodyne receiver which embodies his radio circuit.

definition.

The word "Neutrodyne" is a registered trade-mark,
owned by the Hazeltine Corporation and applied to a

This type

of amplifier eliminates regeneration

by

radio receiving set embodying certain patented inventions of Professor L. A. Hazeltine, and manufactured by fourteen licensed manufacturers.

neutralizing the inherent feed back due to undesirable capacity coupling, thereby giving high selectivity, good tone quality and simple adjustment and
preventing squeals, whistles and radiation.

Every genuine Neutrodyne set carries the Neutrodyne trade-mark. Unless it bears this trade-mark,
and unless made by one of the fourteen Hazeltine
licensees, a receiving set is not a Neutrodyne.

This radio receiver when properly constructed and
adjusted could not under any circumstances become
a transmitter. It could not howl or squeal. It could
not radiate.

The
Back

hirth of the

In addition, this new receiver was found to possess
a higher degree of selectivity than had ever before
been obtained. It was extremely sensitive and the
quality of its reproduction of sound unusually fine.

Neutrodyne

when music and speech began

to float
in really appreciable quantities, the
receiving sets, so-called, were merely crude adaptain 1921,

through the ether

tions of existing radio telegraph apparatus.

wonder that the Neutrodyne swept the
Small wonder that it was widely imitated.
Small wonder that all kinds of sets were sold as
Small

With-

country.

out exception they were cumbersome, complicated
and unsatisfactory.

"neutrodynes."

Their chief characteristic was their tendency to

Organization of the Hazeltine interests

become transmitters. Upon the slightest provocation, they filled the surrounding air with squeals,
howls and hideous sound until the absolute destruction of broadcasting itself was threatened.

Following

the granting of patents to Professor
patents which have successfully stood the
the Hazeltine Corporation was
test of litigation
formed. This company now owns and controls these
patents and inventions, and the Neutrodyne trade-

Hazeltine

This was the situation in 1921 and early in 1922.
the change
the change that marked
the first real advance the first radio receiver designed and constructed to receive broadcast.

And then came

—

—

Look
//^Q

for this

It is

It manufactures no receiving sets, but has granted
an exclusive license to the Independent Radio Manu-

trade-mark
^^0.

I.S77.42I

OTHER PATENTS PENDIMO

^^O.g^
*

your protection against patent infringement liability

HAZELTINE CORPORATION
(Sole owner of "Neutrodyne" patents and trade-marks)

The next advertisement

—

mark.

LICENSED BY

I.S33.658
'^^

—

in this series ivill explain the service

INDEPENDENT RADIO MANUFACTURERS,

Incorporated

(Exclusive licensee of Hazeltine Corporation)

rendered the radio business by the Hazeltine Corporation

October

15,
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about Neutro
which
fourteen member companies

facturers, Incorporated,
its

in turn has Hcensed
to manufacture Neu-

trodyne receivers.

The Independent Radio Manufacturers, Incorporated

The fourteen companies, who alone are permitted to
use the Hazeltine inventions and to label their receiving sets with the Neutrodyne trade-mark, are
these:
THE AMRAD CORPORATION,

Medford

Hillside, Mass.

ANDREA, Inc., New York City
CARLOYD ELECTRIC & RADIO COMPANY, Newark, N. J.
FREED-EISEMANN RADIO CORPORATION, Brooklyn, N. Y.
EAGLE RADIO COMPANY, Newark, N. J.
GAROD CORPORATION, Belleville, N. J.
GILFILLAN RADIO CORPORATION, Lcs Angeles, Cal.
HOWARD RADIO COMPANY, Inc., Chicago, 111.
KING-HINNERS RADIO COMPANY, Buffalo, N. Y.
WM. J. MURDOCK COMPANY, Chelsea, Mass.
STROMBERG-CARLSON TELEPHONE MFG. CO., Rochester, N. Y.
F. A. D.

THOMPSON MFG. CO., Jersey City, N. J.
WARE RADIO CORPORATION, New York City
THE WORK-RITE MFG. CO., Cleveland, Ohio
R. E.

How

These fourteen manufacturers pay royalties to the
Independent Radio Manufacturers, Incorporated,
which company turns over this income to the Hazeltine Corporation, less a fixed charge which is set
aside to accumulate into a fund. This fund provides
the means for prosecuting infringements of "Neutrodyne" patents and trade-marks, whether by manufacturers, wholesalers, retailers or even by the ultimate purchasers of radio receivers. This fund also
provides for the defense of distributors and dealers
authorized to handle and sell licensed Neutrodyne
radio receivers against patent infringement prosecution as far as those receivers are concerned.

Complete protection for Neutrodyne distributors

The

value of this arrangement for the protection of
the manufacturers, distributors, retailers and users of

Look

for this

HAZELTINE CORPORATION
this

has

already

been

demon-

"Neutrodyne" distributors when sued have been
successfully defended in the courts by the IndependAnd the
ent Radio Manufacturers, Incorporated.
validity of "Neutrodyne" patents and inventions has
been upheld by the courts against infringers.

So that today no radio receiving sets or radio apparatus offers the distributor and the dealer a greater
degree of safety than Neutrodyne.

won

battles in the law courts, just as it
has won the hearts of the radio listeners. And it is
financially able and more than willing to protect itNeutrodyne will not only
self and its distributors.
defend itself when attacked it will lead the attack
if its rights are invaded.
It

has

its

—

Play safe with Neutrodyne

courts have recently ruled that Tuned Radio
Frequency Receivers equipped with adjustable means
to usefully control regeneration and prevent oscillation, infringe the Armstrong patents.

The

The

courts have also held that receivers employing
certain neutralizing schemes infringe the "Neutrodyne" patents,
/

Ask yourself whether the sets you handle are
clear of liability; whether the manufacturers of such
sets would be likely to protect you if you were sued.
If you are in doubt about your liability, consult competent legal authority.
Thoughtful, careful, conscientious distributors are
today playing safe by handling licensed Neutrodyne
apparatus. They have not only found such a policy
safe and sound, but highly profitable.

trade-mark

your protection against patent intringement liability

INDEPENDENT RADIO MANUFACTURERS,

(Sole owner of "Neutrodyne" patents and trade-marks)

Keep

apparatus

strated.

Remembering that distributors, wholesalers, retailers and even consumers are liable under the law, in
selling or having in their possession infringing radio
apparatus, read the following paragraphs carefully:

the companies operate

It is

Neutrodyne

important statement and

(Exctusiie licensee of Hazeltine Corporation)

file it

for your future reference

and guidance

Incorporated
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licAMRAD Dattaf Type
NEUTRODYNE

Powel Crosley Jr. has so definitely applied
his successful methods of mass production
to

Amrad

developments that thousands of

radio buyers will be able this season to

purchase the superlative Amrad Neutrodynes at prices most unexpectedly low.

From an engineering point of view Amraii
has few equals, in experience, equipment
and

in skill.

This beautifully two-tone finished Battery
Type set performs uncannily. Selectivity,
tone and volume are all that can be desired.

Crosley production has eliminated

Vital parts are the finest.
proven
a great success.
already
has

nonessentials.
It

LAM PmSO&KE-T

>

AC

ihc ilMRAD

NEUTRODYNE
GREAT

achievements. All power
one of radio's
Do
is taken from an electric lamp socket.
Exclusive patnot confuse with battery eliminators.
ented developments enable Amrad to present a batteryless radio at least one hundred dollars or more under
the prices of sets in which the replacement of batteries
has been eliminated. This set operates from a special
power unit which gives unprecedented tone reproduc-

This

is

for this set

tion.

The Amrad Power Unit

operates only as the set is
Voltages are always correct values. Exclusive Mershon condensers of 90 mfd capacity produce smooth, clear, lucid tones.

being used.

four UX-199 tubes and one UX-112
Operates on 60 cycle 100-120 volt alternating current. Power unit uses two UX-216-B Rectron

The

set

power

uses

tube.

supply plate current at maximum
voltage of 135 as well as filament current for tubes.
rectifier tubes to

With powerful,

^H^^^

^^^B

1 Combined

.^^V^^^^^^r A
^^B^ m
^
W
^^^^^^^^r

iV^^^^V
_

I

I

e

^^^^^

,

^

.

,

.

i
"

»

for

$182.

Cone-

which
tabic
In
Cone
buiit
is
speaiier the cntire

.

Dealers: Full details of Amrad proposition upon
application to us or direct to your jobber. Please

matching

with

outfit

selis

Conetable price
$32

§

I

1
f B
|
P

AMRAD CORPORATION,

Medford

Hillside,

Mass

i

H

i

mention Talking Machine World when writing.

I

constant, never failing
exceeds tne
the ej
expecenergy, this
tnis apparatus exceeas
.
C
exacting cr
critics.
tations of even the most exactmg
tatious
^ ,.
radio endelivers thc
the utmost in radio
set dclivcrs
The
1 hc sct
ir>^7mpn(- atf an
price.
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unbelievable nrir
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are

Customers lor Radio
THERE

are two kinds of people in the

market for radio today. Fada Harmonated
Reception wilJ turn them both into customers.

1
for

There

the

is

man who

owns

a set

isn't entirely satisfied.

He

something better, but

rather doubtful about

finding

it.

He

trusts to his

Fada Harmonated

Reception

rior to ordinary radio.

recognize this instantly.

new

is

sensation! It

is

is

own
is

2

and
in the market

already

is

the fellow

for radio to find

on other people's

ears.

"I'll

One has hut to hear it to
It makes radio reception a

has been waiting

— he has listened in

and has said to himself,

is

right!"

astoundingly better than anything you have ever

is

heard. It

radio ivithout alibis!

is

the radio of

how to ^et them

a d

JM^

its feet

sets

wait until radio

who

Fada Harmonated Reception is by far **righter"
than any radio ever before offered. Its performance

outstandingly supe-

Here's

There

i

tomorrow— here today!

both.

o

Fada Harmonated Reception, a brand new development in
radio engineering, is being demonstrated by the distributors
in your territory. Write to us for our Dealer's Proposition.
F.

A.

D.

ANDREA, INC.

1581 Jerome Avenue
Manufacturers o/ TUNED
using the highly

New York

RADIO FREQUENCY

efficient

Fada Cone Speaker
Table Type

35

Receivers

NEUTRODYNE principle

Fada Neutrodyne Recewers table and fur-

—

niture

models

—

S,

6,

and 5

lubes from $85
to $400.
Illustrated is
the Fada 8
j r\r\
Console.
.

.

^^\J\J

View of Fada 8 Chassis
shelving total "Individual Stage" Shielding.

s-«5^»»'*^

"iia^^^

—

!
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Now — 2 New

in tone,

October

Power Garods!

Electric

Both marvellously richer

Startling

!

)

sounding new low notes

YEARS AHEAD!
New Advanced Units

of Design!

GnROD-'£'C

Simply

Plug
Simply —
Plug into

in

light sock
atcost of

per hour.

light socket
at cost of

per hour.

No
No

No Eliminators!
No Attachments!

Batteries

Chargers!

No Batteries
No Outside Antennae
Substitutes
Battery
No
No Loop
!

I

!

(unless preferred)

New

Pov^er Increases

POWER

absolute essential
deeper and finer tones in radio.
is

COMPLETELY SHIELDED

Tone Range and Richness

the

for

ONE-DRUM-DIAL

the

SEVEN TUBES

.

times more
powerful than standard tubes. The Power Unit
that steps up the house current to 450 volts.
The Super Audio Transformer that, together with
the power tubes which never overload, amplifies
tone without distortion. Neutrodyne, that silences all "squeals" and guarantees world's finest
.

.

... 100

.

(

Replacing Variable Condensers

INSURING—

— Accurate, permanent synchranization
multiple stages.
— Extreme sensitivity and selectivity due

1

2

Price $310

to

Order Only

Price $750
be added.

Only Loud Speaker and Tubes

to

DEALERS' ATTENTION!
Garod-EC

illustrated above was
Fair at Madison Square

one of the outstanding features of the Radio
World's
Garden, New York, September 13th to 18th.
This remarkable achievement represents the very finest receiver that can be built.
It is custom-made. Complete details will be sent upon request.

Garod-EA today has put

the factory into night and day production.

your territory is not yet covered by a Garod wholesale representative write us
once for complete details of "The Garod Franchise" which protects exclusive
Garod dealers in every desirable way when a territory is allotted. The big thing
in radio today is ELECTRIC POWER.
Get acquainted
If

at

!

GAROD CORPORATION

to

CUSTOM BUILT BY GAROD LABORATORIES
(Made

to

of

high ratio of inductance to capacitance.
Presented in "The Robin Hood," a fine period chest, made
of three rare woods from the forests of Robin Hood.

selectivity.

Only Loud Speaker and Tubes

POWER

Radio Frequency Transformer

.

Power Tubes

ELECTRIC
-

this unparalleled quality of tone. First, the House
equivalent in power to 10 "B" BatCurrent
,

•

Control.

INDUCTANCE TUNED

And new Garod-EA now reproduces entirely
by electric power !
Five elements in new Garod-EA contribute to
teries. Special

•

•

Tuning

Belleville,

New Jersey

be added.

15,

1926

October

15,
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NEWmodels of-

•

Model 10

-

S^^owTr'ful
hand-carved Walnut cabinet. Five-

including

tube
Neutrodyne
"power" tube.

Two
Two

Vernier
action
controls.
Radio and two Audio Stages.
Registers
full
scale
on
cone
speaker.
Operates with Battery
Eliminators,

if

desired.
11"

Ziy/' long;

Size:
deep.

10"

high;

and

marvelous

Tone with exceptional

selectivity.

Plenty

range

of

Price zmthout accessories $90.

Wndp] 20
medium

beautiful

In

cabinet.

size

Neutrodyne

Six-tube

"power"

including

tube.

Vernier

Single

action

control.

Three Shielded Radio and two
Audio Stages. Specially selected
Cone Speaker. Space for all Batteries

or Battery Eliminators.

Size:
deep.

42"

high;

17" wide;

WA"

Range

and

Wonderful

Tone,

Selectivity.

Price imthout acces-

sories $175.

Model 25_l^^i

e

cabinet
2 0

No.

^et— $120.

Wnrlp] J\J
IVlUUei
Six-tube

Handsome mahogany console.

Neutrodyne.

All units
(including one

shielded in copper
"power" tube).

Two

Vernier
action
controls.
Radio and two Audio
Stages.
Special
Cone Speaker
registering full scale. Space for
all Batteries or Battery Elimina-

Three

tors.

Size:
deep.

Great

51"

high;

30"

range,
with
Selectivity

Tone and
set

in

every

detail.

wide;

20"

marvelous

—a

superior
Price with-

out accessories $350.

Mndpl dO
muaei
-^-u
set— $200.

The New

Model

Gilfillan

20 Single Dial Control and Shielded

These new Qilfdlan models are most attractive in design and
will demonstrate their superiority in competitive tests for TONE,

CLARITY,

RANQE

and SELECTIVITY.

Place order through your jobbers for prompt delivery.

Send

for beautifully illustrated circular, giving full details, to our

nearest

office,

Gilfillan Bros. Inc.
25

Long

Wilbur Ave.
Island City, N. Y.

1815 Venice Blvd.

Los Angeles,

Calif.

2525

W. Penn Way

Kansas

City,

Mo.

Table cabinet
with No. 30

—
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Apco Mfg. Go. Presents

the

Apcoradio Receiving Set
New

Product Is Seven-Tube Set With Dual
Control and Is Completely Apco-Equipped
Operates From Electric Light Socket
Providence, R.

A
of

Distributors
926

GRAY COMPANY

S.

Midway

WALTER

Los Angeles,

Calif.

GRAY COMPANY

S.

1054 Mission

San Francisco,

St.,

city,

6.

— The

Apco Mfg.

which has long enjoyed an

etc., and has more recently presented a line of radio tubes, a full automatic
"A" battery converter and Raytheon tube "B"
eliminator, has now entered the field of receivAt the New York Show
ing set manufacture.
the first Apcoradio receiving set was presented.
The Apcoradio is a seven-tube heavily copperarmored set with a dual control and an equalized
tone chamber with built-in cone speaker. It is
lamp-socket operated and housed in two attrac-

eliminator kits,

tive

Place,

this

October

enviable reputation in radio circles as the manufacturer of battery chargers, "B" eliminators,

Complete List

WALTER

of

Co.,

I.,

styles

One

IS,

1926

Pooley Go. Plants Working
Overtime to Meet Demand
Moving Well With the ArmModel and Model 2200 Proving the
Favorites With the Trade and Public

Entire Line Is
chair

Philadelphia,

October

Pa.,

7.

—The

entire

Pooley line of radio cabinets equipped with Atwater Kent radio is moving well, according to
B. R. Stauffer, treasurer and general manager
of the Pooley Co., Inc., of this city, and he
anticipates the biggest year in the history of the
organization.
General activity is particularly

noticeable in both plants of the Poolej^ Co. in

of the dis-

tinguishing features of this set pointed out by
the manufacturer is that it is probably the first
completely equipped set, even to the tubes, that
has been placed on the market.
The equipis
entirely Apco and it is ready to be
plugged into the lamp-socket and operated.

ment

The Mastro-Orthohan

Calif.

CO., LTD., OF CANADA
Elmira, Ont., Canada

of floor cabinets.

October

Arouses Trade Interest

PHONOLA

JAMES

POLK, INC.

K.

181 Whitehall St., Atlanta, Ga.

CONSOLIDATED TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
227

W. Washington

St.,

Chicago.

111.

JUNIUS HART PIANO HOUSE, LTD.
123 Carondelet St., New Orleans, La.

FRANK

R.

WITMAN PHONOGRAPH

SUPPLY COMPANY
Putnam, Conn.

CONSOLIDATED TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
2957 Gratiot Ave., Detroit, Mich.

CONSOLIDATED TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
Washington Ave. So.,
Minneapolis, Minn.

1424

THE ARTOPHONE CORPORATION
1103 Olive St, St. Louis,

Mo.

IROQUOIS SALES CORPORATION
210 FrankUn

St..

Buffalo, N. Y.

GENERAL PHONOGRAPH

CORP.,

Distributing Division)
18th St., New York City

(New York

W.

15

STERLING ROLL AND RECORD

COMPANY
137

W.

4th

Cincinnati,

St.,

Ohio

IDEAL PHONO-PARTS CO.
1231 Superior Ave., Cleveland,

L. D.

Ohio

HEATER

469^ Washington

St.,

Arch

Portland, Ore.

JAMES
1315

K.

Young

JAMES
811

Philadelphia, Pa.

St.,

POLK, INC.

St.,

K.

West Broad

Dallas,

POLK,
St.,

Vogue radio products manufacby Richard T. Davis, Chicago, is the
Mastro-Ortholian, a movable master-control receiver connected with a power speaker, which
has excited considerable attention since its introduction. The control is of such a size that
it may be placed on an end table, lounge, chair
or mantelpiece, and its operation has been simplified by the use of only a volume control and
station selector.
The control cabinet weighs
only twelve pounds and contains the radio frequency and detector tubes, while the Ortholian
reproducer, the speaker cabinet with which it is
used, contains the audio amplifying tubes, B-eliminator, trickle charger, double-point cone and
space for storage battery.
The Ortholian
speaker uses 110-volt, 60-cyclc A. C. light
circuit current, and the double point-cone is
mounted back of the grille, in a specially designed resonance chamber. It is said to reproduce faithfully the largest orchestra or band
without slighting instruments of the highest
or lowest range. The speaker cabinet, standing
forty-eight inches high, is finished in shaded
walnut, with the grille and legs of carved art
wood. It is tall, requiring little floor space,
and is designed to blend with the furnishings
of the most luxuriantly appointed home.
The Master Control is connected by cable
with the electrically operated Ortholian speaker
and is covered with shark's hide Fabrikoid,
while the ends are finished in bronze metal
casting.
The Master-Ortholian lists for $295.

Pooley Model 2200

the

Aw^ards Musical Scholarships

Not only has peak production been
this city.
reached throughout the day, but the plants are
working overtime three nights each week to
take care of the heavy demands.
While all models are moving well, the particular favorites seem to be the armchair model,

columns of The
and model 2200,
The model
which is illustrated herewith.
2200 is a Pooley speaker with battery compartment particularly suitable for the Atwater Kent
which has been described

World

in

model

35,

a

previous

the

new

Texas

INC.,

Richmond, Va.

Announcement

was

recently

made

of

the

awarding of two musical scholarships by L.
Bamberger & Co., Newark, N. J., one of the
One
largest department stores in the country.
is
for advanced piano students and off^ers a
four-year scholarship for advanced piano students at the Institute of Music Art in New
York City, the second is for junior pupils for
a similar term with instruction at a New Jersey
institute or by some carefully chosen private

in the

issue,

one-dial

receiver

in

the

Kent line.
The Pooley Co. has issued an interesting fourpage folder on this model describing it as
Ai.v\'ater

"Pooley's contribution to the
proposition in radio today."

New
A

greatest

selling

Grosley Authorized
Dealer Plan Announced

revised

dealer

authorizing

policy,

estab-

two classes of Crosley authorized dealers with distinctly diflerent provisions for each,
has recently been announced by the Crosley
lishing

Radio Corp. Authorized dealers are now divided
into Class A (those who have accomplished
very good results and who handle Crosley exclusively), and Class B (those who have not
produced good enough results to be included in
the first class). No attempt will be made to establish additional dealers in communities where
there are Class A dealers, while healthy competition will be encouraged in sections where
there are only Class

EVERYBODY'S TALKING MACHINE
COMPANY
810

Among

tured

B

dealers.

A

letter sent

department states that
out by
this action should not be construed to mean
the Crosley sales

the corporation intends to appoint new
dealers promiscuously, every effort being made
to back loyal Crosley dealers to the limit, especially those regarded as belonging to Class A.
that

Slagle Radio Go. Moves
Home
Into Large

New

teacher.

G. T. McKelvey in

New York

The

new
promotion manager of
Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., Chicago,
spent several days during the latter part

C. T.

the
111.,

of last

McKelvey,

month

sales

in the

New York

territory.

Slagle

Radio

Co.,

Ft.

Wayne,

Ind.,

of Slagle receivers, moved into a large
building a short time ago. The new build-

makers

ing has one floor with 5,400 square feet devoted
manufacturing operations. Here the parts
included in SLagle receivers are manufactured

to

and assembled.

The

Talkiiifj

Machine World. Xciu

)'ork,

October

15,

1926

NOVElvlBER-^1926
**And

Each Fresh Link

.Calls

Progress*'

.VI ANY of the choicest reproductions of music are heard on
Okeh Records. That explains
the reason for their enormous
sales
and the Success of Li.

.

censed

.

Okeh

Dealers.

When vou consider

there

is

Qo investment of money needed
in order to sell Okeh Records
and increase your profits, you
will wonder why you have not
written before this for the
Dealer's plan.

OF

Okeh

course, in justice to the

growth of your business, you
should write to-day. We hope
you will
Let an

a

Okeh

Dealer's License he

'Afresh link'' in

your business.

General Phonograph Corporation
OTTO HEINEMAN,
25

WEST

45th

STREET

President

NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

October
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Prospects for a Busy Fall in Kansas
City Were Never Better, Say Retailers

machine, which was formally introduced to them

New

Fall prospects.

Instruments Are Expected to Open Up a Wide New Field for Sales, According to Leading
Who Are Making Plans for Vigorous Fall Campaigns—Activities of the Month

by Arthur Walsh, vice-president of the company who accompanied Mr. Edison on the trip.
The Edison dealers are very optimistic about

W.

Dealers.

Kansas

City.

October 6.— Prospects for
Fall activity in talking machines have not been
better in this city for a number of years, according to the unanimous opinion of dealers in

Kansas

City,

in this belief.

Mo.,

partment of the local branch of the company.
The enthusiasm of the dealers about the prospects for new Panatrope and the new mechanical
machines of the Brunswick, was enhanced by
Mr. Harris' detailed explanations of the improvements in the new machines over the old,
and the features of the new light-ray records.
Edison dealers from six States came to Kansas

and the distributors join heartily
The new machines, which are be-

ing introduced to the public for the first time,
are expected to open up the field of phonographs
to a greater extent than ever before in the history of the industry. Owners of old-type machines are the easiest prospects a phonograph

City recently at the invitation of Charles A.
Edison, president of the combined Edison industries.
Mr. Edison addressed the dealers at
a dinner, held at the Hotel Muehlebach.
He

salesman has, in the opinion of many dealers,
and all those people who own no machines are
in the market to any resourceful salesman. Dis-

predicted that the dealers would have the biggest year they have ever had, pointing out the
reasons for this belief in the economic conditions as they exist today.
The dealers heard
for the first time at the dinner, the new Edison

tributors point to the unusual crop conditions in
Kansas, Oklahoma and the surrounding States
as proof of their statement that the Fall of
1926 will be the biggest season they have ever
had, and the heavy orders from retailers in these
sections bear out the predictions of the most
enthusiastic. This is, of course, due to some extent

the

to

fact

Ockenden, manager of the Columbia
office here,

reports that the orders for

Columbia machines and New Process records
are coming in almost too fast for the office.
Machines are being shipped as fast as they come
in, and as for records they have never had such
a volume of business in this line go through this
branch in its history.
Miss J. M. Poynter, of the phonograph department of the Jones Store Co., is finding
September business more than satisfactory in
all the lines carried by the department.
Sales
of machines opened up earlier than she expected,
and records are moving satisfactorily.
Miss
Poynter says they have been receiving numerous calls every day for the new Edison phonographs, and she anticipates heavy activity in
these instruments when they are put on the
market.

Akron's First Radio Show
Galveston Music Go.
Proves a Great Success

Fifth Anniversary of the

the dealers were comby the time the new ma-

that

pletely out of stock

chines

B.

wholesale

Galveston, Tex., September 30.^The Galveston
Co., the successful music house of this city,
celebrated this month the fifth anniversary of
the establishment of the business which has met

Piano

came on the market.

Records have maintained a steady movement
throughout the Summer, and have been an important feature of the sales during the month of
September. Although there are no outstanding
new hits, dance records in the new rhythm are
in demand, and the new numbers by well-known
orchestras can always be depended upon to
create a demand.
A meeting of Brunswick dealers was held here
last month, and dealers from Kansas, Oklahoma
and Missouri attended the meeting. O. P. Harris,
special Chicago representative, conducted
the meeting, which was under the direction of
T. H. Condon, manager of the phonograph de-

with notable success. The celebration was made
the occasion of several pages of special comment in the Galveston Daily News, which in
addition to articles regarding the company's activities also contained advertisements from the
companies represented by the local store.
The Galveston Piano Co. features the Steinway piano and the Aeolian line of instruments,
the new Columbia Viva-tonal phonograph and
New Process records, band instruments, musical

merchandise, sheet music
and other products.

and

radio

receivers

Akron, O., September 28.—Akron's first radio
show, held in the armory last week, proved one

most successful outside of Cleveland held
Ohio this year. More than thirty dealers,
representing every standard make of radio and
equipment, had booths at the show, while durof the
in

ing the four-day show many notables in the
broadcasting world were on the program.
Radio and music dealers who took part and
who had exhibits at the show included Hower
Co., George S. Dales Music Co., Temple Radio
Co., Windsor-Poling Co.; Frank Weigand, Barberton radio and music dealer; M. O'Neil, music
and radio department; Sun Radio Co. and

Buckeye Radio Co.
it was decided

that

So successful was the show
to stage one annually.

Indoor Weather Brings Heavier Demand
for

The

Talking Machines that Really
Reproduce Original Tones

deep, resonant basses and the shrill piccolo, each with

proper emphasis, the voice of the flute, the heart throbs of the
tones of the clarinet, the thundering diapason
of the tubas
all in harmony, with every tone value reproduced
as in the original—SUCH ARE THE RESULTS
when the amplification is synchronized through
the use of the scientific MILLER system, in
which synchronized amplification is brought to
the highest degree of perfection.

cello, the rippling

—

In this system, the exponential curve of the air
column from reproducer to bell is a scientific
achievement and not the result of guesswork.

Send us your data and our audio-engineers

will

own

par-

suggest the correct solutions for your
ticular problems.

The

Miller
of

Rubber Co.

New

York

Akron, Ohio, U.

S.

A.

miller
Miller
Synchronized
Amplification has given
renewed selling force to
many talking machines
and radio sets.
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Marks

Increased Sales Activity

The Hayes Music

First

of Fall Season in Toledo Field
Style Show and Radio Exposition Draws Crowds — Frazelle Store Expands Talking
Machine Department by Addition of New Line — Artists' Appearances Create Sales
—

Toledo, O., October 7. The
have produced much activity

A

radio houses.
is

no doubt due

good share
to

dise added, the increase in

phonograph and

of this speeding up

new

the

weeks of Fall

first

in

merchansales staff's and the
lines

chants are giving it their hearty support.
The concert season opens with Sousa and his
band shortly. Dealers will exploit records in
connection with this artist as well as future perRay Miller and His Brunswick Orformers.
sold

many

records

for

dealers

during

their stay here.

—

Music House one of the
strongest general music stores in the city was

The

Frazelle

—

granted a Victor franchise recently. As a recharge of Gladys
sult a new department in
Mumma, with Esther Gotchell as assistant, has
been opened in the store. Columbia and Sonora
Another new item
lines are also handled here.
of merchandise is the Atwater Kent radio.
Frank H. Frazelle, president, stated that with
the addition of the lines the store will launch
an aggressive sales campaign. Harry L. Gatschall

is

a

new member

of the staff.

At the Lion Store Music Rooms Brunswick
and Victor records and machines are selling
ahead of last year, according to Lawson S. TalThe department has a booth
bert, manager.
at the Radio Show, where new types of phonographs are demonstrated. A feature which is
selling additional

prize
unit

week.

records here

a daily cash

is

awarded to the sales girl with the highest
sales and a push record prize for each

The

outside salesmen are given a cash

prize if two Credenzas are sold during the week.
Several thousand circulars announcing the opening of the Christmas Club were mailed with

statements to customers. RoUand Smenner, formerly with Wolf & Dessauer Co., Fort Wayne,
Ind., and well-known to the trade, has joined
forces with the house.
In the radio section trade

Doyle Wyre, manager,

is

stated.

above

He

last year,

recently at-

New

in

York.

believes indications are for the biggest radio

season on record.

of

widening of store policies. The Woman's Style
Show and Radio Exposition at the Armory
Building is daily drawing crowds to see the
styles and to learn what a woman should knowabout radio. W. Bear, director, says it's the
greatest show of its kind held here and mer-

chestra

tended the Radio World's Fair

He

."^t

the

J.

W. Greene

Co. the house

attain-

is

ing marked success with the Panatrope, also
with the Orthophonic and Panatrope combina-

Trade has opened up so briskly that

tions.

Manager

the opinion of

E. A.

Kopf

it

will

McQuish, Gordon McNamar, V. W. Collamore
and R. E. Humphries gave dealers valuable sales
information and tips. Mrs. Kopf attended the
ladies'
sessions.
An elaborate banquet was
the return trip a truck

wrecked the Kopf car. Both Mr. and Mrs. Kopf
suffered cuts and bruises, but were not seriously
injured.

The Toledo Radio Co. is making an important
announcement to dealers. The Sparton light
socket radio has been taken on.

It

is

said to

have extraordinary volume and is the only
machine with one exception using the new A. C.
Chas. H. WomeldorflE, president, stated
tubes.
that although the new merchandise has been
shown to only a few dealers all, without excepIt is made
tion, have placed substantial orders.
by the Sparks-Withington Co., Jackson, Mich.,
which is making every effort to supply the demand already in sight. Twent^'-five jobbers attended the factory announcement meeting recently.

At the Goosman Piano Co. Fall demand ha-;
call for Columbia machines and

records. Miss lona

a

with gratifying number of sales resulting.
K. F. Mocek, Toledo Columbia dealer, is closing an increased record business with the NewProcess
Columbia Polish discs. The new
models are well received here.

Don

O. Flightner, Columbia representative
Toledo and territory South, reports an
awakening of trade throughout his district. The
new- records and machines are winning newfriends every day.
in

Mrs. Flightner

is

sojourning

California with relatives and friends.

Panatrope Is Installed
in Kent House, Quebec
and Famous Old Canadian HosHas Special Model of Panatrope for
Amusement of Guests

Picturesque
telry

The Kent House, of ^Montmorency Falls,
Quebec, Canada, is one of the most picturesque

through its Panatrope concerts. These
were conducted every afternoon and evening as
A large numa feature of "Panatrope Week."
ber of blanks for the Brunswick $5,000 prize
slogan and title for new machines were dis-

Manager A. F. Maag
tributed to visitors.
stated the event stimulated interest in machine^
and combinations.

the future pos-

unlimited.

Special Panatrope at Kent House
and famous old hostelries in the Dominion, has
been at one time the original home of the
Canadian Governor General and has been in
constant use for one hundred and fifty years,
deriving its name from its former occupant in
1791— H. R. H. The Duke of Kent, the former
Que?n Victoria's father. It is now used as a

Summer

hotel. Its natural conservative policies
completely swept aside when H. R. Braid,
in charge of Brunswick activities in Eastern
Canada, demonstrated a Panatrope and pointed
out its advantages for use in the Kent House.
The managers were completely won over by
the musical quality of the instrument and immade preparation to have one
mediately
v,-ere

installed

for

the

amusement

of

special request the instrument v.as

guests.

At

mounted on

wheels to permit its ready transportation
through the famous rooms where royalty once
trod.

—

applying unless your past experience has been
as above specified.
Give full particulars in first letter.
Sales

Manager

& HOWELL COMPANY
CHICAGO

1805 Larchmont Avenue

accordion, ha 'monica and such like tunes listed
in the Columbia Old Familiar Tunes catalog,

lately

While we'd enjoy hearing from all aspirants
you will be saving your time and ours by not

BELL

Son, London, O., have reold fiddle, guitar, banjo,

stores.
C. E. Everingham is
new member of the sales staff.
The Cable Piano Co. attracted unusual interest

CAN QUALIFY

— General

&
the

Thompson reported. A drive
new business at both the

—

Address

featured

Toledo and Bryan

—

sibilities are

Walter Bryan
cently

has been launched for

Salesmen of highest standard in past performance and good standing, and who understand the retail Radio and Music Dealer angle
and who have a trade following communicate with us at once.

who

store.

stimulated the

WANTED
those

Co. reports greater activity

for

SALESMEN
To

in

be

question of getting sufficient merchandise to
take care of the demand. He recently attended
the Atwater Kent dealers' meeting in Cleveland,
where a number of speakers, including Allen

On

1926

Edison phonographs and DeForest radios.
Nicholas Baertschi, manager, attended the Edison dealer meeting at the Hotel Hollenden,
Cleveland, recently. He is much enthused over
the new forty-minute record and the four new
Edison models, likewise the transformer which
will bring old type machines up to date. Aug.
Rolle has joined forces with the house.
Flightner's Music Store made a special effort
during the past month to prepare for obtaining
its full share of Fall and Winter business on
Columbia Viva-tonal phonographs and New
Process Columbia records. All of the available
Viva-tonal models are now on display in the

a

served the visitors.

15,

in

Weeks

Annual

October

Maynard Music Co. Holds
Formal Opening of Store
Salisbury, N. C, October
—The formal
4.

opening of the new home of the Maynard !Music
Co., at 201 South Main street, was held recently
and several hundred visitors were entertained.
This house was conducted for a long time at
224 South Main street under the name of Maynard Bros. With the change of name, J. R.
Maynard remains as head of the concern and
is in active charge of the establishment.

October

15,
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FERRYMAN iU RADIO
PC

II

R

TUBES

YM ANa

^^Distance without Distortion*^

Double Filament!
Extra Capacity!
The

Perryman Radio Tubes
with the patented Perryman bridge are
doubled to form a letter M. This twin

'X.

Q

Patented June

22,

filament of

construction not only exposes a greater
area of filament surface, but it doubles
Perryman
the area of electron emission and inDouble Filament
creases the capacity of the tube. The
real result is a tube that does its appointed work more
easily, giving greater volume without distortion.
Its
longer life is a distinct economy.

1926

Above

is the clear glass demonstrating tube showing the patented Ferryman Bridge which holds the elements in place at the distance of
greatest efficiency. Ordinary jars or
jolts do not affect Ferryman Tubes.
Notice the double filament which
distributes the electron emission
over the full area of the plate, giving greater capacity without overloading.
You get natural tone for
the life of the tube and the life of
the tube is exceptionally long.

Perryman authorized

and can service dealers on sales
material.
v^ill

The

dealer

ample stocks
helps and advertising

distributors carry

who

anticipates his requirements

making timely debig Perryman year.

greatly assist his distributor in

liveries.

This will be a

Type R.H.
Type R.H.

199

Amplifler-De*ector

New Standard Base
witii

Type

R.H.

201-A

Amplifier-Detector

New Standard Base
with tong pini

Type

P. D.

Super-Sensitive

200-A
Detector

New Standard Base
with

witli

sfiort

Base
pins

Type R.H. 199
AmpliflEr-Detector
iVliniature Base
with short pins

pins

Type P,.A. 171
Power Amplifier
Base
with long pins

Type P.A. 210
Super-Power Amplifier
New Standard Base
with

Type P.R. 213
Full Wave Rectifier
New Standard Base

with long

long pins

PERRYMAN

pins

^

This Perryman catalog "Just
ofi the Press" lists and illustrates the complete line
of Perryman Tubes, giving

ELECTRIC
33 West 60th St., New

CO., INC.
York, N. Y.

Dept. T.

Gentlemen:

all characteristics, sizes, etc.

for

Adapter

New Standard

long pins

Send

long

199

Amplifier-Detector

Kindly send

me

a

copy of your

latest

catalog.

Name

your copy.

Address

My

distribuior

PERRYMAN
LABORATORIES AND PLANT
NORTH BERGEN, N. J.

ELECTRIC CO.,
PERRYMAN

SALES AND EXECUTIVE OFFICES
33 W. 60th ST., N. Y. C.

INC.
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the Girl

I dm going to MARRY
GIRLS,
of an

this is

eligible

d

confession
young man who has been

attracted to fair ladies ever since the

and

him

fascinated

— one was

beautiful but she invited

her to more shov/s in a

newspaper
as

critic razzes in

him

month than
a season.

six

eat three meals

a

Much

home

He

girl.

times a week and

a day, but the evenings

was the cynosure of admiring

home often. But
unlike the quiet girl, she made every evening a cheerful one. Her home was a center of all social activity. The younger set
so she invited

him

to her

marvelous dancing.

would play
have

— she

jazz

Of

— but

real night club

eyes,

There

course other girls

at

that

her house they

dance music

at a

mo-

is

New

a

Phonograph

in her

Reproducing Sonora

home.

but

always seemed to drift into

night clubs.

And

later,

And Dear Lady

subdued

we men do not propose marriage

harmonies

As

steal

upon the

soul while they

the record plays so, too, does their

imagination and to the tune of

just a real girl, easy to look

and moreover had

lights

engender thoughts which find no speech.

then "she" came.

dressed nicely

enchanted hours together

.... music .... beauty
.... youth .... romance! Colorful

in night clubs.

at,

his,

ment's notice.

Another was wonderful company

She was

that

had old fashioned phonographs

grew boresome.

And

home

he plans

still

were uninteresting and her companionship

somehow they

in her

it is

gathered there and had wonderful times,

the quiet

could see her

that

to take

writer.

Then came

She understood

brilliant

soon discouraged the struggling

young copy

devoted to a woman.

young

he adored her Messrs. Ziegfeld and

Belasco

man

campus

gates closed behind him. All these
ladies

wonderful understanding which makes a

that

its

mystic

music they build their air castles and plans for

tomorrow .... many tomorrows together

SONORA PHONOGRAPH COMPANY, i6 East Fortieth Street, New York, N.Y.

This story in booklet form

is

now

available to Sonora dealers

—

—
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Trade Outlook
Activities of the

The

—

J.

Alvey Added

Is

—

—

Announce

being approximately

103

of the same quick service and close co-operation as rendered in previous years.

FADA
CROSLEY
KOLSTER

PHILCO
BALKITE
MAJESTIC

1

[Receivers

MOHAWK

per

phonographs

for dealers

Inc.,

of
in

have completed
the

the

Dealers are enthusiastic over the reproduction quality of the new Viva-tonal.
Columbia Dealers in Ad Tie-Up
One of the big features of the present season was the two solid pages of Columbia advertising inserted in the Baltimore papers Septemtories.

The Columbia Phonograph Co. had a
page announcement of the Columbia New
Process records. Dealers not only gave special
window displays to this attractive ad but fifteen
of them also put in their own tie-up ads which

TOWER

J

1

Speakers
J

Products

COLUMBIA WHOLESALERS,
205 West Camden

1^
.Batteries

BRACH Equipment

PROJECTORS
STERLING
DE FOREST TUBES

and

terri-

FADA
BRANDES

Elims.

PATHEX CAMERAS

new model

various

PHILCO
BURGESS

1

TIMMONS
J

cent.

Columbia Wholesalers,
demonstrations on some

the coming season

for

Pennsylvania to the Carolinas

was at first assumed," he said, "that
September record sales would hardly surpass
September 1925, as during the latter month the
Columbia Co. gave certain record discounts
with the result that September last year was, up
to that time, the largest September for record
However, September for this year is far
sales.
ahead of the big September 1925, the total Coincrease

their lines

Inc.

and assure dealers from

"It

lumbia

1926

Just Beginning

COLUMBIA WHOLESALERS,

to the Staff

Baltimore, Md., October 7. Sales of Columbia
products in this territory continue in recordbreaking proportions, according to W. H.
Swartz, vice-president of Columbia Wholesalers,
Inc.

15,

Greatest Radio Season

Columbia Wholesalers Domi-

nate the Local Trade Big Tie-up With National Advertising
Dealers Add New Lines

M.

October

in

Baltimore Bright

ber

!

Inc.

Baltimore, Md.

Street

23.

full

ran well over a

page

full

in addition.

The

deal-

top of the page called special attention to the fact that this was the largest unit
of advertising ever inserted in a Baltimore paper
on a phonograph line at any one time. This

er

at the

group advertising ran for three days and caused
quite a sensation in this territory.
C. P. Kearfott, aggressive Columbia dealer of
Martinsville, Va., had a large booth at the

September 21.
The Blue Ribbon Piano Co., Harrisburg, Va.,
also had a fine Columbia display at a county

county

fair

fair the

held

To

week

of

the

rapidly

much better. The new
has won great popularity for

tories are
set

increasing

Columbia

business the Columbia Wholesalers, Inc., recently increased its force in the record, packshipping and bookkeeping departments,
ing,

and to house the large quantities of machine

its

M.

J.

moment.

Alvey

in

New

Isaac Benesch & Sons, Kunkel Piano Co. and
Mueller's Music Co. Take on Complete Line
of

wonderful

ingly active, large quantities of back orders be-

ing on hand at the

Leading Baltimore Firms
Add the Columbia Line

Phonographs and Records

shielded Fada

tone qualities, and the big list of Fada dealers
in this territory are very enthusiastic over the
Crosley products still prove exceedoutlook.

Post

order to care for the rapidly increasing
demand for Columbia products in this territory
Columbia Wholesalers, Inc., has added to its
personnel M. J. Alvey, a well-known radio and
phonograph technician of Baltimore and vicinity.
He will work with L. K. Snyder, present repreIn

in their section.

handle

goods have contracted for space in a nearby
They have just finished renovating
and repairing the office and display rooms of
the second floor of their four-story building.
Big Demand for Fada
Fada six and eight-tube radio sets continue
to be oversold, although shipments from fac-

warehtjuse.

One

news.

So have your

F

u 11 - p a g e
newspaper advertisements
customers.

told the story.

New

Columbia

Process Records are

all

the beauty,

brilliance, clarity

and

&

Sons,

549-571

vol-

papers.
Co., 120 North Liberty
another dealer that recently secured
a franchise for the new Viva-tonal line and the
Columbia New Process records. Joseph Kunkel,

The Kunkel Piano
is

is located in the eastern part of the city,
William Mueller,
the largest in its section.
the proprietor, not only announced his taking on
this line with a half-page ad in the daily papers,

which
is

but also distributed several thousand card an-

ment.

nouncements.

of

Columbia New Process
Records are riding on the

Record buyers know now

crest of a great

one big reason why Columbia New Process Rec-

You

popularity.

wave

of

can ride

with them.

sentative, covering Baltimore City,

Wm.H. Swartz
ExclasivelyWholes ale
Camden St., Baltimore, Md.
205

in addi-

Heads Stieff Department
Edward Keefer, for many years connected
with Kranz-Smith-Sanders-Stayman Co., was recently appointed manager of the new Victrola
department of Charles M. StiefT, Inc.
Interest in Brunswick

ColumtiaWliolei

and

tion will cover the eastern shore of Maryland
and western Maryland as well.

There

W

Gay

every type of
music and musical instru-

ume

electrically recorded.

L.L.Andrews

North

have just taken on the complete line of
new Viva-tonal machines and a complete stock
The store
of Columbia New Process records.
has also placed a large order for phonographs
and records for shipment during October, November and December, in addition to a heavy
The firm anorder for immediate delivery.
nounced its entrance into the ranks of Columbia
dealers by a half-page advertisement in the daily

head of the store, is assisted by Lew and George
Becker and Miss Marie Kunkel, who has taken
charge of the record department.
Another firm to put on the full line of Columbia products this month was Mueller's Music
Shop, 506-8 South Third street. This shop,

The Big News
ords record

Benesch

street,

street,

YOU'VE heard the big

of Baltimore's biggest department stores,

Isaac

is

a great

over the $5,000

Grows

deal of talk in this section

name

contest for a

new

instru-

ment being conducted by the Brunswick Co.

A

have entered at the
branch office here, according to Charles F. Shaw,
manager of the Brunswick. "Business generally
improveis very good and there is a decided
ment in deliveries," said Mr. Shaw. "The new
{Continued on page 82)
great

many

contestants

—
October

—
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Console with

Cone Loud'
speaker Ready
for Your Set
and Batteries

Rear view showing larye
compartment providing
ample space for all bat

The

Cone

Loudspeaker,

with its Spruce sounding
board,
is
quickly
and
easily
removable, allowing instant access to all
batteries, battery eliminator or other equipment
and wiring.

teries, battery charger or
battery eliminator. These
concealed
entirely
The back is
from view.
of
ventilation
open for

batteries.

Model 200
villi

with 22-'inch Cone

Cone

22-inch

A Kevelation

in
%adio H^production
—

cone loudspeaker that reproduces all the
From the deep-voiced
^^.^yjL
tones as they are broadcast.
every
of
note
a vocal solo
softest
to
the
orchestra
tuba of an
as it
beauty,
just
all
its
ever-^ sound is reproduced in
tone
entered the microphone.

AST

a

Loudspeaker Console

tractive design as to be a

ished

Mahogany

in

22-inch

—

*

*

*

The Windsor Cone Loudspeaker Console

loudspeakers of even smaller size, the cost of
cone loudspeaker,
the complete Windsor
is amazspruce sounding board and console

—

—

*

a

piece of

With 16-inch Cone

*

furniture,

(Pat. ajiplied for)

tric
light.

lamp

floods

Finished in

room
Mahog-

with

the

»blQ

41

J.

West of Rockies, $23.00

*

the

the value offered.

This 20 by 17-inch Cone Loudspeaker Table has suspended from the
underside of the top a 16-inch WindPlaced in
sor Cone Loudspeaker.
any part of a room, it fills the room
with music just as an inverted elec-

any or Walnut. Price

ingly low.

As

Model 600

is

the greatest value in the world of radio. When
compared with the average cost of cone-type

or Walnut.

combined with attractive pieces of furniture in
many models beautifully finished in either walnut or mahogany, offer recognized radio dealers a remarkable new field for largely increased
sales and profits. The retail prices are unusually low for loudspeakers of such outstanding
perfection and the attractive furniture with
which they are combined serves to enhance

Cone

Windsor

of such manifest high quality and atwelcome addition to any home. Fin-

The Windsor Cone and Horn Loudspeakers,

Loudspeaker,
with its ipriice sounding board, will reproduce
the softest crooning lullaby in a softly lighted
room, or the fuU-throateci march music of a
band in an auditorium both with perfect
fidelity of sound and tone.

This

is

Windsor Cone

Write or wire

at once for illustrations and prices
covering all models in the Windsor line, together
with retail prices and the unusually liberal trade dis-

counts.

The

many
this

extensive magazine and newspaper ad-

campaign

vertising

to

appear

this

season will send

radio enthusiasts into your store to see and hear
remarkable new line of cone and horn loud-

speakers combined with fine furniture.
Electrical Depui Iment

The

WINDSOR FURNITURE COMPANY
World's Largest Manufacturers and Originators of Loudspeaker Consoles

1426

CARROLL AVENUE

Los Angeles Branch—

m

Maple Avenue

.

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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Talking Machine Dealers in Detroit
Optimistic as Sales Make Steady Gains
Season— R. B. Ailing Co. Adds the Atwater Kent Radio LineFrank Bayley Again Heads Michigan Merchants' Association Month's News

Dealers Preparing for an Active

—

Detroit,. Mich., October 6.— The month of September was an excellent one for the talking machine dealers of Detroit. They all seemed to enjoy splendid business, much improved over
August and certainly better than a year ago.
On top of good talking machine business, their

radio business was also very brisk, being stimulated by the desire for baseball scores and the
special concerts over WEAF, New York. With
Detroit at the height of its prosperity and the

outlook very good for Fall, retailers are certain
to be in for very big business from now until
Christmas.
If they don't get it, the fault will
be their own. Never have retailers had so much
to incite public interest

chines,

—

the
the improved records,

new talking mamore song hits

and more dance hits than ever and radio equipment. We mention radio because it has become
almost a necessary part of the retailer's line.
Some dealers have even gone so far as to add
a

line

of

electric

refrigerators;

others

small
lines of string instruments, particularly ukes,
which are so popular with the younger element.
G. F. Morton has been appointed manager of
the wholesale Victrola department of Grinnell
Bros.
He succeeds the late Charles H. Grin-

Mr. Morton has been with the wholesale
department for many years, covering the State
as sales representative. He reports a very brisk

ago
and

at this
is

time.

a very

E. K.

The

store

is

open evenings

busy place.

Andrew, manager

chine department at the

J.

of the

L.

talking

ma-

Hudson Music

was elected president

of the DeRadio Stores.
Frank Bayley, of the Bayley Music House,
and re-elected president of the Michigan Music
Merchants' Association, announces that the 1927
convention will again be held in Detroit owing

Store, recently

troit

to the success of the last convention in August.

"We

music merchants would prefer
any other city because
of entertainment we can give them here and the
fact that the meetings draw a very large attendance from the local dealers," he declared.
Mr. Bayley, who handles the Brunswick line,
reports business was never as good during the
month of September and the early part of Ocfind

coming

tober.

that

to Detroit than

He

predicts a record Fall trade for the

retailers.

Baltimore Trade Outlook
Is Exceptionally Bright

the

demand

for the

comments that
new Orthophonic is far ex-

ceeding his expectations.
Brunswick Panatropes and Brunswick records
are enjoying record business.
The Panatrope,
in addition to being sold for the home, is in
great

demand

to the fact

ing

and public places, owing
that the sound can be amplified, makfor halls

very adaptable for large halls,
and ballrooms. Brunswick records
stimulated by the large number
Brunswick artists who have been in
it

restaurants

have been
of

visiting

Detroit the

past month.

The

R. B. Ailing Co.,

1540

Woodward

ave-

{Continued from page 80)
I'anatrope needles have made a hit. These new
steel
needles play from thirteen to fifteen
electrically recorded records.

Columbia Wholesalers, Inc., Entertain
Radio dealers from Maryland, District of
Columbia, Virginia and eastern West Virginia,
the territory controlled by Columbia Wholesalers, Inc., as exclusive distributors of Fada
radio, were entertained at a large meeting held
recently at the Maryland Yacht Club by Colum-

The new
"Fada Eight," the "Fada Six" and the new
"Cone Speaker" were not only displayed with
the balance of the Fada line, but one of the

bia Wholesalers, Inc., of Baltimore.

greatest demonstrations ever witnessed in that

was given

which handles the Edison and Brunswick
lines, has recently added the Atwater Kent radio.
Mr. Ailing, who also handles the wholesale Edi-

also

son department, reports that retail business is
at least 75 per cent better than it was a year

hundred and twenty-five dealers were present
or represented and all marveled at the range

nue,

section

in

conjunction with the

in-

new Philco Socket Powers,
sponsored by Columbia Wholesalers. "One

troduction of the

We are distributors
of
the

1926

Grinnell, president of Grinnell Bros.,

.V.

taking

15,

a

much-needed

is

and

vacation at
Colorado Springs, Col., and reports from out
there state that he is recovering rapidly from
his recent long siege of illness.
rest

Statements from local distributors such as the
E. Lind Co., Brunswick Co., Yahr & Lange
(Sonora), Columbia Graphophone Co., Starr
Phonograph Co., and the Consolidated Talking
Machine Co., all indicate that they are getting
more orders from the city and State than ever
before and that they are anticipating a very
busy Fall season.
The P. A. Starck Piano Co., which also
handles phonographs, has moved to four doors
south on Woodward avenue.
S.

The W. W. Woodmansee Co., one of Detroit's
pioneer talking machine stores, has discontinued
business.
For years the store had been on
Grand River avenue, near Fourteenth street.
S. E. Lind Co., handling the Adler line, is
now in new quarters at 1036 Beaubien street,
which is right downtown and more convenient
It is just a stone's throw from the
Columbia Co. and Yahr & Lange,
who are at 439 East Fort street. A few blocks
away is the wholesale department of Brunswick

for retailers.

offices of the

Co. making it very convenient for retailers who
do business with more than one distributor.

loop-operated
these
receivers
and the
naturalness of reproduction accomplished with
the new Fada cone speaker," said Mr. Andrews,
of

of Columbia Wholesalers and in
charge of the radio division.
Orders were taken for the new Fada sets
and speakers from practically all dealers present and a degree of enthusiasm displayed most
gratifying to both Columbia Wholesalers and
F. A. D. Andrea, Inc., manufacturer of the
Fada line. Mr. Sherwood, Eastern district
sales manager for Fada, pointed out the strong

president

nell.

trade in the city and State, and

C.

October

famous

Neutrodyne for the coming seaand explained Fada plans and policies,

position of the

son

including the liberal co-operative dealer advertising plan. A buflfet luncheon was served later.
Dealers Discuss Sales Plans

"A very successful dealers' assembly was held
on Monday, October 4, in our offices, for the
purpose of demonstrating new models and planning schedules for the remainder of the year.
\Mrginia, North Carolina, District of Columbia
and Maryland dealers attended and a splendid
talk on Methods to Increase Sales was given by
Howard Williams, of the Business Training
Corp. of New York. A salesman's meeting was
also conducted recently at which plans for a big
business during the rest of the term were discussed," said Mr. Shaw.
Miss E. M. Heagerty in New Post
Miss Ellen M. Heagerty, formerly secretary
to C. F. Shaw, of the Baltimore branch office of
the Brunswick Co., is now in charge of the
record department of Fink & Co.
The Maryland Record Co., Inc., will soon
start production at its factory in Hagerstown,
Md. The company, which is capitalized at $25,000, has leased the whole of the fifth floor of the
Central Building. Edwin J. Smead, Norman B.
Scott and Walter E. Baker are the incorporators.

Farrand

Big Musicone Production
Since the introduction of the Crosley Super
in June, production of this speaker

Musicone

had increased until it has now reached 2,000 a
Production of the regular Musicone is
still being maintained in large quantities, while
the Musiconsole, a console model of the Musicone speaker first introduced to the public early
last Spring, is being produced at the rate of
day.

Detroit Electric Co*
101-11 E. Jefferson Ave.

Mich
N. W.

Detroit,

Grand Rapids, Mich., 224 Ottawa Ave.,
Kalamazoo, Mich., 132 North Rose St.
Lansing, Mich., 206 South Grand Ave.
Saginaw, Mich., 212 South Washington Ave.

500 a day.
T. A. Davies, the general director of merchandise at Wm. Taylor Son & Co., Cleveland,
is

the

girl.

happy father of a brand new boy and
reported from St. Luke's Hospital that

It is

both Mrs. Davies and the new arrivals are doing
nicely.

—
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PROFITS
4

f

^

PROFITS are not what you make on each
You may buy an

sale.

and sell it
What you have

for $1,000.00

article for $10.00

—and lose money.

left after all

expense

is

paid

that's profit.
Suppose you have a record winter season— but your "off
season" sales just break even with expense— doesn't your percentage of profit over the year melt away?

And
you

if

your "offseason" sales are below expenses— aren't

"in the red"?

Radio and phonograph merchandising is a wonderful
producing business— if

up

their end.

out

ail

protect

off

season sales can be

to hold

And if actual peak sales can be produced through-

seasons of the year — doesn't one season's success

you against a possible

loss in the other? Is this not

unpurchasable insurance against

lost profits?

Perhaps you have been pondering over
lem.

made

profit

The

question has

been— "What

this very prob-

line fits in best

with

your set-up"?

Turn

to the

next page— and read a few simple facts which

analyze the average Radio and Phonograph dealer's position

—You

will find that this is the

solution to a

momentous

question.

f

<^

BELL

& HOWELL COMPANY
UL

1811

Larchmont Ave», Chicago,
"New

Yor?<, }iollywood,

London

ESTABLISHED 1907

<!

^

«

.
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and Loss Curve

Profit

JAN. FEB. MAR. APR. MAY JUNE JULY AUG.

SEPT. OCT.

NOV.-

DEC.

DEAD
LINE

RADIO AND PHONOGRAPH SALES
BELL & HOWELL CINE CAMERA SALES
above
THE
Note the

chart carries a message well worth your study.
curve of Radio and Phonograph lines. Both
paying big in their peak months. Yet see
are profitable lines
how the slack months from March to October sag that hard
earned high-level curve of October to March. To make real money
and save those winter profits you have got to bend that summer curve up to meet the blue line.To do this you have got to
something
sell a line that will follow the customer into the open
that carries with it an urge to accompany him in his walks or
sales

—

—

Five Points

'

drives during the

warm summer

days, week ends and vacations

— times when he will not stay in to hear his radio or phonograph.
No man

will deny the fact that the Motion Picture Camera now
has the center of the "warm weather" stage and is seeking its

—

strongest retail outlet.
Reflect upon your own good set-up. Here are five simple
truths which justly point to YOU, Mr. Radio and Phonograph
Merchant, as the rightful dealer for this new line which public
demand is reaching out for.

— Worth Money to You
—

1

2

Radio and Phonographs are instruments of entertainment "entertainment in the home." You have
The amateur motion picture camera and projector are also primarily instruments of entertainment in the home. Therefore, they are legitimately YOUR line.

qualified in the sale thereof.

Radio and Phonograph

sales are best

qualified in this highly specialized

tion

made on demonstration —demonstration

form of

selling.

Motion picture machines

— and you control each demonstration. You are not dependent

in the

will sell

on

home. You have
demonstra-

first

nor controlled by outside influences

or conditions.

3

4
5

You and your

salesmen are experienced in selling "in the home." Naturally, to hold specialty salesmen
in training, they must be kept busy the year 'round. So, an article of
entertainment that will sell strongest by demonstration and without conflicting with your other lines,
is obviously a high-profit asset to you.
of this type,

8C

—

—

—

You imderstand the value of a manufacturer backing you up with national advertising. The Bell 85
Howell Company will appear in THIRTEEN FULL PAGES in the Saturday Evening Post — EACH
PAGE IN FOUR COLORS, besides many other national publications in full pa2e space. As a retail merchant, you know what that will do to create retail sales. The page opposite is a reproduction of our October 23rd Saturday Evening Post ad. You can't help but feel proud to represent such a line.

HOWELL CO.,

1811 Larchmont Ave., Chicago,

—

Your clientele is already established. You have made friends. Every radio and phonograph customer
you have sold no matter how long ago is your immediate prospect for this new prince of entertainers
"movies" in the home.

[mail THIS FOR PR0P0SITIQN|
BELL

and to keep them

III.

Gentlemen: Please give me complete details of your camera
and equipment sales proposition.

YOU HAVE ALWAYS WANTED SALES PROTECTION.
THE BELL & HOWELL EXCLUSIVE TERRITORIAL
FRANCHISE PROTECTS THE DEALER AGAINST
PROMISCUOUS APPOINTMENT OF DEALERS.
DEALERSHIPS ARE LIMITED TO THE BETTER
GRADE OF MERCHANTS.

Name
Address

1

There is far more to the Bell & Howell story than can be said here. It
will be well worth your time and postage to mail us this coupon today.

—

—
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camera

this

takes movies

or you
—equalled only bij
professional work

414-pound camera developed

by world's leading makers
of professional movie equipHOWELL
ment; the BELL

Automatic

OyrOTION PHOTOGRAPHY
J

*/

made

1/

has

now

ta\e beautiful, clear, sharp piaures.This tells

can.

been

so simple, so mistake proof that a child

how:

For 19 years. Bell Sr" Howell have made the cameras
and equipment used almost exclusively by the world's
leading movie producers.

Now this knowledge and experience have produced
use

FiLMO, for personal

—

4} 2

amazing movie-taking power.
dependability

graphic

pounds of compact,

Its

accuracy and photo-

are equalled only by Bell

&

Howel! professional cinematograph cameras which cost

up

to

$5,000 each. Yet

it is

priced within reach of

modest incomes.
.y"

The

why Filmo

reasons

equalled only

by the

among

can give you real movies,

feature films

you see

TAKING MOTION PICTURES WITH FILMO

good

at

IS

AS EASY AS LOOKING

THROUGH A

FIELD GLASS

below. They are features found only

theaters, are given

in Filmo,

./^

..-^

all

Bell

personal movie cameras.

Howell Company

Si I Larchmont Ave.
Chicago, Illinois
I

For instance:

it

sights as easily, as directly, as you'd

Thus, anything you

look through a field glass.

you

get

object

see

—

and

Filmo

get

it

is fully

—and

ton

cranking,

Better Pictures, Better

squarely on the film,

You simply touch

automatic.

get real movies of your

no focusing

a but-

own. There

for distance.

No

is

tripod

no

developed free

See

A good

Made by world's largest maker of motion picture cameras, Filmo is the only personal movie

(2)

exhibit.
(})

iuor\

own

be glad to

(4)

we may tell you where to find
him. It also brings
free
a fascinating, new book
telKng how to make your own movies.

(5)

dealer, in

your

It

— ready to

show and demonstrate Filmo
Send coupon so that

—

—

locality, will

Filmo Automatic Projector

for showing tliese

—

same superior-

movies in your
ity; pictures

own home

offers

as brilliant and

at best theaters.

fiicl^erless

to you.
(6)
(7)
(81

Spy-glass viewfinder.
Adjustable, accurate speed control for different objects and lights.
Special mechanism for s-l-o-w motion pictures,
in same design of camera.
Highest quaHty imported, anastigmat, 25
m,'m Fj.5 aperture lens.
Simplest to operate of all movie cameras.
12 lenses interchangeable for special work,
Beautifully finished, compact, efficient.
Lifetime service; no depreciation.

—

Send me your new book on taking personal
movies— also further description and illustrations of Filmo.

as you see

Runs forward, backward, or
Shows pictures from

Address.

stops for single piaure.

is

(j)

films are

Shown

camera possessmgthese vitally important features:

needed.

Your

Why You Get

You can accurately follow the fastest-moving

!

postcard size up to 7 x 9 feet.

City

The Bell

BELL

6?
181

1

HOWELL CO.
Larchmont Ave., Chicago

T^ew

TorI(,

HoUywood, London

Established 1907

State..

6?

Howell Automauc
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THE

shown at the better
today have been made possible largely

feature motion pictures

theatres

through the efforts of the Bell
Howell company.
Nineteen years ago Bell CS, Howell made their first professional motion picture cameras for the industry. Anticipating the enormous possibilities ahead, they effected the
standardizations and mechanical improvements upon

which the industry took

root

and grew.

Today Bell

Howell professional cameras, costing up
to $5,000, are used almost exclusively to photograph the
better motion picture productions the world over.

Out

Howell developed
the Filmo motion picture cameras and equipment for individual use. These small, compact instruments are as precise, and in many ways as flexible in use, as the larger,
vastly

of this vast experience Bell

more expensive equipment.

TheBell
facture.

Howell Co. has only one standard of manuThat is absolute precision in every detailCS,

finest quality of materials,

workmanship and ultimate

photographic results.
Merchandise made to a price comes and goes in the
market. Bell CS, Howell equipment survives and will continue to survive because

experience and

is

right.

it is

founded on long, practical

Which would you

have—
steady and

rather

price business? — or the safe,
sure business that goes with acknowledged leadership?
Tie up with the Bell CSi, Howell Company.
the fluctuating

Turn back
page of

to

second

this insert

and

MAIL THE COUPON
Trademark Registered
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Radio World's Fair Drew Record Crowds
Huge New Madison Square Garden

New York

Was

Scene of
Third Annual Radio World's Fair Latest in Radio Receiving Sets
and Accessories Were Viewed by Unprecedented Daily Attendance
The Third Annual Radio World's

Fair,

which

held forth at Madison Square Garden during the
week of September 13 to 18, was, viewed from
every possible angle, the most successful exhibition of radio products that has ever taken place
in this country or, for that matter, in the world.

View

The

fact

of the

that for the first

—

cream

and

programs

presenting

alternated in
selected the

in

they

of their talent to represent

them

Immediately prior to
at the exposition.
opening of the World's Fair on Monday,
September 13, there was a parade of floats from
City Hall to Madison Square Garden. A radio
the

New Madison Square Garden, New York City, Showing Some of the
orchestra gave a concert on the steps of the City
time in New York

the radio exhibitions were housed under one
roof was particularly satisfactory to the trade,

all

more than 200 exhibitors practically
every manufacturer of radio equipment was represented and a dealer could saunter from aisle
to aisle and when he had completed his rounds
of the Exposition hall, the Arena and the mezzanine floor have seen all that was worth seeing
of the radio merchandise that is to be offered
The
the public during the season of 1926-27.
attendance was record-breaking with more than
225,000 having visited the New Madison Square
for with

Hall to an immense audience.
Mobile station
6XBR broadcast this program and also broadcast along the entire route of the parade. This
feature drew considerable attention to the radio
festivities of the week.
Mayor James J. Walker,
meeting the parade en route to the Madison
Square Garden, unofficially received Mrs. Lotta
HarraufT, Radio Queen of the United States.
The Mayor was present at the World's Fair on
Monday evening and gave an interesting address that was broadcast from station WAHG.

Other

officials

prominent

in public life

and out-

Garden during the six days of the exposition.
And from the standpoint of the exhibitors the
show was most successful, for the business contracted for during the week between exhibitors
and jobbers and dealers was estimated by G.
Clayton Irwin, general manager of the Radio
World's Fair, to be in the neighborhood of

standing personages in the radio industry appeared before the microphone during the week
and gave interesting addresses. Clusters of loud
5;peakers and amplifying systems were installed
throughout Madison Square Garden so that the
visitors to the exposition could at all times listen to the programs that were being broadcast

$100,000,000.

from the Crystal Studio.

trade sessions each day from 11 a. m. to
m. were well attended and dealers from

The
1

p.

every section of the United States, from Canada
and even from European cities were present at
the World's Fair to profit from the early showSpread before
ing of the next season's lines.
their eyes was more than $1,500,000 worth of
radio

apparatus

in

a

diversity

fit

models and
and priced to

of

styles that satisfied every appeal

the pocketbook of every class of radio pros-

pect.

For the

visitors

whose

interest in radio

was

World's Fair this year
was more satisfactory than ever. A practically
continuous program was broadcast from the
that of enthusiasts the

An

outstanding feature of the apparatus on
was the large number of the present-day
receivers that are operated by plugging in on
exhibit

the electric light socket, thus eliminating
teries

and eliminators.

This feature,

in

all

bat-

addition

I

fact

that

practically

all

of

in fine furniture

Exhibits and Visitors to Fair
those of former years. In other words, the present-day receivers are finished products and the
trade and public need fear no radical changes
that will
is

make

obsolete a receiver purchased.

true that changes have been

made and

It

will

made from time to time, but these
changes will in no way decrease the value of the
present-day set. As, for instance, the tendency
to have sets operate from an indoor antenna or
loop set atop the receiver or concealed in the
cabinet.
Such changes are steps in the right
direction toward making radio more attractive.
In summing up one cannot help but feel that
the vast outpouring of enthusiasts indicates that
the coming season will be a most prosperous
one for radio dealers and that the predictions
of jobbers and manufacturers as to the amount
of business that should be done by live retailers
will be realized.
A word of praise and credit
must be given to U. J. Herrmann and G. Clayton
Irwin and their corps of assistants for the masterly manner in which the function was planned
and carried out, for to them, more than to any
continue to be

other factor, must be attributed the fact that
Annual Radio World's Fair was an

the Third

immense

success.

Leading Exhibitors and Their Products

|

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiii^

Radio Corp.

of

America

The complete line of Radiolas, RCA loud speakers,
Radiotrons and Rectrons attracted considerable attention
at the large exhibit staged by the Radio Corp. of America.
A feature of the exhibit was a massive display stand

Exposition Hall

and the radio artists who have entertained radio
set owners for the past years were present in
person to entertain and meet their admirers.

complete line of cabinets especially designed for Radiolas
by New York Metropolitan district distributors was also
on display, and it was pointed out that these special
cabinets are available to distributors in other sections

The leading metropolitan broadcasting

of the country.

stations

the newer
which will
fit the surroundings of any fine home, and that
the manufacturers have striven for and achieved
the utmost in simplicity of operation, was what
really di>tinguished the 1926-27 receivers from
the

to

models are encased

Ijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin

showing all types of Radiotrons and Rectrons. A stained
glass window told pictorially the story of the completeness
A
of the RCA line of sets, speakers and accessories.

Crystal Studio erected in the

City

Clark, manager of the exhibition department,
charge of the RCA booth.
He was assisted by
H. C. Edgar, J. Hendrikson, A. H. Laiken, A. H. Genet,
E. S. Pearl, J. Dooley and other representatives of the
sales department.
C. T. Wandres, Eastern district advertising manager, lent his co-operation with W. \V. Cone and
R. Sherbo of the advertising department.
Gen. James A.
Harbord. president; David Sarnoff, vice-president and general manager, with E. E. Bucher, general sales manager,
and Pierre Boucheron, advertising manager, visited the
exhibit during the week.
A separate exhibit was maintained at the Marine de{Continued on page 84)
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Radio World's Fair Draws Record Crowds— (Continued
partment of RCA, where the sending and receiving -of
radiograms and photoradiograms were demonstrated to the

many

interested

visitors.

Atwater Kent Mfg. Co.
Prominently situated at the main entrance was the exhibit of the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., of Philadelphia.
The new one-dial six and seven tube models of the Atwater Kent line attracted much attention.
Model 35,
with its all-metal cabinet and entirely distinctive method
of construction, seemed of particular interest to the buying public.

The

four models comprising the Atwater

Kent

line of sets

were shown — models 30, 32, 35 and the model 20 compact
which is now enjoying its second season of popularity.
During the course of the week Reinald Werrenrath and
Mary Lewis, grand opera stars, who have appeared before
the microphone during Atwater Kent broadcast hours, visited the Atwater Kent booth and were photographed.
The
newly chosen Miss America arrived from Atlantic City
and was also present at the Atwater Kent booth.
Vernon W. CoUamore, general sales manager, was in
charge, assisted by various members of the sales and factory staff, including E. F. Meany, John E. Delp, Frank
Miller, J. A. Prestele, George Jaud, W. E. Richards, C.
S. Hebden, J. W. Laiiffer and others.
Federal-Brandes, Inc.

A great deal of interest was displayed in the new
Kolster-Brands line of sets and speakers at the booth of
Federal-Brandes, Inc. The full Kolster line of table and
cabinet receiving sets was on exhibition, as well as the
Brandes line of cone and horn speakers, with the Brandes
The New Kolster
head-set and phonograph attachment.
line of six and eight tube sets made an attractive display.
The Kolster Radio Compass, now used extensively in
Marine service, was exhibited for the first time at any
radio show in the East and attracted considerable attention. It was invented by Dr. Frederick A. Kolster, chief research engineer of Federal-Brandes, Inc., when he was
chief of the radio division of the U. S. Bureau of
Carroll Van Ark was in charge of
Standards in 1915.
H. H. Southgate, assistant
the Kolster-Brandes booth.
sales manager, was on hand, assisted by Alex Nordholm,
RepreF. J. Kahn, H. A. Hutchins and A, W. Rhinow.
sentatives of the McKenzie Radio Co. and McPhilbinKeetor Co. were also in attendance.
Stromberg-Carlson Tel. Mfg. Co.
The Stromberg-Carlson Tel. Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y.,
had a large and decidedly attractive showing of its
radio products. Four models, the 502 Art Console five-tube
set, the 602 Art Console six-tube set, the 601 Treasure
Chest six-tube set .and the 501 Treasure Chest five-tube
set were featured, shown in specially built display booths
which made an attractive setting for the receivers. Other
products shown were the new cone speaker with the violin
soundboard, the Stromberg-Carlson "B" socket power
imits, audio output transformers and the No. 10 audio
filter.
The exhibit was under the direction of Herbert
Brennan and Benjamin Gross, of Gross-Brennan, Inc.,
New York and Boston representatives, and among the
officials of Stromberg-Carlson organization in attendance
were Edward Hanover, purchasing agent; James S. Gibson,
head of the radio division; Ray Manson, chief engineer;
Warren T. Eastwood, advertising manager; Virgil Graham, assistant engineer, and members of the sales and
engineering

staflfs.

Federal Radio
Federal Radio
Ortho-sonic line

Corp..

Buffalo,

Corp.
N. Y.,

had the Federal

receiving sets on display in an atA variety of table and console models
tractive booth.
were shown together with new art cabinet models. The
of

Ortho-sonic line caused considerable comment, particuL. E. Noble, vice-president
larly the group of art models.
and general sales manager, came down from Buffalo for
C. J. Jones, assistant sales manager, was
the week.
in active charge of the Ortho-sonic exhibit and was assisted by Bernard D. Colen, president of the Musical
Products Distributing Co., exclusive Ortho-sonic distributor

in

the

metropolitan

New York

territory.

Sonora Phonograph Co., Inc.
The Sonora Phonograph Co., Inc., had a most attractive and interesting display of its products in a booth
which was fitted up in a manner that represented the
furnishings and fittings of a home of the better type, so
that visitors could visualize the Sonora products in their
ultimate destination, the home. The new lines of Sonora
receivers and phonographs were shown, as was also the
The Sonora shielded six in table,
Sonora loud speaker.
console and de luxe console cabinets was featured.
Lloyd Coulter, assistant sales manager; C. C. Henry, radio
engineer, and F. W. Schnirring, advertising manager, were
S. O. Martin, president, and
in charge of the display.
Joseph Wolff, vice-president, were frequent visitors dur-

ing the week.
Stewart- Warner Speedometer Corp.
The Stewart-Warner Speedometer Corp., Chicago, 111.,
was represented by an exceedingly attractive booth in

which the complete new line of Stewart-Warner matched
A scroll iron frame
unit radio products were displayed.
enclosed the Stewart-Warner section and blue and gold
In the center a four
draperies hung from this frame.
foot

square section was erected with

oil

paintings on each

home. Spotfrom each corner, adding to
The models of receivers exhibited inits attractiveness.
cluded table models without speakers, table models with
built-in speakers, console models, console table models
Attractive literature illustrating
and highboy models.
the receivers and depicting the various uses to which
side illustrating

Stewart-Warner radio

in the

lights played on the display

Among those in
set can be put was distributed.
attendance at the exhibit were: Ray H. Woodford, sales
manager of the radio division; W. J. Zucker, vice-presithe

dent and general sales manager of the company; William Stensgaard, manager of the display division; L.
E. Parker, chief engineer, and George Armstrong, New

York
sales

representative,

and

members

of

the

The

Reichmann

Co.,

Co.

Chicago,

111.,

displayed

the

full

models
model
designed with two tone

being featured.
This set is
chambers.
The Thorola speaker line shown included the
Model 7 table cone speaker, the Thorola cone model, and
three models of horn speakers.
The famous Thorola low
loss Doughnut coils were also prominently shown. Among
those in attendance at the exhibit were Frank Reichmann, president; E. S. Riedel, general sales manager;
Carl Boyd, sales promotion manager; Ernest Reichmann,
secretary; James A. Ago, Eastern sales manager; R. E.
Taiiner, New York representative; C. A. Jones and H.
F. O'Connor.
Farrand Mfg. Co.
The Farrand booth attracted attention with a mammoth cone speaker as a background.
On either side of
this exhibit were animated signs, one of which gave the
history and special features of the cone speaker and the
other devoted to the interest of the Farrand "B" eliminator and the "B" eliminator combined with the power
amplifier.
The booth was the headquarters of visiting
Farrand distributors and was in charge of George H.
Kiley, vice-president and general sales manager of the
company, assisted by Charles H. GrifKth, who looks after
Southern territory, and William Dermody.
59

Magnavox

Co.

Oakland, Cal., had an interesting
and attractive display of the complete Magnavox line of
radio equipment, including a wide variety of Magnavox
five-tube sets with single dial control housed in a diversity
of cabinets of console and other types and in table models.
The fine furniture which composed the Magnavox cabinets
caused many expressions of admiration from visitors to
the booth and the absence of dials and other switchboard equipment on the outside of the set was characteristic of the sets.
The Magnavox cone speakers
were features of the display with the Cornell, Stanford
and Belvedere models outstanding. These models are extremely attractive in appearance.
Heckert Parker, assistant sales manager, Charles Heselton, Ross Smith and
G. K. Cole were in attendance.
Zenith Radio Corp.
The Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, 111., had an attractive display of its receivers with the DeLuxe models
and the new electrically operated receivers as the features.
The new receivers which operate from the light
socket eliminate all "A" and "B" batteries.
Three
models, Nos. 27, 28 and 29 were shown. The DeLuxe line
Co.,

shown included the Colonial, English, Spanish, Italian
and Chinese models.
These models in handsome art
cabinets attracted many visitors to the booth. The Zenith
"B" battery eliminator was also shown. Among those in
attendance at the booth were Eugene McDonald, president; Paul Klugh, vice-president: Carl Hassell, chief
engineer, and William J. Gaynor, New York representative.

Salesmen

Woods.
Pooley

from

various

Co.,

Inc.

Pooley cabinet was
feature of the exhibit of the Pooley Co., Inc., of
Philadelphia.
This was visualized through a Pooley
cabinet which had been sawed through lengthwise, bringing into view its interior construction and many fine
points of cabinet work.
This was augmented by a large
finish

of the

a novel

line of Thorola radio products, including the three
of Thorola receivers, a table and two console sets,

The Magnavox

and the following members of the sales staff. Jack
Dalton, John L. Allen, E. Pfaff, Frank Evans and James

neer,

The construction and

Reichmann

1926

from page 83)

metropolitan

staff.

15,

Eastern distributors as-

framed explanatory chart.

The

new

entire

including models

was on

line of Pooley models
1100,

1700,

1300,

2100,

1900,

making an impressive e.xhibit.
Various officials and members of the

1600,

display,

and

1200

200,

sales

staff

were

present from the Pooley factory, including E. F. Pooley,
president, and B. R. Stauffer, treasurer and general manager; H. P. Humphries, F. N. Eaton, J. L. Brown, R. W.

Pooley and G. D. Phillips.

Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp

An

artistically decorated booth, with a fountain in

the

center and revolving glass tables served to display the
Freed-Eisemann line of receiving sets, loud speakers and
accessories.
All the Freed-Eisemann table and console

models were on display, with two types of cone speakers,
B and C power unit, A power unit and Trickle Charger,
which were added to the Freed-Eisemann line of products
this season.
R. R. Smith, advertising manager, was in
charge of the Freed-Eisemann exhibit, and officials and
representatives of the Greater City Phonograph Co. and

Wholesale Radio Equipment Co., New York distributor,
gave active cooperation.
Priess Radio Corp.
One of the most attractive exhibits at the show was
that of the Priess Radio Corp.
This season the company featured the new model, "Priess Straight 9," a development of William H. Priess, the well-known radio
engineer and head of the company that bears his name.
The "Priess Straight 8," last season's model, which was
noted particularly for its distance-getting abilities, was
on display.
The "Priess Straight 9" is effective
particularly in cities where, due to the great number
of broadcasting stations, selectivity is important.
The
booth was in charge of F. Clifford Estey, sales manager
of the company.
Mr. Priess himself also was on hand
often throughout the week.
also

Grigsby-Grunow-Hlnds Co.

The Grigsby-Grunow-Hinds

Co., Chicago. 111., displayed
Majestic current supply units, consisting of
the Majestic standard "B" eliminator, the Majestic SuperB current supply and the Majestic Master B power unit.
The exhibit was under the direction of B. J. Grigsby,
president; William Grunow, vice-president; Fred Williams,
general sales manager; Herbert Young, Eastern manager,
and James T. Jackman. Philadelphia representative.
Utah Radio Products Co.
The Utah Radio Products Co., Chicago, 111., had a large
and attractive display of its loud speakers, including the
cone speaker, the "Book" speaker, the Superflex, the
Standard and Junior horn type speaker, the Supreme
cabinet and the Phonospeaker.
Moving pictures on a
miniature screen attracted many visitors to this booth.
Henry Forster, president of the company, was in charge

of

line

its

the

display.

sisted in receiving visitors.

of

American Bosch Magneto Corp.
One of the most striking exhibits was that of the
.American Bosch Magneto Corp., Springfield, Mass.
Two
life-sized figures of knights in silver armor dominated the
display of the Bosch Armored line of radio products. The
complete Bosch line was on display, including the Amborada. Cruiser and Model 16 receiving sets, cabinets,
tiie
Amhotone reproducer and the Nobattry "B" Eliminator.
The armored knights carried out the central theme
of all Bosch advertising this season.

Fansteel Products Co.
Co., North Chicago, III., had an interesting exhibit of Balkite products featuring Balkite radio power units, including three models of. the Balkite "B"
noiseless, tubeless light socket power supply, the Balkite
trickle charger, the new Balkite charger with trickle and
high charging rates, and the Balkite combination which
with an "A" battery supplies automatic current from the
light socket to both circuits.
Ronald Webster, secretary
of the company; John P. Rainbault, Eastern manager;
Harold Olesen, electrical engineer, and members of the
Eastern office sales staff were in attendance at the booth.

E.\ecutives of the Bosch organization

who were on hand, included A.

T.

from Springfield,
Murray, president;

The Fansteel Products

Showers Bros. Co.

W.

E. Metcalfe, treasurer; A. H. Bartsch, general sales
manager, and Roy Davey, advertising manager.
George
Shortmeier, New York branch manager, and Louis Gruen,
local sales manager, were present with their sales staff,

assisted by representatives of the

Weber-Rance

Corp., ex-

Bosch distributor in the metropolitan district.
Plaza Music Co.
The Plaza Music Co., of New York City, showed its
line of radio receivirjg sets, which are produced under tl e
trade name "Fine Arts."
In addition it had on display
its popular-priced cone type "Fine Arts" receivers.
The
Plaza receiving sets are six-tube totally shielded products and have been developed with an eye to selectivity,
clusive

distance and tone. They are particularly effective when
using a cone-type speaker.
The company also had on
display a full line of its radio cabinets.
These are in
several models, including console type and highboys,
made for the installation of the average type receivers.
The booth was in charge of Emil Schenkel, manager of
the radio division of the Plaza Music Co.
Crosley Radio Corp.
The Crosley Radio Corp., Cincinnati, O., had a large
and attractive showing of the full Crosley line, including
the Crosley one-tube "Pup," the four-tube table model and
two five-tube table models, model 5-75 a five-tube set in
mahogany cabinet with Musicone built-in and model RFL-90
a five-tube cabinet set with built-in Musicone.
Other
products shown were the Super Musicone and the Musicone
Regular and the Musiconsole. The feature model was the
five-tube single drum receiver with an all-metal shielded
chassis, possessing power tube adaptability and with a
graphic station selector.
Among those in attendance at
the exhibit were Powel Crosley, Jr., president; Walter B.
Fulgham, sales manager; Alvin R. Plough, in charge of
the educational deoartment: Charles Kilgour. chief engi-

Showers Bros.

Bloomington, Ind., displayed for the
time the new Showers console, a six-tube tuned radio
frequency receiver with single dial control and built-in
speaker.
Three models of "L'tilities'' speakers were also
shown, a magazine rack model, pedestal model and table
model, finished in walnut, Japanese red and jade lacquer.
In addition a full showing of Showers Bros, cabinets was
made. H. T. Roberts, general sales director; C. A. CauCo.,

first

manager of the radio
York representative, were

ble,

division,
in

Stevens

The Stevens

and M.

J.

Polik,

New

attendance.

&

Co.

was exhibited in
booth of Stevens & Co., New
York. J. B. Price, sales manager, and Clifford E. Stevens,
vice-president, were in active charge of the exhibit.
A
floor speaker with a solid fluted brass pedestal, a special
unit, large cone, and mahogany frame was the feature of
the Stevens line.
The seamless Burtex diaphragm, which
is exclusive
in all Stevens loud speaker products, was
the

tastefully

line of Conoidal speakers

furnished

stressed.

United Cabinet Mfrs. Corp.

The United Cabinet Mfrs.

Corp., Chicago, 111., had a
and attractive display of radio cabinets of a wide
variety.
The line included tables and consoles of all
types and descriptions, some with built-in speakers and
others designed for particular sets. W. K. Perkins was in

large

charge of the display.

Shamrock Mfg. Co.
The Shamrock Mfg. Co.. Newark, N.

J.,

had

a

display

This company,
popular-priced radio receiving sets.
which last year developed one of the first single-tube
model receivers, has this season confined its activities exof its

clusively

to

The
type of product.
(Continued on page 86)
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HOWERS
Radioes Best Seller
is

a high quaUty line

that satisfies the cus-

makes

and

tomer

money

for the dealer.

Showers

Console

Radio excels at both.

The

largest furniture

COFFEE TABLE SPEAKER
Distinctive design speaker.

Three

finishes

walnut, jade green trimmed with Chinese
—
red, or Chinese red with jade green trim.

Utah

unit,

Foley system of amplification.

the world

factory in

with 58 years of progress behind it insures
stability, quality and

Our

fair dealing.

ex-

clusive franchise, one

dealer to a city, gives

you

protection.

full

The

retail prices quot-

ed are suggested only

—we set no

list price.

consoles come to
you with our

The

ONE

DIAL
al

control, all

construc-

shielded

tion

receiver,

system

met-

Foley

amplifica-

of

MAGAZINE RACK
Built to usual convenient height of 30
Useful and attractive. Utah unit,
inches.
Foley system of amplification. Three standAlso, standard 25ard finishes as above.
foot cord.
Can be sold at a very moderate price.

and Utah unit.
More than enough

tion

room

for all batteries

and charger, yet

artis-

designed for
compactness. Write
or wire Chicago office
today. See our exhibit
at the Chicago Radio
Show, Coliseum, Octotically

ber 11-17.

Model 400

PEDESTAL TABLE
ideal table or base for smoking stand.
Utah unit,
Usual height of 2S inches.
Foley system of amplification, standard finishes as above, and standard 25-foot cord.

WALNUT ONLY
Can be

sold at $135 complete

SHOWERS BROTHERS— Radio

Division

914 South Michigan Boulevard, Chicago
Factories at Bloomin^ton, Ind., Burlington,

la.,

and Bloomfield, Ind.
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noted for its great simplicity.
It can be operated eith^-from house-current or with standard equipment.
Due to
the

perfection of the single-dial control and the synchronization of its condensers both the general public
and the amateur enthusiast found the exhibit inviting.
The exhibit was under the direction of Herman Rose,
head of the Shamrock Co.

Battery Co.,

New York

"A" power

plete

unit,

City.
This widely known comwhich may be plugged into the

Corp. of America
Amplion loud speaker products was attractively exhibited in the booth of the Amplion Corp.
of America.
The Patrician, Cone and Dragon types of

house wiring circuit, commanded much attention.
It is
described as a miniature power plant supplying "A" and
controlling "B" power, operated entirely by the radio set
switch.
Unipowers for every type of radio set were
displayed.
The following models were shown, the Unipower AC-6, which supplies "A" power for any set from
three to five tubes; the Unipower type AC-6HA, supplying "A" current for any set of from three to ten
tubes, and especially adapted to heavily worked or power

speakers were featured, with the Junior de Luxe, Junior
and Dragonfly rounding out the line. The Amplion phonograph attachment and concert type phonograph unit as
well as the standard phonograph unit were also exhibited.
Lloyd Spencer, general sales manager of the company,
was in direct charge of the Amplion booth, assisted by

tube sets.
There was also shown the Unipower Type
AC-4, especially designed for the Radiola.
The foregoing models are produced for both 60 cycle alternating
current and 25 cycle alternating current.
The Gould
Storage Battery Co. is also the manufacturer of a line of
storage batteries which were shown.
The Unipower ex-

members

was manned by the sales staff of the home office of
During the course of the week there were
present at the Gould booth, K. M. Smith, vice-president in
charge of operations and sales; W. P. Gardner, in charge
of publicity; Major R. A. Klock, engineer; J. A. O'Neill,
Wilkens and others.
J.

AmpUon

The

line of

full

of

the

sales

organization.

hibit

National Carbon Co.
An attractively decorated booth in blue and gold served
as a background for the complete line of Eveready batteries
displayed by the National Carbon Co., New York.
Sidney J. Schutta, of the sales department, was in active
charge of the Eveready booth, assisted by fifteen senior
salesmen of the organization.
A feature which aroused
considerable interest among visiting dealers and the public
was a demonstration panel, showing in detail the way
to
secure best results with Eveready batteries when
used with various types of tubes.
For instance, when
power tubes are used, the panel suggested that Eveready
Heavy Duty "B" batteries be hooked-up.

Ferryman
The Ferryman
of the company

Electric Co.
wliich is said by officials
every radio purpose, were ex-

line of tubes,
to

fill

hibited in the booth of the Ferryman Electric Co., New
York, finished attractively in purple and gold.
H. B.
Foster, general manager of the organization, was in ac-

charge of the exhibit, assisted by members of the
sales staff.
The written guarantee of George H. Perryman, inventor of the tubes which bear his name, was
featured, as well as the patented Ferryman Bridge, a
distinctive feature of the line, which includes fourteen
different types of tvtbes.
Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co.
The Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co., Chicago, HI.,
displayed its line of Kellogg receivers, featuring models
507
and 508. The first named is a six-tube table model,
non-oscillating set totally shielded.
It is tuned with a
single selector tuning knob. Model 508 is a console model
equipped with a long air column horn of new design that
cannot vibrate.
The exhibit was under the direction of
the Boley-Oliver Co., Inc., New York representative, and
among those in attendance were D. H. Boley, Fred
Oliver, L. M. Lehr, H. W. Rustin and M. Cappell.
Chas. Freshman Co.
The Freshman Masterpiece of Masterpieces, model 6-F
11, was the feature of the Chas. Freshman Co.'s exhibit.
The entire Masterpiece line of receiving sets was on display in addition to speakers, "A", "B" and "C" power
supply units, power amplifiers and "B" eliminators, which
have been added to the Freshman products this season.
Executives of the sales and advertising departments were
in charge of the Freshman exhibit, including L. L. Adelman, J. M. Schwartz, Sidney Finkelstein, Louis G. MesChas Freshsing, Irving Shaffer and Martin Zatulove.
man, president, and Myron GoldsoU, vice-president and
general manager, were visitors during the week.
tive

The

full

a

special

in

Day-Fan Electric Co.
Day-Fan receiving sets were shown
exhibit. The booth was in charge of Charles

line

of

Lawson, vice-president of the company, assisted by
A. Jackson, of the New York office; L. E. Paul, of the
Boston office, and D. I. Drucker, of the Richmond, Va.,
O. E. Marvel, the radio engineer of the comoffice.
T.

pany, was frequently in attendance, as was W. E.
Baker, the work superintendent.
Sleeper Radio & Mfg. Co.
Gordon C. Sleeper, president of the Sleeper Radio &
Mfg. Co., Long Island City, greeted his many friends
The
at
the company's attractively decorated booth.
Sleeper Serenader and the Sleeper Scout were on display.
Members of the sales staff of Silas E. Pearsall Co., New
York distributor, assisted Mr. Sleeper at the booth.
L.

S.

Brach Mfg. Co.
Co., Newark, N.

L.

S.

Brach Mfg.

Sparks- Withington Co.
Co., Jackson, Mich., displayed
the line of Sparton radio receivers the Siiarton console,
The feathe Sparton consolette, and two table models.
ture of the display was the Sparton model 110 A C
electrically operated receiver, which was shown for the
first time at the exposition. This model, which eliminates
batteries and is operated by plugging-in on the light
socket, was shown in a console cabinet and as a table
model.
Capt. William Sparks, president and general
manager; Harry Sparks, sales manager; V. A. Searles,
advertising manager; Ray Dade and Theodore Scofield,
experimental engineers, were in attendance at the booth.
Gould Storage Battery Co.
The Gould Unipower was exhibited by the Gould Storage

—

Garod Corp.

One

exhibits of the show was
Garod Corp., of Belleville, N. J.
The new
Garod model, operated from light-'socket without the use
of any batteries, aroused unusual consumer interest. The
simplicity of this new model together with its ability to
render volume and tone made an impression.
The booth
was in charge of Harry E. Sherwin, sales manager of the
company, who was assisted by Fred C. Shann, Harold
B. Simmons, William H. Wray and others.
F.A.D. Andrea, Inc.
An exhibition of Fada radio, manufacture by F. D. A.
Andrea, Inc., New York, was held at the Hotel Astor,
during Radio World's Fair week, September 13-18.
The
complete range of Fada Neutrodyne receivers, utilizing
three to eight tubes, and the new Fada cone type speaker, were on display and received interested attention from
visiting dealers and the public.
C. M. Sherwood, New
York sales manager, was in charge of the exhibit, assisted by members of the Fada sales force.
L. C.
Lincoln, advertising manager, and Louis J. Chatten, sales
manager, cooperated with Mr. Sherwood in making the
Fada exhibition a distinct success.
Eagle Radio Co.
All the new Eagle neutrodyne radio receivers were
sliown in an attractive booth on the balcony.
Many
Eagle distributors who were visiting New York made the
Eagle exhibit their headquarters. The booth was in charge
of Albert B. Ayers, vice-president and general sales manager of the company; W. L. King, F. S. Martin and
that

T.

the most

of

of

interesting

the

Carter.

E.

Indiana Mfg.

&

The Indiana Mfg.

&

Elec. Co.

Elec. Co., Marion, Ind., displayed

the full line of Case "60" and Case "61" radio receivers,
consisting of nine models of receivers, all six-tube sets
with two-dial control in a variety of models. The feature
of the display was the Model 61E receiver in highboy
console cabinet.
Frank E. Brechtel, sales manager;
George L. Holmes, Eastern representative, and William
Curtis of the sales staff were in attendance.

Perlesz Radio Corp.
The Perlesz Radio Corp., Chicago, 111., displayed its
full line of all-metal, one-dial control Perlesz receivers.
The Perlesz line consists of seven, eight and nine-tube receivers in three styles: plain walnut or glass cabinets,
table deluxe cabinets and full console cabinets. The Perlesz concert "8" was the feature of the display.
A. M.

Landaker,

Hoehm,

manager; W. S. Scharp and G. W.
and secretary, respectively, of
Heath, Eastern representatives, were in attendsales

vice-president

Stoner &
ance at this attractive booth.

manufactured by this nationally known concern were
shown.
Particular interest was aroused in the new
Weston "Pin-Jack" voltmeter with high range staVid. It
had an appeal to both the average home-owner and to the
amateur radio enthusiast. The booth was in charge of
C. B. Denton, of the publicity department, and L. C.
of

the

New York
Sterling

The Sterling Mfg.

office.

Mfg.

Co.

Cleveland, O., had an interesting display of its products, pocket and panel meters
including ammeters, voltmeters, charge indicators, milliammeters, the Sterling battery chargers, trickle chargers,
transformers,
tube testers,
tube reactivators, battery
elimintators, "B" power supply units and other parts and
accessories.
W. W. Dowdell, sales manager, and W.
M. Scott, general manager, were in charge of the display, assisted by members of the sales and engineering
Co.,

staffs.

Pathe Phonograph

&

Radio Corp.
Patlie cone loud speakers provided an interesting and
attractive display made by the Patlie Phonograph &
Radio Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y.
The Pathe cone speaker
was attractively featured in a frame display with a
royal purple velvet background upon which various colored lights were played.
Two models were shown, the Grecian and Cathedral
The Pathe Co. has an established reputation
models.
in the field of sound reproduction and in addition to
the technical merits of the cones which are licensed
under Lektophone patents, the attractive designs and
Both models were
finishes made an impressive .showing.
shown in polychrome and gold finishes. There was also
included in the Pathe display a Pathe set equipped
with McCullough A-C power tubes, which draws its powei
from

the

electric

light

1926

from page 84)

James

Watters, in charge of the radio department
Pathe organization, directed the exhibit. Officials
of the executive and sales staff of the Pathe Co. were
of the

present

at
various times, including Eugene A. Widpresident; William A. Dittmer, W. G. Russell,
H. N. McMenimen, J. M. Collins, B. Williams and
Thomas J. Murphy, New England representative, and other
members of the firm's sales organization.

mann,

Miller Rubber Co.
Co. of N. Y., Akron, O., displayed
its full
line of radio horns including the new model
upright and cabinet type.
The Miller horns are made
in a variety of shapes
and styles and are manufactured
of an inert rubber composition which has sufficient deadness to eliminate vilration and horn distortion.
This
company deals with manufacturers only.
In attendance at the display were D. J. Arnold, New York representative; D. W. Reddin and J. F. Johnston, of the
mechanical sales staff.

The Miller Rubber

Beacon Radio Mfg. Co.
Totten, sales manager of the Beacon Radio Mfg.
Co., was in active charge of the display of Trinity receivers at the Beacon booth.
The exhibit included the
Trinity 6 table model and the Trinity Bio-Phonic 6
console, as well as the Trinity 5 cabinet.
feature
of Trinity receivers is the absence of soldered connecE.

J.

A

tions,

and they nsay be used with either indoor or

out-

door aerial.

Gold Seal Electrical Co.
of Gold Seal tubes was tastefully
exhibited in the booth operated by the Gold Seal Electrical Co., New York.
This included the new GSX-Hy-Mu
and GSX-200 A. W. J. Bowles, sales and engineering
executive of the Gold Seal organization, was in charge
of the display, assisted by members of the sales staff.

The

W.

entire

Duff,

E.

Howard

B.

line

was
Howard

president,

Jones,

also in attendance.
B. Jones

Chicago,

displayed the various

111.,

models and sizes of the Jones Multi-plug and the Jones
Cabelug which eliminates binding posts.
H. B. Jones,
president, and J. W. Reagan, sales manager, were in
attendance at the exhibit.
Borkman. Radio Corp.
The Borkman Radio Corp., Salt Lake City, Utah, had
a complete display of the Velvet radio speakers manufactured by the company.
These included horn type
speakers, the Chinese cone-flex, a combination of cone
and horn, the "Lantern" speaker and the "Jewel Case."
Frank E. Chase, vice-president of the Zinke Co., sales
representative of the company, and Owen Webb, Eastern representative of the Zinkle Co., assisted by members of the sales staff were at the booth.
Argus Power Radio Co.
The new models of the Argus electric radio receiving sets were exhibited in the display of the Argus
The
Power Radio Co., New York City, manufacturer.
Argus set is operated from the house current and the
large attendance at the booth indicated the great interest on the part of the public in this type of operation.

Among

the features distinguishing the

tonal

the

properties to be found

in

new Argus

line are

the re-entering tone

its 66-inch trombone horn and the artisdesigns of the new models, this, in addition to many
distinguishing mechanical features of set construction.
Three models were shown, a table, a console and a period
model and they attracted considerable attention.
The exhibit was under the direction of Ira Greene,

chamber with
tic

manager

company, and asMarcel Wallace, inventor of the Argus radio and head of the Argus laboratories; A. H. Mayers, in charge of publicity, and others.
treasurer

sociated

and

sales

with Mr. Greene was

of

the

Dr.

Jewell Electric Instrument Co.
Electric Instrument Co., Chicago, HI., had
a complete display of its various models of voltmeters
A complete service set for dealers
and tube checkers.
was the feature of this exhibit.
John Forshay, New
York representative, was in charge of the display.

The Jewell

Western Electrical Instrument Corp.
The various voltmeters and other electrical instruments

J.,

Neidig.

The Sparks-Withington

the company.

Nichols,

whose products such as lightning arresters, aerial outfits and shockproof plugs are familiar to the entire country, had on
This is a populardisplay the new Brach "Controlit."
priced attachment which with great ease modernizes old
sets into a light power-operated set, without added alterations or wiring and eliminating switches of trickle chargThe booth was in
ers and "B" battery substitutes, etc.
charge of Godfrey Gort, sales manager of the company;
L. S. Brach himself was a frequent visitor and the various members of the Brach sales staff assisted, including
Frank Faeth, F. W. Kuhele, W. H. DeChand and F. J.

The

'

15,

socket.

Pacent Radio Corp.
cone speaker and Pacent Powerformer
were featured at the booth of the Pacent Radio Corp.,
New York. The complete line of Pacent radio parts
B.
and manufacturing accessories were also exhibited.
H. Noden, general manager of the organization, was in
personal charge of the exhibit, with members of the
sales staff assisting him.
Forest Electric Co.
The Forest Electric Co., Newark, N. J., had a complete
showing of its "Unitron" power devices. These products
include "B" eliminators, trickle chargers, battery chargers,
Unitron control, which enables the set owner to draw
current for both the "A" charger and "B" eliminator,
The booth was in charge of L. F.
and other products.

The

Pacent

Woolman, sales manager of the company, and several
members of the sales staff.
American Electric Co.
The American Electric Co., Chicago, HI., displayed the
the Burns
of Burns horn-type reproducers,
full
line
phonograph unit, "B" battery eliminator, the new Burns
power speaker, an automatic relay and the Burns line of
condensers.
J. J. Speed, New York representative, was
display, assisted by W. Van Ben
in charge of the
Schoten, radio engineer of the company.

Apco Manufacturing Co.
The Apco Manufacturing Co., Providence, R. I., presented upon the occasion of the New York show its first
complete radio set, which has been named the ApcoThis new set is described as being probably the
radio.
first

As

it

completely equipped radio set placed on the market.
is an electric set operating from the house current
{Continued on l^agc 88)
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NO T N-CAN toCOKHODE
I

on thisjYewJVationalJiomepower
ANOTHER

"National"
"A" Batcombination
Engineers! A
tery and Charger fitted with a one-piece
composition container which is positively
impervious to the acids and gasses accumulating during the charging process. No
tin cans to be eaten away as in the ordiRadio users need
nary charger outfit.
box which holds
the
grease
never again
It has cost us over
their charger outfit.
$5,000 to perfect this new non-corrosive
and practically non-breakable case; but it
is just what the radio world has been waitvictory

for

r

ing for.

Operates via House Current
Unfailing "A'^

Power

Destructive gassing is reduced to a minimum in the
National Homepower. Proper control of the chargprevents excessive bubbling and the
ing rate
effusion

of

acid

fumes

through

the

radio

set.

Cabinet and set thus remain unimpaired.

The National Homepower operates from ordinary
house current and assures full-powered "A" service
Remarkable volume,

every day of the year.

dis-

And what an economy! The Natance, clarity.
tional Homepower saves its first cost within a year.

No more

recharging expense

;

no more dry

cell

renewals

pooMORa^o Users
are reading

about the

ATIONAL HOMEPOWER
"C'OR months to come, leading
* National Magazines and local
newspapers

will carry the Nation-

Homepower

advertising story
into the homes of millions of
radio users the type which appreciates every radio improvement. You know what the reaction will be.
Sales and more
sales for every dealer who stocks
al

—

National Homepower Units and
allies himself with this strong
campaign.

National

Homepower

Units are

making your
sales field still more unlimited.
The margin of profit on these
Units is liberal even though they
retail at a remarkably low cost.
Write us today before demand
finds you unprepared! Let us outbuilt in three types,

our dealer policies, advertisco-operation, etc., in detail!
Be the first in your territory to
offer something better than the
"tin-can" charger outfit!
line

ing

NATIONAL LEAD BATTERY CO.
General OSEices: ST PAUL, MINN.
Factories: St. Paul, Chicago, Kansas City,

Branches:

Los Angeles

New York

City, Dallas, Oakland, Atlanta,
Portland (Ore.), Baltimore

AL HOMEPOWER
RADIO A UNITS
TYPE 1
TYPE 2
TYPE 3
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have to be bought, and as the Apco Mfg.
manufactures tubes, the new set is even tubeequipped.
It is a seven-tube, two-dial set with "A",
"B" and "C" power supply and employs the Apco
full automatic "A" battery converter and Apco "B" and
Two models were shown, both in at"C" eliminators.

no batteries
also

Co.

tractive

cabinets.

floor

Other Apco products displayed were the Apco

full

auto-

"A"

battery converter, Apco Raytheon Rectodyne
"B" battery eliminator, "B" battery eliminator (open
model), "A" battery charger, Apco Twin-tube double filament, Wet "B" battery charger, "A" battery trickle
charger and Rectodyne "B" battery eliminator.
H. R. Fuller, sales manager of the company, was in
charge of the exhibit, assisted by various members of
Arthur Rocke, manager of the
the sales organization.
New York office of the Apco Co., was also present, and
Thomas F. Wilson, president of the company, was frequently to be found at the exhibit.

matic

Spartan Electric Corp.
a rubber jacket designed to fit
over each tube in a radio receiver, was one of the
featured products on display at the booth of the Spartan
This accessory is claimed
Electric Corp., New York.
to eliminate all vibration.
The Spartan line of speakers,
including a horn, disc and junior disc, equipped with
the Spartan semi-balanced armature unit, was attractively exhibited.
These are available in brown, black or
gold.
M. Depres, general manager, was in active charge
of the Spartan booth and was assisted by members of the
sales and engineering staff.

The "howl

arrester,"

therefore,

model

in

only one model was shown, a pyramid of this
various finishes furnished a particularly at-

background

tractive

for

the

display.

Charles Rosenthal, sales manager of the company, was
in charge, together with S. Gordon and N. Goldman.

Eagle Charger Corp.
Continuous radio power was featured by the Eagle
Charger Corp., of Philadelphia, in its comprehensive display of chargers and rectifiers. The Eagle line has been
enlarged and now covers practically every development
the charger field.

in

The display included
charge the
will

also

the

Eagle

Trickier,

which

will

"A"

battery while the set is in operation and
charge wet or dry "B" batteries; the Eagle

Master, which when connected to batteries forms a complete power unit; 16B
and 5B Automatic Gang Chargers;
16B and 5B Semi- Automatic Gang Chargers; and the
Eagle Junior and Eagle Senior tube type rectifiers.
I. A.
Margolies, general manager of the company, was
in charge, assisted by Herman Smith, C. R. Wurster,
W. H. Lamar and Robert Erlichman.
Electrical Research Laboratories

The

Research Laboratories, Chicago, 111., had
display of its products, featuring the Erla
"Big Ten" "B"' battery eliminator with Raytheon tube,
and also showed Erla triple life tubes. Fred Wellman,
Eastern district sales manager; L. W. Glazebrook, factory representative; M. Palmer and C. J. Devine were in
attendance at the display.
Electrical

complete

a

including the Oriole
model 7-D table model, model 7-D consolette, model 7-F
console, with space for batteries and chargers. All models
are five-tube sets, and all employ the Oriole Trinum
Owen Webb, Eastern representative of the Zinke
circuit.
Co., and Frank E. Chase, vice-president of the Zinke Co.,

H. G. Saal Co.
III., displayed the full line
of Saal speakers, including the Saal Pedestal speaker, the
Saal Soft speaker, horn type, the Saal phonograph attachment and the new Saal Ec-centric cone speaker, the feature of the display.
This speaker, which has a cone
diameter of twenty inches, is a highly decorative instrument with scroll work medallion and border design in
gold.
Leslie Gordon, president, and C. J. Sharp, vicepresident in charge of sales, were in attendance at the

were

booth.

W. K.
The W. K.
full

line

at

of

Electric

Oriole

Electric

Co.,

Co.

Kenosha, Wis., displayed

its

radio receivers,

booth.

the

C.

Manufacturing Co.
the C. E. Mfg. Co., Providence, R.
E.

I.,
The exhibit of
consisted of tubes for practically every purpose in radio.

This concern

one of the

is

largest

devoted entirely

to

and the entire line made a
comprehensive tube display. Models A, B, C, D, E and
! were shown, as well as the two new models, G and
H, which were introduced during the year. Of particular
interest was the new Ceco output tube type J-7i and the
Mogul base, both of vvliich are the newest products of
The Mogul base is made for power
the Ceco factory.
tubes and fits the ordinary type socket and has binding
posts providing for the attachment of extra "B" or "C"

production

radio

of

tubes,

without the necessity of rewiring the set.
H. Steinle, general sales manager of the company,
was in charge, assisted by various members of the sales
Credit for the attractive arrangement of the
staflF.
display is due Ed Fiske, who lately joined the Ceco ranks.
Lynch, Inc., New York, distributor of the
.Arthur
Ceco line, was in an adjoining booth, which added materially to Ceco representation.
Tower Mfg. Co.
The Meistersinger cone, which the Tower Mfg. Co., of
Boston, Mass., will .shortly place on the market, was
the principal feature of the Tower exhibit.
This cone,
with its distinctive cone diaphragm, is placed within a
solid mahogany frame made by the Seth Thomas Clock
The base was designed by one of Boston's leading
Co.
sculptors. The cone with its frame is easily demountable
from the base and may be hung upon the wall if deThe huge model of the distinctive cone diaphragm
sired.
used in all Tower cone speakers attracted considerable

batteries,

H.

attention.

The Tower Mfg.

Co.,

upon sound-reproducing

which

has specialized entirely
instruments, also displayed one

model, known as the Tower Scientific; three
horn-type loud speakers, the Spitfire, the
Scientific and the Meistersinger, the well-known Tower
Scientific head set, with its companion the Spitfire head
set and the Tower Scientific phonograph attachment.
The
result of a recent contest for a name for the diaphragm
used in the Tower loud speakers was conspicuously

other cone

models

of

A $500 prize had been awarded for the naming of this diaphragm.
Over 50,000 names had been sent
in and the name Dyadic had been selected.
announced.

In charge of the exhibit was Gordon C. Bennett, sales
of the Tower Mfg. Co., and his staff.
Apex Elec. Mfg. Co.
The Apex Elec. Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111., displayed the
full line of Apex single-dial receivers in table, console
and combination models. Features of the new Ape.x line
are
the dual
impedance coupling, the antenna compensator for finer tuning. The one-dial control is illuminated by a concealed light which serves to show when

manager

M. W. Mitchell,

set is in operation.

the company, and P.
tives,

were

in

of the sales stafif of
Nichols, metropolitan representaof the display.

F.

charge

Resonata Corp.

The Resonata,

new type

of

America

loud speaker, was distime by the Resonata Corp. of America, New York City, in conjunction with its sole sales
agents, the Tectron Radio Sales Corp., also of New

played for the

York City.

of

first

The

type

a

fact

Resonata
speaker from any

that

the

an entirely
other on the

is

loud
market endowed the exhibit with great interest value.
It was pointed out by those in charge of the exhibit that
while the appearance of the Resonata was different, the
principle of sound reproduction was entirely distinctive,
due to the resonance or reflecting sound chamber.
Although production was centered upon one model and.
different

of

The H.

G. Saal Co., Chicago,

J.,

manufacturers of the Magnatron radio tubes, had on display their entire line.
The Magnatron products are
produced in all types and have special features in powertubes. The products are packed in patented cushioned containers, handsomely dressed, and shipped in convenient
display cartons.
The exhibit was under the direction
of J. Hohenstein, head of the Conneway Electric Laboratories, and Leo Friedman, sales manager of the companr.
Amplex Instrument Labs.
Four models of the Ample.x Harmo-Sonic line of receiving sets were on display in the booth' of the Amplex
Instrument Labs., New York.
A. G. Landres, president
and general manager of the organization, was in active
charge, assisted by members of the sales department.

Amrad
Amrad

The

Boston, Mass.,
sets, in conjunction

•

model 18, a single-dial dual-control table set,
and models 181 and 182, single-dial dual-control console
sets,
the first without inbuilt speaker and the other
speaker,

was in charge of
Pfanstiehl
by Hugh Ernest, of John Wanamaker,
Eastern distributor, and members of the Wanamaker
speaker.

Carl

the display, assisted
Inc.,

sales staff.

Operadio

Corp.
Chicago, 111., had an attractive
display featuring the Model-7 portable Operadio receiver
and the same model in a Tudor cabinet. The exhibit emphasized the point that the Operadio receiver was ideal
for the home and also had the advantages of being

The Operadio

Corp.,

Display boards
able to be taken on trips and outings.
showed pictures of famous people using the Operadio
in a variety of places and under different conditions.
A lifelike figure of a lady was shown at ease on a
couch listening to a program from the Operadio, depicting
the
B.

president; H. P. Evert, sales manager; A. C. Lopez and
E. H. Lewis, of the New York office; C. S. Palmer,
Philadelphia representative, and G. K. Thompson, Boston
representative.

The Trimm

Trinun Radio Mfg. Co.
Radio Mfg. Co., Chicago,

lU., exhibited
speakers, including the Trimm cone speaker;
the Trimm concert horn speaker, of the gooseneck type;
the Trimm Entertainer, popular-priced gooseneck speaker;
the Trimm home speaker and Trimm headsets.
John
Forshay, the New York representative, was in charge.
its

line

of

Pressed Metal Mfg. Co.
The Pressed Mefal Mfg. Co., Waukesha, Wis., exhibited
the "Wave-X" condensing antenna, which has a mechanism
that condenses the volume drawn in through twelve airpins or looped detectors.
The overall dimensions are
five feet wide mounted on a three-foot mast.
Wave-X
comes in three styles.
Owen Webb and Frank E.
Chase, of the Zinke Co., were in attendance at the booth.

The exhibit

Dry Storage Battery Co.
Tab "B" batteries made by

of

of
the receiver in the home.
secretary and sales manager, and W.
Eastern representative, were in attendance.

desirability

Ricketts,

Nevin,

W.
B.

Carter Radio Co.
The Carter Radio Co., Chicago, 111., had a full display of
Carter standard radio products, including "Hold-tite"
jacks, jacks for neutrodyne and other circuits, cord tip
jacks, resistance units, plugs, switches, loops, adapters,
Among
rheostats, volume controls and potentiometers.
those in attendance at the display were A. J. Carter,

the

Dry

Storage Battery Co., of Philadelphia, Pa., attracted considerable comment from the show visitors.
The novelty
and at the same time the utility of a dry "B" battery
that could be recharged six or seven times made a strong
appeal.
The new display cut-outs of the company featuring the black Tabby trade-mark made a conspicuous
display, together with the pyramided batteries.
The display consisted entirely of 45-volt "B" batteries.
At the present time manufacturing facilities are specialized entirely on the 45-volt batteries in order to fill
demands, although it is stated that other sizes will be

added

the future.

in

Raymond

B. Rosen, president of the company, was in
other members of the staff of the Dry
Battery Co. included Herman A. Smith, Lee

and

charge,

Storage

Klopman, W. F. Luckendill, who has
and Dr. Henry Csanyi, inventor

staff,

lately
of

the

joined the

Tab

bat-

tery.

&

Co.

The Grebe Synchrophase was attractively exhibited in
a central location on the main floor of the building
by A. H. Grebe & Co., Inc., New York City. Small moving pictures showing the construction of the Grebe
Synchrophase materially added to the attraction of the
booth and large crowds were always present.
In addition to the familiar model of the Synchrophase with
and without battery base, an attractive line of Grebe
consoles were shown, including the Renaissance, Princess,
Lancaster, Puritan and Andalusia models.
Alfred H.
Grebe, president; Douglas F. Rigney, treasurer; B. H.
Baker and George F. Rhodes, sales manager, were present,
assisted by members of the Grebe sales staff.
Richard T. Davis, Inc.
Richard T. Davis, Inc., Chicago, 111., had a complete
display
cabinet

Vogue

Corp.
Hillside,

Medford

Corp.,

exhibited the new models of Amrad
with the exhibit of the Crosley Co. on the main floor.
The following models were shown: S-52, a five-tube Amrad
neutrodyne table model; model AC-5, Amrad lamp socket
neutrodyne and power drive unit; also a table model, the
Amrad cone-table, which may be obtained either in cabinet form or equipped with either of the aforementioned
models of Amrad. and the -Amrad console, equipped with
either the battery neutrodyne model or the lamp socket
set.
In both the .Amrad cone-table and console there
The lamp socket
is included a built-in Crosley Musicone.
neutrodyne requiring no AC or DC batteries was the
feature of the exhibit and drew much interest.
Harold J. Powers, president of the company, was present,
assisted by H. J. Tyzzer, S. T. WoodhuII and others.
Pfanstiehl Radio Co.
The Pfanstiehl Radio Co., Chicago, HI., had an attractive showing of its 1926-27 models of Pfanstiehl radio
These included model 20 "single-tuned" si.x
receivers.
table set; model 202, a console single-tuned six with
inbuilt speaker; model 201A, highboy console with overtone speaker on top; model 201, single-tuned six, without
speaker, in attractive console cabinet; the overtone wall

with

from page 86)

A. H. Grebe

Conneway Electric Laboratories
The Conneway Electric Laboratories, Hoboken, N.

1926

15,

of its products,
including
speakers, the Vogue cone

horn

loop

speakers

The feature

and

new

Ortholian
speakers, the
Vogue cone loop

the

horn

the

however, was the
V'ogue Mastro-Ortholian receiving set, a compact, attractively decorated receiver operating from the light switch
and capable of being carried and used in any part of
the house with accurate volume control. In attendance at
speakers.

of

the exhibit,

the booth were Richard T. Davis, president; Charles
Williams, vice-president, and Marcus Hinson, of the technical

staff.

Acme Apparatus
The Acme Apparatus

Co.,

of

Co.

Cambridge, Mass., in

its

lamp socket operation for the radio set,
acccTrdance with this theme exhibited three of its

display featured

and

in

products, the .\cme

"A"

supply,

Acme "B"

supply, in three

and Acme "C" supply.
It also showed
Eliminator kits and "A" and "B" supply parts.

different

types,

"B"
The Acme -Apparatus
speaker

field

Co.

is

also established in the loud

and displayed the new K-1 Acme double

cone, the cabinet type Acme double free-edge
cone and new K-3 Acme single free-edge cone.
C. F.
Cairns, president of the Acme Apparatus Co., was present,

free-edge

by members of the sales organization.
Walbert Mfg. Co.
The Walbert Mfg. Co., Chicago, HI., had a display of
the various models of the Walbert Isoffaral receivers.
Ten models were shown in various cabinet styles. E. N.
Hurley, Jr., president; W. H. Huth, general manager;
J. M. Dorbout, sales manager, and B. B. Minium, chief
engineer, were in attendance at the display.
assisted

Dictograph Products Co.
Dictogrand Tabouret, Dictogrand de Luxe and
Dictrogrand Stantlard, loud speaker products, were on
display in the booth of the Dictograph Products Corp.,
New York. A piano unit designed for attachment to
the sound board of a piano, thus making a loud speaker
of the piano, and a loud-speaking attachment for phonographs were also exhibited. J. F. Stengel, assistant general manager and manager of the radio department, was
in active charge of the Dictograph booth.
Ail-American Radio Corp.
The All-American Radio Corp.. Chicago, 111., had an
attractive display of its products, including three models
of the Rauland seven-tube radio receiver, two models of
the Rauland six-tube receiver and four models of the
These sets were pre.All-American five-tube receiver.

The

sented in a variety of styles, table, console and highboy models. The All-American reproducer, a cone speaker in an attractive frame, was a feature of the display.
Other products shown included the All-American constant
"B" battery eliminator, the All-American "Filtrola" station
eliminator, All-American toroid coils, straight-line-frequency condensers, the Rauland-Lyric trio line of trans{Co7tti)iacd on page 90)
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Apex today has

89

116

attained both artistic

and mechanical pre-eminence in the
creation of the New Model ^^Six^^ i— a
•

command

perfected unit that offers

of

the air at the turn of a single diaL Every
progressive dealer in

welcome

this

America should

opportunity to present to

the radio public, a set which attracts

on

sight

and

sells

on performance*
APEX SUPER nVE

There are tremendous profits to he received.
Because quality products are always ceX'
tain of quantity sales. May we give you
the details^ A letter or a card will do.

Apex

Electric

A

nationally recognized set of extraordinary

proven performance. A profit-maker, for past
seasons, acknowledged by APEX dealers to be
one of the most appealing units ever offered.

Manufacturing

1410 West 59th Street

-

Company

Chicago
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Radio World's Fair Draws Record Crowds— (Continued
and the AU-American audio transformers.
D.
MacGregor, vice-president, and E. K. Marshall, sales engineer, were in attendance at the exhibit.

formers

National Co.
The National Co., Cambridge, Mass., exhibited National
radio products, including National Equimeter condensers,
Equicycle condensers. Transmitting condensers, Velvet
vernier dials, audio choke coil, tuning units, and the National B-D transformer and coil.
A large model of the
Velvet vernier dial provided an attractive background
and there was also exhibited a set of the Browning Drake
circuit in which the National Impedaformer was used.
\V. A. Ready, president of the company, and staff were

vides a complete unit.
charge of the exhibit.

Alden Mfg. Co.
The Tru-phonic was a feature of the exhibit of the
Alden Mfg. Co., of Springfield, Mass.
This amplifying
unit is produced as an adjunct to the radio set and may
he attached in a few minutes to any set, and is designed
add materially

to

shown Na-Ald

to

Cunningham,

T.

Inc.,

New

York,

phonic coupler, Tru-phonic output unit and Na-Ald connectoralds, adapters and sockets.
M. Alden, president of
the company, was in charge, assisted by various members

Alden

of the

An
manufacturer of

Cunningham tubes, had an attractive display of its
products and distributed literature describing Cunningham
tubes to the thousands of visitors.
The feature of the
display was a miniature ballroom with figures of dancing
couples in continuous motion.
A concealed talking machine with loud speaker attachment provided the music
for the dancers.
H. H. Frost, general sales manager;
Frank Burns, New York district sales manager, and members of the metropolitan sales staff were in attendance
display.

the

Burgess Battery Co.

The Burgess Battery

Chicago,

Co.,

111.,

displayed the

manufactured by the company.
M. M. Keith, vice-president of the company; Duncan
Keith, sales manager, and W. B. Schulte, secretary,
were in attendance at the display.
line of radio batteries

full

French Battery Co.

The French Battery Co., Madison, Wis., had an attractive display of Ray-O-Vac batteries. \V. H. Calhoun,
Eastern district sales manager, and members of the sales
including

R.
Scheele,

staff,

J.

Cashman,

Swartout, E. S.
Rogers, L. R. Shad-

J.

Temple, G.
Roy Nibb, S.
warad, A. Balston and J. P. Hardman were in attendance at the display.
Cornell Electric Mfg. Co.
Two types of "B" battery eliminators were on display
Electric Mfg. Co., Long
at the booth of the Cornell
Island City. O. Blake and W. C. Erb were the executives
It is claimed that the Cornell
in charge of the display.
voltage supply units have been tested and approved by
the Raytheon Labs, and are fully guaranteed.

Sturgis-Multiple Battery Corp.

The Norman B. Sturgis line of radio batteries, in both
rubber and wood cases, was exhibited at the booth of the
Jamaica, N. Y.
It is
that the Sturgis battery models cover every radio
both dry and wet batteries.
J. H. E. Thomsen,
manager of the organization, was in charge of the
with members of the sales force.

Sturgis-Multiple

claimed
need in
general
display,

Battery

Corp.,

Howard Radio Co.
The Howard Radio Co., Chicago, 111., had an attractive
display of the Howard neutrodyne radio receivers, featur-

Howard

ing the

big six, equipped to use a power tube in

Other models shown included
the Howard model 7, loop operated; and the Howard superpower console receiver with built-in reproducer and controlled concealed loop.
M. E. Seegmiller, sales manager,
was in charge of the exhibit, assisted by members of the
sales staff of the Victory Electrical Supply Co., metrothe

last

stage

if

desired.

politan distributor.

staff-

from Springfield.

attendance

at

the booth.

Schickerling Products Corp.
The Schickerling Products Corp., Newark, N. J., exhibited the complete line of Schickerling certified radio
tubes.
Conrad Schickerling, president of the company,
was in attendance, assisted by members of the sales
and engineering staffs. A contest with $1,000 in prizes is
now being conducted to secure the best slogan for
Schickerling tubes.

Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.
The Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co., East Pittsburgh,
Pa., was located in the balcony, where it made an interesting display of Rectigon chargers for both home and
commercial use.
There was also displayed a line of
Westinghouse meters. The Westinghouse exhibit also included rnicarta for radio panels.
P. H. Grunnagle was in charge and there were also
present at the display H. J. Henritze, R. T. Pierce, H.
Griffith and W. G. Griswold, of the Buffalo office.

Regent Radio Corp.
The Regent Radio Corp., New York City, which has
specialized upon one model at a popular price, was prominently located near tl»e crystal broadcasting booth. This
model, a five-tube radio frequency receiver, was attractively displayed, with a background of changing colored
lights.
The construction and low price of this model attracted considerable attention.
Phil Lewenberg, president

company, was present, assisted by Harry Elkins
and Martin Cohn.
Marko Storage Battery Co., Inc.
the

The Marko Storage Battery
exhibited

its

model

line of

Marko

Co.,

Inc.,

storage

"A"

Brooklyn, N. Y.,
batteries.
This

is provided with a metal tray of sufficient
hold any of the standard trickle chargers to be
used in conjunction with the Marko battery.
This pro1

ear's

size

to

interesting

showing

exhibit,

the

wide

range

of

products to which Bakelite may be adapted, was conducted
by the Bakelite Corp., New York. Gordon Brown was the
executive in charge of the display, assisted by E. B.
Doyle and B. M. Buchanan, of the sales department, and
F. S. Taylor, an executive of the physical laboratory of
the company at Bloomfield, N. J.

An

attractive

Stettner Phonograph Corp.
line of radio cabinets, manufactured

by

Stettner Phonograph Corp., New York, under the
trade name, Stenola, was on display in the company's
booth under the direction of H. Reinhardt, sales manager.
the

Five models
Stenola line.

walnut

in

mahogany

and

comprised

the

Amsco

Products, Inc.
The complete line of Amsco radio parts manufactured
by the Amsco Products Co., New York, and a "B" and
"C" battery eliminator with relay switch were on display in the company's booth. H. R. Fletcher, director of
sales, and Zeh Bouck, publicity manager, were in charge
of the exhibit.
B. H. Price, president of the organization, was also in attendance.

Raytheon Manufacturing Co.
The exhibit of the Raytheon Manufacturing

Co.,

Cam-

Mass., provided an interesting display in one
location of a group of prominent "B" battery eliminators
using the Raytheon tubes.
Each legitimate user of the
Raytheon tube has had the seal of approval of the
Raytheon laboratories upon the eliminator. These various
eliminators were pyramided into an attractive background.

bridge,

P. H. Fuller Co.
speakers, "built like a violin," were
shown by the P. H. Fuller Co., of Emporium, Pa. The
violin construction of the sound chamber of these speakers
attracted much attention.
They were shown in both

loud

Full-a-tone

model and in console cabinets.
Ackerman, New York representative, was

Robert G.

cabinet

W.

in charge.

Pequot Manufacturing Co.

The Pequot Manufacturing

Glendale, L. I., manuhad an interesting display composed of the various containers which this company supplies to many of the prominent radio manufacturers.
F. S. Oppenheim was in charge.
Martin Copeland Co.
The Martin Copeland Co., Providence, R. I., exhibited
an attractive line of Marco vernier dials and illuminated
controls under the direction of W.»S. Block, Jr., sales
manager, and his staff.
Hartford Battery Mfg. Co.
facturer

of

shipping

Co.,

containers,

The Hartford Battery Mfg. Co. of Milldale, Conn., featured in its display the new Line-A-Power, a combination
charger and "A" battery, as well as the familiar
line of Hartford storage "A" and "B" batteries.
J. Perl-

trickle

Webster Co.
The Webster Co., Chicago, 111., displayed its full line of
power units, including the Little Giant B-C power unit,
the popular "B" power unit, the Webster "Super B",
model WB-5, with the new "Duo-C Choke" and Raytheon
Type "B" rectifier, and the "special DC" power unit
WB-D.
Henry Schafer, general sales manager, and
Samuel Bialek, Eastern district sales manager, were in

of

There were also
tuning units, the Tru-

amplification.

control

Bakelite Corp.
E. T. Cunningham, Inc.,

at

the

localized

present.
E.

Brady, sales manager, was in

J.

man and

members of the staff were present.
Browning-Drake Corp.
The Browning-Drake Corp.. of Brighton, Mass., exhibited
the Browning-Drake receiver, as well as demonstrated the
Browning-Drake circuit. L. D. Yont, head of the organization, was in charge of the display, assisted by Arthur
G. Wadsworth and G. H. Browning.
other

Conner Crousc Corp.
The Conner Crouse Corp., New York City, displayed
for the first time at the New York Show the Filtrex
"B" power supply. Model 500 was shown, together with a
kit for those desiring to build

their

own

unit.

Lektrodio Corp.
The Lektrodio Corp., Lynn, Mass., displayed six numbers in the Elektron line of vacuum tubes which it manElektron models 200-A, 201-A, 112, 199, 120
ufactures.
and Hi-Mu were shown. E. J. Fair, head of the organization, was in charge of the exhibit.
J.

J. Andrew White
Andrew White, New York, who has

a

widespread

reputation as premier broadcaster of sporting events and
is a well-known figure in the radio industry, exhibited
the Andrew White "B" super-power radio unit, and also
a line of radio cabinets

Makers,

Inc.,

in

made by

which he

is

the Cheltenham Cabinet
interested and which were

created in accordance with his ideas.

Polymet Mfg. Co.
and accessories, including the Poly Claro-Plug and Polymet phone-plugs, were
exhibited at the booth of the Polymet Mfg. Co., New
York.
Nat C. Greene, sales manager, was the executive
in charge of the Polymet exhibit.
Empire Electrical Products Co.
The Empire Electrical Products Co., New York, displayed nine types of tubes, including the new Hy-Mu and
Power models, as well as two types of cone speakers
.and two types of horns. J. M. Marks, chief executive of
the company, was in charge.
University Radio Mfg. Co.
The new Henry-Lyford receiver, manufactured by the
University Radio Mfg. Co., New York, was on display

The extensive

in

line of radio parts

an attractive booth

in

charge of H. F. Heins, general

15,
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manager

of the company.
Mr. Heins was assisted by Mr.
Lyford.
The Henry-Lyford receiver is also sold in kit
form, with a complete line of parts for the amateur

builder.

Golden-Leutz Corp.

The Golden-Leutz line of seven-tube receivers, with a
"B" supply unit, were on display at the booth of the
Golden-Leutz Corp., Long Island City, in charge of Otto
Leutz.
Two models of trans-oceanic receivers, seven and
nine-tube, were also shown.

Montrose-Hast Radio Labs.
Nate Hast, general manager of the Montrose-Hast Radio
Labs., New York, was in charge of the exhibit of the
Naturelle receiving set manufactured by the MontroseHast organization.
The Naturelle is merchandised in
chassis form only, the purchaser being free to select the
particular type of cabinet or console

desired.

Mayolian Radio Corp.
R. R. Mayo, president of the Mayolian Radio Corp.,
New York, actively directed operations at the company's
booth, where the Mayolian "B" eliminator was on display.
The Mayolian line, which is known as the "B without a
buzz," comprises five types of eliminators and a tone
builder.

English-Whitman Products Co.
The English-Whitman Products Co., New York
in addition to its familiar line of

also displayed a

Whitman was

new hornless and

coneless speaker.
charge of the exhibit.

in

City,

Tun-a-loop indoor aerials,
S. C.

Bremer Tully Mfg. Co.
The Bremer Tully Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111., in its display
featured the Counterphase-Eight and the CounterphaseSix radio receivers. The "Eight" has five tuned stages, is
completely shielded and is mounted on a framework of
cast aluminum.
The "Six" is similar to the "Eight" but
smaller, with four "tuned" stages.
Both use power tubes
in the last stage and both sizes are made in a variety of
styles.
The B. T. "B" power units were also shown.
G. Anderson, sales manager, and K. L. Wilson, New York

representative, were in attendance.

Wiz Mfg.
The Wiz Mfg.

Co.

Long Island

City, N. Y., made
Radio Show. There were shown
in the display the Knight cabinet. Knight unit set, the
Knight five-tube set and also an electric set for AC or DC
current.
M. Eisenberg, president of the company, and G.
A. Newrath were present.
Watsontown Table & Furniture Co.
Radio tables in a wide variety of design, styles and
sizes were displayed by the Watsontown Table & Furniture Co., of Watsontown, Pa. This old-established furniture manufacturing house has specialized in the radio
field upon the production of tables.
Eighteen models of
radio tables were shown and only one model of console
cabinet.
H. W. Rombach, president of the company, and
staff were present.
National Lead Battery Co.
The National Lead Battery Co., St. Paul, Minn., had an
its

Co.,

of

initial display at the

interesting display of its products with three types of
National Homepower radio "A" units being featured.
This unit is a combination "A" battery and charger
fitted with a one-piece composition container which
is
impervious to acids accumulating during the charging
process.

Radio Master Corp.

Bay City, Mich., had an inexhibit of the line of cabinets
manufactured by it, showing a great variety of styles and
models.
H. S. Hyde, general manager, was in charge of
the booth, assisted by H. P. Emerson, Eastern district
representative.
Slagle Radio Co.
The Slagle Radio Co., Fort Wayne, Ind., had an interesting exhibit of the six models of radio receivers manufactured by it, ranging from Model VII. a compact fivetube set, reasonably priced, to the console and highboy
models housed in cabinets of fine furniture.
Liberty Electric Corp.
The New York office of the Liberty Electric Corp. had
This proda display of its Ful-wave battery chargers.
uct, which has found a successful market for the past
two years, attracted unusual attention at the show. The
exhibit was in charge of Charles A. Craig, directing head
The Radio Master

teresting and

of the

Corp.,

attractive

company.

Blair Radio Laboratories
of the Blair Laboratories, in which this
firm continues to incorporate "resistance coupled amplification," were on display. The booth was in charge of S. A.
Blair, head of the firm, and Russell Cole, sales manager.

The new models

DeForest Radio Co.
Besides some of its 1926-27 models of receiving sets,
the DeForest booth was devoted chiefly to the interest
of displaying radio tubes, particularly those appealing
to amateurs. The booth was in charge of H. H. Lloyd, territory zone manager, and a number of other members of
the sales staff were also present, including A. H. Turk,
L. M. Purington, J. E. Bourkle, W. K. Griffin, A. E.
Murphy and William Hay, Jr. Dr Lee DeForest personally officiated at the showings of the DeForest seven-tube
shielded and loop-operated set. C. A. Rice, sales manager
of the firm, and E. A. Livingston were also on hand.
David Grimes, Inc.
The Grimes organization had two products at the show
One was the new lowthat served to attract attention.
boy compact receiving set and the other product was the
Gradeon device, which makes possible the "stepping up"
of talking machine records to any volume desired by the
operator. This product sells at a popular price and is simple in character. The Grimes organization has adopted the
(^Continued on page 91)
.
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Why
The Cleveland Talking Machine Company
Will Concentrate

on

Its Activities

ATWATER KENT RADIO
We

have made arrangements to wholesale Atwater Kent sets

exclusively because
1.

Concentration by the radio wholesaler and retailer
solutely essential to success.

2.

Atwater Kent Radio

3.

Atwater Kent Radio provides

4.

Atwater Kent Radio
basis that offers

awake

is

is

easily sold

and stays

efficient

is

ab-

sold.

and rapid turn-over.

merchandised on a sound, clean cut

maximum

profits for the progressive, wide-

retailer.

The Cleveland Talking Machine Co*
HOWARD
1125

J.

SHARTLE,

President

ROCKWELL AVENUE

CLEVELAND, OHIO

Distributors of Atwater Kent Radios, Orthophonic Victrolas,
Electrolas and Radiola Combinations

Northern Ohio Atwater Kent Retailers
at Big Sales Meeting Held in Cleveland
Cleveland Talking Machine Co. and Cleveland Ignition Co. Sponsor One of the Most Successful
Radio Dealer Meetings Ever Held in the Middle Western Territory

—

25.
Atwater Kent
O., September
throughout northern Ohio were the
guests on September 22 of the two Atwater
Kent distributors in this city, the Cleveland
Ignition Co. and the Cleveland Talking MaThis was one of the most successchine Co.

Cleveland,

dealers

and best attended radio dealer gatherings
September 22 was
selected as Atwater Kent-Pooley Day, at the
Cleveland Radio Show, and the program prepared for the observance of this day brought
Atwater Kent activities to the front page oi
iul

that have ever been held.

Northern Ohio Atwater Kent Dealers Present

at

Convention Held

tlie

leading newspapers and to the attention of

the radio trade and radio fans throughout the

country.

The

dealers and their wives gathered at the

Cleveland, where luncheon was served
Georgian Room and a note of welcome
•was extended by R. H. Bechtol, president of
the Cleveland Ignition Co. and one of the most
popular Atwater Kent distributors in the country.
Mr. Bechtol briefly outlined the program
w hich had been prepared by the two Cleveland
Atwater Kent distributors for the dealers and

Hotel

in the

(Continued on

in Cleveland, O.

last

page of insert)
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Atwate r
RADIO
To

ATWATER KENT DEALERS
The advertisement on

the opposite page

is

re-

produced from the "Saturday Evening Post,"

The "Post"

is

one

of

FIFTY-ONE

national

magazines and farm publications carrying the
story of Atwater Kent Radio to you?- prospects
this fall.

When

you handle

—
—

//

you know

that

works cuid keeps on working.

// is

—

this line

It is

factory-tested

159

ti;nes.

backed by the most comprehen-

sive advertising in

— legitimate

tJie

country.
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Atwater Kent Radio
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Make them
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Atwater Kent Dealers in Northern Ohio
who

now making

are

plans for the banner season

of radio history will find in the personnel of the

Cleveland Ignition Co.
a competent, thoroughly experienced sales and merchandising staff

admirably equipped to offer the retailer practical suggestions in the
development of Atwater Kent activities.
of Atvvater Kent dealers in Northern Ohio as to
the sales possibilities for this renowned product the coming
season is a gratifying tribute to the supremacy of the finest radio
set in the world.

The enthusiasm

As

a distributor of

years

Atwater Kent

we have endeavored
them

assisting

dealers,

in

to

sets

work

with our
and helping them
product that gives every oppor-

their sales activities

derive substantial profits from a
tunity for a

permanent

exclusively for the past five

in close co-operation

success.

Cleveland Ignition Co.
R. H.

BECHTOL,

President

2163 Chester Ave., N. E.
Model 35,
less tubes

attached,

six-tube receiver, shielded cabinet,

and

batteries, but

Wholesaler of Atwater Kent Sets and Speakers
Automotive Accessories
Radio Accessories

with battery cable

$70.00

(

Continued from

introduced John D. Marshall, Mayor of Cleveland.
Mayor Marshall, in behalf of the city,
extended a hearty welcome to the visiting
dealers and paid a well-deserved tribute to the
world-wide fame of Atwater Kent products.
At 1:30 in the afternoon the dealers assembled in the ballroom of the hotel, where H. J.
Shartle, president of the Cleveland Talking
Co.,

Atwater Kent distributor, also a

distributor of Victor products, outlined briefly

the practical scope of the

program and indicated

the careful attention which had been given to

Mr. Sharevery detail of the day's activities.
tle in his address emphasized the exceptional

Atwater Kent products,
his organization had
decided to concentrate on the distribution of
Atwater Kent products exclusively. During the
course of his excellent merchandising talk i\Ir.
sales

possibilities

pointing

out

just

for

why

Shartle referred to the premier position occupied by -Atwater Kent sets in the radio industry
and discussed briefly the various factors which
had contributed to Atwater Kent's success.

The first speaker on the program was Vernon
Collamore, general sales manager of the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co. and a leader of radio
activities generally.
Mr. Collamore gave the
dealers an inspiring message fiom A. Atwater
Kent, president of the company, which presaged
events of great importance for every factor of
the Atwater

Model L

Kent merchandising

family.

the other speakers on the program,

all

Among
whom

of

discussed topics of practical interest to the dealers, were B. R. Staufler, secretary of the Pooley
Co.; R. E. Smiley, district sales manager, At-

water Kent Mfg. Co.; D. W. Bauer, advertising
manager, Atwater Kent Mfg. Co.; John McGuigan, Jr., Cleveland district representative,
Atwater Kent Mfg. Co.; H. P. Humphries, district representative, Pooley Co., and E. Morton
Freligh, assistant vice-president, Bankers' Com-

first

in Cleveland, O.

page of insert)

mercial Security Co. Mr. Bechtol made a brief
talk during the afternoon, setting forth the
details of a sales contest for dealers, which
will be

announced

in

the near future.

The outstanding feature of the afternoon program was the talk by Mr. Smiley, who has
gained country-wide popularity as one of the
business meeting speakers in the radio
mdustry. Mr. Smiley covered every phase of
merchandising in his address to the dealers,
basing his talk on practical experience and not
on theory. He pointed out how Atwater Kent
dealers could merchandise sets and speakers
bearing the company's name to the best possible advantage, giving practical instances where
turnover and profits had been increased through
finest

the use of simple, logical

He

merchandising

tactics.

referred briefly to the constructional
qualities of Atwater Kent product, inviting the
also

dealers

to

visit

the

mammoth Atwater Kent

and called their attention to the fact that behind every Atwater
Kent speaker was an institution of world-wide
Mr.
success.
prominence and phenomenal
Smiley discussed the various merchandising
problems concerning the average radio dealer
and showed how these problems could be handled profitably and satisfactorily.
At the close of the meeting, which, so far
as the dealers were concerned, could have been
continued indefinitely, arrangements w-ere made
for an informal banquet to be held in the ballroom of the hotel. Mr. Shartle was chairman
of this portion of the program and prepared an
entertainment which compared favorably to the
factories

in

Philadelphia,

best vaudeville

show

that could be presented.

on the program included several
from the Keith vaudeville circuit,
as well as every other form of entertainment
that is found in musical comedy or vaudeville.

The

artists

feature acts

Allan McQuahe, w^ell-known

tenor,

who

has

Speaker,

dark brown crystalline finish, $16.00

-

Atwater Kent Dealers Meet

Machine

Cleveland, O.

nation-wide popularity through his
with Atwater Kent broadcasting
activities, was one of the stars of the program,
contributing several selections which were received with enthusiastic applause.
Alex. F.
Osborn, vice-president of Barton, Durstine &
Osborn, prominent advertising agency directing
Atwater Kent publicity, gave an inspiring and

achieved

association

merchandising talk at the banquet that
was thoroughly enjoyed by all present.
Near the close of the dinner the Atwater
Kent dealers and their wives were given a
efifective

through the distribution of special
Cleveland News, one of the
countrj-'s leading newspapers, which had prepared a special front page devoted exclusively
to Atwater Kent convention activities.
An emphatic indication of the popularity and
success of Atwater Kent products in Cleveland
real surprise

editions

of

territory

was the

the

fact that a special eight-page

section devoted to Atwater

Kent

alTairs

formed

an integral part of the Cleveland News in every
edition published on Atwater Kent Day, Sep22.
The first page of the special edition
gave recognition to the selection of September

tember
22

as

Atwater Kent and Pooley Day

at

the

Cleveland Radio Show and featured a bird'seye view of the Atwater Kent plant, together
with a photograph of A. Atwater Kent. Every
Atwater Kent dealer in Cleveland territory, as
well as the two Cleveland jobbers, carried inadvertising in
this
Atwater Kent
which represented one of the finest tieups that have been presented in dealer adverThe executive and
tising during the past year.
dividual

section,

organizations of the Cleveland Ignition
Cleveland Talking Machine Co.
were featured in this section, as well as photosales

Co.

and the

graphs of the visiting Atwater Kent executives.
This remarkable newspaper campaign was commented upon by Mr. Bauer in his talk on
Atwater Kent advertising at the afternoon program, and in his opinion it served as a model
demonstration of the effectiveness of co-operative advertising by progressive dealers.
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Radio World's Fair Draws Record Crowds— (Continued
name "Viking," which in the future will be exploited in
conjunction with the receiving set advertising.
A multicolored painting of a Norse king was used as a background

attract attention.

to

who had

R. Lowrie,
T.

E.

The booth was

as his assistants N. G.

in charge of

Lynch and

Russell.

Cleartron Vacuum Tube Co.
The Cleartron Vacuum Tube Co., of New York City, and
West New York, N. J., had an e.^hibit of its full line of

These products, which are a development
English branch factory of the company, were in
charge of Fred E. Popper, sales manager of the local
radio

tubes.

the

of

ofEce.

Splitdorf Electrical Co.

The

models of Splitdorf receivers from the popular-priced table model to elaborate consoles were on
The booth
display in an attractively arranged booth.
was under the direction of Robert W. Porter, director of
sales

of

the

Splitdorf Co., who was assisted by A.
Hirsch, Dudley Cohen, E. Birdshaw and

A.

C.

Snyder.

Northern Mfg. Co.
The Northern Mfg. Co., of Newark, N. J., manufacturer
of "Marathon" radio tubes, had a display under the direction of C. B. Blauvelt and J. Tracy.
Heath Radio & Electric Mfg. Co.
The Heath Radio & Electric Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J.,
had a display of its products, including condensers and
The display was in charge of
Heath's "Radiant Six."
H. F. Thornell, well-known member of the music-radio
industry, under the direction of the Radiant Sales Co.
Marti Electric Radio Co.
The Marti Electric Radio Co., West Orange, N. J., had
on display the "Marti Electric Power" set. This product
operates from the house-current socket and is said to be
It uses the Kellogg A-C tube.
noted for its low cost.

Diamond

The exThis exhibit showed A, B and C batteries.
was in charge of F. M. Rosenfeld, head of the company, S. I. Reimheimer, sales manager, and George A.
Thompson, superintendent of production.
Zetka Laboratories
The Zetka Laboratories, which recently took over a new
factory building at 73 Winthrop street, Newark, N. J.,
showed their new line of radio tubes. This product inhibit

some

corporates

special

features

which attracted

many

Radio Foundation, Inc.
Radio Foundation, Inc., New York City, displayed a line
of cone speakers as well as various radio parts which it
manufactures. Featured in the display was the RFI balanced
This speaker, of distinctive design
oval cone speaker.
and constructed to give equal clearness to both high and
The product was pure
low notes, drew much attention.
Renaissance and was especially designed by A. Kimball

&

W.
W.

Loughman,

Sons.
Electric Storage Battery Co.

for "A" battery power for
the Exide master control switch was featured in the exhibit of the Electric Storage Battery Co., of Philadelphia,
Pa., providing one of the attractions on the main floor of

The Exide radio power unit

Storage Battery Co., of

charge.

& Research

F.

Loughman,

of

up

sets

to

date.

W.

Vice-President Charles G. Dawes
Honor Broadcasting Stars Entertain

—

mated Radio Audience

of

in

Co., New Haven, Conn.; A. C. Electrical
Mfg. Co., Dayton, O. Tobe Deutschmann Co., Cambridge,
Mass.; General Instrument Co., New York City; Timmons
Radio Products Co., Philadelphia, Pa.; Nathaniel Baldwin,
Inc.,
Salt Lake City, Utah; Best Manufacturing Co.,
Irvington, N. J.; Daven Radio Corp., Newark, N. J.;
Dejur Products Co., Inc., New York City; Dubilier Condenser & Radio Co., New York City; Electrad, Inc.,

Acme Wire

Mass.,

;

charge.

displayed

radio parts, and new to the General Radio line
this year and of particular interest to the talking machine trade was the General Radio type 400 plate supply
its line of

New

York City; Kay Electric Co., Newark, N. J.;
Permatron Tube Co., LTnion City, N. J.; Simplex Radio
Devices, Newark, N. J.; R. B. Radio Co., New York City;
Nassau Radio Co., Brooklyn, N. Y. Hartman Electric
Mfg. Co., Mansfield, O. Valley Electric Co., St. Louis,
Mo., and the Willard Storage Battery Co., Cleveland, O.

and power amplifier, and type 405 plate supply unit.
H. C. Gawler and others from the main office of the company were present.
Knickerbocker T. M. Co.
The Knickerbocker line of radio cabinets, made by the

;

;

broadcasting has been and will continue to be
in a very healthy condition.
Senator C. C. Dill, called the "champion of
radio," apparently answered the second question adequately when he told those assembled
that there would be a series of unofficial meetings during the special session of the Senate
in November, at which time an attempt would
be made to agree upon acceptable legislation
preparatory to the general session of Congress

Radio Associations Meet
to

Discuss Broadcasting

Broadcasting Situation and Measures to Assure
Legislation Considered at Joint Meeting of
Associations Held at the Hotel Astor
manufacturers and
Hotel Astor on
Wednesday morning during show week a
resolution confirming a committee to regulate
radio broadcasting until adequate radio legislation shall have been enacted by Congress was

At

meeting

a

of

held

radio

in

the

December.

in

Paul B. Klugh, executive secretary of the
National Association of Broadcasters, presided
over the business session of the meeting. He
outlined the problems to be met and the functions of the committee, which will be known
as the "Radio Co-ordinating Committee." This
committee, it is understood, will have only the
power conferred upon it by the meeting under
the pledges of co-operation offered by representatives of the six associations sponsoring
the meeting.
These organizations were: The National
Association of Broadcasting, the American
Radio Relay League, the Radio Manufacturers'
Association, the Federated Radio Trade Asso-

adopted.

Based upon the assertion that there has been
no so-called "chaos of the air" and will be
presiding officials held the session
reducing the subjects to the two main
questions facing the manufacturers and broadcasters.
These two questions were: "What is
the present situation in broadcasting?" and
"What can be done to assure legislation governing broadcasting?"
Dr. Alfred N. Goldsmith, chief broadcast engineer of the Radio Corp. of America, seemed
to answer the first question to the satisfaction
of all concerned when he declared that, despite
the fact that there has been no legislation,
the

short,

ciation, the American Newspaper Publishers'
Association and the National Electrical Manufacturers' Association.

Adaptable to Any Set

of

are two types of Jones MULTIready for use on any radio set.
The
W.B. type brings to radio something brand
new the radio wall plug which means the
radio fan can connect his set through a wall
plug and have the unsightly batteries either
in the basement, closet or an adjoining room.
Illustrated

— Esti-

PLUGS

15,000,000

—

addresses and an entertainment
long be remembered featured the
Third Annual Radio Industries Banquet, held
on Wednesday evening during the week of the
show in the Hotel Astor, New York. David
Interesting

that

1
other exhibitors were: Aluminum Co. of AmerPittsburgh, Pa.; Samson Electric Co., Canton, Mass.;

ica,

Loughman was

F.

will

and general manager of
opened the eveAmerica,
of
Radio
Corp.
the
ning's program by a few introductory remarks.
Paul B. Klugh, vice-president and general manager of the Zenith Radio Corp., was toastSarnoff, vice-president

master.

Vice-President of the United States Charles
Dawes, the guest of honor and principal
speaker, made an interesting address on Senate
Other speakers inprocedure in Washington.
G.

cluded Senator James
Senator C. C. Dill, the

latter

in

his

held.

today for full information regarding the
Jones MULTI-PLUG proposition

address

emphasizing the need for radio legislation.
The entire program of the Radio Industries
Banquet was broadcast over forty radio stations to an audience of listeners-in numbering,
it
was estimated, in the neighborhood of
15,000,000 people. The banquet was undoubtedly the most successful in point of attendance

and program yet

"rite

W. Wadsworth and

MUl|F]^f
LUG
THE STANDA^^^^^ONNECTOR
HOWARD
618

S.

Canal

St.

B.

I

Among

Inc.

General Radio Co.
Radio Co., Cambridge,

Other Show Exhibitors

I

Boston,

Inc.,

Interesting Talks Featured
Radio Industries Banquet
Guest

lyiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

Mass., displayed the
Included in the disDialler line of dials for radio sets.
play were a number of dials designed to bring old types
F.

none,

visitors.

Co.,

York, was exhibited in the Exposition Hall.
The
entire new line of cabinets recently shown at the Commodore Hotel was on display, with the Cardinal Woolsey
mode! as leader.
Joseph Schwetz was in charge of the
exhibit, assisted by various members of the sales staff.

Globe Phone Mfg. Co.
Globe super-sensitive head-sets were displayed by the
Globe Phone Manufacturing Co., Reading, Mass., in conjunction with the exhibit of the Zinke Co., which is sole
selling agent for the Globe Co.

broadcasters

Electric Specialties Co.

in

Machine

New

the

was in charge.

The General

B. Ferguson, Inc.
J. B. Ferguson, Inc., had on display a number of its
The Fergumodels, including a decorated art model.
son set was also shown in an antique hand-carved highThe booth was in charge of T. H. Wickwire and
boy.
J.

Electric

radio division of the Knickerbocker Talking

line

The exhibit was manned by

Laboratory
Research Laboratory, New York
City, displayed the Fenway four, and a receiving kit for
Leo Fenway
those interested in building their own sets.

E.

M. Powers.

also exhibited the familiar

of

latest

Sinclair, J.

M.

There was
Exide radio batteries.
New York office of the
which F. F. Sampson is
Fenway Radio
The Fenway Radio &
the Garden.

from page 90)

JONES
Chicago,

III.

—
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The Improved Saxophonic
Possesses

a tone

exclusively

its

own

diaphragm (the only patented diaphragm on the market) is hand-spun.
exclusive Saxophonic feature and is protected hy the following patents:
The,

U.

1334435.

S.

English

Canadian 202923

and

This

is

an

162163, France 513232,
various other countries.

The

tonal quality is inc oniparahle and vibrations longer due to the fact that the center
of the diaphragm is heavier than the edge, which causes faster vibration, as the heavier
center acts as a pendulum to the outside edge.

Our new Saxophonic
tones.
If

the

is

guaranteed not

to

blast

and

to

reproduce the record

in

natural

its

NEW SAXOPHONIC Reproducer with
METAL DIAPHRAGM send for sample for your test

you havent the

Serial No.

^Canadian Acme Screw & Gear. Ltd
^Industries Unidas, S. A
Targ & Dinner Music Co
Playertone Tall<ing Machine
Shapleigh Hardware Co

1209 King St., West. Toronto, Can,
Balderas 110. Mexico City, IHexioo
229 W, Randolph St., Chicago, III,
632 Grant St,, Pittsburgh, Pa.

.

610-614(

Cor.

Broadivay,
Street

Houston

'

)

118,390

Co
Jth

St.

and

Washington

Ave..

St.

Louis,

Mo,

15,

1926
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15,
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Like the Discovery of the North
Pole Comes the Revolutionizing
of the New Phonograph With
the Magic Voice

in.

Model 75
Saxophonic Consolette
High. 20 in. Wide. 21 in. Deep

This new invention has made possible the crowning achievement of
and
is only accomplished in the new

SOUND REPRODUCTION
SAXOPHONIC

INSTRUMENT.

Model 150
34 in. High. 34 in. Wide, 20 in.

Deep

This Supreme Master-piece will astonish and mystify you in hearing the full ringing tone of great
orchestras and
famous artists rendering their
astonishing performance.

Equipped with the Best Silent Motor and the Marvelous Sounding Saxophonic Equipments.

COMBINED WITH ARTISTIC CABINET WORK
AND EXCLUSIVE DESIGN,
Fashioned

Model
Saxophonic
36

in.

Hijh, 21

in.

in

American Walnut and Mahogany Blended.

Model 125
34 in. High, 35 in. Wide. 22

85
Consolette

Wide.

21

in.

Model

in.

D:cp

in.

Deep

Deep

34

41

in.

MODEL

Model 90
Saxophonic Consolette
in. Wide. 21 in. Deep

.Consolette

High. 21

4:;';'HI&H

A

I'honoRraph
Fi-ont

of

Arlistic

High, 35

in.

110

Wide. 22

175
Grand

30'VviD£

Beauty,

in.

£1

CEEP

Jacobean Period with

and Birdseye Maple Panels with

liobe

Walnut

Burl

Decorations.

Model
34 in. High, 34

in.

100

Wide. 21

in.

Deep

Model 100
Saxophonic
42 in. High. 20 in. Wide. 20 in.

Deep

MODEL 200
yhe Sonnet^
43"H1GH 30'miDE ai'DEEP

An

Instrument

chamber

with

of

the

Distinction,

featuring

full

length

improved Saxophonic Equipments,
Phonograph with the Magic Voice.

amplifying

makes

this

tone
the

Write for our Booklet and special discount and act
quickly.

44

in.

Model 75
Saxophonic
in. Wide, 20

High. 20

in.

Deep

Be

the

first

in line in offering these

instruments to the Trade,
them.

who

new

are ready to receive

Player'Tone Talking Machine
Office

and

Sales

Rooms: 632 Grant

IIIMIIIIII IIIIIIMIII.IIIIIIiiiiiiiMiMiiiTTTinimimiiiiiiiiM

Model
481/2

In,

14

High, 23 in.
24 in. Deep

Company

Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.

III II

I
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Five Hundred Enthusiastic StrombergCarlson Dealers at New York Meeting
Inc., Sales Representative of the Stromberg-Carlson Tel. Mfg. Co., Sponsors Meet-,
ing of Metropolitan Dealers Outline Plans Instructive Talks Entertainment

Gross-Brennan,

—

—

—

October

iVtetropolitan

district

15,

1926

would absorb more than

twice as many Stromberg-Carlson sets as it had
during the past year, and he also declared that
the advertising co-operation of the past year
would be expanded with the idea of creating a
greater consumer demand.
Another speaker was Grover Whalen, general

Mr.
of the John Wanamaker Store.
Gross next introduced the various officials of
the Stromberg-Carlson Co. present, following
which the feature entertainment event of the

manager

Approximately

hundred Stromberg-Carlson dealers gathered at the Waldorf-Astoria
Hotel, New York City, on Wednesday evening,
September 28, at what was probably one of
the lareest and most enthusiastic dealer meetfive

Stromberg-Carlson Dealers From
arranged in this city by a radio
Gross-Brennan, Inc.,
distributing organization.
sales representative for the Stromberg-Carlson
Telephone Mfg. Co., manufacturer of the
Stromberg-Carlson radio line, sponsored the
Adaffair, which was an outstanding success.
dresses by officials of G:oss-Brennan, Inc., and
the Stromberg-Carlson Co. that were both instructive and interesting were a feature of the
An unusual entertainment program
evening.
also kept the gathering of dealers interested
until well after one o'clock in the morning.
Following the banquet Benjamin Gro.ss, who
was the toastmaster of the evening, briefly
outlined the purpose of the meeting and then
ings

ever

W. Roy McCanne,

introduced

president of the

Stromberg-Carlson Co., who welcomed the
dealers and outlined the policies in back of
Stromberg-Carlson success.

Another speaker was Ray H. Manson, chief
engineer of the Stromberg-Carlson Co., who
spoke on the vital features in radio reception
and who pointed out the engineering developments in the latest Stromberg-Carlson models.

Metropolitan Territory at Banquet Sponsored by Gross-Brennan. Inc., Distributors
emphasizing particularly the point that the
John Wanamaker's, and Herbert Brennan, of
number of tubes does not indicate the quality
Gross-Brennan, Inc., was put on.
The play
of reception of a radio receiver.
Mr. Manson
was without question a huge success from the
stated that every tube in the Stromberg-Carlson set is an aid to reception, because it is
placed in the set for a definite purpose.
Mr.
Manson also stated that the Stromberg-Carlson
Mfg. Co. has either selected the accessories for
the Stromberg-Carlson set that come up to the
requirements after exhaustive tests, or is making accessories to meet the high standard set
and which the company has found impossible
obtain elsewhere.

to

Benjamin Gross made one

of the

structive talks of the evening, during

most conwhich he

pointed out how the dealers can become more
effective radio merchandisers.
He suggested
the Stromberg-Carlson dealers make an
allowance in their appropriations to operate
the Stromberg-Carlson section of their radio
department as a separate unit in order to get
that

from the exclusive franchises
which these dealers enjoy and to enable the
the greatest profit

Hermann Thorens
Ste. Croix,

Switzerland

company

Cabinet type motors
of

from

At moderate

prices.

LH.JUNOD&CO.
104 Fifth Ave.

New York

Sole Agents for the U. S A.

production

He

schedule

to

of

this

also

franchise,

Orchestrion Loud Speaker

Proves Popular With Trade
Co.,

loud

marked

—

October 4. The Radio Cabspeaker
manufacturer,
has
success with its products,

Indi.\n.'\polis, Ind.,

inet

attained

quality.

its

outlined the adpointing to the
great volume of business of the past year as
proof of the fact that Stromberg-Carlson dealers
are enjoying maximum prosperity. Mr.

3 to 10 rec-

ords playing caSuperior
pacity.

plan

to

meet requirements.
vantages

Manufacturer of Europe's Most
Celebrated Phonograph
Motors

evening, consisting of a two-act farce, entitled
by Hugh Ernst, of

"Is It Possible?" prepared

according to reports from dealers who are
handling the line. The firm entered the radio
manufacturing field three years ago, operating
under a direct-to-the-dealer policy, and through
a conservative business building plan its products have now reached the point where distribution is widespread and the speakers themselves
contain eye appeal and fine reproducing qualities.
The speaker line, known by the trade
name "Orchestrion," was displayed at the National Radio Exposition in Chicago, and consists of

of

wood

horns, cabinets and pedestals. All are
construction, with the pedestal speakers

Left to

Cast of Play "Is
Right:
Mrs. Hugh C.

It

Possible?"

Ernst,

Henry

Davis,

Hugh

McDonnell, Edna Beatrice Bloom, Peter
Wilkinson, Herbert A. Brennan, Dave Franklin, Ada Proctor

C.

Ernst,

J.

E.

standpoint of humor, as well as the merchanMr. Ernst and Mr.
dising lesson it stressed.
Brennan took leading parts, the story being
that of a behind-the-times dealer, who comes
to his senses, throws out all the junk radio
revises his merchandising methods and
takes on a standard product in this case Stromberg-Carlson.
lines,

—

finished in seven different colors,

and the cab-

reproducers in walnut, mahogany, satinwood, English maple and rosewood. The cabinets contain ample space for the installation
of batteries, chargers and supply units.
A. M. Keeley, Illinois representative, recently
stated that in his territory every dealer who had
placed an order had become enthusiastic over
the sales possibilities of the "Orchestrion"
speakers, and had placed many reorders for
merchandise. He reported a good business at
the National Radio Exposition, stating that he
inet

had secured

a

number

of

new

dealers.

MICA DIAPHRAGMS
For Loud Speakers and Talking Machines

RADIO MICA

American Mica Works
47 West Street

New York

1

October

15,
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Type GSX-171

High power tubes
for use in bst stage
of audio amplificauoii give increased

voiumc.
Pric* $6.00
Look for thi red box

POWER
Ample, abundant power
the newest

demand

is

in radio

customers are clamoring
more
YOUR
volume — for more power to operate the
for

newer types of speakers. Ordinary tubes can't
handle so much power they choke up like a

—

Type GXS-iooa
For use as detector
only, giving super-

flooded carbureter.

Gold Seal high power tubes, GSX-1 1 2 GSX-1 7
and GSX-Hy Mu, have been developed to meet
this need. They are fast sellers and mean larger
profits for you. Are you making the most of
this opportunity?
,

All Gold Seal tubes are made with the exacting
care which has made them famous from Coast
to Coast in record time making new friends all
the time. You should be sharing in their success.

—

rior

Type GSX-iii
High power tubes
for use in last stage
of audio amplification give increased

not obtainable from your jobber, ivrite us for
particulars of our attractive dealer proposition

Radio Tubes
Jobbers! Some desirable territories still open.
Full Protection. Write tor particulars.

es-

—

Price $5 .00

voiumc.
Price $6.50
Look for the red box

Types GSX-ioia
and
Gs-ioia

The popular general purpose type,
for amplifier or dctccror.

high

Long life and

efficiency.

Types GSX-199

Price $1.00

and
GS-199
For use with dry

— idea!

cell batteries

for
portable and
other compact receiving sets.
,

Gold Seal

on

signals

for distance.

Look for the blue box

If

strength

weak

pecially desirable

Price $-L.z^

Look for theorem box

Type GSX-1 10
For dry

ceil operation used in last
stage of audio am-

plification

it

in-

creases volume.

ELECTRICAL CO.
GOLD SEALINCORPORATED
250 PARK AVE., NEW YORK

Price $1-50
Look for the red box

All Standard T^-pes
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Freed-Eisemann and
Crosley
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Latest Radio Products at
Kansas City Radio Show

ing Radiola,
piece,

lines.

Bosch

were exhibited by the Beachand the Garod electric power
radios by the Broadway Radio Electric Co. The
Peerless Radio Co. showed Atwater Kent and
Radio Corp. of America lines, while the Kansas
City Power & Light Co. showed these two
lines and in addition Stromberg-Carlson sets.
The B-R Electric handles Radiolas, of which
it
made an attractive display. King radios
and the Arborphone were in the Donaldson
Radio Co. booth.
The Stephens Chandelier
Co. showed the Stromberg-Carlson.
George C. Anderson, of the Brunswick Shop,
had a large display of Panatropes and Panatrope-Radiola combinations, as well as a complete line of the mechanical numbers.
The
drawing feature of this booth was the new
combined eight-tube Panatrope with Radiola,
with P-3 Panatrope equipment. The Kimball
company booth featured the Welte-Mignon reproducing piano, with a new Kimball phonograph in the popular period cabinet.
There
were many other exhibits. The show, judging
from the interest aroused among the public
as well as the leaders in the industry, undoubtedly was a great success.
radios

Wittnian

Ninety Booths Contained Exhibits of Lines
Featured by Local Radio Distributors and
Dealers Fine Showing of New Products

—

Kansas

City, Mo., October

6.

—Radio

held the

center of the stage in Kansas City the week of
September 27 to October 2, when the Kansas
City Electric Club staged its third annual

Heart

of

America

Radio-Electric

Exposition.
radio

More than ninety booths were occupied by
and

along

with electric
dealers.
It is estimated that more than 20,000
people attended the show, which was held at
distributors

dealers,

Convention Hall.

With education

main purpose

as the

of the

on arranging the show realized the importance of
entertainment, and provided an extensive program of music for each afternoon and evening
of fhe week. Wendell Hall, Brunswick artist and
exposition, nevertheless, the committee

radio entertainer, was the featured performer,
singing popular numbers, accompanied by Jack
Riley's Orchestra.
Other singers and dancers
mingled with the crowd, staging impromptu

performances in the aisles.
Booths of- distributors and retailers showed
remarkable beauty and artistry in their arrangement, adding much to the effect gained by the
The
elaborate console and period models.
Western Radio Co., distributor for the Atwater
Kent Co. and Radio Corp. of America, had a
large display. W. H. Clarke, representative of
the Atwater Kent Co., here for the show, was
at the Western Radio Co.'s exhibit. The Sterling
Radio Co. made a hit with the Crosley radio
dummy, who talked to the crowd and made
them laugh. C. H. Carey, territory man for the
'Crosley Co. in the Middle West, and F. L. Shepherd, factory technician from Cincinnati, assisted
Schmelzer's Sporting
in the Sterling booth.
Goods Store, distributor for Freed-Eisemann,
Grebe Synchrooccupied a prominent booth.
phase radios were on display in the Townley
Metal & Hardware Co. booth, distributors for
the Grebe in this territory.
C. C. Embry, Stewart-Warner branch manThe
ager, had a beautifully arranged exhibit.
Harbison Manufacturing Co. displayed Crosley
and Federal Ortho-sonic radios, for which it is
Valleytone sets, the Valley
local distributor.
Electric company receivers, were on display in
the Kansas City branch booth, and the factory
branch of the Globe Radio Co. had a display.
The Jones Store radio department had one of
the largest displays for the retail stores, show-

STYLE
Genuine
or
any

Bosch Receiver Has
Balanced AmpHfication

Kellogg

Switchboard

&

Supply

Synchronization

Sets

of

Introducing the
engineers of the
Corp. have taken

System

Amplifying

With New Cone Speaker Results
Improvement of Tone Quality

in

Marked

new Bosch receiving set,
American Bosch Magneto

full advantage of a new development in the radio industry, which is the
achievement of acoustical synchronization or

balanced amplification over the entire range of
frequencies through the perfection of
matched or synchronized audio amplifier systems and loud speakers.
Amplifier systems in Bosch sets have been
developed which permit acoustic synchronization with the improved Bosch cone speaker, the
Ambotone. This combination results in deep
and mellow tones with faithful and natural reproduction.
With the Bosch seven-tube Amborada, which may be operated on a short
antenna, a low ratio of signal to static is obtainable, resulting in almost total freedom from
disturbances.
The combination of short antenna and acoustical synchronization are especially valuable in the Summer months when
electrical disturbances are likely to be heavy.
audible

&

Go. Equips New
Griffith Piano Go. Store

Van Veen

Co.,

announced the appointment of Sherman,
Co., San Francisco, as exclusive distributors,
Sherman, Clay & Co. are one of the
oldest and most prominent music trade distributors in the country and have been in

The Griffith Piano Co., which has opened a
new store in Irvington, N. J., has installed mod-

business continuously for over fifty-nine years.
Branch offices are maintained in Los Angeles,
Portland, Seattle and Spokane, and the Sherman-Clay organization has distribution of
Kellogg radio products along the entire Pacific
Coast, where an intensive sales drive is in
progress on the entire Kellogg line of radio
receiving sets.

tion

cently

Clay

&

Special Garryola

Gampaign

ern equipment including a record department.
This department provides for the filing of a
large stock and efficient handling. The installa-

was made by Van Veen

New York

Bailey

campaign several weeks ago to assist
Wisconsin and upper Michigan dealers in
increasing Carryola portable sales throughout
the Fall and Winter.

Co.,

Inc.,

Adds

to

Record Stock

—

Spokane, Wash., October 2. The demand for
Brunswick and Victor records carried by
the Bailey Music Store has been so great and
sales have increased to such an extent that
the facilities of the storeroom have been arranged to stock 20,000 records.

Incorporation
The Phonograph Shop, Amarillo, Texas, was

special

recently
$7,500.

land,

T.

incorporated with a capital

stock of

The incorporators are W. L. McCausC. McCausland and VJ. J. Doane.

21

Phonographs and
Radio Cabinets

21-B

with
both
top panels hinge(

STYLE

accommodate

illustrations

many

show

These instruments are produced
in all the popular finishes and
styles, including Uprights, Consoles and Wall Cabinets, and

several

models of
our line, which have been redesigned, right up to the minthe

our

with especial reference to

ute,

the

late

facilities

Radio-Phonograph Combina-

prompt

destined to be the standard

tractive

tion,

household

enable us to

deliveries

make

and most

at-

trade prices.
Catalog
and price list mailed on request.

unit.

STYLE 85— RADIO CONSOLE
Accepts Panels

STYLE 1
Gum Mahogany,
Golden or Fumed

Up

to 8x26 Inches.

STYLE

Excel Phonograph Manufacturing

Company

Oak.

402-414 West Erie

St.,

Chicago,

17

Genuine
Mahogany
or
W'alnut
Phonograph only

Radio Panel.

of

Illinois

of

the

The Carryola Co. of America, in co-operation
with Yahr-Lange, Inc., Milwaukee, distributor
of Carrj'ola portable phonographs, started a
the

&

Citv.

MahogWalnut

These

1926

Chicago, maker of Kellogg radio receivers, re-

Same
to

to Distribute

Kellogg Radio Receivers

only.

STYLE

15,

Co.

Sherman Clay
The

October

Gum

2

Mahogany.

Golden or Fumed
Oak.

October

15,
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52;

"The Mayfair"

AmaziTig

Selectivity ^^^Delightful

Tone

T

ights!

a SU'

Joy
sman;

St ttie

fum

""SL

cons--ole to

ra;

mg joy

of true

grams

enter*

ght in

air

With
"The Canterbury"
No.

75— $150

This pleasing consolette model will grace any
home. The six-tube, two dial Oriole Receiver
will bring new joy to Radio for you.

surprism|__
ing selectivity that

Tlie

r'

Trinum Circuit
satisfying

genuBuilt with the
s

rmance*

in.

at lag t to

Sales

Department

THE ZINKE

Manufactured hy

W-K ELECTRIC

CO.

Kenosha, Wis.

1323 S. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago,

111.

^MtJ^

SIX

TUBE

RADIO
RECEIVERS
"The Warwich"
No, 71— $125
A table model

of exceptional grace and
truly unusual power. Everything that
radio can give^ at a price in reach of alL

with the Trirmm

CO.
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General Industrial Prosperity in the
Cleveland Territory Creates a

Distributors

Cleveland,

bcli.

New

Reproducing Sonora
Model C
Phonographs
Radio Receiving Set
and Speakers
Highboys
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The Artophone Corporation,
Pine Street,

1(122

St.

Louis. Mo.

-

Baltimore Phono. Dist. Co.,
422 N. Howard Street,
Baltimore. Md.

Barker Wholesale Company,
Barker Building,
Los Ang-eles, Calif.

Inc.,

Syracuse, N. Y.

.

The Phonograph

Inc.,

& Company,
Wazee

Street,

Pennsylvania Phono. Dist. Co.,
1015 Chestnut Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
917 Wabash Building,

Pittsburgh, Pa.
1747 Chester Avenue,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Inc.,

181 Whitehall Street,

Atlanta, Ga.

W. Broad Street,
Richmond, Va.

in

where

811

make

at the Public Audivery attractive manner. The show
charge of C. B. Bodenhoff, who managed
in a

Eighth Street,

New

York, N. Y.

Canadian & Export Distributors.
Co.,

Joseph,

the Hol-

Mo.

Sterling Roll and Record Co.,
137 W. Fourth Street, Cincinnati, O.

its

exhibit

at

of

the

Music Merchants
manager, reports.
Several new accounts have been opened for the
complete Columbia line in cities under the juris-

Columbus convention

Association,
C. A. Richards, Inc.,
100 B. 45th Street,

at

in this issue.

orders as a result of

large

Council Bluffs, Iowa.

St.

dis-

of radio as well as ac-

Wide Interest in Columbia Line
The Columbia branch received a number

Reliance Battery Products Co.,

Smith Drug

now

lenden Hotel at the conclusion of the show.
Euclid Co. Improving Store
The Euclid Music Co. is making extensive
improvements in its East Ninth street store. The
small goods department, which is now located
on the second floor, will be moved down to the
first floor, and the space it occupied will be
The comused for phonographs and pianos.
pany is also planning another downtown store,
which will be located on Euclid avenue near
East Seventeenth street and that will rank as
one of the finest music stores in the city.
Atwater Kent Dealers Meet
Approximately 90 per cent of all Atwater
Kent dealers in northern Ohio accepted the invitation of the distributors, the Cleveland Talking Machine Co. and the Cleveland Ignition Co.,
to take part in Atwater Kent Day on September 22, complete details of which appear else-

Denver, Colo.

C. D.

is

R.

J.

of the

Mueller,

diction of the Cleveland office. Full-page advertising of Columbia records greatly stimulated
sales

and many dealers co-operated by
Sterling Co.

The Tay Sales Company,
231 N. Wells Street,

Chicago,

111.

Yahr-I.ange, Inc.,

Milwaukee, Wis.
442 E. Lafayette Avenue,
Detroit, Mich.

Big

Demand

for Brunswick Line
branch of the Brunswick Co. is
shipping machines out as fast as they arrive
and still the number of back orders shows very

The

little

local

sign of decreasing.

Plan Radio Association
hoped that a permanent organization
composed of radio dealers and jobbers in northern Ohio will be the outcome of a meeting held
September 21 at the Hotel HoUenden by a number in the trade. It was presided over by Warren
Cox, manager of the Radio Apparatus Co., RCA
distributor, and was addressed by such wellIt

is

known men

as

Howard

Shartle, president of the

tie-ups.

Sterling Mfg. Co. has taken a lease on
two-story building containing 18,000 square
feet at 4827 Lexington avenue. This was made
necessary by its constantly growing business.
Well Represented at Convention
The Pennsylvania Phonograph Distributing
Co., in co-operation with the Sterling Roll &
Record Co., were well represented at the Ohio
Music Merchants' annual convention at the Neil

The

House, Columbus, O., September 13, 14 and 15.
H. Baker, district sales manager of Sonora
Phonograph Co., Inc., New York, was also present and active showing Sonora merchandise at
C.

R. G. A. Activities Are of
Wide and Varied Character
Pierre Boucheron Points Out That the Radio
Corp. Maintains Largest Radio Telegraph
Station £ind Marine Communication Station

Pointing out that the activities of the Radio
Corp. of America are not entirely confined to
the broadcasting art or the manufacture and
sale of receiving sets and accessories, Pierre

Boucheron, advertising manager of R. C. A. in
chat with a representative of The World,
outlined some of the activities of the Radio
Corp., which are sometimes overlooked by
dealers and jobbers.
"For instance, R. C. A. owns and operates the
largest broadcasting radio telegraph station,
which is in constant communication with trade
centers in Europe and South America," said Mr.
Boucheron. "This station is housed in a plant
a

Rocky Point, Long Island, covering ten
square miles. R. C. A. also maintains in continual
operation the world's largest and most powerat

marine communication station at Chatham,
is in constant touch with shipping
fleets which ply the trade lanes of the Atlantic.
Another important function of R. C. A. is the sale
and installation of marine transmitting and receiving apparatus and safety devices.
Mr. Boucheron commented that these, among
other activities, show that the Radio Corp. of
America occupies a leading position in every
important phase of the radio art and industry.
ful

Mass., which

J.

W. Laufer With Atwater
Kent Chicago Headquarters

Expands

a

Strevell-Paterson Hardware Co.,
Salt Lake City, Utah.

Cleveland territory. Many new accounts were opened and there is every indication of a big shortage on Sonora phonographs
and Sonora radios in the Cleveland territory during the coming season.
tive in the

were displayed

honor of Mr. Bodenhoff was held

G8 Thirty-fourth Street,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

2211 So.

which

so successfully last year, and Cleveland's leading radio jobbers also assisted.
A banquet in

Minna Street,
San Francisco. Cal.

James K. Polk,

Co.,

it

Street,

63

1720

to enthuse

Phonograph Distributing Co.
John L. DuBreuil, vice-president and
general manager of the Pennsylvania Phonograph Distributing Co., was also in attendance,
as well as Stanley Townsley, sales representadisplay.

and others.

was

Kohler Distributing Co.,

Moore-Bird

much

the Pennsylvania

Radio Exposition a Success
Although the weather was decidedly unfavorable during most of the week, Cleveland's Second Radio Exposition was a decided success.

torium

Dallas. Texas.

McPhilben-Keator,

Demand

Cleveland Talking Machine Co.; J. S. Newman,
president of the Newman Stern Co.; Max Haas,
president of the Haas Electric Co.; A. T. Haugh

cessories

Hassler Texas Co.,

Commerce

1926

tributor for the Federal line of radio receivers
and also Dan-Fan, is getting a nice volume
of business and opening up many new accounts.

Practically every
Greater City Phono. Co., Inc.,
7G Fifth Avenue,
New York, N. Y.

2211)

in this ter-

abound in Cleveland. The
Second Radio Exposition helped stimulate radio
sales a great deal, and both phonograph and
combination machine sales were also helped by
the show. Record sales also increased.
Increasing Edison Demand Enjoyed
The Phonograph Co., Edison distributor, reports a busy -time since the. convention in the
middle of September when approximately 165
dealers from Ohio and adjoining .States came
to Cleveland and saw the new Edison models
and saw and heard samples of the long-playing
records.
The program for the coming year as
outlined by factory officials, and the address by
President Charles Edison, did

Doerr. Andrews & Doerr,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Co.,

— Business

ihe trade with the wonderful possibilities of the

H. Burke Company,
221 Columbus Avenue,
Boston. Mass.

Gibson-Snow

6.

industrial plants that

line.
J.

October

decided improvement and there is every indication that it will continue to grow better right
along.' The Fall season is primarily the cause
of this, but there are other factors also, such
as plenty of employment in the many lines of

onor
.

O.,

ritory during the last thirty days has shovirn a

IMSTPIUKCHTOfQOAllT*

Clear as a

15,

Decided Improvement in Trade Noted During the Past Month— Radio Exposition a SuccessEuclid Music Co. Improving Its Store— A-K Dealers Meet— Plan Radio Association

of
STMt

October

Among

recent additions to

the

stafT

of the

Atwater Kent Mfg. Co. is J. W. Laufer, who
will assist Lyle Pratt in the Middle West terMr. Laufer
ritory, operating from Chicago.

came East during the week of the New York
show and devoted his time between the New
York show and the headquarters of the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., in Philadelphia.

The C. H. Carothers Co., Gary., Ind., has
been granted a charter with a capital stock of
The concern will
1,000 shares no par value.
and
other lines.
instruments
in
musical
deal

—
October

IS.
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y/^NE after another
I the long list of
^^-^ Melofonic Dealers is being added to
explainable only by acI

0T\JLCy
Radio

Speaker
MARK

ers

who have been look-

ing for a cone that will

DEALERS

LIST

*25

50%

PRICE

DISCOUNT
Slightly higher in the

tual performance. Deal-

West

give natural reproduc-

volume and

tion,

quali-

without sacrificmg
appearance or being
price
prohibitive
in
have found it m the
Melofonic.
ty

Find out for yourself
why e\ery Melofonic

owner

0
Hangs on the Wall or Stands on an

secret

City

busi-

—

Order just one
Melofonic Speaker and
large.

you

are sure to order

many more.

Easel!

—

INSTRUMENT CORP.
New York

of repeat

—the

investment is
\ery small the profits
are surely going to be

PROGRESSIVE MUSICAL
519 Sixth Ave.,

a booster

The

ness.

Are iS/Laking M.oney
And a Qood Reputation

M.elofonic Dealers

is

—

!
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9??e sensation ofthe

Just what the public
is looking £or
at the
price they want to pay

—

new
THEsuperb

Masterphonic Model M-3

is

a
piece of furniture craftsmanship, beautifully finished in Walnut, with
all metal parts gold plated.
With the new
scientifically designed tone chamber and
special reproducer for playing the new
electric recordings, it is equal to the finest

money can

that

A real

leader-^to

featurefor the holidays/

buy.

Tremendous Volume
Deep Rich Tone
New, Scientifically Designed
Tone Chamber!
wonderful Masterphonic phonograph
THIS
guaranteed to be of the highest possible quality.
is

The

$170 is tempting to the consumer,
unusually good profit for the dealer.
urge ordering at once
retail price of

and allows

We

'an

This Masterphonic
also in big

is

demand

Retails for

only $701

MASTERCRAFT
Model 25, built on
masterphonic principle, has made a "hit" from
the very start. It will enthe

you

able

sistent

to

meet the

demand

new type

of

phonograph

popular price.

at a

in-

the

for

This

model in its beautiful cabinet and deep, powerful
tones
the

is

the real leader for

season.

Be sure

to

place your orders noiv in

order to avoid any disap-

pointment in delivery.

Masterphonic Model M-3
45" High; 32" Wide; 221^" Deep

Ohey/m^MAUUfAC^UM^

40

•

Mastercraft Model 25
High; 19" Wide; 20" Deep

INDUSTRIES^

October

15.
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sdUnq consoles
Jbrycmr holiday trade

Every one of them an
exceptional buy— and they 11 move fast!
give
an unusual opportunity
HERE
your customers an exceptionally
to

is

fine

Radio Console Cabinet at an attractive
price and make an unusually big profit.
We have a limited number of each of these
cabinets, so first come, first served. Every
one of them is made to the high standards
that have made Mastercraft Cabinets famous. At this price they won't last long
so write or wire your orders today.

Mastercraft Model 98

Mahogany
and

or

front,

Walnut top
upper

Grille

Loud Speaker Horn (No Unit). Center
section drop hinged door, also finished wood removable
mounting board 9" x 26?/^" for radio panel. Lower com-

front, has built-in

Mastercraft Model 98

$45 List

Masterctaft Model 121

partment ample battery space. Cabinet 44" high, 3IV2"
wide, 14" deep, and has open back giving immediate access
to all parts and wires.
Price f. o. b. Illinois
or Walnut Finish

factory.

Mahogany

Mastercraft Model 109

$65 List

$45 00

fro^nt,

upper front, built-in Loud Speaker Horn (No
Loud Speaker Unit). Middle compartment a drop-hinged
front door and a finished wood removable mounting board
7" X 18" for radio panel.
Lower compartment two hinged
front doors, ample battery space. Cabinet. 44" high, 235-8
top. Grille

'

wide. 165/8" deep.

Wood

back.

Price f. o. b. Illinois factory,
or Walnut Finish

Mastercraft Model 111

^j,

Mahogany
Mahogany
top

and

^ /-\or\

s'KlJ^^
Walnut

or

hmged

front,

upper front, built-in Loud Speaker Horn
(No Unit). Center section a drop hinged front door,
also a finished removable wood mounting board, size
ST/s
X 27 1/16" for radio panel. Lower compartment two
Cabinet
hinged front doors and ample battery space.
top,

Grille

43^"
Mastercraft Model 109

high, 3214" wide, 143^" deep.
Price f. o. b. Illinois factory. Mahogany
or Walnut Finish

Mastercraft Model 121

$50 List

Mahogany

Mastercraft Model 174

$30 List

^

41/^/^00

^fllj
v-''k^
or

Walnut

and front, hmged
top. Grille upper front, built-in Loud Speaker Horn (No
Unit). Center section a drop-hinged front door and a finished removable wood mounting board, size 97.8" x 2834"
Lower section two hinged front doors
for radio paneL
and ample battery space. Cabinet 46" high, 35" wide.
top

14" deep.

Price f. o. b. Illinois
or Walnut Finish

factory,

Mastercraft Model 174

Mahogany

^

H'r^*^^*-^

%T''Z-l'!''\'e^"

built-in Loud Speaker Horn with Mutual
Speaking Unit, clear, round tone of good volume.
hogany top, front and ends.
(t

deep.

Has

Price f. o.
Finish only

b.

Illinois

factory,

Mastercraft Model 99

Mahogany

Loud
Ma-

^3v/

Unit), finished wood removable mounting board,
radio panel. Upper front drop hinged door.
Lower compartment with two hinged front doors,
oors, ample
battery space. Cabinet 42" high, 34" wide. 16" de
back.
Price f. o. b. Illinois factory, Mahogany
Finish only

Mastercraft Model 111

$60 List

9»e WOLF

X

$50 List

Mahogany top and front,
built-in
Loud Speaker

Horn (No

9"

Mastercraft Model 99

201/4" for

55o»

ikde/i jcnotmh
(/

g

-0^ 7I0U)/

MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES-(^ia»c^
Xew York

Office: 250

West

57th Street
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Your Customer
Should

Know

that

— the Orthophonic
Victrola

is

not the

product of a single
genius hut is the
creation of many
master minds.

Bruno

C.

Bruno & Son, Inc.

Victor Wholesale Exclusively

351
1834

— Over

92 Years

of

Dependable Service

to the

Fourth Avenue

New York City
Music Trade — 1926
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Columbia Co. Announces Special Record
Return Plan on J^26 Cut-Out Records
W.

and General Sales Manager of the Company, Outlines Details of the
Return Privilege Plan in Special Communication to Columbia Dealers

C. Fuhri, Vice-President

W.

C. Fuhri, vice-president

and general sales

manager

of the Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc.,
forwarded to Columbia dealers recently a very
interesting communication giving the details of
a special record return privilege covering only
1926 cut-out Columbia records. The details of
this plan, which are very liberal in their scope,
as outlined to the dealers by Mr. Fuhri, are as

follows:

"We

have decided not to

list

in

the

forth-

coming Columbia domestic and foreign record
catalogs a large quantity of Columbia records,
which are not now in demand, and to offer a
which should enable you,
without financial loss, to return to us all of
the cut-out records listed on forms which will
be supplied upon application to the Columbia
branch or jobber with whom you carry your

liberal return privilege

account.

"Your Columbia branch or jobber will accept
current wholesale prices Columbia records
previously purchased by you from Columbia,
at

which are now being

listed as

cut-outs,

when

returned for credit to the
Columbia brancli or jobber with whom you
Credit will be applied
carry your account.
monthly at the rate of 20 per cent of your net
purchases of Columbia records between October

such

records

are

and April 1, 1927.
"A Columbia cut-out record credit certificate,
good until April 1, 1927, will be issued after
your cut-out records have been received and
accepted by the Columbia branch or jobber
This arrangement
to whom they are shipped.
will give you, if needed, six months to use up
credit,
which will be applied
this
special
against your purchases of new Columbia rec1,

1926,

ords.

Columbia record
be suspended to enable
you to return cut-out records at one time. After
a dealer has used the 20 per cent credit certificate covering Columbia cut-cut records, the
regular quarterly 10 per cent privilege will im-

"The

quarterly

regular

return

privilege

mediately

be

will

reinstated

and

will

operate

heretofore."

President and Founder of General Phonograph Corp., Home From Trip Abroad, Says Public Appreciates Musical Value of the New Phonograph and Better Class of Records

"A

revival

in

seems

to

feature

of

the

the

me

demand
to

be

phonograph

for standard rec-

outstanding
industry to-day,"
the

discriminating music lover and in turn tlie pubshowing a far keener appreciation of good
music than ever before. I regard this as llie

lic is

most interesting feature of the phonograph

has recovered completely from the setback of
a few years ago.
"The public generally seems to understand
and appreciate the true musical value of the
new type of phonograph, and it is gratifying
indeed to find a growing appreciation for the

The selections made by
famous symphonies under the direction of celebrated
directors
are
winning more favor
throughout the world, and with the present

better class of records.

method

of electrical recording the public is
being offered a far more satisfactory product
than at any time in phonograph history. The
new record, as reproduced on the new type of
phonograph, gives a tonal beauty that is meeting with the absolute approval of the most

benefit to every factor of our business.

"While in Europe I picked up many new
recordings from the Lindstrom catalog, which
will

in our Odeon
The Lindstrom library contains a
number of beautiful recordings than at

be used this coming season

lepertoire.

greater
any time

orthe history of this famous
and their library today is marvelThe symphonic and orchestra records
ous.
made by the Lindstrom recording selections the
past year have surpassed my highest anticipation, and I am glad to have the opportunity
in

ganization,

of

presenting these

records

to

the

American

through the Odeon library.
The continued sale and appreciation of standard records represents the backbone of our industry,
and its importance is recognized generally today by the foremost manufacturers here and
public

abroad."

Edison Retailers Hold

Meeting

in Atlanta,

Atlanta,

Ga.,

October

5.

— Some

150

Otto Heineman
the

returned recently after a six weeks' trip abroad.
keen student of manufacturing and merchanphonograph
dising and identified with the
industry for more than twenty years, Mr.
Heineman's views regarding business conditions
are of general interest to the trade, and he
has made various predictions regarding phonograph activities during recent years which have

A

"The phonoalmost invariably.
graph industry in Europe, particularly in England and Germany, is excellent, with the
demand for phonographs and records ahead of
all expectations and giving every indication of
continuing indefinitely. The early part of this
year I was very optimistic, expressing the

the

the Biltmore Hotel here last

week

to attend the

meeting and banquet at which the guest of
honor was Charles Edison, president of Thomas
A. Edison Inc., and son of the great inventor,
who was accompanied on his visit to Atlanta by
Arthur L. Walsh, vice-president, in charge of
the phonograph division of the Edison interests.
The meeting was arranged by Edison Phonographs, Inc., the local Edison jobbing house, of
which W. L. F. Rosenblatt is manager, in cooperation with the Duffee-Freeman Furniture
Co., and the Edico Piano Co., local Edison
dealers. In the course of the meeting the dealers inspected the four new console models of
Edison phonographs just put on the market by
the company and were enthusiastic over the
demonstration of the instruments.
The new
forty-minute record which has aroused so much
interest was also demonstrated.

famous

Farrand

materialized

opinion that the phonograph industry would
enjoy in 1926 its best year since 1919, and I
This
see no reason for changing this opinion.
applies to conditions in this country as well
IS Europe, and apparently the trade, as a whole.

Also the New Farrand "B" Eliminator" and
Eliminator combined with power amplifier

Renier Music House,
545 Main Street

Edison

dealers in the Southeastern territory gathered at

of
Heineman, president and founder of
General Phonograph Corp., New York, who

Ga.

Dealers in Southeastern Territory Gather at
Session at Which Charles Edison, President of
Thos. A. Edison, Inc., Is Guest of Honor

We are distributors
said Otto

in-

dustry today, for the revival in the demand for
the better class of record will be of invaluable

as

Revival in Demand for Standard Records
Feature of Industry, Says Otto Heineman

ords

9Se

Inc.

Dubuque, Iowa
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Be Surprised!!
at the New Recordings—

You''ll

Retailing

The new method
is

of recording Lincoln records

a step far, far in advance of

You

will

immediately note the difference and

the decided improvement

new
the

Lincolns.

new

voices

competition.

all

when you hear

No mere words

will tell

these

you of

tone, fidelity in the reproduction of

and instruments— the

clarity

—and

the

absence of scratch, and. Boy, "the" Rhythm.
See and hear these

new Lincoln

records by

sending at once for samples and prices.

The hincoln

is

a product

Cameo Record
249 West 34th

St.,

New

of the

Corp.

York, N. Y.

15,

1926

1

October

15,
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The Most Complete Line

9Sg

Records

of

for Children

There are no other records like the Cameo Kid or the Uncle
Wiggily Series. They are seven inch double faced records, put up
in gayly illustrated multi-colored envelopes.
Although smaller
in size they have the same quality as the very best of the larger

Retail

15^

size records.

These records are

new buyers

fast sellers

your

to

and are sure

to

bring hundreds of

CAMEO
10

Style

—In Quality—In Originality and In

KID RECORDS

28
29

1

11

NURSERY-MEDLEY,

(Story)

TOM THUMB (Story)
CINDERELLA (Story)
THE THREE BEARS (Story)
(LONDON BRIDGE IS FALLING DOWN
THE FARMER IN THE DELL (Game)
(HERE WE GO ROUND the MULBERRY BUSH
OATS, PEAS AND BEANS (Game)
)

)

13

)

14

1

15

(TOM, TOM, THE PIPER'S SON

SIMPLE SIMON (Song)
(LITTLE BO-PEEP (Song)
MARY HAD A LITTLE LAMB

t

17

(
1

19 j
)

20

(
)

21

(
j

YANKEE DOODLE

(
t

32

(Song)

f
)

33

i

16

31

(
)

(Song)

34

(Patriotic)

HAIL COLUMBIA (Patriotic)
STAR SPANGLED BANNER (Patriotic)
COLUMBIA, THE GEM OF THE OCEAN
LAZY MARY, WILL YOU GET UP (Game)
TEN LITTLE INDIANS (Game)
THE THREE LITTLE KITTENS (Song)
WHERE ARE YOU GOING, PRETTY MAID?

(
)

37

(
)

38

(
i

39

(Song)

22

(
I

23

f
)

24

(
I

25

(
I

26

(
)

27

(
I

ROCK-A-BYE BABY (Song)
SING A SONG OF SIXPENCE
COCK-A-DOODLE DOO (Song)

I

I

(Song)

OLD MOTHER HUBBARD (Song)
SWEET AND LOW (Lullaby)
DOLL SONG (Lullaby)
THE SANDMAN (Lullaby)
THE SLUMBER BOAT (Lullaby)
GO TO SLEEP MY LITTLE PICKANINNY
THE DREAM MAN (Lullaby)
LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD (Story)
THE FROG PRINCE (Story)

40

^
|

(

41
)

45

Intro.:

Diddle," "Humpty-Dumpty,"
Dock" (Song)

30

48

I

49

1

f
)

46

(

47

f

)

)

Send your order today

"Hey Diddle,
"Dickory, Dickory

Itaskit"

(Hymn)

NOW

I LAY ME DOWN TO SLEEP (Hymn)
RAMBLE ROUND THE CHRISTMAS TREE
SANTA CLAUS IS A JOLLY OLD FELLOW
I'VE WRITTEN A LETTER TO SANTA CLAUS
A NICE GAME (CLAP, CLAP, CLAP) (Game)

1

NURSERY-MEDLEY, Intro.: "Little Jack
Horner," "Little Miss Mutfet" (Song)
SANTA CLAUS' TOY SHOP
SANTA CLAUS' GREETINGS
HOW THE BIRDS TALK (Story)
THE LION IS KING (Story)
JENNIE JONES (Game)
ROUND AND ROUND THE VILLAGE
I HAD A LITTLE DOGGIE (Song)
PUSSY-CAT, PUSSY-CAT (Song)
THE SNOW MAN (Song)
THE BLACKSMITH (Song)
PETER, PETER, PUMPKIN EATER (Song)
MUSICAL ALPHABET (Song)
LITTLE BOY BLUE— SEE SAW MARJORIE
DAW (Song)
LITTLE GIRL'S GOOD-NIGHT (Lullaby)
RING AROUND A ROSY— Medley Intro.:
"Georgie Porgie." "Itiskit,

Wide Appeal.

[LITTLE ONE'S GOOD-NIGHT PRAYER

FIVE LITTLE CHICKADEES (Game)

j

(

12

records are different

Their

THUMBKIN SAYS, "I'LL DANCE" (Game)
LADY MOON (Lullaby)
1^ TWINKLE, TWINKLE LITTLE STAR
|

JACK AND JILL (Song)
OLD KING COLE (Son«)
J JACK AND THE BEANSTALK
(

/

50

(

)

UNCLE WIGGILY
KID RECORDS
UNCLE WIGGILY'S ALPHABET (Song)
UNCLE WIGGILY AND THE DARK (Song)
UNCLE WIGGILY'S SLEEPING SONG
52] UNCLE WIGGILY AND OLD MOTHER
HUBBARD (Song)
53
UNCLE WIGGILY AND THE WIND (Song)
UNCLE WIGGILY'S PINK NOSE (Song)
UNCLE WIGGILY AND THE PHOEBE BIRDS
54
(Story)
UNCLE WIGGILY AT THE CIRCUS (Story)
WIGGILY'S SWIMMING LESSON
r UNCLE
55
(Story)
UNCLE WIGGILY IN THE WOODS (Story)
51

I

I

I

1

I

)

I

-I

1

(Game)

GOOSEY, GOOSEY GANDER— Medley. Intro.:
"The Man in the Moon," "Little Tommy Tucker"

JACKIE

WELCOME, SWEET SPRINGTIME
LULLABY (Lullaby)
THE BOOGY MAN (Song)
THE SQUIRREL (Song)
THE SUNBEAM'S JOKE (Song)
MOTHER GOOSE'S PARTY (Song)
THE ELEPHANT (Song)
A LITTLE BROWN DOG (Song)
for

(Song)
110

KID

LITTLE AH SID (Nov. Recitation with
CIRCUS (Novelty Recitation with Orch.)
A BEAR OF A STORY (Recitation)
(ADVICE TO KIDS (Nov. Recitation with
THE MAN WITHOUT A COUNTRY
1

Orch.)

)

111

(

r

112

-i

I

(Recitation

Orch.

THE DIRECTOR

an assortment of these records or write

at

once for

CAMEO RECORD
CORPORATION
WEST
NEW YORK,
34th STREET,

COOGAN

RECORDS

(Songs)

terms and particulars.

249

15^

store.

Make no mistake, Cameo Kid and Uncle Wiggily

—In

Retail

N. Y.

Acc.)
(Recitation)

Orch.)
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Radio and Blackman
Dependability
When the Blackman organization determined two years ago to
merchandise standard radio products, the dominating thought
was the continuation of the slogan "BLACKMAN and DEPENDABILITY" which for twenty-five years has been the
guiding thought in the Blackman organization.

—

—

Before determining upon a line of radio products which could
be offered to Blackman dealers with the thought of Dependability uppermost, selling tests were applied to each and every
radio product considered for presentation to our dealers. The
tests were severe and exacting and the products which measured up to the accepted tests embodied quality and sound

merchandising

possibilities.

of radio products who have asked us to act
have proven the dependability of
wholesale
distributors
as
their products definitely and conclusively and in turn the
Blackman organization is giving these products the representation they deserve.

The manufacturers

The growth

of Blackman radio business has far outdistanced
our expectations, reflecting the training of the Blackman
organization in the merchandising of standard, quality radio
products.
all

Blackman dealers have become acquainted with the scope and
value of Blackman radio service the past two years and they
now regard "Blackman and Dependability"
as a thought which signifies a permanent,
successful foundation for their radio activities.

Our new catalog
distributed.

now

being
If you have not reis

ceived your copy notify us.

IS,

1926

October

IS,
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Stromberg-Carlson Inaugurates System of
Registering Names of Set Purchasers

99

Offer
in

Home

Study Course
Panatrope Salesmanship

Based on Facts and Experience Now Available to Brunswick Dealers and
Their Salesmen Throughout the Country

Selling Information
File to

Be Kept

at

Company's Plant Will Have Complete Information Regarding the Instrument,

Accessories and Date of Purchase for Reference in Case of Defect in Manufacture
Rochester. N. Y., October 4.— The StrombergCarlson Telephone Mfg. Co., manufacturer of
the Stromberg-Carlson radio receiver and other
radio products, has put into effect a system
whereby the purchaser of every one of the company's receivers is registered at the company's
offices for record in the event that the purchaser find*; that within a year repaics are necessary which are due to' some defect in manufacPurchasers of Stromberg-Carlson radio
ture.
receivers are given a guarantee for one year
with the following clause contained in the guarantee form regarding repairs. The clause reads:
"Should any defect develop within one year
from the date of purchase, any part or parts
which are defective will be repaired or replaced
by us, provided our inspection shows same to
be defective, upon return thereof to our factory."
The guarantee form also states that the guarantee is valid only after the registry card has
been received at the Stromberg-Carlson factory.
This registry card is given to the purchaser of
a Stromberg-Carlson receiver by the dealer and
is filled out by him and sent to the manufacturer.
The card bears the following information: Date purchased, type and serial number
of receiver,
of party

dealer's

making

name and

installation

address,

Carlson Tel. Mfg. Co. tends to clarify the situa-

company,
from the fact that each customer
presented with an exact statement of the com-

tion for the authorized dealers of the

who
is

benefit

pany's stand in regard to its policy when a
question arises as to non-operation of a set.
It should also prove beneficial to dealers in selling the Stromberg-Carlson receiver, for the giving of a year's guarantee with the registering of
owners of sets has the effect of bringing home
to purchasers the fact that the radio receiver
has reached a position of stability.

Another instance of the manner in which the
Stromberg-Carlson organization is functioning
to co-operate with its dealers and assist them
in merchandising on the highest possible plane
is

shown

in

the chart recently sent dealers in

which the prices on

fully

equipped receivers are

given, with a detailed statement of each acces-

sory and

its price.

The reason

for this chart

is

Stromberg-Carlson Co. has experimented to determine the best accessories which
will assist the purchaser in securing the utmost
Where
from his Stromberg-Carlson receiver.
it was impossible to secure an accessory which
would function in a fashion worthy of the receiver, the Stromberg-Carlson Co. experimented
and worked out its own product to fill the desired need. These charts should prove most
helpful to dealers and their sales staffs in elimithe

that

name

and the accessories

used with the set
Authorized Stromberg-Carlson dealers are
also provided with record cards which show

nating sales resistance.

exactly the type and serial number of the set
purchased, the accessories used and the contact which the dealer has had with the customer

the

part

of

the

sales activities.

The

text

Stromberg-

is

presented in an interesting, conand practical form with

venient, well-organized

and

illustrations

charts.

The

outline

of

tion,
successful
dealers'
experiences,
retail
salesmen's
experiences,
investigations,
field
dealer problems, questions and answers, shopping experiences all over the country.
In commenting on the course in Panatrope
salesmanship, which is open for enrollment, A.
T.
Kendrick, general sales manager of the

phonograph

division,

said:

"We

have never before presented to Brunswick dealers any plan in which we were more
or

more

certain

of

its

value.

The Williams Talking Machine Co., of Birmingham, Ala., was recently incorporated with
a capital stock of $19,000.

retail stores."

PORTABLES

-

-

KENTONE ARM
No. 30-SP

popular priced portable phonographs made in one piece of seamless brass tubing,
tapered. The base is of a special and unique unobstructive
type, affording a smooth, easy and free movement without
rattle.
The arm proper is finished in the highest polish
nickel plate while the base is of cl crystallized black
lacquer. If desired, base also may be had in the nickel

—

for

plate.
Length

Diameter

the

---------------of base

Opening in base
Height over all

F,

-

-

We

something which means, we are
confident, increased business and profits for
Brunswick dealers, and more than that, a corps
of better trained, more enthusiastic and more
productive salespeople and other employes in
offering

A One Piece, Seamless Brass,
Tapered Tone Arm for

DESIGNED

sub-

covered by the course is divided into six
units as follows:
"Explaining the Brunswick
Panatrope," "Presenting Light-Ray Records,"
"Demonstrating the Brunswick Panatrope,"
"Closing Sales," "Reaching the Broader Market,"
"Selling
Outside the Store."
These
subjects include incidents from field work, understanding the Panatrope, its proper presentajects

are

Williams Go. Chartered

dates of calls by the service man and the troubles, if any, which were cleared by him.

This move on

.

interested,

This contact chart gives the

after purchase.

The
Brunswick-Balke-Collender
Co.
announces that a complete home study course in
Panatrope salesmanship has been prepared for
Brunswick dealers. The announcement made
through the "Brunswick Pace-Maker" states thai
it
is a thorough and practical course based on
facts, not on general theories, and contains information every salesman needs in his daily

-

-

-

2%"

-113/1

------

KENT COMPANY,

8"

-

6"
3"

67 Grace

St.,

IRVINGTON,

Manufacturers of the Kent Attachment for the Edison Disc Phonograph

NEW JERSEY
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New

Edison Products Introduced to St.
Louis Territory at Dealer Convention

Charles Edison and Arthur Walsh Address Dealers
Annual Atwater Kent Dealer Convention Held

—

St. Louis, Mo., October 6.
A most successful
convention of Edison dealers from southeastern
Missouri, southwestern Illinois, Arkansas, Tennessee and part of Kentucky was held the latter
part of last month under the auspices of the
Silverstone Music Co., Edison distributor for

—Longer-playing Record Introduced— Third
— Columbia Dealers Co-operate With Ad

sponsored by the Brown & Hall Supply Co.
and a number of instructive and interesting addresses were given by manufacturers and their
representatives.
The Atwater Kent Mfg. Co.
was represented by H. T. Stockholm and
Messrs. Kester and Pigeon, who displayed and

October

being the most

successful

point

dealers

1926

15,

from every standand distributors.
Tie-up With Columbia Advertising
The Columbia Phonograph Co.'s national
program of promoting the electrically recorded
records by page advertisements was given increased effectiveness in the territory served by
the St. Louis branch by thirty tie-ups in the
form of local advertising. One result was an
for

radio

increase of 32 per cent in the record sales of
the district as compared to September a year
ago. The increase for the year to date is 461-3
cent.
The district comprises Missouri,
Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, southern Illinois, western Kentucky and Tennessee
and northern Mississippi..
Thomas Bevine, formerly connected with the
Toronto, Canada, organization, has been transferred to the Kansas City sub-branch of the

per

Columbia Phonograph Co., and will travel out
through the Northern States, where he

of there

has a large acquaintance with dealers.
Columbia dealers who recently visited the

St.

Louis branch were Mr. Walker, of the Walker
Music Co., Eldorado, Ark.; Mr. Bensberg, of
Camden, Ark., and George Riley, of Winfield, Kan.
Dealers Exhibited at Exposition

Edison Dealers

Conclave Arranged by Silverstone Music Co.
this territory.
Alore than 100 dealers attended
demonstrated the new line of receivers and
and listened enthusiastically when Charles Ediexplained the outstanding selling points of each
son, president of Thomas A. Edison, Inc.,
model. Officials of the Brown & Hall Supply
explained and demonstrated the new Edison
Co. explained trade conditions in the St. Louis
longer playing record, a twelve-inch recording
territory and problems were discussed with
which plays forty minutes, and a ten-inch redealers joining in the discussion, citing percording which plays twenty-four minutes. Mr.
sonal
experiences.
Representatives
of
the
Edison also spoke of the future outlook for
Pooley Mfg. Co., cabinet manufacturer; the
the Edison organization and spoke of the comPhiladelphia Storage Battery Co., manufacpany's

plans

for

at

co-operating

with

Arthur L. Walsh, vice-president

and

general

Thomas

Inc.,

accom-

manager

of

A.

Edison,

power units; the National
Carbon Co., maker of Eveready batteries, and
Grigsby-Grunow-Hinds Co., maker of the Majestic "B" eliminator, and the Bankers-Commercial
Security
Co.,
which finances time
payments on radio sales, attended the meeting
and demonstrated and explained their products,
turer

dealers.

panied Mr. Edison on his trip to St. Louis
and he also gave an interesting address. Motion
pictures of operations at the Edison plant were
shown and the new model instruments were
displayed and demonstrated.
Dealers who attended expressed themselves as being highly
enthusiastic over the Fall and Winter pros-

of

Philco

giving interesting and instructive talks to the
assembled dealers. Luncheons were an important part of the convention program and a most
many interesting
banquet
with
successful
features concluded the two-day gathering.
A spirit of optimism prevailed throughout
the entire two days and all those participating
in the convention expressed the view that all
indications point toward the coming season

pects.

Atwater Kent Dealers Convene
Another interesting trade happening of the
month was the third annual convention of
Atwater Kent dealers, which held forth at the
Chase Hotel for two days. The gathering was

Most of the talking machine dealers had
exhibits at the Greater St. Louis Exposition last

month and gave constant demonstrations and
made satisfactory sales and obtained many new
prospects.

Toledo Firm Soon to Be
in Fine New Quarters

—

Toledo, O., October 6. The new home of the
Whitney-Blaine-Wildermuth
Co.,
dealer
in
Brunswick and Victor lines, radio, records and
pianos, will be ready for occupancy about

November 15, according to Henry C. Wildermuth, treasurer of the company. The structure
is
three stories and basement and it will be
one of the most modern and completely
equipped music houses in the Middle West. It
is located at Adams and Erie streets, in
heart of the business district.

The

basement will house the downstairs
where used phonographs and pianos will be
displayed. The main floor will have the record
counters, demonstration booths for records and
music rolls, also phonograph and piano display
store,

space.
offices

We are distributors

On the second
and the private

floor will be the general
ofiices of

the

Messrs. Blaine

and W'ildermuth. The balance of this floor will
be used as showroom for grand and reproduc-

The third floor will be equipped
with a fully arranged repair department. Facing
Erie street on this floor will be five studios
for teachers.
A room 26 x 80 will be used
ing pianos.

as a recital hall for instructors

of

the

The house

and

pupils.

conducting a removal sale under

is

The sales force
has been enlarged through the addition of John
Krieft and B. J. Sharp, both formerly with the
the direction of C. C. Firkins.

famous

J

W. Greene

David

Blaine,

president;

Farrand

N. Y.

president;

Henry

Frank Ridley,

company

Officers of the

Co.

C.

Otis

Ballard,

are

vice-

Wildermuth, treasurer, and

secretary.

Jobber Increases

Staff

The New York Talking Machine Co., New
York, Victor jobber, in order to take care of
the rapidly increasing volume of record orders,
has added Frank Mack to assist in the record
order department. Several men have also been
added to the shipping department and to the
radio service department.

Neil Bauer in

New

Post

MIDDLEWESTERN DISTRIBUTORS

OMAHA

—

SIOUX CITY

"The Leading Radio Wholesale House

—
in

ST.

LOUIS

the Middle

West"

Neil

Bauer

is

a

new

addition

to

salesforce of the Crosley Radio Corp.

Cincinnati

the

He

field
left

few weeks ago to represent the
Mr. Bauer
the Southern territory.

a

concern in
has been with the corporation for several years.

October

15,
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For 201-A tubes or
equivalent

AG-6HA-$42.50

65%

New
principle

refinements to a proven

—

the principle of trickle

charge plus the indispensable rapid

charge found only in Unipower

—

reduction in

are present in this new 6-volt Unipower designed to furnish unfailing
"A" power to any 201-A tube set.
Four trickle rates, operated by a

deadly service costs

simple dial, enable the user of
heavily-worked multi-tube sets to

means far greater profits in set sales

necessary to his individual set

adjust the

power

to the exact rate

Complicated wiring

your name on the long list of radio dealers who frankly admit
Isthey
are losing money on the sale of complete sets? Are you, like
so many others, merely breaking even? What is the real reason why
so few dealers are making a decent profit?

Many

found out. They tell us that the high cost of
servicing is to blame for one of the most discouraging conditions
radio has known. When a dealer sells a set he must service it, whether
dealers have

and

hours of use.

nated—installation

is

is

elimi-

as simple as

that of a storage battery.

Auto-

matic switching makes possible a

power-operated
trol—no change

power

set
is

under one con-

necessary in

"B"

supply or set wiring.

is large or small. The cost of that servicing over a period
of months consistently eats huge holes in the profit
often consumes
it entirely.

his profit

—

absolutely needless. The majorto be exact
are caused by
the failure of batteries to function properly. If you do away with
the cause of "iV" battery failure, you automatically eliminate a big
part of your service cost. That is precisely how Unipower, radio's
pioneer "A" power unit, is helping hundreds of dealers.

Most

of that profit-killing cost

ity of the service calls

By

is

Unipower with the complete

selling

—

you make — 65%

set,

the dealer forestalls

"A" battery service calls and saves his profit.
The customer is glad to have Unipo\A'er. It

gives him unfaltering
light socket and eliminates for him the bother and
inconvenience of having you make monthly service calls.

power from the

Here then

—

A

to pass up
1
substantial margin on Unipow^er itself, for Unipower is distributed
only to reliable dealers through responsible jobbers. 2:
definite
saving in deadly service bills. 3:
satisfied and thankful customer.

are three profits

no dealer can afford

:

For 199 tubes or

A

equivalent
AC-4— $33.00

A

We shall be glad to

send you additional information and price

lists.

Or booklets to help you sell your customers. Send a post card.
The Gould Storage Battery Co., Inc. ,250 Park Ave., New York.

Unipower contains a Balkite
charging unit of Gould design.

from

operates

llo-i2j
models,

T Jnipower
^^^^^

RADIO

"A"

A

B

volt

It

alternating current

— 60

2J-J0

cycle.

cycle,

Special

at slightly

higher prices.

GOULD PRODUCT

POWER THAT CANNOT FAIL
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Crowds

—

Second Annual Radio Show Successful in Every Particular
Biggs Co. Will Probably Aid
Columbia Line Improvement Noted in Agricultural Situation Other News of the Trade

—

—

Richmond, Va., October 8.— Richmond's annual
show, staged under the auspices of the
Radio Dealers' Club, went over stronger than
radio

ever this year, there being a record-breaking attendance each evening.
Some of the models
which attracted attention were the New Crosleys, the Philco "A B" Socket, Radiola 30, new

Orthophonic Radiola and the Stromberg-Carlson receiving sets.
Miss Virginia Gartrell, sponsored by the Radio
Salon exhibitors, was crowned queen. She was
awarded a $400 Radiola and a cedar chest filled
with a lot of finery as well as a variety of serviceable articles. Other prize winners were Miss
Inez Robins, sponsored by the Columbia Furniture Co., and Miss Nell Fishburne, sponsored by
Howell Bros. This was Richmond's second annual show. Robin A. Frayser, an officer of the
Radio Dealers' Club, says that he is going to
make next year's even better and more successful than the one this year.
Howell Bros, have added a line of portables
and are demonstrating them with loud speakers attached. They have been handling radio
for several years and until the portables were
added had refrained from branching out into the_
phonograph line.
The Biggs Music Co. is thinking of taking on
the Columbia line. That company has been seeking a new talking machine connection since the
manufacture of the Biggs record player was

discontinued some months ago.
It is understood that it will probably connect
with the Columbia after the new machine of
this company, the Viva-tonal phonograph, is put
on the market.
Goldberg Bros., jobbers of phonographs, report continued strong demand. C. G. Newman,
salesman for this firm, who has been traveling
Florida territory, was fortunate enough to have
left Miami a few days before the hurricane
struck that section of the State and was at his
headquarters in Richmond when news of the
storm reached him.
While both the phonograph and radio Fall
business is reported to be opening up well in
this territory,

some

of the dealers complain that

collections are not so

good as they might

be.

They

attribute this partly to the fact that

more

people than ever went away on vacations the
past Summer and spent most of their ready cash
before they returned.
The agricultural situation is reported to be
distinctly improved over last year. The tobacco
crop in particular is expected to be a very profitable one this year. Business in the coal mining
areas is being stimulated by large production,
l-abor continues well employed in practically
all lines of industrial activity, assuring a large
purchasing power for the next few months at

on the order

Commerce Com-

of the Interstate

mission.

Senator Dill (Democrat), of Washington,
author of the bill, believes some sort of radio
control bill will be passed by Congress by
January 1.

Issue Eight-page Booklet

on Resonata Loud Speaker
The Resonata Corp.

of America, New York
manufacturer of the Resonata, a new loud
speaker of distinctive principles and appearance,
has issued an attractive eight-page booklet upon
City,

By means

the product.

of descriptive articles

and diagrams the principles

Heindl, president of Walter D. Moses
& Co., was recently in New York on a business
trip. All Victor dealers have reduced mechanically cut records from 39 cents to 25 cents and

Louis

J.

of

the

Resonata

are offering five for $1.
The Corley Co. has been giving a series of
public concerts in the evenings demonstrating

Charles Rosenthal, sales manager of the company, reports that the initial presentation of the

Resonata at the New York show resulted not
only in a large volume of business, but also
the appointment of

in

I.

Monroe,

a recent graduate of the

Institute of Ame.rica,

is

a

new

Radio

addition to the

and servicing staff of the radio department of the Corley Co. Mr. Monroe, who is
from Greensboro, N. C, took a course in electrical engineering at the University of North
sales

Carolina before he decided to specialize in radio.

To Give Radio

Control Legislation Early Consideration

Early action is hoped for on the part of the
conferees on the White Radio Control bill which
passed the House last session and the Dill bill
in the

Senate.

It is

Mr. Hoover's understanding

Washington
the November elections and ahead

that the conferees will assemble in

shortly after
of the

Congressional session, according to

re-

ports from Washington.
bills are much alike except that they
on the important question as to who shall
actually be in control of radio. The White bill
provides control by Secretary -Hoover with an
advisory commission, but the Dill bill would

The two

dealers and

Open Music Department

new Electrolas and the new radio-equipped
Orthophonic Victrolas. The concerts have been

the

well attended.

many new

distributors.

Sioux Falls, S. D., October 2.— A complete
music department was recently opened in the
basement of the Shriver-Johnson Co., department store here, with G. H. Compton as proprietor and manager. Mr. Compton is extremely well qualified, having been for years in charge
of the Stone Piano Co., of Fargo, N. D., and
also has had experience as traveling representative throughout the Northwest for the Columbia, Edison and Victor lines of instruments.
Among the lines which Mr. Compton will carry
are the Columbia Viva-tonal phonographs and
records, pianos, sheet music and small goods.

Up

Ties

With Vaudeville Act
October — Taking advantage of the

Akron, O.,
4.
engagement of Signor Friscoe, xylophone

artist,

on the Keith Albee bill this week, the B. A.
Emerson Music Co. called attention to the fact
that the Edison phonograph, which Friscoe
uses in the act,

available at

is

its

store.

differ

Secures Atwater Kent Line
The Park Music Shop,
recently

We are distributors
of
the

1926

are distinctly stated.

least.

T.

15,

eliminate the Secretary of Commerce and give
the control to an independent commission, much

Richmond Annual Radio Exposition
Attracts Record-breaking

October

secured

Floral

Park, N. Y.,

agency for the Atwater
Kent line of radio receivers and other products.
Mr. Swenson, proprietor of the shop, plans an
aggressive Fall campaign, tying up in every possible way with the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co.'s
the

Sunday night concerts.

Carryola

Cub

Is

Now

Ready

Carryola Co. of America, Milwaukee, recently
that the Carryola Cub, listing for
$15, is now ready for the trade.
The Cub is
equipped with a new motor with a longer spring,
wiiich enhances its selling possibilities. It is finished in red, blue or black genuine DuPont
Fabrikoid and has a capacity of fifteen records.

famous

announced

Farrand

Move

Into

New

Quarters

Sterchi Bros., distributors of Carryola portaphonographs, recently moved into new gen-

ble

Tenn. The firm disthrough several branch
offices, in Jacksonville, Fla., Chattanooga, Atlanta, Bristol and Nashville, Tenn.
eral offices in Knoxville,

tributes

Distributed to the Wholesale Trade by

Carolinas Auto Supply House
Box 555

221 N. College

CHARLOTTE,

Carryolas

New

Wise Music Store

St.

A new

N. C.

branch of the Wise Music Stores was
opened at Third avenue and Fourteenth street. New York. A complete stock of
records, sheet music and small musical instrurecently

Fada Radio

-

Cunningham Tubes

-

Ray-O-Vac

Batteries

ments

is

carried.

October

15,
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One of Slagle's
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Leaders

This 2 -dial set wins sales. Perfect control, easy tuning, beautiful

appearance, clean, quiet reception, very good value,

console or cabinet models. Let us tell you

A set

is

no

better

than its accessories
sell good ones

—

more about

it.

Slagle Merchandising Policy
THE
to provide
of
a full line

sets

is

within

a range of prices that enables a dealer

any order for first-class sets from
the one line. The Slagle line gives you

to

fill

a fully representative stock

Model XX. Free

I

of noises for which sets are often
responsible. Low battery consu^mption; extreme sen'
sitivenessto signals; sharp, clean tuning; plenty of
volume; simple and complete control; fulU rich tone
values; and beautiful appearance are some of the
points this set gives you. It's real value for your

money. All elements completely shielded from each
other. The highest development in radio receiving
sets. Beautiful tvalnut cabinet with matched burl
panels

$130 without

accessories.

on

display

with smaller investment; you can concentrate your eSorts on a single line
and back it to the limit. The guarantee
below protects you because it protects
your customer.

We shall be

glad to send a beauti-

fully illustrated, 4-color sheet,

details of

giving

our line and complete plan of

merchandising. Mention the name of
jobber from whom you prefer to buy.

SLAGLE RADIO

COMPANY

FORT WAYNE, INDIANA

GUARANTEE
Model

XX

Console
2-Dial Control

Every Slagle Radio Receiver is positively guaranteed against all defects in
material or workmanship, and if, upon
installation in your home, it does not
thoroughly satisfactory service,
your money ivill be refunded.

give
Beautiful cabinet work makes this console a delight to the eye as ivell as the ear. Two'toned waU
nut with burl panels. Drop front makes convenient
room for tuning and logging. Ample space in low-

compartments for batteries.
Equipped with Model XX 2-dial control 5'tube
receiver described above. $185 without accessories.
er
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Conditions in Pittsburgh Talking Machine
and Radio Fields Show Big Improvement
—

Leading Distributors and Dealers Are Optimistic Over Fall and Winter Prospects Ideal PhonoParts Co. to Job Okeh and Odeon Records Atwater Kent Dealers Convene

—

—

Pittsburgh, Pa., October 7. Trade conditions
talking machine and radio field are showing signs of marked improvement and the leading distributors here of the Brunsvifick, Columbia
Player-Tone, Edison, Sonora, Starr and other
lines are of the opinion that Fall and Winter
business will be exceptionally brisk.
Wholesalers Optimistic Over Outlook
Wallace Russell, general manager of the
Standard Talking Machine Co., is of the opinion
that October and November will be good business months for dealers. He, however, emphasized the fact that there would be a shortage of
certain types of machines.
George H. Rewbridge, manager of the wholein the

sale .talking

machine department

of the

W.

F.

Frederick Piano Co., stated that "business is
very good and the indications point to a recordbreaking season."

At the
manager,

Brunswick

offices

C.

W. Markham,

was showing
marked activity and that the demand for the
Brunswick Panatrope is exceeding all expectations.
The new Brunswick records, he stated,
stated

that

business

are also brisk sellers.

To Distribute Okeh and Odeon Records
An important announcement was made by the
Phono-Parts Co. to the effect that the
firm has arranged to distribute the Okeh and
Odeon records. Paul Susselman, president of
the company, stated that business is brisk and
Ideal

that

the

recent

Buel-Lyons Co. of Cleveland,
the

company

a

made with

consolidation

new

O.,

the

had afforded

outlet with offices at 1231

Superior avenue, Cleveland. Mr. Susselman said,
"The consolidation with an increased number
of traveling salesmen will give us ample facilities for caring for the requirements of our customers within our territory." The Ideal PhonoParts Co., Inc., is a factory distributor for the
Valley Forge main springs and parts. New
Principle reproducers, Carryola portable, Artone

phonographs,

in

Okeh and Odeon

addition to the

records.

Atwater Kent Dealers Stage Convention
Atwater Kent dealers in western Pennsylvania held their second annual convention at the
William Penn Hotel on Monday afternoon and

evening, September 26, as guests of the Esenbe
distributor in the Pittsburgh district for

Co.,

the

Atwater Kent Mfg.

Co., of Philadelphia.

noon in the hotel
and luncheon was served to about 100 persons.
Then followed an interesting business session.
H. M. Swartz, treasurer of the Esenbe Co.,
presided over the meeting and introduced the
speakers. A. A. Buehn, president of the Esenbe
Co., was the first speaker and gave an interesting talk to the dealers. He emphasized points
to be observed in merchandising the Atwater
Kent line. The principal talk was that of R. E.
Smiley, district sales manager of the Atwater
Kent Co., whose address was both inspiring
and instructive. Charles Weiser and G. A. Jaud,
field men of the Atwater Kent organization in
the Pittsburgh territory, were introduced and
spoke briefly. F. N. Eaton, of the Pooley Co.,
told of the Pooley Cabinets and the plans that
had been made for the protection and servicing
of the dealers.
H. W. Jarrett, of the Bankers'
Commercial Security Co., of New York, explained the plan for financing time payment contracts and answered a number of questions. An
interesting speaker was T. Cronin, of the advertising firm of Barton, Durstine & Osborne, who
with the aid of motion pictures told of the Atwater Kent advertising plans for the coming
season.
Plans for the Radio Show under the
auspices of the Pittsburgh Radio Association
were outlined by the manager, James A. SimpTile dealers assembled at

son.

In the evening the annual banquet was held
in the ballroom of the William Penn Hotel,

over 200 persons being present.
Immediately
after the dinner had been served there was
dancing.

Edison Dealers Hold Important Meeting
Nearly 250 Edison phonograph dealers from

many

points

in

western Pennsylvania, eastern

Ohio and West Virginia attended an Edison
convention and dinner in the English room of
the Fort Pitt Hotel on Tuesday evening, September 21. The principal speakers were Charles
Edison, president of the Edison industries, and
A. L. Walsh, vice-president and sales manager.
P. T. Burns, of the Edison organization, was

We are distributors
o

October

famous

1926

An orchestra furnished music during the dinner and for the dancing that followed.

toastmaster.

The meeting was held for the purpose of acquainting the dealers with the new forty-minute
Edison phonograph records that will be released
on October 15 as well as the new models of the
Edison phonograph. The new record, according
to Mr. Edison, which opens up undreamed-of
Edison business, plays twenty minand does away with the necessity of changing the record every few minutes
During his talk to the dealers Mr. Edison
sketched through a brief history of the phonograph for his hearers.
fields in the

utes on each side

"The radio did hurt the business," he said, "but
from a cash to a credit business in
automobile merchandising was what hit it most.
We predict a return to the phonograph on the
part of the great American music-loving public
this Fall and Winter. It gives its audience what
it wants when it wants it."
Mr. Walsh was most
the swing

enthusiastic in his views on the outlook for new
business for the Edison records and phono-

graphs and explained to the dealers that Thos.
A. Edison, Inc., was prepared to give all aid
possible to the dealers in their plans for

prompt

merchandise.
The advertising that is to be
done in newspapers, magazines and other publications was described by Mr. Walsh, and when
he finished speaking a curtain was drawn from
an enclosure at the rear of the room where four

new models
display.

of the Edison phonograph were on
Each was described in detail by Mr.
Prior to the speaking there was shown

Walsh.
motion picture

a

film,

depicting the various in-

by the Edison company, outThe meeting
side of the phonograph division.
of Edison dealers was one of the largest ever
dustries operated

held

the

in

Pittsburgh

district.

One

of

the

guests at the speakers' table was A. A. Buehn,

former treasurer of the Buehn Phonograph Co.,
former distributor of the Edison phonographs
and records. Mr. Buehn is now president of the
Esenbe Co., Atwater Kent radio distributor for
the Pittsburgh district.

F. X. Donovan in New Post
X. Donovan is the new manager of the
Victrola department of Kaufmann's (The Big
Store), having succeeded Mrs. C. H. Walrath,
resigned.
Mr. Donovan is an old-time talking
machine man and for a number of years was
F.

connected with the distribution of the Columbia

phonographs
Bright Outlook for Player-Tone Line
I.
Goldsmith, president of the Player-Tone
Talking Machine Co., reports business conditions as "most excellent," Mr. Goldsmith cited
the fact that the new Saxophonic models were
meeting with "extraordinary success" in the various markets where placed. He said, "The coming Fall and Winter season promises to be one

we have ever experienced." The
Pla^-er-Tone Talking Machine Co. offers twelve
models of the new Saxophonic consoles and uprights. The "Sonnet," the "Saxophonic" and the
of the best that

"Grand" are models, Mr. Goldsmith

the

15,

stated, that

are brisk sellers.

In Important New Post
Conaty is the new manager of the record department of the Standard Talking MaMr. Conaty was
chine Co., Victor distributor.
formerly connected with the Ohio Talking MaT.

Farrand

J.

chine Co.
Radio Corp. of America, dealers in the Pittsburgh district, were guests of the four RCA distributors in Pittsburgh, viz:

Ludwig Hommel &

Robbins Electric
Union Electric Co., at a two-day
convention on September 21 and 22, which ended with a theatre party. The speakers were H. P.
Co.,

Iron

City

Electric

Co.,

Co. and the

Kasner, radio interference engineer of the RCA;
Pierre Boucheron, advertising manager of the

manager,
speaking on
illustrated with

R. C. A.; E. A. Nichols, Eastern district

and
Wholesaler Distributors of

Street

-

.

.

Westbrook, the

"Radiotrons,"

Standard Radio Supplies and Equipment
"DEPENDABLE SERVICE"
640 Grant

R.

C.

Pittsburgh,

slides,

his

and proved

talk

latter

being

of considerable interest to the

dealers.

Pa

Rosenbaum Depcirtment Expands
Three large display and demonstration rooms
(Continued on paae 10$)

October

15,
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A New Type
It
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Quality Phonograph at a Price
has that tone so

much

in

demand

The
Phonograph
Has Come
Back

We can
Deliver

NOW!

You will make
money if you

Protect yourself

by ordering

can deliver and

TODAY

we make
possible

We predict a
shortage in

t

satin finish; fine cabinet workmanship; equippea uiun Heinemotor; new type tone arm and sound box with special horn
built of spruce wood. Heighth, 36 inches. Width, 21 inches. Depth, 21 inches.

American walnut

mdn double spring

popular priced

that

Don't wait
Don't hesitate

machines before

Have
the holidays

the

Phonographs
ready to deliver

Anticipate your

when your

requirements

customer wants

for the season

them

Special price in large quantities

IDEAL PHONO PARTS
^M-ld-lS Fifth Avenue, Pittsburgh, Penna.

CO., Inc.

Superior Avenue, Cleveland, Ohi9
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Trade

vice-president and general

Activities in the

amo

Pittsburgh Territory

Electric

manager

Springfield,

Co.,

Sang-

of the

T.

111.;

T.

ment of the Rosenbaum Co., of which Chauncey
R. Parsons is the manager. The new rooms will

Richards, vice-president and sales manager of
the Wagner Electric Corp., St. Louis, Mo.; W.
R. Marshall, district manager of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co., Pittsburgh,
Pa.; Frank Barrington, district manager of the
Westinghouse Lamp Co., Pittsburgh; M. S.

be utilized for the display and demonstration

Tinsley, assistant sales manager, Eastern divi-

{Continued from page 1U4)

have been added to the talking machine depart-

of the

new Orthophonic

Victrola, the

sion of the Radio Corp. of America,

Brunswick

City;

Panatrope and the radio-electric combinations.
Mr. Parsons is anticipating a brisk Fall and early

Hommel &

Winter

of

trade.

New York
Ludwig

Strassburger, attorney for

E. B.

and H. S. Downing, of the firm
Downing, advertising agents, were

Co.,

Walker &

October

also present.

Co., and Mr. Hommel was presented with a
very beautiful watch.
The dinner was attended only by the employes
of Ludwig Hommel & Co., with the excepR. C. Lanphier,
tion of the following guests

building at No. 929

Twenty years ago Ludwig Hommel

started

Lewis Block, which
was located where the Kaufman & Baer Department Store now stands. The organization
has grown so that at present they occupy the

1926

by the number
Penn Hotel, where
the Pennsylvania Phonograph Distributing Co.
had a display of all Sonora phonographs and
great interest

who

the

in

Sonora

line

flocked to the William

Sonora radios, including loud speaker models.
H. Baker, district sales manager of Sonora
Phonograph Co., Inc., New York, was in town
during the showing September 22, 23 and 24.
Also John L. DuBreuil, vice-president and general manager of the Pennsylvania Phonograph
Distributing Co., and L. V. Craig, sales repreC.

sentative

Pittsburgh

the

in

new accounts were opened

Many

territory.

for

Sonora phono-

graphs and Sonora radio, and there

Ludwig Hommel Honored by Employes
Ludwig Hommel, the founder of Ludwig
Hommel & Co., of this city, was honored last
month at a dinner given in the William Penn
Hotel by his employes. The event marked the
twentieth anniversary of Ludwig Hommel &

15,

every

is

in-

dication of a shortage.

a selling organization in the

Penn avenue, with an

New

Pittsburgh, Pa.. October 4.— The first Radio
ever held in Pittsburgh, sponsored by
the Pittsburgh Radio Association, opened today in Duquesne Garden. The radio dealers
of western Pennsylvania, eastern Ohio and
West Virginia opened their first annual convention in the morning. Over 300 dealers were

Show

Sonora Line

The phonograph and radio dealers of Pittsburgh and surrounding territory proved their

—

Show Has Large Attendance

or-

ganization of about seventy persons.

Dealers View

Pittsburgh's First Radio

Storad

The opening address was by O. T.
Hough, president of the King Radio Co., of

present.

Buffalo, N. Y.,

Remote Control

Power Supply
with
Set Control

Button

who spoke on "Radio

Business

H. Wiggins, manager of the
radio department of the Kaufmann & Baer Co.,
spoke on "Radio Trade-ins."
Among the exhibitors at the Radio Show,
which will close on October 9, are the Esenbe
Co., Atwater Kent distributor; the Shroeder
Piano Co., the W. F. Frederick Piano Co.,
Fansteel Products Co., Kaufmann & Baer Co.,
Standard
Talking
Machine Co., Hamburg
Brothers, Reed Radio & Electric Co., Frank &
Seder, the Rosenbaum Co., Stewart-Warner
Products Co., Western Electric Co.
Ethics," while P.

New

Grosley Addition
Practically Completed

Type

101

X "B

Power"

Work has practically been completed on the
six-story reinforced concrete structure built as
an addition to the assembly plant of the

Raytheon Tube Type Unit
operating on house lighting circuit. Three variable
controls from 180 volts

Has

down.

CONTROL

Crosley Radio Corp. and some of the floors are
already in use. Equipment is rapidly being set
up on the other floors, and within a few weeks
the entire building will be occupied. The new
addition has three times as much total produc-

REMOTE

feature.

Connect
Trickle

Charger

Marvelous,

Here

New,

Practical and an
Exclusive Storad Feature
Here

is

the kind of

that

is

at the

same

time.

not have to use

REMOTE

Type 201X— "B Power"
Supply and Trickle Charger
Combination unit illustrated
here,
combines
Raytheon
type "B" Eliminator with
Storad Trickle Charger. Operates with REMOTE CON-

TROL.

REMOTE

Raytheon "B Power"
Storad "B Power" Lmithaving the

CONTROL

REMOTE
feature

are

Raytheon Tube

Type 701X Trickle Charger
Sufficient
batteries

for "A"
with larger

capacitv

used
Variable Control regulates charging current from
sets.

1/2

to

1

amp. Has

CONTROL

REMOTE

feature.

type. Storad Exclusive Circuit (Patent
dine).

Tobe

Pen

Deutchmann Heavy Duty

Condensers

for

M.\Riox. Ind., October

who do
wished
of

not possess
to listen-in

the

2.

—Residents

radio

of this city

receivers and

who

on the broadcast description

Dempsey-Tunney

fight

at

Philadelphia

do so through the courtesy of
several dealers who kept their stores open and
to

invited the public to attend.

Among

the deal-

who

seized this opportunity of demonstrating the, desirability of the radio receiver were
the Butler Music Co., Gant Electric Shop, Base
Radio Shop and the Broyles Electric Co.
ers

Storad

Spartan Electric Corp. to
Distribute "Howl Arrester"

Heavy Duty Units have
ample power for UX171
Power Tubes even when

The Spartan Electric Corp., New York City,
has been appointed national distributor in the

Supply
set

why Storad Powej
will work on "arfy-"'

without hum.

information and prices on the Storad line at once.

The Storad Manufacturing Co.
2421 Detroit Avenue

Up

Ind.,

iOO% Over Capacity
That's

are used
used on the largest sets.
throughout.
With a Storad on the circuit your customers' power worries will
be over. They will have current— lots of it — when they want it.
Write or wire

Dealers Tie
With Broadcast of Bout

were able

Interchangeable With Other Units
all Storad Units to enjov this
CONTROL feature. .\ Storad Trxkle
Charger will work with anv make of eliminator and
operate it by
CONTROL, or vou can use
a Storad 101 X "B Power" with another make Trickle
Charger and enjoy the same advantages.

You do

Marion,

controlled

with one button, placed where you want it. You do not
have to touch eliminator, charger or batteries. The control
button turns off set and eliminator and turns on the Trickle

Charger

It will

Power Supply you have been waiting

CONTROL—the" kind

for— REMOTE

assembly plant.
probably double the productive capacity
of the Crosley factories.

tive floor space as the original

Cleveland, Ohio

United States for the McDonald Howl Arrester,
a product which is designed to eliminate howling or microphonic tube noises. This new contribution to the radio industry is manufactured
by Scientific Products, Ltd., of Montreal, Canada.

The McDonald Howl Arrester

shield of live rubber,
as a cap.

It

is

which

fits

is

made in many sizes to
now on the market.

various .sized tubes

a thick

over the tube
fit

the
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onatron Product
from

the manufacturers

of the

largest line

of radio

tubes in the world!

THE SONATRON AMPLIFIER
'with

(7*-SHE

3 Red, White and Blue Matched Power Tubes

SONATRON Amplifier is

piling

up an amazing

ord because

tubes aglow, it is as beautiful to
behold as it is unusual in operation.
Only one connection,made in a mo-

sales rec-

performs real miracles for receivers. Now, any set
owner, whether his is a crystal or
a ten tube receiver, may have this
remarkable source of overflowing
power and tonal quality. It adds
it

ment, and it transforms any set into a

modern, efficient unit! ^ The heart
of the season is stiU before you.

You owe

three stages of amplification, is furnished for dry cell or storage battery use
With its colorful
and cuts operating costs!
.

.

.

^

The HI-MU tubes used in this Amplifier are packed for sale
separately, or in matched sets of three. Used in impedance and
resistance coupled sets, they actually double volume, and yield
Here is a great new field of
a remarkable quality of tone.
sales write for further details.

—

it

to yourself to investi-

gate the possibilities of this Amplifier and Sonatron's 25 distinct
types cf tubes,
tubes.
For

which include the

Write for

Storage

latest

power

the Sonatron proposition today.

Battery

For

Sets

MU-30
MU-20

MU-6

Type 171-A— Power Amplifier
'with Adapter Base

Dry Cell
MU-29
MU-19
MU-9

Sets

Type 200-A
'^ower Detector
is the tube which is making so
deep an impression on the power tube
market. It is used in any storage bat-

This

This popular Sonatron tube is used in
any storage battery receiving set in the
last stage of audio frequency. Its

tery set in

adapter base automaticallychanges the
hook-up on the set so that it works

and

is

the detector socket only,

a revelation in

volume and

distance. No extra batteries or rewiring necessary. One of Sonatron's

with this tube without re-wiring. One
of Sonatron's 25 distinct tube types.

25

distinct

tube

types.

Standard

Nationally
Advertised

Quality

108 West Lake

Street,

mmimmn

SONATRON TUBE COMPANYHudson

Chicago

320 Lafayette Building, Detroit, Michigan
Windsor, Ontario, Canada
Newark, N. J.

16

Street,

New

York
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Radio Exposition

at Boston a Feature
of the Month in the
England Trade
Radio Show Was Largest Ever Held in This City — Drayton-Erisman, Inc., Formed—Gramophone
Society Meets — Many New Columbia Agencies Granted — Report Shortage of Sonora Products

New

Boston, Mass., October 7.— The tide has really
turned in the trade, speaking locally, and it is
lo be presumed that the Boston and New England situation is duplicated at other points over
the country; at least one hopes so. The dealers
everywhere are stocking up with goods and The
World representative has seen several batches of
big orders which it is going to be hard to fill:
Dealers already are clamoring for more goods
and the manufacturers may find it difficult before
many weeks to supply the need.

Drayton-Erisman,

A new
of
at

Inc.,

Formed

concern, created since the last issue
located
the

of

A.

C.

Erisman

Co.,

James A. Frye, of the Victor forces, gave
an informing insight into the progress that is
being made in the recording of music.
The
Presiofficers
elected were the following:
dent, Albert Gugen, of Boston; vice-president,
Mr. Ziegler, of Boston; secretary, Robert D.
Darrell, of Watertown; treasurer, Frank B. Forlest,

Otis

F.

a suc-

long

so

The other partner
Drayton, formerly manager of the

& Farquhar
and he will be in immediate charge of the
Boston end, as Arthur Erisman, so long and
favorably known in the local trade, will spend
most of his time in New York, where he has
radio department of the Chandler
Co.,

an association with the Aeolian Co. The new
Boston concern plans to carry a complete line
talking machine and radio

and supplies.
Associated with the Drayton-Erisman,
Inc., outfit are John O'Hara and J. J. Holohan,
who were long faithful employes of the Erisman Co.; Wesley M. Boynton and Herbert
of

of

Medford.

a concert in which the BrunsColumbia, Victor and Odeon recordings
figured.
One of the numbers used was the
Schubert "Unfinished Symphony," a description
of which was given by Storey Smith, the musical

outfits

Libby.

Gramophone Society Meets

The opening meeting of the season of the
Boston Gramophone Society, which was formed
a while ago but is only now getting on its
feet, was held Friday evening, October 1, in
one of the rooms of the Oliver Ditson Co.,
which was generously placed at the disposal
of the promoters. The meeting was opened by
a word of welcome from William ("Bill") S.
Parks, manager of the New England branch
of the Columbia Phonograph Co., and he subsequently gave an interesting talk on the "Past,
Present and Future of the Phonograph Indus-

critic

of the

Boston Post.

The Boston Gramophone Society has
immediate

purpose

for its

bringing together ol
the better grade of music,

the

persons interested in
as represented by phonographic recordings.
Boston Radio Show a Success
The week in Boston ending Saturday, October 2, has been radio show week, this the
sixth show to be held in this city.
As was to
be

expected,

yet held and

it

showing and there were several from
them being Henri
M. Duquesne, the radio manager at the Arch
street quarters, who was frequently busy explaining the Kolster line of receivers.
Frank
Baldelli also was frequently at the show, doing
his share to spread the propaganda work.
The Sonora exhibit included a console model
de luxe, a console standard and a table model
and models of the Prelude and the Symphony,
v/hich are the newest types of instruments put
out by the Sonora, and of course there was a
large line of such accessories as are carried by
J. H. Burke & Co., who are featuring the Sonora
the other

the Steinert outfit, chief of

line here.

Drayton-Erisman, Inc., had a creditable showits booth being in a very accessible location.
The Q R S made a specialty of its
Redtop tubes.
ing,

Then followed

located at this same address.
is

studying the situation from the musical

try,"

angle.

wick,

The World, is Drayton-Erisman, Inc.,
34 Avery street, which in a way is

cessor

107

was quite the largest of any
more manufacturers, jobbers

far

and dealers co-operated

make

to

it

a success.

What

Shortage of Sonora Instruments
troubling Joe Burke, of the
is

H.
J.
219 Columbus avenue, just now
is
how to get sufficient goods to supply the
demand for Sonora instruments and radio outfits and to bear out his complaint he showed
The World representative a big batch of orders,
one actually for $15,000 worth of goods, that
Among the
can only be filled in small part.
latest connections the Burke Co. has become

Burke

Co.,

at

the distributor for the
selling rapidly.

Sonora

concerns known to The World readers; the
Eastern Talking Machine Co., M. Steinert &
Sons, Sonora Phonograph Co., Drayton-Erisman, Inc., Rosen Talking Machine Co. and the
Q R S Music Co.
The Eastern, which had a very attractive
exhibit, was in charge at various times of Manager Herbert Shoemaker, Guy Foote, E. P.
Johnston and George McDonald, all of these
giving a great deal of time to the dissemina-

Columbia headquarters,

the large

tion of accurate

list

of exhibitors at

knowledge

relative to the lines

that are carried by the Eastern

The

Steinert exhibit,

which was more or less
was on a par with

dealers.

Many New Columbia Agencies
Manager

Billy

Parks,

of

the

New England

jubilant over
being done out of his place
and he is looking forward to a big business
from now on to the end of the year. Some
of the new concerns that have taken on the
the business that

is

quite

is

Columbia line are the F. C. Henderson Co.., at
two stores here, Boylston street and Tremont street; the R. H. White Co., the Shepard
Stores, Meekam, Packard & Wheat, in Springfield; England Bros., Pittsfield; R. A. McWhirr,
Fall River; all these Henderson concerns; McAuslin & Wakefield, at Holyoke; Burroughs &
Sanborn, at Lynn; the New Bedford Dry Goods
its

(Continued on page 108)

linked up with the Eastern,

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHiiiiiiiiiiiiiimmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

tubes, which are
Sonora divisional

superintendent, is in town and making his headquarters at the Burke company's offices.
He
will be here another week, conferring with

Mechanics
Building were the Atwater Kent Co., which
had an elaborate display of its lines and of local

Among

RCA

E. D. Coots,

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

nil

The Harvest Time

Is

Here

For Victor dealers who have properly prepared their
stocks and their organizations to meet it, the day of opportunity
is

to

now

here. National interest in the new Victor products
being developed into real sales with stocks available

is

meet

all

normal demands.

fF e can help you prepare

to get

your share.

Victor Exclusively
Oliver Ditson Co.
BOSTON

VlllllllllllillllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllW

Chas. H. Ditson
NEW YORK

&

Co.
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Radio Exposition
There

is

no Substitute for a

Good "B" Battery

in

Radio

at Boston a Feature
in the
England

New

Month

of the

$4.50
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Trade

(Continued from page 107)

New Bedford; H. S. Brown Piano Co.,
Fitchburg; Clifford Bros., at Hartford, Conn.;
the Outlet Co., at Providence; the A. B. Clinton Piano Co., at Hartford, Conn.
G. F. Donnelly, who has been making good
with the Columbia here now for considerably
more than a year, has been given the Maine

45 Volts
30 Cells

October

Co., at

Manager

at

J.

New Hampshire

and

One

territory.

newest acquisitions to the personnel of the Columbia Boston quarters is Miss
Margaret M. Toomey, who long was a valued
employe of the A. C. Erisman Co.
of

the

Edward
Edward

Strauss a Visitor

Strauss, of the

New York

ofifice

of

Brunswick Co., has been visiting in Boston,
making his headquarters with Manager Harry
Spencer at the Kingston street offices.
Mr.
Strauss has been making a flying trip all over
the Brunswick field.
the

News

A welcome

caller

Gleanings
in

town the other day

to

Parks'

Moore,

J.

Jr.,

Columbia

who

now

is

headquarters was
located in Provi-

dsnce, R. I., where he represents Rhode Island
and southeastern Massachusetts for Columbia.
Bill Parks, manager of the Columbia, spent
a part of last week in Maine, where he visited
the various Columbia dealers.
Joe Burke was over in New York for the
big dinner of the Sonora group given during
the radio show week.
Vincent Lopez, who has been the attraction
at Lowe's State Theatre this week, has had a
busy week appearing at some of the Brunswick

headquarters.

A

Brunswick Panatrope

is

being used at the
its doors

Castle Square Theatre, which opened

September 27 with a resident company.
A Super-Panatrope furnished by the Brunswick Co. is being used in The Follies, the current attraction at the Colonial Theatre, and it
plays an important part in one of the scenes.

Seventy-five New England Brunswick
Dealers Attend Two-Day Convention
C. D.

MacKinnon, Manager

of

Record Sales

of

Brunswick

Co.,

and Howard Williams, of Business
New Line

Training Corp., Give Interesting Addresses to Dealers and Explain
Boston,

members

Mass.,

October

4.

— Fully

seventy-five

Brunswick
instrument assembled at the Kingston street
headquarters of the Brunswick Co. recently in
conference with one of the officials from Chicago, another from New York. These were C.
D. MacKinnon, manager of record sales, and
of the trade handling the

Howard

Lives as a Cat
dry
hear
EVER
Radio "B" Battery
of a

that could be recharged
six to eight times?
are telling you about
one. The name is TAB.
Can you sell a dry "B" battery that costs
a few cents more than the ordinary "B"

We

battery yet gives six to eight times as

much

service?

TAB Batteries will do this because they
can be recharged six to eight times at home
with any standard "B" battery charger or
chemical rectifier.
TAB is the only rechargeable dry "B"
When
battery, and has no competition.
money talks there can be no argument.
Write for Literature and Discounts
Manufactured exclusively by

Dry Storage Battery Corporat'on
213 South Broad

Street

Philadelphia, Pa.

Williams, of the Business Training
Corporation of New York, an organization that
has done a great deal by way of stimulating the
sales departments of various business enterprises.
Both of these gentlemen were here for
two days and a great deal was accomplished by
way of enlightening the dealers as to the right
business methods to be pursued in interesting
Mr. MacKinnon exprospective purchasers.
tended a hearty welcome to the dealers on behalf of the directors and executives of the BrunsCo., and he remarked at the outset that another Fall and Winter season is started with a
line of instruments that never "has been equal-

wick

ed

before

in

the

history

of

the

phonograph

business. With our present array of Panatropes
and improved mechanical instruments supported
by 'light ray' electrically recorded records we
confidently believe that this present year will

be one of the best, if not the best year, that
our company ever has had."
"We can all help to hasten the public interest in our new developments by demonstrating
these new instruments and Brunswick 'light ray'
Those who
recordings at every opportunity.

buying Panatropes and new phonographs
who have had an opportunity
The record buyers of to-day are
to hear them.
those who have heard 'light ray' recordings,
have marveled at the results obtained from
them and have accordingly purchased these records. Their numbers are growing every month
and your willingness to bring the performance

are

are from the few

of our products before the public at every opportunity will hasten the day when everyone will be

TAB

—the Rechargeable
Dry '^-B'' Battery

marvelous musical results to be obrecordings and the
'light
ray'
Brunswick's new reproducing instruments." Mr.
"There are two
Williams in his. talk said in'part:
forces to-day, the centralizing and the decentralizing, and these forces have been working on the

aware

of the

tained

from

.American home for the last ten or fifteen years.
By the decentralizing forces I mean those things
that have been developing in the last ten years
that pull people out of their homes, like the
movies, the automobile, etc., those things that
draw the father, the mother and even the chil-

However, there are ceramong them the

dren out of the homes.

centralizing forces, and

tain

phonograph, which is a centralizing force in the
home. This has a tendency to keep the family
together the same as does the radio. To-day it
is
a battle between the centralizing and the
decentralizing forces as to which is going to win
Personally I believe the centralgoing to win.
You people who are
selling Panatropes are in a struggle where you
You are engaged
will win an ultimate victory.
in selling people something which is constructive, because it helps the centralizing interest of
the family in the home.
"Another thing I want to point out to you
is the attitude taken
by the average American
adult.
He does little constructive reading or
thinking after he leaves school. His mental field
consists largely of reading the morning or eveWe
ning papers and the current magazines.
the victory.
izing

is

-

are getting to the point

we must

train

they have

left

our

men

college.

where we
the

in

We

realize that

factories

must

train

after

them

in

Everything has to be
sold, whether it is an idea or a commodity.
People seldom voluntarily go out and purchase
The desire has
anything; it is sold to them.
to be created. There is nothing that cannot be
sold by the right kind of salesman. When you
come to an instrument like the Panatrope or
any other high-grade instrument you can sell
If you
it if you are the right kind of salesman.
have something worth selling you ought to be
industrial salesmanship.

The question often arises,
it.
the average salesman unsuccessful, and
I
reply as often is because he is lazy.

able to dispose of

why
the

is

think just the opposite

salesman

is

is

lazy because he

true.
is

The average

unsuccessful.

You

know that when you have had a successful day
you get out early the next morning with new
energy and sell many more instruments. If we
are going to make ourselves successful salesmen how are we going to do it? The secret is
this: a thorough preparation for the job you are
I
don't care if it is a job of
going to do.
washing windows or being president. No one
can enter this field of industrial competition unless he is physically and mentally fit to do his

A man who is not
job or is trained for it.
trained cannot produce results. The way to go
about it is first to learn all about your product
and then learn the best possible way of presenting that product, next the best
ing a sale."

way

of clos-

—
October
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from the talented
and friendly Nick.
is
understood that Eddie Dunsteder,
It
premier organist of the Gold Medal station
WCCO, will soon be with the Brunswick realso looking forward to a visit

Northwest Radio Show

at Minneapolis
Feature of Month in the Twin Cities

200 Exhibitors Display Latest Radio Apparatus and Equipment— Northwest Radio
Association Elects New Officers Columbia Co. Reports Brisk Business Other News

More Than

—

Drug Co.
Magnavox

features.

olis

it was by far the biggest
show ever held in the Northwest. The attendance was more than double that of last year.

and looks forward to the heaviest quarOne Brunswick dealer in a
North Dakota town of 3,000 people sold seven
"Yet there
$650 Panatropes in two months.
are those," says "Doc" O'Neill, Brunswick man-

secretary, states that

There were 200 radio exhibitors and many
booths of accessories and related exhibits. The
entertainment features were provided in two
large separate rooms and were in the nature
of a three-ring circus with something going
A complete musical show
on continuously.

was put on by the MacPhail School of Music
and the most popular songs broadcast the
In another room there
past year were sung.
was vaudeville, which changed every afternoon
and evening, alternating twenty-five different
acts.
A band-orchestra played for free dancing
from 9 p. m. to midnight each day. One of
the most interesting features was the crystal
studio of WCCO, where the show visitor could

was

was here for the show.
Brunswick Enjoys Heavy Demcind
The Brunswick Co. is working on back orders

the

artists.

Van-Ashe Increases Capital

Fred. E. Roediger, of

The
St. Paul and Minneapolis, October 7.
Radio Show occupied the center of the Northwest stage the past month. It was held in the
Minneapolis Armory. H. H. Cory, executive

see the artists broadcast.
The show, for the first time,

cording

—

—

109

Corp.,

St.

Louis, Mo., October

5.

— Announcement

was

made following the annual stockholders' meeting of the Van-Ashe Co. that the capital stock
increased to $30,000
of the company had been
fully paid in.
The volume of business accom-

entirely

ter in five years.

plished during the past year together with the
promising outlook for the future influenced the

ager, "who think that the larger instruments
cannot be sold. One accident may happen, but
seven in a row proves energy, ability and a
market."
Nick Lucas, Brunswick artist, opens at the
Minneapolis Orpheum on October 10 and local
dealers expect a noticeable jump in Brunswick
records of the popular "troubadour." They are

increase

for

additional

working

president;

Sickle,

C.

W. Van

The

capital.

W. W. Van

following officers were elected:

Sickle,

secretary

and treasurer; Dan P. Buckley, assistant treasurer, and H. W. Menges, sales manager.
The
lines carried by the Van-Ashe Co. include the
Bremer-Tully Counterphase, the Ferguson and
the Bosworth sets.

A Sale

officially en-

dorsed by the Radio Manufacturers Association
and that body is represented by B. W. Ruark,
executive secretary, and Carl Boyd, vice-president. The National Institute of Radio Engineers
Offiis ofiScially represented by George Lewis.
cers of the Northwest Radio Association who
promoted the show included George Riebeth,
president; Harry Smith, vice-president; A. L.
Toepel, treasurer, and H. H. Cory, executive
secretary.
At the annual banquet at the New

Hotel on Thursday night, September
were held. Harry Smith and J. E.
Date were in charge of the entertainment.

Nicollet

mpleted
miil yottVe $o/d Service!

30, elections

Brisk Columbia

Demand

Things are moving briskly

at

Columbia head-

quarters with the new machines coming in fairly close on the orders, although the orders are
leading the supply. The Highboy model number 650 is proving very popular. The Columbia
Co. has been doing some notable advertising
In the Journal of Friday,
during September.

thirteen-column spread featured
recorded Columbia records. Practically every local dealer tied up with
In St. Paul all the dealers took
the display.
space in full-page ads in the Pioneer Press and

September

new

the

24, a

electrically

There is not enough profit in radio, or any business, to include your own
free service-time with the sale of the product. Yet, service is vital to successful merchandising.
Sell that service with the set or, separately, as an

Sterling

permit the set-owner to do his ovra "servicing" in the
be done simply, quickly and effectively

Sterling

play was very beautiful.
Charles Hicks, new manager at the George C.
Beckwith Co., has just returned from a successful

trip

through Wisconsin.

One

of the

new

accounts recently opened is the Eau Claire Book
& Stationery Store. Mr. Freese, the manager,
has opened a very attractive Orthophonic department on the first floor balcony.

receiver construction.
J.

E. Date arranged one of the

most

attractive

occupied a large double
constantly around the
were
crowds
booth and

exhibits at the show.

It

filagnavox radio test table which the Minneap-

should

CO.

Combination

A

and B

Cheirger

—Bulb

Type

6-volt

The snap switch sets it instantly for A or B charging. Sterling
ammeter shows the A charging rate and indicates the B charge. Maintogether.

R-m — ComA and
B Bulb Type

maximum rate in spite of normal fluctuation in 110 A. C.
Charges 6-volt A at 2 ampere rate or 24 to 96 volt B at
ampere, depending on wattage of lamp used.
R-111 Cliarger, with 2 amp. Tungar bulb
$18.00

No.

tains a steady
line voltage.

bination

1/10 to

Charger

%

Sterling

"A"

Battery Trickle Charger

For owners of

6-volt and 4-voIt storage "A" batteries, this new Sterling
continuous charger offers the utmost in convenience, safety and efficiency.
Both charging and receiving are controlled from a combination switch in
the trickle unit.
Reliable charging rates of 2/3 ampere on 6-volt battery
and
ampere on 4-voIt battery insure an adequate "A" current supply at
all times.
Is well insulated and noiseless.

No. R-101 for 110-volt, 50-60 cycle
A.C., only not incl. bulb,
List Price $1"

With

New

Sonora Radio
There was a full display of Sonora and Magnavox radio equipment at the Radio Show. One
model which aroused an extraordinary amount
of interest was the new Sonora "Shielded Six"
receiver, which marks an interesting advance in
Interest in

it

Radio A and up to 96-volt B storage batteries.
Here is a
new combination charger that is so easy to hook up and to operate that
any inexperienced person can use it. Operates from 110-volt A. C, 50-60
cycle (regular house lighting current), and is absolutely noiseless.
None
of the wires that connect the battery to receiver need be disturbed
while charging A or B. Cliarger and battery can be left permanently hooked

For

September.

Featured Ortho-sonic Radio
C. Beckwith Co. had a very advantageous position at the Radio Show for its
display of Ortho-sonic Federal radio goods.
The booth is opposite the entrance and the dis-

way

Cleveland, Ohio

including Toscha Seidl, Nevada
Margaret
Vandeveer and Florence Macbeth.
Romaine is playing at the Orpheum the last

The George

the

THE STERLING MFG.

year,

in

home

These items are more than mere merchandise. They take the responsibilities
of the manufacturer's set off your shoulders.
They keep customers satisfied. They retain good-will. See your distributor, or write for further facts.

Post Dispatch for September 23 and 24. Columwhole page in the program of
the Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra on the
Columbia Masterworks. Columbia artists are
well represented on the Symphony programs

week

profit!

Radio Care-takers and Inspectors

bia has taken a

this

added source of

1

ampere Tungar bulb
List Price $14.00

^
Radio
Equipment
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The Only
Receiver With
Horn and Cone
Speaker

Combination
An

Exclusit^e

Feature

—

Here's the outstanding new radio achievement^ a new combination that spells exAn exclusive Thorola achievement found only
traordinary musical reproduction.
in Thorola Radio
it is what the great majority of people ivant.

—

—

Beyond competition!

Entirely dififerent!

Power operated
ample space

desired

if

— but provides

and charger.
We feature this double advantage in our
Thorola
to
thus
assuring
publicity,
on
profits
additional
large
Dealers
equipment sales and installations.
for

batteries

Finished in Antique High-Lighted Walnut quite the vogue in furniture styles.

—

Qood

territories

Millions

people

of

hearing

are

about

Thorola every month through forceful
advertising in

national

the leading

all

publications.

Thorola
priced

the most profitable

is

QUALITY

Opens up

a

medium-

radio today.

line in

broad and lucrative

field for

Thorola Dealers.

Act quickly.

are going fast.

Write or wire at once for detailed information,

REICHMANN COMPANY,

Manufacturers

1725 West 74th Street

Chicago, U.

S.

Model

12

A.

McMaea

Model

57

Model

58

Model

9

4

Model

7

Thorola Speaker
Controlled Mica

Thorola

Cone

Junior

Cone

Speaker

Diaphragm

Speaker
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$20.00

$25.00

$15.00

$60.00
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Middle Western Territory
Enjoys Midseason Rush of Business

Trade

111

in the

what extent the Panatrope is capable of
Front-page publicity and editorial comment kept the new Brunswick instrument beto

going.

the

fore

public

eye during the entire course

of the strike.

The Early

Has Had

Start of the Fall Buying Season

Distributors

ing

Chicago,

III.,

— Shortages

October

7.

Many

in

— October

found

first

and radio trade of the
in midseason selling
form, with an exceedingly heavy and early demand for merchandise. As was stated in this,
column in last month's issue, the Fall buying
season, which usually opens September fifteenth,
started during the last two weeks of August,
with the result that dealers and distributors in
some cases now have depleted stocks with no
immediate hope of securing merchandise from
This is especially true of
the manufacturers.
the

machine

talking

West

Middle

Its Effect in

Lowering the Stocks

Lines Feared Before Season

traveling

these circumstances added a certain attraction.
Mr. Karsas expressed his unqualified approval
of the Panatrope,

and the

strike

was something

"break" for Chicago dealers in that the
publicity attendant upon the stunt served \o
impress most effectively upon the public just
of

a

At Last!

phonographs looming up

New
The

Catalog of Illinois Electric Co.

Illinois

Electric

Co.,

prominent

of

Farrand Mfg.

Co.,

All-American Radio Corp.,

(Continued on page 112)

The

NEW

the

in

near future.

The

entire trade in this territory

exceed-

is

ingly well satisfied with present business conditions

and

October

1

it

estimated

is

was, in

many

that

cases,

business

from

on

Kimball Phonograph

25 to 30

ahead of the same date last year.
Record sales, due to the stimulated demand
for phonographs, are far ahead of last year's
figures, and machine sales are, of course, greatly
per

in

cent

excess

for

to be principally

the

same

the

of

demand

The

talking

period

of

machines

1925.

seems

for the larger machine, with

radio-phonograph

combination

staging

a

The improvement in
talking machine mechanism and cabinet design
has influenced the last-named demand to an imcomeback

in

popularity.

measurable degree, for those buyers who desire
to combine the two reproducing instruments.
Many dealers are securing added profits
through the sale of console radio cabinets to old
customers who purchased, last year or in 1924,
table sets, and who now wish to include all of
their radio receiving equipment in one piece of
furniture. According to many jobbers, the radio

shown a decrease this Fall,
because of the attractive and popularly priced
complete receiver, while radio accessory sales,
especially power supplies, have soared to unexpected heights.
The radio season was marked by one trade
exposition during the last days of September
and by the time The World reaches the trade
another showing of the latest in radio receivingapparatus will be in full sway, giving the buying
public an opportunity to inspect the latest
products in the field.
Panatrope Supplies Music in Strike
When the musicians of Chicago went on
strike some time ago and left the pits of all
the movie houses dark and quiet, Andrew Karsas, who owns and operates the Aragon and
Trianon Ballrooms, which were also left
without music through the decision of the
Musicians' Union, solved his difficulty easily
through the use of Brunswick Panatropes in
both of these elaborately beautiful dance
palaces.
The sheiks and shebas of the Windy
City were not asked to forsake their nightly
gyrations, thanks to Brunswick's capable inparts business has

strument,

and they were unanimous

in

SIZE
45 inches high
32 inches wide

2Zy2 inches deep

new Kimball phonograph represents the latest development in
true tone reproduction and excels in quietness of operation; many
new and exclusive features.

This

Hear

it

their

and claimed that as far as they were
concerned the orchestras could stay on strike
forever, for the voice of the Panatrope could
be heard clearly throughout the spacious ballrooms and was entirely adequate for their uses.
The enormous crowds which throng these
two places suffered no diminishing and in truth
rhe novelty of reproduced music used under
praise

If

you

and you
will sell

will

be convinced.

phonographs

this fall, write us or wire.

W. W. KIMBALL

COMPANY

Established 1857

306

S.

Wabash

Ave., Kimball Bldg.

radio

Chicago, mailed to the trade
on October 1 an attractive twenty-four-page
In the booklet are described and illuscatalog.
trated the products of Radio Corp. of America,
distributor

True Tone Reproduction

radio receiving apparatus,- with the prospect of
a shortage in

Lead-

of

Is Really Started

-

-

-

Chicago,

III.
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Grigsby-Grunow-Hinds

Fansteel Products

Co.,

Electrical Instrument Co., National

Co., Jewell

Carbon Co. and a number of others.

Between

four and five hundred items are listed in the

and

catalog,

it

said

is

complete radio handbooks
any distributor.

The

Illinois

Electric

for dealers every

sion

many

problems

one of the most
recently issued by

to be

Co.

conducts a school
at each ses-

of the puzzling technical

which

confront

the

and sales

retailers

are

music
dealers constitute 90 per cent of the attendance
at the school, while according to the records
solved.

It

is

interesting

cf the Illinois Electric
firm's

distribution

is

to

note

that

Co. 60 per cent of the
attained through music

trade channels.

Announce New Ortholian Line
Answering the demand for a loud speaker
that combines beauty and depth of tone with
handsome cabinet work, Richard T. Davis, Inc.,
Chicago, maker of Vogue radio products, reThe
cently announced its new Ortholian line.
various Ortholian models are fine examples of
the cabinet maker's art, and their rich walnut
finish blends harmoniously with furniture of

any period.
Ortholian models 28 and 30 contain a wooden
horn having a tone travel of over seven feet
and embrace several absolutely new features
in

acoustics.

radio

The

principle

of

metallic

used to clear enunciation and the
tonal reflex adds beauty and depth to all bass
The arrangement of these models is
notes.
such that ample space is provided for all batModels 28 and
teries or eliminator equipment.
30 differ slightly in cabinet design, but a're
approximately the same size, being 48 inches
high, 14 inches deep and 22 inches wide.
Ortholian Model 32 is a special instrument
in the same cabinet as Model 30 and is designed
to provide great volume, while still maintaining rich, pure, rounded notes.
In the upper
flax linen padded compartment behind the grille
is a special double point cone, operated by a
powerful amplifier that plugs into the llO-volt,
kick-of?

is

circuit.
The amplifier uses two
UX-316-B and the super power audio
tube UX-210 or CX-310. This amplifier is pro-

60-cycle

light

tubes, the

vided with a plug, which can be placed into the
tube socket of either the first or second amThe plug is deplifier of the set as desired.
tachable so that the cord can be slipped

15,

1926
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through the back panel of the set out of sight.
In addition to the Ortholian models, Richard

THE ALTO

announced the new Vogue
Cone Horn Speaker, in which an ingenious
method of construction is employed, giving
T. Davis, Inc., has

Automatic Stop

longer tonal travel than the size of the cone

For Phonocraphs.

brown crackle,
touched vvith gold and mahogany, and the grille
is individual in design.
The Vogue Cone Horn

Nothing
needs
to
be
screwed unto the tone
arm.
Simple
In
construction.
It fits under

high and the base is seven and
one-half inches wide.
Funds for Florida Collected Over the Air
Within four days after the Florida hurricane
disaster, WBBM, the Stewart-Warner Air Theatre, Chicago, had collected pledges totaling
nearly $10,000.
The money received was for
the American Red Cross Relief Fund and contributions were turned over to that organization
as soon as they were received.
When news

customers say It Is the
most accurate stop they
found yet In spite of Its
low cost.

v.'ould indicate.

Wednesday, and

October

is

It is finished in

inches

20

magnitude

of the

Sunday

of the

disaster

immediately stopped the regular program
and started appeals for the Red Cross Fund.
On Monday, which is "silent night" in Chicago,
WBBM, in company with three other Chicago
stations, was on the air all night raising funds.
This action had the approval of Frank McDonald, president of the Broadcast Listeners'
Association of America, and was also endorsed
by O. N. Taylor, radio editor of the Chicago
Evening Post, who himself talked over the
microphone.
During the four days the station broadcast,
special appeals were made by Miss Eva Brown,
John Eisenlord and S. N. Knight, members
of the Chicago Chapter of the American Red
Cross.
addition,
In
"Babe" Ruth, famous
home-run hitter of the New York Yankees,
tion,

made a personal plea
money for the cause.

When

the

station

to

turn

table.

Our

ALTO MFG. COm'^'-^'chTc'^IS
Canadian

Dlitrlbirtcr

Unlvertai

Supply

Co.,

Toronto,

Ont

WBBM

from

10 cents to $1,000. Artists of
and
other stations gave not only money but their
time as well.

Important Announcement by W. S. Perry
Announcement was recently made by Ward

was received

night, Kelly Smith, director of the sta-

Monday

the

,

Perry, president of the Vesta Battery Corp.,
Chicago, that station
will be known
as "The Vesta Battery Corp. Station WFKB,
Chicago," beginning with the broadcasting of
the opening program, Saturday, September 25.
S.

WFKB

baseball fans to give

continued

to

broadcast

was found that the telephones
in the studio were unable to take care of the
flood of pledges.
An appeal was broadcast to
night

it

operators
the
telephone
to
operate
large
switchboard in the main plant of the Stewart-

Warner Speedometer

WBBM

Corp., where the
Within thirty minutes one
hundred and fifty girls had flocked to the
studio, the switchboard was opened up and the

studio

work

is

located.

W.

of taking the pledges thus facilitated.

During the broadcast pledges were received
from every State in the United States, ranging

RAD JO

Perry

has been operating for over a year on
217.3 meters, as an experimental station, though
having been off the air temporarily during the
Summer. The station, as now acquired by

equipped with the very latest transapparatus and was opened on 1,000
are operators
The personnel of
watts.
who have grown up with broadcasting in this
station, and with the Vesta Battery Corp. reVesta,

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

S.

WFKB

is

mitting

WFKB

sources behind the station, programs of a high
order of excellence are assured.
"Inasmuch as so many radio listeners are
users of Vesta products in their radio or automobiles," said Mr. Perry, "the. Vesta Battery

Corp. will do its share of broadcasting the kind
of entertainment that will appeal to this parVesta station
ticular class of air audience."
is on the air every weekday evening
except Monday, from 7 to 10 Chicago time
(Central Standard), and Sundays 2:30 to 4 p. m.
Wonderful Reception With Isofarad Receiver

WFKB

S)^ t^Ou OAX ^n^rf on owl
^yrvtsujtc^^ -^it^ urvcZi ^t^ay

Hie Harry Alter Co.
ELECTRICAL^"" RADIO SUPPLIES
Ogden

at

Carroll Ave.

CHICAGO

ILL.

Consistent 6,000 and 7,000 mile reception
from Japan and California has recently been
reported by a New Zealand radio fan using a
standard six-tube Isofarad receiver, made by
The receiver
the Walbert Mfg. Co., Chicago.
was operated by W. A. Waters, a resident of
Palmerston, North Island.
"On the second night after it had arrived,"
writes Mr. Waters, "I had KGO (Oakland,
Cal.) full strength on the loud speaker several

This is a station of about 355 meters
times.
and often comes in very good. Last night I
had KNX (Los Angeles) and the jazz orchesThe set
tra and male songs were very fine.
has also operated as a test on only twelve
(Continued on page 114)
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The Jewel Rexophone Brass Tone

Arm and

Reproducer

Patent No. 1419913
Other Patents Pending.

Positively the highest grade, up-to-date Brass Tone Arm on the market, embodying every
feature to make it mechanically perfect, as well as the proper proportions to produce pure
Manufacturers who appreciate quality products and do
quality of tone with full volume.
not put price first will be pleased with the result of our efforts to give the trade the highest
The Rexophone. It is even more than the name implies.
quality tone arm and reproducer
tone arm on the market now having a perfect
phonograph
brass
only
The Rexophone is the

—

band instrument taper. This taper is known to
been used for some two hundred years.

all

band instrument manufacturers and" has

The Rexophone Reproducer
The diaphragm of the Rexophone reproducer
cially treated aluminum and is highly sensitive

is

made

so that

of speover-

all

tones and minor details in the record are brought out with
remarkable clearness. Because of the patented stylus bar and
large diaphragm the vibrations are longer, the tone more natural
and life-like, and surface friction or scratch is reduced to a
minimum. Diaphragm and stylus bar fully protected by a grille
of German silver which gives the reproducer a very pleasing
appearance. Especially fine tone quality when playing the new
electrically recorded records.
Number One Rexophone Reproducer will fit the old style Victrola.
Remember we also manufacture attachments for the Edison and
Victor machines, also complete white brass tone arms for the
old style phonographs, automatic stops. Jewel Saffo Points.
Attention Radio Cabinet Manufacturers: We have radio loud
speaker tubes. Write for prices.

JEWEL PHONOPARTS CO.
154-160 Whiting Street

Chicago,

III.

—
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FROM OUR CHICAGO HEADQUARTERS
feet of wire as an aerial and brought in
bane (Australia), 1,500 miles away, quite
bly on the loud speaker.
Palmerston is
40.19 S., Long. 175.38 E., and must be

miles

to

Lat.
7,000

of

variety

in

a

of

setting.

exclusive

very latest furniture.

Harry Alter Co.'s Radio Book
The Harry Alter Co., prominent radio whole-

Japan."
while various sets designed especially for distance have made records comparable to Mr.
Waters', such performance with stock receivers
is an encouraging prediction for the future.
The Showrooms of F. A. D. Andrea. Inc.

saler of Chicago, 111., has just released for
distribution a very attractive radio book for the
dealer.
Only retail selling prices are shown

Automobile Row in Chicago is fast becoming
Radio Row as well. In the heart of this section, along the Windy City's famed boulevard,
Michigan avenue, are located the beautiful showrooms of F. A. D. Andrea, Inc. This picture

panorama

any

furnishings

made

fects of the

Oakland and 6,000 land miles to
The Walbert executives point out that

gives a faint impression of the

home

They are
designs and
colorings, which will blend with the color ef-

Bris-

audi-

and the dealer's name

MOTORS
—

making

Wearing parts protected by

it

is imprinted on the book,
exclusively the price catalog of the

individual dealer.

It

is

one of the most com-

prehensive books of this nature ever published,
containing 96 pages of useful information. Wellknown, standard radio merchandise is presented
in a handy, compact form intended to help the

of the

A

dealer increase his sales.
plied to all retailers

P. L.

free

sample

is

sup-

upon request.

Silent

Automatic

Life.
air-tight housing.

Continuous

Lubrication.

Write for Catalog

UNITED MFG.

&

DIST. CO.

9702 Cottage Grove Ave.

Chicago

Another Gulbransen visitor was Ray Groenier,
Music Shop, Platteville, Wis.
Launches Drive on Columbia Records
Lyon & Healy, prominent Chicago music

of the Platteville

Deutsch to Europe

P. L. Deutsch, vice-president of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., sailed for Europe
from New York City on the "Homeric" on
Sunday, September 26, for an extended business
trip.
Mr. Deutsch will spend most of his time
in
London and other English trade centers
and will return to Chicago about the first of
November. He was accompanied by Mrs.
Deutsch and their daughter.

For All Types of

PHONOGRAPHS
Quiet Easy Winding
Operation —Quick Pick-up
True Pitch Reproduction — Long

house, has been sponsoring an aggressive drive
on Columbia records and Viva-tonal phonographs since it added the line a short time ago.

On

Sunday, September 26, Lyon & Healy made
formal announcement of the addition of
the Columbia products, and also the first anthe

first

nouncement

of the Viva-tonal phonographs in
the city of Chicago, when a full page was used

Visitors to Gulbransen Plant

W.

the El Paso
of
accompanied by Mrs.
Shutes, recently was on a combined business
and pleasure trip of ten days in Chicago. Mr.

New Andrea Showrooms
Fada display. Note in
handsome wrought-iron

the

Piano

background^; the

railing

R.

which was espe-

Shutes, proprietor

Co., El Paso, Tex.,

Shutes spent considerable time at the Gulbransen factory, and it so happened that W. G. Karmann, Gulbransen salesman for Texas, was in

designed to enclose the executive section,
a portion of which is visible in this photograph.
In the foreground are two of the Fada art furniture models.
New Line of Gemco Truetone Speakers
After considerable experimenting and many
scientific investigations the Gemco Mfg. Co.,
Milwaukee, has developed and placed on the
market a new line of radio loud speakers
In these
unique in design and construction.
new Gemco Truetone speakers the manufacturers have endeavored to produce a product
in
which the undesirable features of loud
speaker reproduction have been eliminated.
The tones are said to be low pitched, round
cially

the city at the time.

Mr. Shutes states his business shows a good
increase over last year and that the cotton and
fruit crops are both good.
Irrigation of the
land as a result of the government's eleven-million-dollar project has made his section of

Texas

a very productive area.

From

this

city

Mr. Shutes will return direct to El Paso, "where
sunshine spends the Winter!"

A

came

Gulbransen factory from Indiana in the persons of H. W. Voss,
manager of the Stahlschmidt Piano Co., Evansvillfc,
Ind., and two salesmen of the house, J.
W. White and C. H. Lynch. To prove that they
are fast workers, it is only necessary to state
that they drove the 325 miles from Evansville to
Chicago in ten hours.

and natural, regardless of the amount of volume, each instrument or voice being fully heard
and understood.
Attractive in appearance, the Gemco reproducers are designed to harmonize with the

trio of visitors

to the

Lyon & Healy Paul Ash Window
Chicago Tribune.
The advertisement,
number three of a Lyon & Healy campaign,

in

the

contained costly art work, with a sketch of Paul
Ash and Ted Lewis, both Columbia artists now
appearing in Chicago. The firm tied up with

Repair Parts
and

For

All

That

Was Ever Manufactured

Motor

Every

Ted Lewis Window Display
advertisement in its large display windows,
using life-size cut-outs of Ash in a Wabash
avenue window and showing Lewis in a typical
pose on the Jackson boulevard display.
Stewart- Warner Visitors
C. D. Goodkind, manager, and L. M. DeHart,
sales manager, of the Grand Rapids, Mich.,
this

We can supply any part. The largest and most
complete assortment of repair parts in the
United States
on hand, for old, obsolete and
be
present-day motors.
If your order cannot
filled from stock, we will make it up special.

—

—

Stewart-Warner

governor
springs, micas, repair parts, motors, tone arms,
Special

prices

on

main

springs,

steel needles, etc., in quantity lots.

Expert repairing on

all

makes

of

phonographs

and motors.
OrCOKPORATTD UNDER THS
i * WS OF ILLINOIS

SUCCESSO

TRAOC MARK

Slandari TatUjiw iVocJUu

Harmony Talking UneSinm

laikingMacIime Supplies. Etc

•CONSOLA.*

Co.

O'Naltt.Jamaa Ca>

A^ac

227-229

W.WASHINGTON

Branches: 2937 Gratiot Ave., Detroit, Mich.

ST. CHICAGO ILL.
1424 Washlngrton Ave., South, Minneapolis, Minn.

service

station,

visited

the

headquarters of the Stewart- Warner Speedometer Corp., Chicago, late in September, after
having attended the Milwaukee radio show.
W. E. Rudolph, manager of the Stewart-Warner
San Francisco branch office, was also a visitor
to the Chicago plant during the third week in
September.
Meeting of Edison Dealers
Edison dealers in Chicago and the mid-West
gathered at a banquet and meeting at the Palmer House on September 14 where the four
new console models were displayed to the
dealers for the first time and the new Edison
phonograph record was demonstrated.
The dinner was given by Charles Edison,
who has succeeded to the presidency of his
father's industrial plants, and who introduced
the

new phonograph

record,

the

invention of

{Continued on page 116)
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SPREADING

THE

Best Sellers

Popular
Blackbird— Fox Trot,
Raderman's Radio Orchestra

40663— Bye-Bye,

Why Do You Want
Why?— Fox Trot,

to

Know

And Then

We

NEWS

Get To-

Okeh-Kut-Ups

Forget— Vocal,
Okeh-Kut-Ups
40675—Love Found You For Me— Fox
I

Trot

As Long

as

I

Cookie's Gingersnaps
Have You— Fox-

Eva

(There's a Blue Ridge In
Heart) Virginia— Contralto,

I

Arizona Dranes

Heaven

Sweet

Is

My Home
Arizona Dranes

Spiritual

8353— John Said

He Saw

Number-

a

J^ranes-Martin-Jones
My Soul Is a Witness for the
Spiritual
Arizona Dranes
Lord
Spiritual

—

Blues— Contralto,

—

My

Head— Contralto,

Muskrat Ramble — Fox Trot,

Louis Armstrong and His Hot Five
8379— Big Fat Ma and Skinny Pa-

Fox Trot,
Louis Armstrong and His Hot Five
Sweet Little Papa— Fox Trot,
Louis Armstrong and His Hot Five

The Yellow Jackets
With You—
The Yellow Jackets

WILL you allow us

to

show

you the way to sell Records
better and with more profit in
your neighborhood?

Okeh-Odeon
Adding
More

you would know about
Okeh Records and why they

Money

have such big

Business

If

sales

Now— Spiritual,

Victoria Spivey
8318— Georgia Grind— Fox Trot,
Louis Armstrong and His Hot Five
Come Back, Sweet Papa Fox Trot,
Louis Armstrong and His Hot Five
8300— Heebie Jeebies— Fox Trot,
Louis Armstrong and His Hot Five

'laylor

40681— Ting-a-Ling— Waltz,

Waltz

8353— It's All Right

Victoria Spivey

Alma Rotter
Wish You Were Jealous of Me
Alma Rotter
— Contralto

Falling In Love

Arizona Dranes
Crucifixion- Spiritual,

No More Jelly Bean Blues-

Eva Taylor
40673— Sleepy

Day— Spiritual,

8338— Black Snake

Arthur Sims and
His Creole Roof Orch.
40671— When
the
Red,
Red Robin
Comes Bob, Bob, Bobbin' Along
Trot

— Contralto

Race
8380— In That

Arizona Dranes

Raderman's Radio Orchestra
40682— Whadda You Say,
gether?— Vocal

Best Sellers

—write

to us.

to

Your

Importations
Dance Records
Vocal Records

Old Time Tunes
Race Records
Sold by

OKEH
RECORD

LICENSED

DEALERS
THE LICENSED OKEH RECORD DEALER PLAN
MAKES IT POSSIBLE TO SECURE
BETTER BUSINESS-

MORE

PROFITS

Consolidated Talking Machine Co*
227

W. Washington

Chicago, Illinois

St.

Branches: 2957 Gratiot Ave., Detroit, Mich.

::

1424 Washington Ave., MinneapoUs, Minn.

a
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Thomas

A. Edison, which plays forty miautes.
Moving- pictures of the Edison plants, including the phonograph division, wore shown and
plans were also outlined for the coming Fall
campaign introducing the latest Edison prod-

We are distributors

ucts.

Growing Demand for Minerva Sets
With a demand at least 25 per cent greater
than on the same date in 1925, the Minerva
Radio

Co.,

Chicago, has found a

fine

of

response

the

famous

Farrand
Illinois Electric
E. R. Schultz
for its radio receivers from both consumers and
dealers. E. R. Schultz, president of the Minerva
Radio Co., stated a few days ago that at the

Distributors for

Radio Corporation of America
West Madison St., Chicago

312-314

show held in Chicago late in September
he had found that the dealers were meeting
with exceptional success in the sale of Minerva
receivers, especially the Chinese Renaissance
model.
radio

C.

H. Jockmus to Attend Radio Show

Radio Show

Mohawk
firm, of

at

the

Coliseum and to

Corp. of Illinois general

which Mr. Jockmus

factures

the

heart

of

the

six-tube, shielded receiver,

is

visit

ofifices.

the head,

the

The
manu-

Mohawk One Dial,
namely, the Mohawk

modified straight-line frequency triple gang
condenser, acknowledged to be one of the finest
condensers on the market.
H. Curtiss Abbott Now Vice-President
H. Curtiss Abbott, prominent in the musical
instrument and radio field, was recently made

Auspitz-Lee-Harvey advertising agency, Chicago. Mr. Abbott is recognized
as one of the foremost merchandisers in the
musical and radio field and formcrl\- held the

vice-president

of

104-6-8 Chestnut Street, Peoria, Illinois

313-315 So. San Pedro Street,

Los Aneeles. California

position of merchandising counsellor for

Charles H. Jockmus, president of the Ansonia Mfg. Co., Ansonia, Conn., arrived in
Chicago on October 6 to attend the Chicago

Company

Lyon

Healy, prominent Chicago music house. He
was more recently associated with the Sampson
Electric Co., Chicago, Atwater Kent distributor,
where he held the position of sales manager.
Windsor Co. Cone Speaker Console Announced
The Windsor Cone loudspeaker console is
\-

the latest product to be introduced to the radiomusic trade by the Windsor Furniture Co., of
Chicago. The Windsor cone is 22 inches wide,
with a spruce soundboard, wliich is said to
reproduce the softest lullaby or the full-throated
The
march music of a band with fidelity.
console table of which it is a part is finished

128 loudspeaker console, listing at $40, which
wiU accommodate practically any set and has
ample space for storage batteries and a line of
phonographs. A feature of the talking machine
line is a large Italian Renaissance model, hand
carved, and built of solid mahogany.
Introduce De Luxe Unit "A" Power

The Stewart Battery
announced

to

Chicago, recently
product, the
Luxe Unit

Co.,

trade

the

a

new
De

"A" Power. One
the

of

ing

an attractive design in either mahogany or
walnut.
The new product, known as Model
200, lists for $29.
The Windsor Furniture Co.
has long been prominent in the phonograph and
radio fields, and among its other prdducts is No.
in

outstand-

features

De Luxe Unit

is

its

compactall

and

ness,
sources

of

radio

power

are

con-

trolled

from the

filament

Introducing

Our

^^Sweethearts''
stock.
Made by Richter Mfg. Co. —

Will outsell any instrument in } our
guarantee of quality. Concert size body, finished in gunmetal black, bound
with white celluloid, patent pegs. The name "SWEETHEART" in attractive,
three-color design on each instrument.

to a receptacle

ing

Power

on the case of the unit, eliminat-

necessity

the

switch

on the radio set.
A "B" eliminator
may be plugged

H. D6 De Luxe
Stewart Unit "A"

of

the

two

of

wall

sockets

and

further serving as a protection against the for-

getfulness

When

a

the

of

operator

"B" eliminator

cannot forget to turn
with the set.

When

the

it

is

off

of

the

radio

set.

used the operator
when he is through

in operation the "A"
is
automatically turned on, and

receiver

and "B" power

is

when the set is oflf the "A" power starts replenishing itself and the "B" eliminator, if one
is
used, automatically turns off.
No outside
switches are used and the unit is installed by
merely plugging into a light socket and connecting the wires to the terminals on the outThe unit is encased in a
side of the case.
lead-coated steel case, finished

hogany

striped in gold.

It

is

in antique mamanufactured in

four different types, for various receivers, the

from $26.50 to $30.
Pathe Dealers in Chicago

prices ranging

New
Packed

in

an individual box with instruction book and

WRITE FOR SAMPLES
Our Octobpr

TARG

issue of "Items of Interest" has

&

WEST RANDOLPH

pick

NOW
many

Interesting Items

DINNER MUSIC CO.
'The

229

felt

ST.

W holesale Music

Center"

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Since the announcement of the new Pathephonic phonograph, the Pathe Phonograph &
Radio Corp., Chicago office, has secured a number of prominent Chicago dealers to handle the
new instrument. Steger & Sons Piano Mfg.
Co., Bent Music Shop, Inc., and Al Klein are
among the Chicago dealers who are handling
the Pathephonic.
The Cathedral speaker, a
(Continued on page 118)
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The most notable radio
advancement of the year
The

ERLA SEXTET
[RFL]

Erla cabinets ore true
art objects, worthy of

a distinguished place
in the finest drawing
room. The De Luxe
Sextet shown here is

RECEIVER

of dark A mericanWal-

trimmed in Satinwood with panels of
matched BurlWalnut.

nut,

The crowning achievement in radio
for 1926 is the new Erla (RFL) Sex-

This set is $285.00.
1 hesix-tubetablecabi»etis$210.00. Slight-

—

a six-tube completely shielded
let
receiver with true one-dial control.

ly higherwest ofRocky
Mountains.

Reproducing units perfected to the
highest limit which deliver broadcast
entertainments so faithfully that all
former standards of reception have
been revised. Surpasses any new type
phonograph in quality of reproduction
and volume. To appreciate how far
advanced this new receiver is over

1
K

-

ft

other types, we invite you to compare
the Erla Sextet with any other re-

ceiver or phonograph.

ERLA DEALERS CAN OFFER ADVANTAGES
THAT ARE YEARS AHEAD
Here

is

your chance

to

"scoop" your

competitors and "cash in" on this new
receiver; a chance to get in on the ground
floor and take out the big profits while
others are gettingready to follow our lead.

The Sextet will operate on an antennae
from one foot to 100 feet in length, or
on a loop. In its ability to bring in distant stations, it eclipses any receiver
ever made. It is super-sensitive yet
simple to tune, and squeals and howls
are banished forever. It is not critical.
The RFL circuit has been perfected to
highest efficiency by Erla engineers
this new receiver is so easy to tune
that a child can get distant stations

its

and

with greatest ease.
In the reproducing elements the Erla

engineers have outdistanced the entire
radio field. The new Erla Omnitonic

unit reproduces all tones of the musical
scale.

The Erla Concert Grand Audios

are the most costly instruments of their
kind ever used in any receiver. These
in combination with a 92" air column

horn will reproduce any instrument,
note or harmonic that the human ear
has ever heard and reproduce them
with volume and faithfulness.

Here

is

the simplified radio that thou-

sands have been waiting for; as easy to
tune as winding a watch — a receiver
that makes the novice an expert in get-

Sign and mail the coupon and let us tell
you about the most valuable sales franchise in radio. But don't put it off. The
established Erla policy
restricted territories.
in

Here

ting distant stations.

is

a rare

is

so out-

it

you take advantage

ELECTRICAL RESEARCH LABORATORIES

of

it

now.

Only one dealer
this

op-

if

YOUR OPPORTUNITY
I

I

j

ELECTRICAL RESEARCH LABORATORIES
Dept.M52

25th St. and Cottage

1

Grove Ave. .Chicago

Gentlemen: Please send me complete literature and details on your new 6-tube Monod-ic Receiver with True single 'dial control.

I

makes others

obsolete and opens new fields for sales
development— an opportunity that will
put you a year ahead of competition if

to give dealers

you are interested in
making more money, sign and mail the
coupon for full particulars today.

I

standingly superior that

is

each community will have

portunity; so

I

opportunity— a receiver that

^

^

Name
j

I

firm

Name

1

I

I

Address
(

1

CHICAGO

understand this does not obligate

me

ILLINOIS

U

in

any way)

S

.

A

.
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Pathe product,

is

demand accord-

also in heavy

ing to the local Pathe

ofifice,

and Manager W. E.

Hotchkiss states that although he receives regushipments, he is far behind the demands.
Adds to Radio Line
The Haverfo.d Co., 222 W. Madison street,
recently added tlie radio products of the Bremer
Tully Mfg. Co., Chicago, in addition to the receiving sets manufactured by the Radio Corp.
of America and Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., which
the firm has been retailing.
The Haverford
Co. is an exclusive Victor dealer, and in addition a part of the store is occupied by a branch
of the Tom Brown Music Co., Chicago, distributor of Buescher band instruments, displaying a complete line of musical merchandise.

lar

Announces Banjo and Banjo "Uke"

A banjo and a banjo ukulele, known as the
"Sweethearts," were recently introduced by the
Targ & Dinner Music Co. of Chicago. Both
of the "Sweethearts" are finished in gun-metal
black, bound with white celluloid and equipped
with patent pegs.
The name "Sweetheart" is
shown in an attractive three-color design on
each instrument. The "Sweethearts" were made
by the Richter Mfg. Co., Chicago, exclusively
for

Targ & Dinner Music

the

Targ, a
reporter

member
that

the

Co.,

and

Max

The World
new product was given a
the

of

hearty welcome at the

firm,

told

conventions of

recent

the Illinois State Music Merchants Association,

and Music Merchants Association
of Columbus, Ohio, where they were shown.
Each "Sweetheart" is packed in an individual
box with an instruction book and a felt pick.
A. J. Heath Enjoyed Vacation
A. J. Heath, manager of the Chicago Columbia office, spent the last two weeks of SeptemDecatur,

111.,

ber as a well-earned vacation period, returning
to Chicago on September 30th.
He visited the

Columbia factory

at

Bridgeport,

Conn.,

and

_spent several days in his old haunts at Philadelphia,

where he

and friends

Upon

in

visited

the

Columbia

office

the territory.

Chicago he was gratified
progress which had been made by
the local Columbia organization during his absence and told The World reporter that the
business increase had continued in the same
gratifying ratio as the previous month. Mr.
Heath further stated that the Sesqui-Centennial
Exposition in Philadelphia is successful regardless of press reports, but he refused to comment upon the Dempsey-Tunney battle, although
his return to

to note the

a

coupon was found

fight

in

his

pocket upon

return to Chicago.
Charley Straight and Panatrope

Go Over Big
Chicago night life experienced its first thrill
of the season when Charley Straight and his
Brunswick recording orchestra made their debut
at the Frolics Cafe, one of Chicago's most popular
supper clubs on the near South Side.
Celebrities of the world of jazz and syncopated
rhythm turned out en masse for the event.
Among the elite were Gus Kahn and Walter
Donaldson, prominent song writers; Paul Ash,
The Rajah of Jazz, acting as master of ceremonies; Sophie Tucker, who is creating all the
chuckles in "LeMaire's Affairs" and who obliged
with a few songs; the Williams Sisters and
Frank Sylvano, Brunswick artists, did their bits
and Ted Lewis, "The High Hatted Tragedian,"
was also announced.
out to be very much of
Paul Ash in announcing the
artists
expressed gratification that
different
Straight was chosen to record his song, "That's
Why I Love You," and at that moment the record began playing on a Panatrope, which occupied a prominent place on the stage. As the
record neared its end the volume was gradually
reduced to the minimum and the orchestra it-

The

a

turned

affair

Brunswick

night.

self finished the tune.

one of the real big

A

That particular stunt was

graph.

Paul Ash, Milton Watson, and Art Linick,

KYW radio broadcasting station artist, appeared
on the first day. Ruth Etting, Al Handler and
Hotel Alamo Cafe Orchestra and Art Linick
were the artists on the second day, while Art
Kahn and his orchestra, who are appearing on

his

Lubliner

the

evening definitely established
Orchestra as a permanent
fixture at the Frolics and it created a great
interest in the Panatrope, which is to be featured
Actual reports of the
continually at the club.
first week disclose the fact that five very much
alive prospects have been uncovered by Mack
in

all

the

Straight's

Howard.
Record Artists Draw Crowds
On September 30 and October

called the particular attention of the audience to
the natural tone of the Viva-tonal phonograph
after

L.

to Store

and

2,

the

Davis Co., one of the leading department stores
in Chicago, sponsored its Fall opening with a
number of Columbia record artists as the drawing cards.
In the music department the event
took the form of the introduction of the Colum-

We are distributors
of

famous

comparison with

in direct

Enjoys Big Record Demand
Donaldson Co., prominent department

S.

store

Minneapolis,

in

has

been

enjoying

a

tremendous demand for Columbia records, according to Murray S. Kirschbaum, manager of
the music department.
Mr. Kirschbaum reported to the Chicago manager of the Columbia branch office, A. J. Heath, that the heavy
record business was undoubtedly due to an advertising campaign now appearing in Minneapnewspapers.

olis

Phil Grabuski a Visitor
Phil Grabuski, president of Everybody's Talking Machine Co., Philadelphia, spent two days
in Chicago during the latter part of September,

making

Targ & Dinner
Honest Quaker products, manufactured by his firm.
While in the
city Mr. Grabuski was entertained at the home
of S. Dinner, one of the members of the Targ &
Dinner Music Co., and during his short stay
Mr. Grabuski formulated plans with the Targ
& Dinner executives regarding the Fall season.
his

headquarters

at the

Co., distributor of

W.
W.

the

had been heard

it

Music

1

circuit,

over the counter.
D. M. Guthrie, to whom credit is due for arranging so successful a sales promotion scheme,

position

attendance.

Charley

Trinz mioving picture

the artists.

hits of the evening.

Brunswick record had a very conin
the lobby and another
permanent sign reading "The Brunswick Panatrope" stood near the Panatrope on the stage.
Catalogs displaying the Panatrope and The New
Musical Instrument were passed out at the
door, and an autographed Brunswick record of
Straight's Orchestra was presented to every lady
All

&

and Art Linick furnished the entertainment on
October 2. It is estimated that 1,500 people were
present in the phonograph department on the
first day when Paul Ash appeared, and over two
hundred records by Ash and Milton Watson
were sold in fifteen minutes, as quickly as the
artists could autograph them and hand them

giant

spicuous

in

phonograph and at stated times
day several Columbia artists appeared,
and were introduced by the Columbia representative, D. M.
Guthrie, whS arranged and personally supervised the programs.
The artists
sang with the new Viva-tonal, stopped singing
while the phonograph continued, and then
caught the air again, finishing with the phonobia Viva-tonal

each

his

C. Fuhri a Visitor

C. Fuhri, vice-president

and general manager of the Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc.,
New York, spent several days about the middle
of September visiting the Chicago trade and A.
J. Heath, Chicago Columbia branch office manager.
He then departed for St. Louis, Detroit,
Toronto, and the home office in New York.
Mrs. Helen Beggs in Town
Mrs. Helen Beggs, in charge of the Columbia
Minneapolis branch office, spent two days in
Chicago during the latter part of September.

While in the city she made her headquarters at
the Chicago office of the Columbia Phonograph
Co., securing suggestions for the betterment of
record service for dealers in Minnesota.

Farrand

Visitors to Garryola Plant
Frank Witman, of the Frank Witman Supply
Putnam, Conn., New England Carryola
distributor, recently visited the Milwaukee plant
of the Carryola Co. of America.
Mr. Witman,
a well-known figure in the talking machine field
Co.,

for

Day -Fan Chicago
217 N. Desplaines

St.

many

years, visited the Carryola plant with

his friend,

Co*

Chicago,

III

M. M. Cole, president of the

distributor.

Another
Tex.,

visitor

was

Aluminum
and who made his

operates the

Exclusive Distributor of DayFan
Radio Receivers for Northern Illinois

Illinois

Musical Supply Co., of Chicago, also a Carryola

Al

LeMaitre,

Specialty

Co.,

who
Dallas,

first visit through the
Carryola Co. of America plant in Milwaukee
recently.
He was greatly impressed by the
size of the factory and the care with which
each Carryola portable is manufactured.

/
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IM Militari/ Oro-PIione

s

Bnn^s the Band to the Nome
ATmeet —

a reproducer and tone arm combination to
the demands of people who desire extra-loud
reproduction!
last

of cymbals, the blare of trumpets, or the
silvery notes of the cornet are all reproduced without unpleasant screeching or harshness. All the stirring brilliance
and sparkle of military music are reproduced with absolute

The crash

(without tone arm) and with proper connections to

No. E-1
of

Military Oro-Phone, in combination with either the E-1
or C-1 curved arms, produces the very best results. However, this reproducer will also be supplied as a single unit

OroPh one

Compo Arm

8'

-

or 10 inch length

List $5.00 nickel. $7.50 gold

any kind, the No. 90

Further details regarding the Military

all

The No. 90 Military Oro-Phone with Oro-Alloy metal
diaphragm is a new companion to the original Oro-Phone
reproducer, and provides excellent sales possibilities for
manufacturers, jobbers and dealers.

fidelity.

For louder and stronger music

fit

phonographs.

No. 90

New

Military

Oro-Phone Reproducer

List $7.50 nickel, $10.00 gold
will

be sent immediately upon request.

HE

original No. 0-76 Oro-Phone reproducer, when used as a single unit or with the
C-1 or E-1 curved arms, is still the best combination for the true music lover who
prefers delicacy and beautiful modulation in reproduced music.
Both C-1 and E-1 curved arms are of air-tight gradual taper design and are guaranThe Oro-Tone and Oro-Phone combinations are ideally meeting
teed unreservedly.
the demands for vastly improved reproduction by owners of ordinary type phonographs. Cash in on this big demand by learning about our splendid proposition.

'TP

Arm IOV2 inch length only
List $7.50 nickel, $10.00 gold

No. C-1 Brass

1010 George

Street

No. 0-76 Oro-Phone Reproducer
List $7.50 nickel, $10.00 gold

THE ORO-TONE COMPANY

Chicago,

for a better tone

111.

—

—
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National Radio Exposition in Chicago
Attracted Large, Interested Attendance
Consumers' and Dealers' Interest in the Latest Products of Radio Engineers and Cabinet Makers
Crowded Hotel Sherman in Chicago During the Week of the Exposition
Chicago,

III.,

October

5.

— Consumers

sumers, who wished to see their favorite microphone stars in person. Thousands of names and
addresses were secured on a "strikers" petition
which will be sent to radio stations operating on

and

dealers interested in the purchase of the latest

products of radio engineers and cabinet makers
were in large attendance at the National Radio
Exposition, held at the Hotel Sherman, September 27 to October 2. According to the exhibitors the show was a distinct success, with dealers registering

from distant points and

in

numbers from the surrounding Middle West
territory.
A number of exhibitors maintained
demonstration rooms on the upper floors of the
hotel, where the dealers might test the various
sets, speakers and accessories with no annoyance. The main section of the exposition itself

—

of this

would best

when an
suit

the

sets

of

certain

Audiola radio receivers.

Diamond Electric Specialties Corp., Newark,
N. J. Diamond radio batteries. A. E. Simon,

Taylor, in charge.
National Vulcanized

chestrion speakers,
pedestal types.
tive, in

wood

all

combinations.
J.

A.

C.

Siewers,

Miller,

—

—

Supertron Mfg. Co., Hoboken, N. J. Radio
Henry Bobker. sales manager, in charge.
Chicago Solder Co.. Chicago. Kester radio

tubes.

David Grimes,

C.

Garod Corp.,

Belleville,

of orders.

trict

Complete

tributors.
ceivers.

floor a broad-

P.

J.

sales

N.

&

J.

— Display

in

tachment.

E. A. Russell, H. E.

Jersey City, N.

E.

T.

J.

— Viking

Gradeon phonograph

of Garod radio reFrank I_.epreau, disGarod Corp., in charge.

eral mana.ger, in charge.

—

Charles Freshman Co., New York. Exhibitconjunction with W^. D. A. P. Radio
Shop, Chicago.
The complete line of Freshing in

ATWATER KENT/

/

DEALERS
3
1

Out of

4

Users Will

lere is a beautifully finished Walnut c<)nmade especially for the Atwater Kent

s(_)le

Model 30 and Model 20 Receivers. Every
owner and purchaser of these sets is a
prospecti^•e btiyer.

$35 LIST

Demand

This console is 4(1 in. high, 25 in. wide and 12 in.
deep with a wood horn (floating) with a metal
tone arm. Exceptionally beautiful in tone, possessing wide range of pitch. Horn is arranged
to take Atwater Kent or any standard phonograph type of unit.

1

our Order

nt

Once

....

PLYMOUTH FURNITURE
26

JUNEAU AVE.

a Console

LIBERAL DISCOUNT TO DEALERS
Enter

at-

Russell, sales department, in

—

Allen, Chicago dis-

Inland Electric Co., Chicago, distributor.
Rola cone speakers, Timmons loud speakers and

dealers and con-

Eliminator

Minerva Radio Co., Chicago. Chinese Rennaisance model, de luxe console, parlor console
and consolette receivers. E. R. Schultz, gen-

con-

line

of

'»B'*

charge.

Allen and

manager

Inc.,

radio receivers and the

Shaw, general sales manager, in charge.
Resonata Corp. of America, New York City.
Rcsonata speakers. David H. Lipsey in charge.

much

A.

Smeltzer, sales department, in charge.

—

Englehart, president, James

Streets
S.

—

charge.

C.

U.

manufactured by the All-American
Radio Corp., Chicago, and Beckley Ralston sets.
T. P. Waldeck, sales department, in charge.
Zinke Co., Chicago. Oriole radio receivers,
Kedi-Mast aerial, Graynie radio batteries, Borkman Velvet speakers. Sturdy radio tubes. Carl

Mathiesen-Sandberg Co.. Chicago.
Loo p
M. Mathiesen, William Sandberg, in

F.

by

ceivers

aerials.

solder.

set

—

L. Joyce, sales department, in charge.

junction with Stackhouse

many

Everett

the

supply units.
Beckley Ralston Co., Chicago. Products of
Radio Corp. of America, Rauland radio re-

mahogany, radio and phonograph

sole in solid

of

—

A. M. Keeley, .State representa-

charge.

one exhibitor, who showed a threetube portable with the appearance and size of a
woman's vanity case, secured a large number

casting studio attracted

— Or-

horn, cabinet and

—

attention,

At one end of the mezzanine

Ind.

work

Fibre Co., Chicago.
Radio panels.
H. M. Dexter, sales manager,
A. P. Hoffman, sales department, in charge.
Leonard Lynn Radio Co., Inc., Chicago, distributor.
Ferguson radio receivers, Philco
storage batteries and supply units, General radio

Windsor Furniture Co., Chicago. Windsor
cone loud speaker console, loud speaker con-

exposi-

types attracted

Ask about Burns

sales staff, in charge.

department, in charge.
Radio Cabinet Co., Indianapolis,

convenience and needs. All retailers attending
the exposition were extended an invitation by
the Electric Club of Chicago to be guests of
that organization while in the city.
The National Radio Exposition contained few
new departures in set building, most of the innovations being in period style cabinets and
Spinet desks containing
beautiful wood work.
a receiver proved popular with the buyers, as did
many of the large hand-carved cabinets. Small

compact

—

—

dealers'

Mth

CHICAGO,

sales

exhibitors might obtain

excellent

state and

H. G. Saal Co., Chicago. ^Pedestal, cone and
horn-type Saal loud speakers.
H. C. Role,

of radio merchandise, so that the

the

WRITE FOR TRADE PROPOSITION

—

ager, in charge.

sacrifice

using an inferior speaker? A BURNS will reproduce with pleasing exactness every tone and sound
that the set can pick up.

and J. P. Davis in charge.
Stewart Battery Corp., Chicago. Stewart De
Luxe Unit A-Power "A" batteries in ten different sizes.
Lynn Stewart, Chicago representative, P. N. Bushnell, sales promotion man-

themselves operating the ticket

sort

Why

dent,

Red

state their opinion as to the best time of year

tion

LOUD SPEAKER

eleven-tube receiver, coil winder and
Aleloformer transformer installed in sets and on
display separately.
Geo. W. Robertson, presi-

During the first two days of the show,
Milo E. Westbrooks, manager, stated that
3,500 dealers had registered, and he predicted
that at the closin,g hour on October 2 well over
6,000 dealers would have inspected the products
displayed.
Among the retailers were radio
dealers from such distant States as California,
Five
Pennsylvania, Louisiana and Arkansas.
thousand dealers wrote to the show management for tickets as the result of an advertisingcampaign sponsored during the past few
months.
As the dealers registered they were asked to

a consensus of opinion as to

WITH

circuit

ofitices.

show management and

DOUBLE ENJOYMENT
VOLUME WITH PERFECT TONE

Exposition, together with the products displayed and the individuals in -charge, follows:
Robertson Davis Co., Chicago. Mello-Heald

of noise and interference to detract attenfrom the products on displaj-.
On the opening day of the exposition onehalf of the admission receipts were given to the
Red Cross by the show management, for the

showing

Units
$10.00-J12.00

was sponsored by the Broadcast-Listenwhich in Chicago secured Monday night as "silent" night last year by the
same method.
A list of the exhibitors at the National Radio

tion

for a

Horns
J22.5O-J25.00

ers Association,

mum

officials

petition noti-

petition

presented an orderly appearance with a mini-

Cross

The

of another.

the station that the signers have pledged
themselves to refuse to listen in on the programs of any of the offending stations. This
fies

large

benefit of the Florida hurricane sufferers, the

wave length

the

CO.

MILWAUKEE,

WIS.

October
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man

receivers.

Radio Shop,

P.

in

Ackerman,

of

W.

charge.

D. A. P.

—

Grigsby-Grunow-Hinds Co., Chicago.
Exhibiting in conjunction with W. D. A. P. Radio
Shop. The complete line of Majestic "B" current supplies, including Majestic Standard "B,"
Majestic Super "B," and Majestic Master "B"
units.
P. Ackerman, W. D. A. P. Radio Shop,
in charge.

Stewart-Warner Speedometer Corp., Chicago.

— Exhibiting

in

Radio Shop.

Warner

conjunction with

The complete

line

W.
of

D. A. P.
Stewart-

and six-tube receivers, and Model
415 new-type reproducer.
R. Garvey, H. Bird
and J. N. Golten, Stewart-Warner sales reprefive

sentatives,

charge.

in

National Lead Battery Co., St. Paul, Minn.—
National radio batteries and the Home "A"
unit.
Neil Burchard, Chicago manager, and
Philip Flanigan, sales representative, in charge.

Bosch Ambotone
seven-tube receivers, the
speaker knd Bosch Nobattry, Pathex motion
picture cameras, Cunningham tubes.
H. E.
Richardson, general manager, in charge.
American-Universal Radio Co., Chicago, distributor.
Croslcy sets and speakers, Thomas
loop aerial, Remler kits.
L. E. Jennings in

—

charge.

A-C

Mfg.

Electrical

Dayton

radio

Co.,

receivers.

I.

Dayton, O.— A C
Jacobson, J. D.

Cross, in charge.

Buell Mfg. Co., Chicago.— Buell Midget sets,
and condensers. R. D. Buell in charge.
Neil Electric Co., Chicago, distributor.— The

coils

complete line of Sparton receivers manufactured
by the Sparks-Withington Co., Jackson, Mich.,
including three battery models and two 110

W.

A. C. models.

L. Neil, president of the Neil

Electric Co., in charge.

Lane Mfg. Co., Chicago.—"B" batteries and
"B" battery eliminators. H. H. Lane, president,

Pathe Phonograph & Radio Corp., Brooklyn,
N. Y.
The Cathedral cone speaker and the
new Pathephonic phonograph. A. R. Tidmarsh,

in charge.

sales representative, in charge.

Wakem &

McLaughlin,

Chicago, distributor.— King-Buffalo T. R. F. and Neutrodyne receivers, Peerless cone reproducer and
Cunningham tubes. C. J. Crawley, special repInc.,

—

—

L. Markle Co., Chicago, distributor. Buckwaiter Supertone eight-tube receivers.
C. J.
Buckwalter, president, Buckwalter Radio Corp.,

and J. J. Miller, of L. Markle Co., in charge.
Trav-Ler Mfg. Corp., Chicago. Trav-Ler
portable radio sets. F. A. McGee in charge of

—

resentative, in charge.

Young, Lorish & Richardson, Inc., Chicago,
distributors.
Bosch Armored radio five, six and

—

Chicago Brunswick Dealers
at Get-Together Meeting
Harry B. Bibb, District Manager of the Chicago
Brunswick Branch, Presided Over Luncheon
Meeting Outline Sales Promotion Plans

—

At noon on Friday, September 24, Harry B.
manager of the Chicago Brunswick branch, presided over a get-together
luncheon and meeting of over one hundred
Brunswick dealers from Chicago and vicinity.
When the food had been thoroughly stowed
Bibb, district

this exhibit.

which is reaching an aggregate of over twentytwo million people through elaborate coverage
of magazines and metropolitan newspapers on
record
and instrument copy. Mr. Ellison
stressed the importance of dealer tie-up with
this national copy, pointing out that such advertising, though creative of consumer appeal
and acceptance, nevertheless required active
dealer
C. T.

participation

McKeIvy,

to

sales

localize

the

appeal.

promotion manager, the
length on the importance

next speaker, spoke at
of trained salesmen, pointing out that if the
dealer hoped to be at all successful in presentday merchandising his success was dependent

on the

ability

of his salesmen

to

intelligently

present and demonstrate the merchandise coordinating this demonstration program with a
constructive sales program. "The dollar is turning on the outside, gentlemen," said Mr. Mc-

KeIvy, "and

Chicago Brunswick Dealers' Banquet

away and amid

the

contented smoke of

one

hundred cigars, Mr. Bibb, after a few opening
remarks pertaining to Brunswick and its prodintroduced Paul

ucts,

S.

Ellison,

Brunswick's

new

advertising manager,

who

the

company's

advertising

extensive

briefly outlined

program

it's

up to you to go out and get

your share."
He illustrated that it cost the
Brunswick Co. $150.62 to train each Brunswick
territorial operator in the special Panatrope
Sales Course, and that this same training could
now be had by dealers and their salesmen for
the small amount of $10 per man through the
medium of the Brunswick Panatrope Salesmanship Course to which Brunswick dealers and
their salesmen the country over are now actively subscribing.
Practically every dealer in
attendance signed on the dotted line, which
speaks volumes for their desire to take advantage of this excellent opportunity. Mr. Mc-

— (Continued from page

KeIvy told of

his reception at the

120)

Music Mer-

chants Convention at Columbus, O., where he

spoke to the assembled merchants and their
salesmen several days ago and where the Panatrope Course met with enthusiastic response.
W. C. Hutchings, assistant general sales manager, was then introduced and laid stress on
the necessity of immediately placing orders if
the dealers wished deliveries, as the demand for
merchandise was far exceeding the supply.
K. Schaffer, technician of the Chicago branch,
was also introduced and Mr. Bibb invited the
dealers to send their men to him for a thorough
training in service work.
Mr. Bibb presented in detail the many advantages to be gained by the dealers in tying up
with the $5,000.00 prize contest on Brunswick's
new musical instrument. As an example he cited
the instance of one suburban dealer who after
mailing out literature to a list of 1,000 people
cashed in by selling seven new instruments in
This dealer's results led him to
one week.
enlarge his mailing list to 7,000 and he feels that
he will do an exceptional volume on these new
instruments as a result. A similar opportunity,
said Mr. Bibb, awaits every Brunswick dealer
who will fall in line and take advantage of the
opportunity.
Mr. Bibb then presented several
new models in the Brunswick line that created
an immediate and favorable impression with the
dealers present— the PR-148-C, the PR-6-C and
Frank Sylvano,
the P-I and the Navarre.
Brunswick artist, sang several selections.

To Advance Radio Show Date
A

meeting was held on October 1 at the NaRadio Show to discuss ways and means
of promoting a better type of radio show than
has been held in the past and to make the annual expositions trade shows in every sense
of the word, with less attention given to the
tional

public's

participation

in

the

event.

Fifty-five

manufacturers, jobbers and dealers attended the
meeting which voted the National Radio Show
one of the best ever held from the standpoint of
business accomplished. The main points brought
out at the meeting were: a desire to have shows
at which the manufacturer can sell the jobbers

and dealers

in a satisfactory

way and

take care

of the public secondarily; that the jobbers

form

an association to be backed by the manufacturers and dealers who will have control of the
future shows; that the shows be held at an
earlier date than at present so that the new
models can be in the stores at the opening of
the season and that dealers can be in their
stores to take care of increasing business rather
than attending radio shows.
These points were discussed with enthusiasm
by those present, and it was voted unanimously
to back a jobbers' organization which would
stage next year's radio show, which show is
to take place not later than August 15.

The Two Things That Count Most
— Salability

MINERVA

and a good profit are the outstanding features of
RADIO. Of
course, it goes without saying that each Minerva receiver is built right, and built to
cause as little "grief" as possible. Hundreds of dealers have learned this and are making
money out of Minerva for this reason. Minerva Radio is encased in eight beautiful
Minerva Receivers are resistance coupled six
cabinets, to suit every purse and every taste.
tubes with only one dial to tune.
Jobbers and dealers should write at once for the complete Minerva proposition, as it tneans more sales and
greater profits.

Minerva Radio Company J
154 East Erie Street

at

Michigan Blvd*

Minerva Parlor Console
Complete, aa illustrated, with
horn and battery compartment.
less

acreisories

built-in

^IftS
*px\j%^

Chicago, Illinois

Minerva Consolette
Complete, as illustrated, with
horn and battery compartment.
less acce-ssories

built-in

CI If)
•pxiv
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Two Thousand Garryola
First Eight Months of Year Show a
Portables Made Each Day
Profit of $1,200,000 for Brunswick Co.
15,
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Business Being Done by This
Results From the Extensive National Advertising Campaign

Remarkable
President of the Company, in a Statement Declared That Sales for the Year
Are Estimated at $27,000,000 and That the Outlook Is Bright

B. E. Bensinger,

The Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. profits
month of August, after depreciation and

•

least a three-dollar

at

for 1927 are

other charges, but before taxes, were $535,000,
and in the first eight months of 1926 profits
This anamount to $1,200,000 before taxes.

be

in

The year should be

time.
it

must be kept

six

in

of our

the sale

of

Prospects

annual basis.

most encouraging because we
volume production in all our lines by

for the

months

will

that

better than 1926, as

mind that we were deprived
new instrument for almost

of this year."

Day-Fan

Official Predicts

Greatest Radio Season Ever
Charles T. Lawson, Vice-President of Day-Fan
Electric Co., States That Manufacturing

Retail Conditions

Dayton,

O.,

October

vice-president

of

visiting

the

after

and

Are Improved
6.

— Charles

Lawson,

T.

Day-Fan Electric Co.,
radio shows in New York,
the

Boston and Cleveland and just before leaving
to attend the show at the Chicago Coliseum,
said:

"This season will easily be the greatest radio
has known since popular broadcast put it in
With probably less
the big business class.
B. E. Bensinger

nouncement was made by the Brunswick Co.
shortly after the middle of September, when it
was stated that the outlook for the remainder
of the year
B.

E.

was exceedingly

bright.

Bensinger, president of the company,

recently stated that he expected the Brunswick-

Balke-Collender Co. to show net earnings of approximately $4 per share this year on the 500,000 shares of common stock outstanding, after
Earnings for August were in excess of
taxes.
one dollar per share and for the balance of the
year the company is expected to earn at least
$500,000 net monthly.
In his statement Mr. Bensinger said: "Sales
for the year are estimated at $27,000,000 comFor the first
pared with $23,321,968 in 1925.
eight months of 1926 sales totaled $15,750,000,
compared with $13,000,000 in the same period
last year. August sales were $2,850,000 and earnings before taxes for the same month amounted
to $535,000, making total for the eight months
of $1,200,000 before taxes. It should be

mind

borne

in

that 60 per cent .of our entire year's vol-

ume

It
is done during the last four months.
expected that dividends on the common stock
will be resumed not later than February next
year, and it is probable the stock will be put on
is

than half the number of manufacturers it had
its volume will be much greater
and there is no question but that the general
quality will be much finer.
"The 'riff-raff' element has been largely
eliminated. Most of the 'fly-by-nights' are out.
The few who are left are teetering on the
edge.
I do not believe they will last out the
season. The same clean-up that economic con-

a year ago,

ditions
circles
retail

the

have forced in radio manufacturing
have also reached into distributing and
circles.
All this is good, not only for

industry

itself,

but

mighty good for the

public.

"Henceforth they can buy with reasonable
assurance of getting value for what they pay.
By the time the Fall and Winter seasons are
fairly advanced I think that assurance will be
nearly absolute."
Mr. Lawson said that in the near future there
wilt

be

little

business.

It

talk
is

of

"stabilizing"

practically

radio

the

stabilized

now, he

major firms are intensely busy,
His own firm was working nights,
Saturday afternoons and Sundays in an enHe expects
deavor to keep up with orders.
said.

All the

he stated.

this

condition to continue until after the

new

year.

Without
Question

Catalog

1926-1927

You Have

You Cannot
Your Good
Customers.

Cabinets for Ez^cry

THE PIERSON COMPANY,

836 Cedar

Street,

Pur-

Complete
Lines

ROCKFORD,

to dealers

window

many

Co.

is

offering

attractive sales helps, including

streamers, posters, display cards,

cir-

consumer distribution and a complete
mats and electros for newspaper ads.

culars for
line

of

Aristocrat "Double Duty"

Gone Speaker on Market
The Aristocrat "Double Duty" cone speaker,
otherwise known as the "Musical Lamp," has
been announced to the trade by Aristocrat
Studios, Inc., New York City. This new speaker
is said to have a mellow tone that rounds out
the bass as well as the -treble, due to the size
and unusual depth of the cone and to qualities
in the cone vibrating unit.
The two lamps that are used for lighting
keep the cone dry and resonant in damp
weather, thus insuring maximum performance
The Aristocrat has the added
at all times.
advantage of utilizing the table or radio upon
which it is placed as a sounding board. The
vibrating unit is of dustproof construction. The
speaker is made of pottery in various attractive
colors with parchment shades of harmonizing
tones. The lighting fixtures are standard design.
Ed. Brown, well known in the industry
through his former connection with the Sonora
sales

Co.

and

manager

product

the

Pfanstiehl

Radio

of the Aristocrat Studios.

be

will

Co.,

The

merchandised through
Mr. Brown states

he has already secured an exceptionally
jobber representation in the East and MidWest, and additional territory will be
dle
opened up and new jobbers will be selected
on an extended Western trip, which will prob-

that
fine

season

is

anticipated.

Success Batteries Popular

of These HighQuality Cabion Your Sales

— Three

The Carryola

to the distributor.

a

Grade,

f^ose

in which the heaviest orders are placed,
and he further stated that the public is just
beginning to recognize that the portable phonograph is an ideal addition for the homes of
to-day, since it can be purchased at a relatively
low price.
The Carryola Co. has received thousands of
consumer inquiries through its national advertising in the Saturday Evening Post, Liberty,
True Story and other leading publications.
These inquiries are referred through the jobber to Carryola dealers and many sales are
reported by the dealers as a result. In addition,
many letters have been received from dealers
who were interested by the advertising and
wished to see samples of Carryola products.
Inquiries of this type are immediately referred

successful

Write Today

Floor
Serve

months

ably take Mr. Brown as far as the Pacific Coast.
He reports that the Aristocrat has met with
a fine reception among the trade and a very

Just Off Press

nets

of the Carryola Co.
America, Milwaukee, portable phonograph
manufacturer, is the largest in the history of
the firm. The plant is running with the capacity
of 2,000 machines per day and the production
is
increasing, according to the executives of
the firm, with the beginning of the Fall.
H. Donaldson Leopold, sales promotion manager, recently stated that Carryola records show
October, November and December as being the

selected jobbers and dealers.

for Season

Few

The present production

new

RADIO
CABINETS

Unless

—Great

of

Phono.

Finest

New

Institution

is

Americans

1926

ILL.

A comprehensive line of dry cell Certified B
and C batteries and dry cell B and C Success
batteries are being offered to the trade by the
Success Electric Novelty Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.
M. Borris, head of the organization, states that
the Certified batteries are enjoying an exceedingly fine reception, and a splendid business is
also being done on Success batteries. Both are
guaranteed to give good service.

October

15,
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Utah
Superfilex
Reg. U.

S.

Patent Office

Utah
14" bell

The
the

Speaker

Golden

with

Throat

Standard

Utah
Junior

Utah Radio Products Co.
1421 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago
We are manufacturers—not assemblers

11 -inch bell
I

WANT TO

HEAR A UTAH

123

—

—

—
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Wholesale and Retail Trade Optimistic

Over

Stimulated Widespread Interest in the Latest Radio
Who Staged Exhibits New Sonora Arrives The News

Fourth Wisconsin Radio Exposition
Pioducts of Leading Manufacturers

—

are

finding

their

greatest

difficulty

in

getting shipments.

Radio Exposition a Success
Fourth Wisconsin Radio Exposition
which was put on by the Wisconsin Radio
Trade Association September 25 to 29 stimu-

The

duced the popular Apex receiver

batteries.

Sonora Dealers View New Products
Sonora dealers from all over Wisconsin attended an exhibit of the new Sonora line of
radio receivers, loud speaking units and phonographs, held in the Wisconsin Hotel by YahrLange,
Inc.,
local
distributor.
The new
shielded si.x Sonora radio receiver was introduced with three models represented the table
model, the de luxe console model, and the
standard console.
Representatives of YahrLange state that dealers through their sections
are very well pleased with the new line and ex-

exposition in a Radio Revue produced and
staged under the direction of the Orpheum circuit.

Dancing and music played the important
Everything

radio

field

was shown

in

the

exhibits

in

the

at

the

—

show. The most conspicuous displays were those
of the wholesalers who aroused great interest
by explaining new receiving sets and other
items.
A large Stewart-Warner exhibit gave a
splendid showing of various cabinet housings

which would add

pect to put a large

to the furnishings of a

radio parts, exhibited a receiving set of outstanding efficiency, the achievement of its technicians.
The Tisch Auto Supply Co. presented the Oriole

products

of sets into

"We

in

couldn't

Goldsmith

said,

be

selling

"and

still

any

better,"

there

is

a

a friend

out of a cuHomer
it's

an old customer

and he says "Yes" when
you ask him whether he
is ever bothered by a
howl in his set, hand him
one of these little rubber
jackets to slip over each
tube that he believes is

giving trouble. (They
come in sizes to fit every
tube.) Tell him it will
take less than one seconA
a tube to

end

this

howl

nuisance for once and aU!

If it's a

buying campaign, and we are prepared
them in the good work."

New

Stores

to help

Opened

Herbert W. Mueller, formerly of the Kilbourn Motor Co., has opened a store at 1594
Teutonia avenue, under the name of Mueller's
Radio Shoppe. He will handle radio receivers
and accessories.
The formal opening of the Sandee Music Shop
at 85 South Main street. Fond du Lac, took
place during the month.
James A. Sandee,
owner, will feature the new Victrolas and electrically recorded records.
He will also carry
a complete line of Atwater Kent radios, Baldwin pianos, and Holton band instruments. An
efficient service department is featured. A quick
service record department is one of the attractions of the shop. All records are kept on file
in a special

cabinet centrally located in the shop.
Co. has been formed in
^Milwaukee to deal in wholesale and retail radio
apparatus, equipment, parts and supplies, etc.

The Hi-mount Radio

Paul O. Pankonen, Ernest C. Engel, and John
H. Schlintz are the incorporators, with a capital
of $10,000.

Reports Good Brunswick Sales
"Business is exceptionally good, and there is
no question that there will be a tremendous
Fall business," stated Carl Lovejoy, Milwaukee
representative for the Brunswick. "Dealers are
not only buying, but they are selling, which is,
after all, the most important thing. The Brunswick Panatrope is moving very well, but we
are handicapped for shipments.
There is no
difficulty in selling, and I am looking for a
very big year in Brunswicks."

Panatrope Prominent at
the Omaha Radio Show
0m.\ha. Xeb., October 6.-25,000 people attended
Omaha Radio Trades Exposition recently
held in Omaha, and the publicity attendant upon
the show covered the front pages of every
the

newspaper in the vicinity. One of the most pronounced features in the display- section of the
.--how was a group of five booths featuring the
Brunswick Panatrope and Panatrope with Radiola.
One of the displays handled by the Omaha
Brunswick branch and four by the Brunswick
dealers of that town easily monopolized the atof the vast

number

of visitors.

The

Brunswick booths were the centers of attentive
crowds during the entire time of the show, and
the dealers were not a bit reticent to passing out
a great deal of Panatrope literature and building
up prospect lists.
The show itself had as its feature attraction
a Hog Calling Contest just what this is and
how it is handled we do not know, but evi-

new customer

before you ship his set,
put one on every tube
yourself. In this way you
insure yourself against
one of the commonest
complaints of new set
purchases. Not only do
you save him a lot of
possible future annoy-

—

dently

it

is

quite an art to call hogs, for the

newspapers carried reports of the progress of
the contest in large space, and announced the
winner in headline type. This competition drew
thousands of people, who of course investigated
the rest of the show and were among those to
see and hear the Panatrope.
O. G. White, Brunswick Omaha district man-

ance, but the chances
are bright that you are
ducking a future service
trip.

ager, co-operated with the dealers in every pos-

HOWL
ARRESTEK
"It Stops that

1926

develop a keen aspiration in the public for good
music, and we are loaded to the gunwales with
good music. The new electrically recorded records have stimulated the public in a record-

tention

DONALD

Mc

15,

Mr.

greater

outlook for the season.
We are very much
interested in all the musical affairs which are
coming to Milwaukee this Winter, especially
tlie grand operas which will be put on by the
C hicago Civic Opera Company.
It is bound to

One way to
make
If

homes

ness.

an exhibit which
was placed close to the stage. The Taylor Electric Co., Madison, displayed the Magnavox line,
and the Great Lakes Radio Corp. presented the
Priess receiver.
E. A. Quarfoot gave a showing of the new products of the Day- Fan laboratories and the Shadbolt-Boyd Co., which introits

number

during this season.
Fred E. Yahr, of Yahr-Lange, states that
they are having wonderful results with their
Super-Ball antenna. Orders are being received
from all over the world, and the companj^ is
making many carload shipments.
Badger T. M. Co. Busy
Harry Goldsmith, secretary of tlie Badger
Talking Machine Co., jobber of the Victor line,
states that his firm is doing a wonderful busi-

home.
The Interstate Sales Co. gave a very complete
showing of the Freed-Eisemann line, as well as
a very complete line of tubes.
The StrombergCarlson Co. had a very attractive exhibit. The
Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co., which made
a reputation as manufacturer of dependable

receiver and

a

hibit attracted great interest.
The new SuperGround clamp, recently perfected by this company, was displayed as was also the Ray-O-Vac

Speentertainment was featured at this year's

parts in this entertainment.

Wisconsin

to

year ago, displayed new sets of the same name
together with the Fada.
The Super-Ball antenna featured by Yahr & Lange in their ex-

lated interest in radios to a great extent.
cial

—

—

Milwaukee, Wis., October 7. Local jobbers and
wholesalers are enthusiastic in their reports of
Fall business in talking machines and radios.
Orders are coming in at a very good rate and
dealers

Milwaukee Field

Fall Business in

October

sible

way,

at the

great

in

arranging their ads, demonstrating
take charge of their

show and helping to
numbers of prospects.

L. Halperin Visitor to
the Carryola Co.'s Plant

Howl"

L. Halperin, of Halperin Bros., Carryola disIn either case you will collect his yii for each McDonald
Howl Arrester with a clear conscience— for they do the work—
the biggest little annoyance in radio.
they stop that howl

tributors.

—

Manufactured w

the U.S.A.

6>' //!>^

PRODUCTS CANADA, Ltd.. Montreal. Que.

SCIENTIFIC

t^sk your local jobber or write

SPARTAN ELECTRIC CORPORATION

-:-

350 West 34th

Street,

New York

City

New York

City,

recently visited the

plant of the Carryola Co. of America, MilwauHe inspected the large new plant
kee, Wis.

where the portables are manufactured, and saw
the new line of Carryola Masters especially embossed and airbrushed, which are now being delivered to the trade.

_:^r:.

—
October

15,
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ANDAR— the new cone type Speaker — riding along

^ on

wave of popularity that is sweeping all before it! There are plenty of reasons why
an uncanny ability to bring in the most elusive sounds
along the whole range of the set, an attractive design
that embellishes and adorns a set rather than simply
filling

the crest of a

up space, AND a sensational retail price

—which
of its

size

is

lower than that of any other licensed speaker

on the market.

emphatically! There

with

— ^27.50

SANDAR.

No wonder it has registered so

is still

time for you to

along

sail

Write for name of nearest distributor.

SANDAR CORPORATION
Crescent Plaza Building,

Long

Island City,

New York

Licensed under

Lektophone
Patents

s

pe:ak£r
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gPOMINO Of (Mhmi
Canadian National Exposition Held in
Toronto Was Greatest Success in History
—

Talking Machines and Radio Exhibited Dates for Third Annual Toronto Radio Show Fixed for
October 25 to 30 Columbia Viva-toral Phonographs Create Trade Interest

—

Toronto, Ont.. October

7.

—A

new high record

for attendance at the recent Canadian National

Exhibition during its two weeks of operation
has been made this year, 1,573,000 people having

passed through the turnstiles.
Under the auspices of the

Splitdorf

made
Canadian Radio

Trades Association, the dates of the third annual Toronto Radio Show have been fixed for
October 25 to 30. This year's exhibition will be
held in the amphitheatre of the Coliseum at
the Exhibition Grounds.
The Graj- Music Co., recently opened up in
London, Ont., has taken on the representation
of the McLagan phonographs and Fada receiving sets.

Conrad

Canada, Ltd., Toronto, and these new types
were shown to the public and trade at the recent
Toronto Canadian National Exhibition.

Lafleur, for ten years with the phono-

graph department of Orme, Ltd., Ottawa, has
been appointed manager of the phonograph department of L. G. Fournier, Ltd.
A. Cross Co., Toronto, has been appointed
Canadian distributor for the Bosch radio line.
Canadian Brandes, Ltd., Toronto, has sent
out announcements of its new Fall line of radio
which include the new Cabinet Cone

accessories,

speaker and fifteen-inch adjustable table cone
with resonating chamber.
Two new Amplion models of loud speakers
have been announced by the Amplion Corp. of

Electrical

Co.,

Ltd.,

Toronto, has

number of
distributors for the line of Splitdorf radio receivers, loud speakers, etc.
appointment of

the

a

large

John F. Maclellan, local agent for Brunswick
phonographs and records, in Dawson City
(Yukon Territory), which is said to be Canada's
farthest north city enjoying the service of a
music dealer, recently introduced to the residents of that city and territory the Brunswick
Panatrope, a shipment of which he received on
the steamer "Whitehorse."
A program was
presented in the commodious A. B. Hall when
Mr. Maclellan made an announcement explaining at length the many improvements embodied
in the new inventions and what it would mean
to Dawson music lovers.
The new Columbia Viva-tonal phonograph being introduced to the Canadian trade by the
Columbia Phonograph Co., Ltd., Toronto, is being shown in five models ranging in price from
Dealers all over the Dominion
$125 to $350.
are very much enthused over the sales possibilities of the new Viva-tonal and are planning to

feature the line.

of

Business

—

Third Annual Radio Show Retailers and Wholesalers Report Stimulation
Brunswick Popularity Continues to Grow Trade Activities of the Month

for

—

—

Montreal, Can., October 8. ^With the arrival
of that chill in the temperature which marks
the approach of the Fall there has been a revival of interest in matters relating to radio reception and from all directions the dealers in
radio sets report a big increase in business.
June's reputation as a bridal month has been
shattered locally; phonographs and radio re-

ceiving sets played a prominent part in gifts to
This activity has spurred the jobbers
and dealers to prepare for a record year and
many of the larger firms are now getting ready
the bride.

for the Third

Annual Radio Show, which

will

again be held under the auspices of the Montreal
and District Radio Club at the Windsor Hotel

from October 4
open the season

to

9,

and which

will

officially

of radio.

W.

Lindsay, Ltd., in one week recently
This firm
Brunswick Panatropes.
expressed itself to the efTect that it cannot
get enough of this particular type to supply
customers, the demand always being ahead of
C.

sold

four

—

the

supply.

Samples of the new Brunswick

Cortez model have been received. The phonograph department has undergone complete interior renovation.

Victor Talking Machine Co. of Canada, Ltd.,
Montreal, is exhibiting at the National "Produced in Canada" Exposition to be held in the
Alorgan Building, Montreal, October 9 to 16.
E.xhibitors at the recent Sherbrooke Fair included the Columbia Phonograph Co., Ltd.,

which had a most attractive display of Columbia
Viva-tonal models.

W. Shaw &

Brunswick representatives,
uptown restaurant the "Pagoda," a Brunswick Panatrope
which will be utilized for dancing purposes.
Her Excellency, the Lady Byng of Vimy,
received as a parting gift from the ladies of
Quebec a Brunswick Panatrope phonograph and
library of Brunswick records.
Hartney Co., Ltd., one of Canada's greatest
radio and talking machine dealers, announces
J.

Co.,

recently sold to Montreal's latest

Talking Machine Springs
and Repair Parts
NONE BETTER

IN

QUAUTY

Maritime Provinces A-K
Dealers in Convention
Halifax, N. S., October 2.— The first annual
convention of Maritime Atwater Kent dealers
took place recently in the Queen Hotel. The
program included interesting addresses by
Richard Smiley and A. Bauer, from the Atwater

Kent factory

Philadelphia, and the purpose
was to give local radio deal-

in

of their attendance
ers

chance

a

trained

to

their problems with
banquet was arranged at

discuss

A

experts.

which addresses of general interest to radio
fans were given by the Atwater Kent representative and the president of the Halifax County
Radio Ass'n.
The Masonic orchestra assisted
in the musical program and a special concert
program was rendered by various Halifax
artists.

Many
them
the

a

U.

valuable

prizes

were

offered,

among

USL
S.

Storage "A" Battery offered by
Light & Heat Co.; and three sets

heavy radio "B" Batteries, 90 volts each,
donated by the Canadian National Carbon Co.,
to be presented in connection with the convention to radio fans listening in on the banquet
program as broadcast by CHNS one prize
each for Nova Scotia, New Brunswick and

NONE LOWER

NEW JERSEY

—

Island.
An Apco charger was
Atwater Kent dealer traveling
the farthest to attend this convention; and a
USL Universal "A" and "B" charger for the
best Atwater Kent window display in Halifax
and Dartmouth during the convention.
In connection with radio matters, which now

Prince

oflfered

Edward
to

the

begin to receive increased attention as the Summer season draws to a close, many people who
attended the Nova Scotia Provincial Exhibi-

Amherst were interested in the exhibit
Atwater Kent and USL Storage Battery lines
made by Crowell Bros., Ltd., of this city. A
similar exhibit was made by the Saint John
Atwater Kent dealer at the Saint John Exhibition, and the Fredericton dealers exhibited in
that city from September 18 to 25.
tion at

of

Winnipeg Annual Radio
Show Stimulates Trade

—

Winnipeg, Man., October 5. ^Winnipeg's second
annual radio show, held recently, did a lot to
stimulate local

trade

in

equipment and acces-

Scores of interesting exhibits showing the newest and best in the radio
world attracted hundreds of people to the show
every night, and dealers expressed themselves
as being well pleased with the results of the
Many direct sales were made through
show.
the show and hundreds of others will be made
sories

of all

types.

indirectly.

Henderson-Haliburton Piano Co., Edmonton,
has recently taken on the representation
of Brunswick and McLagan phonographs.
The Alberta Radio Electric, Ltd., Calgary,
Alta., has been appointed exclusive distributor
for Fada radio in the province of Alberta.
S. G. Allen, sales manager of the Western division of the Electrical Research Labs., Chicago,
was a recent business visitor to this city.
Alta.,

IN PRICE

THE RENE MANUFACTURING
MONTVALE,

Atwater Kent product.
Many new dealers throughout Quebec Province have signed up with the R. S. Williams &
Sons Co., Ltd. (Montreal Ofifice), whose parent
company in Toronto has the Canadian distributing rights for the Magnavox Radio line.

of

Cooler Weather Stimulates Sales in the
Montreal Territory, Reports Indicate
Trade Preparing

opening of a new radio department, considered as one of the largest and finest radio
showrooms in Canada. Jas. Whitaker, well
known to the radio public of Montreal, will be
in charge. Among the lines handled will be the
the

CO.

"

October

15,
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Quaker City

Heavy
Meet Rapidly Growing Demand

Retailers Placing

Orders to

Manufacturers and Distributors Swamped With Orders as Fall Business Goes Ahead With a
Rush Brisk Record Demand Is Feature of Sales Entire Trade Is Optimistic

—

Philadelphia, Pa., October 8.— Glowing accounts of the early Fall demand for talking machines, records and accessories foretell the
turn in the tide of the industry to more prosperAll the local manufacturers, branch

ous times.

and dealers have been
orders for the nationally known
types of the newest instruments that have revolutionized the business within recent times.
offices,

distributors

swamped with

Orders are accumulating in such quantities that
distributors cannot meet the immediate needs
of the dealers owing to the congested factory
facilities

now

taxed to capacity because of the

tremendous Fall opening

in

chines of the latest types.

demand

for the

ma-

However, there has

been exerted every effort on the part of the
producers to speed up production, new equipment having been added and plant extensions
having been made for the purpose of adjusting
manufacturing requirements to the needs of the
trade.

Heavy Record Demand
Records have been heavily oversold and local manufacturers have been forced to add to
their mechanical units to meet the urgent requirements of the dealers and distributors. The
many new avenues of publicity that have been
opened for the exploitation of records have
added materially to the distribution of the deal-

Business
Do

of

110

pieces,

—

positions,

the retail end of the

delphia

business and this
prosperity has been passed along to the distributors and manufacturers in sizable orders for
the popular sellers in the record list.
Among the distributors co-operating extensively with the dealers in the exploitation of
ers in

recordings and machines, in original and ennovel ideas, are the Philadelphia Victor

tirely

Distributors,

Inc.,

83S

Arch

street.

A

snappy

business has been enjoyed as a result of the
brisker demand for both machines and records
The firm is oversold
within the past month.
on machines as a result of the heavy national
demand on factory production. However, it
has been advised by the Victor Co. that additional presses have been installed in the record-

making
veloped

plant and soon production will be dein

line

with

the

situation, so that orders

improved

may

business
be taken care of

with despatch.
Successful Sales Promotion
Two helpful business promotion stunts were
staged by the Philadelphia Victor Distributors
during the month which resulted in increased
profits for the dealers.
When the Philadelphia
Rapid Transit Co. gave a free admission program at the Sesqui-Centennial Exposition on
its own special day it tied in with the Victor
through the firm by arranging for a special

Good and

is

Band
by John Philip
Sousa, at the request of the transit company,
on the occasion, playing "March of the Mitten
Men" and "Thunder Men," both Sousa comrecording of the

not overlook the opportunity to

Band.

The

P.

and

R.

T.

Co-operative

directed

arranged especially for the Transit

Special posters were

Victor

made by

Distributors

is

entrance to the Auditorium, supplementing this
with statements in 2,000,000 copies of Service
Talks,

its

official

publication, left in

conveyances under

its

buy

public

Owing to the popularity of the Harry MacDonald Orchestra, playing in this city at the
King Joy Restaurant, the Philadelphia Victor
arranged for special records of
and "Who Could Be More
Wonderful Than You," by that organization,
and aided in promoting sales among the dealers.
Harry MacDonald, its leader, had posters
made of "My Pal Jerry" and an originally designed poster was gotten up by the distributors,
while streamer form announcements were put
out by the publishers, Ted Browne Co., Chicago,
tying up on "My Pal Jerry." These three display forms were widely distributed throughout
(Continued on page 128)
Distributors

"My

Pal

Jerry"

Getting Better
sell

provided the proper

are prepared to serve every Victor dealer

logically

all

control.

effort

put forth.

We

dealers.

announcement cards
in as many busses and trolleys controlled by it.
They further posted announcements of the records on 200 bulletin boards in offices and waiting rooms and repair shops.
The P. R. T.
Band played in the Auditorium to 15,000 people under Sousa's direction and announced the
program of the two selections on Victor records from large streamers across the spacious

part to get the business in your

locality will bear fruitful results

the Phila-

the

R. T. placed 3,600

P.

Victor Orthophonic Victrolas and to tie up with the Advertising Campaign on Victor Electrically recorded records which will
soon be started.

The determination on your

for

who

should

in Philadelphia.

Philadelphia Victor Distributors, Inc*
835 Arch Street, Philadelphia

:
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the State and city, where the band has been a
popular favorite.
Dealers Stage Profitable Tie-ups
With Philadelphia the magnet for the sporting world during the big fight for championship
fame on September 23, the Dempsey-Tunney
bout was the means for putting across the Victor Orthophonic.
Three of the local dealers
entertained at the moving picture theatres,
while fight reports were flashed on the screen
with concert programs on the Electrola and
radio combination machines.
While the Radio
brought in fighting reports as they were broadcast the Electrola gave concert selections as
intermissions occurred. The three dealers were

&

dealers

the

of

CROCODILE BROWN
SPANISH GREEN
AMERICAN GRAY
SPECIFICATIONS
Xextene Leather Case.
Standard Heineman Motor,
Plays Two 10" Records.
Standard Taper Tone Arm.
Specially Loud Reproducer.
Device for Carrying Records.
Machine Will Play 12" Records.
Patented "Non-Spill" Needle Cup.

e.xtendin.cr

used.

A. Fischer Co.
Fischer Co.,
J. A.
this city, manufacturer of Valley Forge main
springs and talking machine replacement ma-

was

terial,

mecca

the

J.

many members

of

9.

10.

the

J,

A,

the organization, reports that
the busiest

organization.

not centered

He
in

CO.

Note New Address -l^,ra°d'e*.Via%'a.
jWrite for our latest Main Spring Chart;

coming the greatest distance

visitor

was from Vancouver,
to be

Costs you $10.50

Size 141/2" X llVi" X
Weighs 131^ lbs.

GUARANTEE TALKING MACHINE SUPPLY

of the

out-of-town trade during the past month. The
Dempsey-Tunney fight was attended by many
members of the industry from far and near
and a large proportion took the opportunity to
visit Valley Forge headquarters.
It is reported
that

in

COBRA GRAIN BLACK
CROCODILE BLACK

the courtesy and stating that the Electrola wa--

Out-of-Town Trade Visits
The headquarters of the

1926

from page 127)

Furnished

C.

management

theatre

15,

GUARANTEE PORTABLE
RETAILS FOR $25.00

Music Shop, 4407 Main street, at
Empress and Dixie Theatres; Richard
the
Ertelt, 5617 North Fifth street, at the Colney
Theatre, and the Linton Co., West Philadelphia
store, at the Ni.xon, Belmont, Rialto and Locust
Theatres.
Announcement was made by the
the R.

October

month

in

Fischer, head of
September proved
the history of the

states that this business

any one

locality,

was

but was na-

note
in

a

that

the

appearance

marked demand

for

of
this

the

ad

record.

resulted

H,

W.

Weymann, head of the wholesale Victor department, in summing up conditions reports
that business

is

exceptionally gcod.

The

sales

Orthophonic Victrola have reached the
point where it is a question of supply and demand and the record business is reported excepof the

tional in scope,

H. A. Weymann & Son Feature Record
H, A, Weymann & Son, Inc, Victor wholesalers, lately co-operated with Victor dealers in
the territory in featuring Victor record 20192,
"The March of the Mitten Men," It might be
explained that the Mitten Men operate the trolPhiladelphia and, therefore, this
played by the
Philadelphia
Rapid
Transit Co-operative Band, is of strong local
H. A, Weymann & Son, Inc., adverinterest,
tised this record in the local papers with their
advertising carrying the sentence "Go to your
interesting to
It
is
favorite Victor dealer,"
ley service in

record,

tionally good.

Sonera Concert Demonstrations Score
Sonora was made the instrument of
broad popularity during the early days of
October through a well-patronized series of
concert demonstrations combined with social
features of luncheons and dinners to the dealers with the Pennsylvania Phonograph Distri-

The

buting Co., Inc., Jefferson Building, acting as
In the leading hotels of Pennsylvania's
important eastern cities the concerts were

host.

the new models of the Sonora being
and including the Symphony, Prelude,
Lyric, and Concert phonographs and radio combinations, Model D shielded 6, in three types,
two of them consoles, the Standard at $185 retail, and the De Lu.xe at $225, over the counter
and a straight radio model at $125.
The concerts were held in Penn Harris Hotel,
Harrisburg; Brunswick Hotel, Lancaster; Berkshire,
Reading; Traylor, Allentovvn; Remas,
Shamokin; Ferguson, Shenandoah; Casey, Scranton, and the Sterling, Wilkes-Barre. They were
staged,

used

the direction of L. E. Hilduser, who
covers the State in the sections represented in
the list. Dealers and prospects were invited to
the dual event. Announcement has been made
by the Pennsylvania Phonograph Distributing
Co. of the extension of its business to the dis-

under

tribution of the

addition of two

Red Top radio tubes and the
new Sonora loud speakers in

cone cabinet and cone console styles.
Heavy Columbia Viva-tonal Sales
Following a tour through the Trenton, N. J.,
territory. Manager J. J. Doherty, of the Philadelphia branch of the Columbia Phonograph
Co., has returned to his desk much gratified
with the excellent reports of the dealers on the
sale of the Viva-tonal, the newest of the Columbia machines recently introduced to the loThe Philadelphia branch has been
cal trade.
oversold on the new machines and orders still
are coming into headquarters in urgent appeal
for the shipment of the new styles.
the

We are distributors
0/
the

famous

Oversold on Brunswick

Farrand

Just as soon as shipments of the new Spanish cabinet models of the Brunswick phonographs are received at headquarters here they
are sent out to help in meeting the heavy de-

mand among

Trilling
49 N. Seventh

&

Montague

St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

the dealers in the eastern section

and city. The firm is so oversold
on its new models that it will be several weeks
before the needs of the dealers are met in full.
The Panatrope 10, as the new type is known,
has been a big favorite ever since shipments
began to arrive here this month. District Manager George A, Lyon found upon his tour of
the Harrisburg section and the coal region that
the Brunswick lias grown so extensively in
favor since the new models appeared that orders he received will keep shipping departments
busy for many months to come.
During the month the Brunswick was broadly
exploited and many new dealers were added to
of the State

October

15,
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accompaniment to the showing of gowns
as the models strolled down the aisles to tunes
played on the various phonographs handled by
the company. The machines were displayed on
the platform where the fashion models made
their bow to the crowds which gathered for

many

show

of the purchasers remaining

results

son's recording of "Good Bye," while the band
accompanied the singer. Other Brunswick records were brought in as encores. Frank Espey,
of the Brunswick sales organization, operated
The program was also broadthe Panatrope.

WFAM.

cast over

Millersburg Firm Remodeling
Under the remodeling plans the W. L. Donehower store, at Millersburg, Pa., will be transformed into one of the most attractive of town
emporiums for the sale of talking machines.
Six booths have been added, hardwood floors
laid

and comfortable as well as

nations

in

furnishings

combiharmonize

artistic

installed

to

with the decorative scheme. Larger space, too,
has been made available by the remodeling, so
that business extension may be cared for.
Stages Effective Fall Opening
When Carlisle Taylor held his Fall Opening
in the

most satisfying.

mail

them

Music Room, State College,

out invitations to

all

students

Pa.,

he sent

the

College

at

and townsfolk with a full representation in
tendance in response from the list of those

atin-

to

so you can either present them personally or
your patrons at Holiday time.
in small quantities (one hundred) as he

The dealer can order

wants them, either direct or thru his jobber.
He will find the Christmas Velvaloid Record Cleaner a splendid
investment.

We
many ?

will

Do

samples

furnish gratis
it early!

for

jobbers'

How

salesmen.

PHILADELPHIA BADGE CO.
Manufacturers
Dia. Fat.

\'iled

to hear the

1922

demonstration of the Ortho-

program of the occasion.
Russ Wiedenor Band joined

phonic, the
tion the

942 Market

in

Philadelphia, U. S. A.

Street

&

Montague House
Organ Enters Third Year

Trilling

In addi-

with a

few concert selections while luncheon was being served to the guests.

An

Enterprising Retailer

Enterprise was shown by the Hopkins Piano

A very
wick was that given by the Weirley Music
House, of North Fourth street, AUentown, Pa.,
during the month, when with the co-operation
of the Allentown Band, under direction of A. L.
Meyer, a public concert was given in the West
Park with the Brunswick playing as part of the
program. The band, which was organized back
in 1858, staged its concert September 16 with
the Brunswick Panatrope featuring Edith Ma-

Beauty

VELVALOID RECORD CLEANER.

Have them ready

and machines.
Bruns-

design

Finished in 6 brilliant colors, with the dealer's Holiday greeting neatly
printed.
The cost will be no more than a good greeting card and the

to place their orders for records

effective sales appeal for the

A

Its
Our Christmas

cert

after the

from page 128)

in the future

through the campaign continued during September days. Among the most prominent of
stores to add the Brunswick the past niontli was
Lit Bros, department store, which featured it in
annual
fashion
its
show.
Manager Alex
Munchweiler, of the Lit store, tied up with the
Fashion Show by making it more lively with
concert programs on the Orthophonic, Brunswick and Sonora. The novel tie-up was most
effective as a sales builder for both machines
and records and Lit Bros, talking machine department was materially benefited by the con-

the occasion,

129

of Chester, Pa., when during the month
company sent out leaflets with information
on how the newest of dance steps, the Valencia,
With the instructions for
could be achieved.

"Radio Talks," Published by Trilling & Montague, Has Become Very Popular With Trade
Contains Much Interesting Information

—

Co.,

the

dancing the Valencia there were suggestions on
Victor records that could be used to accompany
the dance which came back in profits through
purchases of the mentioned recordings.
Co-operate in Ad Drive
Largely through the combined efforts of the
I'hiladelphia Victor Distributors and H. A.
Weymann & Son, Inc., Victor jobber, and
thirty-four local Victor dealers the stock of old
type Victor records in the stores of this city
has been rapidly disposed of. The above-mentioned distributing firms co-operated with the
dealers in an advertising campaign in the Evening Bulletin and in the Inquirer to inform
the public of the bargains which were availA list of prominent artists
able in records.
whose recordings were available in the bargain
offerings was given, together with a list of
at which the records could be
Both jobbers and dealers report
the campaign was highly successful.

dealers'

stores

purchased.
that

Heppe Stages Exhibition
With wide advertising to exploit the

special

October display and exhibition of models, of the
Brunswick Panatrope and Orthophonic talking
machines, C. J. Heppe & Son Co. has been
featuring a campaign of its own fori these
models during which a large number of orders

Philadelphia, Pa., October 6.— Trilling & MonRadio Talks, published by Trilling &
Montague, of this city, is now entering its third
successful year as the house organ of this entague

terprising

radio

distributing

house.

J.

Lobel,

and publicity manager of the company, is
editor, and the current issue is replete with merchandising ideas and a presentation of the many
products distributed by Trilling & Montague.
sales

Among

these products are Zenith, Grebe, Kolster

and Crosley receiving sets, the Utah book loud
speaker, Crosley Musicone, Brandes table cone,
and a wide selection of radio accessories and
This issue also includes the 1926-27
wholesale radio condensed catalog and price

parts.

list and a four-page supplement features the Tab
"B" rechargeable dry cell radio batteries, manufactured by the Dry Storage Battery Corp., also
of Philadelphia, and distributed in the Philadelphia territory by Trilling & Montague.

have been given for Fall delivery. Heretofore
but a few models have been carried in the
Brunswick, but now a complete assortment of
all is to be handled by the talking machine
department under Manager Leo Crompson. In
the attractively arranged exhibit there were also
the RCA and Atwater Kent radio, the
two types upon which the Heppe Co. will con-

shown

centrate after

much experimenting with

radio

most popular models. During the exhibition the store will keep open evesets to find out the

nings until nine o'clock instead of the six o'clock
closing schedule. Several Victor artists have

and Ben Bernie, whose
Co., and
who appeared here with his orchestra, was a
visitor on several days during the two weeks'
called at the exhibition

records are

PPORTUNITY

in

the Victor

business is greater today than
ever before.

Victor dealers in our territory
should make the most of this opportunity by availing themselves of our
service likewise greater today than
ever before.

made by

the Brunswick

show.
Entertains Distributors
at the Municipal Stadium
when 130,000 attended the Dempsey-Tunney
fight the J. A. Fischer Co., 730 Market street,
manufacturer of Valley Forge main springs
and parts, entertained its distributors from Vancouver, Quebec, New Orleans and other parts
of the continent who came here to witness the
notable event. They were escorted through the
factory, treated to luncheon and then were conducted to the Stadium by Julius A. Fischer, of
the firm, to see the big fight. Irvin Epstan, of
the firm, is journeying through the Great Lakes

During the big bout

region.

Victor Wholesalers

& SONjNC.
H. A.WEYMANIV-Philadelphia,
Pa.
1108 Chestnut Street

Guarantee Line Widely Popular
parts of the Globe the Guarantee Talking Machine Supply Co., 35 North Ninth
street, is shipping its Guarantee portables and
From the
parts for talking machine repairs.
Orient, South America and Central American
ports orders are coming to headquarters here
along with European demands as a result of the
extensive and intensive ad campaigns which
William Posner, its proprietor, has been conducting as service to the dealers and promotion
(Continued on page 130)
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company's business. The new portable
Guarantee De Luxe has been meeting with huge success for the holiday stocking
and present-day needs.
Strong Demand for Sonera
The Pennsylvania Phonograph Distributing
Co. reports great activity in .both Sonora phonograph and Sonora radio models. The new Prelude, retailing at $95.00, and the Symphony, retailing at $275.00, seem to be the outstanding
features of the line from the dealers' approval
and orders covering these two models. There
is every indication there will be a tremendous
demand for all Sonora models for the balance of
the year. John L. DuBreuil, vice-president and
general manager of the Pennsylvania Phonograph Distributing Co., accompanied by L. E.
of the

model

in the

Hilduser,

representative,

sales

out

of

already

inquiries

prospects, there

Sonora

received

is

Judging from
from dealers and
line.

a possibility of the Pennsyl-

Phonograph Distributing Co. not being

vania

able to take care of

all

orders that are forthcom-

—

Mr. DuBreuil says "money is made
in turnovers and not left-overs," so they should
have a clean inventory at the end of the season.
ing, but as

News

Brieflets

Gimbel Bros, talking machine department, under Manager Wuertle, combined a concert on
the Orthophonic with the displays of the
"Miracle," which is the big feature in the theatrical world now showing in this city.
M. Grass & Son, Sixtieth street below Market,
have branched out into other lines in the way
of musical supplies.

cajry

ture

The

music

sheet

firm will in the futo

be

distributed

at

wholesale.

The Goldstein

store at Oxford, Pa., has been

sold to Lester McCreary.
E.

E.

Sagars,

formerly associated with

the

North Co., is now manager of the
Wheatly Alusic Store, in Easton, Pa.
Camden's most prominent hostelry, the Walt
Whitman Hotel, has become the center of an
attractive display of Victors through the arrangement made with Howard Dudley, a dealer
of that city, to employ the only store window
F.

A.

display in that

handsome

building.

position.

Lang,

this

city

The window

display will be featured in the lobby and

will

have an indefinite run.
president of
J. Ralph Wilson, music dealer,

who

already conducts three stores
sale of musical goods, in-

for the

Throughout
Influx of

Lake

S.'M.T

Utah, October

City,

ing machine business

1926

6.

shape

— The

ing machine emporium.

Demand

Lake City Territory

Salt

talk-

plan-

is

ning to open a new house at Twentieth and
South streets.
The Frankford avenue store of the Linton
Co., owned by Walter Linton, formerly president of the Philadelphia Victor Dealers Association, is now undergoing alterations that will
transform the building into a very modern talk-

Thousands of Visitors to Attend Semi-Annual Church Conference Expected
a Markedly Stimulating Effect on Sales by Talking Machine Merchants

new Glen

ing of the

to

Have

Bros. -Roberts Piano Co.'s

store in that city, a store which will have a

better.

good
phonograph department. Mr. Perry said business was most satisfactory in both Utah and

way

Idaho.

of this territory.

is

in fine

It is

doubtful

if

in all parts
it

was ever

Everything seems to be selling in the
and records, too. The demand is so heavy that practically everyone is
behind on deliveries, though deliveries are being made more freely than they were, due to
of instruments

the increasing ability of the factories to

make

shipments to this territory. The outlook both
from the industrial standpoint and the standpoint of demand for the product is exceptionally good, and wholesalers and dealers alike are
delighted with the way things are shaping.

Many

Visitors Expected to Boost Sales
these lines are being written the city

As

receiving visitors from

all

is

over Utah and the

Intermountain country and from the Pacific
Coast, Northwest, Canada, Mexico and elsewhere, the occasion being the great semi-annual
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, or
Mormon, conference, an event that will fill every
hotel in the city to capacity for the next several
days and compel people to open up their homes,
Other attractions in the city at this time
too.
are the annual State Fair and the horse races.
Most of the talking machine houses and music
stores have special window attractions this week
in honor of the visitors and not a little business is being done by retailers over and above
their ordinary trade.

R. H. Perry
Perry, of
lender Co., has just
Idaho, where he has
R.

H.

at Store

the

Opening

Brunswick-Balke-Col-

returned from Pocatello,

been attending the open-

We are distributors
of
the

cluding talking machines and records,

All Lines Enjoy Satisfactory

Phila-

delphia territory, will cover the most important
points included in the Philadelphia territory with
a display of the entire

Philadelphia Rotary Club, presided with
Alayor Kendrick of the Quaker City during the
banquet given at the Alpine House at the
Sesqui-Centennial Grounds during the month
when that fraternal organization played an important part on Business Men's Day at the Ex-

Max

15,

from page 129)

the

in

October

The John

mand

Elliot Clark Co. reports a big de-

for all products at this time.

was

stated.

rapidly than for

some

somewhat behind

it

time, but

they are

still

orders.

Viva-tonal Phonograph Popular
Stores Co. reported business as

The Columbia

"Wonderful in September, the largest month we
have had in three years." Mr. Delzell, manager,
said they were now getting the new Viva-tonal
instrument, concerning which the local phonograph trade appeared to be most enthusiastic.
He pointed out this was helping to make their

much greater than usual. He added,
however, that other instruments were selling

business so
well, too.

Brunswick Demonstration for Women
Thousands of Salt Lake City women heard
the new Brunswick instrument at the recent
cooking school held in this city. The Brunswick exhibit was through the Glen Bros.Roberts Piano Co., one of the local dealers.
The Jones Music Co., of Ogden, will hereafter devote all of its phonograph department to
the sale of the Brunswick, according to an announcement.
Choir to Make Records
The Mormon Tabernacle Choir is to make
some new Victor records in the not distant
future.
This choir, dating back to the late '55's,
made some Victor records about a year ago. It
returned some weeks ago from a successful
Pacific Coast concert tour.

G. G.

Henry

Now

Sonora
Radio Sales Engineer
Lectures

—W.

amous

new

Shipments are being made more

Will Deliver Series of
Jobbers and Dealers

Appointed Engineer

/(

Several

dealers are being appointed by the company,

in

Charge

to

Sonora

Thomas

A.
of

Is

Research

Believing that Sonora distributors and dealers
in a better position to render greater
service to their clients if they had assistance

would be

Farrand

from headquarters in the technical end of radio,
the Sonora Phonograph Co. has appointed

Henry

Charles C.

to the post of radio sales en-

gineer under Frank V. Goodman, general sales
manager, where he will deliver a series of
lectures on radio to Sonora distributors and
Hereafter he
dealers throughout the country.

LOCKWOOD RADIO
637 Market

St.,

CO.

Philadelphia

Distributors for

MayoUan, Modern EHminators
Garod, Browning-Drake Sets

Philco,

devote most of his time to effecting a
vill
closer co-operation between the manufacturing
department of the Sonora Phonograph Co. and
its

distribution connections.

W.

A.

engineer
gineering

Thomas

has been appointed radio
charge of radio research and enwork for the company, under the

in

direction of Joseph Wolf?, first vice-president.
Mr: Thomas will be in charge of radio production and will carry on the same high-grade
principles of manufacturing which are characteristic of all Sonora products.

—
October
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Charles Edison Introduces the New Long
Playing Phonographs and Records to Trade
tJie Country With Arthur L. Walsh, Vice-President and General Manager of Phonograph Division, President of Thomas A. Edison. Inc., Brings Important Messages to Dealers

In Tour of

September were momentous ones for the Edison dealers of the
country because of the fact that through meet-

The

ings

two weeks

last

held

West

Middle

East,

of

ten

in

in

the

and

leading cities

Southwest,

of

the

Charles

Edison, recently elected president and chief
executive of Thomas A. Edison, Inc., and
Arthur L. Walsh, vice-president and general

ing the fact that the

new phonograph

will .tIso

all the Edison records that have been put
on the market since the disc phonograph was
introduced.
He explained that by giving forty
minutes of music for $2.50 the new record cut
the cost of phonograph music practically in half.
Mr. Walsh addressed the dealers from the
merchandising angle and outlined the possibil-

play

131

When you heard
that wonderful

Atwater Kent
concert
last Sunday did you feel
completely satisfied that you
were receiving it at its best?
Many a radio enthusiast
has found a marked improvement in his set by in-

stalling the

mellow

Horn Speaker
The
Distinct Musical Instrument

manager
Edison

of

Edison Console No. 1
the phonograph division

came

interests,

in

Edison Console No.
of

the

contact with

direct

Edison representatives, gave
them first-hand knowledge of the great things
that Thomas A. Edison is doing in the phonograph field and demonstrated for their benefit
the new forty-minute records and four new
models of Edison long-playing phonographs
The tour started with a dinner in Cleveland,
on September 13, where some 200 dealers w.ere
present, and Messrs. Edison and Walsh in turn
held dinner meetings in Chicago, on September
14; St. Louis, on the 16th; Kansas City, 17th;
close to 4,000 retail

ities

new long-playing

of the

of Radio

2

record,

the

No

first

which bears two complete programs of dance
music by the Hotel Commodore Orchestra. The
of

record

can also be used for recording a

Tone

Mutilation of

full

selection of Herbert melodies, popular Gilbert

& Sullivan airs or selections from the operas,
and can provide a complete musical accompaniment for the dinner without changing discs.
At the appropriate moment the new longplaying phonograph, which had been carefully
curtained off, was disclosed to view and began
the playing of the forty-minute record for the
edification

of

the

dealers,

and

the

dramatic

14-inch mahogany wood bell. Cast
aluminum tone chamber, and the

Music Master reproducing

unit.

T*rice complete

22
\J usic
Edison Console No.

3

New

Orleans, 22nd; Atlanta, 24th;
Pittsburgh, 28th; New York, 29th, and Boston,
September 30.
The executives were accompanied on their tour by the well-known vaudeDallas, 20th;

ville

team

of

Sherman & Ryan and by Miss

Ethel Stanley, the talented singer and dancer.
Alfred Hand and A. Barton, of the laboratory
staff, also accompanied the party, to arrange
the details of the meetings, which so far as
possible were held under the auspices of the
local Edison jobbing houses.
In his talk to the dealers Mr. Edison emphasized the permanence of the phonograph,
and why the Edison Co., while apparently inactive during the recent upset conditions in the
industry, had waited until the psychological
moment to introduce to the public of the country the new forty-minute record and the longplaying phonograph to accompany it, emphasiz-

Edison Console No. 4
presentation had an immediate

trations give

Not

Manufactured by

SUCCESS BATTERY MANUFACTURERS
35 Broadway

Brooklyn, N. Y.

are

some

idea of their appearance.

the least successful feature of the Edison

tour was the

amount

of attention

it

received

from the newspapers in each city where a meeting was held. The long-playing record made a
strong appeal to the news writers, with the
result that in most cases the story of the
meeting and the demonstration made the first
page of the dailies and in several instances
quotations by Mr. Edison were sent out by the
Associated Press service.
In order to give dealers some idea of the
activities at present prevailing at the Edison
plant in Orange a motion picture was run at
each meeting showing the various departments

phonograph plant in operation.
On his return from the tour Mr. Walsh stated
that the new long-playing phonographs and

of

For the Better Merchant
High-grade Dry Cell CERTIFIED B. & C. Batteries and Dry Cell B. & C. Success Batteries

The new

effect.

produced in a new finish,
known as "Trafalgar" brown. They are of
the console type and the accompanying illus-

instruments

the

made such

a strong impression that a
flood of orders was placed immediately for the
new products, which will be officially released
to the trade about October 15.

records

Master Horn

Speaker stancis out as
the acknowledged amplifying

musical

instrument of

radio.

The
is

distinguishing feature
the
amplifying bell

made

of selected, seasoned

ivood,

it

insures

the

rich,

mellow sweetness conceived
by the old violin makers.

Do Not Accept a Substitute
Havid S. Ludlum,

Betzwood,

Trustee

Pa.

Port Kennedy P. O.

Music

who appreciate the
of Atwater Kent's delightconcerts will miss a lot these
lovers

artistry

ful

coming Sunday evenings if they do
not own a Music Master Horn
Speaker.
This advertisement is appearing in the
Saturday Evening Post, October 30th

j
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Leo Potter Re-enters Radio Industry With
New and Improved Thermiodyne Receiver
Ther-

the

best-

of

M.

Lubricant makes the Motor make good.
Is prepared in the proper consistency, will not run
out, dry up or become sticky or rancid. Remains in
its

in

Thermiodyne, as well

and designed to bring in stations
within two or three hundred miles with an
indoor aerial, according to Mr. Potter, who

executives in the radio industry, has
announced his re-entry into the radio manufacturing field.
Having acquired the trade name

quin

Electric

Co.,

as control of the Algon-

Poughkeepsie,

Y.,

Mr.

The new Thermiodyne

tuning.

is

form

original

Put up in I. 5,
This lubricant

indefinitely.

25 and 50-pound cans for dealers.
is
also put up in 4-ounce cans to
retail at 25 cents each under the trade name of
10,

FIIRFKA

TALKING
-.v^a^a^A^r^ NOISELESS
MACHINE LUBRICANT

separate vernier controls, entirely independent
of the condensers, thus insuring more delicacy

known

1926

Ilsley's

—

of the

15,

GRAPHITE PHONO
If
F V'^
KM^JKul^
J SPRING
LUBRICANT

Well-Knov/n Executive, Foimerly President of Thermiodyne Radio Corp., Has Accuired Trade
Name and Control of Algonquin Electric Co. New Receiver Has Many Outstanding Features

Leo Potter, formerly president
miodyne Radio Corp. and one

October

iVrvte tor scectai rro{:>ontton to jobber

ILSLEY-DOUBLEDAY &

entirely

CO,, 229-231 Front

St..

NewYork

shielded

states that local stations

out any aerials

may

be received with-

and distant stations with an

outdoor aerial to a far greater

e.xtent

than the

Thermiodyne.
In housing the new Thermiodj'ne in a metal
cabinet, Mr. Potter stated that the purpose

original

of

innovation was,

this

first,

to

attain

better

reception, due to the additional shielding; sec-

ond, to cut the cost of shipment to the dealer
by approximately 50 per cent; third, to eliminate breakage and damage through handling
and shipping, and fourth, to manufacture the
metal cabinet in the Algonquin plant.
The
Algonquin Electric Co. is entirely independent
of all outside sources of supply except that of

Mr. Potter, who has manufactured mechanical and electrical devices over a.
period of twenty years, states that in his
C'pinion the Algonquin plant is one of the best
equipped in the United States for the manu-

raw materials.

Thermiodyne

set and speaker will shortly be
ready for demonstration to the trade and deliveries will start soon thereafter.
Mr. Potter founded the old Thermiodyne
Radio Corp. in November, 1924, and resigned
as president of that manufacturing organization

November,

in

1925.

Majestic Music Shop Has
a Fifth Birthday Party
Visitors to Store on Day of Anniversary Partake of Birthday Cake Special Drive Builds
Sales to Break Record

—

Minneapolis, Min^x., October 4.— The Majestic
Music Shop, featuring the Columbia and Bruns-

radio receivers, as well as other
appliances which the company will
produce in the near future.
Associated with Mr. Potter in the new venfacture

of

electrical

ture

are

many

of

his

former assistants

who

helped to make Thermiodyne a success during

Leo Potter
now preparing a forceful merchandiscampaign on
new and improved
a

Potter
ing

is

Thermiodyne

receiver,

which

is

seven-tube

a

master control set, consisting of three stages
tuned radio frequency, detector and three
stages of audio frequency, all shielded in a metal
cabinet finished in popular shades.
Some of the outstanding features which Mr.
Potter claims to be improvements over the old
Thermiodyne are a new master control device
which is so constructed that it cannot get out
of order, operating a bank of new condensers
with a 160-degree sweep, instead of 180 degrees,
thereby permitting the tuning in of stations
on a wave band of 190 to 550 meters and
of

Dealers

—

Tubes that make good

Sell

Write for

term in office as president of Thermiodyne
Radio Corp. W. E. Steinback, former president of Eisemann Magneto Co. and Algonquin
Electric Co., will have charge of manufacturing;
Robert J. Mompere, former chief engineer who
assisted in creating the Master Control Thermiodyne, will be chief engineer of the new
organization; Frank G. Jarabin, former assistant to Mr. Potter, will continue in the same
capacity, and the rest of the organization will
be composed of former leaders in the old
Thermiodyne company.
Mr. Potter also proposes to put on the market a new loud speaker, which is said to
incorporate features not to be found in any
the
market.
The new
speaker on
other
his

full details of the

Quality Line,

CeCo

"Birthday"

Window

monies. A birthday party was given and everyone visiting the store was invited to partake of
a piece of the huge five-layer birthday cake.
By a clever plan the names, addresses and
telephone numbers of all those entering the
store were secured for addition to the store's
mailing list.
In addition to celebrating the day as an
anniversary, a record volume of sales was
reached because there were a number of specials offered, in all of which the figure "five"
was prominent. For instance, five packages of
needles were offered, as were five records, five
dollars down on a phonograph sale were accepted and ukuleles were offered at five dollars.
The accompanying photograph shows the manner in which the window was attractively deco-

rated to celebrate the

READ

^'

n>» most ,;„U3„., ,

PSH/EO

^

t>'Oubla nf 2

^

Vou,.,

tnl^ed rn„

^^^^

^

birthday.

"1812" Overture Recording
Featured on a recent Columbia release was
Tschaikowsky's renowned composition, "1812"
Overture Solennelle, commemorative of Napoleon's Russian campaign and retreat from
Moscow. Recorded in five parts on three
Columbia New Process records by Sir Henry

Of you,. 3*-

my ef~„^.

fifth

Columbia Releases Complete

Mr. Huddy uses

'<» Biaj St

Pecord la tK^.

THIS LETTER

Shop

of Majestic

and other musical instruments, recently celebrated its fifth anniversary with fitting cere-

TUBES
a type for every radio need,
Write for complete data
sheet.

Wood,

J.

it

marks the

first

time that this re-

markable musical work has ever been recorded
in

its

entirety.

No

Napoleonic picture in the famous gallery
in Versailles, in which is depicted the history
of France, from its beginning down through
the centuries, is more realistic than this sound
picture of the debacle that changed the course
There are tonal effects in
of French history.
the recording which, before the advent of the
electrical process, it would have been impossible

the

to

obtain.

terrific

finale.

Particularly

The

bells

is

this

peal

reverberate with a lifelike power
that are almost beyond belief.

true

forth

of

and

and sonority

October

15,
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Radio

you

dealers who

know

reproduction

musltcal

and your customers

new
depth of tone, the new

demand

for the

Resonator

^^ur

is

built in

New York

during Radio Show
week proved a sensation to Radio and Acoustic Engineers
and Trade Journal Editors who acclaimed
private

showing

in

the foremost new development in Radio.
simplified control.
totally shielded

—

''A Radio
Attractively set in a

TKat You Can

Six tubes

—

Pfa}'"

brown mahogany period cabinet with

built in

(Ecfeojjijoiitc Resonator

No

other Radio has this distinctive feature

entirely different principle

—

drte iHuSical "^nsitrumcnt of

—

a

loud speaker of an

Babio

ECKHARDT CORVOKMIO^
WALTER
213 So. Broad Street

L.

ECKHARDT,

President

Philadelphia, Pa.
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Cincinnati Branch of Brunswick Co,
Moves to Larger and Better Quarters
Panatrope Course

in

Salesmanship Aiding Dealers

Increasing Sales
Cincinnati,
the

in

tions

October

O.,

demand

8.

—A

— Columbia

splendid increase

combina-

for talking machines,

and records came the

last

week

of Sep-

tember, together with the arrival of a cold wave
which caused people to forsake open-air amusements and seek entertainment in their homes.
In other words, the sales of talking machines
and records went up to a high point the minute
the

mercury went down

to a

low

point.

The

only drawback is the fact that even with their
increased production the manufacturers cannot
fully supply the demand, and therefore there is
still some shortage of instruments.

Brunswick Branch

The Brunswick

in

Co. has

New Home

moved

its

Cincinnati

branch from 701-3 Main street to 708-10 Broadway, where it has larger and better quarters
than before.
"The Brunswick Panatrope and

what we

still

call

'the

New

— Approach

of

Cool Weather Has Effect

of

Viva-tonal Line Displayed at Convention

Brunswick Instru-

ment' are being snapped up just as fast as tlie
factory can turn them out," explained E. A.
Wegert, an executive in the sales department.
"The coming of the Panatrope increased the
amount of the average sale of the dealer, and
thus his receipts and profits have increased accordingly," continued Mr. Wegert. "We found
that it required trained salesmen to 'put over'
better types of instruments, and for this
reason we have started the Panatrope course
in
salesmanship.
Men are taught how to
demonstrate, how to sell, how to reach a
broader market and other necessary things. The
dealers responded to this course in a wonderful
way, and they report that they were greatly
the

benefited."

Business Is Good, Says L. H. Ahaus
"Business is now wonderfully good," was the

holding us back is the inability to get enough
goods to supply the demand. Stock keeps coming in, but it goes right out again, and therefore we cannot show a very extensive line of
instruments, and in fact it is hard to keep
enough for demonstration purposes. Christmas
inquiries are beginning to come in, and this
early interest indicates plainly, that holiday
sales will be very large. Our record department
is breaking previous records, and there is every
reason to believe that the demand will continue

grow

until the

first

However, we are now able to place
improved talking machines in homes where
we could not place the old ones, and thus our
field is broadened and the number of sales has
increased, as well as the amount.
Radio, too,
as before.
the

is

moving

1926

much more

attention to talking

machines, and in view of this the new store has
been provided with several booths for demonstrations.

Featuring the Sonera Line
Music House, an uptown

Frank's

showing some handsome new

store,

designs

of

is

the

Sonora. It is also carrying a line of ukuleles,
banjos and other small goods, as well as having put in an increased stock of records.
Geo. P. Gross Co. Adds to Staff
Two new department heads have been appointed by George Gross, head of the Geo. P.
Gross Co., these being two charming young

Miss Mary Bushman,

ladies,

of the year."

Chubb-Steinberg Shop Busy
The demand for talking machines has increased wonderfully at the Chubb-Steinberg
Music Shop, according to Howard L. Chubb.
"The higher-priced talking machines are moving the most rapidly," he explained, "and for
this reason our sales-total would be larger if
we were only making the same number of sales

15,

increased to a high point and we will be sure to
break previous records this Fall and Winter."
Steinway & Sons in New Home
The store of Steinway & Sons is now in its
fine new home at 28 East Fourth street, where it
occupies four large floors.
In the future the
firm will pay

report at the Brunswick Shop, of which Louis
H. Ahaus is proprietor. "The only thing that is

to

October

in

record section, and Miss Marie
charge of the radio section.

J.

Adams

O.

charge of the
Fullilove,

in

Go. Prepares

an Attractive Billboard
Advertising, in its admitted importance to the
music dealer, is a problem requiring careful
study and much planning in the development
of new ideas and methods of presenting his

well."

Successful Columbia Exhibit
Rose Helberg, local manager

Miss
Columbia Phonograph

Co.,

is

much

the success of their exhibit at the

the

of

elated

at

Columbus con-

vention of the Ohio Music Merchants' Association, at which the Cincinnati office was represented by her and C. E. Kramer. "It was a wonderful convention, and we did a lot of business
there," explained Miss Helberg.

"Our

sales

have

Attractive Brunswick Billboard

merchandise to the

-^ufel^.
Novelty is the keynote to successful advertising, and it is the new
thought that carries the biggest punch, yet some

of the old and tried mediums which have served
long years of proved value are not to be over-

One of these is the billboard. Even
the old horse and buggy era billboards were
accepted as an effective means of promoting a
product, but since the automobile made the
looked.
in

Bifif

New

open road a playground for everyone they are
far

more

exceptionally
advertising is that

Udell Catalog

You

can make friends and money by stocking and selling this line now!
Radio Cabinets, Tables, Player Roll Cabinets and Console Talking Machines.
Our
complete lines are on permanent display at
the American Furniture Mart (space
1029), Chicago; and the Furniture Exchange
(space 314), 206 Lexington Ave., New York.
It will pay you well to see them there!

UDELL

BOTH

this

The

UDELL WORKS,
Eslublislicd

UDELL

values.

28th

St. at

187.?

Barnes Ave.,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Inc.

the

bit

of

billboard

worded message

J.

literally

passers-by, and

of

company.

A.
Write for Special l\ew Radio Catalog No. 8.5
NOW!~rhe Greatest Values iti Our Half
Century Experience

of

compels the
even though the
board has been completed but a short time Mr.
Adams has already noticed an awakened interest
in his store and the product he is exploiting.
"Hear the new electrically recorded light ray
Brunswick records at the J. O. Adams Music
Co.," with a half picture of a Brunswick record
and a large picture of the Cortez model of the
new musical instrument on which the Brunswick Co. is running its $5,000 name and slogan
contest, with appropriate wording, is the entire
story so attractively presented that it can be
read in one glance. This billboard was chosen
as "The Month's Best Display" by the Brunswick Pace-Maker, the official house organ of
tersely

splendid

attractive

O. Adams Co.,
Brunswick dealer of Wichita, Kan., in which it
features Brunswick's new musical instrument
and "light ray" method of recording.
The
attention

Kent Model 20 Compact
and Model 30. A typical
example oi the many

valuable.

An

W.

Harris Goes Abroad

A. W. Harris, chief engineer of the Amplion
Corp. of America, manufacturer of Amplion
loud speaker products, sailed recently on the
steamship "Princess of Canada" of the Canadian
Pacific Line, for a visit to the factories abroad.

Mr. Harris will confer with the factory executives
regarding various plans for the coming year and
will probably return to his desk the end of the
month.

—
OcTonER

15,
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Model "A'
Licensed and ManufacPat. No. 1414801
Ideal for the home, combining superior tone and volume with decoraMahogany sounding
tive elegance.
board gives rich resonance and power
Can be used on conto the tone.
sole, or hung on wall. Complete with
easel base and silk hanging cord,
17 yi

inch.

tured

What

wants
Women

woman

every

S

cast the de-

ciding vote in 85%
of radio equipment
They
purchases.
decorative
as
want
technical
well
as

Stevens Speakers
Superiority

tevens models.
is

upon
which

based

features

many

the

exclusive

combine

to

maice

perfect radio reproduction.

—

yours.

is

And

speakers
Stevens
their
intercapture
est on both counts
obvious beauty and
adaptability to interior decoration, and
superior reproduction quality
that is equally apparent.

show them

there are no
comebacks or returns
Stevens Speakers
make good from the

the

—

start.

and

That

why

is

Stevens sales have
increased by leaps
bounds.
Share in the

success

of

this

fast

that

is

it

absolutely damp-proof.

curve of
sound reproduction

"B"

141/2

inches

"A"

and

in

Canada

is

it

the

only

dia-

famous "Conoidal" shape which, combined with

phragm formed
the

Stevens

in the

"non-freezable"

armature

anced

unit,

bal-

affords

a

greater range of tones and overtones

than any other commercial speaker.

Hear

it

and

see

Stevens Speakers

Price $16.50
the Rockies

scientific

Furthermore,

but smaller.
Has
Burtex diaphragm, resonant wood sounding board, and powerful balanced armature
unit, giving remarkable volume with highest
tone quality. Ideal for a small room. Finished in rich, mahogany shades to match
many of the standard sets.

Made

—

which makes possible the
only seamless diaphragm on the
market. It is a fabric base, formed
under tension and impregnated so
material

The

Similar to Model

West of

The unique Stevens diaphragm is
made of "Burtex" a new scientific

selling

line.

MODEL

^^^F Stevens

^

J

Demonstrate
their
performance in comparison
with
any
others^
and the sale

quality.

Just

n5

a speaker

in

Under

for

yourself

why

SELL!

.r

slightly higher

by the Pioneers in Cone Speakers

eakers
Company,

Inc.

46-48 E. Houston

St.,

New York City

—
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Lyman and His

Orchestra,

1926

THE ORIGINAL 10-RECORD NEEDLE PUT UP

Brunswick

ATTRACTIVE COUNTER DISPLAYS

IN

Whiteman's

and

Paul
Orchestra
Stimulate Sales of Their Recordings

Artists,

15,

WALL-KANE

Trade Activities in
Los Angeles Field
Abe

October

PROTECT TOUR RECORDS BY USINO

THEORIOINAL TEN TIME NEEDLE
Los Angeles, Cal., October
chestras
city

of

are
their

4.

— Two

engaged

Marino,

a

PLH TEM BtCOBDS ON «« PnOHOSRAPII)

now back in Los Angeles, the
origin.
Abe Lyman and His

Orchestra have returned to the Cocoanut
Grove, Ambassador Hotel, while Paul Whiteman's Orchestra is performing every day at
Graumann's Million Dollar Theatre.
Big advertisements in the daily papers were made by
the leading music stores and Brunswick and
Victor record departments, respectively, have
increased business and
sales
for
received
Brunswick and Victor records.
Sherman, Clay & Co. Give Notable Banquet
A most enjoyable and successful banquet was
given by Sherman, Clay & Co. to Victor dealers of southern California and to the members
Griffith
of their staffs and sales departments.
P. Ellis was host and chairman and during the
evening he announced that over two hundred
guests were present from forty-seven different
dealers.
Otto May, Pacific Coast representative
of the Victor Co., was a special guest and later
addressed the assembled guests on the latest
plans and developments of the Victor Co. The
banquet was held in the dining rooms of the
Mary Louise in the Barker Bros.' Building,
and through the courtesy of J. W. Boothe,
manager of the music department of Barker
Bros., the guests adjourned, after dinner, to
Barker's Auditorium, where they were entertained by several members of Paul Whiteman's
Orchestra and by Mr. Whiteman himself. Mr.
demonstration of the new Electrola,
Ellis'
"Tuscany," was received with tumultuous applause from the audience.
Harold Jackson Resigns
Harold Jackson, manager of the phonograph
and radio departments of the Wiley B. Allen
Co., Los Angeles, resigned from his position
on October 1. He is one of the most popular
members of the music trade in southern California and has been for many years identified
with the phonograph business. He is now busily

(tkCM KttOLt CU«I»NTS EO TO

great or-

selling

in

beautiful

attractive

suburb

of

lots

in

San

Los Angeles,
in the An-

living Andrews, formerly partner

GIVES

YOU 150% PROFIT

Also Jazz, Concert, Petmecky and Best Tone Phonograph Needles

WALl-KANE NEEDLE MFG.

CO., Inc., 3922-14th Ave., Brookljn, N. Y.

drews Talking Machine Co., has been appointed
manager of the phonograph and radio department of the Wiley B. Allen Co. by E. Palmer
Tucker, Los Angeles general manager, and
will prove a worthy successor to Harold Jack-

querque. She has a host of friends among the
general public, who buy from her with implicit confidence, and she has the affectionate
regard of all in the trade. Upon her return,
Irving Westphal, in charge of the phonograph

son.

department of the Southern California Music
Co., with the fullest endorsement of all, from
President Uhl to the basement stockroom staff,
reinstalled her to her former position. Finally,
it
might be mentioned for the information
of those who have not been fortunate enough
to meet Miss Brown, that her name should be

Miss Brown Returns to Los Angeles
Mrs. Alice Brown, who is known throughout
southern California phonograph land as "Miss
Brown," has returned to Los Angeles after
spending several months in Albuquerque, New
Mexico, where she went with her son for the
benefit of the latter's health.
Miss Brown has
been for a number of years in the phonograph
record business, first in the wholesale where
she became known to numerous phonograph
dealers throughout the territory and latterly in
the retail department of the Southern California Music Co., where she was in charge of
the record department when she left for Albu-

—

Mrs. O'Brien.

September Freshman Net

—

Sales Total

Over a Million

Net Sales of Chas. Freshman Co. for Month
September Were $1,007,575.07, According

of
to

Statement Sent Stockholders

Net sales of Chas. Freshman Co., Inc., New
York, for the month of September were $1,007,575.07, according to a statement which has just
been mailed to stockholders by Chas. Freshman,
president of the organization. It is pointed out
lhat these figures show an increase of 49 per

For Talking Machines
Not the least of the reasons behind the popularity of the
made by the American Felt Company for talking machine
poses

is

felts

pur-

of experience in advising talking

machine manufac-

what grade

of felt to use for this or that purpose
experience in answering scores of felt questions these things
count when felt purchases are to be made.

—

Specify American Felts

— made

by an organization

of felt

specialists.

of

1926

entire year of 1925

were

$1,607,879.99.

estimated that our net profits for this
year are running on about the same percentage
as in 1925," said Mr. Freshman.
"Therefore,
our net profits for this entire year should show
an increase in approximate proportions to each
increase in sales. Unfilled orders on hand from
our authorized dealers are far in excess of any
volume that we have heretofore enjoyed. It is
apparent that our sales for the month of
October and the remainder of the year will
show a substantial increase over the correis

sponding months of 1925."

Fred Kling a Proud Daddy

AMERICAN FELT COMPANY
211 Congress

sales for the first nine months
show an increase of 50 per cent over
the same period in 1925.
Commenting on this
showing, Mr. Freshman recalls that the net
profits of the company before taxes for the

Total

442.69.

"It

the service rendered.

Years
turers

cent in the net sales of the company as compared with September, 1925, which were $676,-

St.,

Boston

325

114 E. 13th
So. Market Street, Chicago

St.,

New York

City

Bruno & Son,

Inc., Newand importer of musical
merchandise, is receiving congratulations upon
the advent of Frederick Perry Kling.

Fred Kling,

York

of

C.

City, wholesaler

October

l.'i,
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Florida Dealers Report
Large Hurricane Losses
Reports

Show That Many Music Houses

capacity Mr. Turner has had excel-

official

lent opportunities to see the hurricane district

and o'bserve conditions in
"The situation is simply

Red Cross

will put

states:
is

re-

to work who is
make business better than

it has ever been.
It will give Florida that sympathetic assistance she needs, and as the climate
is the same as it always has been, the greatest

in the world, the spirit of the people and the
rebuilding will make it so that the effects of
the storm could not be seen unless seen at the

present moment."
Among the establishments which suffered
heavy damages were S. Ernest Philpitt & Son,
whose St. Petersburg store sustained a loss of

over $10,000, and suffered a loss of $100,000
the

Miami Beach

Philpitt

store

Music

sufferer,

Lauderdale, was a
Mcintosh estimating his
personal losses at about $15,000 and indirect
losses at about $50,000, and the Paula Music
Shop, of Cocoanut Grove, which was wrecked
entirely, together with the factory in which
Paula phonographs were made.
In addition
dealers

Fort

Co.,

to

indicate

Mr.

the
that

losses

they

stated
will

all

suffer

of the
heavily

from losses sustained on musical instruments
sold on instalments and which were in homes
that were badly damaged or totally destroyed.
In every case, however, the dealers announce
their intentions of immediately clearing away
the effects of the calamity and resuming business as usual with high hopes that a bigger and
better business will arise.

New York Firm

at

and a further loss at the
Miami proper; the Biscayne

Chartered

store,

in

Music Co., whose Miami store was entirely
wrecked but was fortunate in having the Coral
Gables establishment intact so that business is
being conducted there as usual; the C. T. Mc-

in

intosh

heavy

everybody

able to work, and will

overtook the Eastern
The calamity
coast of Florida last month and roused the
world at the terrific loss of life and capital
took its toll of music establishments, which in
some cases lost many thousands of dollars'
worth of property and merchandise, yet, from
the dozens of letters which have been received
by The World from dealers who were located
in districts that were in the path of the hurricane, the outstanding characteristic attitude of
the "dealers is that of thankfulness for having
escaped with life and an optimistic spirit toward
Perhaps the attitude of the
a quick recovery.
dealers can best be summed up in the words of
A. Turner, proprietor of music stores in
J.
Miami, West Palm Beach, Tampa and St.
Petersburg, who is also chairman of the State

which

American Red Cross, and

He

Everyone

there will be fifty-nine millions or
more in insurance money sent into the hurricane district and rehabilitation work by the

—

of the

lines.

this:

building;

in

Stricken Section Are Heavy Losers Attitude
of Dealers Is One of Optimism and Courage

Committee

all

137

The Cantor Cabinet

Co.,

New

York, was

radio apparatus with a capital stock of $5,000.
H. H. Romanof, S. A Hirsh and H. Epstein are
named.
.

The Masterpiece
of Masterpieces
cNew and Improve d

creshman
SaSTERPIEci

It is

the most perfect radio that has ever been

designed.

It is

just

what

matter

how

is

artistic

is

massive

—

it

beautiful.

is

It

For no

wanted for the home.

exquisite the furnishings are, this

genuine

mahogany upright console

will lend additional beauty.

—the thing that makes

it

wonderf ul

is its

tone

quality. The large cone speaker has been designed to exactly match Freshman's new

QUALITY

radio receiver.

This special cone

speaker easily handles the full power that
this

new

set delivers.

Shielded-All Metal
Front and Sub-Panel

^ Qenuine RCA Radiotrons^
are

A

Freshman

recommended

for use with
Masterpiece Receivers

special

package

containing

1

UX n2

power tube, 1 UX 200A detector tube and
matched and
3 UX 201A amplifying tubes
tested for the set in which they are shipped,
sold by Authorized Freshman Dealers.
is

—

^

re-

cently incorporated at Albany to manufacture

r

Sold to Authorized
Freshman Dealers Only
Chas. Freshman Co., Inc.
Freshman Building, New York
2626 W. Washington Blvd., Chicago

%c Most Perfectly Toned Radio Ever Produced

—
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Daniels Take on the
Columbia Viva-tonal Line and Records

Denton, Cottier

Demand for New Columbia Product — Brunswick Panatropes and
Demand — Freed-Eisemann Dealers Hold Brief Convention— Other Trade Chat

E. L. Wallace Reports Strong

Records

in

Big

October 6.— Preparations for the
machine business in the history of BuiTalo are being made by dealers here.
Jobbers in all the leading lines are rushed with
orders for early delivery, and indications point
to a phenomenal instrument and record season.
Radio also is playing a big part in the early
Fall prosperity of music dealers in this district.

Buffalo, N.

most

Y.,

active talking

Interest throughout the entire Niagara frontier

and the Chautauqua section has been stimulated
through radio shows in the various localities.
Big Brunswick Demand
Brunswick mechanical instruments are leaving
the distributing offices for dealers throughout
the territory as rapidly as they arrive, according

George M. Jensen, who predicts a shortage in
The Panatrope P-1 model,
made particularly popular here through its
to

the popular models.
ability to operate

This will be a

the city,

Power Tube
Year
Equip your sets up to the
minute with

i

TX-112 Power Tubes
TX-200-A Gas Filled Detector
i

$6.50 and $5.00 respectively
far

more

generous than even you expect.

Tubes

lEclRgfj

by the pioneer
manufacturers of independ-

are

built

The best engient tubes.
experience
skill,
neering
and know^ledge gained from
years of specialization are
incorporated in Tectron
Tubes.

They

absolutely guaranteed against all defects
no arguments no reservations.
Defective tubes are
replaced
in
twenty-four
hours.
are

—

Our

201-A's and
99's
have been successfully merchandised by some of the
1

largest jobbers

ment

and depart-

stores since 1920.

Samples and Discounts on Request

TECTRON RADIO CO,
1270 Broadway

-

-

New York

is

a leader in

volume

of

sales,

but

dealers are oversold.

There has never been such a demand for
Brunswick records as that of the past month,
according to Mr. Jensen. Vocalion records also
are in very good demand. Appearance of Carl
Fenton and His Orchestra stimulated sales in
his Brunswick records recently.
The volume of sales in, Brunswick records in
the Jamestown district has never before been
equaled. The records are exploited weekly
from station
during Brunswick dinner
hour, from that station, under auspices of the
Stranburg & Swanson music house of that city.
Distributors Are Optimistic

WOCL

Curtis

TlclRgN
—but — the discounts are

now

sets are

N.

Andrews

said

business has

never

been better during the month of September,
nor has the Fall and Winter outlook been

Fada radio business
has been very encouraging. Dealers are quite
enthusiastic over the new Fada models, Mr.
Andrews reports, and are greatly pleased over
their reception by the public.
Record sales during the past two months

brighter in this territorj'.

have been phenomenal, according to M.' O. Grinnell, of the Buffalo Talking Machine Co.
Dealers are accepting the new albums and October
records with much enthusiasm and anticipate an
unprecedented demand in the new records. The
Buffalo Talking Machine Co. has added to
its line, in addition to the Victor products and
Federal
radio,
the
Pathex motion picture
camera.
The company has exclusive distribution rights in western New York and northern
Pennsylvania.
Important New Columbia Account
Opening of the Columbia account with Denton, Cottier & Daniels, by E. L. Wallace, caps
all other achievements of this new manager of
the local distributing offices for Columbia. This
old and conservative music house has taken on
the complete Viva-tonal line, together with a
complete stock of Columbia records.
Mr. Wallace reports acceptance of the Vivatonal by the public in general as astounding in
its spontaneousness.
Dealers who have placed
the
Columbia line in the past couple of
months are doing a lively business. Records
also are moving in good volume.
Freed-Eisemann Dealers Meet
The Wholesale Radio & Equipment Co., distributor in this section for Freed-Eisemann radio
sets, entertained 150 dealers from western NewYork and northern Pennsylvania at a half-day

convention in the Lafayette recently. Thos. A.
White, manager, presided at the convention.
Alexander Eisemann, of Brooklyn, treasurer of
the

Freed-Eisemann

Co.,

was

the

principal

He predicted the present year would
be the biggest year in the history of his company, or in radio in general. He said by October 15 the daily output of his factory would
speaker.

sets.

N. D. Patti, factory rep-

more than 3,000,000 radio
use in American homes. Edw.

in

Davenport urged

closer co-operation between
manufacturer, jobber and dealer in the company's advertising campaigns.

Iroquois Sales Corp. Oversold

"We

are oversold in practically

phonographs,"
Corp.,

all

models of

F. C. Clare, of the Iroquois Sales

"The $195 model in the Masterexceptionally popular.
are also

said.

phonic

is

We

getting good results in the Berg line, which was
recently added to our stock. The Vincennes is

proving a very good

and

line,

offers

an

at-

In records, Mr.
Clare said, the Polish Okeh records are leading
all others in demand.
All foreign records are
selling well. Crosley radio is keeping up its proverbial popularity here.
tractive dealer

current, the prevailing current in residences of

many

List

on a twenty-five-cycle electric

be 3,000 receiving

resentative, said that

proposition."

A
One

Bold Raid

of the boldest raids yet reported in the

was perpetrated recently in the
Federal Radio Corporation, this
city, when K. L. Henderson, of the research
laboratories, and H. E. Anderson, head of the
order department, were kidnaped in broad
daylight by a band of fellow workers. The victims were carried off by automobile to the
Frontier Inn, at Lewiston, and there subjected
to hours of amateur entertainment.
The motive of the abduction seems to have been the
fact that both men are soon to be married. Just
before the kidnaping each received a letter of
solemn warning, but it was then too late for
escape. These letters offer the only clue to the
ringleaders.
The signatures are said to include the names of President L. E. Forbes, VicePresident L. C. F. Horle, and others as well
radio industry
offices

of the

known

in the plant,

and quite prominent

in the

radio industry.

Both victims were permitted to return unharmed to their homes. They maintain their
original attitude, and are said to be making preparations

make

to

carry

out

their

earlier

plans

to

the "I do" vow.

Brief but Interesting
J.

J.

McGeehan, former Victor factory

sentative in

the

and returned to

repre-

Buffalo district, has resigned,

New York

City.

Fischer is manager of the music store of
the J. N. .^dam Co., succeeding H. R. Russell.
O. J. Loersch has joined the sales staff of the
Buffalo Talking Machine Co.
The Master Music Co., 263 Portage Road,
Niagara Falls, was recently opened.
C.

J.

N. Smith & Son have moved their music
from Mt. Morris to Dansville, N. Y.
Whinihan Brothers, Sam and Paul, have
opened an attractive music store at 740 Elmwood avenue.
The music trade of this vicinity was shocked
to learn of the death of Charles Kurtzmann,
member of the well-known famih- of piano
manufacturers, which occurred recently. Mr.
Kurtzmann, after serving many years in the
piano manufacturing plant bearing that name,
J.

store

founded by his father. Christian Kurtzmann,
opened a retail music store on Main street. It
was operated up to the time of his death. He
was seventy-four years old. The widow survives.
Howard Funk has opened a branch radio store
He is head of the
at 3017 Delaware avenue.
Bison Radio & Specialty Co., 1509 Fillmore
avenue.

For the Better Merchant
High-grade Dry Cell CERTIFIED B. & C. Batteries and Dry Cell B. & C. Success Batteries
Manufactured by

SUCCESS BATTERY MANLJFACTURERS
35 Broadway

Brooklyn, N. Y.
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1/ ^Tiingar
is

line

now complete

For quick turnover, assured profits and satisfied
customers, stock and push the entire Tungar line. It
is now complete. There is a Tungar for every radio
battery charging requirement— every one a quality
product made by General Electric. And the 2 and 5
ampere sizes will charge auto batteries, too.
Ask your Tungar distributor today to ship you some of
each. They will sell quickly and profitably.

Tu nda r
REG. U.S

PAT. OFF.

BATTERY CHARGER
—

Tungar a registered trademark — is found only
on the genuine. Look for it on the name plate.

GENERAL ELECTRIC

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

MERCHANDISE DEPARTMENT

BRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT
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Annual

Pacific

Northwest Radio Show

Month

Feature of

in Portland

—

Trade

—The

—

Kellogg receiving sets and speakers; Vern L.
Wenger Music Co., Kolster and Radiola receiving sets and loud speakers; Howard Radio

The show was a comfrom every standpoint, the 100
booths exhibiting the finest and best from practically every important radio manufacturer in

Distributing Co., Howard receiving sets; Velvetone Radio Corp., Velvetone; National Carbon

drew over
plete

the

6.

15,000 persons.

success

country, while the

entertainment features
*

were of the highest standard.

Hotel Portland in their honor,
all attending the opening of the show in a body.
Among the exhibitors were: Western Auto
Supply Co., Air patrol receiving sets; StewartWarner Speedometer Corp., Stewart-Warner
sets, speakers and tubes; Sherman, Clay & Co.,
Gilfillan receiving sets; Stubbs Electric Co.,
Kolster, Grebe receiving sets, Cunningham tubes
and Eveready batteries; H. A. Killam-A. S.
Lindstrom Co., Apex receiving sets, Balkite
trickle chargers and power units, Dudlo wire and
small parts; C. E. Gay, Ferguson and Thorola
and Utah loud speakers, Silver-Marshall, Marco
and other parts, Storad eliminators; Kellogg
Switchboard & Supply Co., Kellogg receiving
sets and speakers; Lipman, Wolfe & Co., Stromberg-Carlson, Freshman; Freeman's Radio Shop,
at the

batteries; P.

J.

Cronin Co., King

receiving sets. Peerless and Utah loud speakers.
Majestic "B" eliminators; Gould Battery Co.,

Multnomah "A" and "B"

The Oregon association was host to out-oftown radio men, on opening night, holding a
banquet

Eveready

Co.,

batteries,

Syncromonic
J. F. Mor-

receiving sets, Thorola loud speakers;

Vesta batteries and accessories; Q R
Co., Red Top tubes; Radio Headquarters, Atwater Kent, Fada, Howard and
Radiola receiving sets; Portland Music Co.,
Radiola receiving sets and loud speakers; Marshall-Wells Co., Crosley and Freed-Eisemann
receiving sets and loud speakers; Sunset Electric Co., Atwater Kent receiving sets and loud
speakers, USL wet batteries, Eveready batteries,
Co.,

rell

S

Music

Cunningham tubes; Electric Corp.,
Magnavox and Stromberg-Carlson
sets

Federal,
receiving

and loud speakers; Northwest Auto Equip-

ment

Co.,

Crosley

receiving

sets,

Utah

loud

Meier & Frank Co., Atwater
Kent, Radiola, Grebe and other receiving sets;
Oregon Institute of Technolog\- Y. M. C. A.
radio school; Portland Broadcast Listeners' asWatson Radio Corp.,
sociation; Hallock &
speakers,

parts;

PRECISION

flRBORPHONEjIF^'^

1926

service;

second annual
Pacific Northwest Radio Exposition, held at the
public auditorium September 21 to 25, inclusive,

Portland, Ore., October

15,

Halowat receiving sets; Bob Smith Antenna
Brown's Radio Shop, Federal, Radiola,

Is

Exposition Attracts Crowds Exceeding 15,000 Practically All Manufacturers Are Represented
by Exhibits Wiley B. Allen Co. Discontinues Portland Branch Other News

—

October

Crosley,
Stromberg-Carlson
receiving
sets;
Precision Electric Manufacturing Co., battery
chargers, eliminators and parts; L. C. Warner
Co.,

Fada receiving

sets,

Fada and Farrand loud

speakers. Majestic "B" eliminators, Exide bat-

Willard Storage

teries;

and

Battery Co., batteries

Lockwood-Morrison
Shamrock and Splitdorf receiving
sets, Splitdorf and Western Electric loud speakers. Western Electric power units; Lectro Manufacturing & Sales Co., Magnavox, Kolster and
Shamrock receiving sets; Detsch & Co., WadsCo.,

battery
Globe,

eliminators;

worth loud speakers, Sterling meters, etc.;
Langhorne Manufacturing Co., Custom built Infratdyne receiving sets; Philbin Manufacturing
Co., Philbin trickle chargers and "A" and "B"
National Lead Battery Co.,
National batteries; E. L. Knight Electric Co.,
electric radio supplies; Grand Electric Co., Atwater Kent receiving sets and loud speakers;
Pacific States Electric Co. and Radio Corporation of America, Radiola receiving sets, loud
speakers and tubes.
After doing business in Portland for fiftythree years the Wiley B. Allen Co. announces
that it will close out its local store at 148 Fifth
battery chargers;

and retire from the Pacific Northwest
For the accommodation of former cus-

street
field.

tomers the firm will maintain an administration
and service office in Portland.
Arthur Bergh, of New York, musical supervisor of the Columbia Phonograph Co., paid
Portland a visit for the purpose of recording
Cole McElroy's Spanish Ballroom Orchestra
for the Columbia Co.
This is said to be the
first time that a recording expedition has been
made to the Pacific Northwest. This expedition,

New York

City, made records last
before coming to Portland.
Jackie Senders Orchestra, of the Olympic Hotel,
and Douglas Richardson, radio singing star,
were recorded there. Cole McElroy's orchestra
was put under an exclusive Columbia contract

sent out of

week

Seattle,

in

tor a period.

"When one stops to think that Paul Whiteman, George Olsen, Art Hickman and Paul Ash
were Pacific Coast hits before they made their
bows to the East, one realizes why we are out

/IRBORPHONE

making records of
Bergh said.

outstanding orare using Pacific Coast compositions almost exclusively in
these West Coast recordings, to give the records
an additional Western tang. We are establishing a record-making plant at Oakland, so as to
get the discs to dealers a good deal in advance
of present practice." Assisting Mr. Bergh in the
recording here were R. T. Friebus, electrical engineer, and John Gloetzner, recording technician,
here

the

chestras," Mr.

both of

Exquisite beauty of

L. D. Heater, prominent distributor of phono-

Rocky

Okeh and Odeon

records, radios and
announces having taken
over the distribution of the Ultra-Phonic reproducer, made by the Audak Co., and reports

graphs,

m.usical merchandise,

splendid success

*60
in

York; W. H. Lawton, of Seattle,
manager, and Randall Bargelt,

sales

sales representative of Portland.

cabinet design is excelled
only by superior performance on aU wave lengths

AtW $5

New

Northwest

'bAoxmtai-n axxA Pacific

"We

with this

accessory, of

little

which the first shipment is completely sold out,
with advance orders already taking care of the
second shipment. George K. Brown, formerly
assistant manager of the Columbia Phonograph
Co., of Los Angeles, has been appointed by Mr.
Heater to look after his southern California in-

Coast States

terests.

L. Lundsford, formerly of Wills

Music Store,

Salem, Ore., and who opened a .Portland
store at Sixth and Salmon street, known as the
Portland Music Co., placing it under the management of B. H. Barber, has gone into business
for himself in Salem and established an attractive and well-stocked store in that city at 355
of

f-K

ECIS ION

327 South Main street

PRODUCTS
Ann

C O

North High

.

Arbor. Michigan

T. K.
-

tiational Factory Representativts

Piano

Co., of Seattle,

representative of the

SANFORD BROS.

Brunswick

30 W. Walton
CHICAGO

of A.

.

Place
.

ILL.

street.

Pym, formerly with

R.

manager

Co.,

the

Bush & Lane

has been appointed

Spokane

district

field

for the

according to an announcernent

^IcKinley, Pacific Northwest district
of the company.

October
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Freshman Product
Has Outstanding Features

Latest

product of Chas. Freshman Co.,
"Masterpiece of Masterpieces," is built
a richly grained mahogany cabinet of soft

Edison dealers in the metropolitan territory
gathered at the Hotel Commodore on September 29 to attend the dinner at which Charles
Edison, president of Thomas A. Edison, Inc.,
was the guest of honor. Other Edison executives who attended the meeting and banquet
were Arthur L. Walsh, vice-president and gen-

With

Equipped
Operated From

The

of

—

Cone

latest

Inc., the
in

Meeting and Banquet

at

Greet Charles Edison, President of Thomas A.
Edison, Inc., at Hotel Commodore, Inspect
New Machines and Hear Forty-Minute Record

"Masterpiece

The

(ifficials

Masterpieces" Is
Be
Speaker Can
Electric Light Socket

Freshman

141

eral

manager

Thomas

phonograph division

the

of

A. Edison, Inc., and P.

had been rejuvenated, a
creasing demand.

Window

evidenced by

Sign for Dealers

&

service department of C. Bruno & Son,
Victor distributor. New York City, has been
the originator of many valuable displays for
Victor
retailers.
The newest development
along this line prepared by C. I'runo & Son, Inc.,
is an attractive hand-painted window sign featuring the Orthophonic Victrola.
This sign
disphiys the phrase created by C. Bruno & .Son,
Inc., when the Orthophonic instrument was first

of

produced, "A new creation for the nation." Then
f^-Uows the wording, "the Orthophonic Victrola
hear it." This sign is painted in a number of
blending colors and is cut out so as to place
in its center a model of the Orthophonic Victrola. A number of these signs have been made
;iiul arc lacing loaned to dealers.

Orange.
Mr. Edison made a brief address, after which
the dealers listened to a demonstration of the

—

recently,

and inspected several new models of Edison
phonographs which arc now ready for tlic

AU'Sterling^^ Quality with a

Wide Range

and a Varied

Selection of

Eliminators
of Masterpieces"

and equipped witli a cone speaker. This
model, kno.wn as 6-F-ll, is illustrated herewith.
employs a circuit using tuned radio freIt
quency, with which no extra compensating or
finish

STERLING BATTERY
ELIMINATORS MAKE

adjusting controls are necessary. This is said
and tuning is made easier

to eliminate noises

and

selectivity increased.

Among
ceiver

the outstanding features of this reneatness and symmetry of the

The

designed for
the use of power tubes and has an all-metal
In conjunction
shielded front and sub-panel.
with the ABC power supply unit, which the
Freshman Co. manufactures, the console can be
operated direct from the light socket.
parts and layouts.

6-F-ll

is

Announces Improvement to
Saxophonic Reproducer
The Mutual Phono Parts Mfg. Corp., New
York City, has announced an important improvement
this

Every Prospect a Customer

the

is

in

the Saxophonic reproducer which

company manufactures.

now made with
diaphragm.

A.

This reproducer is
patented hand spun metal
P. Frangipane, secretary and
a

the small
or multi-tube
— for the
FOR
man or laborer — for the radio
or non-

R-97

No.

set

"B & C"

POWER

technical

Supplies up to 180
volts

at

milli-

50

Especially adapted for multi-tube
sets using 171 or

Remember,

power tubes.
Featured by adjustable "C" volt0-60
volts.
ages,
Absolutely undisturbed by

hum

the

rich

set

critic

is

hill

a

model

Sterling

Battery

every time.

"B" Power No. 97 and 99 were
by thousands of radio dealers whose

Sterling

opinion on specifications was obtained before building
The "Sterling" is the RADIO
the device itself.
DEALER'S
CHOICE for the staple market.

OWN

or

Gives

A

Sterling product never
"service after sales."

remarkable
improvement in tone

Price

quality.

— there

fill

really designed

210

distortion.

mind

Eliminator to

amperes.

complete
with Raytheon

eats

up your

profits

in

R-97

Tube,

Ask

us to mail you the 32-page book showing "Radio
Necessities" for service and home use.

including

"C" voltage

taps.

manager of the company, reports that the
trade has manifested much interest in this new
diaphragm and that heavy orders are being resales

Mr.
for the Saxophonic reproducer.
Frangipane reports that patents on the new
diaphragm had been obtained in the United
States, England, France, and other countries.
ceived

E. J. Graine to Devote

Time
Miss E.

to

Craine,

J.

Literary
who

has

RADIO
EQUIPMENT

Work

been publicity

mantwo years has
been associated with the Eagle Radio Co., Newdirector for a

number

ufacturers, and

.ark,

N.

company

J.,

in

who

of leading radio set

has severed connections with that
order to devote all of her time to

literary work.

Miss Craine is the author of several books,
and she recently contracted to write a series of
stories for one of the larger magazines. During
with radio set manufacturers
Miss Craine succeeded in interesting many peoInple of prominence in her firm's product.
variably she was able to get photographs of
these persons operating radio sets and these
photographs later gained wide circulation.
her

association

THE STERLING MFG.

for the past

CO.

Cleveland, Ohio
MODEL R-99
"B" POWER
Supplies
volts

at

up
50

to

180

milliara-

Price

R-99,

complete with
theon tuhe,

Ray-

peres.

$45.00

Son

The

Co., of

Freshman "Masterpiece

in-

Inc.,

Burns, sales
manager of the Edison Phonograph Distributing

of Prices

fact

phonograph

Prepared by Bruno

J.

new forty-minute record introduced

company

dealers agreed with the

that public interest in the

MODEL

RT-41

For sets having 2 to 5 large
tubes or any number of peanut
tubes.
Has adjustable detector

and amplifier voltages controlled
by knobs. The ideal "B" eliminator for Radiolas 25-28 with
oC without 210 power tube. Price
RT-41, less tube,

$22.00
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Russell Hunting and T. D.
Phillips with Pooley Co.

Burt-Built

Mr. Hunting Will Represent Pooley Interests in
New York City and Mr. Phillips to Cover From
Rochester to Minnesota Both Well Known

—

Radio Cabinets

—

Philadelphia, Pa., October 1. The staff of the
Pooley Co., Inc., maker of Pooley cabinets, has
been augmented by the addition of two men
well known in both talking machine and radio

Our Cabinets
Sell Your Radios

Let

circles.

Russell Hunting, formerly with the Music
Master Corp., has been appointed Pooley representative in charge of New York and surrounding metropolitan territory. New Jersej' and
Philadelphia.
Mr. Hunting needs no introduction to the trade. Through the many years he
was connected with the industry he formed a
wide circle of acquaintances.
T. D. Phillips will represent the Pooley Co.
west of Rochester to Minnesota. Mr. Phillips
was formerly connected with the Crowley Milner Co., of Detroit. Mr. Phillips is a high caliber
sales representative with wide acquaintanceship
and an intimate knowledge of the industry.

Furnished with Cone or Unit
Prices

BURT
2000

products.

brisk Fall and Winter

In

anticipation

of

a

phonograph season seven

new record demonstration booths are being installed in the Wanamaker music department.

Minnesota Atwater Kent
Dealers Attend Meeting
Reinhardt Bros., Minneapolis, Minn., Atwater
distributors, held a meeting on September
29 at the Nicolett Hotel, with an attendance of
450 retailers from Minnesota, Northern Wisconsin, North and South Dakota. H. H. Reinhardt, president of the firm, acted as chairman
Auspitz, of Auspitz-Leeof the meeting.
I.
Harvey. Chicago, advertising counsel for Rein-

Kent

Ask

Phila.

$90

tober 2 in thirty newspapers. H. H. Humphrey,
of the Pooley Co., Philadelphia; Ward Perry,
president of the Vesta Battery Corp., Chicago,

and representatives of E. T. Cunningham, Inc.,
French Battery Co., Bankers Commercial Security
Co.,
New York, and the Minneapolis
Journal were also present.
The meeting was
climaxed by a dinner and dance held at the
Nicolett Hotel.

Progressive M. L Co. Is
Jobbing Ware Receivers

instruments

products,

in

all

territories

e.Kclusive

of

and Philadelphia.

This seven-tube

Ware instrument

was made to retail at
that the company got

originally

$250, but due to the fact
into difficulty the court

and receiver decided to liquidate. Thus this
product is now being sold at reduced prices.

Channel-Swimming Mother
Given R. F. L Speaker
Mrs. Mille Gade Corson Presented With an R.
F. I. Balanced Oval Cone Speaker Made by
Radio Foundation, Inc. An Artistic Product

—

Mrs. Mille

The Progressive Musical Instrument Co., 319
Sixth avenue. New York City, distributor of

York

New York

New York

Oc-

St.

Caledonia 9229

seven-lube sets

and musical

Neiv

to

Phone

campaign sponsored by

radio

24 E. 21st

Oregon 7994

his client, starting

Inc.
PHIL A.

and Showroom

Bldg.,

hardt Bros., outlined the extensive advertising

Corson,

the English Channel,

who

recently conquered
the

was presented during

was

selected by the receiver for the Ware Radio
Corp. as the exclusive distributor for the Ware

IRON HORSE

for

Office

Truck delivery

No. 222

List Price

BROS.,

STREET

9th

Gramercy

Announcement was made during the past
week that the New York store of John Wana-

new Columbia

S.

New York

John Wanamaker Adds
Complete Columbia Line

maker, Inc., New York, had taken on the
complete line of Columbia Viva-tonal phonographs and Columbia New Process recordings
and a vigorous campaign is planned to acquaint
the buying public of the metropolis with the

From $19 Up

Write for Catalogue

Insist

on

PADDED PROTECTION COVERS

OLIVE DRAB DENIM
The

representative line for

all

the

new

models of leading manufactuiers of
both talking machines and radio.
Perfectly
for

many

made by

a

house specializing

years in textiles.
Mrs.

week

prevent damages in making shipments.

balanced oval cone speakMrs. CorInc.
son, after a careful test, heartily endorsed the
product. Radio Foundation, Inc., has produced
this R. F. I. balanced oval cone speaker as a
scientifically constructed cone which will convey both the high and low notes in music. The
model, which is shown with Mrs. Corson in
the accompanying photograph, was designed by
A. Kimball & Sons from pure Renaissance
sources and is made in old gold or statuary
bronze.

Order now

to insure

prompt delivery

for Fall business.

For the
Styles

New Victor LiNC

Padded Covers, Form Fitting, With
Strap and Buckle Attached

Reliable Manufacturing Standard Always Maintained

A. L.

REACH TEXTILE

COTTON GOODS
224-226 EAST 42ND ST.
MAIN OFFICE AND SALESROOM
Mill Contractors

CO., Inc.

of the

City with an R. F.

er,

12

Corson and Her Radio Speaker
Radio World's Fair in New York

Extra heavy padding, cushion-like, to

I.

made by Radio Foundation,

Manufacturers

CANVAS SPECULTIES

NEW YORK,

N. Y.

A new music store was recently opened
West Merrick road, Amityville, L. I., N.
Granville M. Fisher and Victor E. Olsor

at 140

Y.,

by

October

15,
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Manufacturers of Musical Instruments
and Accessories Meet in Buffalo, N. Y.
Many Important Matters Come Up

for Discussion

motion Plans Receive Attention

The most

— Raising

enthusiastic and successful meeting

of the National Association of Musical Instrument & Accessories Manufacturers yet held took
place at the Buffalo Athletic Club in Buffalo, on
Friday and Saturday, October 1 and 2.
While a number of important matters were
under discussion, chief attention was given to

promoand other

the standardization- of ukuleles and the
tion of sales of fretted instruments

made by members of the association.
Under the action taken by the association, all
members will submit for inspection all models
of ukuleles now being made, as well as any new
products

models which may be put on the market in the
future. These instruments will be inspected by
a committee consisting of H. C. Lomb, chairman, Waverly Musical Products Co.; H. L.
Hunt, Charles H. Ditson & Co., and W. I. Kirk,
Lyon & Healy, Inc. These men are all very
favorably known in the industrj' and command
the confidence of the entire association.

They

are, moreover, especially competent to decide
whether or not a ukulele conforms to the standards which have already been adopted by the
association.
All instruments which are passed
by the committee as standard will be so certified,

according to the plan.
Instruction Sheets

William F. Ludwig, who with Walter Grover
has been working sirice last March on a form

of Ukuleles

Funds

Promotion

for Special

two years

and Sales Pro-

Work

for the purpose of financing the

special promotional work.

The assessment

will

be based upon sales, and will amount to approximately one-eighth of 1 per cent of annual
sales.
In order that the assessment may be pro
rata, and at the same time prevent revealing the

volume
system

any member,
adopted. There

of business of

has

been

The smallest

a classified

nine

are

with sales
under $50,000 annually and has an assessment oi
$62.50; and the largest consists of those with
sales of $1,000,000 or over annually, and has an
assessment of $1,250. The intervening classes
have proportionate assessments.
classes.

is

for those

Address of Walter M. Gotsch
The meeting opened Friday morning with a
short address by Walter M. Gotsch, who said:
"This is the first meeting of the current association year and I understand it's customary for
the president to render a report of the achievements. Making a confession usually relieves a
fellow and I must admit I have accomplished
nothing of importance and this very minute I
like the Governor visiting Charles
feel just
at his country estate. After being shown
around the grounds, Mr. Schwab asked the Governor if he would like to wall<c up to the house
for a little drink, and the Governor's reply was,

Schwab

'Walk,

hell, let's run.'

of instruction sheet for playing ukuleles, as well

"The poet Burns tells us of the great advantage which accrues to us all if we could see

as devising a trade-mark to be used on stand-

ourselves

ard ukuleles, submitted copies of the instruction sheet and of a
sticker reproducing the
trade-mark. These were both approved by the

thusiasm to further the interests of this marvelous industry a letter or remark should seem
to be directed at any one particular firm or person, I pray none be offended.

association.

Electrotypes will be

made

of the

instruction sheets and they will

be printed in
lots of several hundred thousand and sold to

members

at

actual

cost

of

printing.

A

as

others

"Eighteen years of
industries has

timer than a youngster, and in reviewing the
respected members of our association, isn't it
gratifying to point with pride to competitive
members and say we never copy styles or
of one another and know that when
your customer tells you T am getting a confidential 5 per cent' the deck is stacked.
The
grass always grows a much brighter green in
the other fellow's yard, and I can say in all sin-

designs

— Standardization

for

143

see

us,

so

affiliation

made me

feel

in

if

with

more

my

music
an old-

tlie

like

en-

cerity that the

members

in this

association rep-

resent equally as much brain and ingenuity as
any industry in this great country of ours, as it
certainly requires a goodly portion of gray matto

ter

successfully manufacture and sell string

instruments upwards of five hundred dollars
each.
So, with this nucleus w'.' have to work
with, let us adopt the war-born phrase of
'carry on' for officers and directors present and
future and every member be a good soldier and
set up a high record for ourselves in order that

we may

contribute more effectively to the great
industry of which we are a part carry on."
The following were in attendance: D. L. Day,
Bacon Banjo Co.; Guy Hart, Gibson, Inc.; Mr.

—

Johnson, Globe Mfg. Co.; Walter M. Gotsch,
Walter M. Gotsch Co.; Walter Grover, A. D.
Grover & Son, Inc.; Jay Kraus, Harmony Co.;
U. G. Leedy, Leedy Mfg. Co.; William F. Ludwig, Ludwig & Ludwig; H. H. Slingerland,
Slingerland Banjo Co.; G. F. Chapin, Standard
Musical String Co.; H. C. Lomb and Mr. Sparks,
Waverly Musical Products Co.; J. R. Stewart,
J. R. Stewart Co.; and Alfred L. Smith, Music

Chamber of Commerce.
was voted to meet again at the Buffalo
Athletic Club on Friday and Saturday, March 4
and 5, 1927.
Industries
It

Report King Sales Increase
Denver,
Col.,
September
— The Glidden4.

Marsh Music

Co.,

featuring the

King

of sales of

King band and orchestra

ments.

large
will

be copyrighted by the association, which will
allow them to be used only by members in conjunction with ukuleles which have been passed
as standard.

The standard ukuleles will all have a
mark sticker glued on the inside where

trade-

can
be seen by the customer and an instruction sheet
will be packed with each instrument.
The instruction sheet not only provides simple directions for learning the rudiments of ukulele playing, but also urges the public to buy only ukuleles which have met the standards of the assoit

The Oldest and

ciation.

Saturday morning was devoted largely to a

demand

for fretted

cidentally,

all

work

promote the
instruments and drums. In-

discussion of co-operative

to

members present reported

a re-

markable increase in the demand for mandolins, and particularly for guitars.
The discussion centered chiefly around methods of promoting the sales of ukuleles. Tentative plans for
utilization of the radio were discussed, as well
as a campaign of education with the music
dealer to inform him of the possibilities of sales
of fretted instruments and the proper methods
to use.
A committee, consisting of William F.
Ludwig, Walter Grover and D. L. Day, was appointed to formulate definite plans to promote
the sale of musical instruments.

To

A
is

Raise Funds
was adopted which it
raise about $6,000 per year

special appropriation

estimated will

of

Co.,

of Cleveland, O., reports an increase in the vol-

ume

supply of the stickers has already been prepared.

Both the instruction sheet and the stickers

line

band instruments, made by the H. N. White

Largest Musical
Merchandise House
IN

America

Exclusively Wholesale
ESTABLISHED

1830^

C.BRXW0 8fSOA[,lNC.
351-53rouRTH Ave. NewYorkCity

instru-
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nOHNER

f THE WORLD'S ££SJS^t^
Are you turning your prospects away or
turning them into customers?
Write us for our ''Big Business Builders."

HOHNER,

M.

They

will help you.

^114-116 East 16th Street

Inc.

New York

City

HOHNEfi PRODUCTS AWARDED Ft RST PRIZE f\T THE P/iNflM/lPACIFIC INTERN/KTIONnLtXPOSlTlON S(\N FRr\NC1SC0 l9lSr

Bacon Banjo Go. Reports

Demand

for Quality Banjos

Many Orders

for Special High-Priced Instruments Received During Summer Fred J.
Baccn Returns From Tour of Mid-West

—A

of

B &

D

Silver Bell

quality market

Co.,

of

this

city,

& D Super

and B

David L. Day, general manager of the
company', reports that the factory has turned out
a number of special high-priced instruments during the past

Summer.

He

points to this

marked

for the highest grade instruments as an

aid to putting the banjo business on a higher
plane than ever before.
Frederick J. Bacon, president of the company,

and banjo artist, has just returned to headquarters from a trip throughout the Middle West,
during which he broadcast banjo music from
various stations. Upon his return he found the
following communication from W. C. Stoess,
studio director of station

WLW,

Cincinnati, op-

erated by the Crosley Radio Corp.: "We wish
to take this ppportunitjr of thanking you for the
pleasure you afforded the large audience of
on the occasion of your recent radio ap-

WLW

Ihc

that city.

Bacon Banjo Dealer Plans to Specialize Upon
Higher Priced Instruments Praises DeLuxe

WLW

—

Orders King Instruments
Cleveland,

is

banjos.

demand

Joseph Gonsentino Moves
to New and Larger Store

—

Groton, Conn., October 4.
noted by the Bacon Banjo

maker

pearance from this station, and we hope to have
the pleasure of again presenting you." Mr.
Bacon broadcast from station
through
the courtesy of the Rudolph Wurlitzer Co., of

O.,

October

5.

—A

large

order for

King trombones and French horns was recently
placed with the Robert L. White Co., local representative of the H. N. White Co., manufacturer of King band instruments, by the East
Cleveland Board of Education. These instruments will be used by the Shaw High School
band, one of the crack bands of this section. A
bassoon and oboe of Koelert make were also
ordered by the Board for the school orchestra.

Band Instrument

Sales

—

Washington, D. C, October 6. The United
Department of Commerce reports that
during five months of this year, from March
to July, inclusive, the sales of band instruments
Of
in
the United States totaled $2,583,555.
these, $942,590 were cup-mouthpieces, $1,510,900
were saxophones and $130,065 woodwind inStates

Parallel Snare Throw-Ofr
Individual Snare Adjustment

Lawrence, Mass., October 5.—Joseph Gonsenhas opened a new and larger
studio.
During the past year Mr. Gonsentino,
who sells Bacon B & D banjos, made by the
Bacon Banjo Co., of Groton, Conn., sold a large
number of gold and silver Silver Bell banjos,
among them being several of the styles 4 and 6.
tino, of this city,

It

is

his

the

Drum World

a

sets

new drum— the SUPER-LUDwith its many new advanced

features.

INDIVIDUAL

adjustment of

of
throw-off
for securing
snare control are but
a few of the many new improved
ideas to be found on this latest
creation of Ludwig engineers and
craftsmen.
snares,

snares

a

and

parallel

_

means

PERFECT

It's

who

a sales leader for the dealer
is on the alert to be up and

ahead of the van that

Paid. Jan. 1924 and Others Pending

Now

new

Largest

Drums and Drum

studio to specialize

is a banjo
himself he recently ordered a style 8 special deluxe B & D Silver Bell banjo which was
made to order for him at a cost of $600. He
was enthusiastic over the instrument and wrote
a highly complimentary letter in regard to it to
David L. Day and Frederick J. Bacon, of the

Bacon Banjo Co.

Gaetz Music House Displays
Handsome King Saxophone
Columbus, O., October 7. The Gaetz Music
House, of this city, recently displayed a beautifully engraved King saxophone, which was one
of the features of the H. N. White Co. exhibit
at the annual convention of the Ohio Music
Merchants' Association, held in this city last
month. The instrument is said to be the only
one so elaborately engraved and it attracted
a great deal of attention from musicians.

Makers

1611 to 1627 No. Lincoln Street,

CHICAGO

With Sousa Band

will follow.

—

7.
John Philip Sousa
played to a capacity
audience at a concert at Symphony Hall here
Mr. Sousa was given an ovation as
recently.
he stepped to the platform to render the first

famous

his

band

A

comprehensive program of wellgiven, with march
The
pieces occupying a prominent position.
Conn Boston Co. tied up wit'n the appearance
of the band, which is Conn-equipped, through
a beautiful Sousa windoAv which attracted thousands for days before the concert.
selection.

known band music was

In

Band Contest

The Slager Post Band and

the

Doud Post

Corps, American Legion musical organizations of Rochester, N. Y., have
combined to enter the band contest being held
at the American Legion convention in PhilaFife

of
Accessories

Up

Boston, Mass., October

and

for Prices and Discounts

LUDWIG & LUDWIG
World's

the

the pace with

WIG

Us

in

artist

Ties
Again Ludwig

to

plan

upon the higher priced banjos. As he

—

The Sensation of

Snare Control

Send

Banjo Made to His Order

struments.

NEW SUPER-LUDWIG DRUM
Perfect

Silver Bell

and

delphia,

Drum

October

11

to

16.

October

15,
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on a prospective
customer and the public in general. Heretofore it was the custom to offer violins, bows
and cases separately. Any dealer can imagine
how much easier it is to sell a complete outfit
The hand-to-mouth buying that
as one item.
has been going on in almost every line of
business up to the present time is good enough
But now, going on to
for the dull months.

Jacobson, Well-known Musical Merchandise Wholesale House, Gives
Pointers That Should Prove of Vital Interest to the Trade

&

Some Merchandising
The proper merchandising
ments
head

of musical instru-

which Samuel Buegeleisen,
wholesale musical merchandise

a subject in

is

the

of

Buegeleisen & Jacobson, is vitally
In referring to the opening of the
interested.
Fall season and the attendant increasing popularity of the violin, Mr. Buegeleisen stated:
"When people think of learning to play a
musical instrument, 90 per cent or more think

house

of

When

consider the
of the
musical education of their child, the first thing
that enters their mfnd, especially if it is their
violin.

boy,

is

And

the violin.

king

the

is

of

parents

justly so, for the violin

The

instruments.

all

violin

touches the heartstrings of "every parent with
the hope that their son will some time perform.
"Now is the season, timely in interest, for
the music dealer to make the proper effort
School has opened, the
for his violin business.
concert season is here and people's minds will
The merchant who does
be turned to music.
not get his 90 per cent share of this business
has no one to blame but himself.
"Violin sales cannot be made over the counter the

same

scheme

of

as

a 10-cent article.

selling

must

The

fit.

slightest

in-

can spoil a sure sale. This brings to
mind the time I vvas visiting one of the dealers
A gentleman walked
in a Middle Western city.
into the store and asked to see a violin for

The

boy.

carried

dealer

a

fair

selection

and should have made the sale. The
the boy, who had some knowledge
of violin playing, began to try the violin's
tone.
Just as he began to play, as it usually
happens, the player-piano and phonograph were
also being demonstrated to prospective customers.
The result was bad for the violin
player and buyer. The unhappy customer said
•that he would come another day when it would
be more quiet. That was a perfectly sure sale
lost because of there being no provision made
for trying instruments of all kinds away from
the piano and phonograph.
"In most cases where phonographs are sold
in connection with other musical merchandise
of violins

father

the

of

dealer

is

very particular to

rooms are soundproof

in

nice

a

into

The

sical

activity

"It
effect

store
of

became the center
this

town.'

more than doubled
is

surprising

which

large,

This

see

that

prospective customer comes into the store
with a fixed idea as to what to pay for the
instrument, when better ones are properly displayed and tried he is invariably induced to
buy the one with the better tone. This can
only be done when the scenery is set properly.
A room of this nature will increase the violin
sales of every store.
It lends an entirely difEvery farsighted dealer
ferent atmosphere.
should set aside a portion of his store for his

part

of

his

store

will

and refinement,

this

become

his

eventually

what was actually accomplished brings me back some years ago when
1
called on a very fine house in San Diego,
Cal.
At that time San Diego was not what
it
Our
is
to-day, but was growing rapidly.
important dealer was making no particular effort on the violin line, but was doing fairly
well because his line was complete and the
specific case of

display
it."

Big

Sell

Daynes-Beebe Music

Co.,

Buescher rep-

resentative, reports.

Why is
VEGAPHONE

the

"The
TONE — the

Choice"

Artist's

any banjo. The characteristic rich resonant
of admirers, and renowned artists
everywhere have chosen this banjo for that reason. Its carrying power has amazed
artists of repute, retaining the rich resonant and true Vegaphone tone quality.

most

essential quality of

tone of the Vegaphone has

made thousands

STYLE — the

rich, flashy and artistic presentation places the Vegaphone as the
leader of banjo style. The figured curly maple finished in high, durable lustre,
engraved pearl inlays and nickel or gold trimmings place the Vegaphone as a
subject of art.

POPULARITY — on
Vegaphone,
banjo their

every continent and

Orchestramen,
ideal.

Artist's Choice."

every state

in

The Vegaphone has become
Its popularity is

in

the

Union there

and vaudeville presentations have made

soloist

internationally

known

as

is

a

this

"The

unequaled.

CONSTRUCTION — choice

materials, durability and superb workmanship are facwhich have given the Vegaphone a reputation of withstanding every climatic
condition and endless abuse.
A The famous Tubaphone Tone Tube, a patented
feature found only on the Vegaphone, rests on the
laminated rim under the head, giving the Vegaphone

tors

—

that characteristic rich tone quality.

B —The

patented Resonator Flanges give adequate
resistance within the resonator. Fitted into a groove
they strengthen the support of the resonator and
emphasize the beauty of the Vegaphone.

C

— The

Laminated Rim construction asis the basis for Vegaphone durable qualities. It is not marred by screws
or bolts, but leaves a perfectly smooth inside rim.
D -The Bracket Band unit is fitted tightly on the
laminated rmi, and the counter-sunk bracket screw is
therefore hidden from view, and does not mar the
seven

lap,

sures safety from warping, and

—

wooden

rim, as

shown

in illustration

D.

E —The Vegaphone

Resonator Back has five laminations for strength and durability, and is finished in

Cross-section view of Vegaphone
rim, flanges and resonator

eight sectional designs of curly maple.
The finish
has a rich, high lustre that will not crack or check,
but retain its smooth, polished surface.

F —The

Resonator Rim has also five laminations so
as to strengthen the support of the flanges and maintain its shape regardless of climatic conditions or
abuse.
The amazing popularity of Vegaphone Banjos is indicawhich luive made them the

tive of the sterling qualities
Artist's Choice.

Write for catalogs and prices.

bows and acces-

best-paj'ing division.

"A

of the

l/eaa

the

a

sories, a place of quietness

proper

—

to note the psychological
well-chosen, well-displayed

which he plays the

violins,

a

after the violin business will get

Salt Lake City, Utah, October 6. The band
instrument trade has been stimulated by the
reopening of the school season, the band instrument and musical merchandise department

extra

little

records,

With good

get things started.

Buescher Saxes

his sales at once.

fere with

violins.

dealer

and go

of the m_u-

so that they will not intereach other. Does he give any such
One of
thought to his musical merchandise?
these booths would be a fine place to set aside
for demonstrating the tone of instruments.
"In larger cities the music dealer usually
has a separate room where he displays violins,
bows, cases, in fact everything pertaining to
the violin.
This dealer sells good violins because they are properly displayed. Even though

various

The

this

ing.

effort

own way'; to
who will make

get out of his

one little room, where a
prospective customer could try violins without
The business which
being interfered with.
he worked up in the violin field was surprisviolin

Fall season, is the time for the dealer 'to

the

The whole

cident

his

In fact, he had worked up
sugI
business in old violins.
gested that he take a corner in the rear of
his establishment, about eight or ten square
feet, and put in everything pertaining to the

goods well known.
quite

— (Continued from page 144)

violin outfit assortments have

Samuel Buegeleisen Discusses Better
Methods of Promoting Sales of Violins
President of Buegeleisen

145

The

\M^A.

Co.

Write for free copy of "Voice of Vega,"
review on leading banjoists

161-73 Columbus Ave., Boston

t

—
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— (Continued from page 145)
High Caliber Men Shown

October

15,
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THE MUSICAL MERCHANDISE FIELD

Importance of

by Success

of H. A.

Weymann &

''Silver Bell"

Son, Inc.

Banj OS

Success of Prominent Philadelphia Concern in a Large Measure Is Due to the Fact That the
Sales Organization Is Composed of the Best Men Obtainable for the Work
Philadelphia, Pa., October

6.

— H.

A.

Weymann

Son, Inc., of this city, makers of Weymann
orchestra banjos, Weymann Keystone State
string instruments, Buescher saxophone and
band instruments, other nationally advertised

&

keynote of the Weymann organization, and although our service department and executive
staff are behind the individual salesman, the
salesman himself must be fitted to effectively
serve the dealer."

The

musical merchandise lines and distributors of

E.

McCormick

J.

L.

J.

Victor products, are one of the better known
houses in the music industry and enjoy an
excellent reputation in the fields which they
cover. H. W. Weymann, head of the organization, in a recent conversation with The World
gave generous credit for the success of the
Weymann organization to their traveling sales
Realizing that the traveling staff is the
staff.
visible contact between the house itself and
its many dealers, H. A. Weymann & Son have
given careful attention to the selection of the
proper caliber men for this important work.

Mr.

Weymann

sentative

responsible for his

is

A Weymann
qualified

to

products
able

to

stated, in part:

we

represent
the

own

distribute,

but

he

dealer in his problems.

the

Weymann

present

traveling

the

Service has been the

Mr. Doerr
connected

staff

Weymann
tion

the

for

indicate

number

it

'

exists

Officials

of

the

of

fined to Children

among

the

Weymann sales staff.
Weymann organization and

members of the sales staff are unanimous in
predicting that the coming season will be one

the

of the best ever experienced.

Harmonica
various cities
the Summer

All

Imitations

No Tissue
To Tear
Compact and
Can Be
Ccurried In

Nothing
To Break

Vest Pocket

Made of
Aluminum

Packed

Harmonicas

Is Not,

—Adults

However, Con-

instruction in the playgrounds of
throughout the country during

months has resulted

in

creating

heavy demand for harmonicas, according to
Hohner dealers throughout the country.' The
opening of school and the resumption of the
programs of schoof harmonica orchestras will
do much to keep this strong interest throughout the Fall and Winter season.
Although
much has been said regarding school harmonica
orchestras and the playground playing of harmonicas, the harmonica is in no sense of the
a child's instrument.

Its popularity has
ages and conditions in life. In
Milwaukee evening classes in harmonica playing have been formed so that adults might learn
to play this popular instrument.
The Hohner booth in the Palace of Liberal
Arts at the Sesqui-Centennial Exposition has
been visited by people from every section of
the country.
This attractive presentation has
effected harmonica sales everywhere. The popularity of the harmonica at this world's fair is
in no ways confined to the silent presentation,
as the Sesqui Harmonica Band, which has
traveled through several States, continues to
bring publicity, not only to the Exposition itself
but to the harmonica as well.
Hohner dealers
are expecting exceptional harmonica business
this Fall and are almost universally tying up
with the many features of publicity which the

reached to

Makes

Renews

a

word

Mew Musical

CONN.

Studying to Play
Hohner Has Display at Sesqui

the
that

THE QUICKEST SELLING MUSICAL
NOVELTY ON THE MARKET
Played Like
a KAZOO

Prominent

.

of Schools

Harmonicas

Interest in

the

harmony

-

Interest in

also

is

representative

W. H. Doerr

Opening

years.

to

close

of

The Bacon BanjoCo.Jnc.
GROTON

past

While
the word quartet was
used

book

ot

has been
with the
organiza-

thirty

the

must also be

sales

They are William
McCormick, Larry J. Urban

H. Doerr, Ed. J.
and Roland Burrows.

illustrated

Orchestra and Professional Players

organization.

territory.

work with and co-operate with

Send for

R. Burrows

"Each repre-

own products and

our

whose pictures appear herewith

Urban

representative must not only be
sell

quartet

harmonica

all

is

receiving.

4 Dozen

Ludwig

in a

Handsome
Easy to
Play and

Lithographed
Counter
Display Box

Easier to

SeU

$5.20 Per Box of Four Dozen
Prices

Subject

to

o-tir

—$13.50

usttal

A Handtome Lithographed Display Card

Per Gross

Trade Discount

with Orders for One Gross

BUEGELEISEN & JACOBSON

5-9 Union Square

New York

City, N.

Y.

PLAYOL SELLS AT SIGHT

&

Ludwig

Issue

New

Attractive Banjo Catalog

—

Chicago, III., October 6. Ludwig & Ludwig,
manufacturers of drums, drummers' accessories
and banjos, recentljr issued to the trade an attractive folder, illustratirig and describing the
full line of Ludwig banjos, which includes the
Kingston tenor model, the Kenmore plectrum
model, two Ambassador models, tenor banjos;
two Commodore models, plectrum; two Stratford models, plectrum; two Bellevue models,
tenor; two Riviera models, plectrum, and two
Capitol models, tenor banjos.
The entire line
pictured and described in detail in this folder,
which can be used by the dealer for counter

is

distribution or to send to his mailing

list.

October

15,
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"Spanish Dancers," "Nude Silhouette," "Pirouette
Clown," "Jazz Pirates," "Charleston Dancer" and "Bathing Girl."

and

The Weymann

Musical Instrument
Cases
Made of Three-ply Veneer

——

Cleveland,

Has won

O.. October 6.— The H. N. White
manufacturer of King band instruments,
announces an addition to the line in the form of
the nev/ King French Horn, which has a number
of outstanding features and which is expected to
prove one of the most popular instruments of

for itself

banjoists the country over

tone

Its fine

!

qualities,

— have

beauty

its

the entire line.

cre-

demand

leled

C

Banjoist

Waring's
Pcnnsylvanians

scribing the
line of

dolutes,

are

Man-

sterling silver, so that they will last indefinitely

Agencies
and Ukuleles.
available for a few live dealers.

Guitars

still

and

will

to

not discolor the hands.

new combination Sax

a

fit

;

C

or

Mel.
Send for our new

The rotary

French horn is of uniform thickness with
not over one-thousandth of an inch variation at
any point. Another feature is that the guards
which come in contact with the hands are of

Weymann

Banjos,

now making

any Alto or C Mel. Soprano
Clarinet and Music Stand
also for Alto or
C Mel. and Soprano. Our Sax Cases fit Alto
price listi

HYGRADE CASE

CO., Inc.

Manufacturers of
'*Hygrade'* Musical Instrument Cases
Sold by All Leading Jobbers

the

Write TO-DAY for
handsome catalog de-

Buck

are

Case

—

for

this instrument.
Fred

We

valves of this instrument have a piston of hardened bronze, ground
into the case with a clearance of only one-tenthousandth of an inch the fit so close that oil
will stop free action.
The metal in the bell of

unparal-

an

ated

'if

Co.,

the endorsement of

146)

"HYGRADE''

H. N. White Go. Announces
the New King French Horn

Orchestra Banjo

— (Continued from page

}45'347 South 6th

Newark, N. J.

St.

Brook Johns Orders Deluxe
Vega Banjo Made to Order

t

Address Dept.

W

Four Orchestras to Give
Massed Goncert in Austin

H.A.WEYMANN&SO\,lnc.
1108 Chestnut

Ludwig Drum Scene Series
Chicago,
October
—Ludwig & Ludwig,
III.,

process for hand-painting and hand-coloring
figure scenes so as to flash brilliantly with blinklights.

The

subjects

of the

new

series

are

arrange

Boston, Mass., October
regular
the

line

Vega

of

Co.,

addition

of this city,

is

to

its

banjos,

very often called

upon by prominent banjoists to produce special
models to order.
Brook Johns, well-known

combine for a
formance this year

many

will

a similar

joint
will

program. The perlast two hours.
Ac-

cording to plans, each orchestra will play several selections.
Solos, novelties and other specialties will be given between the orchestral
numbers and the concert will end with the four
orchestras playing en masse.

WHO VIEW THE FUTURE WITH

banjoist,

who

has been a

Vega

Vega

Co. for a banjo deluxe, which has been
termed a $1,000 banjo. A pearl fingerboard and neck and gold-plated rim studded
with brilliants and synthetic stones makes the
banjo an instrument of beauty, not only to the
aptly

ear but to the eye as well.

Drummer's
Instruments"

TIE UPWITH--J

The New Professional

FLOATING HEAD

conceded to be
the most remarkable instrument
is

yet achieved in

The

"Drumdom."
Satisfied

A New 96-Page

Catalog

"N" Mailed

Free

Drummer Always Comes Back

^^£fl4/ Manufacturing Co.,

enthusiast for

years, recently placed an order with the

''World's Finest

AN EYE TO PROGRESS SHOULD

DRUM

— In

5.

Vega and Vegaphone

concert this year.
The event will take place some time next month
at the Majestic Theatre and four local orchestras

this city, to

5.

drum makers, recently announced a new series
of Ludwig hand-painted and colored drum
scenes for mounting on Ludwig bass drums
only. Ludwig & Ludwig have developed a new

er

—

—

Austin, Tex., October 5. The success of the
massed orchestral concert presented last year
has influenced the J. R. Reed Music Co., of

Phila., Pa.

St.

Instrument Has Pearl Fingerboard and Neck
and Gold-Plated Rim Studded With Brilliants
Appeals to Eye as Well as Ear

Indianapolis, Indiana
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H. Emerson Yorke Heads
New Brunswick Department

—

1926

Drum Loud Speaker

—

Chicago, III., October 11. A new department
has been created by the Phonograph Division

Newest Model
—

Victor^s

Brunswick Co. to the end that the name
Brunswick be kept constantly before the eyes
of the public.
This department will be known
as the publicity department and its activities
will cover a wide range, including the exploitation of artists through newspapers, publicity on
instruments, records and artists in trade papers,
radio, orchestra and theatrical publications, and
of the

The Operetta

$20

a beautiful instrument well designed according to the most efficient principles and
affords an excellence of reproduction far superior
any cone speaker.
to
Literature describing the
Operetta will be sent free upon request.
Height 13" Diam. 12"
is

List Price $20

preparation of promotional broadsides on
Brunswick products, together with the iscuino
of the new Brunswick magazine, Brunswick
Topics, which is a picturized topical periodical
of current events relating to Brunswick's nathe

DEALERS

Operetta Unit

JOBBERS

Victor's Operetta Unit excels in volume, quality of tone and clarity.
Range 0 to 200 volts. Sample sent to

Write for discounts.
Literature
sent
free

any

reliable

upon request.

H. Emerson Yorke has been appointed head
of the new department and his wide and varied
experience fits him admirably for the position.
For three years Mr. Yorke has been a member

Manufacturer or Jobber

for test purposes.
List Price $8.00

tional activities.

Brunswick organization in the posts of
manager of the record department of the New
York branch and in charge of sales promotion
work for the Eastern Division of the company.
More recently he has been engaged in the special demonstration program which is introducing the Panatrope to the country.
Before joining the Brunswick forces Mr.
Yorke was for five years manager of the mechanical department of M. Witmark & Sons
Co., during which period he formed innumerable friendships in the music trades, the theatre and associate businesses, which experience
will undoubtedly stand him in good stead in his

15,

OPERETTA

General Publicity Department Is Established by
Brunswick Co. Will Have Wide Range of
Activities Manager Well Fitted for Post

—

October

VICTOR RADIO CORPORATION
CHICAGO

4321 N. Western Ave.

of the

new

capacity.

Record

for

Columbia Catalog
— A recording exOctober

Seattle, Wash.,
pedition of the Columbia

cently visited this city and

5.

Phonograph Co.

made recordings

re-

of

outstanding local orchestras and vocalists, including Jackie Souders' Orchestra. The Columbia recording crew was headed by Arthur Bergh,
musical director of the company.

Mastro-Ortholian Receiver
Is Comprised of Two Units

—

October 7. A new development
was introduced when the new
Mastro-Ortholian receiver was placed on the
Chicago,

III.,

radio receivers

in

market by Richard T. Davis, Inc., of this city.
is comprised of two units
a moveable master control cabinet and a full
volume electrically operated reproducer.
The control cabinet, which weighs about
fifteen pounds, is covered with Fabrikoid and
trimmed with bronze metal castings. It can be
placed anywhere in the room to suit the user's

The Mastro-Ortholian

—

•

auditorium model Victrola was an entertainment feature at the Oklahoma State Fair.

Shown

in

Window

Display

North Carolina Brunswick Dealer Prepares Display That Attracts Much Attention

The

C.

H. Stephenson Music Company, of

Raleigh, N. C, recently prepared the most intelligently arranged window display which has

come

to.

our attention for quite some time. Es-

a Summer display, its brilliant and
inany-hued sunshades and hangings literally
compelled the attention of everyone in the
vicinity. The Brunswick Panatrope occupied the
sentially

convenience. The radio frequency amplification
and detector are located in the control cabinet
which receives its power supply through a small
The
cable running to the speaker cabinet.
speaker cabinet contains all the audio and power
amplification, together with special power reproducer and power supply operating on the house
lighting circuit.

The Wurlitzer Piano

An

Panatrope Attractively

Co. had an interesting
show featuring

exhibit at the Dayton, O., radio
the

Tel-O-Air receivers

"EMPIRE"

PACKING CASES

Eye-arresting

Window

most prominent location in the window and was
backed up with especially prepared hangers to
identify the instrument readily.
Although the

window primarily

Standard

Reinforced
for

featured the Panatrope, the
record appeal was cleverly introduced through
several of the most attractive posters of the
Brunswick Window Display Service and four
records displayed on easels close to the front

windows.
At night many

transformed the winof glory and Mr.
Stephenson was complimented throughout the
town for his achievement. The window was
decorated by Mr. Stephenson, Jr., and is a part
of a series of unusually effective Panatrope displays he has designed to use for the next few
months.

dow

Phonographs

3-ply

and

Veneer

Radio

Sets

lights

a veritable

into

blaze

Walter Damrosch, directing the

Symphony

New York

Orchestra, will begin his series of

on Saturday night, October 23, through
network of radio stations, comprising WEAF,

recitals

a

WEEI, WGA, WFI, WCAE, WWJ, WSAI,

LET US FIGURE ON YOUR REQUIREMENTS

EMPIRE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
GOLDSBORO

N. C.

WTAM, WGN,
marks
class

a

new

KID,

WCCO

and

music which

will

This

be appreciated by owner?
It is an im-

of radios throughout the nation.

portant move.

WDAF.

era in the broadcasting of high-

October

15,
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BIG SALES LEADER
Model 125
OF

This popular model of the new Pathephonic line although the
lowest priced model has all the refinements and the Pathephonic
equipment to be found in the higher priced models. It is the only
low-priced instrument on the market embodying the modern reproIt enables the dealer to ofifer the greatest
ducing principle.
in
had
the new type of talking machine.
value to be
line has gone over big.
The demand has
exceeded
expectations.
Pathe
already
our
dealers everywhere are
finding that the Pathephonic line only needs to be demonstrated to
be sold. "Only your ear will ever explain this instrument to you."

The new Pathephonic

There are three other models
Model No. 175
Model No. 225
Model No. 275
Write to'day for

at equally attractive prices

...
...
...
full

Pathe Phonograph

.

.

.

$175
$225
$275

information

and

Radio Corp.

20 Grand Avenue
Chicago Sales Office: 533 So.

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Wabash

Ave., Chicago,

III.

150

Zenith Go. Announces

Handsome

New

THE TALKING MACHINE WORLD
which completely
and
Two
making
and dependable
rectify

units,

current,

Models

tery

elimination.

The

bat-

uses

set

no

The

Electrically Operated Super-Zenith and
Zenith De Luxe Models Contain Distinct New
Features That Will Make a Wide Appeal

Chicago,

III.,

October

Corp., of this city,

is

8.

— The

making

Zenith

its first

Radio

trade jour-

The

stages of audio amplification, costs less
than one cent an hour to operate, and is manufactured in three different models.
The Zenith ten-tube De Luxe model, one of
them, the Spanish model, being shown herewith, contains the Zenith patented ten-tube circuit having five radio frequency tubes and five
audio amplification tubes.
All the De Luxe
models operate from self-contained receiving
plates, thereby eliminating the aerial and loop.
Dual loud speakers faithfully reproduce all of
the tones in the musical scale and every model
has single control, electrically lighted dials and
receives on wave lengths of 105 to 550 meters.
Zenith De Luxe models were created by a
famous designer of period art cabinets and are
masterpieces of craftsmanship.

&

High-grade Dry Cell CERTIFIED
teries

and Dry

electrically operated six-tube Super-Zenith uses

B.
C. BatCell B.
C. Success Batteries
Manufactured by

&

SUCCESS BATTERY MANUFACTURERS

three

Fada

1926

For the Better Merchant

trickle

charger, no storage batteries and no acids.

15,

the

filter

a practical

October

35 Broadway

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Australian distributing firm was said to be for
1,000 receivers and 1,000 Fada cones, including
all models.
The first shipment is on its way.

Announces Inprovement in
Carryola Master Portable
Instruments Now Being Delivered Are Attractively Finished in Striking Colors
Particularly Appropriate for Featuring in Holiday Season

—

Milwaukee, Wis., October
of

7.

— The

Carryola Co.

America, a leading manufacturer of portables

Australia, Ltd., Is
Capitalized at $250,000

The organization of Fada Australia, Ltd., a
new company capitalized at $250,000, which will
Fada radio products
and in Tasmania, has been announced by F. A. D. Andrea,
Inc., New York.
Headquarters of the new company are in Adelaide, South Australia, and

act as sole distributor for

Zenith

De Luxe, Spanish Model

nal announcement uf the ytar of two of its new
products at the present time, namely, the electrically operated Super-Zenith and the Zenith De
Luxe model, wliirli operates wilhnnt aerial or

F

-

in

the

Commonwealth

of Australia

branches are being located at important distributing centers such as Melbourne, Victoria;
Sydney, New South Wales; Brisbane, Queensland; Perth, West Australia, and Hobart, Tasmania. Outstanding figures in the broadcasting
world in the Australian territory are included in

"The Master" Carryola Open

the directorate of the concern.

Super Zenith
loop. The electric model secures both "A" and
"B" power supply from the electric light socket
through easily removable "A" and "B" power

This Australian sales outlet is the latest link
chain, which includes Fada
in a world-wide
Radio, Ltd, of London and Fada Radio, Ltd., of
Toronto, Canada. The initial order from the

headquarters

with

nounced

to

this

in

city,

the trade, through

has
its

an-

just

jobbers, an

important improvement in "The Master." Masters, now being delivered, are attractively em-

Clemetsen Phonographs

The Improved Portable Closed
bossed

SIZE:
42V2" high
38"
wide
22"
dcci^

Style

80-B

and airbrushed

striking

in

color

con-

trast.

The
of the

additional

and sales appeal,
undoubtedly be met

eye-value,

new instrument

will

with immediate favor by the trade.
An improvement of this kind, coming as it does on
the very eve of the big portable selling season,
is

important news for dealers.
"The Master" is the leading instrument

the Carryola line.
of
of

It is available in five

of

colors

Du Pont

Fabrikoid, and contains a number
interesting exclusive features, such as "the

Silent

motor," "Add-A-Tone reproducer,"

etc.,

which are well known throughout the industry.

Tone

—

Design

— Workmanship —

Quality

New York

Firm Chartered

The Electrophone Record
was recently incorporated
capital stock of $50,000.

ANTON CLEMETSEN

CO.

Cabinet Makers Since 1885

H.

T.

Sondheim. H. A.

Corp.,
at

New

York,

Albany with

COTTON FLOCKS
Air floited,

all

injurioui foreifn matter eliminated
for

4223

W. LAKE STREET

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

a

The incorporators are
Cone and S. Bulmer.

Record and Radio Mannfactaring

THE PECKHAM MFG. CO.

"Newark! n!?."

—

October

IS,
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THE MOST TALKED OF SETS IN
NEW YORK and CHICAGO SHOWS
Sleeper Again Leads in Modern
Features Offered in This Year's

Models
To proven superiority

fundaquality, simin

mentals of tone
plicity of control, fine selectivity,

and long range power, Sleeper
now adds semi-electric operation, provision for power ampliucciuon and many otlier latest
UcveiOpments in radio engineer-

"A

—
show" "The

wonderful piece of engineering"

— "The
—were

finest set in

best real value I've seen"

of hundreds who saw the
the radio shows.

the

the

comments

new Scout and Serenader models

at

Sleeper engineering has been distinctive and original since the
earliest days of radio, but never has Sleeper offered more
downright values and exceptional performance than this year.

ing'
1.

Wired

for electric

power

devices
2.

Wired

for 171

power tube

with output transformer
3.

Wired

for

new 200-A

detec-

tors
i.

5.
t).

7.

Five tubes with super-power
transformers
Cushioned detector socket
Simple two-control tuningr
Calibrated

wave length

scales
8.

Reduction vernier condenser
drives

9.

10.

11.

establish a new trend in panel design just as surely as Sleeper
led the way in 1924 to the use of etched metal panels.

Look

proportions of both mocfels. Note the simplicity of two controls, gold pointers controlled by reduction
drives operating over scales calibrated in wave lengths. One
battery switch for all current. One rheostat and one vernier
for the dual condenser.

Hinged panel for easy access
Amplion adjustable unit for
Serenader tone chamber
Duco style two-toned brown

Open

mahogany

sales

cabinet fluish

12.

Compartments for 90 volts
of B battery and 45 volts of
"C"

13.

Non-microphonic

14.

Non-oscillating
distance performers
Six months' guarantee.

15. Bi-iUiant
10.

Consider appearance: The panel is of extraordinary richness
and beauty, made by a process new to radio, destined to

Scout,

Type

35 inches long,
11 inches high, 11 inches wide.
pounds.
weight
50
Shipping
Price ?100.

at the fine

—

the panel
the entire chassis tips outward revealing an
engineering layout that is a delight to the eye and a clinching

argument.

Look

super-power audio transformers made by Sleeper
from 100 to 5,000
They have made Sleeper sets famous for quality of

at the

to give equal amplification of every tone
cycles.

reception.

61,

Serenader, Type C2 with built-in
loud speaker; 35 inches long, 16
inches high, 11 inches wide.
pounds.
60
Shipping weight
Price $125.00.
Prices f. o. b.
Long Island City.

The Serenader with its Racon 40-inch
ble Amplion unit has no competition

column and adjusta$125.00 nor has the

Scout at $100.00.

Sleeper Radio
GORDON
6th and Washington Aves.

air

at

Prompt

&
C.

delivery to authorized dealers

Mfg* Corporation

SLEEPER,

President

Long Island

City,

N. Y.
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Mohawk

One-Dial Set Popularity Keeping
Factory Busy in Order to Supply Demand

Aggressive Manufacturing and Merchandising Campaign and Policy of Exclusive Distributorship
Bearing Fruit in Steadily Growing Popularity and Demand for Line
Chicago,

III.,

October

dial receiver, is

for

its

— The

Mohawk

of the

Mohawk

6.

of Illinois, manufacturer

Corp.

one-

enjoying an exceptional demand

entire line,

and the factory

is

now work-

most enthusiastic reception by the buying radio
public.

The company some time ago decided upon an
aggressive

manufacturing and merchandising
campaign in behalf of
its product and is
using as its slogan
"The Pioneer and
Originator

One-

of

Dial Sets." Apparentthe campaign is
meeting with success
ly

in

every part of the

country,

for

known and

responsi-

well-

distributors have
signed exclusive franchises taking care of

ble

important territories
and providing for the
capacity output of the

Mohawk

factory.

Otto N. Frankfort,
general sales manager
of the
is

radio

charge

Mohawk

Executives and One-Dial Chassis

company

is

particularly gratified at the fact that

every model in the Mohawk line is sharing in
this popularity and letters have been received

publicity campaign.

means much

stating that the receivers are being accorded a

volume.

New

Portable to

Its

Line

phases

Mohawk

the

The company

is

operating

dealers to the best possible advantage, a factor
that

Album Go. Adds

all

in
in

on a policy of exclusive distributorship, thereby permitting the jobber to work intensively in
his specific territory and co-operate with the

from the company's representatives everywhere

Peerless

of

is

merchandising
plans, and is also directing

ing to capacity to keep pace with the orders
The
received from distributors and dealers.

known

circles,

of the

Louis Frankel, Treasurer; Otto Frankfort, General Sales Manager; Gustave Frankel, President; Douglas De Mare, Chief Engineer

Left to right:

company, who

widely

in

aiding dealers secure sales

is similar to the work performed
on the e.xterior of good albums, so we are really
not departing very far from our selected line
of work."

portable case

New

Instrument of High Quality Covered With
Genuine Leather in Colors and Is Equipped
With Double Spring Motor Other Features

—

The Peerless Album Co., 638 Broadway, New
York City, the well-known manufacturer of
albums, which recently introduced to the trade
a popular-priced portable talking machine, has

now supplemented
ments with

its

line

of portable

instru-

a higher quality product.

This new Peerless portable is covered with
genuine leather in attractive colors and is
equipped with a Heineman double-spring motor,
a quality tone arm and sound box and several
added features which should assist substantially
in developing sales.
Phil Ravis, head of the Peerless Album Co.,
in speaking of this latest product, recently said:
"Our popular-priced portable won such quick
success that we decided to extend our activities
in this line.
Due to this early experience we
believe that there is a market for a high quality
product at not too high a price, and one built
with exceptional care with an aim to add conAlthough our
siderably to the refinements.
growing, the
been
steadily
business
has
album
fact that we have taken on the manufacture of
portables will in no wise limit our activities on
albums and allied products. The dressing of a

Major White President of
Cheltenham Cabinet Makers
Andrew White, well-known broadcaster,
J.
has been elected president of the Cheltenham
This
Cabinet Makers, Inc., New York City.
company has absorbed the Associated Radio
Cabinet Manufacturers and taken over all the
assets, designs, patterns and contracts of that
company. Headquarters have been established
at 36 West Forty-fourth street, where Major
White will also direct the
White "B" power supply.

sales of the

Andrew

October

Euphonic Phonograph

15,

Is

Awarded High Trade

Praise

Wasmuth-Goodrich Co. Receives Many Favorable Comments from Trade Throughout Country Product Has Outstanding Features

—

—

Peru, Ind., October 5. The recent introduction
by the Wasmuth-Goodrich Co. of the Euphonic
phonograph has been commented upon very
favorably by dealers throughout the country,
for this company, which has been identified with
the phonograph and cabinet industries for manj'
years, has gained an enviable reputation that is

The Wasmuth-Goodrich organ-

well deserved.

ization has always held a

manufacturing

circles

and

prominent position in
its latest product em-

phasizes the experience of the company in producing standard phonographs and the soundness of its manufacturing and merchandising

The company's plant at Peru, Ind.,
covers over 140,000 square feet of space and is
one of the most modern and up-to-date plants
in the Central West.
Every facility for the
production of a quality product is provided, and
policies.

the

factory employes

are

given ideal working

facilities.

Through its long experience in the phonograph manufacturing field, the Wasmuth-Goodrich Co. has been able to conduct extensive experiments in search for the most advanced methods of sound reproduction. This year's instrument, the Euphonic phonograph, includes a newly designed tone chamber which utilizes distinctive, scientific principles and which, according to the company's dealers, gives splendid results.
The latest type reproducer is also included in the equipment, and the executives of
the factory have received many letters from
Euphonic dealers referring to the quality of
reproduction and the lack of mechanical

the

noises in the new Euphonic. Brown mahogany
and walnut woods are being used extensively in
this year's product with the adaptation of an
antique finish that gives unusual beauty to the
instruments.
In its sales policies the Wasmuth-Goodrich
Co. has always endeavored to render a com-

plete

merchandising service to the dealer. Every

possible

co-operation

tailer

to

make

create

consumer demand.

is
given to aid the rethe Euphonic line increasingly
popular and profitable, and an interesting advertising program is a part of the campaign to

Among

expositions in the metrowhich are scheduled to take
place during the coming month is the annual
exposition at Brooklyn, N. Y., which is scheduled for the week of October 30 to November
6 at the 106th Regiment Armory, Bedford avenue, and leading manufacturers, jobbers and
politan

the

radio

territory

dealers will participate.

PHONOGRAPH CASES
RADIO CASES

Reinforced 3-ply Veneer
The Standard Case

for Talking

Machines and Radio Sets

MADE BY

Let

us

figure

on

your

requirementM

PLYWOOD CORPORATION,

Goldsboro, N.

C

Mills in Va., N. C. and S. C.

VAN VEEN SOUNDPROOF BOOTHS
more necessary than ever before. You cannot demonstrate the wonderful volume and
beauty of tone of the improved tedking machine and records without booths. The new instrument has unlimited possibilities. Meet it half way by adequate demonstration.
are

Complete equipment for musical merchandise
Write for details and catalogue.

dealers.

VAN VEEN & COMPANY,

Inc.

1926

313-315 East 3l8t

Street,

PHONE LEXINGTON

New York

9956-2163

City

October
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Beauty
THE

- -

Tone

McMillan Tel-o-Air combines

you want

—

in

a

A

Radio Receiver.

153

-

everythint^
one-dial set

A

patented compenit is simple to operate.
sator on the antennae condenser makes fine tuning a
Impedance coupling gives it beautiful tone
reality.
equal to any set at any price. It is a 6-tube
quality

—
— equipped

Receiver
very low

"B"

come

easily

to use a

power tube and has

a

Distant stations

battery consumption.
and with wonderful volume. Cabinets of beautiful design and exquisite workmanship.
In no other receiver can you get the same quality
combined with beauty of design at near
of reception
demonstration will convince your
the same price.
in

—

A

customers*.

DeLuxe Highboy

—

Table Cabinet
Black

American

Genuine
Walnut.

A

for any room.

Beautiful in design
genuine Walnut,

Maple decoration.
with Utah Unit.

real decoration

it

is

with

made

of

Curly

Built-in speaker
Price,

Price,

$175 00

noo

00

The Incomparable McMillan Five

A FINE

5-tube

mous Utah

T ^lit.

—

Tuned Radio Frequency

Receiver
with specially made transformers and Vernier Dials. The McMillan Five means performance at a price below what you can get anywhere else. All
models with built-in speakers have the fa-

McMillan No.

McMillan No. 2
Console
hogany.
radio.

Type

The

of genuine

Ma-

greatest value in

Built-in speaker.

•

Table Cabinet
tone

Price,

in

two-

1

$C(^00

Mahogany. Price,
Also made in very beautiful Walnut, at $65.00

JV/

McMillan

$71 00

No

Highboy Model.
of Colonial design.
big seller at

Two-tone Walnut
Built-in speaker.

A

$9950
1425 SO.

MICHIGAN

AVE.,

CHICAGO

—
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World's Classified Advertising

An

FOR SALE
Full equipment to manufacture commercial
breakable records.
Purchaser can supply

Any member of the trade may forward to this office a
"Situation" advertisement intended for this Department to
occupy a space of four lines, agate measure, and it will
Replies will also be forwarded without
be inserted free.
Additional space will be at the rate of 25c per line.
cost.
If bold-faced type is desired the cost of same will be 25c
per line.
Rates for all other classes of advertising on

we now manufacture.

A

and nonus

—

Will

with

New York

nue,

salesman to repre-

Brunswick records.

FOR SALE
Pianos,

tablished 27 years.
and general stock.
tral location.

City of
Fe.
Esphonographs, radios

handle. Can reduce. Bear investigation. Illness
Address Newton Music Co.,
cause of selling.

Kahn & Levy,

Newton, Kans.

Summary of

Exports
and Imports of "Talkers"

Latest

Figures on Exports and Imports

Machines and Records
August Most Interesting

of

Talking

Month

the

for

of

—

Washington, D. C, October 7. In the sumof exports and imports of the commerce
of the United States for the month of August,
1926 (the latest period for which it has been

mary

FOR SALE
Equipment

to demonstrate
phonograpJi records

TEN AUDAK COUNTERS
With

fi.x:tures,

including motors, discs, ear

phones complete. Some of this equipment
is unused, remainder in perfect order.

MACY

R. H.

Broadway and

& CO.,

Inc.

New York

34th St.

Citv

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

l%"x.022xl7' bent arbor
l%"x.022xl3' bent arbor
l%"x.022x9' bent arbor
l%"x. 022x9', bent each end
l"x. 020x13' 6" marine ends
l"x. 020x15' marine ends
l"x. 020x15' bent arbor
l"x. 020x15', bent at each end

COLUMBIA

crimp arbor,
l"x.028xl0' Universal
l"x.028xll' Universal
l"x.030xll' hook ends
l"xir for motor No. 1
l"x. 028x16'

new style. No.

No. 1219

&

l"x. 027x10', rectangnjlar hole
l"x. 027x13', rectangular hole
l"x. 027x16', rectangular hole
Terms, 2 per cent cash

TALKING MACHINE SUPPLY

77

.34

35
70

No. 4

.60

No. 144
No. 145
No. 146

.39
.45
.53

with order.

request

now.

855

Washington

Blvd..

Chicago.

III.

Records for the Race Given Same Widespread
PubUcity as Are Other Columbia Products
Striking Example of Race Newspaper Ad
Co.,

New

York,

has been 4he subject of high praise throughout
the industry and trade for the manner in which

keeping the public informed of the merits
phonograph and new recordings through
a series of full-page newspaper advertisements
and advertisements in national magazines. These
it

is

of the

Galveston, Texas.

presentations in the leading advertising mediums
have been devoted to the new Columbia line of
Viva-tonal phonographs and the New Process

UIXXLE DWVID PLAV

Oi

of 1925, $287,986.

THERES

little David sitting up there on the clouds playing his
harp among the angels. Listen while the Big Bethel Choir No. 1.
Atlanta's magnificent Race choir of sixty mixed voices from
Atlanta's finest Race church, sings "Little David Play on Your
Harp. Hear those high notes soaring way, way up. Hear that bass
going down, down, down. Hear them a\\
sixty of em — comin' in
together. It's just wonderfuL

compared with $1,104,935, in 1925.
The coiintries to which these instruments
were sent during August and their values were
United Kingdom, $844; other Euas follows:

Chile,

$31,013;

"

—

Ask your

$13,141; Australia, $18,590;
other countries, $24,324.

[

Zealand, $4,134;

-

lO-inch

Record

75c

™

Bil Belhel Choir No. 1
COLUMBIA PHONOGRAPH COMPANY
1819 B.Tudv.,,

Philippine Islands,

New

-

rUttle David Play on Your Harp!
Shout All Over God's HeavenJ

Colembia, $22,071;
South America, $33,537;

Peru, $9,922; other
China, $2,265; Japan, $936;

dealer to play Ibis Columbia

14157-D

$9,661;

Columbia

No. York GtT

Recon

THE RECORDS WITHOU T SCRATCH

Fine Issue of Announcer
The

latest

issue

Stewart-Warner An-

of the

nouncer, which has just been distributed to the
trade, contains a wealth of material of great
The contents include
interest to the dealer.
details of a new window display competition
this

the

Fall,

new

a description
one-dial

of

the

fine

points

Stewart-Warner radio

interesting article

of

sets,

on the use of color

in

window displays by W. L. Stensgaard, manager
of the window display division, and many other

Striking Race Advertisement
Columbia recordings of Masterworks recordings
and the latest in popular dance and vocal music.
The Columbia Co., however, is not content

with putting these products before the public.
The foreign language catalog is given the same
widespread publicity and the Columbia race records are similarly treated.

The accompanying illustration
manner in which

e.xample of the
Co.

are testifying to the snperior qasllty of onr

COTTON FLOCKS FOR PHONOGRAPH RECORDS
WITH THE BUTEBS OF

WASXE MFG.

CO.,

its race records
Especially noteworthy

features

tions.

tween the

CONSTANTLY INCREASING SALES
CLAREMOISIT

Act

England Mills Co.

Columbia Race Recordings

line,

JjINE

MAJESTIC.

for your city with full dealer

etc.,
profits.

The Columbia Phonograph

features.

STEP INTO

Quick

91-D

valued at $2,051,451, as against 49,524 talking
machines, valued at $1,447,105, in 1925.
The total exports of records and supplies for
August, 1926, were valued at $180,894, as compared with $147,103 in June, 1925. The eight
months ending August, 1926, show records and
accessories exported valued at $1,419,942, as

an

PABKRIDGEM

CO.,
catalogrue on

TUBES,

THOROLA,

Talking machines to the number of 8,328,
valued at $249,502, were exported in August,
1926, as compared with 8,776 talking machines,
valued at $234,291, sent abroad in the same
period of 1925. The eight months' total showed
that
we exported 67,176 talking machines,

.61
.32
.30

40

SAAL-SILVERTONE

Complete

20009

No. 2951
No. 2951

HEINEMAN

l"x. 02.5x12' motors. Nos. 33
1 3/16"x.026xl9', also Path6
1 3/16"x.026xl7

6543 $.57
3014 .57
5362 .56
5423 .48
5427 .38
6542 .38
2141 .35
3335 .38
5394 .39
6546 .39

TUNGAR,

Write stating vour

on talking machines and records.
The dutiable imports of talking machines and
parts during August, 1926, amounted in value to
$75,396, as compared with $19,193 worth which
were imported during the same period of 1925.
The eight months' total ended August, 1926,
showed importations valued at $364,741; in the

tina,

VICTOR
Ii4"x.022xl7', bent each end
Ii4"x.022xl8' 6" marine ends

BREMER-

rope, $6,544; Canada, $11,825; Central America,
$7,802; Mexico, $26,817; Cuba, $25,896; Argen-

SPRINGS

on a sound,

Distinctive Publicity for

compiled), the following are the figures bearing

same period

business

Wholesale Distributors of Higli-grade Nationally
Advertised Radio Products
Dept.

Submit your lowest possible cash price on
any quantity of discontinued Victor or
Brunswick Console model phonographs to

Competition negligible. CenReasonable rent. About $S,000 will

put your

to

SHERWOOD BROOKS. BALKITE, ALL

E.

New

WANT TO BUY

Only exclusive music and radio store.
Division point main line Santa
10,000.

G.

A.
Big.

protection.

lowest cash price.' PEOPLES OUTFITTING CO., ISO Michigan Avenue, Detroit,
Mich.

Address "Box 1581," care The Talking Machine
World, 383 Madison avenue. New York City.

opportunity

5'our

AMERICAN,
UTAH, R. 0.

Will purchase any complete stock of Victor
or

is

TULLY, LIBERTY,

RECORDS WANTED

WANTED — Phonograph

Dealer in

profitable basis by selling Eadio Products having a nanlmum
sales resistance because the demand has been
creat<;d
by
nation-wide publicity.
Write U3 for Catalog 91-D givlni; tull
information of our proPtable plan for handling

Fifty Gabel Entertainers, preferably to one party or
separately if necessary.
In perfect condition and
embody all of the distinctive features of this well
known machine. Address "Box 1582," care The Talking Machine World, 383 Madison Avenue, New York
City.

sent Chicago manufacturer in Chicago and adjacent territory, calling on wholesale trade only.

Reliable Radio
City

to

To Handle High-Grade

FOR SALE

City.

Be Granted

NationaJly Advertised Radio Products
Ihis

WANTED—

Exclusive Franchise
Your

application.

machine
Talking
POSITION
and radio executive, twenty years' experience in
both manufacturing and wholesaling, is open for
a position where his thorough knowledge of the
industry and sales managing ability can be used
to the best advantage. Adress "Box 1580," care
The Talking Machine World, 383 Madison ave-

1926

15,

With Four Hour Delivery Service

real opportunity at less
than half original cost.
Address "Box 1579," care
The Talking Machine World, 383 Madison Avenue,
New York City,
all

October

"QIJAI,ITT"

Clapcmont, NJM.

illustration, in

with the

title

Business

in
is

is

a

striking

the Columbia

race publicathe tie-up be-

both subject and out-

of the selection featured.

Manager

of

WLW

Announcement has been made of the appointment of Harry K. Randall as business manager

WLW,

operated by the
He will
Crosley Radio Corp., Cincinnati, O.
have charge of all commercial connections of
the station which has become very popular in
the Ohio Valley and surrounding territory.
of broadcasting station

I

—
October

15,
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New

Setting a

Standard in Radio
HARMO-SONIC

The

radio expert will marvel at
the technical features embodied in
the Amplex Harmo-Sonic* at such
low prices. Six tubes two-dial
control
using tandem condens-

Tubes—2

6

Shielded

Dials
Chassis

HARMO-SONIC
is

not merely a

name

—

it

is

—

ers
stages of modified
straight line T.R.F., using solonoid coils and solidly constructed

an

amplification
principle
that
a whole new field of
radio enjoyment. It is a revelation in sound reproduction

opens

rich,

clear,

full

tones'

—

—high

—

condensers three stages of resistance coupled audio frequency

You can now install the
Amplex Harmo-Sonic

down

Constructed for quick and
easy mounting.
Panel size

to

an

amazingly

low

resistances and mica condensers.
"C" Battery and power tube connections.
Smooth variable controls for Clarity, Volume and
Power. Long and short antennae
clips.
Genuine bakelite panel
equipped with
sockets and
colored cable.
Engineered and

Chassis in any Console
Cabinet. The same highly
efficient Chassis as found
in the table models, but
especially

UX

SHIELDED

employing concealed wiring
and a sturdy system of riveting
and flexible connections giving
ruggedness, sturdiness and long
life.
Rich, gold-decorated, Bakelite panel and housed in attractive
built

7"xl8".

Made
*

(Harmo-Sonic*) using metalized

NOW AVAILABLE

notes and low notes so real,
so natural, as if the broadcaster
were in the same room with
you. It is the latest triumph of
Amplex engineers, backed by
scientific production methods
which have brought the price
level.

A

type of amplification that
synchronizes the over tones and the
middle tones as well as the rich,
sonorous beauty of the basso profundo.

in

two models.

Plain

$35.50

list

Vernier

$42.50

cabinets at prices that

list

Set

Model No. 49

.

.

—

—
two

a

New

Standard

Model No. 39

$49.50

.

.

in

Radio

$39.50

Model No. 49 the biggest and fastest
seller. The Amplex Harmo-Sonic Chassis
with vernier dials and in an attractive

39 the efficient Harmo-Sonic
six-tube, two-dial control Chassis in a
sloping front cabinet. Easy to tune yet

slopinf; front, ornamented, walnut finish
Sturdily and "fool proofly" decabinet.
signed.

giving such tone quality, selectivity and
that can only be secured with the
most expensive radio receivers.

Some

Model No.

DX

exclusive territories

still

open

—

ivrite.

Amplex Instrument Laboratories
88 West Broadway

Dept.

W'lO

New

York City

3
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LATEST PATENTS

RELATING
—

8.
Vibration
Washington, D. C, October
Responsive Device. Charles R. Moore, Maplewood, N. J., assignor to the Western Electric
Patent No. 1,583,067.
Co., Inc., New York.
This invention relates to mechanical coupling
devices, and more particularly relates to coupling devices for acoustic vibrating systems such
as telephone transmitters, receivers, phonograph
reproducers and the like. An object of this invention is to provide a non-rigid elastic and dissipating coupling arrangement between a driving

member and

member whereby

driven

a

moving system

the

mechanical vibratory
energy without appreciable resonance
tfTects.
A further object is to provide an improved mounting for phonograph reproducers
and the like.
Figure 1 represents this invention embodied
in a telephone transmitter. Fig. 2 is a modificawill transmit

which the

foil sheets
modification in
which the foil packing composes annular rings
having openings of different sizes. Fig. 4 is a

tion of this invention in

are

disc

shaped.

modification

in

Fig.

3

a

is

which the

composes

packing

discs of varying diameters.

Fig. 5

discloses a

which solid discs alternate with annular rings to form the packing
arrangement. Figs. 6 and 7 represent this in-

form

of this invention in

vention as

applied

to

piezo-electric

crystals.

and 9 show an alternative arrangement
employing this invention with piezo-electric
Figs. 10 and 11 illustrate this invencrystals.
Fig. 12 illustion in a phonograph reproducer.
trates a push-pull phonograph reproducer emFigs. 8

for

Another object is to provide means whereby
power of the horn may be regulated, holes
with an adjustable damper being used to vary
the horn effects.
the

Still

another object

is

to provide a

wooden

tongue in the small part of the horn which will
be connected to the diaphragm or to the phonograph reproducer box diaphragm to damp the
vibrations and
thereby reduce the metallic
sounds produced.

Another object is to provide a casing for the
apparatus which can be easily removed when
necessary to examine the apparatus mounted on
the base. Figure 1 is front elevation of apparatus
with portions shown in section for purposes of
Fig. 2 is a top view of the comillustration.
plete apparatus.
Stylus Mounting.
Leon Baxter, Brooklyn,
N. Y. Patent No. 1,585,525.
The present invention has reference to a
mounting for the stylus bar of the sound box
for phonographs or similar talking machines.
An object is to produce a stylus bar from a
single piece of suitable metal connected to the
diaphragm of the sound box of a talking
machine in such manner as to prevent rattling

Another object
a

of the invention is to provide
cabinet having a horn-like recess above the

motor supporting

portion

of

the

taken on the line 3

—
—3
3

of Fig.

2.

Fig. 4

is

a

shown

tion

in Fig.

1

showing the cover

in a

closed position, as shown in Fig. 1. Fig. 5 is a
view similar to Fig. 4 showing the cover in an

or pressure on the diaphragm either up,
or sideways.

Figure

1

applied.

is

Fig.

down

a view showing the improvement
2 is a sectional view approxi-

—

mately on the line 2 2 of Fig. 1. Fig. 3 is a
view approximately of the line 3
of Fig. 1.
Fig. 4 is a perspective view of the
sectional

—

stylus bar.

Phonograph Cabinet. Charles T. Wittstein,
Newark, N. J. Patent No. 1,585,454.
This invention relates in general to phonograph cabinets, and more particularly to the

open position, as shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 6 is a
view similar to Fig. 1 showing a modified form
of the invention in which the sound is projected both above and below the motor board,
the horn portion as shown in Fig. 2 being fixed
with relation to the cabinet and an additional
movable cover similar to that shown in Fig. 1
being utilized for enclosing the reproducing
mechanism. Fig. 7 is a front elevation on a reduced scale of the invention shown in Fig. 6
with the cover in an open position. Fig. 8 is a
view similar to Fig. 6 showing a modified construction of the horn beneath the motor board.
Fig. 9 is a transverse sectional view taken on
the line 9 9 of Fig. 8. Fig. 10 is a view similar
to Fig. 2 showing another modified form of the

—

invention.

Fig.

construction

11

shown

is

a front elevation of the

in

Fig. 10.

Simon D. Padplace. Patent

Unique Stationery

No.
Putting novelty into the stationery of a retail
establishment ofttimes has the effect of impressing the store and its products on the mind of the
recipient of a letter or some other form of
mail matter.
Marx & Marx, Sacramento, Cal.,
phonograph record dealers, recently issued a
unique letterhead in which the entire left side of
the page was given over to "A Modern Dictionary of Some Musical Terms." Twenty-eight

1,538,418.

This invention relates to a loud speaker horn
for radio telephones or for phonograph reproducers, and an object of the invention is to produce a very effective horn without unduly increasing

a

formed by said motor
supporting partition and the remainder of said
walls being formed by a structure having a configuration similar to a half horn formed by
dividing a horn on its longitudinal axis mounted
on or forming a continuation of said motor
board, means being provided for admitting the
sound from the tone arm of the instrument into
the inner end of said recess, whereby the said
horn-like recess amplifies and projects the
sound outwardly above said motor board.
Figure 1 is a fragmentary vertical sectional
view through the upper portion of a phonograph cabinet constructed in accordance with
the invention showing the cover in closed position.
Fig. 2 is a similar view showing the cover
in open position for access to the reproducing
mechanism, and for projecting and amplifying
the sound. Fig. 3 is a horizontal sectional view

dock, San Francisco, Cal., assignor to the Pad-

dock Engineering Corp., same

partition,

walls of said recess being

front elevation on a reduced scale of the inven-

ploying this invention.

Sound Reproducing Horn.

or partition of the cabinet, and improve the
projecting and amplifying of the sound and the
quality of the tone.

its size.

Another object of the invention

is

to

so ar-

humorous

Ul
range the horn as to make use of the sonorous
qualities of the wood of which both sides of the
initial part of the horn is made to improve the
effect of the tones produced.
Another object of the invention is to provide
a casing for the horn which will have an improved appearance over many such casings, and
to provide the space within which the radio apparatus may be installed, or inside of which the
driving mechanism of the phonograph may be
installed if the horn is used on a phonograph.
Another object of the invention is to provide
means whereby the entire area of the bottom of
the case may be used to improve the tone effect
of the sounds passed therethrough, and since
the inner and the outer bases are both made of
sounding
thin wood, they act as extensive
boards to prevent the common metallic sounds
of such apparatus.

definitions are given, a few of

—

which

Sharp, One who writes music that sells;
Double Sharp, The publisher succeeding in selling the music written by sharp; Largo, Slow
motion of a musician on the way to pay a bill;
Presto, Lively gait of same musician en route
are:

—

—

—

to collect

A
A

money.

Winning Sales Plan

talking machine dealer in the Middle

West

who

entered the field a little more than a year
ago has outstripped in sales volume many of
his competitors who have been in business for

This dealer, when he opened his" store,
determined to make his establishment the music
center of the section of the city in which he was
located.
He encouraged the young people to
years.

and amplification of sound reproduced therein, one object of the invention being to provide an improved construction for
projecting the sound upwardly and outwardly
above the motor and tone arm supporting board
projection

make

headquarters.
it a point
to be on the committee of welcome and he had
visiting artists play in his store.

When

his

establishment

their

artists visited the city he

made

—
October

15,
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Richard TDcm/is Introduces^

MastrO'Ortliolim
Movable Master Control
Power Reproducer
The Mastro-Ortholian

with

has been pronounced "the only really

new

Remote or Master Control gives the
any system yet devised because the small control
alongside your favorite
cabinet can be placed at your finger tips
lounging place. No more jumping up to go over and tune your set.
development in

MOVABLE MASTER CONTROL UNIT—
Covered with sharkshide Fabrikoid leather.
Ends and front plate finished with richly designed bronze metal casting. Beautifies with age
as use brings out the highlights in bronze and in
grain of Fabrikoid. Dimensions 19" wide, l" high.

this year's radio."

greatest utility of

9" deep.

The

—

control cabinet contains only the radio frequency, station

and volume control. The station selector is of the new localized drum type emd there are two volume controls, one of which
automatically controls the complete power supply. Perfect shielding
metal cabinet and complete separation from all audio. Power is
received from Reproducer Cabinet through a small cable.

selector

Power Unit Also Has Exclusive Features
The Mastro-Ortholian

has a depth and

fidelity of

tone that

is

main-

A

double point cone is mounted
chamber which gives a superior
speech. Separating the audio and radio amplification

tained at any stage of amplification.
in a specially designed resonance

reproduction of
in

two cabinets eliminates any chance

of

howls from audio feed-back.

The Reproducer Cabinet

contains all audio and power amplificaCX-310) with special reproducer and power supply
operating on 110 volt, 60 cycle A. C, also trickle charger and space for
tion (using tube

storage battery. List price Mastro-Ortholian (two units) less tubes and

storage A-battery, $345-00.

WOGUE SPEAKERS

POWER REPRODUCING UNIT-

Modernize an^ Receiving Set

Finished in shaded walnut and dark trim, with
and lees of artistically carved art wood
new era in radio cabinet design. Upright cons! ruction requires less floor sp-ice than
wider and bulkier models. Dimensions 48" high,
I4" deep, 22" wide.

—

grille

heralds a

—

Model 10

— 1<5EW VOGUE CONE HORN — compact,

attractive

appearance of a cone with popular reproduction features of goose-necked horn.
Pep, pitch, clarity, volume. Exclusive construction gives longer tonal travel
than size indicates. List price $30.00.

Model

30— ORTHOLIAN REPRODUCER— the

scribed in connection with the Mastro-Ortholian

designed

wood horn having

Model

new

specially

Employs principle
enunciation. Tonal reflex adds beauty and

tonal travel of over seven feet.

of metallic kick-off, essential to clear

depth to base notes.

same cabinet de-

— contains

List price $85.00.

32— LIGHT CIRCUIT POWER REPRODUCER — de-

scribed in connection with Mastro-Ortholian,
List price (less tubes) $175.00.

which can be used on any

Write for Dealer Proposition

4

Vogue Cone Horn
Finished in brown

sells

on one demonstration.

crackle with a walnut grille

and base of carved art wood, highhghted with
gold giving a rich, antique gold finish. Dimenwide.
sions 20" high, base lo'/' long,

iW

4

RICHARD

T.

DAVIS

INCORPORATED

MANUFACTURERS OF

Vogue Radio Products
Davis Building, 5252 Broadway, Chicago, U.

S.

A.

set.

I
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Buffalo Victor Dealers
Have Interesting Meeting

and

Radio

Mfrs.

October

Phonograph

15,

1926

Hardware

More Than

200 Dealers Gather at Meeting and
Banquet Held Under Auspices of Buffalo
Talking Machine Co. and Curtis N. Andrews

f

—

Andrews and

Buffalo, Curtis N.

the Buffalo

Talking Machine Co. In addition to Victor dealers there were also present at the meeting factory representatives of the Victor Talking Machine Co., with Roy A. Forbes, manager of sales
and merchandise for the Victor Co., as the principal speaker.

The toastmasters

at

the

dinner were O. L.

Co.,

Machine

and Curtis N. Andrews, whose introduc-

».

1919,

Oct- 23.

Canada

1921

.\ppllej-

TATENTi, PKNDINC OX DESIGN'
Hinge for Drop Door
12 Sliding Drop Door Support
1 1

LET US
ESTIMATE
on tools
dies

and

metal
stamoinff
I'arentB

PLATING

Neal, president of the Buffalo Talking

Dec

on the Market
The Most Dependable AutomaUc Cover Support

Buffalo, N. Y., October 6. More than two hundred Victor dealers attended a very interesting
and successful meeting and banquet held on
September 30 at the Hotel Statler in this city,
under the auspices of the two Victor jobbers
in

ratcnIeJ
Nov. 7.

STAR MACHINE
& NOVELTY CO., Inc.

tvr

Door Hinge

VERY ATTRACTIVE

in nickel
sold, brass

coDoer.

Applied

22 Invisible Stop

DOOR PULLS

9-11

WATSESSING AVE.
R.tPIO

IN DIFFERENT STYLES

etc.

Bloomfield, N.

AND rORTXRLE COltB

J.

M rpoars

tion of the various speakers gave the dealers an

adequate idea of the purpose and aims of this
interesting meeting.
The new Tuscany Electrola, the latest product of the Victor Talking
Machine Co., was demonstrated at the dinner

Announce Vita-Phonic Brass
Tone Arm and Reproducer

E. T.

and was the subject of enthusiastic applause.
In presenting Mr. Forbes to the dealers Mr.

Joseph E. Rudell Places New Products on Market Both Tone Arm and Reproducer Are
Being Sold Direct to Dealer

Tube Manufacturer Issues

Andrews paid

a deserved tribute to the present
Victor activities, stating that every
factor of the Victor industry was looking for-

status

ward

—

Cunningham Urges
Tie-up With Football Games
Attractive

Leaflet

Advising the Buying of New Tubes to Assure Reception of Football Games Broadcast

of

to

briefly

permanent prosperity.

some

of

Mr. Forbes' past

He

also related

activities in the

The Rudell Vita-Phonic brass tone arm and
two new prod-

the Vita-Phonic reproducer are

ucts

which have

just

been introduced to the

pointing out that his many
years' association with the retail sale of Victor
merchandise had qualified him admirablj' to dis-

trade by Joseph E. Rudell, New York.
They
are not being sold through jobbers, but direct
to the dealer,

and Mr. Rudell

cuss dealer problems

new products

are enjoying a splendid

Victor

industry,

Mr. Forbes

effectively.

address gave the dealers an
intimate idea of the aims and desires of the Victor Co. so far as dealer co-operation was concerned, and he also pointed out that the four

of sales.

fundamentals for the successful merchandising
of Victor products are openmindedness and

instruments.

in his

study, clean stocks, quality, and sustained effort.
Using these four fundamentals as the basis for
his talk, Mr. Forbes offered an inspiring and
most interesting address which was received
with keen appreciation by the dealers.
Among the other speakers on the program
were the two Victor jobbers in Buffalo, R. S.
Cron, Victor district sales manager in the New
York division, and W. D. Andrews, well-known
Victor jobber in Syracuse, who was an invited

guest at the meeting.

states that both

volume

timely piece of sales promotion literature,
the wisdom of buying fresh radio
tubes for reception of the football games now
being broadcast, has been prepared for dealers
by E. T. Cunningham, Inc., New York. This
leaflet
contains a complete schedule of the
leading college football games this Fall and is
.\

based on

by the dealer to the public.
argument on Cunningham
radio tubes is based on the thought that a radio
set can be no better than its tubes, and Cunfor distribution

The Rudell Vita-Phonic tone arm

is

made

of

brass,

with a continual taper from the repro-

ducer

to

the

base,

similar

to

that

of

band

This outstanding feature provides
perfect sound waves from the reproducer to
the amplifier. The base is constructed to give
the tone arm a ball-bearing action, thus eliminating unnecessary friction. The finish of the
base is in ebony black.
The Vita-Phonic reproducer is equipped with
a highly sensitive diaphragm, which is said to
give faithful reproduction to all high and low
Mr. Rudell
notes in the phonograph record.
states that surface noise is reduced to a minimum, the large diaphragm permitting longer
vibration, which produces lifelike tone.

We are distributors

A

snappy

sales

ningham tubes in a receiving set tend to remind the radio listener of a perfectly organized
team on the gridiron, each tube being manufactured

do

to

brilliant

individual

R. K. Smith Visited

the

team

Gotham

R. K. Smith, radio sales manager of the Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co., Chicago, III.,
was a recent visitor to New York, making his
headquarters at the offices of the Boley-Oliver
Co., Eastern representative for Kellogg products.
Mr. Smith was on his way to Chicago
after a very successful trip which included a
visit to the Pacific Coast, where he appointed
the well-known house of Sherman, Clay & Co. as
a Kellogg dealer. He also called on the trade at

Philadelphia,

Indianapolis,

City and
time for the

Kansas

Boston, returning to Chicago

of

and

work.

in

opening of the Radio Show in that city.
In a chat with The World, Mr. Smith stated
that business conditions throughout the country
were excellent, the majority of the dealers re-

famous

porting an increase of appro.ximately 50 per
cent in their radio sales as compared with last
year. He found the new Kellogg sets enjoying
marked popularity wherever he visited.

Farrand

A

Correction!

Utah Radio ProdThe World of September, the height
new Utah "Cone" speaker was given as

In the advertisement of the
ucts Co. in
of the

Also the new Farrand "B" Eliminator and "B
Eliminator combined with Power Amplifier

IZVa inches. This should have read 17V2 inches.
In passing it might be noted that this "Cone"
speaker, which is the latest addition to the Utah
line, has proved exceedingly popular with the

trade and orders have been pouring into the facOther
tory in a most satisfactory fashion.

Utah speakers include the "Book" model, the

North

Ward Radio

"Superfle.x"

the

"Supreme" and the Utah "Phonospeaker."

The

"Standard,"

Corp.

line

367 Plane

St.

Newark, N. J

ers

has

and

won

the

"Junior,"

the widespread approval of dealmany distinctive features of

public, the

the products being responsible for their popularity.

October
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Window

Attractive

phases and

Displays of Sheet

tastes

Music Have Proven Their High Value
A

Well-arranged

Window Not Only

Publication but

progressive dealer.
Popular sheet music does
lend itself for display purposes.
So do music
books of all kinds. It is the standard material,
teaching pieces and music issued for particular

In recent years the sheet music industry has
fortunate in having a number of win-

been

dow

display contests for retailers. Aside from
the prizes for the winners there is considerable

value in the interest that
of such displays which

New

Serves to Attract the Attention of the Public to the
to Encourage Self-service Within the Store

Can Be Developed

aroused
demonstrate

in the

is

groups that are more
attractive manner.

value

the

im-

Some

portance of the store front.
Publishers and others appropriate funds for
window contests because they realize the value
of such displays.
Naturally it is not advisable
to have such contests too often for some of
the interest would thus be dissipated. The windows, however, and all other store-front space
are valuable and important in the weeks when
there are no contests.
One of the big features
of the contest is the educational value connected with these special showings.
A demonstration of the value of the window
has been given in recent years by many new
modern designs for retail store fronts. The
trend is to enlarge the window space and arrange the whole store front so that not only
does the window attract passers-by through the
space that is flush with the street, but also
through tricky entrances which give much window space in what would ordinarily be the

able

of the

show

to

the

in

of

stores have avail-

persons interested

in

particular type of offerings a grouping of such

material

in

inspect

to

and

to

Thus

binders.
the

the customer

material in

some extent be

Any method

leisurely

a

able

is

manner

a self-salesman.

that can be designed to encour-

age customers to serve themselves adds considerably

the

to

activities

produced

is

yearly volume

of

Such

sales.

do not, of course, dispense with the

need for specialized salesmen.
A stock of
standard sheet music particularly covers so many

meet

I'l

hardly

is

it

possible

.such

varied

with such a

voluminous amount of goods to simplify selling methods. But making as much of the material as possible readily available and encouraging self-service is advantageous and doubtAs a matter of fact, the
less adds to volume.
simplification of such sales gives the sales staff

much more

so

time to take care of the more

difficult clientele.

The purchasing

public

is

attracted to stores

which serve them with the greatest ease and
the least time, so as

more modern

perusal

the

for

difficult

that

itself

to

direct

much

sales

in

material as will lend

methods should be

ar-

ranged accordingly.
Probably the most successful direct merchandisers of modern times

Here

are the syndicate stores.

practically every

customer waits upon himself. The sales girl
only wraps up the goods and rings the register.
Everything is displayed on open counters so it
can be picked up, handled and selected by the
customer.
All sheet music stocks, of course,
cannot be handled in this manner, but some
of them can, and that portion should be arranged in a similar manner to aid sales.

Popular Music Business on Upward
Trend According to the Jobbers
September Sales Proving Greatly
tion Creates

in Excess of Those
Optimism Regarding

of

Corresponding Month

of 1925

— Situa-

Fall Possibilities

foyer.

In the large business centers there is no
question about the value of frontage.
Therefore, to design the front of the store in a manner that gives window space to an elongated
entrance proves that the modern architect and
progressive dealer considers the advertising
value of such entrances in expensive locations

Popular publishers,
goods,

are

naturally

like

other producers

enthusiastic

sales possibilities of their products.

over

They must

be optimists because they are dealing in goods
of uncertain quantities, for there is no way for
them to tell, other than through public response,
just

how

This renewed activity

of

the

large a sale particular offerings will

of

most publishers

for

is

reflected in the plans

the

Fall

season.

The

arrangements for Fall campaigns are generally
under way and these are marked by a feeling of
assurance in the months to come.
Practically
all of the publishers announce the addition of
Fall releases to their catalogs and in every instance these are accompanied by plans to fur-

as

an investment which furthers the interest
of the shop and lures a greater number of peo-

have.

because of his

ther the exploitation of these selected offerings.

ple to the counters.

position, the best judge of the sales situation as

is much other evidence of the return
unusual interest in popular music. The
manufacturers of popular records all announce
substantial increases in sales.
One chain of
syndicate stores increased its popular record
sales during the month of August 40 per cent
over the previous month.
This is a huge increase and represents something other than a

Relative
fronts

The

is

store

manner

arranging store
the planning of the interior scheme.
to the
fronts

are

of

valuable in luring probut the arrangement of

purchasers,
stock and counters certainly is just as important.
After a prospective customer is lured into
the store, many sales are closed through the
attractive manner in which the goods are
spective

offered.
It is true that all

material in the stock of a
not lend itself readily

sheet music store does

and it is the devising of
showing such goods that marks
the difference between a progressive and a nonto

display purposes

methods

for

The jobber
it

of popular music

affects the entire industry.

is,

While none

of the

is given to exaggeration it is
during specific periods that one
specific house would be operating along more
successful lines than would some of its contemporaries.
To have, then, every jobber in the industry
state that the September sales of this year are
far exceeding the sales of 1925 is good evidence
that there is distinct revival in sales of popular
music. This renewed activity in sales was felt
in the late Summer months and, continuing over
into the early Fall with a normal season ahead,
is a most encouraging situation

larger publishers

quite possible

There

of

mere

sales spurt.

The

increase

is

so large that

with the usual allowance for sale fluctuations
the gain will still be tremendous.

The Edward B. Marks Music
William Wiemann, formerly

that

ihe theatrical

field,

has joined

Co. announces
associated with

its

organization.
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Above Songs Featured By Orchestra And Vaudeville Acts Trom Coast To Coast

IRVING BERLIN

Many
Comedy
Leo

Girl

Interesting Publications in
Feist Catalog for Fall

Inc.,

has

a

issued

just

comedy

Gus Kahn and Ted Fiorito called
Has Eye Trouble." This number was

recently tried out in vaudeville and the response
was so enthusiastic that the professional department of the Feist organization immediately arranged a campaign to further its interests.
Other Feist numbers that are being used in
opening up the Fall campaign for that house
include "Just a Bird's-eye View" (Of My Old
Kentucky Home), another number by Gus Kahn
and music by Walter Donaldson.
This is the
type of song that has achieved fame for Donaldson and it bears all the earmarks of duplicating
the popularity of some of his earlier successes.
Donaldson is also responsible for "It Made You

Happy When You Made Me
the

In this case

Cry."

composer has contributed both the words

and music.
A dramatic waltz balled called "I've Lost All
My Love For You" is also among the early Fall
offerings. This number is by Lewis and Young,
Harry Akst and Al Piantadosi, all sure-fire
writers.
Lewis and Young, together with

Mabel Wayne, are also responsible

and

song

Chicago, and several productions on the road
for which Feist published the music, the company's activities are to be added to through the

opening on Broadway of several other
musical comedies which give every promise of
scoring a success.

early

Musical Comedies Again
Coming Into Their
Announcements

of

Four

New

Own

Productions Indi-

cate a Revival of Interest in Operettas

Better Classes of Musical

A

and

Shows

one of the New York Sunday
papers recently remarked that of the opening
in

critic

exploitation.
original

Home" and

One

type

the other

is

a

is

entitled

new mother

Me

"Calling

entitled "Beside a Gar-

den Wall," a melodious fox-trot song.
The above activities on new issues
Feist catalog, following the close of the

in

the

Sum-

mer season by that house which established a
new record in sales, assures unusual activity to
the professional
organization.

and

sales

department of the

It might be pointed out also that besides having one of the feature songs, "Adorable," in this
season's "Vanities," and with the musical show

"Castles in the Air" playing both

New York

and

for

early

that there
in

presentation,
is

America.

a

new

it

huge money-maker for all concerned.
really was the cause of the renewed

This
inter-

in the
operetta, as its unusual success
aroused the interest of other producers and
justified investments in this type of offering.

est

Weymann

"Dawn"
Window Display

Features

in Special

Makes an Effective Tieup With Presentation of Successful Pallma
Nimiber by Benjamin Franklin Orchestra

Philadelphia,

mann & Son,
tured "Dawn"
and

tied

P.\.,

in

October
of this

Inc.,

a

special

4.

— H.

city,

A. Weyrecently fea-

window

display,

up with the presentation of the num-

can be readily seen

era for the musical

It is true that

some

comedy

of these are of

to the ranks.

The success of the operetta type of show
brings back to the musical comedy two distinct
values. First, a libretto which leaves something
that can be remembered and, secondly, some outstanding vocal gems. The first has an educational value, appeals to the mentality and makes
for an evening well spent, or at least not a
total

loss,

and the second would indicate that

we have reached a period of higher musical
taste, the public demanding something more
than a current topical song as its musical food.
As far as the music publisher is concerned
and the trade in general the new type of musical

MY BABY COOKS AS
GOOD AS SHE LOOKS
IF

Be Hungry All the Time)
AND THE TUNE IS EVEN BETTER THAN THE TITLE
EDW. B. MARKS MUSIC CO., 223 W. 46th St., New York
(lUl

a

show

new Fall productions the musical shows
were of a better standard than the dramatic
productions. Viewing the musical successes of
last year and those already open and scheduled

modernized sufficiently to meet American tastes.
There is some sign of the passing of the
musical revues which were in a measure only
glorified vaudeville and elaborate girl shows.
This is not to say that there is no further room
for this type of offering.
There are several
productions in this category that are American
institutions and doubtless these can be continued but hardly with many profitable additions

of

est and larger gross sales.
The productions
themselves have a longer life, as witness the
continuance of "Blossom Time," which has been

of the

the operetta type with foreign background, but

for

The songs

returns.

possible wider inter-

Philadelphia Concern

"In a

for

Looked Into Mine" also is in the Feist new list.
This song will not only be heard in vaudeville,
but from present plans it will be heard frequently as an encore number in concert programs.
Two other numbers are on the Feist schedule

Promotion

Spanish Town" (On a Night Like This).
popular standard ballad by John Golden
Raymond Hubbell called "Your Heart

Little

A

comedy brings the larger
much longer, making

last

Songs, Ballads and Production Numbers All Represented in the Catalog Developed by
That Prominent Publishing House for Coming Activities

Feist,

song by

"My

1607 Broadway, New York

INC.,

A Window

That Attracted

ber by the Stanley Theatre, of this city, as well
as the Benjamin Franklin Concert Orchestra,
broadcasting from Station WFI, and other local
musical organizations which featured the song.

As a background for the window, the title
page of the song was represented in color. The
huge oil painting was twelve feet in height and
framed with copies of the number, while in the
foreground there was a border of the covers
of the song.
The display was arranged because of the growing popularity of "Dawn" in
Philadelphia and it proved so eft'ective that it
was continued for three consecutive weeks and
constantly aroused interest.
Credit for the window is given to Elmer A.
Naylor, manager of the sheet music department
of H. A. Weymann & Son. "Dawn," published
by the Pallma Music Publishers, Chicago, is
one of the most successful of the art songs.

October
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Constant Supplies of Fresh Music
Will Help Keep Instruments in Use
The Part That the Sheet Music Dealer Can Play in Supplying Professional and Amateur Musicians With the Necessary Music and Keeping Their Interest as Musicians Alive
Late reports from the Middle West, where
orchestras have been on strike in the photoplay and other theatres, show that despite
the fact that the exhibitors and other theatre
owners lowered their admission prices, a large
part of their clientele refused to be lured into
This again demonstrates the
the theatres.
part that music plays in conjunction with the
showing of motion pictures.
An Eastern daily paper, recognizing this
power of music to fill theatres, has announced
to its readers a questionnaire through which it
is
hoped to get a cross-section view of how
much credit is given to the musical features by
the average photoplay enthusiast.
Some years ago several prominent motion
picture exhibitors admitted that music was 40
per cent of the attraction. Inasmuch as at the
time this statement was made there was a dispute between a music publishers' organization

and an exhibitors' association the figures certainly could not be considered an overestimation of the value of music.
L. Rothafel, known as "Roxy" and who
building a $7,000,000 theatre in New York,
said to be the largest such playhouse in the
S.

is

world, has in his tentatively arranged programs
made music about 80 per cent of the attraction.
As Roxy is considered a genius and is noted
for not going very far wrong, his figures bear

unusual weight.

Music plays a

far larger part in

the

life

of

country than the average person admits.
We are prone to think of the United States
as a nation that if not unmusical is only going
through its primary period of education in this
On the other hand, there are figures
direction.

the

to

show

than

is

was

it

that

we have advanced much

generally acknowledged.

estimated

by

an

Some time ago

authority

of any type should compile a record
owners of such instruments and see that
the same is placed in the hands of a retailer
who is able to serve such owners with further
wants in sheet music, books, etc.
This has an important bearing on the future
interest in music by present-day purchasers of

lications
of the

Many

instruments.
further
in

the

"Musical Observer" that over 30,000,000 people
in the United States played musical instruments.
That means that over 25 per cent of the entire
population are some sort of musicians. These
figures are based upon the amount of musical
instruments that have been sold through legitimate music dealers and cannot be described as
an overestimation.
Now the majority of musical instruments
must have music in order for the owner to get
the most good out of such property.
If the
music dealer can sell millions of instruments
to musicians and the musically inclined, he is
the one that is most fitted to keep up the
interest and arouse the enthusiasm in a continuance of the instrument's use.
This can
best be accomplished by seeing that the instrument owner has new music.
All too many instruments have been sold in
recent years without any record being kept
of the purchaser's name and address.
Some of
this failure to keep such records has been due
to carelessness on the part of the sales force.
Another weakness has been the fact that many
instruments were sold through dealers who had
no sheet music department, therefore were not

always particularly interested in how much enthusiasm was shown later for the cause of music
by purchasers.
All
dealers
handling educational material
should find a list of the owners of musical
instruments most valuable in creating sales for
musical publications. As a co-operative move
those dealers who do not handle music pub-

FEl

young and

sales

are

made

to

the

only by having a record of
such purchasers and seeing that the interest in
the instruments is kept at a healthy pitch that
the market for future musical instrument sales
can be enlarged.
When it is said that there are over thirty
million owners of musical instruments in the
United States that does not necessarily mean
that there is a continuance of interest in the
It might be well to
instruments purchased.
take a census of these sales and see what became of the instruments or just how much
present-day interest is shown in music by past
it

is

Having thirty million owners of
purchasers.
musical instruments and thirty million people
playing such instruments are, of course, two
will
probably be
propositions.
It
different
found that too large a percentage of this great
total
of musical instruments is lying idle.
Here,

however,

is

sheet music, books
is

a

fertile

musical

field

a large market for much
and educational material, but

also

instruments

for

after

the

sale

of

other

owners have thor-

oughly mastered their past purchases.
Such sales certainly denoted a first interest
in music, and having that early interest it is
up to the industry itself, through its manufacturers, publishers, distributors and retailers, to
find a means of arousing secondary and continued interest.

The Xlnt Music Publishing Co., formerly of
Hinsdale, Mass., has opened a professional office
in the Columbia Theatre Building, New York
The company is introducing through
City.
performers two songs, "Sweetest
and "Love Me As I Love You."
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New Feist

Song by
Gus Kahn and Joe Burke

"Looking at the World
sale. These include
Through Rose Colored Glasses," "Stars" (Are

Windows

the

of

Aloon," "I'd Love

'While the Years Go Drifting By" Likely to
Be Hit Number Publisher Enthusiastic Over

Heaven),

To

Its Retail Sales Possibilities

"Talking to the
Sweetheart,"

many

sponsible for

hit

Large Gatalog

re-

"How

celona."

Leo

for the past

several

opening of

Feist, Inc.,

had

this

song

months but was awaiting

Fall season before presenting it. The professional department of the
Feist organization is enthusiastic over the possibilities

of

sidering

the

sincerely

in

the

this

fact

the

wrong with any

new
that

Feist

contribution and, conthe personnel believes
slogan,

"You

can't

go

Feist song," the extra emphasis

they place upon "While the Years Go Drifting
By" should add to the immediate interest on the
part of the dealer.

The song

is

said to be an unusual combina-

and melody. It is most easy
and a type that should be welcome
every home.
tion of lyric

to

play

in

Many

Times"

for Season

Proving

Particularly

Successful, but

Gus Kahn is more recently remembered for his
American lyrics to the European success, "Barsaid that

Has

Several Other Numbers Are
Setting Interesting Popularity Records

songs of the past, and

Irving Berlin's fox-trot, "How Many Times,"
one of the most popular numbers of the season, in both song and dance form, and its sales
have been steadily increasing. Despite the fact
is

"How Many Times" is only one
many numbers in the Irving Berlin, Inc.,

that
that

are

helping sales,

would appear from

it

Along," "Trudy," "Tonight's My Night With
Baby," "And Then I Forgot," "Old-fashioned
Sal" and "Pretty Cinderella."

Los Angeles Hotel Biltmore Orchestra Gives

Chicago publishing house, recently increased its
from $25,000 to $50,000. The company plans to extend its activities and the enlargement of its capital stock is to care for expansion.

This company has had unusual success during
recent years and at present is exploiting several popular numbers which are having a wide
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California has long been noted for its popular
dance orchestras. Many of these have achieved
national fame and not a few of them have
arrived at such importance as to be given long
contracts for public appearances in Chicago,
New York and elsewhere. A mention of those
orchestras which were original California com-

binations but which later were among the outstanding orchestras of the country would include many of the familiar names.

At present in Los Angeles Don Clark and
His Los Angeles Hotel Biltmore Orchestra is
among the most popular on the Coast. The
name of this combination is already familiar to
the East and doubtless later will make appearances in the East and Middle West while on a

|_y

hAWN
1^ LADA

One

of the

room
It

is

numbers the Don Clark Orchestra
week in the Hotel Biltmore ball-

the waltz success "Neapolitan Nights."

gives a special interpretation to this

number

which has done much to add to the success of
"Neapolitan Nights" in Los Angeles.

New
The
tificate

WA.QUINCKE<0.,^^°"^~
,L05ANGELE5. CAL

the

as

composer

famous "Poor

the

of

Butterfly."

The

"Your Heart Looked
which will
have a wide popular appeal. Both lyrically and
musically it will command attention and every
one

Feist staff believe

Mine"

is

a

high-class ballad,

in the trade will

see the

doubtless eagerly wait to
these writers in
bj-

results attained

catering to

modern

taste.

Frank Damrosch, director of the Institute of
and !Mrs. Damrosch returned recently from their annual visit to Europe on
the Hamburg-American liner "Deutschland."
Mr. Damrosch said conditions in European
musical circles had improved since his previous
jMusical Art,

visit.
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John Golden, who in recent years has made
over a million dollars in the theatrical field as
producer of "Lightning," "Seventh Heaven" and
other dramas, was formerly a most successful
writer of songs.
In his earlier days he understood the public's taste in popular music and
was able to write some unusual commercial successes.
With this background and considering
the fact that he no longer needs to make his
livelihood through music, it can be taken for
granted after leaving off song writing endeavors
for so long a period that anything that he would
produce would be through inspiration.
John Golden has returned, at least temporarily, to the writing field, as the firm of Leo
Feist, Inc., announces a waltz ballad called
"Your Heart Looked Into Mine," lyric by John
Golden and music by Raymond Hubbell.
Past history must be delved into once more,
for his collaborator in this instance, while long
a director of the Hippodrome Orchestra, New
York City, has not written any songs in recent
years.
He will be remembered, however, over
a decade ago as the writer of some musical
shows and his name is indelibly marked in song-

Into

1

BITS
LUEBIRD IAN H
BY CEO. NORTON

Number

Co., Inc., the popular

capitalization

I

the

present indications to be one of this company's
outstanding numbers this Fall.
Other popular numbers in the Berlin catalog
which are having unusual activity are "When
the Red, Red Robin Comes Bob, Bob, Bobbin'

Special Interpretation to Popular

fOC//?

Golden and Hubbell
Write Waltz Ballad

dom

Increases Gapitalization
The Milton Weil Music

of

catalog

"Neapolitan Nights" Is
Featured by Glark

Milton Weil Music Go.

aoi

—

Irving Berlin, Inc.,

These two writers have been

Joe Burke.

lOE

Well-known Theatrical Producer Co-author
"Your Heart Looked Into Mine," Number
Published by Leo Feist, Inc.

"Sorry and Blue" and others.

The new Feist song, "While the Years Go
Drifting By," is an offering by Gus Kahn and

I
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General Distributor Gaining in
Importance in the Standard Field

"Beside a Garden Wall"
Wins Wide Popularity
New

lishers

Much

Detail

Work—

Music jobbers who up to recent years only
carried the most needed publications of the
standard type for distribution to dealers are
developing this division of their business on a
more elaborate scale. The plan is to be able to
serve the dealer more efficiently and in cases
wherever possible pick up what are termed in
the trade "shorts" for quick delivery.

One

distributor has been able to enlarge his

activities

in

this

direction

considerably

and

doubtless with profit, although in many instances the orders require more than the usual

Many of
labor and are often small in size.
the standard publishing houses have encouraged
the legitimate jobber to carry full stocks of
their catalogs, though this service is not always
advantageous to the large buyer of standard
music, who particularly wishes to take advantage of special stock ofifers, etc., from the
original publishing source.
In the popular end of the sheet music business the publisher appreciates even more the
activities carried on by the distributor.
With
the exception of large buyers of popular music
the jobber is able to serve the dealer much
more quickly and efificiently than the publisher.
Naturally, throughout the month the dealers'
orders of popular music are often small in
size and the cost of keeping such accounts can
be more advantageously passed on to the distributor, who is not only able to fill the small
order for the individual publisher's prints but
is able to complete the order by including the
numbers from all catalogs. Thus there is a
saving in shipping cost, time in checking over
the goods and in delivery.

Feist Number Being Played Widely by
Orchestras and Selling Well From Counters

Small Quantities and Also Save PubAbility to Buy From One Source Appreciated

His Services of Particular Value to the Buyer of Music

in

Publishers in recent years, particularly those
in the popular field, have often expressed the
opinion that the dealer did not buy in sufficient
quantities to care for the needs and the sales
This problem of
created in his community.
buying goods as needed is nOt exclusive with
the sheet music industry.
In fact, all lines of
manufacturing and distributing have recognized
this situation as a post-war and deflation period
situation.

There has arisen

among some

a

the

of

new school of thought
manufacturers and other

well-known banking executives who deem this
new method of buying as the most healthy one.
They produce figures to show that the situation
is working out to the advantage of the country
and to all manufacturing and producing interests.
If this is so, and there is considerable

"Beside a Garden Wall," one of the newest
Leo Feist, Inc., looks like a surprise
success because it has been taken up by orchesissues of

tra leaders

magnet for music counters. This, of course,
welcome news to every sheet music dealer,

a
is

songs that

as

being

buying by the merchant will
remain a permanent feature of present-day

method

likely

Such buying methods have been in effect in
popular sheet music industry for several
years and there is very little likelihood of its
changing in this particular channel unless distribution and sales methods change in other
This situation brings more and more
fields.
into prominence the activities of the music disthe

who is
who

centers and

generally located in
can in most instances

large

make

overnight deliveries. The jobber, therefore,
from present indications will continue to enlarge his interests and add to his importance.
He seems to be an ideal factor when consider-

demonstrated

of the

but

particular

invariably

number

result

in

additional sales as well.
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Piano Co., announces a sheet music department will be installed soon on the main floor of the store located in the downtown district. G. C. Lydricksuccessor to the
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Crawford, organist and Victor record artist,
introduced "Within the Prison of My Dreams,"
The
a ballad fox-trot, at the Chicago Theatre.
number was written by Mrs. Jesse Crawford,
who is also a featured artist at the Chicago
Theatre, and was published by the Forster
Music Publishers, Inc., Chicago.

lishment.

ing present-day music distribution.
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sales

of

business practices.

tributor,

music counters

will lure folks to

mean not only

evidence to support this contention, the present

everywhere and made a feature num-

Recently Abe Lyman and His Orchestra
playing in Chicago had to respond seven times
when playing "Beside a Garden Wall," which
would indicate that, besides orchestra leaders,
the general public has shown a decided preference for this new ofifering.
The song has been demonstrated in some
Eastern stores with the result that it has been
ber.
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Optimism Permeates British Industry
in Spite of Handicap of Coal Strike
Announcement by
Generally

Columbia Co. of the New Viva-tonal Phonograph Stimulates the Trade
Edison Bell Shares Applications for Space at British Fair Pouring in

the

—

— New

—

London, England, October 3. Despite the longcontinued coal dispute and the consequent
paralyzing of industry generally throughout the
country, but which, however, shows signs of an
early collapse, there is more than mere optimism
in talking machine circles.
Fresh impetus to
the wonderful activities of the leading companies and indeed of the trade generally has certainly been given by the tremendous publicity
obtained by the Columbia Co. for its new "Vivatonal" instrument. Last month's record issues,

examples of the great strides
in recording art that the recording companies
continue to make, and the influence for good on
sales
that the improving broadcasting proForeign
grams afford is still being felt.
markets are being increasingly exploited, as
figures recently issued show. British musical intoo, held further

struments in general are finding their way in the
overseas markets in rapidly increasing quantities, but the leading place in these figures is
easily taken by gramophones and records. Not
the least satisfactory of these figures are those
relating to Germany which for years figured as

overwhelming opponent of the British music
Now she is buying British-made gramotrade.
phones and records in tremendous quantities.
Other Continental countries are also buyers, and
in spite of ahnost
in quite a number of cases
the

—

import duties, the purchase of
British-made gramophones and records is in
excess of the actual local manufacture, a very

prohibitive

satisfactory condition.

New Edison Bell Shares
Messrs. Edison Bell Ltd., which until a few
months ago traded under the name of J. E.
Hough, Ltd., and when with the change was
made a public company, has just invited applications at par for the whole of the company's Preference capital comprising 150,000
seven and a half per cent Cumulative Preference shares of £1 each. The ordinary capital
of £150,000 is already issued and it is stated
that the directors have underwritten 75,000 of
the Preference shares, of which they have taken
55,000 shares, which will be allotted in full.
There are outstanding £40,000 first and £29,100 second debentures, but these are to be paid
off out of the proceeds of the present issue,
which will also provide additional working capital to
enable the company to take full advantage of the increasing demand for its products,

—the

well-known

Edison

Bell

"Winner,"

"Velvet Face," and other gramophone records,

gramophones, "Edison Bell"
instruments,

etc.

amounting

net assets

specialties,

The prospectus shows

radio
total

to £289,211, including the

net proceeds of the prc';ent i^^uc. but cxcludlns

good
10

will,

per

since

and

cent

June

after deducting the dividend of

declared

30,

on the ordinary shares

Thus

1926.

(British

and Foreign Patents Applied

capital

boom for records that
has been experienced these last two or three
years and which shows no signs of diminishing, the additional new capital should enable
the company to launch out on larger and even
more ambitious schemes than it has done in
the past.

The Columbia "Viva-tonal" in England
The much-talked of Columbia surprise that has
engaged the interest of talking machine circles
here for the last few months has at last materialized, and, as far as the general public is concerned, has created quite a sensation. The company secured for the launching of the new machine the utmost publicity, obtaining the attendin the Connaught Rooms on
September 16 of nearly five hundred musicians
and iournalists. The result was reflected in the

ance at a luncheon

distinctive features

The Micro Perophone is for the discriminating Dealer who requires
a moderate price Gramophone for a new and valuable Clientele who
desires the new Electrical records musically accurate and perfectly reproduced.

First issue, 2
Style M.P.
"

"

Models only

in Satin finish figured
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
3 "
"
"
"
4 "
1

2

Cabinet
motor.

£

Mahogany
Oak
Mahogany
Oak

9.

9.0.

9.

0.0.

11.11.0.
11. 0.0.

work.

Ball bearing Tone-arm.
Double-spring HeUcal gear
Amplifier and soundbox.
Micro Perophone.

Catalogue in print.

Delivery early October.

Large orders already placed.

Can we have your

enquiries for early business?

PEROPHONE, LXa
Sole Patentees

76

&

and Manufacturers

78 City Road

London,

of the

career, together with the

Besides the fullest compass possible from extreme Bass to Treble and
the recognized increase in tone volume, the Micro Perophone possesses
a solidity of tone equally distributed throughout its compass and a wonderful stereoscopic effect in all concerted records with a tonal analysis
as clearly cut as a cameo.

finish

amount

is

for)

The new Cabinet Qramophone with many

Perfect

the

covered nearlj' twice.
Profits are certified to have increased from
£16,922 in the year to June 30, 1922, to £40,520 in 1925-1926, the figures being arrived at
after providing for depreciation, but before
charging Government taxation, interest, etc.
The prospectus also states that the average annual profit for the last five years is sufficient to
cover the Preference dividend nearly two and
a half times, while the profit for last year was
more than three and a half times the amount
of such dividend.
With the changes of personnel and management that have occurred recently and the wellmaintained prestige of the firm during its long
Preference

MICRO PEROPHONE

The

"

'

E. C.

October

15,
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FROM OUR EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS— (Continued
next day or two in prominent editorial space
being devoted to the new instrument in all the
Sir George
of the country.
Croydon-Marks, C.B.E., J. P., the chairman of
the company, occupied the chair, and was sup-

leading journals

ported

introduction of the

in his

new instrument

by Sir Henry Wood and Sir Henry Coward,
after which a public demonstration of the machine was given in conjunction with new Columbia electrical records. Comparison was aflforded
with Grafonola introduced to the trade in 1923 in
the same luncheon chamber, and the improvement was as marked over the 1923 machine as
the improvement of that machine was over pre-

the

first

day or two of mailing

this "letter"

new Duophone Unbreakable
be made. The list of artists to ap-

issue of the

records will
pear on the records has already been given and
forms an imposing array. Supplies will be available early in October, and I understand that
practically all the first year's supplies are already
booked up. I have heard some of the first pressings and can say without hesitation that, if the
subsequent issues are as good as these samples,
the company should do an extremely fine business.

British Industries Fair
Despite the serious effects of the coal stoppage, applications for space in the London section of the British Industries Fair, to be held in
February next from the 21st to March 4, are
reaching the Department of Overseas Trade
daily.
I understand the total area applied for
already amounts to over 90 per cent of the
whole area occupied at the last fair. Among
the Gramophone firms who have already booked
space are: A. J. Balcombe, Ltd., G. A. Bryan,
Ltd., The Cabinet Gramophone Co., The Crys-

Manufacturing Co., Ltd., The Garrard
Engineering & Manufacturing Co., Ltd., The
Golden Melody Co., L. E. Jaccard, The Johnson Talking Machine Co., Ltd., The Peter Pan
talate

Gramophone
Co., Ltd.,

Smith

&

Gramophone
(Gramophones) Ltd., The

Ltd.,

Co.,

Co.

M. T. Gramophone

S.

Ltd.,

Portable

Co., Ltd.,

J.

Stead

The Vocalion Gramophone Co.,
Lectures in Gramophony

&

Co.,

Ltd.

Evidence of the importance of the gramoin the music trade scheme of things is

reflected in the syllabus recently issued for the

session

of

The Music Trades

School.

Hitherto, the subjects taught have had mainly

POINTS
I

\

i

1

i

\
t

course

Function

in

of

the

pianoforte

gramophone diaphragm.

soundboard

and

Graphic treatment
The pneumatic prin-

3.

4.

5.

Commer-

and general purpose wireless sets. A representative of the Columbia Graphophone Co. is
to sit on an advisory committee of the school.
cial

The Leipzig Fair
According to reports, the Autumn Leipzig
Fair

was poorly attended, and although

still

a

pretentious exhibition, as far as the music industries are concerned, it is gradually assuming

Although buyers from South
America, Greece, Australia, China, Japan and
the Baltic States placed occasional orders, the
less importance.

extent of business done was small. The report
goes on to say that the gramophone and small
goods sections of the industry were very thinly
represented.
A new gramophone, called the

"Ultraphon," of which as yet I have been unable
to obtain full details, was shown.
It is in the
shape of a tube, reminding one of a clumsily
built iron stove, about a yard high, and built
after the style of a gramophone, for use with
ordinary gramophone records, but with two
horns and two coupled needle-holders.
Brief Paragraphs of Interest

Scotland

is

holding

its

Week

second Music

The World goes
leading Gramophone companies
as this issue of

to press.

The

are taking a
big share in the activities. Both the Columbia
and His Master's Voice companies are giving
lectures and gramophone recitals all over the
country, and the former company is issuing a
special "Music Week" record, retailing at 6d.

Messrs Perophone Ltd., of City Road, this
announce a new cabinet gramophone, the
many distinctive
"Micro-Perophone,"
with
features, and the trade awaits its actual appearance with keen interest, for H. J. Cullum, the
managing director, is one of the keenest as well
as one of the most experienced gramophiles in
city,

phone

1926-27

applied acoustics, pneumatics and
gramophony divided as follows: 1. Principles of
2.
tone propagation, treated experimentally.
eral

ciples involved in the player-piano.

The Duophone Unbreakable Records
a

of sound production and amplificareproducers, motors and regulation of
mechanism, adjustments, replacements and maintenance.
For evening students there is a gen-

Principles

tion,

of resonance, peaks, etc.

vious models.

Within

do with the pianoforte, string and brass instruments.
For this session is also arranged a
gramophone department, and pupils taking the
full time day classes will take gramophony as
The syllabus covers:
part of the curriculum.

to

ABOUT SPRINGS

(12

Best

in

the country, and has done a tremendous business with his well-known "Pixie Grippa," and

"Grippa" models.
Louis Sterling, managing director of Columbia
Graphophone Co., has placed £50 in the hands
of the editor of a prominent music trade paper
here,

to

window
duced

the

Long Run!

in that

restriction

of goods.

STEAD

&

MANOR WORKS
CO., Ltd.

SHEFFIELD,

will start in

November and no

placed on the display of any line
Retailers can dress their own win-

is

dows

in their own fashion.
Particulars of the bankruptcy proceedings
in
connection with the Rex Gramophone
Co.,

London, show:
£60.

Largest

Ltd.,

Ruhl Ltd.

has enlarged
ford street.

liabilities

creditors,

its

of

£3,168; assets of

the

Parlophone

The Gramophone
office

premises

in

Co.,

Co.,

Ltd.,

New Ox-

According to reports via Germany, the Ausmarket for musical instruments is in a
parlous condition, though there is a strong
demand for gramophones and records. The home
trian

production cannot satisfy the demand
and
orders are going mostly to Germany,
Czechoslovakia

and England despite heavier import

duties.

The position of Gramophone shares on the
market as I write is as follows:
Columbia
Graphophone Co., 10s shares, 54s 6d., Gramophone Company, £1 shares
65s, the Vocalion

@

Gramophone Co., 5s 9d.
The "Gramatable" is the name given to a
new style of gramophone recently put on the
market by the True-Note Gramophone Manufacturing Co., of 7, New Compton street,
London.

It

ment,

made

is

a combination of table and instruin three styles of dining tables,

Queen Anne, Rectangular and Jacobean, four
feet by three feet one inch, and
which unfold
when meals are out of the way, revealing a
Phono attachment (of which I wrote in a recent
issue).

Probably the most notable record issued durSeptember was the His Master's Voice
recording of Marcel Dupre, the world-famous
French organist, playing on the Queen's Hall
organ Cesar Franck's "Piece Heroique." It is
certainly a remarkable organ record.
ing

Quick Thinking Often
Closes a Difficult Sale

framing the answer that brings the desired
Radio salesmen have what may be
called a stock series of answers for those
who
want to know why their receivers do not bring
:n

results.

in

distant

ENGLAND

stations

regularly,

but

the

prize

would seem to go to a snappy youth at the
Radio Show. A determined-looking woman
paused at the booth of a prominent manufacturing company and explained that she had owned
one of that particular make of receivers for
something over a year, had succeeded iii bringing Los Angeles in very clearly some months
ago, but had been unable to duplicate the performaBce.
Her idea was that the comgSny
should make good by exchanging her old set for
a newer model. "Did Los Angeles come in

was

inquired

affirmative.

the salesman.
The answer
"Did you increase the volume

up the station?" queried the sales"Oh, yes," said the customer, and it came
in as loudly as WEAF." "That's your tre-iible
right there," replied the salesman. "You-sfraJned
the set by making it too loud on the distant s'tation.
After it has rested a year you should be
able to get Los Angeles again, but next time be
sure not to make it too loud or your set will be
ruined."
The woman expressed her sincere
thanks for the information and passed on just
in time to prevent salesmen and dealers in the
booth from passing out from laughter.
after picking

man.

J.

paper during the next few months.

The competition

loudly?"

Note the
Greaseproof
Wrapper.

Made by

be distributed as prizes for the best
displays of gramophone goods repro-

It often takes quick thinking to make
a sale,
hold a sale, or keep the customer satisfied, and
at times logic does not compete with expediency

IVe have been asked to give our opinion on the "knocking" that often happens in the spring-harrel ivhilst a motor is running.
In our opinion this is caused by the small margin of space allowed
for the spring to unwind freely. The "knocking" often disappears when a smaller spring is fitted.
and it is absent in the case of motors not fitted with a barrel. To overcome this trouble, it is a
good plan to force a liberal amount of good grease between the coils and also smear tite bottom
of the barrel liberally before fitting. We should, hoivcver_, like other opinions, and we cordially
invite you to write and give us your ideas on this question.

USE VULCAN
MAINSPRINGS

from page 162)
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^v-gRECORD
Columbia Phono.

Co., Inc.

7114-M "1812" Overture, Solennelle, Parts

I

and

12

—

Op. 49 (Tschaikowsky),
7116-

M

Wood and New

Queen's Hall Orch.
"1812" Overture, Solennelle, Part V, Op. 49,
(Tschaikowsky),
Sir H. J. Wood and New Queen's Hall Orch.
Chant Sans Paroles (Song Without Words),
(Tschaikowsky),
Sir H. J. Wood and New Queen's Hall Orch.
Sir

H.

J.

4036-M Lakme: Dans la foret (In the Forest) (DeliCharles Hackett
Tenor Solo
bes)
Fedora: Amor ti vieta (My Love Compels)
Hackett
...Charles
Solo
Tenor
(Giordano)
7117- M Villanelle (Pianelli; Arranged by Salmon)

—

—

Felix Samond
Violoncello Solo
Serenade Espagnole, Op. 20, No. 2 (Glazounow) Violoncello Solo ....Felix Salraond
2042-M 'Tis the Last Rose of Summer (Moore)
Maria Kurenko
Soprano Solo
The Lass With the Delicate Air (Arne)
Maria Kurenko
Soprano Solo

—

—

12

The Good Bad

12

12
10

10

Vaughn De Leath

with Vocal Chorus

D

12

733-

10

730-D

Ipana Troubadours (S. C. Lanin, Dir.)
Garden Fox-trot, with Vocal
a
Little
Chorus by Charles Kaley,
Ipana Troubadours (S. C. Lanin, Dir.)
720-D Trudy Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by Ray

—

In

—

My

Wild

Heidelberg

My

10

—
SACRED

We'll

Lord and

D

—

Maritza")

—Fox-trot,
—Rich
and

His Hotel Astor Orch.
Fred
716-D While the Years Go Drifting By Fox-trot,
with Vocal Chorus,
Art Kahn and His Orch.
Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by
Hello. Baby!
Art Kahn and His Orch.
Ruth Etting
719-D And Then I Forget Fox-trot, with Vocal
The Little Ramblers
Chorus
My Cutey's Due at Two-to-two To-day Foxtrot, with Vocal Chorus,
The Little Ramblers
713-D Cryin' for the Moon Fox-trot,
Al Handler and His Alamo Cafe Orch.

—

—

—

—

—

Mandy

—Fox-trot,
Handler
Al

723-D She's

Still

and His Alamo Cafe Orch.

10
10

—
—

We

(Chorus by

The
The

Wish

to the

Lord

—

—

10
10

— Vocal

—Wisdom

10
10

The

10

—
—

Here Comes

—

.

—

Hot Tamale Man Fox-trot,
Cook and His Dreamland Orch.

the

10

10
10
10
10
10

.

.

.Roy Smeck-Carson Robison

Twilight Echos....Roy Smeck-Carson Robison
Intermezzo,
Eagle Trio
Der Sen(Traum
Dream
The Herd Girl's
Eagle Trio
nerin)
Idyl

731-D Love's Dream After the Ball

— VOCAL

Cryin' for the

—

Moon

10

10
10

—Vocal

Duet,

Ford-Glenn

Only

10

Walter Scanlan-Helen Clark
(Furber-Gordon),
Walter Scanlan
51819 It's Breaking My Heart to Keep Away From
You (Romm-Squires)
James Doherty
If I Can't Have You (Lucas-Stept) .James Doherty
Voices
With
51S07 Just a Melody (Robison) Male
Bells

Duet.

Ford-Glenn

Etting
Rainbows Vocal.
Ruth Etting

—

Can't Keep You Out of My Dreams,
Art Gillham (the Whispering Pianist)

10
10
10

and Guitar,
Vernon Daihart-Carson Robison
When You're Far Away (Carson Robison) Male
Voices With VioUn. Cello and Guitar,
Vernon Dalhart-Carson Robison
82347 Bianca al par di neve alpina (White as the Snow
on the Alps) Huguenots (Meyerbeer) In
Violin,

10

Cello

Jose Mojica

Italian

(Frisch-

—

—

—

—

— Love — Fox-trot (OlsenGolden Gate Orch.
Vocal Refrain by Arthur Fields
—
Would-Ja? — Novelty Fox-trot (Arthur Herzog,
Golden Gate Orch.
Jr.-Sherwin)
Climbing Up the Ladder of Love — Fox-trot
Vanities — Fifth Edition)
(from Earl
You Need Someone

to

Kilfeather-Frey)

Dance of the Toy Regiment (Shilkret-Green)
Xylophone Solo
Joe Green
51818 My Hawaiian Serenade (Davis-King),

Far-Away

Carryin'

Bergere) ...B. A. Rolfe (Trumpet Virtuoso) and
His palais d'Or Orch.
She Belongs to Me Fox-trot (Johnson-RazafDenniker).
Harold Stern and His Hotel Belleclaire Orch.
Black Bottom Fox-trot (from "George White's
Scandals") (De Sylva-Brown-Henderson),
Harold Stem and His Hotel Belleclaire Orch.
Play Gypsies -Dance Gypsies Fox-trot (from
"Countess Maritza") (Smith-Kalman),
B. A. Ilolfe (Trumpet Virtuoso) and
His Palais d'Or Orch.
The One I'm Looking for Fox-trot (from
"Countess Maritza") (Smith-Kalman),
B. A. Rolfe (Trumpet Virtuoso) and
His Palais d'Or Orch.
Oo Gle Oo Gle Ee Fox-trot (Steele-Heagney),
B. A. Rolfe (Trumpet V^irtuoso) and
His Palais d'Or Orch.
While the Years Go Drifting By Fox-trot
(Kahn-Burke) ..B. A. Rolfe (Trumpet Virtuoso)
and His Palais d'Or Orch.
Up and At 'Em Novelty Fox-trot .(PettisGoering)
Golden Gate Orch.
Me Too Fox-trot (Woods-Tobias-Sherman),
Golden Gate Orch.
Vocal Refrain by Arthur Fields

—

51824

51812 Barcelona (Kahn-Evans) Male Voices.
National Male Quartet
The Gang That Sang "Heart of My Heart"
National Male Quartet
(Ryan) Male Voices
51816 Someone Is Losin' Susan (Turk-Meyer) Vocal
Duet
The Ponce Sisters (Ethel-Dorothea)
Put Your Arms Where They Belong (for They
Belong to Me) (Davis-Santly-Ackman) Vocal
Duet
The Ponce Sisters (Ethel-Dorothea)
51813 Dancing Stars (Joe Green) Xylophone Solo,
Joe Green

The

We

—VocalOnRefrain
—Fox-trotby

—

51821

51820

.

By—Vocal
Ruth

^Tou
i YOU

10
10

NUTMBERS

715-D While the Years Go Drifting

722-D Precious Vocal
Her Beaus Are

—

—

Golden Gate Orch.
Refrain by Johnny Ryan
Colored

the World Through Rose
Fox-trot (Malie-Steiger),

—

SPECIALS

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC
724.D Tough Pickin'.

SlSl/

10

Sisters

ALREADY RELEASED

at

—

10
10
10

Johnny Ryan

—

10
10

Orch.

Vocal Refrain by
—(Ford-Wynburn),

—Fox-trot

Golden Gate Orch.
Arthur Fields

51815

10

10

— Fox-trot,

51814 Looking

10
10

Sisters

Harry Reser's Syncopators

Moon

—
fairs") (Ruskin-Broones)
Jack Albin's Orch.
W^asn't
Nice — Fox-trot (from Ziegfeld's "No
Foolin") (Caesar- Friml)
Jack Albin's Orch.
How Many Times— Fox-trot (Berlin),
Golden Gate

Glasses

10

10

Can't Get Over a Girl Like You (Loving a
Boy Like Me) Fox-trot (from "Lemaire's Af-

Adorable

Trio,

The Wisdom

I

It

51822

Had Never Been Born

Edison Disc Records

Charles Fulcher and His Orch.
Fox-trot. New Orleans Wanderers
735- D Too Tight
Papa Dip Fox-trot. New Orleans Wanderers
727-D Spanish Mamma Fox-trot,
Cook and His Dreamland Orch.

51825

Carroll's

Klages-Greer)
Ev'ry Little While

Duke Yellman and His Orch.

— Fox-trot

(Steele-Heagney),
Duke Yellman and His Orch.
(Napoleon-Signorelli-Jackson),
51826 Bass Ale Blues
Joe Candullo and His Everglades Orch.
Measly Blues (Levan),
Joe Candullo and His Everglades Orch.

Edison Blue Amberol Records

—

Wood Mountains Country Dance of the
Southern Mountaineers with Singing,
Fiddlin' Powers and Family
5167 One Little Smile (Before We Say Farewell)—
Hawaiian Guitars and Vocal Refrain,
Hilo Serenaders
5188 When the Work's All Done This Fall— Singing,
Harmonica and Guitar,
Ernest V. Stoneman TThe Blue Ridge Mountaineer
(Continued on page 166)
5123 Sour

—

M

"

GIRL HAS.M
HAPPY .^uiivjL
^^^^^BiRpsEyE viof^

=5=5 MADE
;

Duet,
Riley Puckett-Bob Nichols
Dreamland Vocal,
Riley Puckett
Lynchburg Town Intro:

10
10

Charles Fulcher and His Orch.

;

Walsh
Walsh

—

Amazing Grace

10

FLASHES

S1811
10

10
10

NEW

"Dock"
—Vocal. "Dock"

to

I

—

10

Band

Luther B. Clarke
15097- D S-A-V-E-D
Vocal ..Gid Tanner-Faith Norris
Vocal,
Hat—
Get
That
Where Did You
Gid Tanner-Faith Norris
15093-D Sitting at the Feet of Jesus Vocal Trio,
Vocal

Ernest V. Stoneman
The Blue Ridge Mountaineer
51827 There's a New Star in Heaven To-night (Rudolph
Valentino)
(Brennan-Mills-McHugh)
Singing, Violin and Guitar
Vernon Dalhart
An (Did Fashioned Picture (Carson Robison)
Singing, Violin and Guitar ....Vernon Dalhart

Ain't

Home—Vocal

to

10

10

Don't Let Your Deal Go Down,
Blue Ridge Highballers

10

10

— Vocal

Down

10

Doe

Columbia Band

I'm Drifting Back
15096- D Going

10

— March,
Columbia

FAMILIAR TUNES— OLD AND

15095- D

10

Duet,

Buffalodians
Buffalodians
"Ziegfeld's American

— Fox-trot,
Harry Reser's Syncopators
with
Vocal
Parted — Fox-trot,
Charles Fulcher,

Blue Georgia

I

—Vocal

Doe

Marshall-Doris

Double Eagle

In the Pines
My Carolina

—

Harmonica and Guitar,

—Vocal

Duet,
Marshall-Doris
Calling

Is

— JIarch

Turkish Towel

737-D

Lawrie
Justine Lawrie

—Vocal
Vocal
—Oliver

15094- D Going Back to Jericho

10

10

Vocal,
—Justine

I'll

Singing,

2

MARCHES
Lights Out

10

MUSIC

Somewhere a Voice
728-D Under the

10
10

My Baby—Fox-trot.

Would Ja? Fox-trot
725-D Wasn't It Nice? (From
Revue") Fox-trot,

726-D Since

I

10
10

Take You Home Again, Kathleen (Westendorf) Leedy-Vibratone Bells,
Signor Lou Chiha "Friscoe"
Andantino (Lemare) Leedy-Vibratone Bells,
Signor Lou Chiha "Friscoe"
82348 Cavatina (Bohm) Violin
Carl Flesch
Elegie (H. W. Ernst, Op. 10) Violin Solo,
Carl Flesch
51823 Sinking of the Titanic (Singing, Harmonica and
Guitar)
Ernest V. Stoneman
The Blue Ridge Mountaineer
Wreck of the C. & O. (or "George Alley"),
51809

Quartet,

Understand

Oliver

10

and

Shannon Quartet
Song (From "The Prince
Male Quartet. Shannon Quartet

729-D Whispering Hope

—

734-

Rose— Male

Irish

721-D Sometime
10

1

Ed McConnell

Pilsen")

of

—Parts

— Stein

Stillwell,

Fred Rich and His Hotel Astor Orch.
Ting-a-Ling the Bells'U Ring (From "The
Cocoanuts") Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus
by Ray Stillwell,
Fred Rich and His Hotel Astor Orch.
Moonlight on the Ganges Fox-trot,
Fred Rich and His Hotel Astor Orch.
Play Gypsies Dance Gypsies (From "Countess

10

—

Discourse

Elder Bigby's
Vocal

10

Charles Kaley,

— —

—
——

12

by

a

Piano Accomp. by Paul Ash
ililton Watson
The Journey's End Vocal,
Milton Watson Piano Accomp. by Paul Ash

DANCE MUSIC

—Fox-trot,

738-D Mary Lou

— Comedienne,

Girl

New

Star in Heaven To-night
Rudolph Valentino Vocal. .Vernon Dalhart
I Lost a Wonderful Pal
Vocal,
Vernon Delhart
712-D I Can't Get Over a Girl Like You (From
"Rufus Lemaire's Affairs") Vocal,

71S-D There's

Fantaisie aux divins mensonges (Wanton, Fancy,
So Divine) Lakme (Delibes) in French,
Jose Mojica

10

—

II,

Op. 49 (Tschaikowsky),

Sir H. T. Wood and New Queen's Hall Orch.
7n5-M, "1812" Ov'erture, Solennelle, Parts III and IV,

Hello Little Girl of My Dreams,
Art Gillham (the Whispering Pianist)
D Barcelona Male Quintet,
The Singing Sophmores
I'd Love to Meet That Old Sweetheart of
Mine Male Quintet,
The Singing Sophmores
736-D Ya Gotta Know How to Love,
Five Locust Sisters
Who Wouldn't Vocal Harmonies,
Ethel-Dorothea Ponce
717-D Looking at the World Through Rose Colored
Vaughn Le Leath
Glasses
732-
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The Rudell Vita-Phonic
Brass Tone Arm
Equipped with the Vita-Phonic Reproducer

The Rudell Vita-Phonic tone arm is
made of high grade brass with a continual taper from the reproducer to the
base. It is similar to that of band instruments.

This outstanding feature

The base is constructed
the tone arm a ball bearing ac-

the amplifier.
to give

tion, eliminating

The

finish

unnecessary friction.

of the

base

is

in ebony

which harmonizes beautifully

enables the full deliverance of perfect

black,

sound waves from the reproducer

with the nickel or gold tone arm.

to

The Vita -Phonic
Reproducer
The Vita-Phonic Reproducer

is

equipped

with a highly sensitive diaphragm that gives
faithful reproduction to all the high and low
notes in the record. The natural tone qualities
are rendered with increased tonal quality and
volume, while surface noise is reduced to a
minimum.
The large diaphragm permits
longer vibrations which produce the life-like
tone. The Vita-Phonic Reproducer is of rigid
construction and made to give utmost satisfaction.

Dealers write for Special Proposition

JOSEPH
83 Greene

Distributor in

Street

E.

—Dept.

D,

RUDELL
New

York, N. Y.

Canada: Standard Phono Supply
Montreal, Canada

Co.,

—
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ADVANCE RECORD BULLETINS FOR NOVEMBER— (Continued
5196 Wild

— Singing, Harmonica and
Stoneman — The Blue Ridge Mountaineer
—

Bob,

Tones

Bill

Guitar,

Ernest V.

Wreck

of the C. & O. (or "George Alley")
Singing, Harmonica and Guitar.
Ernest V. Stoneman The Blue Ridge Mountaineer
5204 Blue Bonnet You Make Me Feel Blue,
Frank Braidwood The Cowboy Baritone
5206 Cross
Your Heart Fox-trot (from "Queen
Markels Orch.
High")
5207 Out in the New Mown Hay Tenor Duet.
Arthur Hall-John Ryan
5208 When the Red, Red, Robin Comes Bob, Bob,
Golden Gate Orch.
Bobbin' Along Fox-trot
5209 I'd Climb the Highest Mountain if I Knew I'd
Charles Harrison
Find You Tenor
5210 Lucky Day Fox-trot (from "George White's
Scandals")
Duke Yellman and His Orch.
Sousa's Band
5211 Glory of the Yankee Navy March
5212 Day Is Dying in the West Mixed Voices,
Metropolitan Quartet
5213 Crazy Quilt Fox trot,
B. A. Rolfe (Trumpet Virtuoso) and
His Palais d'Or Orch.
5214 Meet Me in Old PhiHy Billy (for I'll Be There)
National Male' Quartet
Male Voices

5198

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

.

—

.

.

.

—

Victor Talking Machine Go.

Along

Bobbin'

20167

Fly

I'll

— Fox-trot,

— Fox-trot,
Gus C. Edwards
the Moon — Fox-trot,

and His Orch.

10

Gus C. Edwards and His Orch.
20165 I'd Love to Meet That Old Sweetheart of
Mine
Henry Burr-Peerless Quartet
Put Your Arms Where They Belong, Henry Burr

10

Cryin'

for

20176 Eleanor

Out of the Dusk

You

to

OCTOBER

Red Wing

—

Nat Shilkret and

O

and

Forever

Stripes

— March,

Chorus

Sole

Band

Hoffman

—Barcarolle,
Victor

10
10
10
10

10

Concert Orch.

10

Frank Ferera-John K. Paaluhi
Kilima Waltz ....Frank Ferera-John K. Paaluhi
Carl Sandburg
20135 The Boll Weevil
Carl Sandburg
Negro Spirituals
Frank Crumit
20137 Pretty Little Dear
Get Away Old Man, Get Away.

10
10
10
IC
10

20131 Hawaiian Waltz Medley,

Frank

HUMOROUS MONOLOG

Crumit

10

My

20196 That's

Judge
Session— Part

(Southern

1)

—

—

10

Birth

Blues—Fox-trot,

of the

Paul Whiteman
Maritza Fox-trot,
Paul Whiteman
20141 Ting-a-Ling Waltz ...Waring's
Sleepy Head Waltz ..Waring's

—

Countess

——

and His Orch.

10

and His Orch.
Pennsylvanians
Pennsylvanians

10
10
10

RED SEAL RECORDS
6591 Moonlight

Sonata, Part 1 (Beethoven. Op. 27,
No. 2)
Harold Bauer
Moonlight Sonata, Part 2 (Beethoven, Op. 27,
6592 Moonlight Sonata, Part 3 (Beethoven, Op. 27,
No. 2)
Harold Bauer
Gavotte in F Major (Beethoven-Bauer),
Harold Bauer
6589 Nocturne in E Flat (Chopin-Popper),
Pablo Casals
Prelude (Chopin-Sieveking)
Pablo (Tasals
1165 At Dawning (Cadman-Rissland) ..Fritz Kreisler
Andantino (Lemare-Saenger) ....Fritz Kreisler
3040 Aida— I^a fatal pietra (The Fatal Stone) In
Italian ....Rosa Ponselle-Giovanni Martinelli
Aida Morir! si pura e bella! (To Die!
So
Pure and Lovely) In Italian,
Rosa Ponselle-Giovanni Martinelli
3041 Aida— O terra addio— Part 1
(Farewell,
Oh
Earth) In Italian,
Rosa Ponselle-Giovanni Martinelli
Aida O terra addio Part 2 (Farewell, Oh
Earth) In Italian,
Rosa Ponselle-Giovanni Martinelli
6584 Blue Danube Waltz (Strauss),
Leopold Stokowski-Philadelphia Symp'y Orch.
Tales from the Vienna Woods ^Waltz (Strauss),
Leopold Stokowski-Philadelphia Symp'y Orch.
1171 No Night There (Clements-Danks),

12

10

Girl— Fox-trot,
Ted Weems and His Orch.

10

—

12

12
12

10
10
10

—

10

10

—

—

12

—
—

—

.

NEW RED SEAL

4000 Absent

9000 Boss o'
Soosie McLean
4001 Home Sweet Home

10
10
.

12

Richard Crooks
Richard Crooks
Sir
Sir

Harry Lauder
Harry Lauder

(Payne-Bishop),
Alberto
(Foster) ...Alberto

10
10
12
12

Salvi
Salvi

10
10

Orch.

12

Coates
Symphony Orch. Conducted by
9006 The Valkyrie— Fire Music— Part 1 (Wagner),
Symphony Orch. Conducted by Albert Coates
The Valkyrie— Fire Music ^Part 2 (Wagner),
Symphony Orch. Conducted by Albert Coates
9007 The Twilight of the Gods Siegfried's Journey

12

Old Folks
9005 Lohengrin

at

Home

— Bridal Chorus (Wagner),
Chorus and Symphony
Lohengrin — Prelude, Act III (Wagner),
Albert

—

to

the

—
(Wagner),
Part
—
Orch. Conducted by Albert

Rhine

Symphony
The Twilight

12

Coates

12

Gods Siegfried's Journey
to the Rhine— Part 2 (Wagner),
Symphony Orch. Conducted by Albert Coates

12

of the

—

—

—Fox-trot ...Waring's Pennsylvanians
'While the Years Go Drifting By — Fox-trot,
Art Landry and His Orch.
That's Annabelle — Fox-trot,
Art Landry and His Orch.
Bolshevik

Can't Get Over a Girl Like You (Loving a
.Mleen Stanley-Billy Murray
Who Wouldn't ..Aileen Stanley-Billy Murray

10
10

10
10

I

Boy Like Me)

.

.
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20177 Trudy

— Fox-trot. Paul

'When the

Red,

Red,

-0

10

15

Whiteman and His Orch.
Red Robin Comes Bob,

10

—

—
—

—

—

—

—

—

10
10
10

—

—

Okeh-Kut-Ups
40692 Miami Storm Tenor, with Violin and Guitar
Accomp
Vernon Dalhart
Stars (Are the Windows of Heaven)
Tenor,
with Violin and Guitar Accomp.,
Vernon Dalhart

—

—

45061

10

—

Show Me

the Way to Go Home
Singing, with
Guitar and Fiddle Accomp.,
Henry Whitter-Fiddler Joe

8381

Clarinet
— Contralto, with Piano,
and Banjo Accomp
Sippie Wallace
Kitchen Blues — Contralto, with Piano Accomp.
by Hersal Thomas
Miller
Humored and Petted Blues — Contralto, with Accomp.
Erby's Fidgety Five. Victoria Spivey
I

Must Have

It

Lillian

8389

by
Blue Valley Blues ^Contralto, with Accomp. by
Victoria Spivey
Erby's Fidgety Five
8396 The King of the Zulus (At a Chit' Lin' Rag)
Clarence
Babcock,
Fox-trot, with Talk by
Louis Armstrong and His Hot Five
Lonesome Blues Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus
by Louis Armstrong,
Louis Armstrong and His Hot Five
40679 That's Why I Love You Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Ray Stillwell. Gotham Nightingales

—

—

—

Bobadilla
I

Never

— Fox-trot

.

Gotham Nightingales

Knew What
Night

the

I

10

10
10

10

Met

Y'ou)

— Fox-trot,

—

Forget

I

45060

My

Snow

Pretty

—Tenor-Baritone Duet, with
Okeh-Kut-Ups
Dear — Singing, with Guitar
Stoneman and Fiddle

and Harmonica by E. V.
.E. V. Stoneman-Fiddler Joe
by Fiddler Joe.
Silver Bell
Singing, with Guitar and Harmonica
by E. V. Stoneman and Fiddle by Fiddler Joe,
E. V. Stoneman-Fiddler Joe
8382 A Glass of Beer, a Hot Dog and Y'ou Fox-trot,
with Chorus by Clarence Todd.
.

—

—

10

.

10
10

10

10

10

10
10

10

12
12
12
12

POPULAR DANCE RECORDS

—

—

.

—

—

Why Do Ya

Roll Those Eyes?— Fox-trot, with
Vocal Cliorus by Leroy ^lontesanto,
Willie Creager and His Orch.
(This Is My) Lucky Day -Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Leroy Montesanto,
Willie Creager and His Orch.
3377 Stars (Are the Windows of Heaven)
Fox-trot,
with Vocal Chorus by Arthur Fields,
Willie Creager and His Orch.

3374
10

10

Moon Fox-trot
Matt's Melody Kings
Oh, If I Only Had You— Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Irving Edwards. Matt's Melody Kings
3372 That Night in Araby Fox-trot, with Vocal
Specialty by Bert Lewis.. The Royal Troubadours
Petrushka Fox-trot
The Arabian Knights
3373 Dream of Love and You Fox-trot, -with Vocal
Chorus by Leroy Montesanto,
Willie Creager and His Orch.
Leave Me Something
to
Remember Vocal
Chorus by Leroy Montesanto,
Willie Creager and His Orch.

—

10

10

Gennett Lateral Records
3771 Chinese

—

And Then

—

10
10

'Vocal

—

—

3194 Thousand and One Nights' Tale,
Edith Lorand and Her Orch.
Idyllic Wanderings. Edith Lorand and Her Orch.
20001 Y'e Must Be Born Again Spiritual; Sermon,
with Singing
Rev. J. M. Gates
Oh! Death Where Is Thy Sting? Spiritual;
Sermon, with Singing
Rev. J. M. Gates

10

with

Chorus by Paul Hagan,
Abe Essig and Ritz-Carlton Casa Valencia Orch.
Climbing Up the Ladder of Love (From Earl
"'Vanities")
Fox-trot,
with Vocal
Carroll's
Chorus by Paul Hagan,
Abe Essig and Ritz-Carlton Casa Valencia Orch.
40681 Ting-a-Ling (The Waltz of the Bells)— Waltz,
The Yellow Jackets
Falling in Love With You ^Waltz,
The Yellow Jackets
40682 Whadda You Say, We Get Together? TenorBaritone Duet, with Piano Accomp.,
Okeh-Kut-Ups

.'

.

10

STANDXTID EUROPEAN RECORD
(ODEON LABEL)

10

Moonlight Could Do

the

— Singing,

with Guitar and Fiddle Accomp.,
Henry Whitter-Fiddler Joe
40689 A Child of the King Baritone, with Orch. Accomp.
Homer A. Rodeheaver
The Old-Fashioned Meeting Baritone, with
Orch. Accomp
Homer A. Rodeheaver

—

—

—

—

10

Alabama Stomp Fox-trot,
Harry Pollock's Club Maurice Diamonds

Stars
with Cborus by
Okeh Melody Stars
8383 ITeebie Jeebies Contralto, with Accomp. by
Perry Bradford's Mean Four. Alberta Hunter
Everybody Mess Around Contralto, with Accomp. by Piano and Trumpet. .Alberta Hunter
8384
C Blues Singing, with Piano Accomp. by
Marie Grinter
Aletha Dickerson
East and West Blues Singing, with Piano AcMarie Grinter
comp. by Aletha Dickerson
8385 Your Eyes Are Wide Open (But You Are Fast
Asleep)
Contralto, with Piano Accomp.,

10

Little Mammy
Duet, with Accomp. by
Broadway Strollers
Meyers-Nelson
Lay Me Down to Sleep in Carolina Duet, with
Accomp. by Broadway Strollers. .. .Meyers-Nelson
3376 Moonlight on the Ganges Duet, with Accomp.
by Broadway Strollers
Meyers-Nelson
She Put a Little Powder on Her Nose Vocal,
with Piano Accomp
Billy Jones
3370 There's a New Star in Heaven To-night (Rudolph Valentino)
Tenor
Vernon Dalhart
An Old Fashioned Picture Tenor. Vernon Dalhart

Wiley-Wiley
with Piano
Wiley- Wiley
Accomp
8386 In Some Lonesome Graveyard Spiritual; Vocal
Quartet, with Piano Accomp.,
Rigoletto Quartet of Morris Brown University
Spiritual; Vocal
I've Cot a Home in That Rock
Quartet with Piano Accomp.,
Rigoletto Quartet of Morris Brown University
40683 Trudy 'Vocal and Instrumental Novelty,

10

—

Okeh Melody

Look Out, Mr. Jazz
Clarence Todd

.

— Fox-trot,

—

—

—

M

10
10

10
10
10

—

Dear

Companion

Old

— Contralto,

—

•

—

Johnny Marvin
Pretty Cinderella Vocal and Instrumental NovJohnny Marvin
elty
40684 I'd Love to Meet That Old Sweetheart of Mine
Fox-trot, with Chorus by Larry Murphy,
Araby Garden's Orch.
Fox-trot, with Chorus by
She's Still My Baby
Araby Garden's Orch.
Larry Murphy
40685 Minnie Wagner's Surrender Tenor, with Accomp. by Guitar, Fiddle and Harmonica,
Vernon Dalhart

—

POPULAR VOCAL RECORDS

—

—

—

Richardson's Last Ride Tenor, with Accomp. by Guitar, Fiddle and Harmonica.
Vernon Dalhart
?379 Big Fat Ma and Skinny Pa Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Louis Armstrong,
Louts Armstrong and His Hot Five
Billy

—

Little

Papa

— Fox-trot,

—

—

—

—

3368

May

—

There's One Thing I Know
Rev. J. M. Gates
with Singing
8390 Messin' Around Fox-trot. .Cookie's Gingersnaps

Baby

o'

Mine

—Fox-trot,
Richard M.

Jones' Jazz Wizards
8391 I'm Gonna Dodge the Blues, Just Watch and
See Singing, with Organ and Fiddle Accomp.,

—

with

Violin,

Time

Mountain)

—Tenor,

with

Violin,

Stoneman
with

Ernest Stoneman

10

Dear

Snow,

Pretty

with

Tenor,

Violin,

Accomp

(Old-Time Mountain)
Guitar and Harmonica
Ernest Stoneman

10

Ghampion Records
10

10

10

10

10

15139 There's a New Star in Heaven To-night (RuVernon Dalhart
dolph Valentino)
Vernon Dalhart
An Old-Fashioned Picture
15140 Birth of the Blues Fox-trot. The Georgia Collegians
Alabama Stomp Fox-trot. .The Alabama Serenaders
15141 That Night in Araby Fox-trot,
Wally Spencer's Hoosiers
Johnnie's Radio Band
Chinese Moon Fox-trot
15142 Dream of Love and You Fox-trot,
The Georgia Collegians

— ——
—
—

Do Ya

Roll Those

I

You—Fox-trot,

Only Had

10

Leave

Me

Something

10

15144 Sweet

Lay

10

Johnnie's Radio Band
Remember,
The Georgia Collegians

to Sleep in Carolina

Ganges

Kamchameha March
Waikiki Is Calling

15147 Papa's

Billy

Goat

.

Harlan-Roberts
.Harlan-Roberts
Harlan-Roberts

Arthur Fields
Honolulu Trio

Baby Face
15146

10

to

Mammy

Little

Me Down

15145 Moonlight on the
10

10
10

Eyes?— Fox-trot,
The Georgia Collegians

15143 Oh, If

Sermon,

—

— Tenor,

—

10

10

J.

Your Barn To-night, Mister?

in

Mountain)

.

M. Gates

Rev.

Spiritual;

.

(juitar and Harmonica Accomp. .Ernest
Tenor,
3369 Silver Bell (Old-Time Mountain)
Violin, CJuitar and Harmonica Accomp.,

'VVhy

—

Sleep

I

(Old-Time
(Old

10

10

—

—

OLD-TIME VOCAL

(iuitar and Harmonica Accomp. .. Ernest Stoneman
The Girl I Left Behind in Sunny Tennessee

10

Louis Armstrong and His Hot Five
8380 In That Day Spiritual; Singing, with Piano
Arizona Dranes
Accomp
Crucifixion
Spiritual; Piano Solo,
Arizona Dranes
8387 Ain't Gonna Lay My Religion Down Spiritual;
Rev.
Sermon, with Singing
J. M. Gates
The Dying Gambler Spiritual; Sermon, with
Rev. J. M. Gates
Singing
8388 I'm Gonna Die With the Staff in My Hand
Spiritual; Sermon, with Singing,

—

—

3375 Sweet

—

—

8

20146 Her Beaus Are Only Rainbows Fox-trot.
Waring's Pennsylvanians

—

.

Sweet

1
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20148

12

10

Okeh Records

—

12

CLASS

(Glenn-Metcalf )

A Dream

(Cory-Bartlett)
the Hoose

12

—

8392 Da, Da Blues ^^Contralto-Baritone Duet, with
Piano by Eddie Haywood and Trumpet by
Robert Cheek
Butterbeans and Susie 10
My Daddy's Got the Mojo, But I Got the Say
So Contralto-Baritone Duet, with Piano by
Eddie ileywood and Trumpet by Robert Cheek,
Butterbeans and Susie 10
40686 She Belongs to Me Fox-trot, with Chorus by
Ray Stillwell
Gotham Nightingales 10
For My Sweetheart Fox-trot,
Mike Markels' Orch. 10
40687 Crazy Quilt Fox-trot
The Goofus Five 10
Sadie Green, The Vamp of New Orleans Foxtrot
The Goofus Five 10
40688 That's My Girl Fox-trot, with Chorus by Tom
The Jazz Pilots
^ Stacks
She Knows Her Onions Fox-trot, with (Chorus
by Tom Stacks
The Jazz Pilots 10
40690 Heebie Jeebies ^Fox-trot, with Cliorus by Ernest
Hare
The Goofus Five 10
Tuck in Kentucky and Smile Fox-trot, with
Chorus by Billy Jones
The Goofus Five 10
40691 Cherie, I Love 'You Tenor-Baritone Duet, with
Piano Accomp
Okeh-Kut-Ups 10
Lay Me Down to Sleep in Carolina TenorBaritone Duet, with Piano Accomp.,

Hand Me Down My Walking Cane

—

10

—

Marion Talley
In the Garden (C. Austin Miles) .Marion Talley
6587 Pagliacci— Prologue
Puo!— a.
Part 1
(Si
Word) (Leoncavallo) Italian Lawrence Tibbett
Pagliacci
(Un nido di
Prologue
Part 2
memorie) (A Song of Tender Memories'),
Lawrence Tibbett

Dalhart
Aileen Stanley
Through Rose-Colored
Aileen Stanley

World

the

at

....Vernon

Picture

1926

—

Fox-trot.

Paul Whiteman and His Orch.

Piano Accomp
12

10

10

Glasses

(Till

10

DANCE RECORDS

20138 The

Victor Orch.

Paul Whiteman and His Orch.

An Old-Fashioned
20198 Six Feet of Papa

40680

Court Scene 4th,
Walter C. Kelly
Virginian Judge (Southern Court- Scene 4th
Walter C. Kelly
Session— Part 2)

20136 Virginian

the

Me Too — Fox-trot,

10
10
10

—

of

10

—

10
10
10

20130 Humoresque (Dvorak) ........ .Venetian Trio
Berceuse from Jocelyn (Godard) .Venetian Trio
20121 Rustle of Spring (Sinding, Op. 32, No. 3).
Hans Barth
Narcissus (Nevin, Op. 13, No. 4) .Hans Barth
Mark Andrews
20129 Nearer My God to Thee
Mark Andrews
Abide With Me
20011 Cavalleria Rusticana Intermezzo,
Victor Concert Orch.
Tales

Victor Orch.

the

LIST FOR OCTOBER 22
Why Do Ya Roll Those Eyes? Medley

Looking

Sousa's

—

10
10

(iliorus

March .Sousa's Band
Fairest of the Fair
20140 Breezin' Along (With the Breeze). The Revelers
The Revelers
Moonlight on the Ganges
The

Kelly Harrell
Kelly Harrell

Mio— Waltz,
Nat Shilkret and

20197

10

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

Vernon Dalhart

20127 Tannhauser

20132 Stars

Perry
Mario Perry
Shannon Quartet
Shannon Quartet

Fox-trot,
Is Losin' Susan
Philip Spitalny and His Orch.
20193 There's a New Star in Heaven To-night,

1

— Pilgrims' Chorus, Male
Victor
Trovatore — Anvil Chorus .Victor Mixed

—^Waltz. .Mario

20171 Rovin' Gambler
New River Train
20172 La Paloma Fox-trot,

Someone

LIST FOR

Victor Salon Orch.
....Victor Salon Orch.

20175 Wedding of the Winds..
Estudiantina Waltz
20173 Rainbow

15,

Lonnie Johnson 10
Oh! Doctor the Blues Singing, -with Organ and
Eddie Heywood and Trumpet by Robert Cheek,

10

Hawaii

to

October

from page 164)

Whiteman and His Orch.

Paul

—

20147

—

Me— Waltz,

Ferera's Hawaiian Serenaders
Vernon Dalhart'

Abe Morris
Purty Polly
Jennings Bros.
15148 Birdie— Old-Time Fiddle
Jennings Bros.
Cripple Creek Old-Time Fiddle
15149 Stars (Are the Windows of Heaven),
The Georgia Collegians
Wallv .Snencer's Hoosiers
Cheritza

—

——

October

THE TALKING MACHINE WORLD

1926

15,

167

ADVANCE RECORD BULLETINS FOR NOVEMBER—
——

The Georgia
15159 Lucky Day Fox-trot
Bobby Jones and
Petrushka Fox-trot
15160 I Don't Want Nobody But You,
Nathan Glantz and
Ting-a-Ling the Bells'll Ring,
Nathan Glantz and

&

Pathe Phono

Collegians

His Orch.
His Orch.

1

36504 Mountain Greenery (From "Garrick Gaieties")
Fox-trot

—

Happy Hour Orch.
Happy Hour Orch.

— Fox-trot
—

Du

Peggy's

On

The Roll of Honor

His Orch.

Radio Corp.

NOVEMBER RECORDS NO.
DANCE RECORDS

Are you sacrificing your player sales
by your desire for long roll profits?

Fox-trot, with Vocal Cliorus by
the Riviera
Tuxedo Dance Orch.
John Ryan
You're Gonna Miss Me Someday Fox-trot, with
Vocal Chorus by John Ryan.. Tuxedo Dance Orch.
Then I Forget Fox-trot, witli Vocal
36506 And
Happy Hour Orch.
Chorus by Ray Stillwell
Blue Hawaiian Moonlight Waltz, with Vocal
Happy Hour Orch.
Chorus by Ray Stillwell
36507 I'd Love to Meet That Old Sweetheart of Mine

36505

—

—

Don't you realize that players are
bought for the sole purpose of playing rolls, that rolls are the life-blood
of the player industry and the
means to greater player profits?

—

— Fox-trot
— Fox-trot

Virginia Creepers

Rockaway Ramblers

Never Had

—

36508 Yours With Love and Kisses Fox-trot, with
Vocal Chorus by Vernon Dalhart,
The Virginia Creepers
My Pa! Jerry Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by
Tuxedo Dance Orch.
John Ryan
36509 Who Could Be More Wonderful Than You

—

Fox-trot

36510

Rockaway Ramblers

—

Wha C'ha Ma Call
Me Too — Fox-trot,

Continued from page 166)

(

Fox-trot. Palace Garden Orch.
with Vocal Chorus by Irving
Palace Garden Orch.
Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus
0!e Olson and His Orch.

It

Kaufman

—
— Fox-trot,
Black Diamond Serenaders
Mellophone Stomp— Novelty Fox-trot. .Goof Moyer
36512 Any Ice To-day, Lady? — Fox-trot, with Vocal
Lanin's Arcadians
Chorus by L. O'Keefe
The Frolickers
Ain't We Carryin' On — Fox-trot
25192
Don't Want Nobody But You —Voice and
Edwards (Ukulele Ike)
Take Your Time
by John Ryan
36511 Ace in the Hole

—give U. S.

Save money

new

.

Rolls with

players.

I

Clifl
Ukulele
Could Be More Wonderful Than You—
Ukulele.
Cliff
Edwards (Ukulele Ike)
..
Voice and

Who

POPULAR VOCAL RECORDS
the Years Go Drifting By— Voice

32200 While
Orchestra

32202

Your player sales can
only be as great as you

and

Morgan

Betty

—Voice and Orchestra,
Betty Morgan
The Birth of the Blues — Voice and Piano,
Willard Robison
Deep River Blues — Voice and Piano. Willard Robison
The Singing Troubadours
Barcelona — Quartet
Out in the New Mown Hay— Vocal Duet.
Radio Jacks

And Then
32201

it

I

Forget

make your

UNITED STATES MUSIC COMPANY.

32203 There's a New Star in Heaven To-night (RuW. Terry
dolph Valentino) Tenor
An Old-Fashioned Picture ^Tenor. .Vernon Dalhart

—

—

NOVEMBER RECORDS NO.
DANCE RECORDS

36513 Lay

Me Down

Carolina

in

Chorus by L. O'Keefe

—

My

trade/'

roll

2934-2938 West Lake

2

Street,

25 West 18th

Chicago

Street,

New York

with Vocal
— Fox-trot,Lanin's
Arcadians

Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by
Girl
The Virginia Creepers
Fields
Moon Fox-trot, with Vocal
for
the

That's

Arthur
36514 Cryin'

—

Lanin's Arcadians
Chorus by Lester O'Keefe
Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by Arthur

Trudy

—

The Virginia Creepers
Fields
36515 The Birth of the Blues Fox-trot, with Vocal
Tuxedo Dance Orch.
Chorus by Arthur Fields
Play CJypsies, Dance Gypsies Fox-trot.
McLaughlin's Melodians
36516 The Two of Us Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus
The Virginia Creepers
by Irving Kaufman
The Frolickers
Fair Helen Fox-trot
36517 I'm Going to Park Myself in Your Arms FoxLanin's Arcadians'
trot
I Never Knew What the Moonlight Could Do
McLaughlin's Melodians
Fox-trot
36518 She's Still My Baby— Fox-trot,
Frank Signorelli and His Orch.

—

—

—

—

Someone

—

Susan

Losin'

Is

— Fox-trot,

McLaughlin's Melodians
of
My Dreams Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by A. Hall. .John Sylvester and His Orch.
Want You Waltz, with Vocal Chorus by
I
Stillman's Orioles
Arthur Fields
Palace Garden Orch.
Would Ja? Fox-trot
My Little Nest Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by
A. Hall. Mike Speciale and His Rendezvous Orch.
Pretty Cinderella Voice and Ukulele,
Cliff Edwards (Ukulele Ike)
Don't Be Angry With Me Voice and Ukulele,
Cliff Edwards (Ukulele Ike)
He's Still My Baby Voice and Orchestra,
Miss Lee Morse and Her Blue Grass Boys
Sad and Lonesome Little Pickaninny Voice and
Miss Lee Morse
Guitar
Baby Face Voice and Orchestra,
Jay C Flippen and His Gang
Sadie Green Voice and Orchestra,
Jay C. Flippen and His Gang
The Devil Is Afraid of Music Voice and Piano,

—

36519 Trail

—

36520
25193

—

—

25194

—

—

32205

32206

—
—

—

Lonely Acres

in

the

—Voice

West

32204 Have You Forgotten?
Everybody's Mother

— Tenor
Was

—
—

PIANO SOLO
Why I Love You— Piano

8131 That's
Vocal Retrain

Looking

—

DANCE RECORDS
of Joe

8133

Red Robin Comes Bobbin' Along
Contralto Solo, with Piano Accomp.

My

Baby

I

to

.

8123 I Wish I
School

Had My Old

Day

Gal Back Again— Waltz,
Adrian Schubert's Salon (Drch.
Sweethearts Waltz.
Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.

—

8124 That Night in Araby

— Fox-trot,

Hollywood Dance Orch.
Never Knew What the Moonlight Could Do
Irwin Abrams' Dance Orch.
Fox-trot
8125 Hi-Diddle-Diddle Fox-trot ...Imperial Dance Orch.
Fox-trot ....Imperial Dance Orch.
I Wonder Who
Fox8126 Cross Your Heart (From "Queen High")
I

—
—

—

Mizzouri Jazz Band
trot
Blowin' Off Steam Fox-trot,
Joe Candullo and His Everglades Orch.
8127 Lay Me Dewn to Sleep in Carolina Fox-trot,
Sam Lanin's Troubadours

—

—

the Red,

Along With the
Solo, with Piano Accomp
Someone Is Losin' Susan
Orch.

— Fox-trot,
Sam Lanin's Troubadours
8121
Don't Mind Being All Alone — Fox-trot.
Irwin Abrams' Dance Orch.
Cryin* for the Moon — Fox-trot. Imperial Dance (Drch.
8122 I'd Love
Meet That Old Sweetheart of Mine
Irwin Abrams' Dance Orch.
—Fox-trot
My Little Nest— Fox-trot. .Hollywood Dance Orch.
Still

8142

Dreamy Swanee Lullaby
frain

Sun-Kist Hawaii

—^Duet,

— Duet,

with Vocal ReFerera-Paaluhi
with Vocal Refrain,
Ferera-Paaluhi

RACE RECORD
8143 What's
the
Jazz Orch.
Ain't

Matter

Now— Comedienne,

Accomp
Much Good in the Best

— Comedienne,

Rose-Colored

Jimmy Andrews

—

HAW.-UIAN GUITAR RECORD

Jimmy Andrews
World Through

Breezin'

PIPE

with

Bessie
of

Brown

Men Nowadays

with Jazz Orch. Accomp.,
Bessie

ORGAN RECORD

Brown

1140 There's a New Star in Heaven To-night (Rudolph Valentino)
Pipe Organ. ... Norbert Ludwig
Let's Be the Same Again
Pipe Organ.
Norbert Ludwig

—

I

—

—

I

Knows Her
Piano Accomp

She

Are

elty

the

with

Solo,

Me

at

Onions

Glasses

—

"Ed"

Voice,

with

Nov-

Vernon Dalhart

World Through Rose-Colored
Duet, with Piano Accomp.,

—

The Radio Imps

Sweet Little Girl, You Made My Dreams Come
True Tenor Solo, with Orch. Accomp.,

—

My

Sweetheart

—^Tenor

Accomp
It's Too Late To Be Sorry
with Orch. Accomo.

258-

H

with

Solo,

Irving Kaufman
with Orch.
Billy Jones

Now— Tenor

Irving

Solo,

Kaufman

on the

It

WMCA
Waltz — Waltz,
— WMCA

with

Vocal

Broadcasters

10

Broadcasters

10

I'm on My Way Home -Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Frank Bessinger,
I Never Knew What the Moonlight Could Do
Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by Irving

—

—

Solo,

—

Because I Love You Waltz,
Chorus by Frank Bessinger,

Blame

Whispering "Ed"
Heaven Tenor
Vernon Dalhart

of

Novelty Accomp
Twilight Tenor

the
—^Male
at

— Male

I Don't Mind Being All Alone
Male Duet, with
Piano Accomp
The Radio Imps
8138 That's Why I Love You— Tenor Solo, with Orch.
Accomp
Irving Kaufman

8139 For

H

Franklyn

Baur
—Male Whispering
Voice, with

VVindosvs

Accomp

8137 Looking

DANCE RECORDS
257-

—

Orch. Accomp
8135 She Says the Cutest Things
Piano

Meet

Harmony Records

Am —

Always

8136 Stars

— Contralto

Hotsy Jarvis
Solo, with
Irving Kaufman
Baritone Solo, with Orch. Accomp.,
Arthur Fields
Love You Tenor Solo, with Orch.
Irving Kaufman
Think of You Tenor Solo, with

Accomp
I

Breeze

— Tenor

Accomp

8134 Because

Joe Candullo and His Everglades Orch.

She's

You Get Those Eyes?— Banjo Solo,
with Vocal Refrain
Eddie Peabody
Banjo Solo, with Vocal Refrain,
Eddie Peabody

Baby Face

Hotsy Jarvis

Kaufman

— Fox-trot,

EDDIE PEABODY BANJO RECORD

with

Solo, with Vocal Refrain,

Pal

Irving

Wonder What's Become

— Piano

VOCAL RECORDS
When

Here
I

the

at

Glasses

Solo,

Players!

8141 Where'd

Dance Orch.

Joe Jordan's Ten Sharps and Flats
Old Folks' Shuffle— Fox-trot,
Joe Jordan's Ten Sharps and Flats
8130 Susie's Feller Fox-trot ....Al Lentz's Dance Orch.
Sweet Tiling Fox-trot
Al Lentz's Dance C)rch.

Kaufman

Regal Records
8120

—Fox-trot,
Hollywood

— Fox-trot,

8132

Irving

Me

8129 Morocco Blues

and Piano.
Willard Robison

Somebody's

Tenor

Could Be More

Fox-trot
Will You Wait for

Willard Robison

POPULAR VOCAL RECORD

to Love
FoxAl Lentz's Dance Orch.
Wonderful Than You—
Sam Lanin's Troubadours

trot

Who

More

Sell

—

No One But You Knows How
8128

—

—

Rolls— Y^'11

5e// U. S.

Kaufman

253-H

Who

Broadway

Bell

Hops

10

Could Be More Wonderful Than You?
Chorus by Irving
with Vocal

Fox-trot,

Kaufman

Broadway

—

Bell

Hops

Don't Be Angry With Me Fox-trot,
Vocal Chorus by Irving Kaufman,

with

Broadway

Bell

Hops

256-H Just a Bird's Eye View (Of My Old Kentucky
Home) Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by Tom
The Night Club Orch.
Stacks

10

10

—

Hum

—

Troubles Away Fox-trot, with
Vocal C"horus by Tom Stacks,
The Night Club Orch.
251-H Black Bottom (From "George White's Scandals")
Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by Paul

Your

—
Hagan

{Continued on page 168)

The

Astorites

10

10

10

—

—
-
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ADVANCE RECORD BULLETINS FOR NOVEMBER— (Continued from page 167)
Glasses— Piano
with Vocal Refrain,
"VanHugs and Kisses (From Earl
Jimmy Andrews
Solo,

Carroll's

by Paul
—Fox-trot, with Vocal Ctorus
The Astorites
Hagan
244- H Petrushka — Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by
Arthur Fields ...Manhattan Dance Makers
Araby — Fox-trot,
That Night
Gold and His Orch.
ities")

with
Vocal
Cinderella— Fox-trot,
Chorus by Frank Bessinger.The Harmonians
Stars Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by Radio
The Harmonians
Franks
Fox-trot, with
I Don't Mind Being All Alone
Vocal Chorus by Billy West,
Lou Gold and His Orch.
Fox-trot,
I Never Cried Before I Met You
Pretty

—

246-

260

H

H

—

I've

Let's

—

WTVICA Broadcasters

10

Got the Girl— Fox-trot,
Joe Candullo and His Everglades Orch.

10

"Wanna" Be Known

I Just

—

—

H

0161 Sun-Kist Hawaii

Hound

Charleston

Irving

Hum

Your Troubles Away

—Novelty

Home)

10

My

View (Of

— Novelty

10

Singing

The Harmonizers
Old Kentucky

Quartet
Just a Bird's Eye

Kaufman

—

Carolina Vocal
239-H Lay Me Down to Sleep
Harmony Brothers
Duet
Where'd You Get Those Eyes— Vocal Duet,
Harmony Brothers
254Sing Katie—Vocal Duet,
in

10
10

H

Jack Kaufraan-Al Campbell
Vocal Duet,
It Won't Be Long Now
Jack Kaufman-Al Campbell
255- H Why Do You Roll Those Eyes— Vocal Duet,
Harmony Brothers
Harmony Brothers
Love Me Vocal Duet
Honey Duke and His Uke
259-H Mary Lou
Pretty Cinderella. Honey Duke and His Uke
247- H Oh, Lord!
I Done What You Told Me To,

—

—

.

Away

The
The

Jesus

to

Spiritual Singers
Spiritual Singers

—

—

—

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

Domino Records

—

—Rhythm
Fox

1819 Hi-Diddle-Diddle
That Captivating

—

—

—

—

—
— —

—

No One But You Knows How

to

Love

— Fox-trot,

Al Lentz's Dance Orch.
Missouri Jazz Band

—Fox-trot
Rhythm — Fox-trot,

3785 Hi-Diddle-Diddle
That Captivating

Me Down

to

Missouri Jazz Band
Sleep in Carolina Fox-trot,
Lanin's
Troubadours
Sam

—

the Moonlight Could Do
Irwin Abrams' Dance Orch.
Fox-trot
3791 Old Folks' Shuffle— Fox-trot,
Joe Jordan's Ten Sharps and Flats
Morocco Blues Fox-trot,
Joe Jordan's Ten Sharps and Flats

Never Knew What

—

EDDIE PEABODY BANJO RECORDS

3804 Baby Face

— Banjo

Solo, with Vocal Refrain,

Eddie Peabody

You

Where'd

Get Those
with Vocal Refrain

Eyes?

—Banjo

Eddie Peabody

VOCAL RECORDS

3795 Because

Accomp

When

Love You

I

I

When

with Orch.
Irving Kaufman

Solo,

Knew You Were Mine— Tenor

with Orch.

3796

—Tenor

Solo.

Along

—

Hotsy Jarvis

With the Breeze Contralto
Solo, with Piano Accomp
Hotsy Jarvis
3794 iLooking at the World Through Rose-Colored
Along

Breezin'

Glasses

—.Male

Duet, with Piano Accomp.,

The Radio Imps
Male Duet,
The Radio Imps

—

Don't Mind Being All Alone
with Piano Accomp
3798 That's Why I Love You— Tenor
Orch. Accomp
It's Too Late to Be Sorry Now
with Orch. Accomp
3799 She Knows Her Onions ^Male
I

Solo,

Irving

—Tenor

Piano Accomp
She Says the Cutest
Piano Accomp

—

with

When

I

—Waltz,
Guernsey-Thompson
I'd Love
Call You My Sweetheart— Fox-trot. Lee Sims
Out
the New Mown Hay — Fox-trot
Jack Pierce
Meadow Lark — Fox-trot
Lee Sims
Don't Be Angry With Me — Fox-trot
Jack Pierce
Gone Again Gal — Fox-trot
Lee Sims
Lay My Head Beneath a Rose — Waltz,
Harold Wansborough
She Belongs
Me— Fox-trot
Eubie Jones
FOREIGN WORD ROLLS
Babrlinka — Polka — Bohemian
V. F. Fiser
There's a New Star
Heaven
to

Accomp
Red

— Contralto

— Banjo

Solo,

Along

with Orch.
Irving Kaufman

Solo,

—

Tenor Solo,

Howard Clarke
Comes Bobbin'

Robin

Breeze

the

— Contralto

—

The Radio Imps

Alone

All

—

Male Duet,
—The
Radio Imps

Why I Love You Tenor Solo, with
Irving Kaufman
Accomp
Too Late to Be Sorry Now Tenor Solo,
Irving Kaufman
with Orch. Accomp
1827 She Knows Her Onions Male Voice, with Piano
Whispering "Ed"
Accomp
She Says the Cutest Things Male Voice, with
Whispering "Ed"
Piano Accomp
1828 For My Sweetheart Tenor Solo, with Orch.
Billy Jones
Accomp
Here I Am Baritone Solo, with Orch. Accomp.,
1826 That's
Orch.

—

It's

—

—

—

—

1829 Someone Is Losin'
Orch. Accomp

Susan

—Tenor

Arthur Fields
Solo,

Irving

with

—

Irving Kaufman
1830 Stars Are the Windows of Heaven Tenor Solo,
with Novelty Accomp
Vernon Dalhart
Meet Me at Twilight Tenor Solo, with Novelty
Vernon Dalhart
Accomp

—

—

PIANO SOLO
1831 I-ooking at the World Through Rose-Colored
Glasses Piano Solo, with Vocal Refrain,

—

Love

You

— Piano

Vocal Refrain

Jimmy Andrews
Solo,

with

Jimmy Andrews

ORGAN RECORD

PIPE

—

—

—
—

Marja
Ceska

—

Susan

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

—

Polish.

FOREIGN ROLI^MUSIC ONLY
Sousedska —Valcik— Bohemian
AUTO ART

1832 There's a New Star in Heaven To-night (Rudolph Valentino)
Pipe Organ ... .Norbert Ludwig
Let's Be the Same Again
Pipe Organ,
Norbert Ludwig

—

Louis Vitak

INSTRUMENTAL ROLLS—MUSIC ONLY

Auto-Art Expression Test.
Hark! Hark! The Lark (Serenade from "Cymbeline")
(Schubert)

Carlos Fabri

La Traviata (Verdi) — Selection
Murmuring Zephyrs (Jensen)
Barber of Seville (Rossini)

McNair
McNair

— Selections. .McNair

LIBRARY EDITION—WORD ROLLS

My

Gonna Move This Wicked Race

Lord's
Spiritual

—

Negro
—Mae
Asken

Fairie

Thanks Be to God Song
I Heard You Go By
Song
Death's Black Train Is Coming Negro
Silver Wing An Indiana Love Song.
Cherie, I Love You
Ballad
At Peace With the World— Ballad
Adoration (Ilgenfritz) Song

—

Ilgenfritz
Ilgenfritz
Ilgenfritz

—

—

Robert Billings
Robert Billings
Spiritual.

—

—

Robert Billings
Robert Billings

McNair

Ilgenfritz

LIBRARY EDITION—MUSIC ONLY
Ich Liebe Dich (I Love

You) (Grieg)

—Transcription,
Ilgenfritz

Morris Dance (From "Henry the Eighth") (German).
Alfons Bacon-McNair Ilgenfritz
Country Dance
McNair Ilgenfritz
Lucia De Lammermoor
Carlos Fabri
I'Pagliacci

CLeoncavallo)

— Selections

...McNair

Ilgenfritz

L. E. Gillingham Returns
to Japan After Long Visit
L.

—

RACE RECORD

—

1833 What's the Matter Now?
Comedienne, with Jazz
Orch. Accomp
Bessie Brown
Ain't Much Good in the Best of Men Nowadays
Comedienne, with Jazz Orch. Accomp.,
Bessie Brown

E. Gillingham, assistant general

manager

Tokyo, Japan, manufacturer of phonograph.s and records, sailed from
Vancouver this week on the "Empress of
Russia" to resume his duties with this company.
Mr. Gillingham is widely known in phonograph
circles everywhere, for he has been identified
with the industry for many years and is recognized as one of the leading authorities on record manufacture and production. He spent sevof the

Nipponophone

Co.,

months in this country getting acquainted
with various factors of the record industry, and
taking care of special activities for his company.

eral

The Nipponophone
is

Co., of

which

J.

R.

Geary

president, has attained remarkable success in

Japan in the manufacture and sale of phonographs and records. The company, under Mr.
Geary's direction, has built up a wonderful business and its permanent success is assured, for it
has under exclusive contract for a long period of
years practically all of the high-class Japanese
artists. Mr. Gillingham has been identified with
the organization for a number of years and has
been an important factor in its success.

A new
stalled at

talking machine department was
Lipman, Wolfe's, Portland, Ore.

—

HAWAIIAN GUITAR RECORD

2133 Sun-Kist Hawaii

— Duet,

Dreamy Swanee Lullaby
frain

with Vocal Refrain.
Ferera-Paaluhi
with Vocal ReFerera-Paaluhi

— Duet,

TEST

U.

S.

Music Go.

IT.

OUR VICTOR

Record Service

Arthur Fields

—Tenor

Solo,

Irving

with

Kaufman

—

Irving

Kaufman

3797 Stars Are the Windows of Heaven Tenor Solo,
with Novelty Accomp
Vernon Dalhart
Meet Me at Twilight Tenor Solo, with Novelty
Accomp
Vernon Dalhart

—

PIANO SOLO

World Through

—

These Rolls for Reproducing and Expression Player-Pianos
Using Standardized Tracker Bar

Kaufman

Sweet Little Girl, You Made My Dreams Come
True Tenor Solo, with Orch. Accomp.,

I

—

Un Coeur— Waltz

French.
Cri-Cri
Chanson Vecue French
Flouron-Leojac
Fleurs D'Amour French
Charles-Padilla
Stasys (Daina-Sokis)
Lithuanian
Vanagaitis
Godeles (Pavedu Liudui Girai)
Lithuanian
Vanagaitis
Fridolinka Polka Polish.
Nos Cocurs Emus N'OubKeront Jamais (Rudolph Valentino)
French.
(1) Oi Mergele. (2) As Mergyte— Lithuanian.
Hubicka Polka (Kiss Polka) Bohemian.
Voleny Valcik Bohemian.
Une Valse Avec Vous French.
Si J'avais Su
Fox-trot French.

Hotsy Jarvis

Don't Mind Being
with Piano Accomp

Why

To-night (Rudolph Val-

in

entino) Italian.
Est Quelque Part

Solo, with Piano Accomp.,

With

Hotsy Jarvis
Solo, with Piano Accomp
1825 Looking at the World Through Rose-Colored
Glasses -Male Duet, with Piano Accomp.,

That's

.

in

Eddie Peabody

— Tenor

Red,

the

Along

I

Jack Pierce

—

Milwaukee March Song.
The Crepe on the Old Cabin Door

Whispering "Ed"

—

the

Eddie Peabody

Eyes?

Knew You Were Mine

Breezin'

Irving Kaufman
—
Voice, with
Whispering "Ed"
Things — Male Voice, with

Sweet Little Girl, You Made My Dreams Come
True Tenor Solo, with Orch. Accomp.,

at

Flats

Solo, with Vocal Refrain,

Love You

I

When

My Sweetheart—Tenor Solo, with Orch.
Accomp
Billy Jones
Here I Am —^Baritone Solo, with Orch. Accomp.,

3803 Looking

— Banjo

with Orch,
1824

—

—

McNair

Accomp

Kaufman
Solo,

— Fox-trot,

Ten Sharps and

VOCAL RECORDS
1823 Because

3801 For

3800 Someone Is Losin'
Orch. Accomp

—Fox-trot,

Missouri Jazz Band
Sleep in Carolina— Fox-trot,
Sam Lanin's Troubadours

to

You Get Those
with Vocal Refrain

Solo,

Robin
the
Contralto Solo, with Piano Accomp..

—

trot

Where'd

Howard Clarke
Comes Bobbin'

Accomp
Red. Red

— Fox-trot.

Never Knew What the Moonlight Could Do
Irwin Abrams' Dance Orch.
Fox-trot

1822 Baby Face

My Baby— Fox-trot,

Lanin's Troubadours
3787 I Wonder What's Become of Joe Fox-trot,
Joe Candullo and His Everglades Orch.
Fox-trot. .Missouri Jazz Band
Cryin' for the Moon
3783 I Don't Mind Being All Alone Fox-trot,
Irwin Abrams' Dance Orch.
Blowing Off Steam Fox trot,
Joe Candullo and His Everglades Orch.
3790 That Night in Araby Fox-trot. Imperial Dance Orch.
Imperial Dance Orch.
My Little Nest ^Fox trot
3784 School Day Sweethearts,
W. Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.
I Wish I Had My Old Gal Back Again,
W. Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.
3788 Susie's Feller Fox-trot ....Al Lentz's Dance Orch.

Love

EDDIE PEABODY BANJO RECORD

"Queen

Sam

Me Down

to

Al Lentz's Dance Orch.
Missouri Jazz Band

Joe Jordan's Ten Sharps and Flats

Imperial Dance Orch.

Still

—

No One But You Knows How

Morocco Blues

High")
Imperial Dance Orch.
Al Lentz's Dance Orch.
Sweet Thing Fox-trot
3789 Who Could Be More Wonderful Than You?—
Sam Lanin's Troubadours
Fox-trot

Band

Irwin Abrams' Dance Orch.

1821 Old Folks' Shuffle— Fox-trot,
Joe Jordan's

3786 I'd Love to Meet That Old Sweetheart of Mine
Irwin Abrams' Dance Orch.
—Fox-trot
Will You Wait for Me ?— Fox-ti ot,

(From

—

—
—

—

1820 Lay

WORD ROLLS

—

Orch.

Blowin' Off Steam Fox-trot,
Joe Candullo and His Everglades Orch.
Fox-trot. Imperial Dance Orch.
1816 That Night in Araby
Imperial Dance Orch.
My Little Nest Fox-trot
1817 School Day Sweethearts Waltz,
Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.
I Wish I Had My Old Gal Back Again— Waltz,
Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.
1818 Susie's Feller Fox-trot ....Al Lentz's Dance (Drch.

DANCE RECORDS

Heart

—
His Everglades

Joe Candullo and

I

3793 Cross Your
Fox-trot

—

—

Singing Quartet,

The Harmonizers

DANCE RECORDS

Fo.x-trot. .Missouri Jazz
Cryin' for the Moon
Fox-trot,
1815 I Don't Mind Being All Alone

10

Lee Sims
Jack Pierce

—

—

10

Blue Grass Foot Warmers

— Fox-trot,

Rose-Colored

Composer

Title

Played by
Lee Sims
Robert Billings
Fox-trot
Jack Pierce
Mary Lou Fox-trot
Robert Billings
Because I Love You Waltz
Harold Wansborough
The Miami Storm Song; Waltz.
Cross Your Heart (From "Queen High")
Fox-trot,
Robert Billings
And Then I Forget Fox-trot
Lee Sims
I Wonder What's Become of Joe?
Fox-trot
Lee Sims

Me Too — Fox-trot

My

Girl— Fox-trot
Ting-a-Ling the Bells'll Ring
That's

1926

Lonely Hawaii Hawaiian Waltz.
Sweet Thing Fox-trot
Robert Billings
I Never Knew What the Moonlight Could Do
Fox-trot,
Robert Billings
My Cutey's Due at Two-to-Two To-day Fox-trot,

II

10

10

— Fox-trot

15,

to

1811 I'd Love to Meet That Old Sweetheart of Mine
Irwin Abrams' Dance Orch.
Fox-trot
Fox-trot,
Will You Wait for Mer
Imperial Dance Orch.
1812 Cross Your Heart (From "Queen High")
FoxImperial Dance Orch.
trot
Al Lentz's Dance C)rch.
Sweet Thing Fox-trot
1813 Who Could Be More Wonderful Than You?
Sam Lanin's Troubadours
Fox-trot
She's Still My Baby—Fox-trot,
Sam Lanin's Troubadours
1814 I Wonder What's Become of Joe Fox-trot,

10

—
—

I

with Vocal Refrain,
Ferera-Paaluhi
with Vocal ReFerera-Paaluhi

— Duet,

Banner Records

10
10
10

VOCAL SELECTIONS

3792 Lay

Norbert Ludwig

with
— Comedienne,
Bessie Brown

10

Blue Grass Foot Warmers

261-H Because I Love You Vocal. Irving Kaufman
I'm on My Way Home Vocal,

She's

— Duet,

Dreamy Swanee Lullaby

—

Steal

Ludwig

You Waltz With

—

252-H

.

in the Best of Men Nowadays
with Jazz Orch. Accomp.,
Bessie Brown

frain

the One You Love
^Waltz, with Vocal Cliorus by Frank BesBar Harbor Society Orch.
singer
Kiss of Spring Waltz. .. Melody Waltz Orch.
University Six
Fox-trot
245St. Louis Hop
I'd Leave Ten Men Like Yours to Love One
Fox-trot,
Mine
Man Like
Original Indiana Five
248-H Old Folks' Shuffle— Fox-trot,

.

HAWAIIAN GUITAR RECORD

as Susie's "Feller"

Joe Candullo and His Everglades Orch.

H When

Now?

Accomp

Much Good

— Comedienne,

Fox-trot,
250-

.

Matter

the

Jazz Orch.
Ain't
10

(Ru-

Norbert
— Pipe —Organ
Pipe Organ,

Be the Same Again

1833 What's

—

SPECIAL RELEASES

Jimmy Andrews

RACE RECORD
10

How Could Red Riding Hood?
That Night in Araby Fox-trot

with

Solo,

PIPE-ORGAN RECORD
New Star in Heaven To-night

3802 There's a
dolph Valentino)

Lou

H

— Piano

You

Love

I

Vocal Refrain
10

in

249-

Why

That's

10

October

—

—

Suppose you

—

—

—

has a reputation for

—

—

E. F.

try

it.

DROOP & SONS

CO.

WASHINGTON, D.C.
CLAY STREET. BALTIMORE, MD.

1300 G. STREET.
204-6-8-10

efficiency.

in-

—
October

15,
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Hermann Thorens

Frederic

&

H. Junod

Visits L.

CONSTRUCTIVE ARTICLES IN THIS
ISSUE O F THE WORLD

Go.

Representative of Swiss Motor Manufacturing
Firm Plans Several Weeks' Stay in This
Country to Arrange for Representation
Frederic Hermann Thorens, of the wellknown firm of Hermann Thorens, Ste. Croix,
manufacturer of the Thorens
Switzerland,
phonograph motor, arrived in New York recently.
at this

His visit
time is due

to the

sudden

L,
H.
death of
Junod, former con-

general of

sul

S w it z e r land and
head of the firm of
L.
H. Junod &
Co., New York, for

many

years exclusive agents in the
United States for

phono-

Thorens

graph motors. Mr.
Frederic H. Thorens

headquarters

his

&

Thorens

is

the offices of L. H,

at

making
Junod

York, and will be
here for several weeks studying conditions with
a view to making new arrangements for the
continued representation of his firm.
In an interview with a representative of The
World, Mr. Thorens paid a rernarkable tribute
to the outstanding personality and ability of
Mr. Junod, and expressed the opinion that his
place in business and international relationships
would be exceedingly difficult to fill.
Mr. Thorens, who is the eldest son of Hermann Thorens, founder and active head of the
stated

firm,

Switzerland,

that

the

factory

now working

is

Ready Reference

at
at

Ste.

Croix,

capacity,

full

employing approximately 1,000 workmen. The
Thorens phonograph motor has always enjoyed
increasingly satisfactory sales in the United
States, and Mr. Thorens fully anticipates that
the future wilT be as successful as the past.

Ingenious Folder Announced
Viva-tonal Columbia Line

for Salesmen, Dealers

Louis

Home From

Sterling,

S.

Eu-

rope, Discusses Foreign Business
Situation
Expanded Sales Afford a Vital Trade

bia Co.

An

Double-page Advertisement

original

piece

Viva-tonal

of

promotion material has made
ance in the form of an unusually
sales

Columbia
its

appear-

attractive,

cleverly constructed folder that makes a direct
lie-up with the Viva-tonal Columbia double
spread, two-color advertisement which is to

appear

in

Evening Post issue

the Saturday

of

October 23.
Lithographed in" six colors and gold, it is
undoubtedly one of the most beautiful pieces
of
printed matter ever distributed by the
Columbia Co. Its beauty is equaled only by
the ingenious manner in which the product is
presented.

In this there

very careful,
production.
of

outstanding evidence
planning and artistic

is

clever

tie-up

to

this

accomplished in
unique series of

Opening

"opening-of-doors"

Columbia

the

folder

idea

is

by a

folds.

one is confronted
with a beautifully colored reproduction of two
massive Gothic doors closed; the heading predicts "The opening of doors long closed!" The
two flap "doors" open at a touch and there
the

4

8

ice

Capitalizing Appearances of

Record

Artists

Interesting Analysis of
ditions

Musical

the

over Plan

11
1

1

1

1

14

Com-

Jacobs Beats Cut-Price

16

petition

Columbia Co. Buys Okeh-Odeon
Record Division of General Phonograph Corp
Store Door Record Playing Coupled
With Attractive Displays Brings
Big Profits
Cashing in on
Machines

How Down

New

Budget

20

.

Truck Demonstrations of Radio Receivers Solve Dealer's Problems
and Aid Sales
Phonographs Play Part at Convention of Music Merchants Association of Ohio
Selling Radio Sets Under Difficulties
in Canal Zone
Predicts End of Uneven Radio Sales
Trend
Some Practical Pointers on Salesmanship
Sees Radio as Economic and Cultural
Force

How

in

Future

first

fold,

—

revealed in the doorways are striking illustrations of characters, from the opera "Faust." In
one door stands Mephistophele, singing and
representing the deeoest of basses. In the other

Records
Stromberg-Carlson Inaugurates Sys-

tem of Registering Names of Set
Purchasers
99
Offer Home Study Course in Panatrope Salesmanship
99
Radio Exposition at Boston a Feature of the Month in New England Trade
107-108
Seventy-five New England Brunswick Dealers Attend Two-Day

Convention
08
Trade in the Mid-West Territory Enjoys Mid-Season Rush of Business
111-119
National Radio Exposition in Chi-

Records

to the

Manufacturers

27

28
28

131

of

Musical

30
32

147

Instruin

Buffalo
Samuel Buegeleisen Discusses Better
Methods of Promoting Sales of
Violins
Gleanings From the World
of

Music
Attractive

143

145

15 7-161

Window

Displays of Sheet
Proved Their High

Music Have
Value
157
Popular Music Business on Upward
Trend According to Publishers.
157
Constant Supplies of Fresh Music
Will Help Keep Instruments in
Use
159
General Distributors Gaining in Importance in the Standard Field
161
News From Our European Headquarters
162-163
Advance Lists of Talking Machine
Records for November
164-168
.

38

.

40

National Advertising Campaign of R. C. A. to Utilize All

47

CORRESPONDENCE FROM LEADING

—
—
—

Trade

Merchandise Field. 143

ments and Accessories Meet

the Pattison Music Co., DenMakes 'Phone a Business

— —
— —

98e

In the Musical

ver,

Mediums

94

.

26

35

Producer
Record Demonstrations Aid Sales of
Other Merchandise

83-91

24

22

of

.

67

cago Attracted Large Interested
Atte ndance
120-122
First Eight Months of the Year Show
a Profit of $1,200,000 for Brunswick Co
122
,
Quaker City Retailers Placing Heavy
Ord ers to Meet Rapidly Growing
Demand
127 •129
Charles Edison Introduces the New
Long-Playing Phonographs and

Reduces Radio Sales

Sales Tips for the
Dealer,
Including
Methods of
Profiting by Tie-ups,
Plan to
Move Old Stock, Increasing Sales
by Studying Public Taste, Use of
a New Sales Record and Profiting
by Extending Unusual Service.
Gillespie Profits by Unusual Adver-

Un-

1

Talking

Resistance

A

18

19
the

64
in

.

12

Sale

Plans

Crowd

Opening and Closing the Instalment

How

58

Broadcasting
Told by David Sarnoff
Features Talking Machines
usual Advertising

500 Enthusiastic Stromberg-Carlson
Dealers at New York Meeting.
Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc., Announces Record Return Privilege
Covering 1926 Cut-out Columbia

Instrument

50

Needed

10
10

Review
The Question of Junking Trade-ins.
Blue Sky Claims Versus Straight Facts
Petrocine Profits by Quick Turn-

Is

Radio World's Fair Draws Record

Value of Special Course of Technical
Launching

Radio

10

Trade Con-

Instruction

Featuring the Musical Possibilities of
the Talking Machine
Education of Retail Dealers on
Proper Methods of Servicing
International

Huge

For its Saturday Evening Post advertisement,
Columbia has for its predominating point the
fact that a hearing of the Viva-tonal Columbia
reveals a heretofore unknown quality of music
that is like "the opening of doors long closed."

The

3

Need
Newly Formed Dayton Association
Aims to Eliminate Profitless Serv-

tising

Beautifully Executed Piece of Sales Promotion
Material Makes Direct Tie-up With Colum-

and Department Heads

IHEilUgli sasBSBiaiaaisiaafitifaifiiigtafsBirasBiFiiiaataiamiFaitaais^

New

Co., 104 Fifth avenue,

169

——

.

CITIES

—

—

Baltimore, 80-82
Kansas City, 75
Toledo, 76
Detroit, 82
Cleveland, 98
St.
Richmond, 102
Pittsburgh. 104-106
Louis, 100
Boston, 107-108
Minneapolis
and St. Paul, 09— Chicago.
22— Milwaukee, 24— Canada, 126 Philadelphia,
Cincinnati. 134
12 7-130
Salt Lake City. 130
Los Angeles, 136
Buffalo, 138
News From The World's European Office, 162-163.
Portland, 140
1

1

1

1

1

1

a beautiful Marguerite, also singing, represents
the

Graphic illustrations

of

the

scale

and

its

highest and lowest notes lead to the respective
headings, "All the sonority of the deepest bass"
and "All the purity of the highest notes." Interesting

copy,

pertaining

to

the

respective

—

and headings, relates why, from
music
lover has available for his enjoyment the full
range, of music in all its forms.
Open the
final fold and there are portrayed in attractive
colors the various Viva-tonal Columbia models
with complete descriptions and prices.
illustrations

now

highest of sopranos.

—

on, in the Viva-tonal Columbia, the
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The

Starr Portable

Phonograph or

Gennett Portophone with Gennett Records
The

Starr Portable or the Gennett Portophone with
tion to launch forth on a big fall selling campaign.

Gennett Records

offers

an unbeatable combina-

The new Gennett releases with their timeliness, vivacity, smoothness and excellence of recording and
the smart cleancut appearance and clear far-carrying tone of both the Starr Portable and Gennett Portophone present all any dealer could desire to meet the season's selling opportunity.
These Portables may be had either under the Starr
or Gennett name plate. Colors are black, brown, red,
gray, green and blue. Light in weight, ruggedly constructed, handsomely finished, attention compelling.
Will meet the demands of the most critical.

The Gennett

sales

plan

eliminates

dead stock and enables the dealer

all

possibility

of

have on his
shelves selections that are in constant demand, the
profits from which are never being jeopardized by
left-overs and slow movers.
to

THE STARR PIANO COMPANY
Established

BIRMINGHAM
DETROIT

1872

Factories:

BOSTON
l-NDIANAPOLIS

PORTLAND

Branches in:
CINCINNATI
CHICAGO
KANSAS CITY
LOS ANGELES

Richmond, Indiana

CLEVELAND

NASHVILLE
SAN FRANCISCO

DAYTON

NEW YORK

phonograph

restores the
CO

CMdloan

to popular favor

*

-

-

-

EDISON

A NEW Type

Jobbers

of

N'EW TORK

—American Phonograph Co.
New York City— F. Blackman &
berola only)
Syracuse —
D. Andrews Co.
Albany

Phonograph and Record

J.

So<i,.(Aai-

\V.

(Amberola only)

OHIO
Cleveland— Tfhe Phonograph Co.

40 Minutes of
Music on a Single
24

PENNSYLVANIA

to

—Girard

Philadelphia

Williamsport

—W.

Phonograph Co.

A. Myers

RHODE
Providence

—

J.

ISI.AND

A. Foster

Record

Ga

(Amberola only)

TEXAS
Dallas

— Texas-Oklahoma

Phonograph Co.

UTAH
Ogden

New

Long-Playing Phonographs that cost
no more than old-fashioned, short-playing
phonographs.

— Proudfit

Sporting Goods Co.

VIRGINI.\
Richmond

—The

C. B.

Haynes

Co.. Inc.

CANADA
St.

John— \V. H. Thome &

Co., Ltd.

— Edison Phonograph Distrib.
Vancouver — Kent Piano Co., Ltd.
St.

Thomas

Winnipeg— Babson

Symphonies, operas and complete recital
programs formerly requiring an album of
a single

(Amberola only)

CALIFORNIA

—
records — may now be contained complete

on

Bros.

Co.

San Francisco— Edison Phonograph Piet. Co.

COLORADO
r)(-ii\er

— Edison

.'\il.-uita

— rhonogfaphs,

Phonograph

Edison Record.

X>istrihuting Co.

GEORGI.\
Inc.

ILLINOIS

No jumping up

Chicago

every few minutes to change

— Edison

Phonograph Distributing Co.

LOl'ISIANA

records.

,

New

Orleans

— Diamond Music

Co., Inc.

M.iSSACHCSETTS
Boston

Cuts the cost of phonograph music in

— Pardee-EUenberger
Co.,
Sporting
Iver Johnson
(Amberola only)

half.

Inc.

Goods Co.

MICHIGAN

— Phonograph

Detroit

A

revelation in cabinet design in the

fashionable shade

—Trafalgar Brown.

new

MISSOCRl
Kansas City
St.

Phonograph Co.

NEW JERSEY
— Edison Phonograph Distributing

announcements!

THOS. A. EDISON,
Orange, N.

J.

Dist. Co.

MONTANA

—Montana

Orange

for further

—Edison Phonograph

Louis— Silvertone Music Co.

Helena

WatcK

Co., of Detroit

Inc.

Co.
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Inc.,

at
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Now Is the Time
to Advertise

The Panatrope and the
$5,ddO contest for a name
for Brunswick^s

New

Musical
Instrument

15,

1926
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The Concert
*125
BELIEVING that eighty per cent of the
New Reproducing

Phonographs are

bought by people who are in their dance
loving days, Sonora designed the Concert
expressly for these

happy youngsters whose

income has not yet reached maturity but

The

Tsiew

who want

the Highest Class Talk-an instru'
ing Machine in the World
ment that reproduces every moan of the
every boom of the deep bass
baritone sax

—

—

— each

treble

trill

— in

short, a veritable

nisht club dance orchestra in their home.

Reproducing

CLEAR AS A BELL ^

Sonora Distributors listed on page

72

The Talking Machine World
Vol. 22.

No.

New

n

York, November

Price Twenty-five Cents

1926

15,

Otto Heineman, President and General

Manager of the Okeh Phonograph Corp.
New

—

Corporation Starts Business With Headquarters in New York City Company Is Sales Agent
for Products Made by General Industries Co.. Elyria, O.

On Monday, November

1,

the

Okeh Phono-

graph Corp. started business with headquarters
at 25 West Forty-iifth street, New York. This

company, which is owned and controlled by
Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc., took over
the Okeh-Odeon record division of the General Phonograph Corp. and the latter company

the

will

discontinue the record business. The Okeh
also acting as the sole
is

Phonograph Corp.

sales agent for the

accorded

to the

Okeh-Odeon record

library

Heineman, president of the Okeh
Phonograph Corp., needs no introduction to the
phonograph industry in any part of the world,
for he has been associated with phonograph developments for nearly twenty-five years and has
won the esteem and friendship of every factor
abroad.
here
and
industry
both
the
of
Otto

An

phonograph products manu-

exceptionally

capable

executive, with an
unsurpassed knowledge of manufacturmerchaning and

dising as applied to
every phase of the

talking
he

trade,

machine
recog-

is

nized everywhere as
a constructive force

growth and

the

in

expansion
industry

One

the

of

itself.

of the factors

that

have

uted

materially

contribto

Mr. Heineman's success

is

tion

of

recogni-

his

the

impor-

tance of the dealer
in
the
successful
ere handising of

m

any

product.

As

and

gen-

president
eral

manager

of the

General Phonograph

Corp.
he
has
Otto Heineman, President of Okeh Phonograph Corp., at His Desk
worked in close co-operation with dealer acby the General Industries Co., at
Elyria, O., which include the famous Heineman
tivities
for
many years, visualizing their
problems and assisting the retailers wherever
motors, tone arms and sound boxes and various
popular makes of steel needles, such as Okeh,
possible in solving these problems profitably
Truetone, etc.
and advantageously. As president of the Okeh
The Okeh Phonograph Corp.
Phonograph Corp. Mr. Heineman will continue
is
also functioning as the sole representative
this same policy of dealer co-operation, and in
for Odeon records in America, bearing the
fact the plans now being developed by this
same relationship to the Lindstrom Co. of
company provide for an even greater degree
Germany as the General Phonograph Corp. did
factured

of dealer service than has existed in the past.

the past.

•in

The stockholders

of the General

Phonograph

Co. held a meeting on October 22, at which
the purchase of the Okeh-Odeon record division

This co-ordination of jobber and dealer plans
is
being worked out under Mr. Heineman's
personal direction and will be announced soon.

Odeon

Phonograph Corp. by the ColumPhonograph Co. was ratified and endorsed

which are famous the world
over, are now being recorded entirely by a

of the General
bia

highest terms of approval. Otto Heineman, one of the leaders of the phonograph industry, is president and general manager of the

Okeh Phonograph

Corp.

Allan

and

David

Goldman

vice-president

Fritzsche

and

it

is

method

of electrical

recording

Okeh library
Odeon repertoire

planned to have the

recorded
similarly.
The
comprises recordings by world-famous orchestras and musical organizations, and the new
method of electrical recording now utilized in
the making of these records bring out faithfully the remarkable beauty of the selections.
Okeh-Odeon jobbers are keenly enthusiastic
regarding the current releases of these records
and have promised their heartiest co-operation
and support to the plans of the Okeh Phonograph Corp.

is

treasurer.

Both of the latter executives are well known
phonograph jobbers and dealers throughout
the country, for they have been identified with
the General Phonograph Corp. for many years
and have worked in close co-operation with Mr.
Heineman and his many activities.
The Okeh Phonograph Corp. will concentrate
its
activities on the development of OkehOdeon record business and the success of these

to

products is reflected in the fact that the jobber
organization comprises some of the leading

Tampa

wholesalers from coast to coast.
These jobbers have given exceptional co-operation and
loyal representation to Okeh-Odeon records

Go. Gets Grosley

—

Tampa, Fla., November 5, The Tampa Hardware Co., of this city, has been appointed a
distributor for the Crosley Radio Corp., of Cincinnati, O., manufacturer of Crosley radio receivers and Crosley speakers.

and the new corporation is formulating liberal
merchandising plans which will represent a
'angible and definite recognition of the support
See second

records,

highly efficient

in the

last

page for Index of Articles of Interest in

Manufacturers, Jobbers and Dealers Join in
Presenting Latest Radio Products to Crowds
of Visitors
Dealers in the Majority

—

by

jobbers.

its

Annual Radio Exposition
Held in Brooklyn, N. Y.

this issue of

\

The annual
was held

radio exposition in Brooklyn, N.
the

at

.,

106th

Regiment Armory,

Bedford and Atlantic avenues, during the week
of October 30 to November 6, and attracted
many thousands of radio enthusiasts and prospective

radio

Brooklyn

York

purchasers.

The

from that held

differs

exposition
earlier in

in

New

majority of the exhibitors
the lines which they carr>-,
and aside from the displaying of the products
in that a great

who show

are dealers
the

sales

staffs of these

portunity

of

dealers grasp the op-

the people

selling

who

visit

the

The exposition was opened by Borough
President James J. Byrne, and his talk was

booths.

broadcast from a specially erected studio in the
center of the armory. This studio was erected

WAHG

by stations

and

WBOQ

and nationalappeared during the
week, so that visitors to the exposition had an
opportunity of seeing in person the entertaintrs who have added so much to their home
pleasures during the past few years.
Among the manufacturers and distributors
who exhibited were: Marko Storage Battery
Co.; 20th Century Radio Corp., showing the
ly

known

Garod

radio

with

line

Magnavox

artists

line

the
of

power

sets

set

featured,

the

and speakers and the

Mayolian "B" supply units; the Weber-Rance
Corp., showing among
others the followinglines:
American Bosch Magneto, the Crosley
and the Ferguson; American Wireless Corp.,
distributor for the Reichmann Co., showing the
Thorola line of sets and speakers; Borough
Hall Radio Co., distributor for Burns speakers; G. J. Seedman Automotive & Radio Co.,

RCA,

distributor

for the following lines:
Grebe, Amplion speakers and Balkite products;
the C. E. Mfg. Co., makers of CeCo tubes,
and Sanford M. Bookee, Erla products.

A. M. Farrier Resigns as
Edison Vice-president
Up Post as General Manager of Edison
Phonograph Distributing Co., to Enter Building Line A. L. Walsh Takes Over Activities

Gives

—

A. M. Farrier, vice-president and general manager of the Edison Phonograph Distributing
Co., which organization controls the distribution of

Edison

phonographs

and

records

in

many

sections of the country, has resigned that
post and, according to present plans, will enter
the building

field.

Arthur L. Walsh, vice-president and general
manager of the phonograph division of Thos.
A. Edison, Inc., will take _over Mr. Farrier's
duties in addition to his own, and in future
will be in charge of both production and distribution of the Edison phonograph products.

Be
Entertained at Luncheon

Golumbia

Staff to

An entertainment and luncheon is to be
given in the Green Room of the Hotel McAlpin on November 20 by the Columbia Phonograph Co. to its staff. The committee in charge
of the affair has made all arrangements for
what promises

to

Prominent
be a gala time.
and there will be dancing.

artists will entertain

The World

:
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Plan Holiday Drive to Build Sales Volume
Trade in Better Position Than Ever to Meet Keen Competition
of Other Lines During Pre-Holiday Season
Time to Start Drive

—

The pre-holiday buying season is at hand. In a
more than a month the business year will
be history.
The record of sales during these

little

year will be measured
of the talking machine
The trade will be
trade to create a demand.
in keen competition with retailers of all kinds
In addition
of items appropriate for gifts.
there will be competition between dealers and
then, too, there will be the competition between
the legitimate retail merchants and those of

weeks
by the

closing
largely

the

gyp

the

of

efforts

the problem.
Usually during the few weeks
preceding the holidays dealers spend more
money than at any other time during the entire year, but after all the question is not how
much money a dealer spends in advertising
and other forms of publicity, but how effectively he spends his money. Certainly the wellrounded publicity drive consists of more than

Enough Business
is

enough business

A

well-rounded campaign for
business during the holiday
season demands careful planning and an early start.
F ublic
already shopping and is open
Talking mato suggestion.
chine dealers can get their
share of money expended for
gifts by making a determined
bid for business and utilizing
strong publicity. Merit of new
and improved product an important factor in gaining sales

for All
to tax the capacity

of the entire trade, not only during the preholiday season when buying reaches its height
The prime reason
but throughout the year.
for slow seasons lies largely within the trade
itself.
The business of the retailer is to buy
and to sell. In order to sell he must convince
his prospects that the product he handles is the
best.
This eliminates a slice of the competi-

He must

also sell the public on the worthdoing business with a concern
that lives by creating customer satisfaction and
extends service. This will eliminate the gyp to
a large extent because most gyp concerns cannot afford to undersell legitimate retail houses
and at the same time extend a high type of
service.
Service and cut-price do not go well
tion.

whileness

of

number

of inches daily or semi-week-

whatever the case

ly,

What

may

be, in the local

news-

the dealer, or rather each dealer

paper.
in

to a great extent

on how well each dealer does
job of selling the public on the desirability
of owning one of the new talking machines or
radio sets.
Then, there are musical instruments for the youngsters. In any sales promotion plan designed to promote holiday business the younger members of the family must
not be overlooked. Records make excellent gifts,
and should be sold for that purpose this year in
greater volume than ever before.
Creating Interest Through Advertising

advertising,

his

He must first of all strive to create general interest.
He must "sell" the public on the suit-

That the dealer must create

a wide interest
he handles is evident.
How he
can do so is another matter and one that is of
Undoubtedly publicity on a
vital importance.
in

the

large

lines

scale

the

is

most practical solution

of

each

community throughout

the

country,

must do

is to sell his products to the public
through his publicity, whether it be newspaper

window

displays,

direct

mail,

etc.

2.

PERFORMANCE
APPEARANCE

3.

PRICE

Added
phasize

LYRIC

to these features

the
is

FACT

That is the best reason in the world
the salesmen should take down the names

product.

why

and addresses for the purpose of follow-up.
people shop around for a talking machine
or radio set. The}- are going to buy but they
want to be convinced that they are getting the
best product for their money.
A visit to the
of such a prospect may provide just the
required force to turn uncertainty into a sale.

home

That is good business.
would otherwise be lost.

One

in

is

The

that

talking ma-

better position than he has

in a

years

business

to -do

a

big

holiday

business.

The new and improved talking- machines and
records provide new and larger opportunities
for volume sales. Much of the uncertainty that
has characterized radio

moved and most

in the

dealers

past has been re-

now have

established

radio departments in v.hich arc featured carefully

selected

of

the

of

lines.

radio

many

The trade has gained
merchandising and has

of the profit killing practices

and can go ahead with the

past

as-

The

surance that there is a profit in each
field for small musical instruments

sale.

has

been

growing by leaps and bounds
volume is merely a matter of

now

sales

intelligent

mer-

chandising.

The

field

until

awaits exploitation. Holi-

day money will flow into retail stores, but, as
has been emphasized, just how much of this
money will be spent with talking machine
dealers will be determined by the efforts of the
merchants to promote interest in their lines.

machine department of the Cable Piano Co. Mr.
Dahlberg has a wealth of experience which well
qualifies him for the position, having been connected with the retailing of talking machines

directly

force.

list

of buyers. Then, too,

it

is

not impossible to

E.

W. Dahlberg

Atlanta,

Ga.,

in

New^ Post

—

November 5. E. W. Dahlberg remanagement of the talking

for about eighteen years.

1926-27

RADIO

size 7 x 18, and very
attractively lithographed in gold.

is bakelite,

Nyacco Lyric

The Rheostat and Tuning Knobs
Indiare also made of bakelite.

This receiver covers all stations
ranging from 200 to 600 meters.

the

sufficiently selective to

Mr. Jobber, write or wire us for
on our exclusive territorial

meet congested broadcasting con-

detail

ditions in the Metropolitan areas.

proposition.

The LYRIC

(2 Dial, 5

Tube Control Receiver)

NEW YORK ALBUM & CARD
Established

23-25 Lispenard Street

is

point stands out clearly:

chine dealer

been

It

cators and arrows engraved with
gold. The condensers are of the
S.L.F. type.

is embodied in a Mahogany Cabinet. The front panel

in,

indi-

to the members of the sales
Poor salesmen will let slip by many opGood men will reportunities to make sales.
duce the number of shoppers and increase the

more

He must

we em-

that

these

of

cently assumed the

gifts.

This

1.

be interested

he handles as Christmas
then be prepared to follow up
this advertising by some real salesmanship.
Turning Shoppers Into Buyers
Talking machine stores in common with most
other retail establishments will be crowded
with shoppers. How many of these shoppers
are turned into buyers is up to the dealer and
ability of the products

A LEADER FOR
instrument has been designed with 3 major factors being
considered

may

Each one

date.

viduals proves by entering the store of a dealer that he or she has some interest in the

eliminated
a certain

point for the dealer to remember is that the proportion of the money spent
for gifts in talking machine stores will depend
salient

later

knowledge

together.

The

some

at

of these shoppers a talking machine,

or whatever they

radio,

Many

variety.

There

some

sell

1907

Dealers are requested to inquire of their
Jobbers regarding the LYRIC
or Address:

CO., Inc.

NEW YORK

November

15,
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Astounding Achievement

harnessed
WE'VE Super-heterodyne

to

the

the

De Luxe Panatrope

in

this

the excellent programs of Radio with the

the 8-tube Ra-

diola

(P-3

type)

the whole world of musical art. Then, at

mere turn

of a switch,

Radio known

he

may

tune in

—the Radiola.

beautiful cabinet. This achievement

is unquestionably the outstanding attainment

finest

Music and in Radio. For the proud
owner of the Panatrope & Radiola 148-C

which those able to afford the best will
want to own. To the Brunswick dealer it

may now

offers

in

hear, as faithfully as in

great orchestras

.

.

.

priceless voices

Vanatropes

life,
,

.

.

Phonographs

THE BRUNSW1CK-BALKE.COLLENDER

The

PR

148-C

is

the musical instrument

the greatest sales opportunity of

the year in the fields of Music and Radio.

Radiolas

CO..

Records

GENERAL

OFFICES:

CHICAGO
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Now

Eastern Manager of
F. A. Cotton
York Headquarters
Howell—
Bell

&

New

Rapidly Growing Business

Formerly

in

Charge

"Our factory in Chicago, although being
constantly increased in size, has been crowded
to capacity and working overtime to meet the
demand, and just recently a new six-story
building

was

erected,

which,

was

it

believed.

office

quarters

and

the

carry

out

the

of

The World he made clear the reason for
remarkable progress his company has experienced in the last several years, saying:

with
the

the time that the Bell
nineteen years has

for

& Howell
specialized

to

to

their

them

to

add a new and profitable department
business, which is not only enabling
increase their profits at this time, but

prepare to

months

in

'take
their

now becomes

up the

slack'

during the

other business.
necessary to expand

our

branch office and service quarters,
which is being done by taking more than double the space formerly occupied.
Our new
office, located at 401-402 Candler Building, will
enable us to increase our personnel and facilities for rendering a more complete service to
our dealers and customers in this territory. In
view of our increasing facilities for service and
contact with dealers, and because of our new
restricted dealer franchise arrangements, it is
anticipated that there will be a brisk demand
for information concerning representation, and
this office will endeavor to take prompt action
on all applications received in order that there
will be no undue delay in the granting of the
authorized dealer franchise in localities where
we are not adequately represented, provided

the new plans, not only by his
but by dealers who are qualified under the newly established policies to promote
In a chat
the sale of Bell & Howell products.

"From

tion

category of Filmo dealers has enabled
up-to-the-minute dealers in this classifica-

New York

company

which

many

"It

in-

the benefit that he believes will be derived as
result

the

in

dull

motion and advertising for the company at
the Chicago office, is very enthusiastic about
a

recently established policy permitting the in-

clusion of the radio and talking machine retailer

to

executive personnel to aggressively
extensive merchandising plans
the Bell & Howell Co. now has under way.
Mr. Cotton, who formerly handled sales pro-

crease

four-colored ads in the Saturday

Our

New York branch office, 220 West Forty-second
The appointment is the result of a
street.
rapidly growing business, making it necessary
expand the branch

full-page,

ly

cammonth-

advertising

national

paign, just recently launched, including

of

of Branch Office Necessary— New Eastern Manager
Promotion
and Advertising at Firm's Chicago Office
Sales

of

to

extensive

1926

Made Addition

&

Bell

"Our

15,

Evening Post, has already greatly stimulated
consumer demand and is bringing adthe
ditional Filmo business to the dealers' stores.

Howell Co., Chicago, pioneer
motion picture cameras and
manufacturer
equipment for professional and individual use,
has announced the appointment of F. A. Cotton
as Eastern manager, with headquarters at the

The

November

Co.,
in

professional motion picture cameras and equipment used exclusively in producing professional

F. A. Cotton

had designed and placed on the marremarkably compact, light of weight,
automatic motion picture camera and projector
for individual use, there has been an increasing-

would provide sufficient space for quite some
Although this new addition to our factime.
tory more than doubled our floor space, and
the building has been completed and occupied

Clark Music Go. Adds the
Columbia Viva-tonal Line

months, it is already
which is some indication of the rapidity with which the demand
for our products is increasing and of the grow-

Large Central

pictures,

ket

ly

the

large

demand

for this equipment.

The

for a period of only three

idea

of the individual being given the opportunity
to

qualifications are satisfactory."

almost

take motion pictures that compared favor-

ably with those seen at the better theatres, as
easily as he had formerly taken snapshots, met

ing

interest

motion

with instant response.

filled

to

capacity,

in

the

sport

of

taking personal

New York

Music House Stocks

the Entire Line of Machines and Records
Syr.\cuse, N.

ment

Y.,

November

of considerable interest

4.

— An

announce-

was recently made

by the Clark Music Co., 416 South Salina street,
this cit3% one of the largest retail music houses
in the East, stating that the store had added the
complete line of Columbia Viva-tonal phono-

pictures.

Qhis Cine

8,100,000

Families

are (isfening in on Case Muertisin^

THE MAGAZINES

shown above carry the story of
performance, quality and low price to millions
of families many of them in your community. The
CASE merchandising plan for dealer and jobber
offers a complete and profitable tie-up to this large

CASE

—

advertising campaign that will help you get
business from your territory.

CASE

Radio Sets

that assure
dealer:

the

more

offer the three combined factors
profitable franchise for the

most

Clark Co.'s Columbia Display

graphs and the Columbia

The growing popularity

—

An

Established National Institution
with Over 500 Jobbers
Thousands of CASE Sets are in satisfactory use
throughout the country. Users tell of unusual perCASE Sets have a five-year
formance records.
record to their credit and are manufactured by a
well established, well-financed organization that has
shown a steady growth each year.

Process records.

Columbia line of
phonographs and records is mainly responsible
for the addition of the line to the merchandise
stocked by the Clark Music Co., and the officials of the store are

(1) Six-tube sets of unusual performance ability.
liberal dealer profits.
(2) Attractive low prices
(3) National advertising and dealer helps.

New

of the

putting themselves whole-

new line so that its merits
known to the residents of
central New York who are served by this retail firm. The accompanying photograph, show-

heartedly behind the
are becoming widely

ing the large windovi' display of the Columbia
line which occupied the show space of the Clark
establishment, indicates how the Viva-tonal is

being presented to the public.

Ferryman Tube Prices Drop

Write today for complete literature and information

INDIANA MFG.

& ELECTRIC

MARION, INDIANA

CO.

Price reductions in three types of Perr3'man
tubes have been announced by H. B. Foster,
general sales manager of the Ferryman Elec.
Co., New York. Type PD 200 A formerly listed
at $5 is now $4; PA 171 heretofore $6 is now
$4.50; and PA 112 formerly $6.50 is reduced to
The splendid volume of business which
$4.50.
the Ferryman company is enjoying, with consequent economies in production costs, make possible price reductions,

according to Mr. Foster.

!

NOXTMBER

IS,

1926
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Longer^Playin

Records

Are You Capitalizing on This Latest
Brunswick Achievement?
BRUNSWICK'S

12-inch longer-

that Brunswick's 10-inch records offer

playing records are the biggest

more music than old records ever did.
They play longer, and better! And
the price remains unchanged

value in records today.
utes of music for $1.

And

Eleven mindon't forget

uoru/nmick
Panatrobes

Phonoerat>hs

THE BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER

Radiolas

CO.,

Records

GENERAL

OFFICES:

CHICAGO
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Aroldo Lindi, Opera Star,
Recording for Columbia
Famous Continental Opera Singer

Who Has

Appeared in Leading European Capitals
Listed on Columbia December Releases

To a long list of famous singers the Columbia
Phonograph Co. has added the name of Aroldo
Lindi, whose sensational singing has endeared

From New York
sang

"Aida"

at

went

Lindi

and

Italy

to

Verme Theatre

Dal

the

only three years
Aroldo Lindi's successes cover such theatres as:.
La Scala, of Milan; Covent Garden, London;
Costanzi, of Rome; San Carlo, of Lisbon; Royal
Opera of Madrid; Reggio, of Parma; Royal
After

career

a

come

singer will
the

records

chance

which

he

to

hear

the

December

the

in

has

young

release

recorded

for

of

the

Columbia Phonograph Co.

G. A. Barlow's Son Go.
Completely Reorganized
The music house

of G. A. Barlow's Son Co.,
has been completely reorganized and several new officers have been elected.
Frederic Barlow remains as president and Sumner Barlow has been elected secretary, C. E.
Beith, assistant secretary and Mrs. J. C. Traverton, treasurer. H. A. Glasser who was formerly
connected with Barlow's, but who more recently
occupied the post of manager of Landay Bros.'
Newark store, has been elected vice-president,
of Trenton, N.

general

Aroldo Lindi

manager and member of the board

directors.

European
Although born in Sweden, Lindi was
reared and educated in America. It was in this
country that he began the career which has led
him to the capitals of Europe, there to gain

liim to the opera-loving people of the

countries.

After studying in New York Lindi
sang "Aida" and "Pagliacci" with outstanding
success in many cities of the United States. His
masterful singing in these operas won for him
high praise from many prominent critics.
great fame.

J.,

Mr. Glasser

of

well qualified to take
management of the business,
is

over the active
having had many years' experience
ing of musical instruments.

in the retail-

Some

PEERLESS

interesting remarks on the fundamental

which underlie an instalment sale
were recently contained in an address given by
Robert G. Paine, vice-president of the Commercial Investment Trust, Inc., before the
Albany Association of Credit Men. In part, he
said:
"The purchaser must make sufficient initial payment to create an equity and the sense
of ownership, rather than a feeling that he is
renting the article. The initial payment must
be large enough to leave a deferred payment
below the value of the commodity. The term
of payment must not go beyond a point where
the value and utility of the commodity ceases
to encourage the purchaser to retain it as an
article of real worth to him, in which he re-

principles

tains a real substantial equity.

The amount

in addition to his financial position, for

it is
the fundamental credo that the
question of a borrower's willingness to pay is
just as important as his ability to pay."

after all

There

is

food for thought

in

this

ALBUMS and
PORTABLES

sales.

Display Albums and you will
sell

Albums

—and Records too

Genuine Leather Covered

Peerless Portable
In Black,
The

Peerless

Brown and Blue

Portables

with genuine leather

—
The

— covered

are remark-

able values at $25.00
purchaser
immediately notes the difference in
quality leather and sees the added
value of these rich instruments as

—

gifts.

Write for Sample of the above and ask about our
wonderful value in the Peerless $15.00 Portable

PEERLESS ALBUM
PHIt. RAVIS, President

636-638

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

CO.

talk

of talkinc: machines.

Get your share of the Holiday Gift money. Record Albums
make most appropriate presents and when sold create heavy
record

of

each partial payment must not exceed the ability
of the debtor to pay as related to his income
and his other expenses. The instalment payments must be large enough and frequent
enough to keep the value of the commodity well
above the remaining unpaid balance.
"Proper investigation is essential before approving instalment credits. Upon the thoroughness of this investigation and efficient weighing
of the facts disclosed will determine, in great
measure, what success or difficulty is to be subsequently experienced in collecting the account.
When judging the soundness of a purchaser's
credit, his moral character must be carefully

retailer?

handle^.

Ownership

Remarks on Principles of Instalment
Contained in Address by Robert G.
Paine Before Credit Men's Association.

demand

it

of

Sales

weighed

for the line^

1926

Interesting

of Evanston, 111., recompleted extensive alterations, includmg a handsome new demonstration room, in
anticipation of busy Fall and Winter seasons.
This concern is enjoying a rapidly growing

The Brunswick Shop

cently

15,

Payment Must Give

Buyer Sense

of

Opera of Stockholm; Massimo, of Palermo;
where he has sung the roles of "Tosca," "11
Trovatore," "Aida," "La Forza del Destino,"
and "Pagliacci."
America's first

Initial

of

Milan, where he created a sensation. After this
triumph he won further renown by singing
throughout Europe to most enthusiastic audiences.

November

25

00
Retail

for

;

.

November
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Sell Strofflberg-Carlson Receivers
-Strofflberg-Carlson Equipped
The same engineers who produced the famous 6-tube
receivers; the "Universal"

now

"totally-shielded"

models and the 5-tube "coil-shielded" receivers

present an equally efficient line of essential accessories.

Spurred by the need of accessories which would obtain from StrombergCarlsons the splendid reception that they are capable of yielding,
these engineers were forced to develop certain u^its specifically
for Stromberg-Carlson Receivers^ and for these Receivers alone.

And

because there was no necessity to compromise
in the design of these accessories by building
them to fit all kinds of sets, it was possible to give them full efficiency for

Stromberg-Carlson Receivers.
STROMBERG-CARLSON
TELEPHONE MFG. CO.
Rochester, N.Y.
No. 6oi Universal Receiver, Art Console.
dual control;
equipped with voltmeter; space for all
socket povver units or batteries. American
Walnut. Price, without accessories or Loop,
but including external Cone Speaker. East
of R.ockies S365; Rockies and West $400;
6-cube;

shielded;

totally

Canada S475.
No. loi Loop

Outfit,

East of P.ockics

$11.50; Rockies and West $15.00;

Canada $31.50.

No. 601 Universal Receiver. Treasure
Chest. 6-tube; totally shielded; equipped
with voltmeter; solid Mahogany. Operates
house current or batteries. Price,
without accessories or Loop, East of Rockies
S115 Rockies and West $140; Canada $195
No. loi Loop Outfit East ofRockics$Li.5o;
Rockies and West $15-00; Canada $31.50.
No. 61 Radio Cabinet Table. For No. 601
Receiver. Price East of Rockies $56,00;
^^Rocki^s and West $68.50;
off either

;

^^i:^^^^anada

$48.50.

No. 501 Receiver, Art Con5-tube; coils shielded;
with voltmeter;
operates off house current or
batteries; space for socket
power units or batteries
sole.

equipped

The "A"*

Socket- Pow

(Gould Unipower,
Stromberg - Carlson

American Walnut. Price, less
accessories but includmg external Cone Speaker, East of
Rockies SJ15; Rockies and
\\'est 5^55 Canada S380.

A

tions).
reliable source
filament current, operai
house lighting mains. Price
of Rockies S}8; Rockies and

;

West S43; Canada $51.

No. 501 Receiver, Treasure Chest.
5-tube, coils shielded; equipped with
voIimeier;operates off either house

Stromberg-Carlson No. 401
*'B" Socket-Power Unit. Elim-

"B"

current or batteries; solid

Mahogany.

Price, less accessories. East of

by substituting silent power from house
Current.
Designed
to
meet
inates

batteries

Rockies

$180; Rockies and West $151.50;
Canada $115.
No. 51 Radio Cabinet Table. For
use with No. 501 Receiver. Mahogany
finish.
Price East of Rockies S54.50;
Rockies and West $67, Canada $43. 50.

Underwriters"
requirements.
Requires one UX-ir^ rectron
tube. Price East of Rockies
Rockies and West $64; Canada
$79.50.

Stromberg - Carlson
No. 301 Power Switching Relay.

A

bridging

relay for giving

single

switch
control
when
socket-power units or
external super - power
amplifier

is

used.

Price

East of Rockies $11;
Rockies and West$ii.75;

Canada $15.

No. 5 -A Cone Speaker. Violin wood
soundboard. Price East of Rockies $35;
Rockies and West $40; Canada S45.
Licensed under Lekrophone patents, 1171517
and 1171519. Others pending.

Stromberg - Carlson
No. 5 Audio Output
Transformer.
Improves
reception and avoids possibility of damaging insulation of loud speaker
when power tubes are
used. Can be used with
any cone speaker. Price
East of Rockies $6;

Rockies and West $6.55;

Canada

$8.15.

TP.
Makers of "voice

transmission

and

'voice reception

apparatus for more than thirty

years.
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opportunity for realizing upon the standard section of his record
stock, as well as upon the popular section. It will take a little effort

He must develop, as other successful dealers
have developed, methods for bringing these good records to the attention of those most likely to be interested, which may be done
through announcements in the concert columns of newspapers, in
concert hall programs, and even in the radio sections of local news-

to get the best results.

\ ^3^or dealers ^
wJfoJesalers-

pmanufatbum
cfphonogmpiy'
{,radiopioducts.
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Better

Class Records

Now

15,

What
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to

the

Fore

machine business for many years that
at no time has the record buying public shown such a spontaneous
interest in the classics and in opera and concert records.
in the talking

Several reasons can be ascribed for this improved class of record

growth of musical appreciation on the part of the public generally, developed by various
means. The radio, for instance, is given full credit for making the
due

is

a

Indicates

United States Census Bureau

there were manufactured in

1925,

2,180,622

compared with 190,374 for 1923, represent-

Some

over 1000 per cent.

thought to cultivating this most desirable type of business the results have been surprisingly satisfactory.
It is claimed by those

is

of records,

ing an increase within the short period of two years of something

more important development has followed the introduction
new and improved phonographs and records than the
demand from every side for records of better class music. In many
cases this demand has made itself evident without any great amount
of work on the part of the dealer, but, where the retailer has given

it

Radio Census

to figures of the

radio receiving sets, as

of the

demand, but fundamentally

the

recently issued,

NO

who have been

medium

that can well be encouraged by the dealer

and in fact
is being encouraged for the reason that the retailer can do much
to guide the society members in their selection of material and can
likewise profit himself in a business way through the contact. These
society members, too, are devotees of good music, and that they
think well enough of the possibilities of the phonograph to meet together to discuss this music speaks well for the new public attitude
towards the improved products. Although such societies have been
more or less common in England for two decades or more it is only
recently that Americans apparently took their phonograph music
seriously enough to form special groups for its discussion.
The demand for good records and the various movements to
improve the public taste in records are to be welcomed and supported by the dealer, for it is the sort of business that insures the
permanency of interest in the phonograph as it is constituted to-day.
This interest is what insures the record sales of the future.

—

NEW YORK, NOVEMBER

composed of phonograph owners

headquarters.

at the publication

Numbers 2642-3-4-5-6-7-8 Vanderbilt
Cable Address: "Elbill," New York

Long Distance Telephones

societies,

get together at regular intervals for the purpose of discussing

movement

Manager

B.

organization in various sections of the country of phono-

musical material available through the

Business Manager

V. E. MOYNAHAH, ROYC( CODY, A.

cities

ground.

graph and gramophone
Associate Editors

Assistant Editor

Circulation

concerts of good music are programmed.

It means
must be intelligent salesmanship on the part of the
sales force equipped by special training to talk sensibly regarding
good music and meet the discriminating customer on his own

The

WILSON, BRAID WHITE,

C. R.

BILL,

Edward Lyman

SPILLANE, Editor

LEE ROBINSON,
FRANK L. AVERY,

when

also that there

Patent OfBce)

to the

trade

members do not agree with

the

Government's totals for 1923, claiming that they are far too low,
and there are some who also disagree with the 1925 figures, but
the fact remains that the census report represents the only official

survey of the industry and as such takes precedence over plain
surmises.

The census

also reports that the value of all the products of the

was $170,390,572 (manufacturers'
compared with $54,000,470 in 1923, representing a gain
radio trade in 1925

215 per cent.

This

significant in

is

lower prices prevailed

last

prices), as
in value of

view of the fact that much

year than during 1923.

actual gain based on comparative prices

In

fact,

the

would be several times as

great as that reported.

Even

the census figures, regardless of

to trade enthusiasts, give radio credit for

how low

they

producing

in

may seem

1925 prod-

Not only do

ucts exceeding $300,000,000 in value according to consumers' prices,

the stations themselves of¥er these high-class attractions, but indi-

which represents a most respectable figure for an infant industry.
The growth of the radio trade affords an object lesson of the
willingness of Americans to loosen up their purse strings to the
tune of a billion dollars or more within a comparatively few years
for the purpose of a new medium of entertainment.

listener-in acquainted

with the better things in music.

viduals and organizations have

shown

a strong inclination to hire

programs featurwhich means featuring also
the class of music those artists naturally favor.
Then, too, there
are the municipal concerts by bands and orchestras, the work of
school musical organizations, the music memory and Music Week
programs, which lean noticeably towards standard and classical
selections.
The most important point, that cannot be overlooked,
is that the phonograph itself, through improved recording and reproducing media, has been able to give to this music in reproducthe facilities of one station or chain of stations for

ing artists of international prominence,

Even

tion a value not heretofore possible.

properly equipped with

new

new

the old style machines,

type reproducers and supplied with

records, can be depended

upon

to

present good music as

it

should be presented.

is

actually

making

IN

relaying to the readers of

month

itself

felt

in

volume record

is

sales,

not casual
for

what

some dealers are doing with special sets of high-class records, such
as the Columbia Masterworks Series, Victor Album sets, etc., is little
short of astonishing. It means that there lies before the dealer an

The Talking Machine World last
member that it would

the suggestion of an active trade

be a matter of business efficiency to junk certain types of machines

taken in exchange for
to

new

style instruments rather than

endeavor

put those machines again into salable shape at a cost that meant

at least

an increase

tion to

on the trade-in, it was stated specifexchanged machines were in a condi-

in the loss

ically that only a portion of

This leaning of the public towards better records
but

Using Business Judgment on Trade-ins

warrant junking.

The suggestion in no sense recommended the destruction of all
exchanged machines, for, as a matter of fact, a substantial majority
of them can be repolished, equipped with new and modem sound
(Continued on page 11)

Columbia
Announces
The second of a series
of advertisements

2 pages facing
in color
in

THE s/iTumyjiY
EVENING POST

If

'T^is Advertisement

Appears in

THE

^'^e Lost Chord

a

SATUI{pAY EVENING POST Nov.

13

o
The Viva-tonal Columbia
has found the chords once thought
to be forever lost to the
It is

more than

a

phonograph.

It is

the successor to the phonograph
true super-phonograph.

—

It makes superb music even more
superbly musical than any you ever

before listened to on a phonograph.

—

music a brilliance
makes it almost indistinguishable from that produced
by musicians themselves playing in
your actual presence.
All that music is today, the VivaIt

gives

grandeur

tonal
itself

to

— that

Columbia is. It is the orchestra
playing; the voice singing "like

—

Columbia

New

Viva-tonal Columbia

Model 810 ..

$300

.

Brown
Mahogany)

{Decorated

Model 800

$275

,

(Two-Tone Walnut)

phonograph

life itself." Every vibrant passage,
whether from the impassioned heights
of intensest musical feeling, or from
the cool, sombre depths of slow, soothing melody, is rendered exactly as the
composer meant it to be rendered.

Hear the Viva-tonal Columbia.
astonish and thrill you with

will

Viva-tonal Culumbia

Model 710

..

$175

.

Brown
Mahogany)

{Decorated

Model 700

.

.. $160

(Jwo-Tone Watnut)

It
its

amazing volume, its wonderful interpretation of the tempo and rhythm of
band and orchestra, its clarity and
resonance, and the sheer beauty it can
bring forth from those almost hidden
grooves in the records you play on it.

Process Records

—

Viva- tonal Recording, Electrical Process
The epoch-making

process of recording used in Columbia
Process Records is offered to the public by the Columbia Phonograph Company through arrangement with the

New

Viva-tonal Columbia

Model 611

..

.

$115

{Decoraled Walnut)

Mndel 601 ...

.

$90

(Two-Tone Brown
Mahogany)

—

The

Electric

Records

Without Scratch!

TED LEWIS
Every audience in "Ru-

Band play
"The New St. Louis

you hear
the

it

''likel^eitsejr''

when

too.

coupling,

Folks with a good pair
of "dancing dogs" under them prick up their
ears when they hear

Viva-ional recording

at least twice.

You'll encore

PAUL ASH

N£l\r PROCESS

Le Maire's
Affairs "wants
to hear Ted
Lewis and His
fus

Blues"

Columbia
Records
,

In

Paul Ash and His

"My

Orchestra play "Precious" and "Oh! If I

Mamma's in Town,"
Ted

sings the vocal

t^sk for 6^y-D jo

The

^ I till

reeorded

chorus.

in.

OnlyHadYou. "Simply can't make your feet
keep

j^c

New St. Louis Blues

still.

Paul Small

and Milton Watson
trot out the vocal
chorus for these popular fox trots.

'

->

li^sk for

joj-D 10 in. j^c

Fox Trot

My Mamma's

Precious

Town

c
Columbia
in

Fox Trot

NEWPROCESS

Oh!

Records

BARCELONA

W
"Barcelona," with all
the vocal fixings
the

of "ValenSung by The

success
cia."

mores, famous male
"I'd

Love

to Meet That Old
Sweetheart ofMine,"

makes

1

one great
advance in
the recording art in

twenty

PMCEss

Records

THE KECORJ3S WTTHOUT SCB.ATCH

"TRUDY"
Gertrude Ederle swam the Channel
and made a record. Now we've made
a record for her. "Trudy" is a great
fox trot vocal chorus by Ray Stillwell. The coupling, "Ting-A-Ling
the Bells'll Ring," a sentimental
fox trot, also with vocal chorus, is
by Irving Berhn, just written for
"The Cocoanuts." Both played by
Fred Rich and His Hotel Astor
Orchestra.

—

<^sk for J20-D 10

years

Trudy
Ting-A-Ling the
'11 Ring
-

-

in.

75c

Fox Trot
Bells

wonderful

a

"close

Fox Trot

Columbia

Singing Sophoquintet.

-

Fox Trot

newSpanishonestep
duplicates

-

Only Had You

.

THE VXCOIU3S WITHOUT SCRATCH

hit,

If I

harmony"

coupling.

for 732-D JO

in.

Columbia

y^c

[Barcelona
'd Love to Meet That
Old Sweetheart ofMine

]

The records without scratch

Columbia

Columbia

NEWPROCESS

Records

Records

Columbia New Process Records include all the popular
dance, vocal and instrumental hits. Also"Masterworks"
album sets of imported and American recordings of
the works of the great composers.

COLUMBIA

w

THE RECORJ3S WITHOUT SCRATCH

Columbia New Process Records are sold wherever good
music is appreciated. Your dealer displays the familiar
trade-mark. Ask him or send direct for complete
monthly

catalog-list of recent

Columbia

records.

BROADWAY, NEW YORK CITY
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and records that range in total value from $1,000 to $5,000 to
other of the South American countries.
The South American market is one full of promise. The orders
just referred to have largely come without effort, because there
have been no extensive campaigns or propaganda carried on by our
manufacturers in foreign countries to emphasize the wonderful
values embodied in talking machines and records of American man-

boxes and resold on a basis that will mean at least a small profit
to the dealer and a fair deal to the customer in giving him an exmusical instrument at a moderate price.

cellent

and accepts only those maand resold
with the
enable
him
to
even
will
least
break
that
at
price
at a
unsalable
inallowance, then he need not worry of disposing of
watches

If the retailer

his trade-ins

chines that can be re-equipped without great trouble

On the other hand, if, in his anxiety to make a sale,
struments.
he accepts an old instrument that has been misused and needs
extensive refinishing and repairing to enable

then he

a part of his allowance,

endeavoring to make

it

is

him

After South America the biggest buyer is Australia, which purchased talking machines and records to the amount of $32,457. Next

even

come

When

quality.

is

throwing away money.

If he will

THE

All in

month

old machines

artists

is

the exports of talking machines and records for one

very healthy condition of business and manifest an

American-made instruments and

Logic of Early Ordering Proving
some months
FOR
representatives

among

past,

and

in fact early in the Spring, factors-

wisdom

the

of ordering, well in advance,
popular models to insure adequate supplies
season. As often happens, these warnings
garded as propaganda designed to fill the

This year,

at least, the factory

the holiday season gets closer.

Authorities agree that successful business depends in the greatest
measure upon good buying, and good buying means having salable
merchandise on hand when the call for it develops. The retailer

who

expects to stay in the talking machine business need not plunge

and records show a steady inIn the
South American countries.
latest report published by the United States Government for the
month of August it is interesting to note that Mexico purchased
talking machines and records to the amount of $51,166; Cuba, $40,-

one but himself to blame and possible sales walk out the door and
Warnings of approaching possible shortages Of

to

to his competitor.

stock coming from responsible manufacturers and their representatives should receive at least fair consideration

from the retailer, but
whether or not he heeds the warning and protects hiinself by
estimating his probable requirements and placing orders to meet
them depends on his business accumen.

445; Argentina, $42,487; Brazil, $45,549; Colombia, $33,415; Peru,
$15,328; Uruguay, $14,997; Chile, $15,736; Venezuela, $13,562;
sales of

machines

National Record

what might be
That means that he is assured

at least anticipate

of his ability to care for a fair proportion of the business offered.
When he holds back and orders from hand-to-mouth, he has nb

of talking machines

from

the wholesale represen-

were not bluffing. They were acquainted with production facilities and in a great measure with prospective demands and realized that even with normal business prevailing, there was bound
to be a shortage of those models in the medium price range.
That
shortage is already apparent, and is going to grow more serious as

Exports of Talking Machines and Records

entirely apart

men and

tatives

buying but he can and should
considered normal requirements.

is

for the Fall and

required they could be obtained without great difficulty.

in

This

a sufficient quantity of

Winter
were too frequently reorder books of the distributor and the factory, and too many dealers sat tight and ordered
meagerly in the belief that when larger supplies of machines were

There are dealers who have clung, and still cling, to one particular line of machines and records, feeling that they can thus conserve capital and, by proper effort, do a sufficiently large volume of
business. In many cases their success has backed up their logic,
but the fact that numerous retailers are broadening their lines
presents a new trade angle that is worth considering and watching.

Costa Rica, $5,061.

Itself

gether with the distributing organizations, urged upon the dealers

instruments in popular price range.

particularly

Albums
are

Good Albums
Nationally known because they
give real satisfaction.

They

require less selling effort.
Made to contain all makes of
disc records including Edison.

Write for our
styles

NEW PORTABLE ALBUM

NATIONAL PUBLISHING

CO.,

239

S.

records,

of the leading talking machine companies, to-

the tying

and musical organizations of the higher type, and, thirdly, it
hand a sufficient number of

crease,

purchased goods of

world.

enables the dealers as a rule to keep on

EXPORTS

New

British

particularly in South America, and for that matter throughout the

talking machine
up with one particular
line, appears to be passing, for within the last few months a very
substantial number of one-line dealers who might be termed real
stand-patters have seen fit to introduce into their phonograph departments one, and sometimes two other lines, and have found that
the move proved beneficial from a business standpoint.
This plan of carrying two or three dift'erent lines is declared
First, it serves to meet competition to
to have various advantages.
a certain degree by making it possible for the prospective buyer to
make comparisons between various makes in one store. Secondlv,
it provides a wider range of records both by popular artists and the

representation

idea of exclusive

all

reflect a

increasing appreciation of

One-Line Phonograph Dealer Passing?

dealers of the country, that

to $13,106.

almost similar value.

from prospective customers for new ones, on the allowance plan,
as carefully as he buys new machines from the factories, the
question of junking will have no need of entering into his plans.

Is the

Hong Kong and Kwangtung

South Africa,

a definite piece

buy

whose purchases amounted

Zealand's purchases amounted to $6,000, and China, $5,191.

of merchandise, but if that merchandise is not worth what he
offers for it, or cannot be made to bring that amount on resale,

then he

amount

the Philippine Islands, which purchased goods to the

of $18,911, and Canada,

presentable.

up to the dealer himself to judge machine
making an allowance he is offering cash for

is

realize

ufacture.

wasting time and money in

It is

he

to

11

American

St.,

of 1926
prices

list

and
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Radio Corp. of America Arranges for
Broadcasting of Symphonic Concerts

November

This firm has also

gone

of

as

this

cerned.

idea

so

The

far

stration-proof,

little

but

in

for

amplification

children

the

have

con-

are

demon-

folks appear to be

they

1926

IS,

booths

special

them which are arranged with nursery
furniture and made up in such a way that the
children's records are more attractive and the
youngsters ask the older folks to buy them.
for

Symphonic Concerts to Be Broadcast Every Saturday Night Throughout the Winter
Months by the Boston Symphony Orchestra and the New York Philharmonic Orchestra

Series of

Following out its policy of broadcasting the
highest grade musical programs, the Radio Corp.
of America has concluded arrangements to
broadcast symphonic concerts every Saturday
The two renight throughout the Winter.
nowned orchestras that will be heard during this
series are the Boston Symphony Orchestra,

under Serge Koussevitsky, which will be broadcast from Symphony Hall, Boston, by Stations
WBZ, Springfield and Boston, Mass.; WJZ,
New York City; WGY, Schenectady, N. Y., and
WRC, Washington, D. C, and the New York
Philharmonic Orchestra, under Willem Mengelberg, Furtwaengler, Toscanini and Hadley.
In the twelve Students' Concerts by the New
York Philharmonic Orchestra, on intermittent
dates, the last of which is scheduled for the
early part of April, Wm. Mengelberg will conduct the full orchestra of 110 men. The concerts will be given in Carnegie Hall, and are
especially designed to fit the needs of the
student musician, the series being arranged in
educational form, tracing music from the days
of the early masters to the more modern composers.

The opening concert

of the twin series

was

given on October 9 by the Boston Symphony
Orchestra and was so successful that arrangements were made to continue the series until
the latter part of April.

The

complete

schedule

of

Saturday

night

symphonic concerts is as follows: October 9,
Boston Symphony; October 1-6, Boston Symphony; October 23, Boston Symphony; Octo30, New York Philharmonic; November 6,
New York Philharmonic; November 13, New

ber

York Philharmonic; November 20, Boston Symphony; November 27, New York Philharmonic;
December 4, Boston Symphony; December 11,
Boston Symphony; December 18, New York
Philharmonic; December 25, Boston Symphony;
January 1, New York Philharmonic; January 15,
New York Philharmonic; January 22, Boston
Symphony; January 29, Boston Symphony; February 5, New York Philharmonic; February 12,
New Y'ork Philharmonic; February 19, Boston
Symphony; February 26,' Boston Symphony;
March 5, Boston Symphony; March 19, New
York Philharmonic; March 26, New York Philharmonic; April 2, New York Philharmonic;
April 16, Boston Symphony; April 23, Boston
Symphony; April 30, Boston Symphony.

Dealer Uses Color Effects to

Add

to

Effectiveness of Record Demonstrations
Snyder Music Store, of Wilkes-Barre, Pa., Finds That the Appeal for Different Types of Records
Is Heightened or Lessened by the Use of Different Colored Lights

Does color have anything to do with selling
This is a
records and musical instruments?
question that has been answered in the affirmative by the Snyder Music Store, of WilkesBarre, Pa., which has found the use of color
effects in demonstrating records and musical
instruments so profitable that it has made it
a regular feature of their establishment.

The

experiments in this line of salesmanship showed such good returns that the company has had a salon installed in the store where
all musical instruments are demonstrated and
first

where concerts of the new records released by

FULL LINE
For

of

No admischarged, and when the instruments and
records are played certain color effects are
flashed on to illuminate the salon.
Blue-tinted lights are used when classical
records are played. Modern Oriental music is
featured with reds and yellows, and for the
the producing companies are given.
sion

is

modern compositions
is

of the jazz type the salon
the glare of high-powered inThis lighting plan imparts an in-

lighted with

candescents.
fluence

that

on the subconscious senses
and emphasizes the composer's

acts

of the audience

appeal in the instrumental or vocal rendition.

HARDWARE

Radios and Phonographs

In addition, the firm has won attention from
music lovers by its special school of "educational propaganda," acquiring the name of being
a conservatory rather than a mere retail establishment through its fostering of talent. Recital
rooms, auditorium and salon are all open to
local and imported artists.
Any person desiring musical instruction is admitted free to

these

special

sessions

of

the

and

school

is

an opportunity to hear musicians and
compositions in which he is interested.
given

Giant "Talker" Attracts
Attention at the Sesqui
Huge Instrument on Balcony Over Main Entrance to U.

S.

Government and TransportaWith Music

tion Palace Fills Structure

Advances made in musical recording and reproduction in the last two years are being demonstrated in a spectacular manner in the U. S.

Government and Transportation Palace

at

the

Sesqui-Centennial Exposition in Philadelphia. A
gigantic talking machine is installed on a balcony just over the main entrance to the building and its music fills every part of the vast
structure. Programs, changed daily, are given
on the instrument at intervals throughout the
day and until the closing hour in the evening,
and they never fail to cause a crowd to gather.
Des igned upon the orthophonic principle, which
makes possible reproduction of the full range of
musical sound, the huge instrument was developed especially for use in churches, theatres
and other large buildings where it was necessary
to duplicate, or even exceed the volume of the
original production.
Not only does the Sesqui-Centennial Exposition instrument reproduce the complete range
of musical sound with fidelity, but it gives as
well the exact effect of a band, an orchestra,
a pipe organ or an instrument.
When it was
first installed, and before it was identified by
an explanatory sign, attendants were kept busy

by visitors

who wanted

to

know where

the

band

or the pipe organ was.

The great horn or sound passage measures
eighty by ninety inches at the opening.
The
usual ten-inch and twelve-inch disc records are
used, the mechanical vibrations being picked up
from the record groove by means of a needle.
The needle bar, vibrating in an electro-magnetic
sets
field,
up pulsating electrical currents,
which are amplified to the desired volume by
vacuum tubes of the most improved type. The
output is a specially designed loud speaker assembly and the great horn.
So ingenuously has the instrument been installed that visitors have difficulty at times in

(0)

locating the exact source of the music.

The

horn opening is covered by a silk screen and the
operator and amplifying equipment are concealed.

The

sign on the instrument designates it as
Auditorium Orthophonic Victrola and it was
built especially for the U. S. Government Exliibit by the Victor Talking Machine Co.
the

626

—«-4M'

—

624

Talking Machine Go. of
1400

15S7

Piano

Hinge

Birmingham Adds Fada
-tny

length

The appointment of the Talking Machine Co.,
Birmingham, Ala., as a Fada distributor, has
been announced by Louis J. Chatten, sales man-

GUDEN
WALKER STREET
H. A.

87

ager of F. A. D. Andrea, Inc.

CO., Inc.
NEW YORK,

ment
entire

N. Y.

carries
line

of

exclusive

The

representation

Fada products

in

appointfor

the

Alabama and

western Florida. The Talking Machine Co. has
been a Victor distributor for many years.
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Presenting Art Products in a Fine Setting
Progressive Dealers Are Giving More Thought to the Interior Display of Instruments
Spanish and Gothic Interiors Are Favored

—

In the circus thej' call
social circles

it

is

it

the "flash," in certain

termed "putting up

a front,"

the retail establishment it comes under the
head of "attractive equipment," but when all
is said and done the purpose of the "flash,"
the "front" or the equipment is to attract attenion and make a favorable impression.
The
circus would probably be quite as efficient without tinsel, brilliant uniforms and myriads of
in

ble but

having them elaborate within their

to

mean-s, considering that the
is

well invested by
of trade

best class

its

money

effect in

and

in

thus spent

appealing to the

cutting

down

sales

resistance.

To-day, frequently, more money is spent in
decorating and furnishing a single room in a
retail music store than was spent a few years
ago in decorating an entire establishment, and

In

other

establishments

there

is

shown

a

tendency to follow the early English periods in
interior decorations and fitments.
Beamed ceilings and richly paneled walls develop an air of
warmth and comfort that fits in well with the
scheme of musical instrument selling. The same
may be said of the interior treatments after the
Renaissance, or, to be more exact, the Italian
Renaissance.
Here, too, the use of woods in
soft finishes tends to provide a harmonizing

background for a great variety of talking
machine stjdes.
Smerda's New Interior
For those who seek to follow different schools
in the decorative treatment of the various rooms
in

their establishments

there

cited the

is

case

Smerda's Music House, which recentlj' opened
remodeled quarters at S800 Broadway, Cleveland.
The feature of this store is the group of three
period rooms, one in Spanish, one in Italian,
and the third in German Gothic, the last a most
of

unusual

period to

follow in

the

designing of

modern business interiors, but which, in
particular case, was carried out in a manner

this

that

followed faithfully the dictates of the period and
yet reflected excellent decorative taste according

present-daj' standards.

to

In this particular case the well-known decora-

Frank Border, was called in to handle the
remodeling work and the reproduction of the
German Gothic Room presented herewith gives
an excellent idea of how he accomplished his
mission. It resembles the room of a mediaeval
castle, with the ceiling beamed, the massive
doors hand-carved, and flanked cn either side by
figures in armor. Shields and other implements
of war are hung about the walls, and the furniture, although massive in the spirit of the period,
is nevertheless so treated as to get away from
the idea of its being cumbersome.
Rooms Attract Wide Attention
The three period rooms attracted immediate
attention and provide effective displa}' quarters
for the company's line, which includes Brunswick Panatropes and phonographs, Victrolas,
RCA and Atwater Kent radios, band and orchestra instruments, as well as pianos and sheet
i.or,

German Gothic Room at Remodeled Quarters of Smerda's Music House
this is simply because such an expenditure is reand merchandise could still retain its
garded as investment under the heading of adquality even though shown against a plain and
vertising.
If the room is attractive enough to
ordinary background, but the appeal that makes
be talked about; if it adds to the spoken word
the public loosen its purse strings willingly and
in convincing the customer as to the attractivefeel satisfied would be missing.
ness of the instrument offered; if it creates the
The average talking machine dealer, in the
illusion of an attractive home and gets themanagement of his store, seeks to make it atcustomer away from the cold store atmosphere,*
tractive, so far as he and those who help him
then a reasonable expenditure is warranted.
measure attractiveness. He feels that he can
Types of Store Interiors
spend so much monej' on interior decoration
Particular favor has been shown for the
and equipment and cuts according to his cloth,
Spanish type of interior, not only because of
often feeling that he is building up an expense
lights,

that will require unusual efforts to cover.

Yet,

the greatest proportion of this decorating and

equipping is simply flash, more solid and lasting than the circus tinsel, to be sure, but nevertheless designed to take the customer off his
guard, to make him feel comfortable and cheerful, to forget his troubles and to be in a frame
of mind to spend generously and willingly.

Trend Toward Interior Improvements
More and more are retail merchants, particumusic trade, giving thought not
alone to having their establishments comfortalarly

in

the

music.

work

and odd lighting that genattractive background for
any type of instrument. This type of interior,
frequently termed "Mission," first became popular on the West Coast where the old Spanish
partitions

erally affords a

most

Missions furnished inspiration, but the spirit
has traveled East as is evidenced in the elaborate
Spanish-type interior of the new building opened
not long ago by R. Montalvo, Jr., in New

Brunswick, N,

J.

reflects

modern

the

idea that retail

Baker Opens Branch Store

quaintness of treatment but for the ruggedness of design that permits of alcoves, arches,
its

grille

It

establishments do not have to be cold and
formal to reflect the spirit of business, for it is
quite possible to build trade in quarters that are
homelike and comfortable.

Baker's Music House, of Ossining, N. Y., recently opened a branch at

A

complete

radio

line

receivers

is

of

Croton-on-Hudson.

musical instruments and

carried.

The branch

be under the direction of the
on Main street in Ossining.
will

The Anchor Radio

office,

Co., Dallas, Tex., recently

secured the agency for Atwater Kent radio receivers

and accessories.

STARR PIANOS

STARR PHONOGRAPHS
GENNETT RECORDS

Represent
Established l872

the

Hicfkest

store

located

oAttainmcnt in cMusical

OVorth

STARR PIANO COMPANY
Richmond..

Indiana

:

Novt:mber

15,
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For Your Protection!
Dealers Qet Every Inquiry
A

dealer contract means just what it says. When
grant an exclusive territory, it is exclusive. Every
inquiry from that territory is referred to you. Every lead is
given to you promptly.

"KING"

Plus this adequate guarantee of territorial rights,

Qyi. we

1

thoroughly good line of band instruments and saxophones. You know "King" quality.

3

Maximum

4

An adequate financing plan for the handling of time-paper.
Direct mail campaigns, display
material, forceful catalogs, imprinted literature^ these are
just a part of the "King"-planned co-operative selling

profit for you.

Many good
mutual

is

offered to you in the ^^King^^ dealership contract

territories are still

open.

profit suggests a discussion of

THE

N.

5215-81

Each week makes that number less. Our
May we have that opportunity?

your territory now.

WHITE

CO.

Superior Avenue

CLEVELAND, OHIO
:

—

service.

Every feature you seek

Exclusive Agency

discounts.

5 Intelligent co-operation.

Absolute protection, made sure by "King" methods, means

-m

A

2 Intensive, persistent advertising. National magazines and
"class" publications carry the "King" story to your customers every month.

All this is made certain by the system pictured above.
Every letter we receive (except those from our dealers) is
checked against our master maps. Signals are attached to
the letters showing territory and dealer's name. Then we
make sure that that inquiry, or that bit of information, is
passed on at once. For time is of importance if the dealer
is to realize full benefit from the lead so referred.

more

we offer you

Makers

H. N.

THE

kmg
CO.. Uakers of^^.^
WHITE cw
^^^^^

of

tiand Instrumenfs^z

U

Prvpa r«>ii (if

sales.

Name

of Finn

Individual

Address

BAND INSTRUMENTS

-

Cirv

Band

Insm.,.

—

!
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Big Fall and Winter Market for Portables
Change

Promotion Tactics Needed to Get the Complete
Year-end Sales Possibilities on Portable Instruments

in Sales

Benefit of

With the ending of the Summer season the
talking machine dealer is confronted with the
problem of reversing to a large extent his sales
promotion plans in connection with merchandising portable phonographs. The demand among

who desire these fine small instruments
use in Summer camps, on vacations, etc., is

people
for

conspicuous by
find

some way

its

absence, and the dealer must

to

keep up sales volume during

more

A

The

strongly.

seller.

portable

"slow" season.

The

through

its

brings
sale,

but

has

the effect of increasing record sales, thus giving
the dealer, who is far-sighted enough to get in
his portable line, a

Change in
While it is true

double

change

that the portable can be sold

Summer

field

the dealer
for

sales

makes
rests

is

entirely

different

of portable sales.

himself.

portable instrument. The point is that the dealer
must bring home to these prospects the merits
of the product.
You must make clear the desirability of the portable.
The Summer appeal

from the appeal that

will

portables in the Wintertime.
The dealer
during the present season and for months to
come must concentrate his entire effort in proving to the public that the portable is fit to grace
any home and that it is worth owning. The
logical prospects for portables now are the people who cannot afford the expensive large instruments, the people who can afford larger and

sell

sold.

A

dealer in

New York

City,

whose store

two blocks from a popular family hotel, has
up an excellent business in portable machines by arranging with the hotel manager to
have placed in each one of the guest rooms and
suites a card on which appears the dealer's name
and advertising matter. This particular dealer
sells in the neighborhood of a hundred portables, talking machines and radio sets each year,

The average sale of
records to portable buyers is a half dozen at the
time of the sale and, of course, more later.
the Dealer

Has

As has been emphasized
build

to

the

merits

of

WESTON

the

to Sell

the dealer, in order

volume, must sell
instruments to the public.

up portable

up to the dealer.

Atlanta Schools Equipped

With Atwater Kent

sales

Million Sales

Radio Plug

comes the Weston Convertible **Pin'Jack"

Sets

Seventy Public Schools of City Have Atwater
Kent Sets and Speakers Installed Used Daily
as Part of Educational Course

—

Atlanta,

to say nothing of records.

What

It is

is

built

More Than a
for

most discriminating prospect. The
instruments have been vastly improved, from
the standpoint of compactness. The mechanical
improvements are such that the reproduction
qualities of the portable are excellent.
This,
together with the new, electrically recorded records, now obtainable in all stores, gives the
dealer talking points that should easily break
down any sales resistance that may be encountered
Sending "Home" the Message
to satisfy the

bles, in window and in store.
Also the dealer
should institute a strong advertising campaign
and utilize direct mail and other mediums to
bring the merits of the small instruments to the
attention of prospective buyers.
Now is the
time to get busy along these lines. The portable
is inexpensive, has merit and should be easily

determined to develop volume

a

There may be many people in your community,
whether or not they own larger models of talking machines or radio sets, who can be sold a

because

people daily crowding the business thoroughfares on the lookout for gift suggestions the
time is ideal for prominent display of porta-

capital of this poten-

largely with

difficult

the

With the holidays approaching and the public
commencing to buy gifts and with thousands of

The accompanying
much food for
thought for the retailer who is

merchandising methods is necessary.
The demand for an object is always potential.
tial

retail-

article contains

in

Whether

considered

plans.

profit.

Sales Tactics Required

the year 'round, with the passing of

now

during the Summer, Fall and
Winter seasons is radically different, making necessary vital
changes in sales promotion

added
it

is

ers as a year-round seller of
the most profitable kind. Appeal of these small instruments

distinctly a year-

only

not

portable

by the most progressive

the dealer's bulwark against
It

profit to the dealer

now

is

should not be very

this

duced a short time ago. The finish of the instruments comes in variety to suit any taste and

Year-'round Seller

It is

Now,

schools, clubs, societies and other organizations
very often prove good prospects. People who
stop for any length of time at the hotels are
prospects worth going after.

that seasons have little or no effect on sales
volume.
This
cannot be
emphasized too

back of

The

dealer really has something to sell.
The
portable instruments to-day, in point of finish
and tonal qualities, are superior to anything pro-

Fortunately, for the trade at least, the portable instruments, both talking machines and radio
receiving sets, have an appeal of such broadness

a

lack space.

Winter and Spring.

the Fall,

'round

who

costly models but

thousands of families living in two, three and
four-room apartments give the dealer a handpicked group of prospects. Then too, churches,

of this city

Ga.,

November

have added

5.

— The

public schools

fourth "R" to the

a

famous three. It is now reading, 'riting, 'rithmetic and radio. This city is said to be the first
to have every public school equipped with radio.

The

pupils are supplied
courses by this means.
enty schools in the city
receiving set and radio

with daily educational

Every one of the sevhas an Atwater Kent
speaker.
They were
installed by the Hopkins Equipment Co., Atlanta
distributor of the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., without cost to the city.
that

since

this

interesting to note

It is

piece

of

enterprising

philan-

thropy publicity given to Atwater Kent radio
here has been unprecedented.

Voltmeter
The Weston Convertible "Pin-Jack" Voltmeter is
now ready to make its sales record and advertising is appearing during the radio season in

SATURDAY EVENING

the
POST, reaching millions of potential customers who
already know the quality of Weston
products. IfThis "Pin-Jack" Voltmeter
and High Range Stand is the most
practical double-purpose voltmeter
ever offered to the radio pub-

measures both filament
and battery voltages at the
cost of one instrument,

lic. It

insures intelligent radio
operation, set performance, set satisfaction, set economy
and profits for

the dealer.
Write or wire at once for full information

Weston

Electrical Instrument Corporation
190 Weston Avenue,
Newark, N. J.

Forbes-Meagher Music Go.
Has Tenth Anniversary
November

AIadison, Wis.,

4.

—The

tenth anni-

versary of the founding of the Forbes-Meagher
Music Co., 24 Main street, was celebrated last
month with appropriate ceremonies. This establishment, which has occupied the same quarters
for the past decade, has grown to be one of
the leading music houses in this section of the
country.

Forbes,

J.

E.

Meagher, president, and
and treasurer of the

secretary

formed the company

J.

H.

firm,

By carrying only
machines, pianos and
other musical instruments the company has
grown steadily and prospered. The Victor line

quality lines of

is

in 1916.

talking

machine
one of the

carried as the leader in the talking

department and the Gulbransen

is

firm's best sellers in the piano line.

STANbAI^b.THE.WZ^RLb./ArEi^.

WESTON
Timeers

since 1888

The Green-Cort Radio Corp., New York, was
recently incorporated at Albany to manufacture
radio parts with a capital stock of $30,000. The
incorporators are H. Forstenzer,

and L. Pantell.

I.

E.

Fromer

—
November

15,
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Majestic1B''QiTrmt Snj^b^
delivers pure direct current-Irora your light socket

—B

Majestic Super

"Majestic Standard
Capacity seven tubes or six
plus one power tube. 45
milliamperes at 135 volts.

Capacity

• •

No

,

•

•

•

Maximum and
power always

Better Reception No

W

Uses

unvarying
to

erates all

$37.50

Economy
Flexibility

any

power
at

tubes. Rat-

150

volts.

West of Rocky Mts., $45.00
•

•

•

•

Lowfirst cost. Cheapest and
best form of "B*' power.
Average cost, 1 cent for 10
hours.

•

•

Voltage can be accurately
adjusted to meet varying
conditions in every city

and on any

source of power.

—B

$42oS0

illustrated)

fila-

available.

hum, Superior

Majestic Master

For Radiola 25, 28 and 30
and Super heterodynes. Oping 60 mil

West of Rocky Mts.,

acids or liquids.

Raytheon Tube; no
ment to burn out.

Dependability

—B

to 12 tubes, in*

eluding the use of power
tubes, 45 mils at 150 volts.

$32.S0
West of Roeky Mts., $35.00
Durability

1

set.

Qtre a demonstration to your CUS'
tomers on THEIR sets. It sells itself

GRIGSBY- GRUNOW"- HINDS

CO.

4558

ARMITAGE AVE, CHICAGO-ILL

—
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New

A. E. Kennedy

Edison
Manager in Chicago

Takes Charge

of

Edison Phonograph Distrib-

uting Co., Chicago, Succeeding F. C. Pullen

November 8.
been appointed manager of
Chicago,

graph

III.,

Distributing

— A.

Phono-

the Edison

this

Co.,

E. Kenned}' has

&

is general co-operation in the furtherance of the art of music. The following officers were elected:
Louis Heindl, of Walter D.
Moses & Co., president; Lee Fergusson, vice-

president; E. G. Rike, of Chas. M. StiefiE, Inc.,
treasurer; W. R. Reinhardt, of the Biggs Music

tion

the

for

promo-

sales

department of Thos. A. Edison,

Inc.

Richmond, V.^.. November 8.
Music Merchants Association
organized

in

this

city.

The

— The
has

Richmond
been

just

charter

Excellent Brunswick Report
Net

profit

Co. for nine

Brunswick-Balke-Collender

of

months ended September

was approximately

Richmond Dealers Organize

member-

embraces The Briggs Music Co., A. J.
Crafts Piano Co., Fergusson Bros., Lee Fergusson Piano Co., C. B. Haynes, Walter D. Moses
ship

15,

1926

L. Collins Joins Sales

Gross-Brennan

Staff of

Will Act as a Field Representative, Specializing in Educational and Co-operative Work
With Chain and Department Stores

Gross-Brennan,
Inc.,
sales
representative
Stromberg-Carlson products in Greater
New York and New England, announced recently the appointment of W. L. Collins as a
member of the company's sales staff. Mr.
for

Mr. Kennedy is thorC. Pullen, resigned.
oughly acquainted with the Edison products
and policies, and has for some time past been
representative

secretary.

Co.,

succeeding

city,

W.

terested

F.

traveling

Manly B. Ramos and Chas. M. StiefT.
The general plan in mind by those in-

Co.,

Inc.

November

1926,

deprecia-

after

$1,465,000

and Federal taxes, equivalent after allowing for dividend requirements on 7 per cent
preferred stock to $2.4^ a share earned on 500,This
000 no par shares of common stock.
ompares with loss of about $75,000 in the
tion

c

months

of 1925. Sales for the nine
year are about 25 per cent
ahead of last year, while those for September
;ho\v an increase of over 40 per cent.

first

nine

months

of

functioning as a field representative,
on educational and co-operative
work with the various chain and department
stores merchandising Stromberg-Carlson products in this territory.
He was formerly associated with the National Carbon Co. and during
the World War served as an officer in the
Royal Flying Corps.
Collins

30,

this

is

specializing

MacDonald New Edison
Manager in Kansas City
Placed

in

Charge

tribution in

That Territory in Adof Edison Dis-

of

As Manager

dition to Duties

Denver

District

—

Kans.^s City, Mo November 6. ^W. A. Machas been appointed manager of the
Edison Phonograph Distributing Co., this citj-,
succeeding C. A. Smith, who resigned recently.
,

Donald

Air.
MacDonald was for several years connected with the Edison factory in Orange in
various sales capacities, and was later appointed

—
RADIOS^^PROTECnOM

mean

reliability

reliability

Grigsby-Grunow-Hinds Co.
Announces Liberal Policy

'3V

Sterling meters

Distributors Instructed to Replace Immediately
Defective
Majestic
Eliminators In
Line

and

—

With Company's Policy

means good

In order to insure satisfaction, the customer
should be sold reliable, truth-telling meters
Sterling meters that have been known ever
since the inception of radio for their quality,
accuracy, dependability and good looks.

There is a Sterling meter for every battery
requirement
ammeters, voltmeters, voltammeters and charge indicators.

—

The amount of resistance in
these meters has been very
carefully worked out so that
it
will draw just the right
amount of current from the
battery while the reading is
being taken.
No. 34-C Voltmeter for B
dry batteries especially designed for 225-2 and 45 volt
units, scale 0-50 volt, 1 v.
div.
List price $2.25.
No. 37 Voltmeter for B storage batteries, designed especially for measuring voltage
of 24 cell (48 volt) storage
batteries when in use or on
charge.
Also tests up to 3
units of 22!.'2 volt dry bat-

one

Sterling Ammeter for dry
cell work has been the accepted standard for IS years.
May also be used as a polarity indicator.

Sterling No. 24, ammeter,
scale 0-35 amp; 1 a divisions.
List price $1.00.

Ammeter

for testing 48 volt
battery, single or
multiple, scale 0-60 amp.; 2 a
divisions.
List price $2.25.

blocks of

B

will

few we

prove

insist that

our distributors immediately

you any defective Majestic eliminator that you deliver to them. A policy like
this can be carried out onlj- bj^ large manureplace

to

facturing

companies,

well

financed,

This device simplifies the task of storage battery
testing by a clean, external test.
It shows when
the battery needs charging and when it is charged
enough.
List price $2.00.

perage

of

dry

cell

A

bat-

and voltage of both dry
and storage A batteries, 0-35

teries

amp.;
V.

div.

1

a div., 0-10 volt, 1/5
List price $1.50.

Voltammeter for testing amperage of dry

The

'Sterling

Manufacturing, Co.

cell

A

batteries

and voltage of either dry or
storage B batteries up to 50
scale 0-35 amp.
1
a
divisions, 0-50 volt, 1 v. div.
List price $3.50.
volts,

Cleveland, Ohio

^

METERS
ALWAYS TELL THE TRUTH

;

who

are

making dependable merchandise and who want
to give the dealer proper and quick service.
Sincerely yours. For better radio merchandise."

Voltammeter for testing am-

CHARGE INDICATOR

and
List

Of course, now and then
unsatisfactory and for these

electrically perfect.

AMMETERS

—

0-50 volt, 2^ V. div.
0-10 volt, Yi V. div.
price $3.50.

Co., Chicago, III,

outlined in a letter to the trade as follows:
"Majestic eliminators are mechanically and

VOLTMETERS

36 Combination Voltmeter.
Two scales and two
spurs at bottom of case, one
for A batteries either dry or
storage up to 10 volt, and
another for B batteries, dry
or storage within 50 volts.

Dealer Service

manufacturer of Majestic B eliminators, recently
sent out to its dealers throughout the
country a very important notice relative to
its
dealer service policy.
This notice, which
was forwarded to the trade over the signature
of Fred ^D. Williams, director of sales, advised
the dealers that Majestic distributors had been
instructed to replace immediately any defective
Majestic eliminators. This liberal policy was

Every talking machine dealer realizes the imliortance of keeping his customers satisfied
after purchasing a receiving set, battery or
tubes.

No.

of

The Grigsby-Grunow-Hinds

will in trade

in
series,
teries connected
scale 0-75 volt, 2^/2 v. div.
List price $2.50.

manager of the Edison distributing interests in
Kansas City, which post he will hold while
assuming charge of the Kansas City district.

RCA

Price Reductions on
Radiotrons Announced
Price reductions on several types of RCA
Radiotrons were recently announced by the
Radio Corp. of America.
Detector Radiotron
UX-200, former price $2.50, is now $1.75; Superdetector Radiotron UX-200A, formerly $5, is
now $4; Power Radiotron UX-112, formerly
$6.50, is reduced to $4.50, and Power Radiotron UX-171, heretofore listed at $6, has been
reduced to $4.50.

Commenting
officials

pany's

on

these

reductions,

stated that they were due to the
desire

to

economies made
sumer demand.

pass

on

possible

public

to

the

by

increased

RCA
comthe

con-
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offer this business
The comfort of the living-room
People are spending more time at home.

Chilly autumn evenings.
a

strong appeal.

What

.

.

.

.

Victor advertising
Vtctor Record.

all

is

The

is

it

carries

new Orthophonic Victor

sales.

telling your customers about the netv Orthophonic

five big reasons

why

the

new Orthophonic

Victor

the greatest record are being told to millions of people in

parts of the country.

that

.

an opportunity for you to push the

Records and enjoy volume

Record

.

And

Victor dealers everywhere are finding

pays to put real selling effort behind Victor advertising.

Dress your windows, counters and demonstration booths with

Victor Records.
it.

Play

it.

make your
finest

new Orthophonic Victor Record. Show
window display materials and use them and

Talk the

Send for

record business grow.

Everything

is

on your

record ever made, the best music that the world

foremost

artists in

every

side

—
— the

offers,

the

class.

Step out after this record business.

VICTOR TALKING MACHINE COMPANY, CAMDEN,

NEW

JERSEY,

U.

S.

A.

The Talking Machine World,

New

York, November

15,

1926

9)^ Omtcst fine of Tortables
6vaOffaed to thcTmde
KOM PACT
(For

West and South add 10%)
(Canada

(For

West and South add 10%)
(Canada

$17.50)

$25.00)

.f-DeLuxe
(For

West and South

add 10%)
(Canada $35.00)

Retail/
The BIQ season

for portables

is

here I

Between now and the Christmas hoHdays the demand for
Portable phonographs will be more than 50% greater than
any corresponding period throughout the balance of the year^
Alert dealers will be prepared for this by having a complete
stock of Pal, Regal and Kompact Portables on hand.

Get your full share of profits by being able to meet the re*
quirements of all your customers from those who want
the best in portable phonographs to those who prefer the
popular priced machines.

—

Plaza Music Company, New York, N. Y.

The Talking Machine World,

This

an

phonograph

old style

DEEP RICH TONE
is

the

Phonograph

into

a

Instrument

BIGGEST Thing

in a
Accessory ever offered
DISTRIBUTORS
Wide Awake jobbers

owner of an old style phonograph will
readily buy one of these Micro-phonic Out-

Every

can
big

substituting it on their own
phonographs, they can get that deep rich tone
of the new high-priced models.
fits.

York, November

MICRO-PHONIC Outfit

actually changes

This

New

cash in on the
for these

demand

Micro-phonic Outfits.
Write today for details of our splendid

By merely

proposition.

End Your Trade-in Worries
This Micro -phonic Outfit is the solution to your trade-in
worries. Equip the machines you trade in with the Microphonic Outfit and you will find a ready market for them.

Complete

Reproducer Only

LIST

Liberal Discounts

ADVERTISINQ HELPS —An

attractive display card together with
a complete advertising service of window strips, circulars, newspaper mats,
etc., is supplied free to all Micro-phonic dealers.

Plaza Music Company,

New

York, H.Y.

15,

1926

—
The Talking Machine World,

A
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New, Novel and Beautiful Combination
Showing the Famous ISielofonic Speaker
With a Wrought Iron Radio Stand
A. K.-35

for

'"Beautx in Radio comes
to the front!
Combine
the
Melofonic
Cone

Speaker

icith this

hand-

some
Wrought
Iron
Radio Stand, specially
designed for the Model
35 Atuater Kent, and

Melofonic

you hare an exceptionally attractive outfit."

Cone Speaker

$2500
Slightly higher

West

in the

Wrought Iron
Radio Stand

50%

for

Dealer's Discount
F.O.B.

New York

Comparative
the

City

$2000

shows

test

superiority

Atwater Kent 35

the

of

SHghtly higher

Melofonic Cone Speaker in

Tone

And

Fidelity.

when you have
superb
to

after

these

qualities

the

is

40%

secondary

performance.

Melofonics

Dealer's Discount

Yet

show

F.O.B. A'eir York City

a greater proportionate

margin

of

profit

West

all,

all

price paid

in the

—Volume

Finished in

than

ANY OTHER CONE
SPEAKER ON THE
MARKET. Be convinced as hundreds of
have been
order a sample today

Brown and

match AK-35.
compartment
Battery
for all "A," "B" and
"C" Batteries. PopuGold

to

complete
within the
everybody's

larly priced to

dealers

the

outfit

i

reach

of

purse.

1'

Order

for the

\

i

I

\

I

I'l

MH N(.

Holiday Trade

— NOW/

Progressive Musical Instrument Corp*
319 Sixth Avenue

New

York City

November

15,
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Columbia

Pacific Ck>ast

Plant Starts Production
New Columbia

Plant in Oakland, Cal., to Specialize in Recording Coast Hits by Coast Stars
for the Pacific Coast Trade

The

latest

19

Columbia Phonograph

An Important Announcement

Co., record-

by the builders

ing and manufacturing unit, located in Oakland,
Cal., has started production of Columbia New
Process records.
In order that the music lovers in the Far

of the

West may have the latest popular hits that are
written by Pacific Coast composers and sung
and played by Coast artists and organizations,
the new plant will specialize in the recording of
such numbers. This will be a distinct departure
from anj^hing ever before attempted by Columbia m this country. It is another step in the

Silent

famous

Motor

forwarding of the Columbia policy of making it
possible for everyone to have the music they
it is recorded by home artists.
This modern plant, ideally located in one of

want, as

the great manufacturing centers of the country,
will be able to give quick distribution of the

every dealer in the Western
Hereafter the time consiuned by shipments from Eastern points will be saved. Popular hits will be ready for early release to the
record-buying public.
latest recordings to

States.

The Columbia factory

at

Oakland

is

fully

equipped with the most modern devices for the
production of Columbia New Process records.
All recording will be done under the supervision
of experts who have had years of training in
Columbia methods.

Atwater Kent Set Owner
Praises Its Performance

—

Harrisburg, Pa., November 5. Troy B. Wildermuth, president of the Fromar Co., Atwater
Kent distributor of this city, is in receipt of an
interesting letter showing the remarkable performance of a No. 20 compact Atwater Kent
set.
The writer told of an exciting time when
completely
communication was
telegraphic
stopped between Southern cities due to the recent great storm and when the various broadcasting stations stood by all night endeavoring
to establish communication with each other.

The writer

tells

of the inability of a

number

of

message broadcast. He
remained out of bed until 5.45
states:
"I
swinging from one station to the other as they
conversed and relayed.
The feature was the
stations to receive the

fact that

I

could

lift

these stations at will

when

casting and heard and reheard the news as

Model

H H

Silent

Double Spring Motor Guaranteed to play five ten-inch records;
absolutely noiseless in running and winding

qThe SILENT

MOTOR

CORP., which for
the foremost manu-

many

years was one of
facturers of high-grade double spring
motors, has resumed the manufacture of
these motors with increased factory faciUties.

it

first broadcast and then relayed by the
other stations to those not able to lift the sta-

was

tion first broadcasting

it."

spring

Better Business Bureau
Suggests Radio Standards
The National Better Business Bureau,

Inc.,

New

York, recently issued a booklet entitled
"Radio Advertising and Selling," which contains
a set of tentative standards of radio advertising
and selling for the purpose of keeping the business in a healthy condition.
In preparing this
booklet the National Better Business Bureau had
the co-operation of individuals and groups in the
radio industry covering every step from the
maker to the consumer. The standards advocated include: clear statements and truthfulness
in

CJfFor the past

two years the famous

SILENT MOTOR

has

won

single

recog-

motor compariportable phonographs, and our

nition as the standard of

son for
present plans provide for the continued
production of single spring motors as well
as the active development of the double
spring motor market.

Our

prices are right.

Let us quote you

advertising; a cessation of excessive claims in

merchandising receivers; identification of standard equipment and a respect for trade-mark
rights.

The Hoffman Music Shop, which has

stores at

and 472 North Goodman
street, Rochester, N. Y., has built up a large
volume of record business by progressive mer325-27 Joseph avenue

chandising

efiforts.

The

firm

usually busy holiday season.

expects

an un-

Silent

Motor Corporation
HERMAN

321-323-325 Dean Street

SEGAL,

President

Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Sell Others, Says Hill

Unlimited Opportunities for Profits in Talking Machine Business
if Dealer and Salesmen Are "Sold" on the Various Lines Handled
The opportunities in the talking machine and
record business today are better than they ever
have been, according to Arthur Hill, who with
a partner, Benjamin Kosowitz, opened a retail
store in a high-class apartment house and hotel
district in New York City in April last and

now

has one of the most attractively arranged
establishments in the city devoted to the sale of
these products. The views of Mr. Hill on selling the new instruments and records are of
value and interest; he is a veteran of the talking machine business, having been active in

merchandising for twenty-two years.
Opportunity for Dealers
"The talking machine and record business

is

in

a better position than it has been at any
in history," said Mr. Hill.
"To have pros-

time

new instruments is to
them and a demonstration of the new records also means a sale. It is up to the manupects see and hear the

sell

facturers to bring these products to the attention of the public

through extensive advertismediums and

ing in the newspapers and other
it

is

the duty of the dealer to

make

a strong

tie-up with this publicity.

Enthusiasm as a Sales Factor
"The dealer himself must be thoroughly sold
on the line he handles. He must be enthusiastic and he must put forth the same amount of
merchandising effort on talking machines and
records that de does on other lines he handles.
practically every talking machine dealer
handles radio.
Now radio is an essential in
the home. I have one in my home and I enjoy
it.
I would not be without it, but the talking

To-day

machine also is a home necessity. There is no
denying this. Therefore, the dealer who cuts
his merchandising effort in the talking machine
department to a minimum and concentrates on
only one of the lines he handles is doing himself *^n injustice.
He has an investment tied up
in merchandise which he is not protecting by
disposing of those products.
fifty-fifty

proposition.

We

With us

it

is

We

are bending

every effort to make our store and the line we
handle known to the public. However, we do
not neglect radio or other items for this rea-

We

push them just as hard. The result
that sales in all our departments are in-

son.
is

machine merchandising today, and that
selection

of the right kind of salesmen.

men who come

in contact

is

the

The

with prospective cus-

tomers are the individuals who make or break
a sale.
The salesman must be as thoroughly
sold on the line as is the dealer.
He must

He must believe that the line
machines and records handled by
the concern that employs him is the best on
the market.
He must like the instrument so

be as enthusiastic.
of

talking

well that he enjoys to listen to it. If the salesman is sold on the product and is enthusiastic

he will

merchandise.

sell

The

fine

new

instru-

ments demand that they be represented by
salesmen of the highest type.
There is no
room in the talking machine store for the lazy,
uninterested individual."

a

are concentrating on

talking machines and records.

where. Customers come into our store because
they know that if the record is obtainable we
have it. We have many record numbers unobtainable elsewhere. Yes, there is money to
be made in the record department, and we
think so much of this end of the talking machine business that we have devoted our most
valuable space to it.
Salesmen Must Be Sold on Line
"There is another consideration in talking

Stromberg-Garlson Omaha
Representative Equips Gar
Model

601 Receiver Built Into Rear Seat of
Sedan So That Demonstrations Can Be Given
at All Times— Is of Valuable Aid

creasing steadily.

Must Be Displayed as Art Product
"While the new instruments are so fine

way

every

must

in

that they are easily sold, the dealer

realize that because the product

is

Omaha, Neb., November 5.— J. E. Wilkins, representative of the Stromberg-Carlson Tel. Mfg.
Co. for this territory, is effecting a very fine

so ex-

must be a
fitting one. The beautiful cabinets must be exhibited to advantage. The customer must be
able to see and hear the talking machine under
the most favorable conditions. In other words,
the atmosphere must suit the product.
The
the

cellent

dealer

corner
that

is

setting

for

its

display

who

places a $1,000 instrument in a
building up sales resistance. Actually
one way of increasing the difficulty of

is

That is why we have devoted the entire
basement floor of our store to display rooms.
That is why we have spent a large sum of
money to have expert workmen install the most
modern and artistic display rooms; rooms in
which we can show several models. The heavy
rugs on the floor, the comfortable chairs and
selling.

NINE
!

Ex

"Outstanding rad'w value and l^crformancc
on the m.arket today witlwut exception."
The dealer in radio has never been in
a position to sell such complete consumer satisfaction
Being loop operated and a complete unit
in itself it is easy to give demonstrations
That done, the
in the customer's home.
Any one who sees how
sale is made.
easy it is to go through local stations and
bring in programs from remote sections
clearly, in beautiful tone and loud speaker
volume you just can't keep that man from
buying, that's all.

—

—

SPECIFICATIONS. CONSOLE MODEL
Great sensitivity and distance on loop alone
tiiree-tuned circuits
Shoclc-mounted last radio tube and detector tube
Range 205 to 555 meters
Accommodates power tube in second audio stage
and new 200-A detector.
Straight-line wave length condenser with exaggerated spacing on sliortest wave lengths
No play vernier drive on main tuning
Selectivity

of

—

A two-tone, figured walnut console cabinet,
splendidly proportioned: loop inclosed, front operated: switching mechanism and plug system for
A.C. eauipment: built-in cone speaker; ample
space for batteries: full enclosure of all mechComplete maganism when not being operated.

netic stiielded compartment for "A" and
eliminators.
No interaction between loop and set.
price, without accessories. $335.00.

Table Model

-

-

-

"B"

List

Listed $195.00

Write or wire for dealer reservasubject to demonstration by
our distributor in your territory
tion,

PRIESS RADIO CORPORATION
695 Broadway, New York

all aid in completing the picture.
Expensive Store Space for Records
"It may seem strange that we have devoted
the entire main floor of our store to the record department, but there is a sound reason

the lighting

for this.

We

warrants

it.

believe that the record business
the

Our experience has proved

correctness of this belief.

We

have nine record

rooms on the main floor and
time all of these rooms are occupied

demonstration

most of the
by record customers.

We are pushing records
Direct mail,
hard as we know how.
regular sending of the supplements to the names
on our mailing list, advertising, etc., all play a
part in building up the sales of the record department.
"The improved records have started many
talking machines that have been inactive for
long periods and many people are now regular
record buyers who for months at a time never
lifted the lid of their talking machine.
We take
pride in the fact that our record stock is as
complete as it is possible to make it.
This
has become known and for that reason we have
secured the patronage of many people who
otherwise would probably have shopped elsejust

as

Showing Arrangement

of

Radio Set in Car

volume

of sales of Stromberg-Carlson radio re-

ceivers

and is securing many quality outlets
Stromberg-Carlson line.
Mr. Wilkins

for the

attributes

manner

a

great deal of his success to the

which he has equipped his sedan car
with a model No. 601 Stromberg-Carlson receiver so that he is ready at any or all times
in

to give a

As

demonstration of the

the second of the

set's capabilities.

accompanying photo-

graphs shows, a receiver has been built into the
seat of the car with battery equipment
underneath. The antenna consists of wires run
back and forth along the roof of the car. The
reproducer of the Stromberg-Carlson No. 5A
speaker is fastened up against the top of the
car and functions admirably.
rear

Kuhlow's Music Store, Milton Junction, Wis.,
which handles Schumann pianos and other musical instruments as well as Zenith and Pfanstiehl

radio sets, reports an excellent condition

of business.

November

15,
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No Balkite
The New Balkite Charger
MODEL J. Has two charging rates. A
low

trickle

charge rate and a high rate
and heavy duty use.

for rapid charging

Can

thus be used either as a trickle or
as a high rate charger and combines
their advantages. Noiseless. Large

water capacity .Visible electrolyte level.
Rates: with 6-volt battery, 2.5 and .5
amperes; with 4-voIt battery, .8 and .2
amperes. Specialmodelfor 25-40 cycles
with 1.5 amperes high rate. Price
S 19.50. West of Rockies $20.(In Canada $27.50.)

product has ever
failed to be a
best seller
The public

Balkite Trickle Charger
MODEL K. With 6-volt "A" batteries
can be left on continuous or trickle
charge, thus automatically keeping the
battery at full power. Converts the "A"
battery into a light socket "A" power
supply. With 4-volt batteries can be
used as an intermittent charger. Or as
a trickle charger if a resistance is added.
Charging rate about .5 ampere. Over
200.000 in use. Price $10. West of
Rockies $10.50. (In Canada, $15.)

is

through with experiments, even in radio.

It is

turning as never before to standard nationally advertised

which have proved themselves.
In the radio power field the standard

lines

no Balkite product has ever heen

offered to

has not heen an outstanding success.
ever heen put

on

the

is

Balkite.

is

Balkite product has

market which has not resulted in enor-

mous volume and steady profit
johher. The faith of the public
Balkite trade-mark

No

For
the puhlic which

line

for hoth the radio dealer

in Balkite reliability

one of the

and

and the

finest tributes ever paid a

manufacturer.
Balkite dominates the radio

power

field as

never before.

The Balkite Trickle Charger is easily the most popular charger
A New Balkite "B" at ^27.50
Balkite *'B" eliminates "B" batteries
and supplies "B" current from the light
socket. Noiseless. Permanent. Employs no tubes and requires no replace-

ments. Three

new

models. The

popular priced Balkite

new

"B"-W

at

$27.50 for sets of 5 tubes or less requiring 67 to 90 volts. Balkite **B"-X,
for sets of 8 tubes or less; capacity
30 milliamperes at 135 volts $42.
Balkite"B"-Y, for any radio set; capacity 40 milliamperes at 150 volts— $69.

—

(In

Canada"B"-W $39;"B"-X $59.50;

**B"-Y $96.)

on the market. Balkite "B" stands alone in a field only too
crowded with experiments, as the "B" that has stood the test
of time. The new Balkite Charger with both trickle and high
charging rates, and the new Balkite Combination supplying
all radio power automatically from the light socket, are selling
faster than any new items ever introduced by Balkite. Balkite
is backed by Balkite broadcasting and by one of the most
powerful advertising campaigns in radio. These factors make
Balkite one of the three or four best selling lines in radio today.

This

Balkite Combination

is

the greatest of

all

seasons for radio power devices.

Make sure you get the maximum profit out of it by selling a line
you know will stay sold, on which you know your profit will be
clean. Turn it into the maximum profit by pushing Balkite.

When

connected to the *'A" battery
Balkite Combination Radio
Unit supplies automatic power to both

this

new

"A" and "B"

circuits.

FANSTEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY,

Inc., North Chicago,

Controlled by

the filament switch on vour set. Entirely automatic in operation. Can be put
either near the set or in a remote location. Will serve any set now using
either 4 or 6-volt "A" batteries and re-

more than 30 milliamperes
135 volts of "B" current — practically
of up to 8 tubes. Price $59.50.

quiring not
at

all sets

(In

Canada $83.)
All Balkite Radio Power Units
operate from 110-120 vok
current utith models for both
60 and 50 cycles. The new
Balkite Charger is also made

AC

in

a special model for 25-40

cycles.

Balkite
^^Radio

Tower Units

III.
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How Altschui Gets Volume Radio Business
Nationally
tensive
The

retail radio dealer, to

only
merchandise.
feature

standard,

Known

Newspaper

be successful, must
advertised

nationally

He must

do a volume business, and for this
reason must sell on the deferred payment plan.
He must have ample capital to build volume
sales by handling adequate stock in a good
store location and to enable him to promote
sales by strong advertising and exploitation
campaigns.
He must make every effort to create customer satisfaction and to this end must operate
a first-class service department.
He must employ only the highest type of
salesmen and give them fair compensation.

These are the basic

to

Determining Advertising Appropriation
Mr. Altschui spends more for advertising in
a day than many dealers spend in a month. His
usual newspaper publicity occupies half and
full pages in the leading New York newspapers.
This is not haphazard advertising. It is carefully planned publicity designed to move mer-

Frederick P. Altschui operates
five

ness policy.
Sales Through Advertising
He
Mr. Altschui is a retail radio pioneer.
handled one of the first sets made and has been
last

During the

ever since.

year sales in this department of the busi-

retail stores, all

oi

them

successful in getting volume
sales and every store a profit
producer.
Mr. Altschui is a
pioneer radio retailer and his
merchandising methods are
based on a wide experience.
Because of these facts the accompanying article contains a
wealth of practical information
that the talking machine dealer
who handles radio will find of
real help in sales promotion.

policies, briefly stated, that

the radio business

than 20 per cent of the sales can be traced
drop-in trade.

less

have been largely responsible for the success
of Frederick P. Altschui, who operates five music stores, two in New York City, one in Trenton, N. J., another in Elizabeth, N. J., and one,
recently opened, in Washington, D. C. In each
of these establishments radio sales have reached
tremendous proportions. Seventeen years ago
Mr. Altschui started in business with one store
devoted to the sale of talking machines, pianos
and other musical instruments. His success
is concrete proof of the soundness of his busi-

in

Lines, Backed by Right Store Location and ExAdvertising Plus Service, All Are Vital Factors

chandise.

Of

course, small dealers very often

can not afford to splurge on advertising, but
many dealers do nothmg in the way of bringing their products to the

runs about 6^ per cent of revenue from sales
of the preceding year.

A
large scale

Big Credit Problem

where

Naturally

retail business on such a
confined practically to instalment

is

department must be

sales, the credit

organized to keep losses

Seven men

the

in

down

to a

efficiently

minimum.

department of

credit

this

organization spend practically their entire time
in investigating references of prospective customers and in following up delinquents.
The
back of the contract form used in instalment
selling contains space on which is entered the
following data: wife's name, husband's name,
married, children,- phone, how long do you live
here, housekeeping;

long;

name

employed by, address, how

of husband's parents or nearest rela-

residence; wife's parents, residence; bank
account, account with any store, name and address of two friends. Not only is this information required of the customer, but before the
sale is accepted a careful investigation is made.
tive,

There

is

make

to

ences

not the slightest hesitation in refusing
the sale to a customer where the refer-

prove

are never

unsatisfactory.

made

to people

who

Instalment
reside in

sales

xooming

houses, hotels, or other temporary homes, such
as a furnished apartment, etc.
About 5 per
cent of the prospective customers are rejected
because of unsatisfactory credit standing, ac-

cording to Mr. Altschui. In spite of these precautions the concern occasionally suffers losses
and sometimes is compelled to repossess an instrument.

ness have increased 100 per cent.
Business is
brisk at each of the stores controlled by him

the fact remains that too

throughout the entire year. There is a reason
for this, namely, a tremendous volume of adver-

attention of the public beyond window displays,
and an occasional ad in the local newspaper.
Many dealers have never reached the point

made with
the idea of creating customer satisfaction. Give
service whenever it is asked for, is the motto of

where advertising

Mr. Altschui. While this policy is an expensive
one the considerable addition to overhead is
minimized by the fact that a large volume of
business can be traced directly to the willing-

In fact, advertising is responsible for 80
per cent of business secured. Mr. Altschui contends that advertising alone will not bring great

tising.

business volume. The location must be favorable to big business; i. e., advertising, plus the
right kind of location are the big factors in
creating sales volume. Sales at the Fourteenth
street store of this aggressive merchandiser
have reached the astonishing number of 100 sets
in

a single day.

It

Dealers

is

interesting to note that

—

Write for

considered a legitimate
part of the overhead and plan to spend a definite sum of money throughout the year for
that purpose.
Mr. Altschui makes a definite appropriation
each year for advertising. This appropriation
is based on sales of the preceding year plus
the estimated increase in business during the
The advertising appropriation
current year.
is

Tubes that make good

Sell

full details of the

Quality Line,

CeCo

Organized Service

Each

sale in the Altschui stores is

ness of the store to give service.

The

service

department is well equipped to do first-class
work. Experienced men are constantly on the
job.
In order to avoid delays a day and night
service has been inaugurated and men are available until 10 p, m.
A record is kept of each
service call.
The man takes with him a card
on which appear the name and address of the
customer, type of set owned and phone number.

There are ruled spaces for the date of call,
initials of the service man, his report, time of
arrival and time of leaving and space for the
signature

when

the

work has been

satisfactorily

performed.

READ THIS
*

Mr. Huddy uses

E. Co.

'02 Eajy St.
''^<>«l<i«nc,,

B. I

regular buyers.

Immediately after opening the Washington
store 30,000 catalogs were mailed to prospective
customers.
Each month the sales message of

' J"^"- 3

unusual r

Interesting Facts

During the time he has been in business Mr.
Altschui has secured the names of more than
20,000 customers on his books, many of whom
are

I thought
yo

"loat

Some

LETTER

this

dealer will be broadcast in that city in a

similar manner.

TUBES
«
'^altjflnt

in

..y?™^ tube,.

a type for every radio need.
Write for complete data
sheet.

Each

operated as a sepThe buydone by Mr. Altschui in

of the five stores

arate unit, handling

own

is

credits, etc.

ing for all stores is
the main store. Because of the large volume of
business buying on a large scale is essential.

Mr. Altschui has his own warehouse for storing
surplus stock and only display instruments are
placed on the floors of the various stores.
Mr. Altschui has just opened a broadcasting
studio in his Fourteenth street store. The studio
is connected by direct wire to station
in the Hotel McAlpin.
The store's orchestra,
Altschul's Radio Pioneers, and other artists will
broadcast each week. This is part of Mr. Alt-

WMCA

schul's publicity plan.

NoraMBER

15,
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iflAGNAVOX
CONE SPEAKER
(FATENTED )

the Prince of Wales

JMagyiavox amplifying
ipment, San Diego, 1919

10%

of all loud speakers sold
are ^JVLagnavox

These instruments make your
Cornell
finish

Model

Artistic

— non-resonant metal

cabinet. 7° cone. $22.50

list

store

Mode I

"loud speaker headquarters"
(sho-ve)-

MagnavoxM-20LoudSpeaker

Completely encased in twotone mahogany. $35 list

(right.) Exquisite beauty of
tone, design and finish

Stanford

tJMagnavox made the original loud speaker
and has sold 400,000 in four years. Each year
one in every 300 families buys a ^JMagnavox.
One of every ten loud speakers sold is a
K^Magnavox. These instruments are the
climax of fifteen years' ^JMagnavox experience. They are being advertised in thirty-one

pages and four two-third pages in Saturday Evening PoH, Literary Digest, Radio
News, Golden Book, World's Work,Review
of Reviews, Scribners, Harper's, Atlantic
Monthly. All dealers write at once for surefull

plan that will help you "corner"
the loud speaker business in your city.
fire selling

THE MAGNAVOX COMPANY
General Office and Fadjry : Oakland, Calif. ' / Chicago Sales Office: 1315 S. Michigan Ave.
R. S. Williams & Sons Co., Ltd., Toronto ' Distributors for Canada [not including British Columbia}

KJMagnavox Receiving Sets with
perfected single dial control
range from $75 to $260 including a model that slips into any

24DI7©1926

Sets will be aggressively advertised in

magazines

—using more space

listed

above

in the Satur-

day Evening Post this fall than
any present radio manufaaurer
has ever used in the same period.
Prices guaranteed till Jan. 1st.

phonograph and makes it a combination radio-phonograph. It
solves the trade-in problem.

MODEL

10

— LIST

$110

—
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PrrfitWimi'i^ Sates^inklcs
—

Make Use of Advertising Material Supplied by Manufacturers Stress the PortPhonograph as a Christmas Gift Frederick P. Altschul Broadcasts to Increase
Sales Dealers Analyze Market to Increase Record Sales Other Stunts

Dealers Should
able

—

—

The

efifective

dealer literature and advertising

matter now being distributed by leading radio
concerns can be put to good use by dealers in

making more eye-arresting

their

window

dis-

plays and store publicity.
This literature has
the merit of being a direct sales message that
not only draws attention to the line of radio
speakers, etc., but in most
and printed sales message.

sets, tubes, batteries,

cases

it

is

a pictorial

unfortunate that not more dealers use
this material regularly.
However, some merchants realize that sales can be increased by
the judicious use of these dealer helps. A case
in point is the Hardman Piano Co., of Brooklyn,
N. Y., which handles both talking machines and
radio. Recently a window display in which cutouts were used to advantage featured the Radiola
line and the Zenith radio.
The use of the placards gave the window a touch of color and
brought to a halt many passers-by. A few doors
further up the street Wissner's brought the attention of the public to the merits of the Atwater Kent radio by displaying a few sets in the
window and telling of the merits of this particular set through neat placards.
It

is

Profits

Now

is

the

time

From

feature

to

Portables

the

portable

Christmas gift. The
Landay stores throughout the metropolitan New
York territory are devoting window space in
talking

machine

a

as

each of their stores to portables. Displays in
the interior of each store also call attention to
the handsome portables now obtainable. There
is sufficient profit in portable sales to make it
advisable to utilize direct mail in seeking sales.
The time is now ripe for the sending out of
of this character.
Special lists of
records suitable for holiday gifts also should be
effective in building sales at this time.
The

literature

dealer

makes

who makes up
a strong effort

albums or
to promote sales of albums
special

it

pays.

The public is open to suggestion at this time
more than in any other season of the year. The
opportunity by
reaching old customers and new prospects by
dealer will

capitalize

the

*

direct mail.

Dealer Broadcasts and Profits
Frederick P. Altschul, talking machine and
radio dealer, who operates five stores, two in
New York City, one in Trenton, N. J.; another
in Elizabeth, N. J., and one in Washington,
D. C, with headquarters at the New York Phonograph & Piano Warerooms, Fourteenth street.
New York City, believes in broadcasting as a
means of keeping the products carried by his

The

the name of Altschul will be linked with that
of radio through the appearance each week of
"Altschul's Radio Pioneers," together with wellknown guest artists. The first broadcast program from the Altschul establishment took place

on Wednesday, October 20, with Gus Edwards
and the entire company from the New Revue,
Ritz Carlton Nights, as guests. Mr. Altschul was
the announcer. Immediately following the concert and for some days thereafter, interesting
and favorable comments were received from
listeners from points as far distant as Montreal,
Canada.

Turnover on Records
Are you handling the records that sell best in
your community? Are you neglecting a source
of increased record sales through neglect to install certain

kinds of records for which a profit-

demand can be developed with very

able

work?

little

Record Shop, Akron, O., has
tremendous volume of record business

Black's

up a
by stocking those records that are almost impossible to purchase in any other store in the
city.
Black analyzes the people in his city, and

built

if he finds that there are a sufficient number of
any nationality he installs those records and then
makes a direct bid for this business. He sends

out direct mail in the various languages to
the

He

foreign-born people about his

new

tell

stock.

installed a line of gospel records because in-

vestigation convinced

gift

of especially fine records will find that

live

WMCA

digrams to be broadcast from station
rect from a studio installed in his New York
establishment. Mr. Altschul is a pioneer in the
radio business and has won great success in the
merchandising of radio products. He is certain
that the volume of sales will be greatly increased through the new medium he is using and

ket for

numbers

him

of this

that there
character.

a marHis sales

was

prove the wisdom of the move. In the heart of
the negro section of New York City is another
dealer who analyzes his customers and who has
made large profits by handling the kind of merchandise the negroes want. L. Dreazen secures
turnover on record stock. He knows by study
and experience what types of records the negroes
are most likely to buy and he specializes in certain numbers.
The negroes know he stocks
those records, and when they want a certain
Blues number or a hot dance selection they go

The moral

to Dreazen's.

dealer

who

which there

installs
is

little

a

of all this
of

lot

or no

is

is

Shamrock condensers

and owned exclusively by Shamrock.

facturer

shown

is

News Radio
week sends
stuffers

a dealer's initiative in

in the policy of

manu-

the Sylacauga

Shop, Sylacauga, Ala., which each
its mailing list and as envelope

to

copy of the coming Atwater Kent

a

concert in a highly original four-page leaflet.
The front page of each of these leaflets bears a
cartoon and a catchy caption; the second page
contains a semi-humorous paragraph designed
to impress on the minds of prospective radio
purchasers that it is safer and better to buy a
radio set manufactured by a factory with a repu-

some "off brand" radio of unand with no guarantee. The last two
pages are given over to an illustration of an
Atwater Kent set and to the coming broadcast
program. To illustrate, one of the leaflets recently sent out had on the front page a cartoon
of a dog with a fire-cracker tied to its tail. Above
was the caption, "It Is What's Behind You
That Counts." On the second page the following message appears:
"When you purchase a
radio, better look and see what is behind it. It
may be like the dog with the fire-cracker ready
Or it may
to blow up and leave you guessing.
be an Atwater Kent with a twenty-three-yearold factory behind it, as solid as the earth, with
service stations everywhere." Other captions in
the series read: "Why Take a Chance?" "Don't
Chase a Train That Has Gone," and "Why
Call for Help When No 'One Can Hear?"
tation rather than

certain quality

—

The Right
Advertising,

window

Sales Message

displays and other forms

designed with some
publicity must be
thought as to the kind of people the dealer inof

tends to reach. Certainly, where the dealer plans
to bring his products to the attention of people
to whom price is no object it would be foolish
to feature the cost of the merchandise to the
exclusion of those qualities that are more certain to influence the prospective purchaser. Har-

who operates several stores in Brookhandling talking machines, records and small

ry Parnes,
lyn,

musical instruments, as well as radio, caters to a

middle class clientele to whom price invariably
In other words,
is of more or less importance.
while quality of the product must be considered,
it is not the only factor that clinches a sale in
many cases. Consequently, prices of the various
objects comprising the window display are made
an important part of the exhibit. To make the
prices catch the eyes of passers-by without
cluttering the windows with huge price placards
the company is using a very cleverly designed
price tag about six inches wide and three or

putting his

The placard is black, gold
framed, and price markings are white.

best foot forward to reduce profits. It is business suicide to try to sell the public what it does

are synchronized
and no model is equipped
with this condenser until it is subjected
to exhausting tests in special devices built

to a hair's breadth

example of

striking

effecting a tie-up with the activities of a

that the

perfected Single Dial Set

four inches high.

I

As

a result the Shamrock Radio possesses
a degree of selectivity enjoyed by few

even the most expensive models.

Ask

for our "fair-play" dealers' plan.

Model

A

De Luxe Table Type
Perfected Sinscle Dial Control
Price $95
Slightly higher West of the Rockies

A
Makers

of

Famous

SHAMROCK STANDARD PARTS

SHAMROCK MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Main

Office

and Factory: 196 Waverly

Ave., Newark, N.

handsome cabinet of duotone Satin

finish French Walnut exquisitely desig^ned with space for double duty
Can be operated from
batteries.

house

current
equipment.

J.

1926

Dealer's Unusual Publicity

A

merchandise for

demand

15,

not want. This does not mean that the dealer
should not take advantage of the visits of customers to demonstrate other products with a
view to increasing the unit of sales and interesting patrons in products other than the ones
Ihey intended to buy.

—

establishments before the eyes of the public and
to this end has arranged a series of thirteen pro-

November

with

any

standard

NOVTMBER

15,
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PERRYMANiy RADIO
PE R

TUBES

RTH A Nfl

^^Distance without Distortion

99

Dealers Choice!

Perryman Radio Tubes are the choice
of

many

they

progressive dealers because

make more money on them.

First

they are standard in price and

of all

Secondly; they are

carry a full profit.

so exactly alike in operating character-

that they automatically

istics

in

any

made
under

match up

set.

Thirdly; they are so well

that

they deliver extra hours

hard

service

and

customers

repeat their purchases.

The
The

filaments

of

Ferryman

Radio Tubes with the patented
Ferryman bridge are doubled to
form a letter M. This twin connot only exposes a
greater area of filament surface,
but it doubles the area of electron emission and increases the
capacity of the tube. The real
result is a tube that does its apstruction

(r

'-

pointed work more easily, givwithout
greater volume
ing
Its longer life is a
distortion.
i

^;

distinct

The

Q

up with service costs which stole profits from dealers' tills.
Perryman tubes

They go out over

are service proof.

the counter into the tube sockets and

stay there.

Deal yourself a winning hand with a
stock of

Perryman

tubes.

economy.

clear

glass

demonstrating

tube shows the patented Ferryman Bridge which holds the
elements in place at the distance
of greatest efficiency.
jars or jolts

man

radio business has been cluttered

Ordinary

do not affect Perry-

Perryman Distributors
ped and ready
tubes,

to

are equip-

supply you with

advertising literature

and

helpful cooperation.

Tubes.

Patented June 22, 1926

FERRYMAN
LABORATORIES AND PLANT
NORTH BERGEN, N. J,

ELECTRIC CO.,
PERRYMAN

SALES AND EXECUTIVE OFFICES
33 W. 60th ST^ N. Y. C.

INC.
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Christmas Displays That Sell Merchandise
The Talking Machine Dealer Can Get His Share of the Holiday
Gift Money by Arranging Eye-Arresting and Seasonal Display
By W. Bliss Stoddard
There

nothing

is

like a cheerful

window, with

the Christmas atmosphere, to stimulate the sale
of

gift

Both phonographs and

merchandise.

radio sets sell

more quickly when

the display

suggests the pleasure given by these dispellers
of loneliness.

The Grand Leader,

Louis, Mo., showed a
upon the wall of which
was a huge white wreath, with red berries and
red ribbons. In the foreground was a radio set
with an easy chair drawn up beside it, and a
St.

section of drawing room,

reading lamp, with red silk shade close at hand.
A neat card, adorned with a spray of holly,

suggested "Give a Radio Set for Christmas."
Scruggs-Vandervoort-Barney, St. Louis, also
had a study scene with Oriental rug, tapestry
chair, table and reading lamp,- with an inlaid
Radiola cabinet prominently displayed and the
card of gray, with holly border, tetered in black
"From the Music Centre of St. Louis A Radio
for Christmas."

—

—

W. C. Munn Co., Houston, Tex., had on the
cream-tinted walls a long red silk curtain upon
which hung a large bas-relief head of Santa
Claus, surrounded by garlands of tinsel. At one
side was a cabinet radio set, with loud speaker.
Opposite it was an easy chair, with smoker's
set drawn up to it, while down front was a
basket filled with poinsettias. A card'suggested
"Will There Be a Radio in Your Home This
Christmas?"
The Goodall Piano Co., Houston, Tex., had
the floor covered with artificial snow, with small
evergreens set upright in it. Down front
was a cardboard house with lights inside. In
the rear was a cabinet talking machine. A ribbon ran from the house to the instrument and
card suggested "Have This Machine in Your
Home Christmas Morning." Scattered over the
snow were a number of records to each of
which was attached a spray of mistletoe or

A card suggested
"Don't Forget to Lay in a Supply of New
Records for the Christmas Day Entertainment."
The Houston Light & Power Co., Houston,
Tex., had seven windows all similarly decorated.
They were of the backless variety, permitting a
view of the large and cheerful salesroom. The
floor of each was covered with artificial snow,
in the center of which was planted a small
Christmas tree, laden down with tinsel and ornaments. The windows were framed in southern
smilax studded with poinsettias. The balcony
holly, or a big red poinsettia.

f^ockford
Hardware
The newest and best for
your every requirement
is included in the Rockford Line of Hardware.
A complete line more
than 300 items for pianos, phonographs and
radio cabinets. For bettering cabinet work and
cutting cost use Rockford Hard ware. Write today for samples of items

—

you

use,

and

catalog.

Rational Jsqck Co.,
Ilockford,Jlt.
U. S.A.

Cable Address

— Natlock

'Branch Sales Offices
Chicago, III.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Cincinnati, Ohio
Jamestown, N.Y.
Detroit, Mich.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Evansville, Ind,
Milwaukee, Wis.

GrandRapids,Mich.
High Point, N. C.
St.

Seattle,

Wash.

Sheboygan, Wis.

Louis, Mo.

How

chandising

—Dealers

The popularity
is

of

an accepted

in

Who

the

Atwater Kent radio
not in any one sec-

fact,

regularly by the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., from
dealers, as are stories telling of the methods employed by Atwater Kent dealers in placing the
Examreceivers in the homes of the public.
in the
cited
recently
ples of dealer's experiences

Atwater Kent house organ are here reproduced
In Sebastopol, Cal, which is a very small
town, W. S. Borba, local Atwater Kent representative, has to go out of town to thoroughly
exercise his salesmanship. Along the four-mile
highway running out of the town Mr. Borba
has sold at last account forty Atwater Kent

This
and, has not yet finished the job.
mile.
every
sets
to
m'akes ten Atwater Kent
In Antelope, Cal., a thriving town with a
population of eighty-nine people or just eighteen
families, Lauppe & Strader, who operate the
general merchandise emporium, sold sixty-two
sets

Atwater Kent

sets

during the current season.

The eighteen families are 100 per cent Atwater
Kent equipped and a set is playing continuousPost Office.
dealer without a store

ly in the

A

'

it

in

conjunction with

their

other

lines,

but

remind his patrons
that it should complement and not supplant the
phonograph. There is a wide variety of music
always "on the air," but on the other hand no
one can be sure of hearing their favorite songs
or instrumental pieces, rendered by their favorite
artists, just when they want them. But the posthe dealer should not

fail to

session of records of these selections gives them
the voice or the music whenever they wish.

This was the thought of the Wiley B. Allen
Co., when they arranged a series of little stages
On
in their window, with small cut-out figures.
one was shown a scene from grand opera "Carmen," on another that from a comic opera
"Pinafore," on a third a violinist giving a re-

and on a fourth a singer of vaudeville or
concert songs. Scattered about each stage were
records of grand and comic opera, ballads, violin,
piano and orchestral selections. The big window
was framed in holly and a number of the records
were shown in holly wrapper folders, a card in
cital,

frosted letters suggesting: "Get a Good Selection of Old and New Favorites for the Christ-

mas Holidays."

Many Parts of the Country Are Succeeding by Aggressive MerAre Overcoming Unusual Handicaps in Selling Receiving Sets

and, foi
lion, but throughout the entire country
that matter, throughout the world. Interesting
stories attesting this popularity are received

is

a rarity, but that

the status of George Alley, of Fulton, Ky.,
who sold more than $3,000 worth of Atwater
Kent sets in the past five months. Mr. Alley
is

moved and upon

Live Dealers Are Building Volume
Radio Business by Going After Sales

Atwater Kent Radio Dealers

receiver

one end of the salesroom had the railing rethe balcony was staged a
domestic scene that called instant attention to
radio.
It was the living-room on Christmas
morning. There was a big Christmas tree, hung
with tinsel and ornaments and illuminated with
many colored lights. Set on a table beneath the
tree was a radio and grouped about it in listening attitude were lifesize cut-outs of father,
mother, son and daughter. The radio was in
actual operation and could be heard by patrons
all over the main floor salesroom.
No one denies the fascination of radio. One
of the best proofs of this is the fact that most
of the reputable music houses are now handling
at

teaches in the local high school each day and

devotes his evenings and Saturdays to selling
radio.
He has no store; only a show window
rented

from

a

furniture

dealer.

All

of

the

given in the prospects'
homes in the evening.
From 50 to 75 per cent increase over last
year is the report received by the Atwater

demonstrations

are

Kent Mfg. Co. from Elliot
This dealer
Brookfield, Mo.
a

handicap, as he

is

Wade

Patrick,

of

working under
paralyzed from the hips
is

down as a result of an injury suffered in the
World War. His mother and a girl bookkeeper help him to the store and he employs
two outside men to follow up prospects.

Utah Radio Products Go. Introduces New Gone Speaker
The Utah Radio Products Co., Chicago, loud
speaker manufacturer, recently introduced a
new cone speaker said to possess the same
clear tonal features that have been symbolic of
Utah line of voice-reproducing
entire
the
Utah cone speaker is a free
new
The
units.
edge type, UVi inches high, weighing 3J4
pounds, beautifully designed in a golden brown
product, which retails for $16,
immediate favor wherever
won
have
said to
has been shown.

shade.
is
it

The new

The Talking Machine World,

New

York, November

15,

VAL PHONIC
he demand

for the

VAL PHONIC
reproducer
2;reater

is

than e^^er

anticipated.

We

knew we had
Constructed with a hand
hammered metal diaphragm, the - - - -

VAL PHONIC

produces

amazing

It

results.

brmgs

out clearly every detail of
the

new

electric

is

distmctn e — has plenty of

volume and
of blast
recognized.

The

is

good reproducer
^ ^ ^ that was
expected of us

process

The tone

records.

a

absence
immediately

the

"

"

and the

tre-

mendous response
it

has receiA^ed

is

price insures

plenty of profit.

most encoura2:in2;.
Have

you

tried

it ?

1926

—
November

15,
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Homes Without Radio

Millions of

or Phonographs

Sets
Offer Fertile Market

Interesting Illustration Which Recently Appeared in Stewart- Warner Publication Graphically
Sums Up the Situation as Regards the Retail Talking Machine and Radio Dealer

The accompanying
of

illustration

is

on a more profitable

interesting

—

two reasons it visualizes the large number
homes without talking machines and the even

for

number

larger

of

—

basis.

The

radio business

has become stabilized and dealers, handling the
right kind of radio merchandise, have a better

27

1924— Sets
Parts
Accessories

$175,000,000

Total
1926— Sets
Parts
Accessories

$449,000,000

Total

$520,000,000

^.SOO.000

new model

$225,000,000
75,000,000

230,000,000

9,300,000 Homes without Autos

Homes with Autos

37,000

1921

75,000

1922

150,000

1923

2,000,000

1924

3,000,000

1925

4,000,000

1926

5,000,000

Figures compiled by J. B. Hawley, chairman, statistical
committee. Radio Manufacturers' Association.

country do not own talking machines.
Naturally this great number of people may be
Then, too,
considered legitimate prospects.
since the introduction of the new instruments
and records, the market has been considerably
broadened by reason of the fact that many
people who now possess a talking machine of
the o]d style may be turned into live prospects
merely by bringing the new instruments to
of

74,000,000

200,000,000

1920

of the

Sales

$350,000,000

SETS IN USE BY YEARS

to the figures, about one-third of the families

attention.

150,000,000

Total

sets as

their

100,000,000

1925— Sets
Parts
Accessories

homes without radio receiving

compared with the number of families
owning automobiles. The illustration, which appeared in The Announcer, one of the dealer
Stewart-Warner
publications issued by the
Speedometer Corp., brings home the fact in the
strongest possible manner that there are plenty
of opportunities for retail talking machine and
radio dealers to cash in in a big way by making
According
a determined bid for sales volume.

$100,000,000

10.5>

16,300,000 Homes
without Phon05<rdphs

Homes

00,000

with Phonographs

Radio

Conducts
Practical Radio Glasses
Institute

The Radio

of America, 326 Broadwhich conducts classes in
radio communication and in practical work in
the merchandising and servicing fields, recently

way,

^j:>00,000

talking

Homes with Radio

?l.800.000Homes without Pddio

chance than at any time in the history of the
business to capitalize the opportunities for selling on a volume basis. Following is a comparative analysis of sets, parts and accessories in

machines also mean increased sales volume of
records and hence more profits for the dealer.
Less than one-quarter of the homes of the
country are supplied with radio, according to
the figures presented by the Stewart-Warner
Speedometer Corp. In other words, since radio
became popular several years ago and in spite of

use by years:

SALES BY YEARS

tremendous sales volumes rolled up by individual
retailers and the trade as a whole, the market
barely has been scratched. Also, a point worth
considering is that retailers have overcome many
of the problems incidental to radio merchandising and now are in a position to merchandise

1922— Sets
Parts
Accessories

$

Total
1923— Sets
Parts
Accessories

$ 46,500,000

Total

$120,000,000

5,000,000

40,000,000
1,500,000

$ 15,000,000
75,000,000
30,000,000

New

Institute

York,

inaugurated a special course of technical instruction for dealers, jobbers, salesmen and radio
service men. This course is given both in the
class
it

room

has for

sessions and by correspondence, and
purpose the imparting of knowltraining essential to anyone who
its

edge and
wishes to succeed in the selling and servicing
of radio.
The course consists of a series of
lectures beginning with simple principles of
electricity, magnetism and radio and continuing
on through practical radio up to the very latest
principle.
Meanwhile the resident students attend laboratory sessions in which they handle
practical radio work, including testing, troubleshooting, wiring, assembly, installation and
operation.

TWrOST any

Speaker brings you something of Radio's
joy but until youVe really beard a "Jewel Case''
witb its resonant tonal beauty, tonal completeness ^ naP

—

^^^

missed the fullest joy! Tliere are so many claims
only ask you this just believe your own ears whein you
listen to recreations of music.
ang, or singing so

uralnesS], yoii've

in Radio

we

satisfying
"The
Lantern

you scarcely

the living authors are

realize

many miles
7?

Velvet Radio Speakers
bring a definite contri^
bution to Radio repro»

duction

i'n

more than

mere beauty-^-for the rich

rounded vibrant tones
it's

"just as if

Hear

you were

at
your dealers I

A rich musical hachground for the tinkling pleasantries

it

of the card

game

— with the "Jewel Cose".

"The Jewel Case" is a
Sales

Department

THE ZINKE CO.
1323 S. Michigan Ave.
Chicago,

111.

Manufactured hy

THE BORKMAN RADIO CORP.
Salt

Lake

City,

Utah

Kalamazoo, Mich.

musical instrument
Supreme in tonal beauty and power
but it

—

is as well,

a beautiful

piece of handicraft.

No.

21— $45.00

—
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Radio Without Excessive Claims
Has Built Prof its and Eliminated Trouble

Selling
J.

Newman,

Stern Co., Cleveland, O., in Interesting Talk Tells How His
Refuses to Guarantee Long-distance Reception and Sales Have Increased

Newman,

of

November

1926

15,

distance reception, guaranteeing nothing beyond
fifty to 100 miles.
apparently but not actu-

We

ally lose sales

by

this.

What we

sell

stays sold,

however.

"Our position

Company

a logical onej

is

prospective customer that in selling

We

tell

him a

the

radio

we undertake to supply him with a standard
instrument which under most conditions will
perform with reasonable satisfaction. We explain to him that we can sell him the complete
installation but that we cannot sell him the
conditions surrounding it. To be sure, if we say
to a customer in answer to his question that
we do not know whether or not he will get
Chicago, he arches his eyebrows. He tells us
set

An

on "The Relationship
Between the Dealer and the Consumer" was
recently delivered by J. Newman, president of
interesting

talk

Newman,

Stern Co., of Cleveland, O., before
convention of the Ohio radio manufacMr. Newman, who
turers, jobbers and dealers.
has spent many years in the radio business,
stated that this relationship was not very
healthy and said in part: "Isn't it true that
at least twenty-five per cent of the purchasers
of radio sets are dissatisfied with their buy?
Doesn't one in four, at least, raise the very
deuce? Do you not have to resell your set to
him several times over? Exchange it replace
it
adjust it
excuse it service it renew it
the
the

—
— repair
"Isn't

—

—

it,

one, three or

most

—

all

—

of these things?

of this our fault?

Isn't the cus-

tomer 90 per cent justified in being a trouble
maker? Haven't we trained him to be one?
"For consider a minute, gentlemen, just what
we have done in this highly press-agented business.
We have been placing in the hands of
the lay public a device just out of the laboratory stage.
have been claiming for this
device a type of performance such as only
bearded professors skilled in laboratory manipu-

We

lation could scarcely obtain at will.

and ditchdiggers, public
of lawyers
accountants and plumbers we have delivered
our magic boxes, and to these miscellaneous
purchasers we have promised the bewitching
hands

music of Samarcand, fascinating lectures from
the University of Bonn and jazzy music from
Honolulu.

"Now

that radio

slowly but surely falling

is

into the legitimate channels of trade

we

are to

make

a

I

feel that

respectable business of this

What

can the dealer do to stabilize
the radio market and bring order out of chaos?
"In my own business we are solving the
problem.
At least we know what it is that
causes most of our troubles and we are working mighty hard to correct the situation. Here
is what I think: Our salesmanship has been too
good; we have oversold radio to the American
public; they wanted it too badly; we have been
shrewd salesmen but not morally good ones;
we have taken advantage, manufacturer and

industry.

SONocHJRDf

Into the

Blank Radio Co. will sell him the same
and guarantee Chicago.
Nine times out
of ten when we tell this customer that after
all we are selling the same set as the Blank
Radio Co., and we have nothing to lose by
making the guarantee, but that we would rather
that the

set

be truthful than make the job, he usually sees
our point.
"After all any one with a radio set in all except impossible locations to-day has his choice
of several good programs any time he wants
to hear them.
I say this is enough.
sell
our radio sets on this basis and they stay sold.
Our percentage of returns last year using this
method was the smallest in our history, and

We

the total

number

Oklahoma City

we

that the coast-totuning fable have
But are we doing
In my company

are.

"We

say to every customer that, regardless of
we do not guarantee long-

Its

—

That

of

Was

Most Successful Year

Sales Volume Each Month During Year Established New Record Business Volume Double

Same Period Last Year

Harrison Smith Co. Stages First Annual DisConvention Three Hundred Atwater
trict
Kent Dealers Present at Conclave

—

Oklahoma

them Sonochorde. For Sonochorde tone quality with its wealth

—

of volume
deep, rich and absolutely
faithful
is simply inimitable. And
Sonochorde beauty well, Sonochorde tells its own story.

—

—

a sample today. If
Sonochordc docs not equal
or exceed your expectations
we'll refund your money.

history of the organization. The sales volume
each month is setting a new record and business
is reported more than double that of the same

was held at the
Huckins Hotel and the day was given over to
business sessions and the presentation of the
new Atwater Kent line. Otto W. Taylor, H. T.
Stockholm, T. Wayne McDowell and F. M.
Miller, of the Atwater Kent organization, were
present, as well as representatives from the
Harrison
Pooley Co., also of Philadelphia.
Smith, head of the organization, reported the
convention was a huge success and stated: "I
am glad that we were able to gather the men in
Oklahoma City and I am looking forward to
manv more conventions of this character."

period

last

therefore,
is

on

BOUDETTE MFG.
CHELSEA

-

I
I

J

CO.
MASS.

-

CO.
Factory Sales Agents
42 Binford St.
S. Boston, Mass.

activities

are,

entire organization

its toes.

Harry W. Acton, general manager

of

the

Steel

Acton finding equally good needle business

in

Sidney Risser, Brilliantone steel needle sales
is back at headquarters following
a trip through the New England States, where
he reports big Brilliantone business. Mr. Risser
states that every day was a real order-taking
day throughout the trip, indicating dealer conrepresentative,

FLOOR

STANDARD
MODEL

Brilliantone

WALL MODEL

fidence in that territory.

how the back
every Sonochorde
protected against
possible injury.
Note
of
is

Eauipped
cxK^ and
ta-ssel.

6

with.-

heavy

decorative

Price $27

Irving P. Unger, of the Brilliantone sales staff,
has just returned from an eight weeks' tour of
Mr. Unger reports
the South and Southwest.
splendid general conditions throughout this territory and adds that from the Brilliantone angle

design of vmusual distinction.
Price with cord
$35

was

remarkable success.
After a few days spent at Brilliantone headquarters Mr. Unger started on another swing
through the Middle Western States.
particularly his trip

A

this city,

Kent dealers

Co.,

in its territory at the first

district convention.

The

annual

affair

this section.

HASTINGS ELECTRIC SALES

BACK VIEW

year.

numerous and the

Needle Co., found business
much to his liking on a recent visit to Philadelphia and immediately followed his trip to the
Quaker City by going to Chicago and the Middle
West. Reports from this territory show Mr.

"I

,

—

Okla., November 5. The
Atwater Kent distributor of
was recently host to about 300 Atwater
City,

Harrison Smith

Brilliantone

[Order

Distributor
Host to A-K Retailers

Brilliantone Steel Needle Co. of America,
sole
selling agent for Bagshaw needles, is
Inc.,
finishing one of the most successful years in the

The

Sell

largest

Brilliantone Go. Enjoying

nothing new. We all know
myth and the hairline
caused most of our trouble.
anything to combat it?

coast

Your Customers
Want Music

was the

the price of the set,

dealer alike, of a gullibility, bred by the excessive desire of the public. I am perhaps voicing

If

of sets sold

our history.
Our service department runs
with greater smoothness, our time payments
suffered less loss and the morale of the department was on a higher plane.
"After all, you and I know just how little or
how much a radio can do. That Miss Ederle
swam the English Channel once is no reason
why we can expect her to do it daily. Conditions of tide, wind, weather and what not,
entirely outside of her awn capabilities, will
govern her performance. Just so with radio.
That a set can receive two thousand miles on
one occasion by no means signifies that it will
do it the next time. Furthermore, it is by no
means significant that because it does it in one
place it will do it in another."
in

a

Stewart-Warner Earnings
The Stewart- Warner Speedometer Corp.
months ended September

ports for the nine

re30,

1926, net profit of $4,808,346 after depreciation.

Federal taxes, etc., equivalent to $8.01 a share
earned on 599,990 shares of no par stock. Net
profit for the September quarter was $1,686,531
after

above charges, equal to

$2.81 a share.

W. H. Lawton, manager of the Seattle,
Wash., branch of the Columbia Phonograph
Co., was in New York for a few days recently
on a visit to the executive offices of the company.

NO\-EMBER

IS,
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FACTS
you should know about

"B"

BATTERIES

In the production of Heavy-Duty 45-volt "B"
lished a

new standard

of

"B"

battery life

Eveready has

batteries

estab-

and economy.

Eveready Heavy-Duty 45-volt "B" Batteries
will outlast any Light-Duty 4S-volt "B" two
to one, regardless of the number and kind
of tubes

used!

Moreover

— though

lasting

twice as long, they cost only one-third more!

To cap the climax of "B" battery economy,
Eveready,

in the

production of Eveready

Eveready national advertising

is

quainting the radio public with these

"B"

ac-

facts.

Layerbilt No. 486, has perfected a Heavy-

Identify yourself

Duty "B"

economy educational campaign and build
up for yourself priceless good-will and a

battery of unequaled endurance

and dependability

—

positively the most

"B"

battery in service and satisfaction that

its

make no mistake in flatly recommending Eveready Heavy-Duty "B" Bat-

battery

reputation for giving your customers the

can

and especially Layerbilt No. 486, to
radio owners using normal voltages

ManufaitiireJ and guaranteed by

NATIONAL CARBON COMPANY,

teries,

New York

all

Atlanta

San Francisco
Kansas City

Chicago

will be selling the utmost in

—

"B" power dependability the lowest "B"
power first cost the greatest "B" power
D. C. (direct current)
operating economy
in its purest form, which insures pure tone.

—

Inc.

Canadian National Carbon Co., Limited, Toronto, Ontario

(45 to 135 volts).

You

this

most value for their money.

price can buy.

You

with

—

—

Tuesday night means Eveready Hour
9 P. M., Eastern
Standard Time, through the following stations:
WEAF-TVeiD York

w J AR-Providcnce

VJGN-Cliicago

woc-Davcnport

WEEi-Boston
WTAG-Worcester

WXAL-Pittsburgh
VJSM-Cincinnati
VITAU-Clevcland

vin-Philadclphia

WWJ-Detrnit

KSD-St. Louis

WRC-IF ashington

£V£RE\DY
Radio Batteries
-they sell faster
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Right Sales Methods Build Radio Profits
D. S. Spector, General Manager, Federal-Brandes, Inc., Analyzes
Opportunities of Profits in Radio and Gives Sales-Building Tips
The music merchant

an important factor in
His experience
in merchandising means of entertainment to the
public, the type of store which he operates, the
high grade of its personnel, his experience in
handling time payment sales, and his established
is

the chain of radio distribution.

place in the community make him a desirable
and important outlet for the radio manufacturer.
The past two years have proved that radio can
profitably be handled by the average music dealer who appreciates the difference between the
musical instruments he has been selling and

This realization

radio merchandise.

is

the delivery or even with the placing of the
instrument in the home of the customer.
A
dealer, simply as a matter of self-protection,
must see that all the elements comprising a
complete installation are properly working. The
antenna must be properly set up. The tubes must
be efficient.
The batteries must be in good
shape, and, above all, the customer must be

the

operation

of

the

come it.
As an example,

a

and after more or

less delibera-

tion decides to purchase a piano.

Outside of

sic dealer's store

being concerned with details of tone and cabinet
there is very little the dealer need do to
complete the sale. The piano is delivered to the
home and placed in a room. If the instrument
has previously been properly inspected as to
its tuning and the condition of the wood finish,
little if anything more is required except perhaps the business of collecting the bill.
The sale of a radio set docs not end with

from

make
more and

more

closely the sale of a piece of musical merchandise, such as a piano or phonograph, is of
vital importance to the music dealer and should

greatly appeal to him.

ers.

Models Reduce Trouble

The new radio models
making matters easier for the music dealThe single illuminated station selector,

such as
several

to the rescue!

is

used by Kolster Radio, instead of

makes the operation

of the set
In addition, the sturdy
construction now being followed in contrast
to previous years, such as mounting the "gang
dials,

practically automatic.

condensers" in die-cast aluminum frames that
hold the weight of two men, riveting parts
to the panels instead of using screws that may
come loose, and hanging the entire chassis in
a pressed steel frame, greatly lessen the chances
for anything to get out of order and practically reduce the servicing to the replacement
will

tubes and batteries at rare intervals.
a set's functioning and
the sturdier its construction, the less technical
knowledge it requires on the part of both the
dealer and the customer, and the less chance
there is for the customer to make mistakes
in its operation and be dissatisfied with the
of

The more automatic

results.

That

means

less

service

calls,

and

approaches the ideal of "sold over the counter."

D.
taught

how

S.

to secure

Spector

maximum

results

from the

The customer can no more be

installation.

left

to the tender mercies of the manufacturer's in-

struction

book than the purchaser

can be
automobile

bile

learn

how

left to

of an

automo-

the printed directions of the

manufacturer.

It

takes

time

to

to operate properly the average radio

and this should be thoroughly appreciated
by the music dealer, who in turn should convey

•set,

it

to his customer.

The music that fills the home as a result of
the purchase of a piano depends upon the customer, or whoever plays the piano.
If the
sounds are unpleasant to the ear, the customer
does not complain to the dealer.
But not so with a radio

finish,

are

set.
If the sounds
unpleasant or are imperfectly reproduced,

the dealer

is

some evening,
a

called in to service his sale.
a set refuses to function

If,

due to

worn-out battery or a disconnected wire, the
is notified and a service man who under-

dealer

stands radio sets of that type is sent to locate
the trouble. The more complicated the set, the

Single control receivers help the music dealer
considerably, reducing .the period of instruction

almost nothing by making it difficult for the
customer to tune incorrectly and by removing
the necessity for experienced manual control of
several dials on the part of the customer.
Importance of Correct Design
The correct design of such important radio
receiver elements as "gang condensers" is also
to

of vital importance.
If properly designed, this
element, the heart of the system, may then be
considered by the customer to be practically
non-existent, thereby eliminating service de-

mands on

Here's one good selling point to remember about
the Octacone Speaker. You can knock or drop it,
accidentally or otherwise, on a concrete floor if you
wish, and it still will reproduce just as clearly and
sweetly as it ever did. If you have your doubts as
to the value of this selling feature try the same experiment with any other six speakers.

Company
J.

by unsatis-

chandising background.
Further, the proper design of radio circuits
together with the improved design of such details as sockets and their cushioning, which are
to be found on the market this year, can to
some extent make up for lack of absolute uniformity in radio tubes. They therefore do not
(Continued nit fane 32)

Slightly higher
west of the Rockies

Licensed Under Frank E. Miller,
Patent Numbers 1,190,787, 1.220,669,
1,294,137.

727 Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark, N.

the music dealer, caused

factory tuning after the sale and installation are
completed, which is not a part of his mer-

(6)(gTp#^
Pausin Engineering

differ

follows that anything which tends to

It

are

instrument.

customer walks into a mu-

must

the radio sales routine approximate

New

of funda-

Therefore, he has not been confronted with the
requirements of the completion of the sale,
such as servicing, so vitally important in radio.
The Problem of Servicing
There are merchants who are accustomed to
servicing their sales. The electrical dealer and
the automotive dealer are only two of many
who are experienced in the work of selling merchandise requiring installation and perhaps upkeep, and who are thoroughly familiar with the
requirements.
The automotive dealer appreciates the importance of the correct functioning
of every part of the automobile both before and
after it is turned over to the customer.
He
knows well that there are plenty of reasons why
an automobile will not function properly at
times.
He also knows that the customer will
come to him for a remedy in such a case, and
he is prepared. The same is also true of the
electrical dealer and his merchandise.
But the
music dealer has not had that experience.
Under these circumstances, it is to the advantage
of the music dealer who desires to become a
permanent factor in the radio distributing system to appreciate the difficulty in the requirements of radio sales and how he can best over-

his fund of information

that of a music dealer.

Now

mental importance.
The music dealer is accustomed to selling
merchandise requiring no installation, no delicate balancing of elements for its successful
operation, and no problems extraneous to, but
affecting,

more

Other Patents Pending.

November

15,
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The New
DETECTOR

Super-Sensitive

Type GXS-200A

for
distant reception and
weak sipnals equal-

—

ly

remarkable results

on local stations— not
criticalin adjustment.

Price $5.00

engines develop maxinnum
of 100,000 horsepower.

Your Customers Want More Power
Qold Seal Power Tubes Meet This Ever Increasing

EVERYBODY

is asking for power tubes. All the
sets are wired for this equipment. Power
tubes can be used in the older sets with an adapter.

new

Cash in on this growing demand right now. Gold Seal
power tubes are made in all the popular types, including GSX-210, and 216-B, the most powerful type sold

And

like all

Demand

GOLD SEAL

tubes, they are

made

right,

and guaranteed right. They will increase
your sales, your trade and your profits.
Insist on genuine GOLD SEAL Radio Tubes
Standard for all sets.
sold right

commercially.

—

If not obtainable from your jobber, write us for
.particulars of our attractive dealer proposition

Gold Seal
Radio Tubes
Jobbers ! Some desirable territories still open. Full Protection. Write for particulars.

GOLD SEAL ELECTRICAL

TypeGSX-ii6B

Type GSX-171

High power

tubes for use in last
stage of audio amplificatioQ give
increased volume.
Price $6.00

Look for the rtd box

Type GSX-iii

For use in battery eliminators to

—

rectify

alternating current
advantageous in sirpplyingthe higher
current required by power tube

equipped

sets.

LiJt Frici $7.50

CO., INC., zso

High power tubes for use

PARK

AVE.,

NEW YORK

Types GSX-ioia
in last

stage of audio amplification give
increased volume.

The popular general purpose
for amplifier or detector.

and high

efficiency.

Pr/cf $6.50

Pr/c?$i. 00

Look for the red box

Look fortbt blue box

ALL STANDARD TYPES

type,

Longiifc

Type GSX-Hy-Mu
For use only in the popular resistance coupled amplification, highly
efficient in this

system.

Pr/«, $4.00

—
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Radio Trade Ass'n
Holds Election of Officers

Pacific

Ernest Ingold Heads New Body of Officers
Campaign to Raise $25,000 for Broadcast Programs Brought to Successful Close

San Francisco,

Cal.,

November

4.

—At

the an-

nual meeting of the Pacific Radio Trade Association held here last month Ernest Ingold,

president of Ernest Ingold, Inc., was elected
president for the coming year. Mark E. Smith
was elected vice-president and W. J. Aschen-

brenner, secretary-treasurer.
The balance of the Board

of

E.

J.

condition of this pioneer radio association. The
report of the show committee, Mark E. Smith,
chairman, showed a tremendous increase in interest and attendance during the last exhibition.
The report of Charles Musladin indicated that

year with all bills paid
and with a cash balance of nearly $20,000 in the
the association closed

its

Perhaps the outstanding item of interest

in

was the announcement

of

the president's report
the

feeling of the association

successful

conclusion

of

the

association's

to raise a fund of $25,000

listeners in order to put

on the

is

that the en-

industry on the

Coast will be immeasurably strengthened and selling helped by
broadcasting of this type and character which,
in Pacific Coast circles, still lies in the future.
radio

Announces Change
The members

from radio

air the series of

of

the

of

Name

American Fair Trade

League, which includes nearly a thousand leading manufacturers and distributors doing business throughout the United States, have voted,
almost unanimously, to substitute the word "Association" for the

word "League"

in

the

name

15,
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Omaha Fada Dealers Attend
Two-Day Annual Convention
Meeting Held Under Auspices of Storz-Western
Auto Supply Co., Fada Distributor New
Models Displayed and Plans Discussed

—

—

Neb., November 4. A two-day meeting
Fada radio dealers was held here recently
under the auspices of the Storz-Western Auto
Supply Co., Fada distributor for the territory.
Arthur Storz, head of the firm, is also president
of the Omaha Radio Trades Association.
The
first day of the meeting was devoted to a conference attended by the distributing and factory
organization men. R. P. Van Zile, manager of
the Fada Chicago branch, discussed problems
regarding the franchised dealers and merchandising policy of F. A. D. Andrea, Inc.
H. E.
Anderson, of the Nebraska Farmer, addressed
the gathering on radio farm-paper advertising.
The second day of the session was marked by
the attendance of dealers from the eastern half

Omaha,

of

of the

of the organization.

the

Storz-Western

Inspection of

territory.

new Fada models, and

a luncheon, with ad-

Moves

dresses by Mr. Storz and Mr. Van Zile, featured the second day. A banquet in the evening
closed the meeting.

Payne's Music
S. C, November 6.
Columbia dealer, recently moved to its
new and larger quarters which were formerly
occupied by Phillips & Crew. The store hasbeen completely renovated and is most attrac-

Right Sales Methods Insure Profits From Radio

Payne's Music Store
Greenville,

treasury.

campaign

The
tire

Directors in-

Koepke, J. A. Ramsey, Wilbur
Jackson, Major Nathan Levinson, E. A. Portal, Robert Eastman and H. W. Dickow.
The reports of the Radio Show Committee,
retiring President Arthur Halloran and VicePresident Charles Musladin, reilect a remarkable
cludes

twenty-one complete concerts by the entire San
Francisco
Symphony Orchestra, numbering
eighty to one hundred pieces, the concerts being given each Sunday over a period of twentyone weeks. The concerts are to be broadcast
by KPO, KGO and by wire connection from
the bay region to be broadcast also by KFI
Leo J. Meyberg had charge of
at Los Angeles.
the association's active solicitation for funds
through a system of teams.

NOV'EMBER

Store,

—

(Continued from page 30)

tive.

have to be matched, and the replacement of a
dead tube is simply a matter of purchasing a

new one.
The calibration

of tuning scales in meters
wavelength is for the same reason also of great
importance to the music dealer, as it tends to

make the operation of the set more automatic.
The simplification of other elements, such as
the inclusion of tested loud speakers in the cabinets, the provision of space for batteries and
the availabihty of various types of practically
automatic battery chargers and battery eliminators, all tend to make a radio installation more
nearly like a piano installation.

Trend Toward Simplicity
This trend toward simplicity is of great importance to the music dealer.
A radio installation may never reach the simplicity of
a piano installation, but if the music dealer is
careful to handle the types of radio sets which,
because of their construction, best fit into his
business experience with the least necessity for
such a radical change as extensive servicing,
there is no question but that music dealers will
find the business of selling radio receivers

and more

An
last

more

profitable.

was made along these lines
Great strides have been made since

excellent start

year.

This year's models of the leading manshow the results of careful thought
over these problems. In the future the troublesome elements, from the viewpoint of tlie music dealer, will be still further reduced a-nd
while the radio installation will always require
a certain amount of watching it will be quite
nominal if the points I have discussed are conthen.

ufacturers

sidered

when

Special

the dealer selects his radio stock.

Number

of

Crier Tells of
A

special

campaign

Town
Ad Drive

number

of

the

Town

house organ of the Radio Corp. of America, has been issued describing in detail the
impressive national advertising campaign which
R C A is conducting this season. It is strikingly
illustrated in color with reproductions of various
magazine, newspaper and billboard advertisements, with direct window display material and
Crier,

dealer help stunts.

The Duffie-Freeman Furniture

Co.,

Atlanta,

recently added the Atwater Kent line of
radio products. C. W. Jordan is in charge.
Ga.,

—
November
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IF
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as yet, stocked
Farrand Speakers,
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your distributor

get in

Listen to the

Jan who
owns

one.
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store that
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them!

AT ONCE.
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selling speaker.
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Atlas Cases for You, Too
Phonograph manufacturers have been enjoying the advantages
Atlas Plywood Packing Cases for years.
not long in following their example.

of

Radio manufacturers were

Neither could fail to recognize the perfect protection Atlas Cases
give their instruments, the ease with which they are assembled, their
fine' appearance, nor the freight saving effected by their lightness in
weight. And Atlas Packing Cases will show you the same things.

Try some.

THE W^EIGHT " S/IVE F'REIGHT

ATLAS

CORPORATIOTV

;I>X;YWOOi>;

PARK SQUARE BUILDING, BOSTON, MASS.
New York
90

American Bosch Radio Line
Stewart-Warner Displays
Show^n at Dealers' Meeting
Receive Praise of Dealers
Beautiful Settings for Effective Presentation of

Stewart-Warner Radio Products Created by

Company

for the Dealers'

Chicago, III., November
of the radio division of

5.

Use

— One

of the policies

the Stewart-Warner

Speedometer Corp., which has won enthusiastic
praise from dealers throughout the country, has
been the creation of beautiful and artistic win-

Weber-Rance Corp. Displays Line at October
Meeting of Talking Machine and Radio Men
Officials of American Bosch Co. Speak

The feature of the October meeting of the
Talking Machine and Radio Men, Inc., New
York, held at the Cafe Boulevard on WednesOctober 13, was the display of the
American Bosch Magneto Co. radio products,
consisting of two models of receivers, two
speakers and a battery eliminator. The WeberRance Corp., metropolitan distributor for the
line, was in charge of the display.
W. F. Potter,
chief radio engineer of the Bosch organization,
day,

gave an interesting talk, pointing out to the
assembled dealers the outstanding features of
Louis Gruen, sales manager of the
the line.
manufacturing company, also spoke, explaining
the merchandising policies and plans of the
company and the selling points of the American
Bosch line.

An
dow

Artistic

Stewart-Warner Display

are made by the Display
company and which are loaned

displays which

Division of the

to dealers for a period of time for a small rental.
These displays are made of the highest quality

materials and are artistic to the extreme. They
form a background for the showing of StewartWarner radio receivers which reflects the quality
of the product.

The accompanying

hand-painted panels

illustration

of

the

most

very attractive colorings.

in

Fingertips are shown touching the dial on the
world, and revolving about the world, picturing

At

radio.

of

enjoyment

available

through

two small wrought-iron lamps with banners
These
carrying the Stewart-Warner shield.
banners and floor mats are of satin and gold
Two small and
fringe and black embroidery.
one large wrought-iron benches with red mohair
tops are furnished with the display. The title
of this display is "A World of Enjoyment at

Your Fingertips."
The displays are
damage

is

built

cases

experienced

in

are
in

series

made

of ten

so that

and
little

routing them about

the country from one dealer to another.
"W. L. Stensgaard,

manager

of

the Display

Stewart-Warner Speedometer
Corp., states that this service has met with
hearty accord among distributors and dealers
and the demand is beyond what the company
can supply. About two hundred displays are
Division

now

in

of

the

service.

McCormick Building

RCA Poster Service

Is

Popular With the -Trade
Dealers Featuring the Posters Regularly
Their Window Displays Seasonal Appeal
Proving a Sales Stimulator

Many

—

in

Judging by the many letters being received
by the advertising department of the Radio
Corp. of America, RCA authori7.ed dealers are
keenly alive to the many possibilities for capitalizing the unique Nickel-A-Day poster service

Some
instituted several months ago.
reguthem
featuring
that
besides
write
dealers
larly in their windows they are taking full
advantage of the seasonal appeal portrayed in
the art panel by using it as a sales objective
toward which they direct their circular mailings

that

was

tie-in their newspaper adOthers write that they are using the
colored paintings as the motif around which

and with which they
vertising.

they build the rest of their display.

Still

others

M. L. Miller, vice-president of the WeberRance Corp., outlined his company's plans for
the formation of a service school which will be
open to all dealers regardless of whether they
carry the Bosch, Ferguson or Crosley lines,
which are distributed by Weber-Rance. The
school will hold sessions for three or four
nights a week and dealers will have the opportunity of learning the technicalities of radio.
Unusual features are being arranged for each
session.

Arthur U. Stork was elected to membership
the association and S. A. Schutta, Jack Leahj-,
Louis Berton and William Hancock, all of the
National Carbon Co., were elected as associate
members.
The next meeting of the association will take
place on November 30, at which gathering the
Dalrymple-Mishler Radio Corp. will exhibit the
Hartman line of radio products for which it is
distributor.

either side of the central figure are

special shipping

649

in

recent of the displays created by the company
is typical of those now in use. The center threepanel screen is of wrought iron and contains

many forms

Chicago Office

Office

West Broadway

Fada Radio Receiver Used
in

Hog

Galling Contest

A recent event of unique interest was the
National Hog Calling Contest which was sponsored by the Omaha Radio Trades Association
during the recent annual radio show in that city,
in view of the fact that radio played a leading
role.
The object of the contest was to select
the best hog caller, and a Fada 8 tube set and
The hog callers
speaker was the winner.
worked in the Crystal Studio at the radio show
and tuned in on the Fada receiver which was
set on a farm about eight miles in the country.
The Fada 8 and speaker were strong enough
to call the hogs in from all over the 160-acre
farm, reproducing distinctly the weird succession of sounds that causes hogs to respond.

RCA

Attractive

Posters

write that their windows are receiving greater
attention from the public than ever before and
are

now

a real sales aid.

The Nickel-A-Day

art display service

means

$18 a year the
dealer is provided with three substantial frames
into which are fitted each month for the period
that for five

cents

day

a

or

of a year the current set of attractively colored,

hand-executed

art

panels.

A

model window

display of the current set of posters is illustrated herewith.
"Already," according to Pierre Boucheron, advertising

manager

dealers have

of

RCA,

signified

"several

thousand

their belief in

a timely

an effective piece of sales promotion by sending in their subscriptions to the
Nickel-A-Day service. And as many thousand
were subsequently convinced that the small daily
outlay involved was more than justified in the
added attention focused on their products "by
It would cost an art collector
this means.
$12,000 to possess the originals by the noted
artist C. E. Millard, but by bearing a .substantial part of the cost the Radio Corp. is enabled
art display as

to

offer

this

approximates

service

to

five cents

its

dealers

a day."

for

what

:
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Empire Universal Tone Arms and Reproducers
"The

specifications

Height from motor
board to top of tone

arm

SYs inches. Inside diameter at base is
1 13/32 inches. Outside
diameter of base flange
is

is

ly/s

inches.

Length

from turntable center
to center of horn hole
on motor board is 9J/2
inches.

STANDARD

of the

INDUSTRY

It is now a recognized fact that
there are three things necessary to
obtain the best results from the new
electrically cut records.
These are
the reproducer, a
taper tone arm and the long amplifying chamber.

LIST PRICES
Tone Arm Only

CONTINUOUS

The

unit

illustrated

Nickel

when

above,

$ 7.50

Oxidized
Gold

8.00
8.50

Complete as Shown

used with a long amplifying chamber, embodies these points, and has
been scientifically designed to meet
the latest achievements in the

Nickel

$12.50

Oxidized
Gold

13.00
13.50

science of acoustics.

Order sample

f

test it out.

It will

win you on

its

merits.

Empire Tone Arms Are Used by Carryola
THE EMPIRE PHONO PARTS

CO.

10316 Madison Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio
W.

Established in 1914

To Manufacturers

of

J.

McNAMARA,

President

New-Type Phonographs

Our new Orthophonic type Reproducer

is

Tone, volume and quality unsurpassed. Don't contract for your Reproducer
requirements until you have seen and heard
ready.

ours.

Ask

for Special Proposition

UNIQUE REPRODUCTION
M/rs.
32 Union Square

o/.

CO.

Reproducers

New York
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<Jhe Largest Makei^ afPoiiable

PORTABLE
Selling Season isNowHere
DURING

Holiday season, retail merchants will sell more
portable phonographs than at any other period during the en-

tire year.

1.

Here

The

are the reasons:

portable today has

ment
2.

the

this,

for the

Portables

sell

home

come

at a

into

its

own

as a musical instru-

popular price.

quickly and easily, and in most instances for

cash.
3.

Selling

portables

business.
'

The

is

the

surest

way

to

expand cash record

Every portable buyer can afford a

real

selection

of records.

on the market

Carryola Master.
It sells
most easily because the public has read about it in the large national
magazines. And when it's sold, it stays sold, because of its many ex~
finest

portable

is

the

elusive features.

The

"Master" today is attractively embossed and decorated
brushed) in striking color contrast. What an eye value! What a
appeal!
Make your plans for the big selling season!

Garryola Gdmpanyo/America

647 Clinton

Street

MilwauRee,Wisconsin

(air-

sales
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Pkonogmphs in ihe World!

(arryola

Raster

xader cfa line that always sells
PROFIT

by showing the full line of Carryolas. The marYour volume is unlimited. The selling
gin is ample.
qualities have been proven.
There can be no question, "wi
they sell?"
And how they sell
It is a fact that they do sell.
at this
It

is

a

season!

complete

line.

steady, repeat business.

buyer with the smaller
Flapper for those that

The Carryola Master for
The Carryola Cub for the
pocket-book. The Carryola
demand something different.

Build your holiday plans around this mighty
Make the Carryola Master your leader.
line.
Do the job adequately and realize properly.
Resolve to "cash in" right now during the big
Write to your nearest Carryola
selling season.
Jobber,

or

to

us.

Carryola G)mpanyo/America.

647 Clinton

Street

MilwaukecWisconsiti

!
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Interior of the Sampson store at Boise.
Note the
attractive up to date layout
the Gulbransens dis-

—

played at the
President

Mr.

store' s entrance.

and Founder

C. B. Sampson,

of this company, is

shown

Beside hitn, Mr. W. C.
Carnes, Secretary-Treasurer and Manager

seated at extreme

left.

{Photos by Johnson

& Son, Boise, Idaho)

TheSampsonMusic
Company' s central
store at Boise has a
}0 foot frontage at
9;/ hiain St. Onehalf the window
space is given over
t]

Gulbransen disBy sellmgthe

play.

QUALITY

idea,

this store has estab-

a leadership
that can never he
icon on PRICE and
lished

TERM"

Four stores ^ /
and still ^rowin
business

Idaho's largest music house demonstrates
the wonderful success possible with this

—

—

A

name. Andtoday the

importance in the

How

"As we look back, it
was a revelation," says
Mr. Sampson. "We were
glad to deal with a house
doing business on a one-

come

just

as

since

was

healthy

chartered in 1906. As the capital of Idaho
and the trade center of the surrounding fruit growing, agricultural and
mining country, it is the city of chief

"No

fidently feature.
plete variety of

Sampson Music
one of the

many beautiful sho IV spots in Boise

the leader in Boise
and the surrounding territory, but the
largest music house in the entire state.
Ten years ago, C. B. Sampson
thought that he'd "try" the Gulbransen. He had been reading Gulbransen advertising. He was attracted
by its simple statement of fact, its

growth ever

that

our

it

first

state.

was

it

done?

small part of our success has
to us because we tied to a line

we thought was right. Ever since
order, we have been proud to

first

advertise the fact that ours

is

a Gul-

we

our customers.
"Here was not merely
one piano, but a whole
line that we could con-

ing the Sampson
Company's good
State Capitol Bui

has enjoyed a good,

city

were doing business with

company arefurther-

Company is not only

room growth for any retail business.
With a population of 2.5,000 this

Finds immediate success

price basis,

A

commodels

at standard prices to appeal to all classes of trade

"Year by year our business has been
growing steadily. Last year our Gulbransen sales were 71% better than

—

'

This successful business that the
stores have developed is the
result of intelligent planning and
salesmanship. For Boise itself as a
city is not the type to furnish mush-

announcement of a then revolutionary
method of selling pianos. Forin those
days, for a manufacturer to announce
a one-price policy backed by national
advertising was an entirely new idea
in the piano business. Sampson liked
it. It was just the way he had always
tried to do business in his own store.
So he wrote out a trial order for one
Gulbransen Registering Piano.

"Sampson Music Company," known
hundreds of miles around for its policy
of "One Price A Square Deal."
Eighty miles to the northwest at
the neighboring town of Weiser
there's another Sampson [store. One
hundred and fifty miles away, to the
southeast, there's another at Twin
Falls. And again, another branch at
Nampa, twenty miles to the west!
Through all southern Idaho
the Sampson Music Company's four stores have won
an enviable reputation for
their way of doing business.
In more than 1,000
homes the Gulbransens sold by this one

going to break all records.

Sampson

one definite sales plan
In the heart of Boise's business district a huge electric sign flashes out,

is

the year before
157 pianos as against
the previous year's sales of 91. And
judging from indications for the first
ten months of this year, our 1916

Just outside of Boise

is the

Arrowrock

Dam,

the highest in the world, ^48 feet. It is the
most important link in the wonderful Boise-

Payette irrigation system upon which depends
the greater part of southern Idaho' s agricultural prosperity

.

.
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G. J. Tiss, manager of the Weiser branch, looks after sales in this
nearby toivn of some ),ooo population. Note the service roadster ivith
its

labor-saving cartage device

THE SAMPSON STORES DOn't WAIT FOR BUSINESS TO COME IN. WHEN
A GOOD LEAD HAS BEEN DEVELOPED, A GULBRANSEN IS TAKEN OUT
TO THE prospect's HOME AND THE SALE IS ALREADY HALF MADE.'

K. Logan is manager of
Sampson branch at Tivin
falls, a toicn of 8,000 population. The company's branch
the

system of distribution

is

imprinted with our name.
"Thus we cash in on the Gulbransen national advertising that our
prospects read in the magazines going
into their homes. And we know that

of

immense advantage in giving
prompt and efficient service

this combined advertising is a wonderful help in our daily selling."

You can make more money
with this plan

The Sampson stores, like those of all
other successful Gulbransen dealers,
are daily meeting the same sales problems that you will find in practically
every American town from coast to
coast. Not only meeting them, but
overcoming them building profits
through the use of one of the finest
sales plans that has ever been offered
the retail piano trade by any manu-

—

C. B.
"Success

is

Sampson

says

facturer.

—

assured the merchant who

onesquare-deal policy set by the
Gulbransen Company and other successful manufacturers and dealers.

really follows out the spirit of the

price,

"Price and terms are pretty stale
arguments. Too often they are the chief
resource of a merchant selling inferior

musical goods

"Talk up

W. E. Patterson, branch manager of the
Sampson store at Nampa, supervises the company' s "One Price A Square Deal" policy

—

town of 8,joo. Here, as in all the
stores, the manager is in constant touch
with the home office

in this

other

the value of music in the

home, the quality of the instruments
you're selling.
"Point out to your prospects the wonderful enjoyment and educational value
of a piano. Tell the folks the truth
they'll stick by you.

and

"Our house is a Gulbransen instituWe' re proud to advertise the fact,
proud to let the public know that our
tion.

bransen institution and that all our
stores feature the Gulbransen.
"People in this part of the country
know the Gulbransen through its national advertising. This advertising
has been of inestimable value in backing up our selling. People have increased confidence when they buy a
Gulbransen because they know that
everybody pays the same price for the
same model. They know that they
are getting a wonderful instrument in
a fair and square deal."

four stores feature the complete Gulbransen line
'

that once we put a piano in the home,
the sale is half made. We have a fleet
of trucks and Atwood loaders and we
put them to good use.
"Last year, I should say that about
four out of five of our sales were closed
outside the store yes, just about
80%. That's the result of going out
after the business.

building more business for yourself.
gives you the actual material with
which to work, gives you full instructions how to carry out each step.
If you yourself are not satisfied with
your present business, if you are not
getting the success you think your
efforts deserve, write for further information about this new way of selling. You owe it to yourself to find
out the complete details.
Simply fill out and mail the coupon.
Without the slightest obligation on
your part, we shall be glad to send
you full information.
It

Gulbransen Company, Dept. T.M.W.
West Chicago Ave., Chicago, 111.

3232

send me complete information
about vour sales plan.

Please

—

"But with

The actual selling
"We have six men outside selling all
the time, and three inside who are
always ready to meet an outsidecall,"
says Mr. W. C. Carnes, manager of
the main store in Boise. "We figure

Actually it is more than a plan. It
summarizes the experience of hundreds of successful Gulbransen dealers.
But more than a summary, it offers
you the carefully developed means of

our selling,

Name

we

never
are
fact
that
we
building
overlook the
good will. People read our attractive
Gulbransen advertisements in the
morning and evening newspapers.
They receive the mailing pieces that
the Gulbransen Company furnishes us
all

Street

City

State

.

.
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You can make

a fine big clear profit
—in additional business without lifting a hand or disturbing your present sales program!
Simply by cooperating with us and taking the business we bring to you!
live dealers!

—

Our men

are out now building profitable business for dealers in
They go right out and get it! Every
southern territory.
sale is turned over directly to the dealer with whom we are
working. You, too, can "cash in" on these profits.

the

SUPERPHONIC

We Do

the Selling/

We do the selling for you! We even finance the business for you,
wish!
We bring the merchandise to you. All you have to do
the

you

if
is

fill

orders.

1/ou 3ake the Profits/
No.

CABINET TYPE

1

You make a clear 40% profit without disturbing your regular business.
We're not asking you to handle our line. We will sell it for you. We
bring you a ready made sales organization of proven ability. They will
f(5r
you our famous line of nationally advertised portables, and
sell
models.

larger

OurJHatchless Cooperation/
We

are with you in every step.
Our
out exactly as represented.

have
ness

tried
it

it

are

outspoken

in

You

will

find

co-operation

is

our proposition works
thorough.
Those that

their enthusiasm for the actual,

new

busi-

has brought to their stores.

—

on the other page, what a few dealers who have profited through
us think of our proposition and our co-operation.

Read

No.

2

CABINET TYPE

MASTER

CUB

BUDDY

SOUTHERN ALUMINUM COMPANY
NEW
515 CONTI STREET

(INCORPORATED)

ORLEANS, LA.

,

:
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ForliweDealen/
— there

Live dealers can clean up hundreds to thoubetter opportunity than this!
you can keep, too^ and all velvet, all exbusiness
that
immediate
business
sands of dollars
tra business you'll never get unless you are alive and act NOW!

was never

a

—

in

—

ReadWhatUheseBealei/'sSay/
then send for fwll potrticulars
".

Globe Furniture Co., Inc., Washington, D. C:
your crew of salesmen have added
new customers to our present large list, in
.

.

.

491

addition to the large n urn her that our own men
sold, due to the publicity and influence of your
should we have another specialty
sale in the near future, which we are contemplating", we hope it will be our good luck to have
you with us again."

men

,

.

,

Tampa Furn.

Inc.,

Co.,

Tampa,

Fla.

"The

:

Southern Aluminum Co. has been putting on
these sales for us at different times for the past
five or six years. This last sale, the sixth, we
believe to be about the best yet."

—

Cunningham & White, Madera,
wish

Calif.

:

"We

campaign was one of the
cleanest, most satisfactory and pleasantest that
we have ever gone through."
to

state that

this

Exchange

Furniture Co., Jacksonville, Fla.:
"Before your crew commenced the sale we
thought that they would be doing well if they
sold 100 machines.
However, as you know, they
delivered 216 in the two weeks they were here.
This is our third sale by you within the past
eighteen months."

"We sold in
Hobbie Bros. Co., Roanoke, Va.
neighborhood of 165 machines, of which 125
were accepted by our credit department. At this
we have had six repossessions, and one
t ime
skip.
The machines have been found to be very
satisfactory and we are waiting for a reorder
shipment of twenty-four machines."
:

the

Bulman Furn. Co., Little Rock, Ark.: "We
are highly pleased with the way the sale has been
Your crew sold and delivered 351
conducted.
machines

satisfied

to

customers."

Vickers & Mann, Brunswick, Ga.
"Your crew
made twice as many sales as we really anticipated.
We are well pleased with their efforts."
:

& TJnd. Co., Buckhannon, W. Va.
recommend your proposition to any
one who wants business."
Poling Furn.

"We

heartily

Walker Furn. Co., Houston, Texas:
"Last
spring the Southern Aluminum Company conducted a sales campaign for us on Portable Phonographs and placed over six hundred accounts on
our books."
Amite Furniture Co., Amite, La.: "Have just
completed a most successful sale of one hundred
and fifty Musicphones.
We feel that this opens
up a new era of 'REAL BUSINESS' for our

Kldd-Frix, Concord, N. C.
"It is much to our
the sale of Musicphones, which has
been conducted by your crew, has come to a
close, because we will not be seeing the large
number of orders coming in every day, bringing
in new customers and new friends. The sale has
been conducted in a high-class and thoroughly
business-like manner throughout."

store."

regret that

Camden Furn. Co., Camden, S. C:
"We do
not know of any other method that will equal
that as conducted by your high-class sales force
for getting new business.
Secured some of the
best business in the town for us and left the
trade the best satisfied of any sale we have ever
held."

Traders Furniture Co., Lakeland, Fla.:
"Your
crew delivered one hundred and ni net y -four Musicphones in two weeks. We feel quite sure that
we have placed a number of good customers on
our books that we might not have reached in

G. B. Summer & Sons. Newberry, S. C: "We
are pleased to advise that the sale of 'Phonographs' closed for us by your representatives
was satisfactory in every respect."

any other way."

"You
J, R. Herrin's Music Store, Herrin, 111.:
have just completed a most satisfactory sale for
us.
I placed with your crew manager an order
for forty additional machines."

:

^

Wallace & Allen Furniture Co., Birmingham,
"We are frank to say that we were agreeably surprised at the volume of sales and good
class of accounts secured for us.
We feel that
your plan will be beneficial to any installment
dealer who is interested in increasing his busiAla.:

ness."

Grant Furniture Co., Tallahassee, Fla.:
"Your
crew of four men have just completed their campaign for us in which they sold 65 machines. This
we consider very good as we had no idea they

many

as

American Furniture

Co.,

would

Shannon Furn.

Tulsa, Okla.
"Sold 600
since February two outside men work ing now.
most
satisfactory
sale
we
have
ever
This is the
had."

—

Co.,

This Will ^ring

:

You

sel

as

1

fifty."

San Diego,

Calif.:

"We

are writing you to express our appreciation for
the very successful sales campaign recently conducted by your crew for us."

Full Details

lower right hand corner, clip out on the dotted line and mail
today for full details of our SPECIAL PROPOSITION, sample of working agreement,
etc.
This does not obligate you in any way. Do it now!
Fill

the

in

slip

in

the

Gircisp this

Opportunity

fov Bigger Profits

SOUTHERN ALUMINUM

—

The

first good dealer in each city or town gets the chance
hundreds to thousands of dollars of clear, quick, easy profit and new,
desirable, permanent customers for records and other merchandise

New
I
I

would

like

can make at

on

my

Name

Specialty

330 N. Ervay
Dallas, Tex.

St.,

Co.

Aluminum

Specialty

45 Trinity Ave.,
Atlanta, Ga.

Co.
Street Address

City and State.

know more about vour PROVEN PLAN wherehv
40% quick, extra profit. Send me full details

least

part.

you carry.

Aluminum

to

and contract blank.
tion

CO., Inc.

Orleans, La.

I

understand that this inquiry incurs no obliga-

.
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given away
in prizes ^
T>o you

rewards

good ivindow displays? Can you trim

a window so that it

First Prize:

$500.00 in Gold
Second

believe in

If you do

and

will bring customers into your store?

perhaps

can,

this contest will interest you.

Prize:

$250.00 in Gold

PRIZE CONTEST

$2000.00

Third Prize:

$200.00 in Gold

for the best

window

display of advertising
material featuring the

Fourth Prize:

$150.00 in Gold

m DONALD

Fifth Prize:

$100.00 in Gold

HOWL
ARRESTER,

Sixth Prize:

$100.00 in Gold
Seventh to Twentieth Prizes:

14 Gold Awards
$50.00 each

"It Stops that

Judg es

It

will be judged soleon their selling merits by
a Committee of Five disinterested judges well

howls

Howl!"
Now

(TRADE MARK)

it

doesn't!

Displays
ly

known
Names

'November lyf^, ic)26 until February if^,

the radio field.
of judges will be
given in the next issue of
this publication.
in

If

you

eligible

own

or operate a store selling radio supplies

We

to compete.

you are

furnish without charge complete

advertising material for your

for displaying

ic^iy

windows, and give you suggestions

to best advantage.

it

Winners
Announcement of winnersand
photograph of winning dis'
play, together

with photo of

winning decorator, will appear
in the February issues of the
Radio Dealer, Tal^nig Machine
World, Fhonograph Weel(I)»,
Radio Kecord, Kadio Ketaxler
and Jobber, Radio Retailing,
Ele:tricalRecord,RadioDoings,

Lansing State Journal,

T'he
Set

%eason for the Contest

owners everywhere are asking

for the little live

rubber jacket that stops the howl in

At

second.

less

than one

75c each, with a size for every tube, the

McDonald Howl Arrester

Qive them a chance

sells

on

sight.

to see it in

your windows!

etc.

r SPARTAN

ELECTRIC CORP., 350 West
Dept.

Tm your Coupon
I
Out vi6 out and
mail me RightNOW/

34th Street,

New York

City

C

Kindly send, without obligation to me, full particulars about your
$2000.00 Prize Contest for best Window Displays featuring the
McDonald Howl Arrester Advertising Material.
I

AJame and
J^ame of
Address

Tbitle

Firm..

_

_

!
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article in his home. Thus,
democracy and optimism to make
big business possible, and the machinery of

have a high-grade

to

Sound and
"The Instalment System
It Is Here to Stay," Says Alex Eisemann
Is

we

Merchandising Director of the Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp. Discusses Instalment Sales and
Gives Interesting Reasons Why Time-paying Purchasing Has Become So Popular
of the people

The enormous consuming power
of the United States

on two
that the American work-

is

First,

great factors.

based,

believe,

I

has no hesitation in aspiring to own the
same fine product as may grace the home of his
banker. Thus, big business is able to harness
democracy to its own benefit. Second, because

man

country credit, which is the life-blood of
business, is being capitalized by the instalment
sales system, to a degree which does not exist
Credit starts
in any other country in the world.
with the Federal Reserve System of discounting
It follows through the
bankers' acceptances.
banker, manufacturer, distributor and dealer, and
finally ends with enabling the consumer likewise to buy on credit. The great buying power
makes possible large-scale production; largein this

makes possible low prices, and
national way against the unemploy-

scale production

insures in a

ment problem.
has been said for and against the system of time-payment purchasing. The first reaction of every modern conservative-minded

Much

not to buy what he cannot pay for
However, against this attitude is the
spirit that the best product is not too good for
any American home. Thus, there has grown up

citizen

is

at once.

New

service calls.

batteries,

new

new speaker

for

the percentage

of

is

most

negligible.

I

in

who

in turn will supply these booklets
consumers. The booklet is illustrated
throughout and not only describes each model
in the Masterpiece line, but gives full instructions on installation, operation and maintenance
problems.
The new Freshman ABC power

dealers,

to radio

supply, B eliminator, special A battery, power
amplifier and Master speaker are also illustrated

and the functions of each are described. The
.A. battery is a specially designed 30-ampere hour
unit for use in conjunction with the

ABC

power

supply.

is

Frank Wright Opens Store
— A new talking maD.'^LLAS, Tex., November

be as necessary to the radio business as it
in other lines of electrical appliances for

will

now

3.

chine store was recently opened on Elm street
and operates under the name of the Music Box.

The instalment system is sound and it is here
to stay.
Should it grow beyond safe proporits

own machinery

will

slow

it

How-

up.

known throughout the entire
country as one of the Radio Franks, record and
radio artists, is the proprietor. Mr. Wright will
broadcast regularly from Station WRR, of
Frank Wright,

has shown that the average
American consumer does not buy .what he does
not see his way clear to pay for.
He buys a
better article and pays for it monthly, and that
ever,

is

experience

what makes America

this city.

consumer of
In Europe the con-

a

great

The Nishkian Phonograph Shop, Fresno,
recently added the -A.twater Kent radio

The HoUday AppealThe Holiday
4.

1.

Profit!

Thunderous volume
per.

Perfection of tone
quality.

5.

Fine appearance.

2.

Selectivity.

6.

Single tuning control.

3.

Long

range.

uct which does not lose its value, whereas otherwise, the excess over living expenses each month

might go
mediocre

products

into
in

service and

the

for
of

little

home,
no

or

be
real

value.

The fact is that no industry can grow to
large proportions in this country without facing
the necessity for a definite

and well-conceived

plan of financing instalment purchases.
Looking at the situation from a radio standpoint, we will soon find that radio purchases will
parallel automobile purchases from the standpoint of units which are bought on time payment
as against those which are bought for cash.

In the

New MU'RAD

Super Six Receiver

The

dealer.

set that will make your sales increase with leaps and bounds
People are looking for the new Mu-Rad
Thunderous volume, controllable to
a whisper, beautiful tone qualities,

will

faithful

Unfortunately,

the

larger

nationally

known

finance companies are no longer interested in
taking the discount leases of the small radio

This means that the small radio dealer
have difficulty in selling on a 25 or 30 per
cent down payment, whereas the large dealer
will be able to do so with greater facility.
It is
is

my

belief that while the large radio dealer

a very valuable

nevertheless,

real

entity in radio distribution,

distributing

—the

service

to

the

kind of distributing service which
will ensure radi* its position as one of the great
industries of the world depends as well on the

public

—

!

!

reproduction and one dial

control are powerful selling factors.
are backing your sales with productive advertising, quality merchandising and sane, fair and square
policy.
Get your orders in now
Write for proposition.

We

MU-RAD
Radio Corporation
Dept.

W, Asbury Park, N.

J.

Cal.,

line.

controllable to a whis-

am

not certain but that the
instalment system makes for a more sound condition than would be possible if it did not exist.
The consumer is able to buy a really good prodnegligible factor.

Consumers

attractive

de-

Given a good
product, the delinquent payments are almost a
faulted leases

Distribution to

eventually, intensive house-to-house canvassing

high-grade merchandise.
sumer of small financial position does not aspire

that

Catalog

catalog and instruction book,
complete detail the entire Freshmar
]\Iasterpiece line of receiving sets and accessories, has been prepared by the Chas. Freshman
Co., New York, for the benefit of Freshman

run counter to the merchandising
trend of the country. Instalment business will
grow bigger and bigger. The dealer who stimulates his business by house-to-house canvassing, supplemented by instalment sales, is following the trend of modern business. I believe that,

American public.
The average consumer who buys a product
on time does not bite off more than he can
chew. In effect, it works out as a savings system
by virtue of which part of his monthly income
is set aside for payments on a good product,
more expensive than the consumer could buy
for cash; whereas, if the consumer were to pay
cash for everything he buys, the home would

see

An

covering

it.

tions

I

lets for

It is idle to

total of unliquidated instalment purchases
does not exceed the grand total of savings
banks' deposits. The excess of savings banks'
deposits over unliquidated instalment purchases
is mute testimony to the fact that the instalment
system is being conservatively used by the

companies,

^

if

the home.

be littered with cheap products, unsatisfactory
in performance and rapidly depreciating in value.
Being interested in two automobile finance

the tirne-pay-

Merits of Masterpiece Receiving Sets and
Accessories to Be "Broadcast" Through Book-

tubes,

the great "pay-while-you-use" system of buying.
From a financial standpoint, this system, whatever force it may have, is sound so long as the

grand

is

in Attractive

for the

able to the dealer

great forces

|)urchasing system.

Freshman Radio Featured

consumer will be profithe does not have to travel
too far to get that business. It is the small local
dealer who can best give service, and the financing of his instalment sales to help keep him in
profitable business is well worth the serious
attention of the manufacturer.
At a meeting recently, at which the instalment
sales system for radio was disparaged, the statement was made that radio should take the lead
and shtiw the people of the country that here
was a device for the home which should be
bought only when the buyer has the cash to pay

a

nl

number of small dealers, each
community throughout the

Dealers have learned to profit from

country.
their

capitalize

i.apitalizing these

im

existence of a vast
serving his own

35
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Mother GREAT
ahead

for

No\-EMBER

Radiolas

We made a big

— that

summer prophecy
Radiolas would sell
summer long. And

RCA
all

they did.

We

made

—

prophecy
that RCA Radiolas, tried, tested and
a big

fall

perfected, would outsell the "new"

things of the opening

And

fall

season.

they did.

Now — with

pre-Christmas selling

already started, the road

is

ahead to unprecedented

selling.

clear

Never before was the public so
confident about anything in radio,
as

about the proved quality of RCA

Radiolas today. Never before was
there such an easy path to replacement sales. The newest Radiolas
are so far ahead of the millions of

old sets in use that one real demonstration makes the old ones
obsolete forever.

With an RCA Radiola of today,
you are selling the finest musical
instrument. Start now on your
Christmas campaign.

make

You

a record-breaker in

it

Radiola

can

RCA

profits.

This sign marks the leading
dealer in every community.

Radiola

Radiola io, with Radiotrons,

30, complete,

list price,

list price,

S575

I\CA^I\adiola
MADE
Dit)

•

•

BY

COKPOKATlON

•

•

THE
OF

•

•

MAKERS

AMEIV

•

OF

1926

SEASON

tried-tested-perfected

strongly

15,

THE

•

KADlOTKOKl

November

15,
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tone
in
—
anywhere nearits

at

price!

Dealers everywhere acclaim

And

It!

tising

big national adver-

— with

bigger neigh-

bor-to-neighbor advertising

—

has put the fact across to

the public.

m sales
A demonstration

makes

a sale!

Competition with other speakers sells the
It sells

Loudspeaker 100.

for all sets

— and

is

the

only type of speaker even to
talk

about with the new power-

tube
of

With

sets.

new

sales

a big

and replacement

of old speakers,

it

can keep

your business moving

now

market

fast

from

to Christmas.

RCA
LOUDSPEAKER
104

— the

remarkable power

speaker that
radio.

is

remaking

List,

$275

RCA-- Loudspeaker
MAKERS
MADE

FLA

blO

-

BY

COIVPOI^AT

-

THE

-

AMEIVICA

-

NEW

O

YOlVK

THE -RADIOLA
CHICAGO

•

SAN FKANCISCO

——
:
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Wholesale Volume of Radio Industry
Reached $1 70,390,57 2 in Year of 1925

MICA

DIAPHRAGMS

—

Federal Manufacturers' Census Showed Total Increase of 215.5 Per Cent Over 1923 Tube Type
Receiving Sets Showed Total Sales of $88,800,538, 1045.4 Per Cent Increase

—

Washington,
November
5.
D.
The
C,
tremendous progress of the radio industry during the past few years is demonstrated by figures recently made public by the Census Bureau,

$170,390,572

(manufacturers'

prices),

as

—

Immediate delivery all sizes
Send for free samples and prices
All Mica Products

com-

pared with $54,000,470 in 1923.
The greatest advance has been made in the
production of tube-type receivers, the output of
1925

1923

1926

15,

INTERNATIONAL MICA CO.
B<rrln9"'»3»

Percent of
Increase or

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Fll.«."phll

Decrease (—

Total Value
Loud speakers:

Number
Value

Head sets:
Number
Value

$170,390,572

$54,000,470

215.5

2,606,866
$19,162,591

623,146
$5,608,330

318.3
241.7

1,397,443
$2,264,527

1,781,793
$5,345,380

-21.6
-57.6

2,180,622
$88,800,538

190,374
$13,326,116

1045.4
566.4

112,656
$344,079

223,303
$669,906

-49.6
-48.6

1,076
$1,355,430

1,082

—0.6

$919,930

47.3

3,413,993
$7,457,805

1,571,817
$3,929,581

117.2
89.8

3,531,871
$2,084,188

1,085,171

225.5

$955,396

118.1

2,971,379
$506,034

1.758,723

$422,036

69.0
19.9

23,934,658
$20,437,283

4,687,400
$9,824,172

410.6
108.0

$27,978,097

$12,999,623

115.2

Crosley "A" Power Unit
Takes Place of Batteries

Receiving sets:

Tube type

Number
Value
Crystal

type

Number
Value

.

.

Transmitting

.

:

sets:

Number
Value
Transformers

Number
Value
Rheostats:

Number
Value
Lightning arresters:

Number
Value
Radio tubes:

Number

,

Value
Miscellaneous

parts,

value

comparing production of
with that in 1923, which
much lower prices which
result of improvements
and the development of

radio apparatus in 1925

shows

prevailed last year as a
quantity production

in

value of the 1925 output
times that of 1923.

The

total

production

that, despite the

cheaper apparatus, the
was more than three
in

1925

was valued

at

FeatUrin*^
^ Peerless Quality
Albums as Christmas r^-e
(jitts
.

The Peerless Album Co., 638 Broadway, New
York City, is making a special campaign this
month on its quality record albums as a feature
for Christmas sales..
Each year the Peerless
stocking and

Co. has aided the dealer in
These,
playing albums of every description.
when filled with records, make ideal Christmas
gifts and generally result, experience of retail
dis-

Invention Supplies "A" Power Current Direct
From Light Circuit Unit Draws From Light
Line Only When Set Is Operated

—

—

Cincinnati, O., November 5. A new invention
which supplies "A" power current direct from
the light circuit to the radio set has been announced by the Crosley Radio Corp. This is
not a trickle charger, and does not use batteries

which was more than

1,000 per cent greater in
than two years previous; an increase of
400 per cent is shown in the production of tubes,
and of 300 per cent in the output of loud speakers.
The production of crystal sets has decreased 50 per cent.
Details of the 1925 production as compared
with that of 1923 are given in the table above.

1925

dealers has proved, in a substantial increase in

record sales.
The Peerless .A.lbum Co. recently introduced
a genuine leather-covered portable talking machine retailing at a popular price and this product, too, is to be presented as an appropriate
Christmas gift. Samples of this new portable
have already been forwarded to the trade with
the result that considerable interest has been
aroused and a number of repeat orders indicate
that it is a welcome addition with many deal-

Heretofore the large current requirements of
tube filaments have made it necessary to use
storage batteries in "A" power units, connected

ers.

in

New

Crosley "A" Power Unit
up the current, but supplies rectified
current to the radio tubes direct from the housestore

to

lighting circuit.

way

as to be charged when the set
operation.
New principles are employed in this device to deliver sufficient recti-

such a

was not

in

current

fied

for

operating as

many

eight

as

tubes, without the use of batteries for storing

up the current.

The

unit

the electric light lines only

operation.

An

draws current from

when

the set

automatic electric switch

unit shuts of? the electric light current

PRESENTING

CONE
NOTHER

—

us for your Distributor's

TOWER MFG.

when

the

turned of? and closes the light circuit when
the set is turned on.
A small cell is used in the unit, but this
merely regulates the output voltage and operates
the automatic electric switch. It is too small to
supply current to the radio tubes and does not
undergo continuous cycles of charge and discharge as in the ordinary "A" power unit. A
plug in the rear permits the attachment of a
"B" eliminator, making both the "A" and "B"
units automatically controlled.
set is

—

new Meistersinger Cone for
demand highest quality both

W rite

in

Towner

Leader

the
those who
in appearance and performance. Unlike the average model, the Meistersinger serves a
double purpose it may be employed as a
table model or hung on the wall by simply detaching base.
Mahogany finish
frame with plywood, sound-board back,
art metal base and many other exclusive
features. You must see and hear it.
Sales

is

in the

name.

CORP., Boston, Mass.

Watkin Remodels Store
Dallas, Tex., November 4.— The Will A. Watkin
Co.

recently

front on

sents

a

Elm
most

completed

remodeling the store
and it now pre-

street, this city,

attractive

appearance.

The

en-

and the show window
bases are of Vermont marble with the plateglass windows held in place by a copper sash of
the most modern type. A blue, white and gold
color scheme is carried out most efTectively
This establishment is one of the finest in the
South and carries a most complete stock oi
trance

is

floored with

tile

musical instruinents, including the

Columbia Viva-tonal phonographs.

full

line

of

November

15,
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116

Progressive dealers today recognize the
fact that "standardization" has

supplanted

With a one dial, impedance
coupled set, Apex presents the one de"novelty/'

pendable unit which has encompassed
every demand of the most discriminating
buyer* There is a choiceness of design and

an

efficiency of construction that guar-

antee tremendous sales
to the logical appeal

— simply due

which Apex

offers*

\

a card or a letter will not
take more than a moment of your
time. We have an interesting story
to recite — ivith a plot that centers
around "profits". Write to Dept. C
now. Just say,"Qive me the details'.'
Surely,

APEX SUPER FIVE

A nationally recognized

set of proven
performance. Acknowledged by Apex
dealers to be a real profit-maker.

Apex Electric Manufacturing Company
1410

West 59th

Street

>

Chicago
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American Company Formed
"Radiotron Man" Ready
to Represent Thorens Motors
for Dealer Literature
Frederic Hermann Thorens Announces the Organization of a New Corporation to Represent Line of Swiss Motors in United States

Cuts Available for Dealers May Be Used for
Reproducing "The Radiotron Man" on Sta-

The Thorens line of Swiss phonograph
motors, sound boxes and tone arms, manufactured by Hermann Thorens, of Ste. Croix,
Switzerland, will hereafter be represented in the
United States by a new company which has
been organized by Frederic Hermann Thorens,
who is in New York on business matters connected with his firm's product. The offices of
the new company are located at 450 Fourth avenue. New Yorli City.
The organization of the new corporation followed the recent death of Louis Henfi Junod,
of L. H. Junod & Co., who represented the

Electros of "The Radiotron Man," one of the
newest national advertising figures in radio, are

Thorens firm

Licensed under Lektophone Patents

The
Pacent Cone

A CONE

Speaker that reproduces any volume
with remarkable tone qual-

and

ity

An

instant favorite since

introduction with radio

its

enthusiasts,

you

and

will find

and

itable

product
both profa

it

satisfactory

to

handle.

the

United States for many

Hermann Thorens is the
Hermann Thorens, founder and

eldest

son of
active
head of the Thorens metal-working factories in
Ste. Croix, Switzerland, and he stated to a representative of
ican

The World

company

new Amer-

that the

have an aggressive organpush the sale of all Thorens

will

ization that will

products here.

New Pooley

Booklet Gives
Sales Points of the Line
Volume

sed under the

licen-

is

basic

cone

The
maker

Pooley Co., Inc., Philadelphia, Pa.,
Pooley cabinets for Atwater Kent

of

issued a particularly

attractive

radio, has just
sixteen-page booklet bound in red covers, entitled "Sales Points for Pooley Radio Cabinets
and Cabinet Speakers." This piece of litera-

piled

solely

senting

as

an aid to the dealer

many

the

distinctive

in

features

compre-

diameter with bronze finished
base, cord and Pacent detachable plug.

interior construction.

by skilled
engineers of long experiis

ence, and
priced.
Type

A

built
is

attractively

(table type), 17 inches

in

construction

List Price

$28.50
floor or wall

tion

in 36-inch size for either

mounting.

and prices

Full informaon request.

will be sent

Write for special dealer proposition
on this quick - selling
product and for "advertising
helps"

Pacent Radio Corporation
New York

stationery,

catalogs

and mailing

cuts are available without charge

to all dealers who will use them to good advantage in merchandising Radiotrons.
For the convenience of RCA dealers in keeping a carefully indexed record of data sheets,
service notes and trade information, a handy
binder has been prepared. All bulletins issued
to the trade hereafter will be printed on standard binder-sized paper to enable the dealer
to place them in the binder for handy reference.
Another new RCA sales promotion feature is
a series of four-color blotters on which the
dealer's name and address may be imprinted.

The blotters are available for free distribution,
while imprinting of dealers' names and addresses
will be made at the nominal cost of 30 cents per
hundred. These blotters are furnished in ten

different groups, each bearing a different illustration, which includes the entire line of

RCA

and loud speakers.

McGoy-Robertson Radio Go.
Anticipates

Good Season

Stromberg-Carlson Authorized Dealer Has Staff
of Ten Commission Salesmen Scouring Territory Weekly Staff Meetings Held

—

A'liLWAUKEE,

Wis.,

November

5.

—The

McCoy-

Robertson

Radio Co., authorized StrombergCarlson dealer, which is located in one of the

Each individual point of
marked by arrows and described.

of large photographs of the interior
Pooley factory on succeeding pages visualize the construction of Pooley cabinets and
There are also
the Pooley amplifying horns.
included several photographs showing tests of
the strength of construction and the careful manner in which the cabinet is crated and packed.
The Pooley Co. has also issued an attractive
of the

catalog de luxe presenting the
models of the line.

Street

City

Paeent
Radio

many

attractive

Now
Fine New Quarters

French Nestor Go.
in

156 West 16th

The

A number

($31.50 West of Rockies)

Also made

is

dealers'

pieces.

of

Pooley cabinets and thus aid him in making a
thorough presentation of the line. Two large
photographs' on the first page depict the Atwater Kent and Pooley plants housing the huge
facilities in the production of these cabinets, and
a center spread shows the now famous split
Pooley cabinet which has been demonstrated at
alt the Atwater Kent and Pooley sales meetings.
A cabinet selected at random from the
stock has been sawed lengthwise showing the

patents,

on

Points for

Entitled "Sales

Pooley Radio Cabinets and Cabinet Speakers"
a Distinctive Dealer Aid

ture has been well planned and carefully

The Pacent Cone

available to authorized RCA dealers, according to the Dealer Service Bureau of the
Radio Corp. of America. These cuts may be
used for reproducing this familiar little figure

now

sets

Attractive

faithfulness.

in

Frederic

years.

tionery, Catalogs, Circulars

—

Jacksonville, Fla., November 3. The French
Nestor Co., Victor distributor for this territory,
recently celebrated the opening of its new quarters at 1024 East Adams street by a "housewarming" which was attended by the many
friends of this popular firm.

The new headquar-

French Nestor Co. are housed in a
specially constructed building in the Mission
style of architecture and it is said to be one of
the finest jobbing houses in the country. French
Nestor became head of the company about four
years ago, bringing with him an experience of
approximately fifteen years in the talking maters of the

chine trade.

McCoy-Robertson Sales Organization
best residential sections of this city,

is

doing a

most satisfactory business and anticipates that
this season will be one of the most prosperous
which the radio dealer has ever enjoyed. The
accompanying photograph shows the sales staff
of the store.
Ten commission salesmen are
employed, some on part time and others on full
time. A meeting for all salesmen is held every
Monday night, from which no salesman is excused except those who have a bona fide purchaser requiring a demonstration.
The McCoy-Robertson organization

is

a firm

believer in the value of good displays and attractive presentations of the merchandise in stock

made constantly through the show windows.
The demonstration rooms are furnished and fitare

ted to represent the hon;ie so that purchasers,
especially

women, can

they will look

in

their

visualize

radio sets

as

homes.

Western Radio, Inc., Los Angeles, Cal., of
which L. E. Taufenback is president, has been
appointed a distributor for the radio products of
the Stromberg-Carlson Tel. Mf.
Co. and is
planning a drive on this line.

NOVF.MBEK

15,
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Matched-Unit Radio is made
Only by Stewart-Warner
Two

of the

line are the

Matched-Unit Radio
and Model 400 reproducer

biggest sellers in the

Model 300

receiver

featured in the large illustration.
a five-tube, tuned radio frequency table type rehandsomely finished in walnut and will add to
the appearance of any home. At the astonishingly low price

Model 300

is

ceiver. It is

of $50, this set

is

the outstanding radio value of the year.

Model 400 reproducer has a rich full sweet tone and has
been designed and made especially to work perfectly with
any of the Stewart -Warner table type receiving

sets.

The Stewart -Warner line includes a wide assortment of
5-tube and 6-tube sets, with 1-dial or 3-dial control, table
and console models, priced from $50 to $400.
Remember, the only Matched-Unit Radio on
made by Stewart -Warner.

the market

is

Model 300

The Public is Buying Radio in a New Way

Will You Profit by it
It

had

radio

to

come

— common

— this
sense

new way
demanded

of

buying

People today want a radio made complete
by one manufacturer. They want the satisfaction of

Table Cabinet

Model 350

knowing

that

one maker

is

fully

responsible for the performance of receiver,
tubes, reproducer and accessories. They
want the Matched-Unit Radio, with all
units designed and built by Stewart-Warner all tested with other Stewart-Warner
units before leaving the factory to insure
perfect operation, perfect co-ordination.

—

Your customers know

that

it is

illogical to

just as

?
made
would be to

assemble a radio from units

by several manufacturers

it.

<

as

it

assemble an automobile by buying an engine here, a body there, a set of wheels
another place.

Will you profit by this new way of buying
and selling radio? You will if you have a
Stewart-Warner Protective Radio Franchise.
Thousands of Stewart-Warner dealers have
already started on the biggest sales-and-profit
season they have ever known. Do you want
to join them? Write today for information
regarding a franchise in your territory.

STEWART- WARNER SPEEDOMETER CORPORATION
1824

DIVERSEY PARKWAY, CHICAGO, U.

S.

A.

STEWART-WARNER
Prices Slightly Higher
West of Rockies

^

Matched -Unit Radio

TWELVE MILLION PEOPLE ARE TODAY USING STEWART-WARNER PRODUCTS

1

—

—
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First Issue of Brunswick

Topics Wins Trade's Praise
Organ Devoted to Products of Brunswick Co.
Makes First Appearance Prepared by Newly
Formed Dept. of which H. E. Yorke Is Mgr.

—

The first issue of the new Brunswick Topics
was recently sent to the trade and its attractive
appearance and the wealth of information contained in its pages drew forth enthusiastic comment and high praise from all sections of the
country.
This house organ of the Brunswick
Co., which is prepared by the recently formed
publicity department, of which H. Emerson

York

contains in addition to
and descriptions of new
instruments the latest of topical news, especially that in which the Brunswick products feature.
For instance, the first page of the first issue is devoted td. a photograph of Gene Tunis

the

director,

the

sey,

defeated champion, dancing with his
music provided by the Panatrope. Other news events pictured and described include the Panatrope taking
the place of the striking dance musicians in the

features

of the

publication and are

popular

because

their

of

certain

KENT

Attachment

with the

Laboratories,"

devoted

the

artists:

Has Exclusive License to
Device Which Will Operate
Type of Receiver

Manufacture

REPRODUCER

With Any

New

0.,

November

6.

—A

new

Edward T. King Returns
Edward

T. King,

resignation as

to

who

manager

recently announced his
of

the

New York

new
SENSI-

TIZED REPRODUC-

ER on the Kent attachment No. 1 for
playing
lateral - cut
records on the Edison
Disc Phonograph.

success to his efforts.

KENTONE

Attachment has been a
standard product for over

KENTONE
SENSITIZED REPRODUCER these two
With the new

now

are

Write for catalog of complete line
of tone arms and sound boxes

F. C.

KENT

CO.

Ipvington, N. J.

avail-

The Columbia Co. feels that Mr. King will
be a valuable addition to the personnel of its
recording studios' staff.

Erbes Music Co. Opened

—

an interesting and remunerative installation of
radio equipment for the Rocky Knoll Tubercular Sanatorium, a recently completed health project in Sheboygan, Wis.
It is illustrated here-

with.

A

fund of $3,500 was raised by popular subto furnish this institution with radio

scription

GoLDENDALE, Wash., November 4. The Erbes
Music Co. has opened in its old location, carrying a complete line of phonographs, radio sets
Among the
and other musical instruments.
lines featured are the Sonora phonographs and
the Stromberg-Carlson, Federal, Bremer-Tully
and Thorola radio receivers.

A

apparatus.

committee of

was formed

asts

local radio enthusi-

the apparatus and
properly apportion the fund. The Acker Electrical Co. was chosen to handle the installation
of a Radiola-28 in the lower part of the building
connected to a speech amplifier feeding thirteen
Radiola-100 loud speakers located in different
parts of the building. In addition, every bed, of
which there are about one hundred, is equipped
with a head-set, and a convenient switch on the
wall of each room permits turning on or off a
particular loud speaker or head-set in any ward.
The whole installation is also controlled by a
master switching arrangement in the basement
to

select

may be distributed to all or
only to desired wards.
By means of microphone, announcements may be made or messages directed to either the patients or nurses
in attendance.
so that programs

Andrea Designs

F. A. D.

Tool for Radio Service

re-

cording studios of the Victor Talking Machine
Co., after a connection of twenty-one years, will
join the recording department of the Columbia
Phonograph Co., Inc., with which he was associated many years ago.
Mr. King has specialized in the production of
dance and popular song records and his duties
have brought him into intimate contact with orchestras and performers from Coast to Coast.
He is highly regarded by the dance orchestras
with whom he has worked and many of them
attribute a large portion of their recording

the

products in combination
able at reasonable prices.

of

Radiola Hook-up in Sanatorium

device

Columbia Phonograph Co.

successful and
twelve years.

news

to

covered by patent applications under which the
Crosley Radio Corp. is exclusively licensed. In
appearance the device resembles an ordinary
radio set, except that it is but one-third the size
of the average five-tube set.
The device will operate with any type of set
even a crystal set. It is intended primarily for
use with the usual type of radio receiver having
four, five or more tubes, however.

The

the

"The

.Although the new unit is quite simple, its
operation is based upon entirely new principles,

is

comes

Device Converts Radio Set
Into Short Wave Receiver

Cincinnati,

Here

dealer,

personal chat and
Letter Box," in
is given information pertaining to Brunswick products and to Brunswick artists, and
of

which converts any radio set into a short-wave
receiver has been invented by W. M. Bruce, Jr..
consulting engineer, and will be manufactured
by the Crosley Radio Corp. The new unit is
simply attached to the antenna post of the radio
set.
It does not interfere with the reception of
ordinary broadcasting wave lengths, a switch
being provided for changing over from short
to long waves or vice-versa.

KENTONE

RCA

Crosley Radio Corp.

KENTONE
SENSITIZED

Co., authorized

"On

ney and a tribute to the new heavyweight champhotograph of Jack Demp--

The

powerful receivers connected to a
of loud speakers located in various parts
of large buildings.
From the Acker Electrical

to

"With the Music Makers of Melody Lane," in
which are given sketches of the composers who
are responsible for the popular songs of the day.
All in all, the first issue of Brunswick Topics
is a most successful one and its contents and
their presentation make the periodical one most
welcome to dealers and their customers.

1

ripe harvest awaits enterprising radio deal-

number

usefulness

news
which

Now

A

ers in sales of

the Air," a column devoted to the activities of Brunswick artists in radio broadcasting stations; "Light Rays from Our Recording
are

1926

Multiple Speaker Arrangement Permits Use of
One Powerful Radio Receiving Set in Hospitals, Schools and Similar Institutions

Florenz Ziegfeld's
comment on the utility of the Panatrope, being
used in his latest musical production.
Many
pictures of Brunswick recording artists adorn
the pages of the Brunswick Topics.
Four departments that are to be permanent

prove

IS,

Radio Sets
Large Institutions

for
in

Chicago and

of

listings of latelt records

pion, together with a

Market

wife, Estelle Taylor, to the strains of

ballrooms

November

A

tool

service

for

Fada neutralizing
F. A.

designated as the
has been designed by
Since the development

jobs,

tool,

D. Andrea, Inc.
Fada 8 and the Fada

6, in which a special
type of neutralizing condenser is embodied, the
factory has designed this tool for adjusting
these condensers, which are known as neutrodons. The Fada engineering department states

of the

that while these condensers
ing, the

new

seldom need adjust-

tool gives the service

men

of dis-

handy means to make
the readjustments when they do become necestributors

and dealers

a

sary.

Harger & Blish Salesmen
Have Unusual Business Card

—

Des Moines, Ia., November 6. The salesmen of
Harger & Blish have adopted a unique business
card, the front of which is cut and printed to
represent an Atwater Kent single-dial set. On
the back of the card
representative,

the

and company name.

is

the

Atwater

name
Kent

of the sales

trade-mark

The Talking Machine World,

New

York,

November

15.

1926

Wins Public
we came to you
JUST
with our offer to let KoL
as

ster

Radio and Brandes

Speakers prove their su^

premacy, so
PAGE

ONE

now we go to

the public and urge people

everywhere to hear these
instruments*

^^Hear- hear- HEAR'^-

we urge* In our advertising
we emphasize the common

"Fh^^

Talkuig Machine World,

New

York, November

15,

1926

sense

way of comparing

radio*

We give people facts

—we tell them how to find
the utmost
^"^^^

TWO

from

enjoyment

radio*

Instead of a maze of tech^
nical

descriptions

and

we

urge

pretty pictures,

people to

let their ears

the deciding factor*

be

We

bank everything on a dem^
onstration*

This appeal has met with
instant approval* It

and sound*

is

sen^

shows
people we are selling them
real enjoyment instead of
sible

It

claims*
It

proves conclusively

we have such faith in
our product that we are will-

that

ing to let

it sell itself*

Kolster-Brandes national
advertising is all couponed*

We know its pulling pow-

The Talking Machine World,

en

We

know

it

is

being

read by millions of people

throughout the United
States*

Distributors, jobbers

and

the public unite in approving our policy of advertis-

ing—in saying that

its

lack

of over-statements

is

a re-

freshing appeal

— worthy

of super-fine radio*
If you

have not yet heard

a Kolster

Radio and a

Brandes Speaker, ask your
jobber for an opportunity*

He

will gladly lend

you

these instruments for a
private demonstration in

your

own

store or

home*

These instruments will sell
themselves to you as they
will sell themselves to your

customers*

Kolster Radio and
Brandes Speakers reveal

New

York, November

15,

1926

The Talking Machine World,

New

York, November

own

their

15,

1926

superiority in

any comparative demonstration* Over and over
again they have won first
PAGE
FOUR

choice*

Send the coupon

name

for the

of the nearest Kol-

ster-Brandes distributor*

We will notify him that you
would like to hear a Kolster

Radio and

a

Brandes

meantime
send you a com-

Speaker* In the

we

will

plete

illustrated

descrip-

tion of our line*

Kolster-Brandes
FEDERAL-BRANDES, INC.
Woolworth Building
NEW YORK, N.Y.

19

Federal-Brandes, Inc.
Woolworth Building

New York,

Please arrange a Kolster-Brandes

demonstration.
this

Name

N.Y.

understood that
does not obligate me.
It is

Street

City

State

November

15,
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Two New Tubes

Introduced
by Gold Seal Elec. Go.

The

ple.

for

Use Only

Two new
GSX-216B,

in

—

types of dry tubes, GSX-171 and
have been developed by the Gold

Seal Electrical Co., Inc., New York, manufacHigh-power tubes
turer of Gold Seal tubes.

were originally designed for use only

brought more en-

Royal Mountain Ash Welsh
Male Ghoir on Long Tour

than the theatre could accommodate,
resulting in an overflow demonstration in the

thusiasts
street,

Last Stage of Audio
Frequency Amplification Another to Rectify
Current From A. C. to D. C.

Tube

interest in the fight

and

this stunt resulted in the listing of a

number
event was

large

of fine prospects

the

over.

"Many examples

for sales

Columbia Artists to Tour Leading Eastern and
Middle Western Cities Fine Opportunity for
Live Phonograph Dealers to Tie Up

after

—

kind have been
brought to our attention," said Mr. Boucheron.
"Needless to say, the coming months will be
crowded with broadcasting events which should
of

this

The Royal Mountain Ash Welsh Male Concert Choir, exclusive

consequent demand for radio."

in the last

Atwater Kent

—

Little Rock, Ark., November 3. 555, Inc., Atwater Kent, distributor, exhibited at the Arkansas State Fair held in this city October 11 to 16.

A

particularly

presentation

attractive

of

left

the

form, but the enthusiastic welcome that greeted
Royal Mountain Choir on their previous

the

visit to this

country encouraged them to return.
will be repeated is the foreall who have heard them

That their successes
gone conclusion of

the

Atwater Kent radio and Pooley cabinet lines
was made and many prospects were secured.

sing.

Ideas that
without distortion the large output needed to
operate modern loud speakers. Lately there has

more powerful tube for this
use, and GSX-171 was designed to meet this
need.
It requires no additional "A" battery
call

^oft

for a

voltage, but needs plate voltages

of 90 to 180

and negative bias voltages of 16 to 40 for best
results, which may be supplied by means of a
special adapter in sets not wired for this pur-

pose.

The GSX-216B was developed

for the

purpose

of rectification of alternating current to direct

current,

made necessary by

battery

eliminators

taking

Saal Ec-centric

Cone

—

based on the principle of the
melodious harp with its short
strings, the short and
long sides of the Ec-centric
Cone provide vibrating area for
both high and lownotes. Completely eliminating drum or
barrel tone. Operates equally
well with or without power
amplifier. Price, $25. Junior

and long

model, $15. All

that

will

up

to

65

The
Horn No.

Boucheron, Advertising Manager of
Radio Corp. of America, Points Out the Effect of Unusual Programs on Sales

Pierre

"Saal Soft Speaker." Bell of
genuine Bakelite, goose neck of

aluminum. Nothing

to

No

metallic ring. Guaranteed not
to blast or chatter. As used by
radio engineers in laboratory
tests.

Price, $22.50.

left.

the only cone that gives a real

A reason

all tones.

Harder Electric Shop, in addiwas gobbled up in anticipa-

the most

those seeking innovations,

is still

dependable speaker for

types of sets, re-

all

quiring no additional power for quality reception. This speaker will give

100%

satis-

faction regardless of the set or equipment

with which

The

it is

used.

demand for
a speaker that can be readily moved from
one room to another. For those who do not
like

from the
by Pierre
the Radio

Boucheron, advertising manager of
Corp. of America. An instance of the way in
which an enterprising dealer can tie-in his sales
effort with a broadcast program of universal appear is the case of the Harder Electric Shop,
Kingston, N. Y., authorized RCA dealer.
In
common with a great many other live-wire dealers, Mr. Harder succeeded in cleaning out his
stock on the occasion of the recent DempseyTunney bout in Philadelphia, according to reports
received by RCA headquarters.
Mr.
Harder stated that every tube and battery on

Saal Horn, while not adapted to

<-

The tremendous influence that broadcast
events of nation-wide interest exert on the radio
market, being directly responsible for moving

the shelves of the
tion to receivers,

"o2

is

description at

5

—Latest model of the famous

warp, crack or deteriorate.

out

is

Note

The new

duction of

cast

pointed

Why?

Saal
anyone can understand.
Ec-centric principle means complete repro-

Saal

Events on Radio Market

was

DiSerent. For

milli-

Influence of Broadcast

shelves,

is

time in speakers the stylus

first

that

amperes of plate current and a minimum voltage
Both tubes are illustrated herewith.

dealers'

Cone

reason for being a better speaker.

of 550.

large quantities of radio merchandise

the

Saal Ec-centric

The Saal

the popularity of
current from the

furnish

The

center."

light.

GSX-216B

8IPIEAIKIEIRLS

prices slightly

higher vjest of ihc Rockies.

While there are several methods
available, it is claimed that rectification by a
two-element tube has many advantages which
appeal to the ordinary set owner, and it is said
house

sell

SAAL

Gold Seal Tubes GSX-216B and GSX-171
stage of audio frequency amplification, to handle

been a

artists,

Rivolj

and Middle Western cities. It is seldom that
anything as fine as the singing of this group of
men can be heard away from the concert plat-

State Fair

at

Columbia recording

Theatre, New York City,
where it has been appearing before capacity
houses, to make a lour of the principal Eastern
has

serve further to promote consumer interest and
a

43

Saal Pedestal meets the

the goose neck horn but prefer the horn

tone.

Keeps the speaker away from the

set

and eliminates harmonics.

Read carefuUy the descriptions

in the left

hand column for fuU details on each speaker.

Remember: you do not have to go outside
the Saal line for a speaker to suit every type

Saal Pedestal
Has gradually tapering
—
wooden tone chamber.

3-

foot

Tones
emerge from both front and
back, hence non-directional.

Top is level with your ear when
you are seated tuning in. A
highly ornamental yet inconspicuous instrument in rich
American walnut finish. Price,

338.

of customer.

That means a lower inventory

and a house you can always count on.

H. G.

SAAL

COMPANY

1800 Montrose Avenue, Chicago, U.

S.

A.

tion of this notable broadcast.

Mr. Harder also contracted with a local theatre

manager

RCA-104 power speakers
which normally seats 3,000 peo-

to install

in his theatre,

WORLD FAMED MAKERS OF HORNS

CONES

PEDESTALS

—
THE TALKING MACHINE WORLD
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The Bosch Nobattry

is

power unit to supply
"B" current. Thousands

a

of
are

enthusiastic

creating

market

through

voiced

owners
a

big

their

satisfaction.

The Bosch Radio Line

is

complete dealer's line
popular priced 5, 6 and
a

7

tube

units

receivers

—two

— —

power

reproducers

of accessories and
radio furniture designed
to build dealer's volume.
full line

November

The Bosch Ambotone
sets a new standard of

radio
Its

reproduction.

patented

cone

and

finish

make

art
it

wood
bronze
on

sell

appearance as well as
on its performance.

15,

1926

November

15,
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RADIO

The New Bosch Radio models

demand
for Receivers of Hair Line Selectivity, Clear Reception, Tonal
Purity, Simplitied Tuning, as well as Quality Furniture.

The Amborada,
a cabinet

squarely meet the popular

7 -tube armored and shielded receiver

— dignified,

of early American period design

addition to the furnishings of any home.

cated controls,

its

and help you sell.
Amborada is Bosch precision

welcome

and illuminated

Electrically perfect and built on

interest customers
chassis, the

a

absence of compli-

Its

single station selector

incased in

is

is

steel

your most exacting customers

built to satisfy

There

a

dial

ample room

in the cabinet for all batteries,

The completely armored

charger and power units.

and shielded 5-tube Cruiser

is

compact

a powerful,

receiver of speedy selling possibilities.

Its

unified

control provides a single station selector for most tun-

ing and two dials for "Cruising the Air."
is

looked upon

as the greatest

The

Cruiser

value in radio of today.

ARE YOU THE MAN TO SELL BOSCH RADIO
Tell

us

in

confidence

about yourself, your

strength and experience.
of

the

new Bosch Radio

We

will

Plan,

for

tell

business,

financial

you the direct benefits

one dealer

in

a

territory.

All prices slightly higher, Colorado
and west and In Canada

THE AMBORADA
7

TUBES

$310

AMERICAN BOSCH MAGNETO CORPORATION
MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS:
SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS
BRANCHES: NEW YORK
CHICAGO
DETROIT
SAN FRANCISCO
Manufactured

under

patent

applications

o£

the

American

Bosch Magneto Corporation and licensed

also

under applications of the Radio

Frequency Laboratories, Incorporated

46
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NOBATTR.Y
POWER UNIT
B"

The new

Power Unit answers
a

dependable

full

no acids
it

the insistent

light socket

"B" Power.

proof,

Bosch NoBattry "B"

precision built Edirion 3

Bosch NoBattry

to spill

for

entirely automatic,

is

—mistake-

or renew, no adding water

cannot burn out tubes.

ments and operates without
Designed

demand of today

attachment to give unvarying,

no adjust-

particle of noise or

a

for personal safety

It requires

as

hum.

well as safety in per-

formance, powerful enough for any set up to 10 tubes

including

a

power tube, and has

of from 90 to 135 or better of

NoBattry
Ed.

sells
3

readily

on

its

for Alternating Current $55.

voltage range

a

"B"

Bosch

current.

name and performance.
'

For Direct Current S42

AMBOTONE
RE PRODUCER
Demonstrate the Ambotone,

its

mellow tone and accurate

reproduction will etFect quick and satisfactorv sales for you.

This wood
full

cone

orchestral

producer

scale

splendid clearness.

is

absolutely

accurate

over the

and brings you the human voice with
is the wood that gives its mellowness

It

and Bosch precisioji construction that assures perfect reproduction whether on redu.ced volume or full power for
dancing. Bosch Ambotone ^27.30. The Art Pedestal $1 1 .50.
AH

prices slightly higher Colorado and west and in

Canada

AMERICAN BOSCH MAGNETO CORPORATION
MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS
BRANCHES:
NEW yORK

CHICACO

DETROIT

SPRINGFIELD, MASS.
SAN FRANCISCO

ii

15,

1926

—
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Money-Making Suggestions
for Ambitious Merchants

47

senting their products to the public individually
in crowds.
There is no logical reason why
this work should not be kept up and the Master-

and

works

set and combinations of records, which
large sales units, should not be similarly
exploited.

make

^

Prominently displayed

and many times see one or more
which interests them and thus the cash register

in the store of a large

titles

listed

—

metropolitan dealer is an attractively printed
poster listing the records of "hit" numbers from
popular Broadway musical shows. Inquiry won
from the manager the fact that production numbers were always good sellers in record form,
even without advertising or publicity. Bringing
the records to the attention of the purchaser
through attractive posters, naturally, increased
these sales. "It is necessary, however," he said,
"that the record clerks have an accurate knowl-

$$$$$$$
The

spirit
of co-operation which
should exist between non-competitive merchants

friendly

town was well

in a

illustrated in Seattle recently

when the University Music Store, owned by
Ned Douglass, worked with Heiser's University
was

Ice Co. in a publicity stunt that
to both.

edge of the selections from the different shows
and be able to talk intelligently concerning the
People come in
"hits" of this or that show.

The record "Any

was the subject
bearing the

title

the

of

beneficial

Ice To-day,

publicity

of the record

Lady"

and banners

and the

fact that

and inquire for the hits of the 'Follies,' 'Scandals,'
'Queen High,' 'Castles in the Air,' 'Honeymoon
Lane' or some other show and the clerk, to
secure the best results, must be able to produce
the records without having recourse to the
catalog."

$^
^5

^

^

^

^

^

^

costume

or,

as

is

of

members

of

the

case,

cast

A

dealer in

tf*

^

^

^

A

Tie-up That Sold Records

lack of

ice

company

little

or nothing and which

(!•

d*

O

ip

was

interest-

effective in

He

How,

would buy.
the

for

and

their

naturally places

the

all

J)

^
^

^

^

tf»

iJ»

^

^

the

dealers.

will issue these records in

are as nearly perfect as

pictures

.of

\p

^

privileged to hear ad-

is

The solution rests
The Columbia Co.
November and they

possible. Perfect

the event which they depict.

sound
"Na-

Retreat from Moscow" is described
and a short explanatory talk from the
dealer to an audience would make the sales apremains therepeal well-nigh irresistible.
It
poleon's

which hangs in front of the door, suspended
from a cord so that it can sway from side to
side and turn about so that the diiTerent titles

vividly,

The fact that the dealer
can be easily read.
has a machine playing at the door constantly
draws the crowds and while they are listening to
the selection being played, they read over the

fore

for

the

dealer

to

continue

the

work he

accomplished so well during the period of the
introduction of the new type talking machines.
At that time dealers did yeoman service in pre-

BOSCH

A

"Microphone."

the following interesting facts.

out in

Louisiana used a

selected names.

A

recent issue had
"A radio dealer

mailing

list

ment post cards, suitably printed, was sent out.
The total cost was $12. A personal, face-to-face,
call was also made on every person in the list.

money

to $12,900;

and

all it

amounting

sets,

cost

was $12

—

Big Atwater Kent Shipment

—

Los Angeles, Cal., November 4. The demand
Atwater Kent radio products of southern
California is at a high mark as is evidenced by

for

Ray Thomas,

Atwater Kent
"Lewis
Luckenbach" the largest shipment of radio
equipment that ever arrived at the port of Los
the fact that

Inc.,

distributor, recently received via the S. S.

Angeles.

The Fifty-ninth Street Radio Shop, New
York, was recently incorporated, at Albany,
with a capital stock of $5,000. The incorporators are L. Abati. H. and I. Sauer.

combination

together make, not only radio perfection,

but in addition keep your customers happy and
your bank deposits healthy.

ARMORED RADIO

— AMBOTONE —

NOBATTRY

WEBER RANCE CORR
In Brooklyn

1271 Bedford Ave.

in

Naturally, such enorcash and some energy.
mous returns are rare. But they indicate that
every dealer can make direct-mail advertising,
plus personal activity, a profitable venture if
carefully planned and wisely handled." It's unnecessary to do any "guilding of the lily" by
adding comment to these interesting facts.

The Armored Radio, the Ambotone and the Nobattr'y

100

of

series of six ordinary govern-

then, to secure an audience

demonstrations.

entirely with

entitled the

in

(t»

vance records of the "1812" Overture of
Tschaikowsky, played by Sir Henry Wood and
His Orchestra on two and a half twelve-inch
Columbia records. Upon hearing these records
one cannot help but feel that anyone who owned
a talking machine and heard the selections could
not but purchase them, or at least two out of
every three who can be persuaded to listen

constructed or had
constructed a three-sided display board, each
side about a foot wide, the length being about
On cardboard strips about five inches
five feet.
high, the titles of the latest records are printed
and these strips are attached to the side of the
sign.
Altogether about thirty or thirty-five
titles are thus displayed on the display sign,

The

work

Result: the dealer sold sixty-six

the story.

Recently the writer

^

is

tells

$<jj
^

ing display of the latest record releases that cost

him

of the batteries

This dealer stated: "The batteries
are thoroughly explained.
The buyer is fully
instructed as to the life of a battery and impressed with the fact that it will not recharge
itself as an automobile battery will, but pours
itself out as does a bottle of milk when the
bottle is opened.
Many dealers overlook this
important explanation and the average customer who, enthusiastic over his set, operates
it for several hours each day and then finds that

of Boston, in its interesting bulletin to dealers

could be procured at the University Music
Store were attached to every truck of the ice
company. Mr. Douglass for his part displayed
the records in his window frozen in cakes of
ice.
Needless to say the idea worked splendidly
and many records were sold. The accompanying photo of the office and delivery staff of the
it

^

Lower New York has an

attracting customers.

working

the

is

functions.

value of direct-mail advertising is well
set forth by Northeastern Radio, Inc., jobber,

in

additional free publicity.
^

^
O

The

more people than the mere printed announcement of the record. The photographs,
we are sure, can be procured from the show's
management who never overlook a bet to secure
J)

point

(I*

tract

J>

^

O

Western radio dealer in explaining his lack
complaints from purchasers stated that it
was because when the set is installed in the
home of the purchaser the working of the receiver is thoroughly explained and one much
neglected point is especially well covered. The

J)

it

tb

^

have stated that the chief cause of customer's complaints can be traced to batteries,
this service hint might not come amiss.

and in pushing this number
there can be no doubt but that a poster topped
off by a photograph of a shapely miss will at-

on

tf*

ers

costume, and they aid materially in "dressingup" a window poster or display card of the
Practically every listing
latest record releases.
of releases has one or more musical comedy
selections

<^

3>

A

the set will not

^
^

sometimes the

^
O

blame on the dealer." As any number of deal-

Apropos of records of production "hits" we
wonder why more dealers do not avail themselves of the photographs of actresses from the
various musical shows and revues to use on
posters, etc. There are several dealers who use
these photographs

^

of

kept ringing merrily.

is

^

Sole M.etropolitan Distributors

Circle

7610

New York
225 West 57th
In

St.
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Stromberg-Garlson Sets
at the Sesqui-Gentennial
Radio Receivers of Stromberg-Carlson Tel. Mfg.
Co. Shown in Living Room Setting Booth

—

Under Direction
Phiiladelphia,

of Philadelphia Dealers

November

Pa.,

6.

—^The

radio

products of the Stromberg-Carlson Tel. Mfg. Co.
have been presented to the many thousands of
visitors to the Sesqui-Centennial Exposition in this

Baker, secretary of the National Radio Coordinating Committee, in charge of the office
with such assistants as are necessary, this office
to be used as headquarters and a source of information for. members of the conference committee who are considering the White & Dill
radio bills that are now in conference.
The
expense of the office, which will be maintained

from November

15

to

December

The Mike Makes
to the

tributors
la..

delphia

dealers

indicate

interest has been

that a

shown by

great

amount of

visitors to the booth.

The Mike,

in

to

Aid

Associations Appoint Co-ordinating Committee
of the Radio Industry to Work for Early
Passing of Broadcasting Control Bill
In a series

of

conferences during the

past

three months, an agreement has been reached

between the following national radio associations to create a "Co-ordinating Committee of
the Radio Industry": National Association of
Broadcasters, Radio Manufacturers' Association,
Federated Radio Trade Association, American
Manufacturers' Electrical Supplies, Radio Magazine Publishers Association, American Newspaper Publishers Association, National Association of Radio Writers, American Radio Relay
League and National Institute of Radio Engi-

Baker for
its
executive secretary, met at the Congress
Hotel, Chicago, recently and outlined a campaign for bringing pressure to bear upon Congress to pass adequate legislation governing
S.

radio broadcasting so that the public may enjoy
good radio reception without interference and

have the benefit and enjoyment of the fine programs to be broadcast this Winter.
On November 15 the Co-ordinating Committee of the Radio Industry proposes to open
headquarters at the Washington Hotel, Washington, D. C, and there they will have L. S.

—

play Material Utilized in

Blish,

San Francisco, Cal., November
Co.,
Columbus dealer,

5.

Music

—The

Powell

Quarg
and

O'Farrell streets, recently devoted the large diswindow on Powell street, to a presentation

play

new line of Columbia Viva-tonal phonographs and the Columbia New Process records.
One of the most important items of the display
was a musical scale which was suspended from
of the

the rear of the
clever and clear

window and which showed in a
manner the fact that the Viva-

tonal brings out

all

the purity of the highest

Dis-

of

distributors,

Harger &
Des
of

of

la.,

is

dealers

special

interest

and the

was a survey

the

of

relative popularity of radio

under the name of H. B. Sixsmith. Anvery informative article was entitled
"Service Problems," and of course one of the
featured items was an account of the Atwater
Kent dealers' meeting held in Des Moines recently, and sponsored by Harger & Blish.
The Mike certainly is proving a convenient
medium for bringing the sales messages and
sets

other

suggestions of Harger

many

&

Blish to the attention

merchants served by this
enterprising concern and that this newcomer
among the trade house organs is filling a need
in the territory covered by Harger & Blish is
indicated in a concrete manner by the many letters of approval that have been received from
retail merchants and others.
of

the

retail

How

Quarg Co. Featured Columbia Line

notes as well as the sonority of the deepest
bass. The current issue of the regular Columbia
monthly window display was utilized in the display and lent a touch of color to the presentation

—

it

also served the purpose of featuring a

number of the
The beauty

record releases.
display tended to attract
thousands to the window and a large percentage
entered the store and were given a demonstration of the instruments. The proprietor of the
latest

of the

was most successstimulating the sales of both Viva-tonal

store reports that the display
ful

in

phonographs and records.

Pooley Go. Files Suit

New Eby

—

Philadelphia, Pa., November 4. Announcement has been made by the Pooley Co., of this
city, maker of Pooley radio cabinets, of a suit
which it has filed in the United States District
Court for the Southern District of California,
under date of September 27, at Los Angeles,
against the Blue Bird Furniture Mfg. Co. of Los
Angeles for infringement of the Pooley Co.'s
patent on the design of one of its radio cabinets.
The bill of complaint charges damages amountThe design patent for which
ing to $50,000.
infringement is charged in this suit covers
model 1600.

Dial Introduced

HERMANN THORENS
Ste. Croix,

Switzerland

announces the establishment

NEW YORK

of its

OFFICE

at

AVENUE,
FOURTH
NEW YORK, N. Y.

—

Philadelphia, Pa., November 4. The H. H. Eby
Mfg. Co., of this city, well known as the manufacturer of binding posts and more lately of
cushion proof sockets, has now placed a new
product on the market, the Eby dial. This dial,
which operates any type of condenser, has a
complete metallic shield and is moulded in
Bakelite.
It may be operated clockwise and
counter clockwise.
H. H. Eby, head of the
organization, reports that the new product has
met with approval wherever shown.
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Window

in

new house organ
Kent

San Francisco Columbia Dejder Makes Beautiful
Presentation of New Line Company's Dis-

Des Moines,
Interesting Data

neers.

This committee, which has L.

Bow

1926

meeting with wide approval
and their salesmen. The latest
issue of this house organ has just been distributed to the trade and it contains a wealth
of merchandising data and information that
should prove of benefit to the retail trade. An
Moines,

sales field

Broadcast Legislation

the

Atwater

among

item

Radio Ass'ns Plan

Harger &

of

With Headquarters

Contains Wealth of

Blish,

Its

15,

Viva-tonal Featured in
Quarg Music Go. Display

which

at

Radio Retail Trade

New House Organ
Sesqui Display of Stromberg-Carlson
city, through an attractive display booth, pictured
herewith, which is in charge of the Philadelphia
Stromberg-Carlson dealers. The display represents
the living room of a home and demonstrated the
pleasing effect obtained by having the loud speaker
separate from the receiver.
Reports from Phila-

22,

time the Government offices will close for the
Christmas recess, is to be prorated among the
different associations. In addition to the above,
each Association has pledged itself to send each
week that the office is open one member to
represent his association.

November

11th floor

NoreMBER

15,

1926

Srittiantone
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Kansas City Dealers Complete Plans to
Take Advantage of Big Year-End Demand

November

list on the
books of the company very many additional
requests have been received for it.

new

In the

Indications Point to Satisfactory Sales Volumes in All Lines Handled by Talking Machine Dealers in That Territory
Business Outlook Is Bright, Report Trade Leaders

Kansas
talking

Mo.,

City,

month

November

said Mr. Pierce, "and they are

ex-

6.

November to be active^ in
machine demand. The continued warm

pect the

aroused to the buying point.
Radio has opened up with satisfactory
impetus, the season being several weeks ahead
of last year, according to the dealers.
The

World

and the Dempsey-Tunney

Series,

fight

influenced early sales to a great extent in the
opinion of many, and the football season has

been another factor in keeping up the sales,
while the colder weather has the natural effect
of stimulating radio interest.
The outstanding
feature of the radio sales this season is that
the higher-priced merchandise is the most popular.
People have experimented with cheap sets
and now they are buying something which they
can depend upon.
Record Sales Increase
Record trade is the bright spot in the phonograph business just at present. There are a
large number of exceedingly good dance records on the market, all of which are so good
that every dance enthusiast feels he must have
them all. It is remarked here that the vocal
records with dance rhythm meet with greatest
approval from the public.
A new feature of one of the local papers
promises to aid the record business substantially.
It is a weekly column entitled "What's
New in the Popular Record," and in a breezy,

humorous vein
hits, telling

the writer discusses the current

who

gives

makes comments on

each.

the nature of the record,

the performance and

valuable guide to the shopper who wants
to be able to go in and ask for records by their
name, rather than pick them at random.
It is a

Don Bestor's Victor recording orchestra is
playing a lengthened engagement at the Hotel
Muehlebach
J.

W. Jenkins Sons Co. Busy
W. Jenkins Sons Music Co. is

phonograph business normal

for

finding

time of

this

buying
Burton J. Pierce,
sales manager of the phonograph department.
Combinations in the higher-priced models have
been moving with unexpected celerity, while
activity in all lines has been normal.
"Much of our business is with salaried men,"
year, but expects a decided impetus to
this

month,

according

tributor

buying other necessities.
The family
budget does not allow for added expenditures
during September and October. However, with
these items out of the way and a few cold nights
at home, the need of a phonograph will find a
ready response."
Brisk Radio Demand
Radio has been active with the Jenkins firm
for the past few weeks.
Mr. Pierce finds that
the Radio Corp. of America line, which is the
exclusive line of the department, is very popular.
The higher-priced sets from $115 up find
the biggest demand.
"People are done with
experiments and after having a few bad experiences with cheap machines they are after
something permanent and reliable," said Mr.
Pierce. Most of the customers in the radio department have owned radio sets of some description and are sold on the idea, according to
the department head.
The Paul Record Shop is enjoying its usiial
active business in records, along with a satis-

to

catalog of Jame.^ K. Polk,

Honest Quaker

of

was produced

in

the

same

with

tionally

Ever\-body's
Talking
which supplied the excep-

distributor,

its

Machine

Co.,
fine

Inc.,

plates

that

are

used

|£)l5Ply^OU^

Noted Negro Evangelist

own

Who Has Met With

Great Success as Religious Leader of His
Race Makes Recordings of His Sermons

The Rev. Jesse
evangelist, of
series of his

C.

Kansas
sermons

Burnette,

noted

negro

City, Mo., has recorded a

for the

Columbia Phono-

Everybody's T. M. Go. Adds
to Catalog of Repair Parts
Maker

of

Parts

Honest Quaker Springs and Repair

Makes Eight-page Addition

Current Catalog

tive

— In

Big

Phu.adelphia, Pa., November
Talking Machine Co., of this

to Attrac-

Demand
6.

— Everybody's

maker of
Honest Quaker main springs and talking
machine repair materials, has just issued an
eight-page addition to its already large and attractive

current

catalog.

city,

This eight-page

ad-

denda is a condensed catalog of useful tools,
hardware and assembling sundries for the talking machine repairman.
It lists well-known
Honest Quaker items, such as the "Repairmen's
Friend," "H. Q." pliers, "Quaker Tap and Drill"
sets, etc., which are representative of but a few
of the tools which are required in every repair

Rev. Jesse C. Burnette
Mr. Burnette's early life was spent
in Mobile, Ala., where he was born, overcoming
tremendous handicaps; he succeeded in getting
an education and prepared himself for the ministry, in which field he has met with great success due to his matchless eloquence, inspiring sincerity and boundless faith.
Mr. Burnette believes that through his recordings for the Columbia Phonograph Co. many
more of his people will be brought to God and
that his voice will be carried throughout the
From the commercial
world doing good.
standpoint it is expected that these records will
have a wide sale.

graph Co.

This catalog also lists stay rods, needle
door knobs, cover supports, door catches,
hinges, etc., all of which are attractively illustrated.
In addition to the hardware there are
variety
amplifiers,
motor
listed a wide
of
shop.

boards, grilles,

etc.

The Everybody's catalog, which was
nally issued in March of this year, is of
leaf construction

and

origi-

loose-

this last addition of eight

—

may

be conveniently added and become
The 1926 Everya part of the catalog itself.
body's catalog has proved very popular and

pages

Every

Bit.

of Valuable

—

Will give your records greater prominence in your window, without taking up
space that you are already using. Will increase your record business and pay for itself
GUARANTEE!
Sold with a
in a short time.
Send Check or Mo7iey-Order for Fixture Shoum, or Write for

MONEY-BACK

Information of Other Displays

60c
$6.00 doz.

its

Rev. Jesse G. Burnette
Makes Golumbia Records

the glass.

Record Name,

in

catalog.

Window Space Vacuum Cup Locks-on Glass
Here is the greatest Record display ever devised. A display that makes use of the
most valuable space in your window, that at present is being wasted. The LOCK-ON
Fixture is equipped with a rubber vacuum cup that, after being moistened, locks on
Complete
with Display
Card for

page

size

factory trade in talking machines.

Utilize

Fixture

Inc.,

'

distributor

as the Everybody's catalog and in co-operation

cups,

grill.

J.

The

buying clothes

and

weather which has characterized the season
here so far has delayed Fall sales in all lines of
merchandise, the music stores sharing in the
general quietness.
Distributors, however, are
overwhelmed with orders and every indication
points to unusually heavy buying on the part
of the public in the phonograph line this Winter.
With all the new lines on the market and ready
for
delivery,
consumer interest has been

Ga.,

products in the South, the Ever^-body's catalog of main springs and talking machine repair
materials is reproduced in its entirety as part
of the Polk catalog.
The catalog of the dis-

for Fall, getting the children ready for school

of

1926

since its original mailing to the large

Atlanta,

—
— Dealers

15,

LOCK- ON FIXTURE

CO., 44 No. 9th Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

——

—
The

Business Is

Talkiiuj

MacJnne World, Nczv York, 'November

GOOD

—and the Music and Radio Dealer
heyday

of

is

in the

a wonderful holiday season—

But—

ahead that inevitable January, February and March and that long
summer from April to October. You know what that means from past experience. The Holidays will have come and gone. Inventory time days when
profits will be banked and shelves lightened by a season's generous sales.

There

is

—

Then watch

out

Sales will drop as they always do.

They

earned profits must be dragged out of
penses of non-productive months.

It's

Who
sales,

and lag until those hard
the old bank account to pay the exwill lag

a wise dealer
plans ahead for continued

the exterminator.

year 'round

— they will

sales.

Overhead

is

the

moth

of industry

you keep your local trade interested in you
never forget you — that's merchandising.
If

all

the

Ever think of that little corner grocer? He's a real merchandiser, after all.
When Christmas cookies have had their run he's tempting you with the
luscious strawberry the peach — the melon and finally the twanging royal
smack of the cranberry. He's everlastingly at it and you can't pass him up.
He just simply haunts your appetite throughout all four seasons of the year
he's "gotcha goin' and comin'."

—

—

—

There's no reason

why you should sufier slow sales because your customers

won't take their phonograph or radio along in the auto. Go along with them
—sell them a line that will make those week ends or vacation spins a greater
pleasure. Make continuous profits on events that they can bring back to life
over and over again.
will help you find the way.

We

Turn

make

Bell

— and

next page
us prove it!

to the

& Howell Company

1810 Larchmont Avenue, Chicago, Illinois
New York, Hollywood, London
Established 1907

!
15,

1926

—

—
The Talking Machine World,

New

York, November

15,

1926

^^ur new source of Profits

The demand
all pleasures

ptrsonal "movits"
ui)on
The public has awahemd
— hringing
hack animated records—
re-enactment, over and over again,
for

is

us.

to this greatest of

the

pleasures of an event, trip, cruise or vacation. As life-like as
purveyors of pleasure producing evenings for years

of the
simple, fool-proof

life itself

and

years to come.

Put this Prop under NOW- while sales are up
^then

that the hardest time to get business

boom, put
need sales

this life-preserver on.
to ofiset

a merchant you know the fundamentals
of demand-creating merchandise and
A. sales propaganda. Display a line that

S

has the public's attention and interest and your
sales resistance will bend under its weight.

Think

of

it— over 30,000,000 people

visit

motion picture theatres each day. And every
Howell
such visit is helping you sell Bell
personal motion picture equipment.

&

The demand for personal "movies"
The public has awakened to this

us.

never go

down

is when you need it. Now, at the height of your sales
Acquaint your old customers with your new line. Then, when you
the radio and music slump, you'll already be under way. Nothing can stop you.

You know

J-^L

^

they'll

is

upon

greatest

— bringing back ani mated records
— the re-enactment, over and over again, of the
cruise or vacation.
pleasures of an event,
— simple, fool-proof
As life-like as

of all pleasures

trip,

life itself

purveyors of pleasure producing evenings for
years and years to come.

—

because we are
Territory is available today
exercising the greatest care and precaution in

our selection of the right kind of dealers and
we are losing no time in granting such dealers
territory. That's a frank statement
frank because we are out to do a job and do it right.
We're ready to talk business with serious

—

minded, aggressive, responsible dealers who
want to do business with a serious manufacturer.

We

have neither time nor inclination to experiment.
are all set to go. Twenty years
of hard earned experience producing 95'', c of
the professional motion picture cameras in use
today has placed Bell
Howell manufacturing ability beyond the element of doubt.

We

&

Dealers who are responsible and who will
stand back of a manufacturer's policy to do
clean merchandising and maintain Bell
Howell ideals, can qualify where territory

&

—

is still

open.

No

product has yet been devised that will
in so admirably with the Music and Radio
Dealer's especial sales policy and organization,
as the Bell
Howell line of personal amateur
motion picture apparatus. Summer months
are peak sales months in the amateur motion
picture business
winter sales are, obviously,
peak months especially the Holiday Season.
fit

&

—

—

Our October Saturday Evening

—

Post ad

certainly proved the
a full page four-color ad
there are twelve more full
public pulse.
page four-color ads to run in the Post. The

And

—

to run
is one of them
13th. What will be the results when
to say nothing of all
get underway

page opposite this

November

—

these all
the other publications we are advertising in?
Our dealer sales helps, cut-outs, literature and
direct-by-mail campaigns all to help produce
dealer sales
is the most eSective and aggressive possible to produce, irrespective of cost.

—

—

MAIL THIS FOR DEALER PROPOSITION

BELL

& HOWELL CO.

1810 Larchmont Ave., Chicago,
Please send

me

All in

complete details of your motion picture

I

I

I

Address

-

—

we are

interested only in the

Are
you interested in making your summer
months all Christmas months? If so,
mail the coupon and we will explain
more than space here will permit.
legitimate, responsible dealer trade.

III.

camera and equipment Dealer Sales Proposition.

Name

all,

—

The Talking Machine World,

New

November

York,

1926

15,

THESE FEATURES GIVE
THE KIND OF
PICTURES YOU WANT
These exclusive Filmo

features,

evolved by the world's largest makers
of mocion picture cameras, really give
ycu movies of theatre-quality:
1

Spy-glass viewfinder.

2.

—

Adjustable, accurate speed-control
for different objects and Ughts.

Special mechanism for s-I-o-w motion pictures, in same design of

camera.
Highest-quality, imported anastigmat, 25 m/m F 3.5 aperture lens.

Simplest to operate of
cameras.

Twelve
special

all

movie

lenses interchangeable for

work.

7. Beautifully finished,
cient.

8. Lifetime service;

compact,

effi'

no depreciation.

For showing mo^niS in your ou/n home

—

offers

same superiority; as Filmo
as brilliant and f?it:^fr-

itself : pictures

as you see at best theatres. Runs
rorward, backward, or stops /or single
picture. Shows pictures from postcard
less

size

H

ow you

up to7 x9feet.

can take Movies

of feature-film clearness, beauty:
TODAY

it

is

simple and easy, with

(T^his cam&'ra

Filmo, to take your own actual motion

world-leadership in

pictures. Pictures as sharply brilliant

nd beautiful

as the

fessional

photography in your

xclusively
lucers,

this possible.'

Nearly

1ms you see are made by

jerience

the Bell

and equipment used almost

essional cameras.

easily, accurately

object

From

and knowledge

all

Bell 6?

we now

It

& Howell automatic ^^^(^

feature

Howell pro«

give you the

each. Yet

Filmo

is

within reach of the modest

average income.

—

You can take any moving thing you see and
want— 3.3 easily as looking through a field-glass.

beautiful,

light

is

:ake-proof that
successfully. In

ty Filmo

is

professional

special purposes.

equipment

*

*

The

Filmo

one capable of giving

sharp pictures

The

when

even

only one with

which

motion pictures.

features.)

Bell 6?

— "what

you

Films are developed free

:

Interesting, neiv hoo\

No

cranking; no

tri'

see,

you get!"

— ready

to show.

it

has

it.

does.
it

Ask

to tell

It!
priceless

it.

A very good dealer, in your local'

—and that way permit us
— — new book on
in

you who and where your nearest dealer
free

a

nating subject of taking your

Addtess._

There

is

also

eyemo

.

.

.

using standard film

for professional work

City

6?

own

movies.

HOWELL CO.

i8ii Larchmont Ave., Chicago
.

State..

Cmk

is.

this fasci-

full

BELL

Name..

to

Find out

—now.

Illinois.

— with

new deUght

questions about

description of Filmo.

it

Howell

See

living.

Also receive

Send new book on taking personal movies

abil-

cameras costing thousands of dollars

See
Filmo adds a

Literally,

what

^

accuracy and movie-taking

button and

Mail coupon today

FREE

Howell Co.,
Bell
18ii Larchmont Ave., Chicago.

an eight-year-old can operate

fully automatic.

is

pod; no focusing for distance. Simply press a

only design of personal

for taking s-I-o-w

(Note other important

THE BELL y HOWELL AUTOMATIC

So simple and mis-

matched only by

poor.

squarely on the film.

ity,

pounds of motion picture

for personal use.

also the only

it

movie camera in which you can get special

Real Moines.'
perfection

IS

get
*

you

"

four-and-a-half

and

.

expected in

movie cameras for individual use.

is

.

which you can

follow the fastest-moving

twelve different lenses are interchangeable for

that vast, practical ex-

Naturally, it has features not to be

"iLMO

.

*

%

utomatic Filmo.

)ther

pro-

motion picture cameras and

by the world's leading movie pro-

ma\es

making

the only camera of this kind

is

w.ith a spy-glass vieu.'finder, with

necessary for theatre-qvulity pictures:

&? Howell's nineteen years" leadership, in

making cameras

Because Filmo

19 years

equipment. It alone possesses the features

ivorite photoplays!
iell

is the. r&siilt of

j\cw Tot\. Hollywood, London
Established 1907

^
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Gentlemen:
Look

at

—

This Growth
Bell & Howell Co s.
Fourth Expansion

Accommodate

to

Increasing Business

TWENTY

years ago Bell

as pioneers,

&

Howell Company began

manufacturing professional cameras for

the motion picture industry.

The

first

Bell

& Howell Cameras were so good that

them are still in use. They were so good
Howell became camera manufacturers-in-chief

of

many

that Bell

^

The smaller structure to the left is the front of
the Bell
Howell factory as it was a year ago.
The six-story reinforced concrete and hrich addition with the 118- foot clock tower is the new daylight factory in which Filmo Cameras, Projectors
and equipment are now made.

&

to the entire

industry.

^

Howell helped motion pictures to grow in popularity
and the growth of motion pictures, in turn, expanded
the business of the BeU & Howell Company. Three new
and larger factories were built to take care of the growing
Bell

—

business.

Then, out

of their years of experience in building profes-

© Howell perfected the Filrcio Camera
and equipment for the amateur. Acceptance was immediate.
Because Filmo Cameras were no experiment. They were

sional cameras. Bell

right to begin with. So

made

necessary the

This

new

new

factory building

shown

new

dealers.

Under

here.

growth, makes

the old produc-

program new dealers could not have been accommo-

dated, because

demand

Here you stand
that

has, within a short time,

factory, anticipating ten years of

possible the addition of
tion

demand

is

with a

exce&ded factory supply.

looking into a cream market

setting the country afire.

This

is

on

a product

your opportimity to

put cash into your registers instead of eventual vain regrets.

Get the

GROW
WINNER /
Starling "^Ipwt

details.

Turn back and
SMail the big

COUPON
TRADE MARK REGISTERED

November

IS,
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Chicago Radio

50a

Scores a Big Success

Fifth Annual Radio Show, Held in Chicago Coliseum, During the
Week of October 11, Under Auspices of R. M. A., Considered
Best in History of Radio Thousands Viewed Fine Exhibits

—

Annual Radio Show, which was
held at the Chicago Coliseum the week of October 11, under the auspices of the Radio ManuAssociation, was regarded by all
facturers'
exhibitors at the exposition as the most successful radio show that has been held in the his-

The

Fifth

tory of the radio industry. In point of attendance
the figures were slightly less than the record-

breaking figures at the Third Annual Radio
World's Fair, held in New York in September,
under the direction of the R. M. A., but even

The majority

of the wholesalers

had one comshortage

at the show, namely,
merchandise and they emphasized the fact that
this merchandise was needed for immediate delivery, with the dealers urgently demanding the
The manufacturers convinced the
products.
visiting wholesalers that their factories were
working to capacity with increased facilities at
their command, but the fact remained that a
shortage was apparent for practically every
prominent make of radio set and accessory.

the

plaint

of

with simplicity of operation and attractiveness
of cabinet design sharing in the public's gen-

The latest models of speakers, as
newer developments in the power
unit and battery eliminator field, were closely
inspected by the visitors to the show, and the
manufacturers of tubes were kept busy explaining the various distinctive qualities of the newer
eral interest.

well as the

In fact, the public as a whole,
thoroughly informed on the most
recent developments of the radio art, although

types of tubes.

seemed

to be

A

View Showing Crowds Present at the Chicago Coliseum to View Exhibits at the Fifth Annual Radio Show
there was a noticeable decrease
The development of the industry to an allin attendance it was
generally conceded by the exhibitors that for
year-round stage will undoubtedly solve many
of inquiries that were made as

with this slight difiference

genuine jobber, dealer and public interest the
Chicago radio show of 1926 was without a doubt
the leader of

all

radio expositions.

Jobbers and dealers from all parts of the
country visited the Coliseum during the week of
the show, and in addition to the fact that orders

possibilities

more logical manufacturing and marketing program than exists

quality, simplicity

confronting the trade

salers to provide for a far

were placed at the show itself, there was evidenced a keener realization of the sales possibilities for radio
products, which was grati-

at

every factor of the industry.
The
wholesalers and retailers seemed to be convinced of the importance of making radio an
all-year-round sales proposition rather than a
seasonal one, and conferences were held by the
manufacturers with their representatives for the
purpose of laying out plans and policies for
1927 that would make the year a banner one
for all concerned.
Signs of Stabilization
Practically without exception the jobbers and
dealers merchandising the products of the
standard makes of radio sets and accessories
were keenly enthusiastic as to the outlook for
the future of the radio business, pointing out
that the industry was becoming more stabilized

keen enthusiasm of the public regarding radio, and although no retail sales were
made at the e.xposition, dealers throughout the
city of Chicago reported direct sales as a result

fying

month

to

after

month and

that practically

all

of

had been eliminated.
Full credit for the development of the trade was
given to the Radio Manufacturers' Association,
which has accomplished phenomenal results in
the past two years and which is recognized today as a most powerful and constructive force
in the development of the industry.

the

merchandising

evils

200,000 Paid

Admission

Over 200,000 paid admissions

to

Show

to the

Coliseum

reflected the

of the
of

show

many

in addition

to

valuable prospects.

securing the names

The value

of the

show, as a general incentive to public interest
in

radio,

not

considered

was commented upon by

all

of

the

exhibitors as well as the visiting wholesalers,

and U. J. Herrmann, managing director, and G.
Clayton Irwin, Jr., general manager of the show,
were congratulated upon the efficient manner
in which they had presented the exposition to
the public. The Chicago newspapers gave adequate space to the daily programs broadcast
at the show, as well as the various novelties
introduced during the week, and many points
outside of Chicago, were represented in the

number

Loud

as important as tone
and attractiveness of design.

quite

speakers, batteries, tubes, battery elimi-

nators, antenna kits

the present time.

the

of the various sets on exhibition.
While distance seemed to be something that
was highly desirable, at the same time it was

manufacturing and marketing problems
at the present time, and
at the Chicago show definite steps were taken
by prominent manufacturers and their wholeof the

in

to the distance

and other incidental acces-

sories are apparently regarded with

equal im-

portance

consumer

as

the

today

set

itself,

the

for

with inadequate accessories cannot give proper radio rerealizes

that

a

quality

set

ception.

Important Meetings of Association
During the course of the show week the
Radio Manufacturers' Association held a series
of important meetings at which various topics
of general interest to the trade were discussed
by representative members of the industry. The
meetings were well attended and the remarkable progress made by the R. M. A. in the
past year was one of the subjects of general
The
interest while the show was in session.
R. M. A. is planning a trade show in June
which promises to be one of the outstanding
features of the radio industry, and which will
give manufacturers, wholesalers and retailers
an opportunity to solve the ever-present prob-

The show

daily attendance of the public during the course

lem

of the week.

held during the course of the R. M. A. annual
convention at Chicago, and attendance will be

From
marked
sets,

Consumers Want Tone Quality
a consumer angle there was manifested

a

interest in the tone quality of the radio

which seemed

to be a

most important

factor,

of

limited

twelve-month

to

the

trade

radio.

exclusively.

Full

will

be

details

regarding the show will be announced by B. W..
(Continued on page 50b)

—
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Chicago Radio Show Scores a Big Success— (Continued
Ruark,

secretary, very shortly, and
every reason to believe that the trade
show will prove a tremendous success and a
direct
reflection
of the importance
of the
R. M. A. as a factor in the growth of the radio

Bremer-Tully Mfg. Co., Chicago, III.; Briggs & Stratton
Corp., Milwaukee, Wis.; Buckingham Radio Corp.,
Chicago, 111.; Burgess Battery Co., Chicago, 111.; Carter Radio

industry.

Radio

there

executive

is

From

the point of actual business closed and

Chicago radio
show surpassed all preceding expositions and
the e.xhibits themselves were exceptionally atactual

trade

The character

tractive.

M. A. shows

R.

achievements

is

of the exhibits at these

a tribute to the

the

of

1926

the

interest,

radio

tremendous

industry,

year

for

after year the exhibits have increased in attrac-

tiveness and this year's exposition far out-dis-

tanced

preceding shows

all

beauty and

in

effec-

Chicago,

Co.,

Cornell

Radio

Mfg. Co.,
Manufacturing Co.,

E.

C.

Chelsea

111.;

Corp.,

New York

Cincinnati,

City;

Chelsea,

Co.,

Long Island

Electric

Providence,

City,

R.

Cunningham,

O.;

Davis,

I.;

Mass.;
N. Y.
Crosley

E. T., Inc.,
Chicago, 111.;

Richard T., Inc.,
Dayton, O.; De Forest Radio Co.,
Jersey City, N. J. Diamond T. Radio Mfrs., South Bend,
Ind.; Dictograph Products Corp., New York City; Uubilier
Condenser & Radio Corp., New York City; Duro Metal
Products Co., Chicago, 111.; Electrical Research Labs., Chicago, III,; Electric Storage Battery Co., Philadelphia, Pa.;
English-Whitman Co., New York City; Empire Electrical
Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.; Fansteel Products Co., Inc., North
Chicago, 111.; Farrand Mfg. Co., Long Island City, N. Y.
Federal Radio Corp., Buffalo, N. Y.; Federal Brandes,
Inc.. New York City.; Forest Electric Co., Newark, N. J.;
Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y.; French
Battery Co., Madison, Wis.; Chas. Freshman Co., Inc.,
Chicago, 111.; Garod Corp., Belleville, N. J.; General Instrument Corp., New York City; General Radio Company,
Cambridge, Mass.; Gould Storage Battery Co., New York
City; Grebe, A. H., & Co., New York City; GrigsbyGrunow-Hinds Co-, Chicago, 111.; Indiana Mfg. & Electric
Co., Marion, Ind.; Jefferson Electric Mfg. Co., Chicago,
Jewell Electrical
Instrument Co.,
Chicago,
111.;
111.;
Jones, Howard B., Chicago, 111.; Kellogg Switchboard &
Supply Co., Chicago, 111.; Kokomo Electric Co., Kokomo,

Day-Fan

Electric

Co.,

;

XOVEMBER

1926

15.

from page 50a)

Boston, Mass.; National Lead Battery Co., St.
Minn.; Newcombe-Hawley, Inc., St. Charles, 111.;
Operadio Corp., Chicago, 111.; Pacent Radio Co., New
York City; Pathe Phono. & Radio Corp., Chicago, 111.;
Perlesz Radio Corp., Chicago, 111.; Ferryman Electric Co.,
Co.,

Inc.,

Paul,

New York

City;
Pfanstiehl Radio Co.,
Chicago, III.;
Pooley Co., Philadelphia, Pa.; Precision Products Co.,
Ann Arbor, Mich.; Pressed Metal Co., Waukesha, Wis.;
Priess Radio Corp, New York City; Radio Corp. of
America, New York City; Radio Master Corp., Bay City,
Mich.; Raytheon Mfg. Co., Cambridge, Mass.; Reichmann
Co., Chicago, III.; Runzel-Lenz Electric Co., Chicago, 111.;
Saal, H. G., Co., Chicago, 111.;
Shamrock Mfg. Co.,
Nev/ark, N. J.; Showers Bros. Co., Bloomington, Ind.;
Slagle Radio Co., Fort Wayne, Ind.; Sleeper Radio Corp.,
Long Island City, N. Y. Sonatron Tube Company, Chi;

Sonora Phonograph Co., New York City;
Sparks- Withington Co., Jackson, Mich.; Splitdorf Electrical
Co., Newark, N. J.; Sterling Mfg. Co., Cleveland. O.:
cago,

111.;

Montrose-Hast
Radio Lab., New York City; Music Master Corp., Betzwood, Pa.; National Carbon Co., New York City; National

Stevens & Co., New York City; Stewart- Warner Speedometer Corp., Chicago, III.; Stromberg-Carlson Tel. Sc Mfg.
Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Stuart Products Corp., Chicago, 111.;
The Talking Machine World, New York City; Tectron
Radio Corp., New York City;
Timbretone Alfg. Co.,
Hoosick Falls, N. Y.; Timmons Radio Products Co., Philadelphia, Pa.; Tower Mfg. Co., Boston, Mass.; Trimm
Radio Mfg. Co., Chicago, III.; United Cabinet Mfrs. Corp.
Chicago, III.; Utah Radio Products Co., Chicago. 111.;
Vesta Battery Corp., Chicago, 111.; Walbert Mfg. Co., Chi
cago. 111.;
Webster Company, Chicago, 111.; Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co., East Pittsburgh, Pa.; Weston
Electrical Instrument Co., Newark, N. J.; Willard Storage Battery Co., Cleveland, O.; Windsor Furniture Company, Chicago, 111.; W. K. Electric Co., Kenosha, Wis., and
Zenith Radio Corp., Chicago, 111.

Cleveland Dealers Prepare for Holiday
Business Trade Gains Create Optimism

Stimulant has been the advertising done b}' the
Columbia Co. in the local newspapers and tieups by local dealers. The 1926 record cut-out
has been greatly appreciated by the trade, Dis-

tiveness.

Among

Coliseum

this

Abox

the exhibitors at the Chicago

year were the following:

Manufacturing Co.,
Chicago, III.;
Alden
Mass.; All-American Radio Corp., Chicago,
Springfield,
III.;
American Bosch Magneto Corp., Springfield. Mass.;

American

Co.,

Electric

Co.,

Chicago,

Amplion

III.;

Corp.

of

America, New York City; Amrad Corp., Cincinnati, O.
Amsco Products Co., New York City; Anylite Electric
Co., Chicago, 111.; Apco Mfg. Co., Providence, R. I.;
Apex Electric Mfg. Co., Cliicago, 111.; Argus Radio Corp.,
New York City; Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., Philadelphia,
Pa.; Bakelite Corp., New York City; Baldwin, Nathaniel,
Inc., Salt Lake City, Utah; Belden Mfg. Co., Chicago, 111.;
Best Mfg. Co., Irvington, N. J.; Borkraan Radio Corp.,
Chicago, III.; Brach, L. S., Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J.;

Transformer Co., Chicago,
Minerva Radio Co.,
Cal.;

Liberty

Ind.;
Co.,

Oakland,

Mohawk

Corp.

of

Chicago,

Illinois,

Magnavox

III.;

Chicago,

111.;

111.;

—

Types

All

Talking Machines

of

Local Music
Cleveland,

O.,

Week Proved

November

8.

in

—
Elec. & Mfg. Co. Plant Damaged by Fire
Success — Tie-up With Exposition Scores — Other News

Demand Acme

a Big

— Business

continued

improve during the month and it looks as
though it would continue to do so. All types
of plionographs have been selling well and
there has also been a demand for combination
instruments.
Radio sales have been big. The
great amount of advertising done by manufacturers in local newspapers has helped business
along in fine shape. Quite a few discontinued
sets have been advertised widely, but the public do not seem very keen for them.
to

Damaged Acme

Fire

The Acme

&

called off on account of heavy rain.

was

It

a

boost for all classes of music and helped
considerably in stimulating business.
Cleveland Ignition Co. Remodeled
fine

The

Cleveland

Ignition

and

remodeling

pleted

showrooms and
graph gives some idea

radio

com-

recently

Co.

redecorating

of

their

and the photo-

offices

how

attractive

the

Plant

in

this

building

take the place of the one wiped out by the

A sales and service school for dealers has
been inaugurated by the Weber-Rance Corp.,
New York distributors of American Bosch,

"Talker" Tie-Up With Exposition
Woman's Christmas Exposition, held on November 3 to 9, was the A'ictor
Auditorium Orthophonic Victrola, which was
brought to' Cleveland especially for the Exposition.
The demonstrating was in charge of F.
C. Erdman, Victor district representative, in
conjunction with the Cleveland Talking Machine Co., Victor distributor.
There was a
very striking tie-iip of Victor dealers with the

A

Crosley, Ferguson and
and accessories.

An

to
fire.

feature of the

place

now

Kent

and

big success.

The

affair

entire

trade

throughout the

and
city.

organizations
musical
all
Free concerts were given

Studios were opened
for public receptions and, in short, there was
something special doing every day along muConsiderable advertising was done
sical lines.
music
trade and the various newspapers
by the
in

the various

arcades.

gave a great deal of publicity to the event. It
was planned to have a large pageant on the
last day in which floats of music dealers would
have played a big part, but this had to be

Pooley

are

lines

E.
E.

M.

attractively

dis-

fast

Cleveland
possessor of a

dow

Scoti: a

Winner

Ohio representative of
Brunswick Co., is the proud

Scott, northern

the

that

he

sales

tional

M.

fine

niw Gladstone

received a?
contest

first

for

prize

service.

The

the

na-

of

in

In a letter to all of the Weber-Rance dealers
the metropolitan district, Mr. Miller invites

the attendance of dealer sales and service rep-

resentatives at the school which meets each
Tuesday evening at 7.30 o'clock at the WeberRance offices, 225 West Fifty-seventh street.

all
types of Panatropes and mechanical
instruments and the shipping facilities of the
branch have beet\ strained to the utmost to get
orders out promptly.
Crlumbia Artists Appear Locally
Quite a few Columbia artists have visited
Cleveland recently, among them being Ruth
Clifford, Ignaz Friedman and the Russian Art
Choir.
As a result there has been an extra

for

minimum amount

time and expense, service matters that come up
from time to time. Mr. Miller stated that experience has shown that in numerous cases a
few minutes' work on the part of the dealer's
service man could have saved the dealer several
days' delay and prevented constant calls from
the customer.

largest

the

for

demand

dealer in settling, with a

Brunswick winBrunswick branch

getting

expects to do the larg-est business in its history, basing its beli'^f on the amount of shipments.
There has b^en a very good demand

good

object of this school, according to M. L.
of the Weber-Rance organization, is to increase the proficiency of the
Miller, vice-president

traveling
in

of subscriptions to the

display

otiier lines of radio sets

The

Atwater

they arrive.

as

number

a

of the

extremely busy shipping out sets about as

Stage Local Music Week
Cleveland put on a Music Week for the first
time in its history. It took place October 24 to
actively participated in by practically the

Radio

models

showroows have been entirely
refurnished and make a handsome setting for
the various models.
The compan3^ has been

bag

October 30 and was

Artistic Setting for

looks. All the

The

played.

event.

was

Starts

Sales and Service School

The company manuB eliminators,
automatic control switches and A power units
at the Whitney Power Block plant, and they
immediately started work on installing a batdepartment

Sistak Music Co. to Open
music store is to be opened on Broadway, near East Fifty-fifth street, under the
name of the Sistak Music Co. It will carry a full
line of general musical merchandise.

Weber-Rance Corp.

factiires radio products, including

charger

Renie Burdett Resigns
Renie Burdett, who had charge of the retail
sales of Gennett records and Q R S and U. S.
rolls for the local branch of the Starr Piano
Co., has resigned and is now with the Guenther
Art Gallery.

Mfg.

destroy the entire plant.

tery

trict
Manager R. J. Mueller reports. The
Viva-tonal machines are all selling well and
being featured in many window displays by
dealers all over the city.

A new

Co.'s Hamilton
avenue plant was severely damaged by fire on
October 28, the entire second floor being deThe fire started in the stockroom,
stroyed.
from an unknown source, and threatened to

Electric

;

records.

Another

good

New York. The school has been established
on the well-founded theory that "better service
means

better

sales."

Exterior and interior of the store of
Keiser, of Milton, Pa., has been placed

hands

of

the

builders

and

decorators.

W. H.
in

the

The

now is among the artistic shops in the
thriving manufacturing town, and is equipped
store

with more booths to accommodate its patrons
and the rapidly advancing Victor business enjoyed bv the firm.

•
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to

Dealers in the Cincinnati Territory

Look Forward
All Indications Point to
Gifts — Steinway

Heavy Buying

& Sons

in

of

to

Talking Machines. Records, Radio, Etc., as Holiday
for More Experienced Salesmen

New Home — Sees Need

—

Cincinnati, O., November S. Dealers in talking machines and records are unanimous in the
statement that the demand is brisk, and all are
looking forward to an unusually busy Fall and

Everything indicates that the
holiday trade will be greater than ever before
and it is forecast that sales will break previous
records in the matter of Christmas buying.
At this time last year, it will be remembered,
business conditions were not as good as they
All of the demand was for the new
are now.
machines, but only a few of the improved

Winter season.

The
instruments were available for delivery.
new
mathe
that
persuaded
public had been
spite
in
and
to
buy,
ones
only
the
were
chines
old maof sweeping price reductions on the
them.
wanted
chines very few buyers
This year the talking machine trade finds
In the first
conditions much more favorable.
place, while there still may be a slight shortage
is not
of some of the latest models, the scarcity
the
and
handicap,
serious
to
be
a
enough
great

manufacturers are rapidly removing this diffiIn the opmculty by increasing their output.
ion of

some

dealers the

new

Busy Holiday Season

styles of cabinets

have done nearly as much to make the talking
machine more popular as has been done by mechanical improvements and the adoption of

them

in

cess in

the right

moving

way should meet with

suc-

these products."

S.

51
T. Spargens,

manager

of the

new

demand

for records

is

greater than ever before."

Viva-tonal Phonograph Popular

A
of

recent visitor to the city was W. C. Fuhri,
York, general sales manager of the

New

Columbia Phonograph Co. Miss Rose Helberg,
local manager, is extremely enthusiastic about
the company's latest product, the Viva-tonal
phonograph, which, she states, has already attained wonderful popularity. "Our record business is truly phenomenal," stated Miss Helberg,
"but still the demand seems to be increasing."

Enjoy Good Business
"Our talking machine and record

now

section

is

quite busy," said G. E. Hunt, of the retail

department of the Starr Piano Co.

According

Perryman Tubes
With

the

Demand

in

Perryman factory operating

capacity, a very successful season

at

manager of the company, reports
Perryman jobbers and dealers are
experiencing a splendid demand for Perryman
tubes, and plans have been made to continue
Foster, sales

the

that

factory operation at

full

capacity for an indefi-

nite period.

NATIONAL
PHONOGRAPH
TOYS
THEM
STOCK

for radio,

it is

stated, has

shown

a

wonderful increase in the past few weeks, both
as
in combination with the talking machine and
Up to this time the
a separate instrument.

Display

FOR CHRISTMAS

Them; Their Funny Antics Make Quick

Order the Complete Assortment

— Here

It

Sales

Is:

dealers have had no difficulty in getting goods,
but it is said that the stocks of manufacturers
are getting low and there
during the holidays.

may

be some shortage

Steinway & Sons in New Home
Steinway & Sons, who have moved into a fine
building that adjoins the Hotel Gibson on the
west, have added

much

better facilities for han-

dling talking machines and records
had in their former store. "We carry
and the Brunswick lines, and in the
will pay much more attention to this

than they
the Victor

future

we

branch of

the business than heretofore," explained R. E.

Wells, district manager. Plenty of demonstration booths are now available, with adequate
space for instruments and records nearby, this
section being on the main floor, at the rear, and
opening into the hotel. The new Steinway store

Shimandy

The Boxers

Ragtime Rastus

Price $1.65

Price $1.25

Price $1.25

was formally opened to the public on October
14 and 15, and on the evening of the latter day
there was a large banquet in the Hotel Gibson
at which President Frederick T. Steinway was
present, and also Mr. and Mrs. Paul H. Schmidt
and Mr. and Mrs. Herman Irion, all of New

York

City.

Need

for Experienced

Salesmen

"Business has been improving for several
weeks, and it has now reached the point where
one may without exaggeration say that it is
stated Howard L. Chubb, head of
Chubb-Steinberg Music Shop. "What we
need more than anything else right now are a
few good salesmen men who can go out and
close with the prospects for talking machines.
We have become so busy in the store that we
cannot spare men to go out to get these orders,
and therefore we are not able to sell as much
as we might.
It seems to me that the talking
machine trade needs some kind of a school for
the development of salesmen."
New Reproducers as Aid to Machine Sales
"Undoubtedly the talking machine is coming
back into its own," stated Frank Graul, of the
William R. Graul Co. "The reproduction of the
old types of machines when fitted with the new
the
reproducers has been improved so much
new records that they give satisfaction, and for
this reason there is still a good market for the
The salesman who will push
old machines.
excellent,"

the

—

M

The Magnetic Dancers

Phonograph PhoUies

Price $1.00

Price $1.00 per set

(Usual Trade Discounts)
Don't pass up this proposition. Give it your immediate attention. You will
be glad you did. It takes just a minute to fix the whole thing. Get your letter
in tonight's mail. Quick action at this end.

NATIONAL COMPANY
110 Brookline Street

full

being enjoyed by the Perryman Electric Co., New York,
manufacturer of Perryman radio tubes. H. B.
is

electrical principles.

The demand

radio

department in the Starr store, that section is
doing fine and its sales are increasing rapidly.
"Radio is becoming more popular every day,"
stated Mr. Spargens.
"Aside from a slight shortage of the new
combination instruments, everything is running
fine in our talking machine department," stated
Fred C. Grau, of the Otto Grau Piano Co. "The

w. A. ready,

President

Inc.

Cambridge, Mass.
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Atwate r Kent
RADIO
To

Atwater Kent

Dealers

Read

carefully the advertisement opposite.

It

Mr. Kent's personal message

is

to

the radio-

buying public, reproduced from the Saturday Evening Post.

The

public

demanded

To

simplicity.

meet

this

demand w^e have placed in your hands the Atwater
the simplest receiving
Kent One Dial models
so simple you can tune them in the
sets ever built

—

—

dark!

To

every Atw^ater

Kent

dealer this

For what the public wants
fer

— Atwater Kent Radio,

is

means sales.

what you have

with

One

Dial.

ATWATER KENT MANUFACTURING COMPANY
4725

Wissahickon Avenue

A. Atwater Kent, President

Philadelphia, Pa.

to of-

15,

1926

i

NOVEMBEH

15,

1926
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High-priced Instruments Lead the Demand
in the Toledo Territory, Dealers Report
Standard,

Nationsdly Advertised

Merchandise in Such Demand That Trade Experiences
Models Big Sales Gains Reported The News

—

culty in Filling Orders for Certain

—

Toledo, O., November 6. Seasonable buying of
phonographs and radios has started at a brisk

models.

The surprising element of the purchasing is that people are not buying the lowprice instruments but are demanding the best.
They are fed up on cheap, nameless goods and
are therefore now seeking advertised, branded
merchandise. So completely has this change
gone into effect that merchants are having diffi-

purchase price

rate here.

culty getting sufficient machines to

One prominent

orders.

fill

dealer reports orders for eight

combinations with only six in stock and his jobber refusing to tal*e orders for immediate delivery.
Since this oversold condition exists already what will the situation be in three or four

weeks

at the

peak?

A

Record Day's Business
The Lion Store Music Rooms, on the

first

day

of the Store Anniversary Sale, put over the big-

gest day's talking machine and record business in
the past five years, according to

Lawson

Tal-

S.

manager. The radio department, likewise,
enjoyed its largest total for a single day, Doyle
Wyre, manager, stated. Talbert reported further
that customers in all but three instances made
larger down payments and purchased better
machines than the average. Record demand too
is
moving along at a good pace. Sales girls
bert,

here are given special credit for unit sales of
three discs, provided one of the three is a

standard number. The reason for this is that
by selling one of the better records to a patron
interest in the phonograph is maintained for a
longer period, which naturally makes
sale

of

more

new member

records.
of the

for

Wm. Markwood

the
is

a

outside salesfore.

Reports 50 Per Cent Sales Gain
At the J. W. Greene Co. talking machine and

more than 50 per cent better
than a year ago, Manager E. A. Kopf reported.
A large share of this increase is coming from
The new Panatrope
the sale of combinations.
P-10 Radiola combination is making friends
radio sales

are

Ernest Tiedtke, retired merchant, repurchased three Panatropes two for
gifts and one for his fine home.
The store is
experiencing very little difficulty through tradein allowances on old machines towards new
rapidly.

cently

—

Diffi-

—

Allowance

of

about

one-half

the

of

cut-price instruments or 25 per cent of the old

working out

is

satisfactorily.

Activities at Grinnell Bros.

Bros, are co-operating

Grinnell

way with
near

the concert attractions

future

here.

Folders

in

booked

of

the

large

a

for the

Famous

which include Marion Talley and
by the University of the City of Toledo, are going to customers and prospects along with the November
Victor supplement and Melody, the house
Artists Series,

the Rivoli City Concerts, sponsored

organ.

The

that

fact

most grade schools are

excel-

prospects for talking machines has been
proved by the ring of the cash register here.
Nearly all class rooms now use records for Folk
dances, gymnastics, music appreciation and the
lent

department Atwater Kent
have been added recently.
These, with Zenith and Freed-Eisemann, round
In the

like.

Garod

and

out the

radio

lines

line.

Up With Edison

Stages Tie

Artist

Co. coupled its Edison
Keith Theatre act of Signor
Friscoe,
Edison artist. Through this performance several prospects for machines were
developed and not a few records were sold, according to Nicholas Baertschi, manager.
Columbia Dealers Active

The

to

the

House is promoting sales
machines by means of newspaper
and direct mail publicitj'. Miss Lovina Terry,
formerly with the Lion Store Music Rooms, is
now in charge of the department here. Each
day a record is exploited by means of the
Electrola and loud speaker at the store entrance.
Many record sales are resulting from
of

Frazelle Music

talking

this effort.

Columbia dealers are coupling
promotion plans with the weeklj- Columbia drive on records and machines. They
include Flightner's Music Shop, Korona Music
Co., Joseph Toth, The Home Furniture Co.,
and Goosman Piano Co.
The Quality Music Shop, Inc., Columbus, O.,
has taken on the complete Columbia and HarSeveral local

their

mony

Brunswick.

WALL-KANE

THE ORIGINAL 10-RECORD NEEDLE PUT UP

IN

line

in

addition

to

the

ATTRACTIVE COUNTER DISPLAYS

PROTECT TOUR RECORDS BY USING

THEORIOINAL TtN TIME NEEDLE
pnOMOORWn)
UtCn NitOLl CU»R»>imO TO PI" TEH PtCOROS ONwn

new

into

CACnNCCDLECHEH'J
I

PaOLONGTHE Uftl

OFVOURDECORul

1926

made necessary by

larger quarters

the

growth of the business. Ever3^thing in music
is carried by the enterprise.
Campbell's, Piqua, O., have remodeled the
listening booths and rearranged the phonograph
section

in

lumbia

line

order to give

the

Viva-tonal

prominence on the main

Co-

fioor of the

store.

The Mammoth Furniture Co., Urbana, O., has
remodeled the store and installed new attractive
display windows. A house-to-house canvass for
talking machine sales is in progress and will be
extended to the rural districts.
H. H. Conner Now Cable Co. Manager
H. H. Conner is now manager of the local
Cable Piano Co. store. He has held executive
positions with music houses in Richmond, Norfolk and Baltimore. He came here from Washington, D. C, where he was connected with the
music business.
The store is pushing both
the Orthophonic and Brunswick lines.
Many Dealers Add Sparton Radio
The Toledo Radio Co., Sparton radio wholesaler,

of

list

Co.,

has closed franchises with a formidable
new dealers, including the J. W. Greene

W.

G. Greiner, United Music Co., Toledo

Norman

Co.,

Witzler, Perrysburg, O.;

Music Store, Gibsonburg, O.; Hudson
Herkel, Genoa, O.; G. L. Lathrop, North

Stilson

&

Baltimore, O.; Sylvania Electric Co., Sylvania,

Bryan Buick

Co., Bryan, O.; Archbold BatShop, Archbold, O., and others.
In the
short space of four or five weeks this new set
has won a high place with radio fans, Chas.
H. Womeldorff, president, staled. An advertising campaign in local papers will be carried
on throughout the season. The Brach totem
pole aerial is a new item of merchandise added

O.;

tery

by the house.

Detroit Kolster Dealer

Uses

Home

Demonstration

Effectiveness of Testing Radio Set in the
of Prospective

Purchaser

Concretely

Home
Illus-

trated by Live Retailer
Illustrating

the

effectiveness

of

the

"home

demonstration" policy of Federal-Brandes, Inc.,
manufacturer of Kolster sets and Brandes
speakers, an incident is related of the experience of a Detroit dealer.
A customer was
leisurely looking over the Kolster models and
said he hoped to own a big eight-tube set some
day, so he could listen in on distant stations,
but could not "see his way clear to spending
the money now." In answer the dealer tucked
under his arm the small six-tube Kolster table
model and drove to the customer's home for a
demonstration. That evening the dealer and the
customer are said to have listened to forty-two
stations in all parts of the country, and the set

was sold on the
A PACKAGE

15,

Machine and record sales are brisk, it is said.
Piqua Music Shop, Piqua, O., operated by
Etter & Thompson, Columbia dealer, has moved

Edison

The Hayes Music

efforts

November

spot.

OF

50 NEEDLES
EQUIVALENT TO
500 ORDINARY
STECL NEEDLES

Interesting Issue of the
A-K Jumbo Bulletin
The Jumbo

PftlCt

IS«US»
70c CANADA

structive house

the interesting and inorgan of the Atwater Kent Mfg.

Bulletin,

Co., Philadelphia, Pa., celebrated its first anniversary with the appearance of the October isThis particular issue of The Jumbo Bulsue.
letin contained a wealth of news of interest and
value to dealers, including an outline of the
Sunday evening radio broadcasting programs
tXTRA LOUD

HEOIUM

LO U O

sponsored by A. Atwater Kent and in which
artists
are scheduled to participate
throughout the Fall and Winter. Another article showed the tremendous growth in A-K
sales, namely, a 60 per cent gain this year over
Considerable space also was devoted
last year.
to reproductions of dealer ads prepared by the
Atwater Kent Co., and a poster that will be displayed on 6,000 billboards.
leading

GIVES

YOU 150% PROFIT

Also Jazz, Concert, Petmecky and Best Tone Phonograph Needles

WALL-KANE NEEDLE MFG.

CO., Inc., 3922-14th Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

November

15,
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Glean UpAerial Item Sales

Sell the
includes
theFamous

BRACH
LIGHTNING

Aerial Outfit

ARRESTER
CAR R V M G winri-H IT
$ioo insurance:

COMPLETE

in

one

I

pAclccftge

guaranty

—

—

Dealers everywhere agree that this Brach innovation Aerial Outfits Complete is one
Being able to pass over the counter
of the best things that has happened to the trade.
every needed part of an antenna means saving time, labor
in one motion
in one sale
and fuss. More money is made and customers are tickled.

—

—

All Brach Aerial Outfits include the well-known Brach Lightning Arresters which are
backed by a $100 Insurance Guaranty. Every part has been carefully selected by experienced radio engineers so that maximum satisfaction is assured. There will be a lot of
Brach Aerial Outfits sold during the holidays. It will more than pay you to have a
generous stock ready for the demand.
j^^^^^^^^^^^Sii^^-^,
t'^^^^^f^^^^^

^^S

One

of the

Most Popular

— Retails

Outfits Is the

\

Master

for only $3,50

/A. OTHER FINE OUTFITS
also in p>a.ckdges

Storm King

Storm Guard

DeLuxe Junior

DeLuxe Senior

$4-00

$4.50

$5.00

$5.50

r^.

-

as

1

KAdio Products
L. S.

Newark, N.

J.,

U. S. A.

BRACH MFG.

CO.
Toronto, Canada

!
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SoNORAS Twin Contrihution

The l^ew
'^producing
Sonora
Critics agree that this

new

Sonora achievement is the
outstanding triumph in the

new

field

of music reproduc-

tion. All the rich tone-color,

warmth and magic of
music

itself.

A

living

remarkable

instrument that gives Sonora's

world-famous tone fi/ll range
of the entire musical register.
Exquisite in design and finish.

AT S275

•

SONORAS GREATER PHONOGRAPH

CRESCENDO
solo
at last

is

of the

melody— Softest

fuH

•

THE SYMPHONY

symphony - Limpid, flowing
whispers from muted violins— Here
full

mxKs.\cd justice for

them all— in the

New

Sonora.

remarkable method of reproduction perfected by
Sonora has added to the renowned Sonora tone new volume,
range, and artistic completeness;
For

a

Hearing

is

believing!

Ask your

dealer to demonstrate the

New

Reproducing Sonora. And as you listen, note that
Sonora cabinet craftsmen have produced new masterpieces of

At S()^—The Prelude

—greatest value in qual-

design

phonographs today
a genuine New Repro-

and

finish

ity

—

ducing Sonora, with the
perfected Sonora tone
that g/fes neii' beauty
to phonograph music.

Cabinetwork of typical
Sonora quality.

At ii2^—rhe

Concert—

another model of the New Reproducing Sonora. Rich simplicity of
design to harmonize in any setting.

A

CLEAR

real treat in the reprodt4ction of
type of music.

any

Th

1

s

a

vertisement

a

PP

e a r e

1

n

Bl

a c

a

n

J

November

15,
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USIC

l^overs 0

The New
Shielded S^^
Produces,

we

believe, a rich

depth and purity of tone
never before heard in Radio.
A six-tube set completely
shielded against interference.

improved Twin Unit
Control combines single-dial

New

convenience with double-dial
distance. Typical Sonora
cabinet beauty.

AT i 185

•

THE

"1927"

STANDARD RADIO CONSOLE

WHEN demanded

Radio enthusiasm swung away from mere tunin
clearer, truer reception, Sonora made
in and
big contribution. The world-famous Sonora achievements
music reproduction were successfully adapted to Radio.

Now,

in the

set that puts

new

Shielded Six, Sonora presents a receiving

Radio on a

still

higher plane of perfection.

only does this great set improve and combine every latest
technical convenience, but it produces a rich depth and mellowness of

Not

tone never before heard in Radio music.
it is

the most beautiful radio

Your dealer shares

The new SONORA RADIO CONE
Speaker. Attaches, to any radio
set — no extra batteries needed—
525. Console model— -with space for
batteries-$^o. The Cone Speaker

honestly believe that

you can buy today.

this opinion!

r
BELL
W hite

And we

Ask him

for a demonstration.

built into the Sonora Shielded
Six Console Radio shown above.
is

Sandra's new SHIELDED SIX RADIO
at
is available as a straight set,
$12'), or in your choice of Console
models priced up to $22$.

in

the

Saturday Evening; Post
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Argus Radio Corp. Granted
Twenty-three Patent Claims

of rectifiir as basically an

grant, ng of these claims

Argus patent.

The

referred to as a protection to the Argus distributor and dealer in
the merchandising of Argus radio sets.
is

November

1926

IS.

Two-Tone Panel Features
Finish of

New Sleeper

Sets

•

Patent Office Grants Claims Covering Electrification of Radio Receivers to Dr. Wallace,
Who Has Assigned Them to Argus Corp.

The Argus Radio Corp., New York City,
maker of the Argus electric radio set, has been
advised by its patent attorneys that twentythree claims out of a possible twenty-five have
been allowed by the United States Patent Office
on its patent on electric radio receiving sets
April 27, 1925.

filed

The patent was made by and claims allowed
Marcel Wallace, chief of the laboratory
the Argus Radio Corp., and in turn
assigned by Dr. Wallace to the Argus Radio
to Dr.
staff

of

Corp.

is

stated that these claims cover in

the

complete electrification of radio
it is pointed out that the granting

It

general

receivers and

of these claims also establishes the

Argus type

Freed-Eisemann Issues New
Sales Promotion Booklet
Helps Described and
Illustrated in Attractive Booklet
Details of
Direct Mail Campaign Are Included

Varied Line, of Dealer

—

thirty-two-page booklet, attractively
illustrated and outlining in detail many forms
of forceful sales promotion, has been prepared
by the advertising department of the FreedEisemann Radio Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y., under
the direction of R. H. Smith, adve.tising manThe booklet
ager, for the benefit of dealers.
describes the varied line of dealer helps and
gives many suggestions as to novel uses to

which they may be put. Included also are the
details of an important direct-mail campaign to
be sent by dealers to their prospects at a cost

name

for a series of four mail-

ing pieces.

A

wealth of artistically designed advertising

material

is

available to

Freed-Eisemann

dealers,

window and counter cards and disand signs, window and door'
transparencies, window strips and price cards.
Movie slides for use by the dealer in local moincluding

^TiDudio

Speaker

banners

plays,

tion

picture houses are also available, as well

as a striking electric flashing sign.

mann

the world^s finest

line of sets, speakers-

The booklet

and power devices.

describes the extensive national

advertising campaign in magazines and newspapers, which

musical instrument

ing,

and

Freed-Eisemann

illustrates

is

the effective

dealers can tie-in locally with this national publicity through the use of local newspaper adver-

The

industrial products division of the Freed-

Eisemann organization

is

represented

in

this

by displays and dealer helps on the
new Freed-Eisemann phonograph sound bo.x
and Turbax portable electrical washing mabooklet

chine.

D. F. Goldman Enthusiastic
Over New Farrand Product
for Combination Power Amand "B" Eliminator Produced by the
Farrand Mfg. Co.

Sees

Wide Need

plifier

Radiospeaker 60
An exquisite large radiospeaker, in American icatnut or African mahogany
$32.50

Teletone

Radiospeaker 62
Precisely like radiospeaker
60 .
but slightly smaller
.

.

$22.50

Teletone Corporation
o/

America

D. F. Goldman, of the North American
Radio Corp., distributor for Farrand Mfg. Co.
products in the metropolitan area of New York,
believes the new combination power amplifier
and "B" eliminator, manufactured by Farrand,
has solved one of the problems confronting
radio fans. This device now supplies both "B"
battery power and amplification as well, and
This
does away with the use of batteries.
product, while doing double duty, is enclosed
in a single compact case and can be operated at
very small cost.
The Farrand amplifier and "B" eliminator
uses two rectifying tubes and one amplifying
It is
tube, delivering 400 volts of "B" power.
particularly effective when used in connection
with a cone speaker enabling the set to reproduce full volume of an orchestra.

San Feancisco,

BUILT

LIICE

City

"VI

olTn"

metal, with simple two-control tuning, are features of the Serenader and Scout models being

by the Sleeper Radio & Mfg.
Island City, N. Y. Both models
use the same chassis, but the Serenader has a
built-in tone chamber with a forty-inch air
column using the Amplion adjustable unit. Gold
pointers operate by reduction gears over scales

Cal.,

November

3.

—The

Fac-

Agencies Co., 693 Mission street,
was recently appointed California representative for the Storad Mfg. Co. of Cleveland, and
the Pacific Coast representative for the O'Neil
Mfg. Co. of West New York, N. J. A vigorous
tory

Long

Corp., of

wave lengths. Battery compartprovided. A cushioned detector
socket provided with reversible grid leak connections permit use of either the 201-A or 200-A
type tubes. A five-tube tuned radio frequency
calibrated

ments

in

are

developed by Sleeper engineers is emA special output transformer permits
use of voltages up to 200 volts for power tubes
without distortion or harm to speaker unit.
circuit

ployed.

Other distinctive features of the Sleeper receivers are special wiring for electric power devices and instant accessibility to all parts and
connections.

This year's models are developed
from the successful Scout and Serenader models
brought out last year to succeed the three-year
Monotrol series.

Radio Aids Concerts,
Says Walter Damrosch
Orchestral Conductor Argues That Without
Millions Miss Good Music

Walter

Damrosch,

conductor

of

York Symphony Orchestra, who

is

planned.

New

the

recently

in-

augurated a series of radio concerts from Carnegie Hall, does not agree with William Boosey,
English music publisher, that the broadcasting
of musical programs is killing the concert business and closing music halls.
"We are 3,000 miles from England," said Mr.
Damrosch, "and I am in no position to speak
with authority on music conditions in that country at present.
The supporters of music in
England have been steadily decreasing for a
number of years, however, and I don't think
that it can be attributed to radio.
"The decision of different radio .companies in
this country to raise the musical standard by
means of radio is commendable. When you
consider that the population of the United States
is
110,000,000 persons, an infinitesimal part of
this public has attended high-class musicales.
This is due to the fact that the other parts are
not acquainted with music.
"If New York has 6,000,000 inhabitants, and
50,000 of them, at a generous estimate, attend
orchestral

concerts,

that

means

that

5,950,000

Egyptian darkness so far as music is
concerned.
These millions are human beings
with human emotions and aspirations just the
same as the fortunate 50,000. I can see no reason why the greater part of them should not be
made to understand this most beautiful language
of the emotions
music.
still live in

—

"What

New York

is true of every
our country. Radio
offers such opportunities and can reach so far
beyond the limits of the concert hall that I am
overcome with its marvelous possibilities.
Broadcasting is not killing the concert business
it is helping it."

city,

is

true of

town and

village in

Shows

New Thorola

Products

Sales

campaign

It

—

New Storad Distributor

449-453 West 42nd Street

New York

An artistically finished two-tone panel on
which actual wood graining is reproduced on

now conductway in which

tising.

Teletone

—

Sales litera-

with the dealer's imprint if desired, is furnished, as well as a twelve-page catalog describing and illustrating the entire Freed-Eiseture,

Built like a violin-

—

offered this season

A new

of ten cents per

TELETOHE

Metal Artistically Finished to Simulate Wood
Grain Two-control Tuning on Both the
Sleeper and Scout Models Other Features

S.\N Francisco, Cal.,

representative
display three

of

the

November 4.
Reichmann

new models

of

—M.

J.

Friel,

on
Thorola receiving
Co.,

has

and four models of speakers, three of the
horn type and one cone speaker.
sets

—

!

The Talking Machine World,

Geneva

Winona

^^\rOT long ago we wrote here of the pioneer
V. and the reward that is his by right of his
pioneership. We spoke of Mohawk One Dial
on the threshold of

its re-

For years we trod alone a path which
now is thronged we strove to perfect One Dial
Radio, and now, with that accomplished, we are
beginning to gamer the profits that are the just
due of costly experimentation to establish
Mohawk One Dial Radio as first and finest
and the best value in the growing One Dial
The fight has been ours you have but
field.
to write us for our dealer proposition to share
the fruits of victory
ward.

—

—

SENECA — Mohawk one-dial, six tube
shielded radio set in wal-

nut drawer.

List price

CHEROKEE— Shielded.

/

'

Rich walnut

hand rubbed piano finish. Full pianohinged. lOHins.high, OHins. ^/T^
deep, 15

ins. long. List price

WINONA-Shielded. Rich
walnut. 24 ins. long. List price

^80

CHIPPEWA— Shielded.
two-toned.

Rich walnut,
Built-in ^"1 "I

loud speaker.

List price

PONTIAC- Shielded.

Xiv

Burl walnut,

drop front. Built-in loud ^-t A
f\
speaker. 46 ins. high. ^Xt"V/
List price

—

GENEVA

(In large illustration)
Shielded. Front full burl walnut, inlaid. Loudspeakerbuiltinto ^-1
dome, 44 in. high. List price

Q
^Xo3

POCAHONTAS- Shielded. Burl walnut

Mohawk

Corporation of

Established 1920

2220 Diversey,

at

15,

List

ThePiwneer
is reaping
his reward

as a pioneer

York, November

—

^185

Radio

New

inlaid. Built-in loud speaker with
45 '/2 inches
7-foot horn.
f\r\
high.
List price
v/ V/

Illinois

Independently Organized in 1924

Logan Boulevard, Chicago
Mohawk
of

Corporation
Illinois

Established 1920
Independently

Prices west of the Rockies slightly higher.
Canadian prices
higher.

'

The Talking Machine World,

New

York, November

1926
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The Improved Saxophonic
Possesses
The diaphragm

exclusively

its

own

(the only patented diaphragm on the market) is
is an exclusive
Saxophonic feature and is profollowing patents:

This

hand-spun.
tected

a tone

by the

U. S. 1334435, English 162163, France 513232,
Canadian 202923 and various other countries.

The

tonal quality is incomparable and vibrations longer due to
the fact that the center of the diaphragm is heavier than the edge,
which causes faster vibration, as the heavier center acts as a pendulum to the outside edge.

Our new Saxophonic

Saxo-Tone

Arm

When

the Saxophonic is attached to
our new brass Saxo-Tonearm. This
reproducer presents valuable sales

arguments as

it

"Speaks for

I

'

DISTRIBUTORS
i.ioiitijJUluit&

&.

you

)

the

NEW

Reproducer

METAL Diaphragm

j[send for

sample for your

test.

1209 King St., West. Toronto. Can.
Balderas 110. Mexico City. IMexico
Randolph St
Chicago. III.
229
632 Grant St.. Pittsburgh. Pa.

W

&

Cor. HoListon Street

guaranteed

Itvith the

Gear, Ltd

Unidas. S. A
Dinner IHusic Co
piayertone Talking Machine
Shapleigh Hardware Co

haven't

SAXOPHONIC

Industries

Targ

610-614- BroacLivay,
(

If

Itself."

Canadian Acme Screw

is

not to blast and to reproduce
record in its natural tones.

Co
-Ith

St.

and Washington Ave..

St.

Louis.

Mo.

the

The Talking Machine World,

New

York, November

15,

1926

m

The New Saxophonic Instruments
with the Magic Voice

Be

in clover to offer your trade twelve models of the

new

Saxophonic Consoles and Uprights
Write at once for booklet and special discounts.

Be

first

instruments to your trade
are ready to receive them,

to sell these

who

PLAYER -TONE TALKING MACHINE CO.
Office

and

Sales

Rooms: 632 Grant

St.,

Pittsburgh, Pa.

he Talking Machine World, Nezv York,

November

15,

1926

AERIAL

-1-^^ LOOP

TUBE
DE LUXE MODELS
10

Zenith

one of the oldest radio manu-

is

Our long

facturers.

with

engineering,

of

best

the

experience, combined

has

pro-

duced in the Zenith Ten Tube DeLuxe
models the

finest radio

instrument obtain-

able.

They contain Zenith patented
cuit,

having

five

radio

ten tube cir-

frequency tubes,

one detector tube, and four audio amplifi-

Dual loud

cation tubes.

ing

simultaneously,

speakers, operat-

faithfully

reproduce

of the tones in the musical scale.

all

DeLuxe

have

sets

single

control,

Our
elec-

and receive on wave
range achieved by a nationally known,
DeLuxe cases were created by a famous

trically lighted dials

lengths of 105 to 550 meters, the greatest

regularly manufactured broadcast receiver.

designer of period art cabinets and are masterpieces of craftsmanship.

A

Zenith Franchise may

still

he available

in

your territory

—write

or wire for details.

ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION
3620 Iron

Chicago,

Street,

Manufacturers

—
—

—

111.

o\f

—

Super Zeniths (no batteries no chargers no acids) ^$280.00
Zenith "B" Eliminator a durable, dependable eliminator

to $395.00.

—$60.00.

November

15,
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YES SIR/
Something New
has really happened
in Radio

59

Radio Corp. of America
Reports Profit of $2,116,090
Report for Quarter Ended September 30 Shows
Large Increase in Profits Over Similar Period
of 1925— Detailed Statement
of America reports
September 30, 1926, net

The Radio Corporation
the quarter ended

for

depreciations, patent
estimated Federal taxes and accrued reserve for year-end adjustments, equivalent, after allowing for 7 per cent preferred
dividend requirements, to $1.53 a share earned
on 1,155,400 shares of no par common stock.
This compares with net profit of $82,020 in preceding quarter, equal to 20 cents a share (par
$50) earned on $19,779,870 preferred stock, and
net loss of $358,275 in third quarter of 1925.
Net profit for first nine months of 1926
totaled $3,986,621, equal to $2.55 a share on
common, against $1,179,001, or 12 cents a share
of $2,116,090 after

profit

amortization,

.

common

on

in

same nine months

the

of the

Eagle ''TRICKIER''
The One Trickle Charger that Charges
both "A" and "B" Batteries

previous year.

W. Walker

G.

New
45 Volts
30 Cells

to

Promote

Idea in Set Building

From the George W. Walker Co.
Embark in Manufacture and Marketing

Resigns

Retails at

$4.50

Eagle "Trickier" not
charges an "A" battery
will also charge storage
and rechargeable dry

This little charger with the
extraordinary sales features is
shipped dry and does not use
harmful acids, eliminating
danger and corrosion of terminals.
And the cost of operation is less than 2c a day.

to
of

After having successfully merchandised Victoreen radio products for several years, George
W. Walker, Cleveland, O., has embarked in the

manufacture and marketing of an entirely new
with headquarters at the
Carter Mfg. Co., 6300 Euclid Building. The line
will revolutionize amateur set building, it is

Your customers

line of radio products,

RECHARGED
When

the ordinary dry Radio "B"
battery "runs down" it is in the same
as

class

last

summer's straw

hat.

a TAB battery is exhausted
can be recharged with any standard "B" battery charger or chemical

When
it

rectifier.

TAB

batteries can be recharged to

voltage six to eight
times a clear saving of 83-1/3 cents
on the battery dollar. In addition
TAB batteries have a longer original
life than any other dry "B" battery.
full

original

—

There

is

batteries.

no sales resistance to

They

ciate

The new Walker

and economy

example

Write for literature and discounts.
Patented and Mann-factured Exchcsively by

Dry Storage Battery Corporation

of

it

indi-

$10-00

complete

Eagle ''MASTER''

—

Eagle
Master

Federal Tel. Go. Opens

With the
Turn of a

Oakland Radio Station
A new
Co.,

of

CanCharge" A" or"B*' Batteriesattvill
Connect the "Master" per manenf/y

radio telegraph station has been opened

Oakland,

in

SivitchY oti

Cal.,

to your batteries and set.
If you
want to charge "A" batteries, set
the knob for Trickle, ?4. 1,
or
2 amps.
For rechargeable wet or
dry *'B'* batteries, just throw
the switch to "B" and set the
knob to 45, 67, 90 or 135

by the Federal Telegraph

California,

a subsidiary

of

Federal-

manufacturer of Kolster Radio
and Brandes speakers. This new station will
send and receive radio telegraph messages between all major Pacific Coast cities and points
reached by United States Government lines in
Alaska. It will also be in constant touch with
all radio-equipped ships on the Pacific.
This
new station is an important link in the chain
of Federal radio stations on the Pacific Coast.
Brandes,

Inc.,

—
I

— The

Great

which

Prior

November

4.

was recently appointed
distributor for, the A-C Dayton radio receivers,
made by the A-C Electrical Manufacturing Co.,
B.

is

president,

Dayton, O.

Kenneth Quencer has been appointed receiver
for the Tri-Electric Co., Inc.,

bond

of $750.

New

York, under

is

to

it

—all
-a

complete,
economical power

your jobber
direct

Electric Co., 1149 Santee street, of

Los Angeles, Cal.,

West

there

quiet,

$2500(WithTube)

A-G Dayton Line

Jobs

L

day by day.

Street,

PHILADELPHIA

That's

volts.

\

unit that puts back
the voltage you use

//

213 South Broad

will apprepracticability
of the Eagle

one desiring a tuned radio frequency
receiver will go to his favorite radio dealer and
procure Walker-built stages of tuned radio frequency, a Walker detector unit and a Walker
audio unit. These the fan can put together in
less time than it ordinarily takes to heat up the
soldering iron. Too, there will be intermediate
frequency units, wave traps, crystal detectors,
etc. A wide sale for these products throughout
the country is expected.

represent the great-

immediate popularity and wide
use by consumers everywhere.

consist

The Walker units will offer much relief for
who prefers to build his .own set. As an

est scientific invention since the in-

their

will

the fan

TAB

ception of Radio. Their unanimous
acceptance and approval by the leading authorities in radio forecasts

line

— attractively

designed and well
These will be completely assembled and
built.
shielded.
The units will be those employed in
all popular circuits.
units

both the

"Trickier" and you can sell
profitably at the list price,

claimed.
vidual

"B"
"B"

batteries.

Radio Products for Amateur Set Builders

ItCdnBe

only
but

to

can't supply you, write

Charger Headquarters

EAGLE CHARGER CORP.
121

N.

8th

St.

-

Philadelphia,

Pa.

—
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Fada

Sales in October
Passed $2,500,000

Figures,

Based on

Reports
of

From

Mark

Made and on

Shipments

Dealers, Indicate Expectations

Banner Season Are

Justified

Gross sales of Fada radio products for the
of October exceeded $2,500,000, according to an announcement made by the general
offices of F. A. D. Andrea, Inc., New York.
These figures were based on shipments made
and on reports from dealers throughout the
country. It was pointed out that since October
is not a peak month in radio sales, these figures
indicate that leaders of the radio industry are
radio's ban-

is

ner season.

Frank A. D. Andrea, president
pany, stated

that

the

despite

com--

of the

fact

many

that

departments of the Fada factory are working
•night and day, the organization is unable to
keep pace with the early season demand for

Fada products.

Radio Trade Ass'n
Urges Early Xmas Buying

Pacific

San Francisco,

Cal.,

November

4.

— The

Pacific

Radio Trade Association has commenced a big
drive to get the Christmas orders for radio into
the dealers' hands in late October and in November. The committee handling the matter
consists of Tommy Thompson, chairman; E. A.
Portal and Robert Eastman, while the detail
work is being handled out of Secretary Aschenbrenner's

with a message from the trade association asking the help of the buyer in early selection so
that a complete and careful installation job may
be done, and a series of newspaper articles and
illustrated publicity material.

month

justified in their belief that this

use in dealer windows, two-colored posters for
wall use and two-colored envelope enclosures

Garryola Go. Executives
on Visits to the Trade
D. T. Allen, Vice-President, Visited DistribuCalls

D.

—

George Hough, Sales Manager,
on Trade in Southwestern Territory

tors in East

Carryola
Co. of America, Milwaukee, Wis., manufacturer
of Carryola portable phonographs, spent ten
days in the East during October visiting Carryola distributors and the trade in New York,
l^hiladelphia, Boston, and other cities.
He returned to his desk on October 22.
George Hough, sales manager of the Carryola
Co., left on October 11 for a three weeks' trip
throughout the Southwest. Mr. Hough visited
the
trade and Carryola distributors in St.
Louis, Kansas City, Dallas, New Orleans and
other important business centers.
Gus Blancand, president of the Southern
Aluminum Co., New Orleans, I-a., Carryola distributor, spent several days at the Carryola
Co.'s plant in Milwaukee during the middle of
October. Mr. Blancand is well known throughout the music trade as one of the most progressive and successful distributors of musical instruments in the United States.
Allen,

T.

vice-president

of

1926

Argus Radio Corp. Puts
Radio Table on Market
Product Made for Use With Table Model of
Argus Electric Receiver Finished in Burl
Walnut and With Recess to Fit Set

—

The Argus Radio Corp., New York City, has
presented to the trade a radio table produced
specifically for use with the table model of the
Argus electric radio receiving set. This table is
finished in burl walnut to match the set, and so
that the set and table may appear as one unit a

&

-

—

i-

^

r

i

the

"

't

New Argus

Radio Table

recess has been provided on the top of the table

Columbus, O., November 4. The W. F. Minck
Piano Co., which recently put Columbia Vivatonal
phonographs in all its demonstration
booths, reports a large increase in record sales.

the radio table

Record Sales Show Increase
a design, usually

used in two colors, showing a Christmas tree
with the words "Select Your Christmas Radio
Now." These have been gotten up in a number
of forms, among which are two-color cards for

15.

which the Argus set rests. As this table is
the same manufacturer as the cabinet
of the set an exact match is made possible.
The Argus set is operated directly from the
electric light socket and no batteries are needed,
and, as may be noted from the accompanying
illustration, the usual battery compartment in

office.

The committee has secured

November

—

into

made by

is

completely eliminated.

During the past month the distributing organization of the Argus Co. has been augmented by
the addition of the following distributors: National E. & A. Supply Co., Peoria, 111.; Rocky
ilountain Radio Corp., Denver, Col.; SutclifTc
Co., Louisville, Ky.; Nebraska Auto Distribu-

The /Ibox Rlter
Real "A" elimination at last.
Filters current direct
from charger to set. Employs an entirely new condenser.
The first device of ils kind ever offered to

tor, Omaha, Neb.; Joel Gutman & Co., Baltimore, Md., and the Lewis Electric Co., Boston,
Mass.

the public.

In addition to distributors located in strategic
points

throughout

the

country

a

number

of

been appointed to provide factory contact with these

direct

factory

representatives

have

various distributors.
In the territory including New England and South as far as Washington there has been appointed Herman Smith,

well-known in radio circles, with headquarters
at Green Spring avenue and South Road, Baltimore, Md.; Southern territory from Florida to
Texas, the Electron Engineering Co., WhitneyCentral Building, New Orleans. La.; western
Pennsylvania, Kentucky and Ohio, W. A. Bitner, 422 First avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.; Chicago
and vicinity, Hawthorne-Stemm. 28 East Jackson Boulevard, Chicago; Northwestern terri-

$19-50
East of Rockies

tory,

Qives

THE Abox
It is

Current from Light Socket
Contains No Batteries!

^^A^^

—

Filter

no sense a Battery.
consisting of a choke

is in

a filter circuit

and two of the new Andrews electrocondensers which operate on a new principle and permit enormous capacity with small
space, cost and weight.
coil

complete "A" eliminator drawing power from
the light socket. Can be installed by anyone
in a few moments.

lytic

The Abox

Filter

handles as

much

as

five

amperes and renders the current absolutely
smooth and suitable for proper operation of
the tubes.
It
only half the size and less than half
the weight of a storage battery.
Used with
a suitable charger the Abox Filter provides a
is

THE ABOX COMPANY

-

never charged or discharged and supno power of its own. It is always ready
for immediate use, even after long periods of
idleness.
There is nothing to wear out. It
It is

plies

does

not

deteriorate either in use
idle, and w!ll last for many years.

or

N.

Thompson,

Central

ritory.

Southwestern Sales

Bank
mid-West ter-

National

Building, St. Louis, Mo., and the

Co., Bristow, Okla.

Walker on Recording Tour
Frank B. Walker, of the Columbia Phonograph Co., recently left for the Southern branch
Mr. Walker
of the company in Atlanta, Ga.
Southern artists who have
will record the
proved so popular on the Columbia lists.

Correction of an Error

lying

For an explanation of th;s remarkable development write for folder, describing in detail
its construction and use.

215 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago

In the September issue of The World it was
reported that John L. Dean, of Naples, N. Y.,
had opened a furniture and musical instrument
store. This was an error as Mr. Dean does not
deal in musical instruments,
rugs and art goods only.

selling

furniture,

No EMBER
,

IS,
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Time
The

proof of the poUcy!

ASOUND

business policy and a strict
adherence thereto can cement two
commercial organizations in a bond of

mutual interest and understanding
which can never be written into a document.
This truth

is

No

emphasized by the Fed-

eral policy, in force

Signed Contracts!

No "scrap

of paper" is needed to strengthen the
bonds between Federal and its trade

during the past year.

This policy is a permanent institution.
It has proved highly successful, ample
evidence of its success being found in
the constantly growing list of Federal
Designated Retailers.

The new,

why

off to a glorious start.

you ask an old Federal customer"
he doesn't insist on a signed
contract he is likely to answer, "From
Federal? Why, no one needs a contract from that house.

Their word

is" the best guaranty I know of."
And that faith— built upon years
"and years of honorable business
methods— is the most priceless asset
this firm possesses.
A contract never kept a customer
with you- A contract fulfilled under
pressure never can be profitable.
Therefore we do not have any. FedAnd
eral's word IS Federal's bond.
Federal never forfeitsits bond. That is
why we are proud to have the implicit
faith of the finest class of wholesalers
the radio industry
and retaiiers

These

six reasons for Federal's success are outstanding in the radio in-

dustry:

simplified Federal line

If

m

public for lifelike tone production.
Our powerful national advertising ia

putting the mcs:iage over Sales plans
—sales helps— are at your command.

The Federal proposition gives you
a nationally advertised line that ia
widely and favorably known a iiame
that -will bring you prestige and
profit
a discount proposition that

—

—

—

make money and an
agreement based only upon mutual
allows you to
satisfaction.
If you havert't fead the details of
this unusual proposition, write us.

We

promptly send you a copy

will

FEDERAL RADIO CORPORATION,

t Financial solidity, organization stability,
and years of consistently good business

is

Ortho-sonic

meets the growing demand of the

Opmilag Bmadcvt Snuoa

WGR »

'Buffalo, N. Y.

Buffalo

tactics to point to.
ortho'Sonic

A

product properly engineered, popularly
priced, easy to merchandise, and permanently sold.

'2

4

*'Kwaled <m\y by Reality"

This advertisement appeared in November, 1925

A

carefully selected list of financially
sound wholesalers, selected for their
ability to give the maximum of service
and attention to retailer requirements.

of a large and capable
research force to the end that Federal
Retailers may always enjoy the benefits
of the development of the art.

The employment

/T

^

Federal Sales and Service (S&S) Plan,
gives the retailer a proper producing territory in which to work, and
brings sales help to augment the efforts
of the retailer,
vs^hich

5

Write the nearest Federal Wholesaler!
If you haven't his name, write us.

The maintenance

of a large organizarepresentatives in the
This is evidence of Federal's willfield.
ingness and ability to put forth its financial resources to help the retailer in his
radio problems.

tion

of

FEDERAL RADIO CORPORATION

trained

Buffalo,

N.

Y.,

U-

S.

A.

(Division of Federal Telephone and Telegraph Co.)
Operating Broadcast Station

WGR

at

Buffalo

ORTHO-SONIC*
Kadio

•The fundamental exclusive circuit making pos-

P~'?B
No.

l

»

u

ig

-^t

I

'

^1

I

rederai

I

)

"it
^1

A
^

Reg- U.

S. Pat. Off.

1,582,470.

220

—
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Erla Venetian Model Radio
Attracts Attention at Show

aluminum ware and has now
been acting as distributor for Carryola portable
the distribution of

phonographs
.Southern

Super-Six

Shielded

New York
Has Many

Receiver

Shown

First

and Chicago Radio Shows

at

— Set

Interesting Features

the

for

Aluminum

two

past

The

years.

has attained unusual
success in the distribution of the popular instrument, and at present is enjoying a tre-

mendous

demand

November

1926

15,

Production of Day-Fan
Sets Steadily Increased

Co.

throughout

New High
Greater
Dayton,

Southern

the

Standard of Efficiency Results
Production at Day-Fan Plant
O.— W. E. Baker Responsible

in
in

territory.

Among

the radio products manufactured by
Research Laboratories, Chicago,
which have won trade and public favor is the

the

Erla

Electrical

shown

model

Super-Six Venetian

here-

Dayton,

Spartan Electric Corp.
Triples Factory Space
Demand

for Spartan Speakers Made Necessary
Expansion of Newark Firm's Manufacturing

Facilities

— Wide

O., November 6.— Production of Dayradio sets, manufactured by the Day-Fan
Electric Co., of this city, has been steadily in-

Fan

•

creased during recent weeks. Under the direction of W. E. Baker, general manager of the
company, the factory organization has under-

Distribution

E.xpansion of manufacturing

facilities tripling

the former factory space has been

announced
by the Spartan Electric Corp., New York, manufacturer of Spartan speakers.
The greater
portion of the factory building at Newark, N. J.,
is now occupied by the Spartan Co., devoted
exclusively to the manufacture of Spartan speaking apparatus.

M.

S.

Despres, general manager of the organi-

states that the demand for Spartan
speakers this year has been so greatly in excess of early predictions that this important step
to increase production was necessary.
Ernest
.\lschuler, president of the company, is now
devoting his entire time to production and reports satisfactory progress in establishing the
Spartan factory on a large daily production
schedule.
Mr. Despres states that Spartan
speakers are now being distributed by 145 representative
throughout the
United
jobbers
States and sales offices have been -opened in all

zation,

Erla Venetian

which was first shown at the
Radio World's Fair. The Venetian

with, a receiver

New York

model contains a six-tube shielded receiver with
one dial control and will operate on an antenna from one foot to one hundred feet in
length, or on a loop aerial. It contains a
ninety-two inch air column horn which is said
to reproduce both high and low notes with
volume and fidelity. The cabinet is of dark
American walnut trimmed in satinwood with
panels of matched burl walnut.
The Venetian model attracted considerable
attention at the Chicago Radio Show and the
set itself was commented upon favorably by
several Chicago newspaper radio critics.

Southern Distributors
Featuring Garryola Line

of the

larger

"Lady

Feature
Kansas City Radio Show

at

Two

La.,

and

its

Co.,

New

Orleans,

companies, the Aluminum
Dallas and Atlanta, and the

affiliated

Specialty Co.,

of

Southern Aluminum Co., Louisville, Ky., are
now devoting practically all of their sales
efforts upon
Carryola portable phonographs
manufactured by Carryola Co. of America, Milwaukee, Wis. The firm originally specialized in

of Light"

Miss

personages,

popular

Gertrude

sEderle, conqueror of the English Channel, and

the

"Lady

tis

Lighting, Inc.,

e-x:changed

Electric

wax model presented in
of moving colorlight by Curmakers of X-Ray Reflectors,

gone

new

E. Baker and Chas. T.

Lawson

a series of changes, with the result that a
high standard of efficiency and an increased

volume of production has
Lawson, director of sales
ganization,

Charles T.

resulted.

Day-Fan

for the

or-

from a trip
through the Central West, where he talked to
seventy-eight dealers served by one Day-Fan
distributor. This was an enthusiastic gathering
starting at nine in the evening and ending at
three o'clock in the morning in which a program mapping out activities and solving problems was completed. It is now the purpose of
recently

returned

—

the

Day-Fan organization

to carry out similar
elsewhere and a number of new representatives are being schooled for these activities
and the Day-Fan sales organization covering
activities

the distributors and retail trade will shortly be

twice

its

present

size.

of Light," a

a striking setting

greetings at the Radio and

cordial

Show

in

Kansas City the

first

Brown & Hall Supply

Co. Presents Each MemLouis Baseball Team With an Atwater Kent Receiver and Speaker

ber of

the exhibit.

in

The "Lady

Atwater Kent Distributor
Helps Reward Cardinals

part of

Miss Ederle was delighted to step
October.
up to the special dimmer board and "paint" the
"Lady of Light" in one of the several million
color combinations made possible by the X-Ray

equipment

The Southern Aluminum

cities.

W.

of Light"

was

St.

—

November 4. That the people of
were proud of their baseball repre-

St. Louis, Mo.,

a

magnet

that

drew

this

city

thousands of visitors to the show, a large numwhom took the opportunity to produce
beautiful combinations of colorlight by manipuThe
lating the handles of the control board.
exhibit demonstrates the commercial value of
color light in motion for hundreds of startling

ber of

and decorative

effects.

CONSTANTLY INCREASING SALES
mT« teitUylDE to the superior qnallty of onr

COTTON FLOCKS FOR PHONOGRAPH RECORDS
8TBP INTO LINE WITH THE BUYERS OF "QtJAI/IIT"
Clapcimont, IM.'H.
CLAREMONT WASTE MFG. CO.,
St.

Louis Cardinals With

A-K

sentatives, the St. Louis Cardinals, is

Sets

known

to

those who read newspapers during the recent World Series.
And that pride took the
form of showering the players with gifts and
trophies as a reward for bringing the baseball
all

PHONOGRAPH

RADIO CASES

Reinforced 3-ply Veneer
The Standard Case

for Talking

Machines and Radio Sets

MADE BY

Let

us

figurt

on

your

PLYWOOD CORPORATION,

requirementi

Goldsboro, N. C.

Mill, in Va./N. C. and S. C.

championship

to

this

city

after

weary wait of nearly forty

years.

a

long

and

Among

the
business, houses that paid tribute to the fighting

Cardinals was the

Atwater

Kent

Brown & Hall Supply

distributor,

which

Co.,

presented

every member of the team with an Atwater
Kent radio receiver and speaker.

The Cantor Cabinet
cently incorporated

stock of $5,000.

at

Co.,

New

York, was

Albany with

a

re-

capital

—
November

15,

—
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CROSLEY RADIO

INSTRUM ENTS

Each item the utmost in
AH
radio at its price.
prices slightly higher
west of the Rocky Mte.

This

double -circuit
has brought
to thousands

little

one-tube
happiness

set

and

made

loB£

distance

A

records

4-tube

for

receiving.

lecc ver

of

amazing efficiency, Crescendon equipped! Every-

considered

where
marvelous

at

its

price.

The4-29in ponable form
handy, compact,

efficient.

Single Dial Control
A

tuned radio
with two

five-tube

frequency

TUBES
POWER

set.

5

non-oscillating
radio frequency amplification. Crescendrn control, two stages of audio
stages

of

frequency

amp!

'.cation.

TUBE ADAPTABILITY

drum

single

5-tube.
station

One hand, one

acumi-

selector,

Crescendon,

nators,

power tube

all-metal shielded chassis.
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C

amplification

;

under any mishandling.
Its perfect balancing
achieved by Whcatstone
bridge in each
stage of
amplification. Exceptionseleaivity and

tory

—a

Emboilies the
5-tube S50
instrument
with single dial control.

—

The All-Metal Chassis a type of construction which
shields the various units and prevents interstage as
well as external coupling. The result is a great saving
in production costs and a greater efficiency in reception.

Crosley Musicone
epeaker and ample compartment for batteries.

$

Stands 40 inches high.

75

Rich

CONSOLE MODEL
5

tube

dial

75
control
5

-

w

i

t

terial

h

drum station
A mahogany

cabinet,

two-tone

tremendous production program for 1927.

fin-

which is built
famous Crosley

ish, into

the

and

silk

Cabinet

screen.

was prohibitive.

will hold batteries and
accessories. Stands 40
inches high. Rose gold

all acces-

41

inches high.
10^2 inches wide.

flories.,

cleverly
behind
a

concealed

selector!

Musicone in
console. Room

for batteries

The Crosley 5-50 and 5-75 are being welcomed by thousands of
persons who have hesitated to replace their out-of-date equipment with sets containing the latest features because the cost

Musicone.

double

trimmings.

—

Mahogany Cabinets Beautifully finished and
The use of such high grade mafor cabinet work is possible only because of the

artistically decorated.

Single

selector.

graphic

station

full, satisfac-

—

tones.

drum

up

distant stations.

—

Beautiful solid mahogany
console finished in two

Includes
exquisite

—

these auxiliary tuners enable you to
receive with great volume, because of sharp tuning,
distant stations passed by and entirely missed on ordinary single dial control sets. With the use of the drum
selector alone enough stations will parade by to satisfy
everyone but with the acuminators, even wider and
better broadcast is opened to you.

50

Incorporating 6 amazing features,^
two of which (Acuminators and CrescenPrice
don)
are
Crosley's.
exclusively
slightly higher west of Rocky Mountains.
tings.

device that builds

volume on weak and

The Acuminators

MODEL

5-tube 5-50 Single dial
control with graphic drum station selector.
A mahogany cabinet of two- tone finish,
beautifully trimmed with rose metal fit-

the

towards

goal

—

The Crescendon

tone.

TAB.LE

Introducing

—the

—

non-oscillating.non-radiating even

al

one control

Other new features incorporated in these remarkable
5-tube sets features which make Crosley radios amazing in their performance, regardless of price are as
follows:

True-cascade

5-tubes.

dial,

which radio manufacturers have heen striving is now
perfected in the famous Crosley LOW-PRICED models,
5-50 and 5-75.

adaptahility.

Now

they can have the very latest developments in radio at a
thanks to the genius of
is easily within their reach
Crosley in reducing costs by mass production.

Price

—

price that

west of
Rocky Mountains.

slightly higher

—

Go to your dealer and learn what exquisite tone, wonderful
selectivity and satisfactory volume are built into these two incomparable radios.
Regular 12-inch

size,

S12. 50. Super Musicone.
with still finer volume
find tone.

S14.7S. Musicone Deluxe in mahogany "clockcase."S2J. 50.

THE CROSLEY RADIO CORPORATION,

or-

dinary radios,

An exclusive Crosley feature.
ALL- METAL SHIELDED
CHASSIS

ears must

and accessories.
24>^ inches long iniide.

N C I N N A T I— P 0

W E L CROSLEY,

President

Jr.,

For

1

When, on

batteries

I

Crosley manufactures radio receiving sets, which are licensed under Armstrong U.S. Patent No. 1. 13. 149 or under patent applications of Radio Frequency Laboratories, Inc., and other patents issued and pending. Owning and operating station WLW, first re-mote control super-power station in
America.
All prices without accessories.

THE "CRESCENDON"

Embodies the Musicone
in a beautiful console of
two-tone mahogany finish
and provides room for

C

a Elation miles
away, aturn of

tiooto room-£lline

volume.

nishes
for

phase of manufacture.

THE SINGLE-DIAL

the stations sought without
log book or "tuning."

STATION SELECTOR

"THE ACUMINATORS"

thia

Nothing

duces excellent alignment of
condensers, shields the units
from each other, prevents

strain to catch

the Crescendon on Crosley
radios instantly swells recep-

Crosley sets, fura substantial frame
mounting elements, pro-

several

interstage,
stability

Thia truly great
radio achievement, found Id

of

increases

improves the
the

circuit,

selectivity

and

saves costs by standardizing

in
radio equals
the joy or the
-

convenience
of single dial

control. Crosley single

control enables

you

drum

to find

Crosley Acuminators permit tuning
in
loud and clear

—

.

weak stations passed over and entirely
missed by ordinary

single dial radios.

In tun-

write

ing high powered and local
stations they are not used.

USE OF

POWER TUBE

Catalogue
Dept. 26

HEAD
PHONES
$3.00

Power tube

adaptability marks the Crosley
[

|

"5-50". "5-75" andl
!
"RFL"sets. This fea- r=n
ture typifies Crosley

II

provision for best radio
reception at moderate cost.

QUALITY

AND BEAUTY
IN CABINETS

AND
CONSOLES
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Trade News and Dealer Activities in
the New York and Brooklyn Territory
strong Demand for Machines, Records and Radio— Stages Columbia
Comparison Concert—
Luscher's Make Successful Drive on Radio— Striking Edison Display at
Buckley-Newhall
Co.—Egan Specializes in Irish Records and Profits— Other Events of Interest

The

outstanding

feature

machine and radio trade

in

the

of

the

talking

metropolitan

xMew York territory, during the month of October, as compared with the same period last
year, is that the activity is centered on no one
line or department, but the demand is felt for
all lines stocked by talking machine dealers.

The many sales of old type instruments and
mechanically cut records which have been held
during the past year in conjunction with the
record cut-out exchanges granted by the manufacturers have had the eiTect of ridding the
slow-moving stock and at the
present time the only real feeling of concern is
regarding the scarcity of models of a great
dealers' stores of

number
ers

of talking machines and radio

holidays

the

as

approach.

receiv-

Record

sales

have, for a long time, been one of the brightest
spots of the dealers' existence.
The sales have

not been confined to popular selections, for the
better class recordings and the album sets of
Masterworks have been selling in a fashion
which has gladdened the hearts of the trade.

There are a number of factors responsible for
the most satisfying volume of record sales,

new

namely, the

and then,

in

electrical process of recording,
the order named, the renewing of

interest in the talking

troduction

of

machine through the

new

in-

instruments, the
many and various types of reproducers which
have increased the entertainment ability of the
old type instruments, and lastly the growing
popularity and sales of the portable type phonograph.
the

type

Features Columbia in Comparison Concert
An interesting demonstration of the new Columbia Viva-tonal phonographs was given at
the store of Joseph Friedman, Columbia dealer,
at 66 Clinton street, the
latter
part of last
month. Through the co-operation of the wholesale department of the Columbia Co., a number of recording artists made personal appearances at the store and after they finished singing or playing a selection the New Process Columbia record would be played for comparison
purposes.

Among

Tommy

were

Pesachki

Schwartz

the artists

Christian

Burstein,

and

and

who appeared
His

Orchestra,

Grossman and Abe
Jewish Orchestra. The

Irving

His

first-named orchestra played for several hours
in the afternoon and the others appeared in the

evening at a hall above the store. More than
a thousand people attended the concerts.
Mr.

Friedman reports
direct

result

thusiastic

of

volume of
the concert and he
a large

sales as a
is

so en-

that he plans to conduct a series of

similar store concerts.

Drive Boosts Luscher's Radio Sales
While both talking machine and radio lines
are moving satisfactorily, Luscher Bros., 2712

Third avenue.

New

York, report that the destrong.
This is
due in large part to the aggressive selling campaign which this establishment has put behind
this product, backed up by advertisements in
the local neighborhood papers and an attractive window display which occupied the store's
window during October. This display utilized
material supplied by the manufacturer and
showed the new model Grebe Syncophrase

mand

for

radio

is

especially

and console models and the chassis

table

of the

receiver.

&

Piser

in

Co. Report Sales Activity
the Atwater Kent, Stromberg-

Carlson and Radiola lines of radio receivers and
record sales features the business of Piser &
Co., 2887 Third avenue.
Charles Buckner is

in

manager of these departments and he reports
that a good proportion of record sales can be
traced to the policy of playing the latest releases at the store door.
Mr. Buckner has in-

augurated a

novel system of playing these
records.
The record is actually played and
amplified on an Electrola in the rear of the

and is reproduced by the machine at the
door through connections being made.
This
arrangement does away with the necessity of
having a clerk change the records.
store

Stern Bros. Ship "Talker" to Sweden
talking machine section of Stern Bros.,
large department store, is enjoying a brisk business which started late but which is steadily
increasing in volume. Miss B. B. Steele, man-

The

ager, recently sold a $1,000

model combination
Radiola to the Hon. Robert
Woods Bliss, United States Ambassador to
Sweden. The instrument has been shipped to
the iinibas.-y at Stockholm.
Miss Steele states
that record sales are good, particularly of the
better
type of music. This store recently
secured the agency for the Aristocrat "doubleduty" lamp cone speaker.
Eye-Arresting Edison Display
and

An attractive and effective display of the new
models of the long-playing Edison phonographs
and the new Edison long-playing records recently occupied a large

Buckley-Newhall
to

Co.,

window
on

in

Sixth

the store of

avenue

and

The

display was devoted enthe showing of Edison products and

Forty-first street.
tirely

comparison purposes there was shown a
model of one of the first phonographs invented
by Thomas A. Edison. The difference between
this small cylinder-type
instrument and the
beautiful instruments of to-day housed in cabinets of fine furniture proved an attraction that
drew many to the window. To the rear of the
display an oil painting of Thomas A. Edison
was hung and on the sides of the display reproductions of a page advertisement which recently appeared in the Saturday Evening Post
were shown. These advertisements stressed the
long-playing records and also pictured the new
for

instruments.
Attractive
told
signs
of
the
twenty-four and forty-minute records, giving
prices.
The manager of the phonograph department stated that the display was most effective in stimulating sales and that many orders

had been received for instruments, records and
for the long-playing attachment and the dance
reproducer to be used on the old-type phonographs.

The

and with

Landay Bros. Featuring B.unswick
various
Landay Bros, music stores

throughout the metropolitan territory, which recently added the complete Brunswick line of
Panatropes, phonographs, combination instruments and records, put themselves strongly behind the line and backed up the campaign with
large advertisements in the leading newspapers

15,

the Brunswick products
both window and interior displays.
Both machines and records are selling
well with the dance recordings in
especial
in

favor.

Egan

Specializes in Irish Records

James Egan's

Music Shop, 630 Columbus
avenue, reports a large increase in sales over
October

of

This store has, for a
specialized in the selling of
Irish records and it is this item of trade which
is largely responsible for the increase of
profits.
year.

last

of years,

Mr. Egan attributes the larger sales to a number of factors, namely, the recent Columbia cutout exchange, which enabled him and other
dealers to rid themselves of "dead" stock and

purchase live selling numbers; the new Columbia policy of devoting space in the regular

monthly catalog

frequent

issuance

to a listing of Irish records;

of

Irish

and

records,

sell

unlike popular "hit" numbers, continue in demand for years to come. Mr. Egan added a
line of radio equipment recently and is experiencing satisfactory sales with the Atwater Kent

and Freed-Eisemann
Rio Shop

lines.

New Home

in

The Rio Talking Machine Shop, which moved
to larger quarters at 434 Lenox avenue the
month, celebrated the event
Both the Columbia
Phonograph Co. and the General Phonograph
Corp. co-operated with A. H. Fox, the proprietor, in making the affair a gala one and
artists from the recording staffs of both companies
made personal appearances. Large
crowds attended the concert and listened to the
following artists, all of whom have a large following in Harlem: Clarence Williams and His
Blue Five; Eva Taylor, Perry Bradford, Sam
Manning,
George
McClennon and Porter
latter part

with fitting

of last

ceremonies.

Granger.
The concert continued until a late
hour and Mr. Fox states that the business accomplished exceeded all expectations.
International Co.'s Sales Gain
George Sklar, manager of the International
Phonograph Co., 103 Essex street, states that
the radio season, which opened the early part
of September, is continuing satisfactorily and the
volume of sales is increasing steadily, with the
Atwater Kent and Stromberg-Carlson lines in
great demand. Talking machine sales are consistent
the bulk of the business coming mostly
from the work of four outside canvassing crews,
covering the entire city territory and Westchester, Long Island and New Jersey.

—

Weekly
The

sale

Sales

Reach

of radio parts

tinues to bring profits to

$1,000

and accessories conthe Terminal Radio &

Music Shop, 244 West Thirty-fourth street, the
average weekly sales of this merchandise being in the neighborhood of $1,000. In addition
the Garod electric receiver has proved popular.

The

store sells for cash only.

Direct Mail Proves Profitable
time ago the New York Band Instrument Co., Ill East Fourteenth street, sent to
customers on its mailing list circulars describing the Ultra reproducer and the results have
The average weekly
been most gratifying.
sales of the new reproducers for the two stores
operated by this company are in the neighborhood of twenty. The gratifying part of these
sales is that in addition to the profit of each

Some

(Coiitinucd on page 66)

more necessary than ever before. You cannot demonstrate the wonderful volume and
beauty of tone of the improved talking machine and records without booths. The new instrument has unlimited possibilities. Meet it half way by adequate demonstration.
are

Complete equipment for musical merchandise
dealers.
Write for details and
catalogue.

Inc,

lastly

number of Irish "hit" records which
briskly for months after release, and then,

the great

VAN VEEN SOUNDPROOF BOOTHS
VAN VEEN & COMPANY,

1926

displaying

prominently

number

Activity

Victrola

November

313-315 East 31st

Street,

PHONE LEXINGTON

New York

9956-2163

City

NON'EMBFR

15,
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Slightly

west of the Rockies.

EMPHATIC

speaker, ever since
ago.

its

arrival in the field

Instant and widespread approval greeted

accuracy and tone -retaining

enhance appearance of a

— lower than
to

set,

ability,

and

its

its

new cone type
of radio several months

its

the

unparalleled receptive

downright good looks which

surprisingly moderate price

any other licensed speaker of

Sandar

installing

to

SANDAR,

success has attended

its size

!

Fans everywhere are

as their favorite speaker, dealers are naturally hustling

meet the demand, and the manufacturers are working
keep ahead on production. Sandar

these busy days. There's

promptly.

— ^27.50

still

spells profits in

at

high pressure

big red letters

time for you to get aboard

Write us for terms and

full

if

information.

SANDAR CORPORATION
Crescent Plaza Building, Long Island City,

New York

PEAKER

you

act
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Dealer Activities in
New York and Brooklyn
(Continued from page 64)
sale of a

new reproducer

renewed

a

the transaction

interest in the talking

means

machine and

an increase in record

sales.

recordings and album

sets, particularly the

lumbia
mand.

Masterworks

series,

Foreign language
Co-

are

in

great

de-

Wissner Co. Expands

The Wissner Piano

AMPLION CONE
A

worthy
hogany

AMPLION DRAGON

development

fully

of the Amplion name.
14"xl4"x9".
cabinet.

Ma-

This famous model is used as standard
by
manufacturers
whereve'r
broadcasting exists.

$30

AR19

time-perfected

AC12

$42.50

Co.,
Flatbush avenue,
Brooklyn, N. Y., has added considerably to its
floor space through the taking over of the building adjoining the one now occupied by the
company. The store on the street level has
been renovated to present the same attractive
appearance
as
does
long-established
the

Wissner warerooms. In addition to its line of
pianos, the Wissner organization carries a complete line of talking machines and radio receivers.
J. Modell & Co. Plan New Store
Modell & Co., well-known metropolitan
radio dealers, plan opening a new store at 10
Fourth avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y., in the near
future.
This store will be in an excellent location, being opposite the Atlantic avenue termiJ.

AMPLION
PATRICIAN
remarkable
Assembles
48" air-column in rich

mahogany
carved
18"xl2"x9".
AA18
$45
ly

cabinet.

Amplion quality—is profit insurance
EVERY Amplion unit represents a
genuine and exceptional "Value for

Money" proposition.
Amplion has a background

year
Trade.

—

—

the

for

strictly

of 40 years'

is

being NAthroughout

benefit

of

the

Amplion quality Amplion profit-making possibilities
and nothing else are responsible for the overwhebning approval given by the Trade to our neiv
models. Our plants in New York and in JMuskegon

—

—

ore operating to full capacity!
U'rile for

name

of Jobber in

your territory

THE AMPLION CORPORATION of AMERICA
Suite C,

280 Madison Avenue,

The Amplion Corporation

of

Island R. R. The store was unoccupied by Gibbons & Owens,

talking machine dealers.

Adds Okeh Record Line
Klaidman's Music Shop, 388 Flatbush avenue
extension, Brooklyn, N. Y., recently added the
Okeh line of race records and reports a brisk
demand for the new line. This store is doing
a large and consistent repair business and sales
of talking machine parts and accessories.
I.

Stein

Now Owns

The Hub Music
formerly

the

House,

the
348

Hub
East

149th

Bronx Music House,

is

now owned and

TIONALLY ADVERTISED
the

Long

recently

street,

reputation
for
guaranteed,
high-grade
sold
fair
Every
products
at
prices.
Amplion unit justifies and maintains this
reputation.

The Amplion 1927 Line

nal of the
til

New York

Canada

City

Ltd., Toronto

operated by Isaac Stein, who
has had wide experience in the retail talking
machine business, having been formerly connected with the Century Talking Machine Co.
and other music stores.

Leading Artists Broadcast
During A-K Radio Hour
The Atwater Kent Hours broadcast on
Sunday evenings since the last issue of The
Talking Machine World went to press presented a particularly imposing array of grand
opera stars that delighted the millions listening in to the chain of stations connected up
with
for the events.
On October 17 Mme. Matzenauer, Metropolitan star, whose remarkable voice has both
a contralto and soprano range, and Frank La
Forge, pianist, appeared in joint recital; on
October 24 Charles Hackett, tenor, and Paul
Kochanski, violinist; on October 31 Jean Gordon, contralto, at the Metropolitan Opera Co.,

WEAF

and John Powell, violinist; on November 7
Lea Luboshutz, violinist, and Alaurice Dumesnil, pianist, and on November 14 Frieda Hempel was the principal artist, assisted by Rudolph Gruen at the piano, and Ewald Haun,
flutist.

DRAGON MODELS
AR19
AR114
ARl 11
AR102

Amplion
Amplion
Amplion
Amplion

Dragon

....
.......

Junior de Luxe
Junior

List $24.00

Dragonfly

List $12.00

Phonographic

AR35 Amplion
AR67 Amplion

List $42.50

Concert Grand
Standard Unit

List $27.50

The Apco Mfg. Co., Providence, R. I., has
new folder on the Apcoradio receiving

issued a

A ttachments

....
....

Merits of Apcoradio Are
Featured in New Folder

set

List $20.00
List $12.00

which

it

has newly presented this season.

Interior views of the arrangement of the cabinet
are shown visualizing the relative position of

speaker and A, B and C supply
Separate photographs are shown of the
Apco receiving unit totally shielded with its dual
control and one switch for set and A, B and C
the

receiver,

units.

'^i!ra:rrri frri jn? fr^ iTTig

AMPLION

mi

power supply, and also the

simplicity

of the

B >and C power supply.
There is also shown the new trade-mark of the
"Apcoradio Armored Seven."
connection for the A,
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Powered Radio in 1923*
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- OTH ER PATENTS PENDING

field

field today.

of Electrically

Without

attachments of any kind,
demonstration makes the sale.

trickle chargers or

and

— well —

Order from your Distrihutor
COLORADO

MARYLAND

Rocky Mountain Radio Corp.,

Joel

Gutman

CONNECTICUT
Plymouth Elec. Co., 218
New Haven.

State Street,

NEW

&. Co.,

MASSACHUSETTS
M.

ILLINOIS

Steinert

^^Jwst

& Sons,

VXug

In**

NOW

112 North Eutaw St., Baltimore.
Eugene Rosenfeld Co., Baltimore

Denver.

batteries^

35 Arch Street

JERSEY

North Ward Radio Co.,
367 Plane St., Newark.

NEW YORK
North American Radio Co.,
1845 Broadway, New York.

Boston.

&

Central States Gen. Elec. Co.,
316 S. Wells St., Chicago.

Hub

Motor Car Supply Co.,

Lewis Elec. Co., Federal

1451 Michigan Ave., Chicago.

National

E.

&

A. Supply Co.,

Cycle
Auto Supply Co.,
1737 Portland St., Boston:
St.,

Auto Supply Co.,
907-11 Main St., Cincinnati.

C. &. D.

Boston.
^-

Lake

States

Gen. Elec. Co.,

Chester &. 18th

MICHIGAN

St.,

Cle veland.

Bush &. Lane, Holland

PENNSYLVANIA

KENTUCKY

NEBRASKA

The

Nebraska Auto

Anchor Lite Appliance Co.,
417 Wood St., Pittsburgh.
Dyke Motor Supply Co.,
800 Webster Ave., Pittsburgh.
E. R. Keene &. Co.,

Peoria.

Sutcliffe Co., Louisville.

Distr.,

Omaha.

,

Philadelphia.

Argus Radio Corp.
;

257

'

.,

WEST

17th STREET., N. Y. C.

ARGUS
13 U.S.
PATENTS
GRANTED
HERMAN

Baltimore Office:
A. SMITH. GreensprlnB Ave.
Mount WashinRlon

Chicago Office

&

South Road

/250

:

HAWTHORNE & STEMM, 28 East Jackson Boulevard

Pittsburgh Office:
W! A. BITTNER
422 First Ave.

5f. Louis Office:
N. DAVID
308 Central National Bank Bld«r.
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f
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Central States General

North

Ward Radio Co.

367 Plane

St.,

Newark, N. J.

Rendering complete Argus service
throughout New Jersey^*

Electric
316

S.

Supply Co.

Wells

Chicago,

St.,

111.

Serving Argus products throughout
Chicago and vicinity^*

1
The complete and final
answer to the wish of

To the eye

millions for a

To the ear

Complete Electric Radio
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*
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North American Radio

Lewis Electrical Supply

Corporation

Company

1S45 Broadway,

i

RADIO

*
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Federal Street, Boston, Mass.

Rendering complete Argus service
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now

presents

another dependable product-

Rola

LOUDSPEAKER
As

considered and deliberate as its
entrance into the radio field, was the

carefully

original

Blackman Talking Machine Company's decision
to

act

eastern

as

wholesale

distributor

for

the

ROLA LOUDSPEAKER.
After exhaustive comparisons with the performance and appearance of other cone speakers at or
near its price, we are satisfied that the ROLA has
positive sales features

recommendation

Our confidence

which make

it

worthy

of

to our dealers.

ROLA

Loudspeaker is being expressed in an
aggressive
advertising
campaign
now running in leading newspapers
in the

PEDESTAL MODEL
30 inches
Beautifully
rich,

We are
the ROLA

Until

fier.

Reproducing mechis

the
TABLE MODEL

—

Finished

in

rubbed walnut and equipped with
same reproducing mechanism as
Permanently
Model.
Pedestal

a priority basis.

adjusted.

Talking Machine Co.

SI

DistrihutoYS of Dependable

"BLACKMAN

and

full-lloating

driven by
laminated-armature

holiday season is over, at least, orders must necessarily be filled on

28-30

in

anism

invite your inquiries regarding
deliveries.

finished

rubbed walnut. Op-

type,

creating real interest in
and are referring prospects to you.

prices and

all.

erates directly from any
radio set or jjower ampli-

in the metropolitan area.

We

—

over

higli

New York N.Y.

^

Radio Products

DEPENDABILITY—One

Suggests the Other''

cone

ROLA
unit.

November
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Quiet Precedes Expected Heavy Sales
During Holiday Season in Twin Cities
H. H. Cory, Executive Secretary of Northwest Radio Trades Association, States Retail Business
Volume in That Territory Will Approximate $40,000,000 Month's News
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EVENING

POST

—

Paul and Minneapolis, November

St.

7.

—Not

along" the Mississippi, but the sister
on the river are experiencing a little las-

"all is quiet
cities

in all lines of trade.
However, a few
merchants refuse to admit any inertia in their
business and declare October to have been
wholly satisfactory.
Radio seems to be carrying on by the impetus given it at the Northwest Radio Show.
There are a larger number of salesmen on the
road than ever before, which is indicative of better organization of selling eflort.
Although advertisers are conservative there has been more
lineage so far this season than last.
H, H.
Cory, executive secretary of the Northwest
Radio Trade Association, states that from pres-

situde

ent indications the

Northwest

the

will

volume of

retail

business in

run about $40,000,000.

district is actively interested in

This

of

business conditions

announcement by two large Twin

the
radio

is

City

houses of the opening of branches in North
Dakota. A. C. Reinhard announces a new store
of Reinhard Bros, in Minot, N. D., and R. M.
Laird, president of the St. Paul Electric Co., has
opened a branch at Fargo, N. D.
Panatrope in the Limelight
The Brunswick Panatrope has been occupying as

much

Queen Marie could

month
Nick Lucas was

limelight

of the

spare.

Orpheum and sang with

the

which

this

his

own

as
at

rec-

—

proved

highly interesting and
excellent publicity.
Six thousand St. Paul
women were entertained by the Panatrope at
ords,

the cooking school,

which is an annual event
conducted by the St. Paul Daily News.
The
instrument was exhibited by the Cable Piano
Co. Several thousand people viewed the Panatrope at the opening this week of the big new
manufacturing plant of the A. J. Krank Co., in
St. Paul, which kept open house for the Twin
Cities.
This event attracted visitors from all
over the State and was made notable by a fourpage section in the Sunday papers.
Twin City folks who like to check their
clocks with authority tune in every morning
with Dunwoody Institute, which announces the
correct time at three-minute intervals and gives
a Panatrope concert.
A most unusual bit of distinction was given
the Panatrope when it took part in the Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra program on October 29.
The orchestra, under the direction
of Henri Verbruggen, played "The Pines of
Rome," in the third movement of which the

Two new

Whitney MacGregor

Co., of Minneapolis.
It
apparent that the public is no longer willing
to trust their radio investment to obscure companies and nameless goods, for the demand for
higher-priced
and standard goods is conis

.stantly increasing.

Fred.

Stevens,

B.

Ihe

Magnavox

tliis

week.
Viva-tonal

Co.,

factory

representative

a visitor in

is

of

Distinct Musical Instrument
Demand Exceeds Supply

shipments a

with Viva-tonal

Helen D.
in October

new Brunswick account

porium, of

St.

is

that of the

Paul, one of the big department

Walter Beckert, mechanical engineer from the

tlie fine

points of the Viva-tonal phonograph.

Big Ortho-sonic Demand
Coleman, manager of the radio department of George C. Beckwith Co., finds the
Federal Ortho-sonic shipments too slow for
the orders and with ten salesmen on the road
the balance will probably continue the same for
some time. Many new accounts are on the
books for the Mohawk line, which the Beckwith
Co. now handles. There is also a big demand
R. C.

New

Department Going Over Big
Louella Kadlac and Lyal Quam, who are

in

charge of the new musical instrument division
of Foster & Waldo, are well pleased with the
way the new department is going. Several nice
sales have been made and many inquiries are

Music Master reproducing

unit.

an ideal
Christmas gift

coming in. There is a steady demand for the
popular goods such as ukes, banjos and saxophones.

Gorley Go.'s Petersburg

Branch

in

New Home

Large Crowds Attend Formal Opening of

—New

New

Quarters Are Four Times the
Size of Old Store Orchestra Entertains
Store

Petersburg,

The new
frontage

of

14-inch mahogany wood bell. Cast
aluminum tone chamber, and the

- - -

socket powers.

for Philco

Here is food for thought for the pessimists:
A Brunswick dealer, in a North Dakota town of
3,000, who had never handled a phonograph until last July, has sold seven $600 Panatropes and
twenty-five of the new mechanical Brunswicks
Optimistic Over Sonora Outlook
the optimists is J. E. Date, manager
the phonograph and radio department of

Tone

factory at Bridgeport, spent several days at the
Northwest offices, instructing the local staff in

old

Among

Mutilation of

tober.

stores of the Northwest.

since August.

No

behind the
orders. One of the old Twin City music houses,
the Howard Farwell Co., has added the Columbia line to its merchandise and is well
pleased with the response of the public.
Tom Rockwell, of the Columbia recording
department, was in Minneapolis the last of Oc-

Em-

A

of Radio

bit

was the success of the opening that more than
500 people had to be turned away.

graph.

Horn Speaker

Minneapolis

well-wishers in different parts of this territory
as well as from more distant points.
Such

for the

Demand

Magnavo.x accounts recently opened

some space to the contest for a
new Brunswick mechanical phono-

name

other publication.

are the St. Paul Housefurnishings Co. and the

opening of the Corley Co.'s new store, at 129
North Sycamore street, was held recently.
Flowers were sent by a number of local firms
and congratulatory telegrams came from many

also devoted

own more radio sets

than the subscribers to any

last year's business.

calls
for the song of a nightingale.
Brunswick has a record of a real nightingale
song and this was played on the Panatrope
from the center of the stage with the whole
orchestra accompanying.
Foster & Waldo ran a full-page Brunswick
advertisement in the papers on October 29 and
will repeat a similar one on November 1.
It
explained the theory of the new instrument and

score

readers

of

At Columbia headquarters Mrs.
Beggs reports a fair business done

Prominent Concerns Open Branches
indication

tors

proposed radio

legislation.

An

& Doerr, Northwest distribuSonora and Magnavo.x. "October," he
says, "was a very fine month with a wonderful
business done in the cities." There is a regular
continued demand for Sonora models and radio
and Mr. Date anticipates a good margin over
Doerr, Andrews

one,

—

Va.,

store

on

is

November

7.

—The

formal

four times larger than the

Washington

street.

has a
depth of

It

twenty-three feet and
eighty-five feet.
In the rear of the ground
floor
there
are
five
sound-proof
booths.
of

Throughout the

store

is

a

complete

line

of

in indestructible cartons and

with safety can be shipped
anywhere.
Trice
$
Complete

^

si^

If your dealer cannot serve you,
order direct. Colored illustration
sent free on request.

Do Not

Accept a Substitute

attractively furnished.

In addition to the street floor there is a mezzanine and second floor.
On the mezzanine
is the radio department.
The piano department
is located on the second floor.
The store carries

The complete Music Master Horn Speaker is packed

musical

instruments.

Havid S. Ludlum. Ttustee
Betzwood, Pa.
P. O. Port Kennedy
This advertisement

i>

al'pearinij

in

the

Saturday Evening Post, November 27th
-
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MATCHED IMPEDANCE
Matched impedance is possible only in the newly developed talking machines.
However, very excellent results may be obtained with the old
style machines by designing the impedance of the reproducer to the
nearest possible value.

Onward-Upward-Forward
in the science of better sound reproduction

TN

the

ULTRA,

you will

find

the

SCIENTIFICALLY

proportioned

aluminum alloy, as fine as a human hair. Diaphragms by the hundreds were made before this final SCIENTIFIC alloy was achieved,
shapes of all kinds were tested, used, improved. And the ULTRA is the
final

result of all these labors

and improvements

— the

last

word

in re-

production.

—

early experiments produced some really good reproducers
you see
some of them pictured below. But we believed that the horn of the
old type talking machine was capable of still better results. The creation of
impedance Valves (see front construction of ultra) conceived
made possible that well-known broad tone of
and perfected in

The

ULTRA

ULTRA

ULTRA.
The ULTRA,

improved and perfected, has gained great popularity
But we have not ceased to seek further perfection wherand demand.
ever possible. Under the direction of the well known acoustical and electrical engineer MAXIMILIAN WEIL, experimentation goes on day after

day.

ONLY

the

of the

new

ULTRA

has

ADVANCED

to

meet the exacting requirements

electrically cut records.

Other important features responsible for ULTRA
mand will be explained from time to time.

REMEMBER

;

superiority

— The

better

and

de-

your rec

ords are reproduced the more of them
you will SELL.

1926

!

November

15,
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Suggestion
Detnonstrate the record on
an old type machine.
Then demonstrate it on one
of the new models and the
tone will never be forgotten.

4.

If the customer is not yet
ready to purchase a new
model, then sell him an
ULTRA reproducer for use
until such time as the new
model machine is purchased.
Offer full credit on the

ULTRA when finally
new machine is bought.

the

The Standard by
which all reproducers are judged
and valued
Retail

We

also feature the

type tonearm

AUDAK COMPANY,
Makers

of high

Inc

grade Acoustical and Electrical Apparatus for over 10 years

565 FiSth Avenue,

New

York, N. Y.

Neiy

!
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Wisconsin Association of Music Merchants
Organized at Meeting Held in Milwaukee
Process of Development for Activities of New Organization
Business Creates Optimism in the Trade Activities of the Month

and Plans

Officers Elected

in

—

—

Milwaukee, Wis., November 8. Ever since the
season was formally opened by the
Fourth Wisconsin Radio Exposition dealers report a tremendous amount of business and
radio

state that they expect
ly.

to continue indefinite-

it

All lines of the music business are enjoying

A

increasingly great activity.

amount

large

of

been done by phonograph
and radio dealers in Milwaukee, with the result
that the new models are kept constantly before
has

advertising

the public.

Further attention has been directed to the
music industry by the formation of the Wisconsin Association of Music Merchants, which
met here in convention October 28 and 29.
Milwaukee jobbing houses were well represented on the organization committees, Fred E.
Yahr, of Yahr-Lange, Inc., wholesaler of the
Sonora line in Wisconsin, being in charge of
the committee on exhibits, and Carl Lovejoy,
representative for the Brunswick in Wisconsin,
who assisted in arranging the Music Revue,
which was staged in the Sky Room of the
Plankinton Hotel.
The following officers were elected: President,
W. Otto Miessner, Milwaukee; first
vice-president, Hugh W. Randall, Milwaukee;
second vice-president, F. B. Hook, Madison;
third vice-president, Fred Leithold, La Crosse;
fourth vice-president, Carl Seeter, Appleton;
vice-president,

fifth

L.

Parker.

secretary-treasurer, L. C.

worth

be

will

the

Kenosha;
H. L. Ash-

Bidinger,

F.

executive

secretary of

the

association.

Plans are already well formulated for a number of activities which the Association will

engage
ers

in

to promote the interests of the dealWisconsin and further the musical

in

education

children

of

in

the

schools

of

the

State.

Among

the dealers

who

exhibited in connec-

Wisconsin Association of Music
Merchants was Julius Andrae & Sons Co., sole
Wisconsin distributors for the RCA line. A representative showing of Radiolas was exhibited in a room off the mezzanine floor of the
Plankinton Hotel, close to the hall where the
Association meetings were held.
tion with the

—Good

During the past month the Home Appliances
& Radio Shop, Inc., has been formed in Milwaukee to sell radios and household furnishings
at wholesale and retail.
The capital is $1,000,
in 100 shares.
James E. Coleman, William J.
AlcCauley and Elton L. Krenzin are the incorporators.

The Wisconsin Specialty Sales Co., Inc., has
been incorporated with A. J. Kuehlhorn, M. J.
Breslauer and John H. Schlintz as incorporators, to deal in radio apparatus and supplies, with a capital of $10,000, in 100 shares.
A radio shop has been opened at 405 Ivanhoe
place by Otto H. Fiebing and Charles C. Kruse.
The new shop will feature the Atwater Kent
and Radiola lines.
According to David M. Kasson, vice-president and general manager of the Interstate
Sales

Freed-Eisemann distributor in
Wisconsin and northern Michigan,
in this line, which began to be
good in July, has continued to

Co.,

State of
activity

usually

the
the

unthe

present time.

Among the largest and most complete radio
shops in Racine is the one owned by the Wisconsin Gas & Electric Co. and operated under
the management of Charles Mikulecky.
The
company is featuring the Stromberg-Carlson,
the Radiola and the Crosley with great sucBoth radios and phonographs were featured
in the exhibits in the displays of Milwaukee
music houses at the Milwaukee Journal Food
and Household Exposition, held at the City
Auditorium October 18 to 24, inclusive.
Edward Herzog, of Edmund Gram, Inc.,
prominent Milwaukee music house, states that
the Brunswick Panatrope is selling exceptionally, well.
The Panatrope has been widely advertised in Milwaukee papers and Mr. Herzog
believes that people are becoming better acquainted

with

its

features,

and,

as

a

15,

1926

held for the school children of Milwaukee

the City Auditorium October 30, in conjunction with the appearance of the Sousa Band
at the Auditorium November 6,

in

W. E. Pugh, sales representative of the
Columbia in Wisconsin, states that business is
very good in Milwaukee and throughout the
State.
"I have spent some time out in the
State and find business out there even better
than in Milwaukee," Mr. Pugh stated.
"We
are having difficulty in supplying our dealers
with all the Viva-tonal Columbias they want.
It looks like a banner year for Columbia."
The Columbia line has been established in
the new store opened by Walter Sowinski at
1387 Eighth avenue, under the name of the
South Side Music Store.
Salak Bros. Piano Co., Racine, reports fine
results from Columbia records and new Vivatonal phonographs.
A similar report is given
by Hook Bros., of Madison, who handle the
Columbia line. The Columbia is being intensively advertised in State papers at the prestime and similar attention is given to
records.

ent

A. Kmentt, of the Columbia foreign record
department, was a Milwaukee visitor during the
past month.

Cyprian DeLost, treasurer of Yahr-Lange,
wholesaler for the Sonora line in Wisconsin and Michigan, died at his home at 879
Forty-eighth street, October 26.
Inc.,

Atwater Kent Distributors
Attended Championship Bout
Among

cess.

.sales

test

November

Atwater Kent distributors are a numThe recent champion-

ber of ardent fight fans.

result,

are increasing rapidly.

Harry Goldsmith, manager of the Badger
Talking Machine Co., jobber of the Victor line,
says that business has continued consistently
above average throughout the season.
A Victrola was used in a music-memory con-

A-K

Distributors at Big Fight
between Dempsey and Tunney at the
Sesqui Stadium in Philadelphia drew a number
ship bout

The Toman Reproducer

Detroit,

sell

ume

of tone.

itself

any

Wonderful, deep, rich, mellow and
powerful tone.

sample

to

Mich.; T.

Ghcquot Club Eskimos
at

Surpassed by none.
for

left

Minneapolis, Minn.; C. J. Edmond, New York
City; F. T. Jackson, Ottawa, Ont., and Mr.
Dickerson, New York City.

challenge com-

parison.

Send

their

A. Wildermuth, Brooklyn,
Latham, New York City; N. Elin,
Newark, N. J.; Fred Roth, Buffalo, N. Y.; Ray
Thomas, Los Angeles, Cal.; C. T. Stevens,..

on quality and vol-

We

From

N. Y.; L. E.

responsible dealer.

Will

to

departure for the
right they are:
Lewis T. Ganster, Reading, Pa.; C. A. D'Elia,
Bridgeport, Conn.; B. J. Oppenheim, Newark,
N. J.; G. E. Hull, Richmond, Va.; D. M. Burke,

Write for trade discounts.

(5 days) to

prior

Sesqui grounds.

$10.00

Sample on approval

Quaker City, where
their headquarters at the factory of

made

Kent plant

$7.50

Gold Plated

they

the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co. In the accompanying photograph these distributors are sitting on
the steps of the main entrance to the Atwater

Retail Prices

Nickel Plated

of these distributors to the

NOW

Knickerbocker Grill

Harry Reser's "Clicquot Club Eskimos," exColumbia Phonograph Co. artists, have
been engaged by the Knickerbocker Grill of
clusive

Manufactured by

New

E.

Toman

2621

West

6c Co.

21st Place

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Sales Distributor

Wondertone Phonograph Co.
216 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

—

111.

Cable Address "Wondertone Chicago."
Cable Codes— Western Union— A.B.C. (5th Edition).

York, one of the leading hostelries of the
Great White Way, to play every evening for
dinner and supper dancing.
This snappy dance orchestra will continue the
regular Thursday evening broadcasting over the
Chain, however, as well as their record-

WEAF

ing for the Columbia Phonograph Co.

November

15
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1

Your Customer
Should

Know

that

— the Orthophonic record
— a product the Victor
Co* —
wonderful,
of

is

just so

new and

different

everyone must have

that
it

to

be up'tO'date*

Bruno

C.

Bruno & Son, Inc.

Victor Wholesale Exclusively

351
1834

— Over

92 Years

of

Dependable Service

to the

Fourth Avenue

New York City
Music Trade — 1926
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Business in All Lines

Improvement

Distributors
New

of
STMt

INSTKUMCKT oroutiirt

onor
Clear as a »cll

New

Reproducing Sonora
Model C
Phonographs
Radio Receiving Set
and Speakers
Highboys
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The Artophone Corporation,
1622 Pine Street,
St. Louis, Mo.

Baltimore Phono. Dist. Co.,
422 N. Howard Street,
Baltimore, Md.

Barker Wholesale Company,
Barker Building,
Los Angeles, Calif.
J.

H. Burke Company,
221 Columbus Avenue,
Boston, Mass.

Doerr, Andrews & Doerr,
Minneapolis, Minn.

Gibson-Snow

Co.,

—

Artophone Catalog, Just Issued to the Trade, Shows Complete Line
Southwest National
Radio Exposition Created Wide Interest— Columbia Salesmen Meet— Other News

St. Louis,
Mo.,
November 8.— The talking
machine business shared with other branches of
business the demoralization in October which
grew out of the world's baseball series and the
usual St. Louis Fall festivities. There were compensations, however, in the boost which was
given to radio by the broadcasting of the
championship games. Many of the dealers gave
play-by-play service at their doors, drawing
crowds and establishing good will. In the re-

action, after the series, radio benefited most, but

the talking machines had a healthy comeback
and have continued to improve, with the best
demand for the improved machines.
New Artophone Catalog
The Artophone Corp. issued the first of this
month its annual catalog of 200 pages, setting
forth the company's complete line of machines,
records and small goods. It calls attention to
the
improvements
in
all
the
Artophone
machines and the offering of two new models,
the Arlingdale and the Cabinette.
An Artophone sales meeting was held late in
October, at Memphis, Tenn., at which the home
office was represented by Edwin Schiele, president,
and Ray Layer, vice-president. Five
Southern representatives attended. The meet-

M, Ott has been appointed Texas representative of the Artophone Corp. He was formerly with the Jenkins Music Co., Kansas City,
Mo. He succeeds J. M. Rogers. His headquarters will be at Dallas.
F. C. Stewart has
been appointed representative for California and
the
Far West, with headquarters at Los

Inc.,

76 Fifth Avenue,

York, N. Y.

Hassler Texas Co.,

Angeles.

2216 Commerce Street,
Dallas, Texas.

Radio Exposition Creates Interest
in radio was given a great impetus
by the second annual Southwest National Radio
Exposition, given in October, at the Coliseum
by the St. Louis Radio Trades Association. The
arena of the Coliseum was crowded with the
booths of dealers. Various local stations took
turns at broadcasting the daily programs.
In
Interest

Kohler Distributing: Co.,

Minna Street.
San Francisco, Cal.

63

Inc.,

68 Thirty-fourth Street,

Brooklyn, N. T.

Moore-Bird
1720

connection with the show a radio dealers' convention with daily sessions was held. One of
the features was a stag banquet for dealers, ex-

& Company,
Wazee

Street,

Denver, Colo.

and their employes at the Marquette
At the show there were 121 exhibits by
the country's leading manufacturers and distributors of receiving sets and accessories.
There were hundreds of dealers in attendance
from the St. Louis trade territory. In connection with the show a meeting of the National
Association of Broadcasters was held.
Columbia Salesmen Meet
A sales meeting of Columbia Phonograph Co.
salesmen was held here recently under the
direction of N. B. Smith, manager of the St.
Louis and Kansas City branches. It was attended by W. C. Ockendon, Thomas Devine,
Louis Marks, George Fuhri and C. R. Salmon.
A. G. Bolts, assistant manager of the Columbia Phonograph Co., St. Louis branch, has
returned from a two weeks' vacation, which he
spent on a hunting trip to the western part of
hibitors

Pennsylvania Phono. Dist. Co.,
1015 Chestnut Street,

Hotel.

Philadelphia, Pa.
917 Wabash Building,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
1747 Chester Avenue,
Cleveland, Ohio.

James K. Polk,

Inc.,

181 Whitehall Street,

Atlanta, Ga.
811 W. Broad Street,

Richmond, Va.
Reliance Battery Products Co.,
2211 So.

Eighth Street,

Council Bluffs, Iowa.
C. A. Richards, Inc.,
100 E. 45th Street,

New

York, N. Y.

Canadian & Export Distributors.
C.

D. Smith Drug Co.,
St.

Joseph,

the State of Kansas.

Mo.

Smith-Reis Co. Liquidates
Sterling

RoU and Record Co.,
137 W. Fourth Street,

Cincinnati, O.

Strevell-Paterson Hardware Co.,
Salt Lake City, Utah.

The Tay Sales Company,
231 N. Wells Street,

Chicago,

known

to music lovers in St. Louis and now
with the opening of the new store at 5911
Easton avenue, in the extreme west end, it is
in a position to give even better service than
before.
The new store is very attractively arranged and has excellent windows in arcade
style.
Six record booths are included and the
floor is sufficient to allow for a really excellent

display of Brunswick phonographs, Panatropes

and Panatropes with Radiola.
While shipments of the new Brunswick
mechanical phonograph have been very limited,
Brunswick dealers everywhere are experiencing
a tremendous demand for this new and extraordinarily fine instrument and from all indications
the public is very much enthused over these
new phonographs.
Sales of Brunswick Panatropes and Panatropes with Radiola have been
very brisk

The

past thirty days.

in the

excellent national advertising which the

Brunswick Co. has been running has produced
real results for the dealer and sales of instruments in the $800, $900 and $1,000 class have
been remarkable.

New York

Distributor

Adds

to

Radio Lines

L.

Greater City Phono. Co., Inc.,

McPhilben-Keator,

1926

Satisfactory

ing was held at the Peabody Hotel.

Syracuse, N. T.

New

Shows

15,

in the St. Louis Territory

.

.

November

111.

Yahr-L,ange, Inc.,

Milwaukee, Wis.
442 E. Lafayette Avenue,
Detroit, Mich.

The Smith-Reis Piano Co. has liquidated its
business and closed its doors. The firm's stock
of talking machines was purchased by the
Thiebes Music Co. and will be merchandised at
the Thiebes store.
The Kirkland Piano Co., on North Twelfth
It handled
street, has gone out of business.
the Brunswick line of machines.

Thiebes Co. Adds Brunswick
addition to the Brunswick family
in St. Louis is the Thiebes Piano Co., which
operates two stores, at 1103 Olive street and
5911 Easton avenue. Thiebes Piano Co. is well-

The

latest

Three new products, Utah speakers. Burns B
and the Enchanter ship model
speaker, have been added to the line handled by
the Herbert-John Corp., New York wholesalers
of radio products.
These will be exploited in
connection with the Crosley, Eagle and Amrad
sets and accessories now being distributed in
the metropolitan district by the Herbert-John
eliminators

organization.

STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT.
CIRCULATION, ETC.. REQUIRED BY THE ACT OF
CONGRESS OF AUGUST 24, 1912,
Of THE TALKING MACHINE WORLD, published
MONTHLY, at NEW YORK, N. Y., for October
1926,
1,

State of New York, County of New Yorlc. ss.
Before me, a Notary Public, in and for the State and
county aforesaid, personally appeared J. B. Spillane, who,
haying been duly sworn according to law, deposes and
says that he is the Editor of The Talking Machine World,
and that the following is, to the best of his knowledge and
belief, a true statement of the ownership, management
(and if a daily paper, the circulation), etc., of the aforesaid publication for the date shown in the above caption,
required by the Act of August 24, 1912, embodied in section 411, Postal Laws and Regulations, printed on the

reverse of this form, to wit:
1.
That the names and addresses of the publisher, editor,
managing editor and business manager are:
Publisher,
Edward Lyman Bill. Inc., 383 Madison avenue. New York
City; Editor, J. B. Spillane, 383 Madison avenue. New York
City; Managing Editor, J. B. Spillane, 383 Madison avenue.
New York City; Business Manager. Lee Robinson, 383
Madison avenue. New York City.
2.
That the owner is: (If owned by a corporation, its
name and address must be stated and also intmedinlcly
thereunder the names and addresses of stockholders owning
or holding 1 per cent or more of total amoimt of stock.
If not owned by a corporation, the names and addresses
of the individual owners must be given.
If owned by a
firm, company, or other imincorporated concern, its name
and address, as well as those of each individual member,
must be given.) Edward Lyman Bill, Inc., Caroline L. Bill.

Edward Lyman

Bill.

Raymond

Randolph Brown, H.

Bill,

R. Brown. Carleton Chace, Wm. A. Low, Lee Robinson,
J. B. Spillane. B. B. Wilson, all located at 383 Madison
avenue. New York City: Edward Van Harlingen, 209 Sontli
State street. Chicago, 111.
3.
That the known bondholders, mortgagees and other
security holders owning or holding 1 per cent or more of
total amount of bonds, mortgages or other securities are:
None.
(If there are none, so state.)
4.
That the two paragraphs next above, giving the names
of the owners, stockholders, and security holders, if any,
contain not only the list of stockholders and security holders
as they appear upon the books of the company but also,
in cases where the stockholder or security holder appears
upon the books of the company as trustee or in any other
fiduciary relation, the name of the person or corporation
for whom such trustee is acting, is given; also that the
said two paragraphs contain statements embracing affiant's
full knowledge and belief as to the circumstances and conditions under which stockholders and security holders who
do not appear upon the books of the company as trustees,
hold stock and securities in a capacity other than that of a
bona fide owner; and this affiant has no reason to believe
that any other person, association, or corporation has any
interest direct or indirect in the said stock, bonds, or other
securities than as so stated by him.
That the average number of conies of each issue of
5.
this publication sold or distributed, through the mails or
otherwise, to paid subscribers during the six months pre(This information is
ceding the date shown above is ....
required from daily publications only.)
J. B. Spillane.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this 30th day of
September. 1926.
„
,
Wm. a. Low. Notarv Public. New York County.
No 417. Register No. 7340. Certificate filed in
(My Commission exQueens Countv No. 3294.
(Seal)
pires March 30. 1917.)
.

„
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TEN BIG
IMPORTANT FEATURES
OF

THE NEW

1.

gives unadulterated music over the whole

It

range.
2.

Gives equally
strument.

3.

Not only the higher-priced models, but every
model

lifelike rendition of voice or in-

equipped with Pathephonic amplifi-

is

cation.

4.

No

complicated or electrical parts to get out

of order.

Four
Models

5

.

6.

7.

Easy

Price

to operate.

Always ready

to

(List)

meet every musical mood.

Unlimited guarantee as to workmanship and

Range

n25-$275

material.
8.

Old records that never can be replaced, as well
as the electrically recorded records, are repro-

duced better than you ever heard them played.
9.

You can

distinguish each instrument and the

individual voices of the chorus.
10.

An

automatic stop adds to the pleasure of

operating the instrument.

These ten features have created big
its

biggest feature

words.

—

fidelity

"Only your ear can

of tone
tell

sales for the Pathephonic.

reproduction

— cannot

However,

be described by

you."

Just 0££ the Press
A New

Catalogue completely describing this new type of Reproducing
Instrument is now ready. Send for a copy today.

Pathe Phonograph

and

30 Grand Avenue
Chicago Sales Office: 535 So.

Radio Corp.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Wabash

Ave., Chicago, lU.

—
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Special Christmas Displays

1926

15,

Feature Garryola Line

Sonatron Co. Providing
Dealers With Sign Displays

Promotion Department of Carryola Co.
Aid Dealers' Profit From Sales of Portables

Authorized Dealers of Sonatron Tubes Get Attractive and Dignified Sign A Striking Piece

to
and

November

'

Sales

arrv

to

— Extensive

—

Advertising Program

Special Christmas displays which will aid the

dealer in promoting the sale of Carryola port-

A

phonographs are now being planned by the
promotion department of the Carryola Co.
Complete cutof America, Milwaukee, Wis.
outs, in which the Carryola portable phonograph is the focal point, are now in the process
preparation,
together with window and
of
counter streamers, and miscellaneous literature.
The cut-out display, which will hold the Carry-

able

sales

Complete List
of

Trade

of Publicity for the Retail

Authorized dealers for the Sonatron Tube
Chicago, manufacturer of radio tubes, are

Co.,

now

displaying the highly attractive and digshown herewith. The sign itself is in
a rich blue, and the letters show through in pure
white, making a striking contrast which gives
the sign great attention value.
nified sign

The new

portable will be finished in seven different
lithographed colors and according to present
plans all of the material will be in the dealers'
hands before December 1.
An advertising program for the coming year
even more ambitious than that sponsored during the year 1926 was decided upon at a meeting held by the board of directors of the Carry-

sign

is

very complete

a unit in the

tila

Distributors

ola Co. about the middle of October.

WALTER
926

Midway

WALTER

GRAY COMPANY

S.

Place,

Calif.

GRAY COMPANY

S.

1054 Mission

Los Angeles,

San Francisco,

St.,

CO., LTD.. OF
Elmira, Ont., Canada

PHONOLA

Calif.

K.
181 Whitehall

St.,

W. Washington

Atlanta, Ga.

St.,

Chicago,

R.

WITMAN PHONOGRAPH

SUPPLY COMPANY
Putnam, Conn.

CONSOLIDATED TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
2957 Gratiot Ave., Detroit, Mich.

CONSOLIDATED TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
1424

Washington Ave. So.,
Minneapolis, Minn.

THE ARTOPHONE CORPORATION
1103 Olive St, St. Louis,

Mo.

IROQUOIS SALES CORPORATION
210 Franklin

St.,

Leo

President of Algonquin Electric
Outlines Features of New Receiver
Exhaustive Tests Made

Buflalo, N. Y.

Potter,

Co.,

111.

JUNIUS HART PIANO HOUSE, LTD.
123 Carondelet St., New Orleans, La.

FRANK

The new Thermiodyne "Treasure Chest"

re-

embraces many distinctive features, according to Leo Potter, president of the Algonquin Electric Co., Poughkeepsie, N. Y., who recently acquired control.
This new seven-tube
ceiver

set

is

distinctive in

name

as well as in appear-

ance, Mr. Potter states, the

hammered

all-metal

cabinet resembling the pirate treasure chest of
old.
It has three stages of tuned radio fre-

quency, detector and three audio stages, one of
transformer and two of resistance coupling with
Newly designed
a new master control device.
condensers are said to enable the receiver to
cover a wave band of from 190 to 550 meters.
Separate vernier controls for fine tuning and a
number of other refinements are said by Mr.
Potter to make the Thermiodyne "Treasure

Chest" unique

in quality of tone, selectivity

and

distance.

OKEH PHONOGRAPH CORP.,
(New York Distributing Division)
15 W. 18th St., New York City
STERLING ROLL AND RECORD

COMPANY
W.

137

4th

St.,

Cincinnati,

Ohio

IDEAL PHONO-PARTS CO.
1231 Superior Ave., Cleveland,

L. D.
4691/2

Ohio

HEATER

Washington

St.,

Portland, Ore.

EVERYBODY'S TALKING MACHINE

COMPANY
810

Arch

JAMES
1315

K.

Young

JAMES
811

Philadelphia, Pa.

St.,

POLK, INC.

St.,

K.

West Broad

Dallas,

POLK,
St.,

Radio Tubes andjlmplifters

•huuwfactuwu. ef tAc

£<vma

Cine of Kadie- Juhi. in the

IMd^

tional circulation.

Thermiodyne "Treasure
Chest" Radio Announced

CONSOLIDATED TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
227

sale

phonographs will be promoted during the coming year by advertisements appearing regularly in the Saturday Evening Post, Liberty, True Story and a number
of other publications of national and interna-

of Carryola portable

CANADA

POLK, INC.

JAMES

The

Clut/wU2£d

Texas

The Thermiodyne "Treasure Chest"

is

transportation.

Exhaustive tests have been made with this
its designer, Robert J. Mompere,
inventor and chief engineer of the master-conThese tests were conducted
trol Thermiodyne.
during the Summer with both indoor and outdoor antennas.
Also associated with Mr. Potter arc W. E.
Steinback, former president of the Eismann
receiver by

Electric Co.,

who

have charge of manufacturing; Frank G.
Jarabin, and many former officers of the old
will

Thermiodyne company.

INC..

Richmond, Va.

Remodel Hoermle Shop
Columbus, O., November
— The Hoermle
3.

Music Shoppe is being completely remodeled
and new demonstration booths, record racks
and small goods show cases are being installed.

A new
at 41

store, the

West Main

system of displays with which the Sonatron
organization supplies its dealers, and which includes a number of colorful display cards of
commanding size. The most recent of these
displays is an easeled card in six colors which
holds an actual Sonatron amplifier, the newest
product of the Sonatron factories.
efficiency of the amplifying unit is
scribed in the copy on the display
when its three red, white and blue
lighted the efTect is both artistic and
The Sonatron Tube Co., which
thirty different types of radio tubes,

Music Shoppe, has opened

street, Lancaster, N. Y.

The high
well

de-

card,

and

tubes are
startling.

produces

a firm
believer in the sales-making ability of display
devices, tying up with national and local advertising,

and

this policy

is

has resulted in a conSonatron products.

sistently rapid turnover of

Eckhardt Corp. Issues
Attractive Dealer Folder
Manufacturer of Eckharmonic Receiver With
Eckophonic Horn Prepares Six-Page Folder
Illustrating and Describing Products

housed

an all-metal cabinet, Mr. Potter stated, in
order to attain better reception due to the additional shielding, and to reduce manufacturing
and shipping costs and eliminate breakage in
in

Magneto Co. and Algonquin

Sonatron Dealer Sign

Philadelphia,

Pa.,

November

7.

—The

Eck-

which recently presented to the
trade its new product, the Eckharmonic radio
with the Eckophonic horn, has issued its first
literature on the new instrument. It consists of
an attractively arranged six-page folder in
hardt

Corp.,

colors with space for the dealer's imprint, as it
has been designed chiefly as a sales aid for the

The Eckharmonic is pictured with its
doors thrown back showing the arrangement of
dealer.

the panel.
net

is

A

feature of the

that the doors

Eckharmonic

cabi-

instead of opening half

way, as is usual in most cases, fold all the way
back against the side of the cabinet. Its many
merits are interestingly set forth for the con-

sumers to read.
Although the Eckharmonic has only been on
the market a little over a month, its popularity was instantaneous, according to Walter
L,

Eckhardt,

president

of

Many well-known department

the

corporation.

stores and promi-

nent dealers have already signed up for the line

and deliveries from the
have begun.

factor}'

to

the

trade

The Maryland Record Co., Hagerstown, Md.,
was recently incorporated by Norman B. Scott
and Walter E. Baker.
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Corporation
Okeh OTTO
Phonograph
HEINEMAN.
President

MANUFACTURERS OF
OKEH-ODEON RECORDS

at

General Manager

TELEPHONE BRYANT 6073

25 West ^Sth Street

SOLE SALES AGENTS FOR
HEINEMAN MOTORS
OKEH-TRUETONE
NEEDLES

CABLE ADDRESS "HOMEFILM"

New York

MANUFACTURED BY
GENERAL INDUSTRIES CO.
ELYRIA. OHIO AND
PUTNAM. CONN.

November

1,

1926

ANNOUNCEMENT
We

announce with much pleasure to our many
friends the formation of the Okeh Phonograph Corporation, which has acquired the Okeh-Odeon Record
business of the General Phonograph Corporation.

We

are

now

in a position to

assure our national

Okeh-Odeon records through

trade of greater sales of

increased manufacturing

the latest and im-

facilities,

proved electrically-recorded records and very liberal
merchandising and advertising policies for Okeh-

Odeon

We

dealers.

thank our

many

for their patronage,

the future even

friends throughout the country

which we

more

shall strive to merit in

progressively than in the past.

Very

truly yours.

OKEH PHONOGRAPH CORPORATION

President and General Manager

1926

The Talking Machine World,

New

York, November

15,

1926

.1

In almost every home^

where there is a
phonography
QKck.
Odeon music is heard
music — what
OKEH
owner has not heard

the

of it?
ited

What Dealer

bv the resultant

record

magic

has not profsales

from

its

satisfaction?

Today Dealers

preparing to
supply the best music for holiday
impelling dance
the
festivities
music elaborately arranged is going to give a distinct note of
are

—

charm

home

entertaining.
Okeh dance and vocal hits are influencing the choice of buyers.
to

.

Odeon European classics
Okeh Dealers the chance to

.

.

give
sell

wonderful delights in music. Varied
enough in nationalities to meet a
universal personal demand.

Okeh Records, as you know, are
made of the finest quality materials
they will now be electrically recorded. They have a brilliant and

—

rich tone.

You,

too,

may

sell

Okeh-Odeon records

by obtaining an Okeh Dealer's License

Okeh Phonograph Corporation
OTTO HEINEMAN,
25 West 45th Street

President and General Manager

New

York, N. Y.

:
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The charm
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Raquel Mel-

of

personality; her gift

ler's

to

New

facilely

one mood

change

from

to another; the

utter simplicity of her art;

triumph over European and American audiher

—assure these records

ences

a

warm welcome.

10 inch $1.00
VALENCIA
LA MUJER DEL
TORERO

r

33001-^
[

^^OU DEL MAL
MIMOSA

<?*no> I
3300/J
j

LA HIJA DEL
CARCELERO

33003

HOLA MANOLA
LA TARDE DEL
CORPUS
EL NOI DE LA MARE

33004

(ESTKOFAS PAISANAS
UNE QUE TRISTEZA

33005

{

NINERIAS

33006

ANIMAS PURAS

TONTO PERDIO
VIOLETERA
DE ESPANOL
AM(
AMOR
33008 j3s[O INSISTAS MAS

«nn7
33007

\
I

(

1^1

INOCENTE
MARGARITA
LPASCUALINA

f

33009^

DIME COMO ANDAS
COMEDIANTA

33010-1

FAMOSA

(CASOCURIOSO
oo«
33011
FLORIDOB
j

,,n,,pNDOSTAN
LOBOS

EXCLUSIVE ODEON ARTIST

33014| j^og
i

33013

I

POISRE GITANA
JAY,

QUE COSA

LA
VEN T TEN
COMO SE HACE
EL AMOR
LOS TKOVADORES
33015 I LA BILLETERA
4
FIRULI—FIRULA
33016 LA MAS LINDA DE
LA ALDEA
LA ESCLAVA MORA
33017 I
MEJICANA...

f

33014

J
1

1

(

f

-I

[

(

DAME TU PIQUITO

•^^nisf^'^
3^018
I j^A
(

330195
f

33020 1
33021-

1

33022-

i

33023

1

[

SEGADORAC
BOBA DE CORIA

OLVIDAME
CUENTO INFANTIL
!QUE INOCENTE!
!Eso

NO

•

LA GITANA
HECHICEBA
CIEGA DE AMOK
LA VOLUBLE
VERDADES

AMARGAS
UNA MAS
NO SE LO QUE...

Raquel Meller weaves dreams
of tears and laughter for all...
it is the music of the simple,
and such
loving heart

—

artistry

is

heard only

on

Qdanv Records

Okeh Phonograph Corporation
OTTO HEINEMAN,
25

WEST

45th

STREET

President

and Qeneral Manager

NEW

YORK,

N. Y.
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HEINEMAN MOTOR

No. 77

THE

(Standard c^otor
Standard means

first

choice; the best

Standards

are

Millions of

Heineman Motors

earned

not

claimed.
distrib-

uted during the past ten years have
served

the

Phonograph

Phonographs

ivith

Manufac-

Heineman

turer,

Dealer and the PhonoOwner with such complete

the

graph

satisfaction

that

Heineman

Motors
the phono-

have earned first place in
graph industry. They are standard;
best.

lAotors are quality phonographs

Okeh Phonograph Corporation
OTTO HEINEMAN,

Pres.

and Gen'l Manager

Sole Sales Agents for

November

15.
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Competition grows keenerOur

business grows bigger

from the

Q^^^

sale of

Records

We

are proud to record that from a small store we have grown
The
into the largest Southeastern Distributor of Okeh Records.
foundation of our business growth is Okeh Records.

Our experience prompts us to advise you to sell Okeh Records.
Although competition has steadily grown keener Okeh Dealers
find that thousands and thousands of customers buy Okeh Records
from preference.
Becoming a Licensed Okeh Record Dealer is easily effected.
we shall then
Simply write to us expressing such a desire
extend to you our fullest cooperation. Our cooperation is service
always it has proved profitable to Okeh
and personal attention
.

.

.

.

.

.

Dealers.

JAMES

POLK, INC.

K.

181 Whitehall
Branches: 811

W. Broad

St.,

Valley Forge Distributor
Has Attractive Display

Atlanta, Ga.

St.,

1315 Young

Richmond, Va.
self of

profits.

fashion

can be made to produce very healthy
The new reproducers are selling in a

it,

which gladdens

hearts

the

those

of

who are pushing them, and those people
who own the old type phonographs and who
dealers

Harmony Shoppe,

Valley Forge Distributor.
Presents Repair Parts and Val Phonic Reproducer in Effective Window Display

One

departments of the talking
machine store which is frequently overlooked
by the dealer is that of repair parts and accesof

the

hesitate about giving

new

type

are

them up

installing

to

purchase the

new reproducers

the

and are having their instruments overhauled, as
in many cases they have been merely pieces of
furniture for

some time

back.

In most cases where dealers

report success

handling repair
parts and accessories
it
is
found that the
only work necessary
to bring these prodin

ucts
of

before the
the public

permanent and
tive

window

eyes
is

a

plain

cards

their

advantages
sufficient

customers

display.

to

ex-

uses and
usually

is

to

Dallas,

Texas

called the "Evolution of the

Reproducer" and
first phonograph through different stages up to the Val
Phonic.
Tone arms, main springs and other
parts were arranged artistically about the floor
of the window.
Mr. Ridenour is well qualified to lay out a

showed the types used from the

display appropriate for a retail store, as he conducted such an establishment for many years
and he relates episodes of the horn machine

days

when booths were unheard

fifteen

to

a

sales

of and when
or twenty gathered in a store to listen

record being played which found ready
throughout the crowd.

Amborada Radio Features
Have Appeal for Women

attrac-

This display should
be changed frequently, but a showing of
the parts with small

window

St.,

bring

into the

store. There is reproduced herewith a photograph of a window
used by the Harmony
Shoppe, of Huntingdon, W. Va., of which
Sam Ridenour is proUnusual Display of the Harmony Shoppe
prietor.
This establishment distributes the Valley Forge line of
sories and yet this department is one which if
phonograph parts and main springs, made by
properly handled will bring in profits that will
the J. A. Fischer Co., exclusively.
As can
compare very favorably with any other in the
be seen from the accompanying illustration,
:-tore, when the overhead of the sections and
the entire foreground of the window is given
the time and energy put into them are comover to a showing of Valley Forge products
pared.
Particularly at the present time does
with the new Val Phonic reproducer featured in
the repair parts and accessories department ocThis display of the Val Phonic was
a frame.
cupy a position which, if the dealer avails him-

Declaring that the growing interest of women
radio is fully as important from the dealer
standpoint as new circuits, improved quality
and volume, officials of the American Bosch
in

Magneto

Corp,, Springfield, Mass., point to the
seven-tube Amborada receiver as an ideal set
for feminine requirements. The average woman
desires a receiver not only housed in an attractive cabinet, but one that will bring in distant
stations during daylight hours. The Amborada
is said to fill this need in every respect.
The
tuning of this set is said to be very simple, one
knob turning an electrically illuminated scale

which is calibrated in wave lengths. The appearance of the Amborada makes it particularly
appealing to women, according to Bosch officials, in that it resembles an occasional table,
its rich finish and simple lines making it a piece
of furniture fit to be placed in any home.

An

especially attractive feature

of the

Am-

borada is the elimination of dials and the old
panel system of radio building.
This receiver
has two drawer-like knobs which serve as station selector and volume control respectively
and a small window in the table top gives accesto an electricallv illuminated wave length scale.
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For Profitable Stock
Inciuire

About

rvkcp
The coming season

that sells

brings with

ities

—

But

a record business

proportion

in

to

the

grows

satisfaction

When
your records give people.
Business Growth is your ambition
the first thing to do is to look

choice in music there

Okeh

around

for

best

our information

of

.

classification that best
it.

carry

one of our many satisfied
Licensed Okeh Dealers.

records

that

satisfy

become

must

you

The proof

is

New York

Street

Amrad Lamp

Socket Power
Unit Proving Big Seller

Principle

Power

of

Amrad

Which

Differs

5

Sets

— Demand

Line Uses a
of Other
Taxes Factory
Corp.

November

Medford Hillside,
new lamp socket neutrodyne produced
by the Amrad Corp., of this city, known as
model A-C 5, is going over in a tremendous
way, according to Harold J. Power, president
Although the Amrad facof the Amrad Corp.
Mass.,

—The

tory

mand

is

a
for

large,
this

W.

4th

Amrad cone table, and
Amrad console. The Am-

conjunction with the

in

well-organized plant, the deis
already taxing

new model

from

which

is

batteries.

Gunningham Radio Tube
Price Gut Is Announced
Reduced

ham

radio

on three types of Cunningtubes have been announced by E.

prices

Cunningham,

T.

Inc.

The CX-300A

detector,

formerly listed at $5, is now $4; CX-112 power
amplifier, formerly $6.50, is now $4.50, and
CX-371 power amplifier, formerly $6, is reduced
to $4.50.

commenting on the new set Mr. Power
stated:
"The big thing about our lamp socket
power unit is that we are using a principle
greatly difTering from that used by others. We

This step has been made possible through
production economies and steadily
increasing consumer
demand, according to
Herbert H. Frost, general sales manager of the

have a very large capacity and small inductance
the filter circuit. This has many advantages.
First and foremost is the fact that if an open
circuit comes in the choke coil circuit, only
a very small voltage is built up. Most of those
using paper condensers are having much difficulty due to breaking down, caused by the
very high voltages built up in the large choke
coils, which, necessarily, must be used with
small capacity in order to eliminate the hum.
We are using the famous Mershon electrolytic
condensers, which give us a very large capacity
at a very small cost, thus making it practical

Cunningham

additional

organization.

in

for us to use this principle

"The next feature

of elimination.

our unit is that the
large condenser capacity stores energy directly
back of the set to supply the sudden drains
of plate current necessary to faithfully reproduce loud or long-sustained musical notes.
Here again it is not possible to do this with
paper condensers because of the prohibitive
cost which would be incurred."
The Amrad lamp socket neutrodyne and
power drive unit is produced in a table model.
of

J.

Effective Poster Service
for

Gulbransen Dealers

Poster service to Gulbransen dealers has been

made more complete by

the

addition

of

a

Christmas design, being used or scheduled for
use in scores of cities throughout the country
for November and December posting.
The
poster is beautifully colored and carries out
the suggestion of piano music in the home at
Christmas time and the year round.
Under
the
Gulbransen name the slogan is used,
"Every Type of Piano for the Home."
The illustration, attractively done by one of
.

the

country's

leading

poster

organizations,

shows a Gulbransen registering upright, a present from dad to mother, a delighted little miss
with her doll and buggy, the boy with his toy
railroad train, and a large Yule tree giving a
Christmas aspect to the whole scene, an effective bit of publicity.

Ohio

B. Bradford Sales Staff

Guests of Gulbransen Go.

operated

facilities.

In

Cincinnati,

rad Corp. also continues the production of the
five-tube neutrodyne,

& Record Co*

St.

From That

Boston,

6.

137

City

also installed in the

Amrad
Model A-C

Okeh Race Records.

in the selling.

Sterling Roll

York Distributing Division

West 18th

fnr-

not write for details.

OKsUl Phonograph Corporation
15-17

all

eign countries.

everybody.

Why

New

OHpati mii^ir nf

profitable

this

Become our Licensed Okeh Dealer
the

Classical record-

ings.

stock

sell

Odeon

Okeh Old Time Tunes.

To

Business

.

and Vocals.

an

Growth.

and
the

.

satisfying

profitable,

records to include in your stock.

To

—

profit

Okeh Popular Dance

are included in your stock.

merchandise, wherever sold, dominates the choice of customers. The
is

is

You will find more sales are
made when Okeh Records

Okeh Dealers have had no need
to look beyond Okeh Records. This

result

choice

increased

it

occasions merrier. For every

satisfies

True.

that

of festiv-

home entertaining, there will
be new records to make the

because it satisfies
everybody
business to grow!

list

satisfies every

The record

You want your

The

H. M. Holmes, sales manager of the J. B.
Bradford Piano Co., Milwaukee, Wis., and his
corps of salesmen were guests of the Gulbransen Co., Chicago, at a recent dinner meeting at
the Milwaukee Athletic Club.
This particular
meeting was occasioned by an arrangement
concluded by the two houses for exclusive representation of the Gulbransen in Milwaukee by
the Bradford Co.
The Bradford house has
sold the Gulbransen for some time, but has not
had the sole agency in the city.
Following are those who were present at the
dinner and meetings: H. M. Holmes, sales manager of J. B. Bradford Piano Co.; C. E. Oerding, S. I. Drake,
Emory J. Norton, T. O.
Heaton, J. T. Summers, Herbert E. Senner, M.
Kordus, C. M. Navock, all salesmen for the
Bradford house; W. A. Holmes, manager of the
H. Buchheim Music Co., of Sheboygan, and
brother of H. M. Holmes; F. W. Giesel, of the
Gulbransen Co., and Ted J. Holzem, salesman
for the Gulbransen Co. The dinner was held at
the Milwaukee Athletic Club through the courtesy of H. M. Holmes.
Mr. Holzem gave a general sales talk, pointing out the many selling points and advantages
that are a part of the Gulbransen proposition.
Mr. Giesel spoke on the general policies of the
Gulbransen Co., gave a brief outline of the factory and how it functions, and emphasized the
latest selling points in connection with the full
line of Gulbransen instruments, which now includes uprights, small uprights, grands and reproducing pianos and the registering line.
The close association of a house possessing
the prestige and selling activities of the Bradford Co. with the nationally advertised, nationally priced

Gulbransen

line

is

one that promises

become one of the most important deals consummated in the local music trade, according to
to

the Gulbransen executives.

—

!
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Ahead!

Sales
Each new release
Okeh Dealers.

77

of

Okeh

records

is

an event for

Why?
With the announcement of popular Dance and
Vocal records, Odeon records of classical music and
the greatest selling Race records the Dealer sees
it is sales history
Sales ahead! It isn't his hoping
Month after month his profits
repeating itself.
steadily grow each sale is a repeat sale these plus

—

;

new

sales

mean

— More

The manufacturer

is

The Okeh-Kut-Ups

;

sales

ahead

faithfully

working

to give the

Dealer quality recordings and music that has a
national appeal. The purpose is accomplished one
A new release orSales behind!
release sold is
dered is Sales ahead

—

—

—

!

Alma Rotter

Johnny Marvin

HEARD ON

Butterbeans and Susie

Vernon Dalhart

An OKeh

Dealer^s

License Behind
Louis Armstrong

Victoria Spivey

You!

We believe in Cooperation with our Licensed Okeli Dealers because
unity in purpose brings us nearer the ideal in Business — Growth!
We are past the age of "growing pains"! We have fully matured
and successful organization. Our success has been
upon the success of Okeh dealers.
Because Okeh
Dealers have realized a most profitable business from the sale of
Okeh records we have shared profits. These records have sold to
into a large

Bertha "Chippie" Hill

built

.

.

.

the mutual profit of both our Dealers and ourselves.

Sincerely interested in the marketing of our merchandise to the
Dealers' best advantage we know how much SERVICE means
to you and so, we give our best efforts to serving promptly and

—

satisfactorily.
If you are not a Licensed Okeh Dealer we urge you to inquire
of us the details of this plan.
When you consider that there is
no investment of money needed and that with an Okeh Dealer's
License you have an opportunity to enlarge your record business
it should seem reasonable to you that such an inquiry should be

made.
Please write to us.

Eva Taylor

Your

letter will be

welcome and

will

receive

promptly our personal attention.

Consolidated Talking Machine Co,
227

W. Washington

Chicago, Illinois

St.

Branches: 2957 Gratiot Ave., Detroit, Mich.

::

1424 Washington Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.
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W.

Schnirring Makes Constructive
Suggestions on Phonograph Advertising

F.

Advertising Manager of the Sonora Phonograph Co., in Interesting Article, Analyzes Possibilities
of Developing a New Type of Copy Appeal in Phonograph Advertising

"Does the Phonograph Need a

New Copy

Appeal?" is the title of an intensely interesting
and constructive article by F. W. Schnirring,
advertising manager, Sonora Phonograph Co.,
that appeared in a recent issue of Printers' Ink.
Because
it
contains
some radically new
thoughts on phonograph advertising the article
is reproduced below:

was nothing but copy of the same class that
had been used in the old booming days of the
phonograph industry. It was still the novelty
appeal.
A second use of the same appeal
naturally would not have as much force as did
the original use of

it.

"The phonograph industry

at a

is

period

in

"An operatic star of a silvery and" pleasing
voice said not long ago that there was a time
when

a

graphs are being sold at a unit price that is
higher than ever in the history of the phonograph industry.
The records that are being
bought for those expensive instruments are the
lowest in price in the history of the industry.
People are buying the popular-priced dance
records and not the recordings of operatic
stars. In the days when the royalties on a single
recording paid the rent of a Park avenue
apartment for an operatic star the phonograph
was a novelty. As a novelty it was easy to
sell. People were thinking about phonographs,
talking about phonographs.
Everyone wanted
one.
The question was: 'Which one should I
buy? This condition made the matter of advertising and selling phonographs a comparatively
simple problem. All phonograph copy resolved
itself into saying: 'Buy this phonograph because
it has such and such features.' 'Buy this record
because it brings you in better form than any

product

itself.

"When

its

novelty this

went by the board and it went with
such suddenness that it seemed to leave phonograph advertisers at a complete loss to find
a message.
There has since come on the scene
new and better methods of reproduction. This
news was seized on and turned into advertising
basic appeal

copy.

had

It

^rjbr enchanted
<J

hours together

its

effect

in

stimulating demand.

But copy which talked of these improvements

omri^

CLEAR AS A BELL

RADIOS ' PHONOGRAPHS

radio

sales

today.

tlie

it

a

new and

"Right now, Sonora,

others, is trying
reasoning, based upon
the experiences of other industries which have

had to go through
that this appeal

like

Our

to find that appeal.

a period of transformation,

must be one

that talks to the
readers of copy on the benefits they will get.
"With such a thought in mind, we have tried
is

determine what particular part of the popuwould benefit most from the ownership
of a phonograph.
From a study of phonograph record purchases the result of which
study I have already indicated, namely, that the
popular-priced dance record is the large volume
to

lation

—

—

seemed

it

to

us

that

the

younger

set

country was the group we wanted to
talk to on phonographs.
Of that group, it
seemed to us we would benefit most the marriageable young lady and her parents.
"If you should ask the average unmarried
young lady of to-day, or of any other day for
that matter, what she desires more than anything else in this world, and if you could get a
frank, honest answer, it would be a request for
knowledge about the man who may some day
be her husband; about how to attract and how
to hold him. Her parents would like very much
to have the same information.
this

"Now

a

phonograph company
it

can,

we

can't give that

take advantage

feel,

of that inmost secret line of thought of the
marriageable young lady and hei parents. This
we have tried to do by copy which fundamentally talks about a phonograph's ability to

help

make

home

the

a center of social activi«

fact that the majority

of records sold

to-day are popular-price dance records means
only one thing most people using phonographs
to-day are interested in dance music. Hence,
why not use copy which says: 'Put dancing in
the home if you want the home to be the center
of social activities'? It is on this basis with the

—

^ts in

her

home ivlicrc lie plans

his

Sonora Publicity Uses Marriage as a Theme
its

history that other comparatively

new

indus-

such as the safety razor, automobile industry, and electric light once were in.
The
automobile industry, for example, came out of

doldrums when its copy got away from
car' and racing appeals, and talked
'utility.'
The electric light industry picked up
when it got away from copy which bragged of
the wonders of this great invention and talked
ihe

'pleasure

about the eyesight of the electric light user.
"Somehow, in my opinion, someone is going

Any Radio

Set

biggest factor

You must demon.strate

1926

basic advertising appeal.

vital

"The

With Only One Set of Batteries and
Aerial and Qround
in

15,

the phonograph industry

lift

coma by giving

state of

ties.

Instantaneously—Demonstrate

Comparative demonstrations are

its

information, but

tries,

the phonograph lost

out of

seller

a

other instrument wonderful classical works,
great orchestrations and the voices of famous
artists.'
The advertising message was on the

come along and

to

of

single recording would pay the rent
Park Avenue apartment in New York.
But now, she continued, those royalties won't
even pay the garage rent. What she says is
true, and it is true despite the fact that phonofor

November

to

your prospect, but what will clinch a sale is a quick
change from the demonstration of one set to the set
right next to it.
Equip every one of vour demonstrators with the Type B. P. Jones MULTI-PLUG
Socket, and from your master set of batteries, and
ground and aerial, lead your Jones MULTI-PLUG.
In just an instant you can hook up completely and
correctly any set yovi want.

theme of marriage as the interest getter that
we have prepared copy for a new campaign. A
slogan which says: 'It's in her home where he
plans his,' explains how the basic idea of making the home the center of social activities, and
the use of marriage as an interest provoker
have been used.
"It was with considerable apprehension that
we placed this copy before our jobbers at their
recent annual convention. Frankly, we felt that
those in larger cities might favor such advertising, but we didn't look for an enthusiastic
reception of this copy id'ea and its execution
from the small-town jobbers. Yet, they were
just as anxious, if not more so than the big
city jobbers, to bring the home back as the
They imcenter of social life for the young.
mediately saw the application of the idea to
phonographs.
"With such outspoken approval of the jobbers in back of us, we have gone ahead and
put this copy idea into the form of booklets and
What the dealer does with
display material.
those booklets and display material and the
reactions he obtains from this idea as we have
presented it will determine how far we should

go in getting this theme before the public.
There is a question in our mind, however. It

Demonstration Means a Sale
Every time you demonstrate a set equipped with
the B. P. Jones MULTI-PLUG and make a sale it
means a MULTI-PLUG sale to you. It is unavoidable, and a Jones Plug sale means later on no service
calls due to wrong connections or blown out tubes.
Equip \ouy demonslrators with the Type B. P. Jones
MULTl-PLUG. Write for full information today.

this:

is

Type B.
The

P.

from

the
plug
E batteries
and ground and aerial wires. Seven
connections in one by tlie use of
one master plug.

socket wires lead
binding post of any set.
wires lead to the A and

The

"How

far should

ward increasing

a

one single company go tofor a product when

demand

proportion of the total phonograph business
done throughout the country is less than half?
"The job of making the buying public con-

its

scious

of a

new reason why

it

should buy a

type of product rests, it seems to us,
on the shoulders of the entire industry making
that product. My purpose for setting down the
thoughts- of the Sonora company on this probcertain

MUI/rB#LUG
THE STAJJDAJCgtS^^ONN ECTOR

Trade Mark Registered U. S. Patent

HOWARD
618

S.

Canal

St.

B.

Office.

JONES
Chicago,

111.

lem of advertising copy is to stimulate others
in and out of the business to think on the same
subject and finally to bring about unified advertising action on the part of the entire phonograph business."

a
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15,
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Real Entertainment!

The "Warwick"— $125
Every Oriole Set, regardless ol
price, is the

same

efficient

Radio

instrument. The difference is in
the cabinets, none in the quality
of the Receiver,
for Oriole has
the finest posonly one quality
to build:
This Model 71 offers
everything in Radio entertainment
possible to obtain at any price. Six
tubes, Trinum Circuit, and all
Oriole Refinements, at a price in
reach of all.

—
—

'Carolyn! Listen! Isn't
1

it r&al!

Doesn't

it

seem

.

<

like the artists are
playing right here?"

RADIO

piOLE

because

UST

it

Profitable

is

truly serves!

ask any Oriole owner.

You^

The "Canterhury"

J

An attractive consolette.

Neat and
Black walnut, highlighted finish. Same receiving set,
six tubes, two dials, in all Oriole
models. Cushion sockets prevent
howling. Three aerial posts make
pleasing.

sales

mg
er,

— $150

n
more

ume

IS

ricl:

is

1

amazing, tunin'
e.

—

and tonal range surprising fully six
on the "Mayfair". And all brought in
No wonder Oriole fans are increasing.

The

Sets

possible the use of an aerial from
thirty to a

hundred and

fifty feet.

That Don^t Come Back!

And

ask any
a year or more
youll find the

se sets for
years], and
sets

seu ottier
protects you. There's unusual
er- Jobber advertising co-operation, too

—

Deah

vertise-

you up.

ments

The "May fair"— $270
The ultimate in rich beauty
Sales

Department

THE ZINKE CO.
1323

S.

Michigan Ave.

Chicago.

Manufactured hy

W-K ELECTRIC CO.

III.

ORIOLE Radio

Kenosha, Wis.

Receivers

—a

console of high-lighted, transparent-grain, black walnut with genuine Bakelite panels and two vernier dials, gold filled.
Six tubes.
Trinum Circuit. It has two loud
speaker units, one high, one low,
giving full six and one-half octaves
tonal range.
Ample room for all
batteries

and

accessories.
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Baltimore Wholesalers Report Large
Gains in Sales Volume in Past
Demands Made Upon Wholesalers

— Sales

Activity Expected to Continue

Baltimore,

smashed

November

Md.,

9.

Through

— "October

previous records, being far ahead
of the big October, 1925, the actual increase in
business being 153 per cent and being also
much ahead of the big September of this year.
all

Columbia
of

the

dealers, in this section,

bought more

new Viva-tonal phonographs than

tliey

had ever purchased of any similar model
machine in any one month since this company
was organized," declared W. H. Swartz, vicepresident of the Columbia Wholesalers, Inc.
"Record sales were the biggest for any month
since the company has been in business, with
the exception of Christmas, 1925, and it almost
equaled that big month.
Furthermore, Columbia dealers, in this territory, did more newspaper advertising than in any previous month,
with the result that Columbia sales, during October, were all around the biggest the company has ever enjoyed.
"Machines came in by the carloads and went
out the same way, never even being brought
to the warehouse.
On some days as high as
three carloads of machines came in.
Quite a
few dealers have ordered more of the new Vivatonal Columbias during the last forty days than
all machines of the whole year of 1925.
Best
of all, the dealers are enjoying wonderful retail
sales on these new instruments, and have surprised even themselves by the fine quality of
better-grade machines such as the big $275 and
$300 models they have been able to sell. Even
the dealers in the smallest country towns are
buying these big instruments, and they are
tremendously enthusiastic over the beautiful
cabinet designs, but more especially the marvelous tone qualities.
particular models

Several carloads of these

came

in

the last of the

just

nineteenth

lumbia

mg

it

was

interest-

to note that record sales alone for this

tober

were

larger

than

total

record sales for October, 1925.

machine

Ocand

This makes the

month in which
have shown an increase in

Cothis

"Dealers have been considerably benefited by
Columbia's greatly increased local newspaper
advertising which, backed up by big doublepage spreads in the national magazines, -has
helped an already big volume of business.
"Baltimore's high-grade music stores, such as
iVIueller's Music Shop, Kunkel Piano Co., G.
Fred Frantz Co., and such big Washington
stores as Lewis & Co., Thomson Bros., have
won real approval by their unusual window displays, featuring the new Viva-tonal Columbia.
"Trout's Music Store, in Baltimore, has just

moved

to

new

its

sents one of the

which now repre-

location,

most

attractive stores in the

city.

Whispering

Gillham)

(Art

Pianist

records are selling, extremely well, and sales
the

Newport News and Norfolk

territory

considerably increased by his appearance there.

The Columbia Music Shop had Mr.

Gillham
appear personally in the store, and drew a very
large crowd.
Mr. Gillham autographed a great
many records, which found instant sale.
"Radio business also went splendidly ahead,
showing a gratifying improvement over the

same month in 1925. The new Harmonated
Fada sets have been selling far above factory
shipments. The new Fada speaker has created
and dealers are placing
a veritable sensation
Crosley sets are now coming
heavy orders.
tlirough

much

done \then

better and heavy business will be

stock

sufficient

is

available.

New

a

delphia,

ment

the

of

to

trip

company,

the

has

the

big-selling

L. Andrews,

returned

just

factory

Philco

where he endeavored

for

L.

in

Phila-

to get larger allot-

eliminators.

These

by the carloads, but large quantities are still on back order.
"In order to improve its service in the Virginia territory the firm recently added to its
Owens, with headquarters at
force G. K.
have come

in

3.

in

any
the

Process Records, Viva-tonal Record,
sure are pulling the Business. Write us, if you want

New

your share.

ColumtiaWliolei
L.

Wm.H. Swartz

L.Andrews

ExclusivelyWholes ale

205

W Camden

St.,

direct

mail literature

Baltimore, Md

is

is

interested in

the

hardly any doubt but

that he will look over the literature sent to

him

before it is thrown away. It is true that many
people receive more advertising matter in their
mail than they want, but the bulk of advertising is no bar to its efficiency. People continue

buy publications

full of

advertising,

and

it

is

a noticeable fact that generally the publications

with the most advertising are the ones that
have the biggest circulation.
"The radio dealer is particularly fortunate in
being able to make use of direct mail advertising, tying in with national advertising in publications, with every prospect of success.
I believe that direct mail advertising should be used
by all radio dealers. Manufacturers are taking
care of this phase of dealer advertising even as
they are preparing newspaper cop3' which the
dealer may run in his local newspaper. All the
dealer has to do

is

to furnish

names and

ad-

dresses and the manufacturer does the rest, the
cost to the dealer being the exact cost to the
manufacturer for a complete direct mail cam-

paign to the prospect."

Mr. Owens is an exceptionally
man and is qualified for his new

work in this section."
The Consolidated Gas

& Electric Co. has
entered the talking machine field and taken on
a complete line of the Brunswick phonographs
and Panatropes and Brunswick electrically reCommenting on this acquisicorded records.
tion to the Brunswick, Charles F. Shaw, manager of the local agency, said:
"That the Consolidated Gas & Electric Co.
selected the Brunswick is one of the highest
compliments that could be paid our instruments.
Before selecting the Brunswick they
looked over the field thoroughly and decided on

products

only

after

careful

investigation

and performance. They are carrying
a complete line of all electrically operated
machines, and have equipped a handsome section of their retail store for the display and
demonstration of the Brunswick products."
Brunswick
the
of
Another achievement
connection
in
accomplished
which
was
agency
with S. Lasting & Bro., of Portsmouth, Va., is
the placing of Panatropes on all boats of the
Chesapeake Bay steamship line.
Brunswick artists appearing here during the
past month included A. Bernard, who appeared
at the Rivoli, and Ben Bernie and His OrchesDuring the appeartra at the Century Theatre.
ance of the latter his orchestra gave a concert
at the showrooms of the Consolidated Gas Co.,
which attracted a large crowd.

October, 1925.

month in our history.
The New Viva-tonal Columbia Phonograph and
Columbia

the

of quality

Bought 153% more Columbia product than
Purchased more instruments than

are contemplating direct

article advertised, there

our

Inserted more Columbia newspaper advertising than in any previous month.
in the big

who

"The hazard of the waste basket is constantly
brought up by the opponents of direct mail,"
said Mr. Lincoln in discussing this subject with
a representative of The World.
"The waste
basket is a hazard, but if the person receiving

capable radio

expected.

Here's what Columbia dealers did in our territory
October:

2.

radio, to dealers
mail campaigns.

nichmond, Va.

than

in

.

"Don't be afraid of waste baskets," is the
advice of L. C. Lincoln, advertising manager of
F. A. D. Andrea, Inc., manufacturer of Fada

much

better

1926

"Don't Be Afraid of Waste Baskets" When
Planning Direct Mail Campaign, Says L. C.
Lincoln, F. A. D. Andrea, Ad. Manager

dealers are beginning to add to the Kolster list,
while the single-dial Mohawk sets are moving

October Smashes Sales
Records
1

in

were

15,

Advocates Direct Mail
Drives by Radio Dealers

to

"The

from

Incidentally,

of

territory.

president

their history.

— News

consecutive

sales

effect in further increasing

having a noticeable
record business.
"In spite of all these big shipments, Columbia
Wholesalers still had more machines on back
order at the end of the month than ever before

Made by Dealers
the Month

Sales Being

the Holidays

month, and are already

in

Huge

Is an Indication of the

Month

November

C.

Manager Shaw reports approval of the following contracts in addition to that of the ConGas Company: Atkinson - Thomas
solidated
Furniture Co., of Southern Pines, N. C, and
W. H. Hooff, of Charlestown, W. Va. T. C. McKelvy, manager of the dealer promotional department, visited the Brunswick agency here
this month, and made a very interesting talk to
Mr. McKelvy is from
a gathering of salesmen.
the Chicago headquarters of the company.
Victor sales in this territory are increasing
(Continued on page 82)
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HOWERS
The

Set

That

and Stays

Sells

Sold I
Deliveries
once.

—one or one carload at

Exclusive sales franchise for your
city.

Model

Top

448.

17'

x 32

Height 40"

A

factory behind the line that has
been in business for 58 years and
stands back of the radio and the

Walnut Only

sales policy.

Over nine million dollars of invested capital behind Showers
radio.

Prices amazingly low!

Quality of workmanship and materials highest possible.

Write

today for our complete
story on one radio set you can sell

This Year's Style in Radio!

at a profit.

All Metal Shielded Construction.
6 Tubes.

We

have

it

1

all

Dial Control.

—hear

it

yourself!

SHOWERS BROTHERS RADIO DIVISION
914

SOUTH MICHIGAN BOULEVARD — CHICAGO,

FACTORIES: — Bloomington,

Indiana

— Burlington,

Iowa

ILLINOIS

— Bloomfield,

Indiana

—
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The

November

From October

Just Beginning!

their lines for the

10

to

Christmas

Seventy-one

Throughout the Country Will Read
About Matched Unit Radio Sets
Cities

COLUMBIA WHOLESALERS,
Announce

1926

Big Publicity Gampaign on
Stewart-Warner Products

Greatest Radio Season
Is

15,

Inc.

Beginning October 10 and continuing until
Christmas the leading newspapers in seventyone cities in the United States will carry a
series of advertisements of the Matched Unit
Radio products manufactured by the Stewart-

coming season

and assure dealers from

Pennsylvania to the Carolinas

Warner Speedometer

Corp.,

of

The

Chicago.

department
the corporation
of
chose metropolitan newspapers covering the
smaller towns in their sections almost as thoroughly as local papers, and prepared mats,
electros and other advertising helps free of
charge for the dealers' use in tying in with the
national campaign.
In several cities where the newspapers published special radio show numbers before Ocadvertising

of the

same quick

service

and close co-opera-

tion as rendered in previous years.

FADA
CROSLEY
KOLSTER

PHILCO
BALKITE
MAJESTIC

Receivers

MOHAWK

PHILCO
BURGESS

FADA
BRANDES

Elims.

TIMMONS

TOWER

PATHEX CAMERAS

Speakers

tober 10 advertisements of the national series
were printed in these special editions. In addition to the advertising matter every newspaper on the list was furnished with publicity

BRACH Equipment

STERLING
PROJECTORS
DE FOREST TUBES

and

^Batteries

Products

to be used with the campaign, and in
connection the Stewart-Warner Air Theatre
proved a valuable asset. Stories
concerning
have not only appeared in
publications carrying Stewart-Warner advertising, but in small-town newspapers in all parts

stories

this

COLUMBIA WHOLESALERS,
205 West Camden Street

Baltimore, Md.

Large Sales Gains Are
Reported in Baltimore
[Continued from page 80)
leaps and bounds, according to W. F.
Roberts, manager of E. F. Droop & Sons, and
the only trouble now is "to get the goods, not
them," he declared. "Business has
sell
to
a.

Roberts

increase

steady
said,

"and

showed an increase

our

since

August," Mr.

September

business

of 169 per cent over Sep-

tember, 1925, while October ran

187

per cent

corresponding month last year."
& Co., one of Baltimore's biggest
department stores, have taken on a complete Columbia line for their big store at Baltimore and
Pine streets, Baltimore, Md., and also for their
beautiful new furniture store on Howard street.

ahead

acial and ground, either an outside or inside
concealed
aerial
being
used.
The cabinet
design is new and distinctive, the receiver
being finished in high-lighted dark brown ma-

hogany with hand-rubbed

by

shown

WBBM
WBBM

Inc.

of the

Hecht Bros.

A

genuine
walnut panel board with an antique bronze dial
plate of conservative design and subdued finish
make the Arborphone an attractive piece ot
furniture, harmonizing with either the mahogany or walnut in the room. Precision Products
Co. recently purchased the radio manufacturing division

of the

finish.

Machine Specialty

Co.,

of

.Ann Arbor, thus increasing the production

of

-Vrborphone receivers to meet a demand that

shows signs

of

growing

to large proportions.

Miss L. M. Guth Honored
by National Gredit Ass'n

of the country,
is

Baltimore, Md., November
solidation

of the

4.

— With

Manager of the Plaza Music Co.
Appointed Chairman of a Committee
Seven of the National Credit Association

credit

Is
of

con-

Kranz-Smith and Hammann-

Levin Co. three of the best-known music
houses in the East are being operated by the
same management. Some time ago the KranzSmith organization merged with the Sanders
& Stayman Co., and the joining of forces with
the Hammann-Levin Co., which took place last
month, puts under one roof a complete and
varied stock of all musical instruments. Among
the lines carried are talking machines, Martin
band instruments, Atwater Kent,
Zenith
and Stromberg-Carlson radio products and
Leedy drums.

RCA,

The Arborphone Five-Tube
Receiver Has Strong Appeal

Miss L. Al. Guth, credit manager for the
Plaza Music Co., who some time ago was appointed chairman of the women's committee
of the New York Credit Men's Association, has
been further honored by being appointed chairman of the committee of seven of the National
Association.
This announcement was made at
the first dinner of the New York Credit Men's
Association, held recently at the Martinique
Hotel,

New York

City.

dinner J. H. Tregoe, executive manager of the National Association, was the
speaker of the evening.
In his address Mr.
Tregoe sketched for his audience a picture of
credit progress in the United States during the
past thirty-six years. He showed how, through

At

the

this

weakness of the bankruptcy laws of the

past and through a former lack of co-operation
prior to preseiit-day association of credit men,

Precision Products Co., Ann Arbor,
Mich., recently introduced to the music-radio
trade the Arborphone, a five-tube receiver, employing two stages of tuned radio frequency

The

and two stages of audio
amplification.
All tuning is accomplished by
two large knobs, one controlling two tuned

amplification, detector

knob being split to give independent control of either circuit at will. A stabilizcircuits, the

provided for balancing the set
and improving the tuning of stages in the
crowded lower-wave bands.
The set is designed to operate with a short
ing

switch

conditions were quite chaotic.
This has not
only been greatly improved and the bankruptcy
laws strengthened, but unusual progress is

best

known

to

radio en-

New

Eagle Trickle Gharger
Proves Popular With Trade

Eagle Charger Corp. States That All Products
Are Moving in Satisfactory Fashion Using
Big Newspaper Ad Ccunpaign

—

—

Philadelphia, Pa., November 7. The new
Eagle trickle charger, made by the Eagle
Charger Corp., of this city, is proving a big
success.
Although all products of the Eagle
line are moving well, according to I. A. Margolies, sales manager of the company, this little
charger, which not only charges "A" batteries

but "B" batteries as well,
the

is

proving the leader

line.

The Eagle Charger Corp. has embarked on
newspaper campaign in its native city. The
Philadelphia Bulletin, Inquirer and Ledger will

a

be used
the

and the name Stewart-Warner

of the

thusiasts.

of

Kranz-Smith and HammannLevin Go. Gonsolidate

now one

on

space

two

in

News and

Saturdays and Sundays
is also planned to use
York papers as well, the

Fridays,

December

until

11.

New

It

the Sun.

Famous Bridge Built
by a Famous Engineer
H. D.
Leopold,
ager of
waukee,

Leopold, the father of H. Donaldson
advertising and sales promotion

man-

Carryola Co. of America, MilWis., portable phonograph manufac-

the

was the builder of the Bear Mountain
Bridge, recently described in the Saturday Eve-

turer,

Mr.
ning Post and metropolitan newspapers.
Leopold, Sr., who was the resident engineer,
designed the plans and personally supervised
the construction, the bridge being completely
built in eighteen months, an operation which is
regarded as a feat, since it took thirteen years
to build the
tain Bridge,

Brooklyn Bridge. The Bear Mounbetween New York and New Jer-

the largest single suspension bridge in
Mr. Leopold also built the largest

being made, setting new standards throughout

sey,

the country.

the world.

understood the appointment of Miss
the Plaza Music Co., establishes a
radical precedent in the National Association's

hangar in the world, at Lakehurst, N.
housed the Los Angeles dirigible.

activities.

The Rutan, Kansas City, Mo., has been incorporated with a capital of $15,000 to manuThe
facture and deal in musical instruments.
incorporators are John A. Rutan, Hallie B.

It

Guth,

is

of

is

The New York Band Instrument Co., New
York, tied up with the concerts by Raquel Meller by record advertisements in local papers.

is

Rutan and Jay M. Lee.

J.,

which

The Talking Machine World,

New

York,

November

KELLOGG
Ixadio
has been selected
as the %^dio of

lawless 9\eproducttOfL
by prominent Wholesale and Retail Distributors
among which these concerns are
everywhere
known throughout the land as Leaders in the

—

marketing of Musical Instruments.

Brothers
Landay
NEW
NEW

ELEVEN STORES IN

YORK &

ENGLAND

Qrinnell Brothers
FORTY STORES IN DETROIT AND MICHIGAN

Baldwin Piano Co*
PROMINENT CHICAGO MUSICAL HOUSE

Sherman^ Clay

& Co*

SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES PORTLAND SEATTLE
AND SPOKANE— 15 RETAIL STORES ON THE COAST
*

Kellogg Switchboard

& Supply Company

Licensed under apfluatwn ft.r letters patent of Radio Frefjueiic\ Laboratories, Inc. (R.F.L.)

1066 West Adams
.

Street,

Chicago

-

15,

1926
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Federal-Brandes,

Inc.,

—

of $10,000,000

—

Telegraph Co. of California,
and the Brandes Products
Corp. of the United States, Canada and England, founded in 1908, two of the oldest radio
companies in this country, announce the completion of a merger under the new name of Fed-

The Federal

founded

1911,

in

-

mander Ellery W. Stone,
president

elected

U.

the

of

N.

S.

has been

R.,

He

corporation.

is

&

United Bank

Trust Co.
and is prominent in the radio industry as an
engineer, the author of tc.xt-books on radio
also a director of

tlie

and as a successful executive.
Other officials are Frederick Dietrich, of
Newark, vice-president in charge of produc-

who

tion,

also continues as president of

the

all

Brandos companies; M. C. Rypinski, of New
York, vice-president in charge of patents and
development; Augustus Taylor, of San Francisco, secretary; Walter H. Dcdd, New York
attorney, assistant secretary;

San

of

Francisco,

Godcharles,
Frederick
Spector, of

and

D.

Dietrich, assistant treasurer.

New

E.

J.

treasurer,

S.

York, general manager of the merchan-

dising division, will direct sales of the American,
C.

Canadian and English companies.
Spreckels,

A.

Sugar Refining

president
of

Co.,

New

the
is

Federal

bers are Messrs. Dietrich and Rypinski.

Composing the board are Rudolph Spreckels
and Messrs. Stone, Dietrich, Rypinski, Taylor,
C. A. Spreckels and Howard Spreckels, Robert
Hays Smith and Horace Hill, San Francisco

The

in

radio re-

rotating
loop used on receiving sets originated as a part
He was chief of the
of his radio compass.
Radio Division of the United States Bureau of
Standards for several years, and represented the
Government as technical adviser to the American Delegation at the International Radio Consince

1902.

small,

vention, in London,

in 1912.
Recently he developed the Kolster broadcast receiver, which is
now being manufactured in the two Newark
factories of Federal-Brandes, Inc.
The Brandes Products Corp., with its affiliated companies, has been a leader in radio
It originated the "matched
headsets and developed the first
commercial acoustical housed cone-type speaker.
Its activities are international with these speakers, as well as with headsets, transformers and

acoustics since 1908.

tone" feature

in

other radio specialties.

Garod Radio Sets Used
on Canadian Railroads
Monotony
by Use

Long Train Journeys

of

Is Dispelled

—

Radio Receivers Long-Distance
Reception Is a Common Occurrence

chairman

The other mem-

executive committee.

of the

of

York,

work

search

Rudolph Spreckels Chairman of Board Lieut. Commander Ellery W.Stone President of Corporation Headquarters in San Francisco Merged Firms Were Leaders in the Radio Industry

—

Kolster has been engaged

Dr.

Merger Completed

With Authori zed Capital

83

On

of

Canadian national railways radio renow a permanent part of the service.
According to reports there have been some remarkable long-distance reception records estiie

ception

is

since the inauguration of this new
Recently in the observation car of the
Canadian National transcontinental express the
audience listened to the strains of music broadThis program
cast by Vera Cruz, Me.xico.
was received while the train was thundering
along at the rate of sixty miles an hour near
Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. The same Mexican
program was received previously while the
train was passing through Manitoba.

tablished

fixture.
capitalists.

The Federal Telegraph

Lieut.

Commander

eral-Brandes,
ization

of

Inc.,

W.

Ellery

into this country
through the Poulsen Arc, which it controls in
the United States, and which changed the art

Stone

with an authorized capital-

$10,000,000.

Both

companies

Co. introduced con-

wave transmission

tinuous

are

pioneers in their respective fields of commercial radio communication and radio acous-

of

radio transmission.

a

radio

The company

communication
Coast

leading Pacific

company

in

cities,

and

new

corporation are
located in the Hobart Building, San Francisco,
with five plants manufacturing radio equipment
at Newark, N. J.; Palo Alto, Cal.; Toronto,
Canada, and Slough, England.
The common
"A" stock is being quoted on the San Francisco exchange, and it is expected that application will be made to list on the New York
Stock Exchange.
Officers of the merger are headed by Rudolph
Spreckels, of San Francisco, chairman of the
board. He is the president of the United Bank
& Trust Co. of California and is a prominent
capitalist

on

STYLE
Genuine
or
any

the

Pacific

Lieut.

Coast.

Com-

of the world's

STYLE

including

France, the largest

the

the world,

in

Lafayette,

were

built

in

by

the Federal Telegraph Co.

In addition to

land system the

its

company

has been concerned with the development of its
marine radio service. Dr. Frederick A. Kolster, its

chief research engineer,

is

the inventor

by the Commissioner of Lighthouses as the most important
nautical instrument produced since the magof the radio compass, described

netic compass.
eter for

He

also developed the decrem-

measuring wave-lengths, and the radio

fog signaling system.

Roy Cummings,
engineering

above

is

just

to

trains.

M!r.

Garod

the

member

of

the

service

Garod Corp., states the
one example of the remarkable

distance reception

ern

a

staf¥ of the

now possible on these NorthCummings has just returned

factory,

one of

his

lations

tnaintained by

Belleville,

N.

J.,

after

periodical inspections of the instal-

Garod on the Canadian

railroad.

For over three years the Canadian national
railways have been experimenting with radio
reception on their trains for the purpose of relieving the monotony of the longer journeys.
The choice of the Garod, a standard neutrodyne
receiver, was made following the great number
(if

experiments.

21

MahogWalnut

Phonographs and
Radio Cabinets

21-B

Same
to

high-powered commercial trans-

mitting stations,

only.

top

the
only

The majority

tics.

the

the

is

the world successfully operating a

point-to-point land radio system.

Headquarters of

operates

between

system,

with both
panels hinged

STYLE

accommodate

Radio Panel.

These

illustrations

many

show

These instruments are produced
in all the popular finishes and
styles, including Uprights, Consoles and Wall Cabinets, and

several

models of
our line, which have been redesigned, right up to the minof

the

our

with especial reference to

ute,

the

late

facilities

Radio-Phonograph Combina-

prompt

destined to be the standard

tractive

tion,

household

enable us to

deliveries

make

and most

at-

trade prices.
Catalog
and price list mailed on request.

unit.

STYLE 85— RADIO CONSOLE
Accepts Panels

STYLE 1
Gum Mahogany,
Golden or Fumed
Oak.

Up

to

8x26 Inches.

STYLE

Excel Phonograph Manufacturing
402-414 West Erie

St.,

Chicago,

17

Genuine
Mahogany or
Walnut
Phonograph only

Company

Illinois

Gum

2

Mahogany.

Golden or Fumed
Oak.
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Important Activities and Trade Changes
Feature Month in Los Angeles Territory
—

New Post — Daily Broad—New Radio Jobbers

Barker Bros, to Open a Branch Store in Hollywood Herman Beck in
casting by Association Has Favorable Effect on Radio Business
Los Angeles,

Cal.,

manager

November 3.—J. W. Boothe,

music department of
Barker Bros., announces that a branch store
will be opened in Hollywood next month when
complete stocks of some of the standard lines
of phonographs will be carried in addition to
other musical instruments.
Barker Bros, have
for some time conducted a branch store in
Long Beach very successfully under the mangeneral

agement

of the

of Earl Dibble.

Beck Joins Wurlitzers
Hermann Beck has been appointed manager
branch stores in southern California for the
Rudolph Wurlitzer Co. Mr. Beck was, until
quite recently, in charge of the music depart-

would otherwise be postponed until evening, are
thus more easily effected during the day.
Wiedoeft and Orchestra Return
Herb Wiedoeft and his famous orchestra are
back again in Los Angeles after a most successful transcontinental season.

the

charge of general and other musical instrument
departments.
Association Broadcasts Daily
A daily hour's program is given under the
auspices of the Radio Trades Association of
Southern California between two and three p.
m. The program is broadcast over
and
consists of orchestral selections by the Radio
Trades Association Concert Orchestra, which
seems to meet with the approval of all, many

KNX

from

letters of appreciation

dealers

and from
This

the general public having been received.

arrangement whereby daily programs are given
was made by the Association in order that
radio dealers might be assisted in the demonstration and sale of radio sets in the afternoon
at a

time

broadcast;

when

there

sales

little

is

from

of interest being

demonstration,

which

are playing

Cinderella

exclusive dance orchestra are being recorded
by the Brunswick Co. in its Los Angeles record-

ing laboratory.

New Radio Jobbers Appointed
& Lyon have been appointed

of

ment of the Broadway Department Store,
where he had established an excellent record;
he originally was regarded as essentially a
phonograph man, but in late years has been in

They

Roof and received a tremendous ovation on the first day of their return.
New orchestra records of this famous
at

Chanslor

tributors for Zenith for California.

This

is

dis-

the

November

initial

and

it

15,

192G

investment of Chanslor & Lyon in radio
is understood that they will carry stand-

ard tubes and batteries and other accessories.
The radio department is in charge of N. J.
Etienne, who has been in the radio business for
a number of years, including the last three
years with the Zenith Co. Chanslor & Lyon

an old-established firm

are

in

the automotive

business in a very big "way, with branches in
San Francisco and other cities.

Association Plans Big Meeting
monster get-together meeting of the Radio
Trades Association of Southern California will
take place on Monday evening, November 15, at
the Elks Club. Plans have been made in order
that the meeting may be very instructive and
interesting and a delightful entertainment has
also been arranged.
R. B. Yale, of the Yale
Radio Electric Co., will be chairman of the day
and his personal acquaintance with a host of

A

radio dealers alone will insure a large attendance.

Improvement in Talking Machine and Radio
Business Noted in the Akron-Canton Field
Indications Point to a Satisfactory Sales Volume During Remainder of the Year and Dealers Are
Optimistic Starr Co. Opens Branch Columbia Artists' Appearances Aid Sales

—

—

—

Akron-Canton, O., November 8. After several
months of apathy the talking machine record
and radio business in the Canton-Akron area
has taken a turn for the better and indications
point to a good volume of sales the remainder
Survey of the district shows
of the
year.
all of the leading dealers are busy
and are looking forward to even greater
volume of business after Thanksgiving. Distributors
Columbia, Sonora and
of Victor,
Brunswick machines all report a marked improvement in sales since the first of October.
Record sales have also increased proportionate-

practically

ly in

the past thirty days.

Talking machines are in good demand here,
according to George C. Wille, well-known Canton dealer.
The same is true in the Akron
district, according to the George S. Dales Co.,

Windsor-Poling

Co.

and the M. O'Neil Co.
is meeting with good

The Brunswick Panatrope
response

in

W. Lerch

this

territory,

according to the D.

Co.

Considerable loss from fire to the talking
machine and record department of the Gensemer Bros. Co., Kent department store, recently was reported by officials. It is planned
lo re-establish business at the former location.
Total loss to building and contents was ap-

proximately $50,000.
It is announced that Miss Margery Scott
has been placed in charge of the record department at the George C. Wille Co. She formerly
was in charge of the sheet music department

of the

A

"Bijf

same

store.

factory branch of the Starr Piano Co. has

been opened at 114 West Fifth street. A line
of talking machines as well as pianos will be
merchandised, it was announced. The branch
is to be maintained only temporarily.
A larger area will be devoted in the future
lo talking machines as a result of the merger
of the Anderson Piano Co. and the House of
Soward, two well-known Dayton, O., music

Neu)

Udell Catalog

houses.

Hiram W. Hunt, proprietor of the Alelodia
Music Co., Troy, O., and Hunt's Music Store
on East Main street, has made an assignment
to

You can make

friends and

money by

stock-

and selling this line now!
UDELL
Radio Cabinets, Tables, Player Roll Cabinets and Console Talking Machines.
Our
complete lines are on permanent display at
BOTH the American Furniture Mart (space
1029), Chicago; and the Furniture Exchange
(space 314), 206 Lexington Ave., New York.
It will pay you well to see them there!
ing

W.

A. Haines.

is made that the talking madepartment of the Paul Winters Piano
New Philadelphia, will be enlarged within

Announcement
chine
Co.,

a short time.

Ace Brigode and his Fourteen Virginians,
widely known Columbia, Edison and Okeh record artists, have been playing in the AkronCanton district for the past several weeks,
dividing the time between East Market Gardens, Akron, and Moonlight Ballroom, Canton.
According to music dealers in the two cities,
sales of their records have been greatly stimulated.

Write for Special

NOW!— The

The
Specially

for

Atwater
Compact

Kent Model 20
and Model 30. A typical
example of the many
splendid

tTDELL

values.

New Radio

Catalog No. 86
Values in Our HalfCentury Experience
Greatest

UDELL WORKS,
Estabhshed 1873

28th

St. at

Barnes Ave.,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Inc.

The new home of Wurlitzer, on South Ludlow street, Dayton, will be ready for occupancy
soon after the middle of November.
Announcement is made that the M. O'Neil
Co., Akron department store, has taken over
additional floor space for the enlargement of
William Wolf, with many
its radio section.
years' experience in the radio and electrical
work, has been named manager of the radio
department at the M. O'Neil Co. store, which
is enjoying a steadily growing volume of business on radio sets and accessories.

November

15,
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In All the Field

.

No Selling Value

Such as Offered
Model

A

9

smaller phonograph em-

all the charm and
distinction characteristic of
the model illustrated above.

bodying

HERE

85

in

^xsNewlme/

an unprecedented offer to merchants who are looking
hne of musical instruments that really offers genuine
It is an unusual opportunity for retailers who
man-sized profits.
want a better instrument, to sell for less, than has ever been offered
is

for a

before.

1-

The

EUPHONIC

Rich in design. Unis a beautiful phonograph.
usually distinctive in cabinet-work. Lustrous finish of rare antique
appearance. Astounding realism in reproduction of voice or instrument. Tone chamber of marvelous construction unequalled in the
field.

—

The Euphonic line is unsurpassed on the market today for value, for
range of discounts, and for protective merchandising policy!

We

invite correspondence with you, so that we can explain in detail
the advantages offered by us.
know you will recognize this
as the most profitable proposition ever offered the musical trade.
Take advantage of it today. Write.

We

all

WASMUTH-GOODRICH

CO.

Manufacturers of Phonographs and Radio Cabinets

Peru, Indiana

a//

^

instrument

of distinction
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CPHILADELPHIA' IPCALny
Quaker City Dealers Look Forward to
Busy and Profitable Holiday Season
Demand

New

Talking Machines, Records and Radio Continues Strong Throughout the Entire
Territory Plans of Trade to Cash In on Holidays Are Completed The News
for

Philadelphia,

day

—

Pa.,

—

—

November 8. If presentmachine industry of
criterion upon which to

activity in the talking

Quaker City is a
build for a happy Christmas

the

for the dealers
be expected one of the brightest ofholidays ever experienced in the trade within
recent years.
From the manufacturers to the
distributors in the wholesale and retail branches
of the industry the demand for talking machines of the newest types continues to keep
pace with production. Among the distributors
a decided shortage of stocks on hand is ex-

there

may

Factory shipments are sent on their
way before they are unpacked in the warehouses, so that distributors find themselves urgently in need of many of the most popular
styles, with a waiting list to consume all incoming goods for the next few weeks.
In order to avoid shortage of holiday goods
the dealers are urging the public to buy at this
early date and in many cases have been successfully securing advance Christmas purchases.
perienced.

They

state that cash orders are

more frequent

than they anticipated, indicating the public as
being plentifully supplied with funds.
The
larger

downtown

have been campaigning for early holiday shopping and it is among
this class of houses that cash orders are forthcoming. These dealers are particularly successful in securiiii; advance orders for the hiclier
retailers

priced models in the $900 to $1,000 types and
this class of trade are the cash buyers.
As business grows with the waning year the
dealers are convinced that the methods best
adapted for promoting sales of machines are to
keep up the good work of demonstration concerts before the public and the tie-up with local
entertainments and amusements featuring the
recordings as adopted ever since the new types
their
appearance.
of talking machines made
The constant exploitation of the new types
through concert and other demonstrations has
brought the machines before the public with
practical results in dollars and cents, and whatever extra expense the dealers have taken upon
themselves to carry out their plans of public
demonstration has been returned manifold.
Records have been moving apace with the
demand for machines, and unless dealers are
preparing for the holidays accordingly, with
present-day urgent needs for these trade commodities, the distributors are prone to believe
that the retailer will be caught short of many
Distributors, while able to
popular numbers.
fill

most orders

for records,

still

are obliged to

await the factory's convenience in meeting demands because of the overburdened working
facilities and the oversold market on records.

Tie-Ups Move Records
Tying up with local artists in special record-

ing through the Victor resulted in the wide exploitation

of

two prominent bands

and

MacDonald featured at the King Joy Restaurant.
The H. A. Weymann & Sons Co. during
the month sent out notices to the dealers informing them of plans for the ready stocking
two recordings with special poster service
displays and advertisements. The
Weymann Co. also announced a special offer on
the Black Label records in 100 lots and backed
of the

for

window

the dealers with broad advertising of the records.
On Thursday, October 21, the firm co-

operated with the Victor Co. in the full page ad
the daily press on special recordings of the
Waring's Pennsylvanians records, while that
musical organization played at the Stanley

in

Theatre

in this city.

Phonograph Society Organized
Outstanding of trade events in the closing
days of October was the organization of the
Philadelphia Phonograph Society, with a membership of patrons of the talking machine industry among the public who are interested in
the promotion of good music and better recordings as represented by the phonograph trade
This entirely
featuring high class records.
original

high

and new factor

class

recordings

in

the

among

had its origin with
Monthly Review, published

promotion of
consuming

the

the

public

Phonograph

Hyde Park,
Boston, Mass., a publication designed to foster
an interest in high class records among the
public through the retailer by stimulation of interest among those desiring the higher type
{Continued on page 88)
at

64

The New Orthophonic Victor Record
Offers

you

a wonderful opportunity to in-

your business and make a substantial

crease
profit.

Co-operate with VICTOR ADVERTISING
appearing in your local newspaper. Announce
it to your customers and emphasize the five
points of superiority over any other Record

made.

DEMONSTRATE the new Record
ORTHOPHONIC VICTROLA and

or-

chestras in this city, that of the P. R. T. Cooperative Band and the orchestra of Harry

on an
cash in

Philadelphia Victor Distributors, Inc*
835 Arch Street, Philadelphia

!

November

15,
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XmasSale-A Startling Leader
STANDING

head and shoulders above the
field
of ordinary portables, the Caswell
Aristocrat looms up as the paramount holiday
profit-opportunity
It is

an ideal holiday

for quality

gift

and value.

Its

unequalled anywhere

low

price,

combined

the unusual and extraordinary features
offered only by Caswell, will make it the leading choice of people who demand the greatest
value for the money expended.

with

Remember

Nowhere

else can you find such a sales-getting
Think of it a superb portable
attraction!

—

phonograph covered with deep grain genuine
leather, applied over a three-ply veneer case by
a special process (patent applied for) to retail
for $35.00!

This

is

without a doubt the outstanding port-

phonograph value of the year. Numerous
other features, exclusive with Caswell, give you
an advantage that cannot be equalled by the
able

competing trade.

— every

one of these big Caswell sales factors is vitally
in securing greater profits, JOIN
CASWELL
The Caswell "golden rule" selling policy
protects the jobber and dealer, and affords him remarkable holiday opporthis

important to you.

If

WITH

you are interested

NOW!

tunities to greatly increase sales.

(asWeUJ^an ufaciuriry
PORTABLE PHONOGRAPHS t9^DISTINCTION
M1LWAUKEE,WIS.
U.S.A.

ST.

PAUL AVE.

AT lOT*? STREET
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of records,
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and lovers

of

— (Continued
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from page 86)

good music, over the

The meeting for the organizanew body was held on October

talking machine.
tion

of

the

headquarters of the Columbia Phonograph Co., 40 N. Sixth street, under the direction of Axel B. Johnson, manager of the Phonograph Monthly Review.
The first gathering brought together thirty
enthusiasts among the patrons of the retailers,
and they heard Manager Johnson outline the
aims of the Society while others interested in
the promotion of the new association gave their
views on the eventual developments of such a
movement. Following the opening address of
Manager Johnson, election of officers took place,
with Professor Fred Rouser, noted leader of
German Choral Societies, elected president, and
James B. Yarnall to the office of secretary.
It was learned that the organization of the
new society was purely for the promotion of
better recordings and that it was unaffiliated
with any of the manufacturing, distribution or
retail firms for business purposes but that prominent concerns in all branches of the industry
were co-operating with the Society in promoting its aims to stimulate the purchase of
high grade recordings, solely in the interest of
better music and elevating entertainment among

The

27, at the

the

public.

Manager Johnson

phatically that the altruistic aim

stressed

was

em-

to bring

together those interested in the development of
appreciation of better music. He disclosed the

membership was open to the public generally solely for the good of musical enterprises as represented in the phonograph and

Wondertone
Retails at $5.00
Usual trade discount

Actually revolutionizes the old
type phonograph, bringing out
with absolute fidelity almost unbelievable reproduction.

Strong volume and beautiful clarembracing the entire musical

ity

register.

Order a sample now

GUARANTEE TALKING MACHINE SUPPLY CO.
'*
Note
Address -It""'*
Philadelphia, Pa.

New

fact that the

its

recordings.

While the first gathering brought an initial
attendance and enrollment of thirty members it
is expected that by the time the next meeting
takes place on December 12 this will have
been raised to more than 100. The sessions of
the new organizations will be held monthly
at the various headquarters of the manufacturers in this city, the December gathering to
be assembled at the Brunswick headquarters,
40 North Sixth street, when Manager George
Lyons will act as chairman. At the first session of the new Society Manager J. J. Doherty,

Columbia Phonograph Co., was chairman and various local executives of the manufacturers or distributors will preside
from
of

the

time to time as the sessions are held.

Distributors,

completed extensive alterations

Arch street. As
provided on the second
at 835

plete

display

Room

Inc.,

have

room

at

headquarters

a result there has been
floor a large

for the

and com-

entire Victor line.

This room, with its attractive fittings and decorations, has been designed solely for the benefit of the Victor dealers in the territory and is
placed at their disposal to bring their customers. Although the power and lighting supply in the business section of Philadelphia is
direct current, Louis Buehn, president of the
company, has made arrangements .with the electric light company whereby a special alternating
current wire has been extended to the Philadelphia Victor Distributors' headquarters. This
permits the demonstration of the entire Victor
electric line without devices for change in the
current from

Victor Distributors Remodel Display
Philadelphia Victor

jWrite for our latest Main Spring Chart;

DC

to

AC.

Fire Fails to Destroy A-K Quality
There was recently displayed in the windows

We are distributors

Motor Parts Co., Atwater Kent dison North Broad street, this city, an
Atwater Kent Model 20 compact which had been
literally burned to a crisp.
The cabinet was a
mass of charred wood and the dials misshapen
of

the

tributor,

by the heat of the
of the

famous

Farrand

ber of helpful suggestions to its dealers during
the past month.
The new records in the Vic-

by the Reverend J. M. Gates, were
one letter; the new Orthophonic
Victrolas another. One letter was devoted entirely to suggestions for tying up with the fullpage advertisement placed by the Victor Talking Machine Co. on Orthophonic records and
another on placing increased effort behind the
tor catalog,

the subject of

sale of the old type

which

justified

shows
in any

Montague

St.,

Philadelphia, Pa.

W.

H. Posner

is

the head,

new product to the talking
Wondertone reproducer. The

machine field, the
Guarantee Co. has built up its business upon the
reputation of Guarantee main springs and talking machine repair material and also on the
Guarantee portable. This reproducer is of the
new type with metal guard and is being produced to meet a popular-priced market.
Record Month for Columbia Branch
Enthusiasm over the excellent record attained in the month of October on the sale of
the Columbia and its new type Viva-tonal machines on the part of Manager J. J. Doherty
in

phia business

&

Black Label record.

Introduces the Wondertone Reproducer
The Guarantee Talking Machine Supply Co.,

is

Trilling

home

Despite the unusual

Makes Helpful Suggestions to Dealers
The service department of H. A. Weymann &
Son, Inc., Victor distributor, has sent a num-

of this city, of

the

it.

experience which the set had gone through and
its decrepit condition it was still
capable of
bringing in station after station.

has introduced a

of

that destroyed the

fire

man who owned

the accounting of the
at

the

close of the

Philadel-

month.

It

were the largest
single month in the past three years and
that the record sales kept pace with those set by
the machines.
Manager Doherty spent part of
the month in Allentown, Pa., calling on the
that the

October

sales

dealers in that section.

49 N. Seventh

Among the concerns adding the Viva-tonal
Columbia during the past month were William Keeback, of Reading, Pa.; M. Freed, of
Pittson, Pa., and C. C. Beach, Canton, Pa.,
while S. Lewis & Son, 1109 Broadway, Camden,
{Continiied on page 90)
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Trade Leader
The

New

Compo

Military Oro^Phone with

Brass and Copper

Arm

No. ao
Extra Loud
Military Oro-Phonc

Reoroducer
Nickel Finisti
List Price $7.50

The New No.

Gold Finish
List Price $10.00
Fita old typo Victor.

90 Military

Oro-Phone

an extra-loud reproducer for
customers who want tremendous
volume. For louder and stronger
music of any kind, the Military OroPhone, with either C-1 all brass arm
or the E-1 composition arm, will
give the very best results. Also sold
without tone arms. Fits all phonois

Columbia. Brunswicl<
and all other tono arms

The No. E-1 Composition Brass and
Copper Alloy Arm is new in maand design, practically unbreakable and produces a deep, solid,
non-vibrating tone. Supplied in 8^

terial

and

lOi/2-inch lengths.

List price, nickel finish, $5.00.

Gold

finish, $7.50.

graphs.

The Original Oro-Phone with AlhBrass Tone

Arm

No. 0-7B
Original

OrO'Tono
Reproducer
Nickel Finish
List Price $7.50

Gold or Oxidized Finish
List Price $10.00
Fits old type Victor.

The No. 0-76 Original Oro-Tone
Reproducer brings the much-desired
deep, rich, glowing music to oldtype phonographs. The volume is
sufficient to fill the largest room,
yet there are no unpleasant over-

Columbia,

and

all

Brunswick
other tone arms

Can be

sold with or without
tone arms. Fits all phonographs.
tones.

The No. C-1 All-Brass Tone Arm
of gradual taper design

and

is

air-tight

construction. It is guaranteed unreservedly like all Oro-Tone products. Supplied in 10^-inch length;
also 8^-inch after December
List price, nickel finish, $7.50.

15th.

Gold

finish, $10.00.

The Flexo'Phone Reproducer with Compo Brass and Copper Tone Arm

No. 78

Flexo-Phonc
Reproducer
Nickel Finish
$3.00

Sold or Oxidized Finish
Fits

old

$7.50
typo

Columbia.

and

all

Victor,

Brunswick

For the dealer who wants to meet
the demands for a lower-priced reproducer. Has a standard size hub
connection and will fit the C-1 arm
and the E-1 arm described above.

other tone armj

Will fit the old-type Victor and all
other tone arms with standard size
reproducer connections. Has a flexible or floating diaphragm and produces a rich tone of excellent quality

and volume.

an enormous demand for these reproducers and tone arms, for the reproduction
electrically-iecorded records which old-style devices cannot successfully handle.
Cash in on this big opportunity by ordering now!

There

is

of the

new

THE OROTONE COMPANY
1010 George

St.

Chicago,

111.

^ fi)ra better tone
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stocked with an entirely new line of the

Columbia Viva-tonal and records.

Buys Assets
Following

the

Diamond

of

purchase

of

Diamond

Furniture Company, and its assets and building
at 2107 Germantown avenue, by Joseph Jacobs,
formerly of Jacobs, Inc., 1501 Germantown avenue, the business will be augmented by the addition of a complete stock of the Columbia
phonographs. The new owner for many years
has been identified with tlie Jacobs, Inc., firm,
also engaged in the
furniture business and
large dealers in talking machines.
He severed
his connection with the Jacobs concern following his affiliation with the new firm as sole
owner.

Tie-Up With Halloween
Tuning-in with the merrymakers of the Halloween festivities the firm of M. Grass & Sons,
2729 South Sixtieth street, decorated the store
with witches and goblins and the luscious pumpkin and other harvest emblems. The new quarters of the company provide 3,000 square feet
of space with 500 square feet to the balcony
where the radio department is maintained and
devoted to the Atwater Kent, RCA and
Zenith sets. The main floors are given over to
Recently the
the display of the Orthophonic.
firm entered the wholesale sheet music business
with the Philadelphia headin conjunction
quarters of the Q R S Co., featuring the sheet
music of that firm and its mechanical rolls for
pianos.
Alex Grass will be in charge of the
sheet music section while William Grass will
continue the
delphia store.

management

Remodeling

With

of

the

For Christmas

Co.

the

West

A Christmas Velvaloid Record
DAY GREETINGS will make

trance.

advent

Direct or thru your jobber.

PHILADELPHIA BADGE CO.
Manufacturers

When

the

before they are sent on their way again into
the shops of the dealers who are in urgent need
There
of goods to fill over-sold order lists.
also is scarcity among the records, and unless

holiday requirements are placed at this
time the dealers may be found wanting in many
the

President

is

talking

Hardly

Inc.

received

WE

in

the

tour of that secEn route

a

a

where the
brief

visit
Jr.,

officials

to

who

President Buehn's
a student at that

Drive on Brunswick Panatrope
Campaigns instituted during the month for
the broadening of the retail field for the Brunswick Panatrope and the newest of Spanish

phonographs, recently put out by that
were fruitful in adding to the
list of local stores that have become dealers of
Manager George A. Lyon, of the
the line.
Philadelphia branch, made the round of the upState and city, lining up the new Brunswick
Among the cities visited were Readdealers.
Harrisburg, Scranton and Wilkesbarre,
ing,
where displays of the new models were made.
manufacturer,

Morseburg, Philadelphia representative
company, conducted a special display of
the new Seville and Madrid styles and the
Panatrope at Atlantic City.
Guarantee Portables Popular

H.

are

C.

of the

A

world-wide reputation is being developed
by the Guarantee Talking Machine Supply Co.
for its portable types of talking machines withThe latest country to import
in recent times.

these

warehouses

prepared

to

Orthophonic Records
Now

the opportune time for Victor Dealers to
place comprehensive orders and get into stock such

numbers

is

that will

have continued

sale.

ORTHOPHONIC RECORDS

offer sales
opportunities that every Victor Dealer should take

The

advantage

at

com-

is

supply Victor Dealers
located in the territory we cover with the
are

made

of the

educational institution.

the stocks of the Philadelphia

machines

College,

son, Louis Buehn,

and the recently added line of
Brunswick Panatropes.
Machine and Record Scarcity Expected
Just what may be expected with the advent
of the holidays and the prospects for securing
Orthophonies and other Victor types of talking
machines is forecast in the present heavy deDistributors,

Cumberland Valley during

pany paid

com-

many

There are four types of these portables now on
the market, the Keentone,
Guarantee and Guarantee Special being the

styles in

remodeling

Guarantee portables and repair parts and
is Japan.
During the month the
firm entertained one of the leaders among the
music goods importers from the Flowery Kingdom who arranged for the importation and distribution of the Guarantee portables. The new
De Luxe model has been a heavy seller as a
Christmas number and is growing among the
the

accessories

favorites in this type in

State

Phila-

Philadelphia, U. S. A.

Harry

tion of the State in the past month.
to headquarters here, a stop-off was

Victrolas,

Victor

and Vice-President

E. Ellis, of the Philadelphia Victor Distributors, Inc., were greeted by dealers of the

pleted there will be a special opening for the
demonstration of the Orthophonic and other

mands made on

numbers.
Louis Buehn

of the salable

the

store

942 Market Street

3J4" Dia. Pat. 1922

Linton Store

at

of

HOLI-

Send for sample. It is worth your consideration. Then
order early. Make your Christmas this year worthwhile.

holidays the new
store front of the Linton Co., at 4713 Frankford avenue, will be entirely installed with its
two new bulk display windows and modern enthe

Cleaner with

a most attractive gift
for the dealer to present to a selected list of customers.

of.

sections of the

country.

other three in the line. E. Bauer, who has been
touring through western Pennsylvania, with a
profitably filled order
is

again

at

list

as result of the tour,

headquarters here.

Predicts Talking Machine Boom
boom in the talking machine industry is predicted by the traveling member of
the J. A. Fischer Co., 730 Market street, Irvin
Epstan, who has just returned here after a

An

old-time

through the South and to Havana, Cuba.
found all dealers alive with business enterprise and enjoying a good old-fashioned demand
for all types of the new machines and for accessories and parts.
So successfully marketed
were the first orders for the new No. 12 tone
arm of the Valley Forge make and the latest
all-brass style, and the recently introduced Val
Phonic reproducer, that the firm is shipping all
its factory production to the dealers just as soon
as it is completed, with no accumulation of
these for stocking purposes and a waiting order
trip

He

list

for future deliveries.

While

in Havana Mr.
Epstan encountered
one of the most exciting experiences of his life
and one that rarely is confronted.
He was
stopping at the Hotel Plaza when the hurricane, which recently wrecked a large portion
of the coast, began its work of devastation.
While the wind rocked the foundation of the
structure and the roar of waves over the walls
of sea thundered a warning of invasion to the

inhabitants of the Isle, the Philadelphia reprethe Fischer Co. went through a
experience of suspense over the
outcome of the hurricane. As the roof was
torn from the building, he sought shelter on the
lower floor, remaining in safety there until the
storm had spent its fury.
sentative

of

hair-raising

Going After Christmas Business
After a triumphal campaign and demonstration extended throughout the month of October the talking machine section of C. J.
Heppe & Son, 1115 Chestnut street, has been
successful
in
landing many advance cash
orders for the Christmas season and a larger
number of others on time payment. The campaign and attractively arranged exhibition, held in
headquarters, was a huge success in the drive
for the early placing of Christmas purchases,
Orthophonic and the Brunswick Panawhich recently was added on an extensive scale.
Manager Leo Cromson was promoter of the campaign and exhibition, and exof the

Victor Wholesalers

H. A.Weymann & Son JNC.
Pa.
1108 Chestnut Street -Philadelphia,

trope,

presses gratification over the
cured.
There also has been

good season
radio

for

the

RCA

many

orders se-

enjoyed a very

and Atwater Kent

receiving sets.

Beach's Music Store, Canton, Pa., has added
Columbia Viva-tonal pho-

the complete line of

nographs and

New

Process records.
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HEAR the Eckharmonic is to enjoy the most faithful
f^^g]"^
reproduction of voice or music yet attained in radio.
£

^J

The new Eckophonic

full

floating resonator gives to

^^J/ Eckharmonic reception an exquisite organ-like richness
;f*and volume which renders with equal fidelity the wonderful
depth and roundness of a perfect bass note or the clarity and
I

sweetness of the highest

Eckharmonic

ECKHARDT CORPORATION

In simplicity of control the
new standard.
213 South Broad Street PHILADELPHIA
treble.

sets a
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Working on New Talking
Motion Picture Apparatus

as

Radio Corp. of America, General Electric Co.
and Fox Film Corp. Collaborating on Development of "Pallophotophone"

the

interest was aroused in trade
by the well-authenticated report that
the Radio Corp. of America, the General Electric Co. and the Fox Film Corp. are colloborating on a new talking motion picture system
called the Pallophotophone, which is said to
register sound on a film.
This photographic device, the invention of
Charles A. Hoxie, an engineer of the General

Considerable

circles

Electric

Co.,

is

said to have been

first

tested

high-speed recorder during the World
War at the United States naval radio receiving
station at Otter Cliilfs, Bar Harbor, Me.
a

be two distinct parts to
One device records the
sound and the other reproduces it. The first
consists of a tiny mirror about the size of the

There are said

to

Pallophotophone.

head of a pin, which reflects a beam of light.
The mirror is said to be attached to an exWhen
tremely delicate vibrating diaphragm.
sound waves vibrate the diaphragm, the mirror
oscillates and the reflected beam of light moves

upon a
tion

strip

of film similar to that of a

The

picture.

motion

in

machine,

film

passes

continuous

A

motion picture
synchronism with the sound re-

front of the ray.
in

in

mo-

91

corder,
scene.

makes a picture of the speaker or the
The dancing light beam so delicately

catches the overtones and speech shadings that
an entire chorus can be recorded with entire

according to reports from Schenectady.
Pallophotophone is derived from
two Greek words, "pallo" and "photo," meaning "shaking light."
fidelity,

The name

In far

fame

of

away .Saxony

enjoyed a
ing,

Pa.

there

is

evidence of the

Music House, which has
successful career in the city of ReadTo the hunting lodge of one of the

the Wittich

landed proprietors of the little kingdom nestling on the border of Germany there has been
shipped a Borgia No. 2, purchased at the Leon
Wittich Music House.

—

Last quarter
eight minutes
to play score tied— your favorite has the ball on opponent's twenty yard line
first down
ten yards to go
looks like a touchdown

—

—

Broadcasting coming in fine
play by play and then it
fades away. Tubes are not lit
"A" Battery is out
run
down. This cannot happen to

—
—

those

Complete
With

Tube
An

No

attention required.

"B" Eliminator connection.

No

liquids used.

Small and compact.

—

—

—

who

use the

CHARGER
This deviee keeps the ''A'' Battery fully charged at all times

absolute necessity

—fool

proof and dependable in every
Equipped with a Tungar Rectifying Tube which supa steady charging current to the "A" Battery when the

respect.
plies

When the radio is in operation the charger
disconnected by means of an automatic replay.

set is not in use.
is

Sold to Authorized

Chas* Freshman Co*, Inc*

Freshman Dealers Only

Freshman Bldg. - 2626 W. Washington

-

New York

Blvd., Chicago
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VITA-PHONIC PRODUCTS
Tone Arms — Reproducers
RUDELL

J.

Sales

83 Greene

::

St.,

Improve Steadily in the Buffalo
District as Trade Plans for Holidays
—
—

Higher-Priced Instruments Enjoy a Particularly Brisk Demand Higher-Priced Unit Sales
Larger Dealer Profits Third Radio Show a Success News of the Trade

—

—

Buffalo, N. Y., November 8. Pre-Thanksgiving days in the Buffalo district are finding dealhSers and manufacturers of phonographs

and radio most grateful

to the spirit behind the
consumer's mood to buy. The entire Fall season has been particularly brisk, and optimism
prevails throughout the trade. Inability to meet
the demand for some models is the only un-

favorable report coming from radio dealers.
Record sales are holding up well, averaging

almost double the volume of a year ago. There
a

still

is

brisk

and growing demand for the

finer grade talking machines. The higher-priced
instruments, particularly those electrically operated,
increasing in demand.
are
Public

demonstrations,

which have

proved

the

un-

canny perfect reproduction of these instruments, have been the greatest force in bringing
them into a sudden popular favor, many dealers
believe.

Big Sales of Fada Radio
Curtis N. Andrews is endeavoring to satisfy

demand for
Fada radio receiving sets. Mr. Andrews said
his house has been suffering scmewhat from a
his

dealers in their overwhelming

in receiving sets, but he hopes for early
from this condition. The Fada, he said,
has met every expectation as a receiving instrument, and has pleased his dealers, who have
found it profitable to push the set.
Third Annual Radio Show a Success
The Buffalo Radio Trades Association did itself proud in the conduct of the third annual
radio show held in Broadway Auditorium durFavorable coming the "week of October 18.
ment has been heard on all sides, both from
Manuexhibitors at and visitors to the show.
facturers, jobbers and dealers exhibiting at the
show have expressed keen enthusiasm over re-

shortage

relief

that it rained almost
continuously five of the seven days of show
Entertainment features were of the
week.
highest caliber.
Among attractive booths at the show were
those of the Federal Radio Corp., exhibiting the
Ortho-sonic line; Buffalo Talking Machine Co.,
featuring Federal radio and the Victor; Curtis
N. Andrews, with an exceptionally attractive
sults, in spite of the fact

Fada display; Wholesale Radio Equipment Co.,
showing Magnavox and Freed-Eisemann H. B.
Alderman Co., standing out among other booths
with two revolving shows, featuring the Grebe
line and the Priess; Ed Bihl's booth attracted
much attention with its wigwam and Mohawk
Indians, an animated ad for the Mohawk receiving set, which is distributed by his organization, and was attractively displayed in the
Neal, Clark & Neal, Schwegler
large exhibit.
Brothers and John Kibler had attractive dealer
;

The Iroquois Sales Corp. exhibit feabooths.
tured the Crosley line as well as other products.
Ortho-sonic Popularity Continues
The Buffalo Talking Machine Co. has had a,
very good month, both in talking machines and
records, according to M. O. Grinnell, sales manMr. Grinnell said they were completely
ager.
sold out in Federal Ortho-sonic receiving sets,

hoping daily

Due
only

to

to this

national,

tremendous demand, which
but

international,

the

Radio Corp. has its factory working two shifts,
day and night. This, it is believed, will greatly
relieve the present shortage and the factory
be able to supply its jobbers with instruin time for the holiday trade.

will

ments

Dealers Add Columbia Viva-tonal
Columbia Viva-tonal instruments are coming
to the front in this district by leaps and bounds,
and E. L. Wallace, district manager, has every
reason to be proud of the number of new accounts with dealers of highest standing in this
territory, which he opened recently.
Old Columbia dealers are very enthusiastic over the
new instrument and the records, which have

found a ready response from the buying public here.
W. A. Phillips, head of the Phillips
Music Co., Rochester, is back in the Columbia
ranks, and one of the most enthusiastic boosfers

Mr. Wallace reports several other new acin western New York.
Record sales
have greatly increased and the demand is growing daily, he said. The Masterwork series evidently is filling a great need in records, and
they are meeting a greater public response than
had been hoped for.
Appearance of Art Gillham, Columbia artist,
in Rochester recently, stimulated sales of his
records.
Mr. Gillham visited dealers, autographed his records and in many instances
sang with the Viva-tonal playing his records, in
The Royal Mount Ash
a comparative test.
Welsh Choir, which filled a week's engagement
counts

Shea's Buffalo recently,

at

is

not

Federal

was responsible

to a

Ghatten Discusses
Dealer Service Problems

L.

J.

An

interesting

discussion

of

dealer

service

problems, and the steps being taken by radio
manufacturers to solve them, was embodied in
a letter written recently to the editor of Printers'

Ink by Louis

manager

J.

general

sales

New

York.

Chatten,

of F. A. D. Andrea, Inc.,

The letter follows:
"Your editorial in

the September 30 issue on
the education of retail dealers in proper methods
of servicing radio strikes a responsive chord in

manufacturers who have
made earnest effort to do the very things that
the

hearts

of

radio

you suggest.
"For our part, as one link in the service chain,
we have established a service school in our
Chicago factory branch. Dealers and distributors and their servicemen and salesmen are instructed in proper methods of handling the ordinary service problems that arise in radio.
.

.

is

you are referring to the better type dealer and the better
type manufacturer. As a matter of good busi-

bought

ness

it

a

is

ond only

the

for

increased

sale

of

its

Columbia records.
The Columbia Music Shop, Michigan avenue
and William street, is doing a tremendous
business
in
the
Viva-tonal
and Columbia
records.
This house is receiving some very
effective publicity through its new broadcasting
station.

Adds Sparton Radio Line
H. B. Alderman Co., which recently added the
Sparton line to its stock, reports October business greatly in excess of that of September,
with a constantly growing demand in the three
receiving sets handled,
Grebe Syncrophase
and Priess, together with Sparton.

News

Brieflets

Everett M. Vestor was introduced to members of the Victrola Dealers Association at a
recent meeting, as Victor factory representative

in the

He

Buffalo district.

is

making

his

headquarters at the Hotel Statler.
Samuel Hamilton has joined the Curtis N.

Andrews

staff as a

new member

of the service

department.

Denton, Cottier & Daniels have augmented
radio department with a comprehensive
line of Stromberg-Carlson receiving sets.
Recent visitors in the trade here were W. C.

set.'

That

is

to

say,

if

recognized to-day that service
to

the

original

quality

is

of the

Fuhri, general sales

Phonograph

sec-

mer-

chandise purchased.
dealers are given franchises to-day by

reputable radio manufacturers, it is insisted that
they be in position to render the sort of service

Co.; H.

manager
F.

Columbia

of the

Nickols, district

man-

ager of the Pittsburgh branch; R. J. Mueller,
of the Cleveland office.
While in Buffalo they
made their headquarters at the Buffalo distributing office, and expressed pleasure over
the manner in which Buffalo has accepted the

Columbia

line.

Fire caused loss estimated at several thousand dollars to the Willard Music House, in

Union

street, Olean, N. Y., recently.
Charles Lord has bought the radio stock and
business of Louis Brust, Gasport, N. Y.

As we were

referred to in your editorial.
first

to

establish

the franchise dealer plan

the
in

(which plan is now in operation in important trade centers in foreign countries as
well as being the lifeblood of our retail organization in the United States) we have kept close
to the needs of the dealer, and service has been
the most important plank in our policy of dealer
radio

education.

"Our

service

education

goes

right

through

from factory to distributor and dealer. We have
even gone to the extent of temporarily releasing a Fada foreign representative to a distributing

company

proper servbe given to dealers, and other
tried radio trade processes installed for the
better handling of radio in that far-off land."
ice

schooling

in Australia, so that

may

Atwater Kent and Pooley
Lines at
St.

.

not correct to state that 'there has developed a "Why should we worry?" attitude toward the troubles of the user after he has
"It

degree

great

City

their

for the line.

"Where

receive a large order.

Mean

New York

Louis,

Mo.,

St.

November

Louis
3.

—The

Show
Brown &

Supply Co., of this city, distributor of
Atwater Kent products, was a large exhibitor
Hall
at

show held here. The disKent and Pooley models
spaces on the main floor of the

the recent radio

play

of

Atwater

occupied six
exhibition building and were sumptuously furnished, providing an excellent setting for the
In addition to
display of the merchandise.
these six spaces two additional spaces were
hired on the circular edge of the arena, which
M-as used solely for the display of one of the
current Atwater Kent posters.
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Insuring the stability and the constant

improvement
what

the Hazeltine Corporation

and

Neutrodyne

of

doing

is

to protect

your business

maintain Neutrodyne^s leadership in

to

the field of radio receivers
The Hazeltine Corporation

is

today one of the most

active forces in radio.
Instituted originally to take
over the patents of Professor L. A. Hazeltine; it has
become one of the strongest, most progressively constructive agencies in the entire radio industry.

Hazeltine Corporation are the ones enjoyed by the
distributors and retailers of Neutrodyne apparatus.

Neutrodyne distributors and dealers benefit most

When

they handle Neutrodyne receivers, they are
all absolutely certain that they are selling
radio apparatus that is protected by valid patents.
They are also certain that along with Neutrodyne
comes a real guarantee that the responsibility for the
prosecution of litigation, if any, will be assumed, as to
Neutrodyne receivers, by the Hazeltine Corporation
and by the Independent Radio Manufacturers, Incorfirst

Maintains an extensive engineering laboratory

The Hazeltine Corporation,

in co-operation with its
the Independent Radio Manufacturers, Incorporated, and the fourteen companies who alone are
permitted to manufacture Neutrodyne apparatus,
maintains an engineering laboratory for the sole purpose of improving the Neutrodyne receiver.
These co-operating engineers, designers and inventors have already accomplished some remarkable
licensee,

results.

For example, they developed the first shielded
Neutrodyne receiver.
For over a year and a half,
they worked upon this feature, finally turning it over
to the fourteen licensees to be applied to the manufacture of commercial Neutrodyne sets.
It is noteworthy that this "shielding" principle for
the first time permits the efficient use of more than
two stages of radio amplification, and also that only
because of the peculiar design of the Neutrodyne receiver has anything like full efficiency been possible
in a shielded receiver without sacrifice of stability.
Another example of the work of this laboratory is
to be found in the development of the audio frequency amplifiers. Because of certain improvements,

the reproduction of true and natural tone quality is
now better than ever before. These improvements are
of course for the exclusive use of the licensed Neu-

trodyne manufacturers.

World-uide patent protection

Not only have the Neutrodyne inventions been pro-

of

porated.
In addition they know that Neutrodyne receivers
not only hold a position of leadership today in public
esteem, but that they will continue to lead
they
know that Neutrodyne will always be in advance of the
best developments in radio.

—

Why

such leadership and protection are assured

The continued

activities of the Hazeltine Corporation in the fields of patent and engineering research
are made absolutely certain through a financial ar^
ransement by which the Hazeltine Corporation
receives from the fourteen licensed Neutrodyne
manufacturers a royalty of
of the manufacturer's
net wholesale price.
certain definite proportion of
this revenue will always be used for the protection
of Neutrodyne interests and the improvement of

5%

A

Neutrodyne apparatus.
Play safe with Neutrodyne

5% royalty paid to the Hazeltine Corporation
is not a tax upon Neutrodyne receivers, but a form of
insurance, with the distributors, dealers and users of
Neutrodynes the chief beneficiaries. It comes direct
from the licensed manufacturer, and not from the
This

trade.
tected in all foreign countries, but through the close
watch that is kept on foreign inventions, valuable It is used to stabilize the Neutrodyne receiver as an
rights have been secured from inarticle of merchandise in which any
Look for this trade-mark
ventors abroad.
distributor can safely invest his
LICENSeO BY
Hazeltine vision is world-wide,
money and his reputation.
And it is used to keep the Neuand today the Neutrodyne is an inIts
ternationally famous receiver.
trodyne receiver among the leaders
manufacturers, distributors, dealers
in this ever-improving industry.
I- OATS- NOS. l.4S0.0fi„*^C««^
and users are fully protected in
Play safe with Neutrodyne. It
I.S77..42I
practically all countries.
is backed up, not by mere promises,
OTHER PATENTS PENDING
The great benefits which renot by uncertainty, but by bed-rock
It Is your protection against patent infringesult from these activities of the
principles of honest dealing.
ment liability

UTrooYNF

.

The following fourteen manufacturers are the only ones licensed to manufacture Neutrodyne receivers
and the protective policies outlined above apply only to the Neutrodyne receivers made by them:

THE AMRAD CORPORATION

GAROD CORPORATION

Medford Hillside, Mass.

Belleville, N.

A. D.

Newark, N.
Newark, N.

Rochester, N. Y.

Los Angeles, Cal.

HOWARD RADIO COMPANY,
Chicago,

J.

EAGLE RADIO COMPANY

MANUFACTURING COMPANY

GILFILLAN RADIO CORPORATION

ANDREA, Inc.
New York City
CARLOYD ELECTRIC & RADIO COMPANY
F.

STROMBERG-CARLSON TELEPHONE

J.

Inc.

FREED-EISEMANN RADIO CORPORATION

Buffalo, N. Y.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

HAZELTINE CORPORATION
(Sole owner of "Neutrodyne" patents and trade-inarks)

WM.

J.

MURDOCK

Chelsea, Mass.

E.

THOMPSON MANUFACTURING
Jersey City, N.

111.

KING-HINNERS RADIO COMPANY,

J.

R.

CO.

Inc.

CO.

J.

WARE RADIO CORPORATION
New York

City

THE WORK-RITE MANUFACTURING

CO.

Cleveland, Ohio

INDEPENDENT RADIO MANUFACTURERS,
(Exclusive licensee of Hazeltine Corporation)

Incorporated

:
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Amrad achievements

in

Neutrodyne

radio are based on tliree great ideas
Crosley,

PoAvel

1.

genius

Jr.'s

in

mass production.
2.

Radio

3.

Use

set operation direct
light socket.

of the famous
denser.

from a

Mcrshon Con-

Engineering skill and inventive wizardry are of little practical wortli
until some master of production and
organizer of distributing machinery
can deliver the product into the
public's hands at reasonable prices.

So completely has Powel Crosley,
demonstrated his ability to
make good radios in great quantities
and at high speed that his influence
Jr..

Amrad

in

in

itself

affairs already manifests
this startling fact AM-

NEUTRODYNES AT

FIAD

—

.$(50—

beautifully made and giving wonderful perfonnance. All because of
Crosley's purchasing
power and

standardized

manufacturing meth-

ods.

5-Tube Lamp Socket
Model AC-5
Receiver

Power Unit

85

$130

Radio Power from Light Socket

Amrad's crowning achievement. A
power unit using current direct
from house lighting fixture to furnish A, B and C current to the
radio.
starts

Switcli that turns on radio
current from liglit socket.
Snapped off everything stops. No
batteries nothing to charge.
An
entirely
development in power
supply. Peak efficiency at all times.
This remarkable unit has been

AC

—
NEW

Console ^lodel

Equipped with Battery Type

Set, 5

Tubes, §110

Lamp

Willi
I"

nit, 3

Socket Set and Power
Tubes, .$200

TESTED BY CONSTANT USE IN
HOMES FOR OVER A YEAR.
The Famous Mcrshon Condensers

These condensers are of suflicient
capacity to store enough energy to
supply sudden maximum drains of
plate
current without distorting
musical sounds.
Their use eliminates chemical batteries. They have
great mfd capacity with a "safety
factor of more than 100 per cent beyond demands made upon them in
Amrad radios. These marvelous
condensers smooth out the alternating current ripple giving continuous

direct

current

where

re-

quired.

Beautiful Models

Simple of design and rich in the
elegant finish of the luxurious mahogany. Fittings are the finest.
Dials are recessed behind windows.
Delicate vernier controls.
In the console the celebrated Cros-

MUSICONE has been skillfully
arranged with the front panel forming a baffle board to produce a most
exquisite tone. There is no distortion or choking from the tremendous
power output of the light socket set.
Silk screen protects the cone from
damage.
ley

THE AMR.4D CORP.
Medford Hillside, Mass.
Harold J. Power. Pres.
Write Dept. 7
literature.

L

6,

for illustrative

Cone Table
for

table models

S-522 and AC-5,

$32.

how models pictured above
make a console unit when used witli
Note

cone table.
in.

Match

Crosley Musicone built
table

models

in

finish

Ample room for batpower unit and accessories.

and design.
teries or

I
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Out ofa Clear Shr
TWO

unusual letters have come to us that will interest every dealer
Radio!
in
Entirely unsolicited, they speak far more eloquently about
Fada Harmonated Reception than anything we can say.
After

all

part can

— no

amount of

mean

so

much

or vainglorious boasting on our
as the sincere praise of those who have no
self praise

"axe to grind/'

We thank the
letters

writers

herewith!

,

.

.

publicly and individually

,

.

.

and reprint the

Read them!

THIS

sworn statement came to us,
from the prize-winner of
the I nternational Radio Tests. It is
mighty convincing, isn't it-coming from
unsolicited,

an unbiased user?

an Hotel, Toledo, says about the
tone and reception of the Fada Receiver
and the new Cone Speaker, It proves
more conclusively than anything we
could say, the superiority of Fada.

Dealers who are anxious to capitalize on the public favor for

FADA RADIO HARMONATED RECEPTION
We

should write or wire at once.
will gladly give you the name of your nearest distributor.
Applications for the valuable Fada Franchise will have proper and prompt consideration.

ANDREA,

F. A. D.
1581 Jerome Avenue
Manufacturers of TUNED RADIO

This

what we mean

is

by shielding.

View of Fada 8

chassis

showing full shielding
on tubes

on audio

and

coils

stages.

and

FREQUENCY

INC.

New York

Receivers using the highly efficient

NEUTRODYNE principle

Fada Neutrodyne Receivers
table and furniture
models
5, 6 and 8 tubes
Fada Cone
to
$400.
$85

—
—

—

Speaker— Table Type $35.
Pedestal Floor Type $50.
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The Christmas Demand
a

QUALITY Demand

At Christmas, perhaps more than

at

any

other season of the year, the public shows
its preference for QUALITY in radio receivers.
What better reason for dealers to
prepare now for the Christmas demand with
a complete line of Eagle Radio Receivers!

is your surety of a
To be an Eagle Dealei
profitable season.
is to enjoy the advantages of our liberal
Write for information
trade agreement.

Eagle Radio Franchise

now.

Model K2 Five Tube De Luxe Neutrodytii

Five Tube De Luxe Neutrodyne Receiver
Cabinet finish; Adam Brown Mahogany,
genuine Duco Finish.
Sloping Panel—Art Escutcheon.
Battery Compartments.

Receiver
Cubirii^f finish ;
*U*niiini) Duco

Slopins Panel
Knrti'ry

Width

Finish.

Escutcheon.

Compartments.
15 Va

h^ntrth

List

Adam Brown Mahogany

— Art

Price

inche.s

;

heiRlit

l.^V'

15^

Width

inches

length

inches.
$185.

We recommend Power

Is

List

inches: height
inches.
$175.

We recommend Power

Tube.

Console
Spinet Table

Brown
Mahogany

Adam

Genuine

Duco

Finish.

Width
inches,

X^Vz
height

28^ inches,
length 40 inches.
List PricQ $35.

Modei

M

Tube.

Cabinet

Duco

Genuine

Model K3 Re-

Finish.

Battery and
partment.

Speaker

Width 19V^
inches,

inches, height 30
length 40 inches.

Disappearing Doors.
List

Pricu

$75.

$95

Eagle Radio Co»
Boy den Place

Newark,

inches:

Brown
Mahogany

Adam

Vive Tithe Neutrodyne, List Price

16

13^

ZIV2.

price

J»

ceiver with Console Cabinet
Showing c o
plete assembly as

m

Console Model.
List Price $250.
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NEWModels of-

•

GimiiAN
hand-carved Walnut cabinet. Fiveincluding
tube
Neutrodyne
"power" tube. Tw:q Vernier action controls. Two Radio and two

Audio Stages. Registers full scale
Operates with
on cone speaker.
Battery Eliminators, if desired.
Plenty of range and marvelous
Tone with exceptional selectivity.

Mn(\p\ ICS
IVlUaet
medium-size

^"

beautiful

hand

cabinet.

carved
Six-tube

-

"power"
including
Single Vernier action control.
Three Shielded Radio and
two Audio Stages. Specially seSpace for
lected Cone Speaker.
all Batteries or Battery Elimina-

Neutrodyne
tube.

tors.

Wonderful Tone, Range and

Selectivity.

ivioaei

cabinet
7^ Table
No.
set.

2V[odeI
ir.ic»u-ct

v^v/

20

,,,ith

30

P"dsome

mahogany console.

All units
Neutrodyne.
shielded in copper (including one
"power" tube). Two Vernier ac-

Six-tube

Three Radio and
tion controls.
two Audio Stages. Special Cone
Speaker registering full scale.
for all Batteries or BatEliminators.
Great range,
with marvelous Tone and Selectivity
a superior set in every de-

Space
tery

—

tail.

Wnc\p\ H-V
dC]
IVlOaet
The New

Gilfillan

Model

20 Single Dial Control and Shielded

Table

cabinet

with No. 30

set.

Radio Stages

These new Qilfillan models are most attractive to the buyer and will
demonstrate their superiority in competitive tests for TONE, CLARITY,
RANQE and SELECTIVITY. Place order through your jobber.
Send for beautifully illustrated circular, giving prices and full details,
to

our nearest

office.

Gilfillan Bros. Inc.
25

Wilbur Ave., Long Island

City, N. Y. 1815

Venice Blvd., Los Angeles,

Calif.

2525

W. Penn Way, Kansas

City,

Mo.
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JOHN

H. WILSON, Managei-

324 WASHINGTON

ST.,

BOSTON, MASS.
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DOiTON ^EN&LAND
which he says

Feeling of Optimism Ushers in the

HoHday Season

New

in

England Field
—

Goods to Meet Demands of Gift Buyers Predicted by Some Retailers Wholesalers
Busy Keeping Stocks of Dealers Up to Mark News Activities of the Trade

Scarcity of

—

way

the

back

is

is

talking

selling well.

Joe says that the

machine business

is

coming

reminiscent of old days. The best proof
of the busy times now being experienced by the
house is the fact that the shipping, sales and

forces have had to be increased.
Roy
Decker and Robert Stewart are the men
added to the field staff, the former to cover the
State of Maine. The latter has not yet had a
definite
territory' assigned him.
Mr. Decker
comes to the company with an established reputation in the radio field. Joe Burke had a call
the other day from Charles C. Henry, the radio
engineer of the Sonora Phonograph Co., and he
reported a gratifying situation everywhere in
the radio and accessory lines.
office

L.

—

Boston, Mass., November 8. The month is
ushered in with a renewed feeling of confidence
that the year is to make a far better showing
than was recorded for 1925, that is, so far as the
talking machine business and the radio, too, are

concerned.
In the talking machine industry
with the new types of perfected instruments on
the market the cry already is being heard of a
possible scarcity of goods at the eleventh hour,
a cr}' that sounds rather familiar and is remiCertain it is that dealniscent of other days.

everywhere are showing a marked interest
in the new types and are ordering in large numbers.
As most of the instruments are handsome models they add considerably to window
displays and are accordingly attracting much attention wherever shown.
President Knuepfer Entertains
Several of the talking machine boys enjoyed
the hospitality of President Knuepfer, of the
New England Music Trade Association, when
ers

he entertained the members at the Merrimack
Valley Country Club, outside of Lawrence, a
It certainly was a most
couple of weeks ago,
enjoyable occasion and Harry Spencer, in par-

showed up pretty well in the golf which
occupied most of the day. In the evening, after
more of the boys had motored out from Boston,
a good dinner was served in the club house,
which was thoroughly enjoyed by all. President Knuepfer sat at the head of the table, and
following the feast there was a free-for-all disticular,

cussion of

ways and means of making the assoand more efifective body, for it

ciation a bigger

was the consensus

of opinion that there

is

a dis-

only each individual member would do his share toward
President
limelight.
the
into
pushing
it
Knuepfer was deservedly shovv'ered with congratulations for staging so pleasant a party.
tinct place for the organization

Radio

When

in

Every

Room

at

if

New

Statler

opened its
guests will be regularly regaled with any entertainment that may be "on the air," for the
the

new Hotel

Statler

is

management

has decided to install sufficient
apparatus so that guests in every room may get
almost what they want in the way of news or
entertainment. The system to be installed is a
two-channel one furnished by the Graybar
Electric Co.
While radio in hotels is not a
new idea, the method to be installed in the
Statler is the first of its kind in any local hotel.

And

don't forget that the

Trade Association

is

New England

Music

W.

to be the first organization

One

A. Fisher Now Ditson Vice-President
of the important pieces of news grati-

after

hold a strictly social function in the hotel
the official opening. That's thanks to
President Knuepfer and Secretary Billy Merrill,
who only has to go out the rear door of his
Boylston street establishment and cross the

fying to the trade is the announcement that^ at
a meeting of the stockholders of the Oliver
Ditson Co., held on Monday, November 1, William Arms Fisher was elected vice-president of

street to get into the Statler.

the house,

Eastern T. M. Co. Reports Shortage
Herbert Shoemaker, of the Eastern Talking
Machine Co., is one of those who is unable to
get an adequate amount of Victor goods for

whose

which, he says, dealers are clamoring. November started off right smart and there seems to
be no reason why, once in the swing, the Eastern will not pile up a respectable volume of
Shoemaker
business to the end of the year.
had a call the other day from Ralph S. Cron,
district manager of the Victor Co., who stayed

ing

to

town several days.
Vitaphone Draws Large Audiences
The Warner Bros.' Vitaphone has reached
Boston. It and John Barrymore in "Don Juan"
opened Friday, October 29, at the Colonial
Theatre, and large audiences have been the rule
in

since.

The

daily papers speak with consider-

able enthusiasm of the

new

device which gives

the audience both the person and the voice of

Mischa Elman, Marion
and others.
Busy Days at Sonora Headquarters
The J. H. Burke Co., at 219 Columbus avenue,
handling the Sonora line, reports business as
coming along very well and Joe, the spokes-

numerous

stars such as

Talley, Martinelli

man

for the house, speaks

astically

of the

especially enthusi-

new Sonora model D, a

line

llllllllllllllllllllllllillllllilllllillillllllllllllllilllllllilll
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The Harvest Time

succeeding Clarence A. Woodman,
sudden death^ occurred several weeks
ago. For thirty years Mr. Fisher has been editor and publishing manager of the house and

will continue

to retain his position as publish-

Mr. Fisher's able assistant,
Charles F. Manney, at the same time becomes

manager.

David C. King sales manager.
Maine Dealers Add Columbia Line
Our friend Bill Parks, New England manager for the Columbia Co., was up in Maine a
week or so ago and in company with young
George Donnelly traversed the principal places
editor and

in the Pine Tree State; and it is significant that
almost everywhere he found dealers in a happy
mood and all of them looking for a splendid
business from now on to the holidays. While
in Maine, Bill signed up several big dealers to
handle the Columbia output. Later Parks went
to Worcester and the territory thereabouts and
was in the company of John J. Moore. At the
Hotel Bancroft, in Worcester, Parks and Moore
staged a fine exhibit of the Viva-tonal instruments. One likes to hear of good business, so
it is in order to make mention of the fact that
Bill Parks says September and October com-

bined produced a big amount of Columbia business and that October showed bigger out(Continued on page 100)
iiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniin^

Is

Here

For Victor dealers who have properly prepared their
stocks and their organizations to meet it, the day of opportunity
is

to

is

here. National interest in the

now being developed
meet

all

We

new Victor products

into real sales with stocks available

normal demands.
can help you prepare

to get

your share.

Victor Exclusively
Oliver Ditson Go.
BOSTON

eiiiiiiiieiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiimiiiiiuiuiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiNiiuiuiiiiin

Chas. H. Ditson
NEW YORK

&

Co.

:
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Pertinent

Facts
which

make
i>^•^^;.s-^fr^5;•~'•;;'

:

New England a Foremost Radio Market
There are only THREE broadcast stations
in Boston which operate on a daily time
schedule. They are widely enough separated
to prevent any interference with each other.
WEBI is a part of the WEAP chain, and

Ideal

Broadcast
Service

WBZ

a part of the

is

New England

WJZ

chain, so that
gets the very finest programs

Every section of New England is "covered" by broadcasting. Those sections which

Entire
Territory

cannot get Boston direct with a degree of
consistency can get entertainment from the
Springfield hook-up with Boston WBZ, or the
Providence hook-up with Boston WNAC.

Served

There are 8,000,000 people in New England
and a total wealth ot $25,000,000,000. There

that go on the air.

Programs
Every Night

—

notably
the country
New York and Chicago are hampered by
many stations and the promiscuous
too
"pirating" of wave lengths. It is from such
sections that reports of "Chaos in broadThere is no such concasting" originate.
Several

Splendid

dition

tener

sections

In
is

of

—

New England Radio. Every lisassured of a good program every

Power to
Buy Is

are 20,000
occupied by
of railroad
15,000 miles

Here in
New England

night.

Industries

owners.

and 1,300.000 homes
There are 7,859 miles

1,238 miles

of coast line.
There are
of State highways.
1,049 banks and 500 Gas and Electric Light
Companies.
There are over 2.000.000 students in 10,400 schools and 54 colleges ;. 7 1/4%
of the country's population is in New England and 40% of the savings of the United
States are here.
lines,

This Qreat, Wealthy, Susceptible Market
Is *^Covered Like a Blankef* hy

The acknowledged "Voice
Here
Are the

of

Figures
of the

RADIO ADVERTISING

Netv England"

BOSTON NEWSPAPERS ?r

THE BOSTON POST
Globe
Herald
Advertiser

366,609 lines
257^546 lines
lines

89,44S lines
61,620 lines

The Post Has a Dominating Lead

in

So Far This Year
Post
Post
Post
Post

LEADS the Globe
LEADS the Herald
LEADS the Advertiser
LEADS the American

by
by
by
by

BOTH

Local and National Radio Advertising

Only
109,063
128,039
277,161
304,989

lines
lines
lines

ONE

Newspaper

in the entire
United States (published in
York
City) carries more Radio Advertising
than the Boston Post.

New

lines

The Boston

Post's sound, constructive and informative Radio Editorial
Policy, plus a rigid censorship of Radio Advertising, has made The Post

an

outstanding

.ys

(Inclasive)

American

The
The
The
The

in radio matters

example

of

COMPLETE READER CONFIDENCE

Special Representatives

THE KELLY-SMITH

CO.
York, Philadelphia.
Chicag^o, Boston

New

BOSTON POST RADIO ADS PULL
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Optimism Permeates the
New England Trade Field
{Continued from page 98)
put than almost any other branch of the company in the country.

W.

C.

manager

Fuhri, vice-president and general sales

Columbia Co., was a Boston
visitor a short time ago and he expressed himself as well pleased with the progress that was
being made by the New England department,
and especially with such Henderson concerns
as the C. F. Hovey Co., the R. H. White Co.
and the Shepard Stores.
Manager Parks has added to his New England Columbia department Mr. Clark, an Exeter
of

the

whom

he has placed in the record
ordering department, and in addition three men
have been added to the warehouse division of
the Columbia to take care of the incoming and
outgoing record shipments.
Bright Outlook for Brunswick
Harry Spencer, Boston manager of the
graduate,

Brunswick Co., reports a brisk demand for
Brunswick goods with the prospects fine for
continued big business, provided sufficient goods
can be received from now till Christmas. Two
new connections which the Boston headquarters
have lately consummated are the Le Favor
Music Co., at Salem, and the Atherton Furniture Co., at Waterville, Jile., both of which
The Panatrope is
placed large initial orders.
reported to be coming along finely and throughout the New England territory it has been finding its place in a number of fine homes.
The Program Book at the Radio Show
In conjunction with the Sixth Annual Boston
Radio Exposition held in the Mechanics Building last month, there was issued a program and
feature book that is well worthy of mention.
The book was 112 pages in size with an attractive cover in colors. In addition to the program
of events and listing of the various exhibits
there are a
Credit for

number of interesting feature stories.
this book and its excellent arrange-

ment is due Carl M. Frost, its editor. Mr. Frost
is one of the prominent advertising men in the
city of Boston and head of Harry M. Frost Co.,
Inc., advertising agents for the Tower Mfg. Co.,
the Boudette Mfg. Co., Chelsea Radio Co. and
other prominent radio firms.
A Popular New Record Artist
The Brunswick, on November 1, released the
first recording of the voice of Big Brother Bob
Emery, WEEI announcer, which will be specially interesting
this

territory,

news

for

to the lovers of radio in

everyone

listening

in

is

familiar with Big Brother.
The record is a
double-face ten-inch one containing the songs

so

well

known

to

thousands

of

children

New

England. It is hoped by the
is co-operating with the
Edison Electric Illuminating Co. of Boston on
this record, that the boys and girls of New
England will have this record in their homes.
J'he number of the record is 3346.
Through- the courtesy of Harry Spencer a
Brunswick Panatrope was put to good use in
the office of the Boston Transcript Election
The Panatrope was attached directly to
night.
speakers and this service by way of
loud
the
ente. tainment happily supplemented the reguannouncements as to the
lar bulletin board
course of the election as the records came into

throughout
l.'.runswick

the

Co.,

which

November

15,

1926

&

Montague Add to
Fleet of Delivery Trucks

Trilling

More Prompt Service Given Dealers by New
Trucks, Which Are Also Used to Advertise
the Lines Carried by This Firm
Philadelphia,

November

Pa.,

5.

—Trilling

&

Montague, of this city, wholesale radio distributors, have put in commission a fleet of new

office.

Melody Shop Has "Opening"
of Store in Bismarck, N. D.
H. L. Dahners, for many years the big dealer
Mandan, N. D., handling Brunswick, Victor,
Columbia and Edison, has annexed new inter-

at

—

—

Bismarck the State capital across the
river. He bought the Brunswick stock of Webb
Bros, and opened a splendid new general music
store, to be known as "The Melody Shop." On
phonographs he will feature Brunswick and
cuts at

He

Columbia.
instruments,

handling a

full

line

Ludwig drums and

the

is

Conn

of

Baldwin

piano.

The opening was October
Brunswick representative
sisted

at

the

opening,

S.

9.

Hilde,

A.

North Dakota,

in

as-

away souvenirs

giving

and furnishing music by the Brunswick Pana-

About 2,000 people called at the store.
Dahners is very optimistic regarding
phonograph business and placed a large order
trope.

An Attractive Delivery Truck
delivery trucks, one of which is shown in the
accompanying photograph.

These trucks, while
primarily designed to provide prompt service to
dealers in all parts of Philadelphia and surrounding

provide

also

territory,

some

excellent

publicity

by the
As may be seen, aside from the name
of the company and its familiar phrase "Grow
with us" there are featured upon the truck
Zenith radio, Kolster radio, RCA radiotrons and
Rectrons. These trucks are painted in harmonious colors and have already become a familiar
for

of the various lines distributed

company.

Philadelphia.

sight to residents of

Mr.

for all models.

Ralph Bretzner
R. T. Davis,

to

Inc.,

Represent
in the East

Ralph Bretzner, 160 West Forty-fifth street,
New York City, was recently appointed factory
representative of Richard T. Davis, Inc., for
Mr. Bretzner will hanthe Eastern territory.
Vogue
dle the complete Davis line, including
The
and the Mastro-Ortholian.
speakers
the
at
interest
wide
Mastro-Ortholian created
being
Shows,
Radio
Chicago
New York and
master
the first receiving set with movable
operated in conjunction
volume power reproducer.
control

with

a

full-

is made that the Saxophone
musical merchandise, has
small
featuring
Shop,
Smith
been opened as a division of the A. B.
the
features
shop
Piano Co., Akron, O. The

Announcement

King

line

of instruments.

New

Prices on Several
Stewart- Warner Radio Sets

During the latter part of October new and
lowered prices were announced for several of
the
radio products of the Stewart- Warner

Speedometer Corp., Chicago.
are as follows:

The new prices
Model 300 table type receiver,
new price $50; model 305 table

formerly $65,
set, formerly $95, now $75; model 315, a console
receiver, formerly $250, now $200; model 410
console table, formerly $65, now $35; model
400 cone type reproducer, formerly $25, now
$17.50, and model 405 horn type reproducer,
formerly $17.50, now $12.50.
On Sunday, October 31, there appeared in
leading newspapers throughout the country announcement of the new prices and StewartWarner dealers tied up simultaneously with the
reduction through newspaper advertising and
window displays. The Stewart-Warner Speedometer Corp. prepared for its dealers a number
of helps and suggestions for the retailers to
follow in merchandising the receivers.

Without
Question

Theatrical Stars to Broad-

Finest

Following

RADIO
CABINETS
New

Catalog

for Season

1926-1927
Just Off Press

You Have

a

You Cannot
Your Good
Customers.

Cabinets for Every Purpose Three Complete

—

Lines

836 Cedar

Street,

ROCKFORD,

of

intention to
highest quality in

the

well-known Eveready Hour, the National
Carbon Co. announces the engagement of a
group of theatrical stars who will perform
before the microphone each Tuesday evening
during the Winter.
Eddie Cantor and Julia
Marlowe have already appeared before the
microphone during the Eveready Hour, and
the

the

of These HighGrade, Quality Cabinets on Your Sales

THE PIERSON COMPANY,

announced

its

new

star will be featured in addi-

tion to the established artists

Few

Floor
Serve

out

broadcast programs

each week a

Write Today
Unless

Eveready Hour

cast in

America's

ILL.

Eveready

group.

The

and orchestra of
Eveready Hour,

one of the oldest features on the air, is broadTuesday evening from station
cast
each
WEAF, New York, and a group of affiliated
stations.
It was also announced that Frank Croxton,
concert and light opera bass, is filling Wilfred
Glenn's place as a stafT artist of the Eveready
Hour during Mr. Glenn's engagement in Lon-

Mr. Croxton
graph record artist.

don.

is

also

known

as a

phono-

—
November
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$15 00
(West of Rockies,

An

U8M)

astonishingly low price
22-inch Windsor

for this

Cone Loudspeaker mounted on sounding board am!
supplied with easel.
Can
be hung on wall or stood
on table or floor.

^is Amazing New Cone Speaker
Hangs on Wall or Stands on
NOW

This Windsor Cone Loudspeaker Console
p

e

with

d

a

is

equip-

22-inch

the radio world enjoys a

Table!

new

sensation

—

a

22-ineh

cone loudspeaker mounted on a sounding board and
equipped with an easel back so that it can be hung on the wall,
stood on a table, or placed on the floor.

Windsor Cone LoudspeakIts

er.

and

is

top

is

29" high.

30" X 17"

The

tery shelf provides

space for batteries, charger,

battery eliminator and

Beauti-

other equipment.
fully

finished

Mahogany

or

in

And

bat-

ample

either

Walnut.

Price only

this

is

the

famous Windsor Cone Loudspeaker fhat

re-

produces all the tones as they are broadcast. From the deepest
throated pipes of the largest organ to the softest note of a
crooning lullaby
from full volumed brass of a band playing
"The Stars and Stripes Forever" to the last faint note of
"Home, Sweet Flome" played by a master violinist every
tone, every sound is reproduced with perfect fidelity in all its
beauty, just as it entered the microphone.

—

$2900
(West of Rockies, S35)

In

this

Windsor Console

combined

is

both

the

Windsor Moulded Composition Horn Loudspeaker
and the 18-inch Windsor
Cone Loudspeaker.
The
top

is

all

Ample

equipment

rear.

Walnut

Price
or

advertising campaign appearing this season will send many
radio enthusiasts into your store to see and hear these remarkable cone and horn loudspeakers combined with fine furniture.

battery

space

provided by large shelf
finished

Write or wire at once lor illustrations and prices covering
models of Loudspeakers and Loudspeaker Consoles com-

prising the extensive Windsor line, together with the iiniisiially
liberal trade discounts. The extensive magazine and newspaper

30" X 17" and stands

29" high.

and

This wall and table model Windsor Cone Loudspeaker has
no equal in value in the world of radio. When compared with
the average cost of cone-type loudspeakers of even smaller size
and without the sounding board and easel back, the cost of this
W^indsor model is amazingly low.

is

in

in

Electrical

Mahogany

Windsor Furniture Company

$4800
(West of Rockies, $55)

Depaitmenl

World's Largest Manufacturers and Originators of Loudspeaker Consoles

With Moulded Composition
Horn Loudspeaker and 18inch Cone Loudspeaker

1426 Carroll Avenue

Chicago, Illmois

Los Angeles Branch, 917 Maple Ave.
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Richmond Public Turn "Ad Writers"

Win

—

Talking Machine Dealer Sells Idea to the Local Newspaper Competition Attracts Attention to
Latest Model Instruments Business Continues Good News of the Month

—

—

Richmond, Va., November 9. Three talking
machines with built-in superheterodyne radio re-

—

oversold on this particular model and that it
will probably be some time before he will be
able to catch up with his orders.
Although the outing season is now over the

ception units, with a total value of $2,150, are
being offered as prizes in a novel ad contest
stag-ed by the News Leader, Richmond's after-

James Cowan

noon newspaper.

reports

that

with
ored

local

Officials

Corley

the

of

the idea and submitted

it

Co.

conceived
Leader.

first

to the

News

The paper quickly appreciated the value of it
and proceeded to put it into execution.
The Columbia Furniture Co. utilized a
Hyperion Electrola in putting over a "phantom
music" stunt at the Colonial Theatre.
In
different parts of the auditorium cone speakers
were placed, connected by wires with the
Hyperion concealed behind the stage. Selections were rendered during the performance,
alternating with the orchestra.
For the guidance of the audience these were included in
program.
the
The idea was carried out
through an entire week and is reported to have
proved a distinct success. At any rate, executives of the company say that they were more
than pleased at the reception accorded it.
James K. Polk, Inc., distributor of Sonora
phonographs and Okeh records, did a particularly good volume of business in October in
this

territory,

manager
addition

of
to

according

the

to

Charles

Richmond branch

Virginia

J.

In

number

and North Carolina,

this

phonograph

lines

is

servant

among

the col-

purchasers are a
who carry it to and

the

girls,

when they

are not busy.

W.

the sales staff

Corley

the

New Fada

B.

He

Co.

returns

to

the

company

from Greensboro, N. C, where he had anothei

traverses the entire length of the greater city,
because the Fada factory is located in the ex-

connection for several years.
The Columbia Furniture Co., which is now
concentrating on the Atwater Kent in the radio
line,

reports

that

the

new

single-dial

set

treme northern section, adding to
value.

its

publicity

Incidentally, the driver has not been in-

structed to keep of? the busy thoroughfares.

is

meeting with a warm reception from its trade
and is proving a big seller. The company is
open every Monday evening from 7 to 10, giving radio demonstrations, and finds the idea
to be working exceedingly well.
Radio fans
attend the demonstrations in goodly numbers,

the Sonora consolette, reis greatly

Truck

black and orange are utilized in such a way
as to make it an outstanding piece of traveling
advertising.
It is pointed out that the truck

Guerrant has rejoined
of the wholesale department of

of the Corley Co.

Mr. Rey says that he

An

entirely

remodeled

and

modern music

now enjoyed by M. F. Malarkey, Pottsville, Pa., with much larger space devoted to the
The record departtalking machine section.
ment now is removed to the front.
house

is

CLEAN-CUT
PROFITS
—make your

business prosper.

an instrument before he

Our
cities

sales

in

locality

An
several

before

There

invests.

organization with

are no strings tied to Jewell Sales.

representatives in

States and foreign countries

the United

—co-operate with you

in

Every buyer wants

Jewell quality and dependability insure satisfied customers.
principal

—

in

your

keeping your stock complete.

advertising program covering the United States and
foreign countries keeps our products constantly
the buying

public

and we

also

have circulars for

mail and counter distribution.

Your customers ask
Pattern No. 107 Jr.

for Jewell instru-

ments because they recognize their merit

Tube Checker

Pattern No. 107 Junior Tube Checker for the set owner's use in
establishing the condition of his tubes at home is a very popular
item.
It plugs into the tube socket in the set, giving a test under
actual operating conditions.

Pattern

No.

135-C 0-7.5-150 volt portable voltmeter

Send

is

a

very

for our prices

Pattern No. 135-C Portable

Voltmeter

"De Luxe"

A

and B battery
satisfactory instrument. Its double scale for testing
voltages, circuits, filament voltage chargers, etc., makes it adaptable
polished
Its handsome appearance
to the use of the set owner.
black bakelite case, silvered movement parts, silvered scale with
Its superior quality
black characters— all lend to its desirability.
identifies it as a typical Jewell instrument.

—

and discounts

Jewell Electrical Instrument Co*
1650

Ad

A new truck, with a striking Fada advertisement on both sides, has been added to the fleet
operated by F. A. D. Andrea, Inc., Nevy York,
manufacturer of Fada radio, for deliveries in
the metropolitan zone.
The Fada colors of

Carryola,

John H. Cowan, a son of Mr. Cowan, formerly with the James Cowan Co., now a road man
for Goldberg Bros., Pathe distributor, is to be
married November 20 to Miss Catherine Busse,
The young man travels Vira Richmond girl.
ginia, Maryland and portions of Pennsylvania
and Ohio.
Mrs. David Atwood, formerly Miss Elsie
Applegate, who was married recently, has rejoined the sales staff in the retail department

office

tailing at $95.

of

as well as

has supervision over two
counties in West Virginia in the vicinity of
Bluefield and seven counties in extreme northOne of the best sellers in the
east Tennessee.
distributing

Among

the

Andrea Adds
Truck With Striking

F. A. D.

going strong

is

especially

trade,

element.

retail?

instrument

1926

from their places of employment, getting much
enjoyment out of it during periods of work

Rey,

office.

its

which

Co.,
this

15,

evincing deep interest in them, according to
Jack Herbert, manager of the radio department. A number of direct sales are reported
to have resulted from the experiment.
Goldberg Bros, have remodeled their offices
on the ground floor of their establishment on
Governor street, near Main, enlarging the space.

to
as Prizes

Talking Machines Given

November

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

WALNUT STREET
'26 Years

Making Good Instruments'
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he most
distinctive set

ever

made

(5W:E ARE PROUD TO ANNOUNCE

The New Thermiodyne
Treasure Chest Receiver
A

development of the famous Master Control
Thermiodyne still giving joy in thousands of homes.

Algonquin
Blended
Speaker

logical

Turning one dial brings in station after station all the
way from 200 to 550 meters. But this is not just another
"single dial" receiver. It is an entirely new, completely
shielded, seven-tube, tuned radio frequency set of exceptional range, power and purity of tone.
The

cabinet is an exact replica in hand-wrought iron of a medieval
treasure chest in the Spanish Museum. All-metal construction insures double shielding against internal and external inductance, as
well as complete protection against damage in shipment.

We

guarantee to prepay express both ways on any set that does
not give satisfaction. That's how good we know it is!

Vassur
Speaker

Write
line.

NOW

for details of our complete new
Every day you wait you are losing money.

ALGONQUIN ELECTRIC COMPANY, Inc.
LEO POTTER,

Main

Office,

Vresiaenl

120 Broadway,

New

York, N. Y.

Factories: Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

The '^e
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New

Radio Stand
Introduced to the Trade

Artistic

Progressive

Musical Instrument
nounces Special Wrought-Iron
Atwater Kent Model 35

A new
ci'iving

and an

set

has

Progressive

An-

Corp.

Stand

for

stand for a radio rebeen intioduced by the
Instrument Corp., 319

artistic

just

Musical

November

over two hundred dealers are enjoying
this piece of furniture.
Production
on these wrought-iron radio receiving set
stands is being constantly increased and the
Progessive company -"States that it will be able
to make deliveries over widespread territory
during the next few weeks.

Firm Taken Over by Herman
Unique Reproduction Co.,
Make Motors for Portables

R. K. Smith, Kellogg Radio
Manager, Eastern Visitor

by Herman Segal,
Unique Reproduction Co.,

price,

sales

Executive of the Kellogg Switchboard & Supply Co., Chicago, During Visit to New York,
Mide Headquarters at Boley-Oliver Co.
R.

ment

Motor Corp.

Silent

of

K. Smith, manager of the radio departof

the

&

Kellogg Switchboard

Supply'

Co., Chicago, 111., was a recent visitor to New
York, making his headquarters at the BoleyOliver Co., 1440 Broadway, New York, Kellogg
Mr.
sales representative in Eastern territory.
Smith, who had recently completed a trip to
the Coast, was keenly enthusiastic regarding
the reports of Kellogg jobbers and dealers in

where good business
and optimism seem to be general.
The Kellogg line has been making splendid
headway throughout the country, and only recently Sherman, Clay & Co. and Grinnell Bros.,
two of the foremost music houses, were appointed Kellogg jobbers. While in New .York
Mr. Smith was delighted to learn of the deal
closed by the Boley-Oliver Co. with th"e-Landay chain of stores whereby Kellogg products
At
are being featured to splendid advantage.
the present time the Kellogg plant is working

Increase

The

purchase

recent

1926

15,

to

Its Facilities

of

Corp.

Segal, President,

to

the

Continue

Motor

Silent

president

to

the

of

New

York, manufacturer of Add-A-Tone reproducers, has been
the

subject

of

comment

general

in

the

trade

and Mr. Segal has received many letters of
congratulation from manufacturers, jobbers and
dealers.
According to its present plans the

Motor Corp. will not only continue the
production of its single-spring motors for port:^ble phonographs, but
will also increase its
facilities to provide for the manufacture of
good-sized quantities of double-spring motors.
Silent

the leading trade centers,

to capacity to take care of the orders received

from jobbers and dealers and Mr. Smith is
doing everything possible to give the company's representatives efficient service and co-

I

Wrought Iron Radio Stand

Artistic

Sixth

avenue.

New

Yor]<

City.

This

stand

embodies the new wrought-iron vogue and is
especially
designed for the Atwater Kent
model 35.
It is finished in two-tone brown
and gold to match this well-lcnown receiver
and mal<es a very fitting combination, as the
reproduced photograph herewith shows.
Besides holding the radio set this wrought-iron
stand has a special battery compartment large
enough to hold a storage battery, three 45-volt
"B" batteries, a "C" battery or substitute power
equipment.
The Progressive Musical Instrument Corp.
introduced this new stand in the metropolitan
area and, due to its attractiveness and popular

operation.

Double Spring

The

Silent

has

attained

Extension

of

the

talking

machine business

has been planned by Proprietor Werner, of the
New Holland Music House, at New Holland,
In line with the expansion of the talkPa.
ing machine stocks there has been acquired an
Two floors now are
additional floor space.

Four
being devoted to the Victor business.
hearing rooms have been added and the entire structure remodeled and redecorated into
one of the most attractive of emporiums in that
section.

tremendous success, but factory
heretofore were not sufficient to en-

facilities

company to make double-spring
volume. Under Mr. Segal's direction,
however, these facilities have been materially
increased and plans are being made for the
production of both types of motors.
The Silent double-spring motor, which is
the

i'.ble

motors

also

Expands Department

Motor
motor for portables

Silent

single-spring

of

in

well

known

to

trade, has a number
including extreme sim-

the

features,

distinctive

To replace a
of spring replacement.
spring the motor need not be taken off the
motor board, for by releasing two screws
which hold the spring barrel it is possible to
remove the broken spring immediately and replace a new one without any additional labor.
plicity

Frederic Tietz, Jr., Opens
Musical Booking Office
Albany Talking Machine Dealer Forms Booking Office for Purpose of Encouraging and
Aiding Young Talented Artists

r "IRON HORSE"

on

PADDED PROTECTION COVERS

OLIVE DRAB DENIM

,

Let It Rain
Let It Pour
Let It Snow
Will your phonographs be thoroughly protected in delivery
during the winter season?
Now is the time to think of

moving covers.
Write your jobber or direct to
us today.
Padded Covers, Form Fitting, with Strap
and Buckle Attached. Also Styles for Every Make
of Talking Machine or Radio.

All Styles

A. L.
224-226

REACH TEXTILE

COTTON GOODS

EAST 42ND

Mx\IN OFFICE

ST.

AND SALESROOM

Broadway. No fee will be charged for
and it will not be until suitable
engagements have been arranged for the musician or dancer or theatrical act that any charge
will be made.
Mr. Tietz is well known throughout the entire country as an authority on musical matters and is a descendant of a famous musical
family, dating back in the profession for more
712

registration

than ISO years of continuous activity musically,
both in this country and Europe.
Aside from the laudable features of this plan
to encourage and help place talented artists, the
retail establishment of Mr. Tietz is certain to
profit

musical

The music

prominence

in

store should be the

step in gaining such a position.
It was Mr. Tietz who first put into effect the

Paramount policy

Manufacturers

CANVAS SPECIALTIES

YORK,

proprietor's

the

circles.

and the formation

CO., Inc.

NEW

from

central point in the musical activities of a city
of a booking office is a long

Reliable Manufacturing Standard Always Maintained

Mill Contractors

—

Y., November 5.
Frederic Tietz,
Tietz Shoppe,
proprietor
the
Frederic
of
Jr.,
talking machine dealer, recently announced,
through advertisements in the newspapers of
Albany, Troy and Schenectady, the formation
of a booking office for musical and theatrical
talent to be conducted at his establishment at

Albany, N.

N. Y.

of selling records,

by which

records are sold without their being played,
thereby safeguarding the public against purchasing worn-out records and guaranteeing first
run records which have never been played.

No\^MBER

15,
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Sensible Prices!
No

product in the history of the phonO'
graph business has ever been received

with more enthusiasm than these
Artone Creations

The

reception accorded

as a virtual triumph
artistic

—

them can only be described
for their remarkable tone,

appearance, unusual eye value and un-

matched SENSIBLE PRICES!

V.

Patents

Pcndin.,

List Prices

No. 65, Nickel
Mo. 75, Cold

^65
^75

Satisfied
No.

1

$30

€
and

Satisfactory Profits
with
No. 2

$25

No. 3

$2750

new

Long Island

City, M. Y.
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Launched by

Retailers in Pittsburgh
Satisfactory Sales Gains Recorded— New Sonora Dealer Agencies Announced — Edison Fhonograph Holds Center of Stage in "The Romance of Music" — Other Trade Activities of the Month
Pittsburgh, Pa., November
— Marked im- was characterized as "a Presentation of the
8.

well as personal
ers

A

calls.

were fortunate enough

number
to

of retail deal-

heed the advice of

some time ago, who stated

the jobbers

that

all

indications pointed to a shortage of high-grade
talking machines. This prediction is now being
verified.

Brunswick Sales Increase
Sales of the Brunswick Panatrope are showing a marked increase and the indications here
are to the effect that there is bound to be a
shortage of this

Markham,

type

manager

of

of

instrument.
the

local

C.

W.

New

Sonora Accounts Opened
L. V. Craig, well-known sales representative
of the Pennsylvania Phonograph Distributing
Co., Sonora distributor, is very much pleased
over the outlook for the Sonora line in the territory covered by the Pittsburgh offices.
A
number of new accounts have been opened for
Sonora phonographs and the Sonora radio.
Local retail dealers of the Sonora line are expressing keen satisfaction over the manner in
which the new models are finding favor among
the buying public.
Feature Edison in Unique Program
"The Romance of Music" was presented at
the Junior High School, at McKeesport, on the
night of November 2, to a large and enthusiastic audience. The "Romance of Music" (from
the Spinet to the New Edison) was featured
under the joint auspices of Thomas A. Edison, Inc., and the Clifford Music House, of McKeesport. The artists in the concert included
Victor Young, pianist-composer, and Helen
Davis, soprano. Admission to the concert was
by invitation and the house was packed when
the first number of the program was rendered.
The Edison phonograph was shown as an essential feature in the production of good music.
Dealer Stages Viva-tonal Concert
H. Guard, representing the Columbia
C.
Phonograph Co., directed a demonstration and
exhibition of the Viva-tonal Columbia phono-

graph at the Cohen Co. store, at Uniontown,
Pa., on the evening of October 28.
The recital started at 8 o'clock and lasted for two
hours. Mr. Guard had for his audience a large
number of music lovers, residents of Uniontown
aiid vicinity.
He gave a very interesting and
informative talk on the new Columbia instrument, Columbia New Process records and their
connection in the matter of rendering good
music.
Records of various kinds featuring
popular and classical music were played to the

Cohen

store

The management

gave each

woman

at

of the

the recital

men were given cigars. The
was specially opened for the recital and
nothing was sold, although the entire sales staff
was present and acted as a reception committee.
Annual Radio Show at Johnston Bros.
Johnston Bros., the well-known radio dealflowers and to the
store

Rochester,

their annual
one week starting
October 30. This was the third annual exhibit
and surpassed the two previous ones. A complete line of Atwater Kent radio sets and accessories was on display. Souvenirs were given

ers

of

radio

show

Pa.,

featured

at their store for

to all callers.

Radio Show at Kaufmann's
Kaufmann's (The Big Store), during the week
f^t November 1, featured a
radio show which

An

elaborate display of
the Radiola, Freshman, Freed-Eisemann, Kels-

worth and Atwater Kent was shown, together
with a complete stock of radio furniture. The
most up-to-date styles from notable cabinet
makers, such as Pooley, United and Udell, were
shown.
The Radio Corp. of America furnished an interesting display comprising a complete transmission and receiving set such as used in marine
work. There was also shown a special tube display, consisting of a giant tube with cut-outs to

each type of tube and a descriptive card on
the use and merits of each.
fit

Brunswick

every effort is being made to
supply Brunswick dealers with phonographs
and records. He is quite optimistic over the
outlook for business this holiday season.
offices, stated that

delight of the hearers.

Newest Achievements in Radio Receiving Sets,
Embracing the Latest Innovations and Accomplishments of Science."

Through the courtesy of the Radio CorporaAmerica and the Westinghouse Co., the

tion of

installed a complete receiving apparatus
which received over the photoradio sketches
and photographs from Paris, London and New

firm

York.

Rushed

to

of the business offered for the holiday sea-

son, unless retail dealers place their orders for

new Saxophonic models promptly. Mr.
Goldsmith said: "Our twelve models of the new
Saxophonic consoles and uprights are meeting
with tremendous success wherever they have
been offered to dealers and I believe that the
season now close at hand will be one of the
the

Ideal

company has ever experienced.
The Consolette Grand or Model 175 and the
Sonnet Model 200 are outputs of our factory
that are much in demand.
We find that the
new invention that has made possible the
crowning achievement of sound reproduction is
accomplished in the new Saxophonic instrument. It is equipped with the best silent motor
and the marvelous sounding Saxophonic equipment combined with artistic cabinet work and
exclusive design."
Ideal Phono Parts Co. Introduces New Model
Stressing the point that "the phonograph has

come back,"

the Ideal

Phono Parts

Co., Inc., of

Pittsburgh

and Cleveland is now offering a
new phonograph, the ArtOPhonic, Model 95, at
a moderate price. This new instrument is
American walnut satin finish and equipped with

Heineman double spring motor, new type tone
arm and sound box with special horn built of
sprucewood. The Ideal Phono Parts Co., Inc.,
a

is

factory

distributor

main springs and

for

parts.

Valley

the

New

Forge

Principle repro-

ducers, Carryola portable, Artone phonographs,
in addition to Okeh and Odeon records.
Paul

Susselman, president of the company, stated
that business conditions were brisk and that the
reports from
that there

the

traveling salesmen

would be

a shortage of

indicated

merchandise

for the .holidays along certain lines.

The W. F. Frederick Piano Co. featured a
radio show in its radio display rooms, 635

A

Smithfield street, for the past ten days.
fine
display of the Zenith radio sets was shown and

number of demonstrations were made for the
benefit of visitors through the department. The
a

entire set

radio

of the

three models of the

was shown and

Zenith

emphasis was
placed on the fact that no batteries were needed
to operate it. The advantage of connecting the
Zenith with an electric light socket was plainly
demonstrated to prospective patrons.
special

Phono Parts Go.
Federal Radio Featured
Adds Pathephonic Line
at Concert in New York

and Cleveland Distributor Adds
Pathephonic Phonograph and Pathe Cone
Speaker to Lines Carried Business Brisk

Pittsburgh

—

Pittsburgh, Pa,, November
Phono Parts Co., with offices

7.—The
in

this

Ideal

city

and

Cleveland, O., reports excellent talking machine
and accessory business in the territory which
it covers.
From the date of reorganization of
this company, less than a year ago, its development and expansion have been phenomenal. Not
only has it added materially to the number of

dealers in its original territory, but through the
amalgamation with the former Buel-Lyons Co.
in

1926

Features Zenith at Store Exhibit

Meet Player-Tone Demand

According to I. Goldsmith, president of the
Player-Tone Talking Machine Co., the factories
under his supervision will not be able to handle
all

15,

best that our

Pre-Holiday Sales Promotion Campaigns

provement is being shown in the talking
machine and radio field in the Pittsburgh district.
The retail dealers are actively engaged in
promoting their pre-holiday business in lining
up prospective patrons by means of the mail as

November

Cleveland

it

has greatly increased the scope

which it serves. Another way
which this company has expanded is in the
lines which it distributes.
An important announcement has just emanated from its headof the territory
in

quarters that

it

is

now

distributor of the

new

Pathephonic phonograph, made by the Pathe
Phonograph & Radio Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y.,
and also the Pathe cone loud speaker made by
the same company.
It is interesting to note
that the acquisition of the cone speaker line
widens the activities of the Ideal Phono Parts
Co. in a degree into the radio field. The Ideal
Co. is very enthusiastic over the Pathephonic
instrument and is placing its entire facilities
behind it.
Paul Susselman, president of the company,
paid a flying visit to New York in the past
month during which he visited his many friends
in the metropolis.
It was during this visit that

Mr. Susselman concluded negotiations with H.
N. McMenimen, of the Pathe organization, for

Fred C. Schuyler, sales manager of the company, is spending most of his
time in the two territories and through his

Kenneth Reed, Sales Representative for Federal
Corporation, Presented Model F 40 at Concert in the Prince George Hotel
Kenneth Reed, sales representative for the
Federal Radio Corp., Buffalo, N. Y., in New
York territory, presented the Model F 40 Federal set to excellent advantage at a concert
given at the Prince George Hotel on election
night.
This set, which is one of the most
popular models in the Federal line, was
featured in the Italian Room of the hotel,
where Mr. Reed used it for the purpose of
giving out the election returns to a most interested audience.
From eight o'clock in the
evening to midnight the attendance was never
less than 200 and for the greater part of this
time nearly 500 people were present.
In
addition
to
giving
election
returns,
a musical program was presented on the Federal set and the hotel executives were delighted
with the success of the concert. They advised
Mr. Reed that various rnakes of sets had been
presented in the Italian Room, but without
success, for the room is adjacent to several
elevators with electrical dynamos directly underneath the floor. The F 40, however, won
the enthusiastic praise of all present and Mr.
Reed was congratulated upon the success of
the presentation.
The Musical Products Distributing Co., New York, Federal distributor,
furnished the set for the occasion, and B. D.
Colen, president of the company, was among
those present at the concert.

New Weymann

Catalog

the Pathe line.

effort

is

company.

greatly

increasing

the

sales

of

the

Philadelphia, Pa., November

mann &

Son,

log showing

mann

banjos.

6.

— H.

A.

Wey-

has issued to the trade a cataseveral new a'dded styles of WeyInc.,

This catalog

is

known

as

No.

58.

November

IS,
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By Comparison
NEW DEVELOPMENT

the Best

OF ACOUSTICAL

SOUND REPRODUCTION

THE NEW

—makes even the old type of
record sound like a
recording

modern

CASH IN
on.

your

OPPORTUNITIES
MODEL
Dimensions;

51

inches

20^2 inches deep.
Finish: Mahogany

Crotch

Mahogany

or

V

No. 225
high,

Walnut

Overlay;

27^4

inches

MODEL No. 275
Dimensions: 49 inches high, 30^ inches wide, 2354

wide,

inches deep.
Finish: Mahogany

with
— high-lighted, Trim-

Gold

Crotch

Plated

mings.

mings.

Equipment: Pathephonic Reproducer and Tonearm
with 100 inch Solid Wood Amplifying Chamber;
Large Double-Spring Motor; Automatic Stop; Automatic Lid Support; Albums.

Mahogany

,

j
Walnut— high-lighted,
,

or

Overlay;

.

Gold

,

,

Plated
,

-ii.
with

Trim-

™

Equipment: Pathephonic Reproducer and lonearm
with 112 inch SoUd Wood Amplifying Chamber;
Extra Large Spring Motor; Automatic Stop: Automatic Lid Support; Full Set of Record Albums.

r

.

,

CONE LOUD SPEAKER

Licensed

under
Lektophone
Patents

[V^rite For Our

i

Dealer's Proposition

J

J

J'
Cathedral Model

Grecian Model

Polychrome or
Gold Finish
$30

Polychrome or
Gold Finish
$25

PHONO PARTS CO.

I

V

NCj

614-16-18 Fifth Ave.

1231 Superior Ave.

PITTSBURGH, PA.

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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Great Tribute to Publicity
by Mohawk Corp. of Illinois
Latest Catalog, Admirably Produced,
Interesting
From Many Standpoints

Are

Styles

Most

— New

Shown

Artistically

glimpses of the Mohawk plant interior, including scenes in the test room, wood-working department, cabinet room and assembling room,
together with outside views of the Mohawk factory and the

Aristocrat
a Popular Portable Model

one-dial six-tube radio receivers, there

a section devoted to
merits of advertising.

discussion

a

is

It

of the
divided into two

is

paper advertising, and national
consumer advertising. The following
excerpt from th'e page devoted to trade paper
classifications, trade

advertising contains a number of good points,
and is interesting to both manufacturers and
dealers.
It

reads as

follows:

trade paper advertising.

most

"Mohawk
Mohawk

believes

in

believes the

avenues for satisfactory retail distribution of radio products to be
in the
automotive, electric, furniture, hardcorrect and

reliable

ment

—

M.

Ilsley'a Lubricant makes the Motor make tood.
I» prepared in the proper consistency, will not run
out, dry up or become sticky or rancid. Remains in
its original form indefinitely.
Put up in 1, 5, 10, 25 and SO-pound cans for dealers.
This lubricant is also put up in 4-ounce cans to
retail at 25 cents each under the trade name of

F.IIRFKA
M^^M.'\.M^M.m.n.

Write for special proposition

Placed for this InstruCaswell Plant a Busy Spot These Days

Barton, Durstine
selors

Dealers throughout the country
handling the portable phonograph

who

are

products

manufactured by the Caswell Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis., are planning ambitious campaigns
on the Caswell Aristocrat and Gypsy portables
for Christmas and the holiday trade, according
to advices which have been received from retailers by the Caswell executives. Many advance
orders have already been placed for the Aristo-

of

They

offer

the dealer in

to

&

to jobbers

CO.. 229-231 Front

the sales

Two

Smiley, district

E.

stafif.

were featured through
photographs of the display and concert room of
the Cleveland Talking Machine Co., together
local distributors

with pictures of Howard J. Shartle, president,
and M. G. Wells, secretary, also the Atwater

Kent display

at the Cleveland Ignition Co. and
photographs of R. H. Bechtol, head of the or-

ganization;

GalJ.
Smith, IrvLeon, Carl Lam-

lagher, C.

ing

S.

Semrad and
Madon.
Several
photographs of retail

A.

radio

M.

stores

become

number

opportunities to profit

has, therefore, developed

program

in

such a

papers in the major

form the backbone

way

adverthe trade

its

of radio

fields

of the

that

Mohawk

'power'

used

illegitimately,

but

is

a

'power' for the good of the greatest number of
citizenry.
In every worthy and pro-

American

gressive endeavor the newspapers of America
have played a major part. So, too, in radio.
The newspapers have given unselfishly to the
growth of radio in every branch of the industry
technical, manufacture, broadcasting. Pubdaily program announcelicity, news stories,
ments in the newspapers of America, are the
very backbone of the radio industry.
"Because of these facts, because radio has
had the fullest support of the newspapers of
America and particularly because newspaper advertising is good and clean advertising and also
because newspaper advertising is a valuable and

The Mohawk catalog
the various

Mohawk

together with
model.
The

contains illustrations of

receivers in a rich brown,

detailed

descriptions

frontispiece

TEST

gives

of

the

each
reader

IT.

OUR VICTOR

Record Service
has a reputation for efficiency.

Suppose you

E. F.

it.

DROOP & SONS

CO.

pictorial

there

Kent

repre-

were

a

of interesting

to Build Radio," the

new Sunday evening Atwater Kent
Hour, an article on the
story about the

The Caswell Aristocrat Portable Phonograph
utility of radio by A. Atis shown
herewith, and which is
water Kent. Mr. Collamore presented an article
one of the most popular products on the porton "The Radio Industry On a Sound Footing."
able market. It is manufactured in two finishes,
R. E. Smiley was interviewed on the bright outcrat,

which

black deep shark grain and two-tone Levant,
equipped with the large standard type Flyer

motor and the
net

latest type reproducer.

constructed

Its cabi-

dustproof locking
edge feature, which is one of its strong selling
points. According to information received from
the Milwaukee headquarters of the company,
the Caswell plant has been taxed for the past
several weeks in order to care for the increase
is

with

a

in orders.

Atwater Kent News and
Ads Dominate Newspaper
During the Period of Cleveland Radio Show
Reports of Atwater Kent Activities Occupy
Most Prominent Space in Cleveland News

—

Cleveland, O., November 3. During the recent
Radio Show here Atwater Kent news dominated the "Radio Show" section of the Cleveland News. A description of the Atwater KentPooley Convention, which was held during the
period of the show, under the auspices of the
Cleveland Talking Machine Co. and the Cleveland Ignition Co., local distributors, was given
and a photograph of the large plant of the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., in Philadelphia, was
shown, together with pictures of A. Atwater
Kent, president of the company; Vernon W.
Collamore, general sales manager; D. M. Bauer,
in charge of advertising; John McGuigan, Jr.,
local representative of the Atwater Kent Co.;
Alex. F. Osborn, Buffalo branch manager of

MICA DIAPHRAGMS
For Loud Speakers and Talking Machines

WASHINGTON. D. C.
CLAY STREET. BALTIMORE. MD.

1300 G. STREET,
204-6-8-10

try

extensive
sentation

Represented in the Atwater Kent Line," "How
a Hobby Started Atwater

—

forceful and definite help in the selling of radio
and because Mohawk exclusive distributors endorse newspaper advertising Mohawk radio will
leading
newspapers
in
advertised
the
be
throughout America and Canada."

At-

on subjects such as
"Simplicity of Radio as

retailing

rather

the

article

advertising

Consistent and persistent advertiscampaign.
ing in every issue of the publications Mohawk
marks the following out of
selected
has
Mohawk's belief that the first and most important person in Mohawk's program is the
dealer.
These publications are read by the aggressive and live dealer of every community.
He is going to know about Mohawk in its
every phase."
Referring to national advertising the Mohawk
Corp. expressed its policy in the following
statement: "The 'power of the press' is not a

carrying

water Kent lines were also
shown. In addition to this

a better merchant.

"Mohawk

F.

W.

parter, R. Q.

the experiences of the

tising

NewYork

manager, and Louis F. Hoch, Second, of

sales

from
most successful dealers,
the newest and best in selling, merchandising
and advertising, and contain wide varieties of
subjects, which can and do help the dealer to
the best possible

St..

Osborn, advertising coun-

company; R.

the

ware, music, and the exclusive radio fields. All
good trade papers shun exaggeration, are unbiased, and are dependable from an editorial
standpoint.

NOISELESS TALKING
MACHINE LUBRICANT

ILSLEY-DOUBLEDAY &

Many Advance Orders

1926

15,

PHONO
IT
FV'^
KRj^
RjKa
J GRAPHITE
SPRING LUBRICANT

cabinet plant.

The Caswell

In the latest catalog issued by the Mohawk
Corp. of Illinois, Chicago manufacturer of

Mohawk

Mohawk

November

RADIO MICA

American Mica Works
47 West Street

New York

look for radio. Other interesting stories dealt
with the construction of the Atwater Kent set.
In the same proportion that Atwater Kent
dominated the news columns did it appear in
the advertising columns.
In addition to two
large advertisements of the Cleveland Talking
Machine Co. and the Cleveland Ignition Co.
there were forty-two advertisements of local
Atwater Kent dealers ranging in size from a
few inches to one-half pages. Included in the
strong presentation of the Atwater Kent line
was the Pooley cabinet publicity with descriparticles
and a photograph of Harry
Humphries, factory representative in the Cleveland district.
In addition to this remarkable
predominance in the radio section, the front
and back pages of the genera! section of the
paper were devoted entirely to Atwater Kent.
In an announcement addressed by the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co. to its distributors it is
stated "Never before in the history of radio
evidenced such interest and
have dealers
Cleveland and
aggressiveness as those in
vicinity during and since the recent radio show.
In fact such pressure has been brought to bear
on the people in and around Cleveland during
this massive drive that Atwater Kent is on the
man, woman and
tip of everyone's tongue,
tive

child."

The Bensberg Music Shop of El Dorado and
Camden, Ark., recently conducted an essay contest offering cash and merchandise prizes for
the nine best 100-word letters

music has

in

the

on the influence

school and home.

COTTON FLOCKS
Air floated,

all

injurious foreisn matter eliminated
for

Record and Radio Manafactnring

THE PECKHAM MFG. CO.

238 South Street
Newark, N. J.

NoreMBER

15,
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Radio owners have long been wanting a quality
power unit that would really fit into the radio
cabinet, and could be purchased at a fair price.
This

remarkable

combination

"A" Battery and

charger, in a single, compact unit, with container
of a non-corrosive compound, fills this want and
puts ordinary units into the discard.

The

dimensions

4)4x8x123^2 inches,
tically all cabinets.

The

of

make

the
it

Homepower,
easy to

less than a separate
charging device o/ equal quality.

price

is

fit

only

into prac-

battery

and

UNIT

a

National Homepowers come in three types to fit
every radio and every purse. They are clean, compact, easily installed and the composition container holds its handsome appearance indefinitely.

Line up with National, the only manufacturer of

power units that are stripped

of sales resistance.

Get your share of the easy business and profits
that go with handling this wonderful unit.

You

can cash in BIG on the National advertising campaign now running. See your jobber or write us
today.

NATIONAL LEAD BATTERY

CO.

General Offices: ST. PAUL, MINN.
Los Angeles
Oakland, Atlanta, Portland (Ore.), Baltimore

Factories: St. Paul, Chicago, Kansas City,

Branches:

New York

City, Dallas,

AL HOMEPOWER

RADIO X UN ITS

TYPE 1
TYPE 2
TYPE 3

4
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Motc€a
Rules the Air

Thorola De Luxe Console, Model 59
With Horn and Cone S>peaker Combination

— An Exclusive Thorola Feature

Money Makers and
Business
Thorola Table Model 57
With Table Cone Speaker

$120

The whole Thorola

V^uiidiers

line

is

made up

of skilfully

designed receivers and speakers which owe their
popularity to supreme ^uaZit}' at moderate prices.

The newThorcia Console DeLuxe
Model 59, with Horn and Cone

$125

All other Thorola Receivers and
Speakersofferproportionate splendid values. Millions of people are
now hearing about Thorola every

Speaker Combination's the fastest
world because it
offers an exclusive feature that

seller in the radio

month through

the knowing radio buyer wants.

Qood

Thorola Console Model 58
With Built-in Speaker

ing in

all

forceful advertis-

leading publications.

going fast. Act quickly
once for detailed information.

territories are

Write or

ivire at

REICHMANN COMPANY, Manufacturers
]

725 West 74th

St.

rrT'n^T^

Model 12
Thorola

Tabu

Mtca
Diaphragm

Junior
Speaker

Speaker

$15.00

$60.00

Model

Console Horn and Cone
Speaker Combination

Speaker

$60.00

$125.00

$185.00

$20.00

—

Model 7

Model 4
Thorola Speaker

Thorola Console
Buih'in No.
Speaker

De huxe

A.

Thorola

Model 58

Thorola
Table

Model 59

S.

Model 9

Model 57

Tftorola

Chicago, U.

Cone

Prices Slightly Higher

West

Controlled

$25.00
of Rockies

Cone

1926
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BLl>G.,209SOUTn STATE

LEONARD

P.

Heath, manager of the Columbia Phonograph
Co. Chicago headquarters, in which he stated:
"There is a tremendous demand for Ash's rec-

Throughout the Middle
Western Territory Reach New Heights

ords,

—

—

Chicago,

III.,

November

phonographs,

S.

— The

sales

totals

receiving

radio

records,

ap-

paratus and accessories, are far ahead of all
predictions made during the Spring and Summer months, is the report of music-radio
dealers and distributors in this section of the

Several months ago

country.

the trade looked anxiously

divisions

all

centered about an

interview

with A.

fact

we

are

sometimes faced by

in the

We

Union.

gestions that

we

have had a number of sug-

include in a record

Paul Ash's favorite expressions

— his

some
words

{Conliniied on page 112)

J.

of

Winter months, feeling confident that sales
for the past few years would be
smashed. Their anticipations and hopes have
been realized and in greater measure than had

early

The

The Latest!

NEW

been expected.

While there

no acute shortage of talking

is

machines, retailers and distributors report that
they have been moving very rapidly, with an
equally good demand for all models ranging

from the new consolettes
chines.

KIMBALL PHONOGRAPH

ma-

largest

the

to

radio-phonograph

The combination
made a strong bid

for honors, resulthas also
ing in sales far ahead of the expected volume.
As an indication of the renewed interest in
talking machines, an incident typical of many
A local retail dealer reherewith related.
ceived,

within

a

comparatively

short

time,

phonograph owners.
In calling upon the owners he succeeded
in selling a good percentage of new machines,
and in each case placed the old phonograph
in good condition, adding a new arm or reprohappening,
like
This
ducer
and records.

forty-four service calls from

hundreds of others, proves that interest in the
talking machine has been renewed, through
the publicity given the improved and new types
of talking machines and the consistent and
large-scale

advertising

of

the

electrically

The

Radio

Show

Reproduction
Chicago

recent

True
Tone

re-

corded records.

drew

thousands of interested visitors, and while it
added impetus to the radio business during the
exposition and for a week or ten days after

many

dealers reported a slight lull
during the closing days of October.
The slackening of trade was only temporary,
however, and as it now stands, factories makit

closed,

in activity

ing receivers,

reproducers,

battery

eliminators

and other accessories are taxed to the limit to
The
meet the urgent demands of the trade.
Middle Western public, finally realizing that
nothing radical or sensational had been incorporated in the Fall models, is purchasing radio
in greater quantity than ever before.
Paul Ash and Columbia Score
Upon the occasion of his two thousandth
performance in Chicago, Paul Ash, Columbia
record artist and creator of vaudeville stars,
accompanied by Ruth Etting, the "Sweetheart
of Columbia records," was formally welcomed
at the ofHce of Mayor Dever and was inundated
with letters and wires of congratulation. Four
million people have paid to see Ash and his
orchestra in the last seventeen months, his
popularity is the talk of the show world and
it
is
said that not less than two hundred
imitations of Paul Ash in other cities were
trying

Ash's

to

duplicate

shows,

his

especially

Many

success.

the

finales,
fit

The Kimball is not a new name
product is new scientifically and
excelling in fidelity

many

in

—

exclusive features.
it

and you

will be convinced

Write or wire us for particulars

of

W. W. KIMBALL COMPANY

into

Established 1857

306

October 15 issue of the Chicago
Evening American there appeared a complete
the

phonographs but this latest
in design
an ideal instrument
and
quietness of operation;
of tone reproduction

Hear

suffi-

tions.

In

45 inches high
32 inches wide
231/2 inches deep

Style 300

any of
the nationally known musical comedy producciently elaborate

and colorful to

are

SIZE:

has

S.

Wabash

Ave., Kimball Bldg.

of
of

command and encouragement to his performers
and musicians. We may do this, especially for

toward the Fall and

records

a

Incidentally,

Mr. Ash has become a popular record artist
not only in Chicago but in at least thirty States

Ash-Columbia record page containing a number
of news stories dealing with Paul Ash's passing
of his two thousandth anniversary performance
in Chicago and one article dealt with the role
that Columbia records play in his success. This
storv

in

positive shortage of the records.

Confidence of the Trade in Outlook Justified by Growing Volume of Business All Lines in Good
Demand Chicago Radio Show Added Impetus to Sales Trade Activities of Month

—

TELEPHONE WABASH 5J42

CANTY

Sales Records

in

111

-

-

-

Chicago,

111.
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FROM OUR CHICAGO HEADQUARTERS— (Continued
ihe Paul

Ash

word

their favorite."

of

To

help

who enjoy

fans of Chicago,

Ash's

celebrate

every

anniversary

special Paul

Ash record featuring "Kiss Your

Little

Goodnight" and

a

"It's

Happy

Old

of large display

which occupied

a

the eyes of the public and

in

two-tone

finish.

walnut

The chassis
making it

with
of

a

Kirschbaum, recently spent a few days
visit to the

Windy

City

was

in

a

Better Fibre Needle Citter for Leii

Moae;

a

the

comit

Murray M. Kirschbaum Visits Chicago
Murray M. Kirschbaum, manager of the music
department of L. S. Donaldson department
store, Minneapolis, Minn., accompanied by Mrs.

The

A

of Colonial de-

ords.

cago.

1926

power

batteries,
is

from the cabinet with a minimum of trouble.
Annual Banquet of Klein Employes
On Saturday evening, October 23, six hundred
employes of the L. Klein department store,
14th and Halsted streets, held their annual banquet in the Gold room of the Congress Hotel.
Two Columbia record artists, Ruth Etting and
Art Linick, were billed originally for the evening, and Klein employes were delightfullj'
surprised when Paul Ash and Milton Watson,
also Columbia record artists, made their appearance and contributed their talent to the festivities.
The L. Klein phonograph department carries Columbia Viva-tonal phonographs and rec-

Mohawk Pocahontas Model Much Admired
of the radio receivers

the

pact unit, and allowing the user to separate

World,

space.

One

houses

cabinet itself

installed in a drawer,

set is

Milton Watson singing the vocal
chorus in each number.
Several hundred Cohimber dealers in and about Chicago made
special
displays
of
Paul Ash records
in
response to the demands of the popular star's
friends and admirers and tied up with the Ash
publicity
which appeared in the Chicago

prominent place

The

hand-rubbed piano

Baby

After All,"

Evening American by the use

which

units, etc.

15,

from page 111)

sign finished in rich

the

Columbia Phonograph Co. issued a

partment

November

Chi-

com-

bined business and pleasure trip, the occasion
being the fifth wedding anniversary of the
The Donaldson department store recouple.
cently added the Viva-tonal line of Columbia
phonographs and New Process records.
Another visitor was W. H. Lawton, manager
of the Columbia Phonograph Co. branch office
in Seattle, Wash., who recently spent a day at
the Chicago Columbia office while en route to
New York, w'here he visited the headquarters of

1647.51 Wolfram

St.

CHICAGO,

ILL.

by the Federal Radio Corp., of Buffalo, N. Y.,
and will be broadcast everj- Wednesday evening
from 11.00 to 12.00 o'clock. On the opening
night A. C. Stearns, advertising
Federal Radio Corp., and D. R.

manager of the
McKinnon, Chi-

cago representative, were present, Tslr. Stearns
pening the program with a short address.
Buckingham Corp. Making Chassis Receivers
The Buckingham Radio Corp., Chicago, according to a recent announcement made by I.
i

B. Freed, president, is now engaged in the
exclusive manufacture of chassis receivers. One
of the features of the Buckingham chassis is
it affords jobbers and dealers a means of
disposing of their surplus cabinets during the
Spring months. One of the most popular
chassis, according to Mr. Freed, is the six-tube
Buckingham Junior, measuring seven inches by

that

eighteen inches and employing a six-tube circuit

the firm.
L. T.

Mohawk Pocahontas Model
the trade alike at

Show was

recent

the

Chicago

Mohawk Pocahontas
by the Mohawk Corp. of

the

Radio
model,

manufactured
Illinois.
Throughout the Fall, especially during the past
few weeks, the Mohawk plant has been taxed to
capacity to supply

distributors with this par-

its

model, which

being featured by dealers especially for the holiday trade.
The Pocahontas contains the Mohawk onedial six-tube shielded receiver, with a built-in
loud speaker of late design and a battery comticular

Johnson With Music Trade Radio Corp.

Johnson, formerly head of the radio
department of the L. Markle Co., local radio
and automobile distributor, joined the sales
stafi of the Music Trade Radio Corp., Chicago,
on November 1. Mr. Johnson represents the
Alusic Trade Radio Corp. in the city of Chicago
only, specializing on Federal radio receivers, a
line with which he is thoroughly familiar in
both its merchandising and technical phases.
The "Ortho-sonic Hour" Inaugurated
The "Ortho-sonic Hour" was inaugurated over
WQJ, the Calumet Baking Powder Co., Rainbo
Gardens broadcasting station on Wednesday,
October 27. The programs, which consist of
both classical and popular music, are sponsored
L.

is

T.

Repair Parts
and

All

That

Was Ever Manufactured

Every

_

Motor

For

We

^

Special

prices

on

main

springs,

governor
tone arms,

had extensive experience in the radio field, especially in the merchandising of radio parts and
accessories. He assumed his new duties on October 1, and is concentrating his attention upon
the distribution of Victor radio products, which
include the Leader and Operetta loud speakers
and loud speaker units.
A. G. Gulbransen Talks of Pianos on Farms
The Farm Journal, the most largely circulated
farm paper in America, issues every month a
Merchants' Supplement, resembling a trade
paper, for the dealer in the small community.
The October number has a full-page article

steel needles, etc., in quantity lots.

Expert repairing on

all

makes

of

phonographs

and motors.
tUCOrtPORATED UNDER THE
LA W5 OF ILLINOIS

?"S'ASe-;":::ri^
Harmony Talking JtfosAiM Ca
O'NmUI-JaoM C«.

—^

-Mandran^ supplies, e^T^

department
Pa., was
Betzwood,
Master
Corp.,
Music
of the
recently appointed Chicago district manager for
that firm. Mr. Loughran will open offices in the
near future and at present maintains his headquarters at the Morrison Hotel. His office will
serve the territory surrounding Chicago, Milwaukee, Detroit, Cleveland and Toledo. He will
half years associated w-ith the sales

reproducers manufactured by the Music Master
Corp.
R. J. Oetzen Joins Victor Radio Corp.
R. J. Oetzen, who recently became associated
with the Victor Radio Corp., Chicago, in the
capacity of sales manager, was formerly sales
manager of the Economy Screw- Corp., and has

—

springs, micas, repair parts, motors,

facture of radio chassis exclusively.
Jos. A. Loughran Becomes District Manager
Joseph A. Loughran, for the past three and a

devote his energies to rendering service to the
jobbers handling Music Master speakers and in
promoting the sale of the horn and drum type

can supply any part. The largest and most
complete assortment of repair parts in the
United States
on hand, for old, obsolete and
present-day motors.
If
your order cannot be
filled from stock, we will make it up special.

—

Buckingham Junior Panel
with two-dial control. Mr. Freed, for the past
several years, has been interested in the manufacture of batteries, but according to the latest
report he has decided to go into the manu-

TRAOe MARK
CAtLt

AOOIUI

at^^c^
227-229 W.WASHINGTON ST. CHICAGO ILL.
Branches: 2957 Gratiot Ave., Detroit, Mich.
1424 Washington Ave., South, Minneapolis, Minn

quoting A. G. Gulbransen, president of the Gulbransen Co., Chicago, on the subject of pianos
on farms and the opportunities of music dealers in smaller communities. Figures of interest
(Continued on page 114)
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Tone Arm

ncert Reproducer

Standard
stock.

Length

Made

ten

inches

in nine or nine

in

and

only
one-half-inch
lengths
orders.
quantity
special
Patent No. 1419913
Other Patents Pending.

A HIGH-GRADE BRASS TONE ARM

made with an instrument

taper from the

repro-

The patent floating felt Hned soundproof collar insures a positive delivery of sound waves into the tone chamber, and carries a solid column of tone from the
The base flange is made of pressed steel four inches in direproducer to the amplifier.
The lower tubular part extends one inch through
and
durable.
ameter and is very strong

ducer to the base.

13/16 inches.
Diameter of the tubular part
the motor board.
ebony black, which harmonizes perfectly with either nickel or gold
$15.00; Gold or Oxidized finish $20.00.

Finished

1

finish.

in

beautiful

List price Nickel

JEWEL CONCERT REPRODUCER
VICTOR AND COLUMBIA DEALERS,
sales.

It

is

a well

known

fact

increase your record
there are hundreds of
owners of which have tired
that

thousands of phonographs, the
of them, consequently THEY BUY

NO RECORDS. Revive
JEWEL CONCERT REPRODUCER.

these by selling them a
IT IS especially adapted for the electrically recorded records,
and a demonstration not only shows that it is much superior
to the old style reproducer, but in almost every instance it
means a sale. Attached in a minute. No tools required, no
List price nickel plated $5.00; gold
adjustment necessary.
or oxidized finish $7.00.

JEWEL TYPE B Loud

Speaker Unit

This compact little unit represents a truly reThe substantial soft
markable development.
rubber hub eliminates metallic vibration, forms
an air tight connection and makes a real loud
speaker out of the Victor, Edison or any other
good talking machine that has a standard size
hub like the Victor. Simply take off the regular
reproducer and put on the Jewel Type "B" Unit
and you will have a speaker of ample volume
with a full, clear, natural tone that must be
heard to be appreciated.
Takes up no more
room than the regular reproducer and is easy to
take off and put on without tools.
Complete
with Cord list price $6.00.
Manufacturers and Dealers, write for discounis
Back View

154-160 Whiting Street

Chicago, in.

—
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to

merchants are given

to

as

responsive-

the

ness of farm people to the appeal of music.
The article is given specific retail interest by

regarding a retail
pictures and
salesman who traveled 1,200 miles by auto in
July and who sold pianos valued at $4,775 from
a piano loader.
In part the article says: "Music is of great
importance to the city home, but I feel that it is
many times as important to the country home.
It might be said that music is the cornerstone
Where, family life is
of the country home.
such a strong factor as it is on farms and in
small towns, music becomes an influence that
information

actually holds the

home

was

Sonatron

the

line.

Dealer

also high at the Sonatron booth.

Pfanstiehl Radio Featured in Displays

The week

of

October

11

Week" in Chicago, with
Show at the Coliseum as

17 was "Radio
Chicago Radio
the main drawing
to

the

Dealers throughout the city capitalized
on the event by sponsoring the most attrac-

card.

UNITED MFG.

but the study of music right at
home is open to all of them. Especially is this
true with the registering piano, which enables
every one in the family to play music with per-

and individual

touch,

as

in

hand playing."
Chicago Talking Machine Co. Men Meet
On November 1 a sales meeting was held
by the Chicago Talking Machine Co., local Victor jobber, which was attended by all territorial
D. A. Creed, vice-president
manager
of the firm, and W. C.
general
and
manager, addressed the sales
Griffiths, sales

representatives.

on matters of policy and

this

to

ways and

on

render service to Victor dealers

territory.

in

The Chicago Talking Machine

Show, where
the main floor of the Coliseum was surrounded
Harry Chirelstein, presialmost incessantly.
dent of the firm, and his assistants were usually
kept busily occupied giving out information to
the

many thousands

of

radio

fans

who

re-

the

individual

specifica-

circuit

The Brown "B" operates any

a sensitive oscillograph

direct current free

current
Steger's Pfanstiehl Display

charradio

tive

ture

window displays
shown herewith

of the season

the Steger Piano Co.,

and the

is

pic-

window

depicting the

in

Greene,

president

of

the

new

cor-

achievement in the financial field and the merchandising of other products, and Paul H.
Brown, vice-president, was formerly sales manager of Ail-American Radio Corp., and also

in

Fall

hangings forming a background, and red and bronze leaves in the form
At the
of garlands festooned over the drapes.

and

Burton

typical of dealers' dis-

The Steger window was trimmed

shown model

delivered over the entire range of op-

poration, has had a very successful record of

colors with bronze

receiver,

that pure

of

play windows, throughout the city.

left is

is

show

from any trace of alternating

erating loads.

202, the six-tube Pfanstiehl

the center

is

model

201, high-

boy, six-tube set surmounted by the Overtone
wall clock speaker. Model 182, a five-tube twodial receiver with built-in speaker, is shown at

interest in radio

the recent Chicago Radio
the Sonatron Tube Co. booth on

on

tests

The drawing power of what is said to be the
largest line of radio tubes in the world proved
efifective at

manufactured to special

having from one to twelve tubes, including
power tubes with a uniform flow of noiseless
"B" current. The firm states that laboratory

rushed with orders.
Sonatron Tube Co.'s Effective Display

and since the introduction of the new
Orthophonic recordings the house has been

history,

extremely

Chicago

set

the left. In the center foreground is an electric
revolving sign supplied by the Pfanstiehl Radio
Co., Chicago, manufacturer of Pfanstiehl reAcceivers, to its exclusive Pfanstiehl dealers.
cording to the officials of the Steger Piano Co.
the window proved to have tremendous pulling

according to the reports of its executives,
enjoying one of the best Fall seasons in its

Co.,
is

is

match

to

acteristics.

folks,

means

DIST. CO.

circle together, thus go-

ment, and

stafT

&

9702 Cottage Grove Ave.

tions

expression

PHONOGRAPHS
—

Easy Winding Silent Operation Quick Pick-up
True Pitch Reproduction Long Life.
Wearing parts protected by air-tight housing. Continuous
Automatic Lubrication.
Write for Catalog
Quiet

entertainment.
"On the farm, particularly, music is a social,
The possibility or
cultural, educational force.
attending institutions of learning may not be so
great for the farm girl or boy and the opportunities for social contact not so great for the

sonal

\J}\aD
—
—

IVlV-f i

ing far beyond the bounds of furnishing mere

older

1926
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on

cjuested data
interest

November

power, striking the public eye as

was

it

did

when

at a fever heat.

Brown "B" Current Supply Unit Introduced
A new "B" current supply unit was recently
introduced to the trade by the Greene-Brown
Mfg. Co., Chicago. The new product, which is
known as the Brown "B", employs the Brown
"B" rectifier tube, operating on a new acThe tube has no iilativated gas principle.

New Brown "B"
sales

manager

of

Current Supply Unit

the

Grigsby-Grunow-Hinds

Chicago. He has a thorough background
of experience in both the design and marketing
of radio products and has announced a sales
policy for the jobber offering complete protecCo.,

tion of invested sales effort.

George A. Pearson Expects Wonderful Season
Chicago radio manufacturers report that the
is fully thirty days in advance of
last year, both as regards dealer and consumer
radio season

RADIO

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

purchases.
industry's

At the present rate of progress the
volume for the next six months

should total almost one-half billion dollars,

in

the opinion of leading executives.
George A. Pearson, president of the Electrical

UoAA^

(ZUiA^

^^^^

"Pockstbook: a

Research Laboratories., Chicago, one of the

2-^0

^^CaJx/a: liTtUi ^cn it' tovUu^.

my experience, dating back to the earliest attempts to popularize broadcast reception, I have
never seen anything like the rush to radio that
is

Hie Hany Alter Co.
ELECTRICAL
Ogden

^"-i

at

RADIO SUPPLIES
Carroll Ave.

CHICAGO

ILL.

in-

pioneer concerns, predicts an acute
shortage of receivers before the season is very
much older, with plants taxed to the limit in an
endeavor to keep pace with demand.
"Indications are that this is to be the greatest
buying year that radio has yet experienced,"
stated Mr. Pearson. "An entirely new and unplumbed market seems to have been tapped in
the millions of homes that have suddenly
awakened to the fact that radio is no longer an
experimenter's plaything, but a perfected instrument that brings the world to their door. In all
dustry's

now

on.

"Most remarkable of all is the fact that the
newcomers to radio, unlike their predecessors,
are not content for the most part with a minimum investment. Instead, they demand a relatively costly, high quality product, simplified in
operation, equipped with units for house cur-

rent supply and housed-in cabinets
genuine living-room furniture.
(Continued on page 116)
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All these features:
The De Luxe ranks high above
ble machine.

1

Heineman

Note carefully

this array of outstanding features:

DOUBLE-SPRING

Phonic Reproducer

motor. Positively the finest motor of
plays 3 records.

One winding

• its size in existence.

,

the usual conception of a porta-

—

regular $7.50 value.

Wonderful

tone.

12-inch turntable.

Removable Indexed Record Album.
Beautiful cabinet in

Domes

Holds and protects

brown mahogany, veneered.

12 records.

Re-enforced corners.

of Silence protect all edges.

Full piano hinged cover.

<2

Handlfe Jias clearance over table

;

does not need to be

moved

to

edge

of tabl«"'for winding.

All hardware

is

brass, heavily plated.

Tone chamber opens

No

to give

any degree

of

volume.

need to detach tone arm before closing the case.

ment

(This

is

an improve-

of great convenience.)

—or direct

Write your jobber

to

Consolidated Talking Machine Co*
Consolidated Building

227-229 West Washington
Minneapolis: 1121 Nicollet Ave.

St.,

Chicago
Detroit: 2957 Gratiot Ave.
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"One and
squeals
tivity,

two-dial operation, elimination of

and howls without

of

sacrifice

sensi-

high selectivity, pure reproduction, these

among

the salient qualities that a receiver

must boast
demand.

to satisfy the present trend in the

are

the Middle West,

"This year is destined to witness two types of
disappointments, that of the consumer
who is unable to purchase the receiver of his
choice because of shortage in the supply, and
that of the manufacturer and dealer who has
failed to keep pace with public preference, and
who consequently oflfers receivers that the consumer recognizes as' out-of-date.
"Only those manufacturers who have fortified themselves through adequate research and
production facilities, so that they can give the
radio

wants when

wants it, are in
position to benefit substantially and permanently because of the present buying wave.
"And, because of the comparatively limited
number of such manufacturers, it seems to me
public

what

we are entering the most acute
shortage that the industry has yet known."
Interesting Visitor to Radio Show
Mrs. C. R. Brackett, of the Brackett Co., Des
Moines, la., one of the few women jobbers in
inevitable that

it

it

was a

visitor to the

Chicago

Mrs. Brackett owns and
electrical supply and
bile accessory jobbing business, doing
buying and issuing her own catalog.
Elaborate Stewart- Warner Display at

operates

Radio Show.

her

own

radio,

The Stewart-Warner Speedometer

automoher

own

Shows

Corp., Chi-

cago, has featured a very elaborate display at
The four
the major radio shows this season.
large

mental

corner columns connected by an ornagrille were especially sculptured to bring

For instance, the
out all the motifs of radio.
pipe organ, the quartet, the orchestra, football,

market reports, the

baseball, tennis, golf,

pulpit,

of the
typical

WBBM

broadcasting station, the tower

Stewart-Warner factory, are shown as
of the entertainment which radio brings

Unquestioned Supremacy

home. These posts are finished in beautones of gold polychrome, and the curtains are of a blue
green gold and black
damask, with a heavy gold fringe.
to the

tiful

The

about the top is of wrought iron,
effect about thirty inches wide of
wood grille was suspended just inside the iron
grille.
Through this was cast a very attractive
grille

and a ceiling

color lighting effect.

The center column was of walnut, with handcarved motifs, and was about four and onehalf feet square.
This formed a very beautiful
background for the console models, and in the
top panels were oil paintings, reproductions of
Stewart-Warner national advertising. A special carpet was also used on the floor of the
booth, and large bouquets of artificial fern, in
yellow and amber colorings, were used about
the top grille, through which appeared the lighting effects.
exhibit was designed by W. L. Stensmanager of the display division of the
Stewart-Warner Speedometer Corp. It is being
used at the major radio show this year, and
about sixty other shows were taken care of
with attractive material on a lesser scale. The

The

gaard,

many display hints for visiting dealers and gives an excellent example of
exhibit contained

what may be accomplished with space at any
exposition and still conform with the ruling of
the show.

Expansion of Chicago Signal Co.

The

Chicago

Signal

signal devices for

extensive

program

in

manufacturer of
is planning an
radio and phono-

Co.,

many

years,

the

graph fields for the coming year.
The firm
entered the radio field two years ago, introducing as its first product the Temple loud
speaker, and later specializing upon built-in
horns for radio cabinets. Horns ranging from

made

twelve inches to ten feet in length are

Noii^

more than

ever,

by the firm, in a variety of shapes, and are
found in the radio receivers manufactured by

SONATRON

the manufacturer of the largest

Hne

a

is

number

of tubes

f

also manufactured by the Chicago Sigand sold to dealers for use in their
According to executives of the firm,
stores.
considerable stress will be laid next year on the
development of talking machine tone chambers,
for
use in both mechanical and electrical
nal

—

—

Late

Hudson

16

St.

St.

NEW YORK CITY

CHICAGO

320 Lafayette BIdg.

DETROIT

Newark

Introduce the Abox Filter
Co., Chicago, is introducing to the
music-radio trade the Abox Filter, a device
designed for use with an A
charger of the electrolytic
The Abox
or bulb type.

The Abox

SONATRON TUBE COMPANY
W.

is

Co.

machines.

Write for the Sonatron Proposition

108

Windsor, Ontario

CANADA

N.J.

takes the pulsating current

charger
from
the
smooths it out into

The

SONATRON
AMPLIFIER
complete with 3 '^d
fVhite and Blue

matched power

The newest Sonatron development

—a

seller!

All

made

manager.

pared,

the extension of its line to
a tube for every set
include 30 distinct types cf tubes
and every purpose. Here is a great selling "edge" for the
dealer
this season has shown beyond
doubt that the dealer who oSers the most complete tube
service will make the biggest tube profits.

SONATRON

concerns.

The Temple Comparator, a testing device by
means of which four loud speakers may be com-

RADIO TUBES •

\J
SONATRON announces

known

developed material, designed by and
constructed under the supervision of F. Temple,
chief engineer, and Alfred Marshev, general
sales

DISTINCT TYPES
o/

nationally

of specially

in the world!

3C\

of

of the horns are of the exponential type,

set

uni-

form, direct current so free
from hum that the manufacturer states that the ear

quick, profitable

Every

and
a

owner,

whether he has a crystal or a
10 tube set, wants it. Write

cannot detect a sound six
inches from the loud speaker, even when audio ampli-

for details.

tubes

Abox
are

Filter

employed,

fiers

of considerable

experiments

have

power

proved.

condenser, which the Abox
embodies, was invented by E. F. Andrews, designer of the Deresnadyne circuit, and

The Andrews

Filter

is

also of the electrolytic type.

The Abox

NATIONALLY
ADVERTISED
Manufacturers

of the Largest

STANDARD

QUALITY
Line of Radio Tubes

in the

World

filter

packed with electrolyte already in it in a solid
form, so that it may be shipped and placed conveniently on the dealers' shelves. As the container is made entirely of metal it is very
rugged and not easily injured. When placed
in operation by the user, it is only necessary
to fill it with distilled water, in which the
is

solid electrolyte dissolves.

{Continued on page 118)
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the Others

then Listen to a

Utah Superflex
$10.00
Reg. U.

S.

Patent Office

We

manu-

plete

The only comline of

facturers not a

speakers on the

semblers

are

market

Utah Book
Exceedingly Decorative,
Finest Reproduction.
Size 17K"xl3i4".

$19.00

GUARANTEE
a Utah and use it
two weeks. Compare
tone with the best the

Buy
for
its

others are able to produce.
If the Utah does not

give better reception return it to your
dealer and he will re-

fund your money.

Utah Cone Speaker
Free edge

Utah Standard

— 1754"

high.

$16.00

14" Bell

$22.50
The Speaker with

the Golden Throat

Utah Junior
11"

BeU

$12.50

Utah Radio Products
1421

S.

Co.

Michigan Ave., Chicago

.-
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The Abox

Filter, which is distributed through
was first shown at the Chicago Radio
Show, where it attracted considerable attention
from consumers and dealers. The firm maintains a factory in Racine, Wis., and has general
sales offices at 215 North Michigan avenue,
Chicago, where F. H. Redmond, sales manager,
makes his headquarters.
Signs Noted Men and Orchestras for Columbia

T. G. Rockwell, supervisor of record sales, the
Chicago branch of the Columbia Phonograph
Co., Inc., returned on October 28 from a two
months' trip to the Pacific Coast, in which he
visited San Francisco, Los Angeles, Portland
and Seattle. Mr. Rockwell, while on the Coast,
signed a number of prominent entertainers and
Columbia record
organizations
as
musical
artists, including Jackie Sanders Hotel Olympic
Orchestra, Seattle; Earl McElroy's Spanish
Ballroom Orchestra, Portland; Earl Burtnett
and His St. Francis Hotel Orchestra, San Francisco, and Don Clark and His Biltmore Hotel
Orchestra, Los Angeles. He also arranged for
a recording by Aimee McPherson, the famous
evangelist, which will be released December 1,
and for which a large sale is expected.
Mr. Rockwell preceded the Columbia, recording
expedition to the Coast, securing the talent, and
was followed by Arthur Beigh, musical director,
A number of vocal
in charge of the expedition.
selections by Coast artists were also made at

models made by

W.

his

A
of

C.

Braun

Chassis of

B-Unit

G.

W. French & Sons

Co.,

Inc.,

of

Ionia,

This music house has been established

The "Molliformer" "B" Unit
Ready for Use
The "Molliformer"

Radio Receiving Sets

pioneer radio distributor, of

is

backed by two

years of startling performance that
has placed this unit far in advance
of all other "B" Eliminators.
The
"Molliformer" assures years of service

without attention.

—

There are no

acids to spill no corrosive fumes
no expensive, critical rectifying

The firm now manufactures, in addition to
transformers and parts, a line of receivers rangFive-tube Ailing in price from $80 to $435.
American receivers are furnished in compartThe six
ment, cabinet and highboy models.
and seven-tube Rauland receivers include the
"Sovereign," a Spanish Renaissance type cabinet, the "Lorraine," of attractive Italian Renaissance design, both having built-in speaker,
and concealed loop. Housing a seven-tube
model, the "Forte" has the appearance of a
Spanish treasure chest when closed.

year as a producer of radio re-

Co.,

C. Griffiths

and has built up a splendid reputaand business in its community. The firm
has two automobile trucks, suitable for delivand pianos. Gulbransen
ering phonographs
pianos are specialized on and the house also
phonographs, musical merchandise,
handles
band instruments and sheet music. The other
members of the G. W. French & Sons Co., Inc.,
are Mr. French's son and daughter, Lyle G.
French and Grace E. French.
Now Making Complete Receiving Sets
The Ail-American Radio Corp., known for its
radio transformers and parts, has now entered
the complete receiving set manufacturing field.

ceiving equipment.

W.

Unequaled Tone Quality
Ample, Uniform Power
In Use 2 Years

this firm.

since 1896,

Research-Klamer Merger
a recent announcement the
Chicago,
Laboratories,
Research
Electrical
manufacturer of Erla radio receivers, loud
speakers, power units and tubes, has effected an
operating merger with Klamer Factories, Inc.,
The Klamer factories manuEvansville, Ind.
facture cabinets for Erla receivers through the
alliance of the two manufacturing interests.
Electrical Research Laboratories is one of the
most prominent firms in the radio field and is

of

Low

Guaranteed
in Cost

tion

to

Monroe Line

Is

recovery was rapid and that he .returned
desk on November 1.
G. W. French Visits Chicago
recent Chicago visitor was G. W. French,

Mich.

near future.

in its fifth

That

"B" UNIT

to his

Electrical

now

THE

friends in the trade will be glad to learn that

same time.
Of special interest to the trade will be the
recordings by the Sol Hoopii Hawaiian Trio, of
Los Angeles, which Mr. Rockwell states will reveal something new in Hawaiian music played
to dance tempo when the records are released

According

^^"MoUiformer"

Undergoes Operation
W. C. Griffiths, sales manager of the Chicago Talking Machine Co., local Victor jobber,
was stricken with appendicitis at. his office on
October 4, rushed to the. hospital and underwent an operation immediately. His many

the

in the

1926

15,

from page 116)

Chicago, recently introduced, in addition to its
regular line of sets and accessories, the Monroe
line of radio receiving sets designed and manufactured by the firm. The line consists of several models, a five-tube RF circuit with threedial control in several table cabinet designs, a
two-dial, six-tube model, encased
in various
styles of console cabinets, a single-dial control,
six-tube, table receiver, and an eight-tube set
in popular period furniture design cabinet.
A
special catalog has been issued illustrating the
new line of receiving sets and describing the
individual construction features of the various

jobbers,

November

Thousands of users endorse
the "Molliformer" for the long-lived,
dependable service it affords.

tubes,

Two

"Molliformer" Models

pletely

Assembled

— Ready

— ComUse

for

Model FAV4, 35 milliamperes
at 90 volts
]\Iodel

$22.00

.

D4, 40 milliamperes at

150 volts
Units for

25

27.50

and 40 cycle current $2 additional

EXCLUSIVE TERRITORY
Write today for discounts.

Exclusive

ritory still available.
Circulars sent
request.

ANOTHER

PRODUCT
C. E.

JACOBS

2808 N. Kedzie Ave.

ter-

upon

t^PR^

Chicago

In additiqa to these models are the six-tube

"B"

ELIMINATOR

Without

Smooth

,-•

.

Hum

or Voltage

Rauland

Drop

—

satisfactorily.
like other household
voltage variations for different tubes.

Connects to lighting system and operates

Greatly improves both local and distant reception.
space than two 45-volt dry batteries.

Takes

—

CHICAGO,

Makers of the Burns Loud Speakers

of early Americari"-Mesign with built-in Ail-

The incorporating
amplifier

in

of the

conjunction

U.

less

in

Rauland receivers is said to give them remarkable tonal reproduction. Accessories also
are now manufactured by the firm, including
the Ail-American B battery eliminator, AllAmerican cone type speaker and the Rauland
the

loop aerial.

How

Frank Reichmann Sensed the Future

Few

Price Complete vsrith Tube $45.00
At Your Dealers or Write Direct to the Manufacturer

State and Sixty-fourth Streets,

latter

with the tuned radio frequency circuit used

is

appliances with

The

is

Rauland-Lj'ric-Trio

not an assembly of devices of various manufacturers
but each has been designed and totally built in the one factory
for the work it is to do the result is a finished, superior product.
It operates under any load handling the new power tube most

electrical

and Rauland Duet.

a conventional table-;model while the Sextet

American reproducer.

Unfeiiling Plate Current

A PERFECTED DEVICE
The Burns

Sext-et

is

S.

A.

radio followers of to-day realize that
ioud speakers and not headphones were used
by the people who listened to the first public
broadcasting station in the United States. True,
this first station operated over what is now
known as "wired wireless," but it produced

nearly the same sort of programs as are
{Continued on page 120)

now

November

15,
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ahead/

"fears
The

5ADI2
Erla Omni-

Cone

ionic

Speaker. $17. SO.

You've wanted something new — something
different to offer your customers. Something
that will appeal to the novice as well as the ex-

make prospects of all. Here it is.
discovery is responsible for this im-

pert and

A

new

proved radio— this

New

Mo-nod-ic Receiver
radio— all
the squeals and howls — and makes it simple
enough for even the youngest member of the
that takes all the hocus-pocus out of

Erla "Triple'
Life" Tubes,

The beautiful new Erla
"Super-Six" DeLuxe Console,
withSingleDialControl. S2S5.

Defector
plifier,

Complete

LINE
Mail the Coupon Today

Once you've heard the new Erla yourself,

you'll

know immediately why

experts say it's years ahead. You'll
have an entirely new conception of
radio
and you'll see the money-

—

making

possibilities in the complete

Erla line.

Heading the procession

is

the

new

Erla " Super-Six" DeLuxe Console,
with Single Dial Control, the finest
receiver ever produced. Then there
is the Standard six-tube, one-dial
control table cabinet; Standard and
DeLuxe five-tube consoles with twodial control and Standard and DeLuxe
five-tube table cabinets. To say nothing of a

parts

most comprehensive line of
of acknowl-

and accessories

Presenting
points

4

Don't wait until the rank and file have
followed the Erla lead. Now is the
time to step in and take full advantage
of these amazing improvements.
Here's your chance to get in on the
ground floor and clean up big profits
start.

of Sales

Superiority
1

2

edged superiority.

before the others get a

X

PowerTube.300
X 1-A, $4.50.

family to operate.

A

•Am-

300

1-A,S 2.00.

4

Squeals and howls are completely
done away with in tuning. No expert
manipulation of knobs.
Harshness and fuzziness of tone resulting from regeneration are eradicated.

Even under

full

pressure,

reproduction of voice or music is
entirely natural and undistorted.
Stations inaudible with most other
receivers, unless manipulated by experts, come in loud and clear. And
this result is easily attaintd by any
member of the family.
A most important final advantage is
improved selectivity, gained without
loss of tone quality, as is the case
with receivers in which regeneration
is employed.

The

established Erla policy

is to

give

Erladealers restricted territories.
Only one dealer in each community
will have this opportunity. So if you
are interested in making more money
if you want to take advantage of the
year's greatest achievement in radio
—if you want to give your customers
the very best at the lowest possible
price, sign and mail the coupon for

—

full

particulars today.

BE YEARS

AHEAD

Electrical Research Laboratories,
2500 Cottage Grove Avenue Dept. N-52
Chicago, Illinois.

—

me complete

and deunderstand this
inquiry does not obligate me in any way.
Please send

tails of

the

new Erla

Name
Firm Name..

A ddress

.

lin".

literature
I
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hy the various broadcasting stations.
Frank Reichmann, president of the Reichmann Co., Chicago, maker of Thorola receiving sets and speakers, installed the first broadcasting station in Chicago ten or twelve years
ago.
It consisted of a studio
in
the Westminster Building and operated over the lines of
ihe old Automatic Telephone Company.
Telephone subscribers could, for a stipulated
monthly sum, have a loud speaker installed in
their homes and obtain the concerts and other
entertainment from the studio.
The apparatus consisted of a switch on the
telephone bell box and a morning-glory-shaped
given

tin

horn with a reproducing unit

When

in

During this time Mr. Reichmann was experimenting with loud speakers for radio receiving
sets as they are made to-day. At that time few
receivers were capable of sufficient volume to
operate anything but headphones.
Mr. Reichmann, sensing the future of radio, was confident
that in the end headphones would have to give
way entirely to the larger and better sound reproducers. His latest achievement is found in
the
present Thorola receivers, wherein are
utilized both the cone and horn type reproducers for faithful reproduction
tremely high and low notes.

Mother

of

of

H. Emerson Yorke

both

ex-

111

H. Emerson Yorke, head of the general publicity department of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., Chicago, was recently called to his
home in Ottawa, Canada, because of the serious
illness of his mother.
Mr. Yorke left the Chicago offices on October 29 and at this writing
it was not known when he would be able to return to his desk, as Mrs. Yorke is still in a
serious condition.

personal appearance at the opening festivities of
Local interest in the event indicates that prosperous days are ahead,
Saal Ec-centric Cone Admired
the department.

tt

The

latest

manufacturer,
for

smaller model
actly the

the

first

World's

same

Wolf Manufacturing Industries, Quinc}',
one of the pioneers of the phonograph industry and a company which has made excepIrtional progress during the past few years.
win L. Rosenberg, head of the agency bearing his name, is well known in advertising and
business circles, for he has been identified with
several prominent industrial organizations, and
in addition to taking charge of the publicity
Wolf

time

and

at

the

New York

that the actuating unit

is

"off center," the dis-

tance between the bottom of the cone and the
unit being almost twice as great as the distance between the top and the unit.
In the
harp, and also the piano, long strings produce

company on merchandis-

the executives of the
ing and sales plans.

during the past month

ities

SIMPLEX

5

^

DEALERS: You
PLEX with every

!fe

I

$3.00.
$5.40,

Sample

can
set

U.

in

postpaid.

Sold

install

you
S.,

SIM-

a

List,

sell.

$1.85;

for

3

on money-back

guarantee.

G. H. SCHUBERT, MCr.
753 W. 3ld St., Chicago, 111.

JJB

handle the greatly increased amount of busiThe company has enjoyed a very steady
growth during the past three years and has

E.
constantly striven to improve its product.
R. Schultz, president of Minerva Radio Co.,

days ago that the policy of the
to proceed slowly and mana product that would be acceptable

stated a few

company has been
ufacture

to the public

and particularly that would

nate in so far as

is

elimi-

possible unnecessary service

work which causes expense and annoyance

in

order to proper-

Improvement in Reception
by Using Good Power Tubes

success

in

every way.

knowledge has gained circulation the
for good power tubes has advanced,
now it may well be said to be phenome-

this

demand
until
nal.

With President of Sonatron
Tube Co., Based Upon Visit to Prominent
Members of the Trade

Interesting Talk

Chicago,

III.,

heard

at

November

radio season, that

6.

—The

prediction,

beginning of the current

the

power tubes would make

a

deep impression on the radio accessory market, would seem to be thoroughly fulfilled by
sales records made throughout the past two
months, according to Harry Chirelstein, president of the Sonatron Tube Co., who recently
returned to the Chicago headquarters of his
firm after an extended swing through the trade
The Sonatron firm
centers of the mid-West.
a

composed

line

of

distinct types of tubes, including a

"The radio
ilr.

power

twenty-five

complete

list

of

gives a beautiful effect

.\mong

tubes.

listeners

"Sonatron has been conducting an educacampaign in this season's advertising, in
order to stabilize and increase power tube
preference.
Our newspaper and magazine advertisements have been selling power to the
consumer and telling him the advantages of
using power tubes. As a result, Sonatron
dealers have enjoyed a remarkable sales record
and have encountered no sales resistance, the
inarket being already prepared for them.
"Further carrying out the Sonatron 'power'
slogan is the Sonatron amplifier, a device which
adds three stages of amplification to any set,
even a crystal. This amplifier is equipped with
three Sonatron power tubes, colored, respectively, red, white and blue, a combination which
tional

the

country," stated

Chirelstein, "have found out for themselves

reception
improvement in
remarkable
the
brought about by the use of good power tubes.
The average five-tube set with one power amplifier tube and one power detector is more
than a five-tube set it has more power, it

—

brings in more distant stations, it gives greater
As
volume and clarity to the reproduction.

when

the tubes are

Sonatron amplifier are great volume, an amazingly beautiful tone and longer life for the B
batteries.

"The Sonatron Tube Co. recently announced
amplifier

Hi-Mu tubes used
are now available

matched

sets

that

three

the

Hi-Mu
(

of

three.

In

in

the

Sonatron

separately
addition

or

to

Story!

We

have recently been forced to practically double our manufacturing
order to take care of the increased demand for Minerva receivers. This
boastfully, but is a simple statement of fact to prove that dealers do

facilities in

not said
appreciate

is

SERVICE WORRIES

This is what the Minerva receiver offers. Minerva is up-to-date. Beautiful cabinets,
beautiful tone, 6 tubes, plenty of volume, and one-dial convenience, vi^hich offers real
are open for distributors in a few localities and we invite dealers
selectivity.
everywhere, who are interested in larger profits and less work servicing sets, to write
us at once.

We

sories.

SI40.00

list.

MINERVA RADIO
154 East Erie

St.,

at

Michigan Blvd.

in

these

tubes, others are being manufacContinued on page 122")

MAND Whole
MAXIMUM VALUE
MINIMUM

lit.

the results afforded to the user of the

TELLS THE

Minerva Library Console comolete as illustrated, with
built-in horn and battery compartment, less acces-

for

Continuing, Mr. Schultz stated that
the company's one-dial 1926-27 line has secured
complete acceptance by the dealer and by the
buying public alike and has proved a practical
the dealer.

Minerva Radio Co. Expansion
Minerva Radio Co., Chicago, recently announced the doubling of its manufacturing facil-

Radio

product that has met
with a fine reception throughout the trade. The
new Ec-centric cone is likened to the harp in
a

organization, will also advise with

J
s

I

ness.

for the

^o

9^

ly

of the latest

Fair,

S

i

Saal Junior, exin form and construction as the
the

as

111.,

shown

the Saal Ec-centric cone,

known

Is proving a sensation with set owners.
Dealers, too, are enthusiastic.
Gets
everything in the air BETTER. NonNon-interfering.
Easily
directional.
Consists of a
and quickly installed.
staff on which is wound a novel conductor coil which renders a 12-inductance that produces a volume of natural
in a
tones and places the
class by itself.

—

for the

manufactures

is

Simplex Antenna

this principle, the Saal

Senior cone. Among the other Saal products
are the Pedestal speaker, the Saal soft speaker
horn type No. 5 and the Saal phonograph attachment.
Rosenberg Co. Has Wolf Industries Account
The Irwin L. Rosenberg Co., Wrigley Building, Chicago, is now handling the advertising

product of H. G. Saal Co., Chimotor and loud speaker

phonograph

cago,

Adopting

engineers have perfected a cone speaker along
the same lines, the large space beneath the unit
expressing the deep low notes, and the shorter
space at the top reproducing the high notes.
The Saal Ec-centric cone is produced in a

often

Cable Co. Branch Adds "Talkers"
The Ro^eland branch of the Cable Piano Co.,
Chicago, III., recently opened a talking machine
department, carrying the Brunswick and Victor
lines.
Aileen Stanley, recording artist, made a

1926

— (Continued from page 118)

short strings.

the switch

subscriber threw the switch, carried on his or
her conversation, and then switched back to the
broadcasting.

15,

deep low vibrations, and the high notes require

the base.

was thrown the broadcasting
was reproduced by the loud speaker and the

November

CO.
CHICAGO,

ILL.

November

IS,
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of Slagle's Leaders

This 2 -dial set wins sales. Perfect control, easy tuning, beautiful

appearance, clean, quiet reception, very good value,

console or cabinet models. Let us

A set

no

is

better

tell

you more about

it.

Slagle Merchandising Policy
THEprovide
within
is

than its accessories
sell good ones

—

a full line of sets

to

a range of prices that enables a dealer

any order for first-class sets from
the one line. The Slagle line gives you

to

fill

a fully representative stock

Model XX. Free

of noises for which sets are often
responsible, hotv battery consumption; extreme sensitivenessto signals; sharp, clean tuning; plenty of
volume; simple and complete control; full, rich tone
values; and beautiful appearance are some of the
points this set gives you. It's real value for your

money. All elements completely shielded from each
other. The highest development in radio receiving
Beautiful tvalnut cabinet with matched burl

sets.

panels $130 without accessories.

on

display

with smaller investment; you can concentrate your eSorts on a single line
and back it to the limit. The guarantee
below protects you because it protects
your customer.

We shall be

glad to send a beauti-

fully illustrated, 4-color sheet,

details of

giving

our line and complete plan of

merchandising. Mention the name of
jobber from whom you prefer to buy.

SLAGLE RADIO COMPANY
FORT WAYNE, INDIANA

GUARANTEE
Model

XX

Console
2-Dial Control

Every Slagle Radio Receiver is positively guaranteed against all defects in
material or tvorkmanship, and if, upon
installation in your home, it does not
thoroughly satisfactory service,
your money ivill be refunded.

give
Beautiful cabinet work makes this console a delight to the eye as well as the ear. Two'toned waU
nut ivith hurl panels. Drop front makes confenient
room for tuning and logging. Ample space in lower compartments for batteries.

Equipped with Model

XX

receiver described above.

2'dial control 5'tube
accessories.

$185 without
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Bell

&

Howell Camera
Line With Lyon & Healy

sale at the present time.

phonograph

and

In addition

radio

all

and

salesmen

outside

can-

vassers are also devoting their attention to the
sale of the motion picture cameras.

Prominent Music Store, in the Loop District of
Chicago, Featuring Line of Motion Picture
Cameras Made by Bell & Howell Co.

At the time that the Bell & Howell line was
added, a special letter was sent to the entire

Lyon & Healy customer
service which the firm

Chicago, III,, November 8— Lyon & Healy,
prominent music store in the loop district of
Chicago, recently added the line of motion picture
cameras manufactured by the Bell &

A

on the Filmo camera.
devised making

combine

to

outfit,

it

in the

announcing

list

now equipped

is

City,

three

for several people
purchase of a complete Filmo

-and a camera or projector

may

Carl Kronenberger, head
Mfg. Co., lOS East Twelfth

the

group plan has been

15,

1926

Carl Kronenberger Back
From Long Trip to Europe

to give

possible

November

has

returned

to

his

Favorite

the

of

New York

street.

offices

following

a

months' business and pleasure tour of
the
larger
trade
centers
in
Europe.
Mr.
Kronenberger has for a good mruiv ^ rar; been

also be

rented, the rental bills being applied on the

full

purchase price should the customer decide to
buy the equipment.
The camera counter is located on the first

It's

&

Lyon

floor of the

Healy building and actual

demonstrations of the Filmo camera and pro-

here

jector

at

made

are

section

this

in

of

the

store

every day.

LyonfiiHealy's
Tfcc BELL &.

T.

HOWELL

Holzem Buys

J.

Willey's

filmo Camera on

Music Store

Easy Payments
ui(/ heip

in

Baraboo, Wis.

you

Make Your Own

Ted J. Holzem, who has represented the Gulbransen Co. in Wisconsin for some time past,
recently purchased Willey's Music House, Baraboo, Wis., and joined the ranks of the retailers.
The store he purchased is in a location where
there has been a music store for forty years.

MOVIES
^JOW.in a 5 or 10 ininu[«' visit. you can

XN

find out

all

about the fasdnaiLDg,

own

delight ol taling your

'.^^''V^

Dew

movies:

MadsbyBeil&HoweU

Piciurei ol

baby-the children— all the who for 19 yeare have
bmily-weddiOE^-youitripa-lootbaU games, made practically all
and other iaieresiing events: oj clear and caroerasand equipment
forthe wo/Usleading
htautxlul In your ou,ti bomt Oi the featnovicproducers.NamraUy.Filrrwhasfoatuin
lure filmj jfictti^w^ your lavoiitt thtaire!

not lound in other motion picture

Thu IS the autotnatic, personal
tDOvie camera everyone i* tallung

00

abouL So slnjple that ev en a child

10

can operate it. Does not get out
ol order. LighL Easy to arry.

per

4 Convenient Purchase
J, CbK,

It is a

canm^

and »ee how easy and
simple motion photography has
been made lor you. Actual demonstration at our main floor
Camera Counter every day.

Come

in

Ptaris

<a chiTfc actDuoc.

2t SIO pn

montli

il

you do

cm imh

to

piy cak.

? OitrCIufc PlQTiaukau porahlt lorsevm] people lo Mm* bnc Ok lit; pmijuse of i FJmo
tuafii. eit>iei p«Tm( c»sh,OT
•m»U prnom mjuim] m purch» Ol CTB S 1 0 FIT mem ih pliTL

A

well-located and attractive store, serving

wide trading radius.
In addition to Gulbransen lines, the store handles Victor talking
machines and musical merchandise. The business in the future will be known as Holzem
Music Co.
a

TolioaliinieTwmellB^ibeqmLrTiiidoiwtiiiooolFJm
-

a

fqinproem roo cm toil enhn t Cvotn
Proxon a the
rue
SIO pa vni. All remJj
pud wiD be sppEedon
ihe tuD puichiae pncr >hDuld jou ifcaJt to Vtrp the equip-

d

»

Plaza Music Go. Markets
Micro-phonic" Reproducer

At Our

First Floor Camera Counter
All Leading Makes of Camenis. Projeclors and Aci.isorics

'

PRINTING-DEVELOPINC- ENLARGING
24-HouT Service

George

Lyon & Healy
Wabash Avenue

Lyon & Healy's
Howell
tober

21,

at

Bell

who

Jackson Boulevard

& Howell

Advertising

and on Thursday, Octhe Chicago Tribune advertisement re-

Co., of this city,

produced herewith advised the local public regarding the product and the manner in which
it might be secured.
Lyon & Healy are planning an extensive drive among old customers and prospects on the Filmo camera, and two
sales representatives are specializing upon its

D.

now

Lewis,

the

member

acoustical

engineer,

experimental
laboratory of the Plaza Music Co., New York,
recently designed a new reproducer for talking
machines.
This product is now being marketed by the Plaza company under the trade
name "Micro-phonic" phonograph reproducer.
The instrument has been developed with a
plan of satisfying music lovers with full, deep
tones of talking machine records.
It is being
given wide publicity by the Plaza company and
is presented in a silk-lined bo.x, which should
aid the trade in merchandising the instrument.
is

a

the

of

Carl Kronenberger

an active figure in supplying talking machine
repair parts, motors, tone arms, sound boxes

and allied material to the retail trade. While
in Europe he looked over the latest developments from the factories of Europe and
expects to shortly announce the arrival in this
country of various European materials that
should find a ready market here.
Mr. Kronenberger expects shortly to make
a tour of all

Eastern territory.

The Favorite Mfg. Co. was recently appointed distributor for Symphonic reproducers and
tone arms. The company is issuing some
circular matter on all of its products,
including the Symphonic reproducers and tone
arms, and expects to start an inteir^ive sales
special

drive

on these materials.

Good Power Tubes Improve Radio Reception
(Continued from page 120)

making

most complete and extensive
Used in resistance or in impedance coupled sets, the Mu's
in
result
remarkable improvements in tone
o.uality, and are said to double volume in these
tured,
line

Imperial

Phonogrands

types of sets.
"Success for the dealer
lish his

are equipped

with

our

NEW

TRIPAR-

TITE AMPLIFIERS.
Three
signed

scientifically

proportioned

and dein one

Unit.
will please the Dealer who is looking
for volume Reproduction without sacrificing
quality.

They

MAKE

the Quality and the Prices are

right.

Send
IMPERIAL MODEL
46" High, 24" Wide, 22"
List Price, $150.00

for

FOREIGN

Deep.

Catalog and Prices

INQUIRIES

SOLICITED

Phonogrand Division

FUEHR & STEMMER PIANO
1934 Wentworth Avenue

who wants

to estab-

tube field," concluded
presenting to his pub-

Mr. Chirelstein, "lies in
a complete tube service, which includes not
only the standard tubes, but also the finest and
latest power tube developments.
The business
will go to, and stay with, dealers who operate
on the basis of complete service."

Eckhardt Corp. Describes
Line in Artistic Brochure

111.,

—

Philadelphia, Pa., November S. Formal announcement of the new Eckharmonic radio and
Eckophonic resonator was made bj- the Eckhardt Corp., of this city, by means of a large,
artistic brochure.
A grayish-brown mat was
used, and pasted on the two facing inside pages
was a communication announcing the Eckharmonic signed by Walter L. Eckhardt, president
of the corporation, and on the other page an
attractive display in colors similar to that ap-

CO.

Chicago,

Musical Instrument Builders for 25 years

in the

SELLING

EASIER.
The Tone,

supremacy

lic

Tone Chambers combine

PHONOGRANDS

a

of these important tubes.

issue of The Talking
This brochure was the creaadvertising
Co.,
tion
of
the Aitkin-Kynett
agent for the Eckhardt Corp.

pearing

U.

S.

A.

in

the

Machine World.

current
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Inside Information

(Note reduction gear drives, dual condenser,
powerful audio transformer and the special
Output Transformer protecting loud speaker
from high voltages.)
SHOULD BE AT •-L" FOR
TUBE BUT AT "— " FOR 200-A TUBE

TIP JACK
201-A

Complete disclosure, revealing and intimate of why the SLEEPER SCOUT and SERENADER MODELS are the most talked of radio sets in trade circles this year.
A perfect example of what is possible when intensive study is applied to perfecting a product that is good to start with.
ffeH"
For infinite refinement of detail and improvement of every feature that caused even the
slightest sales resistance a year ago, see and hear the improved Scout and Serenader.
•

.

YELLOW •B+*'
90 VOLTS_

VOLUME
CONTROL
BLUE "B-f*
45 VOLTS

SET THIS FIRST
TO DESIRED WAVE

LENGTH

TUNE IN WITH THIS
KNOB AFTER SET
WAVE LENGTH

TING

All other connections are
Battery compartment doors removed to show ease of hook-up.
made on a terminal strip in the rear. The Amplion adjustable Loud Speaker unit is used
in the Type 61 Serenader model illustrated.
Price $125. The same set with flat top without loud speaker is called the Scout Model 60.
Price $100.

Sleeper Radio &l Mfg* Corporation
GORDON C. SLEEPER, President
6th and Washington Aves.

Long Island

City,

N. Y.
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TWO SIDES TO THE

Fifteen-Thousand
Dollars
were spent in one advertisement, in
one group of newspapers alone, Mr.
Dealer,

to

sell

reproducers

hy mail.

more money has been gpent in
many othei piiblicatiovs by the same

Still

people.

More

Can you

ivill

undoubtedly

folloiv.

afford not to push a

good reproducer

?

^mpmmt
mmm

reproducer
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REntOMKmOVESnON

A greatly

reduced reproduction of a full page
newspaper mail order advertisement in multicolor

which recently appeared
in a

number of large cities.

Keep this profitable business in
the Phonograph trade - for yourselfI
Stock and push a truly great reproducer

-

SYMPHONIC!

sell

Symphonic Sales Corporation
LAMBERT
370 Seventh

FRIEDL. President

Ave.,

New

York City
The Symphonic Diaphragm
is made of aluminum alloy,
the material proved to be

^yiHpliiDiiilr
PHDNOCRAPH REPRODUCER

best for the purpose, extremely thin and sensitive
for finest tonal results.

—
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1925 Census of Manufactures Serves
to Indicate Transformation of Trade

November

burg, Baltimore and other points with the idea
of outlining in detail the Mohawk plans for the
coming year. This season is proving to be the

most

active

Mohawk

in

indication that the

and Values as Compared With 1923 Figures Reflects the Period of
Liquidation of Old Stocks and Preparations for Marketing of New Machine and Record Products

Heavy Decrease

in Production

—

Washington, D. C, November 8. The Bureau
of the Census of the Department of Commerce
has just issued its report covering the phono-

The value added by manufacture,

cent.

the

of products less cost of materials, was
$36,210,053, as compared with $62,060,938, a
decrease of 41.7 per cent.
A total of 642,015 phonographs, including dictating machines, were produced last year, with
a total value of $22,613,009, as compared with

value

graph industry as a part of the census of
manufacture, for 1925, and the figures presented
are interesting, though likely to be somewhat
confusing to those who are not acquainted
with developments that have taken place in the

The report shows, for instance,
was a decrease of 35.6 per cent in

the

produced in 1923.
The number of records produced in 1925 was
82,125,060, and their value $26,790,847, as compared with 98,104,279, valued at $36,372,410, in

of phonographs, and 16.3 per cent

in

1923.

997,459, valued at $57,037,060,

industry.
that

there

number
the numcompared

ber of records produced in 1925, as
with 1923, and that the value of the 1925 output
of phonographs was 16.4 per cent less than
that of 1923, with the value of records 26.3
per cent

$960,831,

$1,-164,064

in

at

cabinets

1927
sales

New

Gone Speaker Is
Popular With the Trade
Chicago,
November —The
product
III,,

of the

latest

5.

Utah Radio Products

new cone speaker

Co., of this city, a

of the free edge type,

17;^

high with a weight of Syi pounds, is
proving immensely popular with the radio
trade throughout the country and orders are
inches

pouring into the

offices

of the

company

a

at

1923,

made

as secondary products

by estab-

lishments classified in the furniture industry.
The production of other parts, however,
dropped 68.6 per cent, from $8,092,682 in 1923

at

to $2,543,384 last year.

Custom work and repairing to the value of
was reported for 1925, a decrease of
27.6 per cent from 1923, when it totaled $407,998.
The value of all other products reported

models, and the same held good in the record
field.
For a large part of the year the manufacturers were marking time to a greater or

$295,583

less degree until the new instruments could
be placed upon the market in quantities, and
were the census figures made to cover 1926 the
story would be considerably different.

by the establishments in the industry, chiefly
sets, cabinets and parts, was $5,035,875,

radio

an increase of 261.8 per cent over the $1,391,943

Value of 1925 Production

total of 1923.

value of the production of the
industry
in 1925 was $61,057,147,
phonograph
a decrease of 43.1 per cent from the 1923 total
total

Otto N. Frankfort a
Visitor to

of $107,311,265.
Only sixty-eight establishments were reported

New York

General Sales Manager of Mohawk Corp. Calls
Upon the Trade, Accompanied by M. O.

seven each in New Jersey and New York, five
each in Indiana, Connecticut, Michigan and
Ohio, and the rest in seven other States.
Some Interesting Figures
The average number of wage earners employed in the industry declined from 20,491 in

fort,

to

11,267

last

Giles,

Mohawk Corp. of Illinois, Chicago, manuMohawk one-dial receivers, was a
recent visitor to New York, calling upon the
trade, accompanied by M. O. Giles, Mohawk
facturer of

district

manager

in this

Middle West, and wherever he called he found
keen enthusiasm for Mohawk products that
was emphasized in the substantial orders placed
by the jobbers.
In fact, Mr. Frankfort was
besieged by the jobbers to expedite shipments
of merchandise, for at the present time the
main problem at the Mohawk plant is one of
production rather than orders.
Mr. Frankfort before reaching Chicago will
visit

]N[oW—

Mohawk

jobbers

the

Symphonic
Reproducer and Tone Arm
together with your supplies — parts
springs — motors,
etc.

Old Reliable House

FAVORITE MFG. CO.
KRONENBERGER.

President

Established Since 1914

105 East 12th Street

New York

Telephone Stuyvesant 1666

City

in

Arthur Bergh Returns From
West Coast Recording Zone

Mr. Frank-

a

containers, was $14,144,955 last year,
against $24,969,685 in 1923, a drop of 45.1 per

C.\RL,

territory.

before arriving in New York, had visited
Mohawk jobbers in the leading cities up State,
as
well
other
points
in
as
several
the

of materials, including fuel, electric

the

Manager

the

wages.

From

District

is

of the unit.

declined from $24,969,685 to $14,144,955, a drop
of 45 per cent in employment and 43.4 per cent

The cost
power and

New York

that

Otto N. Frankfort, general sales manager of

and wage payments

year,

Utah Cone Speaker
highly satisfactory to Utah officials.
In letters received from dealers commenting favorabl}' on the new speaker, its clear
tone is given high praise as is the appearance
rate

in 1925, as compared with 111 in 1923. Four new
establishments were listed last year, but seventeen had gone out of business prior to 1925,
seventeen had switched from the phonograph
industry to other lines, six were idle during
the entire year and seven had an output of
less than $5,000, the biennial census including
only plants with a production in excess of that
sum. Of the sixty-eight establishments reporting last year, fifteen were located in Illinois,

in

satisfactory

Increase in Cabinet Values

greatly reduced prices in order to clear decks
for the introduction of the greatly improved

1923

every

value of cabinets produced increased 10.7
per cent, from $2,544,208 in 1923 to $2,816,718
This does not include phonograph
last year.

Industry's Clean-Up Period

The

compared with

was valued

even

outdistance the
totals of the current year.
will

with

The

In considering the figures it must be understood that 1925 saw the cleaning up of the

Old-type machines were offered

as

of needles

history,

demand enjoyed during

a decrease of 34.4 per cent.

less.

industry.

The production

1926

15,

Philadelphia, Harris-

.'Arthur

Bergh, musical director of recordings

Columbia Phonograph Co., New York,
recently returned from a five-week recording
tour of the Pacific Coast States, where Coast
hits were
recorded by Coast stars for the
Coast trade.
Orchestras and vocal stars of
Portland,
Seattle,
San Francisco and Los
Angeles made recordings, which are being
manufactured at the new Columbia recording
of

the

plant in Oakland, Cal.
artists

who

will

make

Full details of the newtheir first appearance

on

Columbia records in the very near future appear in the Chicago section of this issue of
The World.

November

15,
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liadio
Jl^jsproductii
Model "A"

171/4

inch

Ideal for the home, combining
superior tone and volume with
decorative elegance. Mahogany
sounding board gives rich resonance and power to the tone.
Can be used on console, or hung

on wall.
base and

Model "B" 141/4 inches
Model "A" but
to
Has Burtex diasmaller.

Similar

phragm, resonant wood soundpowerful
and
board,
ing
balanced armature unit, giving
remarkable volume with high-

Complete with easel
silk hanging cord.

Price $25

Two

Ideal for a
est tone quality.
small room. Finished in rich,
mahogany shades to match
many of the standard sets.

leaders in quick profits and trade
each the best in
building satisfaction
its

—

Price $16.50

comparison

price class, challenging

whether appearance, tone
quality, dependability, or merchandising

on any

basis,

value.

Note

the

—the only

many

The

exclusive selling features

many

diaphragm,

curved

of the exclusive Stevens

diaphragm

and
Hung

wall,
on
the
Speakers are

Stevens

And made by

the pioneers in the cone
speaker field, with fifty years of successful manufacturing experience as your assurance of stability, reliable goods, and

sound merchandising

policy.

details of the
Stevens line or write us for literature.

&

p e c

a

1

ly

eflfective,

performance
in
and decorative quality.

both

essential.

armature,

it

affords

more complete sound

re-

any
production
than
other speaker commercially

practicable.

TnADC MARK

and

is

dal

shape.

new

material, has a fabric base

formed under tension into the conoi
It

is

resilient,

practically un-

breakable, and absolutely moisture proof.

COMPANY,

the Pioneers in

Inc.

New York

46-48 East Houston Street
Made by

i

the exclusive

Ask your jobber for

STEVENS

e s

is

Combined with the fanonmous
Stevens
freezable, balanced

Model "A"

others.

curve of per-

sound reproduction

For full musical range
and natural tone quality, the conoidal form

seamless diaphragm, the only
moisture-proof diaphragm, the only true
scientifically

scientific

fect

Cone Speakers

Licensed and Manufactured Under Pat. No. 1414801

City
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How the

"Heebie Jeebies" Reached Apex of
Popularity and Developed a New Dance
—

Record Made in Okeh Laboratories of Consolidated T. M. Co. Proved Popular Consolidated
Music Publishing House Brought It Out on Sheet Music Dance Steps Were Devised

—

The layman often is amazed at the manner in
which a popular dance originates, sweeps the
countr3', crowding the ballrooms, night clubs
and dance halls, gains large-space newspaper
notices, usually with illustrations, and eventually brings forth not only local, but national

Miss Tinah Tweedie, was the

individual to

first

publicly appear in a performance of the "Heebie
Jeebies dance, and the event caught the eye of
'

Evening American, which published
pictures showing Miss Tweedie
executing the various steps, and accompanied
the Chicago
a

strip

of

the illustrations with instructions, enabling the

Other newspapers

reader to learn the dance.
quickly adopted the idea.

Underwood & Underwood photographed Miss Tweedie, and illustrations of how the dance is done were syndicated throughout the United States, often appearing in the rotogravure sections of leading
metropolitan newspapers within recent weeks.
On one occasion Miss Tweedie was photo-

graphed as she danced on the

cornice

of

a

thirty-eight-story building in Chicago's "loop,"

or business

district,

Operadio portable

Dancing on Cornice of Skyscraper
to decide who is the most accomplished exponent of that particular series of
eccentric steps. The story which follows outlines the manner in which a dance now ascending to popularity had its beginnings.
contests

Last Spring, in the Okeh record laboratories
of the Consolidated Talking Machine Co., Chicago, Okeh record distributor, a record was
made under the title "Heebie Jeebies," with a
The recording proved to be a
"skat" chorus.
popular one, and was sold to dance lovers
throughout the country. Late in October the
Consolidated Atusic Publishing House, headed
by E. A. Fearn, also president of the Consolidated Talking Machine Co., published "Heebie
Jeebies" in sheet music form.
Through the co-operation of Floyd Du Pont,
nationally known producer of musical comedies
and revues, a dance step was devised to suit
the

rhythm

of the song.

A

professional dancer.

to

set,

music received by an
while the photographer

clung to a flagpole as he snapped the pictures.
Sensing the publicity value of the "Heebie
Jeebies" dance as a drawing card, ballroom and
cabaret managers throughout the country are
now planning contests and revues built around
In Chicago alone the Midthe popular step.
Nite Frolics, Samovar, and seven other night
clubs are staging "Heebie Jeebies" revues, the
dance being featured as the main attraction on
the program. In each case special programs
are placed on the tables, listing the names of
the entertainers, while on the back cover detailed instructions

and

ous steps are printed.

illustrations of the vari-

Cafe

patrons

are

ad-

vised by the program that the "Heebie Jeebies"
record is obtainable on Okeh records and that
the sheet music is published by the Consolidated Music Publishing House.
On the back
cover of the sheet music edition of the number instructions and illustrations posed by Miss
Tweedie are also included, while a picture of
Paul Ash, Chicago's idol of jazz, occupies the

Charleston,

members
side

During the week ending November 6 the
"Heebie Jeebies" dance occupied center stage at
the Oriental Theatre, owned by Balaban &
Katz.
The stage setting resembled a hall of
fame, with all of the old-fashioned and modern
dances, from the minuet and polka down to the

Dependable and a Technical Triumph

A RADIO TUBE—
microphonic

that

is

non-

"won't short.
units; tested,

Sold in matched
balanced and plainly marked detector, radio frequency or audio
frequency.

DEALERS AND JOBBERS
Ask for particulars on this new and
better radio tube that costs no more.

upon

stage

the

of

Ash

one

as

side,

1926

already

on the other
Bottom" and

"Black

the

listed as applicants.

sat as judge, dressed in the

Paul

gown and wig

an old English member of the bench. To
decide the controversy between Miss "Heebie
Jeebies" (Miss Tweedie) and Miss "Black Bottom," Ash suggested that they each call in six
of

witnesses and have them execute their particuThe clashing factions both finished
their separate dances, and then did them simultaneously. Ash, still puzzled as to who was the

lar dances.

victor,

the verdict

left

question

to

the

The

audience.

apparently could not be decided,
so both the "Heebie Jeebies" and "Black Bottom" were allowed to enter the Hall of Fame.
Another instance which shows the rapid rise
of the dance to popularity within a space of a
few weeks is the adoption of the name "Heebie
Jeebies" by a shoe manufacturer, a maker of
hats, and a local restaurant owner who has applied the name to a sandwich. The dance, hard
on the heels of the "Black Bottom," is making
a strong bid for popularity honors, and both the
Okeh record and the Consolidated sheet music
version have been in tremendous demand as a
still

result.

QR

S Music Co. Purchases
the U. S. Music Roll Go.

Line of United States Music Roll Co. Will Be
Continued as Product of Q R S Co.—Arthur

Ames

Friestedt and George

Join

Q R

S Staff

Q R

The

S Music Co., manufacturer of
and radio tubes, with factories in
Chicago, New York, San Francisco, Toronto,
Canada; Sydney, Australia, and Utrecht, Holland, has taken over the United States Music
Roll Co., of Chicago, without issuing any additional stock.
By the purchase the Q R S
Music Co. acquires the good will, patents, mas-

music

ters,

and

rolls

trade-marks,

Q R

of

machinery,

add the U.

will

S

line

S.

inventory,

etc.,

to its regular line

The combined output

of music
companies last year was
8,700,000 rolls.
Because of the added volume
of sales with very little additional expense, it
is estimated that under normal conditions the
rolls.

of

the

two

addition of the U. S. line should bring a quarter of a million dollars to the Q R S Co.'s

annual

A

profits.

over a year ago the Q R S Co.
manufacture radio tubes under the
trade-mark of "Q R S Redtops."
little

started

lelevocalQIJAUTY TUBES

listed

15,

of the hall of fame, while

"Heebie Jeebies" were

rolls

front cover.

November

to

Arthur Friestedt, president of the U. S. Music
Roll Co., has joined the Q R S Music Co. in
an advisory capacity, and George Ames, vicepresident and general manager of the U. S.
organization, has been appointed sales manager
of the
R S Music Co.

Q

Forty-three Q R S salesmen and executives
gathered at dinner Tuesdaj^ night of last week
at the Illinois Athletic Club, Chicago, the occasion being the initiation of the United States
Music Co. organization into the Q R S Music
Co. fold. President Tom Fletcher gave one
of his usual inspiring talks and on Wednesday

morning the

sales

force

w-ent

out

into

their

added pep. The
policies that have won so much good will for
the Q R S Music Co. were impressed strongly
on the minds of everyone present and no
change of policy will be made because of the
consolidation of the two companies. As a matter of fact the dealer who ordered from both
companies heretofore will now save time in
bookkeeping, transportation and inconvenience
by placing his orders and keeping only one
respective

with

territories

account instead of two.
Dealer's

Televocal Corptti
67A Fifth Ave. ^New VoRiig

Name

City
Jobber's

City

In Bankruptcy

Stete.

Name

The Briscoe Radio
State.

has

filed

a

petition

bilities of $9,856

Service Corp.,
in

bankruptcy

and assets

of $447.

New

York,

listing

lia-

!

!

NoreMBER

15,

!
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INSTRIMENT
z

\r»w> which

you can

retail at.

This is

VALUE
that means sales
npHE

new Masterphonic Model M-3

is

a superb piece of furniture craftsmanship, beautifully finished in Walnut, with
all metal parts gold plated.
With the new

designed tone chamber and
reproducer for playing the new
electric recordings, it is equal to the finest
that money can buy.
scientifically

special

Tremendous Volume
Deep Rich Tone
New, Scientifically Designed
Tone Chamber
wonderful Masterphonic phonograph
THIS
guaranteed to be of the highest possible quality.

is

The

retail price of $170 is tempting to the consumer,
and allows an unusually good profit for the dealer.

We

urge ordering

at

once

This Masterphonic

is

also in big

demand

—

Retails /or

only $701

MASTERCRAFT
on
Model

25, built

masterphonic principle, has made a "hit" from
the very start. It will enthe

able

you

sistent

to

meet the

demand

for

in-

the

new type

of phonograph
This
at a popular price.

model in its beautiful cabinet and deep, powerful

Masterphonic Model M-3
High; 32" Wide; llVz Deep

46"

Olb^

WOLF MANUFACTURING

tone is the real leader for
the season.
Be sure to
place your orders now in
order to avoid any disap-

pointment in delivery.

40'

Mastercraft Model 25
High; 19" Wide; 20" Deep

INDUSTRIES- (^uuigr/K.
New York

Office: 250

West

57th Street
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Southern Aluminum Go.
a Leader in Its Field

means sales are conducted by contract between
company and merchant anywhere in the United
States, whereby the company furnishes men and

Successful Distributing Firm, Headquarters in
New Orleans and Allied Companies in Atlanta

advertising and transportation,
financing the entire sale all under the supervision of the merchant. This sale is a club plan
new account opener, building new business by

merchandise,

and Dallas, Pushing

Magnavox Radio and

actual sale, personal contact, advertising and by

Carryola Line of Portables

Commenting on

tlie

result

—

of

twenty years'

with the Southern Aluminum Co. of
Orleans, La., and its allied companies, the
Aluminum Specialty Co., of Atlanta, Ga., and
the Aluminum Specialty Co., of Dallas, Tex.,
Gus Blancand, who is the directing executive of

activity

New

stimulating the merchant's own force into action
by the enthusiastic sales methods of the company's crews.
The merchant receives a profit
of 40 per cent on the sale without advancing a
cent for merchandise or expenses and his costs
are well taken care of by his collections on in-

stalment sales.
In addition to the club sale each office does a

regular jobbing business in a varied number of
lines,
including the nationally known Mag-

navox radio and loud speakers (Louisiana and
Mississippi only), Saxon Chinaware, Rogers

Denton, Cottier & Daniels
Stage Columbia Drive

November

15,

1926

and the Carryola line of portables.
Probably the greatest achievement of the
Southern Aluminum Co. and the Aluminum
Specialty Co. has been with the Carryola portables, the regular models and specially built
ones.
During the eight latter months of 1925
when portables were first handled, over 63,0CK)
phonographs were sold. And during the present year up to the end of September the 75,000
mark had already been passed, a goal of 100,000
has been set and will easily be reached for the
silverplate

year.

Mr. Blancand believes in the policy of close
contact with men and merchants; scarcely a
week passes but that every salesman and
merchant receives a letter, telegram or personal
visit from him.
In the Blancand organization
there are now seven corporations and three
unincorporated sales groups, each under his
direction.

pressed keen

enthusiasm over the Viva-tonal
and the Columbia records, particularly the
Masterworks / jcries.
He said he anticipates

line

featuring this series in his record department.

—

Buffalo, N. Y., November 9. One of the most
elaborate and impressive announcements ever

made by

Columbia dealer was that of Denton,
Daniels, late in October after they
bad been established as Columbia dealers, havCottier

a

Already there has been a big demand for these
records, coming from all classes of patrons.
They do, however, appeal to the music lover

&

ing stocked their floors with a full line of the

new Viva-tonal instruments and
ment

a large assort-

of the late records, including a complete

slock of the Masterworks series.

The last week
November found

October and the

of

in

fir^t

windows of
this store turned over exclusively to the new
Columbia line. As a tie-up with the window
display,

the

four

large

page advertisements were run

in

the

three local newspapers, announcing the estab-

Gus Blancand
these companies, said: "We have been fortunate
in our endeavors, bringing a small capital, only
$178 to start with, up to a value of over onehalf a million dollars, and our annual sales to
an amount well in excess of one and a half million dollars. This, of course, was not the work
of genius, simply the hard plugging and stickto-itiveness of a very fine force of men."

The

principal

medium

of

merchandise

dis-

tribution practiced by the Blancand organization
as outlined by Mr. Blancand is that which is
called

"The Merchant's Club

Sale."

By

this

lishment of the Columbia line with the largest
music house in this section of the country and
one of the oldest in America.
Charles Heineke, one of the officials of the
concern, and manager of the phonograph department, supervised the window trim and the

which has caused no end of comment and brought to the store an astounding
Another unvolume of Columbia business.
usual feature of the display was the double line
of Columbia instruments along the aisle leading
from the entrance on the street floor to the
elevator
which carries passengers to the
Columbia department.
advertising,

In

an interview with

Heineke

Mr.

he

Columbia m V^mdow of Buffalo Store
and the record man is the first to experience
the rapid spread of musical appreciation.
"I feel that we have taken another step for-

adding to our stock the new Columbia
instruments and records," Mr. Heineke
said.
"This line, together with Victor and
Brunswick, in my opinion, gives us the three
leading makes in phonographs and records."

ward

in

line of

Ten Landay

Add

ex-

Bros.' Stores

Kellogg Radio Line

An announcement

of interest to the metroduring the past month was the
addition of the line of Kellogg radio sets,
made by the Kellogg Switchboard & Supply
Co., Chicago, to the stock carried in each of

Ball Antenna.

iSizper

politan

trade

the ten retail stores of Landay Bros, in New
York and nearby cities. The granting of the
agency to the Landay organization assures the

Display

Read What This
Merchant Did With
The Super-Ball

It

Watch Your
Shoot

"We

are experiencing very good
sales on the Super-Ball, having
sold thirty in the short period we

have handled them. We have displayed it in our window just as it
would appear on a roof" Signed
Berman's Radio Store, South Bend,

—

Ind.

Up

Sales

Fast

Thousands of other dealers
you the same.

will

tell

Super-Ball is efficient on all circuits non-directional so more stations are logged. It reduces static

—

and interference and makes any set
30 day unqualified
selective.
guarantee. Order from your jobber.

more

VAHR-IAWCE
MiLWAUKEE.wis.

And

INCORPORATED

Detroit, mich.

Kellogg product of high-class representation in
shopping center in New
practically every
York City and in Newark, N. J., Mt. Vernon
and Yonkers, N. Y., and New Haven, Bridgeport and Hartford, Conn.
Immediately following the receipt of a stock of Kellogg reLanday Bros, staged an impressive
ceivers,
campaign featuring the line in advertisements
in metropolitan newspapers and giving prominent window and interior displays of the Kellogg line.
The placing of the Kellogg line in the
Landay Bros, establishment was effected by
metropolitan
distributing
firm
of
the
Boley-Oliver Co., Kellogg distributor, whose
officers, D. H. Boley and Fred P. Oliver, visited
the Kellogg headquarters with Julian Shield,
general manager of the Landay stores, during
the recent Chicago radio show. Mr. Shield was
the

taken on a tour of inspection of the factory by
Ben Woodbury, vice-president and general
manager of the Kellogg organization; Sales
Manager R. K. Smith, G. A. Burt, R. W.
Mounteer and other executives and the inspection of the plant convinced Mr. Shield.

;
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Berg Co. Announces
Additions to

Its

remarkable Berg Artone phonograph models.
Mr. Berg has over a hundred patents to his

New
Products

Manufacturer of Artone Portable Phonographs
Presents a Line of Console and Floor Models
Radical Departure in Finish a Feature

—

The Berg Auto Trunk & Specialty Co., Thomson avenue and Manly street, Long Island City,
N. Y., has given its jobbers a welcome addition

and a substantial part of these apply to
phonographs and acoustical improvements. So
with this foundation to build on, the Berg Co.

Big Edison Advertising

chrome effects are greatest in demand and
new Berg Artone phonographs have been
dorsed by the trade and public.

the

en-

Now

Campaign

credit,

has a future that should prove interesting, not
only to itself, but to the trade in general and
its jobbers and retailers in particular.
E. R. Manning, treasurer and general sales
manager of the company, says that the early
1916 experiments, and Mr. Berg's work on
acoustics, have reaped generous rewards. This is
best indicated by steadily increasing sales, which
from present schedules will exceed the plant
capacity for the balance of 1926. However, additional factory space has just been acquired and
Bigger
production has increased materially.
plans for 1927 are already under way.
Jobbers and dealers handling Berg Artone
portables and large models are enthusiastic over
Naturally, any
the public's reception of them.
new article, especially with the revolutionary
features combined in the Berg line, have to go
through an experimental stage with the dealer
until the public accepts or rejects such merchandise.
Mr. Berg and Mr. Manning have
never had the slightest doubt as to the public's
acceptance of the Berg line, especially because
the highly decorative effects possible with the
use of DuPont Fabrikoid in beautiful reproductions of hand-tooled leather designs fit in harmoniously with the present-day trend of home
furniture. Odd pieces, colored lacquers and poly-

131

Launched

National Magazines and Newspapers With Aggregate Circulation Exceeding 7,000,000 to Be
Used Before Christmas Holidays

Thomas A. Edison, Inc., has just issued a
broadside to Edison dealers calling attention
to the extensive national advertising campaign
being conducted during the coming months for
the purpose of featuring the.^hew long playing
Edison record with its forty' minutes of music,
and the

New

The Edison

Edison long playing phonograph.

advertising will appear in the Satur-

Evening Post, Collier's, Comfort Magaand several farm magazines, as well as in
over 150 newspapers throughout the country,
day

zine,

with an aggregate circulation in excess of 7,before the Christmas holidays roll
around.
At the Edison factory it was reported that
the demand for both the long playing records
and the new long playing phonograph has
reached most substantial proportions with the
result that the plant is operating nights to keep
000,000,

A

in sight of orders.
is

demand

large part of this

traceable directly to the results of the recent

tour of the country

made by Charles Edison,

president and chief executive of Thos. A. Edison, Inc., and Arthur L. Walsh, vice-president

and general manager

of the phonograph dicontact was made with
several thousand retail dealers to whom the new
Edison products were displayed and demon-

when personal

vision,

strated.

Joseph Berg
Artone portable phonographs by
the presentation of a line of console and floor
models. These Artone machines are distinctly
different from phonographs of this size heretofore presented and are noted chiefly for being
to its line of

Lacey Laboratories, Chicago,
to Represent Perryman Co.
Laboratories, 529 South Franklin
street, Chicago, have been appointed manufac-

Perryman tubes,
manufactured by the Perryman Electric Co., 33
West Sixtieth street, New York. The company
representatives

turers'

for

covering a very important territory, including
Wisconsin, Minnesota, North Dakota
and South Dakota, Iowa and Nebraska. H. B.
Foster, Perryman general sales manager, who
closed these arrangements with the Lacey
Laboratories, states that the organization has
already accomplished splendid results in the
appointment of well-known concerns as Perryman jobbers throughout their territory. Perryman tubes are steadily increasing in popularity.
Illinois,

Why
E. R.
artistic

The complete line of Columbia Viva-tonal
phonographs and Columbia New Process records has been taken on by the talking machine
department of Bloomingdale Bros., department
store, New York, during the past month.
The
placing of the line in this establishment prq^i
vides another important outlet for the Colurribia products, as, in addition to the large trade

which
proper,

this

a

purchasers

store

draws from

great

percentage

give

the

New York
of

Long

Bloomingdale

establish-

profitable sales for

you

Manning
reproductions

of

hand-

tooled leather effects.

Records

Most people think of the Berg Co. only as
makers of Artone portables, and that these new
large machines were designed this year as an
evolution from the Artone portables; but The
Talking Machine World representative in talking
with Joseph Berg, president of the Berg Co., recently discovered that as early as 1916 the Berg
factory produced a covered upright floor model.
This sample, which is still in existence, was
made at the suggestion of Harry Fames, a wellknown Brooklyn phonograph dealer; at that
time the Berg Auto Trunk & Specialty Co., Inc.,
was making portable cases for manufacturers.
Development of these artistically covered cabinets has been going on for some time in col-

DuPont Fabrikoid laboraThe manufacture of portable cases for

AN OKEH DEALER'S

LICENSE

something to build
future business on.
This statement is made on the
prosperity our Okeh Dealers show.
is

AN ESTABLISHED DEMAND
sets their sales squarely

for Okeh Records which
on a par with other makes of

records.

A VARIETY

IN

CLASSIFICATION

(Popular Hits,

ropean Classics, Old Time Tunes and
takes care of every customer's choice.

Race)

"

Eii^

that,

laboration with the
tories.

others developed into the radio cabinet line and
several radio manufacturers have used large

Berg radio cabinets. All of this experience has helped the creation of the present
quantities of

JUNIUS
123

HART PIANO HOUSE

CARONDELET

ST.

City
Island

ment their patronage. William Schneider,
manager of the music section, is planning an
intensive campaign to push the new line.

our service means greater,

more
with

Complete Columbia Line

The Lacey

if

covered

Add

Bloomingdale Bros:

NEW

ORLEANS, LA.
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Money-Making Children's Records

The Most Complete

//

The ''Big Three'
Holiday Items

^

Line o£ Records
£or Children

\

CAMEO KID RECORDS
lOiJACK AND JILL
fOLD KING COLE

(Song)
(Song)

IIUACK AND THE BEANSTALK (Story)
/TOM THUMB (Story)
x
CINDERELLA (Story)
12
(THE THREE BEARS (Story)
I3SL0ND0N BRIDGE IS FALLING DOWN
(THE FARMER IN THE DELL (Game)
I4JHERE WE GO ROUND THE MULBERRY BUSH
(OATS, PEAS AND BEANS (Game)
I5(T0M, TOM, THE PIPER'S SON (Song)
(

(SIMPLE SIMON

(Song)

I6JLITTLE BO-PEEP (Song)
(MARY HAD A LITTLE LAMB

(Song)

YANKEE DOODLE (Patriotic)
(Patriotic)
STAR SPANGLED BANNER (Patriotic)
(COLUMBIA. THE GEM OF THE OCEAN

17)

(HAIL COLUMBIA

19

S

LAZY MARY, WILL YOU GET UP (Game)
(TEN LITTLE INDIANS (Game)
THE THREE LITTLE KITTENS (Song)
(WHERE ARE YOU GOING. PRETTY MAID?
22 ROCK-A-BYE BABY (Song)
/SING A SONG OF SIXPENCE (Song)
23) COCK-A-DOODLE DOG (Song)
(OLD MOTHER HUBBARD (Song)
20

I

21)

(Song)

1

24

(SWEET AND LOW

(Lullaby)

DOLL SONG (Lullaby)
2StTHE SANDMAN (Lullaby)
/THE SLUMBER BOAT (Lullaby)
26fGO TO SLEEP MY LITTLE PICKANINNY
/THE DREAM MAN (Lullaby)
27 LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD (Story)
/THE FROG PRINCE (Story)
28)THUMBKIN SAYS. TLL DANCE" (Game)
(FIVE LITTLE CHICKADEES (Game)
29 LADY MOON (Lullaby)
(TWINKLE. TWINKLE LITTLE STAR
NURSERY-MEDLEY, Intro.: "Hey Diddle.
/

Retail

S

I

f

"Humoty-Dumpty,"

30J
I

"Dickory.

NURSERY-MEDLEY.
"Little Miss Muffet"

Intro.:

Dickory

Dock"
Jack

"Little

Diddle."
(Song)
Horner."

(Song)

(SANTA CLAUS' TOY SHOP
/SANTA CLAUS- GREETINGS
32 (HOW THE BIRDS TALK (Story)
/THE LION IS KING (Story)
33 (JENNIE JONES (Game)
/ROUND AND ROUND THE VILLAGE
34{l HAD A LITTLE DOGGIE (Song)
(PUSSY-CAT. PUSSY-CAT (Song)
37 (THE SNOW MAN (Song)
(THE BLACKSMITH (Song)
38(PETER. PETER. PUMPKIN EATER (Song)
(MUSICAL ALPHABET (Song)
39 (LITTLE BOY BLUE— SEE SAW MARJORIE DAW
GIRL'S GOOD-NIGHT (Lullaby)
) LITTLE
31

Although low in price the
Cameo Kid and Uncle Wiggily records are of the highest quality.

Note the accom-

panying record

They
game and

cover every song,
story that will appeal

I

40^

Porgie."

ROSY— Medley

Itaskit"

GOOSEY. GOOSEY

(Song)

"Georgie

Intro.:

(Game)

GANDER— Medley.

Intro.:

"The Man

Tommy Tucker" (Songs)
(WELCOME, SWEET SPRINGTIME (Song)
lin

41

"Itiskit.

A

the Moon,"

"Little

LULLABY (Lullaby)
THE BOOGY MAN (Song)
)THE SQUIRREL (Song)
46 (THE SUNBEAM'S JOKE (Song)
MOTHER GOOSE'S PARTY (Song)
47 (THE ELEPHANT (Song)
)A LITTLE BROWN DOG (Song)
48(LITTLE ONE'S GOOD-NIGHT PRAYER (Hymn)
LAY ME DOWN TO SLEEP (Hymn)
NOW
49(RAMBLE ROUND THE CHRISTMAS TREE
/SANTA CLAUS IS A JOLLY OLD FELLOW
50 (I'VE WRITTEN A LETTER TO SANTA CLAUS
)

to

children.

45)

)

The Cameo Kid and Uncle

)

records are seven
inch double faced put up in
gayly
illustrated multicolored envelopes.

an assortment of records today, also
circulars and window display matter.

I

(A NICE GAME (CLAP, CLAP, CLAP)

Wiggily

Send

AROUND

fRING

titles.

(UNCLE
UNCLE
52(UNCLE
UNCLE
53(UNCLE
UNCLE
54(UNCLE
UNCLE
55 (UNCLE
) UNCLE
51

)

)

)

)

WIGGILY'S ALPHABET

1

10

(LITTLE AH SID (Nov, Recitation with Orch.)
(CIRCUS (Novelty Recitation with Orch.)
(A BEAR OF A STORY (Recitation)
ADVICE TO KIDS (Nov. Recitation with Orch.)
(THE MAN WITHOUT A COUNTRY (Recitation

\/
111

irilAcc.)

THE DIRECTOR

(Recitation)

CAMEO RECORD
CORPORATION
WEST
MEW YORK,
34th STREET,

(Song)

WIGGILY AND THE DARK (Song)
WIGGILY'S SLEEPING SONG
WIGGILY AND OLD MOTHER H U BBA RD (Song)
WIGGILY AND THE WIND (Song)
WIGGILY'S PINK NOSE (Song)
WIGGILY AND THE PHOEBE BIRDS (Story)
WIGGILY AT THE CIRCUS (Story)
WIGGILY'S SWIMMING LESSON (Story)
WIGGILY IN THE WOODS (Story)

JACKIE COOGAN KID RECORDS

for

149

(Game)

UNCLE WIGGILY KID RECORDS

N. Y.

Orth.

/

1926

NO\-EMBER

15,
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Retail 35c. or 3 for $1.00
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rising tide of Lin-

record sales
makes this popular
coln

priced

quality

rec-

ord an important
item in progressive
music stores.

Every dealer should

have

popular

a

priced record

—

counter
and Lincoln records offer
an unusual opportunity for attracting new customers
and retaining old
ones.

The volume business
Lincoln

records — at

for $L00 assures
stantial profits.

in
3

sub-

Lincoln records are recorded by a new method
giving the finest reproduction of voice or instruments in solo or
ensemble.
Write today

for our liberal

on the last
minute popular successes
and the musical comedy hits.
proposition

Window

strips, circulars

and other

will also help

The Lincoln Record

your
is

advertising material
sales

a product of

Cameo Record Corp
New
Z49 West 34th

St.,

York, N. Y.
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Enthusiasm Over the Outlook for Holiday
Business Is

Marked

Famous People Enjoy

—

do not believe

motor

the

this

is

factories

always

more

or

less

"shot" at this season of the year, so that it
It is true, however, that
is nothing unusual.
hit a little and that rethem very closely.
Adds Talking Machine Line
The last music store to add talking machines
is the Janney-Bowman Co., which has a very
artistic establishment at Park and West Eliza-

collections have been

tailers

are watching

Radio Show

radio,

board

Kurenko, noted Met-

As

a result of the show,

star.

tions.

All

outfits

were on display

of

advertised radio
through the local or

State jobbers.

Yahr-Lange,

Inc.,

of 442 East Lafayette ave-

nue, Detroit, had three spaces in which they
exhibited the Sonora in all of its styles. Speaking of the Sonora, the line is handled by many
of Detroit's leadLng talking machine dealers,
including the J. L. Hudson Music Store, the

Music Co., Everybody's Music Shop,
Dupraw's Music House, Raimi Bros., Crowley,
Milner Co. and the Walker Music Co.
Columbia Popularity Grows
It is hardly necessary to comment on the
local
the
reported by
increasing business
wholesale branch of the Columbia Phonograph
Not only are the New Process Columbia
Co.
records selling as never before, but the Columbia phonographs are also showing a healthy
monthly increase. Dealers look for important
announcements on phonographs very shortly.
recently appointed Detroit manJ. M. Quinn,
ager for the Wurlitzer Co., is extremely busy
City

these days getting the new store in shape,
located on Broadway, and which will open
about the middle of this month.
R.

who

Featuring Edison and Brunswick
Ailing, Edison and Brunswick dealer,
now operates under his own name, has
B.

MANUFACTURERS OF RADIO
Write— Star Machine & Novelty Co.,

over the

territory

Al Smith Enjoys Stromberg-Carlson
the

are

concerts

the

start

world-famous

the

of

interpretative

comes the announcement of the Okeh
Phonograph Corp., New York, that it has
placed on the market twenty-three Odeon re-

appear

Studner,

France,

Germany and

&

Gummings

the

Co.,

N. Y. Eckharmonic Jobber
Philadelphia, Pa., November — The Eckhardt
6.

Corp.,

of

this

city,

harmonic radio
sales

outlet

-set,

that

is

a big future for the

maker
has

of

the

carefully

new Eckbuilt

up a

well calculated to provide

Eckharmonic

set.

A

num-

ber of well-known retailers have been awarded
the Eckharmonic franchise and it has just been
announced that Studner, Cummings & Co., Inc.,
manufacturers' agents. New York City, would
handle the line in New York City.
In presenting the line to its dealers the firm entertained them at dinner at the Hotel Astor on
Wednesday evening, November 10. Walter L.
Eckhardt, president of the Eckhardt Corp.,
was present, together with various members of
the Studner-Cummings organization and other

men prominent

and

in

the

PHONOGRAPH HARDWARE

9-11 Watsessing Ave., Bloomiield, N.

was

the

results

games.

J.

greatly
set,

pleased

which was

the

of

in

with the
frequent

New

in

Harvard

various

The Stromberg-Carlson

set

is

football

the

main

feature of the scoreboard, giving the members
a lifelike presentation of the football game,

and the Harvard Club

is very enthusiastic regarding the success of this interesting and novel

presentation.
.

Republic Radio Day
a Big Event in Detroit
Detroit,

Mich.,

November

6.

—At

the

recent

Detroit radio show. Republic Radio Day, held
under the auspices of the Republic Radio Corp.,

prominent wholesaler, was one of
outstanding events.
A. H. Zimmerman,
president of the company, made arrangements
whereby C. W. Kirby, radio announcer at station WJR, took charge of a most interesting
program.
Mr. Kirby was not limited to expense and the first nineteen concerts of the Detroit Symphony Orchestra went on the air as
the Zenith Radio Symphony Orchestra.
The Hudson Male Quartette, considered one
of the foremost musical organizations in the
of this city,

the

Mohawk Radio
well-known soloists
also appeared on the program.
The concert
state,

went on the

Quartet, and a

air

as

number

of

started at 8:30 with

all

the

local broadcasting sta-

hooked up together and continued for
two hours and forty-five minutes.
The Republic Radio Corp. received hundreds of letters and telegrams of congratulation from all
tions

industry.

The

York.
A Stromberg-Carlson 602 Art model is being
used to splendid advantage at the Harvard
Club, New York City, where a remarkable
electrical scoreboard has been installed to give

While Mile. Meller records only in Spanish,
her art has an appeal that is not limited by differences in language, as is amply evidenced by
the success which she has achieved in her conin

prominent people.

use while she was being entertained

_

appearances
United States.

visitor

Stromberg-Carlson

at regular intervals.

cert

several

speaker in the suite occupied at the Hotel
Biltmore during the strenuous pre-election days
by Governor Smith, of New York, who was

royal

cordings of this artist.
Mile. Meller has recorded exclusively for the Odeon catalog and
the metropolitan dealers who carry this line
have received the announcement of the new
records with great enthusiasm. A co-operative
advertisement of the Okeh Phonograph Corp.
and thirty metropolitan dealers appeared in several of the leading metropolitan newspapers
during the past week and further advertisements
will

of

accompanying photograph shows a StrombergCarlson 602 Art model with external cone

manager, Colonel Lehman, derived keen pleasure from the Stromberg-Carlson set, which was
the medium used for conveying to the Governor on election night the first news of his
tremendous victory.
The Stromberg-Carlson 602 Art model, with
external cone speaker, was also placed by GrossBrennan, Inc., in the suite occupied at the
Ambassador Hotel by Queen Marie of Roumania during her stay in New York.
The

country by

this

in

suites

recently re-elected by a tremendous majority.
Governor Smith, together with his campaign

singer,

foresee

nationally

all

Practically coincident with

prospects.

the

During the past few weeks Gross-Brennan,
Stromberg-Carlson sales representative
in Greater New York and New England territory, has been placing these popular sets in
Inc.,

the

manufactured by the Kellogg Switch& Supply Co., for which they are dis-

second series of
Raquel
Meller,

the most unusual business
People not only came to look, but
the orders actually taken far exceeded expecta-

exhibitors

of

Markets Meller Recordings

Hudson Music Store,
J.
The show was held at Con-

Opera

at

that

Okeh Phonograph Corp.

Detroit broadcasting over local stations, the

ropolitan

Phonograph

tributors.

L.

principal star being Maria

the

as

York. Derived Keen
His Political Headquarters—Queen Marie Also Enjoyed Set
Set

retail

being added right along. He anticipates a tremendous holiday business and says he is well
prepared with ample stocks.
Grinnell Bros, recently added the Kellogg

is very active.
vention Hall and the total attendance was
While we could
double that of a year ago.
figures, we unattendance
not get the exact
derstand that it ran way over 150,000 for the
During the
seven days ending October 31.
show many artists of national reputation were

in

declares

new accounts

that

Talking machine dealers have come to fully
the importance of radio and about 99
per cent of them are now handling radio, in
has
It
cabinets.
separate and combination
and
enormously
sales
of
volume
their
boosted
It
has brought real profits to their stores.
it
is no wonder, then, that a great many dealers
attended the fifth annual show of the Radio
Trades Association of Michigan, in which E.
of the

well

as

the

New

of

From

Pleasure

Brunswick Co. in
Panatrope sales are
showing phenomenal increases every week and

realize

K. Andrew,

Detroit,

in

opened the Edison

first

Co. of Detroit (wholesale Edison only) he devoted most of his time to the jobbing and
was even undecided as to whether he would
continue the retail store when the lease expired.
But with the coming of radio and considering his choice Woodward avenue location,
Mr. Ailing decided to push the retail business
more. He added the Brunswick line later he
added a line of electric refrigerators, with the
result that the store to-day is doing a tremendous business, keeps open every evening
and is making a real name for itself in music

Detroit,

cured a Victor agency.
at

in

possibilities

Mr. Ailing

phonograph division

Ampico and has always

Big Crowd

Shop

the

realize

Governor Smith,

Panatrope Sales Increase
Paul McCullough, manager of the wholesale

steered clear
But a deal
uf any other musical merchandise.
secompany
whereby
the
was closed recently
the

When

the

circles.

This concern handles the Knabe

beth streets.
i>nd

to

field.

1926

—

serious, as business with
is

come

15,

Stromberg-Garlson Radio

in Detroit Territory

Business Increasing Steadily and the Peak Will Be Reached Just Before the Holidays Dealers
Preparing for Rush— Radio Show Draws Large Attendance— News of the Month
Detroit, AIich., November 8. October business
was better than expected with most of our
talking machine dealers and everyone is enabout November and December.
thusiastic
They can see nothing ahead but good business,
their only source of worry being "will they be
It is true
able to get enough merchandise."
that right at this time there are a good many
people out of employment owing to the temporary slump in the motor business, but dealers

November

over the country.

November

15,
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TRICKLE CHARGER

These two words explain why the best dealers stock G-E
Tungar the original bulb charger. And now the line is
complete. It includes the 2 ampere, 5 ampere and the new

—

Tungar Trickle Charger.

To

get the greatest profit out of the

line,

be sure you

sell

Tungar for the job. Don't sell a Trickle Charger
when the set demands a large one. Or a large one when
the right

the Trickle Charger will do the job. Help your customers

buy wisely. They
your customers.

The demand
this year.

Tungar

will

thank you.

for battery

And

they will remain

chargers will be bigger than ever

For quick, profitable turnover, order from your

distributor before the great

demand

begins.

BATTERY CHARGER
—

Tungar a registered trademark — is found only
on the genuine. Look for it on the name plate.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

MERCHANDISE DEPARTMENT

BRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT
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Sparks-Withington Co. Stages

November

15,

1926

Sixth
Annual Party for Sparton Distributors
Its

Manufacturer of Sparton Radio Receivers and Other Products Is Host to Nearly 350 Representatives of Distributors at the Company's Headquarters in Jackson, Mich.

The Sparks- Withington
maker of Sparton radio

Jackson, Mich.,
and auto-

Co.,

receivers

mobile horns, acted as host to its distributors
and trade friends at the sixth annual Sparton
Party at Jackson, on November 5 and 6. Nearly
3.^0 representatives of Sparton distributors, representing practically every State in the Union, as
well as several foreign countries, attended the
gathering.
Friday, November 5, was devoted
to the "Go-Getters," an organization composed
Sparton distributors' salesmen who have
of

made exceptional
was opened with

sales

a

The program

records.

luncheon

in

the

Sparton

dining hall, followed by a trip through the horn
and radio plants. At 3:30 the distributors' salesmen who have gained admission to the "GoGetters"' Club were formally initiated.
They
were later the guests of honor at a dinner at
the Jackson Countrj- Club, followed by a Carnival Dansante in the Country Club ballroom.
Saturday, with every hour crowded with entertainment for the guests, opened with a breakfast at the Jackson City Club, after which the
Sparton guests were transported by motor to
the radio cabinet and radio receiver plants,
where they inspected every operation in the
manufacture of both the Sparton sets and cabinets.
The trip through the plant was followed
by a luncheon in the Sparton dining hall, after
which a special train transported the entire
party to Ann Arbor, Mich., where the visitors
saw the Michigan University football eleven
overvi'helm Wisconsin University by a score of
37 to 0 in the homecoming game.

game

After the

the special train returned to

Jackson and the crowning event of the two-day
gathering, the sixth annual Sparton dinner
party, started at 6.30 p. m. After the dinner the
guests were welcomed by Col. Wynne With-

who

party six
years ago only thirty-five were present, while
that night 350 guests were present, denoting the
progress which the Sparton organization has
ington,

made during

stated that at the

first

Capt. William

the last few j-ears.

Sparks, president and general

manager

the

of

Pathe Issues Catalog on
the New Pathephonic Line
The Pathe Phonograph & Radio
lyn,

N. Y., has issued

f" <t

Corp., Brook-

cataloe on the

company, acted as the toastmaster, introducing
the various entertainers and speakers.
Martin Abrahamson, of Tvermose &
Sir
Abrahamson, Sparton distributors in Copenhagen, Denmark, sponsored the showing of moautomobile show held
which Sparton products were

tion pictures of a recent
in

Copenhagen,

much

A

in

at

evidence.

was
two and three

feature of the evening's entertainment

the presentation of decorations to

cycle "Go-Getters" by

Harry

G. Sparks,

sales

manager. The first-year men received a watch
charm, and those who had carried off the honors
for a second time, a handsome wrist watchThe presentation was followed by entertainment by Detroit radio stars, Charlotte Meyers
and Mary Tudor, and short talks by various of
the representatives from other countries who
attended the banquet, including Julio T. Rodriques, Sparks-Withington representative from
San Juan, Porto Rico, and Senor Frizula, Mexican representative, both members of the "GoGetter" club.

Francis Cook, an impersonator, who was introduced by Capt. Sparks as the new Italian
representative of the firm, and who, after making
a forceful address in broken English,
astonished the guests a moment later by standing and delivering a short talk in very fluent

English.

The banquet ended

shortly after 11.00 o'clock,

which all guests from the Western section
country boarded a special train for Chithe
of
after

Among the other representatives, who
traveled from distant points to the Party, were
C. B. Ells, Halifax, Nova Scotia; J. F. Bailett,
cago.

the

New York

export

office,

_

who

handles

Sparks-Withington aflfairs in Europe and South
.America, and Hy. James Thorpe, of Durban,
Natal, South Africa.

word

traces

the

evolution

of

the

phonograph

from a mere novelty to the modern musical instrument of the present day employing the
phonic principle, and contributions to this
growth by the Pathe laboratories, both AmerThereafter folican and European, are cited.
lows a description of the new Pathephonic and
Although the reproducer is
its many merits.
of the modern type employing a shielded metal
diaphragm, another important feature of the
Pathephonic is presented in the sound chamber
or horn, which is constructed entirely of wood.
In the model 125 this solid wood amplifying
chamber is 78 inches long; model 175 is 90
inches; model 225 is 100 inches and model
These various models are
275 is 112 inches.
all equipped with large double spring motors,
automatic stops and automatic lid supports.
Models 225 and 275 are also album-equipped.
In the comparatively few months that the line
has been on the market many dealers have
taken it on, and a number of distributors have
been appointed, among the latest being Ideal
Phono Parts Co.. Pittsburgh and Cleveland.

Gold Seal Tube Prices Drop
Price reductions on three types of Gold Seal
tubes have been announced by the Gold Seal
Electrical Co., Inc., New York.
Type GXS-

Pathephonic Model 125
_
new Pathephonic line. In the attractive presentation of the new line each one of the four

models

is

illustrated

and described.

A

fore-

announced

in

The World

last

month, heads

the nev: publicity department created by the pho-

nograph division of the Brunswick Co. to the
end that the name Brunszvick be kept constantly
before the public.

The guests were then entertained by Joe
McLaren and his Sunkist Serenaders, an orchestra composed of girls, an act which was
secured especially for the Sparton Party. The
surprise of the evening was furnished by

ot

H. Emerson Yorke
u'/w, as

200A super-sensitive detector heretofore listed
at $5 is now $4; GSX-171, formerly $6, is now
$4.50 and GSX-112, formerly $6.50, is reduced
to $4.50. This announcement was made too late
to correct the prices shown in the Gold Seal
advertisement elsewhere

in

this

issue.

Summary

Exports
and Imports of "Talkers"

Latest

of

Figures on Exports and Imports of Talking

Machines and Records for the
September Most Interesting

Month

of

—

Washington, D. C, November 7. In the summary of exports and imports of the commerce
of the United States for the month of September 1926 (the latest period for which it has been
compiled), the following are the figures bearing on talking machines and records.

The

dutiable imports of talking machines and

amounted in value
compared with $8,631 worth which
were imported during the same period of 1925.
The nine months' total ended September, 1926,
showed importations valued at $424,144; in the
same period of 1925, $296,617.
Talking machines to the number of 9,011
valued at $265,341, were exported in September,
1926, as compared with 6,512 talking machines,
valued at $187,230, sent abroad in the same
period of 1925. The nine months' total showed
parts during September, 1926,
to $59,403, as

that
we exported 76,187 talking machines,
valued at $2,316,792, as against 56,036 talking
machines, valued at $1,634,335, in 1925.
The total exports of records and supplies for
September, 1926, were valued at $171,397, as
compared with $112,120 in September, 1925.
The nine months ending September, 1926, show
records and accessories exported valued at
$1,591,339, as compared with $1,217,055, in 1925.
The countries to which these instruments
were sent during September and their values

were as follows:
United Kingdom, $2,349;
other Europe, $9,113; Canada, $16,139; Central
America, $10,910; Mexico, $15,591; Cuba, $9,631;
Argentina, $40,506; Chile, $15,179; Colombia,
$21,107; Peru, $4,510; other
South America,
$27,814; China, $6,548; Japan, $2,574; Philippine
Islands, $11,718; Australia, $36,730; New Zea-

land $18,603; other countries, $16,319.

Aimee Semple McPherson
Records for Columbia
The world-famous evangelist, Aimee Semple
McPherson, has recorded, for the Columbia
Phonograph Co., some of her ideas and beliefs.
This first and only recording which Aimee
Semple McPherson has made gives everyone
the

opportunity of hearing this remarkable
has been so much in the public

woman who
eye of

late.

1

I

I

November

15,
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Portable phonographs have to stand more
abuse than any talking machine made
THEY'RE

carted here, there

and

every-

where—picked up and dropped—'exposed to rain and weather— played hour
after hour, month after month. They
have to stand the gaff or you're going
to have a lot of explaining to do, with
returns and losses.

Although Flyer Motors are in constant use the world
over under exacting conditions --There are no returns
FLYER-EQUIPPED
to sell

—

pass 77

and they stay sold-^because

Flyer

with the precision of a fine
they are built to last— built to

Motors are

watch

portables are easier

O.

built

K.'s.

Every Flyer M.otor must successfully pass 77 rigid
inspection operations
AND you can bank on

it

that the

motor

that does pass these inspections
safe

motor

for

you

to

sell.

It is

is

a

sturdily

made of

the finest materials, carefully
made by experienced workmen, and backed
by the oldest maker of motors for independent phonographs.

That^s

why you

as a dealer should insist on

portables equipped with Flyer Motors^
B,

ap

so insure yourself against returns

and

and

losses

ENEIAl MDUSTMES CO
ELYRIA,

Formerly

OHIO

named The Qeneral Phonograph Mfg.

Makers of Precision Products

for

Co.

Quarter of a Century

—
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H.

Zopf

J.

Appointed

Is

Manager Fada Radio,

Ltd.

Latest Edison Release

Foreign Tour,
Gets Important Post at Canadian Branch
Factory of F. A. D. Andrea, Inc.

Constance Mering, Pianist; Johnny Marvin, the
"Ukulele Ace," and Aladar Sio's Orchestra
Have First Recordings in New Edison List

—

H

Executive,

Home From

Just

November

IS,

1926

Classified Advertising

Any member of the trade may forward to this office a
"Situation" advertisement intended for this Department to
lines, agate measure, and it will
Replies will also be forwarded without
be inserted free.
cost.
Additional space will be at the rate of 25c per line.
If bold-faced type is desired the cost of same will be 25c
per line.
Rates for all other classes of advertising on
occupy a space of four

application.

The appointment

Homer

Zopf as manager of Fada Radio, Ltd., the Canadian branch
factor}' of F. A. D. Andrea, Inc., located at
of

J.

The

Edison record list introduces to
Edison phonograph owners several new artists
of particular interest, among them being Constance Mering, the prominent pianist, who has
recorded as her first offerings two piano solos,
namely, "Crazy Quilt" and "Trail of Dreams."
Johnny Marvin, known as the "Ukulele Ace,"
has also joined the Edison recording family
with his first record presenting two catchy
numbers from "Honeymoon Lane."
Aladar
Sio's Orchestra, which has created quite a hit
in the Broadway operetta success "Countess
Maritza," has also been engaged to make Edison records and the first efforts of the organization are also found in the latest record release.
The addition of three new recording artists and
organizations in one month is in line with the
Edison policy of building up a representative
group of recorders and adding desirable variety
to

latest

FOR SALE
500-1000 Atwater Kent Model-20 Compact
Cartons, Perfect Condition. Immediate DeliTery.

WHAT AM
FRED'K

J.

Zopf

BUSINESS FOR SALE
Which

business centers of Central America
and South America.
In Canada Mr. Zopf vi'ill act in collaboration
with Tracy M. Rozelle, who will continue his

Legion, given in the mammoth auditorium of
the Sesqui-Centennial at Philadelphia. It was
the biggest single event of the Legion's greatest
convention, and it furnished an opportunity for
one of the most remarkable demonstrations in
the history of musical reproduction. Alternating with a thirty-piece orchestra, the giant
auditorium model Orthophonic soon captured
the fancy of the dancers; and until the approach
of dawn sent the weary Legionnaires to seek reluctant rest, the inspiring Victor program of
latest jazz "hits" and old-time waltz favorites
kept the great throng applauding for more and
bigger encores.

as production

manager

charge of

in

factory matters.

Three Kolster Jobbers Tell
of Excellent Trade Outlook
Three Kolster jobbers, from three leading
markets of the West and Middle West, met in
New Yor-k a few days ago and, after comparing notes,, agreed that this Winter's sales will
set a new record in the radio industry.
In each
section they represented they reported that the

season had opened earlier than usual and that
sales were being made in a greater volume than
ever before. The jobbers were N. L. Cohn, of
Triangle Electric CQ.y_ Chicago; B. .iK. Sweeney,
of B. K. Sweeney Ele^ric :Cp.,.^i^enver, and

paying

a net cash profit of 20% on the inWe hare branches located in fire states and
any one of them separately.
They range in price
from $25,000 to $60,000.
Terms half cash and the balance in monthly payments.
Owner wishes to retire.
Address "Boi loS-3," care The Talkin? Machine World.
3S3
is

The machine employed was a replica of
model that entertained boardwalk crowds at
lantic City last Summer.
It was installed
operated under the personal direction of
Carlton D. Haigis, chief of the
physical research laboratory.

Victor

Madison Aye., New York

City.

FOR SALE

thou-

sand couples dancing to the music of a single,
huge Victrola was the unique picture presented
at the eighth annual ball
of the American

activities

WANTED

LINES

will seU

Toronto, Ont., has been announced. Mr. Zopf
recently returned from a foreign tour in the interests of Fada radio, which included all important

City

restment.

November 5.— Five

Pa.,

New York

St.,

have opened up & furniture, bedding and radio store
at 485 Rockaway Avenue, Brooklyn.
We would like to
represent some raanufact-urers of standard sets, radios an.d
cabinets on consignment to sell direct to the public for
cash at a low price with small profits.
Address United
Housefumishing Co., 485 Eockaway Avenue, Brooklyn. N. Y.

the records offered.

Phiiadelphi.a.,

AXTSCHUI,,

We

Ten Thousand Dance to the
Auditorium Model Victrola
Homer

East 14th

6

OFFERED ?

I

P.

Only exclusive music and radio store.
City of
Division point main line Santa Fe.
10,000.
EsPianos, phonographs, radios

tablished 27 years.

and general

Competition negligible. CenReasonable rent. About $8,000 will
handle. Can reduce. Bear investigation. Illness
Address Newton Music Co.,
cause of selling.
Newton, Kans,
stock.

tral location.

J.

R. Kenney,

New

Stewart- Warner

Brooklyn

Manager

F. AI. White, district manager of the StewartWarner Speedometer Corp.,. New York, recentl}'
appointed J. R. Kenney as manager of the radio

Brooklyn service station of the
company. In his new post Mr. Kenney will
serve Stewart-Warner dealers in Brooklyn,
Long Island, Rockland and Richmond counties
and part of Westchester county. Mr. Kenney
was. until recently, connected with the sales
promotion staff of the New York branch of the
Brunswick Co., and has had many years' experience in the retail and wholesale music fields.
division of the

the

At-

and
Dr.

Co.'s

,

Frank

Proud.fit, o^t'B;,rS.,j^Fro<^fit

Neb.,

all

Inc., in

Co._,

Lincoln,

represenf^^ls^ of Federal-.BrandeSr,

whose

offices

Yahr-Lange, Inc., Display at
Paragon Electric Corp.
Wisconsin Radio Exposition
Buys Adams-Morgan Go.

they met.

Duo Rectron

The Adams-Morgan
clair, N. J., maker of

Price Cut

has been purchased

A

reduction in price from $65 to $37.50 on the
Duo Rectron, 18937, B eliminator has been announced by the Radio Corp. of America. Production economies make this possible.

S P RVICTOR
I IM Q S
Ii4"x.022xl7',
iy4"x.022xl8'
Ii4"x.022xl7'
Ii4"x.022xl3'

bent each end
marine ends
arbor

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No,

6"

bent
bent
l%"x.022x9' bent
Ii4"x.022x9', bent

arbor......

arbor
each end..
l"x.020xl3' 6" marine ends
l"x. 020x15.' marine ends
l"x. 020x15' bent arbor
l"x.020xi5', bent -at^ each end.

.

.-.

COLUMBIA

l"x.028xl6' crimparbor,
l"x.028xl0' Universal
l"x. 028x11' Universal
l"x.030xll' hooli ends
l"xll,'^for

motor No.

6543 ?.57
3014 .57
5362 .56
5423 .48
5427 .38
6542 .38
2141 .35
3335 .38
5394 .39
.No-. 6546
.39

new style. No.

20009

No. 2951
No. 2951

.61
.32
.36

No. 1219

.34

No. 4

.60

No. 144
No. 145
No. 146

.39
.45
.53

40

1

HEINEMAN

l"x. 02.5x12' motors, Nos. 33
1 3/16"x.026xl9', also PathS
1 3/16"x. 026x17

&

77

35
70

SAAIi-SrLVERTONE

l"x.027xl0', rectangular hole
l"x.027xl3', rectangular hole
l''x.027xl6'. rectangular hole
Terms, 2 per cent cash with

TALKING MflCElNE SUPPLY
Corrfplete

CO.,

order.

PARK RIDGE,N.J.

catalogue on request

Co.,

Inc.,

Yahr-Lange, Inc., Milwaukee, Sonora jobbers
and national distributors of Super-Ball antenna,
sponsored one of the largest and most attractive
displays at the Fourth Wisconsin Radio Exposition recently held by the Wisconsin Radio
Trade Ass'n. Each pillar at the back of the
booth was surmounted by a Super-Ball antenna and in the exhibit proper were the new
Sonora radio receivers, cabinet loud speaker and
new Reproducing Sonora phonographs, together
with Philco rechargeable batteries and Ray-O-

Upper Mont-

the Paragon radio sets,

outright

by the Paragon

new

organization that has for
its officers C. S. Phillips, president, and P. A.
Petroff, secretary, treasurer and general manager.
The assets of the new company have a
value of more than $200,000. The new company
will continue making the "Paragon Six" and
parts and accessories, which are widely popular
with the trade.
Electric Corp., a

Vac dry
Fred

Drop Name "Rexophone"
According

to

a recent

announcement by

.

,

Yahr-Lange,

Inc.,

expected to experience the largest radio season in its history,
due to the fact that Yahr-Lange, Inc., has
passed through the four years of readjustment
successfully and has cut down its lines to include only standard merchandise such as was
recently

the

Jewel Phonoparts Co., Chicago, the firm has dis^
continued the name "Rexophone" as a trade
mark for its reproducer and brass tone arm.
This action was taken when it was recently
learned that a firm in Australia had used the
name "Rexophone" as a trade-mark for several
years.
When the Jewel reproducer was introduced in May the executives of the firm were
not aware of the fact that the name was already in use. The Jewel Concert reproducer
and Jewel brass tone arm will be the names by
which the Jewel Phonoparts products mentioned
above will now be knowii,
„
_

batteries.

E. Yahr, president of

stated

that

his

firm

displayed at the Wisconsin Radio Exposition.

pany the

Chicago

latter part

weeks' business stay

An
.

Brunswick
comweek after a two

E. Bensinger, president of the

B.

Co., returned to the

of last
in

New

offices of the

York.

170,

artistic design of table-type Victrola, No.
has just been introduced by the Victor Co.

The

list

price

is

$50.

November

15,
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New

refinements to a proven

—

principle

charge plus the indispensable rapid

Unipower

sales

months are still
be heard from

to
.

.

And

Unipowers.

once sold

they stayed sold. There were no complaints

— no service
With

profits.
it

calls to

eat

up

the

dealers actively pushing

Unipower' s

sales

were greater than

Now — this year— with the busy season
more Unipowers have

hardly started,

been sold than were sold

And the
ber,

biggest radio

all last

yearl

months— Novem-

— are

December, January

still

to be

heard from!

What

a sales story

about Unipower!

you can

tell

now

Last year's models

are giving unfailing service everywhere.

Refinements

this year

have made these

same models more fool-proof than

ever.

In addition, a new type of Unipower
is

now available that has

already received

the highest praise of radio engineers and
manufacturers.

Unipower again is mak— the new 6-volt model

ing radio history
is far

ahead of any other radio

"A"

k

new

A

absolutely

power

to the exact

rate

necessary to his individual set

and

adjust the

hours of use.

Complicated wiring

miniature power plant

Unipower is a miniature power

plant,

powerfromthelightsocket. Incorporated

trol—no change

Unipower

is

the trickle charge prin-

changes

elimi-

as simple as

Auto-

matic switching makes possible a

"A"

carefully designed to furnish radio

ciple, which

is

is

that of a storage battery.

power-operated

in

6-volt Uni-

heavily-zvorked multi-tube sets to

nated— installation

power

set
is

under one con-

necessary in

"B"

supply or set wiring.

electric light current

into satisfactory radio power.

however,

ever before.

It

are present in this

—

simple dial, enable the user of

automatic in operation.

.

LAST year dealers found they could sell
a lot of

power unit yet devised.

charge found only in Unipower

power designed to furnish unfailing
power to any 20 1- A tube set.
Four trickle rates, operated by a

have already passed
last year 's grand total
— and the big winter

the principle of trickle

Unipower,

also contains the extra, rapid

charge rate absolutely necessary to keep
the set at

full

power always

— even under

unusual conditions caused by overwork
or neglect.

—

Experts designed Unipower time
and performance have proven it totally
fool-proof. There are no parts that need
adjustment or that will wear out or need
replacement during the normal life of the
product. It is so constructed that it
cannot fail.

Take advantage

Unipower
months just beginning. Write now for
the complete story of automatic "A"
power that cannot fail. The Gould
Storage Battery Company, Inc., 250
Park Avenue, New York.
of the big

For 199 tubes or
equivalent

AC-4— $33.00
Unipower contains a Balkite
charging unit of Gould design.

It

from alternating current
110-125 volt 60 cycle. Special

operates

models,

—

25-50

cycle,

at slightly

higher prices.

CANNOT

PAIL

—
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New

Stores and Changes

Talking
for

Benefit of Talking

—

little Rock The Co-Operative Music Co. has obtained a charter with a capital stock of $25,000 and
will conduct a general music business.
California
San Jose The Anderson Music Co. has moved

was

Dubuque —The Renier Music House has opened
new four-story home at 531 Main street.

—

into

new quarters

its

in the St.

Claire building- at

South First street.
Los Angeles A new music store was recently
opened at 380.S Whittier boulevard by E. V. Hen.321

—

who was

derson,

Rudolph Wurlitzer Co. A
machines and radio is carried.
San Francisco Lubbe Bros,

—

field

man

now

are

located

in

new quarters on Mission

—

—

—A

new

music department featuring
has been opened on the
mezzanine of the Lawless drug store.
Auburn E. Renwick, for the past few months
salesman with the Auburn Music Co., has purchased
I^ivermore
plionographs

and

the business.

Kentucky

for

street and are featuring the Columbia Viva-tonal line of phonographs.
Van Nxiys The Piatt Music Co., of Los Angeles,
has opened a branch store at 6278 Van Nuys boulevard, handling a full stock of musical instruments.
IvOng- Beach
The legal procedure for changing
name of the Fitzgerald Music Store to the
llie
Don Humphreys Music Co. has been carried out.

their

Kansas

— Jay

radio

—

I^ouisville

—Lawrence

tier,

tier

—The

Smith Bros. Music Co.. of WhitCal., has opened a branch store at 509 Whitboulevard, handling all lines of musical instru-

ments.

Pncblo

bilities

Knight-Campbell

Music

handsome new quarters

into
building.

in

has
Co.
the Colorado

—

Bessemer The Harding Jewelry Co. has opened
a music department, handling the Brunswick line
and Gulbransen pianos.

New Haven —The

Connecticut

A. B. Clinton Co.. well-known
music house, recently moved from 3.3 Church street
to new and larger quarters at 942 Chapel street.
Florida
West Palm Beach S. Ernest Philpitt & Son recently opened a new store at 508-512 South Olive
avenue with a complete stock of musical instru-

—

ments.

Palm Beach — The Florida Music Co. will
move to its new quarters at 340 Clematis

AVest
shortly

avenue.

—A

new music

store has been opened
Crawford Van Orsdale under the
name of the Music Shoppe.
Petersburg Tlie Corley Co.,
prominent mu.sic
West Washington street
house, has moved from
to new and larger quarters at 129 North Sycamore street.
riearwater Tlie Post Music Co. has taken new
quarters in tlie Sever Arcade on Fort Harrison

Lieesburg

here by Mrs.

L.

—

2.'!

—

avenue.

Louisiana

—

Shreveport Tlie O. K. Houck Piano Co. has
opened a beautiful new store in this city carrying a
This makes the
full line of musical instruments.
fourtli in its chain of Southern music stores.
New Orleans A new music establishment, "The
Music Shop," opened the early part of last month at
337 Baronne street with a full line of musical instrvuiients.
Parker Harris is manager.
New Orleans The Collins Piano Co., carrying a
full line of musical instruments, will move shortly to
new quarters at 346 Baronne street.

—
—

Maryland

—

Baltimore The Kranz-Smith, Sanders & Stayman
has consolidated with the Hamann-Levin Co.,
and the new concern is located at 100 Charles street.
Baltimore Trout's Music Store recently moved to
its new location, whicli was completely remodeled
before occupancy.
Baltimore The Consolidated Gas & Electric Co.
has entered the talking machine field, taking on a

—

full

Brunswick

of

line

phonographs

and

Pana-

tropes.

—

Fall River
Store, 304
South Main street, suffered a large loss in a recent
fire.

Michigan
.Alma

Peters has established a
as the Peters Music Co.

j\.

J.

new music

store known
Detroit The Janney-Bowman Co. has added showrooms on the second floor of its building at Park
and West Elizabetii streets, to accommodate the
growing business.
I^ansing R. S. Budd has opened the Budd Music
House in the remodeled building at 318 Soutli Wash-

—

—

Buchanan — Martin Sclioeneberg has moved his mustore from 104 AVest Front street to new space

.=;ic

tlie Parkinson Millinery building.
Detroit The Janney-Bowman Co.,
formerly an
exclusive piano house, has opened a talking machine
department carrying the Victor line.

—

City

—

Missouri
The Rutan has been incorporated

street.

Thiebes Music Co. has purchased
tlie talking machine stock of the Smith-Reis Piano
Co.. whicli has liquidated its business.
St.
Louis The Kirkland Piano Co., Brunswick
dealei-, has discontinued business.
St.

— Arthur

Salton, manager of the Oriental
the Central Arcade, has enlarged his
by the addition of a music department.

in

business

Atlanta

Georgia
W. Dahlberg was recently appointed

— E.

manager

of the talking niacliine department of the
Cable Piano Co.

Idaho Falls

— The

Idaho

Glen Bros. -Roberts Piano Co.,
of Salt Lake City, has opened a branch store here
with D. G. Brian as manager.

—

Chicago The Roseland branch of the Cable Piano
Co. has opened a talking machine department carrying the Brunswick and Victor lines.
Pontiae J. A. Parrish and his son have purchased
the business of the Pontiae Music Shop from P. H.
Von Qualen and F. .1. O'Connor.

—

— George

Wiswell has moved his music and

furniture store from 119 Ottawa street to larger
quarters at 314-10 Van Buren street.
Peoria A charter has been granted to the Community Music Shop to deal in musical instruments.

—

Indiana
Terre Haute

— The

music section of the Herz department store has been greatly expanded and has
been moved to a different location. L. H. Duncan is
the new manager.
South Bend The Templin Music Store has moved
from 124 Lincoln Way East to spacious new quarters in the Major-Lang building on South Main

—

street.

—

Iowa

J. E. Noble, music merchant, has
larger quarters over the Grant Tire Station.

Rlrtor.-i

tu

Louis

.Jay

—Tlie

M. Lee.

—

New Jersey
music house of G. A. Barlow's Son
Co. was recently completely i-eorganized and H. A.
Glasser was elected vice-president and general manTrenton

— Tlie

ager.

Leonia
sic

— Henry

store In

Dranger has opened a general muthe McGee building on Broad avenue.

New York

Illinois

.loliet

Rutan and

Hallie B.

moved

— A new music store has been opened at
S23 Tonawanda street by Melzer Bros.
Ithaca — Lent's Music Store recently moved to new
and larger quarters on North Aurora street.
Niagara Falls — The Music Master Co., owned by
Buffalo

Stephen Warsaroski. recently opened at 203. Portage
road, carrying a full line of talking machines and
radio equipment.
Croton-on-Hudson Baker's Music House, Ossining,
recently opened a branch store liere with a complete line of musical instruments and radio equipment.
Nyack Fred Harwood has opened a new music

—

—

store in the Sullivan block.

—

AmityviUc Granville M. Fisher and A'ictor E. Olson Iiave opened a new music store at 140 AVest Merrick road with a full line of musical instruments.

Richmond

—Tlie

Verry Music Co. has

filed

a cer-

tificato of voluntai-y dissolution.

Buffalo

— C.

J.

radio

North Carolina

—

Salisbury The Maynard Music Co., located for
several years at 224 South Main street, has taken
quarters at 201 South Main street.
Charlotte C. S. Andrews, proprietor of the Andrews Music Store, has taken larger quarters on

—

North Tryon

street.

North Dakota

—

Bismarck The Melody Shoppe recently opened in
the A^an Horne Hotel building with a full stock of
musical instruments. E. A. Dahners is the proprietor

new

establishment.

—

Minot Reinhard Bros., radio dealers of Minneapolis, have opened a branch store here.
Fargo R. M. Laird, president of the St. Paul
Electric Co., radio dealer, has opened a branch

—

store here.

Ohio

—

Lorain F. D. DeWitt will move his music store
in the near future to a new building which is being

Broadway.
Troy Hiram W. Hunt, proprietor of the Melodla
Co. and Hunt's Music Store on East Main street,
has made an assignment to W. A. Haines.
Piqua The Piqua Music Shop, owned by Joseph
Thompson and Biddy Etter, has moved to new and
erected at 649

—

—

larger quarters.

— Smoke and water damaged the stock of the
Trory Music Store in a recent
Cleveland — The remodeled store of Smerda's Music
Kent

S.

AV.

flre.

House was opened recently and many

visitors

at-

tended the opening festivities.
Kent The talking machine department of Gennsemer Bros, suffered a heavy loss through a recent

—

flre.

—

J. O. Smucker. who has operated a genmusic store in Bellefontaine, has opened a
branch store here.
Cincinnati Steinway & Sons have moved into new

—

quarters adjoining the Hotel Gibson. The facilities
for handling the Brunswick and Victor lines carried
by the store are much better in the new store.

—

Columbus Tlie Hoermle Music Shoppe has been
completely remodeled and demonstration booths, record racks and small goods show cases have been
installed.

Cleveland — A new music store is to be opened on
Broadway near East Fifty-flfth street under the
name of the Sistak Music Co.

ington avenue.

in

the

eral

with a capital stock of $15,000 to deal in musical
instruments. The incorporators are John A. Rutan,

Cocoa

—

Urbana

Massachusetts
The Kaplan Bros. Music

Daytona Beach Tlie Burns Piano Co.. formerly
known as the Burns Music Shoppe, 819 Main street,
has opened a second store at 140 South Beach

Bazaar

ments.
Gasport Charles Lord has purchased
stock and business of Louis Brust.

Co.

Kansas

—

—

of the

of $22,188.

—

Colorado

—The

moved

Miller, dealer in musical

instruments at 1800 Deer Park avenue, has filed a petition in bankruptcy with assets of $11,979 and lia-

control of the business.

Montebello

M.

—

its

Richmond has purchased the interests of R. C. Hardman and J. M. Standridge in the
J. R. J. Music House and is now the sole owner of
Parsons

the
complete line of talking

recently

until

—

Tlie music store of Herman H. Mueller
recently sold to Kurdelmeyer & Toungsdale and
Julius Mentzel.

ElUadcr

Arkansas

Shoppe on Main street.
Olean The Willard Music Store suffered a heavy
loss in a recent flre In the store.
Patchogue Hubert H. Lindenberger and Merritt
Smith have opened a new music store in the Haskell building on East Main street.
New York City The Sherman Music Corp. has
been granted a charter to deal In musical instru-

—

Opened Recently Throughout Country and Changes of Management Compiled
Machine and Radio Manufacturers and Distributors

Stores

1926

15,

business being the owners of the Brunswick Music

Among

Machine Dealers During the Past Month
New

No\'EMBER

Fisher has been appointed manager

of the J. N. Adam Co.'s music store, succeeding H.
R. Russell, who resigned last Spring.
Buffalo— The Consolidated Music Stores, Inc., has
been granted a charter, the directors of the new

— The

Oklahoma
Wood Music Co., which

formerly occuquarters on tlie north side of the square, has
moved to a larger store.
.\lva

pied

Dalla.s

Oregon

— P.

P.

Kroeker has moved his music store

quarters

to larger
building.

the

in

Dallas

National

Bank

Pennsylvania

—

Corry Miss Myrtle Fuller has opened a new music
store on South Center street, handling a full line of
musical instruments.
Oxford Lester McCreary has purchased the music
department of the Goldstein store and will conduct
it apart from the rest of the store.
Greenville The Greene Music Co. has been granted

—

—

:i

decree of dissolution.

Philadelphia— The F. A. North Co., 1306 Chestnut street, has opened three new branches at 41
South Sixty-first street, 43.37 Main street and in the
Manayunk district of the city.
East Pittsburgh Schaffner's Music House is the

—

name

of

new music

a.

store at 713 Linden

avenue

with C. B. Mitchell as manager.
Philadelphia Joseph .Jacobs, who recently purchased the Diamond Furniture Co., has added a phonograph department carrying the Columbia Viva-

—

tonal line.

—

Washington The Thatcher Store has taken over
A'ictor department of the Ford Furniture &

the

Carpet Co.

full

line

Rhode

Island
Gardiner Piano Co., carrying a
of musical instruments, recently moved to

Providence

—The

Snow street.
South Carolina

larger quarters at 48

—

Greenville Payne's Music Store, Columbia dealer,
recently moved to new and larger quarters formerly
occupied by Pliillips and Crew.

South Deikota
music .section with the Columbia
A'iva-tonal line of phonographs featured was recently opened in the Shriver Johnson department
etore by George Compton.
Sionx Falls

—

—A

Texas

Dallas .V new talking machine store was recently
opened on Elm street operating under the name of
the "Music Box."
Frank Wright, known through-

November
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out the country as one of the Radio Franks, record
and radio artists, is the proprietor.

—

Amarillo The Phonograph Shop has
porated with a capital stock of $7,500.

been incor-

Utah

—

Lake City Tod Taylor has been appointed
manager of the talking- machine department of the
Salt

Glen Bros. -Roberts Piano Co.

Washington

—A

store. Broom's Music Room,
avenue and Stewart street, by
George R. Broom, who has had many years' exA complete line
perience in the retail music field.

new music

Seattle

was opened

at Sixth

musical instruments is carried.
Goldendale The Erbes Music Co. has opened a
store carrying a full stock of merchandise, including
Sonora phonographs and the Stromberg-Carlson,
Federal, Bremer-Tully and Thorola lines of radio

of

—

iipparatus.

—

RitzviUe A musical merchandise department has
been installed by the RitzviUe Drug Co., quarters
having been remodeled for the purpose.
Everett The Everett Department Store, which has
a music and radio department, has filed an applica-

—

name

Rumbaugh's.
Tacoma Incorporation papers have been filed for
Hopper-Logan, Inc., which will deal in musical in-

tion to

change

its

—

to

struments with a capital stock of

.$30,000.

Virginia
The McKee Music Co. has opened a

—
branch store at 712 State street.
Wellsburg— The McAllister Music
Charleston

Co.,

Vitaphone Corp.

Suzanne Lenglen Presented
With Portable Victrola

an

Record

to

Artists of Brunsw^ick Go.
The Vitaphone Corporation has entered

—

Philadelphia, Pa., November 5. On the day
Suzanne Lenglen, French tennis star,
played in the Sesqui-Centennial auditorium here,
the Victor Talking Machine Co. received a
message to the efifect that the portable talking
machine which Mile. Lenglen carried about with
her had been put out of order on her trip to this

that

Investigation showed that the instrument was wrecked beyond repair and so the
temperamental French court star was presented
with a brand-new portable Victrola by John
Gregg Paine, of the Victor Co.
country.

Cooper has been appointed New York
Shamrock Mfg. Co., Newark.

representative of

new

Wisconsin

Milwaukee J. L. Heald was recently appointed
manager of the radio department of the Boston
The department is operated by the R. B.
store.
Rose Co.
Madison The Music Shop has been incorporated
to operate a retail and wholesale musical merchanOwen E. Lyons, Perry A. Slettland
dise business.
and Glenn Vi'. Stevens are the incorporators.
Keedsburg J. W. Williams and Mrs. AViHiams have
opened a new music store which is known as the
Baldwin Music Store.
Fond du Lac James A. Sandee has opened the
Sandee Music Shop at S5 South Main street with a

sive

privilege of the services

of all the artists

under contract to that company.

An

arrange-

ment was also entered into with the Metropolitan Opera Co. for the exclusive privilege of
negotiating for the services of

all

of

its artists.

MAGNAPHON

—

The

—

Phonograph
AmpHfier

Electric

—

stock of musical instruments.
Oconto Falls Edward Allen has purchased the
Maigatter Music Store from Arno Maigatter.
Milwaukee The Thiery Music and Specialty Shop
has changed its name to the Thirft Music and
Specialty Shop and is continuing business in its remodeled store at 872 L'pper Third street.
Baraboo Ted J. Holzem has purchased "Willey's
Music House and will operate it under the name
of the Holzem Music Co., carrying the Victor line
and Gulbransen pianos.
Milwaokee The Home Appliance & Radio Shop
has been incorporated with a capital stock of $1,000
full

—

—

that

is

taking the country hy storm

—

—

to deal in

radio apparatus.

—

The Wisconsin Specialty Sales Co. has
been incorporated with a capital stock of $10,000 to
deal in radio apparatus.
Milwaukee A new radio shop has been opened at
495 Ivanhoe place by Otto H. Fiebing and Charles C.
Kruse, featuring the Radiola and Atwater Kent
Milwaukee

—

lines.

—

LIST $10*00

Canada

Lethbridge, Man. Willis & Co., Ltd., of Montreal,
has opened a branch store in the Royal Bank Building with E. C. Patey and A. E. Patey in charge.
Ottawa Orme, Ltd., has acquired the interests of
Leach, Clegg & Leach and has taken over the latter's personnel.

—

Montreal

—

J.

W. Shaw &

Co.,

music dealers,

Electrical

now

Reproduction of Music from Phonograph Records
and at a
COST.

—

an accomplished Fact

is

LOW

re-

cently opened a ground-floor radio department carrying the Stewart-Warner. Freed-Eisemann and other
lines.

—

This remarkable new instrument will turn e\"en the small portable phonograph into an electrically operated machine and give it the volume, tone and
smoothness of a Panatrope or an Orthophonic. No skill is required in its

London, Ont. The Gray Music Co. recently purchased the entire stock of the London bi'anch of
Gerhard Heintzman, Ltd., which included the transfer of the Victor agency.

installation.

Intensive Sales Drive

With this new attachment for the Radio and Phonograph your customers
can enjoy music and dancing from their own broadcasting station free from
the annoying scratch of the needle or the ner\-e racking rasp of static.

on

Little

Tot Records

The ordinary phonograph needle is inserted into the electric
pick-up and the wires plugged into the radio set or power speaker.

—

The
The Regal Record Corp., 10 West Twentieth
street, New York City, manufacturer of Regal
and Little Tot records, has arranged a most

MAGNAPHON

will

prove a leader that will stimulate the sales of

Phonographs and Records to Radio set owners and the sales of Radio Sets
to Phonograph owners. There is a generous discoimt to Jobbers and Dealers.
Get

in

on

this highly profitable item.

intensive sales drive
the holiday season.

on children's records for
The Little Tot records
include all together ninety-eight titles, covering
practically all the songs, games and stories that
appeal to children.
This product is marketed
in a multi-colored record album containing four
records. It has loose-leaf features which make

MAGNAPHON

with a Three Stage
Quality Tone Power Amplifier and
an Eighteen Inch Cone Speaker, $49.50

possible the addition of other selected records,

from time to time.
In conjunction with its sales and advertising
campaign the Regal Record Corp. is issuing

much

matter for counter use.
This
space for dealer's imprint.
In
addition, the advertising department has availcircular

material

has

TECTRON RADIO
1270 Broadway

into

arrangement with the Brunswick-BalkeCoUender Co. providing for exclusive contracts
with all the Brunswick artists.
Among the Brunswick artists already registered under this arrangement are the New
York Philharmonic Orchestra, Al Jolson and
the Vincent Lopez Orchestra.
The right to
negotiate with other Brunswick artists is now
being exercised by the Vitaphone Corp.
At the time the Vitaphone Corp. was formed
to handle the destinies of the amazing instrument now being seen and heard in two theatres
on Broadway, a contract was entered into with
the Victor Talking Machine Co. for the exclu-

which has

been located on Charles street, has moved to
quarters on Seventh street.

—

window strips, cut-outs and a multi-colored
"mother goose" display sign. This is of large
size and can be used very efifectively for a
background in a window setting.

able

C. B.

West

141

CO.
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Dealers in the Toronto District Are
Active in Pushing Merchandise Handled
Whaley Royce &

Co.,

American Radio,
Toronto,

to

Ltd.,

November

Ont.,

Organized

Ltd.,
8.

Distribute

— Palmer's

—

Symphonic Phonograph Reproducer in Canada
Other News and Trade Activities of the Month

music

opened after undergoing extensive interior remodeling. Special demonstrations were given orv the Brunswick Panatrope.
E. H. McCarthy, vice-president of the Symphonic Sales Corp., New York, was a recent
visitor to Toronto on pleasure bent.

was

store

recently,

extended trip through the United States, visiting the different Baldwin factories.

The

Brach Co., Newark, N. J., is now
manufacturing in Canada under the name of
L. S. Brach of Canada, Ltd.
Its line is being
distributed by Burndept of Canada, Ltd. PrinciL. S.

pals of the

new company

have recently

ar-

man

ranged for the distribution in Canada of
Symphonic phonograph reproducer, made by
Symphonic Sales Corp., New York.

the

Godfrey Cort,

the

Whaley Royce &

Co., Ltd.,

Ail-American Radio,
recent additions to

Canada and have
street,

Ltd., is

the

list

one of the most

of

radio firms

their headquarters at 445

of

King

R. O. Bull, of Purser Bull & Co., was elected
president of the Canadian Radio Trades Association at a recent meeting of that body held
in Toronto.
John Byers, manager, Canadian
Brandes Co., was chosen first vice-president, and

Henry Gooderham, assistant managing director,
Dominion Battery Co., was selected as second
vice-president.
Members of the board were
Messrs. J. E. Bennet, W.
Eaton, B. E. Carey, J. W.
Moncur. J. M. Van Atter is treasurer.
Fada Radio, Ltd., manufacturer in Canada of
the Fada neutrodyne radio set, recently held a
distributors' convention in Toronto.
elected as follows:

Barber, G.

W.

of

the

board;
vice-

are L. S. Brach, chairTrainer, president;

B.

S.

and H. B. Mc-

president,

Kenzie,

vice-president

and

general

1926

15,

manager.

The Columbia Phonograph Co., Ltd., has
newed its arrangement for the distribution
A.

C.
S.

Dayton

Gillen

sets

Hyman

throughout Canada.
has been appointed the

tory representative of the
Co.,
Cleveland, O., to

Acme

of

fac-

&

Mfg.
products

Electric

Acme

sell

re-

throughout Canada.
R. G. Entwistle has resigned as sales manager of Fada Radio, Ltd., to accept a responsible position in another line of endeavor.
The
management of Fada Radio, Ltd., is now being
assumed by Homer J. Zopf, who brings to Canada a thorough knowledge of radio merchandising.
Tracy M. Rozelle continues as factory
manager.

Brunswick Panatrope Used With Symphony
Orchestra in Concert Held in Montreal

West, Toronto.

National Sales Representatives have been appointed distributors for Teletone loud speakers.

G.

—AU-

November

F.

and sales manager
Columbia Phonograph Co., New York,
recently spent a day in Toronto with E. A.
McMurtry, manager, Columbia Phono. Co., Ltd.
C. E. Sibbett, proprietor of the Ottawa Phonograph Co., has secured the representation for
Ottawa and district of the Columbia phonograph and Columbia records. In radio the firm
features the A-C Dayton and Thompson lines.
The Gray Music Co., London, Ont., which
recently purchased the entire stock of the London branch of Gerhard Heintzman, Ltd., has
C. Fuhri, vice-president

of the

taken over with it the transfer of the Victor
agency, which was formerly held by Gerhard

Heintzman

Co.,

Ltd.

A. G. Farquharson, a former member of the
Canadian phonograph industry, has returned to
Canada after an absence of three j^ears to join
the sales organization of the McLagan Phonograph Corp., Ltd., Stratford, Ont. He will
work in Ontario co-operating with McLagan
dealers in marketing phonographs and will reside in Hamilton, Ont.
W. G. Barber, sales manager of the Baldwin
International Radio of Canada, Ltd., states thai
L. D. Cahoon, factory superintendent of the
above-mentioned company, recently left for an

Annual

Third

Montreal

Show

Radio

Exhibits Viewed by Record Attendance

and Promotion Effort Featured Week

ferences, Demonstrations, Sales Talks

MoNTRE.^L, Can.\da,

Symphony

November

8.

— The

Boston

under the direction of
Serge Koussevitzky, recently gave a recital in
the Forum, this city, in which C. W. Lindsay,
Ltd., furnished a Brunswick Panatrope, which
was utilized in the rendering of Respighi's symThis is the
phonic poem "Pines of Rome."
first time that a phonograph has been used in
Orchestra,

Canada with a symphony orchestra.
Record attendance marked the recent third
annual Montreal Radio Show held under the
auspices of the Montreal and District Radio
Club, in which the manufacturers of sets and
Programs were
parts were well represented.
broadcast nightly from the show, which included
three Eveready nights as well as an Atwater
Kent night. That radio has a strong hold on
Montrealers and the Province of Quebec was
demonstrated by the large number of new dealers signed up at the show by the various exhibitors.
During the week numerous conferences of dealers were held in which demonstration sales and talks and promotion work was

On

the stage

"The

Spirit of

outlined, likewise service talks.
at the

end of the

Radio,"

the

hall a picture,

work

of

Edwin

L.

New

Chase,

in blue velvet hangings and
thrown into relief by soft diffused lighting and
hung by the Canadian National Carbon Co.,
Ltd., Toronto, Ont., of Eveready Batter\' fame,
was one of the attractions during the show.
The Victor Talking Machine Co. of Canada,

York, was framed

Ltd., in

accordance with

its

policy of offering

to the public the best musical talent available,

announces the appointment of the noted Hart

House String Quartet

as e.xclusive Victor

Seal artists. This Canadian string quartet
is

Red
name

— Dealer

of the

Con-

Show

trip through to the Pacific Coast.
Business
prospects, he says, were never so good.
J. W. Shaw & Co., music and piano dealers,
have opened a ground-floor radio department
and are featuring a number of sets, including
the Freed-Eisemann, Stewart-W^arner, etc.
The Brunswick-Balke Collender Co. of Canada, Ltd., is doing some extensive newspaper advertising, asking for the name and slogan that
best describes the reproduction of the New
Brunswick, in which $5,000 is offered in prizes.
Lewis Bros., Ltd., this city, have taken on the
representation for Quebec Province for the
Freed-Eisemann line and are going after wholesale business in a large way. This firm is also
pushing the Farrand line of cone speakers.
C. W. Lindsay, Ltd., in a recent advertisement referred to the new Brunswick phonograph as "The Miracle of Music."
Wm. Lee., Ltd., is advertising and pushing extensively Stromberg-Carlson radio receivers.

Winnipeg Trade News

—

Winnipeg, Man., November 8. Canadian Westinghouse Co., Ltd., are jobbing Radiolas in
Alanitoba direct to the trade this year.
Bowman Bros., Regina and Saskatoon, Sask.,
are reported to have sold two thousand Atwater
Kent sets in the province of Saskatchewan.
Consolidated Radio Distributors, Winnipeg,
have become Western distributors for Pfanstiehl receiving sets.
Other lines handled are
.\mplion,
Browning-Drake, Electrad, Howe,
Silver-Marshall and Tower loud speakers.
L. J. Haug & Co., Winnipeg, have taken on
the Western representation for Erla sets.

taken from Hart House, Toronto L^niversity.

M. Brophy, sales manager of the Canadian
Marconi Co., has just relumed from a six weeks'
R.

Great Redi."A" Radio Tie-up

—

Talking Machine Springs
and Repair Parts
NONE BETTER

IN QUALITY

NONE LOWER

IN PRICE

THE RENE MANUFACTURING
MONTVALE,

NEW JERSEY

CO,

Milwaukee, Wis., November S. A line of radio
which has attracted a great deal of attention recently is the Redi-"A," made by the Briggs &
Stratton Corp., of this

city.

was devoted

Considerable ad-

opening of
and a list of
thirty-six Milwaukee firms appended to the advertisement as handling the Redi-"A" makes a
very striking appeal.
Among the downtown
firms which handle the line are the Orth Music
Co.,
Kesselman-O'Driscoll Co., and
Samson's Radio Stores, Inc.
The Hi-Mount Radio
Shop, which has recently been incorporated,
and the Luebtow Music Co. are other firms
handling the line in the northwest part of the
vertising space
this

city.

line

in

local

to the

newspapers,

—
November

IS,
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Even Sales Curve
by Taking on Profitable Side Lines
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which he and his friends tried out
on their week-end trips. Thus, from actual experience and close observation he is able to tell
his customers what has been accomplished with

bait with him,

Progressive Dealers

this bait or that.

The Experience
Year When

of a

the

Chicago Dealer

Normal Demand

a Line That Sold During the Season of the
for His Regular Lines of Merchandise Was Below Par

Who Found

[The tendency among a great many dealers in radio to
take on side lines such as talking machines, small musical
instruments, cameras, sporting goods, fishing tackle, etc.,
during the Summer
mDnths is illustrated in the experiences of a well-known Chicago dealer, which makes interesting reading. Ed. Note.]

to

cover

quiet

times

in

business

Inspired by an exhibition of bait casting witnessed at the Out-Door Show, Philip Ackerman, owner of the W. D. A. P. Radio Shop in
Chicago, now turns the lean Summer months
One of the pioneers of the
into a busy season.
retail radio business in Chicago, and one of the
few exclusive radio dealers able to keep the

on the right side of the ledger, showing
throughout the busy season to
carry him over the lean Summer months, he had
never done anything more than still fishing and
figures

sufficient profit

very

little

of that.

He visited the Fourth National Out-Door Life
In his
Exposition held in Chicago last May.
wanderings about the exposition he visited the
annex where the big casting pool was located.
There he observed several representatives of
fishing tackle manufacturers engaged in practice
One

casting.

in particular attracted his atten-

for this one seemed to drop the fiveeighths-ounce plug inside the target with reThe
markable ease and unerring accuracy.
movement of his hand so slight, accomplishing
tion,

spectacular results so quickly and deftly, that it
was difficult for the uninitiated to detect the
movement. Perhaps this was partly due to the
fact

plug

that
at

the eyes were focused

the end

of the rod than

more on

the

on the hand

its movement.
So engrossed with the casting was he that he
was unconscious of the surroundings, even a
friend came along and stood beside him for a
few moments without being observed. When he

that directed

was rudely awakened from his trance by a
vigorous slap on the back, directed by his friend,
his first remark was, "Gee, that fellow is a 'darb,'
watch him hit inside the ring every time."
In response to his friend's inquiry, "How's
business," he explained that the radio business
was slack in the Summer, adding that was why
he could spend the daytime at the Out-Door
Show. His friend said, "Why don't you sell fishing tackle during the dull radio season, put up a

'Fishermen's Headquarters' and fill
windows with tackle?"
your
of
two
He considered it a good suggestion and by
the time he had finished ordering six of this and
three of that from all the sporting goods exhibits in the Out-Door Show he found he was
investing $1,500 in nierchandise entirely new to
him and quite foreign to the radio business. In
checking up the latter part of August preparatory to the opening of the radio season his

big

sign

The back lot casters have increased to eight
or nine every afternoon, when alongside of the
garage, using an inner tube for a target, they
cast to an audience of fifteen to twenty people.
August three of the back-lot casters
membership in the Chicago

Late

in

made

application for

Fly Casting Club.

Gould "B" Unipower Is
Announced to the Trade
The Gould Storage Battery Co., New York
maker of the Unipower "A" battery and
Gould storage batteries, has now placed upon
City,

the market the Gould

"B" Unipower, which

describes

a

worthy teammate

to

Unipower "A". This
"B" eliminator produced by the Gould
organization

also

Gould "B" Unipower

three times.

His success as a radio dealer was due to the
fact that he has made an earnest study of radio
and has been the recognized authority of the
neighborhood. If he was to sell fishing tackle
he felt he must know something about tackle,
so he first tried out some of the rods, using
the back lot for his experiment. The first he
tried was the kind he saw the fellow use at the
Out-Door Show. In doing so he unwittingly
interested nine neighbors who were onlookers,
each of whom invested with him $20 to $30 in
rod and tackle. It was not long before he had
six to eight of his neighbors making up a Wisconsin fishing party for every week-end.
He carried an extensive variety of artificial

nating

current.

voltage

of

135

It

has

volts

and

available

25-cycle
a

mad:
alter-

current

nating
is

is

60-cycle

for

books revealed that the original $1,500 investment in sporting goods had been turned over

more than

normal

and a tube

alter-

operating
capacity of

Compact in size, it will fit into most
With
of the standard makes of radio cabinets.
the Gould "B" Unipower it is impossible to
come in contact with any electric current
whatsoever.
There are no exposed terminals
60 mils.

outside the unit and
a

switch

safety

when

the cover
turns

automatically

is

lifted

of!

The Unipower "B" may be used in conjuncUnipower 'A" and when so used

tion with the

the radio receiving set

becomes

power-oper-

a

ated set, which is automatically controlled by
the radio set switch.

Motors, Tonearms and Reproducers
Superiority Internationally Recognized

The
fine

can be

re-

disturbing

the

spring barrels

moved without

adjustment of

the

motors,

and any group of gears can be
removed without disturbing any
other part. The Helycon Motor

Helycon Motors are rugged and
substantial in construction. They
are designed to reduce the number of wearing parts to the mini-

is

made

in

four types, with inter-

changeable parts, to meet every

mum

required for a smooth,
thus ensuring long,
constant
and consistent performance without periodical adreplacement of
justments or

phonograph requirement.

silent drive,

parts.
Helycon Motor No.

2

POLLOCK-WELKER, LIMITED
KITCHENER, ONTARIO, CANADA
Established 1907

Cable Address: Polwel, Kitchener.

all

power.

HELYCON

Helycon Motors

it

as

Code: A. B. C, 5th Edition, Bentley's
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Telling the
From

World
About Hohner Harmonicas

town and village in
from practically every
America, and
nation in the World, people are journeying, by hundreds of thousands, to the
every

city,

Sesqui-Centennial

International

Exposi-

tion at Philadelphia.

Judging by the enthusiastic comments
of the visitors as well as by the daily

news dispatches, the Sesqui-Centennial

is

playing an important part in "telling the
world" about Hohner Harmonicas.
Exhibit, shown above,
located in the Palace of Liberal
Arts and Manufactures, is but a single
factor in the illuminating program of

The

which

Hohner

is

Harmonica
Not only

activity.

are the visitors to the Expoview the greatest collec-

sition enabled to

^ M. Hohner,

XOVEMBER

Inc.,

tion of

"The World's Best" Harmonicas

ever assembled, but they are privileged to
hear and enjoy the finest musical concerts
imaginable by the famous Sesqui-Centennial Harmonica Band, directed by one of
the leading musical instructors of

America.
Naturally, the harmonicas which are
played as well as exhibited at the SesquiCentennial are Hohner Harmonicas, for
Hohner Harmonicas have been exhibited,
played and awarded highest honors at
leading
expositions
during
the
past

seventy years.
All of which is merely to suggest to
you, Mr. Dealer, that while we are busy
telling the World about Hohner Harmonicas you should be busy selling the

World Hohner Harmonicas.

Dept. 72, 114 East 16th

Canadian Address: Hough

(J

Kohler,

468 King

Street,

St*,

New York ^

W., Toronto

Fascination

Health

Inspiration

Portability

Education

Durability

Entertainment

Accuracy

Harmonicas

Convenience
Popularity

15,

1926

November
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Experiences of Retailers Prove SalesBuilding Value of Small Goods Windows
Who

Dealers

Entirely to Small Musical Instruments Will Find
Planning Essential to Eye-arresting Displays

Window

Devote an Occasional

the Venture Profitable

—Careful

an attractive window display
has never been better evidenced than in the
analysis of the success of the band instrument
and musical merchandise departments of several music stores, which depend almost entirely

The

value

of

space in the store windows
Several dealer? who maintain
band instrument and musical merchandise departments, which are strictly side lines to the
regular piano and talking machine departments,

upon the

displaj'

to attract trade.

do in these lines a steady, consistent business
throughout the year, netting a profit which in
many cases pays the store's rent. Outside of
stocking the instruments the onh' work done
in pushing the merchandise is an occasional
mention of the department in the store's regular advertising in the newspaper and a permanent
display in a section of the store's window.
This display, however, is changed frequently
and is kept attractive and inviting. Inside the
store the same system is used, a showcase
showing the products in stock.
If in cases like these where the musical merchandise department is admittedly a side line
and does not receive any of the exploitation
work which the store's chief products receive
and none of the establishment's sales efforts
are placed directly behind the instruments, a
window display pulls to the extent that each
year a neat profit is shown, how much more
necessary is it that a live musical merchandise
and band instrument dealer use his window
display space to present his products to the public. The space enclosed within the show windows
of a store on an average thoroughfare, where
hundreds of people pass, day after day, is the

most valuable of the

entire store.

If

the dealer

who is paying rent were to analyze the problem and ascertain for just what he was paying
he would find that the square foot value of
this space is higher than that of any other
portion of the warerooms.
There are so many opportunities to create
attractive band instrument displays in the windows

145

The Boston Globe featured

the contest in a spe-

which also described the $500 B &
D Silver Bell banjo on which Mr. Bacon played.
Telegrams and letters were received from all
sections of the country by Mr. Bacon.. Among
tliem was one from the Brown-Pardun Co., of
Omaha, Neb., which stated "Congratulations to
cial

article,

weeks it was used by the FlannerHafsoos Music House, Inc., of Milwaukee, Wis.,
was this: A collection of photographs of leading local artists who use and endorse the
instruments stocked by the store occupied the
center of the window and in the background
and to the sides the instruments in question
were arranged artistically. The local angle of
the display was one reason for its effectiveness.
Another reason was that it differed from 'the
usual run of music store displays and the arlangement caused many people to stop and
view the photographs to see if they recognized
any of their friends or favorite artists. The
the .two

picture of each musician was mounted in a
standard frame on which was printed the name
of the musician, the instrument he or she played
and the make of instrument the musician en-

dorsed.

F.

J.

at

Bacon Wins Prize
Lewiston Banjo Contest

—

Lewiston, ilE., November 4. At the World's
Old Timers Banjo Contest, which took place at
the Pageant of Progress at the Lewiston State
Armory recently, Frederick J. Bacon won a
handsome silver cup about twenty inches high
and a cash prize of $50.
Mr. Bacon is president of the Bacon Banjo Co.,
Inc., of Groton, Conn., and also one of the leading banjo players in the country. The World's
Old Timers Banjo Contest was sponsored by the
same man who presented Mellie Dunham, who

won

the old-time fiddlers' contest last year.

The

aroused national interest and was reported
a number of papers throughout the country.

F.

J.

Bacon and His Trophy

the newest world's

champion.

We

Felix Baer
Feli.K

Home From

trip to the Pacific Coast,

and reported

dealers are stocking up on musical mer-

affair

that

in

chandise for the holiday trade.

is

it

this

interesting

Prior to the opening of Loew's Century TheBaltimore, the $75,000 organ which
in
was tp be used arrived and was placed in the

atre,

window

of

Sanders

&

the music store of Kranz-SmithStayman, Inc., for display purposes.
While the handsome organ was in itself an

eye-arresting feature, the

known

that the organ repinstruments used by a
symphony orchestra. One of each of these
instruments was placed in the foreground of
the window with a ribbon running from the
instrument to the particular stop on the organ.
dise display.

resents

the

It

is

different

The crowds

that

were attracted became so

dense at times that police had to keep a lane

open

for

pedestrians,

and

to

gain

the

of the display the establishment displayed a sign featuring a sale of musical mer-

The

increase in the

result

volume

was

a

most

Largest Musical
Merchandise House
IN

America

Exclusively Wholesale
ESTABUSHED 1834

full

benefit

chandise.

The Oldest and

management was not

content and immediately put into effect a most
effective band instrument and musical merchan-

satisfactory

of sales of this depart-

ment, attributable directly to the window.
Another type of display that can be used
by any dealer and which brought an average
of three sales of band instruments a day for

Trip

Baer, representative of Buegeleisen &
New York, recently returned from an

Jacobson,
extensive

surprising that more dealers
space to sell instruments. An
example is illustrated herewith.

that

do not use

knew

would win."

CBRVAO

SONjNC.

351-53Foi;rthAye.NewYorkCity
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Hohnet* Harmonicas have an appeal that extends
£rom the small boy to rulers o£ nations. This provides a wide market in which the dealer can operate.
Write us for our "Big Business Builders.

M. HOHNER,

They

'

will help you.

114-116 East 16th Street

Inc.

New York

City

HOHNEtl PRODUCTS RWARDED FIR.ST PRIZE AT THE PANflMR'
iNTER.NATIONf\L EXPOSITION SAN FRRNCISCO I PIS'

PMIFIC

Follows Policy of Making
Store the Music Center
Tom Brown

Music Co. Uses Advertisement to
and Amato Make Store Their Headquarters

Invite All Musicians, Professional
teur,

One
in

of the poHcies

which make for success

the retail music business

is

that of

making

the store the musical center of the vicinity in

which

This policy can be followed
it is located.
with success by every type of music dealer but
for the band instrument and musical merchandise dealer it is almost a necessity that the
dealer's establishment be made the headquarters
for the professional musicians located in the
city and those who are visiting for a time. Some

few months ago there was related in these
columns the story of the growth of the Tom
Brown Music Co., which is one of the most
successful band instrument houses in the Middle West, and it is the policy of making Chicago musicians as well as visiting musicians
feel at home and having them make the store

your headquarters," it read. "The place to meei
your friends and fellow musicians. Our store
is centrally located, an ideal place to drop in
when time is not pressing. Pleasant surroundings, comfortable chairs, considerate attention
these await
if desired, and only when desired
every patron and visitor who comes to this

—

gathering-place for musicians.
"It is no idle boast that 32 West Lake street
At
is
Chicago's Center for Things Musical.
every hour of the day the discerning person
will find here a goodly representation of Chicago's musical celebrities at the accepted rendez-

Demand

Increases for the

Hygrade Case Co. Products
Enjoying

steadily

a

business, the

increasing

Hygrade Case

volume

Co., Inc., of

of

New-

N. J., manufacturer of Hygrade musical
instrument cases, has found it necessary to_more
than double its manufacturing space and has
recently added eighteen men to the factory
force.
Joseph Kiser, executive head of the
Hygrade organization, reports that large orders
have been received for portable phonograph
ark,

vous for the alert amateur and the successful

cases, in addition to the regular line of musical

professional."

instrument cases.

Edfred Go. Effects Tie-up
With Marine Band Concert

Saxophone Decision Reversed

headquarters that has been largely responsible for the undoubted success of the store.
A recent advertisement of the Tom Brown
Music Co. was devoted in its entirety to featuring this policy. "Make 32 West Lake street

their

Akron,

O.,

States Marine

November 8.
Band made

—When

the United
appearance in a
the Edfred Co., well-known
its

concert at this city,
musical instrument house, effected a tie-up
through large display advertisements in the

newspapers and through window displays,

local

calling attention to the fact that

Leedy drums

Washington, D. C, November

and Conn instruments, used by the Marine
Band, were on sale by the company. The publicitv

attracted

4.

— Saxophones

entered at Chicago, 111., by Carson, Pirie, Scott
& Co., and returned for duty as "toys" at 70
per cent ad valorem, have been held by the
LTnited States Customs Court, in a decision recently rendered, to be properly classified as
"musical instruments" at 40 per cent ad
valorem.

Instrument Sales Increase

considerable attention.
Sales of

band instruments are increasing each
Department of

year, a recent statement of the

The

NEW SUPER-LUDWIG DRUM
Parallel Snare

Throw-Off

$9,470,000,

Individual Snare Adjustment
Perfect Snare Control

The Sensation of
the Drum World
Again Ludwig
a

sets

the pace with

new drum— the SUPER-LUDwith its many new advanced

WIG

features.

INDIVIDUAL

adjustment of

throw-off of
snares and means for securing
PERFECT snare control are but
a few of the many new improved
ideas to be found on this latest
creation of Ludwig engineers and
craftsmen.
snares,

to us

Now

LUDWIG
World's

a

parallel

It's a sales leader for the dealer
who is on the alert to be up and
ahead of the van that will follow.

Patd. Jan. 1924 and Others Pending

Send

Commerce showed. Wind instruments, including the saxophone and trombone, manufactured
and sold during 1925, were valued at more than

for Prices

and Discounts

& LUDWIG
Largest

Drums and Drum

Makers

the previous year.

Free Lessons Aid Sales

—

Columbus, O., November 5. The Home Music
Shoppe here has been stimulating the sale of
musical instruments, particularly the
tenor banjo, saxophone and clarinet, by giving
certain

a certain

number

of free lessons to purchasers

of instruments.

Music Classes

in Schools

Several orchestral instrument classes have
been started in the public schools at South
Bend, Ind., under the direction of the supervisor of music. Lessons are given to the pupils
of the grade schools, the junior Ingh schools
and the senior high schools.

George Hall

in

New

Post

of

Accessories

1611 to 1627 No. Lincoln

an increase of nearly $2,000,000 as

compared with

Street,

CHICAGO

George Hall, who was formerly with Tom
Brown Music Store, of Chicago, 111., is now a
member of the small goods staff of the Robert
L.

White Music

Co., of Cleveland, O.

—

•

November
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George H. Way and Jack Roop Return From
Trip Abroad in Interest of Leedy Line
Sales and Advertising Manager and Sales Representative of Leedy Co. Visited Foreign Countries to Establish Close Contact With Leedy Dealers and Musicians
Indianapolis,

Ind.,

sales

stimulate

in

November

foreign

5.

— In

order to

and

countries

to

Leedy dealers and
of European
the Leedy Manufacturing Co., maker of
drums, banjos and

establish close contact with

with

the

cities,

professional

musicians

other musical instrusent
ments,
recently

George H. Way, sales
and advertising manager of the company,
and Jack Roop, sales
p

r e

to

r

sentative,

e

Europe with

plete

set

of

a

com-

dreamed

that had never been

of.

Mr.

Wav

"While

followinE

his

return.

manufacturers

"The European musician does not receive
work as those

great a remuneration for his

and

this

given as the big reason

why

the

United

States

has

He
have

says:

been bidding for business and, in many cases,
have been successful in establishing their
brands in many European countries, we know
of no companies who have adopted a personal
contact method of creating a demand with the
consumer along the lines of our recent experi-

high-priced

Amer-

However, our

trip

proved to us that even though

the salaries are less,

human nature

the

is

same

and it is the desire of every real musician to
have the very best and we found them very willing to admit that our instruments were superior
and to make the extra effort to possess them.
"The saxophone possibilities have not yet
reached their peak in those countries and we
found hardly a man who did not admit that our
brand was superior. The banjo and xylophone
family of instruments has hardly started, so to
speak.
found both dealer and consumer in
the British Isles wide open to conviction and
the dealer perfectly willing to invest in the

We

lines complete.

(Continued on page 148)

VEGA

The

popularity of

and

irresistible qualities.

Worth

Banjos

is indicative of their sterHng
Skilled players who are constantly
appearing before the public in broadcasting, in records, at the
theatre and at the concert recommend them.
The "Little
Wonder" and "Whyte Laydie" Special Models with their
scintillating beauty, rich superb tone, and inherent worth become "stepping stones" to greater achievements.

Carefully selected
materials, durable

construct

WONDER

LITTLE

ion

and

high-grade workmanship are factors emphasized to every detail, designed to withstand every climatic

V

Special

condition and endless
abuse, and present a
flashy artistic appearance.

WHYTE LAYDIE
Special

SIOO.OO
(List $125.00)

Jack Roop

Of course there has been

ment.

e.xtensive di-

and magazine advertising in these
countries. We felt that this was a slow method,
however, and decided to adopt the 'seeing is
believing' system by taking samples to the
consumer, as well as the dealer.
Five large
trunks were carried throughout the entire trip,
rect

mail

consisting of banjos, brass instruments, snare

drums, machine tympani, a four-octave marimbaxylophone and over one hundred traps and accessories used by the drummer.
These were
carried to fifteen cities in England, Scotland
and France. They were set up in sample rooms
engaged for the purpose, and the musicians
v/ere called in to view the display through the
help of the dealer, who covered his mailing list
with a letter of explanation, pointing out very
plainly that the goods on display were not for
sale.

"We

most cases that the dealer was
co-operate with us because it
was a bit of free and valuable publicity for hisi

very

found

eager

in

to

Little

Wonder

Special

—

The "Little Wonder" Special Model is everything
its name implies
a beauty in appearance, a won-

—

tone and the highest quality for the
tone is clear and brilliant due to the
ring mounted under the head, giving forth that

der

for

price.

Its

distinctive banjo
of Vega Banjos.

wood
this

finish

twang

which

characteristic
is
polished, natural
flange design make

The highly

and the

artistic

model exceptionally

attractive.

A

little

won-

der for the student.

Whyte Laydie
To

Special

see it and to hear it
quality maintained in the

is

to

admire the high

"Whyte Laydie"

SpeModel. The neck is of carefully selected
curly maple, reinforced with a black-wood strip,
and the fingerboard is inlaid with pearl position

cial

The patented "Whyte Laydie" Tone
is mounted in truss fashion over the heavily
laminated rim, producing the favorite "Whyte
Laydie" tone quality. Its resonator is of figured
maple in sectional design and supported by heavy
nickel-plated flanges adding to the scintillating
beauty of the "Whyte Laydie" Special Model. A
lifetime of service and enjoyment to eitlier amamarks.

Tube

teur or professional banjoists.

Write for further information
— Easy Payment Plan
—Free Trial Offer
—"Voice of Vega"

in

ican instruments could not be sold over there.

Inherent

long

as

always been

Scintillating Beauty
Rich, Superb Tone

following
the
from
statement given out by

American

from page 146)

sample
The ven-

instruments.
was highly successful, as can be seen

Way

Glasgow

musicians visited

ture

George H.

In

our show within three
days and the ratio of attendance in other cities
was beyond all our expectations. Without exception we succeeded in Hning up tlie better
class of dealers in every city.
The fact that
we had taken the merchandise to their own
customers and that the dealer was able to hear
their many favorable remarks soon won them
over to realize that it would be to their benefit
In many cases actual sales
to stock our lines.
were booked and in many more the prospects
showed their sincerity in such a forceful manner that dealers could not help being impressed.
261

147

The
155-6

Columbus

Ave., Boston,

Mass.
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Vega

of

Informative Article on Development of Banjo
From Primitive Instrument to Present Fine
Products Included in Text

A new

issue of the Voice of Vega, the
house organ published by the Vega
Co., Boston, Mass., musical instrument manufacturer, has been mailed to the trade.
As

attractive

usual this publication is attractive in appearance and profusely illustrated with half-tone
engravings of various artists using the Vega

development
from the primitive instrument to the present type banjo which
is typified by the "thousand dollar" Vegaphone
played by Brooke Johns.
In addition to the
banjo

traces the history of the banjo

number of native artists using the Vega
banjos there are depicted fourteen out of the
many leading banjo artists in England who
large

plaj'

Vega

the

or

Vegaphone banjo.

"Silver Bell"
Banj OS

and her pleasure as sixty boys
played real American music upon these instruments.
The Queen's program included a trip
to the Sesqui-Centennial exhibition in Philadelphia.
Mayor Kendrick, of Philadelphia, a
harmonica enthusiast himself, provided a novelty in the entertainment of the Queen through
the playing of the Philadelphia Sesqui-Centennial Harmonica Band, under the direction of
Albert Hoxie.
Mayor Kendrick escorted the
Queen and her party to the Fine Arts Building,
where, when the doors were thrown open, she beheld this imposing harmonica organization lined
up to greet her. When the boys had finished playing Queen Marie enthusiastically bestowed her
approval.
Each boy used two harmonicas and
they quickly changed in the middle of a piece
from one to the other. It is interesting to note
that the only official band of this international
exhibition is a harmonica band.
the harmonica,

Send for

Souders' Music Shoppe

Queen Marie Entertained
by Sesqui Harmonica Band
In estimating the sales possibilities of a product one of the first thoughts of the dealer is
"what is its market." Of all the many members of the musical instrument family it would
seem that the harmonica possesses probably
the widest appeal, for it has practically reached
the point where "everybody plays a harmonica."
Letters that have been received by M. Hohner,

New York

City,

maker

of

the

Hohner

harmonica, have proved that the popularity of
this instrument extends from the school boy to
the business man and even into the executive
mansion.

Upon

the visit of

Queen

!Marie to this coun-

tions

within a
store.

radius

of

the territory

served

The booking office serves several
that it makes the establishment the

purposes in
headquarters for musicians, stimulates trade,

boon

a
all

to clubs, societies, theatre

others

who need

of

Prominent

The Bacon Ban joCo. Jnc.
GROTON

—

MuNciE, Ind., November 5. The Souders'
Music Shoppe, music dealer, has had unqualified
success with the small booking office which is
conducted in collaboration with the store and it
has proved a decided asset. The store provides
musical entertainers for public and private func-

by the

book

illustrated

Orchestra and Professional Players

Booking Office an Asset

Inc.,

1926

try,

Is Interesting

and Vegaphone banjos.
An opening article on

15,

from page 147)

Philadelphia newspapers carried an interesting account of the Queen's endorsement of

Current Issue of Voice

November

is

owners and

entertainers, thus building

.

Leedy Executives

From

CONN.

.

Home

Trip

to

Europe

(Continued from page 147)
"The going was slow: the methods

of han-

dling heavy trunks in these countries is very
crude, but, while the work was slow and hard,
often requiring many hours into the night, there

were many bright spots

in the trip in the

way

methods and customs of the people and there were many good
laughs. The English musicians and dealers are
very courteous and gentlemanly at all times;
even those who could not do business with us,
owing to certain conditions, were more than
pleasant and always did us the courtesy of calling around to become acquainted.
Many of
the professional boys went far out of their way
to entertain us and make things enjoyable.
"In Paris Jean Couesnon and Henri Selmer
entertained us most royally, and we want to
mention most emphatically that the courtesy
shown us by the Hawkes Bros., of London, and
several other English dealers was truly wonder-

of observing the very different

good-will.

The Saxophone Shop, 622 Main street. Little
Rock, Ark., recently opened a branch store in
Conway, Ark.

An Investment That Pays
Dividends Every Day
Total
Pro£it

$42.25

Invest
$43.35

ful.

"Our three months' trip was highly successfrom a financial standpoint and neither Mr.
Roop nor myself would have missed the ex-

ful

plus

perience for a great deal."

the (inest
display
cabinet

Sell For

$85>60

to

be had

FREE

If

For Contents
see our
Catalogue
No. 132

our Catalogue
is

not handy

send for Details

Today

,k

JACOBSON
NEW YORK

Japan

Philadelphiia, Pa., November 4. H. A. WeySon, Inc., manufacturer of Weymann
orchestra banjos and Weymann Keystone State
string instruments, reports continuance of good
business, both domestic

and

recent foreign inquiries

for

CITY

foreign.

Among

Weymann

instru-

one from far-off Wakayamaken in
Japan. It may be seen, therefore, that the fame
of Weymann products has spread not only to
the far-off Island Empire but even penetrated
to this relatively unknown town in Japan.

ments

Manufacturers and Importers of Musical
Merchandise for a Generation

UNION SQUARE

in

mann &

(Wholesale Only)

5-7-9

The first meeting of the Fall season of the
Associated Musical Instrument Dealers of New
York, Inc., and the Musical Merchandise Manufacturers Association (Eastern District), was
held jointly on Tuesday, November 9, at Keen's
English Chop House, New York. These joint
meetings are held frequently, as the aims of the
two organizations are, in the main, identical
and, although their activities may differ occasionally, the purpose in view remains the same.

—

For Strings and Accessories

&

Merchandise Associations

Weymann Demand

Durro Cabinet

BUEGELEISEN

Joint Meeting of Musical

is

—
November

15,
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THE MUSICAL MERCHANDISE FIELD

IN

the great variety of instruments carried in stock
shown in cases so that the prospective

buyer can view the entire line and select at a
glance the instrument which most interests him
and which he wishes to examine or try.

Orchestra Banjo
for itself

M. Hohner,

Introduces
the Trutone Pitch Pipe

the endorsement of

ban joists the country over!

— have

beauty

an

ated
leled

New

Product of Well-known Manufacturer Fills
a Long-felt Need for Students and Teachers

its

—

cre-

demand

for

Write TO-DAY
handsome catalog

1)

Banjoist

Waring's

scribing the

Pennsylvaniana

Weymann

line of Banjos,

dolutes,

Guitars

are

available

still

and

few

Address Dept.

Man-

Mr. Hohner, Inc., New York City, has presented a new product to the trade. This firm
already enjoys not only a national but international reputation through its accordions and
the Hohner harmonica, the popularity of which
has been increased tremendously during the

Agencies

Ukuleles.

for a

for
de-

dealers.

live

W

H.A.WEYIVIA\N&SON.Inc.
1108 Chestnut

Phila., Pa.

St.

House, New Orleans, Makes
Profits in the Musical Merchandise Department by Featuring Lines It Handles

New

Music

Orleans,

—

We

a new combination Sax
any Alto or C Mel. Soprano
Clarinet and Music Stand; also for Alto or
C Mel. and Soprano. Our Sax Cases fit Alto
are

Case

or

to

C

now making
fit

Mel.
Send for our new

(>rice list

I

CO., Inc.

Manufacturerb of
''Hygrade" Musical InHtrument Cases
Sold by All Leading Jobbers

34S'347 South 6th

St.

Newark, N. J.

The Hohner Trutone pitch pipe undoubtedly
opens an increased means of profit for the music merchant.
The need for pitch pipes by
every musician, whether artist or amateur, is
obvious. They are attractively and individually
boxed and the popular price at which they are
sold contributes to their extended use in schools
and by individuals. It is entirely logical that
a pitch pipe sale can be included with a purchase
of each musical instrument.

Progressive Retailer
Features the King Line
King

Made o£ Three-ply Veneer

HYGRADE CASE

Will Materially Increase Sales

unparal-

this instrument.
Fbed C.

Inc.,

Its fine

qualities,

143)

Musical Instrument
Cases

are

tone

— (Continued from page

shows a wide variety of instruments each of
which merits detailed study by observers.
No less effective is the interior display where

The Weymann
Has won

149

—

November 4. The King
352 Baronne street, this city.
La.^

Music House of
King band instrument dealer,

is

one of the

last

few years. The new products, Trutone pitch
which have just been placed on the marfill
a long-felt need in music. The Tru-

pipes,
ket,

their

The
pitch pipes provide tonal accuracy.
Music teachers find that
is self-evident.
is
a wide variation of opinion among
pupils regarding what constitutes the cor-

rect

pitch.

tone

need
there

It

has

been

found

many

pupils

their instruments with their pianos

would tune

home before leaving for the studio, which
only resulted in proving that a large number
Many other pupils
of pianos were of? pitch.
had no pianos at home from which to tune.
at

The Trutone pitch pipe
uncertainty and provides an authoritative standard of accurate pitch. Before being placed on
the market the Hohner Trutone pitch pipes
met the exacting test of the Hohner organizaeliminates

the factors responsible

for the success

of the

establishment, high on the list are the utilization of the window display space for an attractive presentation of the merchandise carried.

It

Over Last Year
Cal., November
— The volume

Increase
San Francisco,

4.

band instrument department of
Sherman, Clay & Co., of this city, shows an increase of between 25 and 30 per cent over the
figures for the month of October of last year.
During 1926, E. J. Delano, manager of the department and his staff, have been making a special drive to secure business through co-operaof sales

of the

tion with the local schools.

this

reported that the reeds are accurately tuned to 440A pitch, the recognized
standard in the United States, and that the
tuning is done individually by the Hohner artisans, many of whom have been engaged in
The reeds are
similar work for many years.
constructed so that they will sustain the tone
It is
regardless of the pressure put on them.
tion.

Featuring King Line in Window
most successful band instrument and musical
merchandise dealers in the South and among

all

Sherman-Clay Reports Big

Every
Dealer
WANT
WILL

A COPY OF THE

is

Hohner pitch
somewhat resemble in construction the
famous Hohner harmonica. One side of the

also interesting to note that these

pipes

pitch pipes
their

is

dye stamped with the tones and
position on the treble staff.

respective

Over the holes of the reeds is a sliding mouthwhich can be speedily adjusted to ob-

piece
tain

In

the tone desired.
the new Hohner product
Haussler, vice-president of the com-

commenting on

William

J.

pany, stated that aside from the merchandising value of the new product the Hohner organization was doing something that would be
bound to benefit the world of music. He drew
attention to the tonal accuracy, which he described, as something never heretofore attained

rangement of instruments. The two monster
bass tubas at the sides and the bass drum in
the center, with a woodland scene in colors depicted on the drumhead, are the instruments

in pitch pipes.
He stated in part: "The Trutone pitch pipes are original with Hohner and
we have reason to be proud of them. Dealers
in all parts of the country have welcomed the
Trutone pitch pipes. Their letters are full of
praise for these pipes and they are backing their
judgment of them with many orders. In other
fields, notably education, our pitch pipes have
been accorded a hearty welcome. Students of
Teachers College, of Columbia University, are
but one of many such groups that have endorsed Trutone pitch pipes and recommended
them for use in schools and other private in-

which compel attention, but closer inspection

stitutions."

King Music House
efifective and attractive store

Interior of

and a neat,
out and interior display.

The

eye-arresting

window

display

is

lay-

of the

type which will stop nine out of ten passerswith its sense of balance and artful ar-

by,

NINETY-SIX

PAGES

TWO HUNDRED AND FIFTY PHOTOGRAPHS
THIRTY NEW INSTRUMENTS

ALL ABOUT THE NEW
PROFESSIONAL FLOATING

HEAD SNARE DRUM

Send a postal for yours today
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^

—Mailed free
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Popular—

will hiI released shortly by all recording

From A.

the Big Chicago Production

with Sophie Tucker and Ted Lewis

GIRL LIKE

A

(Loving

L. Erlanger's Production

THE LITTLE WHITE HOUSE

CAN'T GET OVER

A

companies

"HONEYMOON LANE"
with
—
Eddie Dowling Knickerbocker Theatre, N. Y.

Rufus Le Maire's Affairs

I

15,

j^QfUg «j^Jl^j^ — Musical comedy

These numhers have been issued or

From

November

End

(At the

YOU

Honeymoon Lane)

of

MOON

HALF A

Boy Like Me)
(Is

Better

Than No Moon)

WALK

JERSEY

MINSTREL DAYS
Music score by

MARTIN BROONES

Me Too

(Ho-Ho! Ha-Ha!)

Musical score by

and

EDDIE DOWLINQ

JAMES

F.

HANLEY

Lonely Eyes

By Woods, Tobias and Sherman

By Davis and Akst

Where Do You Work-a John
Push -A Push -A

Piish

(The "Delaware Lackawan' " song)

A Lonesome

Bolshevik
By

Jaffe

and Bonx

Boy^s Letter

Back Home

(writers of "Collegiate")

Give

By Friend and Woods

Me A

Ukelele

—

(And a Ukelele Baby And Leave the Rest To Me)
By Lew Brotvn and Qene Williams

In

A

Little

By Whittemore and

A

Tribute

We

Oh! How
I Love

Garden

to

B «
Bulgarians

By Dixon and Henderson

lula

Rudolph Valentino from Jean Acker (Mrs. Valentino)

Will Meet At the End o£ the Trail
By Jean Acker

Scatter

Your Smiles

Broken Hearted
By Romano, Lewis and Whiting

By Kortlander and Wendling

»

*

Published by

SHAPIRO, BERNSTEIN & CO.,
Music
a

Broadway and

47th

INC.,

Publishers
St.

New York City

^

1926

November

IS,
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Holidays Present Big Opportunity
to the Sheet Music Dealers for Sales
Wide Variety

of

Music Publications Available to the Music Dealer by Which to Develop ChristGift Trade Special Displays Bring the Volume of Sales

—

mas

Reports from standard music houses and
from jobbers seem to indicate that there is

trick when carried out on a national
There is hardly any music establishment
but which has sufficient room somewhere in a
prominent part of the store for a special table
upon which can be placed books, folios and
other appropriate offerings.
It will be found
that the mere display of such goods with an

do the

more than usual attention being given by
dealers to the possibilities of adding considerably to music sales during the holidays.
The

scale.

Christmas period, particularly being a season
lends itself admirably to music features.
In fact, without music no small part of
the Christmas spirit would doubtless be lacking.
Besides the wealth of material from various
catalogs written particularly for Christmas and
of cheer,

appropriate placard will result in

counter salesman.

A
if

lend

additional profits.

Due to the fact that in recent years the small
instrument business has
developed beyond
bounds heretofore thought possible and is
steadily growing, works to the advantage of
additional sales in music publications as
Christmas gifts.
Hundreds of thousands of
saxophones, ukuleles, and other small instruments are in the hands of consumers, most of
whom are music lovers, and when publications
that can be used appropriately with these instruments are prominently displayed sales will
naturally be the result.
The dealer who wants to bring the Christmas
gift money into his store can for one thing do
so through the inclusion of circular matter on
these items to his customers through the mail.
In the store he can arrange special counter
space for these offerings and make Christmas
literature, books and music a conspicuous fea-

window presentation each week.
By properly presenting musical

products
available for Christmas gifts, hundreds of thousands of dollars will easily be brought into the
of the music industry.
A little enteron the part of the merchant will easily

coffers

A

6ARDENWIUr
i Melodious

—

Dyrio

'"Music

M

HotSoi^

hy GUS KAHN ^'
ALBERT E SHORT
DEL DELBRIDGE-^

hjr

.

"Ting-a-Ling" Shown
in Attractive Display

important

will

This

readily

Actuelle Music Co. Features Waterson, Berlin

& Snyder Numbers

is

now"

Herewith

is

in

Radio Tie-up

an unusually attractive window

display taken of the Actuelle Music Co., Hippo-

drome Arcade, Youngstown,

arranged

O.,

in

sale.

In the syndicate stores all goods are displayed
on counters and handled by the customer.
These syndicates do thousands of dollars' worth
of business during the year just because the
passer-by can see everything in the shop and
can make the selection. So an interior display
is of great value and there is no better time
to try out the great possibilities in enlarging
sales totals through this method than during
the holidays. The holidays are particularly advantageous for this type of sales creator because
there are ever so many people who are in a

establishment.

BESIDE

the use of the space.

peal, for a "right

During the entire
month of December a window showing of small
goods with the appropriate music publications
is in order, and to get the best results in active
communities it would be well to change this

prise

itself to

is no .reason
world why a greater share of this money
should not accrue to the music establishment.
A music gift means so much in sentiment, in
appropriateness and for its value over a long
period.
A development of a greater number of
sales for music each year is in a measure an
educational program which will show increasing
effects from season to season.

millions of dollars and there

in the

a store for a pair of gloves and his eye is met
by a display of ties, mufflers, attractively arranged handkerchiefs, and other appropriate
material which are not only reminders of his
needs but often are a lure, through their ap-

many

the

is

one
of the secrets widely accepted of modern merchandising. Authorities who have made a study
of the use of display space say that hundreds
of thousands of dollars' worth of sales are
made through attractive displays. In department stores, which are always considered experienced merchandisers, goods on counters are
arranged to attract attention, and this the department store managers will say is an important factor in creating sales.
A man goes into

and cantatas and, all works published for holiday occasions naturally fall into the hands of
the interested persons, groups and associations.
A large number of books, folios and specialized music, when presented as a gift proposition, will run the sales totals for the season up
considerably and make the retail establishment

of

goods
arrangement of the store

special table for such

the

many

sales

and most of the customers will have selected
the purchases without extra aid from
the

other holiday occasions, there is much other
material in music form which makes most appropriate gifts.
The octavo, songs, anthems

ture

many

Music is a necessity in the life of everyone,
although most of us do not realize it, and for
that reason it is necessary for these products
to be brought to our attention.
The total of Christmas gift money runs into

ing.

"Ting-a-Ling" Featured'
conjunction with the broadcasting program of
Jimmy Ague, a Youngstown singer who is featured over station WTAM, Cleveland, O.
Jimmy Ague recently presented a full program of Waterson, Berlin & Snyder songs,
particularly featuring the waltz success "Tinga-ling" and the Actuelle Co.'s window carried
out a like scheme when showing these Waterson songs. The bells of "Ting-a-ling" are artis-

quandary of just what to buy for some particular person.
It is an annual puzzle with purchasers of gifts, and the dealer in arranging
special Christmas offerings is helping to solve
this puzzle and at the same time adding con-

tically arranged with the various other
pages used as a background. In the center

siderably to his sales totals.

having a good

Music to-day is an important factor in the
of everyone and in some form or manner
there is none it does not touch with sufficient
influence to create a sale of some music offerlife

photograph

of

Jimmy Ague

are

is

a

inserted in a repro-

duction of a radio "mike."
The other Waterson numbers,
sale,

title

all

of

which are

"Mary Lou," "Animal

"Someone Is Losin' Susan," "That
Araby," "Petrushka," "Her Beaus Are
Only Rainbows" and "To-night You Belong to
Me."
Crackers,"

Night

in

m nop
A Great ^'Moth^ 'Ballad
Dyrichy LIOLFE GILBERT
i^usic

ix JAMES V

MOMCO
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k^QMt Songs Featured By Orchestra And Vaudeville Acts From Coast To Coast

IRVING BERLIN

Wm. Arms

Fisher Elected
Ditson Go. Vice-President

New

Executive Has Been Editor and Publishing
Manager of Prominent Boston Publishing
House for Over Thirty Years

—

Boston, Mass., November 3. At a meeting of
the stockholders of the OHver Ditson Co., held
here Monday, November 1, William Arms
Fisher was elected vice-president of the company.
For thirty years Mr. Fisher has been
editor and publishing manager of the house and
will still retain his position as publishing manager.
His able assistant, Charles Fonteyn
Manney, at the same time becomes editor, and

David

C.

King becomes

sales

manager.

Mr. Fisher was born in San Francisco, of New
England parentage.
Both his paternal and
maternal ancestors came to the Massachusetts
Colony from England in the seventeenth century.
Before going into music professionally
Mr. Fisher had a varied business experience that
has since proven invaluable to him. He was a
student of the voice, piano, organ, 'cello and
theoretical branches, with experience as an organist,
first

choir master and as a teacher.

coming

tinued

his

to

New York

theoretical

Upon

years ago he con-

studies

in

canon

and

fugue with the late Horatio Parker, who then
sent him to Dvorak, at that time director of
the National Conservatory of Music.
For two
years Mr. Fisher studied composition and orchestration with this master and at the same
time was instructor in theory in the Conservatory.

A

few days after Dvorak left New York to
return to Bohemia Mr. Fisher came to Boston
to visit friends before going to Paris to continue his studies.
This plan was laid aside
temporarily and he continued his teaching activities in Boston when the position of editor
and publishing manager of the Oliver Ditson
Co. was offered him. Since January 1, 1897, he

1607 Broadway, New York

INC.,

has served this house in that capacity.
He
took the position with the distinct understanding that the tone of the publications was to be
raised and those who are familiar with the situation know how well he has carried out this
understanding. It is due to his lasting credit
that he evolved the idea of the Musicians'
Library. He originated and built up the Music
Students' Library with its many volumes, which
have played such a part in the educational life
in the country.
The Course of Study in Music
Understanding, of which the fourth book has
just been issued, was also planned by him in
every detail. The Music Students' Piano Course
and the Philharmonic Orchestra Series are also
the outcome of his active mind, not to mention
many other items. For thirty years he has been
working constructively in building up the catalog of the Ditson Co. In a word, he brings to
the vice-presidency of this historic publishing
house a rich background of musical, educational

Comedy Song

He Knows His
Groceries
Each version funnier than the. last.
Each extra chorus a bigger laugh.
Fox-trot orchestration ready.

Edw. B. Marks Music Co.
223

W.

46th

St.

New York

Love You"

I

Proves a Steady Seller
Harms,

Number Used by Many Dealers
Window Displays

Inc.,

as

Basis for Attractive

I Love You," one of the successes
Harms, Inc., catalog, is proving one of

"Cherie,
in

the

the steadier sellers of the season.
Its big
popularity arrived in the Summer months, and
since that period a constant demand from the
music stores of the country has kept the professional and sales departments of the above
publishing firm enthusiastic over the response.

The song has a particularly attractive title
page and this, together with its popularity, is

and business experience.
No sketch of Mr. Fisher would be complete
without mention of his rare personality, a personality that impresses itself on everyone with
whom he comes in contact. Though a busy
man, an indefatigable, conscientious worker, he
extend a courteous welcome
and never seems to begrudge the time
occupied in brief or extended conversation. His
manner is so easy, his voice so compelling and
still

finds time to

to callers

of that high cultured quality, that a visitor

immediately

is

No

one
leaves him without the feeling that the time
at ease

in

his presence.

spent carries a permanent value.

Harry Reser Enters the
Music Publishing Field

Featuring "Cherie, I Love You"
has come in for some very
displays in retail establishthroughout the country. One of the most
of these appeared in the J. G. McCrory
Philadelphia, Pa., a reproduction of
is
shown herewith. This is strictly a

the reason whj'

Famous

Banjoist Opens Offices at
Forty-sixth
street,
New York

West

150

—Widely

attractive

ments

it

window

Known Composer

recent

Harry Reser,

which
merchandising appeal.
The title pages are
massed into a background with a large placard

Store,

well-known recording artist,
broadcaster and banjoist, has entered
the music publishing business with headquarters
at 150 West Forty-sixth street. New York.
Among the Harry Reser publications are
"Lollypops," "Heebie Jeebies," "Easy Goin',"
"The Banjo and the Clock," "Clicquot,"
"Frosted Chocolate," "The Old Town Pump"
which have been already released for banjo with
piano accompaniment. Besides these Reser has
issued banjo adaptations of "Turkey in the
Straw," "Southern Melodies," etc., and he is the
publisher of a large volume known as "Harry
Reser's Manual of Tenor Banjo Technic."
Harry Reser is considered one of America's
leading banjoists. He is a phonograph artist of
note and is the director of the well-known
Clicquot Eskimos which broadcast over
and fifteen other stations every Thursday. His
various connections will be of inestimable value
the

WEAF

A New

"Gherie,

WEAF

to his

company

lications.

in the

exploitation of

its

pub-

"Cherie,

Love You"

I

as the center attraction.

did create sales during the

week

of the showmusic department showed an increased demand that passed
It

ing,

as the records of the sheet

expectations.

Latest Feist Publications
Among
catalog of

the

new

Leo

Feist, Inc.,

initial offer

added to the
and coming under its

publications

during the month of November are:

"My Girl Has Eye Trouble" (I Want This, I
Want That); "I've Lost All My Love for You,"
a sentimental waltz ballad; "Just

A

Bird's-Eye

View" (Of My Old Kentucky Home), another
song by Gus Kahn and Walter Donaldson;
"Sunday," a novelty fox-trot, and the new
Golden and Hubbell ballad, "Your Heart Looked
Into Mine."

—
November

^
Feist

Fifteen

Saxophone Folio
No. 3 Is Just Issued
of

Current Feist

the

—Some of the Selections

Leo Feist, Inc., has
Saxophone Folio No.
as

predecessors,

its

Successes Spe-

Saxophone Are Included

for

Volume

in the Latest

IN

liOST ALL.

Arranged

cially
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15,

just

issued

3."

This

has

fifteen

the

"Feist

publication,
of

cur-

the

rent Feist popular successes arranged for alto,

melody tenor and tenor saxophones with piano
accompaniment. These are playable as solos,
duets or in combination, and due to the special
method of placing these arrangements in the
folio any or all of these musical groups find
their particular arrangement accessible.
The list of the Feist successes in the new
saxophone folio includes such numbers as "Pepita," "That's Why
Love You," "Horses,"
I
"Where'd You Get Those Eyes," "Katinka,"
"Adorable," "Hello Aloha" and others of the
same high standard.

mer, James Thornton and Gussie Davis, and
compositions of famous composers such as Paul
Lincke, Franz Lehar, Leo Fall, Oscar Strauss,
Emerich Kalman and others. There are also
in this catalog many songs that are linked up
with familiar names, a tendency that had an
importance a decade ago.
Thus we see the
songs of Eddie Leonard, Cole & Johnson, Bert
Williams, George Rosey, Marie Cahill and
many others of like importance, at least of

importance to a past generation. The Marks
firm started in 1894 and its first song was "Little Lost Child."
The firm is no longer a child,
but

as

is,

stated

above, the

J.

Marks Go. Has

&

H. Remick

Have
Several

Now

of

10,000

Go. Now
Fine Gatalog

Numbers Published by That House
Day

Listed Among the Hits of the
Other New Releases Announced

Jerome H. Remick

E. B.

father

children.

&

Co. have one of the best

selling catalogs they have ever gathered together

long history of this well-known and enmusic publishing firm. "Bye, Bye,
Blackbird" and "Hi-Ho, the Merrio" are continuing as heavy sellers, and in addition its
campaign on "Baby Face," "My Bundle of
Love," "Sometime" and "Breezin' Along With
the Breeze" has produced large results on a
nation-wide scale.
Other songs that have developed for the Remick catalog are "Here I
Am," "Tamiami Trail," "My Heart Will Tell
Me So," "Dancing With Somebody Else" and
"No Trouble But You."
in the

Thirty-third Anniversary
Publishing

Company Now Has Over

Current Numbers

The Edward
ing

its

B.

in

Its

10,000

Catalog

Marks Music Co.

is

celebrat-

The

thirty-third anniversary this Fall.

Joseph W. Stern &
Co., started with a few popular songs and today has compositions of every description
totaling over 10,000 numbers. Its age is readily
firm,

originally

noted when a

known

as

of the composer contributors
glanced through. These include
the earlier songs of Jimmie Walker, the first
published song of Irving Berlin, the earliest
efforts of George M. Cohan, Reginald DeKoven,
Paul Dresser, George V. Hobart, Clare Kumto

its

catalog

terprising

list

is

Joe Davis, head of the Triangle Music Publishing

Co.,

1658

Broadway,

New York

City,

popular radio singer and song writer, has just
signed a contract with the Aeolian Co. to make
Mel-O-Dee and Universal player rolls.
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Ghristian's Orchestra Is

Scoring Big Success
Organization Playing at Trianon Ballroom,
New York, With Radio and Recording Engagements, Achieved Rapid Popularity

Tommy

Christian's

combination that
recent

months

it

Orchestra

is

musical

a

In
rapidly winning favor.
has reached a prominent posiis

type of dance renditions and to
"Tommy," as
its personnel.
he is generally known, and his orchestra appear
at the Trianon Ballroom and are considered one
of the leading attractions of Broadway, New
York. His popularity has been added to considerably through his occasional appearances as
a radio attraction and the fact that his contract
with the Trianon Ballroom was recently renewed, followed with a verbal agreement to
tion due to

its

the versatility of

run indefinitely, is an indication of its value.
Mr. Christian has in recent weeks had under
consideration a number of offers to double in
night clubs and cafes and these activities, together with the fact that he records for the
Columbia Phonograph Co. for both Columbia
and Harmony records, places the organization
among the leading dance combinations, with
an especial following.

Opens Branch

in

Urbana

—

Urbana, O., November 6. J. O. Smucker, who
operated a general music store in Bellefontaine, O., for about eighteen years, has just
opened a branch store here. The store will
handle pianos, phonographs and an extensive
record department, and will probably later add
a line of sheet music, according to Mr. Smucker.
W. A. Hockett, prominent piano tuner, will
have charge of the piano repair department of
lias

the establishment.
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Enters Publishing Field
New Firm

Consists of F. K. Steele and Billy
Little While," First NumHeadquarters in New York
ber, Is a Hit

ord Orchestra, Paul Specht at the Twin Oaks,
Duke Yellen and many other widely known aggregations of artists.
The new firm is also working on a novelty

comedy number written

field is the

as a contest song for a
commercial radio account.
It was called the
nameless song until the winner of the contest
named it "The Monkey Song," "Oo-Gle Oo-Gle,
Eee." The number became an immediate overnight radio request favorite and although it was

with

not published orders came in for copies. Among
the headline acts and orchestras now featuring
the number are George Olson at the Pennsyl-

Heagney — "Every

—

The

addition to the music publishing
newly formed firm of Fred K. Steele,
Inc.
Mr. Steele is well known in the music
industry, having over fifteen years' experience
latest

larger

the

He started with
professional depart-

publishers.

Stern, Inc., in

Jos. \V.

its

ment and rapidly advanced

He

professional manager.
tion with

the Stern

to the position

of

severed his connecto take over the

managership of the Broadway Music
and left that firm about a year ago to
go with Irving Berlin, Inc. About two months
ago Billy Heagney, a songsmith, played a tune
for Mr. Steele and it resulted in his resigning
from the Berlin staff to publish the number.
Mr. Steele wrote a lyric to the melody, naming
it "Every Little While."
Messrs. Heagney and
Steele formed a partnership and in less than si.x
weeks' time they have received remarkable
action on the song.
Their confidence that the
number was a potential hit was justified and
orders are now being received from all parts
Corp.,

of the country.

Joseph White, the silver-masked tenor,
the

number with

the

WEAF

Orchestra over the
the "Yacht Club Boys" put
feld

fea-

Cord
station chain, and
Silvertown

it

on

in

the "Zieg-

as well as making a Brunswick
The number has been made by all the

Follies,"

record.

leading mechanical companies and

is

slated for

an early release.
The dance arrangement, made by Frank Skinner, is being featured nightly by leading orchestras, including Harold Leonard at the Waldorf,
Ernie Golden and Hotel McAlpin Orchestra,
Frank Farrell and Greenwich Village Inn
Orchestra, Gene Goldkette and His Victor Rec-

fO{//?

ACES OF 30NCL/JND

MEXICALI
BY H.STONE AND

J.

E

i

i

i

6
D
o

vania Hotel, B. A. Rolfe at the Palais d'Or, who
also recorded it for the Edison record, Fred
Rich and Astor Hotel Orchestra, Macy and

aoi

the Davis Saxophone Sextet and Al
Lentz and His Orchestra.
A new song just accepted for publication is
"Will You Think of Me," a waltz ballad, by
Chic Endor and Eddie Ward.
An old-established publisher offered a large advance to the

Smallee,

exceptional melody waltz, but
it with Mr. Steele, stating that
they had the confidence in him to put it over for
Another number is "Florence, Cut It
a hit.

writers

of

this

the boys placed

comedy song by Ed East, of the vaudeof East and Dumke.
The new firm has made its headquarters at
145 West Forty-fifth street, with Fred Steele
handling the business end and Billy Heagney
Out," a

ville

team

the professional department.

company

general

tured

to

aoEaoi

30I

Steele, Inc.,

£

1

WRITE US

Offered to Dealers

Fred K.

£
i

o

TEACHING NUMBERS— GRADES 1 to
RECITAL and RECREATIVE SELECT IONS— GRADES 3
PIPE ORGAN SELECTIONS
SECULAR SONGS
SACRED and SCRIPTURAL SONGS

omoc:

i

o
D

Demand
3

Most Liberal Terms Ever
m

i
i
s

EDITION

Edition Designed to Satisfy the Average Music

35
60
20
52
32
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J.flB.TENNEY

"He Knows His Groc'ries"
Makes Immediate Success
B. Marks Number Stands Out in
Usual Run of Musical Comedy Compositions
Now Before the Buyers

Edward

In

the

heavy

a

past

BY

«i

BY CEO. NORTON

IN

AND |hA^CAMPBELL

in

the

number

has

of

been

has been attained.
Inquiry proves that the real

that

abundance

of

comedy numbers

reason for an
is

the

demand

of radio singers for this type of material.

This

only includes solo artists but the singing
orchestras, who feel the need of lending variety
not

programs.
W'hatever the cause, there seemingly are more
numbers of this type than the public can concannot
sume.
sale
created
Naturally
the
compare with those offerings of a more substantial character.
That there is need for the
comedy number, however, is certain, and
naturally writers will fill this want, not only
for the royalties that may be attained but in
order to serve the interests of artists and orchestras who show co-operation on the balance
to their radio

.of

the

has

made

\

its

a

good showing

release

is

the

Marks number, "He Knows His

B.

in

Edward

is

and Billy Huston.

Of
j

in the arranging field. That
not just another novelty or another dance is verified from the fact that the
following prominent artists are singing it: Van

song

is

and Schenck, Eddie Cantor, Jones and Hare,
Klein's Shoemakers, Lewis and Body, Jay Flippen and others.

They All Wanted
The

"Silver

radio, has

It

Masked Tenor," who became

tionally popular

through

course, novelty

numbers

been booked as a feature attraction

The

first

was

some

of the radio

shows

this Fall.

New York show

held in September, when
he established a new nightly record, receiving
over 400 telephone and telegraphic requests for
the song, "Cherie, I Love You,'-' published by
the

Harms,

Inc.

Now

Sheet Music Wholesaler

M. Grass & Son, conducting an attractive phonograph store on Sixtieth street below Market
street, will enter the wholesale sheet music
business and have secured suitable location and
warehouse at 1017 Sansom street, in the building
occupied by the Q R S Music Co. as its Phila-

TUMES VOU'LL EnJOV./
Senorita

Mine
SpWishFoxTroh

'

You For Me
*^

CHARLESTON

HOUND

Me Tor
.You

,

of this character

when they lend them-

That is generally
to dance purposes.
problem of the writer and arranger taking
comedy success and making it available as

selves

ATESOFhAWN

the
a

,

8

:

ANTQN

LADA

This done, there is a
outstanding dance.
more than the usual assurance that it
will prove profitable.
"He Knows His Groc'ries" has been given
an

little

WA.OUINCKE<0.,^^°^°^—
105 ANGELES, CAL.

na-

appearances on the

his

of these appearances at radio expositions

at

SiiSOKSHltfi

are helped considerably

work

one of the leaders

Groc'ries."

considered a remarkable piece of tomIt is by two writers who have written
foolery.
some big successes in the past, Louis Breau

|_/»

the

considered

newest of the comedy numbers

the short time since

This

is

is

delphia headquarters.

of catalogs.

One

It

comedy

popular songs. Some of these achieve a quick
success, but none of them seems very long
lived.
Due to their short life there must be
a very good reason for publishers venturing
into this type of number on the present scale

1

I H.Ij.TANDLErI l!

LONESOME

twelve months there

increase

fox-trot arrangement.

Frank Skinner, who to-day

of

this

and one that

lULLABYMOON
! WM HAMER
BITS
LUEBIRD lAN n

lively

a
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John Church Co.

there should be a substantial saving in transportation charges, etc.

New York

The above move by the John Church Co. follows out the general idea of consolidation this
organization has planned as regards its catalogs.

to Concentrate All
Publication Sales in Cincinnati Office
Be Continued for Direction of Publication Activities Under Control
Boosey & Co. to Handle Catalog in Great Britain

Office to

L. Coghill

of

—

W.

With

A

was recently sent to the trade by
the John Church Co. that in the future all
sales of its publications would be made from
its

While keeping

notice

plant,

1107

The company

Jackson

will

street,

continue a

Cincinnati,

New York

O.

office.

in

publication activities in Cincinnati, Mr. Coghill
will at the same time be able to carry out
plans for the furtherance of John Church interests in opera,
concert, musical productions,
radio and mechanical reproductions, and the

many

other activities of an executive nature
connected with such a voluminous catalog as
that owned by the Church Co.
The John Church Co. looks forward to the
new arrangements working out to the advantage of the dealer as well as the company, as
supplies will be shipped

the expiration of the lease of

Boosey & Co. look upon the acquisition of
John Church publications for Great Britain
as a very important move and one which will
add substantially to the activities of that com-

all

from one source and

pany.

know what they as an association stand
and what they are doing. He suggested
that at a minimum of expense, and by resort-

public
for

ing to the mailing

W.

Bratton Urges More Positive Publicity by
Trade Robert Evans, London Publisher,
Speaks
James A. Smith Elected Secretary

W.
This,

however,

only be for

direction

of

W.

its

executive

be under the
L. Coghill, one of the board

publication activities.

—The

first

regular

meeting for the season of the Boston Music
Publishers' Association took the form of a
luncheon instead of the customary dinner, and
it
was held at the Boston Art Club, in the
Back Bay, which has become a popular rendezvous for the club since the demolition of
the old Parker House.
William Arms Fisher presided and beside
him sat Robert Evans, the London music publisher.
To fill the vacant post of secretary,
owing to the death of Clarence A. Woodman,
Mr. Fisher named James A. Smith and sub-

L. Coghill

will

22.

It will still

sequently in

the

of business Mr.

course of the

regular

Smith was elected to

order

this posi-

of directors of the

tion for the rest of the year.

beaded

committee, consisting of Mr.
Charles W. Homeyer and Harry B.
Crosby, having a while ago been appointed
to draw up suitable resolutions on the death
of Mr. Woodman, the chair called upon Secretary Smith to read the resolutions.
The resolutions were unanimously accepted
and the gathering stood as a mark of silent
respect to their beloved fellow-member.
A letter of resignation from Gustave Schirmer, in the name of the Boston Music Co.,
was read and accepted.
The chair introduced J. W. Bratton, of Music
and Youth, and he confined his remarks to a
consideration of the value that would accrue
to the Association through more positive adSince
vertising of itself as a musical body.
that here was an organization with a membership representative of the very best in the
local publishing business, men of culture and
high intelligence, who should let the general

this

John Church Co., who has
department for many years.

The move

A

Cincinnati takes in the stock,
sales and shipping departments, and is for the
purpose of consolidating these activities so that
to

be carried through from one central point.
This will mean that the sales and
shipping activities of the conipany as regards
its music publications can be performed more
efficiently with a distinct saving in overhead.
It
will allow a close check and constant inventory
to be made on all printings and avoid duplicathey can

all

tions.

This move has been considered by the board
of the John Church Co. for the
few years and has been presented in a
constructive form by Mr. Coghill at these meet-

of directors

past

ings.

The continuance of
New York

the publication execu-

will give Mr. Coghill
time to devote his energies to the more extensive and important plans of the company for
tive offices in

the exploitation of

its

publications.

BALLAD FOXTROT

BEAUTIFUL

special

Fisher,

00THECLE OO'GLE-EE
MONKEY ^ONC

lists

of the various houses,

buying public could become familiar with
the position taken by the Association on almost any subject of musical importance.
Mr. Bratton's idea meeting with considerable
approval, a committee consisting of Mr. Bratton, chairman; C. V. Buttleman and Charles
E. Manny was appointed, to be known as the
publicity committee of the Association.
Mr. Evans, the London publisher, also introduced by the chair, spoke of the progress that
music is making over in his country, particularly
along the lines of creating a deeper interest
among children. He promised upon his return
to England to send the Boston Association
literature showing what is being done by music
associations toward self-advertising.
It was moved to indefinitely lay on the table
the questionnaire which was lately sent out to
music dealers.
the

—
—

Boston, Mass., October

London

the

Boston Music Publishers
Hold First Fall Meeting
J.

its

branch on September 29, Mr. Coghill closed
arrangements with Boosey & Co., whereby that
important British, and internationally known,
publishing concern will carry on the sale of
John Church publications in Great Britain and
the colonies, with the exception of Australia
and the Dominion of Canada, which will be
continued from the Cincinnati offices.

close touch with the music

Three Berlin ^Numbers
Simultaneous Successes
It

give

is

not often that a song writer is able to
publisher three successes simultane-

his

ously and there are doubtless

only a few of

these present-day popular writers that have the

perform such an action occasionally.
This happened recently, however, when Irving
Berlin placed with his own firm, Irving Berlin,
Inc., the ballad "Because I Love You" and the
songs "How Many Times" and "I'm On My

ability to

Way Home."

These three Berlin offerings in
space of time since their release have
all taken a prominent position on the music
counters of the country. Each has been recorded
a short

by practically
rolls and from

all

of

the

records

and player
and

their popularity with singers

the public are assured of sales activities during
the next few months.
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Vitaphone Negotiating for Rights to

Widely Known

Publishers' Catalogs

—

changes

The
for

in

Vitaphone promises big
the programs of photoplay houses.
of the

possibilities

by it
photoplay prices and

possible

is

it

instrument are large,
to hear the greatest

this

of

artists at

theatres instead of a few.

hundreds

in

Not only

is

of

the Vita-

phone organization getting the biggest names in
the theatrical world and concert field, but the

symphony orchestras

are recording for
can be readily seen that
through the Vitaphone the audiences in photoplay houses of the future will have brought
before them the highest type of musical organizations and artists from every field of entertainment.
Through the Vitaphone such stars as Al Jolson, Howard Brothers, Marion Talley, Reinald
Werrenrath and others have already been heard.
The range of programs will make for variety
and the reproductions are everywhere acclaimed
as actual lifelike performances.
The Vitaphone organization is not only booking these prominent individuals and large musical combinations, but it is also undertaking the
compilation of great catalogs. Recently negotiations were begun to acquire for Vitaphone use
the operettas and other musical works of the
It is said that M. Witmark
late Victor Herbert.
& Son, who have a large number of these Herbert works, were offered $50,000 for their catalog.
Vitaphone, therefore, promises not only to revive interest in a new manner in these old publications but will produce two sources of revenue

greatest
this

instrument.

It

music publisher. The public rendition
compositions will naturally create a
demand for the music and, in addition to the

for the

of

such

^

IT

profits

that will accrue

to

aWRICHAftO

A. IVH1T(NG

But in
lake advantage of these possibilities.
was confined to a great
extent to a certain few publishers. Now under
the standard field this

Reported New Device Is to Acquire Rights to Operettas and Other Musical Works of Victor
Herbert Which Are Controlled by M. Witmark & Sons A New Field for Publishers

The success

STeve PAXT£RNACK

by FERDIE 6R0F£

the publisher

from

such sales, they will get a large advance fee for
performing rights.
Most of the arrangements for the use of these
great catalogs will naturally be made through
the American Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers. Negotiations are now going
on between the society and Warner Bros.,
owners of the Vitaphone. No figures have been
set
for the
privileges
but recognition has
already been extended by Warner Bros, to copyright owners, and doubtless in a short period of
time the proper adjustments will be made and

method and the compilation of
programs for this instrument the advantages to
music publishers will be more widespread.
Between radio, the Vitaphone and the normal
the Vitaphone

our
musical
organizations
functionings
of
throughout the country, nothing is apparently
being left undone to make America a more
musical nation. The advance in musical taste,
in recent years, has been quite rapid and musical
interests are being furthered to such an extent
under the present scheme that should eradicate
any doubts as to the future musical life of the
United States.

.

contracts closed.
In one move photoplay theatres, no matter

what

can program performances that ordiwould only be possible in the metro-

size,

narily

politan

All

centers.

those

interested

in

the

cause of music, and particularly better music,
can readily see that this instrument should considerably raise the musical standards of the
nation.

City governments and civic associations,
in

the

past were interested in bringing prom-

inent musical

who found

organizations to their

cities

the expense exorbitant, will

musical development

A

who

in

now

but
see

their communities.

feature particularly interesting and inviting

music publishing industry is the fact that
and the programs
being arranged will be reflected in sales of music
for both the standard and popular publishingfields.
The popular publishers have always
to the

Some Window Display Facts
Some

interesting facts brought out in a re-

port presented at the annual convention of the
Window Display Advertising Association, while
not particularly applicable to the talking ma-

chine and radio trade, might prove profitable to
dealers, as the basic principles of window displays are identical in all lines. Among the conclusions reached in the report are the following:

"Cheap displays prove an expensive economy."
"Paper trims are generally not acceptable."

"Windows seem to pull for a ten-day period."
"Dealers show a strong preference for price
tickets,

especially on merchandise appealing to

men."

of the orchestras in

"Pride in the appearance of his establishment
has a big influence on the dealer's choice of
merchandise which will go into the window.
Profit margins and volume are not necessarily
the controlling reasons for placing merchandise
behind plate glass."
"Good display material is apt to be used four

the standard publishers have also been able to

to six times before

the functions of this instrument

made good

use of the exploitation possibilities
photoplay houses. Some of

it

is

discarded."
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increasing Betterment in Business

St.

liouses

Is

—

5.

—

I

was certainly

that

processes

within the

gramophone and record

industry, however, that again veracity compels

The enan optimistic vein.
thusiasm and energy displayed by all within
the industry are truly amazing, and reports from
both from manufacturers
all over the country
and retailers all speak of the increasingly good

me

to

write

in

business

maintained.

The

Gramophone

recording, the principal secret

of manufacture.

it

year the retiring president referred to the important work of securing the aid of the manufacturers to stop supplies to the wholesale

The sound box is
ball-bearings.
known Perophone quality and has

of the wella protective

front with also a piece of gauze in the back,
so as to adequately protect the diaphragm.

Heartiest congratulations to Mr. Cullum upon
evolving such a fine proposition at such a rea-

sonable
tainly

price.

a

The Micro-Perophone is cermodern gramophone
of

triumph

construction.

Arm Eliminated
instruments and gadgets abound at this
time of the year and this season sees its full
quota. Some with unique improvements, others
with but improvements in the quality and
general construction of already well-known
models. Perhaps the most startling innovation
is
the "Phonos," of which I wrote a few
Sound Box and Tone

New

(Continued on page 158)

and Foreign Patents Applied

for)

distinctive features

The Micro Perophone is for the discriminating Dealer who requires
a moderate price Gramophone for a new and valuable Clientele who
desires the new Electrical records musically accurate and perfectly reproduced.

First issuC) 2
Style M.P.
"
"

"

Models only

in Satin finish figured
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
3 "
"
"
"
4 "
1

2

Cabinet
motor.

Mahogany
Oak
Mahogany
Oak

£

9.

9.0.

9.

0.0.

11.11.0.
•

11. 0.0.

Ball bearing Tone-arm.
Double-spririg Helical gear
Amplifier and soundbox.
Micro Perophone.

vi^ork.

Delivery early October.

in print.

Large orders already placed.

Can we have your

enquiries for early business?

PEROPHONE, LXa
Sole Patentees

76

&

and Manufacturers

78 City Road

is

unique construction of the sound conduit
The tone arm is also
or amplifying chamber.
up-to-date, with a small bore and absence of
sharp angles and in its correct alignment and

Besides the fullest compass possible from extreme Bass to Treble and
the recognized increase in tone volume, the Micro Perophone possesses
a solidity of tone equally distributed throughout its compass and a wonderful stereoscopic effect in all concerted records with a tonal analysis
as clearly cut as a cameo.

Catalogue

Like most

Micro-Perophone ranks high.

of electrical

The new Cabinet Qramophone with many

finish

now

in the

music dealers. The vice-presidents
elected
were John Trapp and A. E. Ball (of Messrs.
Duck, Son & Pinker), two prominent music
dealers.
In reviewing the work of the past

{British,

Perfect

month,

MICRO PEROPHONE

The

"

Sixty-five

the associa-

of the instruments put out since the inception

was held on October 14,
was reported that an increase of subscriptions had been received amounting to £68.
In place of Ernest E. Squire, Sydney E.
Moon was unanimously elected president for
Mr. Moon announced that
the ensuing year.
he would concentrate on securing new members
from among those in the gramophone trade
There
other than those in the music section.
are thousands of gramophone and record dealers in England and Scotland who do not literally come under the heading of legitimate

Co.

and the Columbia Graphophone Co. were both
prominent in the activities during "Music
Week" in Scotland and recitals given by both
companies were attended by thousands in every

the

Dealers' Association

when

—

—

was

Gramophone Dealers' Annual Meeting
The sixth annual meeting of the Gramophone

that

generally

publicity

rod's,

I

these have broken down and the fight
between the miners' leaders and the owners is
Despite this fact, however,
as bitter as ever.
there is a steady drift of the men back to work
and there is reasonable hope that this movement will increase and bring about a settlement in advance of all negotiations. Such is
the impetus and stimulus given to propaganda

Tremendous

with the great London stores of Messrs. Harwhere, in addition to concerts and
recitals by leading recording artists, the company staged a huge demonstration of the

Signs

write this much-desired event has not
occurred. At this time last month negotiations
were still in progress, but now I have to report

but as

held.

confer-

Manufac-

Messrs. Peroplaced on
Microthe market their latest product, the
Perophone, and a right worthy instrument it
is.
In quality and quantity of tone emitted
last

phone, Ltd., of City road, have

also obtained for His Master's Voice Co. during the week October 18-22 by an arrangement

were certainly not wanting
the dispute might be brought to an end,

collapse.

which

city in

the

The Micro-Perophone
indicated

I

.•\s

too optimistic in my note on this
page last month in stating that the long-continued coal dispute showed signs of an early

joint

the

during the year.

tion

bit

drapery;

held between

new members had been secured by

—

London, England, November

general

Association and their own.

turers'

Hope for Settlement of Difficulties in Advance of
Miners Are Slowly Drifting Back to Work
Negotiations Annual Meeting of Gramophone Dealers Other Important Trade News

a little

in

periodically

riices

Noticeable Throughout British Field
—

'

(Fore St.) E.C.2.Clerken well 1448

London,

E. C.
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FROM OUR EUROPEAN HEADQUARTERS— (Continued
months ago and which now Messrs. Pettigrew
& Merriman, of 2-4 Bucknall street, Lon-

who

don,

hold

world's

the

are

rights,

in

a

they have
that

ords

The "Phonos"

position to supply in quantity.

tions.

pedestal or console cabinet.

made

More

of the Leipzig Fair

One

done.

report

says that the Fair opened
for the manufacturers, but

almost hopelessly
that in a few days a decided turn for the better
took place. So much so, in fact, that the question often arose as to whether the makers
would be able to execute the orders they had
booked. Makers of components would appear
to have fared best and prices became very firm.

The Panatrope

in

London

The

Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. has a
On
branch now firmly established.
September 20 was registered British B-unsBritish

wick,

with

Ltd.,

Hanover

offices

company,

as

stated

The

the

in

George

34

at

square, this city.

street,

objects of the

articles

of

incor-

an agreement
with the Brunswick Co. and to carry on the
business of buyers, sellers and dealers in, importers, manufacturers, agents and licensees of
phonograph records and musical instrument;
poration

of all
in

are:

kinds.

to

enter

The nominal

preference

100 000

into

capital

shares

200,000 ordinary shares of

of

£1

each.

Is.

is

fllO.OOfl

each

The

and

direc-

An
Roberts and W. S. Darby.
inaugural demonstration was given at a luncheon at the Cafe de Paris, on October 4. and
this was attended by representatives of the
trade and daily press as well as by leadinc;
musicians.
All were undoubtetlly greatly imOpinions of the Brunswick record
pressed.
are extremely high; one very prominent factor
volunteered to me the statement that in his
oninion the Brunswick record would be a big
tors

are

G.

factor in the sales

field.

The company

recording on this side and

T

is

now

understand that

secured a suitable factory, so
of British-Brunswick recshortly be expected.

I

issue

write

awaiting the

and

trade

the
first

public

met the Gramophone Dealers' Association
still

new Duophone

of the

issue

are

regard to the standardization of hire-purchase finance terms.
Now I learn that the
Gramophone Manufacturers' Association has
cently

of October.
The delay was explained by the
chairman, who stated that the machinery necessary to the production of the new record was

and

entirely

factory

installed

and would

The long and
it

in

the

shortly

commence

opera-

disastrous coal strike had

impossible for them to obtain delivery

machinery from British firms
and they had been reluctantly obliged to semuch of the initial machinery from
cure
the necessary

abroad.

"Points About

Springs"

Gramophiles will find all they could wish to
know on mainsprings in the latest booklet issued by Messrs. J. Stead & Co., Ltd. Seventeen
"Points
scribed

About Springs" are interestingly deThey
and humorously illustrated.

changes of temperature, temper,
breakages in stock, perfection,
etc., etc.
The Vulcan springs, of course, are
known the world over, but dealers and gramophone lovers generally will find "Points About
Springs" a welcome addition to their reference
deal

will

it

a

view

at

a

re-

similar

Conditions are very difgramophone industry
not anticipated that an early decision

if

possible.

however,
is

arriving

to

in

the

be reached.

Report of the Gramophone Co.
The annual general meeting of the Gramo-

new

company's

with

decision,
ferent,

now

1926

in

records, which were expected at the beginning

^f

Later reports from the Leipzig Fair indicate
that, as far as the gramophone and record industry was concerned, very good business was

may

As

a cylindrical attachment

is

now

first

15,

from page 157)

The Duophone Unbreakable Records

which can be
used with any existing make of machine but
which obviates the use of the ordinary sound
box or amplifier. It is sold as a separate attachment or as part of the "Phonos" models.
Bought as a separate attachment, all that is
necessary are a motor and turntable. The reproduction is the same whether the "Phonos"
is attached to a soapbox or the most elaborate
itself

the

November

phone

Co.,

be held on

Ltd.

(His

November

Master's

Voice),

is

to

when once

again the
directors will report a year of considerable
activity
and profit.
From figures already
available I learn that for the year ended June
30, last, the sales and net profits exceeded those
of any previous year and that the company's
products show continued and increasing popularity.
The increased profit is not accompanied by any advance in the dividend, which
10,

remains at 20 per cent, and the difiference is
added to the amount carried forward, raising
it by nearly £90,000.

with

testing, details,

Freed-Eisemann Radio of
Great Britain Organized
Company

Organized for the Purpose of
Handling Radio Receivers and Accessories
Made by the Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp.

shelves.

"The Art and Science of the Gramophone"
the title of a book recently published here,
written by Harry Gaydon, who is extremely
well known in gramophone experimental ciris

cles,
professional and amateur, as a skilled
mechanic and acoustic engineer. The book is
packed with useful facts.
Brief Paragraphs of Interest
Messrs. W. Thomson & Son, of Glasgow and
Canada, have just been appointed sole factors
for Scotland for Duophone machines and rec-

ords.

They

also recently eflfected a factorship

Cliftophone portable.
The Federation of British Music Industries
held its annual general meeting on September
(Booth & Brooks,
29. when Paul M. Booth
for the

gramophone component

parts,

etc.)

was

re-

ensuing year.
The Music Trades Association here recently
convened meetinsrs with the Pianoforte Manufactures' Association and the Association of
Importers, at which agreement was reached
elected

president

for

the

London, England. November 4.— Freed-EiseRadio of Great Britain has been organized for the handling of the receivers and

mann

made by the Freed-Eisemann Radio
Brooklyn, N. Y., and an immense
amount of business has been booked throughout the British Isles and elsewhere in the

accessories
Corp.,

British

mand

of

Commonwealth
for

of

The

Nations.

de-

neutrodyne receivers manufactured by Freed-Eisemann is steadily increasing,
especially here and in Australia and New
Zealand, because of the distance-getting and
the

selectivity qualities of these sets, announces K.
L. Allerdyce .Arnott, managing director of

the

new company.
Since the allocation of wave-lengths throughEurope, preventing interference between
stations, the craze for distance reception has
been revived, but there are so many broadcasters in the British Isles alone that only
out

the

most

selective of sets prove adequate for
purpose of bringing in France, Germany,
Spain, Italy and Russia, and that is the reason,
declares Mr. A'-nott, why American receivers
are so popular in a market otherwise distinc-

the

POINT

Our Dealers

No. 13

"VULCAN"

List

The
user finds the worries attendant iihott sfring fitting have been reduced to a minimum and guess7fork a thing of the past.
Our Dealers' List g've^ full details of everv storing u't make length, breadth and
thickness also the names of the motors they arc made for. As every
is stamped with
the proper Li.^t Number, the choosinn of the right spring for the right motor is quite a simple
v 'ji \
master.
For instance, if a
stamped thius:
our Dealers' List will tell you that the dimensions of No. 51 arc: 1" .r .023" x 13' 1" (or 25 x
0.60 X 4000 mm.): price is, 4l4d; with Keyhole end, and the motors it is made for are Thorens Nos. 7, 20 and 24.
IVe wish to emphasise the fact that every
Mainspring is guaranteed and we will gtailh replace any
that are found to be faulty.

—

—

"VULCAN"

"VULCAN"

\\ /

—

Freed-Eisemann Radio of Great
numbers among its directors leading
business men of London and will open large
showrooms within a month.
tively British.

Britain

"VULCAN"

USE VULCAN
MAINSPRINGS

Valentino's Voice Preserved

Best

in

the

Long Run!

That the late Rudolph Valentino, cinema star,
beloved by millions, possessed a singing voice
of quality is not generally known, but nearly a
year ago Valenti no made recordings of the popular "Kashmiri Song" and "El Helicario" (The
Charm) at the recording laboratories of the

Brunswick Co.

in

New York

The type

City.

songs selected by Valentino, and the
that he
sang these songs in English
of

Note the
Greaseproof
]V rap per.

Ullman, manager of the

J.

STEAD

&

MANOR WORKS
CO., Ltd.

SHEFFIELD,

ENGLAND

and

Spanish, respectively, clearly evidences the fact
that the late photoplay star did possess a
trained voice of quality.
Out of respect to
this great artist of the screen, the Brunswick
Co. is not placing these records on sale to
the public, and only a limited number of copies
of the original recordings will be sent to Mr.
distribution

Made by

fact

by him

late

screen

to the relatives

star,

for

and imme-

d'ate friends of Valentino.

Now
holiday

is

the time to get busy to capitalize on

gift

buying.

——

—
November
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20269
20231 Half a

LIST FOR NOVEMBER 5
Moon (Is lietter Than No Moon)— FoxNat Shilkret and the Victor Orch.

trot

— Medley Fox-trot,
Roger Wolfe Kahn and His Orch.
Black Bottom Stomp — Fox-trot,
Jelly Roll Morton's Red Hot Peppers
The Cliant — Fox-trot,
Peppers
Jersey

20221

Morton's Red Hot
..Jack Smith (Whispering Baritone)

20229 Baby Face
I'm on My

10
10
10
10

Way Home,
Jack Smith (Whispering Baritone)

Me Down

to

10

Sleep in Carolina,

I'm Lonely Without

LIST FOR

The Brox
The Brox

You

NOVEMBER

Sisters
Sisters

10
10

12

20240 Bridget O'Flynn (VVhere've Ya. Been?),
Aileen Stanley-Billy Murray
Who Could Be More Wonderful Than You!,
Aileen Stanley-Billy Murray
20242 The Butcher's Boy
Kelly Harrell
I Wish I Was a Single Girl Again. Kelly Harrell
20244 Asleep in the Deep
Wilfred Glenn
Rocked in the Cradle of the Deep Wilfred Glenn
20128 The Sidewalks of New York. Shannon Quartet
Maggie ^lurphy's Home
Shannon Quartet
20230 Climbing Up the Ladder of Love Fox-trot,
Ted Weems and His Orch.
.

.

—

— Fox-trot,
Gus C. Edwards and His Orch.
Pretty Cinderella — Fox-trot,
Johnny Hamp's Kentucky Serenaders
Gone Again Gal — Fox
Johnny Hamp's Kentucky Serenaders
Down on the Banks of the Old Yazoo — Fox-trot,
Nat Shilkret and Victor Orch.
That's
Good Girl — Fox-trot,

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

10
10

10

trot,

20243

10

10

a

Roger Wolfe Kahn and His Orch.
20027 Kohala March
Frank Ferera-J. K. Paaluhi
Honolulu March ...Frank Ferera-J. K. Paaluhi

LIST FOR NOVEMBER 19
You My Sweetheart

20257 I'd Love to Call

—
—
—
—

10
10
10

— Fox-trot,

Goldkette's Book-Cadillac Orch.
J. Crawford
Kentucky Lullaby Waltz,
Crawford
Goldkette's Book-Cadillac Orch.
J.
20256 Trying to Forget Fo.x-trot,
Russo and Fiorito's Oriole Orch.
Don't Be Angry With Me Fox-trot,

—

Goldkette's

10
10

Edwin

10
10
10

—

20258 Because

I

The Two

Love You
of

J.

McEnelly's Orch.

Us

Henry Burr
Franklyn Baur

10

20254 That's a Good Girl,

(The Whispering Baritone) Jack Smith

10

(The Whispering Baritone) Jack Smith
Correll and Gosden
Want to Be Known as Susie's Feller.
Correll and Gosden

20255 Elsie Shutze-en-heim

LIST FOR

20246 Joy to the World

Oh Come,
35787 While

All

Ye

Shepherds

Night
It

Came Upon

the

NOVEMBER

Christmas

10
10

10

26

You

DANCE RECORDS

20266 In

Siianish

Little

a

202o8 Just

a

Trinity Choir
(Oakeley-Portugal),
Trinity Choir
Watched Their Flocks By
Trinity Choir

10

Faithful

10
12

Midnight Clear,

Hymns and
Hymns and

— Part
Trinity
Carols — Part 2
Carols

Choir

12

Choir

12

1,

Trinity

Choir
35792 In a Clock Store fOrth) ..Victor Concert Orch.
A Hunt in the Black Forest (Voelker),
Victor Concert Orch.
35793 Peer Gynt Suite No. 1— Part 1— "Morning",
Victor Symphony Orch
Peer Gynt Suite No. 1— Part 2 "Death of
Ase"
Victor Symphony Orch.
20245 Peer
Gynt Suite No. 1 Part 3— "Anitra's
Dance"
Victor Symphony C)rch.
Peer Gynt Suite No. 1— Part 4— "In the Hall
of the Mountain King,"
Victor Symphony Orch.
20264 Meadow Lark (Keidel-Fiorito) .Jesse Crawford

Paul Whiteman and His Orch.
Bird's-Eye View of My Old Kentucky

10

— Fox-trot.

Windows

of Heaven,
Jesse

Crawford
(Dvorak) Piano
Hans Barth
Polish Dance (Scharwenka)
Hans Barth
20202 Indian Love (jail (from "Rose-Marie"),
20203 Humoreske

—

Victor

YOU

Salon

CAZST'T

Orch.

GO

10
10
10
10
10

767-D

10

10

Book-Cadillac

Goldkette's

Orch.

— Fox

758-D

757-D

trot,

Goldkette's Book-Cadillac Orch.
20267 Bobadilla— Fox-trot.
Philip Spitalny and His Orch.
I Just Wanna Be
Known as Susie's Feller
Fox-trot
Philip Spitalny and His Orch.
20149 Who Coitid Be More Wonderful Than You?
Fox-trot
Harry MacDonald's Orch.
Pal Jerry
Fox-trot,

10

Harry MacDonald's Orch.

10

—

My

Love With You

in

—

—
— Schottische,International

20253 Cuckoo

753-D
10

—

—

—

766-D

10

(Reverie) (Schumann) .Pablo Casals
Pablo (Tasals
F (Rubinstein)
in
(Norton)
Emilio de Gogorza

10
10
10

Club Eskimos (Dir. Harry Reser)

Clicciuot

—

761- D

.

.

.

Yon)
Hosanna (Granier)
6607 Adesle Fidcles (Oh Come,

(Faure),

John McCormack
In Latin,
6599 Ave Maria (Hail, Mary) (Gounod)
Rosa Ponselle
Elegie
(Song of Mourning) (Massenet) In
French
Rosa Ponselle
1184 Etude Tableaux (Rachmaninoff, Op. 39),
Sergei Rachmaninoff

—

—

the

Gnomes

12

12
12
10

(Liszt),

Sergei Rachmaninoff
6560 Carneval Overture Part 1,
Frederick Stock and Chicago Symphony Orch.
Carneval Overture Part 2,
Frederick Stock and Chicago Symphony Orch.

—
—

12

—
—

10
12
12

e per

—

M

—

.

12

—

Ethyl Hayden

—

— Saxophone
—

Solo.

New

Fox

Trot

Sori^

10

10

10
10

Rudy Wiedoeft

749- D

VOCAL NUMBERS

Mary Lou— Vocal Duet
Ford-Glenn
Love to Call You My Sweetheart Vocal

—

I'd
755-

D

12

Duet
Because

Lay

Ford-Glenn
I

Love You,
Kitty O'Connor,

My Way

the Girl Baritone

Home,

Kitty O'Connor, the Girl Baritone
Down to Sleep in Carolina Male

—

Me

The Singing Sophomores
Male Quintet,
The Singing Sojdiomores
764-D Stars— Vocal
Ruth Etting
There's Nothing Sweeter Than a Sweet, Sweet,
Sweetie Vocal
Ruth Etting
750- D Jersey Walk
(From "Honeymoon Lane")
Roll Those Eyes

—

—

10

10

Vocal,

Johnny Marvin, of "Honeymoon Lane" Co.
a Moon (From "Honeymoon Lane")

10

Half

—

10

Co.

10

Vocal,

10

Johnny Marvin,

of

"Honeymoon Lane"

(Continued on page 160)

10

lYEGOr
WALTER DONALDSON'S

10

—

FEIST'

SONG/

r

THE GIRL

10

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC

Sax-O-Phun

Valse Mazanetta
Saxophone Solo, with Piano
Accomp. by Oscar Levant. .. Rudy Wiedoeft
50027-D Danube Waves Waltz,
Jacques Jacobs' Ensemble
Toujours on Jamais (Ever or Never) Waltz,
Jacques Jacobs' Ensemble
741-,D La Paloma (The Dove),
Columbia Concert Orch.
The Trailing Arbutus. Clolumbia Concert Orch.

WITH ANY

WI^OI^G

10

'

Why Do Ya

—

10

10

—

I'm on

12

10

10

—

Quintet

.

10

'

756- D

—

—

.

Co., Inc.

sempre addio (Now Forever
Farewell) (Verdi)
Tenor Solo Aroldo Lindi
Otello:
Morte d'Otello (Death of Othello)
(Verdi) Tenor Solo
Aroldo Lindi
2043- MTosca: E lucevan le stelle (Then Shone Forth
Tenor Solo,
the Stars) (Puccini)
Aroldo Lindi
Tosca:
Recondita armonia
(Strange
Harmonies) (Puccini) Tenor Solo.. Aroldo Lindi
2044Home, Sweet, Home (Bishop) Soprano Solo,

7118-M Ottello: Ora

10

—

12

Gloamin'.

I

10

10
10
10

.

All Ye Faithful),
John McCormack and Trinity (Thoir

the

Love a Lassie
6602 Gcsu Bambino (The

12

12

10

Club Eskimos (Dir. Harry Reser)

Who'd Be Blue— Fox-trot. .Warner's 7 Aces
Hangin' Around Fox-trot ... Warner's 7 Aces
762-D The Little White House (From "Honeymoon

12
12

Sorrow)

(Love's

12

10

10

Infant Jesus) (MartensGiovanni INTartinclli
Giovanni Martinelli

—

10

10

— Fox-trot,

12

(Bingham-Trotere),
Emilio de Gogorza
6559 Noel (O Holy Night) (Adam)— In French,
Marcel Journet
0 Salutaris (O Saving Victim) (Luce) In
Latin
Marcel Journet
6608 Liebesfreud (Love's Joy) (Kreisler),

10

Stacks,

Fritz Kreisler
(Kreisler),
Fritz Kreis'er
Sir Harry Lauder
Sir Harry Lauder

1179 Juanita
In Old Madrid

of

Tom

Clicciuot

Lane") Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by
Frank Harris Howard Lanin and His Orch.
Cross Your Heart (From "Queen High")
Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by Frank Harris
Howard Lanin and His Orch.
765-D Climbing Up the Ladder of Love (From "Earl
Carroll's Vanities")
Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Harold Yates,
D. Voorhees and Earl Carroll's Vanities Orch.
Hugs and Kisses (From "Earl Carroll's Vanities")
Fox-trot,
with
Vocal Chorus by
Harold Yates,
D. Voorhees and Earl Carroll's Vanities Orch.
760- D Elsie Schultz-En-Heim
Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Al Lentz Al Lentz and His Orch.
How Could Red Riding Hood? Fox-trot, with
Vocal Chorus by Al Lentz,
Al Lentz and His Orch.

.

in

—

Chick, Chick, Chick, Chick, Chicken
with Vocal Chorus,

10
10
10

9012 Roamin'

.

—

10

Ouartet

Liebesleid

.

—

10

RED SEAL RECORDS

Dance

—
—
—

752- D

Novelty

1178 Traumerei

Melody

10
10

My

by

Goodrich Silvertown Cord Orch.
Waltz,
Goodrich Silvertown Cord Orch.
Waltz ..International Novelty Quartet

Falling

and His Band

Leo Reisman and His Orch.
Kiss Your Little Baby Good Night— Fox-trot,
with Vocal Chorus by Milton Watson,
Paul Ash and His Orch,
It's a Happy Old World After All— Fox-trot,
with Vocal Chorus by Milton Watson,
Paul Ash and His Orch,
Because I Love You Waltz, with Vocal
The Radiolites
Chorus by Charles Hart
I'm on My Way Home Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Charles Kaley.
.The Radiolites
That Night in Araby Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Charles Kaley,
Leo Reisman and His Orch.
Don't Be Angry With Me Fox-trot, -with
Vocal Chorus by Charles Kaley,
Leo Reisman and His Orch.
She Knows Her Onions Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Ed. Kirkeby. California Ramblers
Gone Again Gal to.x trot, with Vocal Chorus
by Ernest Hare
California Ramblers
Pretty Cinderella
Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus
by Frank Harris,
F"red Rich and His Hotel Astor Orch.
I'm Lonely Without You Fox-trot,
F'red Rich and His Hotel Astor Orch.
Sleepy Head
Waltz, with Vocal Chorus by
Lewis James. The Cavaliers (Waltz Artists)
Falling in Love With You
Waltz, with Vocal
Chorus by Lewis James,
The Cavaliers (Waltz Artists)
The Two of Us Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus

Dreams— Waltz,

20238 Trail of

10

You (From "Le-

—
Ted Lewis
Sweetheart — Fox-trot,

—

There's a Little White House on a Little Green
Hill

Solo,

Hayden

—

10

CELEBRITY SERIES
10

759- D

Home — Fox-trot,

—

Stars Are the

10

Paul Whiteman and His Orch.

Columbia Phono.

—

D

10

—

Song of India

751-

Town— Waltz.

Paul Whiteman and His Orch.
Boatman on the Volga Fox-trot,
Paul WhTteman and His Orch.
20200 Cho-Cho-San— Fov-trot.

The Palms (Les Rameaux)

(Watts-Handel),

"Trinity

35788 Christmas

10
10

Gladys Rice

Can't Get Over a Girl Like
Fox-trot,
maire's Affairs")

I

For

Raymond Dixon

moon Lane)
Cherie, I Love

754-D

10

— Soprano

Uouglass-Scotl)

DANCE MUSIC

10
10
10
10
10

(

Ethyl

10
10

Carl T. S|)rague
Carl T. Sprague
(Ac the End of Honey-

1

Precious,

I

Dream

The Cowboy's

20271 The Little White House

10

10

Monday (from

—

20122

Lena

Book-Cadillac Orch.
the Musical Comedy
•'I'he Ramblers")
Fox-trot,
Nat Shilkret and the Victor Orch.
That Night in Araby Fox-trot,

20259 All Alone

20236

There's a

Alabama Stomp
20241

Is

—

20195

Walk

Jelly Roll

20232 Lay

10

Annie Laurie

Waiting for the Sunrise,
Victor Salon Orch.
Iowa Corn Song. American Legion Official Band
The Conqueror March,
American Legion Official Band
Spring Song (Mendelssohn) .Florentine Quartet
Venetian
Amorosa)
Love
Song
(Canzone
(Nevin)
Florence Quartet
Consolation (Gunsky)
Maurice J. Gunsky
Take This Rose
Maurice J. Gunsky
O Bury Me Not on the Lone Prairie,

Victor Talking Machine Go.

December, 1926

A Fox Trot Son^
^f\y

DAY/

'

f

——
—

—
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ADVANCE RECORD BULLETINS FOR DECEMBER— (Continued
763-D

Down
Cry

Our New Beauty Shop

at

10

—Comedienne,
Mary Haynes
Old Virginny — Male

Just Cry

Girl,

Little

Comedienne,
—Mary
Haynes

—

10

10
10
10

—

10

—

Ii099-D Monkey on a String Vocal,
Charlie Poole with North Carolina Ramblers
White House Blues Vocal,
Charlie Poole with North Carolina Ramblers
15101- U Take Back Your Gold— Vocal .. Walter Morris
The Railroad Tramp Vocal. .Walter Morris
Riley Puckett
15102- D Sally Goodwin— Vocal
Riley Puckett
Ida Red— Vocal
Vernon Dalhart
15100-D The Miami Storm Vocal
An Old Fashioned Picture Vocal,
Vernon Dalhart
15098-D Kinnie Wagner's Surrender Vocal. Al Craver
Vocal. Al Craver
Billy Richardson's Last Ride

—

10
10
10

Piano AcJames D. Casey
comp. by Dan Sullivan
Dhleeish
Vocal,
with
Piano
Dhown
Dhrimen
Accomp. by Dan Sullivan. .James D. Casey
33114- F The Irish Volunteer Vocal, with Piano Accomp. by Dan Sullivan. .. .James D. Casey
Pat MoUoy and the Ass Vocal, with Piano
Accomp. by Dan Sullivan. .James D. Casey
33113- F Killderry Hornpipe Violin, with Piano Accomp. by Dan Sullivan. .Michael C. Hanafin
Lord Gordon's Reel -Violin, with Piano Accomp. by Dan Sullivan. .Michael C. Hanafin
33115- F Miss McLeod's Reel and Greenfields of Rossbeigh Violin, with Piano Accomp. by Dan
Michael C. Hanafin
Sullivan
The Irish Washerwoman and Tatter Jack
Welch Violin, with Piano Accomp. by Dan
Michael C. Hanafin
Sullivan
331U-F Neeley's March Reels,

10

—

—

10

.

10

—

—

10

.

10

—

10

10

—

Sullivan's

Mary Jane;

1.

2.

Sullivan's

10

Shamrock Band

Black Haired Lass

10

— Reels,

Shamrock Band

10

NOVEMBER

—
—

Quartet,
— Male
Criterion Quartet

(Pitts)

—

Miss
Medley Part 1 (Intro.
McLeod's Reel; Tramp, Tramp, Tramp, the
Keel;
'ihe
Girl
Are
Virginia
Boys
Marching;
I Left Behind Me)— Longer Playing Record,
John A. McDermott, Pioneer Fiddler and Caller
Miss
Virginia Reel Medley Part 2 (Intro.
McLeod's Reel; Tramp, Tramp, Tramp, the
Boys Are Marching; Virginia Keel; The Girl
I Left Behind Me),
John A. McDermott, Pioneer Fiddler and Caller

—

25

—

—

3340 That's a Good Girl! (Berlin)
Dancing, with Vocal Chorus,

— Fox-trot,

for

Ben Selvin and His Orch.
Fox-trot, for DancPretty Cinderella (Harris)
ing, with Vocal Chorus. Ben Selvin and His Orch.
Somebody
3325 Don't Somebody Want
to Love (RoseLyman) Fox-trot, for Dancing, with Vocal
Abe Lyman s California Orch.
Chorus
Pal of My Lonesome Hours (Hirsch-LymanDancing, with Vocal
Fox-trot,
Daie)
for
Abe Lyman's California Orch.
Chorus
3330 No One But You Knows How to Love (TrentFrazer-Breen-De Rose) Comedian, with Piano,
Violin and 'Cello,
Wendell Hall (The Red-headed Music Maker)
She's Still My Baby (Rasking-Coslow-Little)
Comedian, with Piano, Violin and 'Cello,
Wendell Hail (The Red-headed Music Maker)
20047 Queen High Medley (Intro.: Cross Your Heart;
Everything Will Happen for the Best; You'll
Never Know; Gentlemen Prefer Blondes)
(De Sylva-Gensler) Fox-trot, for Dancing,
Carl Fenfon's Orch.
Queen High (De Sylva-Gensler) Vocal Gems,
Voices
Orch.,
Mixed
With
Gaiety Musical Comedy Chorus

—

—

—

—

3078 Sunset on the

4

Fox-trot, with
3322 I've Got the Girl (Donaldson)
Abe Lyman's California Orch.
Vocal Chorus
Just a Bird's-Eye View (Of My Old Kentucky
Fox-trot,
with
Home) (Kahn-Donaldson)
Abe Lyman's California Orch.
Vocal Chorus
3314 I'd Love to Meet That Old Sweetheart of Mine
Baritone
with
and
(Davis-Burke) Tenor,
Franklyn Baur-EIIiot Shaw
Orch
Fly to Hawaii (Davis-Schuster) Tenor,
I'll
with Baritone and Orch.,
Franklyn Baur-Elliot Shaw
3309 Sing, Katie (But Leave the Piano Alone)
(Tracey-Dougherty) Vocal Duet, with Piano,
Macy-Smalle (The Radio Aces)
Why Do Ya Roll Those Eyes? (Rysking-Charig)
(From "Americana") Vocal Duet, with Piano,
Macy-Smalle CThe Radio Aces)
3239 Along Miami Shore (Hirsch-Alman-SnodgrassWarren) Piano Solo; J. M. Witten, Announcing. .Harry Snodgrass (King of the Ivories)
Maple Leaf Rag (Joplin) Piano Solo; J. M.
Witten, Announcing,
Harry Snodgrass (King of the Ivories)
15110 Lucrezia Borgia (Drinking Song) (It Is Better

St.

Lawrence (Heller),
Brunswick Concert Orch.

Voices of Spring (Voci
10226

— Waltz
Trees (Kilmer-Rasbach)

Primavera) (Strauss)
Brunswick Concert Orch.

di

—

Contralto, with Orch.;
Flute Obbligato
Marie Morrisey
Mem ries of Love and You (Kerr-O'Hara) Contralto, with Piano and 'Cello
Marie Morrisey

—

—

—

—

—

—

.

to

Laugh) (Donizetti)

—

— Contralto;

la vampal
Scene
II,

Trovatore Stride
Soaring) (Act
tralto; in Italian

LIST FOR

in Italian,

Sigrid Onegin
(Fierce Flames Are
(Verdi)
ConI)
Sigrid Onegin

—

NOVEMBER

11

—

(Rose-Fisher)
Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Keller Sisters and Lynch,
Ben Bemie and His Hotel Roosevelt Orch.
She's Still My Baby (Raskin-Coslow-Little)
Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by Keller Sisters

3308 Petrushka

—

and Lynch,

Ben Bernie and His Hotel Roosevelt Orch.
3315

New Moon

—

(Weeks-Tyner-Marple)

—

—

Fo-x-trot,

Abe Lyman's

New

St.

Louis Blues (Handy)-

California Orch.

Africana— O

—

— Tenor;
— Tenor; French

in Italian ....

The

(Masse-

Mario Chamlee

Aloha! How Are You? (Gilbert-Baer)—
Tenor and Baritone, with Orch.,

Franklyn Baur-Elliot Shaw
Sleep in Carolina (YellenBaritone,
with Orch.,
Tenor
and
Ager)
Franklyn Baur-Elliot Shaw
March (R.
3297 General Pershing (Vandersloot)
Ritchie Robertson, Con.),
Boy Scouts Band (Springfield, Mo.)
Stars and Stripes Forever (Sousa)
March (R.
Ritchie Robertson. Con ),

Lay

Me Down

—

to

—

—

Boy Scout Band

LIST FOR

NOVEMBER

(Springfield,
18

—

Your

—

My

—

—

—

—

—

in

the

Lane (Hays)

with Banjo,

Sweetheart's the

Man

Moon (Thorn-

in the

Manuel Romain

ton)

51839 Laughing Eyes (Maka Akaaka) (Ferera-Paaluhi)
Fo-x-trot
Aloha Hawaiian Orch.
In a Garden of Hawaii (Ferera-Paaluhi) Waltz,
Aloha Hawaiian Orch.
51841 Jersey Walk (Shake 'Em Up, Kid)
(From

—

B. A. Rolfe,

Who

51842

Could

Trumpet Virtuoso, and Palais d'Or Orch.
Be More Wonderful Than You?

—Fox-trot

(Davis-Silver)

Markels' Orch.
FoxMarkels' Orch.
51848 The Birth of the Blues (From "George White's
Scandals") (DeSylva-Brown-Henderson)
Foxtrot
Joe Candullo and His Everglades Orch.

Me

Don't Be Angry With

(Donaldson)

—

trot

—

Why Do Ya

Those Eyes? (From "Amer-

Roll

—

icana") (Ryskind-Charig)
Fox-trot,
B. A. Rolte, Trtunpet Virtuoso, and Palais d'Or Orch.

Okeh Records
POPULAR DANCE RECORDS
40698 Only

ajid Lonely Me (Klages-Greer)— Foxwith Vocal Chorus by G. Underbill Macy,
Okeh Syncopators

You

trot,

Alone Monday (From "The Ramblers")
(Kalmar-Ruby) Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus
by G. Underbill Macy
Okeh Syncopators
40699 Just a Bird's-Eye View of My Old Kentucky
Home
(Kahn-Donaldson)
Fox-trot,
with
Vocal Chorus by Lem Cleg,
Araby Garden's Orch
Half a Moon Is Better Than No Moon (From
the Musical "Honeymoon Lane") (ReynoldsDowling-Hanley) Fox-trot,
Araby Garden's Orch.
40700 Give Me a Ukulele (And a Ukulele Baby) and
Leave the Rest to Me (Brown-Williams)
Clorus by Lem Cleg— r ox-trot,
All

10

—

10

—

10

—

Arkansaw Travelers
Your Arms (Heath-

10

Harry Raderman's Red Hotters

10

I'm Going to Park Myself
Fletcher-Marr)

10

in

— Fox-trot,

POPULAR VOCAL RECORDS

40694 Put Your Arms Where They Belong (For They
Belong to Me) (Davis-Santly-Ackman) Contralto, Accomp. by Justin Ring Trio,

—

Alma Rotter
Never Miss You Again (Partington-HarrisBlack)
Contralto, Accomp. by Justin Ring
Trio
Alma Rotter
40696 The Picture That Is Turned to the Wall— Tenor
with Fiddle and Guitar Accomp.,
Vernon Dalhart
Pictures From Life's Other Side "Tenor with
Fiddle and Guitar Accomp. ..Vernon Dalhart
40697 When You're Really Blue (Brooks)— Baritone
with Piano
Shelton Brooks
You Sure Am One Sick Man (Brooks) Baritone with Piano
Shelton Brooks
I'll

—

—

—

10
10

OLD-TIME TUNES
45062 He's Going to Have a Hot Time Bye and Bye
Singing with Guitar and Harmonica,
Ernest V. Stoneman
The Old Go Hungry Hash House Singing with
Guitar and Harmonica ..Ernest V. Stoneman

—

8393 Wasn't It Nice (Horsley- Jackson)— Contralto
with Piano and Trumpet
Alberta Hunter
I Didn't Come to Steal Nobody's Man (HorsleyHunter) Contralto with Piano and Trumpet,
Alberta Hunter
8394 Look Out Mr. Jazz (Grainger-Whipper) Contralto with Piano by Clarence Williams,
Sara Martin
A Glass of Beer, a Hot Dog and You (GraingerWhipper) Contralto with Piano by Clarence
Williams
Sara Martin
8397 Cotton Club Stomp (McClennon)— Fox-trot,
George McClennon's Jazz Band
Pig Foot Blues
(McClennon) Fox-trot,
George McClennon's Jazz Devils
8398 You Belong to That Funeral Train— Sermon
with Singing Spiritual ....Rev. J. M. Gates
Sit Down, Servant, and Rest a Little WhileSermon with Singing Spiritual,
Rev. J. M. Gates

10

—

—

10

—

—

—

—

10

—

INSTRUMENTAL NOVELTIES

40693

Wonder What's Become

10

(Pinkard)
Piano Solo Race
Francis J. Carter
The Birth of the Blues (From "George White's
Scandals")
(Henderson) Piano Solo Race,
Francis J. Carter
40695 To Do This, You Got to Know How (Johnson)
Guitar Selection Race ....Lonnie Johnson
Nile of Genago (Johnson)
Guitar Duet Waltz
Race
Lonnie Johnson-James Johnson
I

of Joe?

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

"Honeymoon Lane")
ley)
Half a

Moon

(Is

"Honeymoon
Hanley)

(Creamer-Dowling-HanJohnny Marvin, The Ukulele Ace
Better Than No Moon) (From
Lane")
(Reynolds-DowlingJohnny Marvin, The Ukulele Ace

51843 Because I Love You (Berlin)
Charles Harrison
Blame It on the Waltz (Kahn-Solman),
Charles Harrison
82349 Legende, Op. 17 (Wieniawski) Violin. .Carl Flesch
No.
Norwegian Dance, Op. 35,
2 (Grieg-Flesch)
Violin
Carl Flesch
51845 Crazy Quilt (Van Loan)
Piano Solo,
Constance Mering
Piano Solo,
Trail of Dreams (Klages-Swan)
Constance Mering
51838 Jesus, Rose of Sharon (Guirey-Gabriel),

Gennett Lateral Records
POPULAR DANCE RECORDS

3388

—

—

—

—

Homer Rodeheaver and Chorus
The Old-Fashioned Meeting (Buffum),
Homer Rodeheaver
.Amy Ellerman

51847 Sleepy Hollow Tune (Fosdick-Kountz)
Sylvia (Scollard-Speaks)

Frank

51828 Sleepy Head

51829

3389

3379

5th

Ed.)

(Klages-Alter)

3402

— Fox-trot,

3385

3391

Jack Albin's Orch.

51835 I'm Going to Park Myself in Your
(Heath-Fletcher-Marr)
Fox-trot,

—

Arms

Duke Yellman and His Orch.
That Night

in

—

Araby (Rose-Snyder) Fox-trot,
Duke Yellman and His Orch.

—

—
—

—
—
—

.

—

51831 Let the

— Fox-trot

—

.

Jack Albin's Orch.

End of the World Come 'To-morrow (As
Long as You Love Me To-day) (CunninghamBall)— Waltz
Jack Stillman's Orch.
The Two of Us (Van Phillips-Campbell-Connelly)

—

—

3380

—

ities,"

with Vocal Chorus,
The Royal Troubadours
Vocal Chorus,
Ha rry Pollock and His (Tlub Maurice Diamonds
I'm Forever Dreaming of You Waltz, with
Vocal Chorus
Willie Creager and His Orch.
Why Did You Say Good-bye Waltz, with Vocal
Chorus
Willie Creager and His Orch.
Sunny Disposish Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus,
Al Gentile and The Americans
Blowin' the Blues Away Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus
Al Gentile and The Americans
I Never Knew What the Moonlight Could Do
Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus.
Willie Creager and His Orch.
Ain't I Got Rosie
Fox-trot
Clesi's Areoleans
Bobadilla Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus,
Candullo
and His Orch.
Joe
Bolshevik Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus,
The Arabian Knights
In a Little Garden
Fox-trot,
with
Vocal
CThorus
.Joe Candullo and His Everglades Orch.
She's
Still
My Baby Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus. .. .Joe Candullo and His Everglades Orch.
I'm on My Way Home Fox-trot, with Vocal
Willie Creager and His Orch.
Chorus
Someone Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus,
The Royal Troubadours

—

(Davis-Greer)— Waltz,
Jack Stillman's Orch.

Trudy (Tobias-Sherman),
B. A. Rolfe, Trumpet Virtuoso, and Palais d'Or Orch.
Who Are You Vamping To-night? (Rolfe-McKenna) Fox-trot,
B. A. Rolfe, Trumpet Virtuoso, and Palais d'Or Orch.
Hugs and Kisses (From "Earl Carroll's Van-

— Fox-trot,
— Fox-trot, with

Meadow Lark
Sunday

Munn

FLASHES

.

—

Old Log (^abin

Hindermyer-Tuckermann (Goldy-Dusty)
51837 She May Have Seen Better Days (Thornton),
Manuel Romain

Mo.)

Smiles (Kortlander-Wendling)
Fox-trot, for Dancing, with Vocal CTiorus,
Vincent Lopez and His Casa Lopez Orch.
Lay Me Down to Sleep in Carolina (YellenAger) Fox-trot, for Dancing, with Vocal
Chorus. Vincent Lopez and His Casa Lopez Orch.
3317 Beside a Garden Wall (Kahn-Short-Delbridge)
Fo.x-trot, for Dancing, with Vocal Chorus,
Abe Lyman's California Orch.
Wistful and Blue (Etting-Davidson)
Fox-trot,
for Dancing, with Vocal Chorus,
Abe Lyman's California Orch.
3323 Gone Again Gal (Kahn-Jones)
Fox-trot, for
Dancing, with Vocal Chorus,
Bennie Krueger's Orch.
No One But You Knows How to Love (TrentFrazer-Breen-De Rose) Fox-trot, for Dancing,
with Vocal CTiorus
Bennie Krueger's Orch.
Waltz, for Danc3311 Thinking (Ohman-Morgans)
ing, with Vocal Chorus.
Tadeo Vicente and His Brazilian Marimba Band
Wish You Were Jealous of Me (HaubrichI
Kowel) Waltz, for Dancing, with Vocal Chorus,

3339 Scatter

Little

— Singing

Mario Chamlee

II)

in

—

—

California Orch.
Paradiso! (Oh, Paradise) (Act IV)

(Meyerbeer)
net)
3310 Hello,

at

Frank Braidwood (The Cowboy Baritone)
51833 Nola (Arndt)
Banjo Solo
Ernie Anderson
Marionette (Arndt) Banjo Solo ...Ernie Anderson
51830 Zip Coon Singing with Banjo,
Hindermyer-Tuckermann (Goldy-Dusty)

— Fox-trot,

Manon-Le Reve (The Dream) (Act

Cutey's

(Coslow-Spier),

Abe Lyman's

15111

Due

Two-to-Two (Descriptive
lenor Duet) (Robin and A. Von Tilzer),
Al Campbell-Jack Kaufman
Bring Back Those Minstrel Days (From "Lemaire's Afiairs") (Macdonald and Broones)
(Descriptive Tenor Duet),
Al. Campbell and Jack Kaufman
51834 Moonlight Dreams (Sterling- John F. Burckhardt),
Frank Braidwood (The Cowboy Baritone)
I Never Knew What the Moonlight Could Do

Fox-trot,

Colonial Club (Drch.
with Vocal Chorus
Kiss Me (And Then Say Good-Night) (JohnstonFox-trot, with Vocal (Thorus,
V/iedoeft)
Colonial C\ub Orch.

3316 Twelfth Street Rag (Bowman)

SPECIALS

My

Ori-

RACE RECORDS

ALREADY RELEASED
51832

— Fox-trol

ental,

—

Edison Disc Records

—

(Kehrmann-Moquin)

Zoubeeda

Made You Happy When You Made Me Cry

for
Dancing, with
(Donaldson)
Fox-trot,
Isham Jones' Orch.
Vocal Chorus Meadow Lark (Keidel-Fiorito) Fox-trot, for
Dancing, with Vocal Chorus. .Isham Jones' Orch.

(Davis-Gold)— Fox-trot,

Girl

.

;

UST FOR NOVEMBER

3335 It

1926

Joe Candullo and His Everglades Orch.
Scatter Your Smiles (Kortlander-Wendling)
Fox-trot
.Joe (Candullo and His Everglades Orch.
51840 Moonlight on the Ganges (Wallace-Myers)
Oriental Fox-trot ....Duke Yellman and His Orch.

:

—

Brunswick Records
LIST FOR

Wildwood

in the

with Organ
20050 Virginia Keel

My

51836 That's

—

—

—

—

.

with

Shule,

—

10
10
10
10
10
10

—
—
—

IRISH MUSIC
Agre— Vocal,

33112- F Shule,

Ray Perkins
Piano
Half a Moon (Is Better Than No Moon) (From
"Honeymoon Lane") (Reynolds-DowUng-HanKay Perkins
ley)
Tenor, with Piano
Male Quartet, with
3292 Wayside Cross (Palmer)
Criterion Quartet
(Jrgan

10

.

—

3336

Church
10

NEW

—
—

—
Michael Bohnen
III)
Mephistopheles
(Act
—Invocation
(Gounod) — Baritone, with Orch.; m French,
Michael Bohnen
Who Wouldn't (Kahn-Donaldson) — Tenor, with
;

—

FAMILIAR TUNES— OLD AND

—

Faust

745-D Carry Me Back to
Shannon Quartet
Quartet
The Old Oaken Bucket— Male Quartet,
Shannon Quartet
740-D Oh, Come, All Ye Faithful (Adeste Fideles)
Shannon Quartet
Male Quartet
Hark, the Herald Angels Sing Male Quartet,
Shannon Quartet
742-U Little Town in the Ould County Down Tenor
William A. Kennedy
Solo
In the Valley Near Sleivenamon Tenor Solo,
William A. Kennedy

15,

from page 159)

Tadeo Vicente and His Brazilian Marimba Band
IV)
Mephistopheles
(Act
15114 Faust Serenade
in Frencii,
((jounod) Baritone, with Orch,

10

November

3387

Who

Are

You Vamping To-night?— Fox-trot,

The Arabian Knights
with Vocal Chorus
Climbing the Ladder of Love Fox-trot, with
Vocal CHiorus,
Harry Pollock and His Club Maurice Diamonds
3384 No One But You— Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus,
Johnny Sylvester and His Orch.
Don't Forget Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus,
Fred Rich and His Times Square Orch.

—

—

——
November

THE TALKING MACHINE WORLD
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Moon — Fox-trot,

3401 Half a

from page 160)

Vocal Chorus,

with

Harry Pollock and His Club Maurice Diamonds
Day Is Done Foxtrot, with Vocal

—

When

Chorus,
Harry Pollock and His Club Maurice Diamonds
Fox trot, with Vocal
3392 Don't Be Angry With
Chorus
Joe Candullo and His Orch.
For You and Me Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus,
Joe Candullo and His Orch.
3390 Because I Love You Fox-trot, with Vocal
Willie Creager and His Orch.
Chorus
Give Me a Ukulele Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus,

Me—

—

—

—

3386

When You Waltz With

the

The Royal Troubadours
One You Love

Waltz, with Vocal Chorus,
Harry Pollock and His Club Maurice Diamonds
Waltz, with Vocal Specialty,

Cheritza

—

The Royal Troubadours

POPULAR VOCAL RECORDS

The Radio Kings
The Radio Kings
She Looks),
Bert Lewis
I Want to Be Known as "Susie's Feller". Bert Lewis
Vernon Dalhart
3378 The Miami Storm Tenor
Tenor .Vernon Dalhart
Billy Richardson's Last Ride
Vaughn De Leath
3400 Here Comes Fatima

3383 Oogle-oo-Gle-ce

Me

Love

All the Time
Baby Cooks (As Good

My

3399 If

—

as

—

.

Vaughn Dc Leath
Scatter Your Smiles
The Radio Franks
3382 Pretty Cinderella
I Found a Million Dollar Baby... The Radio Franks

Edison Blue Amberol Records
Me

5187 Bury

TRADE MARK REG.

7'-

Beneath the Weeping Willow Tree

PLAYER ROLLS

Harmonica and

Singing,

Guitar,
Ernest V. Stoneman, the Blue Ridge Mountaineer
Singing,
5191 Watermelon Hanging on the Vine
Harmonica and Guitar,
Ernest V. Stoneman, the Blue Ridge Mountaineer
5203 When You Waltz With the One You Love,

—

—

5215 Kentucky

are Better

Herbert Soman's Salon Orch.

Lullaby Waltz,
B. A. Rolfe and His Palais d'Or Orch.
Sweet Chariot Negro Spiritual;
Male Voices
Fisk University Jubilee Quartet

5216 Swing

WHY?

—

Low,

5218 The Picnic
5219 Cripple Creek

Harry Lauder
Dance of the Southern

—Country
Mountaineers

with Singing,

5220
5221
5222
5223
5224

5225
5226

Powers and Family
Barcelona Male Voices
National Male Quartet
Lonesome and Sorry Violin
Rae Eleanor Ball
Dwellers in the Western World No. 1 The
Red Man
Sousa's Band
On the Riviera
Duke Yellman and His Orch.
Looking at the World Through Rose-Colored
Glasses Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by Arthur Fields
Golden Gate Orch.
In the Garden Sacred
MacDowell Sisters
Black Bottom (From "George White's ScanFiddlin'

—

—

—

BECAUSE

—

—

— Fox-trot,

dals")

Harold Stern and His Hotel Belleclaire Orch
5227 Drifting and Dreaming
Waikiki Hawaiian Orch.

&

Pathe Phono

View

Bird's-Eye

a

Home

—Vocal

of real

Radio Corp.

DANCE RECORDS
36521 Just

(Of

My

Make
Kentucky

they are

NO
NO! They

artists.

My

'

4

Radio Tubes are better^
Money back if they're not.

comparison

a

are not better

because they cost more
.... The price is more
because Q*R-S Redtop

on your own player

Chorus by Herb Hobbs,
Lanin's Arcadians
Dreams, You're Always in My Arms
Vocal Chorus by A. Fields
Miami Troupe
36522 Half a Moon (Is Better Than No Moon)
Vocal
Chorus by Herb Hobbs
Lanin's Arcadians
The Little White House (At the End of HoneyLanin's Arcadians
,.rr-„ T,"°°'J,'-^"^,^ •••Vi
36523
Petrushka— Vocal Chorus by A. Fields,
Virginia Creepers
In

are Better

not arranged mechanically — Uke ordinary
rolls .... but are the
actual recordings of
the personal playing

—

0^

Radio Tubes

Try a

piano.

set

on your

radio.

—

,

Be Angry With Me,
Frank Signorelli and His Orch.

Don't

^.
„
36524 Pretty Cinderella
o^r-,-

T,

,

„
Broken
,

36^25 (I Just
,

Want

Be Known

to
in

the

Meadow Lark
,

,.

McLaughlin's Melodians

They cost him more but they cause him no worry

as) Susie's "Feller,"
Billy Wirges and His Orch.

—Vocal
Phil

,

Hughes and His High Hatters

Sue

,

,

ASK YOUR DEALER

Chorus by T. Stacks,

Phil

Lonely Acres
36526

—Vocal

„
Hearted

The Q'R'S Music Company

West—Charleston,

Van and His

Tom

Chorus by

Orch.

Stacks,

Hughes and His High Hatters

Moonlight on the Ganges,
^'''y Wirges and His Orch.
„
,,ro, .,1
„
36527 Alabama Stomp (From "Earl Carroll Vanities"),

The Red
The Red
Boyd
Goof

,,r^„ Brown Sugar
36528 Beef Stew

Eyes— Novelty

°f

J.-"'
36529 Give

Me

a Ukulele
I Wonder, Will I Find the

^^r,-,

r.

Again

Girl

Dawn ..Miami Troupe

•

J"'^^"^

Virginia

—Vocal

Chorus

Creepers

Harry

by

Virginia Creepers
Virginia Creepers

36531 Because I Love You
Miami Troupe
§?r^^'. Pretty Names
36532 Uimbing Up the Ladder of Love Vocal Chorus
by I. Kaufman ...Willie Creager and Entertainers
^"'^ Kisses ...Willie Creager and Entertainers
36533 Falling in Love With You
Waltz
Vocal
Chorus by F. Bessenger
Tuxedo Dance Orch.
Belle
Oh
Vocal Chorus by F. Bessenger,
Tuxedo Dance Orch.
„
,,r,. „r,
„
36534 Why Do You Roll Those Eyes? (From "Americana") Vocal Chorus by I. Kaufman,
Willie Creager and Entertainers
_ . „
Elsie-Schultz-En-Heim Vocal Chorus by Harry
Jockin
Virginia Creepers
_ ^
36535 St. Louis Hop
Frank Signorelli and His Orch.
A Blues Serenade ...Frank Signorelli and His Orch.
36536 I'm on My Way Home Vocal Chorus by I.
Kaufman
Willie Creager and Entertainers

—
—

—

—

,

—

—

—

Hurricane
25195

Want

(I Just

to

Be Known

Cliff

Edwards

Those

Roll

Eyes?

— Voice

and

Willard Robison

Piano

POPULAR VOCAL RECORDS

—

Vernon Dalhart
32209 The Miami Storm Tenor
Billy Richardson's Last Ride
Vernon Dalhart
32212 Yodelin' Bill Voice and Piano ..The Record Boys
Prancin', Dancin', Yodelin' Man Voice and
The Record Boys
Piano
Irving Kaufman
32210 Because I Love You Tenor

—

Love

Me

—

——

Time

All the

Tenor

.

.

NOVELTY RECORDS

.Irving

Casey

at the

Kaufman

Jack Kaufman

21173 Jake the Plumber

Wake,
Hunting (Original Michael Casey)

Russell

36491

Why Do You Want

to

Know Why,

Fiddle-Dee-Dee

Armand
36495 Precious

—

—VocalHughes
Chorus by Tom
and His High

DeHatters
by
Kamplain,
Vocal Chorus
F.
Majestic Dance Orch.
....Phil

Stillman's Orioles

Alice

Vocalion Records
Eyes (Breen-De
Vocal (Thorns,

Rose)

4
—Fox-trot,

vith

Miss Lee Morse
_
.
The Lignt at the Bend of the Road,
Miss Lee Morse
„.
To-night You Belong to Me Voice and Guitar,
Miss Lee Morse
If You're Missing Me (Like I'm Missing You)
Voice and Orch.,
Lee Morse and Her Blue Grass Boys
^
T,,
Black Bottom— Voice and Orch.,
Miss Annette Hanshaw
Lay Me Down in Carolina Voice and Piano,
Miss Annette Hanshaw
Six Foot of Papa Voice and Orch.
Miss Annette Hanshaw
Falling in Love With You Voice and Piano,
Miss Annette Hanshaw
Marylou—Voice and Piano
Willard Robison

Palmer House yictorians (J. Herbuveaux, Dir.)
15435 Ya Gotta Know How to Love (Green-Warren)

.

^- „

25197

.

—

,

.

32207

,

—

32211

—

—

32208

Straight)

— Fox-trot,

— Fox-trot,

with Vocal Chorus,

with Vocal Chorus,

The Ambassadors (L. Katzman, Dir.)
Along With the Breeze (Gillespie-

Breezin'

Simons-Whiting)

Chorus,
—Fox-trot, with Vocal
(L. Katzman, Dir.)

The Ambassadors

13041 Mein Ziser Malechel (My Sweet Angel) (GilrodSandler) Tenor, with Orch.; in Yiddish,
Aaron Lebedeff
Syomka, Der Soldat (Syomke, the Soldier) (GilTenor, with Orch.; in Yiddish,
rod-Sandler)
Aaron Lebedeff

—

—

LIST FOR

15436 Nobody's

NOVEMBER

Gonna Keep

(Kahn-Jones)

—

—

—

15457 I

Want

11

Me Away From My

LIST FOR NOVEMBER 18
Be Known as Susie's Feller (Brown-

to

—

Comedian, with Orch ...Harry Richman
Am (De Sylva-Brown-Henderson)
I
Harry Richman
Comedian, with Orch
15466 Meadow Lark
(Keidel-Fiorito)
Fox-ttot,
for
Dancing
The Fleetwood Orch.
Cover Me Up With Sunshine (Dixon-Henderson)
Fox-trot, for Dancing. The Fleetwood Orch.
15464 Petrushka (Rose-Fisher)
Fox-trot, for Dancing,
Dreyer)

—

—

—

The Bostonians
There's a Boatman on the Volga (Egan-WasterFox-trot, for Dancing,
nack- Whiting)
The Bostonians
5006 Sassy Sam Voice and Banjo. .. .Uncle Dave Macon
Stop That Knocking at My Door Voice and
Banjo

Palmer House Victorians (J. Herbuveaux, Dir.)
Kiss Your Little Baby Good-Night (Donaldson-

—

Lay Me Down to Sleep in Carolina (YellenAger) Tenor, with Orch
Lewis James
13040 Yiddishe Momme (Yellen-PoUack)— Violin Solo,
with jPiano by Joe Gold
Daniel Yates
Die Waseren Fun Perkiomen (Dubin-KIickman)
Violin Solo, with Piano by Joe Gold,
Daniel Yates

—

Can't Get Over a Girl Like You (Loving a
aiff Edwards
„ Boy Like Me)
25196 Someone Is Losin' Susan Voice and Guitar,
I

Fox-trot, with
(Kahn-Jones)
Monarch Orch.
Vocal Chorus
15438 Scatter Your Smiles (Kortlander-Wendling)—
Tenor, with Orch
Lewis James

—

LIST FOR NOVEMBER
15455 Desert

—

Gone Again Gal

Here

Sylvester and Orch.

The Red Heads
as) Susie's "Feller",

„

_

Why Do You

Moyer

Lanin's Arcadians

Good Girl— Vocal Chorus by Harry

36530 That's a
Jockin

Gone

Heads
Heads
Senter

Gal
Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus,
Monarch Orch.

—

Uncle Dave Macon

NEW POPULAR MEXICAN

—

8001 Flor de Quimera (Fantastic Flower) (Beltran)
Baritone, with (Drch; in Spanish,
Juan Pulido with The Castilians
Una Mas (One More) (Viergo-Joves) Baritone,
with Orch.; in Spanish,
Juan Pulido with The Castilians
8002 La Circasiana (The Circassian) (Uranga)
Fox-

—

trot, for Dancing
Galleguita (Little Galician)

—
The Castilians
—Tango, for Dancing,
The

Castilians

Cuatro Milpas (The Four Com Plants)
D. CTiavez)
Dueto Acosta ((juzman y
Gomez) Tenor y Baritone, Acompanamiento
Con Orquesta
por la Orquesta Acosta
Maria, Ay Maria (Arr. Guzman-Gomez)
Dueto
Acosta (Guzman y (Jomez) 'Tenor y Baritone, Acompanamiento por la Orquesta,
Con Orquesta
(.Continued on page 162)

8007 Las

(Arr.

—

;

—

_

;

——

—
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ADVANCE RECORD BULLETINS FOR DECEMBER— (Continued
NOVEMBER

LIST FOR
Got

15465 I've

(Donaldson)

Girl

the

25

— Fox

for

trot,

1017

Who

My

View (0£
(Kahn-Donaldson)

Just a liird's-Eye

Home)

Old Kentucky

—

Fox-trot,
for
Frivolity Club Orch.

Dancing
It Made xou Happy When You Made Me Cry
Dancing,
with
for
(Donaldson) Fox-trot,
Vocal Chorus
Jay's Oielsea Orch.
(Raskin-Coslow-Little)
She's Still My Baby
Fox-trot, for Dancing, with Vocal Chorus by

Precious
1016 Lay Me

The

—

—

Arthur Brown

DANCE RECORDS
You My Sweetheart — Fox-trot,

frain

Little

—

—

Don't Mind Being All Alone Fox-trot,
Irwin Abrams and His Orch.
1014 Climbing Up the Ladder of Love (From Earl
Fo.x-trot
Vocal
Re"Vanities")
Carroll's
Bob Haring and His Orch.
frain
While the Years Go Drifting By Fo.x-trot
Bob Haring and His Orch.
Vocal Refrain
I

of Roses

Bed

a

I

— Fox-trot,

Imperial Dance Orch.

View

Bird's-Eye

8146 Just a

Home — Fo.x-trot

My

of

Old Kentucky

A\. Lentz's Dance Orch.
Kentucky and Smile Fox-trot,
Joe Candullo and His Everglades Orch.
8147 Because I Love You Waltz,

Tuck

Dreams

Trail of

—
Adrian
—Waltz,
Aurian

Schubert's Salon Orch.
Like You
Fox-trot,
Hollywood Dance Orch.
Meadow Lark Fox-trot ....Hollywood Dance Orch.
8149 Mary Lou Fox-trot. .Woodmansten Inn Dance Orch.

8148

I

Over

Get

Can't

—
—Susie,

Why

Susie, Oh,
Fox-trot

—

Girl

a

Won't You Marry

Me

Six Black Diamonds
8150 Here Comes Fatima Fox-trot ..Six Black Diamonds
Fox-trot,
St. Louis Blues
Joe Candullo and His Everglades Orch.
8151 Just a Little Longer Fox-trot,
Irwin Abrams' Dance Orch.
Fox-trot,
Beside a Garden Wall
Hollywood Dance Orch.

—

—

—

Me — Fox-trot,

1026 That's

Girl— Fox-trot,
Woodmansten Inn Dance Orch.
fl53 Sadie Green (The Vamp of New Orleans)
Six Black Diamonds
Fox-trot
I'm Going to Park Myself in Your Arms
Al Lentz's Dance Orch
Fox-trot
Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.
8154 Precious Fo.x-trot

—

—Fox-trot,
Woodmansten Inn Dance
Ukulele — Fox-trot,
8155 Give Me
Al Lentz's Dance
Crying? — Fox-trot,
What's the Use
Al Lentz's Dance
on the Waltz — Waltz,
8156 Blame
Adrian Schubert's Salon
Cinderella

Pretty

Orch.

a

Orch.

of-

Orch.

It

Orch.

When

You're Dancing 'Neath the Dixie Moon
Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.
Waltz
8157 Play Gypsies Dance Gypsies (From "Countess
Fo-x-trot
Imperial Dance Orch.
Maritza")
Climbing Up the Ladder of Love (From "Earl
Carroll's Vanities") ...F. T. Imperial Dance Orch.

—

—

VOCAL RECORDS

Mary Lou

When

—Tenor

You're

Accomp
8159 Lucky Day

Accomp. ..Billy Jones
Tenor Solo, Orch.
Billy Burton

Solo, Orch.

Love

in

—

(From

"Geo. White's Scandals,
1926")
.Hotsy Jarvis and Her Gang
Contralto Solo,
The Birth of the Blues (From "Geo. Wliite's
Contralto Solo..
Scandals, 1926")
Hotsy Jarvis and Her Gang
8160 Elsie SchuItz-en-Heim Tenor Solo, Orch Accomp
Billy Jones
Tenor Solo, Orch Accomp.,
That's a Good Girl
Billy Jones
8161 Susie's Feller— Male Voice With Piano,

—

.

.

—

—

—

Me Too —

Whispering "Ed."
Male Voice, Piano Accomp.,
The Radio Imps

Me Down

Sleep

to

Carolina

in

— Baritone

Solo, Piano Accomp
Chas. Kaley
I Found a Million Dollar Baby in a 5 and 10c
Store Tenor Solo, Orch. Accomp.,

(Adler-Weil-Herman)

My

Has Eye Trouble

Girl

The

Petrushka

comp

—

My

Accomp
Made You Happy When You Made Me Cry
Tenor Solo, Orch. Accomp
Irving Kaufman
Cherie,
Male Duet, Piano Accomp.,
8165
I Love You
The Radio Imps
You're Going to Cry Over Somebody Else
Baritone Solo. Orch. Accomp
Arthur Fields
8166 We Will Meet at the End of the Trail— Tenor
Solo. Novelty Accomp
Vernon Dalhart
Want a Pardon for Daddy Tenor Solo,
I
Novelty Accomp
Vernon Dalhart

—

—

PIPE
8167 Hark,
Silent

the

ORGAN RECORDS

Herald

Angels

Holy Night

Night,

Sing

— Pipe

— Pipe

—

8168 Adeste Fideles Pipe Organ
Holy Night Pipe Organ

—

My

PIANO SOT n

Sweetheart

— Piano

Black Bottom (From
1926")
Piano Solo

—

8170 Hawaiian

Organ,
Norbert Ludwig
Organ.
Norbert Ludwig
Norbert Ludwig
Norbert Ludwig

Solo, Vocal Refrain.

"Geo.

White's

HAWAIIAN RECORD
Medley

\\'altz

—

Hawaiian

Duet,

Orch.
William Robyn
Accomp.,
William Robyn

Orch.

Solo,

— Duet.

Hawaiian

Guitars

.

RACE RECORDS
Mv Baby Is Getting Mv

Nobody But

Comedienne. Jazz Band Accomp.
Comedienne, Jazz
St. Louis Blues

—

comp

.

.

Bessie

Band

Brown
Ac-

Bessie Brown
8172 Baptize Me Sermon With Choir. ... Rev. T. M. Gates
Dying Gambler Sermon With Choir. Rev. J. M. Gates

—

—

Cameo Record Corp.
DANCE RECORDS

1018 That's

Lonely

— Fox-trot- Vocal Refrain,
Seven Little Polar Bears
Nights — Fox-trot — Vocal Refrain,

a

Good

Girl

You

273-

H

280-

H

266-

H

H

283-

—

—

—

—

.

—

—

Oh, Susie,

Susie,

—

Why

Won't You Marry

Me

Missouri Jazz Band
Fox-trot
1843 Climbing Up the Ladder of Love (From Earl
Fox-trot,
Carroll's "Vanities")
Hollywood Dance Orch.
Play Gypsies Dance Gypsies (From "Countess
Hollywood I)ance Orch.
Maritza") Fox-trot
Fox-trot,
.1844 Just a Little Longer

—

H

264-

Me

a

—
Irwin Abrams'
Ukulele — Fox-trot,

—

—

270-

Al.

Trail of

Dreams

— Waltz,

— Waltz,
Adrian
Vamp

(The

1846 Sadie Green
Fox-trot

What's the Use of Crying?

— Fox-trot
Cinderella — Fox-t/ot

Meadow Lark
Pretty

H

Lentz's Dance Orch.

.

Schubert's Salon Orch.
of New Orleans)
Missouri Jazz Band

—

— Fox-trot,

Al Lentz's Dance Orch.
Imperial Dance Orch.
.Lou Gold's Dance Orch.

H

—

The Radio Imps
Voice With Piano,
Whispering "Ed."
Baritone
1850 Lay Me Down to Sleep in Carolina
Solo. Piano Accomp
Chas. Kaley
Susie's Feller

— Male

—

Made You Happy When You Made Me Cry
Solo, Orch Accomp.
Irving Kaufman

— Tenor

My Way Home— Baritone

on

Accomp
Good

Solo,

H
267- H

262-

Going

to

Cry

Over

—

—

—

—

—

10
10
10

10
10
10

10

10

10
10

10

—

10

Fo.x-trot.

Tommy

—

10

10

—

Kaufman .. .Lou Gold and His Orch.

Chorus by Irving Kaufman.
Lou Gold and His Orch.

— Fox-trot. .University

Six

— Fox-trot. .University Six
Florida Low Down — Fox-trot,
Original Indiana Five
Hangin' Around — Fox-trot,

10

Girl

.

10
10
10
10

Original Indiana Five

10

Good Girl Vocal. .Irving Kaufman
We're the Sunday Drivers Vocal I)uet.

10

VOCAL SELECTIONS

281-

H We

—

That's a

Will Meet

My

For

H

a Ukulele

Good

"That's a

H

284-

Me

Give

265-

at the

Sweetheart

—
.

Harmony Brothers

10

of the Trail— Vocal.
Confidential Charley
Vocal,
Confidential Charley

10

End

—

Honey Duke and His Uke

Baby Face

10
10

Just a Little Longer.

Honey Duke and His Uke

10

278-H Bolshevik— Vocal Duet,
Jack Kaufman-Al Campbell
Vocal Duet,
Jack Kaufman-.\1 Campbell
Cliff Nazarro
263- H Susie's Feller— Vocal
Cliff Nazarro
Gone Again Gal Vocal
269-H Who Could Be More Wonderful Than You?
Jimmy Flynn
Vocal
I Never Knew What the Moonlight Could Do
Vocal
Jimmy Flvnn
Elsie Shultz-En-Heim

—

—

268-

H

—
—

It

Woman—Vocal,

Takes a Good
Phillips at the Piano

How

Could Red Ridine Hood?
Phil Phillips at the Piano

with Phil
Dolly Kay
with
Dolly Kay

—Vocal,

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

CHRISTMAS SELECTION

—
—

Adolph Miles
277-H Adeste Fideles Chimes
Christmas Bells Violin and Harp Duet,
Salnow-Shutt
Yu'etide Orch.
276-H Santa Claus' Workshop
Yuletide Orch.
On a Christmas Morning
275-H Silent Night, Hallowed Night— Vocal.

274-

Girl

Somebody Else
Baritone Solo, Orch. Accomp
Arthur Fields
1854 I Found a Million Dollar Baby in a 5 and 10c
Store Tenor Solo, Orch. Accomp.,
Irving Kaufman
My Girl Has Eye Trouble Tenor Solo. Orch
Accomp
Billy Jones
1855 We Will Meet at the End of the Trail— Tenor
Solo, Noveltv Accomp
Vernon Dalhart
Want a Pardon for Daddy Tenor Solo.
I
Novelty Accomp
Vernon Dalhart
1856 CTierie. I Love You Male Duet. Piano Accomp.,
The Radio Imps
When You're in Love Tenor Solo, Orch. Accomp
Billy Burton
You're

10

—

Orch.
Underbill

Jerry
— Tenor Solo, Orch.
Accomp..
Billy Jones
Elsie Shultz-En-Heim — Tenor Solo. Orch. Accomp
Billy Jones
Underneath the I\Ioon — Tenor Solo. Orch. Accomp
Irving Kaufman
Mary Lou — Tenor Solo, Orch. Accomp. ..Billy Jones
That's a

10

The Little White House (From "Honeymoon
Lane") Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by
Irving

—

—

10

I Can't Get Over a Girl Like You (From "Lemaire's
Affairs")
Fox-trot,
with
Vocal

VOCAL RECORDS

(From "Geo. White's Scandals.
1S4S Lucky Day
1926")
Contralto Solo ....Jarvis and Her Gang
The Birth of the Blues (From "Geo. White's
Scandals, 1926")
Contralto Solo,
Hotsy Jarvis and Her Gang
1849 Me Too Male Duet, Piano Accomp.,

Tommy

Christian and His Orch.
with Vocal Chorus.
Christian and His Orch.
Oh! How I Love Bulgarians Fox-trot, with
Vocal Chorus by the Orchestra,
Tommy Cliristian and His Orch.

Bolshevik

.

271-

Dance Orch.

Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.

1852

Broadway Bell Hops
Elsie
Shultz-En-Heim Fox-trot, with Incidental Singing by the Orchestra,
Tommy Christian and His Orch.
How Could Red Riding Hood? Fox-trot, with

10

Vocal Chorus,

—
—

1845 Blame It on the Waltz

WMCA Broadcasters
Boatman on the Volga — Fox-trot,
WMCA Broadcasters
on the Ganges — Fox-trot,
WMCA Broadcasters

—

—

Louis Blues Fox-trot,
Joe Candullo and His Everglades Orch.
1840 I Can't Get Over a Girl Like You (From "LeFox-trot. Imperial Dance Orch.
maire's Affairs")
Beside a Garden Wall Fox-trot,
Imperial Dance Orch.
Sam Lanin's Troubadours
1841 Precious
Fox-trot
I'm Going to Park Myself in Your Arms
Al. Lentz's Dance Orch.
Fox-trot
1842 Here Comes Fatima Fox-trot. .. Missouri Jazz Band

1851 I'm

—

—

—

It

—

279-H Here Comes Fatima Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Jack Kaufman,
"Broadway Bell Hops
Broken Hearted
Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus
by Irving Kaufman,
Lew Gold and His Orch.
272-H Hello, Bluebird— Fo.x-trot, with Vocal Chorus
by Jimmy Flynn
Broadway Bell Hops
Lonely Acres (In the West) Fox-trot,

—

—

1847

—

Moonlight

—

in

—

Fox-trot
282-H There's a

.

Kentucky and Smile Fox-trot,
Joe Candullo and His Everglades Orch.
Lou Gold's Dance Orch.
1837 Mary Lou Fox-trot
Fox-trot,
Life Will be a Bed of Roses
Hollywood Dance Orch.
Fox-trot,
1S38 Don't be Angry With Me
Al Lentz's Dance Orch.
That's My Girl Fox-trot ..Lou Gold's Dance Orch.
1839 Just a Bird's-Eye View of My Old Kentucky
Al. Lentz's Dance Orch.
Home Fox-trot

Give

DANCE SELECTIONS
a Little Longer
Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Happy Hour Trio. The Astorites
Cross Your Heart (From "Queen High")
Fo-x-trot,
with Vocal Chorus by Jimmy
Flynn
Manhattan Dance Makers
To-night You Belong to Me Waltz, with
Vocal Chorus by Jimmy Flynn,
Manhattan Dance Makers
Love Me All the Time— Waltz,
Manhattan Dance Makers
I'll
Fly to Hawaii Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Tom Stacks.
The Night C\uh Orch.
Gone Again Gal Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus
by Paul Hagan
The Astorites
Alabama Stomp (From "Earl Carroll's Vanities")
Fox-trot
The Dixie Stompers
All Alone Monday (From "The Ramblers")

Just

—

—

St.

Ferera-Paaluhi

Harmony Records

Imperial Dance Orch.

trot

Tuck

—

—

— Waltz,

—

1853

Love

Love

I

Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.
When You're Dancing 'Neath the Dixie Moon
Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.
Waltz
1836 I'd Love to Call You My Sweetheart Fox-

Fererra-Paalulii

.

Solo,

DANCE RECORDS
1835 Because

Fererra PaaKil-i

(guitars

Kailima

Peter de Rose
Scandals.
Peter de Rose

—

IJirds

Me —Tenor

to

Banner Records

Kaufman

Solo,

It

8171

— Tenor

—

Guitars

(Adler-Weil-Herman)

You Belong
Accomp

—

Underneath
8164 I'm on

Irving

— Tenor

Orch.
Billy Jones
Tenor Solo, Orch. Acthe Moon
Irving Kaufman
Way Home Baritone Solo, Orch.
Jerry Underbill

Accomp

8169 For

Trio, Piano Accomp.,
— Vocal California
Humming

1028 Tonight

—

8163

The California Humming Birds

Countin' the Days

—

.

—

—

comp

Brown

Organ

Fideles

Norbert Ludwig
Hark!
The
Angels Sing— Pipe Organ,
Norbert Ludwig
2135 Silent Night, Holy Night Pipe Organ,
Norbert Ludwig
Holy Night Pipe Organ
Norbert Ludwig
2136 Kailima Duet, Hawaiian Guitars ...Ferera-Paaluhi
Hawaiian
Waltz
Medley
Duet.
Hawaiian

—

—

M. Gates
M. Gates
Love

J.

Bessie

ORGAN RECORDS

— Pipe
Herald

2134 Adeste

i3irds

—

My

That's

8163 Lay

The California Humming

(Adler-Weil-Herman)
Don't I Know It? (You Bet I Do) Vocal Duet,
Kaufman-Campbell
Piano Accomp
1027 I'm on My Way Home Vocal Trio, Piano
Adler-Weil-Herman
Accomp. ...Charles Adler of
Put Your Arms Where They Belong (For They
Belong to Me) Tenor Solo, Orch. Accomp.,
William Robyn
1009 She Knows Her Onions Vocal Trio, Piano Ac-

Al Lentz's Dance Orch.

8158

Robyn-Marjorie Harcum
Accomp.,
Marjorie Harcum
Piano Accomp.,

— Contralto Solo, Orch.
a Good Girl — Vocal Trio,

J.

—

PIPE

Orch Accomp.,

Carolina

—

8152 Don't Be Angry With

Duet,
— VocalWilliam

Schubert's Salon Orch.

With Choir,

Comedienne, Jazz Band Accomp. ..Bessie Brown
Louis Blues Comedienne, Jazz Band Ac-

comp

VOCAL RECORDS

Head

1025 Sleepy

—

in

—
—

Never Knew What the Moonlight Could Do
Irwin Abrams and His Orch.

— Fox-trot

— Sermon

St.

Bob Haring and His Orch.

^

Hollywood Dance Orch.

Be

1859

Us— Fox-trot,

of

Peter de Rose

Me — Sermon With Choir... Rev.
Nobody But My Baby Is Getting My

a

Refrain,
— Fox-trot — Vocal Fred
Rich and His Orch.
Girl Has Eye Trouble — Fox-trot — Vocal ReSeven
Polar Bears

The Two

Solo, Vocal Refrain,

Rev.

Orch.

1012 Just a Bird's-Eye View (Of My Old Kentucky
Home) Fox-trot Vocal Refrain,
Sam Lanin and His Orch.

1015

— Piano

Baptize

Sam Lanin and His
Girl Like You (Loving

8145 I'd Love to Call
Life Will

1858 Dying Gambler

—

—

Sweetheart

RACE RECORDS

fairs")

My

My

For

Eight

Retrain,

—

Regal Records

PIANO SOLO
Bottom (From "Geo. White's Scandals.
1926")— Piano Solo
Peter de Rose

— Fo.x-trot

White House (At the End of HoneyLane) (From "Honeymoon Lane")

— Vocal

1926

15,

1857 Black

Boy Like Me) (From "Rufus LeMaire's Af-

—

Orch

Carolina

in

Varsity

Can't Get Over a

I

—

.

Skcp

to

Little

Fox-trot

1019

Bob Haring and His Orch.
Wonderiul lhan You
Sam Lanin and His Orch.
Varsity Eight
Vocal Refrain

Refrain

moon

—

Jay's Chelsea Orch.
(Ferera-Paaluhi)
Hawaiian Guitars and Ukulele. Palala's Hawaiians
Hawaiian
Golden Showers (Ferera-Paaluhi)
Palala's Hawaiians
(Juitars and Ukulele
15460 She Knows Her Onions ( Yellen-Ager-Pollack)
Arthur Brown
Tenor, with Orch
Tenor, with
Yiddisha Charleston (Rose-Fisher)

Down

Vocal

—

the Vaudeville Trio
15456 In a Garden of Hawaii

— Fox-trot —

November

from page 161)

Could Be More

Fox-trot

Frivolity Club Orch.

Dancing

15-137

——

H

Charles Hilton
Oh, Holy Night— Vocal.
Charles Hi'ton and Harmony Quartet
Oh, Little Town of Bethlehem.
Harmony Double Mixed Quartet
While Shepherds Watched.
Harmony Doub'e Mixed Quartet

10
in
10
10
10
10
lO
10

Champion Records
POPULAR DANCE RECORDS
15166

Wh-n You WsUz With

the

One You Love—

with Vocil Chorus. The Alabama Serenaders
In a Little Garden Fov-trnt. wi»'i Recitative
The Indiana Hotel Broadcasters
Chorus
15167 Meadow Lark Fox-trot, with Vncal Cliorus.
Hill Top Inn Orch.
\\'altz.

—

—

a Ululel^ Baby)—
Chorus.. HII Ton Inn Orch,
15170 For You and Me Fox-trot, with Voral Chorus.
Joe Candullo and His Everglades Orch.
Someone Fox-trot, with Voral Chorus.
The Golden G-Tte Serenaders
Fox-trot, with Vocal
15171 Don't Be Angry With l\[e
Chorus ...Joe Candullo and His Everglades Orch.
I Never Knew What the Moonlight Could Do
The Georgia Collegians
Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus,

Give

Me

a

Fox-trot,

Ukulele

(And

with Vocal

—

—

—

—

—
November
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1926

15,

—

I'm Forever Dreaming of You Waltz, with
Herb Green's Specialty Orch.
Vocal Chorus
on J[y Way Home Fox-trot, with Vocal
The Georgia Collegians
Chorus
Sunday Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus,
The Alabama Serenaders
Fox15174 Ain't I Got Rosie (Ain't Rosie Got Me)

—

15173 I'm

—

iiHimiiaii
3

I

—

The Twin City Bell Hops
(Knows How to Love)

—

trot

No One But You

Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus,

15176 She's

The Twin City Bell Hops
Baby Fox-trot, with Recitative
and His Everglades Orch.
CanduUo
..Joe

Chorus

Don't Forget
15177 Blowin'

—

My

Still

— Fox-trot,

with Vocal Chorus,
Fred Rich and His Times Square Orch.

— Fox-trot, with Vocai
Bobby Jones and His New Yorkers
Vamping To-night? — Fox-trot,
Carolina Rollin' Stones

Chorus

Who Are You

Al Bernard

15042 Jingle Bells
Chimes and Brass Quintet
Adeste Fideles
15045 Hark! The Herald Angels Sing,
Trinity Orch.

Radio Without Extensive
Claims Builds Profits and Eliminates Trouble

10
.

.

10

.

10

ins

DANCE RECORDS
Moon

2562 Half a

Than No Moon

Is Better

at All

Lanin and His Orch.
— Vocal Refrain. Sam
White House at the End of HoneyVocal
Refrain,
—
moon Lane — Fox-trot
Sam Lanin and His Orch.
Love You — Waltz — Vocal Refrain,
2563- -Because
Lincoln Dance Orch.
Baby Mine — Fox-trot — Vocal Refrain,
Lincoln Dance Orch.
2564 I Wish You Were Jealous of Me — Waltz — Vocal
Haring
His Orch.

Is

One

the

Line Phonograph Dealer

Passing?

Little

I

and
Bob
Refrain
Give Me a Ukulele and a Ukulele Baby (And
Leave the Rest to Me) Fox-trot Vocal ReThe Caroliners
frain
2565 I'd Love to Meet That Old Sweetheart of Mine
Vocal Refrain,
Fo.x-trot
Bob Haring and His Orch.
Fox-trot Vocal Refrain,
That's My Girl
Seven Little Polar Bears
2566 She Knows Her Onions Fox-trot Vocal ReUniversity Eight
frain
Fox-trot Vocal Refrain,
That's a Good Girl
Seven Litt'e Polar Bears
2567 I'm on My Way Home Fox-trot Vocal Re-

—

Logic

—

—

—

—

frain
I

Adore Eleanor!

— Fox-trot

The Caroliners
....Dale's Dance Orch.

—

Some One Is Losin' Susan Piano Solo,
Pete Wendling
Usen't You Use to Be My Sweetheart? Piano
Pete Wendling
Solo
2574 Barcelona Fox-trot ...Sam Lanin and His Orch.
Petrushka Fox-trot Vocal Retrain,
Bob Haring and His Orch.

2569

Effectiveness

—

2570 Because

— Vocal
Araby —Tenor

Love You

I

comn
That Night in

comp
2571 Baby Face
Don't I
Piano
2572

—

Ray Hamilton
Vocal Duet, Piano Accomp
,

Know

It?

(You Bet

I

White-Bessinger
Duet,

on

—

The Sweet

My Way Home — Baritone

Accomp.

How Many

Solo,

Sisters

—

She Knows Her Onions

(Adler-Weil-Herman)
Vocal Trio, Piano Ac-

—California

The

comp

Humming

(Adler-Weil-Herman)

— Waltz,

Then

A

22

Budget of Profit Winning Sales
Wrinkles

24

by Going
26

After Sales
Trio

Domino Records

Homes Without Radio

of

Sets or

Phonographs Offer

During

the

140-141

Merchandise Field. 145-149

Windows

145

Dealer Makes His Store the
Music Center and Sales Increase.

146

From

Gleanings
Music

Live Dealers Are Building Vol-

Millions

Machine Trade

Experiences of Retailers Prove Sales
Building Value of Small Goods

26

.Woha Trio

— Aloha

128

Live

Christmas Displays That Sell Merchandise
Business

New Dance

In the Musical

Volume Radio

Business

How

a

Jeebies"
Reached
Popularity and Devel-

Month

20
Altschul Gets

of

Stores and Changes in the Talk-

ing

Hill

How

New

Says

Sell Others,

"Heebie

Apex
oped

16

ume Radio

Hawaiian Instrumental Trio
Mahina Malamalama,
Hawaiian Instrumental Trio

126

Birds

STANDARD RECORDS
2568 Hawaiian Medley

12

Big Fall and Winter Market for Port-

Piano

..Charles Adler of (Adler- Weil-Herman)
Times? Vocal Trio, Piano Accomp.,
The California Humming Birds

120

How

ables

78

1925 Census of Manfactures Serves
to
Indicate
Transformation of
Trade

14

Sell Yourself;

50a-50b

Makes Constructive
Suggestion on Phonograph AdSchnirring

12

to

Setting

Do)— Vocal

Kaufman-Campbell
Accomp
Mary Lou Vocal Duet, Piano Accomp.,

I'm
2573

Piano AcChilds-Hamiiton
Solo, Piano Ac-

Duet,

•

Presenting Art Products in a Fine

VOCAL RECORDS

W.

Improvement in Reception by Using
Good Power Tubes

Record Demon-

of

47

Scores Big Suc-

vertising

stration

—

—
—

F.

ranges for Broadcasting of Symphonic Concerts

—

Show

38

Am-

cess

Radio Corporation of America Ar-

r

35

Chicago Radio

Proving

Add

Says Alec Eise-

Suggestions for
bitious Dealers

1

Dealer Uses Color Effects to

to Stay,

mann

Itself

—

—
—

Machines and

Ordering

Early

of

Here

Wholesale Volume of Radio Industry
Reached $117,390,572 in 1925.

1

Exports of Talking
Records

—

—

Is

Sound and

Is

Money Making

Fox-trot

The

The Instalment System
It

the Radio Census Indicates

Using Business Judgment on Trade-

Lincoln Records

30

Profits

the

to

Fore

What

28

Right Sales Methods Increase Radio

Move

Better Class Records

Champion Mixed Quartet

Medley Christmas Airs

aaaaa3aaaaaaa>3£

Selling

Sense of Ownership

The Harmony Broadcasters

PRERELEASE CHRISTMAS RECORDS

Champion Quartet

Get Sales

to

Payment Must Give Buyer

Initial

The Radio Franks

15175 Pretty Cinderella
Oogle-oo-Gle-Ee

Drive

Volume

Vernon Dalhart

Slow Train Through Arkansas

a

Holiday

Plan

POPULAR VOCAL RECORDS

15165 The Miami Storm

and Department Heads

for Salesmen, Dealers

Ri iasiigi ig aEaataiaiaigaaiggaiaaiiii'BaaBitaaaBagaaaja.gaiBi

with Vocal Chorus .... The

On

CONSTRUCTIVE ARTICLES IN THIS
ISSUE OF THE WORLD
Ready Reference

I

163

aiiiiiiiiiaiiiiaiiaisaiiaaaiisiiii;EIE3BQIBlBIBIt2IQeiEISK«f?E>l(Il»Blt?KiK'!(?e'lfr'i!?

Away

Blues

the

—

1

World

the

of

151-156

Holidays Present Big Opportunity to
the Sheet Music Dealer for Sales

151

.

Advance

Fertile

27

Market

Machine
58-163

of Talking

Lists

Records

1

DANCE RECORDS
3813 Because I Love

You

Waltz,
—Adrian
Schubert's

Salon Orch.
You're Dancing 'Neath the Dixie Moon
Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.
Fox-trot,
I'd Love to Call You My Sweetheart
Imperial Dance Orch.
Tuck in Kentucky and Smile Fox-trot,
Joe CanduUo and His Everglades Orch.
Lou Gold's Dance Orch.
Mary Lou Fox-trot
Life Will Be a Bed of Roses Fox-trot,
Hollywood Dance Orch.
Don't Be Angry With Me Fox-trot,
Al. Lentz's Dance Orch.
Fox-trot ..Lou Gold's Dance Orch.
That's My Girl
Just a Bird's-Eye View of My Old Kentucky
Al. Lentz's Dance Orch.
Home Fox-trot
Fox-trot,
St. Louis Blues
Joe CanduUo and His Everglades Orch.
I Can't Get Over a Girl Like You (From "LeFox-trot .Imperial Dance Orch.
maire's AiTairs")
Fox-trot,
Besides a Garden Wall
Imperial Dance Orch.
Sam Lanin's Troubadours
Fox-trot
Precious
I'm Going to Park Myself in Your Arms FoxAl. Lentz's Dance Orch.
trot
Here Comes Fatima Fox-trot ..Missouri Jazz Band
Susie, Oh, Susie, Why Won't You Marry
Missouri Jazz Band
Fox-trot
Climbing Up the Ladder of Love (From "Earl

CORRESPONDENCE FROM LEADING

When

—Waltz

3809

—

—

3811

3812

—

—

—

—

3808

3816

3810
3807

3815

—

Kansas
St.

Paul, 67

50

—

102

—

50b

Cleveland,

—Milwaukee,
84—
106 —

Akron-Canton,

70

72

—

111-120

—

— Minneapolis and
84
—Los
92—
00— Richmond,
134 — Canada, 142 —News From

— Toledo,

54

Baltimore, 80-82

86-90— Buffalo,

Chicago,

The World's European

Cincinnati, 51

Louis,

St.

Philadelphia,

Pittsburgh,

—

Boston,

Angeles,

98-

1

Detroit,

15 7-158.

Office,

—

— —

—

—

—

Me—

—

Fox-trot.
Carroll's Vanities")
Hollywood Dance Orch.
Play Gypsies Dance Gypsies (From "Countess
Maritza") Fox-trot
Hollywood Dance Orch.

—
—

3806 Just a Little Longer

— Fox-trot,

—

—

—

—

—

—

VOCAL RECORDS

Dav

(From

"Geo.

White's

Jarvis and Her Ganp
— Contralto Solo Hotsy
of the Blues (From "Geo. White's
1926') — Contralto Solo,
Hotsy Jarvis and Her Gm.^^
Too — Male Duet, Piano Accomp. -The Radio Imps
Voice With Piano,

1920")

.

The Birth

.

Scandals,

3823

Me

Susie's

Whispering "Ed."
3824 Lay

Me Down

Solo,

Scandals,

Novelty
3825 Cherie, I

Accomp

When

Y

ou're

to

Steej)

in

Piano Accomp

Carolina

— Baritone

Chas. Kaley

Made Me

Cry
You Happy When You
—Made
cnor bolo, urch. Accomp. ...Irving Kaufman
I'm on My Way Home — Baritone Solo, Orch.
Accomp
Jerry Underhill
That's a Good Girl — Tenor Solo, Orch. Accomp.,
It

in

comp

Billy

PIANO SOLO

Jones

Shultz-En-Heim—Tenor Solo, Orch. AcBilly Jones
comp
Underneath the Moon— Tenor Solo, Orch AcIrving Kaufman
comp
3819 Mary Lou— Tenor Solo, Orch. Accomp. ..Billy Jones
You're Going to Cry Over Somebody ElseBaritone Solo. Orch, Accomp
Arthur Fields
3826 I Found a Million Dollar Baby in a 5 and lOc
Store Tenor Solo, Orch. Accomp. Irving Kaufman
My Girl Has Eye Trouble Tenor Solo. Orch.
Billy Jones
Accomp
3827 We Will Meet at the End of the Trail— Tenor
Solo, Novelty Accomp
Vernon Dalhart
I
Want a Pardon for Daddy Tenor Solo,
3822 Elsie

—

—

.

—

Burton

rom "Geo. White's Scandals,
1926")— Piano Solo
Peter de Rose
For My Sweetheart Piano Solo, Vocal Refrain,
Peter de Rose

3828 Black

Bottom

( 1-

—

RACE RECORDS

i

3820

Vernon Dalhart

— Male Duet, Piano AcThe Radio Imps
Love — Tenor Solo, Orch. Ac-

You

Love

comp

Feller— Malt

Billy

Irwin Abrams' Dance Orch.
Give Me a Ukulele Fox-trot. Al. Lentz's Dance Orch.
3818 Blame It on the Waltz Waltz,
Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.
Waltz,
Trial of Dreams
Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.
3814 Sadie Green (The Vamp of New Orleans)
Missouri Jazz Band
Fox-trot
What's the Use of Crying? Fox-trot
Al. Lentz's Dance Orch.
Imperial Dance Orch.
3817 Meadow Lark Fox-trot
Fox-trot .. Lou Gold's Dance Orch.
Pretty Cinderella
3821 Luckv

City,

CITIES

— Sermon

3830 Dying Gambler

With Choir.
Rev. J. M. Gates
With Choir .Rev. J. M. Gates
My Baby Is Getting My LoveComedienne, Jazz Band Accomp. ...Bessie Brown
St.
Louis Blues Comedienne, Jazz Band Accomp
Bessie Brown

— Sermon

Baptize Me^
3829 Nobody but

—

PIPE

ORGAN RECORDS

—

Pipe Organ
The Herald Angels Sing

Norbert Ludwig
Organ.
Norbert Ludwig
0162 Silent Night, Holy Night— Pipe Organ.
Norbert Ludwig
Holy Night Pipe Organ
Norbert Ludwig

0163 Adeste Fideles

Hark!

— Pipe

—

HAWAIIAN RECORD

0164 Kailima

— Duet.

Hawaiian
Guitars

Hawaiian Guitars
Waltz
Medley
Duet,

—

.

.

.

Ferera-Paaluhi

Hawaiian
Ferera-Paaluhi
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The

Starr Portable

Phonograph or

Gennett Portophone with Gennett Records
The

Starr Portable or the Gennett Portophone with Gennett Records offers
tion to launch forth on a big fall selling campaign.

an unbeatable combina-

The new Gennett releases with their timeliness, vivacity, smoothness and excellence of recording and
the smart cleancut appearance and clear far-carrying tone of both the Starr Portable and Gennett Portophone present all any dealer could desire to meet the season's selling opportunity.
These Portables may be had either under the Starr
or Gennett name plate. Colors are black, brown, red,
gray, green and blue. Light in weight, ruggedly constructed, handsomely finished, attention compelling.
Will meet the demands of the most critical.

The Gennett sales plan eliminates all possibility
dead stock and enables the dealer to have on

of
his

constant demand, the
are never being jeopardized by
movers.

shelves selections that are in
profits from which
left-overs and slow
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nique that electrical recording has produced

Important European-American Deals Have

A

Been Consummated by the Brunswick Co.
Regarding Vital Expansion for
Deals Closed Will Add Substantially to Brunswick Fame and Prestige

p. L. Deutsch, Vice-President of the

Brunswick

in

Europe

—

Brunswick

Co., Gives Details

Two

important negotiations have been consummated by the Brunswick-Balke-CoUender
Co. which will give their product wide European distribution and at the same time bring to
the Brunswick trade here one of the most comprehensive foreign language record libraries in
Europe.
It was disclosed in New York, last
week, by P. L. Deutsch, vice-president of the

the

fact

that business, in general,

of

tlie

Ger-

man

republic is of such a healthy tone, there is
no question that there will be a lively demand
there for the

Brunswick product.

Mr. Deutsch said further that as part of the

Brunswick Co. and general manager of its
music-radio division who recently returned from
abroad where he represented the company in
final conclusions
with the Deutsche Grammophon Co., at Berlin and the British Brunswick, Ltd., at London.

New York

by

B.

He was accompanied

Borschardt,

Grammophon managing

director

with the Brunswick Co.

officials

the

to

Deutsche

who

conferred
York.
The Deutsche Grammophon Co. is located in
Berlin and is the producer of records under
the trade name of "His Master's Voice" for sale
in Germany, and Polydor in Germany and other
countries, the

in

New

company having been formed

in

the United States.

further important factor in this agreement

the manufacturing and selling of the Bruns-

is

wick Panatrope and Brunswick phonographs in
Germany and Austria by the Deutsche. Gram-

mophon

Co.

The

large

and complete catalogs of the
Deutsche Grammophon Co. comprise such
famous artists as: Erica Morini, Frieda Hempel,
Alfred Piccaver, Leo Slezak, Heinrich
Schlusnus,
along with complete symphony
works of Beethoven, Mozart, Haydn, Bach,
Liszt, Wagner and others rendered by leading
orchestras and interpreted by such famous masters as Richard Strauss, Bruno Walter, Nikisch,
Otto Klemperer, Leo Blech and Furtwaengler.
The Polydor International Library is stated to
German, French, Bohemian, Slovak,
cover
Italian, Spanish, Roumanian, Scandinavian and
kindred music and is expected to form a valuable addition to the Brunswick record line
throughout America. Mr. Deutsch said that the
first matrices from the Berlin connection will
arrive shortly and that the trade service for the
Brunswick retail contingent will be established
as rapidly as possible.

The

newly formed
Brunswick-Balke-Col-

British Brunswick, Ltd., a

company,

in

which

in

the

1919 by a group of financiers and business men
there to succeed to the business of a predecessor

tender Co. has a substantial interest together
with that of British capital, will record and

company. Famous European artists and symphony orchestras are under contract to the "His
Master's Voice" catalog in Germany, while
under the Polydor label a varied repertoire of
the music of many nations is maintained, to all
of which the Brunswick Co. in America will
have access and at the same time the exclusive

manufacture in England electric records and
Brunswick Panatropes through an arrangement

made with

P. L.

Deutsch

recording and reproducing
rights of the General Electric Co. will become
available to the Deutsche Grammophon Co.
through the German General Electric Co. so
that its new recordings from now on will be
made by the "Light Ray" method and may be
expected to exhibit the same advance in tech-

dance repertoire, as well as the balance of its
catalog will be offered to the German public.

deal

The sale of Brunswick records in Germany
and other countries through the new connection may be foreseen to be along aggressive,
but sound and conservative lines and in view of

the

electrical

New York

Bankers Secure Control
of the Victor Talking Machine Co.

President E. R. Johnson Disposes of His 245,000 Shares of Stock in the Company to Speyer
Co. and J. & W. Seligman— Over $40,000,000 Involved in Deal

The largest single business transaction ever
recorded in the music trade was consummated
on Tuesday afternoon of last week, when the
control of the Victor Talking Machine Co.
passed into the hands -of the Wall Street bank-

"Influenced greatly by the condition of my
health and my consequent desire to be relieved

from business cares, I have,
option to Speyer & Co. and

dent and principal owner.
The bankers will
pay $115 a share for Mr. Johnson's stock, and
it

is

stated that the

same

offer

gether 348,863 shares of Victor

will

be

made

There are

alto-

common

stock

outstanding.
It is stated that Mr. Johnson decided to dispose of his holdings owing to the condition of

Talking Machine Co.

his health and his desire to be free from business cares. The deal will call for the payment

J.

& W.

given an

Seligman

said

common

all

or any part of their

stock holdings at not less than

him alone of $28,175,000.
Representatives of the banking syndicate and
the Victor Co., on December 7, deposited a
majority of the common stock. 245,000 shares,
with the Camden Safe Deposit and Trust Co.,
thus binding the transaction.

said price, to wit, $115 per share, the purchasers,
as stated above, to receive all dividends paid

to

or declared thereon on or after December 6, 1926,
as well as all subscription or other rights appurtenant to such stock on or after said date. The

Following the announcement of the sale of
Mr. Johnson issued the

holders of said option have agreed to make this
offer to you within fifteen days after they exercise such option, unless they make such offer
to you at an earlier date.
The purchasers have
advised me that it is their intention to preserve
the continuity of the present management and

his stock to the bankers,

following statement to the stockholders of the

company:
See second

this day,

& Co., bankers, for the purchase of all of my
holdings of common stock in the Victor Talking
Machine Co. on the basis of $115 per share, the
purchasers to receive in the event of their
exercising such option all dividends, if any, paid
or declared on or after December 6, 1926, as
well as any subscription or other rights appurtenant to such stock.
"I have stipulated in the above agreement
that if the option is exercised
the holders
thereof shall offer to purchase from all of the
other holders of common stock of the Victor

ing firms of Speyer & Co. and J. & W. Seligman, through the agreement to purchase the
24.T,000 shares of common stock in the company
held by Eldridge R. Johnson, its founder, presi-

to the minority stockholders.

&

last

page for Index of Articles of Interest in

this issue of

the Thompson Houston Co. for the
exclusive use of the electrical recording and reproducing rights which they control with the
General Electric Co. At the same time there
will also be an interchange of matrices between
the British Brunswick, Ltd.,

and the BrunswickBalke-Gollender Co. as well as between the
British
Brunswick, Ltd., and the Deutsche

Grammophon
activity

of

and

Co.

there will

in

be

the broadened field
an aggressive sales

policy.

personnel and the standard of high quality
which has been the distinguishing characteristic

company

of the

"You

since

its

earliest days.

it is not my wish
or intent to influence you in any way in any
decision you may make regarding your shares
of stock in the Victor Talking Machine Co., but

understand that

will

have been so intimately associated with the

I

management and
its

control of the company since
did not feel it fair to others
have invested their money in the enter-^

inception that

who

I

prise that I should dispose of my shares without providing that they should have an oppor-

they desire, to dispose of their shares
terms as myself."
Mr. Joh nson, a mechanic with very limited

tunity,

upon

if

at

least as favorable

means, became interested
its

early

company

days,

the

new

Camden

in

ing Victor

and

in the

phonograph

in

1894 launched his own
for the purpose of produc-

in

machines playing what were then

disc records.

ing Machine

Co.

was

In 1901 the Victor Talkincorporated and from

that day and until July, 1925, the company paid
generous dividends to its stockholders.
As
early as 1912 there were paid regular dividends
of 10 per cent and special dividends to the same
amount. In 1916, for instance, there was a 20

per

cent

regular dividend and a 60 per centRegular dividends of 40 and 45 per cent
were frequent, and in 1922 a 600 per cent stock
dividend was paid. It was not until July, 1925,
that the company found its business in such
shape that it was considered necessary to pass
a dividend.
Dividend payments were resumed,
however, on August 6 of this year.
extra.

(Continued on page 112)
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Greater Profits by

More sales

of
bring

records
success on far

more

comple'e

scale

live

retail

for

New

Exploiting
That

make

here no plea for the

are doing their very large part in bringing about

if

phonograph industry
which we are all so happy to perceive and to
Rather, it means that the way
participate in.
to a still greater and permanent success in the
future is by the road of record distribution. The
renaissance

of

the

people of this country have never been educated
to the point of becoming record enthusiasts.
This was because in the early days of talking-

I

The greatest opportunity for
machine
talking
the retail
dealer to build for permanent
success and to increase his
volume of profits lies in the
more vigorous exploitation of
the record department. Record
sales can be built up to a
volume that will bring in a

though efifective obstacles in the path of
the ingenious promoter; but if one puts aside
the question of sales resistance, which stumped
slight

Colonel Sellers, the talking machine industry
have to confess that for a long time it rode
A poputo prosperity upon a Sellerian horse.
lation growing from ninety to more than a hundred millions within a decade or so made for
deceptively large output figures. If one person
in every ten bought one machine once in a lifetime that meant ten millions of machines. And

to say,

has been badly neglected in the past and that
only as much good work be done in the future
on record sales, per individual machine owner,
as has been done in days past in placing machines all over the country, the phonograph
business will be placed upon a pedestal of prosperity from which nothing can ever pull it down.
But it is also proper to say, and to insist,
that the future foundations must be struck

machine expansion the amouni of territory to
be covered was so enormous that a very large
aggregate distribution could be had upon a very
It was rather
small individual consumption.
like the business notions of Colonel Mulberry
Sellers, who had been told that each of the
four hundred millions of Chinese had bad eyes,
and calculated that therefore they all needed
eye-water; so that the sale of one bottle of eyewater only per unit of that population would
provide millions of profit. There were indeed

steady stream of cash. Push
the records you handle.

each of those ten machine owners bought five
records per year, that meant fifty millions of
records. Which all looks very big, and is big;
but it does not reveal, until analyzed, its actual
weakness as a basis for building prosperity.
For, in truth, we began to find out in due course

if

that the difficulty lay in the

the

coming

of that day

one-machine-in-a-lifetime-and-five-

records-per-year class of the population should

be pretty well satisfied. And then the question
became one of "what to do." And it is the
to that question

sales

which

is

here given.

from whose shelves one can pick music as one
when and as often as one wants
them. It is the difference between having what
one wants when one wants it and having what
.someone else wants when someone else wants
it.
This is fundamental.
But it must once more be said that the way
to this desired permanence and prosperity is
along the road of record consumption. It is
essential to build up interest in record buying.
How this is to be done has often been told in
my own articles in this paper, as well as by
many expert merchandisers in these same columns from time to time. One principle shall
for the moment suffice. There is nothing much
to be done save by general publicity to build
up more record buying among that large part
of the public which tal^s its aesthetic pleasure
mainly through its pedal extremities; in other
words, among the dancing people.
They will
buy the latest dance records anyhow and the

way

to deal with them is to advertise
and persistently what one has of the
wares that appeal to their taste. There is, however a large and intelligent minority of music

best

steadily

lovers

only waiting to be convinced that the

modern phonograph and records are really what
they are said to be. The process of convincing
easy,

for

does what
perity

the phonograph

of

claims to do.

The

it

of

the

only one bedrock on which to
place those foundations, and that is the rock
of record consumption.
It is essential to build
up among the present and future owners of

hands of

this

talking machines an adequate interest in the
musical treasures of the record catalogs. Once
get even a strong minority of the buying public

of that neglect

deep.

There

is

into the habit of adding periodically to their
stocks of records, and the foundations of prosperity will have been struck right down to that
bedrock from which they never can be dislodged.
The phonograph and its records constitute

together an art preservative of art. They not
merely reproduce, they record. That is to say,
they give one a "library" of records, a library

to-day really
future pros-

phonograph industry
minority.

It

is

is

quite possible

and no wise dealer

^

^rosperousi 1927

Makers

of INyacco

Albums, Nyacco Radio

Sets

1907

truth

account while he is rebuilding his sales
policies upon broader and sounder and more
into

permanent foundations.

The

installation of

loud speakers in

Newark

tentment of
entire

phonographs and several

diflferent

departments of the

Westinghouse Co. has had
offsetting monotony, fostering conthe workers and brightening the

plant of the

the effect of

NEW YORK ALBUM & CARD
Established

the

and practicable;

will fail to take this

work

place.

express our appreciation of the patronage
and co-operation that we have received during
1926 and extend to the trade our wishes for

iWerrp Cljristmas

in

minority either.
And it is mainly composed
of the not-quite-so-young people.
This minority has been badly neglected.
Judicious remedy

E

0

is

not so small a

^oltbap (Greetings

23-25 Lispenard Street

in-

profils

picks books,

is

will

answer

record

Braid White

neglect of any department of phonograph selling.
I merely point out that one department

when

—

Records

The salesword of the moment is, or should
more records."
This does not mean that sales policy should
neglect the sale of the new machines, which

is

1926

the retailer a repeat business

crease

be, "sell

15,

The record dcpartment gives

dealers

By William

that

December

CO., Inc.
NEW YORK

and 'Nyacco Portable Phonographs and Radio

December

IS,

1926
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W.

H. Lynas Makes Interesting Analysis
of Status of Radio Industry in Europe
of Graham Amplion, Ltd., of London, a Visitor to This Country, Declared
That the Radio Industry Throughout Europe Is Constantly Growing in Strength

Managing Director

December

15,

1926

cently their rights to certain wave lengths because they were interfering with broadcasting
from several points in Europe. These wave
lengths were allocated to other stations and the
situation was adjusted to the complete satisfaction of all concerned.
"The output of the various broadcasting stain Europe seems to be more stabilized
than the average output of the American broadcasting stations.
Programs are maintained on
a definite, concrete basis and are not influenced
by the particular time of the day when they are
presented. At times, of course, the quality of

tions

W. H, Lynas, managing

director of

Graham

an interesting resume of the general status of
the radio industry in Europe, stating: "The
radio industry throughout Euiope is in very
healthy shape, gaining in strength and stability
at a very satisfactory rate of progress.
The
sales, of course, are nothing like the volume
in America, but the business is on a firm foundation with the sales curve on a more even and
steady plane during the active season than in
this country.
In practically all of the leading
European countries there is a steady demand
for radio products during the Fall and Winter
months which does not show the sharp increases and decreases which apparently are still
a factor in practically every section of America.
"At the present time the subject of broadcasting is receiving the attention of every member
of the radio industry in America, but in this
particular respect Europe seems to be quite
some distance ahead of the radio industry here.
As is generally known, radio broadcasting
throughout Europe is in the hands of various
Governments which receive the co-operation of
the International Broadcasting Conference. This
important and well-established association has
headquarters in Geneva and meets at frequent
intervals in the various European trade centers.
Broadcasting throughout Europe is regulated in such a way that there is absolutely no
interference with the wave lengths allocated to
the respective broadcasting stations. The wave
lengths which are assigned to the stations are
followed rigidly without complaint or protest
and there is a spirit of co-operation which is
proving of immeasurable value to every phase
For example, several
of the radio industry.
stations in ETigland voluntarily relinquished re-

Amplion, Ltd., of London, England, arrived in
this country recently on the "Berengaria" to
spend a few weeks visiting the trade here and
in Canada.
Mr. Lynas, who is making his headquarters

the

at

offices

of the

of America, expects to return to

Amplion Corp.
Europe within

the next few days and in the m.eantime

is

con-

and Lloyd
the Amplion Corp.

ferring with S. B. Trainer, president,

manager

L. Spencer, sales

of

America, regarding extensive" plans for expansion during the coming year.
Mr. Lynas, -yvho is internationally prominent
of

in

radio

heeds, no introduction to the

circles,

_

America, for he visits here
frequently and also attended the 1925 and 1926
conventions of the R. M. A. at Atlantic City,
Graham
where he was one of the speakers.
radio industry in

Amplion, Ltd., maintain wiorld-wide affiliations
which give Mr. Lynas an opportunity to keep
in close touch with radio activities throughout
Europe, Great Britain and the English Colonies.
The companies associated •with Graham, Ltd.,
in the manufacturing and marketing of Amplion
radio products are located all over the world
and comprise Alfred Graham & Co., Ltd., London, Eng., Amplion Corp. of America, New
York City; Amplion Corp. of Canada, Ltd.,
Toronto,
Canada;
Compagnie Continentale
Amplion, Brussels, Belgium; Compagnie Francaise Amplion, Paris, France; Amplion (Australasia),
Ltd., Sydney, Australia;
Etablissements Beiges Amplion, Brussels, Belgium;
Radio Presse Internationale, Brussels, Belgium;
Radio Press-Paris, Paris, France; Deutscher
Amplion Vertrieb, Frankfort-on-Main, Germany.
In a chat with The World Mr. Lynas gave

Easier

Ohis Cine

Heads

Sales

to

Greater

PROFITS

and Quicker
Larger and

—

Surer Profits foryoul
Profitable selling does not just happen. It
is the result of carefully planned and carefully carried out manufacturing and selling
plans.

CASE
'JiSb^,'

QCantwls'sJKis

A

Ready

—

CASE

advertising

reaches

8,100,000

families

your community. The CASE
merchandising plan helps you get the greatest
benefit and profit from that advertising.

many

of

A

them

Reputable Product —-A National

CASE

Radio Receivers have five years of sucperformance to their credit. They are
made in a complete range of table and console
types to fit every purse. CASE sales have grown
steadily every year
CASE dealers have made
cessful

—

more money each

CASE

for Distribution
I

Entire Library of Columbia Recordings
sented in a Most Complete Fashion

Pre-

in

Institution ivith over 500 Jobbers

No. 60C, $125

a very subover 1925 and, although there
have been no radical changes in the product itself, the industry is steadily marching forward.
I find, in this country, that the most material
changes appear in the design of the product
rather than the basic construction; and this condition is similar to the European radio industry.
It is in broadcasting primarily that Europe
shows a marked advance over America, and the
service given to the owners of radio receivers
is
steadily increasing in proportion to the
growth of the trade.
valuable feature, for instance, is the broadcasting from London at a
specified time each evening of the important
news of the day, sponsored by a group of worldfamous news associations. This resume of
news happenings is followed closely by every
owner of a radio receiver, who, regardless of his
distance from the city itself, is enabled to keep
in close touch with the news of the day. The
Government does not permit commercial broadcasting of any type whatsoever, and every program that is broadcast must receive an official
okay before it is given over the air.
"I am greatly pleased with the exceptional
progress which Amplion products have made in
America and Canada the past year, and our
sales figures are very satisfactory.
We have
plans in contemplation for 1927 which will undoubtedly prove of considerable interest to our
distributors and dealers and which will be announced by Mr. Trainer very shortly. I am
looking forward to a healthy, prosperous radio
year in 1927 with the industry showing a
stability
commensurate with its world-wide
progress of the past four years."

Columbia 1927 Catalog

Attractive low prices liberal dealer profits.
National advertising and dealer helps.

3.

Europe has shown

stantial increase

Six-tube tuned radio frequency sets of unusual performance ability.

1.

2.

No. 60B, $100

ucts throughout

Radio Receivers assure the radio dealer
and surer

easier and quicker sales with larger
profits for these three reasons:

6

programs may suffer in comparison with the
extensive repertoires of the American broadcasting stations, but there is a stability to the
output of the European stations that is proving a valuable contribution to the success of the
radio industry.
"During the past year the sale of radio prodthe

year.

Sets are manufactured by a well-estab-

lished, well-financed organization that does business on a sound, conservative basis, assuring
greatest satisfaction and profits for all con-

cerned.
Write today for complete literature and information

INDIANA MFG.

& ELECTRIC

MARION, INDIANA

CO.

The 1927 record catalog of the Columbia
Phonograph Co., New York, is just off the press
and it presents' in a most complete and wellarranged fashion the entire library of Columbia
recordings.
The. .first section of the catalog is
given over to art 4 alphabetical list of record
followed by an alphabetical index of
artists and an alphabetical index of composers,
so that the dealer can readily find a record no
titles,

matter how meager is the information presented
by the inquirer.
The next section lists and reviews the fortyfour Columbia Musical Masterwork album sets
.

with short summaries of the works and their
composers. Next follows the listing of concert
and operatic selections presented under the
name of the recording artist. In the order
named following this section are listed standard and popular records, race records, old
familiar melodies, Irish series and the educational series.
The catalog is printed on a fine
grade of paper with clear readable type and the
book is profusely illustrated with photographs
nf world-famous" Columbia artists.

December

15,
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DELIGHTED
DEALERS WITH

No. 502 Receiver, Art Console, 5-tube; coils shielded; operates from house current or batteries; space
for socket power units or batteries. Price, less accessories but including external Cone Speaker
East of Rockies

Rockies and IVest

^325

^355

Canada
3380

No. 501 Receiver, same operating unit as No. 502.
Price, less accessories without Cone Speaker
East of Rockies
Rockies and West
Canada
^180
^192. 50
#225

/ ^nd the No. foi Receiver is no exceptiorj to the excellent standards
... it is a great relief
which you have established in your other models
to dealers to be able to concentrate more firmly on the Stromberg-Carlson
line because of your new and broader scale of prices,
I anticipate a very heavy demand for these Five Tube sets^ and trust
that your production is going to be adequate enough to take care of the demand.
.

Haynes-Crifin,

We have received and installed the new
are delighted with it

and wish

to

Inc.,

New

j-tube Treasure Chest Receiver.

We

compliment the Stromberg-Carlson Co. for

(b*

Smith

Electric Co.

^

wish

to co}?2pliment

ance

and

Bloomtngton,

you on

it, i.e.,

the results obtained

the

new M.odel joi

Receiver in regard to

quality of materials, workmanships appear-

from

it.

nothing too complimentary which we can say in regard to the jot.
The only drawback which we can possibly think of is that we may not be
There

is

able to get enough of these instruments to supply our customers wants.

United M.usic Company,

York City

producing this models as we find it to be very suitable for the majority of
homes.
We intend to feature this Receiver in our sales campaign this season and
expect it to be our most popular model.

Gray^ Trimble

We

everythingconnected with

New

London, Conn.

We

have just received the new No. joi Receiver and having tested it out
will say that it is certainly a step forward in radio. We never yet have seen
when used with a Stromberg-Carlson
a set so poiverful and selective
Cone Speaker it has the finest tone we have ever heard.
We are certainly glad to have this set added to the Stromberg-Carlson
.

family and

believe it will be the biggest seller yet.

Granthafn iT Ramsey,

III.

Kaw

City,

Oklahoma

_ Influenced by the flood of public approval, Stromberg-Carlson dealers in
every section of the country are voicin g their enthusiasm over the new 5-tube
Receivers.

For these dealers are reaping increased profits from this broadened StrombergCarlson field of radio merchandise
and are enabled to concentrate more firmly
on a line which represents permanence of value.

—

Stromberg-Carlson Telephone Mfg. Co., Rochester, N. Y.
3 S

Makers of voice

transmission

^^^^ >l4d„ M.-yfW*-'*^

and voice

,

reception apparatus for

more than

thirty years.
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W.

R. Davis Appointed

graduate electrical and mechanical engineer and
has studied export conditions in both Europe
and South America. He spdaks fluently English,
Spanish, Portuguese, Italian, French and Ger-

Priess Vice-president

—

In Charge of Sales Julius V. Cremonim Named
Assistant to New Vice-President and Manager of Foreign Sales Department

The
York

New

Priess Radio Corp., 695 Broadway,
City,

of

which William H.

Priess,

the

well-known radio engineer, is the head, recently
announced the appointment of William R.

man.

new

his

association

with

Priess Radio Corp., Mr. Davis said:
"I am
extremely glad of the opportunity this new
connection affords me. We have only one unit
of sale the Priess Straight Nine
and my undivided effort can be given to it."

—

—

Announcement of the election of Ross Kenyon as treasurer of the Sleeper Radio & Aifg.
Corp., Long Island City, New York, has been
announced by Gordon C. Sleeper, president.
Mr. Kenyon practiced law for several years beentering

business

Northam- Warren
the

as

treasurer

of

the

where he served
Other officers
capacity.

Corp.,

years in this
Sleeper Co. are

Herbert

C.

Doyle,

for

of

vice-

president and George O. Castelle, secretary.

R. Davis

J.

V.

Cremonim

Awarded Victor Franchise

Davis as vice-president in charge of sales, and
Julius V. Cremonim as assistant to the new
vice-president and

manager

of the foreign sales

department.
Mr. Davis has had radio experience dating
from 1906, when he was associated with Professor Fessenden in Government experimental
work. Later he joined the forces of the Magnavox Co., where for a period of five years he
held the post of sales manager.
Julius V. Cremonim has been with the Priess
organization for some time, first in the capacity

and later as assistant
sales manager with complete charge of e.\port
sales.
As in the case of Mr. Davis, Mr.
Cremonim has a background of engineering
of

sales

David M. Isaac, of 1473 Myrtle avenue,
Brooklyn, N. Y., was recently awarded the Victor franchise and now carries a complete line
of Victor Orthophonic instruments and records.
Among the radio lines carried by Mr. Isaac are
the R. C. A., Atwater Kent, Freshman, Grebe
and Ambassador.
Victor dealers of Tacoma, Wash., made a
concerted drive to introduce to the residents of
this city the

new Orthophonic

records.

representative

training as well as sales experience.

He

is

a

The Officers Club of Fort Sam Houston, San
Antonio, Tex., has purchased one of the new
Viva-tonal Columbia phonographs from the San
Antonio Music Co.

PEERLESS

The

Inc.,

story

"The three

Peerless

—
The

— covered

are remark-

able values at $25.00
purchaser
immediately notes the difference in
quality leather and sees the added
value of these rich instruments as

—

gifts.

Write for Sample of the above and ask about our
wronderful value in the Peerless $15.00 Portable

PEERLESS ALBUM CO.
PHIL. RAVIS, President

636«638

BROADWAY, NEW YORK

in radio
Lincoln, adver-

principal

elements,

the tubes,

the

and the speaker, must v/ork in harmony for best results. This combined result
has created a new term in radio, 'harmonated
reception.'

"The average human ear can respond to
sound vibration from as low as 30 per second
to upwards of 10,000 per second, and the ordinary music range may be considered from 30
per second, which corresponds to the low notes
of an organ, to upwards of 4,000 per second.
It is very seldom, however, that a note as high
as 4,000 per second is encountered. The lowest
tone in an orchestra, for example, is that of
double bass viol, with 42 vibrations per
second, while the piccolo climbs to over 4,700.
the

"Obviously the speaker should give uniform
response throughout the entire musical range.
An effective and balanced response to all notes
in the musical scale is essential for true reproduction.
Most speakers in the past have
failed to give any satisfactory response
to
These are
vibrations under 200 per second.
the 'missing notes,' and reproducing them effectively

tinguishes

and

efficiently

the

latest

is

a

feature

development

speaker design from practicalK'
reproducers."

all

that
in

dis-

cone

other radio

ALBUMS and
PORTABLES

Brown and Blue

Portables

C.

receiver

Peerless Portable
The

L.

producing devices.
"A very important element of a receiving set
is
the reproducing device," said Mr. Lincoln.

Genuine Leather Covered

with genuine leather

by

A. D. Andrea, Inc.
In
experience in the music field,
Mr. Lincoln has made a special study of re-

—and Records too

In Black,

"missing notes"

years'

Display Albums and you will

Albums

the

related recently
tising manager of F.

sales.

sell

of

was

Get your share of the Holiday Gift money. Record Albums
make most appropriate presents and when sold create heavy
record

About

Manager of F. A. D.
Describes the Feature That Distinguishes Cone Speakers From Others
Andrea,

many

five

1926

Radio's "Missing Notes"

the

Ross Kenyon Now Treasurer
Sleeper Radio & Mfg. Corp.

W.

Interesting Facts

15,

L. C. Lincoln, Advertising

Discussing

fore

December

December

15,
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Now^s the Time
Money

gifts

at this

time of the year

and bonuses

present a very great buying power.

What
are

real serious effort

you making to get your

share,

Mr. Victor Dealer?

C. Bruno

& Son, Inc.

victor Wholesale Exclusively

351 Fourth Avenue
New York City
1834

— Over

92 Years

of

Dependable Service

to the

Music Trade

— 1926

THE TALKING MACHINE WORLD
substitute —
the end that satisfactory

10

December

to

1926

15,

The

legislation be enacted.

sponsored by the Senate places the control of radio broadcasting with a Federal Radio Commission of five members to be
created, while the White Bill sponsored by the House, to accomplish

Dill Bill

^

^

z3^ar dealers
wljolesalers-

Various other phases of the bills can easily be adjusted if
the spirit is there, and pressure by every interested party should be
brought to bear while the new Congress is in session to bring about
such an adjustment.

merce.

ofpljonograpH^
f,radiopio(tucts,

(Registered in the U.

PUBLISHED BY
President.

Brown;
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Editor
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The National Radio Co-ordinating Committee has aired its
views and made its claims and it rests now with the retail trade
itself,

Associate Editors
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Vincent D. Walsh, E. B. Munch, V'ictor
Moynahan, Royce Cody. A. J. Nicklin
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Republic Building, 209 So. State Street, Chicago,
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Boston: John H. Wilson, 324 Washington Street.
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The Talking Machine World has regular correspondents located in all of the principal

legislation that will provide

who

be expected

radio receivers and to the other millions

who may

already

may

be that during the short session of Congress, with
things of importance to come up before that body, there

It

many
may not be

the time to iron out differences relative to

legislation.

In such an event

the public to urge that
Western Division:

close touch with the public,

own
the

Manager

Circulation

of Congress

proper control of the air as a protection to the millions
to buy.

Business Manager

and in such
some type of

so vitally interested

demand

to

SPILLANE,

B.

LEE ROBINSON,
Frank L. AVERY,
Trade

Patent Office)

EDWARD LYMAN

Bill;

J.

RAY

S.

Vice-Presidents,

Bill;

Treasurer,

same end, places radio control with the Department of Com-

the

pmanufacham

permanent
would be well for the trade and
some temporary or emergency legislation
it

be enacted that will grant desired relief until such time as the
bill can be passed.
The importance of the matter cannot

permanent

be overemphasized.
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those

who

Not

the Market,

That Fails

are fond of declaring that the buying

power
and that the growth
of instalment buying has served to deplete the present and future
cash resources of the nation, there is little comfort in the Government report to the effect that there is at present something in excess
of $50,000,000,000 on deposit in the banks of the countr\-, of which
approximately half represents deposits in savings banks.
of the

estimated,

New York

NEW YORK, DECEMBER

OR

•L

American public has been

The important

2642-3-4-5-6-7-8 Vanderbilt

Long Distance Telephones

17

the Efiort,

thing

is

curtailed,

that these deposits are earning,

some $800,000,000 a year

in interest, part of

it

which

is

re-

mains in the banks, but a very substantial proportion, including that
accumulated in Christmas funds, is put back into circulation through

1926

the

medium

of general purchases. Regarding industrial conditions,
Government reports them to be altogether satisfactory, with
practicall}- no unemployment and with most industries on a fullthe

Out

Straightening

Air Tangle

the

confusion
which has followed the decision of the
THE
the DepartFederal courts some months
the

production schedule.

ment of Commerce did not have power under existing statutes to
regulate the operation of radio broadcasting stations and to specify
the wave lengths upon which such stations can operate, has resulted
in strong pressure being brought upon the Congress which is now

the country, and the problem that

in the air

in session in \^''ashington to pass
it

designed to regulate radio

aroused national

one or the other of the

traffic

in

the

The

air.

bills

before

subject has

moment

the remed}-

to regulate this air traffic to an extent
is

by injunction, but

admittedly only temporary and does not extend far

enough to grant protection to non-protesting stations, which suffer
from the operation of others who have entered the field or have
seen fit to move about on the limited wave band.
The situation is one in which the manufacturer and retailer of
radio apparatus are deeply concerned, for present and prospective
radio fans are beginning to

show

a distinct reaction as a result of

the confusion in radio programs.
in or

In

many

localities,

particularly

near the larger centers where numerous stations operate,

requires a receiver

whether

much more

ing the conditions in the broadcasting

scheme of

broadcasting

is

practice.

in

to be a part of

it

The

our present-day

must be protected in its efforts and
undue interference to what is put on the air.

things, the public

desires to listen without

time for the industry as well as for the public to insist
that the conference committee smooth out its differences and so
It is

reconcile the provisions of the

some other

line

of business,

is

not

volume of competition from all directions. In short, there is plentv
of money in the hands of the American people to be spent, but there
seems to be a host of energetic salesmen after each dollar. The
the printed
tact

which

itself

word

into

first-class

salesmanship, both through

that creates the desire,

and through personal con-

crystallizes the desire into the actual purchase.

Assuming that many millions of dollars are to be spent within
month or so in holiday and post-holiday buying, it is not
sufficient for the dealer to sit quietly by and wait for some of those

the next

walk into his store. There are too many other dealers by
the wayside to interfere with the parade. The buying power of the
dollars to

countr}' so far as the individual retailer

on his ability
end.

to control a

is

concerned rests entirelv

proper share of that power to his
will alwavs be here.

own

For the laggard hard times

Authoritative Information

White and

jV/f

Dill bills

—or

provide a

Is

Important

ANUFACTURERS

in the talking machine and radio indusseek to branch out into foreign fields on a serious
basis have no occasion to go pioneering in the broad sense of the
word or to depend upon advice and information of doubtful value

^

tries

who

from sources

of the air" sounds very fine as a slogan, and

that, if radio

or

the continued prosperity of

faced by the average retailer,

it

field.

appears well in print, but does not work out
is

field

is

selective than the average to enable

programs clearly and without interference.
The result is that owners of receivers are making loud complaints
to dealers about trouble in operating their sets, and numerous reports are on record of prospective customers who hesitate to buy
because of what their friends tell them and what they read regard-

point

music

reflect

that of facing a failing market, but of meeting a steadily increasing

the listener-in to get his

"Freedom

in the

matter resolves

interest.

Local court actions in Chicago and elsewhere have served for
the

These Federal statements

effect that

ago, to

ill

equipped to render any real service to the exporter.

The American manufacturers collectively have be"en and are
supporting at a cost of some $3,000,000 annually a foreign trade
promotion service as a part of the Department of Commerce that
has proved its value by producing directly and through its own
volume of business annually that is manv times in excess
The Bureau of Foreign and Domestic
Commerce stands ready upon request to make surveys of definite
efforts a

of the cost of the work.

foreign fields for domestic manufacturers, supply information that

Columbia
Announces
The third of a series

2pages facing
in color
in

THE s/rrui(pAY
EVENING POST

This Advertisement Appears in

THE

1=

Viva-tonal Columbia

Model 710

.

.

.

$175

Brown
Mahogany)
Model 700
$160
(Two -Tone Walnut)
(Decorated

.

—

—

SATURDAY EVENING POST Dec. 4"

This one

finest gift

Christmas

this

overshadows

THEphonograph —Columbia

greater than
the successor to the

Viva-tonal

a

it is

beauty of all the music of all
the world
All that music is today, theVivatonal Columbia is
and it is yours

is

phonograph. Not only does it do all that
any phonograph ever could do, but it vastly
increases the entire range and volume of musical and vocal reproduction.

The deepest bass

notes,

so

essential

clarity

volume

Make

in

— but

all

—

their

this

sure that

it

—

is

a gift that will give of

itself.

Never before has

been possible to give
such a gift as the Viva-tonal Columbia.
It is a gift that, above all others, gives

not only startling

not o?ily absolute truth

— tor

enjoyment.
supreme test of the merit
of your one most important gift
be
to give

dance tempo, but formerly not audible in
phonograph music, are now accentuated as
the coniposer meant them to be. Great symphonies may be heard with full appreciation
of every nuance of orchestral rendition. Not
only magnificent

the rest

all

of

itself,

it

time of delight to those

the

\4\

//5

lavishly, untiringly, affording a life-

who

possess

it.

The dealer who is to demonstrate the Fiva-tonal Columbia to you may be identified by his display of the Columbia trade-mark.
If more convenient, write to us for descriptive booklet and let us tell you the name of your nearest Columbia dealer.

Columbia Phonograph Company, 1819 Broadway,

COLUMBIA
Viva-tonal Recording,
The epoch-making

NEW

mil''

RECORDS

the electric records without scratch

'

Columbia New Process Records is
by the Columbia Phonograph Company through arrangement with the

Western

Electric

invited tb hear and test such
Columbia New Process electrical recordings as
the Berlioz Symphonie Fantastique, Tschai-

public

PROCESS

electrical process of recording used in

offered to the public

The

New York

is

kowsky's "1812" Overture; Schubert's Unfinished Symphony and Beethoven's Ninth
Symphony, all splendid examples of the amaz-

Company

ing brilliance, smooth surface, volume, and
tone-quality now available through the electric
recording process. Any Columbia dealer wdl
gladly play these, as well as the latest popular
dance and vocal numbers. Look for the familiar Columbia trade mark.

Columbia

Consider each model of the Viva-tonal
Columbia as a piece of furniture
force yourself to forget its musical ca-

—

— and

you will appreciate its
and appropriateness. Study
details and you xsill find excellence

pacity

dignity
its

of workmanship happily associated
with convenience of desipt.

—

COLUMBIA
HE HOLIDAY SEASON

al-

ways brings good business to
the phonograph and record trade
but there never was a better time to
offer the Viva-tonal Columbia and
Columbia New Process Records, reelectrically.
corded the new way
The whole country has re-awakened
to a complete appreciation of homemusic and the market for Columbia
products is ready. Reach out for it.

—

—

It

belongs to

YOU.

COLUMBIA PHONOGRAPH COMPANY
1819 Broadway

New York

December
is

15,
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authentic and the resuU of careful and expert research, and pro-

vide

lists

;iiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii:

of prospective customers that, properly used, are of incal-

him who has

culable value to the would-be exporter, as well as to

already had experience in the

field.

wishes for a SUerry Ghristmas

possibilities in their respective districts

— information

once forwarded to those in the United States to

that

is

may

be expected to be of interest.

^llUlllllllilllllll hl liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiH^

it

with the product and its handling, with the result that the profits
have been worth while. This is a situation that makes for permanence of the industry.
If Congress manages in some way or another to clear up the

more elaborate than the average
appreciates and may be had by the interested manufac-

This information service
individual

whom

is

far

turers either entirely without charge or at a cost that

may

be con-

compared with the expense that would attach
Information
to similar work carried on under his own direction.
province
of the
the
come
within
advice
export
matters
and
on
their
out
expert and manufacturers who contemplate broadening
distribution to embrace foreign fields would do well to keep in touch
with the Government bureaus, or someone equally qualified to give
information, rather than to make false moves upon information
simply rehashed from Government reports.
Securing general information upon export matters is not a
matter of mystery. A letter or two to the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce in Washington will do the trick.

broadcasting situation there

sidered infinitesimal

will continue

the end of the year only a fortnight off,
in the

who

tailer

appreciates the dangers of inflation and then deflation

boom

the absence of a

is

Keeping

A LIVE

mailing

to

how

really

members
be admitted that some
first

not to be regretted.

Mailing List Alive

the

one of the most valuable assets of the

is

list

talking machine dealer in the building

his

it

enables

him

to

up of a record business
keep his prospects and

customers constantly informed regarding the new musical ofTermake them interested in their phonographs. The

ings calculated to

possible

mailing
stantly

good 1926

of the phonograph and radio trade.

has been to the

issued before the

is

factor in the business

itself.

Nineteen hundred and twenty-six has not been in any sense a
boom year, but it has been a most substantial one, and for the re-

holiday trade to cast up the year's

accounts in some measure and find out just

is

it

every reason to believe that radio

now found

world, for the industry has

Closing the Books for Nineteen Twenty-six
without calling a halt

is

a distinctly important

to be

of large proportions, for

WITH

and a

(Xew &ear of Prosperity and happiness.

designed to give the inquiring foreigner first-hand information of products made in this country that he may desire or
can use. These offices also transmit to headquarters information
at

industry best

offices that the

literature

market

all our friends in the

cJ^o

bureau maintains in the leading trade centers throughout the world keep on file catalogs of
American manufactured products, trade publications and other

The well-manned

as to

11

those

It

list,

up

however,

is

of greatest value only

to date, for circular

who have moved away

matter sent

or passed on

when

it

means

that

is

kept con-

addresses of

to the old

much wasted

postage and wasted effort.

of the seemingly optimistic statements

Checking up on the mailing

of the year have been discounted to a greater

an embarrassing process

if

list

at

regular intervals

is

not

the dealer takes advantage of the offei

or less degree by actual occurrences, but taking everything as a
whole we are rounding out a year that has been recognized as

than the same work could be done by the members of his own

productive of a staple volume of business, and there

organization.

is

of the postoffice to do that checking for

every pros-

improve materially as months go by.
Talking machine dealers for the most part have been in a peculiar position for most of the year. The public responded nobly to the
appeal of the new types of instruments and new records, and the
pect that the situation will

how

An

and

selling

this

at a cost

month

it

much lower
is

explained

It is

worth earnest con-

who do even a
by mail.

fair proportion ol

Outstanding Business Transaction

OF

tremendous interest and importance to the entire business
world and the talking machine trade in particular was the
announcement on December 7 of the sale by President E. R. John-'
son, of the Victor Talking Machine Co., of the control of that
company to the New York banking firms of Speyer & Co. and'
J. & W. Seligman, through a deal which when completed will
call for the payment of $40,000,000 or more.
Need it be said that

For the most part it has been a seller's market, which has its good
its bad ones, and the condition will likely exist for the

points and

new year

The World

in

checking can be secured.

sideration on the part of those

has been of quite substantial proportions, and as stocks become
increasingly available this volume should grow in like proportion.

part of the

this official

their solicitation

question has been one of obtaining adequate supplies of desirable
models rather than that of developing prospects. For the dealers
who have worked consistently and intelligently, the business volume

first

Elsewhere

him

at least.

field there has been a noticeable settling down and
and a lack of the excitement that marked the first few
It has requfred more intensive selling on
years of the business.
the part of dealers as a rule, but the sales have been worth while

Victor Co. will be awaited eagerly by the industry and especially

and the dealers have had the advantage of being better acquainted

that large part of

In the radio

the final transfer of control

stabilization,

Further announcements as
it

came

as a surprise to the industry.

to the future policies

and plans of the

closely affiliated with Victor activities.

Albums

National Record

are

Good Albums
Nationally known because they
give real satisfaction.

They

require less selling ef¥ort.
to contain all makes of
records including Edison.

Made
disc

Write for our
styles

NEW PORTABLE ALBUM

NATIONAL PUBLISHING

CO.,

239

S.

American

St.,

list

of 1926

and prices
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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Cheap Credit Causes Collection Troubles
Landau's Have Solved the Secret of Successful Instalment Merchandising—A Simple and Effective Credit Plan Reduces Risk
Cheap credit and a too long lapse in following
up delinquent accounts are the primary causes
of collection troubles.
This is the theory of
Landau's, who operate three* of the most successful music and jewelry stores in the anthracite coal region of Pennsylvania. That this
line of reasoning has merit is indicated
by the
poor accounts on the books of

that

fact

reach

finally

of

the

the

plan

of

department and

credit

manager informs

credit

the patron once

the

more

payment.

This may seem like a trivial point, but it
has proved of the utmost importance.
First,
repeated mention of the necessity of making

payments

in

room

the store leaves no

understanding on

this

for mis-

matter in the mind of the
customer.
Second the importance of making
the payments when due is hammered home.
Third, semi-monthly visits to the store by each
of the customers has a remarkable effect on

firm are estimated to be less than one-fourth
1 percent.
And this in spite of the fact that
at the present time the Wilkes-Barre Landau's
store has 8,700 open accounts; the -Hazleton
of

store boasts approximately 5,000 accounts, and

this

Thus the people come

sales.

in

contact with

LANDAU'S HAZLETON STORE

DAILY REPORT
ADDRESS

NAME

DATE

FOLIO

LEASE
NO.

2439

SHEET NO
REC. ON
ACCOUNT

ARTICLE

RETURNED

count

in a

bear

close

OF SALE

usually will

some

are

smcere and do clean up the account, but many
are chronic instalment buyers and use the same
tactics everywhere without regard to their
ability to pay as provided for in the contract.
In
other words, there are many people who overbuy, especially when credit is too easy.
On the other hand, the customer who states
definitely that she can only pay so much down

and so much when each instalment
refuses

to

larger

down

usually

is

permit
a

herself

to

be

is

due and

talked

into

payment and shorter terms,
good credit risk, for the reason

that this type of patron has analyzed her ability to carry the financial burden.

In spite of all precautions, however. Landau's
not infallible and occasionally a customer

AfciOUNT

Arl:c!e

month or two anyway,"
watching. Of course,

are

deliberately moves away without leaving behind her new address. For following up these
"skips" Landau's utilizes the services of a man

who

down

traces

man

This

"skips."

has the

He

use of a small automobile.

also follows up
deliveries to see that satisfaction between cus-

tomer and store is maintained; he makes
necessary repairs; delivers an instrument himself when necessary even late at night, and

works on the floor.
and has proved invaluable
also
Check? Drawn
Peru- Cj^h Balance

I

this

day

will

A

Bank Balance

The "Daily Report" That Has
the

.^,000

establishment there are about
names on the books.
A Difficult Territory for Credit

And

achievement has been realized

this

in

from the standpoint of
credit and instalment selling that are far from
ideal. First, as has been mentioned, the Landau
stores are in the heart of the coal mining section of the State.
Second, a year ago one of
the worst strikes among miners in history was
the face of conditions

experienced, people spent

all

their savings

for

went into debt, the music store
being compelled to wait for its money. Third,
the bulk of the people are foreign-born and
necessities and

methods of collecting are out of the
question. Another factor that makes Landau's
record remarkable and which should be of wide
the usual

among

who

experiencing
collection troubles is that never in the years
that the firm has been doing business has a
interest

dealers

are

been used.
Simple but Effective Credit Plan
Landau's credit and collection plan is the
No exessence of simplicity and economy.
The
pensive and involved system is used.
collector

success of the firm in its credit operations is
due entirely to the fact that a constant study
of the customers is being made, both for the

purpose of bettering the sales efforts at each
store

and to

facilitate

the

work

Here is a practical
department.
the working of the plan:

of the credit

example

of

A

customer enters the store and the salesproceeds to sell her a talking machine
or other instrument. As soon as the negotiations have reached the point where the sale
"Madam, I
is a certainty the salesman says:
would like to call your attention to the fact
that Landau's do not employ collectors and it
is necessary for customers to make their pay-

man

ments

in

the store."

The customer

is

then turned over to the
O. K.'s the contract and

store manager, who
again calls attention to
lectors

are

be made

in

Bookkeeping at Landau's Store
stock, which is always attractively displayed, and many sales are made that otherwise
would never materialize. Fourth, frequent visits
of patrons enable salesmen to gain and hold
the good will of the people to whom they have
sold merchandise. Fifth, the firm and the lines
handled are constantly in the minds of the cus-

Simplified

Pittston

the fact that no col-

employed and all payments must
Customer and contract
the store.

the

name, address,

city.

contains

of

date

The

terms

purchased and amount of
in bold black letters is
"Your payment on your lease is
able at our store on date herein
articles

neath this

The

of the

inside

purchase,

of

cover
lease,

purchase. Bethe message:

due and payspecified."

inside back

cover of the booklet bears
the title, "Some Don'ts for Customers."
Here
are the "don'ts"; "Donl miss your payments;
Don't pay money on our account to a stranger
unless he can show you a card with your name

and number, which is
and the
balance.
There are impostors around always;
Don't miss a chance to visit our store, for
new goods keep constantly coming in; Don't
forget to notify us if your receipt book is lost
or stolen, so that a new one can immediately
be made out for you; Don't fail to report any
inattention of our employes or dissatisfaction
with any goods, for we aim to do our verybest to please you, and, above all; Don't fail
to see the manager; for he'll make good."
Analyzing Credit Risks
Landau's have made a study of the various
types of prospective customers with a view
to determining their value as credit risks. They
have discovered, to give a concrete e.xample,
that the customer who makes the down pay-

ment asked, or who requests that the first
payment be very small and agrees without question to semi-monthly payments of $10, and
breezily announces that "I'll clean up the ac-

man
good

is

of customers.
brief statement

A

arrears.

coming within

a reasonable time, action is immediately started to repossess the instrument.
During strikes and sickness of the wage-earner
of the family leniency is exercised in the credit
department. This promotes good will.

A

tomers.

A Few Don'ts for Customers
Each instalment customer is supplied with a
receipt book, in which are entered the payments
made. The front cover of this handy booklet
contains the account number of the patron,

a contact

in retaining the

is sent out to a customer
few days only are permitted to
elapse before the sending out of this statement. If no statement is forthcoming three
letters are mailed to the customer at intervals
of a few days each. When no payment is forth-

in

at

He

Simple Daily Report

All of Landau's operations have been reduced
to the last

on

this

three
this

word

in simplicity.

The

page show the daily report
stores

of

this

As

firm.

type of daily report

illustrations
in use at the

is

will be seen,
complete, giving

store at the end of the day an accurate
record of the transactions made, including sales,
This
e.xpenditures and payments on account.

the

daily report is on ledger size paper and is
operated on the loose-leaf system.
On the back of the daily report are ruled
spaces one to list the checks drawn during the
day; another to itemize petty cash expenditures
and a third for a summary of cash sales. The
"Summary of Cash Sales" space lists the types
Talking
of merchandise handled, as follows:
machines, musical merchandise, pianos, sheet

—

music and music
this simple plan

rolls, bicycles and jewelry.
By
Landau's have a complete daily

report of the business transactions of the store
it enables the management to analyze con-

and

ditions.
There is nothing involved about the
system and it is complete, considerations that
should commend it to all talking machine dealers who are seeking to improve their accountancy methods.

Featuring Stromberg-Garlson
Trimble & Smith Elec. Co^
Stromberg-Garlson radio dealer of
Bloomington, 111., is featuring the new five-tube
receiver and the new line of radio accessories
that have been introduced by the StrombergGarlson Co. Attractive interior display, windows and other publicity are drawing attention

The

Gray,

authorized

to the line.

c
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For Your Protection!
Dealers Qet Every Inquiry
A

dealer contract means just what it says. When
grant an exclusive territory, it is exclusive. Every
inquiry from that territory is referred to you. Every lead is
given to you promptly.

"KING"

Plus this adequate guarantee of territorial rights,

d^x. we

All this

is

1

we offer you:

A

thoroughly good line of band instruments and saxophones. You know "King" quality.

2 Intensive, persistent advertising. National magazines and
"class" publications carry the "King" story to your customers every month.

made certain by the system pictured above.
we receive (except those from our dealers) is

Every letter
checked against our master maps. Signals are attached to
the letters showing territory and dealer's name. Then we

3

Maximum

make

4

An adequate financing plan for the handling of time-paper.

sure that that inquiry, or that bit of information, is
passed on at once. For time is of importance if the dealer
is to realize full benefit from the lead so referred.

Direct mail campaigns, display
material, forceful catalogs, imprinted literature ^these are
just a part of the "King"- planned co-operative selling

5 Intelligent co-operation.

Absolute protection, made sure by "King" methods, means

more

discounts.

profit for you.

—

service.

Every feature you seek is offered
Many good
mutual

territories are still

to

open.

profit suggests a discussion of

THE

H. N.

5215-82

you

in the "King*' dealership contract

Each week makes that number

your territory now.

WHITE CO.

Superior Avenue

CLEVELAND, OHIO
Makers

of

May

<we

less.

Our

have that opportunity?

—
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Ads

Co-operative

Score Over Sales Resistance
How

G. M. Jensen, Brunswick Branch Manager,
Buffalo, Created Demand by Advertising Drive

Spencer deand brings
out the value to retailers of taking advantage of opportunities of tying up with campaigns staged by manufacturers and wholesalers Editor.]
Co-operative advertising participated in by

[The accompanying

scribes

the

effect

of

by Eleanor C.

article

co-operative

advertising

manufacturers during the past year has assumed
growing importance as a means of sales promotion and building prestige for the dealers and

talking machine dealers, wholesalers and

He

determined he would elaborate
which usually came in one
or two-column strips, so in the evenings at.
home he drew up several layouts for page newspaper advertising, and balanced a dealer tie-up
with the factory advertisement. He explained
to the dealers the advantag"e of this opportunity to take part in a page newspaper adveradvertising.

on

this advertising,

them publicity and-prestige that
could not be gained any other way for so reasonable a price. His campaign was successful

tisement, giving

from the
sults, and

start.

Mr. Jensen was certain of

re-

was transmitted to his
dealer patrons, so that the enthusiasm became
spread throughout the Brunswick trade of his
territory, which covers western New York and
his confidence

northern Pennsylvania.

placed in charge of the district, determined to
put Brunswick before the public of his territory.

Results were immediate. He carried his idea to
Niagara Falls, Elmira, Ithaca and Jamestown,
and in every instance the dealers were so
greatly pleased that the page co-operative
advertising of Brunswick dealers in these communities has been established as a permanent
institution.

The copy is timely and has bearing on some
current news. If a Brunswick artist is appearing in the city the fact is featured in the advertising copy,
which emphasizes r^ecords.
A
greater portion of the Summer copy featured
Brunswick dance records.
Pleased as Sales Increase
"The dealers of this territory are greatly
pleased with results of the co-operative adver'

the aid of the manufacturer or wholesaler, have

been able

products to the public
in a manner so impressive that sales have been
to present their

noticeably
limited

Many

increased.

means

advertising, in

prevent
this

dealers,

extensive

manner

get

whose

newspaper

the benefit

of

page and double-page spreads in the newspapers at nominal cost. Co-operative advertising is good for the dealer and it is good for the
wholesaler and manufacturer.
It
stimulates
business all along the line and it is the type of
help that farsighted manufacturers are placing
at the disposal of the merchants who handle
their lines.

A

co-operative campaign that has been markedly successful and which demonstrates the

value of this

method

of sales

promotion

that

is

staged by George M. Jensen, manager of the
Buffalo branch of the Brunswick Co.

Working on an Advertising Appropriation
Mr. Jensen was allowed so much for factory

which we have conducted so far," Mr.
Jensen said.
"It has brought them excellent
immediate results. For our distributing office
it
has been more than satisfactory.
The net
returns have gone vastly beyond my fondest
expectations.
I am more fully convinced than
ever that the best results can be obtained
through teamwork. The development of our
page advertising is only the beginning of the
tising

most

constructive

advertising

campaign

ever

conducted by the company.

"The
fold.

showed

it

gust,

increase

9.3

June

April;

of

of

May

sales

showed

twenty-five-cycle electric current, was released
Buffalo during the forepart of October.
This electric current is prevalent in the resi-

in

and scores of buyers
were waiting for this instrument to be placed
on the market. They were placed in homes as
rapidly as they were shipped to the city, and
the October increase in net profits went towering over any percentage of the preceding five
months.
Broadcast Brunswick Records
Mr. Jensen has not confined his efforts only
newspaper advertising in exploiting the
to
He has
Brunswick instrument and records.
arranged with Jamestown's leading broadcasting station to set aside a Brunswick dinner
hour each Thursday, when the new Brunswick
releases are played on the Panatrope, which
was loaned the station in exchange for its
courtesy to the distributor. In announcing the
new releases the names of the Brunswick
dealers in the city are given as sponsors of the

The

program.

greater volume of busia

desire to

dealers and Mr. Jensen

all

buy

printed word.

in

the

Second,

to tie in their activities

with national advertising, we are definitely sure
of their more effective co-operation in a merchandising way."
Monthly Sales Gains in Slow Season
Proof of results of the Summer campaign

9«e
Established l872

:::::::=;==

EiqheHoAttainmtnt in

has

this

releases.

The broadcasting

station has received

from listeners-in commending it
for allowing them to hear these new recordings.
When a Brunswick artist appears in Jamestown,

many

letters

almost without exception he gives a concert or
recital at the broadcasting station, and comparisons are made over the radio with his record
on the Panatrope. These tests always bring
results

and there are often requests for repeat
Setting an

Example

Brunswick Co. declare that
Mr. Jensen is setting an example for many
phonograph distributors. His enthusiasm, intelligent effort and hard work have won the
admiration and commendation of his employers
who have suggested some of Mr. Jensen's methods of advertising and exploitation to other
Brunswick men throughout the country.
Officials

Illustration

of

at

the

top

of page through courtesy of "Bruns-

wick Pacc-Maker."

oMuncal OVorth

STARR PIANO COMPANY
Ridimond..
v

agree

been exceptionally effective in
creating new Brunswick record customers as
well as stimulating old customers to buy new
that

STARR PHONOGRAPHS
GENNETT RECORDS
the

the

with September,
which obviously is explained through the fact
that the Panatrope Model P-1, operating on a
increase

greatest

STARR PIANOS
Represent

sales

cent

increase

October
compared

30 per cent.

per

performances.

has been twohas brought more buyers to the

resulting in a
ness through creating
consumer through the
by encouraging dealers

decline.

a

over
over May
was 43 per cent; July increase over June,
7.7
per cent; August increase over July,
and September over Aucent,
12.1
per
those

an

effect of the advertising

First,

dealers,

which ordinarily show

dential sections of the city

Immediate Results
The experiment was tried out in Buffalo
early in May, shortly after Mr. Jensen was

George M. Jensen
the lines they handle. There is no doubt about
it, by
combining their efforts the dealers, with

can be found in the following month-to-month
comparisons, showing a percentage increase in
sales each month of the warm weather season

Indiana

December

15,
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MUSIC

nOO(Ffor aName

At the

Nothing to buy* No obligation
of any kind*
Send in one or as many suggestions as you desire. Here is
your chance to win $1000

appears the

left

a series of adver-

first of

tisements that
over

We

A

Hints to Help You

The

week

January

January

2,

29, 1927.

contest

prize

will

attention

the

focus

run in

each

beginning
1927, to

Vv^ill

Metropolitan

fifty

newspapers

Our product is known as Majestic "B" Current supply with a slogan, "delivers pure,
direct current from your light socket."
believe the name and slogan can be imcash prize of $1000.00 will be paid the person
proved.
sending us the best suggestions for a name and slogan— with
a short letter giving reasons for selection. Duplicate prize
awarded in case of tie.

of

millions of radio fans on

our product and possibly

you dealers may also be
interested

a

in

name and

suggesting
a slogan.

This contest will doubt-

Keep the name Majestic. Originate a new and better word or phrase for
"B Current Supply," also an appropriate slogan.
The Majestic
1 vastly improves radio reception, contains no
acids or liquids and voltage can be accurately adjusted to meet varying
conditions in every city and on any set. Some of its advantages
should be brought out in the new name and slogan you suggest.
If you have not already heard a radio set using a "Majestic" go to
your dealer for a demonstration. It will be a new experience for you in
radio reception. It may also give you the inspiration for a name and
slogan that will bring you $1000.00. Dealer will be glad to show you
the Majestic and do everything he can to help you win prize.

Contest closes at midnight January 29, 1927. Award of judges will
be published in this paper about February 15th. Address all letters to
Contest Manager, care of

GRIGSBY- GRUNOW- HINDS
4584 ARMITAGE AVE

Dealers

less,

mean a tremendous

public

interest

"B"

Majestic

in

Current

your show win-

dow and

attract

tion to your store.
will profit

sales

our

Display the de-

Supply.
vice

in

atten-

You

from increased

and the prestige

of

an article that gives entire

satisfaction.

CQ

CHICAGO-ILL
Contest Manager, care of Qrigshy'Qrunow-Vlinds Co.
4584 Armitage Avenue, Chicago, Illinois
1

submit for name.

MAJESTIC-

For Slogan

Name-

Address.
[Use

If

this

form or one

similar]

you have not secured from your jobber counter

play cards and

window

dis-

streamers, write or telegraph us.

GRIGSBY-GRUNOW-HINDS CO.
4558 Armitage Avenue

Chicago., Illinois

—

!

—
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Goggan's Idea Exchange Plan Aids Selling
Increases Efficiency of the Sales Organization by Discussions of

Problems and Exchange

of Ideas at

By
After
in

lies

the ultimate success of a product

all,

distribution

its

manufacturer
earth

the

to

may

to

the

consumer.

A

search to the far corners of

obtain

the

finest

material

for

his

The jobber may use every effort
within his means to give better deliveries and
The retailer may have a fine
better terms.
store, and he may trim his windows in the most
attractive manner while at the same time he ties
product.

with effective advertising. But
unless the salesmen have the knowledge and
ability to work effectively the money spent to
get people into the store will be largely wasted.
A short time ago a business bureau made a
survey among retail salesmen to determine the
weak points in this part of merchandising.
When all the reports had been turned in, it

up

Regular Meetings of Staff

B. C. Reber

force as can be brought together.

I

have used

great care in selecting the various employes in
our talking machine department and I believe
that I can positively say that they will rank well
with any other sales force in the country.

"We have taken up the task of training this
group of people to become expert sales people.

among

of initiative
less

volume

retail stores.

may, there are quite a number
of retail merchants who have not waited for
They have
surveys to disclose their faults.
studied their individual problems and have apThese merplied methods to remedy faults.
chants stand out from the general average a-

Be

the

that as

silver

from the

it

dollar
franc.

in

this

these merchants

be classed the store of Thos. Goggan &
W. Edgar Parker,
San Antonio, Tex.
manager of the radio and phonograph departments, tells how they have eliminated these

may

Bro.,

faults in their sales forces

and shows how the

business has been materially benefited.

Exchange of Ideas Helps Salesmen
"Probably the greatest help in retail selling,"
Mr. Parker explained, "is in the exchange of
ideas.
No one person will look at a problem
from the same angle that another will see it;
and it is because of this fact that new methods
are brought out and new means created for
selling more
merchandise and rendering a
greater service to the customer.
"We have what we consider as good a sales

a

us it is more than a cabinet with a spring,
motor and a peg for holding a round disc.

the

how

tells

sales

and

conducted

the

been

"Then we have meetings when we

ef-

It is

some-

That's

call

discuss the

one of the
on a prospect for a

are weak.

If

phonograph and fails to make the sale we may
have him get up and tell us what he said. Then
we will criticize his sales canvass and determine what should have been done. Or, if he
has made a good sale, we may have him tell

is

machine

we

salesmen goes out to

of

talking

sive

One

entertainment.

entertains.

to less than a cent a day.

points in which

food for thought in
this article for every progres-

There

it

a strong selling point.

the salesmen has
increased as a result.

ficiency

amount

will

meetings are

how

of

will educate as

thing which will while away a weary evening.
It can be used by both old and young with
equal enjoyment.
It has a long life, and the
initial investment can be spread out so that
before it is of no further use the actual cost

accompanying article
W. Edgar Parker, manager of
the talking machine and radio
department of Thos. Goggan
& Bro., San Antonio, Tex.,

In

instrument

an

is

which

dealer.

how he

did

it

so others

may

benefit.

Higher-Priced Units of Sale

"We

country stands apart

And among

To
It

his displays

was found that inattention and lack
were almost wholly the cause of

oughly discussed; and there is not a person in
the department who is in a position to handle
sales but who can talk intelligently on any
record we have in stock.
"We take the phonograph and analyze it.

We

have selected them because of their personality, their neat appearance, their references
and their general impressions. We hold regular
sales
meetings in which we conduct sales
schools.
We will take one item like a new
record or a package of needles and give one or
more meetings to that individual item until we
have conquered it. If it is a new record that
has just arrived, we endeavor to find out why
such a record has been made, who wrote the
musical score and whose orchestra or band
a musical comedy we learn of
a part and get a brief summary
of the play itself so we can better appreciate
"If

it

is

from
is

it

have shown a constant increase in busiand we are gradually going into the better

grade of merchandise. By that I mean that the
majority of our sales are now in the better machines, rather than a large volume made up of
We teach the cussales of cheaper models.

We

tomer

point out the
to appreciate the best.
pride in possessing a machine that ranks with
emphasize the
the best that can be had.
value of having a machine that will interpret
the tone quality and reproduce it just as the

We

artists

would give

it

in person.

"We

plays the music.

what play

ness,

and understand the music and the words which
accompany it. Each record of this kind is thor-

teach the value of music in the home
the educational value to the growing children.
point out the simplicity of operation of a
phonograph and the large variety of entertainment that may be enjoyed on one of these

We

machines. We stress the importance of some
kind of entertainment in every household.
show how more happiness and contentment is
to be found in homes with music.

We

More Than a
for

Million Sales

WESTON

Radio Plug

comes the Weston Convertible "Pin'Jack"
Voltmeter
tising is appearing during the radio season in

SATURDAY EVENING

POST, reachthe
ing millions of potential customers who
already know the quality of Weston
products. ^[This "Pin- Jack" Voltmeter
and High Range Stand is the most
practical double-purpose voltmeter
ever offered to the radio pubIt

insures intelligent radio
operation, set performance, set satisfac-

the dealer.
Write or wire at once for full information

Electrical

Instrument Corporation

STANbARb.IHE.WAE^LIiAYEI^.

Newark, N.

You

can listen to the golden

Then you can sway

to

the

Tired of both of
tunes of a dance orchestra.
these you can hear a snappy banjo solo, or
some novelty record. The range of entertainment is almost unlimited.
"I believe one of the first essentials of salesmanship is to know what you are going to sell
and to believe in it. Unless you can go to a

J.

Co-operation as Factor in Selling
"Co-operation among the employes is a great
thing in building up sales and maintaining harmony. If an employe comes to me with an idea
that he thinks is a good one, I owe it to my
firm to give
the idea

Tianeers since 188%

to play.

manship is the faith you have in your merchandise, and unless a salesman has that it is better
for both him and his house to part company.

tion, set economy
and profits for

190 Weston Avenue,

how

voice of Caruso.

customer honestly believing that you are representing the very best phonograph or record that
can be made, you will never be able to sell
One of the foundations of salessuccessfully.

measures both filament

and battery voltages at the
cost of one instrument,

Weston

variety of entertainment. You do not have to
You do not
hire some one to play for you.
have to spend a lot of money and time in learn-

ing

The Weston Convertible "Pin- Jack" Voltmeter is
now ready to make its sales record and adver-

lic.

"Then we stress the economy of the phonoHere is a machine that provides a great

graph.

is

a

If
it most careful consideration.
good one, it should be adopted and

he should be given proper credit. If it is one
which is not feasible, this should be carefully exThen he should be thanked
plained to him.
for his co-operation and interest."

"
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Model

HH,

guaranteed

Double

to

play

Spring

Silent

COMING—We

Motor,

will

shortly

announce Model

KK, Double Spring Silent Motor, to play
about four records. Same in every respect as
Model HH, but smaller size.

10-inch records, abso-

five

lutely noiseless in running and winding.

S6e

(Silent

c^otor

97\.M1LY
Company

America, the largest manufacturer
of portable phonographs in the world, says about The Silent Motor:

Read what

"The

the Carryola

Silent

opinion,

none.
it

is

And

Motor,

in

our

of

Silent Motor has many special,
It was selected for
strong features.
the Carryola Line because of its remarkably steady performance and

humble

"The

the best motor made, bar
it's

quiet.

You

can't hear

turn."

freedom from

'grief.'

"It is unconditionally gUciranteed by
us against defective workmanship or

materials."

Silent

Motor Corporation
HERMAN

321-323-325 Dean Street

SEGAL,

President

Brooklyn, N. Y.
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Victor Co. Issues Fine
Catalog for Consumers

"Equipment

Complete Line Made by the Victor Co. Is
Illustrated and Described in Artistic Booklet
Designed for Consumer Distribution

The catalog really is in four sections First,
the Orthophonic Victrola line; second, the Elec-

—

trola;

and

"The New Orthophonic Victrola, Electrolas
and Radiola Combinations," is the title of an
unusually attractive twenty-four-page catalog
is being distributed by the Victor Talking
Machine Co., Camden, N. J. The complete line
of instruments manufactured by the Victor Co.
is illustrated in a most pleasing way.
The catalog opens with an introduction outlining briefly the merits of the new instruments
that

It is also pointed out that in
and records.
choosing an instrument the quality of music,
perfection of reproduction and entertainment
The Victor Co.
value must be considered.
emphasizes other qualities that must be considered, namely, "Design," "Quality of Material," "Construction," "Wood Finishes" and

How

The catalog

promotion aid

And

are, of course, the

Here

is

an

is

by

releasing a

record

a

record-breaking month and

up

month

like this

has,

some new records here in this
Buescher True Tone instruments

bulk of our

sales."

another

who

letter

recently

sees the

value of

has discovered for
best.

itself that

And Music

Buescher

Dealers are find-

ing out that the Public will buy what

it

wants. There

no dull season for the dealer who has what the
public wants to buy.
is

it

be that your territory

would be worth your while

you

made

the Italians in America."

excerpt from

Instruments are

may

.

dealers.

the Buescher Franchise.

It

"

by Benito Mussolini, Premier of Italy, bearing
his message to "The American People and to

received from a music dealer

The Public

Harold R. Fletcher as

ceived with considerable interest in the musicradio industry. The Algonquin Electric Co. recently acquired the trade name Thermiodyne

is

-

it

Co.

of

Potter, president of the compan}', has been re-

for later follow-up

The Victor

The appointment

designed exclu-

prices.

will certainly set

Department.

these

should be of real value to
retailers.
The catalog will undoubtedly prove
of great benefit in bringing to the attention of
the public in an appealing and forceful manner
the merits of the new instruments, paving the

way

in

Sales Field in Various Industries

distribution and as a sales

It

'-

consumer

of

of work, printed

on buff colored paper.
sively for

—

director of sales of the Algonquin Electric Co.,
Inc., New York, recently announced by Leo

list

a fine piece

is

Making Headquarters at General Offices
Company Has Had Wide Experience

complete description of the

a

is

instruments,, including

the rest of the year keeps

we

Accompanying

portables.

fourth,

illustrations

1926

H. R. Fletcher Appointed
Algonquin Sales Director

combinations,

Victrola-Radiola

third,

15,

Your Business?

is

"September has been
if

of Operation." Considerable

space is given to a description of the Orthophonic tone chamber, following which are illustrations in color of the various instruments.

December

to investigate the

is

still

open.

to inquire.

It

At

least

may pay

Buescher Proposition.

H. R. Fletcher
manufacturing a new Thermiodyne Fifteenth Century Period Chest model in its factory at Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Mr. Fletcher, who is one of the best-known
and

is

sales executives in this field,

comes

to the Al-

gonquin organization from the Amsco Products
Co., where he was director of sales.
His New
York associations date from 1908, when he
traveled for the W. E. Pruden Hardware Co.
In 1911 he entered the automotive industry as
distributor of Hudson cars and Stewart trucks,

becoming the general sales manager for
His automobile activities assumed wider scope when he became vicepresident and manager of the C. T. Silver Co.,
Eastern distributor of Overland and Willys
Knight cars and later manager for the Stutz
Motor Co.
later

the latter organization.

Mr. Fletcher will make his headquarters at
general offices of the Algonquin Electric
Co. in New York, where he is busily engaged in
welding together an efficient sales and distributthe

ing organization.

Tracy Wells Co. Distributes
Kellogg Radio in Columbus

Address:

Buescher Band Instrument Co*
Wholesale Department

ELKHART, INDIANA

R. K. Smith, sales manager of the Kellogg
Switchboard & Supply Co., Chicago, recently
announced the appointment of the Tracy Wells
Co., Columbus, O., as a distributor of Kellogg
radio products.
The Wells Co. is a large and
well-known general merchandise house, which
will
in

^

^^IfufQbne

Band and Orchestra

INSTRUMENTS

serve as

its

territor}^

Ohio and eight counties

Death

of

thirty-two
in

counties

Indiana.

August Smith

August Smith, who for many years had been
superintendent in the record making department of the Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. J., and an emplo3"e since the organization of the companjf, expired suddenly from a
heart attack, on November 30, at his home, 100
East Madison avenue, Hollingswood, N. J. The
lamentable thing about the passing of Mr.
Smith is the fact that only three weeks ago "he
was retired on a pension by the Victor Co. Mr.
Smith, who was sixty years of age, is survived
by his widow and daughter.

The Talking Machine World,

New

York, December

E

are the music-makers,
And we are the dreamers of dreams,
Wandering by lone sea-breakers,
And sitting by desolate streams;

World-losers and world -forsakers.
On whom the pale moon gleams:
Yet we are the movers and shakers
Of the world forever, it seems.

With wonderful deathless ditties
We build up the world's great cities.

And

out of a fabulous story
fashion an empire's glory:
One man with a dream, at pleasure.
Shall go forth and conquer a crown;
And three with a new song's measure
Can trample an empire down.

We

We,

in the ages lying

In the buried past of the earth,
Built Nineveh with our sighing.
And Babel itself with our mirth;
And o'erthrew them with prophesying
To the old of the new world's worth;
For each age is a dream that is dying.
Or one that is coming to birth."
Ode by Arthur O'Shaughncssy

CHRISTMAS

1926

15,

1926

le

Talking Machine World, Nczv York, December

15,

1926

"Glory

to

God

in the highest,

am

The Talking Machine World,

New

York, December

15,

1926

For the ISSew Year-1927

©HERE

is

no greater pleasure

.

.

.

than to wish our friends happiness
during the

New

Year, that

is

to

come,

and greater prosperity .... And to
acknowledge the splendid spirit they
have manifested toward us during

this

year.

OKEH PHONOGRAPH CORPORATION
GENERAL PHONOGRAPH CORPORATION

President

December

15,
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Consolidated Co., Baltimore, Utilizing
Big Business Methods to Sell Brunswick
Concern to Feature Comprehensive Line of Phonographs and Combination
Instruments Plans a Strong Campaign of Sales Promotion

First Public Utility

—

Baltimore, Md., December 7. The Consolidated
Gas & Electric Light & Power Co., of this city,
which recently added the complete line of
Brunswick Panatropes, electric phonographs
and records, is placing a strong merchandising
campaign behind these products. This, by the

shopping districts, and the musical instrument
department has been lavishly decorated and
will be second to none in the entire State from
standpoint

the

of

display

men

facilities.

A

large

employed, fifteen of
whom operate from the department handling
Ten experienced men
the Brunswick product.
comprise the inside sales force. Salesmen are
carefully selected; each man must pass through
an especially prepared course and intelligence
test.
In addition, the salesmen have subscribed
Brunswick Panatrope salesmanship
the
to
force

of

outside

is

course in order to more intelligently market
the new product.
Just about the time the
Brunswick line was added preparations were

19

being

completed

"Lady

of Light,"

for an exhibition of the
which features a wax figure

in a giant seashell that

can be colored in various ways through an ingenious electric light
arrangement.
This exhibit and contest lasts

days and it is expected that from
to one hundred thousand people
will visit the department.
Of course, all of
these people will visit the Brunswick exhibit.
A complete display of the instruments has been
arranged around the "Lady of Light" and during the entire exhibit Panatrope demonstrations
will be made.
Recently Ben Bernie and his
Brunswick Record Orchestra appeared at the
department for three consecutive days, entertaining with their music thousands of visitors.
for

thirty

seventy-five

These few points indicate that
planning to
merchandising
is

this

company

big business methods in
Brunswick line, and the

utilize

the

methods employed provide food for thought
for dealers

who

hesitate to really

get behind

talking machine lines.

their

GoL Mapes to Re-enter
Harry Reser, Columbia
Radio Manufacturing Field
Star, Makes 2000th Record
Ben Bernie and His Orchestra
way,

is

the

any large
ments of

in

Baltimore

public utilities organization in

first

merchandise musical instruBecause of the fact that
the policy of the Consolidated Gas & Electric
Light & Power Co. provides that only commodities which consume electricity or gas in
city

this

to

kind.

some way may be
that

are

The

entire

electrical

stock,

only those instruments
products will be handled.

sold,

of

course,

will

consist

of

Brunswick phonographs equipped with electric
motors, as well as the Panatrope line. Brunswick records come under the electric classification, because they are recorded by an electric
light ray method.
The concern has one of the finest buildings
in Baltimore, in the heart of one of the busiest

Harry Reser, director of the noted Clicquot
Club Eskimos, exclusive Columbia Phonograph
Co. recording artists, is celebrating the completion of his 2000th record.
In less than five
years that Harry Reser has been in New York,
he has established himself as one of the foremost banjoists of America. As leader of the
Eskimos and other dance organizations he has
made a number of dance records that have won
The two thougreat favor with the public.
sandth record was made by Reser a short time
ago at the recording laboratory of the Columbia

Phonograph Co.

Weatherman

I.

in

New York

Standard

has opened a complete music
Heber Springs,

lines

are

the distribution of a

power receiving

set,

rent, at a

be given to the trade
announced.

tails will
it

is

at

an early date,

Mapes also states that he has allied himwith the production of refrigeration units
for the home and a household oil-burning heat
system at popular prices. It is said that Col.
Mapes will be president of the holding company
Col.

controlling these manufacturing activities.

handled.

qive happiness that
only ORIOLE can hvinqf

D

1

who

are wise

reap Christmas profits
e

Receivers you liave a line of
business stimulators that will

speed up turn-over and enrich
your profiit while giving lasting joy and satisfaction to both
the giver and the recipient.

Oriole Receivers with the

Trinum

Circuit are positively
amazing in performance"
No.
Sa^,i:s,

Dei)artment

The Zinke Co.
1323 S Michigan Ave.,
Chicago,

III.

Manufactured by

W-K

Electric

Kenosha, Wis.

Co.

built

from either alternating or direct curmodest price for such equipment. De-

to operate

self

City.

store in the Skelton Building,

Ark.

Following the dissolution of Radio Center,
Herbert Mapes, widely known radio
executive, has announced the completion of
plans which involve his re-entry into the radio
manufacturing field. Col. Mapes has established
offices in New York, and expects soon to begin
Inc., Col. S.

78— Price $2.70

VJ\at a luondcrful Christmas gift.
The OtioXz Console has beauty of
ouiwatd. aJ)J)earance, ^xchrizis, digAnd it brings true enter-

nity.'

tainment. Full rounditi. ion^s—
loud ipta\ie.y% give maximum,
tondX range, fully 6 1-2 octaves.
tyuo

MOIE RadioMivers
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for Ambitious Mercliants

every nationality, did a gross business
annually of approximately $15,000. This figure
was unsatisfactory to the proprietor because of
the high overhead, and he contemplated doing
away with the department. A new manager
was secured and he was given the position with

the

"How?

plies

latter

were settlements of Russians,
Germans, Spanish and other foreignborn and foreign-language-speaking peoples, and
there

the passers-by were, to a great extent, foreignCatering to this class of trade built the
born.

few months to $7,000
and $8,000 monthly, and at the present time a
monthly business of $25,000 is not unusual. A
store's business within a

large percentage of this business consists of forThe yearly gross
eign language record sales.

year of 1925, talking machines,
of talking machines
combination
records and
the

and radio receivers, despite the fact that there
was a shortage of instruments for the last two
months, were in excess of $175,000. The remarkable growth of this store in such a short
time is undoubtedly unusual, but it emphasizes
the importance of careful studying of the retail
market.
<t

<t
^

<t

^

>P

<P

*c

the present-day music dealer representing one or more lines of talking machines, anywhere from three to ten lines of radio apparatus,

With

and a miscellany of lines of musical merchandise and band instruments, to say nothing of
other

items,

amount

of

the

mail brings a vast
various manufacdesigned to help the

average

literature

from

and jobbers all
merchant sell. Some of this literature
the end for which it was designed, but it

turers

fulfills
is

also

superfluous and
the contents
consign
time
a
many dealers after
of these envelopes to the wastebaskets without
even a glance. It is unfortunate that this haptrue that a great part of

pens, for in

many

it

sale

the dealer

There are many ways and the prospect's

posi-

lile

to

the

manufacturer's

agent or sales

is

instances the manufacturers

send information of a decidedly helpful nature,
compiled by experts, and the application of the
policies urged in the sales promotion aids would
build profits. An illustration of such a message
is the following bulletin recently sent to deal-

^
A

he be a produce commission merchant, his
would be useful for weather information. This
argument should appeal to men interested in water

ing in finding a business appeal for using the old radio,
there is one last stand that will register a victory for
the dealer in a large percentage of cases.

"Here it is as used: 'Surely,' says the dealer, 'your old
radio while unfit for your home is more valuable to you as
a gift to someone dependent on you or in whom you are

radio dealer situated in a residential section

$

than it would be as a resale or second-hand
That may be the last stand, but, effectively used,
it at least breaks down the prospect on the question of
how much he might be allowed on his obsolete set."
^ ^ ^
O ^
^ O ^ O ip

interested

With

^

^

^

^

to this

section of the business

to be in line with the larger
discs,

more and more

attention in their advertising
space in the newspapers and other advertising
mediums. As a suggestion, would it not prove
profitable for the record sales staff to read each
morning in the newspapers the reviews of the
openings of all musical shows and the music
critics' reports of the operas and concerts, in

being of the better type of music despite the fact
that the location of the store is not conducive
to such trade. The store is on the East Side of
New York on a street given over to shops
handling mainly a low grade of merchandise.
However, this dealer has, through a number of
methods, built up a clientele of patrons who go

that they may learn what
selections
proved the "hits" of new musical comedies, and
what selections recording artists are singing or
playing on the operatic stage or on the con-

order

out of the way to patronize his store.
Within the past few months a branch store of this
establishment was opened and it soon became

platform?
It is obvious that the record
salesman who can talk intelligently to a customer about the latest releases from the current
musical productions, or converse on artists and
their latest successes, has a greater chance of
building up sales than the clerk who must refer
cert

apparent that the same high quality of merchandise composed most of the volume of record sales. Other dealers in better locations and
with the same line of merchandise do not sell
a fraction of the records disposed of by these
stores.
What's the answer? This dealer and
his branch manager -both know and love music
and take every opportunity of making themselves better acquainted with new compositions
and with the artists who make the records, so
that both can talk intelligently to prospective
purchasers. On the occasion of the opening of
the Sunday night popular concerts at the Metropolitan Opera House, New York, the writer
met both the dealer and his branch manager
entering the opera house, and the dealer referred to the fact that three recording artists
would be heard in concert. The branch manager

to a

catalog for his talking points.

is

not

production to attain this knowledge nor is it
necessary, but it is possible to gain sufficient
knowledge from a study of the newspaper reports to talk interestingly about the artists
and records. The plan costs nothing and requires no great effort and

is

surely worthy of

consideration.

The Emerson Radval Corp., New York, has
been incorporated at Albany with a capital
stock of $150,000. S. Randel is the incorporator.

Ste. Croix, Switzerland
announces the establishment of its

OFFICE

at

Y.

It

possible for the sales staffs to visit each such

HERMANN THORENS
YORK, N.

manufacturers of

who

for the past few months have been
giving this end of the talking rriachine business

Several times there have appeared in the columns of The World instances telling of the success a certain New York dealer has had in selling records, with a great percentage of his sales

NEW

^

would seem that
might pay a little

it

dealers and their sales staffs

more attention

tf*

FOURTH AVENUE,

^

reference to records

TALKING MACHINE WORKS

450

ff*

3>

.

article.'

NEW YORK

tf»

tf*

A

finding no one present to give them attention,
can write whatever message they wish and it
will be attended to at the time of the proprietor's
return.
This simple plan has resulted in this
dealer's retaining many service customers, for
people who desire service, visiting the shop and
finding it closed, would wander on to the next
shop, but when it is possible to leave their
name and address and to state what they wish
done, they write their message and await his
convenience.

office.

tf*

(I*

J)

a pencil attached, so that visitors to the store,

representative

Contractors inlong-distance trucking transportation.
terested in outdoor construction and even men interested
Failin amusement parks should respond to this appeal.

Italians,

ib

making the

plumber

know some-

evening and spends the day
canvassing and in attending to service calls.
He found that it was unnecessary to employ a
clerk or salesman during the day because of the
very few calls which he received from prospecHowever, in order
tive customers or shoppers.
that no one desiring service on a radio set
should be disappointed he has attached to the
door of the store a small pad of paper with

or

—

J)

in

cloth, a

shouldn't a music dealer

in

"Should

—

$<t

was used

must know

a tailor

floor selling in the

old radio

the catalog despite the fact that immediately
bordering the street upon which the store was

for

is

out.

who maintains an

and decided that the biggest asset of
was being overlooked, as not a single
foreign language record was in stock the
domestic and classical recordings comprising

sales

as

sale

why

A

If he is.
should indicate one of these ways.
by chance, a manufacturer, large or small, it would pay
to point out to him that his old radio would be useful
in his office for keeping him informed on market informaThe same line of reasoning aption or business news.

situation

located

win

tion in

the understanding that he had a year to meet a
certain figure that was regarded by the owner
The new manager studied the
as satisfactory.
the store

'trade-in'

ivould

that

?

pipes,

of an Eastern city does the greater part of his

made they 'let down' on
It is more than likely
the question of 'trade-in' terms.
that if the same effort was exerted to avoid accepting

tically

when

moral

$^A

by the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co., treating of
the important subject of trade-ins. It reads:
"Many dealers strive earnestly to make a perfect
and

1926

thing of music?

ers

sale,

15,

also mentioned that in the afternoon he had
The
heard the Philharmonic Orchestra play.

Money-Making Suggestions
Three years ago the talking machine department of a music store located in a business
section of New York City, on a street used
daily by many thousands of pedestrians of prac-

December

11th floor

December
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Permanent
The New Balkite Charger
MODEL J. Has two charging rates. A
charge rate and a high rate
for rapid charging and heavy duty use.
Can thus be used either as a trickle or
as a high rate charger and combines
theiradvantages. Noiseless. Large
water capacity. Visible electrolyte level.
Rates: with 6-volt battery, 2.5 and .5
amperes; with 4-volt battery, .8 and .2
amperes. Special modelfor25-40cvcles
with 1.5 amperes high rate. Price
$19.50. West of Rockies $20.(In Canada $27.50.)

low

pieces of equipment-

trickle

m this Bdikitejeature
your profit

lies
To

the diSerence between Balkite and any other device

tell

You can

does not take very thorough examination.
difference the
Balkite Trickle Charger
MODEL K. With 6-volt "A" batteries
can be left on continuous or trickle
charge, thus automatically keeping the
battervat full power. Converts the "A"
battery into a hght socket "A" power
supply. With 4-volt batteries can be
used as an intermittent charger. Or as
a trickle charger if a resistance is added.
Charging rate about .5 ampere. Over
200,000 in use. Price $10. West of
Rockies $10.50. (In Canada, $15.)

ference

is

and

it.

of

feel

minute you look

the

The

dif-

even more obvious when you pick up the unit
Balkite Radio

equipmenU niade

Power Units

are

permanent

pieces

to last.

The evident scrupulous

care that goes into the

Unit

facture of every Balkite
It is

Unit.

at a Balkite

tell

is

manu-

not altruism on our

part.

based on the conviction that to be permanently suc-

must represent

cessful the products of any manufacturer

honest manufacturing value. In the long run the public
will not accept less.

This scrupulous care
Three

*

Noiseless.

Permanent. Em-

ploys no tubes and requires

ments. Three

new

no replace-

models.

popular priced Balkite

The new

"B"-W

also part of

our

belief that for a

manufacturer to be permanently successful eve'^vone con-

New Balkite "B"s

Balkite **B" eliminates *'B*' batteries
and supplies "B' current from the light
socket.

is

nected with the sale of his product must make a legitimate

out of

profit

it.

And

by legitimate

profit

we mean more than

at

$27.50 for sets of 5 tubes or less requiring 67 to 90 volts. Balkite **B*'-X,
for sets of 8 tubes or less; capacity
30 milliaraperes at 135 volts $42.
Balkite"B"-Y, for any radio set; capacity 40 milliamperes at 150 volts— $69.
(In Canada"B".W $39;"B"-X $59.50;
•'B"-Y $96.)

—

the temporary profit
the manufacturer

made out

must take every precaution

of the trade is not eaten

Not

of each sale.

up by

We mean

that

that the profit

service cost.

only does Balkite give you the greatest volume, but

you make on your sales is clean. Once sold, BalRadio Power Units stay sold. They don't come back.

the profit
kite

Get behind Balkite now, and make the maximum
of the

Balkite

When

Combination

connected to the

"A"

demand

profit out

for light socket radio power.

FANSTEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY,

Inc., North Chicago,

III.

battery
i\

new Balkite Combination Radio
Unit supplies automatic power to both
"A.** and *'B" circuits. Controlled by
the filament switch on vour set. Entirely automatic in operation. Can be put
either near the set or in a remote location. Will serve any set now using
either 4 or 6-voIt "A" batteries and requiring not more than 30 milliamperes
at 135 volts of *'B" current — practically
all sets of up to 8 tubes. Price $59.50.
this

(In

Balkite

Canada $83.)
All Balkite Radio Poiver Units
operate from 110-120 volt
CHrrent with models for both
60 and 50 cycles. The new
Balkite Charger is also made

AC

in

a

special

model

^Radio Tower Units

for 25-40

cycles.

THE BALKITE LINE OF ELECmOLYTIC DEVICES

IS

PROTECTED BY

EDGAR

W,

ENGLE

U. S.

REISSUE PATENT NO. 16.438. DATED OCT.

12,

1926

.

—

a
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Stress Radio Service,
By W.
The

radio

Chicago,
the

Not

B. Stoddard

is

department of Lyon
one of the finest in the

&

Healy,

city.

On

main floor there is a large section, with
and display space, and ample facilities for

sales

a varied assortment of accessories.

If

a cus-

demonstrated he is taken to the fourth floor, where
there are numerous small rooms in which this
tomer

likes a set

and wishes to hear

it

can be done without the distractions encountered on the busy main floor. Lyon & Healy were
the first musical instrument house to introduce
a radio department.
This was in the Slimmer
of 1922 when there was only one broadcasting
station in Chicago and very little was known
about the new form of entertainment.
They
Said the
took it up carefully and cautiously.
manager of the department:
"We made exacting tests over long periods
of time. We were months assembling the stock
of merchandise in order that we could give
assurance to our patrons that anything they
purchased from us would give satisfaction.
Using Mail Advertising to Good Purpose
"Direct-mail advertising has been used with
excellent results in our radio department. Three
sets of circulars are sent, ten days apart, to our
regular mailing list, which consists of the names
of those who have purchased Victrolas from us.
The-se circulars are in the form of folders, with
a perforated postcard attached which can be
torn off and used by the customer for mailing
purposes. There is a place for the name and
address. The days of the week are enumerated
as well as the hours from 2 to 9 p. m., which
the customer can check off when requesting a
demonstration.
A corps of outside salesmen
is employed on commission.
These men visit
prospective customers and demonstrate the sets
for them."
From the first they had the problem of the
"gyp" dealer to encounter the firms with no
reputation to maintain, who would buy secondhand outfits and inferior accessories, and then
run big advertisements featuring the low prices
Having sold a set on price they
of their sets.
Indeed, their
gave no attention to service.
policy seemed to be when called upon to do

—

such shape that
before long more repairs would be needed
with the costs piling up all the time.
First-class Service Department Established
"One of the first things we did," said the
repairing to leave the set in

manager, "was to establish a first-class service
department, and we have found it one of the
best methods of combating the cut-rate store.
The man who buys a cheap set and then has

Lyon & Healy, one

of

the

most successful stores selling
musical instruments in the entire country, are operating a
profitable radio department as
the result of the merchandising policies outlined in the

accompanying

The

article.

basis of all radio sales promotion at this fine Chicago store
is service to the customer and
insurance of satisfaction.
.

.

properly there will always be something wrong
with it.

Speaker Department Is Help to Buyers
"Our big speaker department has been respon-

no small share of our success. Trouble
with speakers is apparently one of the main
things with which the radio purchaser has to
contend. Accordingly, we have a special room
where a series of speakers is installed, one of
each kind kept in stock. With the assistance
of a mechanical device installed in connection
with the radio set and controlled by a telephone
type switchboard, each speaker can be demonstrated separately. In this way a customer can
compare the respective merits of the speakers,
demonstrated at the same volume.
sible for

How
"The

constant trouble in securing competent service
when anything goes wrong, is very appreciative
of real service,

and

in

many

cases discards his

cheap set, purchases one that is reliable and
remains a good friend of our firm because he is
serviced promptly and efficiently when he
needs it.
"We have never recommended the building
of sets, but advise our customers to purchase
sets complete.

of a set he

A man may

makes

get a lot of fun out
it is usually

for himself, but

attempted to
if he
scientific
proper
without
the
make a Victrola
Another thing any firm 'with a
knowledge.
reputation to maintain would be expected to

no more satisfactory than

—

service a set for which he sold the materials
which is very unprofitable, as no matter how

good the materials,

if

they are not put together

SUPER -SIX

references are exceptionally good,
time has been extended to six months, but
general policy it has been found better to
serve the short time limits. Many stores
one-fourth down, with twelve months to
but

we have found

Asbury Park, N.

There are so many changes in radio
months' time that many time-paying customers feel they would like to have one with
all 'the latest improvements,' and importune the
dealer to make an exchange before they had
fulfilled the requirements of their contract.
Sets Sent Out on Ten Days' Trial
"The unreasonableness of certain customers
was likewise demonstrated in connection with
our former policy of selling the sets subject to
thirty days' approval.
It was found that many
would assume a disgruntled attitude think
in six

—

—

neighbor's set better than their own
better buy for the money, etc. For this reason
their

is

It is possible to find out all there
to learn about a radio set in ten days' time

and a longer time only results
a prospect

RECEIVER

for Mu-Rad a name that is respected by
This new Mudealers and public alike.
Rad Receiver is all that earlier sets have

Your customers have read Mu-Rad's
announcement of the new Super-Six
Receiver. You will be asked for Mu-Rad
demonstrations. Will you be ready? MuRad's dealer policy is generous, fair and
square and as old as radio. Write today
for franchise in your district.

not fully sold

is

in confusion.

when

out a set on ten days'

in

trial.

If

the store

We

make

a small charge for installing the machine, but
give
sixty
days'
guaranteed service, which

means that should any set be found defective
in any way it will be remedied without charge.
Battery replacement or the paralyzing of tubes,
the latter one of the most frequent difficulties
of green operators, entails a moderate charge
for service.

"Service is the keynote to our success, and
with it we have found it possible to maintain
price,

and sell on the quality instead of the
which is the only way of keeping a set

successfully 'sold.'

"

Stewart- Warner Distributor

Sponsors Radio Concerts

been, and more.

J.

pay,
better to stick to the short

profitable.

prices,

W

ob-

ask

installation.

Six years of continuous publicity, sane merchandising and positive value have made

Dept.

it

the
as a

time and have no repossessions, which are never

.

Will You Fill Their
Order or Lose a Sale ?

Radio Corporation

is

accorded our customers, but we have found it
better to make the time shorter than usual
Formerly, six months' time was given to liquidate the account, but experience has proved
that four months, which now obtains, is more
satisfactory.
One-third of the amount is required down, and the balance arranged in four
monthly payments. In a few cases, where the

our policy was changed and sets are now sent
out on ten days' trial with a nominal charge for

MU^RAD

MU-RAD

Buying Terms Are Arranged
extended payments
of

privilege

we send

Address

Healy

credit

Customers Will Ask You
for the New

For Territorial Rights

&

Say Lyon

Price,

Des Moines,

Stewart-Warner
tubes and accessories,
seven

radio

—

December 7. The StewartService Station, distributor of
radio receivers, reproducers,

Ia.,

Warner Products

concerts,

is

sponsor for a series of

known

as

the

Stewart-

Warner Matched-Unit Radio Programs, which
are being broadcast every Monday evening
from eight
Station

to nine. Central

WHO.

Standard time, from

December

15,
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A NY

radio retailer able to confine his dealings to one large

-^^and responsible concern which manufactures a complete
line of receiving sets that will meet all his requirements is
indeed in a fortunate position. Federal Designated Retailers,
operating on this basis, are enjoying bigger and better returns than otherwise possible. And for these reasons:

t

The Federal plan

gives the retailer an opportunity to

concentrate on fewer lines, and in his advertising and
selling statements to be consistent in his recommendations to his customers.

2

The general Ortho-sonic Line through its all-satisfjnng
range of models and prices, simplifies ordering and
inventorying, and results in faster turn-over and better
profit margins.

o The

^

Retailer realizes that

a manufacturer, willing

to

forego maximum immediate profits for the sake of
perfecting and producing simultaneously a varied line,
must be inspired by a grim determination to build
and to hold a respected position throughout the years.

The advantages

by the Federal Plan are too unusual
ever to be overlooked by the retailer who is sincerely amWrite your Federal wholesaler for full details. If
bitious.
you don't know his name, write us.
offered

ORTHO-SONIC

Rcf. U. S. Pat. Off.

"Federal

Radio

*The fundamental exclusive
circuit making possible
Ortho-sonic reproduction is
patented under U. S. Letters
Patent No. 1,582,470

The sign of the Designated
Federal Retailer

FEDERAL RADIO CORPORATION,

Buffalo,

(Division of Federal Telephone and Telegraph Co.)
Operating Broadcast Station If GR at Buffalo

N. Y.

—
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on Window Display of a Single Record
Radio Dealer Uses Testimonials to Create
Sales— Unique Record Enables Dealer to Analyze Buying Trend Books Increase
Friedman's Profits—Advertising on Milk Bottle Caps Other Unusual Stunts
in

The

policy of occasionally devoting the window display space of a retail music store to
featuring a single record has in many instances

proved very successful

not only stimulating
the sale of the record featured, but also aiding
sales in other lines.
The dealers find that an
unusual window display has the tendency to
bring people into the store, permitting the
dealer and his salesmen to bring to their attenin

tion new instruments and new record releases.
Within the past few months the Distributing

Division

—

—

.

the

of

Okeh Phonograph Corp. has

its dealers in arranging
displays featuring record releases, and in each

been co-operating with

case

stimulation

reports

dealer

the

of

sales.

Both Charles Silverberg, of 178 Myrtle avenue,
Brooklyn, N. Y., and the Reo Talking Machine
Co., 434 Lenox avenue, New York, used the
following stunt to push sales of the Okeh
record, "King of the Zulus."
A colored man
was engaged and garbed in Zulu fashion to cut
up capers in the window, which was decorated
and contained literature pertaining to the
recording. The Lazar Music Shop, of 312 West
145th street, New York, selected "Lil" Farina"
as the record to be featured. A complete set of
photographs of "Lil' Farina" and her playmates
in the "Our Gang" comedies was arranged in
the window, together with display material provided by the Okeh Corp. A little colored girl
dressed like "Lil' Farina" was in the store distributing photographs of the famous little
colored motion picture star to customers.

Uses Testimonials

human

nature that a person
who reads the testimonial of a product in an
advertisement will be doubly interested if it
should happen that the signer of the approving
letter happens to reside within the neighborhood or district in which he is a resident. It
does not matter that the signer is as unknown
to him as though he lived tiiousands of miles
away the familiar address seems to add sufficient weight to the testimonial to give him faith
in the product. Realizing this, the Miller HardIt

a kink of

is

—

Rockford
Hardware
The Rockford Line of
Hardware is complete.
Over 300 high grade items
for pianos, phonographs
and radio cabinets. Your
needs can

all

be supplied

Quick deassured from our

to advantage.
livery

centrally located factory.

ware

Rational J^ock Co,,
IlockfordJIL
U.

S.

filled

This company uses the booklet to enclose in
envelopes and as a piece of direct-mail literature
and has found it successsful in developing many
sales.

Aid

A

to Sales Analysis

talking machine dealer in

Ohio keeps an

accurate record of the sales of the various type
instruments and thus is able to judge with -a

two these people come

many

cases readers

Natlock

111.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Cincinnati, O.
Jamestown. N. Y,
Detroit, Mich.
Milwaukee, Wis.
Evansville, Ind.
Seattle, Wash.
Grand Rapids, Mich.
Sheboygan, Wis.
High Point, N. C.
St. Louis. Mo.
Los Angeles, Gal.

it

and his sales

the

store and

in

several times during

can be easily seen that the dealer
staff have an excellent opportunity

interesting

of

into

come

them

records,

in

small musical instruments, and

in

sheet

some

music,

cases the

larger units of phonographs and radio receivers.
Getting the prospective buyers into the store
has always been the dealers' problem. Here is

method that succeeds admirably and,
same time, brings a cash profit in itself

a

at the

—what

could be fairer than that?

Straying a

bit

Unusual Advertising
from the beaten path has in

innumerable instances secured for the dealer
chooses unusual methods of obtaining publicity and stimulating sales results which
are
far better than sticking to conventional plans.
A recent interesting example of the manner in
which the E. G. McKinney Hardware Co., of

who

Durant, Okla., Atwater Kent dealer, advertised
line bears retelling.
This firm purchased
milk bottle caps in large quantities and sold
the

them to dairymen and milk dealers at cost price.
Each cap carried the message "Atwater Kent
radio is sold at McKinney's."
Mr. McKinney,
proprietor of the store, believes this message^
going to many homes every day, is an excellent
medium for dealer advertising.

Holiday Circulars Pay
During the few weeks preceding the holiday
season the talking machine dealers' sales volume should reach the peak for the year.
Whether it does so depends largely upon the
effort put forth by the merchant to interest
the

public

in the products he sells.
To this
sales-promotion campaigns reach their
climax.
Laudau's Jewelry & Music Stores, in
Wilkes-Barre, Pittston and Hazleton, Pa., are
doing something this year that other dealers

end

may

find worth while, even with the limited
time still available to the public for holiday
buying. It is simply a special booklet showing
the various lines handled, descriptions and
prices, which is being mailed to every customer
and prospect on the mailing list of the firm.
The booklet is in keeping with the Christmas
spirit and presents a potent argument in favor
of making this a musical Christmas.

Publicity on Bags

&

Co. "The Musical Shop," of Hazleton, Pa., believe in keeping their name before
the public.
This concern operates a modern
talking machine department and also a musical

whom

merchandise section. A number of small bags
are used for the numerous accessories that are
in constant demand.
On these bags appears the
following message: "The various articles of
merchandise on sale at our store have been
selected with the greatest care, and it is our
hope that every purchase shall prove entirely
satisfactory.
If it does not, please feel perfectly free to return it for adjustment.
Superb
strings for violin and ukulele have proved them-

the machine

was

sold, the date,

of instrument, cabinet style
price.

Thus

example, that

all

sell

and

finish,

number
as well

of the console models, for
a certain price are listed

at

on one sheet as soon as

sold.

Other sheets

Analysis of
kept of the other models.
sales over a period of a month, several months,
semi-annually, etc., gives the dealer an idea
of what is selling and he can thus control his

are

buying, avoiding overstocking on
which there is very little demand.
Profits

Branch Sales Offices :

taken into consideraand each week or

degree of certainty the trend of demand.
A large ruled ledger sheet is used for each
style of instrument. The sheet contains space
for the name and address of the person to
fair

A.

Cable Address
Chicago.

of Maysville, Mo., recently issued a

with testimonials received from
owners of Atwater Kent sets in Maysville and
vicinity.
The last few pages of the booklet are
given over to illustrations of sets and speakers.

as

Write today for samples of
items you use, and catalog.

Co.,

booklet

is

1926

tion that 400 people belong,

the week,

Cashing

it

15,

About

styles

for

From Books

a year ago Joseph Friedman, operating

talking machine store

on Clinton street, in
York, started a circulating library for the purpose of bringing peoa

the lower East Side of

New

regularly so that the latest
records could be demonstrated and sheet music
From the beginning, with a
be presented.
couple of hundred of "best sellers" on the
shelves, this department more than paid its way
and an increase in sales of records was noted.
At the present time the library contains thou-

Spargo

selves superior over a period of forty years.

recommend them

you

We

as the very best pro-

Spargo & Co. are constantly working
customer satisfaction and this little
stunt has done much to make dealings with
patrons pleasurable and profitable.
curable."

create

to

Features Masterworks

ple into the store

sands of titles and the weekly revenue from
Mr.
readers is in the neighborhood of $100.
Friedman is so enthusiastic over the success of
the venture that he is adding more space to the
book shelves and he claims that in time the
rental of the large store which he occupies will
be paid in full by the money received from the
rental of the books. Aside from the profits which

to

The branch

store of the

New York Band

In-

strument Co., New York, having on hand an
old sheet music rack of the type which stands
on the floor and contains a half-dozen or more
shelves for display purposes, having no use for
it in the sheet music department, used it to display the Columbia Masterworks Series of records to verj' good advantage.

The Phone Distributing Co., New York, musiinstruments, was recently incorporated at
Albany with a capital stock of $20,000. The
cal

incorporators

and

F.

are

Forman.

H. Anderson,

O.

A.

Olsen

—
December

15,
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PERRYMANm RADIO

TUBES

PEBRTMANa

^^Distance without Distortion

with Long

Type P. A. 171
Power Amplifier

Type P.D. 200-A

Type R.H. 201-A
Amplifier-Detector

Super-Sensitive
Detector

New Standard Base

New Standard Base

Pins

New

Standard Bane
with Lone Pina

with Long: Pins

The

filaments

Preach the gospel of tube teamwork
and make five or six sales instead
of one. Many of your customers are
buying new super-sensitive detectors
and using out-of-date amplifying
tubes. Others are putting good power
tubes on the end of a line of antiquated
detector-amplifiers that gum up the
Every set needs a superworks.

Perryman

of

Radio Tubes with the patented
Perryman bridge are doubled to
form a letter M. This twin construction not only exposes a

.

and an

distortion.
distinct

The

WW
Patenteii

June

22, '26

easily,

volume

Its

longer

best

giv-

is

what does the trick. And the
Perryman
team always wins

—

Radio Tubes.

a

economy.

Perryman Distributors

demonstrating
tube shows the patented Perryman Bridge which holds the
elements in place at the distance
of greatest efficiency. Ordinary
jars or jolts do not affect Perryman Tubes.
clear

modern amplifying
power tube to funcTube team work

that's

without
life

efficient

properly.

tion

The real
capacity of the tube.
result is a tube that does its apmore

.

sensitive detector,

greater area of filament surface,
but it doubles the area of electron emission and increases the

pointed work
ing
greater

.

are

glass

equipped and ready to supply you with tubes, advertising

and help-

ful cooperation

PERRYMAN
LABORATORIES AND PLANT
NORTH BERGEN, N. J.

literature

ELECTRIC CO.
PERBYM AN

SALES AND EXECUTIVE OFFICES
33 W. 60th ST., N. Y. C.

•INC.
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Let Post Office Check Your Maihng List
Local Postmaster Has the Authority to Correct Dealers' Mailing
Lists Accuracy Eliminates Waste in the Direct Mail Sales Effort

—

Every dealer in talking machines or records
or radio apparatus maintains, or should maintain, a mailing- list of customers and prospective

have their mail forwarded to the new address.
Then, again, other retailers resort to the return postcard system, not only for checking
up on names and addresses, but to learn

customers of the store, for a very substantial
proportion of possible business lies in the following up of customers by mail. This same
rule holds good in every business where a
large proportion of the trade is in additional

whether the prospect's interest in the merchandise offered is still alive.
For example, if the
customer has disposed of his talking machine
he is no prospect for records, and the record
literature sent him each month is for the most

accessories or replacements, as in the case of
records.

Accuracy

checking up done direct by the dealer
is an expensive process and is to be endorsed
only for the fact that failure to have some
check on the mailing list means the waste of
material of much more value than the expense
of a little mail detective work.
Employ the Post Office
The logical method for keeping the mailing
list alive and up-to-date, however, is to have the
Post Office Department itself do the checking.
It is not generally known that the local postmaster has authority to check mailing lists
of business houses in his district against the
key list at the post office itself, charging for

housefurnishings

to take the

from one apartment to an-

other.

Cost of Wasted Literature
Every decadent name or address on a mailing list means the loss of from five to twentycents cash each time a piece of literature
Multiply that by
sent out by the dealer.

five
is

number of incorrect names and addresses
found on the average list of one thousand or
two thousand names and it represents a substantial total of money that might better be
expended for some other purpose. Numerous
the

return should the address be wrong.
This checks up with more or less accuracy on
insure

its

of little

is

not altogether altruisand corrected
the work of the post

mailing

facilitates

list

through making deliveries easier
and quicker and avoiding much of the trouble
of checking mail matter that is incorrectly adoffice

itself

dressed.

Dead Ones Don't Buy
Modern merchandising is an intensive

proposi-

and every bit of wasted effort that is
expended detracts just that much from the
volume of business handled. To carry on
direct mail campaigns with a list that includes
a noticeable percentage of dead and useless
tion

names means

that just that proportion of the
campaign, with its costs and the efforts put
into it, has gone for naught.
It is a matter
of economy to keep the mailing list up-to-date,
for then practically every piece of literature

someone who
what the dealer

actually gets into the hands of

presumed

is

has to

to be interested in

To

offer.

on endeavoring to do

insist

business with a dead mailing list is comparable
to expecting a large volume of sales to be made

gaged in the work.
Formerly this checking service simply provided for the elimination from the lists of those
who had moved out of the postal district for
one reason or another and the insertion of
correct addresses where such were lacking. The
importance of the work has been appreciated,
however, and postmasters are now authorized
to insert new addresses in place of old where
persons have moved and left forwarding addresses. As the postal list is subjected to what
is practically a daily check by carriers, it may

in

able time and consequently money in the work
of revision. Time will also be saved when the
as this
lists are submitted in alphabetical order,
the
Although
checking.
facilitates the work of

those who have passed away, but
value in tracing prospects who have moved
to other localities and made arrangements to
is

work

for the reason that a clean

tic,

the service at the rate of sixty-five cents per
hour, or the actual pay of the postal clerk en-

be considered as nearly correct as possible.
It is suggested that when the mailing list
submitted covers several postal districts that
the list be divided by the business man according to such districts, which will save consider-

dealers follow the usual routine of printing a
return postage guarantee on the envelope to

ofifice for this checking
on the basis of actual cost of the

is

clerk's time, the

Any

Mailing List Important
The efficiency of the mailing list, however,
depends primarily upon its accuracy, and there
is
hardly a factor in business that can deteriorate so rapidly as the mailing list unless
it receives constant and intelligent attention to
keep it alive. A list that is 100 per cent perfect
to-day, if such a thing is really possible, may
be only 90 or 95 per cent perfect a month from
now, and then continue to go down the scale
unless some sort of a check-up is made to see
that no waste material is being carried in it.
People move, die and experietice changed circumstances with great frequency and without
notice, particularly in urban communities where
sticking to the old homestead means nothing
and where a change of home requires simply

movers

service

part wasted.

in

the services of a gang of

charge made by the post

a cemetery.

The dead ones

Freshman October

Show
Net

sales

for the

Increase

Sales

Over 1925

Freshman

Chas.

of the

don't buy.

Co.,

Inc.,

month

of October, 1926, totaled $1,482,913, an increase of 15 per cent over the net sales

October, 1925, which were $1,290,174, according to a report issued to stockholders by
Chas.
Freshman, president. Mr. Freshman

for

further

June

stated
to

1

that

October

the

net sales from
showed an increase

total

1926,

31,

of 38 per cent over the

corresponding period

of 1925.

Commenting upon

man

said

the

substantial

that the

these figures, Mr. Fresh-

October

increase,

through the company's

'

sales,

were

in

spite

of

handicapped

inability to secure suf-

to meet the demand
In order to eliminate this condition in the future, Mr. Freshman stated that
the company is considering acquisition of one

console

ficient

cabinets

of the trade.

or

more

furniture

factories.

Plan Display Contest for

I

s

McDonald Howl Arrester

"everybody in

town"
same

selling the

line

you

sell

?

A window

display contest, with prizes total-

ing $2,000 in gold, is being conducted by the
Spartan Electric Corp., New York, distributor
The prizes
of the McDonald Howl Arrester.
display of
window
the
offered
for
best
are
advertising material featuring this accessory,

which is
tube and

The

a live-rubber jacket that

fits

over each

said to eliminate noises and howls.
contest is open to all retail stores' selling

radio

is

supplies

and

will

end on

February

15,

The winners will be announced in the
March issue of The Talking Machine World,
1927.

Single Dial
Speakers

— Tubes

indiscriminate
restricting

Sets— Cone

you out of
competition by
take

distribution

to

the few.

Write
The

MAGNAVOX COMPANY,
Chicago Sales

Gen'l Sales Office and Factory, Oakland, Calif.
Office:

1315

So.

Michigan Ave.

'For

Xmas

and Ever After

The advertisements of the Victor Talking
Machine Co., which appeared in leading national
magazines during the month, have stressed the
slogan: "For Christmas and ever after The
New Orthophonic Victrola—The Gift that keeps

—

on giving." The text matter of the advertisements describe the desirability of the Orthophonic and several models of the line are illustrated.

A
il

Tlie Talking

Machine World,

he

New

York, December
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VAL

PHONIC
is

not just another

reproducer, but a

master work built

along original
e

VAL PHONIC

IS

constructed with a hand
hammered metal dia-

phragm

—no

—thin

as a hair

lines to give
service that pleases.

but plenty

blast,

of volume.

Every

detail of the

new

recordings
brought out with

electric

is

life

It

appeals to the

eye as well as the

like fidelity.

tone
record

Its distinctive

will

win many

cvis-

ear and stays

sold.

tomers.

he Val Phonic

by

the

makers

producei
Valley
of

is

Forge Non-Jump main
springs.

Send jar

HAVE YOU
HEARD IT?

latest chart.

RCG.IJ.S.RAT. OF-P.

Z30 MARKET STREET
PHI L ADELPHI A,

U.S.
II
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Introduce Mikiphone Portable

Phonograph

to

Trade

Popular European Miniature Portable Phonograph Is Placed on American Market Has
Proved a Big Success on the Continent

—

A novelty in portable phonographs is being
introduced in this country by the Mikiphone
S. A. Inc., with headquarters at 44 Whitehall
street,
New York. This unique instrument
which is known as the Mikiphone, is a portable
phonograph that may be slipped in a pocket,
for
it
weighs only two and three-quarter
pounds. The instrument is made in Switzerland
and

American distribution

under the
prominent in
European commercial circles. The Mikiphone
portable phonograph was invented by Stefan
Vadasz, who has secured many patents covering
the

direction of C. Rotvand,

who

is

is

the distinctive features of the instrument.

The

shape of the phonograph is circular and in its
metal case has a diameter of only four and onequarter inches.
The outstanding feature of this new type of

phonograph

is

the sound amplifier which

is

at-

tached to the sound box with the tone lever
operating as a speedometer and brake.
The
motor, which is made in Switzerland, is guaranteed to play a full ten-inch record with one
winding.

The Luxurious
Amplion Patrician
reproduces the true gaiety of Holiday
Music! Distinguished in appearance

—

—

Nationally Advertised For the discriminating Radio Public, the ideal Yuletide gift!

The immediate

recognition of the Mikiphone
is reflected in the publicity that it has attained in musical and commercial circles.
Mme. Mistinguett, the most
popular musical comedy star of Paris, sings a

European countries

in

selection

devoted

entirely

to

The trade emphatically endorses
new Amplion developments

Mikiphone,

the

and newspaper publicity has been accorded the
phonograph in practically every leading Eu-

Amplion Cone-Amplion Patrician

ropean country.

G. E. Palmer Sales Mgr.
for

Greene-Brown Co.

George E. Palmer was recently appointed
manager of the Greene-Brown Mfg. Co.,
Chicago, manufacturer of the Brown "B" battery eliminator, according to an announcement
from the firm's headquarters. Mr. Palmer has
had an extensive experience in radio, is also a
mechanical and electrical engineer, and for
some time past he has been connected with the
Daven Radio Corp. of Newark, N. J., in charge
sales

manufacturer's

of

at

New York and Muskegon

—

are

working overtime!
running to full capacity
For timely deliveries may we advise ORDERING IMMEDIATELY? Do not miss any
Christmas Sales on these profitable new
Amplion numbers.
Write for name of Jobber
in your territory

sales.

The Greene-Brown Mfg. Co. has been producing the Brown "B" current supply unit for about
four months and a number of prominent disadded the product to their lines,
the Empire Electric Mfg.
Milwaukee; Louisville Auto Supply Co.,

tributors have

among them being
Co.,

— our plants

Louisville, Ky.; Friday Battery

Ottumwa,

&
&

THE AMPLION CORPORATION of AMERICA
Suite C,

280 Madison Ave.,

The Amplion Corporation

of
Toronto, Canada

Electric Co.,

New York

City

Canada Ltd.

la.; Excelsior Radio
Battery Co.,
Harrisburg, Pa.; Wetmore Savage Co., Boston,
and branches throughout New England, and the

Van Ashe Radio

Co.,

St.

AC12

Louis.

Panatrope Aids Sales of
Roadside Confectionery

—

AMPLION CONE

DRAGON MODELS
AR19 Amplion Dragon
ARl 14 Amplion Junior de Luxe

Bakersfield, Cal., December 7. The Brunswick Panatrope, accompanied by a trap drummer, stimulated trade of Day's Confectionery &

Gas Station to such an extent that within a few
days after the installation of the instrument
cash sales were more than tripled. The owner
of this roadside confectionery saw the possi-

Specht has

signed contracts with the
Co., covering the record-

ing of his Original Orchestra and also of the
Georgians. In addition, his two Great Britain

orchestras also will record for Columbia.

List $27.50

List $12.00

PHONOGRAPH ATTACHMENTS
AR35 Amplion Concert Grand
AR67 Amplion Standard Unit

of the Panatrope and purchased the instrument from Urner and James, local Brunswick dealers. This music store is a firm believer in the efficacy of demonstrations and it
has had great success in selling Panatropes by
this method backed up by billboard advertising.

Paul

List $42.50
List $24.00

bilities

Columbia Phonograph

List $30.00

AMPLION

List $20.00
List $12.00
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Long-Term Instalment

December

Bad

Sales

15,

1926

Practice

Contracts Extending Over a Long Period of Time Tie Up Dealer's
Capital and Undermine Business
Short-Term Sales Profitable

—

The terms at which products are sold at recan make or wreck a business, for every instalment contract means a drain upon the
tail

resources and the longer that contract
is
for, the greater the capital drain.
Short
terms mean quick capital turnover. This statecapital

ment

is

no sense a

in

who

the banking fraternity

members

for

brief

of

are declaring from

the housetops that instalment selling on
eral

represents

principles
fabric

credit

of

the

nevertheless, so far as

a
country,
it

menace
but

it

genthe
to

is

affects the dealer

true,

who

anxious for sales that he sacrifices his
judgment.
Danger in Long-Term Contract
There was a time when, with talking machine sales averaging only about $100 per
unit, it was regarded as a matter of wisdom
to keep the time payments within a single
year, and in most cases within a six months'
is

so

good

credit

period.

With

units

now

offered to the public,

however, running in value from $600 to $1,000,
is an inclination in some quarters to extend the contract period and thus detract the
attention of the customer from the amount he
is pledging himself to pay.
This situation is liable to lead to evil unless held in check by the dealers themselves.
The theory of having terms extended as the
amount of the purchase increases is a mighty
poor one, for if such tactics are necessary it
means that customers are buying outfits far
beyond their means, and are not sound credit
An authority has put it well when, on
risks.
being asked regarding his idea of the proper
down payment on a given sale, he replied: "Get
there

enough payment at the outset to make
the customer realize that he is buying the maIn other
chine and not simply renting it."
words, the amount should be sufficiently large
a large

to

command
With

distinct
lines

of

respect.

holiday season coming on, and a
scarcity already apparent in certain

the

popular merchandise, particularly the

newer models of phonographs, the
it

to himself to see to

it

retailer

owes

that terms are kept

within reasonable bounds. With a limited number of instruments at his command he is facing,
temporarily, a sellers' market and can afford to

choose his customers to a certain extent at
When he lets popular models go out of
his store on terms that carry payments over
a period of fifteen or eighteen months he is
not only tying up that much capital, but he is
throwing away the possibility of selling that
same machine to a more substantial customer
for cash or on a basis that approximates cash.
least.

There

is

quite a hullabaloo

made

various

at

times regarding the entrance of the automobile
dealer into the field of instalment selling, it being maintained that some 80 per cent of all cars
sold at present are sold on terms.
It may be
that selling

form

of

dollars,

cars on time provides a new
competition for the prospect's

motor

direct

which means that

it

draws money from
those same dollars.

other retail interests after
So far as interfering with the existing instalment terms, however, the automobile merchant

has tended to stabilize that type of business.
of appro.ximately 25
per cent are demanded in motor car sales, and
the balance must be cleaned up within a year

Minimum down payments

monthly payments amounting,

of

at

times,

to

In addition the customer
$200 or more each.
pays for insuring the car against fire and theft
during the period of the instalment contract and

per cent and insist that the contract be cleaned
up within the year regardless of the amount,
.

making

the smaller sales pay out in a shorter
period where possible. The dealer who under
present
conditions in the trade advertises

terms and

do business on the "nothing
years to pay" basis is simply cutthroat.
He may be building up
sales volume, but at a cost that leaves him little if any profit at the end of the year.
tries to

down and two
ting his own

More Cash and Larger

When

tunity

for

is

getting business

means cash

that

is

profitable,

also pays financing charges.

the sort that

A Plan Worth Emulating
might be well for talking machine dealers
to take a leaf from the book of the automobile
men, and to set a minimum of 25 per cent instead of the usual maximum down payment of 20

paper in the safe. It may mean a little extra
salesmanship and the heart pang that comes
when a prospective customer walks out without buying, but in the long run it will mean
more cash and more profits.

Christmas Time Is Music
Time Told in Victor Posters

pastel tints of a host of angels rising in a cloud

Some

Music Time."

It

Striking Dealer Publicity Recently Issued

by the Victor Talking Machine Co.
"The Gift That Keeps on Giving"

New
New

Orthophonic Victrola," on the other, "The
Orthophonic .Victor Record." An accompanj'ing folder gives two illustrations of windows in which good use is made of this material
in
dressing a most attractive display. The
record hangers are designed in similar brilliant
colors and contain a widely varied list of Victor
records for Christmas, which should be used to
good advantage by dealers.
A special folder describing and illustrating
the full line of Victor Orthophonic instruments
and Radiola combinations is also included in
is

The cover

most beautiful and bears an

of this booklet
illustration

in

Radiotron Sales Help

A new

Radiotron sales help in the form of
colored red, white and black tube

artistically

display containers

1815 Venice Blvd.

Los Angeles,

Calif.

2525

W.

Kansas

is

authorized dealers.

now available
One type holds

to R. C. A.

three tubes

and the other accommodates four of the UX-199 type. These cartons,
which make unusually striking counter and
window display material, were designed as an
aid in selling the three or four tubes on display where only one was previously bought.
of the

UX-201-A

size

This encourages the idea of keeping spare tubes

handy in the home. The containers are available to dealers without charge, but the supply
is

limited, according to R. C. A. officials.

Stages Radio
Marshfibld,

Thomas Music

Ore.,

December

Co. held

its

Show
6.

—The

L.

L.

annual radio exposi-

week the latter part of last month
successful in attracting thousands
most
and was
tion

for a

of prospective radio buyers to attend the display
and demonstrations of the latest radio equip-

ment.

GiLFiLLAN Bros. Inc.Way

Island City, N. Y.

rather than

New

SWEETEST TONE— HIGHEST SELECTIVITY
SIMPLEST OPERATION
25 Wilbur Ave.

till

— Features

"The Gift That Keeps on Giving" is the
slogan which is stressed in the Christmastime
selling material supplied Victor dealers throughout the country by the Victor Talking Machine
First and foremost are ihc window postCo.
ers, consisting of a large centerpiece and two
side posters in beautiful, deep brilliant colors,
with a blue background and a border of the
conventional holly wreath in green and red. The
large center poster bears the slogan mentioned
above; and on one side poster is printed "The

the selling material.

in the

from the homes of a snow-clad village, each one
playing a musical instrument. The caption on
the cover of the folder is "Christmas Time Is

GimiiAN
Long

Profits

an overplus of stock and selling conditions are poor there may be found
some excuse for moving machines on a basis
of long terms, but that method should be considered as a desperate step. With the market
sound and stocks short, there lies the opporthere

Penn.
City,

Mo.

9

Oecember

15,
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Eveready Layerbilt

is

most economical "B" battery
ever built!

Here, in the radically different
Eveready Layerbilt, is the "B"
battery which tops them all. Instead of the usual assembly of

round

cells,

it

is

built of flat

layers of current-producing
materials. This construction,
exclusive to Eveready, makes
use of the spaces now wasted

statement to all your customers.
Tell them that on all loud
speaker sets the Eveready Layerbilt will give twice the service
of the smaller Light-Duty batteries.

It is

far

and away the

—

Tuesday night means Eveready Hour
Standard Time, through the

P. AL, Eastern

most economical source of "B"

power obtainable. It is also the
most reliable and dependable.
It delivers pure D. C. (pure
direct current) which is essential to

This is the best "B" battery
we have ever built, and we
firmly

folloiuing stations:

between the round type

and avoids

cells

the usual soldered

WEAF-A'rai York
wj/\R-Providcnce
w'EEi-Boston

WJAC-Worceslcr

wires.

Test after

test

has proved that

most economical "B" battery ever built, and
you can make that flat-footed

ViFi-Philadcipkia
WGR-Btiffalo
WCAE-Pittsburgli

WSM-Cincinnati

v.'TAM-Clcveland
w'wj-Dctroit

woa-Chicago
woe-Davenport

true tone reproduction.

best

believe

"B"

that

your jobber.
Manufactured and guaranteed by

New York

Radio Batteries
-they sell faster

the

on
Order from

NATIONAL CARBON

EVEREADY

is

battery available

the market today.

KSD-Sl. Louis
v/RC-Waskitigton

this battery is the

it

Atlanta
Canadian National

CO., Inc.
San Francisco

Chicago
Carbon Co., Limited,

Kansas City
Toronto,

Ontario

!
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How

Camera Department

a

Particularly During the Seasons

a

where
would be put through the most exacting
tests, and the company has a large file of unsolicited
testimonials
from consumers and
it

acoustical experts.

Investment Because These Products Sold
His Main Business Slowed Down— Other Sidelines

Profitable

When

to

One of the greatest problems of the retail
talking machine and radio trade to-day is to
overcome slow periods, when sales slump and
no effort seems to be very effective in creating
There is no denying the fact that
business.
dealers and their salesmen are so rushed at
times that -they are hardly able to cope with
the situation, and at other times they are practically idle, while overhead goes on just the

same.

There are
most feasible
dealer to add
those

logical

several

a sideline that will

seasons

the

solutions,

which seems to be for the

of

of

year

the

move during

when

talking

ma-

chines and radio are naturally not in great
demand. The selection of a sideline, however,
must be carefully made. The dealer must

analyze

sales po.ssibilities

ing of installing.
will sell.

no position

in

is'

return

maximum

when

profit

a part-time

is

it

enterprise and waste because during the slack
period salesmen were idle and overhead conprofits

made during

more

the

Attachment

KENTONE
REPRODUCER

the

make

practically

it

indestructible.

unit built

enables

It

is

said

the only cone speaker

is

on a tensile tension principle, which

to retain its high quality of tone
even when subject to excess current.
it

Eva Leoni, Operatic

Star,

Recording for Columbia
Has Won Large Following of Admirers
Through Operatic Appearances in European,
Metropolitan and South American Cities

Artist

busy

analyzed the situation and
add a line of cameras and photo
supplies to supplement his main business-*
During the season when radio sales
radio.
drop the camera department comes into its
own; when radio sales are at their peak the
camera department is not quite so busy, although sales are made the year around, and the
department has shown a handsome profit on

Hanley

^

that the Stevens unit

Hanley, a progressive dealer of Kansas City,
Mo., found himself up against this condition.
He discovered that there were some months
in the year when radio did not sell in the
volume that he thought necessary. In other
words, his sales curve was uneven, and he
realized that this represented inefficiency and
Inefficiency because no business can
waste.

carefully

determined

with the
SENSITIZED

foolhardy to invest a
a chance that it

times.

I

The

is

He must know.

to guess.

sumed

Now
KENT

It

sum of money on
The retail merchant

substantial

Efficiency of the Stevens speaker is attributed
two exclusive features, the Burtex diaphragm

and the Stevens tensile tension unit. The
Burtex cone is said to be chemically treated,
thus making it impervious to all atmospheric
effects, and its tensile strength is claimed to

and actually gauge the
of whatever line he is think-

territory

his

1926

IS,

of the severest critics for use in places

an Intelligently Selected Sideline
Eliminates Periods of "Trade Depression"

Hanley Found

December

Eva Leoni, operatic star on three continents,
has recently cofnpleted her first record for the

to

r

investment.

There is another feature of the sideline that
worthy of consideration; it brings people
is
into the store, and anything that accomplishes
this is eminently worth while.
The progressive dealer spends huge sums of money an'

nually

advertising,

in

gives

great

a

deal

of

thought to arranging striking windows and
sends out quantities of direct mail all for the
purpose of interesting people to the point
where they will come into his store.
One

—

thing is sure, the people who buy a camera
from Hanley, and those who take their films
there to be developed, do not lose sight of the
fact that he handles radio.
He has established
a contact that actually increases business in his

main department. He is also constantly building good will that means increased sales and
profit.
There are many other sidelines that
will accomplish the same purpose.
For example, there is fishing tackle and other sporting
goods especially appropriate during the Summer months. There are small musical instruments and other lines that will occur to the
dealer who spends any time at all thinking

—

about sidelines.

Stevens Conoidal Speaker

Used by

Station

WMSG

Madison

Square Garden Broadcasting Corp.
Gives High Praise to Speaker Which Is Being Used in Reception Rooms at Station

The broadcasting station WMSG, Madison
Square Garden, New York, has adopted the
Stevens Conoidal Speaker for use in its reception

rooms

poses.

Price, sales

&
The

KENTONE

successful and
twelve years.

Attachment has been a
standard product for over

With

the

new

KENTONE

SENSITIZED REPRODUCER
combination

products in
able at reasonable prices.

now

these two
are avail-

complete line
and sound boxes

FTn'te for catalog of

of

tone

arms

F. C.

KENT

CO.

Irvington, N. J.

Co.,

as well as for output control pur-

making

In

this

announcement,

J.

Eva Leoni
Columbia Phonograph

umphs

The musical trimade in every
Miss Leoni was

Co.

of this artist have been

opera center of the world.
born in Vienna, of French and Italian parentage.
A pleasing personality, combined with
a coloratura soprano voice of great sweetness,
soon attracted attention and with it came opportunity.
Now the Columbia Phonograph Co.
has made it possible for all to hear and enjoy
her charming singing.

Televocal Corp. Announces
New Power Detector Tube
A new power-detector tube, TC-200-A, has
been produced by the Televocal Corp., New
York, manufacturer of Televocal Quality Tubes.
This has been added to the line of four other
now being manufactured. The chief
types
features of Televocal tubes are that they are
claimed to be non-microphonic and cannot
short. These two features are said to be
achieved by the use of the Televocal Support,
a device invented by the company.

Feature Chargers as Gifts

B.

and advertising manager of Stevens
York, made public a letter from

New

Bernhart, president of the Madison Square
Broadcasting Corp., which states:
"The Stevens speaker, which we are using, I
find is equal in volume to any of the recognized
standard makes and is superior in quality to
many of them. The reception of high and low
notes is very satisfactory.
The speakers are
J.

Providence, R.

I.,

December

7.

— The

Apco Mfg.

solving the age-old problem
of "What to give for Christmas" in an admirable manner by boxing the Apco "A" charger
Co., of this city,

in a

is

holiday box for the Christmas season.

R. Fuller, general sales

manager

H.

of the radio de-

partment of the Apco Mfg. Co., reports that the
holiday boxing of the Apco "A" charger has already resulted in substantially increased sales.

giving 100 per cent satisfaction."

Commenting upon
stated

that

deavored

the foregoing,

Stevens

to place this

&

Co.

had

speaker

at

Mr. Price
always en-

the disDosal

L.

the

S.

Burk has been appointed manager

radio

department of

House, Charleston,

S.

C.

the

Jordan

of

Music

December

15,
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Pontiac

zjho believed

are Profiting

Cherokee

$140

$65

•

SENECA— MohawkOneDial, six tube
shielded radio set in waln ut dirawer. List price

WHEN we

announced the Mohawk One
Dial Radio line for 1926-27, we offered to
dealers an opportunity to sell looks, value,
performance, and the fruits of a leadership gained
through years of one'dial pioneering. Of these
the latter is perhaps most important, but to see
why requires foresight and keen merchandising
sense
sight

we

Hundreds of

had that foreand merchandising sense and believed, as
.

.

.

.

CHEROKEE— Shielded.
hand-rubbed piano

/
Rich wabut
Full piano-

finish.

hinged. 10'4ins.high, 13Hins.
deep, 15 V2 ins. long. List price

WINONA— Shielded.
walnut. 24

Rich

ins. long. List price

CHIPPEWA— Shielded.

^/Tff
'^O.^

^80

WdlllUL,
Rich
Lll walnut,

two-toned.

Built-in

loud speaker.

List price

dealers

the pioneer in any field is best
equipped in experience and prestige, and so is
surest of leadership.
They believed and they
are profiting now with Mohawk One Dial Radio
Now that we have proof to add to promises,
we urge again that you write or wire at once for
the complete story of Mohawk One Dial Radio.
.

I-.5«

did, that

.

PONTIAC— (In

large

illustration).

Shielded. Burl walnut, drop front.
Built-in loud speaker. 46
inches high. List price

n4o

GENEVA—

Shielded. Front full burl
walnut, inlaid. Loud speaker built
into dome, 44 inches high.

^85

List price

POCAHONTAS- Shielded. Burl walinlaid. Built-in loud speaker with
7-foot horn.
45^2 inches
high.
List price
.)v/V/

nut

^2/^/^

Mohawk

Corporation of

Illinois

Established 1920
Independently Organized in 1924

2220 Diversey,

at

Prices west of the Rockies slightly higher.
higher.
Canadian prices

40%

Logan Boulevard, Chicago

One
Mohawk

Corporation of

Illinois

Wial

Established 1920
Independentiy Organized in 1024
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Mathews' Outside Selling Brought Results
How

a Progressive Dealer Planned His Canvassing

Followed

Up

Prospects— Other Ideas That Built "Talker" Sales
By Leo T. Parker

When

Mr. Mathews invested his money in
and attempted to sell talking
machines he had not proved his ability as a
salesman.
Probably one of the greatest attributes he possessed was his good judgment of
human nature. And that is an important asset.
Moreover, he was ambitious and in debt. The
latter liability proved to be a qualification which
store

fixtures

assisted

come

him materially

in

the

successful

and these

I

homes

other

No. 2. In some
new phonographs and I

listed as prospects

there were

these as prospects No.

listed

I

3.

also estab-

and each
prospects an attractive
advertisement. To the No. 2 prospects I mailed
advertising matter every two weeks.
And to
the No. 3 prospects I mailed advertising matter
lished a regular mailing department,

week

I

mailed

my

No.

1

out-

However, many
other persons have possessed the same qualifications, and especially the latter, and still failed
in business.
Mr. Mathews started his phonograph business in a small town. He was well
aware of the hard work he must do to succeed,
and so this knowledge prearmed him against
of his financial ventures.

discouragement.
Doorbell Ringing Builds Sales Volume
When asked to explain his success, Mr.
Mathews said: "At present I am familiar with
the talking, machine business, but when I began
I had
I had no previous experience in this line.
ead but little about the usual methods of practice by successful merchants. But before investing my small amount of money in the business
I attended quite a large number of sales meetings held in a large phonograph establishment
in a nearby city.
I became aware of the fact
that it would never do for me to sit inside the
store and wait for the business to come in.
Therefore, as soon as I had arranged things
in proper order I employed a stenographer who,
also, began to study the art of selling.
After
that I spent but little time in the store.
And
I soon learned that actual sales ability was not
nearly so important as the numt)er of hours
work done each day. And, also, I discovered
that long hours greatly assisted in obtaining

That the dealer must make a
determined

my

main method of obtaining business is canvassing from door to door
and obtaining accurate knowledge as to the
kind of machines the various homes contain,
and particularly I learned the location of the
homes in which there were no phonographs.
These I listed as prospects No. 1. Some of the
homes contained wornout or old phonographs

However,

FULL LINE
For

of

effort to get voltalking machine business

ume

has been emphasized many
times in the columns of The
World. The accompanying article

describes

how

several re-

succeeding by putting in force original plans of
tailers are

outside

l

orders.

Campaign and

promotion

sales

and supplementing these with
carefully planned direct mail.

every month. It is to be presumed that I called
on the same persons frequently. I included a
list of the latest records in the circular matter,

and attempted to influence the sales in this
manner.
Moreover, I never knocked a competitor.

However,

this

is

not

were better than

all

saying that

I

my

phonographs
others manufactured and

did not attempt to prove that

After making a sale

I continued to call
customers when I had no other place to
By this method they realized that I was
go.
trying to please them. And that is exactly what
appeals to them.
"I believe that the majority of salesmen who
are unsuccessful are the type who never have
time to call on a customer after a sale is com-

sold.

on

my

pleted.

They do not

realize

the

considerable

HARDWARE

Radios and Phonographs

business lost to them by assuming this attitude.
Satisfied customers
are the most probable
source of obtaining good future prospective
purchasers.
I received numerous tips of prospective buyers, and many times I gave a demonstration in the home of a user. When this

was done, of course, the prospective purchaser
was usually a friend of the owner, who frequently assisted greatly in closing the sale. An
important thing is that my customers believe in
me, and I make every eflfort to make them like
me.
The result is that I receive many telephone calls from my customers who request
me to call on their friends who are in the
market for a phonograph. And when an owner
assists me to sell a phonograph I remember
him with a few good records."
Letters of Recommendation Prove Useful
Another very successful salesman
said:
"There is no doubt that every salesman has a
particular method for making sales.
I have
adopted but one regular plan and I find that
one is the only plan I require. Probably it may
not seem so important to the listener, but it
serves me well and so I am satisfied with it. I
obtain a letter of recommendation from each
person whom I sell.
Prospects are given an
opportunity to know that I satisfy my customers as well as become impressed with the
fact that my machine is a good one.
Next, I
carry about two hundred testimonial letters
written by various persons who live in different
sections of the city. It is not often that a prospective customer has an opportunity of reading
a letter written by a person who lives close to
him, but the letters serve the intended purpose.
All of this assists materially in making a sale.
It is true that there are many salesmen who
do not have confidence in letters of recommendation to accomplish sales, but I know that
my testimonial letters are means of securing
orders.
I always suggest that if the prospective customer desires he may immediately telephone any of the persons whose name he sees.
In fact, I insist that he does. Of course, they
are glad to say a good word for me to a prospective buyer, because they are my friends.'
Still another successful salesman said:
"During slack periods

I

specialize in selling portable

machines. I find that by taking a sample in a
small automobile and traveling about the city

and outside communities sales are not difficult
make. In other words, I find that one must
keep in mind the various circumstances in order
to know just where the most profitable business
to

may

1S66

636—
62A—6'

Eg0

Pomblc
Needle C<v
1557

1400

Piano

Hinse

—any
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—

iBTinUc Hinge
lenfth

GUDEN
WALKER STREET
H. A.

CO., Inc.
NEW YORK,

be obtained."
Gets Prospects Through Customers
Still another unusually successful salesman,
when asked to explain his most successful sales
plan, said:
"First, one must be observant for
live prospects.
One good prospect is worth a
dozen halfway ones. So I spend valuable time
attempting to locate a good prosptct. One way
in which I ahvaj'S have obtained prospects is
that I offer a free record to every owner who
gives me the name of a live prospect, and then
I give him three to five more records if I close
the sale. The second is, I assume that when all
of the good phonographs are considered, probably the workmanship of the best one is. not
much better than the others price considered.
And in talking to a "prospect I dwell on the
minor refinements, such as finish, convenience
And in transof operation and tone qualitj'.
acting -business with reasonably sensible persons I find they warm up to me, wherea*34- I
knock all other machines and. attempt to hold
mine out as the only one, many business persons become prejudiced immediately and the

N. Y.

sale

is

lost."

!
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More than

a quarter of a million

Farrand Speakers sold in twelve
months
you are not already
a Farrand Dealer, you should be

!!£
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the finish

Atlas Plywood Packing Cases do more than that, too.
They take
radios as well as phonographs to the farthest points on the globe
without the slightest damage to
of their delicate parts.
Atlas
Cases are strong, safe and sure. They are also mighty fine looking,
which is a good advertisement for the shipper.
And best of aU,
Atlas Packing Cases save freight and duty they are so very light
in weight.

ANY

—

1^

C/URRV THE WEIGHT " S/JVE F^REJGHT
ATLAS PLYWOOD CORPORATION

PARK SQUARE BUILDING, BOSTON, MASS.
New York
90

Office

Chicago Office

West Broadway

649

McCormick Building

419

Magnavox Co. Purchases

Site for

issued an attractive catalog of the

Large

phonic

Plant Addition to Cost Over $250,000
Deal Closed for Four-acre Tract in Industrial District of Emeryville, Cal., Adjoining Oakland
Plans Call for Immediate Erection of Structures With 100,000 Feet Floor Space

The Magnavox
a

four-acre

Co. announces the purchase of

site

in

the

industrial

district

of

indicates that next year will bring vastly
sales

for our various models.

More

factory will be made public just as soon
as thev are determined."
the

new factory will be of the most modern type,
costing over $250,000. The very latest machinery
will be installed
and advanced methods of
production of radio tubes, loud speakers and receiving sets instituted.

Interesting Demonstration

of

Magnavox prod-

president,

"both

in

of

new

Emeryville, Cal., adjoining Oakland. Plans are
being made for immediate erection of buildings
containing over 100,000 feet of floor space. The

"The continued success
ucts," says F. M. Steers,

more

details

Plan Announced by Pathe
Will Send Sample of Any Pathephonic Instruments to Dealers to Permit Them to Make
Satisfactory Demonstration

radio and electric heating devices, clearly warrants

making

this

expansion.

For some time

our present facilities have been cramped. The
of our tube department has been phenomenal. Likewise our business in loud speakers.
The steady demand for Magnavox sets

growth

Realizing tone as the most distinguishing feature of the new type of talking machine, the

Pathe Phonograph & Radio Corp., Brooklyn,
N. Y., has adopted an interesting demonstration
policy for its dealers.
While the Pathe Co. has

line,

announced

new Pathe-

recent letter to
the trade that it will send a sample of any of
these types of machines to the dealer for his
inspection so that he can hear for himself the
it

is

in a

improvement that has been made in the art of
phonographic reproduction.
Equal initiative is shown in the record department, which is featuring not only the
Christmas numbers in the Pathe catalog, but
calling attention to a number of other
records with a religious appeal which should be
in demand during the Christmas season.
also

Plan 1927 Radio Show
The sixth annual Northwest Radio Show will
be held in the new Minneapolis three-milliondollar auditorium in 1927.
This was decided
by the Northwest Radio Trade Association,
sponsor of the event, at a regular meeting at
the Nicollet Hotel, that city, last month. The
week of September 26 to October 1 -ilready
has been reserved for the event through arrangements with the auditorium committee.

Sparton Distributors at the Sixth Annual Sparks-Withington Party

The Talking Machine World,

Another Year

of
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Great Opportunity

VICTOR

/or

New

Dealers!

Victor dealers have ample cause for satisfaction with the
year now drawing to its close. Phonograph and record sales
have been remarkably good and will undoubtedly reach a
climax during the current holiday season that will establish
a new high level.

There

every reason to believe that this healthy condition
will continue through 1927 and that another year of great
opportunity lies ahead. Business is soundly prosperous, employment is steady and promises to continue so, and plenty
of money is available for the purchase of luxuries.
is

Look ahead now and plan to get your full share of this
And remember that dependable distributor connections will mean a great deal to you in the year to
potential business!

We

have been rendering dependable service to Victor
dealers for almost a quarter of a century and understand
their problems as only a wholesaler of such long experience
come.

can.

oV&M^ Phone

Number awci
Increased Service
Our
has

telephone

been

GRAmercy
easy

number

changed

one to

to

5100— an
remember.

same time we
had installed ten

At the
have

consecutively

—

all

times.

28-30 W. 23^

ST.

Mach ine Co.
New York N.Y.

numbered

trunk
lines
5100
to
5109
thereby assuring
quicker connections at

—

Talking

Remember

VICTOR WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS

The Talking Machine World,
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9k Gvmkst fine of Tortables
6vcr Offtfed to thcTmde
KOM PACT
(For West and South add 10%)
(Canada, $17.50)

(For

West and South add 10%)
(Canada,

$25.00)

./-DeLuxe
(For

West and South

add icq-)
(Canada $35.00)

Retail/
Assure yourself of getting

all

the Portable business

in your territory by featuring the Pal^ Regal

Kompact You

will

then be able to

fill

ments of everyone of your customers

and

the require-

— from those

who want the best in portable phonographs, to
those who prefer the lower priced machines-

PLAZA MUSIC COMPANY

*

NEW YORK, N. Y

The Talking Machine World,

This

MICRO-PHONIC

actually changes

an

is

the

BIGGEST

York, December 15, 1926

Outfit

phonograph

old style

DEEP RICH TONE
This

New

into

a

Instrument

thing in a

phonograph accessory ever offered
Every owner of an old style phonograph will
readily buy one of these Micro-phonic OutBy merely substituting it on their own
fits*

DISTRIBUTORS
Wide Awake jobbers
can cash
big

in

demand

on the
for these

Micro-phonic Outfits.
Write today.

phonographs, they can get that deep rich tone
of the new high-priced models.

End Your

Trade-in Worries

the solution to your trade-in
worries. Equip the machines you trade in with the Microphonic Outfit and you will find a ready market for them.

This Micro-phonic Outfit

is

fA

\

C

^^^^^
4Reproducer Only

'650
V/LIST
Liberal Discounts

ADVERTISINQ HELPS—An

attractive display card together

with a

complete advertising service of window strips, circulars, newspaper mats,
etc., is supplied free to all Micro-phonic dealers.

Plaza Music Company,

New

York, N. Y.

e

Talking Machine World,

New
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Offers a Christmas Console Model
for Immediate Express Delivery

ijy^N

An

exclusive design of finest craftsmanship.

grace and beauty built around

a

exquisite console of rare

radio set that music lovers have approved as

the superb musical instrument of radio.

Two

wave

two stages of
tuned radio, detector, and two stages of audio amplification with output transcontrols,

calibrated

in

lengths,

tubes

five

giving

former.

The

Sleeper console provides a big tone chamber acoustically correct equip-

ped with the new adjustable Amplion unit; ample space is provided for heavy
duty batteries and provision is also made for the use of electric power devices
to run the set from the lighting current.
Price

of

batteries

The

this

console

complete

and tubes: $225.00

f.

o.

except
b.

for

Neiv York

Sleeper chassis especially designed for console installation

separately.

Immediate

delivery.

Prices quoted

upon

request.

also available

is

Size of panel

22 by 9 inches.

Sleeper Radio
GORDON
6th and Washington Aves.

&
C.

Mfg^ Corporation

sleeper,

President

Long

Island City, N. Y.

December

15,
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Salesmanship in the Record Department
Essential to Its Profitable Operation
—

Records Demands Complete Knowledge of the Catalog J. F. Brogan Studies His Products How He Cashes in on Knowing the Contents of the Record Catalog

Selling

—

At a recent meeting in New York of a talking machine dealers' association one of the
speakers,

a

distributor's

representative,

laid

departments
of a great many dealers are being neglected,
being under the direction of incompetent and
careless clerks who merely take orders from customers without any real knowledge of the prodThere is another type
uct they are handling.
of dealer, however, who realizes that the record
department is an important one, and who gives

on the

stress

as

much

fact that the record

attention to his stock of records as he

does to the instruments on the floor, and
chooses his record sales staff with as much care
as he does the men who are to sell the talking
machines. He realizes that every person who
purchases a talking machine is a potential repeat buyer and the purchases of records in the
future, if properly handled, will in many cases
equal if not exceed the purchase price of the instrument.
Knowledge of Catalog Essential
The salesmen are selling talking machines
and records, it is true, but these products represent music, and the salesmen, to secure the best
results, should be able to converse intelligently
on the subject of music. It is not meant that
every record salesman should be a trained musician, conversant with musical terms and expressions, but he should know the catalog and
the records represented in it, to an extent that<
when an opera is mentioned he can select the
principal selections of that opera without recourse to the catalog. He should have at his
finger tips the outstanding artists of the present

day and the records they have made. If a customer expresses a desire for a certain type of
record he should be able to offer recordings

She purchased in the neighborhood
of fifteen dollars' worth of records on her first
visit and before leaving gave Mr. Brogan a list
of the names and addresses of several friends
who she felt sure would appreciate the senda

35

paper advertisements and in the programs of
musical events.
The manufacturers are doing
their share; it remains for the dealer to prepare
himself to cash in on the market that is being ripened.

Sheppard Go.

in

New Home

friend.

ing of the latest record releases.
Selling Album Sets

With the album sets of records assuming a
more important part in the record stocks of
live dealers, the record department needs more
than ever competent direction and management to secure from it the profits which this
As these
section of the store should bring in.
sets have a list price ranging from five to almost
fifteen dollars,

Savannah,
ing of the

Ga.,

December

new home

6.

— The

of the B.

J.

formal open-

Sheppard

morning until nine at night a musical program
was provided and souvenirs were distributed
to visitors. This establishment, which has been
in existence for about twenty years, carries a
complete line of Victor Orthophonic talking
machines, Buescher band instruments, pianos
and other musical instruments.

they represent a portion of stock

which should be given attention. The larger
companies are featuring these products in news-

B.

Goldman,

business

in

Inc.,

Victor

Ocala, Fla., reports a big

OrthoDhonics and records.

POCKET PHONOGRAPH

AN ORCHESTRA

a

VADASZ SYSTEM

IN

YOUR POCKET

with a similar appeal.

Real Salesmanship
Such a record salesman is J. F. Brogan, manager of the branch store of the New York Band
Instrument Co., New York, who, through his
wide knowledge of recorded music, recently
completed a cash sale for a $550 talking machine
and with it records totaling in price $377. The
customer who entered the store was interested
in the Orthophonic Victrola and had no inten-

SIZE:
Diameter,

Retail

2Vi,

Guaranteed

'in.

$15

lbs.

to

play a full teninch record with

one winding

Liberal

tion of purchasing the library of records with

Trade

finally became possessed, but, having
decided to buy the instrument, he asked Mr.
Brogan's assistance in selecting some records.
The customer was musically inclined, being in
fact a musician, and in Mr. Brogan he found
The Columbia series of Masa kindred spirit.
terworks were the first items Mr. Brogan
demonstrated and the customer was so astonished at the high standard of these recordings
and Mr. Brogan was so well qualified in describing and explaining the recordings that he
sold the entire series of forty-one Columbia
Masterworks albums, costing $260. Not content with this he explained the Victor series of

which he

album

sets

and was successful

in

selling

Price:

4J/2 in.

Height 134

Weight

Discounts

CLOSED

the

entire series, together with other single records,

bringing the total record sale to $377. In passit
might be mentioned that the customer
had with him a friend who, in listening to Mr,
Brogan's sales talk, became interested and finally purchased a $300 instrument and between
$75 and $80 worth of records, making the total
transaction about $1,300, all of which was paid
ing,

PLAYING

in cash.

This

While

was

accomplished

sales totals of the

by

salesmanship.

amount mentioned

for

Jobbers

Wanted!

salesman
has built up for himself a clientele which visits
his store from all sections of the city because
a single transaction are unusual, this

of his ability to aid

them

in intelligently select-

ing records.

Recently the wife of a prominent artist of the
Metropolitan Opera Co. visited the store and
stated that she had been recommended to it by

Co.,

music dealer, took place November 23 with elaborate and appropriate ceremonies. The three.story building at 220 Broughton street. West,
was attractively decorated and from ten in the

SOUND AMPLIFIER

MIKIPHONE
44 Whitehall

Street

S.

A. Inc.
New York
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Get

December

15,

the whole range

of Christmas sales
- with the complete line
of l\adiolas

J

DON'T
by!
line of

let

a single sale

With

go

the complete

RCA Radiolas, and the

Radiola Time Payment Plan to
back him up, the RCA Authorized Dealer can sell to every

radio prospect

who

,

.

from the man

.

can buy only the smallest

model "on time".
Sell to the

radio

man who

—

at a

wants the
moderate price.

Radiola 20,

list,

who

finest

of

$11^

.

.

to the

can pay cash for the

man
Sell to the

finest

lighting

socket radio.
Radiola 28, list $260. RCA UudipeaJker 104, list. S27}.
A.C. Packagi. for adapting Radiola 28 forusi with LoudspeakiT 104, without batteries, list, S3},

all.

Jl

RCA

man vho wants

dealers themselves pre-

dict that this will be their greatest year. Sales are rising to a

new peak,

for the public has

absolute confidence in the tried,
tested

and perfected Radiolas.

The public knows that they will
continue to perform as they do

on demonstration

Sell to the

— superbly

man who

lative quality

wants the superof the super-heterodyne.

Radiola 25,

list,

man who wants the great
and musical achievement of
the Radiola 30.

Sell to the
electrical

$165
Radiola 26,

y^uthoriKd
Dealer \ J Xhis sign marks

list,

Radiola

$225

30,

the leading
dealer in every

community.

I\CA^ Radiol a
MADE

•

BY

•

THE

•

MAKERS

•

OF

THE

•

KADIOTI^ON

list,

$575

1926
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Opportunity for Trade to Tie Up With
National Drive of Piano Manufacturers
Association Plans Expenditure of Over Quarter of Million Dollars Annually for Three Years to
Promote Interest in the Piano How the Trade Can Tie Up

—

Beginning with the first of the year the
piano trade of the country, and most directly
the National Piano Manufacturers' Association
in co-operation with the retailers, will launch
a nation-wide campaign to arouse more general
public interest in the piano for the home.
Funds of over a quarter of a million dollars
annually for three years have been appropriated
for the purpose and the program is one that
should serve to bring desired results in a con-

measure

siderable

at

The

least.

program

includes a campaign to promote the

teaching
of piano playing in the elementary and high
schools of the country under the group plan
and the holding of local and national pianoplaying contests, all of which may appear
foreign to the talking machine trade, but which,

proper instruction and faithful practice. With
the ability to sound the proper notes and
chords, however, there comes the demand for

and the correct use of the
In short, for capable expression. For
this purpose the records provide the example
They may be repeated time
of the master.
and time again without bringing forth the
slightest indication of impatience or fatigue.
Patient practice in following the record will
intelligent fingering

pedals.

result

It

rendition by the

inevitably in a better

budding
is

artist.

significant

that

the

makers

of

music

pianos have already
rolls
for
sensed the possibilities for providing instruction
through the medium of the recordings by leading pianists on the rolls. In some cases these

reproducing

December

IS,

1926

recordings are so arranged that the artist plays
the treble while the student plays the bass,
and then the process is reversed. When the

ensemble is worth listening to then the
progress of the pupil is improving.
Phonograph record manufacturers have not yet
progressed to this point in their instruction
work, but they do make it possible for the
young pianist to study the interpretations of
a number of prominent pianists at close range
and with as frequent repetitions as are necessary and desirable.

As

the

campaign

for

the promotion of the

piano develops throughout the country, some
wise phonograph dealers are going to seize
this opportunity for effective tie-up and take
advantage of it.
It will probably bring no
overpowering volume of business direct, but it
assuredly will bring some if properly handled
and will result in a close tie-up with the musical
people in the dealer's particular territory. That
is publicity of extreme effectiveness and it can
be utilized in other directions in promoting the
dealer's sales.

nevertheless, can be taken advantage of profit-

ably by the talking machine dealer who keeps
in touch with what is going on in his own

We
been

Feature

hear a great deal of the place that has

by the talking machine in the field
and have witnessed the excellent
phonographs and records in the various

filled

of education

use of
schools of the country; yet few dealers have
apparently realized the possibilities of the talking machine record in providing expert instruction in the personal playing of the piano
or other musical instruments.

As

matter of

a

&

E. S. Applegate

particular locality.

Co.

Mohawk

Radio Corporation Dealers
Hold Meeting in Portland
Line

Successful
J., Concern Conducting
Newspaper Advertising Campaign in the In-

Trenton, N.

terest of the

One-Dial Radio Receiver
Portland, Ore., November

—

Trenton, N. J., December 6. E. S. Applegate
& Co., 17 South Broad street, this city, have
been conducting a most successful newspaper

same num-

campaign featuring Mohawk one-dial radio receivers.
This newspaper advertising has been
appearing in the Trenton Evening Times and
the originality of the campaign has been one of
the most important features in its success. Dan
Egan, general manager of the company, who is
responsible for the sales and advertising policies
of E. S. Applegate & Co., has been congratulated upon the use of newspaper advertising
which has not only produced direct results, but
which is quality publicity of the highest degree.
When the campaign was inaugurated Mr.
Egan arranged for preferred space in the newspaper, whereby the Mohawk advertising would
appear on page three, which is recognized as
one of the most desirable positions in newspaper advertising. Before the basic display copy
appeared, sixteen-inch advertisements were used
on page three to advise the newspaper readers
that a special radio announcement would appear on that particular page within a few days.
This method of attracting attention to the campaign was used for several days when the advertising itself was presented to the public. The

made by noted piano virtuosi.
The phonograph record will not teach piano

splendid advantage and the distinctive features

fact,

we hear

of

who have

artists

declared

have been able to improve their
by studying the records made by
themselves and other artists of standing. We
find also pianists who by a close study of the
recordings by the masters of that instrument
have been able to improve noticeably their inthat

they

methods

terpretative work.

The phonograph

dealer

who keeps

in

touch

with the exploitation work being done for the
piano, particularly in group instruction, can

undoubtedly

profit

by

calling the attention

the pupils, at least those
to a certain degree, to

of

who have advanced
the

advisability

of

Hstening to the records of noted pianists in
order to gain a proper appreciation of tempo,
dynamics and expert expression generally. On
the face of it it may
Only recently at a

seem

a little far-fetched.

entertainment a
young lady, in responding to the applause
brought forth by her pianistic ability, declared
that she owed the excellence of her interpretapublic

tion to the study of records of the

bers

playing of the
saxophone or the violin, and the elementary
work must be done along the old lines, with

playing,

nor will

it

The

teach

the

BOSCH

Great Gathering of Northwestern Dealers Hear
Addresses by Men Prominent in Field

Mohawk

one-dial

of the product

the

number

of

far

beyond

all

receiver

was

illustrated

23.

— The

representa-

and service dealers of the Radio Corporation of America held a meeting in this city
recently. During the afternoon a business meeting was held with a banquet to discuss service
and a sales campaign for the current year. The
meeting was called by George A. Boring, mantive retail

ager of the Pacific States Electric Co., in cooperation with a transient number of representatives from the San Francisco headquarters,
including among others Herbert M. Hucke, service specialist; N. A. Woodford, radio trade specialist;

and

Harold Porter, manager

G.

Pacific division.

J.

manager, was also in attendance. Discussion was centered during the afternoon in a
general coverage of radio service and retail distribution.
Mr. Hucke covered the various protising

cedures in efficient servicing not only in their
line, but all types of receiving equipment as
well.
The three speakers covered the service
subject at the banquet.
Mr. Bullock devoted

Mr. Woodford's subject
was "Radiotrons," and Mr. Porter, Pacific di-

his talk to advertising.

vision manager, gave an outline of the develop-

ment

of the establishment of the

ration

ments

of

America and spoke

Radio Corpo-

of the

to

were presented so efTectively that
sales and prospects received were
expectations.

Radio, the

The Charmaphone
facturer of
centl}^

Co., Pulaski, N. Y., manuphonographs and radio cabinets, re-

enlarged

made expansion

its

plant.

Increased business

necessary.

Ambotone and

the No-

not only radio perfection,
but in addition keep your customers happy and
your bank deposits healthy.
battry together make,

ARMORED RADIO

— AMBOTONE —

NOBATTRY

WEBER RANGE CORR
In Brooklyn

1271 Bedford Ave.

Sole Metropolitan Distributors

Circle

7610

develop-

in the radio industry.

combination

The Armored

of the

R. Bullock, district adver-

New York
225 West 57th
In

St.

Decf.mbicr

15,
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REPRODUCER

Jibrarij

model
Qmbotom
The newest Bosch Radio achievement—a quality reproducer at $1 2.50.
Mellow and
and

in

from metallic sound, a reproducer that will sell easily
great volume. The new Bosch Library model reproducer is

distinctive.

free

Its entire

cone disk

is

gold,

ornamented with

a

wide plain gold circular frame.

Tastefully decorated in the oriental motif and so pleasing

is

the black and gold

combination that it becomes a note of furnishing in any home. It is the ideal
guest room or "extra" radio reproducer. The Library Ambotone may be had at the same
price in either the table model or the medallion which with its gold color silken cord hangs
upon the wall. The Bosch Library model reproducer is ready for immediate deliveries.
^

The New

Library Ambotone

—Table Type or

Medallion

—$12.50

«

NOBATTRY
POWER UNIT
"B"

The famous Bosch

requires

Nobattry "B" power
for

de-

a

power

attachment that

will give silent

and unvarying "B" power. The
Nobattry

is

entirely automatic,

mistake proof,

it

cannot burn

out tubes of the radio receiver.
It pleases

customers because
AH

is

Designed for
personal and mechanical safety and adequate for any set up to 10
tubes including power tube.
Its voltage ranges from 90 to
135. You can feature the
spill.

pendable, long lived,
lighting socket

adjust-

without hum;
nothing to fill or

ment,

Unit answers every

demand

no

prices

slightly

higher

it

Bosch Nobattry with perfect

Ed 3 for Alternating
Current ^48
Direct $42

safety.

Colorado and West

and

—

in

Canada

AMERICAN BOSCH MAGNETO CORPORATION
MAIN OFFICE AND WORKS: SPRINGFIELD,

MASS., BRANCHES

:

NEW

YORK, CHICAGO, DETROIT, SAN FRANCISCO

—
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Sales

With Federal Radio Corp. Manager Chas. Freshman Co.
Former Assistant
to President

tion Vacated

Manager Now Assistant
Hilber Promoted to Posi-

Sales

— E.

S.

Known
New York Radio

Nationally

by Mr. James

tant Capacity

The Federal Radio Corp., Buffalo, N. Y., has
announced the appointment of L. W. James,
formerly assistant sales manager, to the position of assistant to the president,
Mr. James
is a very well-known figure in the sales division
having been intimately connected with
Federal's field organization for nearly five years.
After a period of managership in the Kansas
City Federal branch, and several months as speof radio,

representative, he was recalled in the Fall
of 1925 to take over the duties of assistant sales
manager at the factory. Mr. James has been
cial

—

Executive Joins Forces of
Manufacturer in an ImporIs Widely Experienced

An announcement

of nation-wide interest to

was the appointment
Harry A. Beach as sales manager of the
Chas. Freshman Co., New York, manufacturer
of Freshman Masterpiece receivers and accessories. The official announcement was made by
Myron Goldsoll, vice-president of the Freshman
Co., who stated the directors of the company
had decided that the sales managership required
the services of an executive who was not only
the music-radio industry
of

in the merchandising of a
nationally advertised product of merit, but one

widely experienced

succeeded as sales manager by Ernest S. Hilber,
for three years has been sales manager of
Federal radio parts in the metropolitan district,
and was then made special representative to
wholesalers in the United States and Canada.

who

Licensed under Lektophonc Patents

Panatrope Furnishes Music
for Jackson County Fair

Popularity
and

Profits
'T'^HE

performance,
appearance, popular

excellent

artistic

price and national advertising are
real,
sound reasons why every
good dealer should immediately
stock and sell

^^The Speaker of
the House^^

THE PACENT CONE
npHE

almost over-night public
acceptance
of
the
Pacent
Cone has attracted the full attention of the progressive dealers

everywhere

make

to

it

their busi-

not to overlook any merchandise for which there is pubness
lic

interest

Type

A

and demand.

Weeks &

List Price $28.50
($31.50 West of Rockies)

either

in

36

floor

and

Automobile

many

Orr's booth in the Merchant's Buildit

dollars."

Grosley Has Developed
a Tremendous Industry
Within the brief span of a few years, radio,
a manufacturing industry, has leaped to
front rank among the industries employing factory workers in Cincinnati. The Crosley Radio
as

Corp. has attained this position. More than 2,work directly for the Crosley Corp.

inch
or

the Crosley factories.

employed

Many

thousands more

in outside factories in

Cincinnati

$89.50.

Radio Corporation
156 West 16th

Street

New York

City

Mr. Goldsoll said that Mr. Beach had spent
weeks in close association with Mr.

several

Freshman

afid himself, as well as

Open

Sales Office in Chicago

—

headquarters at 819 Hillgrove avenue.
are located in

the

Railway

The
Ex-

The Carryola Co. of America recently received a communication giving high praise to
the Carryola Master portable talking machine
from

The

a

proud

writer

is

possessor

a traveling

of

man

officials

officials of our company
Mr. Beach and we know
that our dealers will extend to him their full

ecutive.

All

solidly

of

the

behind

"We

always have on hand an accumulation

of applications for the

we

Freshman franchise

that

desire to handle with fairness to our well-

Good merchants,

old-time

and other worthy concerns are

music

stores

not

the habit of being refused the purchase

in

of materials that they desire to handle.

They

manufacturer should be complimented by their application.
Consequently,
we sought as sales manager a man of fine
diplomacy and keen judgment, and we believe
Mr. Beach is that executive."
For sixteen years Harry A. Beach has been
a widely known figure in the music industry.
He joined the Victor Talking Machine Co. in
the
1910, becoming in time manager of all
traveling representatives of that company. He
resigned in 1921 to become vice-president and
general sales manager of the Unit Construction
justly think that a

La Grange, III,, December 7. The Producer
Manufacturing Co., maker of phonograph apparatus, a newly organized corporation, has made
offices

other

and executives of the Freshman organization,
studying production and distribution methods
of the company.
"As sales manager of the Chas. Freshman
Co., Mr. Beach has a most interesting position," said Mr. Goldsoll.
"He comes to a company that is daily growing stronger, operating
on a unique sales plan which is highly successful and which he is asked to further develop, but which in principle will not be
changed in any way. Mr, Beach is in sympathy
with our methods and is a straight-thinking ex-

established dealers.

Praises Carryola Portable

Pacent

franchised dealers and who believed implicitly
in the soundness of such merchandising efforts.

6,000 sets each day.

to

change Building, Chicago.

tion on this quick-selling product,
and for "advertising helps."

conversant with the Freshman
business exclusively through

co-operation.

each

sales

rite for special dealer proposi-

doing

of

day.
The Crosley Corp. itself
produce 1,500 cabinets daily. But
to bridge the gap it must go outside for additional
thousands.
Production approximates

cabinets

manages

its

W

fully

plan

and other sections turning out wire and punch
pressed products as well as thousands of fine

mounting.

Full information and
prices will be sent on request
prices ranging from $78.50 to

who was

are

size

wall

Harry A. Beach

and

was done in such a manner and we
were given such a volume of music that I did
away with the usual orchestras which I used in
these various buildings, thereby saving a good
ing,

are

and Pacent detachable

A LSO made

Forestry,

Women's, with loud speakers attached and controlled by a main instrument placed in the

in

(table type),

plug.

for

Horticultural,

300 people

17 inches
in diameter, with bronze-finished
base, cord

Portland, Ore., December 6.— The Brunswick
Panatrope did yeoman service at the annual
Jackson County Fair, as is attested in the following excerpt from a letter to the local office
of the Brunswick Co. from the secretary of the
Fair.
It reads: "I wish to take this means to
express for myself and my Board of Directors
our sincere thanks and deep appreciation for the
fine music furnished by your Panatrope in the
various buildings during our recent Fair. There
was a wire put into the following buildings:

instrument.
and he extols the
this

instrument as a boon for those on the road.

In 1923 he was appointed
Co., Philadelphia.
Eastern sales manager of the phonograph division of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., resigning some months ago.

—
Decem BER

15,
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The Fulfillment of an
V

HE

I

y

I

ti^J'cs

making

individual

or

institution

Ideal

without

ideals soon loses the stimulus of inspiration
.

.

and the satisfaction which comes from

.

others happy.

The Brunswick Company,
their

the

41

respective

institutions that

upon 1926 with

its

dealer organization and

employees, and the great electrical

have collaborated, may
a

all

look back

feeling of just pride.

This has been an epoch-making year.

The whole world
the

combined

successfully
First

Purely

has

efforts of

introduced
Electrical

been made happier through
of us

all

and

who have

marketed

Reproducing

the

together

World's

Musical

In-

strument

The

BRUNSWICK
PANATROPE
THE BRUNSWICK^BALKE-COLLENDER

CO.,

GENERAL OFFICES:

CHICAGO
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[Editor's Note This is tlie sixty-third of a series of
by William Braid White devoted to the various
interesting opportunities which prevail in the domain of
education for the retailer of talking machines. The subject
is one of great interest and we commend these articles to
the consideration of all who are devoting attention to the
featuring and developing of the musical possibilities of
the talking machine.]
articles

Why Not

interested in music

graphs

and

who

possess phonoat each
other's homes or elsewhere at regular intervals
for the purpose of giving concerts of phonograph music and of discussing and criticizing

and who meet

records,

From

the music to which they listen.

Phono. Societies?

Some months

ago, and, in fact, quite by acciattention was directed to a movement
in the talking machine realm which has become
dent,

women

my

very influential across the water.
It
seems
that about three years ago Compton McKenzie,
the famous novelist, who is an amateur expert
in matters phonographic, took the very bold
step of publishing a magazine entirely devoted
to the interests, not of the trade, but of the
He
buyers of talking machines and records.
said that he thought there were enough of these
latter to give him the circulation he would need,
and for their benefit he proposed to bring out
each month a musical amateur's paper, devoted
to the phonograph, in which everything pertamrecordings,
reproduction,
ing to
machines,
music, etc., should be discussed by experts for
the benefit of the thousands of music lovers all
over the world who are getting the better part
of their musical pabulum through these media.
At or about the same time there was organized
in
London, under his direction likewise, a
private recording society which was named the
National Gramophonic Society, and the aim of
v/hich was to be to record for subscribing members only, and at cost, musical works which
were not, and were not likely to be, recorded
by the regular recording companies. The two
enterprises, mutually supporting, have now been
running nearly three years and they have gone
on steadily increasing in influence and in num-

the apjudge that there must

pearance of the reports I
be dozens of these societies throughout Great
Britain to-day. It is hardly necessary to point
out that all this is helping along the sale of
machines and of records. Every reader of The
Talking Machine World is aware of the marvelous strides into great prosperity which the
British end of the Columbia Co. interests has
made during the last three years. And it is at
least

significant

have been

among

Working

the Localities
activities of the

Along with the
Gramophonic Society

have

I

Now,

seriously,

Not Here?
there

is

any

why

something like this should not be done in the
United States? As a matter of fact a Boston
group has already started the publication of a
magazine called The Phonograph, modeled
upon The Gramophone, and already some local
societies are being organized.
But apart from
that, apart even from the question of a private
recording society which is not yet probably to
be considered as a "live" topic in this country
(much as one might wish it were), why do not

phonograph

dealers

investigate

of amateur societies of

Of

this

question

phonograph enthusiasts?

reply will be that

condi-

tions are different in the United States.

Con-

course,

the

first

whatever they

may

doubtless
"different," but that means absolutely nothing.
There are plenty of phonograph enthusiasts to
be found in the United States. There are also
ditions,

be,

phonograph records
promotion is needed.

What

are

to be sold,

but

Actually Happened

had occasion recently to get in touch with
phonograph enthusiasts located at points East,
West, North and South. These people must
one and all have been in so close touch with
events abroad as to have heard of the new
movement. Now if such enthusiasts have alI

a safe bet

I

know

that this

is

true because only recently

same thing has happened at home. I
thought it would be interesting to see whether
in Chicago there were any men and women likeminded with myself. And without half trying I
found plenty of them. There has not been the
least difficulty in forming a casual circle on
the same general principles as govern these
the

•amateur groups across the Atlantic. And the
results so far have been most thoroughly worth
while.

Away From Flapperdom

Now the point is simply that what is
my own experiences is true elsewhere.
women who

reason

is

order to be discovered.

any community contains

Why

Well,

National

producing recorded
music not otherwise likely to be obtainable, it
appears that local societies are being organized
from time to time among talking machine enthusiasts under the same general auspices.
These societies consist of groups of men and

the best, perhaps indeed the

it

community are the materials

of a
similar group which only need to be sought in

interests

mentioned.

real

in

Columbia

actual best, supporters of the magazines

millions of

bers.

the

that

ready made themselves known,
that in every

at least

true of

Almost
some men and

in
the musical
aspects of the talking machine, who possess machines and who have acquired greater or smaller
collections of records.
Without half trying I
have learned of such men and women, all over

are

interested

men and women mostly
with good common
less of culture, people who

the big city of Chicago,
of mature age

and

taste,

sense and more or
are not satisfied with the banalities of flapper

life

and who are only too anxious to learn all that
can be learned of the recent discoveries and
achievements in the phonograph world which
are remaking the whole industry and putting it
on a new scientific and musical basis. Every
one of these is a present or potential buyer of
records. And that means a buyer in quantities,
not a buyer of one record a month, but of as
many as income will allow. In the talking
machine industrj% as in that of virtually every
stable and permanent line, the older people do
the buying. The youngsters may have a lot to
say during the purchase and their wishes are
always consulted, but they do not put up the
money. Neither do they get the real good use
out of the machines.
It is the fathers and
mothers who, once they are educated up to
what the talking machine can give them in the

way

of entertainment,

become

the best buyers

of records.

For the Merchant

Which

why

I have spoken of this idea of
forming groups of phonograph enthusiasts in
all communities.
Here is something for the
merchant to do, something which will not only
bring together many most charming and interis

esting people, tired of the eternal bridge clubs,
but will also stimulate trade in high-class, highpriced records as nothing else can.
It all comes back to the old story: that if
you want to make the phonograph the big thing
in your community that it ought to be, you
must feature its musical possibilities, which are
still

tilled.

territory

all

fruit

dealer

still

around him waiting

only requires a

to

has
be

imagination to
determinabacked by courage, to make these bear
a hundredfold.
It

visualize the possibilities,
tion,

The

strange to millions.

virgin

little

and a

little

Northwest Association
Endorses White

Bill

The Northwest Radio Trade Association has
endorsed the White Bill, now before Congress,
going on record as being opposed to the Dill
Bill, claiming that the White Bill is in reality
an outgrowth of the conferences by the entire
radio industry which have been held for the

C. E.

MFG.

CO., INC.. Providence, R.

I.

Largest Plant in World

Making Tubes Exclusively

three or four years, and that the
merely a substitute by the Senate

last

Dill Bill

is

in

order

to try to secure control of the radio situation

through the medium of a commission.

:
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Empire Universal Tone Arms and Reproducers
"The

STANDARD

It is now a recognized fact that
there are three things necessary to
obtain the best results from the new
These are
electrically cut records.
the reproducer, a
taper tone arm and the long amplifying chamber.

Specifications

Height from motor
board to top of tone

arm

is

3^

side diameter at base

is

1 13/32 inches. Outside
diameter of base flange

is

ly/s

The

Length

inches.

is

Tone Arm Only

unit

illustrated

above,

Nickel

Oxidized

Gold

when

934

inches.

$ 7.50
...

8.00

8.50

Complete as Shown

used with a long amplifying chamber, embodies these points, and has
been scientifically designed to meet
the latest achievements in the

from turntable center
to center of horn hole
on motor board

LIST PRICES

CONTINUOUS

In-

inches.

INDUSTRY"

of the

Nickel

Oxidized
Gold

$12.50
13.00
13.50

science of acoustics.

Order samplCf

test

out.

it

It will

Empire Tone Arms Are

win you on

its

U sed

by Carryola

THE EMPIRE PHONO PARTS

merits.

CO.

10316 Madison Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio
W.

Established in 1914

A New

J.

McNAMARA,

President

Orthophonic'Type Reproducer
With twenty-eight years' experience in the phonograph industry,
we believe we can help you solve your reproducer problems.

The Carryola Company
"Out
as

of

America

says:

Carryola picked
Carryola models."

of all reproducers available,

standard equipment on
helped.

No

Carryola success.

No

reproduction.

company

that

^^^^^^^Q

part of
make achieves such clear, accurate, full
make was good enough for Carryola, a
is

an

essential

other

other

demands

Our

all

the best."

special proposition will interest yoii

UNIQUE REPRODUCTION
32

UNION SQUARE

CO.
NEW YORK

1926
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AT

this

time of the year, with Christmas thoughts

our most successful year in our pockets, we have a message to
in our hearts

and the

profits of

broadcast.

To

—

Carryola Jobbers and Dealers our business
friends who have contributed their part in making this
prosperity possible we extend the Greetings of the
Season, the hope that they have prospered in full
measure with us, and the firm belief that 1927 will be
a bigger year in which they will experience still greater
all

—

benefits.

Watch these pages in
the January issue for
an announcement of

To

our "Friendly Enemies," which means our competitors, we wish also the Greetings of the Season,
offered in the best spirit and with real good-will. We
wish them all prosperity in 1927, believing that there
is room a-plenty in this fine big industry for all of us.

To

real

importance

to

the trade

you we say,
A Merry C hristtnas
and a great New Year
all

of

Careyola G)mpany
647 Ointon

Street

of

America

Milwaukee,Wisconsin
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that binds

fA RRllOLA
A\ ASTE R
look
TAKEbindsgoodCarryola

Carryola Master, the tie
Dealers to Carryola Jobbers

a

at the

and Carryola Jobbers

to us.

that

It's

It

the most popular portable in the world.

has

made more money

for those that

sell it

than any

single portable ever manufactured.

You

can't just

throw a

lot of parts

together and get a

Carryola Master.

Thousands

of dealers today are selling Carryolas as
they should be sold and gaining the fine profits that
are justly theirs.

—

The Carryola Master

accepted nationally as the
standard of portable value. More people will buy it
in 1927 than in 1926.
More dealers icill profit
is

fhrougli these sales!

Our

big national advertising campaign will be
continued!
Start thinking with us now about
1927.
ISo other portable ofto
f e r s so
music dealers and to
the public.

much

Carryola Gdmpany
64 7 Ointon

Street

of

America

Milwa ukee, Wisconsin
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Interesting Events of
the

Trade in Pictures
"Miss Seattle" looking over new Orthophonic Victor records at store of a live
retailer in Seattle, Wash.

Left:

Above:
Will

Dallas schools equipped uith Brunswicks
A U'atkin Co. Center: Robert Watkin

Above: Interior

of

new branch

by-

store of the Corley Co..

Petersburg, Va.

Above: Brunswick display
Gas & Elec. Light & Foiver

at

Above: Tuning in on Stewart-W arner
Model
355.
equipped ivith wave length

Left:

How

Rowe

Furni-

indicator

lings,

ture Co., Bil-

Mont.,

displays

Consolidated

Stromb erg-

Co., Baltimore

Carlson
Radio

.Annual meeting
and banquet of Radio

Left:

Trades Association of
Southern California

New Fada
The poster

Poster

reproduced herewith is being sent
franchised Fada dealers.
It is three feet
high and four feet wide, and is printed in color.
L. C. Lincoln, advertising manager of F. A. D.
Andrea, Inc., under whose direction the
poster was prepared, states that this is the
first time that the New York Philharmonic
Orchestra has permitted its name and photograph to be
used in connection with radio
products.
The
display ttas reto

all

produced
original

from
paint-

ings,

portray

to

Harm onat ed
Reception"

"

through a Fada
receiver

and

Fada cone

speaker. This is
publicity of the

kind that

deal-

er s will find
worth using in
w i n d o IV s and

other

places

where the public

can vietv

it.
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VITA-PHONIC PRODUCTS
Tone Arms — Reproducers
J.

RUDELL

G. S. Bryan Writes Forceful
Biography of Thos. A. Edison
"Edison: The

Man and

His Work,"

of a very interesting biography of

is

the

title

Thomas

A.

Edison, the great inventor, which has just been
the pubHshing house of Alfred A.
Inasmuch as the famous inventor is
Knopf.
issued by

soon to celebrate his eightieth birthday this
at an appropriate time, as it
gives an opportunity to reflect on the important
part played by Edison in the countless changes
that have transformed so many of the accommodations of our daily life.

volume appears

When we

stop to estimate that

some

$15,000,-

000,000 represents the present investment of this
country in industries either based on the in-

we

ventions of Edison, or stimulated by him,

have some idea of the importance of the man
and his work. Geo. S. Bryan, the author, has
handled the subject in a manner to make most
interesting "copy."
He is seldom over-technical, and therefore there is an appeal to the
average mind that makes this new volume one
The achievements of
of exceeding interest.
Edison in the field of invention, as well as practical accomplishments, are traced in detail, and
this new biography of Mr. Edison, as an assiduous

into
the baffling
well worth reading.

delver

electricity

is

secrets

of

::

83 Greene

St.,

New York

Radio Manufacturers Association Holds
Interesting Meeting in New York City
—

Members

of the Eastern Radio Trade Out in Force to Attend Meeting
Herbert H. Frost Presented Association's Plans for Radio Show in Chicago During Week of June 13, 1927

The

M. A. (Radio Manufacturers Associaand meet-

R.

tion) held a very interesting luncheon

ing recently at the Hotel Commodore, New
York, coincident with the visit to this city of
B. W. Ruark, executive vice-president of the
Association. The meeting was attended by approximately fifty members of the Eastern radio
trade, who evinced keen interest in the various
subjects discussed during the session.

Trainor, president and general manager
Amplion Corp. of America, and a member of the R. M. A. Directorate, presided at
the meeting and introduced several topics which
were discussed by the members present. Herbert H. Frost, the first president of the R. M. A.
and chairman of the Association show commitS. B.

of the

tee,

presented

full details as to

plans for the trade

show

the Association's

to be held at the Hotel

Chicago the week of June 13. This
to be one of the most important
events in the history of the radio industry and
will undoubtedly be a factor in stabilizing merchandising conditions during the coming year.
The main ballroom of the Stevens Hotel, with
Stevens

in

show promises

Urnfor Q;hn5tttta5
is hem.

J

approximately 20,000 square feel of space, will
be devoted to the trade show, every detail of
which will be under the auspices of the R. M. A.

Advance reservations already received for
space indicate that manufacturers will be
obliged to accept a proportionate allotment of
the space requested, for the space applications
will apparently be far beyond the facilities of
the ballroom. The exhibition rates are nominal
and the show will be conducted in such a way
that it will not interfere in the least with the proceedings of the R. M. A. convention to be held
at the Hotel Stevens the same week as the show.
At Mr. Trainer's suggestion everyone present
was given an opportunity to discuss the various
details regarding the show program and it was
the unanimous opinion of those present that the
show will be a tremendous success and of incalculable value to every factor of the trade. Other
topics mentioned during the meeting were suggestions as to the elimination of confusion in
broadcasting wave lengths, standardization of
parts, trade and fan paper advertising and
credits.

No. 12. $16.00
12 1-2 in. Bell
No.

15, $23.50

14 1-2 in. Bell

Borkman Velvet
Speakers bring beauty
of tone and surprising
range to radio. There
is a superiority that
you'll

admit instantly

when you

BEAUTY, unique design, satisfying
performance, price range— what
more can you ask of a line for brisk Holiday merchandising? Certainly turnover
will be rapid and profit satisfying to all
Velvet Dealers.
If you are interested
in the Velvet franchise, wire us quickly.

As an example, take the "Jewel Case".
Certainly no other speaker ever had such
rare beauty and charm of outward
appearance! And the volume of rich,
tone is just as surprising.
ideal Radio Christmas gift!

clear, delightful

Sales

Department

Jobbing Divisimi

THE ZINKE

CO.

1323 S. Michigan Ave..

Chicago,

111.

Afanu/achxrcd by

The

BORKMAN RADIO
Lake City. Utah
Kalamazoo, Mich.

Salt

CORP.

hear one.

No. IS. $27.50
"The Chinese Cone-flex"
All the low tones of the cone
with all the higher notos of
the horn. Beauty and Symmetry too!

__No.
*'The

Unique

Tlie Jewel Case No, 21

The

City

9.

$12.50

Lantem"

in

conception-

beautiful finish,

pleasing

harmonious lines. Real
power and tonal beauty too

No. 2J. $45.00
"The Jewel
Case"

The most

extra-

ordinary speaker evermarketed
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Why Is This Man Standing
on a Kolster Chassis?

This sturdy cKassis is housed in a
metal box, keeping all dust and dirt

away from the condensers.

This 203 pound man standing on the condenser chassis
of a Kolster is pictured to emphasize the super-strength
of Kolster construction.
Kolster Radio is built to stay in working order for years.
Such design insures perfect alignment and permanent
balance.

Every demonstration proves Kolster's superiority in
performance. Every examination of its design and construction proves it will continue to give constant satisfaction to the customer.

In selling a Kolster, you're winning a friend

recommend

it

— he'll

to others.

Kolster Radio

1926

—

.

December

IS,
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"Triple Strength"
Dr. Kolster Insisted
"Now

that the set is electrically correct, make it triply
strong," said Dr. Kolster.
See the tuning condensers and cradle of a Kolster Set
how sturdy; Note how strongly the stator plates are
fastened.
There's a quarter inch die cast aluminum support

between each condenser.
There is one of many examples of Kolster fine engineering. Examine the Set for yourself
note its rigidity and
permanence.
Of course your customers want a convincing demon-

—

stration. Kolster gives
satisfaction.

it

— in addition

it

insures constant

Send for complete technical description of the Kolster
line.

the coupon below for a demonstration.
nothing.

Fill in

you

It costs

you can balance a golf ball on the
eraser of your pencil, you will have
achieved the perfect balance found in
a KoLter Set.
If

22

/

FEDERAL.
/ BRANDES,

/ Woolworth

Inc.

/

New

Bldg.,

York, N. Y.

Please arrange a Kolster-

^
^

Brandes demonstration.
It is
understood that this does not
obligate

me.

Name.

y
/

City.

Street

.State.

Brandes Speakers

—
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portant Events Build Sales
Dealers Are Deriving

the

Added

by Staging
Public Interest

Wide

of

From

Profits

Department

Radio

With Events

Tie-up

One

cently.

dealer

reported

ers

similar

results.

Many

of

DIAPHRAGMS

these

—

Immediate delivery all sizes
Send for free samples and prices
All Mica Products

radio set to get the fight returns in their ad-

H

BUM AK,

C'-'<

CO. fOS V^J D To

r U

S

E7S AX

D

1926

MICA

reported that during the

two weeks preceding a widely heralded fight his
radio sales increased 30 per cent.
Other dealmerchants featured the desirability of owning a

Radio lends itself peculiarly to effective tie-ups
with local and national events of importance
tie-ups that can be turned to profit by progressive retailers.
Special broadcasting programs
*

15,

them in time to get the baseball results. The
same with prize-fights that have been held re-

Radio Tie-Ups With ImHow

December

S E R

I-

I

C

C

vertising.

The illustration herewith is that of an ad
placed in the newspapers by Sherman, Clay &
Co.
It illustrates in a concrete manner the
point brought out above.
This football radio
advertisement was prepared by Neill C. Wilson,
advertising

Football is here I

manager

of the

store.

realized that thousands of people

Mr. Wilson
would be un-

able to secure tickets at any price for the big

Follow the games
a on your "^adio /

games

A

between leading universities.
was prepared by Sherman,
so that owners of radio sets could

of the year

set of charts also

Clay & Co.,
follow the progress

of

football

games more

INTERNATIONAL MICA CO.
Ba^rloriM

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Flla.«?'phil».

the radio manufacturers and will be interested
in receiving their bulletins.

The

first

issue of the

Red "M" Radiocaster

being distributed to the trade.
the policy of

Mayer

&

is

announces
Co. and states that one
It

dealer will be appointed in each locality.

intelligently.

St.

Louis Jobber Forms
the Red
Organization

M

Mayer & Co. Plan

to

Make Their Dealer

Distinctive in the Retail Radio Field
•j^have

h how ibc fourlh

Ciilifernia-Hian^ord

game

HAVE prepared

ijimrler of last

and

all

ball

fans.

a

directions, for stay-at-home foot-

Come

in

and get your

set

of

Surely you have a good, suitable Radio set with which to
follow the games. No? Then be sure lo ask for a dcmon-

Mralion of the great Gilfillan shielded ncutrodyncs. These
can get your set

at

and >J50 without

Sherman, Clay

&

.

Mayer & Co., Inc., radio wholesalers, of St.
Louis, Mo., have evolved an unusual plan to
aid their dealers in merchandising radio.
The
dealers who do business with the concern will

"B" battery eliminator, wrhich is said to be
noiseless and humless, designed for use on all
makes of sensitive receiving sets, is one of the
latest products of the Zenith Radio Corp., Chi-

M

charts with our compliments!

arc priced at $90, ? 175

Zenith Radio Corp.'s New Product Said to Be
Noiseless and Humless

A

Plan of Merchandising Announced

T^ovembtr s

Zenith "B" Battery
Eliminator Introduced

— Unique

looktj an a CliaTI.

blank form Radio
Football Chart, containing schedules
E

Clients

New

accessories.

You

Co, on very conven-

ient terms.

Sherman,p'lay&Co.
Ktamy and Sutler Sis.,

be known as the Red
Dealer Organization,
founded, according to Mayer & Co., to group
together the best and most progressive radio
dealers to serve the undecided and perplexed

buyer by handling radio of the highest grade
and upon whom the public can rely to receive
dependable apparatus and service.
Mayer & Co. propose to advertise the Red

"M"

organization so that it will become forein the minds of prospective radio buyers.
All are designated
by the Red "M" decalcomania or sticker "the mark of quality."
Every Red "M" dealer is regularly posted
with news items which are of interest to him
mainly change in prices, service, laboratory
tests on equipment and installation work. Dealers also will receive the Red "M" Radiocaster
service, to keep them abreast of the progress
of the radio industry. This is a bulletin issued
by Mayer & Co., which plans to co-operate with

most

Sherman-Clay Radio Football Tie-up
made to build retail sales. This was ex-

can be

World Series baseIntense interest in the outcome of
the Series was manifested throughout the country by millions of people. The details of every
play during the Series were broadcast and the
interest of the public was strong enough so that
many who did not own radio sets purchased
emplified during the recent

ball

games.

—

—

k^Sf^

CONTACT

cago.

this high capacity having been especially provided to meet the requirements of Zenith receivers.
It is said by the manufacturer to be
one of the few eliminators which will carry the
load of the ten-tube Zenith DeLuxe receiver
and the manufacturer states that it will operate
without objectionable hum on sets that have
three or more stages of audio amplification.
The eliminator is equipped with taps, making
possible a range of 12 voltages, and it fits into
the end compartment of the Super Zenith cabinet.

ue

^wer feature

the Tower Speaker, there are
eight contact points between unit
and cone. This design, exclusive

111

Tower, gives a range and
quahty of tone unexcelled in

with

speakers selling for twice the price.
It is but one of many other ex-

Tower features.
Write us for your Distributor's

clusive

Tower Mfg. Corp.

cone

Name

Boston, Mass.

*

Zenith "B" Battery Eliminator
The Zenith "B" delivers 60 milliamperes,

It

operates on 110 volts alternating cur-

rent of 60 cycles only and retails for $60.

Graham AmpHon, Ltd.,
Makes Amplion Radio
In

order to

give

tremendous growth

adequate attention to the
of

all

factors

of business,

Alfred E. Graham & Co., London, England,
manufacturers of Amplion products, announced
recently the complete separation of the two
divisions of their business, the manufacturing of

telephone products and the manufacturing of
By the terms of these arwireless products.
rangements, the Amplion telephone products
will be manufactured and sold by a division of
the company which will be known as Alfred
Graham & Co., Ltd., while the company's wireless or radio products will be made and marketed by Graham Amplion, Ltd. This separation
of the Amplion divisions will enable the Graham
organization to devote adequate time and attention to the various branches of its activities,
which during the past few years have increased
tremendously throughout the world.

Decembek

15,
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Type GSX-171
High power lubes
foruse in last stage
of audio amplification give increased

volume
Price $4.50
for the red

Look

box

Follow the Crowd
People soon recognize superiority, whether
or any other combination of art and skill.

tubes

in radio

—

Gold Seal Tubes have won public favor sales increasby leaps and bounds. Are you riding on this profit-

ing

Type GSX 216B
For use in battery eliminators to rectify alternating
current — advantageous in
supplying the higher current required by power
tube equipped sets.

Type GSX-112
High power tubes
for use in last
stageof audio a mplification give
increased volume.

wave of popularity?
Made right, sold right, and guaranteed right — by a
company whose record is your best assurance of permanence and a square deal to both jobber and dealer.
Yes, quality counts. It is making money for hundreds
You should be sharing
of Gold Seal dealers right now.
in this success.

on genuine

Insist

List price

List price

$7.30

$4.50

QOLD SEAL

Radio Tubes

—

All Standard Types
Type GSX201A $2.00 Type GSX120 .$2.50 Tvpe GSX216B
••

"

If

GSX199
GS199

.

.
.

2.25
2.25

"

GSX200A

'

GSX17X

.

4.00
4-50

"
"

.

.

GSX112 ....
GSX20-Hv-Mu

$7.50
4.50
4.00

not obtainable from your jobber, write us for particuour attractive dealer proposition.

lars of

Seal window and counter
Ask your jobber or write us today.

Have you seen the new Gold
displays?

GotdSeal
Type GXS-aoOA
For use as detector
only, giving superior strength on
weak signals — especially desirable
for distance.
List price

TypeGSX-20Hy-Mu
or use only in the popular resistance coupled
amplification, highly efficient in this system.
F-

List price

$4.00

$4.00

All Standard Types

Radio Tubes
Jobbers ! Some desirable territories
Full Protection.

still

open.

Write tor particulars.

ELECTRICAL CO.
GOLD SEALINCORPORATED
2S0 PARK AVE., NEW YORK
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Atwater
Kent
RADIO
To Atwater Kent Dealers
Read Mr. Kent's remarks about tone

in the

advertisement

on the opposite page, reproduced from the Saturday
Evening

Post.

Familiarize yourself with the reasons for the superior quality

of tone which you recognize whenever you hear an Atwater

Kent Radio Speaker.

Note

that every type of speaker has been tested in our labo-

ratories

and that we make the Atwater Kent type "because

to-day no other design gives such a faithful, satisfying tone^
In selling

Radio Speakers

about Atwater Kent

tone

to

— and

your customers,
tell

tell

them the "reason why."

ATWATER KENT MANUFACTURING COMPANY
4725 WissAHiCKON Avenue

them

A. Atwater Kent, President

Philadelphia, Pa.

December

15,
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New
Mark

St.

Long-Playing Edison Records Have
Been Received in St, Louis Territory
—

Louis, Mo., December

7.

—"The

new

long-

playing Edison records have arrived and the
demand for them is even larger than our expectations," states
utor,

New

Edison Distributor, Declares Public Is Keenly Interested in the
and Large Sales Are Anticipated Trade Activities of Month

Silverstone,

who

Mark

further

Silverstone, Edison distrib-

reports

that

the

public

is

showing itself to be keenly interested in this
Edison product. He continued, "The demand
for radio
equipment is also on the upgrade,
following a short period of slackness, and the
outlook

is

satisfactory."

•

Jobbers of phonographs report good business
throughout their territory for November.

"The holiday trade is picking up," was the
report from the Brunswick Co., while the Artophone Corp., a St. Louis concern, reports that
wholesale trade is good and new machines are
goinof in a lively manner.
The 200-paee catalog

of this concern is just
tributed to the trade.

out and

is

Product

being

dis-

The Conroy Piano Co. has put in the line of
made by the Kellogg Switchboard & Sup-

December

Co., of Chicago.
These are six-tube sets
and come in three models. The Conroy Co.
has an attractive window display of these popular

radio receivers.

The Kieselhorst Piano Co. is featuring the
Freed-Eisemann and King radios.
The Thiebes A'lusic Co. has an attractive win-

dow
Kent
goes

display
radio

of

— the

the

one-dial

small

size

six-tube
that

Atwater

conveniently

atre in this city.

W. Bowen

R.

is

new

a

representative of the

Artophone Corp. in North Carolina, South Carolina and Virginia.
R. C. Mayer, vice-president
of that company, has been on a trip to the
trade through Alabama and Georgia.
The Brunswick branch reports that it could
not get machines fast enough to supply the
Southwest demand.

in a desk.

l"

&

Studner Gummings
Inc.,

New

Are Host

Co.,

Dealers

to

Eckhsirmonic Radio and Eckophonic Resonator Presented to Trade

Studner Cummings

New York

agent.

& Co.,

City,

banquet held

at a

Radio station WSBF, owned by the Stix,
Baer & Fuller Dry Goods Co., is broadcasting
the concerts civen everv Sunday afternoon by

1926

an orchestra of sixty-five at Loew's State The-

radios
ply

15,

Inc.,

manufacturer's

was host

at the

to

its

dealers

Hotel Astor on No-

10.
The occasion was the presentation
new Eckharmonic radio with Eckophonic
resonator, made by the Eckhardt Corp. of
Philadelphia.
Studner Cummings & Co., Inc.,

vember
of the

has

been appointed manufacturer's agent for

this

line

in

the metropolitan territory.

Walter L. Eckhardt, president of the Eckhardt Corp, outlined the history of the new
product and told of the future plans now being
worked out. George J. Chase, of the Aitkin-

Kynett

advertising
Philadelphia,
Co.,
Pa.,
agents for the Eckhardt Corp., told of the advertising plans of the company.

Dealers Successful in
Tie-ups With A. K.
The Atwater Kent

radio

hours,

Hour

which are

WEAF

broadcast Sunday evenings from station
and associated stations, continue to present some
of the world's best-known musical artists, and
increasing numbers of Atwater Kent dealers
are proving to their own satisfaction the value
Since
of tying up with the programs offered.
the last issue of

PRIESS STRAIGHT NINE
I.ist

Write

for

name

Price without accessories

^335.00

of

before the microphone. On Sunday, November
Reinald Werrenrath, baritone; November
21,
28, Lucrezia Bori; December 5, a joint concert
by Mabel Garrison, soprano, and Ernst Von

Dohnanyi, pianist, and on December 12 Mme.
Frances Alda, soprano.

our distributor in your
.^^^.^

?

l,CnrLL\3r

_

r

y

l

Demonstrate Victor Model

We

have a most unusual j
opportunity for the right man J

Jacksonville, Fla., December
starting

give
very desirable territory is still open.
exclusive representation and a dealer franchise.

November

all

wide price range

to

meet

6.

— For

a week,

the Victor Talking

Ma-

Co.,

phonic to

line includes a sufficiently

23,

working in conjunction with the
French Nestor Co., Victor distributor, demonstrated the Victor Auditorium model Orthochine

We

SOME
Our

The Talking Machine World

the following prominent artists have appeared

city

and

many thousands
visitors.

Victor

of residents of the

dealers

throughout

the State took advantage of the publicity se-

requirements of a high-class dealer.

cured through the demonstrations.

Priess Straight Nine, giving great sensitivity and distance on
List Price, in handsome figure mahogany
loop alone.
cabinet, without accessories
Priess Straight Eight, especially adapted for rural localities
(the sensation of last season) will continue to be made to
comply with dealer demand. List Price, with accessories

^ —

Valley Forge Spring Chart

v-/n-/^

a^
*
1

——
/

S

A new Valley Forge main spring chart has
been sent to the trade by the J. A. Fischer Co.,
Philadelphia, maker of Valley Forge main
springs and talking machine repair material.
It follows the concise form of previous issues.

is

chart contains sixteen new spring
bringing the list to eighty numbers. It
said to be one of the largest spring charts

in

existence and includes sizes for practically

The new
sizes,

STRAIGHT

Q NINE

Full information on request.

CORPORATION
NEW YORK

of the

new type

of talking machine.

Featuring Edison Line

Priess Radios are nationally advertised.

PRIESS RADIO
693 BROADWAY

make

every

Console Model, $335

The Utica Phonograph & Supply Co., Inc.,
has been featuring the new models of Edison
phonographs and records with great success at
its headquarters, 36 Blandina street, Utica, N. Y.
This concern also handles the Sonora radio,
which has won a large measure of popularity
in the

central section of the State.

The

TalkUiij MacJiiiie

World. N^zv York, December

The TRUTH
Januacy

K

IGHT

NOW your business

think of a time

when

strokes ahead of

the bottom of

many

you

Thaf s

As

the year.

first of

come

sales will

hard.

hard

that

it's

But

just a

to

few

that old sales drop that has dented

is

Howell

to the radio

and music business

after

the mercury goes up, your sales go down.

the truth— proven by

The

good— so good

a good ship.

You know what happens
the

is

Ist-

the years you have been in business.

all

Motion Picture Cameras, Projectors
by hundreds of music dealers
and accessories is being added
who want sales to stay up through the spring and summer months.
Bell

CSi,

line of

NOW

Lyon CEi, Healy and J.
the

L.

Hudson

Co.,

two

of the largest,

first to

sign our protective dealer franchise.

Dealers

who

stock

now

will benefit 30 to 60

were among

days ahead of the

who waits till music sales go dead. It takes that much longer
gather momentum from a standing start. Right now is the time
inquire into the possibilities of this new line.

dealer
to
to

Turn

to the next

for evidence
to

Bell

page^

upon which

base your decision

& Howell Company

1810 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, Illinois
Neiu York, liollytvood, London
ESTABLISHED 1907

IS,

1926

J

he 'fulking Machine

JJ'orld,

New

York, December

15,

1926

^

\^

This Explains
the 4-color page to your right
tremendous sales force seeking out customers
in every highway and by-way in the Nation and
sending their business to YOU,

ON

you were asked to consider Bell CEl> Howell
Motion Picture Cameras and Equipment as a logical line to add
Reason No. 1 is that
to your regular music and radio lines.
you need such a line to bolster sales as weather grows warmer. Here's
the preceding page

reason No.

2:

Note how the beautiful 4-color illustration on the opposite page is tugging for attention even as you read this. The whole page is the December
Bell C8l, Howell advertisement exactly as it appeared in the Saturday
Evening Post of December 11th.
Note how the copy refers the reader to a good dealer in his locality. The
coupons we receive are also referred to the dealer so that he can follow
through, close the

sale,

and make a

profit.

Howell
This is but one of a series of 13 full page, four-color Bell
advertisements appearing in the Saturday Evening Post, in addition to full
pages in other publications.
Dealers in very few lines are given such advertising support. And
seldom does an advertising campaign meet with such terrific consumer
response as has been accorded this one.

Howell equipment you will be given a protective
franchise. You will be furnished adequate display and mailing material.
And you will have a line of merchandise so superior that competition cannot touch it. It's worth a stamp and a moment's time to find out more
In handling Bell

about

J
I

it

CS,

NOW.

MAIL THIS FOR DEALER PROPOSITION

[

:

BELL

—

1

& HOWELL CO.

1810 Larchmont Ave., Chicago,

111.

Please send me complete details of your motion picture
camera and equipment Dealers Sales Proposition.

Name
Address^

,

|

Do

a
favor by

yourself

timely

MAILING
THIS

COUPON

—
New

The Talking Machine World,

York, December

15,

1926

^hat a gift!
TOUR OWN MOVIES 'THIS CAMERA
^

lives them realphotoplay beauty and clearness
t'er^i

fond.

^delight
f'

.

.

you are

necessary for taking perfect movies

yet nothing complicates operation.

someone of

truly opens a

It
.

whom

new door of
home entertainment of a new

gift for

\ HIS is a

is

provided

A child, actually, can operate Filmo.

kin(
the year around!
kind,

pictures as clear and sparkling as your

Real movies of the people and places and
events that are dear to memory! Stop and think
for just a moment of the thousand and one

photoplays

things you'd

and

like,

recorded in pictures that
see reproduced
its

here brings

highest perfection.

You

facts

recognize of course the differences

there

must be between the regular, still-picture photography and motion photography.
Well, FiLMO is the product of 19 years' experience in making practically all the movie cameras
and equipment used by leading motion picture
producers of the world. Hence it possesses movietaking ability matched only by the famous Bell
Howell professional cameras which cost up to

—

$5,000 each.

Yet FiLMo costs no more than
good radio set.
^
It is fully automatic.
it

with one hand,

BELL
1811

6?

if

You can

make

Every feature

Shcii'n

They are not found on any other

(j) Special

personal-movie camera.

Your

films are

your

own home.

(4)

'1

'->

developed free

— ready

to

show

in

(8)

coupon below, we'll provide you
with name and address of a good dealer in your
locality who will be glad to demonstrate and tell
you all about Filmo. And we'll also send a new
book on the subject of taking your own movies.
Christmas isn't far off. Better clip your coupon
right now.
^

^

^

These Filmo Features
give

you

^'feature film" pictures

you want movies of your own

that really compare with
feature films seen at your favorite theatre, you must liave
these features in your camera. They were perfected by the

makers of motion picture cameras. They
and really insure, the taking of perfect motion
pictures. Only Filmo has them!
simplify,

(i)

Spy-glass view-finder

(a)

Adjustable, accurate speed-control

and

LARCHMONT AVENUE, CHJCAGO

•

—

for different obiects

lights

HOWELL COMPANY
H^w Tor^

Established 1907
•

own

Ining roam

mechanism

for s-l-o-v

in

same

m/m

Fs.^

offers

same

motion pictures,

design of camera
Highest-quality, imported anastigmat, 25
aperture lens
Simplest to operate of all movie cameras
12 lenses interchangeable for special work
Beautifully finished, compact, efficient
Lifetime service; no depreciation

brings:

If you'll send the

If

(1)

(6)
(7I

What coupon

whenever you want.

in your

this possible

world's, largest

a reasonably

hold and operate

necessary.

features that

get

favorite

It is

the Bell &r' Howell Automatic Filmo— 41-^ pounds
of amazingly simple, movie-taking ability.

Some important

are listed below.

move

live for a lifetime.

The camera you
this new delight to

The

!

And

Hollywood

•

London

—

Filmo Automatic Projector
for showing these movies in your

own home

—

superiority as Filmo. Simply press a button and get pMures
as bnlUant and fiickerless as you see at best theatres. Runs
forward, backward, or stops for single picture. Shows
pictures from postcard size up to 7 x 9 feet.

The Bell

6?

Howell Automatic

TJie Talking Machi,ie

World,

New

York, December

15,

1926

Hundreds of Thousands
$ $ - of Dollars $ $
at stake in one colossal movie production!f
Cecil B. De M.ille using a Bell &
Howell Eyemo Camera in filming some of the "shots" in "The
King of Kings."

Ernest Torrence, as "Peter
the Beloved" in Cecil B.

De

Mille's

"The King

Kings."

& Howell Cameras

and Bell
are chosen to

You

make

will appreciate that the greatest

tions are first staged

And unless

film-produc-

and acted for the camera alone.

the camera faithfully records

acted before

certain of good pictures

all

that

is

en-

the hundreds of thousands of dollars

it, all

invested in settings, transportation and fabulous salaries
will

have been thrown away.

of Kings." In his right hand he is holding a Bell &
Howell Eyemo Camera. This is a small, automatic professional camera used for special effects, stunt shots,
locations and wherever mobility and speed are required.

The

Bell

&

like wild -fire for

From

you

understand the care with which
the movie cameras must be chosen for photographing
the stupendous spectacles you see on the screen.
this

will

And when you are informed that BELL Ss HOWELL
Cameras have been chosen for these feature producyears,

almost without exception, for the past twenty
you appreciate the world-wide esteem in which

these

Cameras are

tions,

held.

As

De Mille, directing the giant release, "The King

a Bell

represent

Turn back
big

pictures, is a smaller edition of the

EYEMO.

It uses

about half as wide, though taking 2}^ times
as many pictures to the foot. It is just as exact, in every
detail, as the larger professional camera. Yet its cost is
within reach of the modest income. And it is even easier
to use than the ordinary "snap-shot" camera.
film only

When you handle Bell & Howell Cameras you handle
the finest, most salable line of camera merchandise in

In the above illustration you see the famous producer,
Cecil B.

FILMO

Camera, which is selling
taking amateur "personal" motion

Howell

& Howell

Write at once for dealer proposition.

Dealer

World-Wide

—

the world. Doesn't the foregoing information prove

You

Prestige

and mail the
a page
for Dealer Proposition

COUPON

it?

of

December
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Three Thousand People Visit Radio Show
Staged by a Live Dealer in Twin Cities
Howard Farwell &

— Trade

Co. Attract

Wide Attention

Expects Holiday Business to

to the Lines

They Handle by Arranging Exhibit
a Rush Month's News

—

Wind Up Year With

Foster

a month past, plans for the
already under way. H. H. Cory,
executive secretary of the Northwest Radio
Trade .Association, has reserved the dates, Sep-

show only

radio

one

in 1927 are

tember 26 to October 1.
Howard Farwell & Co., of St. Paul, have just
concluded a most profitable radio show at their
E. O. Borglin put it over and he is restore.
The
ceiving congratulations on its success.
and
visitors
thousand
hoped
for
a
members
firm

The sales force was
three thousand attended.
increased from five to fourteen and the profits

orders are already in and are larger than for
the holiday month. February orders also are

coming
Trade

in.

visitors to the

George

C.

Beckwith Co.

Ivar -Siedal, of Fergus Falls; Harry
Chesterman, Crookston, Minn., and Art Hanson, Milltown.
include

Announces Engagement

Davega organization

for

many

Waldo Open Radio
—

Minneapolis, Minn., December 4. Foster &
Waldo, one of the largest retail music houses in

Northwest,

month with

the

entered

radio

cessories.
The lines
Waldo establishment

are the

America, Atwater Kent, Kellogg, Sonora, Magnavox, Sparton, Crosley, Fada and the Brunswick and Victrola-Radiola combinations. The
opening of the radio department was announced

newspaper advertisements.

Vincent Lopez and His Casa Lopez Orchestra,
Brunswick recording artists, presented recently
at the Strand Theatre, New York, the first
"musical cartoon" in history a panorama of

—

life.

sets.

The monthly review of the Northwest Radio
Trade Association offers this helpful summary
of conditions for the past four weeks: Helped
Radio Business— the St. Paul dealers' show; the
for
the
programs
broadcasting
wonderful
month; opening of three or four branch jobbing
large schedules of ad-

opening of
Waldo's big exclusive radio store.
Hurt Radio Business publishing of stories in
papers about sun spots causing bad reception;
jumping of wave lengths by a large number of
small stations; poor deliveries from manufacvertising in the press, and, fifth, the

Foster

&

—

turers discouraging to dealers.
According to J. E. Date, phonograph

radio

manager

for Doerr,

new Sonora "Shielded

Andrews

&

and

Doerr, the

causing quite a
This set, as well
will be featured by FosSix"

is

among
Magnavox line,
ter & Waldo in their new store.
The six Minneapolis dealers who carry
Sonora and Magnavox goods report a very busy
month and look for an increase over the prethe dealers.

sensation
as the

vious month.

Mrs. Helen D. Beggs, manager of the Columbia branch, is greatly pleased with the reception given the new Pacific Coast recordings,
of which the first list has recently been received. Mrs. Beggs expects a big holiday business in Viva-tonals.
A. J. Heath was a visitor the middle
month and W. L. Sprague is at present

of the

Columbia headquarters.
Again the Panatrope was featured' with the
Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra on November 29 as the nightingale in "The Pines of
at

Rome."
The Bach Music Co., of Rochester, Minn.,
has sold the Brunswick Model Pll to the celebrated heads of the Rochester clinic. Doctors
Charles and William Mayo.
There is an extraordinary demand for the large type Panatrope and Panatrope Radiolas. Foster & Waldo
are featuring these instruments in full-page ad"Music is
slogans:
vertisements and their
essential" and "The Panatrope People" appear
often in the page.

Mario Chamlee, Brunswick artist, appeared
St. Paul on December 2, following an engagement in Fargo, N. D., and dealers tied up
extensively and cashed in ,on record sales.
Charles Hicks, manager of George C. Beckin

with

Victor distributor, finds the rural
outstripping the city business.
Instrument sales are over three times last year's and
the total volume, including radio, is more than
double.
Recocd sales are 50 per cent higher.
Co.,

Twenty-eight pages of valuable information for the gramophone dealer, which deals with all the worries attendant upon
Spring-fitting.

You cannot

afford to be without a copy.

trade

November was
tory

of

the

clamoring for
at present, to

the biggest

month

in

the his-

company.
Country dealers are
merchandise and it is impossible,
open any new accounts. January

This

J.

is

yours for the asking, send a postcard

STEAD

&

Manor Works,

&

Radio Corp. of

sufficient to pay for four more such shows.
This company carries Radiola, Day-Fan, Atwater Kent and Victor Radiola combination

in the territory;

last

carried by the Foster

were

houses

field

featuring ten of the leading lines' of radio receivers and a complete line of well-known ac-

modern New York

years.

the

opening of a separate store

in several full-page

Announcement of the engagement of Archie
Altman, manager of the buying department of
Davega, Inc., to Miss Mollie Wein, was made
recently. Mr. Altman has been connected with
the

&

Section in Separate Store

the

—

Paul- and Minneapolis, December 7. The
Christmas seasonal rush has not yet started in
this territory, but business is fair and most of
the merchants are looking for excellent sales
volume. With the highly successful Northwest
St.

51

CO.,

Sheffield,

now

to:

—

LTD.

England
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Holiday Buying Keeps

Distributors

December

15,

1926

Cincinnati Trade Busy

Evelyn Freer Making
Records for Plaza Co.

Dealers Unanimous in Statements That Trade
Is Getting Its Share of the Money Spent for
Gifts Shortage in Some Models

Popular Numbers to Appear Under Banner and
Domino Labels Numbers by This Artist Enjoy Wide Sale Throughout Country

—

Cincinnati,

December

—Holiday

buying

—

well under way, and dealers in talking machines
and records state that the demand is better

The Plaza Music Co., manufacturer of Banner and Domino popular-priced records, recently
closed arrangements with Evelyn Preer, the con-

now than

tralto,

0.,

8.

is

it has been for a long while, with
almost reaching the volume of post-war
"boom" times. Heads of leading concerns report that there is a tendency on the part of
buyers to select the more expensive types of
instruments and combinations.
Portables are

whereby

that artist

is

making

a series of

sales

New

Reproducing Sonera
Model C
Phonographs
Radio Receiving Set
and Speakers
Highboys
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

The Artophone Corporation,
1622 Pine Street,
St. Louis, Mo.

graphs of the more expensive type are

demand and

Baltimore Phono. Dist. Co.,
422 N. Howard Street,
Baltimore, Md.

"I have just telegraphed for more
and hope to get enough talking machines
to carry us through the holiday season."
According to G. E. Hunt, of the Starr Piano
Co., that concern's talking machine and record
section is doing very well and sales are increasing with the approach of Christmas. The
Starr's new "Symphonic" type talking machine
has already become extremely popular. H. W.
Colgar, formerly of Indianapolis, has been

Hassler Texas Co.,
2216 Commerce Street,
Dallas, Texas.

placed
ment.

Co.,

Minna Street.
San Francisco, Cal.

63

68 Thirty-fourth Street,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

Uoore-Blrd & Company,
Street,

Denver, Colo.

Pennsylvania Phono. Dist. Co.,
1015 Chestnut Street,
Philadelphia, Pa.
917 Wabash Building,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
1747 Chester Avenue,
Cleveland, Ohio.

L.

Richmond, Va.
Reliance Battery Products Co.,
2211 So. Eighth Street,

Council Bluffs, Iowa.

York, N. Y.

Canadian & Export Distributors.
Smith Drug
St.

Co.,

Joseph,

Ghattan, Fada Mgr.,

Mo.

"General radio business conditions in the
South are good," Louis J. Chattan, general
sales manager of F. A. D. Andrea, Inc., reported on his return from a recent trip in that
section.
"In spite of a bad spot or two and
the size of the cotton crop, there is optimism
everywhere, I found. The feeling is that business will be very good this Fall and Winter
and I discovered that the interest in radio in
the South is steadily increasing."

StreveU-Paterson Hardware Co.,
Salt Lake City, Utah.

The Tay Sales Company,
231 N. Wells Street,
III.

Jordan Plant
The D. M. Jordan

442 E. Lafayette Avenue,
Detroit, Mich.

in

Operation

which has been manufacturing phonographs and corribination radiophonographs in Hollywood, Fla., for some time
past, suffered quite seriously from the recent

Vamp

of

New

Orleans).

Appoint Receiver in Equity
for the Eagle Radio Go.
Albert B. Ayers, vice-president, secretary and
general manager of the Eagle Radio Co., 16

Boyden Place, Newark, N. J., manufacturer of
the Eagle neutrodyne radio line, was recently
appointed with Stanley R. Gedney, Jr., of Maplewood,- N. J., as receiver in equity for the
above company.
An action was brought against the Eagle Co.
by Charles R. Payne, in which it was charged
that the obligations of the company were $352,000, but that the assets were far in excess and
this was concurred in by F. M. Kellogg, president of the Eagle Radio Co. The action was
brought before Judge William N. Runyon in
the U. S. District Court of Newark, N. J.
According to the report, the Eagle Radio Co.
is in good shape with the exception that it lacks
cash to meet maturing obligations. It is planned by the receivers to operate the company
along the lines that have brought it its past
success and under the jurisdiction of the court
will be able to meet outstanding obligations in
reasonable time and attain stability for the

Ray Belmont Whitman Home

Co.,

hurricane in that territory, the factory building
Dania being unroofed and other serious damage done. The latest reports from the Jordan
Co., however, are very cheering and despite
hindrances the plant is now restored to operation
again, and the company is meeting with a fair
degree of success.

at

Tahr-Lange, Inc.,
Milwaukee, Wis.

popular records for the above labels.
Miss
Preer confines her activities to popular programs. The first series of records made by this
artist for the Banner and Domino records was
well received by the trade, according to the
sales department of the Plaza Music Co.
Among the songs that appear in the Banner
and Domino catalog sung by Miss Preer are
"When the Red, Red Robin Comes Bob, Bob,
Bobbin' Along," "Breezin' Along With the
Breeze," "Lucky Days," "No One But You
Knows How to Love," and "Sadie Green" (The

company.

Sterling Boll and Record Co.,
137 W. Fourth Street, Cincinnati, O.

Chicago,

J.

Back From Southern Trip

181 Whitehall Street,
Atlanta, Ga.
811 W. Broad Street,

C. D.

charge of the Starr's, credit depart-

counts.

Inc.,

New

in

At the Baldwin Victrola Shop it was reported by Frank LeFevre, manager, that there
is
every indication that December sales will
greatly exceed those of last year.
"We are fairly flooded with machine business," stated Miss Rose Helberg, manager of
the local branch of the Columbia Phonograph
Co. As to records, they are selling in a phenomenal way. C. E. Kramer, of the local office,
of the Columbia, is just back from a trip to
Louisville, where he opened up several new ac-

McPhilben-Keator, Inc.,

C. A. Kichards, Inc.,
100 E. 45th Street,

Evelyn Preer

Fantle Co.

Greater City Phono. Co., Inc.,
76 Fifth Avenue,
New York, N. Y.

James K. Polk,

for

stock,

Inc.,

Wazee

fine

are simply rushed to death with business," said Morris Fantle, head of the M. A.

Syracuse, N. Y.

1720

in

demand

"We

Doerr, Andrews & Doerr,
Minneapolis, Minn.

Kohler Distributing

a brisk

he declared.

Boston, Mass.

Co.,

is

At the store of the Otto Grau Piano Co. it
was reported by E. W. Young, manager of the
talking machine and record department, that
there is now a splendid demand, most of it being for the high-priced instruments and combinations. There is a shortage of some models,

H. Burke Company,
221 Columbus Avenue,

Gibson-Snow

that there

records.

Barker Wholesale Company,
Barker Building,
Los Angeles, Calif.
J.

brisk demand.
At the Chubb-Steinberg Music Shop it was
reported by Howard L. Chubb that the holiday
demand is fully up to expectations and talking
machines and records are moving well.
At the Brunswick Shop, of which Louis H.
Ahaus is proprietor, it was stated that phonoin

Ray Belmont Whitman, international patent
attorney and consulting engineer, at one time
connected with the Columbia Phonograph Co.,
has just returned from an extended tour of the
world, during which he visited thirty-seven
foreign countries and saw most" of the great
sights of this earth.
In all he covered some
Mr. Whitman is
fifty thousand miles of travel.
again located in New York, making his headquarters at the Engineers Club.
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To Our

Friends)

'"To our old

who

Old and

New

friends in the trade

have helped make this year

so successful for us, and to the
friends

53

who

are

now

new

big family of dealers who sell
Symphonic Reproducers, we extend
with gratitude our sincere wishes
for a Merry Christmas and a Happy
and Prosperous New Year.

Lambert
370 Seventh Ave.

If

joining the

Friedl, Pres.

New York

t

n

fj

L

I
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Upward Trend

in Sales

—

Unusual Sales Promotion Plans of Live Dealers Stimulate Sales Bloomingdale Bros. Feature
Viva-tonal Landay Hall Rearranges Interior Display Other Activities

—

The trade in the metropolitan territory during the past month experienced tv/o entirely
different conditions. The latter part of November saw buying activity rather slow, considering
the approach of the holiday season, with a day
of activity followed by a day or two of slowness.
In brief, it could be tiuthfully stated

business for November was "spotty."
with December, however, the trade
in all its angles took an upward trend, with
in
brisk
selling
all
types of merchandise

that

Starting

the following Columbia recording
composed the outstanding features of the

and

stars
after-

Fred Rich and His Hotel
noon's concert:
Astor Orchestra; Clicquot Club Eskimos; Al
Lentz and His Orchestra; Johnny Marvin, "the
Ukulele Ace," now appearing in "Honeymoon
Lane"; Charles Kaley, vocal artist, and Dale
Wimbrow, the "Del-Mar-Va Songster," and
His Rubeville Tuners, including Johnny Morris, Sylvester Aliola and Phil Adle, who gave

Many dealers are going to feel the
lack of stock before the holiday buying season
Some have already felt the shortage
is over.
fashion.

Avenue J, Brooklyn, arranged an entertainment in which the Orthophonic Victrola played

November

when

26,

a store concert

was given

from noon until five o'clock. This establishment, which recently added the Columbia line,
received the co-operation of the Columbia
organization

in

making

the

event

a

success.

given over exclu-

band and orchestra instruments and
small goods.
J. B. Price, manager of the establishment, states that the new arrangement
has already had the effect of increasing the
sales of records, sheet music and music rolls
and its effect of bringing the public through
the radio and talking machine sections has
been profitable.
Features Masterworks Series
An attractive and effective display of the
Columbia Masterworks Series of records occusively

to

window

the

the

of

New York Band

wooden plaque. Another section of the same
window was given over to a showing of the
Odeon recordings of Raquel Meller, with an

a

a leading part for the pupils of a public school
in the vicinity of the store on December 2,

York.
Bloomingdale Bros. Add Viva-tonal Line
The formal introduction of the Columbia line
of Viva-tonal phonographs and New Process
records was made by Bloomingdale Bros.' department store to its customers on Friday,

now

the store are

of

floor

Instrument Co.'s store on West Thirty-fourth
street during the past month
Six different
sets of Beethoven's compositions in differentcolored albums were arranged on a platform
in the window and behind them was shown a
hand-carved portrait of Beethoven in relief on

models and wholesalers of the leading talking machine companies report a lack
in stock of certain models.
Entertain Pupils With Orthophonic
Schwartz & Chakrin, Victor dealers, of 1304

tablishment has had great success in selling the
public schools of Brooklyn and has found the
school authorities more than willing to cooperate in raising funds with which to purchase instruments for school use.
L. J. Saftler in New Post
L. J. Saftler was recently appointed manager
of the general music store of Albert Bersin,
1253 Bedford avenue, Brooklyn, N. Y., succeeding Galbraith Perry, who has assumed the management of the West End Radio Shop, New

Orthophonic Victrolas will be
the second floor formerly
occupied by pianos, now, in addition to housing
the record and sheet music and music roll
sections, contains three elaborately fitted and
furnished demonstration and display rooms for
the larger and high-priced combination units
and Panatropes. The mezzanine and main

pied

of certain

The children paid a small sum for admission,
the total proceeds of the affair being used to
purchase a Victrola for school use. This es-

1926

The space on

given.

of Metropolitan Holiday Sales Season

15,

and

tropes

Marks Opening

—

December

Crowd
a

novelty

at

Bloomingdale's Store Concert

number showing how

recording

a

works in a recording studio.
William Schneider, manager of the talking
machine department, was elated at the success
of the concert and reported several immediate
unit

instruments in addition to a large
volume of record sales. The accompanying
illustration shows the crowd, in the midst of
which is Fred Rich's Orchestra, playing one
of the numbers which they have recorded for
sales

of

the Columbia catalog.

Landay Hall Rearranges Department
The past month has seen an entire rearrangement of the different departments which make
up Landay Hall, at Forty-second street and
Si-xth avenue.
The record and sheet music
departments, which were formerly on the main
floor of the store, now occupy quarters on the
second floor adjoining the radio and talking
machine sections. Nine record demonstration
and three music roll booths have been installed.
The piano section has been moved to the third
floor, a section of which has been given over
to a small auditorium seating about 150, where
piano recitals and demonstrations of Pana-

"IRON HORSE"

enlarged photograph of the world-famous artist
and a framed list of the recordings on sale.
F. Brogan, manager of the store, reports
J.

good

Tie-up With Theatre Organist
of the Paramount Theatre, at
Times Square, last month was utilized by the
Rudolph Wurlitzer Co., on Forty-second street,
to call attention to the Victor recordings of
Jesse Crawford, who plays the Wurlitzer organ
in the new theatre and who is a popular Victor

The opening

A large photograph of the theatre was
shown, together with a picture of the artist
and a list of his latest Victor recordings.

artist.

Opens Basement Record Department
record department was opened the
latter part of last month in the basement of
the John Wanamaker store, with Harmony
records, made by the Columbia Phonograph

A new

Co.,

PADDED PROTECTION COVERS
OLIVE DRAB DENIM

is

advantage-

so that visitors to the Wanaestablishment must pass hy it in going
the old to the new store and should
situated

maker
from

prove an excellent outlet for

The

full

carried

is

in

the

Harmony

recordViva-tonal
New Process recregular music depart-

Columbia
phonographs and Columbia
ings.

line

of

Canvassing Sells Radio
Canvassing by truck throughout the Williamsburg section is proving a profitable method
of selling radio equipment for Silver's Music
Shop, 316 Roebling street, Brooklyn, which
carries

Let It Rain
Let It Pour
Let It Snow

This department

featured.

ously

ords
ment.

on

both the Columbia Masterworks

sales of

Series and of the Meller records.

makes:
Kent,

including the following
Stromberg-Carlson,
Atwater
Freed- Eisemann and Fada. G. I. Ray.
a

manager
nine
is

full

of

cases

placed

line,

RCA,

in

the establishment, states that in
out of ten when a radio receiver
a

home

for demonstration a sale

results.

Will your phonographs be thoroughly protected in delivery
during the winter season?
Now is the time to think of

moving

covers.

Write your jobber or direct to
us today.

and

C. Bauer Sons, Inc., Adds Victor
Bauer Sons, Inc., 740 Broadway, formerly

& Bauer, for many years an exclusive
piano house, was recently granted the Victor
agency and is putting a vigorous campaign behind the Orthophonic instruments and records.
Large advertisements in the daily papers have
Stultz

announced the addition of the new department
and the reputation and prestige of the concern
and the many friends it has made in selling
pianos have brought a brisk business during its

Padded Covers, Form

Fitting, with Strap
Buckle Attached. Also Styles for Every Make
of Talking Machine or Radio.

All Styles

C.

Reliable Manufacturing Standard Always Maintained

first

month

A. L.

REACH TEXTILE

COTTON GOODS
224-226 EAST 42ND ST.
MAIN OFFICE AND SALESROOM
Mill Contractors

CO., Inc.
Manufacturers

CANVAS SPECIALTIES

NEW

YORK,

N. Y.

as

a

representative of the Victor

machines and records.
Buys Montauk Music Shop
A. E. Henderson has purchased the stock
and business of the Montauk Music Shop,
Rockville Center, L. I., N. Y., and is continuing the business at the same location under
the same name.

line of

December

15,
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THAT
popular

new Apex Six

the

sets

for many
conclusion.

on

the

seasons

to

one of the most
market this season and
come
foregone
is a
will be

—

Consider

these important improvements.
Patented
Compensator (patented in 1924 and withheld from
the market until its merit had been established beyond all question) one dial control impedance
coupled the entire sphere of radio at the command
of the turn of a single dial - all distortion eliminated
illuminated dial
automatic filarnent control.

—

—

—

—

—

This notable receiver
in furniture

is

worthy of

housed

its

qual-

and designed in combinations which provide a wide selection
on small investment.
ity

Apex
Dept. 9l7i 1410

APEX MODEL

No. 5

Without Accessories— $85

APEX MODEL

No. 106 Without

Accessories— $175

55

Om
—

For example receiver No. 6
combined with cabinet No.
100 makes set No. 106.

J^atented
Compensator

Sixteen years of unimpeachable manufacturing activities

and

stability

vaHie of

vouch for the integrity
the Apex organization and for the
products.

of

Apex

With but few exceptions Apex

dealers of yesterday
today. Conclusive evidence that
satisfaction and the Apex policy
proves profitable to dealers.
Apex sets have never
been "junked" or price slashed

Apex dealers of
Apex products give
are

and never

will be. Progressive

dealers are invited to write
for particulars regarding liberal Apex dealer franchise.

Electric M(g. Co.

W. 59th

Chicago

St.

APEX SUPER

5 Without
Accessories— $80

APEX MODEL

No. 116 Without
Accessories— $210

213
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Broadcasting Situation Receives the
Attention of Metropolitan Retailers
Talking Machine and Radio Men, Inc., in Resolution Call for the Clearing of the Broadcasting
Tangle Hear Interesting Talks See Exhibit of Radio Line Discuss Legislation.

—

Ways and means of controlling the broadcasting situation to the end that the present
confusion on the air be ended through the
intervention of Federal legislation was the chief
monthly meeting of
Talking Machine and Radio Men, Inc., the
dealer organization of New York, New Jersey
and Connecticut, held on Tuesday, Novemtopic of discussion at the
thfe

ber 30.
Irwin Kurtz, president of the Association,
presented to the members for their consideration a resolution on the subject adopted at a
recent meeting of the executive committee.

The

was adopted by the members

resolution

unanimously.

—

—

Briefly

summed

up,

it

asks that

the channels of radio communication should be
perpetually -maintained and controlled by and
for the people and should never be permitted

become

use of
to
the channels of radio communication should be
controlled by Federal license, issued for a minimum of three years and a maximum of five
years, and subject to revocation for any violation of the law; that a sworn statement of
.the ownership of the broadcasting station be
filed with the proper agency once every six
property;

private

the

that

months; that the authority to issue licenses,
assign wave lengths and call letters, and to
establish power limitations, etc., be vested by
law in some executive branch of the Federal
Government, maintained by funds appropriated
by Congress; that licenses shall not be transferable; that broadcasting stations shall retain

the right to determine the character of all material broadcast; that there be no tax levied

SON|iRO(

of the Association

Another romance of modern industry, that of
from obscurity to national promi-

a firm rising

of repossessing musical instruments,

in a brief span of years, is very evident
the battery industry. In 1917 the National

Co., with general offices at St.
Minn., then organized under a diflPerent
name, first began the manufacture of storage

Lead Battery
Paul,

^

batteries.

From

Many

ground, seemed pitted against the firm's strugBut from a humble plant with
gle for success.
a handful of employes, the company has grown

now.

until

Sonochorde popularity
entirely

to

eminence
•

its

is due
obvious pre-

when

with other good
Just hear one!

speakers.

-

]
CO.

Factory Sales Agents
42 Binford St.
S. Boston, Mass.

BACK VIEW

Nota
ig

how

WALL MODEL

back
Sonochorde
ths

every
protected

possible

FLOOR

STANDARD
MODEL

against

Injury.

fire

which burned the plant to the

has several hundred employes in
factory-operated
five
factories and

now

it

five

its

MASS.

HASTINGS ELECTRIC SALES

disastrous

branches scattered throughout the United States.

CO.

-

capital, general financial depression,

•

compared

BOUDETTE MFG.
CHELSEA

of

time on every obstacle, lack of
and even a

that

dealers could have sold two or
three times as many Sonochordes this
Christmas if they^d had them.
could not begin to fill the unprecedented demand, although we tripled
production. Far sighted dealers will
insure January deliveries by ordering

We

EQUipped with heavy
«ord and decorative
Prlc« $27
tMi*L

As

result

a

of

this

company's

phenomenal

growth, it now ranks among the older leaders
in the industry from a production standpoint.
The firm was engaged in the battery business
originally in

1915

it

1910,

when from

was distributor

in

the

that

time until

Northwest

for

one of the largest-selling batteries on the marThe National Lead Battery Co. began the
ket.
manufacture of batteries for the first time in
1917 in Minneapolis, and in 1919 moved its main
plant to the present address in St. Paul. In the
Fall of the same year the factory was comThe next two years
pletely destroyed by fire.

were occupied with the slow work of rebuilding
the factory and the organization, and in 1922
production of batteries was first begun on a
large scale.

A

design o! unusual distinction.
Prlc« with cord
t3S

furniture,

on instalments and on which payments have lapsed. The bill expressly excludes automobiles from its previsions, due to
the fact that automobile dealers were cognizant
of it and took immediate action.
Now the
members of the music trade, together with the
furniture dealers, are working to have the bill
repealed.
Having been passed, the details of
the measure are more or less familiar to members of the trade, and steps have been taken
whereby retailers will be advised immediately
of the introduction of other measures in Albany that are calculated to afTect the interests
sold

etc.,

-

of the industry.

G. C. Anderson, general manager of the
Hartman Electrical Mfg. Co., manufacturer of
the Hartman line of radio equipment, which

was on

spoke briefly and introduced

display,

Edward H.

consulting engineer, who
explained the outstanding features of the Hartman syntonized "single-six" unit.
President Kurtz explained proposed changes
Loftus,

With
dent, L.

pany

a

by its presiand a few others, the comstarted on its climb to success. At

meager
J.

first

capital contributed

Shields,

the

in

be

of sectional vice-presidents, three in Manhattan,

one

Kings County, one

in

in

Bronx County and one

manufacturers

and

New
to

Jersey, one
represent the

distributors.

These

vice-

presidents will have to do with regional matters and will displace those now in office and
who represent groups carrying the same lines
of talking machines.
Byron Forster, chairman
of the entertainment committee, appointed the
members of the entertainment and year-book

committees for the 1926-27 season. A resolution of sympathy to Sol Lazarus on the loss of

mother was passed.

his

the end of the

first

year a dividend of $10,000

was paid on the small original investment and
$20,000 at the end of the second year. A total
of 65,000 batteries was marketed during 1922;
120.000 in 1923; 229,000 in 1924; and 425,000 in
1925.
During 1926 production is scheduled on
the basis of 638,000 batteries, and the end of the
year will probably show the total production
well over this figure.

The company now operates factories at St.
Chicago, Kansas City, Los Angeles and

nence
in

Order ^

into

on September 1, which serves to complicate and make almost prohibitive the expense
effect

in

a

—

to

was the law introduced by

Assemblyman Alterman and which went

former music
dealer, spoke on the radio situation and the
pending legislation at Washington. He commended the Association on the resolution it
had adopted and urged the dealers to send
their representatives to the hearings on the
bills now pending, declaring that they were in
a position to state what the public wanted, and
not allow the manufacturers and broadcasters
to cai-ry on the campaign for legislation alone.
Another matter which received the attention

Bloom,

Sol

Progress of This Institution Another Romance
of Modern Industry Many Plants Operated

the Tiime

1926

by-laws of the Association, which wilJ
voted upon by the members at the next
meeting, which will be held January 12. The
chief of these changes provides for the election

Remarkable Growth in Output of Nat'l Lead Battery Co.

is

13,

on radio receiving sets or parts or on broadcasting equipment, and that a copy of every
speech made over radio be filed with the proper
authorities within forty-eight hours after its
delivery and kept on file for a year.
Following the adoption of the resolution,

Congressman

Now

December

Paul,

Cincinnati,

branches being located at Kearny,
Baltimore, Md.; Atlanta, Ga.; Dallas, Tex.;
Oakland, Cal., and Portland, Ore., while several
other points are now being considered as logical locations for additional expansion.
N.

J.;

The latest National product is the Homepower
"A" Unit, a combination of "A" battery and
charger in a single compact unit, with a container of a non-corrosive compound.
The

"Homepower" is made in three types
various radio receiver requirements.

La

Phil

Brie to

to

fit

Work

With Fada Australia, Ltd.
At the request of Fada Australia, Ltd., Phil
Brie, Fada representative in Australia, has
been temporarily assigned to serve that or-

La

ganization in installing for the new Australian
firm the same system of controlling distribution
as

is

in

in effect in the

United

the

leading distributing circles
In announcing this

States.

Andrea, president of Fada
Mr. La Brie is fully conversant with radio trade procedure as practiced
by outstanding American manufacturers, as

move,
radio,

F.

A.

stated

D.

that

Fada
well as the distributing set-up for radio.
Australia, Ltd., was recently organized with a
capitalization of $250,000 to handle

Fada prod-

Australia and Tasmania, with
quarters at Adelaide, South Australia.

ucts

in

head-

—
December

15,
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Santa Claus Says:
"Brach Has a Great Line of RADIO GIFTS
Which Every Dealer Should Sell"
(1) New!
(4) Brach Shock-ProoC Radio Plug
be on the radio
—a Shock-Proof
Brach Controlit Should
Plug that gives perfect electrical contact, withgift list

Here is the gift ot gifts to
owners of radio sets. Controlit makes any radio set a
light

power-operated
set,
all switches from

eliminating

"B" Battery

Substitute and
Trickle Charger and placing
complete, automatic control
in the set switch.
Retails for §6 in U.S.A.

(2)

stands high voltages and

(5)

field,

Brach Master Aerial Outfit

—

—

—

ing gift for present or prospective radioists.
Price $3.50; others up to

making

it

un-

necessary to urge dealers to carry the Brach line
complete.
All Brach Arresters are backed by a
$100 Insurance Guaranty.
Prices §1 to §3.50.

Brach
Extension Cord
Connector
(3)

easily connected or

Here is one of radio's big sellers a complete
antenna every needed part in one package
including a Brach Lightning Arrester. A cork-

Brach Lightning Arrester

Brach Arresters dominate the

is

Retails for 50c.

released.

."53.50

NEW!

(6)

Brach Totem-Pole
Antenna
Something that meets a demand
V)ng unfilled you'll sell lots of
them.
An indestructible, weather-proof

—

antenna

— like

a

flagpole

with

wound

wire.
Can
or gable roofs,
the side of the house, the window
ledge; on a boat deck or tent
pole.
Does away with unsightly
make-shifts.
Insures fine tone
and clarity. A great Christmas
gift, especially for those living
in apartment houses, hotels, etc.
100

ft.

of

be placed on

flat

Price

$10

Radio Products
L. S.

L. S.

BRACH MFG. CO., Newark, N. J., U. S. A.
BRACH OF CANADA, Ltd., Toronto, Can.
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Retailers in the

Richmond Territory

Order Heavily for the Holiday Rush
—

Dealers in the Coal District Prosperous as a Result of Wage Increases of Miners ^Cotton Price
Slump Affects Sales A. Z. Lilly's Music House Celebrates Anniversary

—

—

Richmond, Va., December 7. Except in secwhere business is affected by the cotton
situation, phonograph dealers are reported to
be stocking up well in anticipation of a good
Christmas trade. Slump in the price of cotton
tions

due to overproduction of the crop has made
merchants in cotton-producing areas slow to
place orders with jobbers and it is believed that
they will continue to mark time until there is
appreciable improvement in the situation.
Material increase in wages of coal miners in
West Virginia, last month, has boosted trade
according to reports from
in that territory,
dealers throughout the section.

John

S.

Ramos, salesman

Lyon & Healy,

for

former Richmond boy, is visiting
He is a son of the late Manly
B. Ramos, prominently identified with the Richmond music trade for many years.
A. Z. Lilly's music house, of Beckley, W. Va.,
which recently observed its fifth anniversary in
its new store, reports that the miners in that
territory have been spending much money with
of Chicago, a

relatives here.

them since they got their increase, especially in
phonographs and records. Incidental to its celebration, the Lilly store staged a voting contest

which the school voted the most popular in
town was awarded a talking machine.
The Biggs Music Co., of this city, announces
that it is now showing a complete line of Columbia New Process records and also the new
in

Viva-tonal Columbia.

Christmas buying

in

Richmond and

other

cities

in

this

territory

Christmas savings

where banks

checks

is

distribute

expected to be

stimulated greatly by the distribution of this

sum of money.
Goldberg Bros., of this city, are no longer
distributing Pathe machines, but they are still
handling Pathe records. They report that they
are well stocked up with Artone portables as
well as their own lines of machines in anticipation of meeting orders for the holiday season
throughout the territory which they cover.
J. K. Fletcher, manager of the Corley branch
store in Petersburg, Va., recently sold two $900
Hyperion Orthophonic models and one Borgia
model in the Victor line which sells for $1,000.
The general run of the trade, he says, prefers
the $300 Credenza to all others, and he is placing quite a few of these.
John H. Cowan, salesman for Goldberg Bros.,
traveling Virginia, Maryland and parts of Ohio
and Pennsylvania, is back in his territory following a honeymoon tour spent in Kentucky,
native State of his bride, who was Miss Catherine Busse, of Richmond, before marriage. He
is a son of James Cowan, of the James Cowan
Co. music house, Richmond, handling Columbia
and other lines.
G. E. Moss, of the phonograph department of
Lee Fergusson, Victor dealer, plans to spend
Christmas in Chase City, Va., his former home
town. O. F. Grady, manager, is back on the
job after being laid up for a week or so with
large

an attack of grippe.

December

of the

phonograph department

Music

Co.,

week

of special events.

Stimulated record sales resulted from the personal appearance at Land O' Dance, Canton, of
Whitey Kauflman and his Victor Recording
Orchestra.

"Radio merchandising competition is so keen
that the authorized music dealer has to move
quickly to profit these days," said Earle G.
Poling, of the Earle G. Poling Music Co., Akron.
"Higher-priced machines, which the side street
dealers are unable to come near comparing
their

merchandise with, are selling best," he

said.

George C. Wille, head of the George C. Wille
Music Co., presided at the annual banquet and
meeting of the Canton Radio Dealers' Associa-

on Distribution of $1,500,000 Christmas Funds
—

Akron-Canton, O., December 8. With Christa few weeks distant, quickened de-

mas only

mand

is

noticed

records and, in
chandise. The

machines, radio,
kinds of musical mer-

talking

for
fact,

all

month

of

November was

a fair

month, dealers said, but now that the holiday
buying season is on in earnest, all of the larger
stores are thronged daily with prospective customers. Release of almost $1,500,000 in Christ-

mas

savings, in this district, has been respon-

sible for the spurt in sales.

A week's run of Rose Marie, at the Grand
Opera House, Canton, is responsible for improved demand for phonograph records of the
song hits of the show, dealers said this week.
Sheet music sales also profited by the appearance of the show.
Charles A. Lohman has been made manager

A

tion held recently in the Canton Club.
tailed report was given of the recent

de-

annual

show sponsored by local radio and music
houses and the promotion was found to be
highly successful. It has been decided to hold
another radio show next Fall.
J. E. Anderson has been named manager of
the radio section of the new Strauss-Hirshberg
department store, Youngstown, opened recently
radio

to the public.

Sacramento Music and
Radio Trade Ass'n Meets
Eighty-five

Members

of Trade Listen
on Important Problems

to Talks

Sacramento, Cal., December 7.—The Music and
Radio Trades Association of this city held a
meeting last month, which was attended by
trades.

in

Anderson

of the

Dayton, O. This concern last week
observed its fiftieth anniversary by holding a

eighty-five

Akron-Canton Trade to Cash

1926

15,

A

members
number

of
of

the music
interesting

and

allied

talks

were

given, including one by Shirley Walker, president of the Northern California Music Trades

Association, on general aspects of the retail
music trade. Other speakers included John
Rapp, vice-president of Earl Wright, Inc., and
M. De Lyons, vice-president of Ernest Ingold,
Inc.
These speakers were guests of the Association, being visitors from San Francisco.
A
number of members also spoke on different
phases of merchandising and servicing musical
instruments and radio receivers.
Ellas Marx,
head of the Association, presided.

Charles L. Grinnell, of
Grinnell Bros., Dies
Charles L. Grinnell, junior director of GrinBros.' music house, died in Harper Hos-

nell

pital,

Detroit, Mich., on Friday,

November

12,

months' illness. Mr. Grinnell was
forty-nine years of age and had been connected
with Grinnell Bros, for twenty years, being the
son of the late I. L. Grinnell, founder of the
Funeral services were held on Monbusiness.
day, November 15, with the interment in Roseland Park Cemetery. Mr. Grinnell is survived
by his widow, Mae, and two children, Ira L.
and Buryl.
after a six

Advocates Development of
Short

FOR SALE
Phonograph Motor Manufacturing Equipment
Complete with jigs,
Equipment designed
ericlosed,

equipment, blue prints and patent rights.
manufacture the famous Valiquet (shown above), the only
dust-proof, three-spring motor, which plays six ten-inch records with one
dies, die-casting

to

winding.

This equipment can be purchased at a figure so attractive as to make the manufamous enclosed motor a most profitable investment.

For further information address

The Talking Machine World
209 South

—Box

State Street, Chicago,

111.

1584

in Broadcasting

Owners of new broadcasting stations should
develop the great short-wave field, doing their
own prospecting of the ether, and pioneer
broadcasters should be protected against piracy,,
Powel Crosley,
turer and owner
in

facture of this

Wave

Jr.,

prominent radio manufac-

of broadcasting station

WLW,

Cincinnati, said in a recent interview:

"Of course the most serious problem is legiswhich there will be established
some authority to control the wave length
assignment of these stations and to police the
air in such a way that its use will be most benelation through

ficial

to the public," he said.

The Talking Machine World,

mark has been reached

ULTRA
—and
THIS

is

New

York, December

in the sale of

(phonic) Reproducers

this in less

than six months time

a tribute not only

the exceptional merit
of this high quality product
but also stands as proof that
to

progressive music merchants are quick to recognize
the

superiority.

Progressive

every-

dealers

where have made and are
making real profits on the

Audakco products,
with the knowledge that they
sale

of

are giving their customers the

very best the market affords.

Beginning with the New
Year (January 1, 1927), there
be further additions to
Audakco products
which

will

will

—

mean

still

more

to our ever increasing

profits

number

of retailers.

All Ultra Reproducer diaphragms are of a scientifically

proportioned

Nothing

aluminum

else will

alloy

— as thin as a human

hair*

meet the exacting requirements of the new

electrical recordings

15,

—and remember the better these records

are reproduced, in the home, the more of them you will selL

The AUDAK COMPANY, inc.
'Makers of high grade Acoustical and Electrical Apparatus for over 10 years

565 Fi£th Avenue,

New

York, N. Y.

1926
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Royal Blue Model

—No.

540;H,45;W,25;D,14.
Panel 9x20.

A

magnificent

Walnut

only.

cabinet.
Substantial

construction. Beautiful dull-

rubbed
lined

finish.

loud

Hinged,
speaker

silkgrill.

Receiver compartment

One

of the giant plants of the Federal Furniture

Factories, Inc.

Your guarantee of uninterrupted

production of Cabinets by Irving.

fits

any standard set. Roomy
lower compartment for h;nteries, accessories,

etc.

S
f
t

The Talking Machhie

]]'orld,

Kczv York, December

Die Cabinet Sensation
of the 1927 Season
Beautifully

Made

Popular Design

-

-

-

-

'

Beautifully Finished

-

Enduring Construction

GUARANTEED BY
THIS RESPONSIBLE ORGANIZATION
The Perfect Cabinet

for the

AT WATER KENT COMPACT -And

Other Models

.y^HE New

Federal Radio Cabinet is one of those rare pieces of merchandise in which every single detail dovetails so perfectly that tremendous sales can be the only outcome. Design is one of those happy combinations of line and form which instantly hits a widespread popular chord.

Appropriate for the Atwater Kent Models and practically

comes

to the

cabinet has

market

won

at just the

other makes.

Finish harmonizes with the prevail-

Size exactly meets popular demand.
ing furniture mode of today.
It

all

moment when

the

highboy type of radio

the attention of millions of people.

IN QUALITY IT HAS NO SUPERIOR.
And because it is produced on a quantity production
for at least $10 to $20 less than any similar cabinet

basis

it

can be sold

produced today.

BIQQER PROFIT S— Start Making Them Now!
The New Federal Radio Cabinet is making new sales records because it
represents exceptional value. The consumer knows value. He -wants value.
Put it on display in your store and watch your sales grow!
Order from your jobber or write us direct to-day,

ROCKFORD SALES CORPORATION
Division of Federal Furniture Factories, Inc.

206 Lexington Avenue

Cabinet^

-

-

-

New York

City

tr^ lnlini^

15,

1926
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The new radio law will probably
make available wave lengths for
broadcasting stations as low as 150
meters*

What

will be the feeling of

a purchaser of a high priced

set

who

cannot hear these low wave lengths?

We know of only one radio set regularly

manufactured which

will take

wave lengths from 1 50 to 550 meters
without changing*

It is

the 1927

model ten tube Zenith DeLuxe operating without outside antenna or
loop and yet gives great power and
distance* It is the highest grade,

most

and most sensitive receiver
made and is the pride of its makers,
the Zenith Radio Corporation, 3620
selective

Iron Street, Chicago,

Illinois,

December
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Home

Motion Picture
Camera Popular With Trade
Filmo

—

Stores Taking It On How
the Bates Radio Corp. Feature This Line

Many Music-Radio

That the Filmo home motion picture camera
manufactured by the Bell & Howell Co., Chicago,

firmly establishing itself in the stores

is

and radio dealers throughout the country is the information gained from the reports
of representatives of the firm scattered throughout the country. Many retailers have been atof music

:•(tv.;:i^

^

How

^

^

^

Bates Gets Publicity on Filmo Line

traded by the sales

possibilities

of this

entertainment device and have added

it

home

to their

phonograph and radio lines, are soliciting old
and new customers, and building up a business
which will stand them in good stead during
the Spring and Summer months, as well as in
the Fall, when motion picture cameras are in

demand as holiday gifts.
The accompanying photograph shows how
one aggressive dealer, the Bates Radio Corp.,
of Milwaukee, Wis., advises the public in that
city that the store handles the Filmo camera.

The truck

carries a reproduction of the camera,

showing exactly how it is used, with the caption: "What you see you get with
Filmo,"
printed to the

left

of the illustration.

Since the

truck is in daily use in making deliveries to
various parts of the city, the firm, which also
handles the products of the Radio Corp. of
America, secures a tremendous amount of valuable publicity at a comparatively small cost.
;

1

Hazeltine Corp. Files Suit
Against E. B. Latham
Co.

&

Milwaukee Dealers Busy Supplying the

Demands

of the Early Holiday Shoppers
—

Trade Facing Annual Holiday Shortage of the Most Popular Instruments Many Radio Sales
Gift Buyers Victor Sales Increase Wide Trade Interest in Recently Formed Association

—

—

—

Milwaukee, Wis., December 6. Holiday business opened up very well according to reports
from Milwaukee radio and phonograph jobbers,
who add that the usual holiday shortage of
merchandise is being experienced.
Radio Sets for Gifts Are Popular
"It looks as if everybody is set on buying a
radio for Christmas," said Sidney Neu, manager
of the radio department of Julius Andrae &l
Sons Co., RCA distributors, in Wisconsin. "A
little while ago dealers seemed to be holding
back in their orders and things were rather
Things have opened up now with a bang,
quiet.
and we are being more than rushed with the
demand."
Nelson-Goodwin Radiola Shop, recently opened in Milwaukee at 253 Twenty-seventh street,
will carry the Radiola, Crosley, Howard and
Radiodyne lines, for which the Andrae Co. is
The Lincoln
the Wisconsin representative.
Electric Service Co., 1390 Green Bay avenue, is
also going into the radio business and will handle the lines of Julius Andrae & Sons Co.
Yahr-Lange, Inc., Busy
Fred E. Yahr, president of Yahr-Lange, Inc.,
wholesalers for the Sonora in Wisconsin and
Michigan, states that there is an extremely active demand for Sonora radios and phonographs
throughout this territory. "We are very busy
filling our orders,"
said Mr. Yahr, "as the
holiday sales have increased our already large
ordinary demand."
According to Mr. Yahr the Super-Ball antenna continues to show almost phenomenal results.
Orders are pouring in from all parts of
the United States, he says, and a large amount
of business is received from foreign countries.
Sonora phonographs also are in increasing demand, according to Mr. Yahr.
Active Brunswick Demand
Carl Lovejoy, Brunswick representative in
Milwaukee and southern Wisconsin, says that
the Brunswick Panatrope is selling at a "wonderful" rate.

An

action alleging infringement of the Hazeltine neutrodyne patent has been filed against E.
B. Latham & Co., New York, radio distributors,
by the Hazeltine Corp., and Independent Radio
Manufacturers, Inc., in the United States Southern District Court in New York. The bill of

complaint alleges that the defendant "has

causing to be sold and used radio receiving
apparatus embodying the inventions of said letters patent manufactured without right of license by the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co." The plaintiff asks for a permanent injunction and an accounting as well as payment of damages sustained.

A

Artistic

new poster

the

shielded

This fact may be proved from the statements of dealers that the phonograph is one
sales.

of the basic profit-making factors of their business,

and also by the

fact that

$1,100 and $1,200 are

phonographs

Victor Sales Increase

Victor, business in the entire territory

"We

con-

Fada radio has been sent to the
trade by L. C. Lincoln, advertising manager of
F. A. D. Andrea, Inc.
This is part of a comprehensive list of dealer helps prepared for
Fada franchised dealers. The chassis of the
Fada Eight is pictured against a shield in the
familiar orange and black with the caption
"Shield of Protection," the whole being dominated by the slogan "Fada Harmonated Reception." Fada dealers are also using an attention-getting window strip of black on orange to
which the legend "Here now Hear it Now"
lends an appealing lilt.

Wm.

H. Keboch Piano

Co.,

Ill

North

Sixth street, Reading, Pa., which recently added
the Columbia Viva-tonal line, is making a

strong direct mail campaign to push the

good.

Mr.
throughout the territory.

People continue to
new models, and
electrically recorded records have also played a
prominent part in selling the public on the
merits of the new models. Some difficulty in
getting enough Victrolas to adequately supply
our dealers is being e.xperienced, a matter which
the holidays have made still more difficult. The
new model 860 combination Electrola and Victrola is being very well received by the trade.
Mr. Goldsmith states that the Badger Talking Machine Co. has just issued a chart showing the different styles of mainsprings for the
different Victrola models.
Interested in New Association
Radio and phonograph jobbers are showing
great interest in the Wisconsin Association of

show

great

interest

in

the

Music Merchants and in the Milwaukee division
of the association which
has recently been

As members

formed.

of the Association they

are active on the various committees, and find

making many desirable conThe Association besides affording ad-

the opportunity of
tacts.

vantages of acquaintance, also offers jobbers the
opportunity of assisting the retail dealer, and
of coming into closer contact with him. The Association has already started on a very ambitious program for the material betterment of
music throughout the State and in Milwaukee.
Bert E. Sutton, of the Music Shop of Spring111., has been arousing a lot of interest in
the Victor Orthophonic and new Victor records
through demonstrations which have been well
attended.
field,

Televocal QUALITY

TUBES

Dependable and a Technical Triumph

A RADIO TUBE—

that

is

non-

won't short.

matched units; tested,
Sold
balanced and plainly marked detector, radio

frequency or audio

frequency.

DEALERS AND JOBBERS
on this new and
better radio tube that costs no more.

Ask

for particulars

—

The

is

are enjoying a very fine business," said
Goldsmith, "not only in Milwaukee but

in

struction of

line.

Dealer's

Televocal Gorp^i.
67 A Fifth Ave.
New
VQiak.

at

the greatest demand.

in

According to Harry Goldsmith, secretary of
the Badger Talking Machine Co., jobber of the

microphonic

Fada Poster

featuring

"Dealers are enthusiastic over the Panatrope
and the Panatrope Radiola," said Mr. Lovejoy.
"Business around the State has been very steady,
and business conditions throughout the terri-

to

tory seem to be good." The high-priced phonograph unit has interested the dealer in making

in-

fringed upon patent No. 1,533,858, particularly
claims 1, 2, 5, 9, 12, 14, 16, by selling and

An
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Name

City
Jobber's

City

'

State.

Name
State.
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Roy

E. Forbes Tells

How

the Victor Co.
Introduced Orthophonic Line to Trade

Article in Printers' Ink, Interview
fully Carried

With Director of Sales of Victor Co., Describes
Out Plans Resulted in Wide Interest in New Instruments

How the Victor Talking Machine Co.
through advertising and a carefully thought-out
merchandising plan successfully introduced the
new Orthophonic line in spite of the fact that
dealers' stores were loaded with old models, and
wholesalers' warerooms also were filled with
them and the factory itself had a huge number of completed and partially finished instruments on hand, is told in a most interesting
article entitled "The Story of the Victor Come
Back," that appeared in a recent issue of
Printers' Ink.
The article is based on an interview by Roland Cole with Roy E. Forbes,
director of sales of the Victor Co.
Mr. Forbes points out that months of executive deliberation preceded the change, and although work on the new Orthophonic Victrola
did not start until the end of June, 1925, the
new instruments were delivered to dealers'
stores by the last week of October of that year.
By that time, too, through the merchandising
plan arranged by the Victor Co., stocks of old
style Victrolas were practically cleared from

How

Care-

promptly replenished on the basis of the new
and were able to come out of the situation with a normal profit.

prices

"The absolute necessity

of disposing of the

old style Victrolas at prices acceptable to the

way
when I

public in order to clear the

Orthophonic

will

be clear

for the

new

explain that

floors

of

could concentrate
ting sales of the

A
is

stores

retail

all

new

so

their

that

efforts

the

general demonstration 'Victor Day'
this
date was November 2, 1925.
The event was
heavily advertised, nationally and locally.
tremendous
public interest was created in our new instrument.
'Victor
Day' proved successful everywhere.

"Our local and national advertising was supplemented
with a great amount of personal work on the part of local
dealers talks with prospects and customers, work over the

—

telephone and special literature sent through the mail to
selected names.
All of this had the effect we sought,
namely, that of creating something of a sensation in each
community.
Had the effect been anything short of this,
the bringing out of the new Orthophonic Victrola might
have passed with a mild ripple of interest on the part of
talking machine

sales

to aid the dealers in getting rid of their

stocks

all

distributors were advised of the fact.

The Victor

Co. held back

its

own

stock of old

Victrolas and quoted no prices on these

style

and dealers were able to move
and distributors decided
that half the regular list price was the proper
level at which the old instruments could be sold.
The Victor Co. accordingly took this figure as
correct and revised the prices on the old instruments it had on hand.
How the dealers
until distributors

The

theirs.

moved

dealers

the obsolete styles

is

now

history.

Many

Mr. Forbes, suffered a loss
while others quickly disposed of the stock on
hand with the loss incidental thereto, and then
dealers, points out

POINT No. 14

called

A

volume the Victor Co. reached the point where
factory facilities were inadequate to meet de-

ments

list.

"We

on promo-

the brief period of a half year.
On the day that the Victor Co. finally decided on the plan to dispose of the old instru-

special

and the

instruments.

in

"With this in mind, we planned a series of advance
demonstrations beginning at Philadelphia and the more
important musical centers of the country, and including
every community where the local Victor dealers could be
persuaded to undertake, with our co-operation, the directmail work necessary to make such an affair successful.
"The important thing was to compile a list of. names
of a town's socially influential people.
This varied in
different towns.
In cities and towns where symphony
concerts were given, it included a list of the regular
subscribers; wealthy people who usually lend their names
to the promotion of musical events; society leaders; those
in high circles in the town's religious and educational
affairs; city officials, the mayor, or other prominent people
like
merchants, bankers and the heads of women's organizations.
A special form of invitation, which we prepared, was mailed over the dealer's signature to this

flocked to the general demonstration.

remarkable feature of the entire situation

mands

Roy
new

E. Forbes

the latter is a
talking machine in every
sense of the word, constructed upon an altogether new principle, different within and without,

having no relation or semblance to the old

Victrola," said Mr. Forbes.

Mr. Forbes also points out the fact that an
new method of recording accompanied

entirely

the introduction of the Orthophonic line, and
he goes into considerable detail in describing
the process.
tion of the

In discussing the actual introduc-

new instrument and record and

the

to be faced, Mr. Forbes said:
"Everyone who has had any experience with musical
people kncws that every community has its bellwethcTs
Inform them of news first, or
among local musicians.
acquaint them with innovations or recent developments,
before such knowledge is released to the general public,
and the most influential tongues in the community are

problems that had

set

going.

Choosing a Tested Mainspring

owners and prospects and then subsided.
Something extraordinary was needed to arouse public interest to a pitch of excitement and keep it there.
"With the two demonstrations successfully staged, our
sales problem became one of keeping it there, which we
have been doing with one of the most thoroughgoing
advertising and merchandising campaigns in the history of
the company.
"So successful was this tremendous advertising and merchandising effort that within two weeks after 'Victor Day'
we had more orders on our books than we had ever had at
one time in the past. These orders were placed for Christmas delivery, then only four weeks away.
At no time
since the new Orthophonic was introduced has our factory
been able to catch up with orders.
"It should be borne in mind that our merchandising
and advertising campaign is really two campaigns, or a
campaign in two sections; first, introducing the Orthophonic Victrola with a sufficient number of records made
by the new method to permit of demonstration, and, second,
introducing the New Orthophonic Victor Record. The lastnamed campaign was inaugurated with page and half-page
advertisements in newspapers all over the country, beginRecords made by the new process
ning on October 21.
have been manufactured since the new Victrola was introduced, though the advertising announcement on them
had to be withheld until Orthophonic Victrolas could first
be put into distribution.
"Our national campaign announcing the Orthophonic
Victrola began during the first week of November, 1925,
with pages and half-pages in principal newspapers and
coIor_pages in a list of popular weekly and monthly magazines,

besides announcements

tested mainspring has a centre almost full of loose coils which is the result of its being wound as
These centre coils should not
tight as possible to find any irregularities in the strength and temper.
be too close together but uith an even distance between them, and the curve should be one steady
sweep, without any kinks, right to the inner end of the spring.
Unfortunately, there are a good many users ivho prefer their Mainsprings with lUSt two or thrce^
loose coils in the centre, because they look better, but as this style of mainspring has not been tested
they are not to be relied upon.
j
j
Each and every Vulcan Mainspring has to pass a rigorous test before we are satisfied, and every
all
kinds.
Vulcan mainspring is guaranteed against fa^tlts of

A

.

\
!

|

i

|

j
i
;
•

trade journals.

is

"Supplementing

material

for the

dealers'

store

and literature for

mail and counter distribution featuring the

Best

in

the

Long Run!

Despite

being continued at full schedule.
our national periodical campaign, our
direct-mail literature for dealers and consumers is being
These features include our dealcompletely reorganized.
ers' magazine, 'The Voice of the Victor,' our monthly
supplement of new records, which has just been entirely
remade from a typographic standpoint, and a long list of
ing campaign

display

USE VULCAN
MAINSPRINGS

in

we have never been able to catch up with
on the new cabinets and records, our advertis-

the fact that

our orders
\

1926

—

dealers

the fact that from a heavily depleted

15,

"These advance demonstrations were uniformly successful
successful to a remarkable degree.
In order to preserve the right atmosphere in connection with them,
we held back our newspaper announcements for the public demonstration which followed almost immediately.
The
psychological effect of the advance demonstration was
apparent in the interest with which the general public

.

the

December

new

line

of

growing list of new recordings.
"The developments of our merchandising campaign have
necessitated many radical changes in our sales organization. We have been obliged to put into effect a new scheme
of field representation to keep distributors and dealers in
The United
close touch with the policies of the company.
cabinets

States
sales

and the

is

steadily

divided into five sales areas, with a district
in charge of each, located in the field.
are trying to do in the Victor sales department

now

manager

"What we

to help our distributors keep in the closest kind of touch
with retailers and thereby improve the quality of service
The great lessons we are now
available to the consumer.
endeavoring to teach the retail dealer are (1) open-mindedness in his attitude to the public and toward suggestions
is

Note the
Greaseproof
Wrapper.

brought to him from manufacturer and distributor; (2)
clean stocks, which is only another term for the intelligent
application of the principle of rapid turnover; (3) qtmlity
to the
it applies to the merchandise and service offered

as

public, and (4) sustained effort in the use of scientific
merchandising and advertising to hold the advantage he

now

has.

of our campaign has been due to the plan,
that every detail was worked out in advance; to the
speed with which the plan was executed; the co-operation
which we gave to, and received from, distributors and
retailers, and the extent and quality of our advertising.

"The success

i.

Made by
J.

STEAD

&

MANOR WORKS
CO., Ltd.

SHEFFIELD,

ENGLAND

e.,

a commercial achievement, these
only as the commodity has merit."

As

points

are significan?

!
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The Crosley Musicone, announced
little more than a year ago, introduced a revolutionary speaker
principle and took the radio loud speaker
market by storm.
Its

overwhelming popularity, which has

involved the replacement of hundreds of
The

12-inch

Musicone has been reduced

to $12.50.

thousands

of

establishes

beyond challenge the Musi-

old

type

loud

speakers,

Crosley,

smaller Musicone

cone shape,

is

....

the

and

secret

Jr.,

announces

the Crosley Super Musicone!

It offers,

tions, still

This larger 16-inch cone utilizes the same
Crosley patented actuating unit as the

THE CROSLEY RADIO CORPORATION, QNCINNAn, OHIO

BETTER*
Write Dept 26 for illustrated booklet

not the

Musicone

of

by virtue of its larger propormore superb volume. It pro-

duces, especially in the bass,

-

-

-

still

richer

resonance

Also at $32 in the form of a beautiful Console, in which both receiver and batteries

CROSLEY

this,

excellence.

cone's superiority.

And now Powel

61

POWEL CROSLEY,

Jr.,

may be

f^aced.

President

MUSICONE
COSTS LESS
All prices sUyhtly

higher West of the Rockies
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Special Victor Orthophonic Built for
Customs Attache in Interior of China
A

Fine Illustration of How American Concerns Go to Great Lengths to Meet Exacting Requirements of People in Far Countries Instrument Constructed to Cross Desert on Camel

—

else may accompany the white man
penetrations into the far places, music,
in some form, is almost invariably included as

Whatever

on

his

an essential. That is one of the reasons why
American manufacturers of talking machines

and weight,

size

were
lows

forth

set

meet requirements which

to

succinctly in his letter as

fol-

:

"I have been following with interest your advertisements of the new Orthophonic Victrola
in the Saturday Evening Post and would like
to purchase one," he wrote.
"What I want to
know is whether you can or will undertake to

make me an Orthophonic
possible to get

as

all

in as

compact a form

of the essential parts in

and the volume out of

it.
In other words, a
portable in the sense that it can be packed in a
small, strong, felt-lined case allowing no space
in the machine itself for records and to weigh
not over 40 kilos (90 pounds), as the caravans
will not carry a case over that weight.

—

you

"If

you

will

will

look

see that

place up in an atlas
right on the most

-this

we

are

—

southern borders of China the borders of
Tonkin, Loas, the Shan States and Burmah,
which makes it necessary for us to do a lot of
shifting about, and it is essential that we have
as good stul¥ as possible in a very compact
form. My old Victrola is a good one, but if the
Orthophonic is better and I can get one in a
shape that can be carried on caravan travel, I

Special Orthophonic for China

have always found
cellent

foreign countries an exfor portable models.

in

and steady market

Occasionally, however, a manufacturer is confronted with the problem of meeting an unusual request from a pioneer or traveler who
desires something that is not in the catalog. A

an American manuunusual lengths to comply
with such a request, is evidence of the anxiety
of exporters to give the maximum of service in
recent instance, in which

tion."

A camel's capacity load is 180 pounds, evenly
balanced as to weight on each side hence the
ninety-pound maximum weight requirement.
The size of the desired instrument was no problem, but that of weight was something to be
reckoned with. The only way out was a specially designed and constructed instrument.
Now, in building an Orthophonic instrument,
the tone chamber has to conform to certain
fixed requirements of size and design.
An
appreciable amount of weight is represented by
the winding sound passage, which has a large
wooden "heart." The Victor Co. found that this
"heart" could be built of balsa wood, the light-

fields.

F. R. .MacKendrick, attached to the Chinese

Customs Service and stationed

in

Mengtsz Dis-

Hokow, Yunnan

Province, wrote the Victor Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. J., at
some length, expressing his desire for an Orthophonic Victrola. Unfortunately, standard models
trict,

of the coveted instrument were both too heavy
and too large for shipment by South China
camel train.
Mr. MacKendrick got his machine a special
model designed and built for him to a specific

—

15,

1926

mahogany-veneered

case, of usual strength, but
with a minimum weight, was constructed to
contain the tone chamber, motor and turntable.
A standard motor was used, with automatic
eccentric groove stop, and all other mechanical
and acoustical features of the standard Orthophonic instrument were built into the case.
The completed instrument weighed only fortyseven pounds, and its sturdy laminated wood
packing case an additional thirty-six pounds,
making the total camel weight eighty-three
pounds. The camel pack case was enclosed for
overseas shipment in an additional export case,
which brought the total shipping weight to
141 pounds.
The instrument, which has the same tone
quality as its companion machine in the regular
Victor line, is twenty inches high, eighteen and
one-half inches wide and seventeen inches deep.
The tone chamber opening is enclosed with silk
screen and ornamental wood grille, and the instrument compares in appearance with the
finest pieces

of

home

furniture.

Noted Family
Interested in

of Indians

Mohawk

Radio

A

family of full-blooded Indians was a feature at the recent Bufifalo, N. Y., radio exposition in the exhibit of the Cycle
Co.,
sets,

a distributor.

Mohawk

& Auto

Supply

one-dial receiving

manufactured by the

Mohawk

Indians Like the

Mohawk

Corp.

of

want one.
"As I have been told by your Eastern agent
'no got,' and this is more in the sense of a
special order, I do not think you will refuse to
deviate from your usual rule of not selling
direct and take the matter under considera-

facturer went to

foreign

December

—

est

known

workable

A

wood.

laminated.

shown in the display,
accompanying photograph,

Chicago, were

Illinois,

as can be seen in the

and the Indian family, consisting of the chief,
squaw and a papoose, grouped in front of
their tepee, served to furnish the desired atmosphere for the display. The setting was arranged
by Edward J. Bihl, of the Cycle & Auto Supply
his

Co.,

who

with R.

is

W.

standing at the rear of the exhibit
Griswold on his right.

Deca-Disc Phonograph Go.
for Vigorous Sales Policy

—

Waynesboro, Pa., December 4. At a special
meeting of the stockholders of the Deca-Disc
Phonograph Co., held in this city on Tuesday,
the reorganization plan proposed by the ofhcers
of the company was submitted and unanimously
approved. It is planned to pursue a vigorous
policy in regard to the marketing of the latest
designs of phonograph mechanism made by
this company, which will play a program of

A'B'Relay
There
Jewell

some

is

A-B

fine profit for dealers in the

-Relay.

Every owner of a modern B-Eliminator
and trickle charger equipped radio set is a
candidate for a

ten

sale.

switches the B-Eliminator and trickle
charger automatically. When the filament
is turned on it disconnects the charger and
connects the B-Eliminator to the light circuit.
Turning the filaments off, reverses
the operation. It is very convenient.

Send

for

Form No.

1023,

either

ten-inch

or

twelve-inch.

sentiment on the part of the stockholders
a vigorous effort to bring the merits
of this product to the attention of the induseral

It

Dealers who display and push this item
will be pleased with the results.

records,

There have been many other refinements added
to the designs of the instrument and the gen-

was for

try at large.

— A

quality product.
A-B-Relay
Rugged, positive action, long life.
It will not interfere with the nor-

mal operation
it

is

of

any

set to

adapted.

and ask for our discounts.

Jewell Electrical Instrument Co*
CHICAGO, ILL.
1650 WALNUT STREET
"26 Years Making Qood Instruments"

Striking Victor

Record Ads

which

The fourth of the series of column newspaper advertisements featuring the latest Orthophonic Victor records recently appeared in the
newspapers throughout the country and stimulated sales of the recordings listed.
These advertisements have won the enthusiastic praise
of dealers. The Victor Co. supplied dealers who
desired to tie up with three different ready-made
advertisements, and two attractive window posters

were also sent

to the trade.
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The men behind Neutrodyne
Engineers, physicists, mathematicians,
in

its

present position of leadership

who have placed Neutrodyne
and who will keep it there

—

of the fact that the Neutrodyne receiver of today represents the highest attainments in radio
development, no expense is being spared, in the continuance of a policy of constant improvement.
At considerable expense the Hazeltine Corporation and the fourteen companies licensed to manufacture
Neutrodyne apparatus maintain a large staff of technical men who devote their entire time to research and
experiment in radio. These men, whose names are listed below, are the men who have brought Neutrodyne to
the position of leadership it enjoys today. And these are the men whose ideas, designs and inventions will
keep Neutrodyne in the forefront in the years to come.
These men are determined that Neutrodyne receivers will always combine the best in sensitivity, selec-

In spite

tivity, ease

and economy of operation, volume and perfection of tone reproduction.

M.E. Fellow A.I.E.E.
L. A. Hazeltine:
Fellow I.R.E. Fellow American Physical Society. Formerly professor in charge of the Electrical Engineering
Department of Stevens Institute of Technology. Inventor
of the Neutrodyne Radio Receiver.
R. W. Ackerman: C. E. Schools of Mines, Engineering and
Active service U. S.
Chemistry, Columbia University.
Army Engineers, 82nd Division.
Lewis M. Clement: B.S. in E.E. F. I.R.E. Assistant Chief
Engineer of high-power Marconi stations in Honolulu and
San Francisco during construction and early operation.
Nine years with Bell Telephone Laboratories in charge of
radio receiver and special developments, including government transmitter, receivers, secret systems, etc.
Specialist in audio frequency and loud
J. W. Fink: M.E.

Professor

speaker development.
Donald O. Friend Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
Stanford University.
S. W. Gilfillan:
Virgil M. Graham: I.R.E. A.I.E.E. University o£
Rochester.
Leland H. Hansen: I.R.E. Designer of radio apparatus
Formerly with American Marconi Company,
since 1916.
1911-1925. Active service U. S. Signal Corps in France.
Frank A. Hinners: F. I.R.E. Pratt Institute. Associated
with radio development in all its phases since 1909. Among
earliest workers on quenched spark telegraphy in this
country.
In charge transmitter design supplied U. S.
Government during war. Chief Engineer extensive overland radio telegraph system.
F. E. Johnston: A.I.E.E. Long Beach, Cal., Polytechnic
and Sorbonne and Ecole Superieur de Electrique, Paris;
First Lieut. Radio Intelligence Section U. S. Signal Corps.
Croix de Guerre and U. S. Citation. Assistant Engineer in
charge construction of high-power station at Warsaw,
Poland. Engineer in charge of Riverhead, L. I., Transatlantic Radio Station.
C.T.Johnston: E.E. University of Iowa.
Thomas S. Leoser: I.R.E. Lehigh University.
W. W. Lindsay, Jr.: I.R.E. Technical School, Hanover,
Germany. Post-graduate work, Columbia University.
R. E. MacDowell: B.S. in M.E. and E.E.E. Electrical
experimental work. Radio Telephone Officers' School,
U. S. Government.
R. MacGregor: E.E. Provenside Acad, of Electrics, Glasgow, Scotland. Exp. work in British Navy, two years.
W. A. MacDonald: I.R.E. University
Look for this
of Paris.
Lieut. Sig. Corps U. S.
Army in France. Engineer in charge
:

development of airplane radio transmitter equipment Signal Corps U. S.
Army (four years). Consulting Engineering Dept., Radio Corporation of
America.
Ray H. Manson: E.E. I.R.E. A.I.E.E.
University of
Member S.A.E.
Maine.
Chairman Technical Committee. Radio Sect., N.E.M.A. Committee on Communication. Chairman

Electro-Acoustical Sub-Committee of I.R.E. Standardization Com.
Member Bur. of Standards, Radio Advisory
Committee. Member Component Part Committee of Tech.
Sub-Committee, A.E.S.C. Sect., Committee on Radio.

Benjamin

Miessner:

I.R.E. Member American Soc. to
Purdue University. Authority on electrical acoustics. Engaged in radio research since 1908.
John W. Million, Jr.: A.B. University of Michigan.
Instructor, Mathematics and Physics, Des Moines University.
Graduate in research, Washington University,
St. Louis, Mo.
Graduate work, Columbia University.
Development work in vacuum tubes and radio reception in
Bell Telephone Laboratories, July, 1923, to Jan. 1, 192S.
William J. Murdock: Designer and manufacturer of
F.

Advance Science.

radio apparatus since 1904.
N. Nichols: B.S. in E.E. First Imperial Light Science
School, Petrograd, Russia. Engineer Instructor, Russian
Imperial Army, and later French Air Service.
Copenhagen Technical School, Denmark.
J. A. NeilsoN:
Research work in Danish Naval Radio Service.
Benjamin Olney: Electro-Acoustical Engineer. Specially
engaged in audio frequency amplification and speech reproduction research.
Lawrence S. Philbrick: Phillips Andover Academy,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
F. F. Prelag: B.S. Vienna, Austria.
Engaged in experimental research work in radio in Europe and this country.
R. X. Rettenmeyer: M.S. B.S. in E.E. Formerly in the
Bell Telephone Laboratories in charge of work on high
quality carrier broadcast systems.
A. W. Saunders: E.E. Formerly in Bell Telephone Laboratories in radio receiver development design, including
receivers used by U. S. Coast Guard.
Roger W. Semons: R.E. Assistant Instructor, Harvard
Radio School, 1917-22. Design Eng. of broadcast stations.
F. J. Strassner: B.S. in E.E. and E.E. Formerly with Bell
Telephone Laboratories. Engaged in transmission maintenance matters. District plant engineer for New York
Telephone Company for eight years.
Howard J. Tyzzer: I.R.E. Designer of radio receiving
apparatus since 1916.
Lincoln G. Walsh: M.E. A.S.M.E. A.I.E.E. Stevens
Institute of Technology Research work in Bell Telephone
Chairman, Metropolitan Section, InterLaboratories.
collegiate Convention, A.S.M.E.
Harold A. Wheeler: B.S. in Physics,
trade-mark
George Washington University. Graduate work in Physics, Johns Hopkins
University. Engaged in special research work with Neutrodyne apparatus since 1922.
J.

S.

Trubee Woodhull:

B.E.E.

Uni-

versity of Michigan.
the American Marconi

OTHER PATENTS PENDINO
It is

"

your protection against patent infringement
liability

Formerly with
Company. Designed transmitting apparatus for
United States Navy and special apparatus for operation in the trenches
during the war.

The following fourteen manufacturers are the only ones licensed to make Neutrodyne receivers and the protection of
distributors and dealers against patent infringement liability, maintained by the Hazeltine Corporation and Independent
Radio Manufacturers. Incorporated, applies to none other than Neutrodyne receiver$.

the amrad corporation
Medford, Hillside, Mass.
F. A. D.

ANDREA,

New York

Inc.

City

CARLOYD electric & radio COMPANy
Newark. N. J.
EAGLE RADIO COMPANY
Newark, N. J.
freed-eisemann radio corporation
Brooklyn, N. Y.

HAZELTINE CORPORATION
(Sole owner of "Neutrodyne" pglerils

m4

Irade-marks)

GAROD corporation
Belleville, N, J.
eitPILLAN RADIO CORPORATION
L<js Angeles, Cal.
HOWARD RADIO COMPANY, Inc.
Chicago, 111,
KJNO-HINNERS RADIO COMPANY, Inc.
Buifalo, N. Y.
WM- J. MURDOCK Co,
Chelsea, Mass.

STROMBERG-CARLSON TELEPHONE
MANUFACTURING COMPANY
"

Rochester, N. Y.

R, E.

THOMPSON MANUFACTURING
Jersey City, N.

QO.

J,

WARE RADIO CORPORATION
New York

City

THE WPRK-RITE MANUFACTURINC?

CO.

Cleveland, Ohio

INDEPENDENT RADIO MANUFACTURERS, mcoRPORATED
(Excfusfve licensee of Hazel line Corporatigrt)

—
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Mass Production
methods and tremendous purchasing power
brought to Amrad and appUed to building
Neutrodynes a year ago by Powel Crosley Jr.
make available to the public a 5 tube Neutrodyne at $60.
In

this 5-tube battery type

Neutrodyne

at

Cone Table

$60

for

great engineering skill is manifest in the
splendid performance of the set. Cabinet and
trimmings are all any purchaser could ask
Recessed
beautifully finished and appointed.
and
delicately
adjusted
dials behind windows
vernier controls are distinctive features

light socket

models

and

AC-5

Crosley
Musicone Built
with
in.

for

Ample room
batteries

power

Model

—and a

table

S-522

unit.

or

$32

S-522

operated Neutrodyne at $150

Amrad's crowning achievement. A power unit,
using a current direct from your light socket on wall or
from table lamp furnishes A, B and C current direct to
the 5-tube Neutrodyne pictured at the right.
This power

This

unit

No

is

is

pictured directly behind the

batteries

ment

in

— nothing

to

power supply.

set.

An

charge.

entirely

new develop-

Amazing Mershon Condensers

con-

TESTED
BY CONSTANT USE IN HOMES FOR OVER A
tribute to

YEAR.

its

great efficiency and compactness.

Price of power unit sep-

Price of receiver $65.

arately $85.

Add

a

Mershon Condenser

to your

B

eliminator for super -B current supply
30

MFD DUOTYPE

Filtering out light socket current hum is
Eliminators must
but part of the job.
capacity to prevent
have
"chopping off" of loud or sustained

STORAGE

notes.

The Mershon Condenser

acts as

and STORES energy for
sudden heavy drains on plate current.
Does the work of expensive storage bat-

a

reservoir

Mershon Electric

Condenser
mfds

each

15

capacity

half.
30
mfds total capacity. Type D-15;30.

Maximum

rating

300 volts D. C. If

punctured can be
repaired and need
not be thrown
away.

tery electrically rather than chemically.
B eliminator connected with this condenser gives the excellent tone reproduction of fresh B batteries.

Light Socket Operated
5

Tube Console

A

beautiful cabinet in two-tone
finished mahogany.
Stands 40
inches high.
Genuine Crosley

Musicone built-in.
Equipped
with 5 tube battery type set
$110 with lamp socket set and

—

power

AMRAD CORPORATION
Medford

Hillside, Mass.

Harold

J.

Power, Pres.

Write Dept. 7L6 for descriptive literature

unit $200.

bECEMBZR

15,
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Everywhere the demand is increasini
FADA HAMMONATED BECEPTION

$

has

made Radio history

years Fada Radio Engineers worked on
problem of
FOR
improved radio reception and reproduction. They had
this

a defi-

nite aim.

To satisfy the demands of the more exacting radio public.

They christened their achievement' Fada Harmonated Receptionl'

^he

steel

covering of the chassis completely

protects each

and every

weak signal

is

receiver

and speaker.

racy hitherto

undreamed

individually

"stage". It eliminates interference.

brought

THE Fada Cone Speaker has

and

tip to sturdiness

made

The

at the cone speaker.

possible absolute co-ordination between

Every sound

is

reproduced with a clearness and accu-

of.

Fada Harmonated Reception is beyond a doubt the supreme radio achievement
of the year. The immediate nation-wide response proves the fact.

To

—

you are looking beyond the immediate to an established position in the Radio field
if you are anxious to capitalize on the permanent
public demand for Fada Harmonated Reception, write or wire us at once.
Dealers: If

—

F.

A.D. ANDREA, INC.
New York

1581 Jerome Avenue
Manufacturers o/ TUNED
using the highly

RADIO FREQUENCY RECEIVERS

efficient

NEUTRODYNE principle.

—

8, Table Type
loop operated loop nests in cabinet
cover. Total individual shielding. Four stages of radio fre-

Fada

—

—

$300. Fada Cone
Speaker, Table Type $35.

quency

—

Fada Neutrodyne

Receivers

and furniture models 5,
6 and 8 tubes
rangitig from
$85 to $400. Fada Cone Speaker,
TableType, $35—Pedestal Floor
table

Type, $50.
>lr^-jag.5g;:i.:."i-'».
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ELECTRICALLY RECORDED
8VVEST 32nd. ST, NEW YORK CITY
Vladimir Shavitch Praises

using a

new

unit

in

its

greatly increased power.

cone which will take

The

distinctive appear-

Columbia Viva-tonal

ance of the Sonochorde cone is not changed in
the least, the only change being in the unit it-

Conductor of the Syracuse Symphony Orchestra
Pays High Tribute to Viva-tonal Phonograph
and New Recording Method

The new unit is produced to take care of
increased power used in the newer radio
sets.
Laboratory tests have proved that the
new unit will take a voltage far in excess of
that required by any of the standard radio sets
and will at the same time reproduce equally
well with the lesser-powered sets. The Boudette

the

The Columbia Phonograph

Co.,

New

York,

has received many expressions of endorsement
of the Viva-tonal line of Columbia phono-

self.

the

Mfg. Co. makes

its

own

unit.

Udell Line of Cabinets Has
Wide and Varied Range
This Season's Models Include, in Addition to
Mahogany and Walnut Finishes, Various
Colors of Enamel Finishes New Catalog

—

Indianapolis,

Ind.,

December

4.

— One

the

of

outstanding features of the Udell line of radio
and music roll cabinets, manufactured by the
Udell Works of this
city,

aside

from the

high quality of the

Puccini Utilized Records of

product,

the wide

is

range of

Chinese Music in "Turandot"

sizes,
and

finishes, designs

The phonograph

prices

plays a rather paradoxically

though important part in Puccini's last
opera, "Turandot" which was presented with
such tremendous success at the Metropolitan
Opera House, New York, recently. Some time

cluded

silent,

before his death in 1924, Giacomo Puccini, in
a letter to Gatti-Cassazza, asked that records
of

any Chinese music which might be obtainin this country be forwarded to him in

able

Italy.

Vladimir Shavitch and Viva-tonal
graphs from personages high in the music
world and the receipt of such tributes is
naturally a source of gratification to the ofThe following letter
ficials of the company.
was recently received by E. W. Guttenberger,
manager of the wholesale division of the company, from Vladimir Shavitch, conductor of the
Syracuse Symphony Orchestra and formerly
conductor of the London Symphony Orchestra.

It

After an exhaustive and careful search GattiCassazza was successful in securing records
which he thought would be of value and
despatched several of them to Italy. From this
material Puccini fashioned part of the incidental music to his score and is believed to
have made other adaptations from the discs in

son's

new

models

include not only the

Udell Console
popular
mahogany
and walnut finishes, but also various colors of
enamel finishes in hand-painted eflfects.
Officials of the
Udell organization anticipated the heavy demand for quality cabinets
that is being felt this season and to the end
of being in a position to fill this demand, built

that Respighi in his "Pines of Rome" suite
incorporated the playing of a phonograph record
of a nightingale's song, which was referred to
in The Talking Machine World at the time it

was introduced

in

New

York.

Door Radio Playing
Not Detrimental to Health

Store

my endorsement
instrument, the
really
remarkable
new
your
to
Viva-tonal Columbia.
"The performance of this instrument is very
satisfying, the balance between treble and bass
being maintained to an exceptional degree.
"Listening to your London Symphony Orchestra records I was especially impressed by
the merit of your new method of recording."
The accompanying photograph shows Mr.
Shavitch standing by the Viva-tonal phonograph he recently purchased from the Clark
Music Co., Syracuse, N. Y.

playing instruments in front of their stores they
worked a detriment to health and were nerveracking, were dismissed by Magistrate C. W.
Simpson, who listened to a five-minute demonstration in court of the radio receiver in question. The magistrate, who stated that he qualified as a musician and was acquainted with
those things which go toward proficiency in
music, said: "I believe that the sounds I have

Sonochorde Gone Loud
Speaker Is Improved

in business to

"I take pleasure in adding

Charges brought against two radio dealers
in lower New York, stating that by

situated

heard from this radio set are harmonious. They
certainly do not endanger life nor are they detrimental to health. This defendant is engaged
earn a livelihood.

He

is

located

has been
proved in this court to show me that he has
done anything dangerous to the life or health
of the copimunity. I herewith discharge hiin."
in

—

This sea-

plete line.

the opera's recitatives and arias.
It is interesting in this connection to note

reads:

Chelsea, Mass., December 6. The Boudette
Mfg. Co., of this city, maker of the Sonochorde
cone loud speaker, has announced that it is pow

which are inin the com-

a noisy street

and no act of

his

Udell Highboy Cabinets
up a large stock of cabinets during the Summer months and have the factory working
overtime at present so that the company is in
splendid shape to fill orders promptly for the
Udell dealers throughout the United States.
In order that dealers can be in a position
to take care of the coming holiday trade, the
Udell Works recently issued a new catalog,
No. 85, giving a complete description of the
full Udell line with profuse illustrations.

Distributor

Adds

to

Line

E. M. Wilson & Son, 11 Lafayette street,
Newark, N. J., one of the best-known Eastern
radio distributors, who have featured the Garod
line of receivers, were recently appointed by the

National

Lamp Works

of the General Electric

Co. as distributors of the "Banner
tional

Brand Na-

Mazda" lamps.

Rohr's Music Shop, of Forest Park,
added the Radiola and Atwater Kent

111.,

lines.

has

—
December

IS,
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Toledo Radio Show a Marked Success
Leading Lines Viewed by Crowds Daily
Wednesday Evenings

Demand

at

Greene

—

Toledo, O., December 8. The trend of holiday
buying has made this a season of better phono-

and combinations. The "gyp"
In fact
dealer hasn't a chance here this year.
merchants, because of the insistent demand for
graphs,

—

Devoted to Panatrope School for Salesmen Insistent
on the Part of the Public Eliminates "Gyp" Competition

Co.'s Store

for Standard Products

radios

standard products, could not afford to consider
any but well-known merchandise. Sales of
combinations ranging from $500 to $1,200 are
numerous. And the average for phonographs
has risen from $150 to $350.
The Toledo Radio Show, which closed on December 4, was such a pronounced success that a
much larger and more elaborate exhibition is
already planned for next year.
G. B. BodenNational radio stars
hoff directed the show.
contributed largely to the success of the expo-

Greene

Co.,

and Miss Helen Fogel

is

now

fits.

Under the general title,
"Hits of the Season," a dozen or more discs
are named in high colors on- individual circular cards.
Manager Lawson S. Talbert reported that it is remarkable how people respond to suggestions of this nature. It is
planned to change the display as new hits are
brought out. Thirteen girls are now engaged
here in serving record buyers. In order to keep
record sales from becoming top heavy a premium is paid each day to the girl having the
close to the elevators.

number

There were thirty-six exhibits.
night, which was opening night, was
also J. W. Greene Co. night. The concern furnished the music and provided the entertainment for the evening. It also has one of the
most prominent and elaborate displays at the
show. Radio sales at the store are 50 per cent
greater and phonograph sales 20 per cent

embracing one or more better records.
Every day the assortment of good music is
changed. The suggestion a package of records
makes an excellent Christmas gift is hung in
demonstration booths and at the service
counter.
Gladys Snyder is a new member of

larger than last year.

department which is in charge of Arthur McPhillips.
The Grebe line is the principal
assortment of sets dealt in.
Columbia Vivatonal models are difficult to get in full assortments, Fred N. Goosman stated. Several industrial companies are placing the machines in

sition.

Monday

Ed. Hartman, service man of the J. W. Greene
Co., is at the Sparton factory studying service

methods.
In connection with the Panatrope school for
salesmen, which has a session every Wednesday
evening in the Greene Co.'s store, Mr. Zatorski,
of the Brunswick Co., Chicago, addressed the
group recently. He stopped here on his way
East where he will embark for South America.
Here Christmas orders embrace several Brunswick combinations of the $1,100 type and a num
bar of $650 and $1,000 Orthophonies.
H. Hysteh has joined forces with the J. W.

Qhe\NOlf

of sales

—

the

—

staff.

The Goosman Piano

Co. has opened a radio

their welfare departments.

G. V.

Leonard

is

a

new member of the sales staff.
The Whitney-Blaine-Wildermuth Co. has
moved into its fine new home at Adams & Erie
where

it

Also the Kellogg radio

line

was added

recently.

O. V. Schaeffer has been made manager of the
phonograph and radio departments of the J. W.
Rowlands Co., Lima, O. He was, for some
time, with the Lion Store Victor section.

Vic-

Brunswick machines, Atwater Kent and
Thompson radios are dealt in by the house.

tor and

Speaker

in

Betzwood, Pa.,

Growing Demand
December — The Music Master
6.

Corp., of this city, under the capable management of David S. Ludlum, trustee, reports good

business this Fall on the Music Master loud
speaker.
Mr. Ludlum believed that there was
a good market for this product and accordingly
he featured it. Advertisements were addressed

and general public and the result
was the recreation of a decided demand for the
Music Master horn.
to the trade

Markets "A" Autopower
SwissvALE, Pa., December
— The Westing6.

house Union Battery Co., of this city, has recently
placed upon the market its newest product,
known as the "A" autopower. It is produced
in four models, both 4 and 6 volt, and 25 and 60
The unit consists of a special design
cycle.

rubber-cased storage battery to which is permanently attached a trickle charge rectifier.
When plugged into the light socket it is ready
for operation.

now

has double the former
floor space.
The main floor is devoted to
The
records, phonographs and small goods.
second floor is given over to pianos. The third
streets,

Mohawk and
the radio department.
A. C. Dayton outfits are new items of radio
These, with Zenith and Atwater
products.
Kent, round out the line.
Grinnell Bros, coupled their efforts to the
ladio show, giving prominence to Garod, Atwater Kent, Frced-Eisemann and Zenith outfloor has

in

charge of the advertising department.
The Lion Store Music Rooms are selling a
large number of records through a booth setting

greatest unit sales and for the largest

67

MANUFACTURING

The Harmony Talking Machine Shop, Inc.,
Y., has made an assignment to

Brooklyn, N.

Max

Klein,

New

York.
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'Hew 'Reproducing

CLEAR AS A BELL

The tremendous

success of the

new reproducing phonograph
is

due in a large measure

to

the desire created by the radio
for

more good dance music.

The before Christmas

15,

1926

December

15,
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purchaser of radio will be the
"afler holiday"

Plan on phonograph

graphs.
efforts

buyer of phono-

and profits now for a well

balanced business.

i^J^^^^pWw

'

^^^^

tJHjjj^^^H 1

1
The outstanding value in tlie
field of repro-

ducing phonographs — The
Prelude

^95
'

\

\

-

i

•

—
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Kansas City Distributors Kept on the
Jump to Keep Dealers Stocked With Models
City,

December

Mo.,

7.

— With

the

approach of the holiday season activity in
talking machines throughout the retail trade in
Kansas City is showing a decided impetus. It
has been a peculiar feature of the Fall buying
in talking machine lines that, although volume
has not been equal to expectations, yet highpriced machines have sold without difficulty.
With the year 1926 almost ended, the dealers
are looking back over the year as a whole and
are agreed that this has been an unusually good
year, with sales from 15 to 50 per cent ahead of
last year. All are optimistic about the prospects for the phonograph business during 1927.
The distributors are only worried about
getting enough machines to keep their dealers
reasonably supplied, and all are finding orders
and reorders coming in faster than they can
fill them.
Sales of records have been uniformly
good throughout the city.
Miss J. M. Foynter, head of the Jones Store
phonograph department, reports that they are
making plans for the biggest Christmas season
in many years.
Miss Poynter says that they
have been more than pleased with the reception accorded to the new Edison, which they
have had in stock for several weeks now. The
public interest in this new product of the Edison company is resulting in a good volume of
sales, and the new records also are moving

The new Sonora

briskly.

Jones',
line,

the

only dealer

in

now

stock at
town carrying this

is

and Miss Poynter says that

in

it

is

finding

moving exceptionally well, while the P-11 model
has been very popular, and all the mechanical
models are receiving the greatest favor with
the public. Portables are holding up to a
steady demand.

Loud Speaker Poster

The Victor Talking Machine Co. has sent
its
dealers an attractive window display

to

Victor Lumiere loud
speaker.
The poster is printed in deep, rich
colors and shows the loud speaker standing
in the center of a mantel over an open fireplace, flanked on each side by candlesticks.
The lower part of the poster is given over to
poster

featuring

the

a

listing of the capabilities of the speaker.

is

very effective advertising.

It

Starr Christmas Literature
Richmond,

Ind.,

December
its

8.

—The

dealers

all

parts

of

the

territory

pected much of them, the dealers are reporting
the instruments far better even than their expectations had pictured them.

H. Condon, manager of the phonograph
department of the local branch of the Brunswick Co. here, has returned from a trip
through part of the territory and he reports
that it has never been in better condition for
T.

of

tour

of

all

the

company

RCA

Super-Heterodyne
Used in Queen's Private Gar

Unique Installation Made by Radio Corp. in
Private Car of Train Which Carried Roumanian Queen Across the Country

A unique radio installation was made by the
Radio Corp. of America in a section of the
drawing room in the private car which carried
Queen Marie of Roumania and her entourage
It

consisted of a Radiola

Super-Heterodyne Model 28 and a Model 100
cone type loud speaker. It is illustrated hereBecause of the peculiar conditions under

pianos.

Installation Instructions

A new handbook has been issued by the
Bureau of Standards as part of the national
code which contains safety rules regarding radio
installations.

It

contains

suggestions

for

installation of radio receiving equipment.

the

The

handbook is known as No. 9 and may be obtained from the Superintendent of Documents,
Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C,
for ten cents.

Radiola in Queen Marie's Private Car
which this receiver had to operate, the regular
loop antenna was dispensed with and a special
antenna running along the top of the car was
its place.
The receiver was grounded to a nearby radiator.
Arrangements were
made with RCA distributors to thoroughly in-

erected in

Retail Prices

$7*50

Gold Plated

a

Christmas and devoted to illustrations and

The Toman Reproducer
Nickel Plated

from

returning

branches throughout the country and finds that
business conditions with Columbia dealers are
very satisfactory.

literature printed in the vivid colors traditional

both the regular lines and portables, and Starr

in

mechanical expert from the Columbia Co. at
Bridgeport, was in Kansas City for several days
about the first of December. Mr. Beckert is

Starr Piano

W. R. MacDonald, manager of the Edison
Phonograph Distributing Co. here, reports that
the new Edison models have met with enthuresponse

deliveries in sufficient quantities to keep the
dealers in stock, and expect the Christmas business
to
be phenomenal.
Walter Beckert,

new Christmas

approval with the public also.

siastic

The Columbia wholesale office is "snowed
under," according to W. B. Ockenden, manager
of the local branch. However, they are making

with.

descriptions of the line of Gennett phonographs,

and that orders are keeping them overwhelmed.
Having waited for the phonographs and ex-

Ray Miller's Brunswick Orchestra has been
playing some special engagements in southern
Kansas and Oklahoma, and the Brunswick dealers have taken advantage of these appearances

across the continent.

Co. recently sent to

1926

do some special advertising, which has resulted in increased record sales.

immediate sales. The volume of sales for the
branch here has been showing a continued increase throughout the Fall, according to Mr.
Condon, and now with Christmas almost here
there has been a decided increase in interest.
The P R 148-C model combination Panatrope and Radiola, priced at $1,200, has been

Victor

15,

to

the Call, Report Dealers, and Make Up for Lack of Unit Sales
Entire Trade Carrying on Drives to Make This a Profitable Business Season

High Priced Instruments Have

Kansas

December

spect and adjust the equipment at every impor-

$10.00

tant

Write for trade discounts.

city stop.

Galveston Piano Go. Moves

Sample on approval

any

Will

sell

vol-

ume

of tone.

(5 days) to
responsible dealer.

key

Galveston, Tex., December 3.— The Galveston
Piano Co. recently celebrated the opening of

new quarters, at 2015 Market street, with
formal reception to the public. The talking
machine and small goods sections of the store
are conveniently arranged and the stock of
instruments has been materially increased.
its

itself

on quality and

We

a

challenge com-

parison.

Wonderful, deep, rich, mellow and
powerful tone.

Boy Scout Band Popular

Surpassed by none.

Send for sample

NOW

The

Manufactured by

E.

Toman

2621

West

tfc

Co.

21st Place

CHICAGO,

ILL.

Sales Distributor

Wondertone Phonograph Co.
216 No. Michigan Ave., Chicago,

—

Boy Scout Band, which a
made its first recording for the

Springfield

short time ago

Brunswick Co., is in vaudeville, playing to
packed houses at Loew's State Theatre, Chicago, 111. The records made by these youthful
artists are proving popular.

111.

Cable Address "Wondertone Chicago."
Cable Codes— Western Union— A.B.C. (Sth Edition).

Stowers Music

Co., of

Key West,

Fla.,

which

handles the Orthophonic Victor line, is doing an
excellent business and reports growing sales.

!

December

15,

!

!
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thebalance-^Iieet show?
ARE you
red

just getting by, or are

in

In either case

figure class?

the

you

Shamrock invites your inquiry because
most Shamrock Dealers are in the other
class

— they make money

They have every reason
an attractive

set

Write

Shamrock

to.

is

It's selective and sensitive with
has volume
perfected one-dial control
and tonal qualities quite out of the ordinary and it's priced reasonably. When it

When

it

stays sold

a set possesses all of those features

sales are

for details

if

you would

like to

happy throng.

—

a

sold

in

join the

that has eye-compelling

features.

is

Coupled with the aggressive Shamrock advertising policy it is only reasonable
And
to expect Dealers to show profits.
they do
alone.

bound

to result

—

it

sells

on merit

SHAMROCK RADIO COMPANY
Pioneers in Building Perfected

196 Waverly Avenue

One Dial

Sets

New£U"k, N.

J.
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New

Wide

Starr Phonographs Excite

Among

terest

December

15,

1926

Both the Panatrope and mechanical models
moving and it is a problem to satisfy the

In-

are

Dealers in Cleveland Field

demands

of the trade, as instruments are shipped

soon as they arrive from the

right out as

fac-

The Vocalion line was taken on by Herman Wodicka during the month and he also
tory.

Four Million Dollars in Christmas Club Savings Released by Banks Expected to Have Marked
Effect on Pre-Holiday Sales Dealers Optimistic A. G. Kemp in New Post Other Activities

—
—

—

Cleveland, O., December
It is the general
consensus of the trade that business will be
good for Christmas; the banks released four
7.

million dollars in cash to depositors in Christ-

mas Savings Clubs on December 1. Up until
that time the demand for the smaller phonographs had been very light, but sales on the expensive models were very good. The release of

money and employment of
men made itself manifest

the above-mentioned

thousand

several

by a decided pick-up in sales.
New Starr Phonographs Arrive
The new line of Starr phonographs was received at the Cleveland branch around the first
of the month and created much interest among
the dealers. A number of the trade from out
of town visited Cleveland for the express purpose of seeing and hearing the new machines
and they were well pleased with them. The
Cleveland branch remodeled the first floor of
its building on Huron Road and now has one
of the most attractive display rooms in the

—

ords in suburban papers. They also tied up well
with the full-page ads run by the Columbia Co.

The Ponce Sisters, Columwere held over an extra week upon
request.
Another artist appearing here was
Ethel Waters. The trade tied up with their appearance and cashed in well. R. J. Mueller, district manager of the Columbia Co., reports that
the holiday business at all branches served from
Cleveland gives every indication of being exin the large dailies.

bia artists,

ceptionally good.

Arthur G. Kemp With Brunswick Branch
The Cleveland branch of the Brunswick Co.

doubled

distributor,

force

its

the

in

room and order department December 1 in
order to take care of the enormous volume of
business coming through. The new Victor folder
in colors entitled "Xmas time is music time"
was used by the majority of dealers in mail
campaigns for Christmas business and is reWhile the Victor
ported to have pulled well.

portable only made
public less than a

bow

its

month

mounted and the
demand for it over

the

to

ago,

its

confident of a

steadily

trade

big

the holidays.

is

Cleveland
have

sales

with

The

resigned.
his

father

in

became

latter

business

in

as-

New

ries,"

used one

in his act

"King

of the Ivo-

and the other was used

for demonstration purposes in the lobby.

George Worthington Co.

operate.

to Celebrate Centennial
fact

that

the George

Fada distributor
brate

its

Worthington

Cleveland,

in

will

O.,

Co.,

centennial in 1927 was the subject of
resolutions at a recent Fada

radio meeting in that city. It is stated that the
Worthington Co. is a $10,000,000 organization
engaged in the distribution of radio, electrical
specialties, hardware and ship chandlery.
The
Fada meeting was attended by a large number
of dealers in that territory and was addressed
by officials of the George Worthington Co. and
R. M. Klein, general manager of F. A. D.

Andrea, Inc.

Victrolas for the Kiddies
Co.

making a drive to sell
model Victrolas to

is

the portable and small table

To

children.

this

end

it

on Giving

— Keeps

—A

has sent

"The

Gift

its

dealers

That Keeps

Victrola for the kiddies' very

own

and contented
A
while developing a love for good music.
sturdy

the

little

children

happy

instrument

children

that

Set

can

An

Set of Batteries

A

Victor records."

all

window

a

display

folder

featuring these

Interesting Booklet

Devoted

to

Mainsprings

About Springs"

"Points
interesting

and

is

the

title

of

an

admirably

written
booklet
being sent the talking machine trade

which is
by J. Stead & Co., Ltd., Manor Works, Sheffield, England, manufacturers of Vulcan mainsprings.
The scope of this little volume may
be gleaned from the character of the subjects
discussed under seventeen points, as follows:
"Changes of Temperature"; "Temper"; "Testing"; "Full Details"; "Breakage in Stock";
"Perfection"; "Choosing the Correct Spring";

"Edges";

"Motors";

"Again

— Temper";

"Length"; "Knocking"; "Our Dealers' List";
"Using the Tested
Mainspring";
"Hubs";
"Acids"; "Oils and Greases."
Nothing apparently has been left unsaid that
will convey to the dealer, jobber or manufacturer using or handling mainsprings the fullest
knowledge of their importance to the perfection
of the gramophone or talking machine.
The

red.

use

With Only One

the Janu-

display.

is

illustrated

Any Radio

in

model Victrolas, together with advertisements
devoted to children's models, accompanied the

booklet

Instantaneously—Demonstrate

appear

The World.

cele-

congratulatory

The Victor

two words: very success-

in

details will

Plays

illustrating

a display poster reading,

Advertising the Columbia Viva-tonal
Columbia dealers in Cleveland and suburbs
have done a great deal of advertising of both
the new Viva-tonal machines and Columbia rec-

summed up

Complete

ful.

ary issue of

in

as

Display Competition a Winner

The Atwater Kent window

York.

Co., Euclid

Harry Snodgrass, known

A-K

can be

Theatre
avenue near
East 105th street, supplied two Panatropes for
use in Keith's Theatre the week of December 6.
Puts Panatropes

The Buescher Music

Demand

Edison distributor, has
been receiving reorders on the new Edison
models. The new twenty-four and forty-minute records are also going over good, manager
Herschberger, of the company, reports.
The
national advertising on this merchandise has
helped considerably in pepping up business.
The Phonograph Co., which is also distributor
of Federal radio receivers, has been unable to
keep up with orders. It also sells the Day-Fan
line, which is much in demand.
Co.,

Hemmingway,
sociated

The

Victor
shipping

The Phonograph

display contest for
dealers of Cleveland and northern Ohio towns

Doubles Force for Holiday Rush
Co.,

line of sheet music.

Latest Edison Models in

appointed Arthur G. Kemp representative for
the Cleveland section, to take the place of Mr.

entire city.

The Cleveland Talking Machine

added a

It

of

is

the

nicely

printed

and enclosed
a

in

in

two

colors,

well

a striking cover in

necessary little volume for the
because of its information

dealer

and general scope.

and

Gimbel Music Dept. Moves

Aerial and Qround

The new ground floor music department of
Gimbel Bros, was opened last month at 122

Comparative demonstrations are the biggest factor
in radio sales today.
You must demonstrate to
your prospect, but wliat will clinch a sale is a quick
change from the demonstration of one set to the set
right next to it.
Equip every one of your demonstrators with the Type B. P. Jones MULTI-PLUG
Socket, and from your master set of batteries, and
ground and aerial, lead your Jones MULTI-PLUG.
In just an instant you can hook up completely and
correctly any set you want.

West Thirty-second

street,

opposite the firm's

department store.
The new quarters house
the
music section, which was maintained
formerly on the eighth floor of the department
store, and a passageway leads from the new
section to the store proper under the street

Demonstration Means a Sale

About 29,000 square feet of space is
given over to the music department, M. Max,
manager, stales.
The same lines of talking
machines, pianos and other instruments are
carried as heretofore.
level.

Every time you demonstrate a

set equipped with
the B. P. Jones MULTI-PLUG and make a sale it
means a MULTI-PLUG sale to you. It is unavoidable, and a Jones Plug sale means later on no service
calls due to wrong connections or blown out tubes.

Type B.
The

socket wires lead from the
The plug
binding post of any set.
wires lead to the A and E batteries

and ground and
TOiw demonstrators with the Type B. P. Jones
MULTI-PLUG. Write for full information today.

Equip

P.

aerial wires.

connections in one by the
one master plug.

Seven
use

of

Comparison Concert

in Store

—

THS

STANDA^^^^NNECTOR

Trade Mark Registered U. S. Patent

HOWARD
618

S.

Canal

Se.\ttle, Wash., December 3.
The Bush &
Lane Piano Co. recently arranged a comparison
concert in the store, when Jackie Souders and
His Orchestra, Columbia artists, played the
selections they have recorded for the Columbia
catalog and the records were then played on

St.

B.

Office.

JONES
Chicago,

III.

the

Sales of records
Viva-tonal phonograph.
artists increased as a result.

by these

—

!

December

15,
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Sensitive
as the 8ar drum

.

Steel/

y^'Ru^ged

That's the remarkable fact about Octacone

—

combines delicacy and strength to an
amazing degree.
it

Listen to

Note how the highest

it.

and the lowest base notes flow forth
as crystal, limpid, pure.
ness of

Watch

treble

clear

for a full-

tone that comes only from repro-

duction of all the overtones.

Then

test its strength.

tended arm

if

injured in the least!

wear and give

That means

Drop

it

from your ex-

you will — Octacone will
It

not be

will stand the hardest

satisfaction to

preitige to you.

your customers.

The

beautiful

harmonize well with the furnishings of every home. Investigate Octacone
today

bronze

finish will

slightly higher
West of the

Rockies

Pausin Engineering

Company
Newark, N.

727 Frelinghuysen Avenue

Licensed under Frank E. Miller
Patent numbers— 1,190,787
1,294,137

1,220,669

Other patents pending

J.
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Census of Distribution Is
Planned by Government

F. Clifford Estey With Noted

Director of Census W. M. Steuart Declares Such
a Survey Is Essential in Analyzing General
Conditions in the Music Industry

Wide Experience in
dustry Makes His

of

Complete List

December

Washington, D. C, December 6.— A census
distribution, which would cover sales of

musical instruments, similar to the biennial
census of manufacturers now carried on, is
recommended by Director of the Census W.
M. Steuart in his annual report for the fiscal
year ended June 30, last, just made public.
It is pointed out by the director that there
are probably over 1,000,000 independent enter-

engaged

prises

distribution,

in

many

Firm

Investment Bankers

of

all

Branches

of

Radio In-

Services Valuable as Mer-

chandising Counsel
F. Clifford Estey, one of the most popular
and experienced sales executives in the radio
industry, is now associated with a prominent
New York firm of investment bankers at 120
Broadway. Mr. Estey is well known through-

which

of

distribute their products direct to the consumer.

"Under these circumstances,"

Distribu tor s
WALTER
Midway

926

Los Angeles,

Calif.

GRAY COMPANY

S.

1054 Mission

San Francisco,

St.,

Calif.

CANADA

PHONOLA

CO., LTD., OF
Elmira, Ont., Canada

JAMES

W. Washington

St.,

Chicago,

111.

JUNIUS HART PIANO HOUSE, LTD.
123 Carondelet St., New Orleans, La.

to Get More Business the Broad Subject
Discussed at Monthly Meeting Piano and
Radio Men Offer Their Views

WITMAN PHONOGRAPH
SUPPLY COMPANY

2957 Gratiot Ave., Detroit, Mich.

CONSOLIDATED TALKING MACHINE COMPANY
Washington Ave.

THE ARTOPHONE CORPORATION
1624 Pine

Louis,

St.

St.,

Mo.

IROQUOIS SALES CORPORATION
210 Franklin

Buffalo, N. Y.

St.,

OKEH PHONOGRAPH

CORP.,

(New York Distributing Division)
15 W. 18th St., New York City

STERLING ROLL AND RECORD

COMPANY
W.

4th

Cincinnati,

St.,

Ohio

IDEAL PHONO-PARTS CO.
1231 Superior Ave., Cleveland,

Ohio

HEATER

L. D.
45914 Washington

St.,

Portland, Ore.

bers.

member

Ellas

Marx, of the Ellas

president

the

of

Marx Music

association,

presided,

and

he has had in the industry makes his services
as merchandising counsel especially valuable to
his
associates, who
conduct an investment

was Shirley Walker, presithe Northern California Music Trades

who made an

inspiring address.

were Curtis T. Larson, of
the Ellas Marx Co.; Henry Wolfe, Sherman,
Clay & Co.; J. C. Hobrecht, Cosby Hoops, and
Other

local speakers

several others.

Melvin

DeLyons,

vice-president

of

Ernest

Ingold, Inc., devoted himself to the question of
making radio business profitable and declared
that the greatest

drawback was

in the

COMPANY
JAMES
1315

Young

JAMES
811

Philadelphia, Pa.

St.,

K.

POLK, INC.

St.,

K.

West Broad

Dallas,

Texas

POLK, INC.
St.,

Richmond, Va.

Radio Club of America and the
Radio Engineers. The experience

of the

Institute of

the visitors

dent of
Association,

a

Co.,

manner

which dealers handled their service. He held
was unnecessary and uneconomic and served to wipe out any profits
that the dealer might realize from his regular
sale.
85 per cent of all service calls, he declared, had been proved by careful survey to be
the result of carelessness or ignorance on the
part of the purchaser for which the dealer was
not in any way responsible. If service of this
sort was charged for, he declared, the saving to
the dealer would be very real.
The evening as a whole proved a most
profitable one and following the various talks
an interesting entertainment was ofl^ered to the
members.
in

that the free service

EVERYBODY'S TALKING MACHINE
810 Arch

Estey

out the radio field and has to his credit many
years of successful merchandising experience as
sales and advertising manager for several
radio manufacturers. In addition, Mr. Estey is
also one of the first radio amateurs, and is a

So.,

Minneapolis, Minn.

F. Clifford

portant question of "How to get more business"
in all the lines handled by association mem-

among

CONSOLIDATED TALKING MACHINE COMPANY

1424

—

Sacramento, Cal., December 4. At a recent
meeting of the Sacramento Music & Radio
Trades Association attended by nearly 100
piano, music and radio dealers and department
managers, discussion was devoted to the im-

R.

Putnam, Conn.

137

How

—

CONSOLIDATED TALKING MACHINE COMPANY

FRANK

Sacramento Music Trade
and Radio Ass'n Meets

POLK, INC.

K.

181 Whitehall St., Atlanta, Ga.

227

declared, "a

is

GRAY COMPANY

S.

Place,

WALTER

it

census of distribution is essential to a proper
analysis and understanding of the manufactures data and to a definite knowledge concerning
the
number and importance
of
independent enterprises engaged in the two
main branches of our industrial and commercial
development."

Samuel Stephens Plans
to Move Music Business
— Samuel
CoNSHOHOCKEN, Pa., December
8.

Stephens, who has conducted a music store at
the corner of Elm and Fayette streets since
1916, has disposed of the store property at this
address and has announced his Intention of
moving the business to his establishment at 217
West Main street, Norristown. The local music
store will be continued until final settlement
of the building has been reached. Mr. Stephens
leased the property he has been occupying when
he first opened the store but bought the building about four years ago.

banking business and have varied radio

An announcement

est.

inter-

of interest to the trade

will be issued from Mr. Estey's office shortly.
Associated with him are Philip Boyer, Harold
E. Keays and Ralph A. Clark, the latter being
well known in radio engineering circles.

Dealers

Add Eckharmonic

Philadelphia, Pa., December 8.— The Eckhardt

maker

of the Eckharmonic radio receivhas found a very receptive market for
the new product.
Walter L. Eckhardt, president of the corporation, is proceeding in a conservative manner toward building up the dis-

Corp.,

ing

set,

tribution of these sets through representative
dealers in various localities.
Mr. Eckhardt reports that requests for the Eckharmonic line

have been received from dealers and distributors in every section of the country and that
during the past month approximately thirty representative dealers were appointed.
Although
Mr. Eckhardt has studiously refrained from
claiming remarkable distance with the Eckharmonic and has merchandised it solely upon its
individual tone value and appearance, it is interesting to note that in a number of dealers'
warerooms the Eckharmonic outdistanced the
sets

that

the

dealers already

carried,

creating

interest through performance.

W.
W.

F. G. Stesle in
F.

New

Post

G. Steele has been appointed metro-

manager of the Aeolian Co.
Mr. Steele has been connected with the Australian branch of the company for twenty-two
years and for the past several years has been
assistant general sales manager of Aeolian activities in the Antipodes.
politan retail sales

December
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Los

Angeles, Cal., December

hundred and

fifty

6.

— Over

— How the

three

radio dealers, salesmen, job-

salesmen, manufacturers' agents,
and broadcasters attended a
great get-together meeting at the Elk's Chib
Interesting talks
ballroom in mid-November.
were delivered and the entertainment, which
bers, jobbers'

manufacturers

was of a very excellent nature, was suppHed
by Naylor Rogers, manager of KNX, and consisted of the leading stars and entertainers
from the station and the Radio Trades Association Concert Orchestra.

Earle C. Anthony spoke earnestly about the
wished-for legislation at Washington, declaring
that, unless some laws regulating the air are
placed on the statute books, radio reception
would become chaotic and the industry will be
ruined for broadcasters and dealers alike. Guy
C. Earl said that his newspaper and others were
bending every effort to induce Congress and
Senate to pass suitable radio bills. President

Hartley also

same

members on

addressed the

the

subject.

W^

G. Bailey,

window

display

manager

of the

Southern California Music Co., had prepared a
special radio display which was on view on one
side of the hall and showed dealers how windows in their stores could be dressed.
"Constant publicity stunts and attractive sales
ideas are bringing good returns," said George
H. Nicholson, manager of the radio and talking
machine department of the Birkel Music Co.
During the recent Grand Opera Season in
Los Angeles the large display window on
Broadway devoted to this department was
beautifully decorated as a scene from one of
In this attractive window four halfof Victor artists held sway,
and Victor talking machines and records were
handsomely displayed. Records of the opera
then playing were constantly" played at the
the operas.

wax models

size

door.

Recently the Palace Broadway Theatre closed
showing of The Volga Boatman, and
movie patrons were surprised to learn that the
musical prelude furnished through the courtesy
of the Birkel Music Co. was not a large vocal
chorus, but in reality a Brunswick Panatrope
and four 104 speakers placed advantageously
throughout the theatre.
Mention was made in the Screen Trailer that
a five-week

STYLE
Genuine
any

— Other News

was furnished through the
courtesy of the Birkel Music Co., and the program carried an attractive advertisement calling
attention to Brunswick Panatropes and records.
Machines and records were sold as a direct result of this

The

showing.

wide-awake
department consists of a Victor Tuscany placed
Attached to this by
in the record department.
concealed wires is a 104 speaker, which is lo-

bile industry.

latest business-getter for this

Conveniently placed at
Mr. Nicholson's elbow is a microphone, which
is in turn connected with the Tuscany and 104
cated at the front door.

invitation to hear these

department

is

records

extended to

all

who

Federal Radio Corp Ready
to Meet Holiday Demands
Buffalo,

N.

Novembsr

Y,,

10.

— The

Federal

record

Radio Corp. is bending every effort to fill the
volume of advance orders which has been coming in from jobbers throughout the country.
It is expected that a sufficient number of Ortho-

are listening.

sonic sets will be available to satisfy the Christ-

speaker. At regular intervals the crowd at the
front door is told of the new Orthophonic
records, the new Orthophonic Victrola and an
in

the

The listening crowd is especially attentive
when they are advised of the records to be
played, and there

is

an opportunity to

call

at-

merchandise displayed in the
window. Both record and Orthophonic sales
have been benefited by this advertising.
tention

The

to

the

Victor Model Creates Sensation
new Auditorium model with

power

Orthophonic horn has
created a sensation in Southern California.
It
was used at the Venice Auditorium, where it
was listened to by at least two hundred thousand persons and was also on exhibit at BulSent
lock's Department Store Music Rooms.
to San Diego it was again heard at the Balboa
Park in that city. It is now in San Francisco
and will be used in connection with the San
Francisco Symphony Orchestra and will occupy
a separate place on the Symphony program, at
which time a talk will be given by Philip T.
Clay, president of Sherman, Clay & Co.
Brunswick Reports Big Sales
Howard L. Brown, southern California manager of the Brunswick Co., reports extraordinary sales volume in his territory, the demand
for the models 148-C and P-11, with the 104
loud speakers, being far beyond anything that
could have been anticipated. The local record
factory has just finished compiling a catalog of
Mexican records for Southern California disthrough the

amplifier

tribution.

Ortho-sonics

mas

En Route

to

New

Zealand

working day and
are endeavoring to practi-

trade, for double shifts,

night at the plant,

cally double the regular output.

Popularity of the Federal Ortho-sonic is
spreading not only nationally but internationally.

The accompanying photograph

the carload of sets sent recently to

illustrates

New

Zealand and which is now somewhere on the high
seas.
This is the second large shipment to
Federal's
New Zealand distributors, with
further orders already in preparation. According to A. P. Lawrence, export manager of the
Federal, New Zealand has shown even greater
progress in the adoption of modern conveniences than has been made by most Australian
communities.

Ortho-sonic radio will

now

be distributed in
Canada, by I. J.
Sons, Ltd., of Regina, who were re-

Saskatchewan and Alberta,

Announcement

is

made

that the Martin

Music

Co. and Richardson's Inc. will both install

full

Haug &

cently added to the

list

of foreign jobbers.

21

Mahog.
Walnut

Phonographs and
Radio Cabinets

STYLE

21-B
with both

top panels hinged
to

Birkel Co. Builds Sales

the Musical Prelude

only.

Same

Wholesalers' and Manufacturers' Rep-

Fifty Dealers, Salesmen,

resentatives and Broadcasters Present

Brunswicks and Panatropes and Brunswick records.
Trade-Ins Subject of Meeting
At the November general meeting of the
Music Trades Association of Southern California, particularly interesting discussions took
place in regard to the exchanging of obsolete
models as trade-ins toward the payment of the
new Electrical Brunswick and Victor instruments and Orthophonic models. A demonstration sale was given during the meeting and an
interesting talk was made by George L. Moskovics on the trade-in problem in the automolines of

Interesting Talks Featured Great GetTogether Meeting Held in Los Angeles
More Than Three Hundred and

75

STYLE

accommodate

Radio Panel.

These

illustrations

many

show

These instruments are produced
in all the popular finishes and
styles, including Uprights, Consoles and Wall Cabinets, and

several

models of
our line, which have been redesigned, right up to the minof

the

with especial reference to

ute,

the

late

our

facilities

Radio-Phonograph Combina-

prompt

destined to be the standard

tractive

tion,

household

enable us to

deliveries

make

and most

at-

trade prices.
Catalog
and price list mailed on request.

unit.

STYLE 85— RADIO CONSOLE
Accepts Panels

STYLE 1
Gum Mahogany.
Golden or Fumed
Oak.

Up

to 8x26 Inches.

Excel Phonograph Manufacturing
402-414 West Erie

St.,

Chicago,

17

Genuine
Mahogany or
Walnut
Phonograph only

Company

Illinois

STYLE 2
Gum Mahogany.
Golden or Fumed
Oak.

:
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H. Schwab Made President

E.

of Splitdorf Electrical Co.

well-known

for several other

sets.

We

—
A

—

development of the
radio branch of the business was announced
by the Splitdorf Electrical Co. following the
November meeting of the board of directors,
policy

intensive

of

Schwab at His Desk
which E. H. Schwab was elected president
the company, succeeding M. W. Bartlett,
E. H.

at

of

who

has retired from the business.
Mr. Schwab has been chairman of the Splitdorf board since 1924 and will continue in that
He was formerly president of the
capacity.

15,

1926

believe

the future of radio and we intend to share
in its further development to an increasing exin

tent.

Gives Interesting Talk on Policy of the Company R. W. Porter Is General Sales Manager
Plans Co-operation With Retailers

December

Japan's Best!!

"Being one of the few companies manufacturing complete sets, from the raw materials

Qramophones,

product, we are fortunately
placed with respect to radio, because we can
to

the

finished

Qramophone Needles
and Records

control our inventories, maintain uniformity in
production and be independent of outside supply of parts.
We have the further important
advantage that during the off-season our comexperimental, manufacturing and displete
tributing facilities in the radio division can be
easily diverted to the home electric and automotive demands of the business. I cannot say
more about our plans at the moment, except
that we intend to promote the radio end of
our business to the fullest extent."
Confirmation of the announcement that radio
will take a position of first importance in the
affairs of the Splitdorf Co. was forthcoming
in the appointment of R. W. Porter, former
radio sales manager, as general sales manager.
He will direct the sales and advertising of all
branches of the business, including radio.
Mr. Porter is widely known as a sales executive in the field of musical instruments for
home entertainment and was previously associated with the Columbia Phonograph Co., the
R. E. Thompson Manufacturing Co., and at
one time with the Winchester Repeating Arms
Co. In line with the company's new program
of expansion, Mr. Porter will devote much of
his time to the co-operative work with retail
merchants.

ALL SORTS OF MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS
Write for catalogs and particulars

Nonaka Trading

Yokohama. Japan

4-chome, Moto-machi

do with a Magnavox

Vancouver.
on the loud
speaker, but the rest on head phones, namely:
2BL Sydney, 4QG Brisbane and 5CL Adelaide.
All stations came in very clear at times, but
can

The Calcutta

the fading
tion

four

station

was bad,

Managers of Tube Manufacturer
Meet at Company's Headquarters in New
York City To Expand Dealer Service.

District Sales

—

sales

managers

of

E.

Cunningham,

T.

in

also static, etc.

Australian

ceived three, but had

They men-

but I only reTokio, Japan, very

stations,

JOAK,

on the same morning."
This is concrete evidence of the quality of

clear

Magnavox

Bell

radio sets.

&

Howell Camera Used
Feet Elevation

Photoplay Filmed in the Canadian Rockies
From Plane Products Made by Bell &
Howell Co. Used by Most Professionals

—

High

seem

altitudes

shows

a

hold

to

difficulty

little

& Howell

motion picture
the accompanying illustration
for
camera which was operated at an

for the users of Bell

cameras,

Aggressive sales and service plans for 1927
were discussed at a recent meeting of district

set

received

I

at 12,000

Discuss 1927 Plans of
E. T. Cunningham, Inc.

Co»

Inc.,

manufacturer of Cunningham tubes, at the company's headquarters in New York. E. T. Cunningham, president, and Herbert H. Frost, general sales manager, laid before the meeting exhaustive details of the company's merchandising activities during the new year. These include the expansion of dealer service and radio
tube merchandising facilities, and a new engineering service for manufacturers was outlined.
An increase in advertising and in the company's sales personnel was decided upon.

The Cunningham

district

the meeting included

M.

F.

managers present at
Burns, New York;

King, Chicago; F. E. Harding, Cleveland;
F. H. Larrabee, Kansas City, and A. E. Rowe,
C. R.

Robert

W.

San Francisco.

Porter

which united with
the Splitdorf interests two years ago, and is a
brother of Charles M. Schwab, chairman of the

Bethlehem Spark Plug

Co.,

Bethlehem Steel Corp., who

is

also a

member

Magnavox Radio Reception
Gets Some Good Publicity

of the Splitdorf board.

Indicating
future,

the

company's

Mr. Schwab made

policy

for

the

the following state-

ment at the company's offices in Newark, N.J.
"As one of the oldest electrical concerns in
the country, the Splitdorf Electrical Co. was
naturally interested in radio from the beginning and has played an active part in its
development. In addition to making our own
Splitdorf set, we are to-day manufacturing parts

'

The reception

qualities of the

Magnavox

re-

ceiving set were emphasized in a letter recently
received by R. A. O'Connor, manager of foreign
sales of the Magnavox Co., Oakland, Cal., from

W. H.

Slater,

of

Rankin

&

Cherrill, importers

and jobbers of electrical and radio supplies,
Vancouver, B. C, who wrote, in part:
"I am enclosing a newspaper clipping from
the Vancouver Daily Star, showing what we

It
Bell & Howell Camera Fastened to Plane
elevation of 12,000 feet in the Canadian Rockies
With the camera
in the filming of a photoplay.

~ecurely fastened to the wings, all of the closeups of the actors in the plane were taken while
In the foreground Lionel Barryin the air.

more, who starred in the picture, is shown
enjoying the brisk mountain air and a cigarette

between scenes.
Ninety-five per cent of the professional mocameras in use to-day are "Stand-

tion picture

ard" cameras,
the

made by

prominent

the Bell

Chicago

firm,

& Howell Co.,
which recently

turned its attention to the music-radio dealer
as an outlet for the Filmo, a motion picture
camera for home use in the taking of personal
"movies."

VAN VEEN SOUNDPROOF BOOTHS
more necessary than ever before. You cannot demonstrate the wonderful volume and
beauty of tone of the improved talking machine and records without booths. The new instrument has unlimited possibilities. Meet it half way by adequate demonstration.
are

Complete equipment for musical merchandise
Write for details and catalogue.

dealers.

VAN VEEN & COMPANY,

Inc.,

313-315 East 3l8t

Street,

PHONE LEXINGTON

New York

9956-2163

City

December

15,
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HOWERS
Deliveries

Selectivity

—one or

carload at once

Distance

Exclusive Sales

Franchise

Volume

Wide Margin
of Profit

Tone
Prices

Foley

Amazingly Loiv

Horn

Make

Dealers

Utah Unit

More on Showers

You Can Make

Quaranteed

More—NOW

/

Height 40"

WALNUT ONLY

Showers Brothers Company, the largest furni-

Take your agency for
radio from a manufac-

ture manufacturing or-

turer

ganization in the world,

to

was established

dollars

in 1868.

a

as

well

basis.

equipped
A-1 mer-

as

The

a

quality

fact

that

Showers can ship you

year.

This enormous business
has been built on outstanding commercial

one or a carload of console radios at once indi-

This Yearns Style

cates the

in Radiol
All Metal Shielded Construction

values and a fair sales
policy to dealers.

is

produce
chandise on a quantity

Showers' gross sales on
furniture run over ten
million

who

6 Tubes.

1

of

our

industry.

Dial Control.

Over

enormous

size

manufacturing

The

fact that

Showers produces on an
economic basis means a

nine million dollars of

manufacturing assets back every
Showers' Console Ra dio on your

wider margin of profit for the dealer,
with retail prices that more than meet

floor.

all

competition.

Write or Wire Chicago Office Today

Showers Brothers Radio Division
914

SOUTH MICHIGAN BOULEVARD — CHICAGO,
Main

Factories:

—Bloomington,

Indiana

ILLINOIS
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SATUI{p/lY

EVENING

POST

readers

than the subscribers to any
other publication.

Association Adopts Motion to Appoint Committee of Dealers to
Co-operate With Representatives
of Distributors to Carry Out Publicity Plan— Hear Interesting
Talks
of a motion to appoint a commetropolitan Victor dealers to cooperate with representatives of the New York
Victor distributors to devise ways and means
of securing publicity for the Orthophonic Vic-

mittee

of

in

metropolitan

the

outstanding
Association,

was the
regular monthly
Metropolitan Victor Dealers'

feature

meeting of the

Horn Speaker

held

at

district

the

of

Cafe

the

Boulevard

on

Wednesday, November 17. The suggestion that
some such committee be appointed was first
made by Joseph H. Mayers, head of the International Phonograph Co., and it was put in
the form of a motion by A, H. Mayers, proof the music stores operating under
name. The motion was carried unanimously.
J. Newcomb Blackman, president of the Blackman Talking Machine Co., Victor distributor,
spoke in support of the plan and stated that
he, as head of his company, would afford
dealers the utmost of co-operation in bringing

prietor

his

The

Distinct Musical Instrument

of Radio

No

Tone

Mutilation of

the Victor line to the attention of every resident and visitor of the city of New York.

Others who took part in the discussion on this
motion were Charles Mason, of the New York
Talking Machine Co.; Paul Carlson, of Charles
H. Ditson & Co., and William Mayers, sec-

an ideal
Christmas gift
- - -

of

the

public,

in

it,

itself,

was not

He

civic associations.

stated that the Vic-

tor Co. is following the demonstration route
by playing the Auditorium model Orthophonic
before thousands at all gathering places.
He
touched on the new style of the Voice of the
Victor and said that it was, in a fashion, a
sales manual to be read and studied by the
dealer, and that in future issues it would contain the experiences of Victor dealers from all

strations.

He

also said that dealers and their

should thoroughly acquaint them
selves with the devices of the new instrument
such as automatic stops, etc., stating that many
a sale is lost through carelessness concerning
Mr.
some small detail of the Orthophonic.
Blackman then gave an interesting talk, saying
that as the Victor factory had been modernized
to meet the demands for producing the new

salesmen

Orthophonic

line,

so,

too,

must

the

trade

The complete Music Master Horn Speaker is packed

progress in order to meet the competition of
other industries, such as the automobile, elec-

in indestructible cartons and

tric refrigerator, etc.

with safety can be shipped
anywhere.

William Mayers, one of the executives
A. H. Mayers retail stores, said that

^^

Do Not

This

S.

Ludlum. Trustee

Pa.

advertisement

P.

O. Port Kennedy

appeared

in

in

his

opinion the present-day Victor advertising was
inclined more to building prestige and helping
the small-town and rural dealer. He advocated
spectacular newspaper advertising and

Accept a Substitute

"David

Betzwood,

of the

more

If your dealer cannot serve you,
order direct. Colored illustration
sent free on request.

the

Saturday Evening Post, November 27th

Silverman,

Victor

Inc.,

billboard

advertising

in

the

larger

cities

to

bring the buying public to the dealers' stores.
Mr. Mason, the next speaker, gave two suggestions as possible aids for stimulating sales.
The first of these was that the dealer should
circularize and in other ways follow up every

purchaser of a radio receiver and seek to have
him attend a demonstration of the Orthophonic; the other plan was to use the telephone
to follow up former customers who have not
been in the store for some time and prevail

of

C.

&

Bruno

Son,

jobber,

spoke on the laxity of
dealers in failing to push the new Orthophonic
recordings and he said that many of the record
clerks in retail stores throughout the city are
of a low grade and are very careless in attending customers. He suggested that dealers
classify their customers according to the type
of music they prefer and send classical, standard or popular release listings to those interested in each class. Another suggestion of Mr.
Silverman's was that dealers might employ
schoolboys to make a house-to-house canvass
selling album record sets, paying the boys a
set commission.

Sherman, Clay & Go. Report
Record Business for Year
Trade for First Ten Months

of 1926 the Best

Any Ten Months in the History of the
Company— Sales Show $1,000,000 Increase
for

San Francisco,
Clay

&

Co.,

Cal.,

of

Net
are

sales

6.

— Sherman,

issued a report early in the Fall
nine months of the year, now re-

more than

this

December

who

for the first

over the country.
Mr. Carlson seconded the vital necessity of
continuing the education of the public to the
desirability of the Orthophonic through demon-

Complete

have the new instrument demon-

P.

port one of the best ten

and
unit.

to

strated.

Ralph Cron, Eastern district sales manager
of the Victor Talking Machine Co., was the
principal speaker of the day, and he discussed
the subject of "Quality Merchandising."
In
his talk Mr. Cron stated that while advertising
was a necessity in- bringing a product to the

enough to make sales. He urged dealers to
make group demonstrations, either in their
stores or before assembled members of social

Music Master reproducing

on them

retary of the Association.

attention

14-inch mahogany wood bell. Cast
aluminum tone chamber, and the

1926

Drive in Beh alf of Orthophonic

licity

trola

Demand

15,

Metropolitan Victor Dealers Plan Pub-

The adoption

own more radio sets

December

the

for

more than

months

in the history

company.

fifty-year-old

ten

months

of

the year

$1,000,000 in excess of the sam^e

period last year.

Net

income taxes, but
were more than twice an-

profits before Federal

after

depreciation,

nual

dividend

ferred
$200,000.

requirements

of

amounting

to

stock,

Since

offering

of

the

this

prior

pre-

approximately
stock,

three

years ago, more than $141,000 par value of stock
has been retired.
The ratio of current assets to current liabilities is in excess of three to one and net current

per $100 of prior preferred stock outstanding is more than $200 per share.
It is believed that business for the remainder
of the year will hold its own with 1925, and
that the company will exceed its greatest year
The last two
in the past by a wide margin.
months of each year have always been those
assets

of the greatest sales for the

F. E.

company.

Yahr Finds Great

Super Ball Antenna Activity
Fred E. Yahr, president of Yahr-Lange, Inc.,
Milwaukee, Wis., made a flying trip through
Ohio during the latter part of November in the
interest of the Super Ball antenna, which his
He visited Super
firm distributes nationally.
Ball distributors in Dayton, Columbus, Cincinnati and Indianapolis, attending the Radio
Exposition in the last-named city and appointing several jobbers who will cover the southern Indiana territory.
The popular antenna
has made splendid progress in this particular

according to Mr. Yahr, and also in
Michigan, the Detroit Electric Co. recently having received a carload shipment, numbering over
2,300 Super Balls, which are to be distributed
to dealers through the main office and several
branches of the enterprising Detroit concern.
Yahr-Lange, Inc., is also sponsoring large
space newspaper advertisements throughout the
country, the Super Ball campaign appearing in
the press of Milwaukee, Wis.; Kansas City, Mo.;
Omaha, Neb.; St. Louis, Mo.; Dayton, O., and
territory,

other large trade centers.

The Barber Music House, Great Falls, Mont.,
demand for Gulbransen pianos.

reports a big

December

15.

1926
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SANDAFe

Licensed under

Lektophone Patents
LeRtopnone
i

^^^^

^^^^

Spells Success
DEALERS and fans alike continue to register approval
of the new Sandar Speaker in no uncertain terms,
and we're hard put to it to keep ahead of the demand.
lower, in fact,
Sandar's exceptionally low price, ^27.50
than any other licensed speaker of its size combined
with its uncanny receptivity and attractive appearance,
has made it a universal and immediate favorite.

—

—

We

manufacturers realized fully, of course, the downright
merit of Sandar before we introduced it a few months ago, but we
hardly expected the wave of popularity to engulf us so soon. No question
Sandar spells success to those fortunate and quick enough
about it
to take it on. Write us today for terms and full information.
as

its

—

SANDAR CORPORATION
Crescent Plaza Building

Long

Island City,

New York

SANDAR
S PEAKER
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Retail
Radio Sales

Trade

in the Buffalo District
Profiting by Pre-Holiday Buying Rush
in Western Part of the State Reach New High Peak — Higher-Priced Instruments

Lead

Demand—Portables

in

Selling Briskly to Gift Buyers, Report Dealers

—

Buffalo, N. Y., December 9. Radio sales in the
western New York district reached a new peak
following the show, and have continued on an
upward trend since that memorable week.

Most pleasing

to the trade

demand

is

the fact that the

and quality
instruments and sets.
Strong Demand for Ortho-sonic
Federal sets are being shipped from the distributing office of the Buffalo Talking Machine
Co. as rapidly as they are received. There is an
overwhelming demand for Orlho-sonics in the
$300 and $400 class, according to M. O. Grinnel!, sales manager.
He also reports an excellent Victor business in practically all models.
Working Nights to Meet Demand
Curtis N. Andrews is particularly busy this
month, endeavoring to give the service which
lias made the house of Andrews
famous, in
spite of the great demands made on this Victor
and Fada jobber during the pre-Christmas rush.
The entire force has been woiking at night,
sending out shipments as rapidly as they are received.
Recent new Fada accounts are Denton, Cottier & Daniels and Kaeppel Bros.
Revive Victor Department
E. W. Edwards & Sons, one of the city's
largest department stores, have revived their
Victor department, and have opened an attractive new division on the fourth floor of the
Main street store. William Herbert has been
placed in charge of the department.
Portables Popular as Gifts
Portable phonographs are showing renewed
greatest

activity

since a

is

for higher-priced

that

lull

became evident

early

September, according to F. D. Clare, manager of the Iroquois Sales Corp. Carryolas and
Artone are leaving the floors of this jobbing
house for all sections of this territory this
month. Mr. Clare reports two new and important Crosley accounts, one with the Household Outfitting Co. and the other the G. C.
Alurphy Co., a Broadway dealer. Foreign Okeh
record sales are very pleasing, he said. A new
addition to the radio department of the Iroquois
Sales Co. is the Bremmer-Tuly Counterphase.
Radio Business Swamps Trade
in

Practically

all

members

We

of the retail trade in-

want

terviewed this week are fairly swamped with
business. John Kibler and Schwegler
Bros, have each taken on six new men since
the radio show, who devote their time entirely
to the radio end of the business. Adam, Meldrum & Anderson and any number of other
dealers have also added to their force of radio
experts.
Albert Schwegler said he also is doing a very brisk Victor business. Mr. Kibler
said although his business is little more than
two years old, he contemplates erection of a
radio

much

larger store.

Association Entertains Whiteman
Paul Whiteman, Victor artist, was tendered
a reception by the Victor Dealers' Association
m weste.n New York in the Hotel Statler during

the

latter

part

of

He was

November.

accompanied by several members of his orchestra, which furnished a nov;lty musical
program.
Practically every Victor dealer in
the city featured

window

Whiteman

records in special

and advertising during his
Following the luncheon and en-

displays

appearance.
tertainment program officers of the Association

were elected as follows: John Fisher, president;
Dayton Evans, treasurer; Arthur Clark, vicepresident, and Walter Bruel, secretary.
C. W. Mason in New Post
C.

W. Mason

has joined the sales staff in the

radio department of
son.

He
He

well

is

Adam, Meldrum & Ander-

trained

and

experienced

in

formerly was in the radio service deradio.
partment of Neal, Clark & Neal.
Adding to Floor Space
The Brunswick Shoppe is oversold in all
models of the Panatrope, according to C. O. E.
Mr. Curtis said he could not
Curtis, manager.
hope for a more satisfactory Brunswick business, but

is

December

the Buffalo office by

Don

Miller,

who

is

15,

1926

an able

and popular executive.
Brief but Interesting
Fire in the laboratory of the Federal Radio
Corp. on Tuesday evening, November 30, de-

stroyed valuable experiments of the research
department, causing an inestimable loss.
Elmwood Music Hall was thronged to
capacity by admirers of Mme. Schumann-Heink
on December 3, when she gave her farewell
concert in Buffalo.
Victor dealers tied up.
The Radio Listeners' League of Western
New York was incorporated recently and
authorized by Justice Noonan.

The radio trade of Erie, Pa., has formed an
organization known as the Erie Radio Trades
Association. The meeting was addressed by S.
C. Bettinger, past president of the Buffalo Radio
Trades Association.
Howard Weber, formerly with the Levis
Music Store in Rochester, has been made manager of the Robert L. Loud Music House, Buffalo.
He succeeds Edward Heintz, who has
been made manager of the phonograph department of the Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.
Thos. A. White, president of the Buffalo
Radio Trades Association, and head of the
Wholesale Radio Equipment Co., is the proud

new daughter.
Seno, noted musician, formerly with
John Philip Sousa's Band, and also with Arthur
I'ryor's Band, died at his home in Buffalo.
father of a

Paul

J.

Bosch Library Ambotone
Introduced to the Trade
The Library Ambotone, a cone type reproducer of distinctive appearance at a modest
price, is the latest addition to the radio products

somewhat grieved over the shortThe store is doubling its pres-

age of models.

ent floor space.

G. M. Jensen Promoted
Announcement that George M. Jensen, man-

ager of the local Brunswick distributing offtce.
is leaving Buffalo, is received by the trade with
regret.
Mr. Jensen will leave late this month
to take up new duties in the Pittsburgh office
of the Brunswick Co. He will be succeeded in

to help you

make

year one of music; and

the coming
let it

be
of the
field,

Bosch Library Ambotone
.'American Bosch Magneto Corp., SpringMass. The Library model is tastefully

decorated

oriental motif, in black and
used in its construction, for
mellowness of tone, according to Bosch officials.
The Library Ambotone is offered as a guest
gold.

room

in

Wood

the
is

radio reproducer, or as an extra speaker
in any part of the

which may be hooked up
home.

Music

Ghristman With Cameron Go.

Christmas cheer and a
happy New Year

E. A. Christman, for twenty years connected

with

OKEH PHONOGRAPH CORPORATION
NEW YORK
15-17 West 18th Street

DISTRIBUTING DIVISION

New York

City

the Victrola department of the Ashbach
Music House, Allentown, Pa., has become manager of the same department of the Cameron
Piano Co., 928 Hamilton street, the same citv.
Mr. Christman ranks as one of the authontJcs
on talking machines and records by reason c'.
his

long years

in

the

field.

L. S. Burk has been made manager of tlie
radio department of the Jordan Music House,
Charleston, S. C, in which city he has become

widely

known

as a radio expert.

December

15,
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HOMEPOWEK SALES
are

'Breaking all Xecords

Are you

getting your share of this business?
every way. And a strong, consistent
National advertising campaign is increasing
Homepower buyers by the thousands.

Every radio owner wants a National Homepower, the one "A" power unit that is compact enough to fit into practically all cabinets, is trouble proof, durable and sells at a

in

fair price.

share of the easy sales and profits that go

NOW,

Line up with National

with handling this improved unit.

Homepower

Sales are proving that

is

right

Get your
See your

jobber or write us today.

NATIONAL LEAD BATTERY

CO.

General Offices: ST. PAUL, MINN.
Factories: St. Paul, Chicago, Kansas City, Los Angeles

Branches:

New York

City, Dallas, Oakland, Atlanta, Portland (Ore.), Baltimore

AL HOMEPOWEK
RADIOAUNITS
For Sale by Reputable Dealers and Jobbers Everytvhere

TYPE 1
TYPE 2
TYPE 3
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JOHN H.WILSON, Manager

524\VASniNGTON ST..BOSTDN.MASS.

am

BOSTON

Brunswick Boston Branch Plans Move to
Large New Quarters After the New Year
Four-Story Building Being Remodeled to Suit Needs of Growing Brunswick Business in This Territory
D. Comerford With Eastern Co. Many Columbia Franchises Granted The News

—

—

Boston,
piece

of

Mass.,

news

December

of the

6.

moment

—The

important

trade circles

in

here is the contemplated removal of the Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co. from its present
stand at 80 Kingston street to 314-316 Stuart

more toward

street,

the

Back Bay

section.

The

building to be occupied is four stories high. The
company needs the larger space because of the
is now being
needs of the Brunswick
The move will be made right after
business.
the new year and there will be every facility for
the expeditious handling of business.

growth

of business.

made over

to

The building

suit the

Gramophone Society to Meet
The next meeting of the Boston Gramophone
Society will be held on the evening of Tuesday,
December 7. At this writing it has not been de-

where it will be, but most likely in a
last meeting was held at the Oliver
Ditson Co.'s store through the courtesy of the
publishing house and Henry Winkelman, mancided

.iust

hall.

The

ager of the Victor department. The secretary
of the society is Robert Donaldson Darrell.
It will be recalled that one of the prime purposes of this organization is to bring together
persons interested in the better grade of music
as represented by phonographic recordings. The
official organ of the Society is the Phonograph
Monthly Review.
Shortage of Popular Models
Manager Herbert Shoemaker, of the Eastern
Talking Machine Co., can't get enough goods
to supply the demands of dealers, and to prove
his contention he indicated a chart wherein there
were orders for 500 Victor machines of a certain
type that could nbt be supplied.
D. Comerford With Eastern Co.
Dwight Comerford, who has had a wide experience at the Western Electric Co.'s Springfield plant, has become attached to the EastHe also has
ern's headquarters in Essex street.
been for three months at the Victor plant at
Camden. A new room at the back of the building has been equipped as an efficiency service
illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllll^^

—

department and

whose

this will

be for Mr. Comerford,

interests will be focused on radio.

P. J. Burrell Joins Draytcn-Erisman, Inc.
Percy J. Burrell has become identified with
Drayton-Erisman, Inc., Avery street, and is devoting his attention to the talking machine end
of the business, this concern carrying the Pathephonic. The field staff now consists of Herbert
Libby, who has Maine and New Hampshire;
John J. O'Hara, who has southeastern Massachusetts, Wesley N. Boynton, western Massachusetts, and B. W. Farrington, eastern Massachusetts and Rhode Island.

New Brunswick Models Please
Local Brunswick business has been very good
and there has been a big demand among dealers for certain types of machines.
The Brunswick just lately introduced the new P R 128
and 148 types, which combine certain units of
the Panatrope and the radio and it is of special
interest that the first invoice of these

was sold

had left the car.
Many Dealers Add Columbia Line
During the last thirty days a number of dealers have taken on the Columbia outfit and some
of those who have been ordering rather heavily
of late have been the following-named: F.
B. Emerson, Chelsea, Mass.; Livermore Falls
Furniture Co., Livermore Falls, Me.; Denholm
& McKay Company, Worcester, Mass.; Bailey's
Music Rooms, Burlington, Vt.; Edward P. Lyon,
Bethel, Me.; Bernard Blake, Freeport, Me.;
Healy & Barnfield, Inc., Bristol, Conn.; Anzalone Bros., East Boston, Mass.; Eastern Furniture Co., Bangor, Me.; Clayton H. Kyle, Huntington, Mass.; L. P. Araldo, Andover, Mass.;
Harvey's Music Parlors, St. Johnsbury, Vt.

before

it

Billy

Parks,

New England manager

of

the

jumping around through the terrispeed these days and everywhere
he goes he is finding business considerably more
than normal.
Recently he was up in Maine,
where he found George L. Donnelly developing
his wholesale territory at a rapid rate; and he
Columbia,

tory at

December

has also been in Rhode Island and southeastern
Massachusetts.
An expected caller here in a few days is
George Jell, who is the Columbia artist contract
man and who is coming here especially in connection with the appearance of some of the

Columbia

artists.

Brunswick Accounts Opened
Among new houses with which the Brunswick has hitched up in this field have been
Forbes & Wallace, who have lately opened a
new talking machine department in Greenfield;
John D. McCarthy, Leominster; C. E. Bailey,
of Wilton, Me., and Don Chamberlain, Kennebunkport. Me.
A. Shuffer Joins Brunswick Forces
A new man just taken on by the Brunswick,
Inc., is Arthur Shuffer, a graduate of the New
England Conservatory of Music, who will act
as a salesman for the Brunswick with the State
of Maine as his territory.

A

series of sales

meetings

the interest of

in

Brunswick instruments has

been conducted with great success at the warerooms of
some of the Brunswick dealers. Among those
who have had such meetings have been the
Jordar Marsh Co., in this city, the Atherton
Furniture Company at its Portland, Lewiston
and Waterville, Me., stores; the Bon Marche,
Lowell; Forbes & Wallace, Springfield, and the
Meikeljohn stores at Providence, Pawtucket and
the

Woonsocket, R.

lately

I.

E. F. Sause a Visitor
E. F. Sause, manager of the export depart-

ment of the Columbia, accompanied by his wife,
was a Boston visitor at Manager Park's headquarters the" latter part of October.

Sonera Activities

Manager Joe Burke,

of the

J.

Sonora distributor, stated that
whole had been very good this
Lynch, Eastern Massachusetts
for the Burke Co., spent ten
Saginaw, Mich., going over the
and familiarizing himself with
manufacturing the instrument.
Steinert Store

H. Burke
business
Fall.

is

to

now

lately

the

details

We

Moved

well located for the ever-increasing business that
this store enjoys in the Victor line.

Is

Here

normal demands.
can help you prepare

to get

your share.

Victor Exclusively
Oliver Ditson Co.
BOSTON

m

of

The Brockton warerooms of M. Steinert &
Sons has been moved into new quarters at another number on Main street, where it is now

here. National interest in the new Victor products
being developed into real sales with stocks available
all

at

Sonora factory

is

meet

a

representative

days

For Victor dealers who have properly prepared their
and their organizations to meet it, the day of oppor-

stocks
tunity

Co.,

as

Dan W.

llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
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ENGLAND

is

full

15,

Ghas. H. Ditson
NEW YORK

&

Co.
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G. Harbord Discusses Radio Broadcasting

Gen.

J.

83

^

President of Radio Corp. of America Opposes
Proposal to Limit Broadcasting Licenses to
Period of Two Years

ilcrrp

Declaring that the proposal to limit broad-

to all

who have

our friends

casting station licenses to two years, as proposed by Congress, would discourage the crea-

Cfjrisitmas;
co-operated with us

in

putting the

BERG ARTONE LINE

permanent and efficient broadcasting
the United States, Gen. J. G. Harbord, president of the Radio Corp. of America,
tion of a

service in

on the

discussed present conditions in the
radio industry at a demonstration of transoceanic radio communication before the Brook-

map

in a large

way

19Zd

in

recently

Chamber

lyn

Commerce

of

at

the

Academy

Now We

of

Say Again

Music

in Brooklyn.
Gen. Harbord stated that radio communication should be encouraged, adding that no sen-

Watch

i

would put $2,000,000 into a radio
station if it were to be subject to confiscation
after two years. Radio also requires freedom of
sible investor

The proposal

experiment, he said.

to create a

commission was attacked by Gen. Harbord, who declared that such a commission
would require formal proceedings for the determination of minor routine matters and
would tend to make radio control an agency for
radio

political manipulation.

and wise regulation of utiliand trade practices," said Gen. Harbord.

"I believe in fair
ties

"The

however, of such regulation is that
public.
Regulation
which would retard the continued development
it

be

test,

in the interest of the

radio

of

would not be

in

the

interest

of

the

public."

Gen. Harbord said that there can be no ob-

wave

jection to the proper regulation of

lengths,

having been shown by the growing tendency to appropriate any desired wave

the need for

it

length regardless of its prior use.
The occasion afforded an opportunity for an
interesting demonstration of transoceanic and
ship-to-shore radio communication, as well as
the transmission of pictures by wireless.

in

1927

Diamond T Radio Dealers
Meet in South Bend, Ind.

—Particularly

Trade Gathering Attend Business
Session and Banauet in Oliver Hotel

Important

(January)

important announcement in
Talking Machine World.

our

issue

of

next

—

Ind., December 4.
The Diamond
Manufacturers held a sales meeting at
the factory in this city on November 20, which
was attended by Diamond T representatives
throughout the Midde West. In the morning
meeting, sales policies, which have been enlarged and broadened, and technical details of
the new models were explained to the repre-

South Bend,

T Radio

who

sentatives,

the

the

also

listened

several

to

BERG

A. T.

&

S. CO., Inc.
LONG ISLAND CITY

NEW YORK

ad-

by directors of the company with
reference to the 1927 advertising program.
Following the morning session a class in

dresses

testing

Diamond

T

receivers

against

was held and following

petitive sets

further instructions were given by H.

Eastern sales manager; B.
sales
firm.

J,

com-

the

tests

Tweed,
Schmidt, Western
J.

manager; C. L. Srriith, president of the
At 6.30 in the evening the representatives

were entertained as guests of the company at
a banquet in the Gold Room' of the Oliver
Hotel.
There were also present a number of
Diamond T dealers, who were granted the
privilege of addressing the gathering and expressing their enthusiastic opinions of

T

Diamond

Mr. Tweed and Mr. Schmidt also
talked to the salesmen at the banquet, pointing
receivers.

ways and means

out
their

territories

in

vertising

programs.

made by

the

is

steadily

of

assisting

building up

According

Diamond T

enjoying

a

dealers

and

sales

to

a

executives,

gratifying

in

ad-

report

the firm

amount

of

factory having been forced to
production to the limit, and a recently built addition to the eighty thousand
feet of floor space is already in use.

business,

increase

the

its

Sheppard Go. Opens
New Store in Savannah, Ga.

B. J.

—

Thousand People Attend Gulbransen
Player Figures Big in Musical Program

Seven

Savannah,

Ga.,

December

8.

— The

in

the

history of this

city.

On

the

opening day 7,000 people streamed into the
which was splendidly decorated for the
occasion, to inspect the merchandise, which was
displayed in an attractive way.
An interesting feature in connection with the
opening was the part which J E. Albineau's
son and daughter took in it.
Mr. Albineau
is the representative for the Gulbransen Co.,
Chicago, in this territory. His son played the
Gulbransen piano by roll, in the window of
the
store,
while his daughter danced the
Charleston. The crowds that stood around the
store,

to view this act blocked the streets.
In connection with the opening of the new
Sheppard store, the Savannah News issued a
special edition, one of the features being a
half-page
advertisement of the
Gulbransen
Registering Piano, calling attention to the ex-

up on this product by the
the past four years.
On the evening of the opening Mr. Sheppard
gave his organization and the visiting manucellent business built

recent for-

mal opening of the new store of the B. J.
Sheppard Co. was one of the most successful
and interesting inaugurations of a new business
building

window

Sheppard Co.

in

facturers' representatives a dinner at which
business plans for the future were discussed.

Patent Office Is Again

FalHng Behind

in

Work

Washington, D. C, December 6.—The United
Patent Office again is falling seriously
in its work, as a result of reduced appropriations which prevent the employment of
a sufficient number of examiners, it is declared
by Thomas L. Robertson, Commissioner of
Patents, in his annual report.
States

behind

—
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Down

Motor Factories Does
Not Affect Retail Trade in Detroit

Slowing
^

at

Seasonal Slackness in Motor Industry a Regular Occurrence and Is Anticipated by Workers
Holiday Trade Expected to Be Best Ever Wurlitzer Co. Moves Other Nev\^s

—

—

iDetroit,

Mich., December

read and believe
in

some

6.

—If

you were

to

of the dispatches printed

various newspapers and trade journals about
unemployment situation in Detroit you

the

would naturally be under the impression that the
"motor city had gone to the dogs" and that all
In justice to
the merchants were suffering.
Detroit and its retailers, the writer wants to
put you right there is always a lull in the
motor business before the holidays some of

—

—

down

inventory and, of
course, it throws quite a number of people out
of employment, but Detroit has been doing
this so many years that locally we pay no attention to it and the merchants look for it. It
is
nothing that we who live in Detroit get
worried over. The motor business has its seasons like all other lines of trade, and the wages
paid during the busy seasons are so lucrative
that when men are laid off they have a nest egg
to carry them over.
As a matter of fact, manufacturers and bankers look for 1927 to be the
biggest and best year the motor manufacturers,
the

plants

close

for

and Detroit, have ever had.
Right now talking machine dealers are in the
midst of the holiday season and judging from
the reports The World correspondent is able
to get this rtionth's business will exceed anything of the past.

In the

first place,

the retailer

has more to offer as suitable Christmas gifts
than ever before.
He has the new improved
talking machines, improved records- band instruments, radios, etc. They come at such assorted prices that the retailer can suit the
pocket-book of any customer. Years ago it was
only machines and records at Christmas time.

The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co. is moving December 8 into its new home on Broadway,
where it will occupy six floors of its own building, twenty stories high.
A solid floor will be
Mr. Quinn,
for talking machines and records.
the former manager of the Brunswick Shop, is
the new Wurlitzer store manager in Detroit.
Directly across the street from the Wurlitzer store Grinnell Bros, have opened their
tenth retail branch store in Detroit.
It will
carry a complete line of Victor records and
Victor Orthophonies.

The Janney-Bowman

Co., Park and Elizabeth
which recently added a talking machine
department, reports that it is doing far better
than was expected. The store has had quite a
run on the Credenza Orthophonic model.

find

that quite a

number

of stores are

putting up special books of records for holiday
presents and expect to dispose of a great many,
as they did last year.

Many talking machine dealers are attending
the Monday noon luncheons of the Detroit
Piano Club at the Union League Club. It is
really sponsored by the officers of the Detroit
Music Trades Association and although it is
called the Piano Club it is for everybody in any
way interested in the development of the music
business and all its phases.
At the annual meeting of the Detroit Music
Trades Association held a few weeks ago, Frank
Bayley, Brunswick dealer, was re-elected president; and S. Roy Langs, of Weil & Co., secretary.

for

The club intends to make quite a drive
new members during the coming Winter

and hopes

to secure
instruments.

musical

See the difference?

downtown

every retailer handling
Already most of the

talking

machine

dealers

15,

are

1926

asso-

ciated with the club.

Ail of our local jobbers handling talking
machines, such as Grinnell Bros., Victor, Columbia Phonograph Co., Brunswick Phonograph Co., Yahr-Lange, Sonora distributors; S.
E. Lind, handling the Adler Royal line, and
others, say they will close the year with a
greater volume of business than last, and that
they see a very bright future for the talking
machine and radio industry.

The latest types of Stromberg-Carlson five
and six-tube receivers and also the cone speaker
with "Stradivarian" soundboard are being featured by R. B. Henderson & Co., Detroit, Mich.,
through the medium of strong window displays.
Recently the firm had a booth at the Detroit
Radio Show that attracted wide attention.

Head New
York-Chicago T. M. Cos.

New

streets,

We

December

Officers

in New York and Wm. C.
Chicago Elected Presidents of Respective Concerns

Chas.

B.

Mason

Griffith in

New

were elected

officers

last

month

to

fill

vacant offices in the New York and Chicago
Talking Machine Companies, Victor distributors
in those cities.
Charles B. Mason was elected
president of the New York Talking Machine
Co., Howard B. Merritt was selected secretary

and treasurer and H. Cunningham, Jr., now fills
the position of sales manager.
William C. Griffith was elected to the ofiice
of president of the Chicago organization with
R.
P.
Alexander,
secretary-treasurer,
and
Charles W. Hyde, sales manager.
Dan A.
Creed resigned from the company's vice-presidency and as general manager. There are no
other changes in either of the organizations.
All of the new officials have been connected
with these organizations for a period of years
and are well and favorably known throughout
the trade.

Radio Tubes
ARE Better

Redtop

The

Reg. U.

S.

Pat. Off.

Announces Second Bosch
MetropoHtan Distributor
Auto Hardware & Equipment Co^ to Distribute
Line Under Direction of Louis Jay Gerson,
Manager of the Radio Department

The appointment of the Auto Hardware &
Equipment Co., New York, as a second distributor in the metropolitan zone for Bosch
radio products, has been announced by A. H.
Bartsch, general sales manager of the American
Bosch Magneto Corp., Springfield, Mass. Coincidentally, Carl Kaufman, president of the Auto
Hardware & Equipment Co., announced the appointment of Louis Jay Gerson as manager of
distributing company's radio department.
Mr. Gerson is well known in the music-radio
field, having been affiliated with the General
Phonograph Corp. and the Music Master Corp.
He was also in charge of the talking machine
and radio purchasing department of John
Wanamaker, New York department store, and
has enjoyed wide experience in sales and merchandising practices of phonograph and radio
manufacturers and wholesalers.

the

Super Detector

Power Tube

$4.00

$4.50

201 A Type
$2.00

Full Wave
Rectifying Tube

$6.00

EVERY TUBE ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED
Specials

We
all

also

make

Special Radio Frequency

stages but Specially

Recommended

—send

Also if you have sets that squeal
and we will send you tubes that

will

Tubes

that operate

on

Weber-Rance Opens Branch

for R. T.

us the

name

of the set

work wonders with

it.

Well-known Radio Distributor Opens
Branch Office in Brookl}m

A new Brooklyn branch office, located at 1271
Bedford avenue, has been established by the
Weber-Rance

The
Chicago

Q R S Music
New York

Company
San Francisco

New

Corp.,

convenience of
dealers.

its

New York

jobber, for the

Brooklyn and Long Island

Adequate showrooms

will

be main-

tained at that address where the Bosch, Ferguson and Crosley radio receivers will be on display as well as the various lines of radio accessories handled

by Weber-Rance.

December

15,

1926
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Brilliantone Steel Needle Co.
OF America, Inc.
370 Seventh Avenue
New York City
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Pittsburgh Dealers Anticipate RecordBreaking Radio and Phonograph Business
Consistent Activity in Radio and Talking Machine Lines Leads Dealers to Predict a Banner Holiday Business Demonstrations Aid Sales Retailers Add Radio Lines'

—

—

Pittsburgh, Pa., December

7.

— Sales

of phono-

graphs, records, radio receiving apparatus and
accessories have shown a marked trend toward

breaking holiday records.

It

is

the opinion of

the leading dealers in the Pittsburgh territory
the present rate of sales keeping up

-

Roosevelt Junior High School, at Altoona, Pa.,
by Helen Davis, soprano, and Victor Young,
pianist composer.
The presentation was tendered by A. J. Harter, Edison dealer of Altoona.

December

the

tion

serve the dealers in the Pennsylvania,

to

Ohio and West Virginia territory. The recent
announcement that the Ideal Phono Parts Co.
a distributor of the new Pathephonic phonograph made by the Pathe Phonograph & Radio
Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y., and also the Pathe cone
loud speaker, is an indication of the progressive
spirit of the company.
Fred C. Schuyler, sales
manager of the company, reports that every indication shows that the December sales will be

is

beyond

Add Popular Radio

With the addition of the Cleveland
company is in a magnificent condi-

business.
offices

1926

15,

fondest

its

expectations.

The

Ideal

Phono Parts Co.

of talking

Lines
Volkwein Bros., the well-known music dealers of the Steel City, have installed a line of the

established.

Bosch radio

Player-Tone Co. Rushed
Extraordinary activity is noted at the offices
of the Player-Tone Co., due to the fact that
orders for the new Saxophonic consoles and uprights have been coming in from the terri-

that with
until

Christmas Eve a new high mark for sales
machines and records will have been

Demonstrations

One
in

Win

Sales

Baer

Co.,

when

The

line.

announcements made
the trade here was that by the Kaufmann &
of the outstanding

they gave extensive publicity to
This instrument is on dis-

of

their

sets as well as

the Atwater

Kent

firm have given over the third floor

building

to

the

The

stration of the sets.

display

and demon-

firm have been meet-

marked success in the demonstrations
Bosch radio set in homes
prospective buyers, most of these demon-

ing with

the Eckharmonic.

that are given of the

play in the talking machine department of the

of

firm and daily demonstrations are being given.

strations resulting in sales.

Kaufmann & Baer are also featuring the Vicand the new Columbia Viva-tonal and are

New Brunswick Model Pleases
At the local offices of the Brunswick Co.
Manager Markham stated that business for the
newest of Spanish styles in phonographs put
out by the firm was quite pleasing and this,
coupled with the good demand for the Brunswick Panatrope, indicated that the holiday season would be an exceptionally brisk one.
Viva-tonal Scores With Trade
The Columbia Viva-tonal instruments are
coming into their own in the Pittsburgh territory in a highly satisfactory manner, according
to Manager Nichols, of the local Columbia
offices.
Old Columbia dealers are very en-

trola

giving daily demonstrations to their patrons in
the auditorium.
Hundreds of persons flocked into the audi-

torium of Kaufmann's (The Big Store) and the
Kaufmann & Baer Co. the past week to listen
to recitals given by the new Orthophonic Victrolas that were on exhibition at the SesquiCentennial in Philadelphia.
Experiencing Stock Shortage
George Gray, manager of the sales department of the C. C. Mellor Co., stated that business

in the

Victor and Brunswick line was

better than had been expected.

He

said:

much
"Our

main trouble appe.irs to be to get the merchand!s; fast enough to, fill orders."
How Edison Dealer Promotes Interest
"The Romance of Music," from the Spinet to
ilic New Edison, was presented to an audience
of over

'.,200

people

in

the auditorium of the

thusiastic over the

new instruments he

stated,

and they are featuring them successfully and
profitably.

The

Ideal

which Paul Susselman is presireports a very satisfactory volume of

Cleveland,
dent,

of

Gc

of

the

largest

stocks of phonograph repair parts and accessories outside of

New York

representatives

torial

speaking.

in

City.

"bunches,"

literally

M. Goldsmith, president

I.

of

the

company, who is an outstanding figure in talking machine manufacturing circles, is much
pleased over the very favorable reception that
is being given to the twelve models of the new
Saxophonic consoles and uprights.

Sonera Sales Grow
Sonora dealers in the Steel City and

vicinity

much
made of

pleased over the sales that are being
the new Reproducing Sonora.
The
Pennsylvania Phonograph Distributing Co., w ith
offices at 917 Wabash Building, Pittsburgh, report that dealers in the territory who handle the
Sonora are 'finding it a comparatively easy matter to sell the new line to their patrons.
aire

News
The W.
er,

ton,

Brieflets

F. Frederick

has o'pened a

The

Phono Parts Co. Busy
Phono Parts Co., of Pittsburgh and

Ideal

one

carries

W.

G.

new

Piano

Jones Music

P.

Victor, Edison and

Pa.,

Co., Victor deal-

store at Bradford, Pa.

WashingColumbia dealer,

Co., of

past week celebrated the twenty-fifth anniversary of the founding of the business.
The S. Hamilton Co., Victor dealer, has
opened a branch store at 930 Homewood aveluie.
Pittsburgh.
This makes the fifth store
under the control of the firm.
the

New

Radio Invention by Dr.
F. A. Kolster Announced

iPPPliinimiiii

Device

'Bijf

Neio

daylight

-\11

You can make

friends and money by stocking and selling this line now!
Radio Cabinets, Tables, Player Roll Cabinets and Console Talking Machines.
Our
complete lines are on permanent display at
the American Furniture Mart (space
1029), Chicago; and the Furniture Exchange
(space 314), 206 Lexington Ave., New York.
It will pay you well to see them there!

UDELL

BOTH

Announcement
which

Write for Special

The
Atwater
Compact

Kent
and Model 30. A typical
example of the many
splendid

UDELL

values.

New Radio

Catalog No. 86
Values in Our HalfCentury Experience

for

direct

com-

a

of

new

radio -invention,

designed to prevent collisions between
ships passing in a storm or fog, has also been
made by Federal-Brandes, Inc., following
exhaustive tests along the Pacific Coast by the
United States Lighthouse Service and other
agencies. This new device has been named the
Kolster mobile radio beacon in honor of its
inventor. Dr. F. A. Kolster, who also invented
the radio compass and designed the Kolster
receiving set for the home.
Dr. Kolster also
invented the radio fog signal and the decrem-

measuring wave lengths.

for

He

is

at

charge of the research laboratories of
Federal-Brandes, Inc., at Palo Alto, Cal.
in

Greatest

UDELL WORKS,
Established

28th

records

is

present

NOW.'—The

radio

munication between ship and shore are said to
have been broken recentlj' when the Federal
Telegraph Co., at San Francisco, a subsidiary
of Federal-Brandes, Inc., maker of Kolster radio
sets and Brandes speakers, communicated with
the S. S. "President Wilson" 3,120 miles west
of San Francisco.
The best previous daylight
record is said to have been about 2,400 miles.

eter

for
Model 20

the Kolster Mobile Radio
Telegraph Co. Breaks Rec-

— Federal

ords for Ship-to-shore Communication

Udell Catalog

Specially

Named

Is

Beacon

St. at

1873

Barnes Ave.,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Inc.

Market

New Radio

Accessory

A new- radio accessory, the Time-Lite, has
been announced by the Time-Lite Clock Corp.,
New York. This clock, attached to the radio
receiver,

tion

is

of the

and restart operahour or
finished in mahogany.

said to start, stop

receiver on any specified

minute desired.

It

is

December
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order at once by

special delivery letter or telegram

FULL-SIZED
CASES
in all colors

Size

—Tone

Appearance
Excellent reproducer and
tone arm.
Never before
equalled at this price!

You

hardly can

tell

the Nifty from any standard $25 portable.

well made, and has the tone.
finished handsomely.

The

case

Equipped with

is

a

wonder,

It's

— specially

as big, as

braced and

tilting record pocket.

Consolidated Talking Machine Co*
Consolidated Building

227-229 West Washington
Minneapolis: 1121 Nicollet Ave.

St.,

Chicago

Detroit: 2957 Gratiot Ave.
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tfniLADELPHIA' IPCALIiy
Shortage of Most Popular Instruments
Felt Throughout Quaker City Territory
—

Demand Experienced as Holiday Gift Buying Gets Under Way Distributors Making
Strong Effort to Keep Trade Sufficiently Stocked All Lines Move Activities of Month

Lively

—

—

—

Philadelphia, Pa., December 9. Approaching
holidays have been anticipated by the trade
and the public through a generous patronage
of the talking machine industry and so the
Yuletide month opens with lively business for
both dealer and the manufacturers of the
nationally known and newest types of machines.
The only cloud on the horizon is the
inability to obtain goods.
The demand for
certain

numbers

newer

of the

styles of talking

machines and phonographs is far in advance
of the supply and likely to bring about a
similar shortage of Christmas stocks as that
which occurred last year.
Make Strong Efifort to Supply Trade
Wholesalers have been shipping to the retail
trade just as soon as stock is received from
the manufacturer, so that no delay is occasioned by the rehandling of stocks and a better
service

ment

is

made

of orders

distributors

to

available

on hand.
meet all

in

speedier assign-

It is difficult

demands
owing to

for the

of

their

the fact
patrons in the retail trade,
that they must await factory convenience in
Every efTort
shipments of talking machines.
is being put fofth to apportion incoming goods

so that dealers may have at least a few of
the much-wanted designs in time for the holidays.

Records are

fullv as

much

HARRY

in

demand

for thr

of Philadelphia Manager George A.
With President Fred Rauser presiding,
there will be a gathering of the sixty members
already enrolled and it is expected that many
new advocates of the movement will be listed
in the membership when the December session

auspices

Lyons.

is

held.

New

Orders are
holidays as the talking machines.
mostly for the popular dance recordings and

Under the direction of the manager of the
record department an attractively designed holiday poster and list has been compiled. This
has been sent to the dealers and may be used
for window decoration or for the inside displays and reminder to customers that the
record lists may oflfer an appropriate gift. The

E. Hilduser, of the local offices, attended the
recent opening of the Spangler Co., in HarrisThe Sonora Distributors have taken on
burg.
the local distribution of the Philtrex B. Elimi-

hits.
Many of the distributors have prepared Christmas lists for the trade, so that
they may have a ready service for vocal or
instrumentations of those recordings which are
particularly adapted for the Yuletide season.
Features Christmas Record List
Among the distributors having at hand a
specially prepared list of the holiday numbers,
compiled by the head of the record department. Raymond Boldt, of the Philadelphia
Victor Distributors, Inc., 835 Arch street.

lists

compiled from foreign and domestic

are

recordings.

Phonograph Society to Meet
The second of the series of meetings which
are designed to promote an interest in the
recordings of good music and other trade promotions of the better class of record entertainment will be held on December 14 by the
Philadelphia Phonograph Society at the local
offices

of

the

Brunswick

Co..

under

the

nator.

Personnel Changes

our Sincere

S iWerrp

personnel in the November days. Former
Assistant Manager Joseph T. Callahan has
severed his connection with the Quaker City
offices to join his former employers, the Colum'1)1
( Continued
f'anc 90')

F. B.

REINECK
Sec'y.

tfjat

pou map

Cftds^tmag anb a berp

anb ^rogperousi

Brunswick Branch

the

BUEHN

ttJis^f)

at

Brunswick Co.'s newest Seville and
Madrid types of machine grow in popular favor
the local offices are shipping all goods received
to the retailers just as soon as they are received
from the factory. The staff of the Quaker City
branch was submitted to several changes in the

As

Pres.

VicC'Pres.

as

introduction

song

LOUIS

15

its

month, the newest of Sonora models, the
Prelude, has been in strong demand in the
Philadelphia territory, according to the Sonora
Distributors, with offices in the Jefferson Building.
Those dealers handling the new Prelude
have been repeating orders continuously and
factory headquarters are rushed with advance
demand for the holidays. John H. DuBreuil,
head of the Philadelphia headquarters, is now
in the western section of the State, featuring
most successfully the new type of Sonora. L.
last

A. ELLIS

1

Sonora Model Popular

So favorably received since

iSett)

fjabe

^appp

gear

Philadelphia Victor Distributors, Inc*
835 Arch Street, Philadelphia

—
December
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^ylutomatic !
^ylt

one click of the

set switch,

supplies

and

Uitipoiier

"A" power

controls "B"

power

automatically.

Give your customers

power

unfailing radio
operated

AUTOMATICALLY

hy the set switchl

a click of the set switch, Unipower enables
automatic radio operation .... never-failing
"A" power .... undisturbed reception! That's why
every customer needs it and will thank you for
selling it to him.

AT

With the addition of its remarkable new automatic switching feature, Unipower is again making
radio history. It makes possible a power-operated
the set switch,
without
set under one control,
change in "B" power supply or set wiring. Compliinstallation is
cated wiring is entirely eliminated
as simple as that of a storage battery.

—

—

—

Other new refinements to a proven principle
the principle of trickle charge plus the indispensable
rapid charge found only in Unipower are present
in the new 6-volt Unipower. Four trickle rates,
operated by a simple dial, enable the user of heavily-

For

the power to the
individual
necessary
to
his
set and hours
exact rate

the

of

sets to adjust

use.

—

is

so constructed that

it

life

133.00.

Proven quality!
Unipower is manufactured by

makers of the famous
Gould Batteries for auto-

mobiles, submarines, railways,

farm-lighting, vehicle

time and perforExperts designed Unipower
mance have proven it totally fool-proof. There are
no parts that need adjustment or that will need re-

placement during the normal

tubes or equivalent

AC-4.

—

worked multi-tube

195)

of the product.

and

fire-alarm service^.

It

cannot fail.

Take advantage of the big Unipower months
Write now for the complete story
of automatic "A" power. The Gould Storage

For 201-A tubes or equivalent
AC-6HA.
$42.50

just beginning.

Unipower contains a Balkite

Battery Co., Inc., 250 Park Avenue,

New

York.

charging unit of Gould design.
from alternating

It operates

current 110-12^ volt
Special models,

— 60

2y^o

cycle.

cycle,

at

TJniiDower

slightly higher prices.

GOULD PRODUCT

AUTOMATIC

"A"

POWER WITH

"B"

POWER CONTROL
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THE TRADE

IN

PHILADELPHIA AND LOCALITY—

Phonograph Co., with the local forces. His
duties at the Brunswick Co. headquarters here
have been taken over by Paul Crooker, who
Mrs. Florence Hanele,
comes from Boston.
formerly with the New York offices of the

(

December

15,

1926

Continued from page 88)

bia

Brunswick,
department.

now

is

charge

in

the

of

GUARANTEE PORTABLE

record

District Manager George A. Lyon
tour
of the anthracite regions in the
made a
past month and attended the opening of the

Furnished

COBRA GRAIN BLACK
CROCODILE BLACK

devoted exclusively to the Brunswick, the Werley Music House, of Allentown,
Pa., and the dedication of the newly opened
store of the Select Furniture Co., Wilkes-Barre.
Having extended the retailing of Brunswick
machines and records, the Select Furniture Co.

new

store

has opened a store adjacent to
lished

The new

business.

management

of E.

W.

CROCODILE BROWN
SPANISH BLUE
SPECIFICATIONS:

long-estab-

its

store

under the

is

3.
1.

Krause.

5.

Kirk Johnson Co. Opens Improved Store
newly renovated and enlarged store has
been opened by the Kirk John.-,on Co. in Lancaster, Pa., where during the past month the
doors of the modernized home were thrown

K.

A

7.

8.
!).

Textene IjCather Case.
Standard Heineman Motor.
Plays Two 10" Records.
Standard Taper Tone Arm.
Sjieeially Loud Reproducer.
Device for Carrying Records.
Machine Will Play I'i" Records.
Patented "Non-Spill" Needle Cup.
Size I4V2" X IIM:" x 7%".
U'eiKhs ISV2 pounds.

10.

for business as a preliminary holiday
occasion for the display of the various lines
of instruments handled by the firm and par-

open

Guarantee Special Portable

Retails

machine department
and its Victor and Brunswick models. A
broadcasting station has been added for the
The
exploitation of the Kirk Johnson store.
firm was remembered with many floral tributes
by Philadelphia associates and friends, among
them the Brunswick Co. and the Philadelphia
ticularly

for

talking

the

Victor Distributors, Inc. W. W. Lorenzo, of
the Philadelphia offices of the Brunswick Co.,
journeyed to Lancaster to attend the dedication

new home. The Kirk Johnson Co. will,
during the month of December, combine with
the J. H. Troup Co. in the exploitation of the
Brunswick, featuring a joint advertising campaign for the holidays in the local newspapers.

of the

Southern Dealers

Add Val Phonic Line

Alanufacturers in the Southern States have
been so gratified with the preliminary tryouts
of the newest of additions to the line of the
J. A. Fischer Co., 730 Market street, that they

have decided to add the Val Phonic reproducer
as a permanent feature to the various makes
of talking machines produced in that

tour of the trade

month made by
the line-up of

in

field.

The

the South during the past

Julius A. Fischer brought about

many new

patrons for the Val-

Phonic reproducers. The factory here has been
urgently in need of increased production to

in

(f

rite for

for

$12.50

Costs you $10.50

Prices in Quantity

RETAILS FOR

$25.00

GUARANTEE TALKING MACHINE SUPPLY
NINTH STREET

35 N.

MM^^H^^^^fWrite
meet

the

specialties,

needs

of

the

CO.

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
for our latest

nation

in

these

and with the Southern talking ma-

chine producers now among the firm's consumers of the Val Phonic it has been found
necessary to operate on a night-and-day basis.
On January 1 the firm will bring out the
new Val Phonic tone arm, of unique design
and specially finished in antique efTect to correspond with the Val Phonic reproducer. The
dealers have been salvaging their losses on
the old-type machines by use of the Val
Phonic tone arm and the Val Phonic reproducer
and in this way modernizing the old-type maThere just has been issued by the
chines.
Fischer Co. a new and handsomely compiled
as well as serviceable Valley Forge Mainspring Chart, listing sixteen new sizes and
completing an assortment of eighty new sizes
now produced by the company in the Valley
Forge line.
Irvin Epstan, of the company.

"Trilling & Montague, wholesale radio merchandisers, Philadelphia, are recognized as one of the
few wholesalers actually giving dealers service with
a capital 'S'."

Main Spring Chart ^^^^^^^^^^m
who

been touring through the West, is
headquarters here in time for the
Christmas holidays and all road salesmen also
will be at headquarters here until after the
Ne.w Year.
has

to return to

Jacob H. Keen Making Portables
a few months ago dissolved partnership with William Posner, of the Guarantee
Talking Machine Supply Co., Jacob H. Keen
is now engaged in business on his own account,
with headquarters at 109 North Tenth street,
as a manufacturer of the Keen portable talking

Having

machines, repair parts, etc. The Keen portable
is
being produced in ten colors of Keratol
leather and has the Silent Motor and other
high-grade equipment.

Strong

Demand

Four models

for Guarantee Portables

of the Guarantee portables have

been heavily in demand and the rush on these
keeps factory headquarters of the Guarantee
Talking Machine Supply Co. humming on a
night-and-day

models

basis

now

that

Keen Tone,
De Luxe and

of

operation.

The

four

most popular are the
Guarantee
Special,
Guarantee
are

They are now
the Guarantee.
being shipped to Australia, Japan, Roumania,
Dutch East Indies, South Africa, South America and all parts of the United States.

A TALKING MACHINE PUBLICATION.

DISTRIBUTORS FOR

KOLSTER

Tie-up With Popular Orchestra
The Philadelphia Victor Distributors, Inc.,
835 Arch street, will tune in with the appearance of the Silvertown Cord Orchestra when
it

3.

appears

The

here

at

Keith's

Theatre,

January

dealers will be furnished with display-

matter and announcements of the various records in the Victor list made by the Silvertown
Orchestra and the Silver Masked Tenor.

Acme Products
Ampllon
Balkite

Brandes
Bremer-Tully
Bright Star Batteries
Burgess Batteries

Majestic Eliminators
Pacent
RCA Radiotrons
REL Products
Silkenvoice Speaker
Silver-Marshall

Eagle Chargers
Exide Batteries
Farrand
General Radio Co.
Hartford Battery
Jewell Meters

Sterling Meters

Tab Batteries

Timmons
Tower's

Products

Western Electric
Weston
and many others

Write for our 1926-27 Catalog

TRILLING

& MONTAGUE
MERCHANDISERS

WHOLESALE RADIO
49 North Seventh

Street

^^^pouflOjt/iUs"

Philadelphia, Pa.

Sales-building Record Windows
Walter Stainthorpe, who conducts a Victor
store at 2073 Chelten avenue and one of the
leaders in enterprising methods for the ex-

products in this city,
these
ploitation
of
developed an attractive and sales-pulling window during the month. He featured the
Orthophonic records with a large sunburst made
of the mammoth record for the center sunpiece and radiating rays of rainbow shades in
streamers of crepe paper to which were attached the various recordings.

Novelty

and

originality

the display of the "Shut

were

combined

in

Your Eyes Window,"

{Continued on page 92)

_
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Rear view at left shows large compartment
with ample space for batteries, battery charger
or battery eliminator, which are entirely concealed from view. Back is open for ventila-

Windsor Wall or Table
Type Cone Speaker
Amazes Radio World

tion of batteries.
is shown the Cone Loudspeaker, with
sounding board, which is quickly and
easily removable, allowing instant access to

At

right

its

all

batteries, battery charger, battery elimina-

tor or other

equipment and wiring.

Model

20ft

29

Model 210
(Pat. Applied

For)

Console

model Windsor Cone Loudspeaker
In conhas astonished the world of radio.
venience, quality of reception, and extremely
low price, it far surpasses anything yet offered. The cone is 22 inches in diameter and
a sounding board which, in
is mounted on
turn, is supported by an easel back. It can be
hung up on the wall, as in the picture above,
or stood upon any flat surface as shown in the
picture below. It contains the famous Wind-

The

latest

sor loudspeaker unit noted for the
clarity and fidelity of reproduction.

with Cone

Loudspeaker

Ready for
Set and
Batteries

(West of
Rockies, $35)

extreme

(

Model 200

22-inch

easel back.

iiith 22-inch

For)

Cone Loudspeaker

This Windsor Cone Loudspeaker Console is equipped with a
22-inch Windsor Cone Loudspeaker. Its top is 30" x 17" and is
29" high.
The battery shelf provides ample space for batteries, charger, battery eliminator and other equipment.
Beautifully finished in either Mahogany or Walnut.

Model 210
Cone
Loudspeaker
with sounding
board and

Pat. Ai^plied

This

is

the Fastest SeUing Line of

15 00 Loudspeakers
(West of
Rockies, $18)
(Pat. Applied For)

and Loudspeaker
Consoles in the Radio World Today
The

quality of radio reception made possible by Wind(Tone and Horn Loudspeakers and Loudspeaker
Consoles so far surpasses anything heard heretofore
that it amazes and delights every radio enthusiast.
The Windsor Line is so complete that everyone can
find in it a loudspeaker, loudspeaker table, or loudspeaker console exactlv to fit their particular needs.
sor

Model 302 (Shown below)
With Moulded Composition Horn Loudspeaker and 18-inch Cone Loudspeaker.

Windsor Loudspeaker Console, finished
Mahogany, which provides ample space on top
The battery shelf beneath will accommodate all
for anv radio set.
necessary equipment. Equipped with either Moulded
^ . _
Composition Horn or 16-inch Cone Loudspeaker.
Jp^/^OO

Above

is

in either

Size

shown
Walnut

38 in. X 18

a

beautiful

or

"V/

and 29 in. high. Price
{West of Rockies, $42.50)

in.,

It
the right is shovi'n the newest Windsor Loudspeaker Console.
equipped with a 22-inch Cone Loudspeaker and cabinet suitable
for 7-inch radio panels up to 26 inches in length. Batter)- shelf proBeautifully
vides ample space for all equipment.
A A n\r\
ii>

To
is

finished

(Pat. Applied For)

in

either

(without receiving

Walnut

or

Mahogany.

Price

vp^^UU
T

I

set)

(Pat. Applied For)

Model 1000
Cone

ivith 22-inch

Loudspeaker

(West of Rockies. $52.00)
In this Windsor Console are combined both the
Windsor Moulded Composition Horn Loudspeaker and the 18-in. Windsor Cone Loudspeaker. The top is SO in. x 17 in. and stands
29 in, high. Plenty oi battery and equipment
space is provided by large
shelf in rear. Price, finished in
Mahogany or Walnut. ....

$/l.QOO
$48<

iWest of Rockies, $55)

Note

to

Dealers:

Write or wire today for
tlie

higlily

profitable

details

Windsor

of

line.

Electrical

Department

Windsor Furniture Company
1426 Carroll Avenue

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Las Anspjjps Rrnnr.h—')M Maple Avenue
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THE TRADE

PHILADELPHIA AND LOCALITY— (Continued

IN

It

Word
more

now

is

owned by Har-

years, associated with

the sales staf¥ of the Victor Co., Camden. Since
taking over the Ertelts store the place has been
remodeled and modernized.
When Santa Claus made his daily visit to
the auditorium of the new branch addition of
the Gimbel Bros, store, where the toys were
on display, the children visitors were greeted
by echoes from the Juvenile Song list of the
Victor Co. The Victrola will be used for concerts in the auditorium from time to time by
the Gimbel store and has been installed as a

advertising helps business, of course, but being helpful

street,

Dealer's ad beautifully imprinted on
cleaning surface in assorted shades.

We know it pays.
sure you will order

J.

Heppe Convalescent

Chestnut
confined

street,

the

to

to

&

Florence
Son, 1115

who

during the month was
JefTersofi
Hospital suffering

from an acute attack

of indigestion. In the early

days of December the hospital reported President Heppe as on the road to recovery, with
prospects of removal to his home in midDecember, where he will remain until sufficiently recuperated to resume his duties as head
of the firm.

inches diameter^Patented

To Our

top.

Pyle

plush

you how and why, then we are
thru your Jobber.

tell

VELVALOIDS

Considered One of Most Extensive Street Car
Advertising Campaigns Sponsored by Any
National Advertiser in Recent Years
It

was announced recently

tising

publications

the

that

various adverVictor Talking

in

Machine Co. had completed arrangements

for

Philadelphia, U. S. A.

prepared and one of these cards
the

accompanying

is

The

illustration.

designed in several colors and will
important link in the 1927 Victor
campaign.

shown

in

cards are

form an
publicity

Sonora and Sparton Lines
Shown in Fine Setting
Quality Furniture Co., Joliet,

A

setting of refinement

display

the

of

Atten-

was the keynote

Quality

the

Drew

Show

Display at Radio

tive

111.,

Handles by an Attrac-

tion to the Products It

Furniture

in

Co.,

Radio Show, held
phonograph and radio
products of the Sonora Phonograph Co. were
exhibited, together with radio receivers manufactured by the Sparks-Withington Co., of

that

Victor

car

the

where

recently,

One of the Victor Car Cards
one of the most important and extensive street
car advertising campaigns that have been sponsored by any national advertiser in recent years.
The Street Railway Advertising Co. carried
double pages in various magazines advising the

at

III,

Joliet,

Joliet

the

Softly shaded lights, tapestry
Jackson, Mich.
furniture, flowers and ferns served to lend an
atmosphere which attracted the radio shovr
visitor and displayed the merchandise to the
I'lvnntage.
be^t
The Quality Furniture Co.
;i

cards

advertising

fraternity

would reach

40,000,000 daily riders in the street

cars of the United States with a card in every

car on the company's entire list. This gives an
idea of the magnitude of the campaign, which

merely

a part

of the Victor Co.'s

consumer

advertising.

Philadelphia friends and associates of the
Spangle Music House, of Harrisburg, Pa.,
journeyed to the Capital City during the month
to join in the opening ceremonies of the remodeled and modernized home at 2112 North
Sixth street.

Let us

Pyralin

942 Market Street

1922.

Victor Gar Advertising to
Reach 40,000,000 Riders

is

Stages Formal Opening

permanently

MANUFACTURERS
3!^

having succeeded Miss Mary Mulqueen,

J.

is

PHILADELPHIA BADGE CO.

resigned.
F.

and your message

delivered to them.

now

Trade sympathy was extended
Heppe, head of C. J. Heppe

is

of a

VELVALOID RECORD BRUSH

associated with the record department of the F. A. North Co., 1306 Chestnut
is

OFFER

The

effective.

permanent feature in the hall for entertainments and special events.
Miss M. Lennon, who formerly was with
Ertelts,

Add Deeds to Words
Down Sedes Resistance

Pays to

will bring people to your store,

Gleanings
Miss Freda Anker, head of the record department at the Gimbel Bros, department store,
is being extended the sympathy of the
trade
upon the passing of her mother, whose death
occurred November 3.
The store formerly occupied by Ertelts at

many

1926

This Helps to Break

News

5617 North Fifth street

15,

from page 90)

which gave prominence to the Victor records
during the month in the store of J. Ralph
Wilson.
"Shut Your Eyes and Imagine the
Artists Themselves Are Playing for You," says
a banner strung across the windov/, vvhile a
huge face with prominent eyes made up the
centerpiece on either side of which were the
Orthophonic machines.

vey Hortman, for

December

The

list

controlled

towns
to

the

in

of

railways

whose advertising

is

concern covers cities and
the United States from the Atlantic

by

Pacific

this

and from Canada

to

the

Gulf.

Several very attractive car cards featuring Victor Orthophonic products have already been

Victor Dealers

Fine Exhibit of Sonora and Sparton Lines
added the Sonora line in August and has made
an enviable record in radio merchandising in
its
city during the past few months.

Emphasizes Need of Right
Batteries With Power Tubes
Pointing
handlers,

Carbon

^

Co.,

stresses the necessity for the use of the

teries,

"^jN token of our appreciation of
your friendship, your confidence
and your loyalty we extend to you
our sincere wish that you may enjoy
a truly Happy Christmas Season and
a most Prosperous New Year.

that power tubes are power
power producers, the National
manufacturer of Eveready bat-

out

not

proper

battery

ence to light duty batteries.
in

specifying the

Fada
1108 Chestnut Street -Philadelph ia Pa.
,

connection

with

the

new

It

is

said

that

dealers will insure better customer satisfaction

power tubes are

H. A.WEYMANN (k SONjNC.

in

power tubes. It is stated that power tubes
consume more B battery current and they require greater C battery voltage.
OfiScials of
the
National
Carbon
Co.
said
that
the
Eveready Heavy Duty B battery is particularh'
well equipped to give the extra power handled
by power tubes and should be used in prefer-

An

Heavy Duty battery wherever
used.

Issues

New

Booklet

on harmonated recep-

attractive booklet

tion has been issued by F. A. D. Andrea, Inc.,

New
the

York, to Fada dealers for distribution to
public.

manner and

It

is

written

in

a

non-technical

Fada line, with particular attention to the Fada eight-tube and sixtube models and the Fada cone speaker.
features the

!
December
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TRADE MARK
Stevens diaphragms are
tex"

—the

new

scientific

made

Stevens quality

and

dia-

for

maximum

—and

resonance.

Furthermore it is scientifically and
chemically impregnated so that it is
absolutely damp-proof even under the
most trying atmospheric conditions.

The Stevens diaphragm
unbreakable and
if

is

by eye

—

—

and

resilience

recognized

Give your customers an opportunity to hear
Stevens Speakers show them the decorative
qualities of these wonderful musical instruments

formed under tension
the "conoidal" form of continuous

curves,

instantly

—

It is a fabric base,

into

is

ear.

Stevens Speakers sell best in competition they
challenge comparison with all others and they
win!

of "Bur-

material which

makes possible the only seamless
phragm on the market.

93

the sale

made.

is

Stevens Speakers cut your selling costs and increase your turnover profits.
This is not mere
theory hundreds of enthusiastic dealers are doing
it right now.

—

practically

is

quickly replaceable

Are you sharing

damaged.

Model "A'

171/2

in this

success?

inches

home, combining superior tone and
decorative
volume with
Ideal for the

elegance.

Mahogany

sounding board gives rich
resonance and power to
the tone. Can be used on
console, or hung on wall.
Complete with easel base
and silk hanging cord, $25

Model "B"

141/^

inches

Similar to Model "A" but
smaller.
Has Burtex diaphragm, resonant wood
sounding board, and powerful
balanced armature
unit,
giving
remarkable
volume with highest tone
quality.

Ideal for a

sma

room.

Finished in rich,
mahogany shades to match
many of the standard sets.
Price
and Manufactured wider

Licensed

$16.50

Pat,

The Famous Stevens **TT"
Balanced Armature Unit

Great Combination Offer
When

Another unique feature

"TT"

unit

tensile

— the

tension

is

the Stevens

only unit built on the
principle

developed

by

years of experiment and test. The armature is fastened at both ends and is

balanced between
Being under tension,

perfectly
pieces.

lutely eliminates "freezing"

pieces

nary

— a common

the

you handle Stevens
Speakers you have the advantage of a great combinasuperior product and
tion

Speakers are made
and sold right, and are backed
by dealer helps, publicity, national advertising, and local

honest-to-goodness dealer

advertising
in
conjunction
with distributors.

—

real,

and jobber co-operation.

pole

this abso-

to the pole

Stevens dealers are enthusiastic. You,
too, can share in the profits of this fast
selHng line. Write to-day for full details.

trouble with the ordi-

Furthermore, the coil windsynchronized with the tension so
that even excessive current will not dising

unit.

is

turb the quality of reproduction.
unit

Stevens

is

Each

carefully adjusted at the factory

and needs no further adjustment for any
kind of a receiving set.

Speakers
Stevtns
\^
STEVENS

The scientific curve of
perfect sound reproduction

& CO..

Made by

Inc.

the Pioneers of

46-48 E. Houston

St.,

Cone Speakers

N

Y.
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December

Christmas profits for
sell

15,

you—

TUNGARS

The

increase in sales of

time

for

Tungar Battery Chargers

at

Christmas

the past few years proves conclusively that they are ideal

gifts.

They are welcomed because they bring with them assurance of full
power for radio sets — for years to come. And they also promise the
motorist no run down starting battery. So Tungar is a two- fold
gift

— and therefore

twice as easy to

sell.

Tie-in with our Christmas national advertising. Dress your

and showcase by displaying Tungars and using the
signed Christmas tag.

List Prices
(East of the Rockies)
2

5

ampere Tungar
ampere Tungar

Trickle Charger

(60 cycles

— 110

$18
$28
$12
volts)

window

specially de-

un^ar
RE&.

U.S.

B ATTERY

'J^^^PAT.

OFF.

CHARGER

Tungar—a registered trademark

—

on the genuine.

tlie

Loot: for

it

on

is

found only

name

plate.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY

MERCHANDISE DEPARTMENT

BRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT

1926

December

15,
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Christmas message of appreciation and good will to dealers, jobbers and
The support and patronage of our dealers and jobbers
associate manufacturers.
has been the outstanding feature of the portable phonograph industry the past
year, and in return we extend sincere wishes to ail members of the trade for a
Sends

year

a

of

prosperity.

(asWeUJi^an u/acturin^ (o.
PORTABLE PHONOGRAPHS c9^DISTINCTION
M1LWAUKEE,WIS.

Dealers View GrimesViking Radio at Dinner
Grimes, Inc., Manufacturer of the
"Viking" Radio Line, and Radio Circular Co.
Hosts to Dealers in New York

David

David Grimes, Inc., 151 Bay street, Jersey
N. J., manufacturer of the Grimes radio

City,

dinner

The

PAUL AVE.

ST.

STREET

ATIOT*?

U.S.A.

and

introduced

various

the

with leading phonograph manufacturers lead
Mr. Segal to believe that it will be necessary to

speakers.

were quite short and the evening
was given over mostly to demonstrations of
the Viking receivers.
The receivers shown were the Viking Imperial in both table and console and the Viking
Standard in table model. The sets performed
excellently and brought forth particular comment upon the quality of tone. Stress was
laid by the speakers upon the durability of the
workmanship and the
talks

increase the Silent
ties at

motor manufacturing

facili-

an early date.

The Silent motor line now comprises two
models of double-spring motors and one singlespring model.

R. K. Kind

Appointed
Thorens General Manager
Is

elimination of service

following sales.
Representatives
of
the Grimes organization present were R.
Lowie, James F. Bell,

Frank
E.
and A. E.

T

h e

Dealers Present at David Grimes-Viking Dinner
receivers

now marketed under

name

the trade

"Viking," recently held a dinner for

its

metro-

politan dealers at the Hotel Pennsylvania,

York

Following the dinner a demonstrawas given.
tion of the new Viking models
These new receivers are now being delivered
to the trade in quantities and incorporate some
of the very latest developments and perfections
of the David Grimes, Inc., engineering staff.
The dinner was given under the auspices of
both David Grimes, Inc., and the Radio Circular Co., distributor in New York and surrounding territory, of which Mac Levy is the
head.
iMr. Levy, who is well known in retail
trade circles, was paid a warm tribute by those

Lee Brown,

the dinner.

Bradner

&

Brown,
the advertising agency handling the David
Grimes, Inc., account, acted as chairman for the

The

of

Picard,

will find a '-eady

tire

were

that

their

the

and hearty

reception from the radio-buying public.

New

City.

who attended

conviction

new Viking models

who

at

Motor Corp. Makes
New Double Spring Motor

Silent

-A.

new double spring motor. Model DS, which

five phonograph recannounced to the trade by
Herman Segal, president of the Silent Motor
Corp. This new motor will incorporate all the
features which have won recognition for the
well-known Silent motor. Mr. Segal states that
samples are ready, and that he is prepared to

will

play

approximately

ords, will shortly be

quote attractive
manufacturers.
Brooklyn, N. Y.,
the new motor,

— an insXrument
of distinction

prices

The

on quantity orders to

motor factory in
has gone into production on
and preliminary,, conferences
Silent

of Thorens,

Inc.,

a

new

several

which

will

handle

months reorganizing

the

the firm's interests

made necessary by the recent death of
Louis Henry Junod, who represented the
here,

line

of

motors and other products

the United States for

many

Simultaneously, Mr. Thorens announced the
appointment of R. K. Kind as general manager
Mr. Kind, who will make his
of Thorens, Inc.
headquarters at the company's offices in New
York, was formerly connected with the Thorens
works at Ste. Croi.x, Switzerland, where he
g.i-ned a thorough knowledge of the line.
Recently Mr. Kind was general manager of the
Joseph Schlitz Beverage Co. Thorens, Inc., will
handle in the United States all products manufactured by the Swiss firm, including cigar
lighters and other novelties.
K repair parts department will be maintained
by Thorens, Inc., at New York for the convenience of the trade.

In extending Yuletide greetings to the phonograph
industry, we must express our deep appreciation
of the recognition af¥orded Euphonic products.

be our privilege to co-operate with representative music merchants in making 1927 a year
It will

profit

and

in

years.

Christmas Greetings

of

cor-

well-known
Thorens line of Swiss phonograph motors and
musical goods in the United States, was announced by Frederic Hermann Thorens, prior
to- his sailing for Switzerland on December 15.
Mr. Thorens has been in the United States for

Thorens

uphonic
1927 will he a
great year for
Euphonic Dealers

—

poration

K-raft.

were present
demonstration
unanimous in

Executive Will Make Headquarters in
NeAf York Was Formerly Connected With
Thorens Plant at Ste. Croix, Switzerland

The formation

BuT,dette

dealers

New

satisfaction.

Wasmuth-Goodrich Co.
'Manufacturers of Phonographs and Radio Cabinets

Peru, Indiana
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New Stores and

Changes Among Talking
Machine Dealers During the Past Month

New

Opened Recently Throughout Country and Changes of Management Compiled
Machine and Radio Manufacturers and Distributors

Stores

for

Benefit of Talking

Ensley

—The

estab-

lished here at 714 Nineteenth street. M. D. Manning,
formerly with Ludden & Bates, of Savannah, Ga., is

proprietor.

Arkansas
new music store has been opened

—A
here by Ed. Overby and Willard McBride.
Heber Springs — P. Weatherman has opened
Van

IJiiren

a music
store in the Skelton building, carrying a complete line
of musical instruments.

California
San Diegro The San Diego Music Co. was recently
chartered by C. E. Butler, John Buckro and T. F.

—

Sibley.

of J. C. Lavinnanna.
A full line of musiinstruments is carried.
Thompsonville The Music Lovers' Shop, which also
conducts a branch at Windsor Locks, has filed a
petition in bankruptcy with assets of $4,000 and

agement

Alabama
Manning Music House has been

cal

—

of $14,403.
New Haven The A. B. Clinton Co., which has been
located for several years at 33 Church street, has
moved to new quarters at 942 Chapel street, in the
heart of the business district.
liabilities

—

Wilmington

Delaware

—A

charter has been granted to Charles
A. Brozek, who will deal in musical instruments
with a capital stock of $100,000.

Florida

San Francisco Walter Wiggins, who operates the
Sunset Music Store, has moved to a new location and
has added to the lines carried.
San Francisco H. W. Mitchell has purchased the
stock and business of W. Statham, music dealer, at

Miami — The Chalmers Music Co. has moved into
new quarters at 62 West Flagler street.
Miami The Johnson Music Co. has opened a "ServU-S:lf" music and radio store at 14 West Flagler

24 Hill street.

Gainesville C. A. Powers has taken over the
talking machine and music department of the Gainesville Furniture Co.
Ocala George MacKay & Co., furniture dealers,
recently added a talking machine section carrying a

—

—

—

Sacramento The local branch of the Hauschildt
Music House has "been closed out and the company
will concentrate on the Oakland store.
Hollywood A branch music store will shortly be
opened at 6770 Hollywood Boulevard by Barker Bros.,
Los Angeles.

—

—

street.

—

—

full

line of

Colorado
Monte Vista— The Charles E. Wells Music Co., Denhas opened a branch .store in the Cramer Building with Andrew J. Speich as manager.
Connecticut
Meriden The Gibbs Piano Co. has opened a branch
store at 88 West Main street here under the manver,

—

Brunswick Panatropes. phonographs and

records.

Georgia

— The

Clarke-Atlanta Music Co., which for
was located at 58 Auburn avenue,
settled in its new quarters at 45 Auburn

Atlanta

the past ten years
is

now

avenue.

—

Savannah The B. J. Sheppard Co., music dealer,
has moved to more handsome and considerably larger

new

December

quarters

220

Broughton

1926

West.

street.

Illinois
Peoria The Lacey Music Co. has been incorporated
with a capital stock of $12,000 by John M. Niehaus

—

and Martha Meyer.
Danville— The Benjamin Temple of Music, 30-32
North Vermillion street, has been purchased by the
Person Piano Co., of Indianapolis, and C. H. Meredith has been made manager.
Bloomington A. C. Emons has opened a complete
music store on West Locust street.
Rockford L. E. Ware has been appointed manager of the Haddorff Music House, 220 North Main

—

—

succeeding D. Dickerson, who has resigned.
Chicago A charter has been granted to Rubank,
Inc., 322 West Congress street, to deal in musical instreet,

—

struments.

—

La Salle The Groves Music Shop, which has been
doing business in Bent's Furniture Store, has taken
new quarters two doors west of the present location.

—

Chicago A charter has been granted to the InterMusic Co., 525 Judson avenue, to conduct a
g ,-neral music business with a capital of $20,000.
Chicago The Rosenthal Music Shop, 1104 South
Halsted street, was recently incorporated with a
state

—

capital stock of $2,000.
Rockford
stock of phonographs of the AVilliams
Sport Shop has been acquired by Fred E. Ramer,

—A

318H Chestnut

street.

— Everett

Areola

Henne has opened a new music

here.

.store

Indiana

—

Connersville Russell Davis is continuing the music
business formerly conducted by J. R. Burke.
Marlon The Marion Piano Co. has been incorporated to deal in musical instruments with a capital stock of 1,000 shares of no par value.
Blooniington The Owens Music Co. is completing
removal of its stock from Spencer to attractive quar-

—

—

tern

here.

—

South Bend T. H. Mains" is preparing to move his
music store from 107 West Division street to new
quarters at 207 West Jei¥erson Boulevard.

store,

"MO HAW K •
Ashland
a,

new

Kansas

—S.

Warlick recently opened a new music
carrying a complete line of instruments.

Liberal
BPUrsiSWICK 3700

at

15,

J.

Kentucky

—

Scott Bros., music dealers, plan
location in the near future.

moving

to

Maine

—

MllUnocket Whalen's, Inc., has taken over a
music store and will carry talking machines and
other musical instruments.
Springfield

on Federal

— The

Massachusetts
music store of Forbes & Wallace
soon move to a new location

street, will

the Lawler building.
Boston The Parkman Piano Co. was recently incorporated with a capital stock of $100,000 to deal in
musical instruments.
in

—

MANUTACTURERS OF
RADIO APPARATUS- BRASS SPECIALTIES
ELECTRICAL FITTINGS

MOHAWK

BUIlOING

divehsey at logan boulevard
Chicago. Illinois

Detroit

Hovembor llth,

PRODUCTS OF

—

Talking Machine World,
383 Madison Avenue,
Mew York City.

Second avenue and Water

Attention

Dear Sirs:

Michigan
Bros, have taken a lease on the

property at 1514 Broadway and will open a branch
store at that address as soon as necessary alterations are completed.
Alpena Additional space on the second floor of Its
building has been obtained by the Howe Music Store,

1 9 E 6

Q U A t_l T r

— Grinnell

-

Mr. Lee Robinson

A job well done is its own reward, but a job so
well done chat it creates complete recognition from an entire
industry merits commendation and acknowledgment. This
commendation and acknowledgment is hereby conveyed to you
wholeheartedly.
•

The writer's experience, covering a quarter of a
century in the advertising field, justifies him in telling
you that never before has such splendid, wholehearted, and
unselfish cooperation been rendered by any publication, as
was given us in connection vdth the eighteen-page Mohawk
Radio insert, which appeared in the October 15th, 1926 issue
of the "Talking Machine World".

Every detail in the securing of the several page
advertisements from our several distributors, all correcpondeuce
in connection with it, the handling of art work, plates, typesetting - with one word, the whole job was admirably executed.
Uot to acknowledge this splendid cooperation which you cave
us would be, indeed, withholding from yoo well deserved praise.
In closing, no small amount of credit for the
splendid work in connection with this insert should be given
your untiring Chicago representative and worker, Mr. L. P. Canty.
It will be our pleasure to continue our pleasant

and profitable association with you for many years to come.

Most cordially yours,

street.

Minnesota

—

Rochester The Lindsey-Bach Piano Co. has purchased the stock and fixtures of a store in the
Lawler Theater building and will operate a general
music store there.
Minneapolis The Radio & Victrola Shop, formerly
located at 318 West Broadway, has opened a new

—

store at 314

West Broadway.

—

Minneapolis The Boland Co., carrying a full line
of musical instruments, has moved to new quarters
at 19 South Eighth street.

Missouri

— M. L. Pruitt suffered considerable damage to his stock from a
of unknown origin.
St. Louis — A talking machine department
being
Centralia

fire

is

added by ConrOy's Piano Co., 1100 Olive

New York

—
—

Albany The Baker Music House has established ?i
branch store at 97 North Pearl street.
Oswego Stephen C. Healy has purchased a controlling interest in the Burke Music Co., and will
conduct the business under the name of the Stephen
C. Healy Music Co.
Newburgh Harvey Morse has purchased his partner's interest in the music business of Buerger &

—

Morse.

—

Depew The Depew Music Store has opened at 61
Main street with a complete line of musical instruments.

—

New York The Greek Music Co., 616 Eighth avenue, has taken over the adjoining store to care for
the growing business.
New York Marconi's Music & Radio Store will
move shortly to 1982 Third avenue.
Saranac Lake The music store of Henry P. Lels
at 3-5 Bloomingdale avenue, which was gutted by
fire some months ago, has been renovated and enlarged and has re-opened for business.
Olean Charles E. Edel has purchased the entire
business of the firm of Edel & Thompson and Is
continuing the business under the name of the Edel

—

—

MOHAWK CORPORAT'IOM- OP ILLIHOIS.

—

JustOMIhaP
to

tune
AL1.

nto

M. frankfort:HG

AGREEMENTS ARE SUBJECT TO STRIKES. ACCIDENTS ANP OTHER CAUSIS BErONO OUR CorJTKOL

T-IAN(JrWiTHOUl r«OTiCr

street.

(Continued on page 98)'
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Making Radio History
Slagle
THE
outstanding

an
success. All working units are comprotected from each other and the outside
2-dial control line of receivers

pletely

is

by cast-aluminum shielding.

The finest achievement

of over 15 years of building high quality radio sets, you will find them a

genuine pleasure to

low

for the quality.

perfect as a set has

sell.

The

value

is

there— prices

The performance is as nearly
given to date. The owner gets

an ever increasing amount of pleasure and
faction from his purchase.

satis-

That's a combination that builds profitable business for you and for us through you. Let us tell
you more about it.

SLAGLE RADIO COMPANY
Fort Wayne, Indiana
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Extend Our Sincerest Wishes
to all our friends for

A

A

Merry Christmas and
Very Happy and Prosperous New Year

SUPERIOR PHONO -PARTS CO.
799 Broadway,
Factory

New

New York

NEWARK,

:

Stores and Trade Changes of the
(Continued

N.

City

J.

Month

fr om

Musical Co., located at 1206 Irving street here.
Brooklyn A charter has been granted to Bairn &
Blank to deal in musical instruments with a capital

—

page 96)
Cleveland— The Miltner Piano Co. has opened its
remodeled warerooms at 5841 Broadway, featuring
the Brunswick Panatrope, pianos, small goods and
sheet music.

stock of $11,000.
Patchogue. L. I.— Smith & Lull, of Bay Shore, have
opened a branch store in the Shand Building on

Cleveland Jerry Fraiberg has opened a music and
jewelry store at East Fifty-fifth street and Broad-

West Main

way.

street,

—A

this city.

bankruptcy has been
filed by Robert Goodman, music dealer, 220-09 Jamaica avenue, listing assets of .f2,537 and liabilities
Queens, L.

I.

petition in

of $4,927.

New York— The music department

Gimbel Bros,

—
—

Victor line.
Rockvillc Center, L. I. A. E. Henderson has purchased the stock and business of the Montauk Music
Shop and Is continuing the business under the same
name, carrying the Victor line.
Brooklyn L. J. Saftler was recently appointed
manager of the music store of Albert Bersib, 1253
Bedford avenue.
New York Galbraith Perry has assumed the management of the West End Radio Shop.
Kasthampton, L,. I. A new music store, the Easthampton Music Shop, carrying the Victor line, was
opened recently in the Edwards theater building by

—

—

—

—

Louis Davidow and Al. Dundon.

— The

North Dakota

Capital City Piano Co., of which
J. C. Madden is proprietor, recently opened a store
here, carrying a full line of talking machines, pianos
and band instruments.

Ohio

—

Akron The A. E. Jones Music Co. recently opened
a store on East Market street.
Willoughby The Willoughby Music Co., has been
incorporated for $15,000 by R. A. and R. I. Semrad,
A. T. Madow, C. A. Reeves and J. A. Bechtol.
Y'oungstown The Strouss-Hirshberg Co., department store, with a complete music section, recently

—

—

moved

into

its

—

new

six-story building.

Cleveland J. Zarworski has opened a music store
in the Alliance of Poles building carrying a full line
of instruments.
Toledo— The Wliitney, Blaine, Wildermuth Co. has
mov?d into a new building, which provides more
space for demonstration and display of the lines of
instruments can led.
Ak.on Mrs. W. H. Stowe recently opened a music
store at 12'-1 South Main street, carrying a full line
of instruments.
Bellefontaine J. O. Smucker, who operates a music
store here, is planning to open a branch at Urbana.
Springticid Earle K. Hawken & Sons opened tlieir
new music store at 19 North Fountain avenue recently
with appropriate ceremonies, including a store con-

—

—

—

cert

by two orchestras.

—

Zanesvillc The stock and fixtures of the Longshore
Music Co., North Fifth street, have been purchased
by the Spence Music Co., of North Fourth street.
Akron The Saxophone Shop, carrying the complete
King line of band Instruments, has recently been
opened as a division of the A. B. Smith Piano Co.

—

—

Fred C. Kloepfer, music dealer of Bucyopening a branch store here.

Crestline
rus,

is

Oklahoma

—A

new music store has been opened here
E. Bennett Music Co., featuring the Zenith
line of radios and Gulbransen pianos.
Altus The Culp Piano Co. has leased a building
here for the purpose of installing a branch store
which will be unch'i- the management of Y. H.

by the

Washington

—

Vancouver Suitable quarters for a music
have been obtained by James W'aggener, Jr.,

New

Central building, 1200

West

—

Main

store
In the

street.

Virginia

Charleston The Galperin Music- Co. recently held a
formal opening of its new store at 15-17 Capitol
street.

Cordell

of

has been moved from the eighth floor of the department store to the ground floor and basement of
the Cuyler Building, 122 West Thirty-second street.
Buffalo Howard Weber has been made manager of
the Robert L,. Loud Music House.
Brooklyn C. Bauer Sons, Inc., recently added a
talking machine department carrying the complete

Bismarck

—

Utah

—

Ogden A branch of the Beesley Music Co. of
Salt Lake City, has been opened in the department
store of W. H. Wright & Sons Co., Washington avenue, with A. L. Card as manager.

—

Rowlesburg Mrs. A. F. Cheney is the proprietress
music store which opened here recently.

of a

J.

—

Nunn.

Oregon

— Allen

McLean, formerly manager of the
talking machine department of the Hyatt Music Co.,
lias assumed the management of the phonograph department of the Seiberling Lucas Music Co.
Portland C. H. Heim has been appointed manager
of the new branch of the Hyatt Music Co., which
will open shortly in the Hollywood theater buildPortland

Wisconsin

—The Manhart Music House has moved
to larger quarters in the Zimmerman building.
Tomahawk — Theodore Doucette has opened a music
store in the Lyric theater building.
Baraboo — AVilley's Music House was recently purCumberland

chased by Ted

J.

Holzem, formerly

district

sentative of the Gulbransen Co.
Sunnyside The Talcott Music Store
opened here with fitting ceremonies.

—

was

repre-

recently

—

ing.

Pennsylvania

—

Huntington W. W. Staylor, music dealer of this
has purchased property in Mt. Union, Pa.,
with a view to building a music store on the
city,

site.

Royalty of Roumania Use

—

The Bee Hive department store has opened
a music department carrying a full line of instruments.
H. H. Princehouse is manager.
Astoria

—

Somerset The stock and interests of the Collins
Music Store have been purchased by E. A. Fergu-

the Bell

&

Howell Camera

Camera Has Won World-wide Fame as Shown
in Accompanying Photograph of Queen Marie
Using the Bell & Howell on Palace Grounds
The world-wide fame of the Bell & Howell
camera product, which now includes the popu-

son.

—

Harrisburg The new home of the Spangler Music
House was opened last month with appropriate ceremonies.

Williamsport- The

Hartman

Furniture Co.. 330
taken over an adjoining
store and has added a line of musical instruments and

West Fourth

street,

has

radio receivers.

—

Kut/.town Byron A. Stein, who carries a line of
talking machines, will move to larger quarters at 221
Main street in the near future.
Finleyville — The Schroeder Piano Co., has opened
new warerooms in the Shepler building with' J. T.

Smith as manager.

—Allan

Tennessee

Welburn, formerly with the O. K.
Co., has been appointed manager of
the Claude P. Street Piano Co.
Five Points A new music store operated by the
Price Music Co., was recently opened in the BandyPrice building on Charlemont street. A complete line
Nashville

Houck Piano

—

of instruments

Galveston

is

— The

carried.

Texas

Galveston Piano Co., carrying a
of musical instruments, recently celebrated
the opening of its new quarters at 2015 Market street.
San Antonio J. L. Norris has been appointed manager of the new store of the A. F. Beyer Co.
Mission G. H. Jackson and J. L. Miller are preparing to open a music store here.
Groveton A large stock of merchandise, including
talking machines was destroyed by fire recently in
the store of the Trevethan & Reily Co.
full

line

—

—
—

Bell

& Howell Camera Used by Queen

automatic Filmo for individual
phasized
in
the
accompanying
showing Queen Marie of Roumania
palace grounds.
Queen A'larie was
lar

is emphotograph
on the royal
snapped as

use,

was learning the distinctive features of the
& Howell standard professional camera
which she greatly prizes.

she

Bell
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Kerens

What Landay

Bros, Say of

KELLOGG
'lawless 'J\eproductioth

Pcadio

Inductive Tuning, a new and exclusive
Kellogg development, has brought to

Radio a

greater simplicity of operation.
Stations are spread out on the station
selector seven times farther apart than
heretofore. For the first time, also, equal
efficiency is

Sherman, Clay
on the

had

at all

wave

lengths.

& Co,

Coast, Present

^UOGG
^adio

KELLOGG
P'\jflawhss Reproduction.

cadio
In the console model there

is a built-in speaker made
material and so designed as to give a far
more even amplification of all musical notes. Either
the table or the console models can be fitted with
and B power units for operation from the electric

of a

new

She

A

light socket.

Grinnell Bros, Enthusiastically

Endorse
KELLOGG

Pcadio

lawless ^production.

Desirable territories are still open and dealers
are cordially invited to write in for complete
details

on these advanced

receivers

and

full

information on the Kellogg franchise. Kellogg Radio is a line of fine musical instruments well suited to music dealers.

Kellogg Switchboard
1066 West Adams

St.,

& Supply Co.
CHICAGO

!
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Consolidated Talking Machine Co,
Distributors of

227

W. Washington

Okeh'Odeon Records

Chicago, lUinois

Street

Branches: 2957 Gratiot Ave., Detroit, Mich.

:

1424 Washington Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.
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—

Shortage of Certain New Models, Especially Talking Machines, Is Reported Entire Trade PreNews and Trade Activities of the Month
pared for the Expected Holiday Rush

—

December 8.
Distributors of and
dealers in phonographs and radio receiving apparatus, generally, throughout the city of Chicago and surrounding territory, have experiChicago,

III.,

enced a slight

lull

in

business during the past

three or four weeks, although the first of December was looked upon by many trade authorias the turning-point

ties

portunity to hear the Auditorium Orthophonic
Victrola, an instrument of large size and tremendous power, during the past few weeks, as
it
has been demonstrated for some time
at

Co.

Lyon & Healy concert hall and
Walnut Grill of Marshall Field &

the

also in

the

Both

Auditorium

The

lull

since there

many

retail

ratus of

all

kinds.

machine field a comparison with the corresponding period of last
year shows that November, 1926, was ahead
In

of
of

and

talking

the

the

sales

for

1925,

electrical

volume

Chicago for

at Atlantic City,

Marshall

the

Field

N.

season,

holiday

as the one

same

J.

&

Orthophonic Victrola

Co.,

in

introducing

recitals,

held

of

the

same

until five o'clock each afternoon, issued the fol-

lowing announcement: "Each business day a
recital of miscellaneous musical numbers will
be played in the Walnut Grill from two until
This
five. This program will be changed daily.
huge instrument produces a vast volume of
sound, and whisper-like tones are reproduced
People have stood a mile
with great clarity.
(Continued on page 102)

Victrolas,

KIMBALL PHONOGRAPH

month

new

barely been introduced at that time. However,
the so-called pre-holiday slump is looked upon
as

something which
is
and bankers agree occurs

only temporary, and

financial authorities

each year at this time in some degree.
In many cases, distributors and dealers have
given an entirely different report, stating that
they are experiencing trouble in obtaining a
sufficient quantity of merchandise to meet the
demand placed upon them. This is especially
true in the talking machine field, where a number of manufacturers have only released a few
machines and have not yet placed their plants
on a full production basis. Many dealers are
still receiving shipments placed on "back order,"

the

machines

being

delivered

who have been waiting

to

for a certain

consumers
model or

The Latest
and Best

cabinet design.

Dealers in this territory recently have had
exceptional opportunities for the exercise of sales promotional ability and those
who have taken advantage of them through adseveral

have profited.
The
game, from which thousands of disappointed fans were turned away
because of the limited seating capacity, brought
about the purchases of numerous receiving sets.
Weeks in advance of the struggle dealers
throughout the city had issued a note of warning through newspaper advertising and window
vertising

and

Army-Navy

publicity

football

displays, suggesting the delivery of a radio set

home, where the family could listen to
Hundreds of installain comfort.
tions were made both in the city and throughout the Middle West because of this one event
and the fact that the dealers had grasped an
to the

the

SIZE:

game

unusual opportunity.

That interest in the talking machine and
phonograph music is running high is shown
A
by the steady increase in record sales.
gain over October sales is reported in the great

inches high
inches wide
23y2 inches deep

Style 300

Quietness of Operation; Fidelity of Tone Reproduction, Therefore
Ideal for Home, School or Hall

Many

majority of instances, with a greater increase
expected during the next three weeks of holiLocal appearances in theatre^,
day shopping.
by popular individual artists and recording orchestras have accomplished much in a promotional way, coupled with the advertising appearing in the daily newspapers, and the indi-

it.

Auditorium Orthophonic Victrola Interests
Chicago music lovers have been given an op-

Compare with

others

Write or wire us for particulars

W. W. KIMBALL COMPANY
Established 1857

vidual efforts of the retail merchants and their
salespeople.

Plays All Records

Exclusive Features;
Hear

306

S.

Wabash

Ave.,

KimbaU

Bldg.

the

from two

phonographs
type
reproducing instruments had
the

are

demonstrated

True Tone Reproduction

far more competition in the first
due to the fact that there are so
outlets for radio receiving appa-

is

field,

in

identically the

in

buying has, perhaps, been more noticeable in
radio than in talking machines and records,

named

Orthophonic

now

and the beginning of

the actual holiday buying season.

IHI

CANTY

Middle Western Retailers Take Advailtage
of Tie-Up Opportunities and Sales Gain
—

TELEPHONE WABASH

-

-

-

Chicago,

111.
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FROM OUR CHICAGO HEADQUARTERS
from it and heard distinctly its music and an
audience of 200,000 recently listened to it without the

means

W.
W.

and general sales
manager of the Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc.,
New York City, passed through Chicago late in
C. Fuhri, vice-president

He

the Pacific Coast.

Heath, manager
of the Columbia Chicago office, and expressed
great satisfaction as to the volume of Columbia business now being secured throughout
the

He

country.

A.

e.xpected

is

and Chicago on

apolis

J.

visit

to

return

his

Minnethe

to

trip

East.

The Chicago branch of
Co., Inc., is now

Columbia Phono-

the

receiving

graph

more

sub-

shipments of the new Viva-tonal Columbia instruments than for some time past,
This is
according to A. J. Heath, manager.
stantial

evidently pleasing to

management

the

the

of

Chicago Columbia office, for it enables the
local branch to fill many orders which have
been on file for the past several weeks.
Otto Heineman Visits Chicago Trade
Otto Heineman, president and general manager of the
City, spent

Okeh Phonograph

New York

Corp.,

days in Chicago visiting
the local trade during the latter part of NoWhile in the city he called at the
yember.
local Columbia office for a visit with District
Manager A. J. Heath, who was indii^ectly associated with Mr. Heineman several years ago.
Mr. Heineman visited the trade in St. Louis
before returning to New York.
several

may

living

Co.,

Atwater Kent jobber

in

idea

football illustration carried out

the

of

copy,

who have sponsored

Automatic Stop

this

For

Victor Dealers Tie
his

\

ALTO MFG. COM^^'-'cH^ffl
Canadian

throughout the

the appearance of Paul
orchestra, Victor artists, in

the

have helped

city

Whiteman

fore

it

its engagement it is expected
volume will mount considerably

finishes

that the sales

higher.

Novelty of Making "Movies" Grows
The home motion picture camera has an
peal

Because of Whiteman's popularity and the
that he has made only three Chicago appearances the theatres have enjoyed capacity
houses and interest in his recordings has greatly
increased.
Green and white window streamers
together with cut-outs of Whiteman's face and

which carries

it

possession

apof

That

Was Ever Manufactured

Every

people

in

springs,

of

of

for

the

novelty

the public

in

Estelle Taylor, Jack

eye for

Dempsey and

a prominent motion picture
were caught by the photographer at the M. G. M. Ball, at the Hotel
Astor, New York City, with Mr. Beaudine in
a typical directing pose and Mr. Dempsey acting- as camera man with a Filmo camera, made
by the Bell & Howell Co., of Chicago.
Organize Phonograph Art Society of Chicago
.\t
a meeting held on November 30, there
was organized The Phonograph Art Society of
Chicago by a group of men and women interested in collecting and hearing music recorded
for and reproduced by the phonograph, for the
purpose of promoting a better appreciation of
music generally. Other aims of the association
are encouragement and assistance in the art of
recording and in the wider and more general

governor
tone arms,

steel needles, etc., in quantity lots.

makes

walks

who have been

time,

Thev

director.

springs, micas, repair parts, motors,

all

all

making "movies" and projecting them in the
home seems to carry with it the same thrill
as the owner of a new radio receiver feels
when he first tunes in a distant station. The
accompanying photograph shows three indi-

William Beaudine,

—

main

& Howell Camera

life,

of

some

Motor

All

phonographs

and motors.

publication of records of the best of all music.
To promote the objects of the Society re-

tSCORPORATED UNDER THE
LAWS OF ILLINOIS

citals will

order to keep the
latest recording
and women connected with

be held regularly

members acquainted with
developments.
the

W. WASHINGTON ST. CHICAGO
1424

rRAOe MARK

CONSOLA,*

Talking Macimie Supplies, Etc
ILL.

Washington Ave., Soath, Minneapolis, Ulnn.

The
to the

in

the

industry,

the wholesale

eligible for
ffigk Grade TalK'mqMaclimcs.IXscKeoords;

Men

phonograph

either

Branches: 2957 Gratiot Atc, Detroit, Mich.

the

into

Jack Dempsey Using Bell

fact

For

227-229

In addition, the

discs.

centers in the city.

—

Arotino Co.

windows
draw atten-

Chicago for a

We can supply any part. The largest and most
complete assortment of repair parts in the
United States
on hand, for old, obsolete and
be
present-day motors.
If your order cannot
Blled from stock, we will make it up special.

SUCcesSORS^'TO

to

Whiteman and

Repair Parts

StanJarJ Talking Machmt Co.
Viil*d Talking Machint Co.
Harmony Talking Uackina Co.
O'NmiU-Jam** Co.

Ont.

Chicago Talking Machine Co. and a number of
dealers sponsored a full-page co-operative advertisement in one of the local newspapers
showing on a map of the city the names and
locations of the music stores where his recordings might be secured. According to reports
from dealers throughout Chicago, the results
have been very gratifying, and with the thousands who will hear Whiteman's orchestra be-

viduals

Expert repairing on

Toronto,

Co.,

tie-up.
Whiteman appeared at the Chicago
Theatre the week of November 29, spent the second week on the stage of the Tivoli Theatre
and the last week at the Uptown, the theatres
being important houses in the Balaban & Katz
circuit, located in the three most important trade

space newspaper advertisements have been ap-

on

Supply

records displayed in dealers'

lists of his

tion to

Unlvenal

with dealers throughout the city and surrounding territory, has brought about a very effective

State of Illinois, as a distributor for the new
LargeRadi-"A," an "A" power supply unit.

prices

Dlitrlbutcr

period of three weeks, the Chicago Talking Machine Co., local Victor distributor, together

Chicago and the

Special

the
turn
table.
Our
customers say It Is the
most accurate stop they
found yet In spite of Its
low cost.

Up With Whiteman

With

Electric

and

Phonorraph*.

Nothing
needs
to
be
screwed unto the tone
Simple
In
conarm.
struction.
It fits under

Sales.

Radi-"A"
Milwaukee,

Sampson

A

room.

and the twelve dealers
campaign speak enthusiastically of the direct results received from
this advertisement.
The campaign will continue right up to Christmas. The Sonora dealers who are utilizing the newspapers to such
exceptional
advantage
are
the
following:
Becker, Ryan & Co.; Wolf Furniture House;
Bacon Furniture Co.; Murray Electric Shop;
Sekera Furniture House, Halsted Music Shop,
Reliance Furniture House, Wonder Radio Sales
Co., Faust's Brunswick Shop, O. R. Martin
Co., Witzel Music Co. and Clark-Devon Radio
the

Distribute

Wis., recently appointed the

THE ALTO

in

phasized the fact that every detail of the game
could be thoroughly enjoyed by the owner of a
Sonora Shielded Si.x in the comfort of his own

very near future, new Columbia records by their
favorites, including Ted Lewis, Paul Ash, Riith
Etting, Ford and Glenn, Art Kahn, Al Handler
and others, as a Columbia recording expedition
spent several days in Chicago recently for the
purpose of recording the many Columbia artists
now in the city. J. S. MacDonald, assisted by
Eddie King, gave his personal supervision to
the recording of the new Columbia numbers.
Corp.,

the

page that appeared on Monday, November 22,
five days prior to the famous Army-Navy game
in this city, was headed "Touchdown" and em-

anticipate receiving, in the

Sampson Electric Co. to
The Briggs & Stratton

Chicago newspapers to
Briggs & Stratton

in

of

Sonora dealers of this city. The advertising
has been exceptionally forceful in character,
featuring to splendid advantage the Sonora
Shielded Six receiver and carrying illustrations
of a timely character.
For example, the full-

Columbia Records Coming
Columbia dealers in Chicago and the Middle
territory

sale

Co-operative Sonora Advertising
Full-page Sonora advertising has been appearing in the local newspapers for the past
several weeks signed by twelve well-known

New

West

regularly

product, together with the names of dealers
the city and State who are handling it.

of amplifiers."

C. Fuhri Off to Pacific Coast

November en route for
spent some time with

pearing

promote the

or

as

retail

individuals,
divisions,

in

are

membership.

Society, in

its initial

meeting, paid tribute

work done by the National Gramophonic

Society of Great Britain in organizing societies
of similar character and signified its desire to
(Continued on (•age 104)
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Jewel Brass Tone Arm
and Concert Reproducer

Patent No. 1419913
Other Patents Pending.

A HIGH-GRADE BRASS TONE ARM

made with an instrument taper from the repropatent floating felt lined soundproof collar insures a positive delivery of sound waves into the tone chamber, and carries a solid column of tone from the
reproducer to the amplifier.
The base flange is made of pressed steel four inches in diameter and is very strong and durable. The lower tubular part extends one inch through
Diameter of the tubular part
the motor board.
13/16 inches.
Finished in beautiful
ebony black, which harmonizes perfectly with either nickel or gold finish. List price Nickel
$15.00; Gold or Oxidized finish $20.00.
ducer to the base.

The

I

JEWEL CONCERT REPRODUCER
VICTOR AND COLUMBIA DEALERS,
sales.

It

is

a well

known

increase your record
there
fact that
are hundreds of
the owners of which have tired

thousands of phonographs,
of them, consequently THEY

BUY NO RECORDS.
JEWEL CONCERT

Revive

REPRODUCER.
these by selling them a
electrically
recorded
records,
especially
adapted
for
the
IT IS
and a demonstration not only shows that it is much superior
to the old style reproducer, but in almost every instance it
means a sale. Attached in a minute. No tools required, no
List price nickel plated $5.00; gold
adjustment necessary.
or oxidized finish $7.00.

JEWEL TYPE B Loud

Speaker Unit

This compact little unit represents a truly remarkable development.
The substantial soft
rubber hub eliminates metallic vibration, forms
an air tight connection and makes a real loud
speaker out of the Victor, Edison or any other
good talking machine that has a standard size
hub like the Victor. Simply take oflF the regular
reproducer and put on the Jewel Type "B" Unit
and you will have a speaker of ample volume
with a full, clear, natural tone that must be
Takes up no more
heard to be appreciated.
room than the regular reproducer and is easy to
Complete
take off and put on without tools.
with Cord list price $6.00.
Manufacturers and Dealers, write for discounts
Back View

154-160 Whiting Street

Side

View

Chicago,

111.
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FROM OUR CHICAGO HEADQUARTERS— (Continued

ization, as a result of

George W. Oman, secretary.

will

harmony with

in

Committees were

appointed to work out the details of organization,

programs and methods and

will report at

the next meeting, which will be held on De-

cember

Changes

Two

changes were recently made in the sales
organization of the Electrical Research LaboraChicago, makers of Erla radio receiving
apparatus, according to an announcement received from the firm's headquarters. V. W. Fitch
tories,

was added

to the staff as divisional sales

man-

ager of the Chicago territory, which includes the
States of Illinois, Michigan, Iowa and Kentucky.
Jack Mueller, formerly western Pennsylvania
representative, has been transferred to the Boston district

in

He

manager.

the capacity of divisional sales
has charge of Erla sales in

New

Massachusetts,

Vermont,

Hampshire,

Maine and the western part of New York State.
Introduces New Type of Multi-Plug
A new type wall box Multi-Plug was recently announced by Howard B. Jones, of this

which Mr. Otis

will serve

Alichigan and Indiana, selling Mutual products
manufacturers and distributors. His appoint-

to

ment becomes

effective

January

1,

1927,

and he

continue to maintain his headquarters at
the Brewster Hotel, 500 Diversey Parkway,
Chicago.
Mr. Otis is a prominent and popular membet
talking machine

trade,

his

association

with the industry dating back to 1913. He
served as factory superintendent of the Perkins
Phonograph Co., Chicago, for a period of eight
years and is recognized as an authority on production, materials and plant management.
He
resigned from that position early in 1925, to accept the office of secretary of the Phonograph
Manufacturers' National Association, a position
which he now holds. His thorough knowledge
of the phonograph manufacturers' problems,
obtained through years of experience and contact

in

the trade,

makes him

trict

manager
City,

On the regeneral offices of the Sonora Co.
turn trip they stopped at Detroit, and at the
Sonora plant in Saginaw, Mich., where they
were the guests of John Herzog, vice-president
of the firm, in charge of cabinet production.

The new

plug, complete

with a four-foot cable, retails for $3.50.

Henry A. Otis

to Represent Phonoparts Co.
announcement of interest to the
music trade contained news of the appointment
of Henry A. Otis, Chicago, as Western representative of the Mutual Phonoparts Co., New
York City, manufacturer of phonograph reproducers, tone arms and radio loud speaker units.
Negotiations were completed in New York City
between Mr. Otis, S. Garfinkel, president, and A.
P. Frangipane, secretary, of the Mutual organ-

A

recent

Write for Catalog

UNITED MFG.

C, sixty

&

DIST. CO.

9702 Cottage Grove Ave.

Chicago

and the bulb and mechanism are completely
enclosed. The Delta Electric Co. is prominent
in the automotive and hardware fields as a man-

Hl- SIDE

OF SWITCH

cycle,

and the makers state that the
"Hi-Lo" is one-tenth

cost of operating the Delta

The container is of pressed
mahogany baked enamel.

cent

per

steel,

finished in rich

hour.

RADIO

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

AT

CH-i^ReES

APPROX 3/4
AMPERES
I

Lo^lDE
OF SWITCH
CHARGES AT

APPROX

^/z

AMPERES

third

Delta Electric Co. New Battery Charger
A new popular-priced radio accessory, the
No. 12 Hi-Lo "A" battery charger, was recently
introduced by the Delta Electric Co., Marion,
Ind. The manufacturer, in the initial announcement, states that the charger, which is very
compact, charges at either a high or low rate.
It is a low rate small output or trickle charger,
which by a special winding of the transformer
coils has the additional feature of being easily
converted to the full capacity of the tube by
merely turning a toggle switch.
The "Hi" charging rate is approximately l}i
amperes, the "Lo" rate approximately one-half
ampere. It is adapted to 110 to 115 volts A.

Continuous

Lubrication.

the Sonora Phonograph Co.,
week of November in New
making their headquarters at the

York

his several receivers.

Automatic

Life.
air-tight housing.

of

city,

terchanging the plugs and cables connected to

Silent

Wearing parts protected by

particularly well

for battery connections.

power supply unit can be made in the same
manner as a floor lamp. The dealer can demonstrate any number of sets for his prospects
without changing battery leads, by simply in-

For All Types of

PHONOGRAPHS
Quiet Easy Winding
Operation —Quick Pick-u[)—
True Pitch Reproduction— Long

new connection.
Visits New York Sonera Headquarters
C. S. Tay, president of the Tay Sales Co.,
local Sonora distributor, and Ray Rielly, disthe

or

MOTORS
—

fitted for his

spent

manufacturer of-the Jones Multi-Plug line
The new product is a
standard seven-contact socket mounted on a
switch box cover and equipped with a regular
cable and plug. Batteries and unsightly wires
may be removed from the room entirely by installing the new plug socket in the baseboard
of a room, and a connection from the batteries

1926

the territory west of the eastern boundaries of

of the

14.

Electrical Research Lab.'s Staff

15,

from page 102)

with the British organization, and work
The following offiits aims.
cers were elected at the November 30 meeting:
William Braid White, president; A. G. Hambrock, vice-president; B. M. Mai, treasurer, and
affiliate

December

New Delta "A" Battery Charger
ufacturer of spotlights, bicycle lamps and elec
trie lanterns.

Radio Furniture Market Opened
The Radio Furniture Market, 215 West Madison street, Chicago, was opened a short time
ago for the purpose of providing a center wherein lines of radio furniture manufacturers might
be displayed.
About twenty manufacturers
have already placed their radio cabinets, tables
and consoles on display at the Radio Furniture
Market, where they may be inspected by the
trade.
The officials of the Radio Furniture
Market act as sales representatives, selling to
radio manufacturers, distributors and dealers.
In case a consumer visits the display and
wishes to purchase a cabinet, his name and address are referred immediately to the exhibitor
or his nearest representative. The convenience
of the location of the new institution and the
homelike attractiveness of the displays have
already evoked widespread comment and interest in the trade.

Decision of Significance

A

decision

of

ation
S.

UoA/u/ OjUia^

POCKETBOOK" a 2^0

in view of thp
radio broadcast situ-

significance

widespread interest

in the

was recently rendered by Judge Francis

Wilson, of the

Illinois Circuit Court, restrain-

WGES

from broadcasting on a
than 50 kilocycles to that
of station WON, operated by the Chicago TribThe decision is based on the principle
une.
that priority of time in the use of a wave
length, and in the construction of equipment
and expenditure of sums of money for broad-

ing

station

wave length

casting on

closer

this

wave,

creates

unimpeded use of that wave
must not be violated by other

Kie Harry Alter Co.
RADIO SUPPLIES

ELECTRICAL
Ogden

at

Carroll Ave.

CHICAGO

ILL.

a

right

channel

to

the

which

stations.

H. G. Saal Co. Anticipated Henry Ford
That the H. G. Saal Co., manufacturer of
Saal speakers and other radio equipment in
this city, has been running on a five-workingday week for the pa'^t five years was learned
through a recent interview with Leslie S. Gordon, president of the firm. Since the announcement of "Ford's five-day week," manufacturers
generally have been forced to a consideration
of this much-discussed plan, and it is interesting to note that the Saal Co.. a pioneer in the
radio field, anticipated the Ford plan by five
years.

"Man

for

man," Mr. Gordon said, "we have
{Coniimicd on page 106)
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IVs Here
The Sensation

of 1927

The Newest Addition to the
World's Most Complete
Line of Speakers

Utah Standard
14" Bell

$2250
The
the

Speaker with
Golden Throat

Utah Junior
11" Bell

$12.50

Utah Book
Spea^^er
Looks

like

an open

book

The New UTAH
Cone Speaker

$1900
nYzxizy^"

14^4" high

Utah
Superflex

Also Utah Cone Speaker

Free Edge 17V2

in*

High

$1^00

Reg. U. S. Pat.

$10 00

We

The only complete
line

of

speakers

on the market

Ofif.

Made inSaltlakeCity

are

manufacturers,
not assemblers

IVade MarfcRe^istered

UTAH RADIO PRODUCTS

CO., 1421 S. Michigan Ave.,

CHICA60

!
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noticed

greater

more noticeable

been

Increase has

efficiency.
in the

Summer, when

the extra

day can be spent outdoors, than in the Winter,
when the weather necessitates his being indoors." The change was instituted at the
request of the workers themselves. When the
question was put to a vote among the employes of the various departments the result
At the time the
was practically unanimous.
change was instituted the H. G. Saal Co. organized a recreation club, purchasing twenty
acres and a clubhouse at Pistakee Bay, 111.,
where the employes could spend the week-end
holidays and thus derive full benefit from the
extra day of freedom.
The Simplex Antenna Is Introduced
The Simplex Antenna, a new radio product,
was introduced by G. H. Schubert, Chicago, a
short time ago, and the announcement of the
device marks the return
industry of an individual

with

the

trade

dates

to

music-radio

the

whose acquaintance

back many years.

Mr.

December

15,

1926

— (Continued from page 104)
Edison dealer in Reno,
and 1908, later establishing
himself in Chicago as a manufacturer of colEdison cylinder
lapsible
record racks
for
records from 1908 to 1910. The rise in popuSchubert
Nevada,

was

an

1907

in

the disc record at that time caused
discontinue manufacture, and it was
only recently that Mr. Schubert again entered
the music trade ranks, this time with an anof

larity

him

to

tenna.

Constructed on a unique principle, the SimAntenna is said to be suitable for any

plex

make

from the crystal

of set

consists of a

receiver.

It

which

wound

is

netic wire,

a

to the multi-tube

wooden

staf?,

upon

conductor of special mag-

scientifically

constructed.

Between

wooden staff and the seventy-five feet of
magnetic coil is an insulating material, and the
antenna is installed by mounting on a pole or
rod, of either wood or metal, erected on the

many dealers throughout the counand is said to be meeting with success
wherever it is demonstrated and shown.
D. J. Quinn Sales Manager Sonotron Tube Co.
D. J. Quinn has been appointed general
sales
manager of the Sonotron Tube Co.,
Chicago, according to an announcement recently made by Harry Chirelstein, president of the
firm.
Mr. Quinn is a veteran of the Sonotron
sales staff, having been associated with the

handled by
try

organization for the past three years, is well
known throughout the trade, and his many
friends will be glad to learn of his new appointment.
He will spend much of his time
in

the

roof or

which

other elevated object.
for three dollars,

retails

The antenna,
is

now being

important tiade centers and
co-operation with Sonotron dealers.

travel, visiting

working

in

Product Is

Known

eliminating both the

TUBES

Afewf Old

Sets

That Bring
Up-to-Date
List Price

as Radi-"A"

Through an error, the name of the "A"
power unit manufactured by the Briggs &
Stratton Corp., Milwaukee, Wis., was misspelled in the November issue of this publication.
The product is known as the Radi-"A"
and operates direct from the light socket,

A

batters'

and charger.

Great Dealer Tie-Up With Sonora
Within recent weeks the Chicago trade has
witnessed a particularly fine example of cooperative advertising on the part of Sonora dealers
scattered throughout the city.
Twelve
dealers have contracted for six full pages in the
Chicago Herald & Examiner, to appear on successive Monday mornings, in a campaign which
will run through the period of holiday buying.
Six other dealers have banded together and are
using an advertisement, half-page in size, in
four

successive

Sunday

editions

of the

same

publication.

American Electric Co., Inc., Makes Debut
The music-radio trade was interested in the
announcement recently made of the incorporation of the American Electric Co., Chicago,
which for sopie time has been engaged extensively in the manufacture of Burns radio apparatus, including speakers, units and battery elimi-

The extensive manufacturing facilities
and engineering experiences of this company
have been combined with the like resources of
the Monarch Telephone & Manufacturing Co.,
nators.

also of Chicago, a firm equally as well known to
the telephone and electrical appliance trade.

The organization
ican

THERE'S

big

money

for every dealer in bringing old sets

They bring

up-to-date with these famous Sonatron tubes!
the advantages of

power amplification

power tubes

no re-wiring

— and

of an old set

is

prospect!

a

is

to

sets

necessary!

not wired for

Every owner

Offered and guaranteed by the

manufacturers of 30 distinct types of tubes.

Write for the Sonatron Proposition

SONATRON TUBE COMPANY
108 West Lake Street, Chicag;o
1^

Hudson

Street.

New York

Newark. N.

J.

City

320 Lafayette Bldg., Detroit

Windsor, Ont.. Canada

Nationally

Advertised

THE LARGEST LINE OF TUBES IN THE WORLD

Electric

is

now known
and

as the

"Amer-

continue to
operate its large plant at Sixty-fourth and State
streets, Chicago. An extensive manufacturing
and advertising program has been planned, and
with the added resources and increased engineering and sales forces the new organization announces that it will be in a position to give the
trade whatever is required in service and the
best possible in radio equipment.
Excellent Reports Regarding Radio Reception
The present radio season promises to be the
best from a reception standpoint of any j'ear
since the development of radio, according to
a prediction recently made by Leonard E.
Parker, chief radio engineer of the StewartWarner Speedometer Corp., Chicago. His statement is based on information compiled by his
assistants in the Stewart-Warner radio research
laboratory', from reports received from over
sixty-five points in the United States, and information collected through WBBM, the StewartWarner Air Theatre.
"I am basing my prediction on the results
that have been apparent already," said Mr. Parker.
"In our own laboratory we have observed
unusual clarity of reception and have been able
to bring in the most distant stations without
much trouble. I have been particularly surprised at the absence of static, except on occasional nights.
Distant stations have been
coming through so well that we have had little
difficulty in tuning them in through the maze

Chicago

of

more than

"We
our

Co.,

Inc.,"

stations,

will

which number.

I

believe,

forty.

have also received reports that confirm
sixty-five Stew-

own information from our

{Contimied on page .IQgl,
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Deal
For Dealers/
There are

certain factors

which control the extent of every dealer s success.

If

these factors are carried to the highest possible point your complete success

We

are offering

portance to

you

A New Deal which does

you— to

You are in business

that very thing.

of

is

assured.

most im-

every dealer of today.
to

make money, build up a strong

prestige, sell a prod-

uct that not only satisfies but delights your customers— in
"hi-light" of dealers in

Then you

It is

every one of

fact,

be the

your community.

New

Deal, which also eradicates service worries and excess handling.
are interested in this

Find out all about this wonderful proposition, "A New
Deal For Dealers." Do not wait until someone else
beats you to it. Fill in the coupon and mail in

today-NOW
ELECTRICAL RESEARCH LABORATORIES
2500 Cottage

Grove Avenue, Dept. D52, Chicago,

Illinois

Please send me complete data regarding your "New Deal For Radio
Dealers." I understand that this inquiry opens up a new avenue of
profits

and does not obligate

me

in

any way.

ame.

^ddress

CHICAGO. ILLINOIS, U.S.A.

ELECTRICAL RESEARCH LABORATORIES

SADIQ
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art-Warner distributors scattered all over the
United States. They report that they have been
able to receive distant stations with a

minimum

THE

ference as can be attributed largely to natural
conditions.

"There

is

no question of the

but

The "Molliformer" "B" Unit Ready

latter firm will

The Majestic

—

Two "Molliformer" Models Completely Assembled
Model FW4, 35 milliamperes at 90 volts
Model D4, 40 milHamperes at 150 volts

re-

H. Emerson Yorke Loses Mother
H. Emerson Yorke, manager of the publicity
department of the phonograph division of the
Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., is receiving the
sympathy of his many friends in the trade upon
the death of his mother. Mrs. Yorke, who had
been ill for quite some time, passed away a few
weeks ago at the home of her daughter in
Ottawa, Can. Mr. Yorke attended the funeral
and on his way to Chicago stopped off at the
New York Offices of the Brunswick Co.
Panatrope Replaces Band
A Brunswick Panatrope has superseded tlie
band at the Hawthorne Jockey Club racetrack
on the outskirts of this city. That this experi-

ment

is

proving highly successful

Everyone wants
others.

.

.

—

indicated

do

to

to

.

.

Exclusive

territory

still

available.

Circulars

sent

request.

ufoii

C. E. JACOBS, Sole Manufacturer
2808 N. Kedzie Avenue, CHICAGO
fact that numerous requests for various
popular selections are made daily and patrons
of the track are extremely enthusiastic over the

by the

Mr. Kennedy has enlarged his headquarters
the organization practically uses onequarter of the entire floor of the Republic Build-

until

innovation.

Sonora Shop Opened in Republic Building
The Sonora Music Shop was recently opened
on the

fifth floor of

the Republic Building, Chi-

by Matt J. Kennedy, one of the most
prominent members in the music trade.
Mr.

cago,

Kennedy

is

an important factor

in the

wholesale

piano business and the addition of a radio department marks his first entrance into the field
of radio merchandising.

The new department,

in which will be handled
Sonora reproducing phonographs and radio receivers, will be under the
direct charge of John J. Kelly, who has had an
extensive background of experience in the
phonograph and radio retail fields, especially in
the selling of products made by the Sonora Co.

the complete line of

a

little

better

than

the

of

the

—

be

times

to

.

DO WE

our season's greetings to our
friends, we want to do it in the good old fashioned
way and say with the feelings and spirit our forein

for Use
$22.00
27.50

EXCLUSIVE TERRITORY
Write today for diicounts.

ahead

be

to

excel.

SO

— but

it

— Ready

Units for 25 and 40 cycle current $2 additional

.

Everyone wants
different

is

—

—

producer was formerly made by the GrigsbyGrunow-Hinds Co., whose plant is now devoted
entirely to
the production
the popular
of
Majestic "B" power units.
O. E. Grigsby, formerly vice-president of the
Grigsby-Grunow-Hinds Co., is president of the
Metal Devices Corp., and under his direction the
Majestic loud speaker is being built and merchandised. The firm also manufactures a doll
which talks and sings through the use of a
small phonograph enclosed within it.

Use

is backed by two years of startling performance that has placed
this unit far in advance of all other "B" Eliminators. The "^Molliformer" assures years
of service without attention.
There are no acids to spill ino corrosive fumes no
expensive, critical rectifying tubes.
Thousands of users endorse the "Molliformer"
for the long-lived, dependable service it affords.

manufacture and mar-

ket the Majestic loud speaker.

for

The "Molliformer"

An Important Business Move
Negotiations were recently completed between
the Grigsby-Grunow-Hinds Co., Chicago, makers of Majestic "B" battery eliminator, and the
Metal Devices Corp., also of Chicago, through
which the

Quality,

the

has
nothing to do with natural law. Consequently,
my prediction is based purely on weather conditions.
Insofar as the crowded condition of
the broadcasting wave band is concerned, we
are of the opinion that decisive action on the
part of Congress is absolutely necessary and
essential.
Despite this condition, however, I
have reports from our broadcasting station,
WBBM, which show that it has been received
with a minimum of fading and static in practically every State in the Union."
air,

in Cost,

Is

In

fact that to-day

many broadcasting stations on
such interference is man-made and

there are too

"MoUiformer"
"B" UNIT That
Guaranteed Low
Unequaled Tone
Ample, Uniform Power— Use Two Years
Sell the

of interference or at least with only such inter-

extending

M.
ing.

He

is

J.

president

Kennedy
of

the

National

Piano

Travelers Association, and is popularly known
as the man who "put the Piano Club of Chicago

on the map."

fathers did

Here's a Traveler

TARG & DlNFiTER MUSIC CO.
'^'JheWholesaleJMusic Center"

Hannan, of New York City, one of the
I.
Talking Machine World's old friends, claims
the distinction of being the greatest traveled
He
subscriber to this well-known magazine.
crosses the ocean to England or back again
nearly every week forty times a year for forty
years a total approximately of four million

—

—

miles to his credit.

Hadley Co. Chartered
The Hadley

Co.,

Chicago,

111.,

was recently

incorporated, with a capital stock of $60,000,
to deal in talking machines, radio apparatus
and furniture. The incorporators are H. W.
Barsel,
thal.

J.

Alroy,

Mose Felder and M. H. Rosen-

December

IS,
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Grigsby-Grunow-Hinds
Seeks Name for "B" Supply

Opened

in Buffalo Field

Manufacturer of Majestic "B" Current Supply
Invites Name and Slogan for Product $1,000
to Be Awarded to Coiner of Winning Slogan

VerBeck Musical Sales Co. and S. J. Butler
Among Dealers in Western New York D.strict to Take on the Viva-tonal

marked the opening date of a
sponsored by the Grigsby-Grunow-

Buffalo, N. Y., December 8. Several new and
important Columbia accounts have been opened
in this territory during the past few weeks by
E. L. Wallace, manager of the local distributing
office.
Among them are the VerBeck Musical
Sales Co., on Main street, and S. J. Butler, on
Mr. Wallace is exceptionally
Jefferson avenue.
well pleased with the manner in which the Vivatonal and Columbia records are being accepted

—

December
contest

1

Hinds Co., Chicago, through which the consumer public is invited to send in suggestions
for a name and a slogan for the Majestic "B"
Current Supply, manufactured by the firm.
Believing that the words "B Current Supply"
and slogan can be improved, the GrigsbyGrunow-Hinds Co. is offering a cash prize of
$1,000 to the person sending the best suggestion, together with a short letter giving reaIn
sons for the proposed name and slogan.

the initial

announcement

it

was stated

that the

name "Majestic" is to be retained, but the firm
seeking a new and better word or phrase
is
for "B Current Supply."
An extensive advertising program is to be
sponsored to announce the contest and urge
newspaper readers throughout the country to
visit the nearest Majestic dealer for a demon-

A

stration of the product.

series of advertise-

ments will appear in over fifty metropolitan
newspapers each week, the campaign being
launched on January 2 and ending on January
29, when the contest will close at midnight.
The prize contest will undoubtedly focus the

attention of millions of radio fans on the popular Grigsby product.
Window streamers, counter display cards and

other sales promotion material for dealers' use
have already been placed in the hands of distributors of the Majestic current supply and the
contest will doubtless bring forth a tremendous
interest

pnblic

increase

in

handling

it.

The

final

in

sales

the
to

product itself and an
those dealers who are

winner of the

decision as to the

contest will rest in the hands of a judge, or a
committee of judges, in either case the decision
being made by individuals not connected with
the Grigsby-Grunow-Hinds organization in any
way. The award of the judges will be published in the February 15 issue of The World
and all correspondence relating to the contest
is to be addressed
to Contest Manager, care
of Grigsby-Grunow-Hinds Co., Chicago.

Walter Damrosch Gontinues
Balkite

Opera

109

—

by the consuming public as well as the trade.
Record sales are climbing to new heights, and
the Viva-tonals are moving from dealers' floors
The
almost as rapidly as they are received.
Columbia Music Shop, on Michigan avenue, has
greatly stimulated business through its broadcasting station, which sends on the air each
afternoon musical programs featuring Columbia
artists.
Exploitation of records made by "The
Buffalonians," a local dance orchestra, has just
begun, Mr. Wallace said. This organization is
claimed by local dance enthusiasts to be one
of

the

finest

of

its

kind

in

this

part

of

Horns
$22.50— $25.C0

Units
$10.00— $12.00

DOUBLE ENJOYMENT
VOLUME WITH PERFECT TONE
WITH

LOUD SPEAKER
Why

sacrifice

excellent

the

work

is

series

Blumenthal,

representing the foreign department of the Columbia Co. in New York, visited
the trade of this district recently, stimulating
new interest in Columbia foreign records.

Birnbach Radio Products
Have Good Trade Reception
The Birnbach loud speaker extension cord
manufactured by the Birnbach Radio Co.,
New York, has met with a splendid reception
among the trade and a healthy demand has been

unit,

experienced for this radio accessory.
It permits moving the loud speaker to any point ol
the room without disturbing the receiver, and
allows -the operation of several loud speakers
in various rooms in the home.
Other radio
accessories manufactured by the Birnbach Radio
Co. include battery cables, head set and loudspeaker cords and battery connectors.

and 64th Streets

CHICAGO,

U.

S.

A.

Ask about Burns "B" Eliminator

Amsco Orthophone Introduced
activities in the radio accesProducts, Inc., New York, has
announced the production of the Amsco Orthophone. The Orthophone is a unit designed to
be connected between any loud speaker and
receiver.
It is said that the use of the Orthophone protects the loud speaker in several ways

Broadening

sory

field,

its

Amsco

in increased volume and improved
Officials
of the
without distortion.
Amsco organization state that the Orthophone
will appeal particularly to the users of the new

and results
quality

power

tubes,

facturers of

and it is stated that the manupower tubes now recommend this

output arrangement, advising against the inclusion of the speaker directly in the plate circuit
of the tube.

Moore-Bird

&

Co.,

Denver, Colo.,

tribute the Balkite line of

power

giving a series of radio concerts over

of

Wagnerian

lecture-recitals

with

on the piano.
Balkite
tra,

Hour

Christmas

the

two acts of "Gotterdammerung." Throughout the series Mr. Damrosch tells the story of the opera and recites
passages from it and then renders the music
first

Greetings
to the

On Christmas night during the
New York Symphony Orches-

the

under Mr. Damrosch, wUl give a concert.

Trade

Victor Go. Registers Slogan
Washington, D.
States

Patent

C.,

Office

December
reports

3.

— The

that

United
Victor
has applied
the

Talking Machine Co., Camden, N. J.,
for registration of the phrase "The Gift That
Keeps on Giving" as a trade-mark for talking
machines and parts thereof, talking machine
records and talking machines and parts thereof adapted for combination with radio sets.

is

The Jordan Music House, Charleston, S. C,
experiencing a big demand for the Edison

long-playing record.

THE ORG -TONE COMPANY
1010 George

St.

by

I ncorp'Oratcd

State

a chain of thirteen stations, during the Balkite

broadcasting of the

set

the

and its popularity will undoubtedly
boost Columbia records generally, in Mr. Wallace's opinion. Their programs are received by
radio fans who tune in on WEBR, the ColumMr.
bia Music Shop's broadcasting station.
country,

Recitals

Hour, arranged by the Fansteel Products Co.,
Inc., gave the first act of "Siegfried" on November 27 and Acts 2 and 3 on December 11. On
December 18 Mr. Damrosch will continue his

the

WRITE FOR TRADE PROPOSITION

Walter Damrosch, world-famous conductor,

who

of

A BURNS will reprousing an inferior speaker?
duce with pleasing exactness every tone and sound
that the set can pick up.

Chicago,

III.

units.

will

dis-
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Radio Co-ordinating Committee Urges
Emergency Broadcasting Control Measure
Washington by Committee Representing All Branches of the Radio
dustry Results in Report Asking Congress to Take Definite Action

Four-day Conference

in

\V.\SH I NGTO.v, D. C, December

6.

— The

National
representing

Radio Co-ordinating Committee,
branches of the radio industry, organized
transmitting amateurs and numerous listeners'
leagues, met in conference at Washington for
four days and on December 3 issued a report
urging that Congress, which meets to-day,
enact an emergency control measure to prevent
the granting of licenses to any more broadcasting stations after to-day. The committee
also urged that the control of radio be placed
in the hands of a Federal Radio Commission
and the Department of Commerce.
It is vitally necessary, the committee stated
all

in

report,

its

that legislation

controlling radio

be enacted during the present session of Congress and to this end it seemed that two steps
appeared necessary:
"1. The enactment of an emergency control

prevent the further complication of an already complicated situation
by prohibiting the issuance of any more licenses
for the operation of radio broadcasting stations

measure which

"1.

1926.

"2.
out of conference of a comprehensive and adequate general law governing

whole radio industry.
"The emergency control measure

the

neces-

is

sary because broadcasting stations are

now

in-

industry and the radio listener."

mittee,

eliminating

all

clear,

the

considerations

comexcept

those for the good of the radio listener and
the industry and the existing subject matter
in the Senate and House bills, favors a control
consisting of two bodies a Federal Radio

—

Commission and the Department of Commerce,
whose functions shall be as determined in the

The

character

The term

law, have

of

rendered

service

Sample

in

U.

S.,

Sold

postpaid.

$1.83;

3

for

on money-back

G. H. SCHUBERT, mef.
753 W. 32d St., Chicago, 111.

Chicago Thermiodyne Jobber
Features Pirate Chest Set
Henry Paulson &

Co.,

Devote
Thermio-

Distributors,

Cover of Catalog to Illustration
dyne Pirate Chest Receiving Set

of

The new Fifteenth Century Pirate Chest
Thermiodyne receiver, manufactured by the
Algonquin Electric Co., New York, was featured

by

of

radio

committee

the

licenses,

should not be for less than five years,
providing that the licensee is operating his
station "properly and regularly."
Walter A. Strong, of Chicago, was chairman
of the committee which rendered the report.
Other signers included Paul B. Klugh, executive chairman. National Association of Broad-

of

report continued:
"Having made our position

becomes

$3.00.
$5.40,

guarantee.

said,

Federal control, the
preferred not to make
a statement in favor of either the White or the
Dill bills, but felt obliged to e.xpress an opinion, "based solely on the idea of the good
the

o

I

casters."

it

The

1

staff on which is wound a novel conductor coil which renders a 12-inductance that produces a volume of natural
tones and places the SIMPLEX in a
class by itself.
DEALERS: You can install a SIMPLEX with every set you sell. List,

'3. The requirements of their zones and communities for radio service.
"To state it briefly, the doctrine we have
developed may be said to be as follows:
A
broadcaster has no vested rights as against the
United States Government, but he has certain
clearly defined rights as against other broad-

fusion."

of

—

them.

—

Regarding the form
committee stated that

length of time during which stations,

operated.

creasing at such a rate to be specific, one a
day as to cause not only confusion on the
air but the possibility of even greater con-

—

The

existing at the time this act
"2.

Simplex Antenna

bill.

tors:

1926

Is proving a sensation with set owners.
Dealers, too, are enthusiastic.
Gets
everything in the air BETTER. Nondirectional.
Non-interfering.
Easily
and quickly installed.
Consists of a

In-

These functions should be so adjusted in the administrative powers as to clearly demonstrate the standards used in cases for
decision as hereinafter recommended and to
define and clarify large discretionary powers and
control in the commission.
"The committee understands that this proposed Federal Radio Commission has full
appellate powers and can hear and decide cases
arising both in and outside of the Department
of Commerce, and that there is a final appeal
to a Federal court from the decision of the
commission."
With reference to the allocation and use of
wave lengths the report suggested that they be
determined on the basis of the following fac-

will

December 6,
The bringing

after

House

15,

casters; Arthur T. Haugh, president of the
Radio
Manufacturers'
Association;
R.
W.
Demott, president of the Radio Magazine Publishers'
Association; Louis B. F. Raycroft.
chairman. Radio Section, National FJectrical
Manufacturers' Association; Charles H. Stewart,
vice-president,
American Radio Relay
League; Harold J. Wrape, president, Federated
Radio Trades Association, and Elisha Hanson,
counsel. Newspaper Broadcasters Committee.

Henry Paulson Sc Co.'s Catalog
in a unique way in the latest catalog issued
by Henry Paulson & Co., Chicago, 111., wellknown radio jobbers who are handling the new
Thermiodyne. The front page of "Paulson's
Cover

of

Radio Book," reproduced herewith,

is

devoted

to a striking illustration of the disovery of the

Imperial

new Thermiodyne

Pirate Chest by a band of
on a tropic island. Lee Potter, president of the Algonquin Electric Co., states that
the organization is very much gratified by the
enthusiastic reception accorded the new Therpirates

Phonogrands

miodyne

with

are equipped

our

NEW

TRIPAR-

in a

receiver,

which was described

in detail

previous issue of The World.

TITE AMPLIFIERS.
Three
signed
Unit.

scientifically

Tone

proportioned

Chambers combine

and

de-

in

one

will please the Dealer who is looking
for volume Reproduction without sacrificing
quality.

They

PHONOGRANDS

MAKE

SELLING

EASIER.
The Tone,

the Quality and the Prices are

right.

Send
IMPERIAL MODEL
46"

High, 24" Wide, 22" Deep.

for

FOREIGN

Catalog and Prices

INQUIRIES

SOLICITED

List Price, $150.00

Phonogrand Division

FUEHR

& STEMMER

1934 Wentvvorth Avenue

PIANO CO.
Chicago,

Musical Instrument Builders for 25 years

III.,

Plaza Music Co. Issues

Xmas

Each year at this season the Plaza Music
makes a special effort to encourage talking
machine retailers to take advantage of the possibilities in portable talking machine sales. For
Co.

the

past several years the holiday period has

been an unusually active one for portable talking machines. Bearing this in mind and based
upon past sales experience the Plaza Music Co.,
manufacturer of the Pal portable, has issued
much Christmas and other holiday sales literature.
This material includes window strips, cutouts, placards and circular matter.
The te.xt of
this advertising matter is all in a holiday vein
and carries persuasive arguments for the Pal
portable as

U.

S.

A.

Portable Sales Aids

Davega,

gifts.

Inc.,

New

York,

has

declared

extra dividend of 25 cents in addition
regular dividend, payable February 1.

to

an
the

Decembek

13,
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Would you
smc^tkis

111

likp

?

^2,000.00
Do yoti own

or operate a store selling radio supplies? Given

you trim a window so that it will tnake
look and listen? If so, you are eligible to join this

all material, can

folks stop,

^ivards

PRIZE CONTEST

$2,000.00

First Prize:

$500.00 in Gold
Second

for winning window displays of
advertising material featuring the

Prize:

$250.00

in

Gold

Third Prize:

MCDONALD

$200.00 in Gold

HOWL
ARRESTER

Fourth Prize:

$150.00 in Gold
Fifth Prize:

$100.00 in Gold
Sixth Prize:

$100.00 in Gold

"It Stops that

TRADE MARK

Seventh to Twentieth Prizes:

Gold Awards

14

Howl"

Patented Dec.

$50.00 each

//

howls!

Infringers

iviil

7,

1926.

No. 1,610,208

Now

he vigorously proceed eel

it

doesn't!

against:

From now
Winners

the contest

is

on.

until February i^^^ 15^27
You don't have to buy a thing. We furnish

without charge complete advertising material
Announcement of winners and
photograph of winning dis'
play, together with photo of

and give you suggestions

winning decorator will appear
in the March —instead of, as
previously
announced,
the
February —issues of the Radio
Dealer, Talking Machine
World, Radio Record, Radio
Retailing,

Electrical

Radio Doings,

Record,

for displaying

it

for

your windovv^s

to best advantage.

Fair Play for All
Each display will be judged as to its Originality, Effectiveness and Good Taste by the Committee of Five
disinterested judges well

opportunity

is

as

good

known

in the radio field.

Your

as any.

etc.

Let your window bring you tangible profit!
1

SPARTAN ELECTRIC

All

ABQ>ard/

CORP., 350

W.

34th

St.,

N.Y.

C.

Kindly send, without obligation to me, full particulars about your $2000.00 Prize
Contest for Best Window Displays of Advertising Material featuring the
Donald Howl Arrester.

Mc

h

Cut me out and
'mail me RightNOW. /

?{ame and

Title.

}^ame of Firm.

Address

—
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(Continued from page 3)

THE ORIGINAL 10-RECORD NEEDLE PUT UP

The banking interests in taking over control
of the company stated that the continuity of
the present management would be preserved
change

in

1926

15,

WALL-KANE

Bankers Secure

Control of the Victor Go.

after the

December

IN

ATTRACTIVE COUNTER DISPLAYS

PROTECT TOUB RECORDS BY USING

THEOmOINAL TEN

ownership and that further

(C«£M "lion

CUmiHTHO

NEEDLE

TIME

TO PlHTtK BeCOTOS OK »KY PHOMOSBAPlH

announcements regarding the future plans for
company would be made at an early date.
The present ofificers of the company are: E.

the

R. Johnson, president;

B.

t»Cn HCEOltCHE* I

Royal, E. R. F.

G.

TBUUOTO i
noLonoTHc un\
ICA1.1Y

Johnson and E. E. Shumaker, vice-presidents;
E. K. MacEwan, secretary; W. H. Hunt, as-

W.

sistant secretary;

J.

1^1

OF YOUR RECOROi I

I

A PACKAGE or
SO NEEDLES
EQUlViLENT TO
500 OROINABY
$TeEL NEEOLES

Staats, treasurer; E. C.

and assistant treasurer,
and G. W. Jaggers and F. B. Middleton, Jr.,
comptroller

Grimley,

assistant

comptrollers.

company

are: E. R.

Make

Sales

The

directors

of

PRICE

30 « CANADA

the

Johnson, E. R. F. Johnson,
L. L. Rue, B. G. Royal, W. J. Staats, A. W.
Atkinson, E. E. Shumaker, C. J. Child and
Alfred Clark.

Campaign on

eXTHA LOUP

MEDIUM

"Playtime" Recordings

GIVES
Plaza Music Co. Putting Special Impetus Behind Children's Records Circular and Display
Material Sent to Dealers

YOU 150% PROFIT

Also Jazz, Concert, Petmecky and Best Tone Phonograph Needle*

—

WALL-KANE NEEDLE MFG.
Throughout
Plaza

Music

New York
paign on

the
Co.,

City,

is

month of December the
10 West Twentieth street,
making a special sales cam-

"Playtime" records. These products are seven-inch double-faced records embodying songs, games and stories for children.

The

its

titles

include practically

all

of the familiar

songs of the nursery. Such records as "Jack
and Jill" "Old King Cole," "Sing a Song of Sixpence,"

"Mother Goose" are

all

available

in

this catalog.

In

conjunction with its special sales drive
Plaza Music Co. has issued much circular
matter and display material for dealers' use.
the

The

lishment.

decorated

in a

have

quarters

manner

been

CO., Inc., 3922-14th Atc. Brooklyn, N. Y.

lavishly

suitable to the extensive

The piano
all kinds of music goods.
department, under the management of John
McAdams, includes Estey period model grands,
Behr Bros, pianos and other makes. Brunswick
and Victor talking machines and a full stock
of both kinds of records are handled in the
phonograph department. Sheet music, small
displays of

goods and radio are also carried

in

separate

The new Landay store here
management of Michael M. Slone.

departments.

under the

is

The

sales department of the company states
that these records have a ready sale wherever

displayed and when placed in a prominent position in the store together with the sales literature substantially increased sales are made.

J.

A. Fischer Co. Features
Val Phonic in Broadside

Attractive Publicity on Reproducer Issued by

Landay Bros. Hold
Opening
New

Haven,

Conn.,

in

Maker

New Haven

December

6.— Formal

opening of the new Landay Hall, local headquarters for Landay Bros., Inc., at 790 Chapel
street,
was held here recently and several

hundred patrons were shown through the estab-

Philadelphia,

of Valley
Pa.,

Forge Line

December

8.

—The

A.

J.

Fischer Co., maker of Valley Forge main
springs and talking machine repair material,
of this city, has issued an attractive broadside
on the Val Phonic reproducer. It features the
reproducer itself and the Val Phonic outfit,
including the Valley Forge tone arm and the

America's
Finest

RADIO
CABINETS
Catalog

for Season

a

Few

of These HighGrade, Quality Cabinets on Your Sales

You Cannot
Your Good
Customers.

Cabinets for Every Purpose Three Complete

—

Lines

THE PIERSON COMPANY,

836 Cedar

Street,

ROCKFORD,

When
reproducer have been very gratifying.
the Val Phonic reproducer was first conceived
no thought was given to production and after
many months of experimentation along original lines the sale of the Val Phonic reached
the point that we have twice had to double
our production.
This has encouraged us to
build new tools that will make it possible for
us to deliver in tremendous quantities. This is
the third step in the history of the Val Phonic
and from present indications it would seem that
still

further expansion

would be necessary be-

fore long."

Royal Blue Model Cabinet
Selected as 1927 Leader

The Royal Blue model No. 540 has been
selected by the Rockford Sales Corp., Division
of the Federal Furniture Factories, Inc., New
York, as

its

leader for the 1927 season.

This

by Irving," which includes a loud
speaker and battery compartments, is an attractive piece of furniture and is built to accommodate the Atwater Kent compact and other
"Cabinet,

number

Inc.,

operate

of large furniture factories throughout

country and maintain extensive display
headquarters at the Furniture Exchange, 206
Lexington avenue, New York City. The Rockford Sales Corp., Division of Federal Furniture
Factories, Inc., has entirely to do with radio

the

Write Today

Floor
Serve

In referring to this broadside, J. A. Fischer,
president of the company, states: "The returns
from the latest broadside on the Val Phonic

a

Just Off Press

You Have

also

standard models.
The Federal Furniture Factories,

1926-1927

Unless

is

Rockford Sales Corp. Announces Model 540 as
Leader of Complete Line of Radio Cabinets
Contains Loud Speaker and Battery Space

Without

New

Phonic attachment for the Edison. There
shown the Bridgeport attachment for the
Edison, the new Bridgeport reproducer and the
Valley Forge tone arm. The first page of the
broadside is devoted to an interesting analysis
of the market for the new type of reproducer
.as experienced by the J. A. Fischer Co.
\'al

ILL.

every known style of
included in the line of which
In an
Blue model is the leader.

Practically

cabinets.

radio cabinet
the

Royal

is

announcement made by David
of sales,

he refers to the

E.

new

Kahn, director
price

standard

established by this leader and reports that the
output for 1927 is already being rapidly ab-

sorbed.

December

15,
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The "Radiano" Makes Its
Debut in the "Twin Cities"
Attached to Sounding Board of Piano, It
Eliminates the Microphone in Transmission
and Loud Speaker in Reception

Announcement was made recently of a new
device called the "Radiano," which, attached to
the sounding board of a piano, eliminates the
microphone when used
numbers.
When used

broadcasting piano
reception purposes
it
"converts the piano into a loud speaker,
from which all sounds, including speech, but
particularly piano numbers, are reproduced with
remarkable fidelity," state the inventors, Fred
W. Roehm and Frank W. Adsit, of St. Paul,
in

for

Minn. When used in receiving, the "Radiano"
the
set
and
connected with
receiving
the sounding board reacts similarly to the
diaphragm of a loud speaker. Demonstrations
are said to have shown it capable of loud
volume without distortion. Mr. Roehm states
that arrangements are being made to have the
device manufactured and assembled by one of
the leading radio corporations of America.
is

On Monday

evening,

November

29,

piano

music was broadcast through station WCCO,
St. Paul, vyithout the use of a microphone, but
with the "Radiano" attachment, and the pro-

gram was received

at a Minneapolis, Minn.,
without the conventional loud
speaker, but with a "Radiano" attachment to a

music

store

grand piano.

One

of the local

newspapers

re-

ported that at the music store "the 'Radiano'

113

used on the grand piano created the impression
that the receiving piano was playing itself. The
tones were such as seldom have been achieved
through the familiar types of loud speaker."

Gibbs Go. Opens Branch
Mf.riuen, Conn.,

December

6.

Co., of Springfield, Mass., has

— The

Gibbs Piano

opened

a

branch

West Main street. J. C. Lamanager of the new store, which will

store here at 88

vianna is
handle a complete line of pianos and other
musical instruments.
The Gibbs Piano Co.
maintains branches in Springfield, Pittsburgh,
Holyoke, Hartford, New Britain and Torrington. This concern is one of the most successful
in

the

New England

section.
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Columbia Sales Volume in the Baltimore
Territory Reaches a New High Figure
Swartz, of Columbia Wholesalers, Inc., Declares November Business Smashed All Previous
Records 200 Per Cent Gain in Foreign Record Sales Demand Covers All Lines

W. H.

—

—

—

Baliimore, Md,, December 10. Columbia 1)usiduring the month of November vi^as
astonishingly good, being the largest Columbia
month thus far recorded, according to W. H.
Swartz, vice-president of Columbia Wholesalers,
ness

Inc.

"October had previously smashed all sales
November set a new mark.
Good Demand for Large Instruments

records, but

very pleasing to see the surprising num-

"It is

lumbia ad every week, whereas this time last
year none of these papers had known of Columbia advertising.
"The Italian colony of Baltimore gave a large
ball at the Knights of Columbus Hall to raise
money for a Valentino memorial during the
showing of the special Valentino film. The audience also was entertained by a big Viva-tonal
Columbia placed on the stage. Kaufman Music

Shop arranged

this special display

ber of larger machines dealers in even the very
small towns have been selling," said Mr. Swartz.
"Smashing full-page advertisements coming
every month in the big newspapers with the
smaller advertisements running two or three

a few prospects.

times a month, coupled with the wonderful
double-page spreads in such magazines as the
Saturday Evening Post, and exciting dealers'
enthusiasm have helped accomplish the big results noted above.
Many dealers put in a Columbia advertisement every week featuring both
machines and records, some agents advertising twice a week. This is being backed up by

new

a lot of special circulars,

so

window

displays, etc.,

people in this section have seen the
Columbia more frequently than ever be-

that

name
fore.

"Hecht Brothers had an unusually

dow display
Howard and

in

both

big

their

win-

fine

stores,

at

Franklin, and Baltimore and Pine

Benesch, one of Baltimore's
largest department stores, also devoted a whole
Isaac

streets.

window

Columbia exclusively, getting fine
results through the use
of special lighting
effects on the Viva-tonals.
"Columbia dealers in this section enjoyed increased sales through appearance at a local
theatre of Al Lentz and His Orchestra.
Foreign Record Sales Increase
"Foreign record business in Baltimore and
Washington is showing an increase of nearly
200 per cent ahead of last year.
A local
to

Bohemian paper

carried three half-page advertisements by the Klecka Levy Co., the Baltimore German paper carried a full-page advertisement, inserted by five dealers grouping together.

The

Italian paper

has

carried

a

Co-

and got quite

Stages Successful Demonstration
"The Shecper Music Co., of Cumberland,
arranged a big Columbia demonstration in its
local theatre, having a large display of all the
Viva-tonals.

Large crowds were attracted.

Many

other dealers have written in dealing with
Viva-tonal demonstrations before Rotary Clubs,
Lion Clubs, Parent Teachers' Associations and
other organizations.

"The G. Fred Krantz Music Co., one of Baltimore's finest music stores, reports the sale of
quite a few models No. 611 to Baltimore schools.
"R. J. Riley, popular Columbia representative
for Washington and Virginia territory, announces with pride the arrival of Raymond J.
Riley, Jr. Mr. Riley's many friends in the dealer organization have joined in hearty congratulations."

Radio sales, although still much retarded
through lack of stock, are nevertheless ahead of

November,

1925, the increase

new

coming

especially

now

put out by
F. A. D. Andrea, Inc., as well as by the Crosley
and Mohawk Co.
in the

sale of the fine

sets

Radio Holds Its Own
The new Fada eight-tube sets have taken the
trade by storm due to their marvelous tone
qualities.

Dealers are so enthusiastic over this
that the Baltimore agents grouped

new product

together last Sunday and put in a full-page advertisement in the Baltimore Sun on Fada exclusively.
Burgess batteries and Philco eliminators are
selling heavily. Incoming carloads
have not even been put in the warehouse, as
these units were sold before machines arrived.
W. F. Roberts, manager of E. F. Droop &

December

selling

around

Buying Wave!
The

sales of our dealers

who

are stocking, displaying,

and playing the new Viva-tonal Columbia and the Columbia New Process Records are mounting in a great
buying wave.

—

This is more than Christmas business although now's
the time to get the Christmas trade, too. The tremendously increased sales are due to the public's recognition of Columbia quality and an insistence upon Columbia products.

ColumtiaWliolei
L.

L.Andrews

^

Wm.H. Swartz

ExclusivelyWholesale

205

W Camden

St..

Baltimore, Md.

Our

bu.siness last

month

been completely sold out for the past six weeks
and the best we can do with the small shipments received is to give a dealer about one
or two machines of a model where he wants
ten.
The record business, for the past few
months, has shown large increases right along
and dealers to-day are buying twenty-five and
fifty records of a single piece or song, where
before they bought about half a dozen or so."
Shortage of popular models of the Panatrope, especially the Cordova, still exists and
lack of Seville, Madrid, Cortez and Valencia

models
agency

is

seriously

handicapping

the

local

Brunswick Co., according to Manager Charles F. Shaw. "We have been oversold
on all these models for some time," he declared, "and especially so on the electrically
operated P-11 and P-R-148, as well as phonoof the

graphs with radio combinations. This is espehigh-priced combination
true on the
cially
machines, which are meeting with good sales
The record business also conin this territory.
tinues to show large increases each month, and
Mr. Shaw,
especially for Vocalion records."
who has just returned from a business trip to
Chicago and stopped off for a visit in St. Louis,
where he represented the Brunswick before
coming to Baltimore, has just been elected a
member of the Kiwanis Club of Baltimore as
representing the wholesale phonograph and
radio industry.

Dealers

Add New

Lines

New

dealers recently signed up as Brunswick
dealers include Gilmor-Ham-Snyder, of Charlottesville, Va.; J. N. O. W. Graves, of Danville,

Hanson & Hodges, lof Covington, Va., and
Atkinson & Thomas Furniture Co., of Southern
Pines, N. C.
New Vocalion dealers signed up by the
agency include L. H. DeWese, of Klen Lyn,
Va. A. F. Hornig, Baltimore; Chas. M. Lee,
Cumberland, Md.; Adams Music Co., Statesville,
N. C; Chas. Marino, Baltimore; John W.
Graves, Danville, Va.; Hanson & Hodges, Cov-

Va.

;

;

Gilmor-Ham-Snyder, Charlottesand Atkinson & Thomas Furniture
Co., Southern Pines, N. C.
Baltimore's newest music store, the Brunswick Music Shoppe, was opened on November
26, at 424 South Third street by Charles Marino.
This is an exclusive Brunswick store featuring
the complete line.
Va.;

Va.,

Dealer Uses Clever Plan
to Get Live Prospects
Distributes Pencils

Children Within

With Store Ad to School
Wide Radius of Store

Rounding up the elusive prospect! The following method of securing a large list of likely prospects was used by J. E. Duer, proprietor
of Duer's Electric Shops at Stoughton and
Edgerton, Wis., and resulted in plenty of names
for the

Ge! in touch wi:h us immediately for details

$300.00.

showed an increase of 100 per cent over November, 1925, and in October we did two and
one-half times as much business as during the
corresponding month last year. Our chief diffigoods but
the
culty to-day is not selling
getting the goods after they arc sold. We have

ington,

Qreat Columbia

1926

Sons, Inc., Victor jobbers, said: "Business for
the first few days of this month has been phenomenal, and we are oversold on practically all
models of the Orthophonic, especially those

ville,

A

15,

sales

force to follow up.

A

quantity

were purchased with the store's
name and the name "Atwater Kent Radio"
Mr. Duer then visited every
printed thereon.
of lead pencils

school within a ten-mile radius of the cities in
which his stores were located and arranged to

This was acgive one pencil to each pupil.
companied by a simple questionnaire card upon
which was requested "Parent's Name," "Address," "Have You a Radio Set" and "Pupil's
The children readily filled out the
Name."
cards and Mr. Duer stated that the teachers all
gave splendid co-oneration.

;

December

15,
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dealer is interested in just another radio set even a good
one. The market is already crowded with "good" radios.

Q

"Good"

J

Z

o
Q

I

O

is

tu

A

o
h
z
o

set to stand out in competistore must not only be efficient in

not good enough.

tion and attract customers to your
reception but also distinctive in appearance. The wrought-iron Spanish Chest cabinet of the New Thermiodyne, fashioned by expert
craftsmen after a delightful XVI century original, is easily the most
distinctive piece of radio furniture of the year. Its all-metal construction provides double shielding against internal and external inductance and while it weighs less than a well-made wooden cabinet of
the same size, it is practically indestructible.

Q
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EFFICIENT RECEIVER
circuit using seven tubes employs three steps of tuned
radio frequency, detector, and three audio stages consisting of one
step of high quality transformer and two steps of resistance coupling

The improved

— an

arrangement which the leading radio engineers agree is
volume and tone quality. It cannot radiate, and
generated howls and squeals have been made impossible.

Ul

ideal

Q
h
Z

self-

0

to get both

Q

MASTER CONTROL
Of the many

<
u
a

distinctive features of

former Thermiodynes, ease of

control has probably been mentioned most frequently. A pioneer in
the field, Thermiodyne's Master Control has of course been imitated
but it is still far ahead in clinching point-of-sale demonstrations.
Even the most blase radio fan will gasp with astonishment when you
show him this
Starting at the lowest graduation on the dial, turn
the knob very slowly. Stations will rush in and out so close on each
other's heels he can't help being amazed that they do not crowd or
interfere.
When you stop at any station that is the only station
heard.
Greater selectivity is impracticable and can be had only at
the expense of the quality of reception.
Write NOW for details of our complete new

>

<
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Ul

0

:

t-

z

o
0

line.

5
J
Ul

Q

0

0

Every day you wait you are losing money.

5

Manufactured exclusively by

-I

ALGONQUIN ELECTRIC COMPANY,
LEO POTTER,

f-

z
o

z

0

Main

Office: 120

WRITE TODAY

Broadway,

New

President

York, N. Y.

WRITE TODAY

Inc.

WRITE TODAY

Factories at Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

WRITE TODAY
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Columbia Graphophone
Move

With Progressive Policy

Is in Line

Consolidation of International Interests
with
consolidation of
In

line

progressive

its

international

Columbia Graphophone
has sent out a notice
the

Co.,
to

Phonograph

Columbia
purchase
basis

of

either

of the

a

the

London,

of

Inc.,

Co.,

outstanding

of

interests,

Ltd.,

stockholders

the

of

ofTering

to

shares

of

minority

Columbia Phonograph

the

policy

— Expression

on

the

following options:

(1)

Co.,

Inc.,

by the Columbia Graphophone Co.,
Ltd., of four of its ordinary 10-shilling shares,
valued at 50 shillings and credited as fully
paid and non-assessable, for each share of
minority stock; or, (2) the payment by the
the

issue

Columbia Graphophone

Co.,

Ltd.,

of

sum
The

the

of $45 for each share of minority stock.

Columbia Graphophone Co., Ltd., owns a controlling
interest
in Columbia (International)
Ltd., a combine made up of the
Columbia
Phonograph Co., Inc., of New York, the Carl
Lindstroem A. G. of Berlin and the TransOceanic Trading Co. of Holland and their subsidiary companies.

Acceptance of the

ofTer

by

holders

the

of

minority stock is to be made by depositing such
stock with Messrs. J. P. Morgan Co., 23 Wall
street. New York, as depository of the Columbia Graphophone Co., Ltd. The minority stock

amounts
shares,

to 31,524 shares;

owned by

is

the

the

balance,

Columbia

51,000

(Interna-

The
Co.,

directors of

intend

Ltd.,

tlie

Columbia Graphophone

asking shareholders

au-

to

thorize an increase of the capital of the

com-

pany with

a view to carrying out not only this
but also to enable the company to
negotiate for and acquire interests in other
companies and thus further consolidate its posiofifer

of

Ltd.,

London,

in

is

course

the

a

December,

market value

at

that

1926,

the

and June, 1927) have

current

London quotations

equivalent to over $54 for each four shares.
Columbia (International) Ltd. has estab-

recording laboratories,

or

factories,

both, in every important national market.

or

The

United States, England, Germany, France, Italy,
Austria, Spain, Australia, Canada, Sweden, Holland, Switzerland, Brazil and the Argentine are
so covered.
A Pacific Coast factory for the
United States has recently been purchased and
is

now

FIIRFKA

principal

considered

in

its original form indefinitelj
in 1, 5, 10, 25 and 50-poiud cans for dealers
This lubricant ia also put up in 4-ouncr cam to
retail at 25 cents each under the trade name of

Put up

of Confidence in the Industry

earnings of the
various companies for the fiscal year ending
March 31, 1928, based upon the present earning
power of such companies, should be sufficient
to enable the Columbia Graphophone Co., Ltd.,
to maintain its present dividend rate of 40 per
cent (or approximately the equivalent of 76
cents per share after deduction of the English
20 per cent Income Tax) on the increased number of its ordinary shares to be outstanding.
Annual dividends on such ordinary shares
(which will be entitled to dividends thereon
declared for the next fiscal year commencing
April 1, 1927, and thereafter) at the current
rate would amount to the equivalent of approximately $3.04 (free of English 20 per cent
Income Tax) for each four shares. The present
ordinary shares (entitled to dividends for the
current fiscal year if and as paid in ordinary
It

Lubricant makes the Motor make good.
It prepared in the proper conaiatenc^, will not run
out, dry up or become aticky or rancid. Remaint in
lUley's

of

markets of the world.
The sales of the' Columbia Graphophone Co.,
Ltd., in the si.x: months ended September 30,
1926, despite the abnormal conditions existing
in England due to the coal strike, were larger
than in the corresponding period of 1925.
tion

lished

tional) Ltd.

Co.,

in full

1926

m.

American Company

Columbia Graphophone

of

15,

PHONO
If
FV'^
kl,JM^Lj
J GRAPHITE
SPRING LUBRICANT

Co., Ltd., Bids

for Minority Stock of

December

production.

NOISELESS TALKING
MACHINE LUBRICANT

Write for special proposition

ILSLEY-DOUBLEDAY &
Tliis

further step

in

ternational interests
this time, as the

Phonograph

Co.,

to

tohhen

CO.. 229-231 Front

is

St..

NewYork

the consolidation of inof

especial

moment

Inc.,

has

just

acquired

George Croydon Marks, C. B. E., is chairof the board of directors; Michael Herbert,
Sir Arthur C. Roberts, K. B. E., H. L. H. Hill,
Edward De Stein and James Van Allen Shields
Sir

man

members of the board; Louis Sterling
managing director.
are

D. Silva has been elected vice-president
charge of engineering of the Farrand Co.,
maker of Farrand speakers and battery eliminators, C. L. Farrand, president, recently announced. Mr. Silva brings to his new post a
wealth of experience, having been chief engineer of the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co. for a
number of years and having been for ten years
connected with the General Electric Co. as
transformer engineer. He served as a captain
in the Signal Corps during the war and was

A.

in

stationed at the research laboratories in Paris,
where he did notable work.

SUPERIORITY INTERNATIONALLY RECOGNIZED

Helycon Motors

Helycon Motors

The spring barrels can be
moved without disturbing

Helycon Motors are rugged and
substantial in construction. They
are designed to reduce the number of wearing parts to the mini-

the

adjustment of the motors,
and any group of gears can be

for a smooth,
ensuring long,
and consistent perconstant
formance without periodical ad-

required

replacement

re-

fine

removed without disturbing any
other part. The Helycon Motor

silent drive, thus

or

is

made

in

four types, with inter-

changeable parts, to meet every
phonograph requirement.

of

parts.
Helycon Motor No.

2

POLLOCK-WELKER, LIMITED
KITCHENER, ONTARIO, CANADA
Established 1907

Cable Address: Polwel, Kitchener.

is

A. D. Silva Elected VicePresident of Farrand Go.

Motors, Tonearms and Reproducers

justments

the

Okeh and Odeon record business of the General Phonograph Corp.
The directors of the Columbia Graphophone
Co., Ltd., are all men whose names are well
known in European financial and art circles:

HELYCON

mum

at

American company, Columbia

Code: A. B. C, 5th Edition, Bentley's
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Tie-Ups With the
Recording Artists

MisCHA

Columbia

Levitki
January

1

11

14

LoNLON String Quartet

11

13

Peoria,

10

Albany, N. Y.

n

Erie,

27

Richmond, Va.

December

19

New

Albert Spalding
December

17

Los Angeles,

20

Lincoln, Neb.

—

of concert dates of a

num-

ber of recording artists has been compiled for
the benefit of dealers who wish to stimulate
the sale of records of artists appearing in their
cities or towns.
Tie-ups can be effected through

scheduled appearances and a mention that his
or her recordings are available:
Harold Bauer
Victor
January

3

-

Cincinnati,

4

-

Toledo, O.

"

8

-

"

11

-

"

Royal Dadmun
December
"

17

-

19

-

Topeka, Kans.
Madison, Wis.
Reading, Pa.
Wheeling, Pa.

21

-

Baltimore,

19

-

20

-

JOHN

San Diego, Cal

0

3265

Compass
Shown at Wanamaker's

Lighthouse Equipped as Radio Beacon Station
Has Been Built in Wanamaker Radio Salon
for Demonstration

12

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
Scranton, Pa.
Stamford, Conn.
Boston, Mass.

14

20

Percy Grainger
December 26
10
January

A

dramatic demonstration of the Kolster
compass, invented by Dr. Frederick. A.
Kolster, chief engineer of Federal-Brandes, Inc.,
is being held
during the entire month in the
Radio Salon of the John Wanamaker store in
New York. The demonstration will be based
upon the sinking of the "S.S. Antinoe" and the
rescue of the crew by the "S.S. President
Roosevelt" early this year. The demonstration
of the Kolster radio compass, the instruinent
that brought the ships together, will be made on
a Brandes loud speaker, and motion pictures of
the storm and rescue in lifeboats will be shown.
A flashing lighthouse equipped as a radio
beacon station has been built in a corner of
the Wanamaker Radio Salon to send the
signal, which will be audible to every spectator.
It will fade away as the loop aerial is

O.

Columbia
-

Syracuse, N. Y.
Flint, Mich.
Lansing, Mich.

*'

11

"

13

-

Bloomington, Ind.

20

-

Easton, Pa.

-

Louis Graveure

Columbia
17

-

New

4

-

Springfield,

Sascha J.acobsen
December 15

-

Baltimore,

Maria Kurenko
December

17

-

20

-

Kingston, N. Y.
Lexington, Ky.

York, N. Y.
Mass.
Cohtmbia

------Md.

Correcting an Error
In an article entitled "Millions of Homes,
Without Radio Sets or Phonographs Offer Fertile
Market," which appeared on Page 27,
November issue of The Talking Machine
World, there were reproduced a chart and statistics showing the development of the industry.
Through an error The World failed to give
credit to the source of this information Radio
Retailing, which compiled the data for both
the chart and statistics.

—

H. Andrews has succeeded Harold Jackson
manager of the talking machine department
the Wiley B. Allen Co., Los Angeles.

I.
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Watch Our Ad

New

— Henry

S T R

I

B U T 0 R S

in

& Gear.
Unidas, S. A
Targ & Dinner Music Co
Playertone Talking Machine Co
"Shapleigh Hardware Co

^

r^'

January Issue

of

Mutual Line for 1927

(Factory Representative
Canadian Acme Screw
I

4<w,S

tuned for the reading at the point of minimum
volume, and the sighting wires will be seen
to point directly at the incoming signal.
Asi.x-foot model of the "Roosevelt" has
been
loaned by the U. S. Shipping Board for the
exhibition during the demonstration.

SOS

Columbia

urmg

D

SCULLY

radio

III.

Painesville,

J.

MAIN STREET

TELEPHONE BARNUM

Kolster Radio

Boston, Mass.
Boston, Mass.

Chicago,

SUPPLIES

Edison
C'al.

DRIDGEPORT, CONN.

Md.

10
13

January

York, N. Y.

Victor
3

WAX

Columbia

Reinald Werrenrath
January

Boston, Mass.
Philadelphia, Pa.

19

9

.

Pa
Bruiisivick

January
ToscHA Seidel

Greenwich, Conn.

December
January

Brunswick

O.

Victor

Flonzaley Quartet
December
January

RECORDING
MACHINES
SHAVING
MACHINES
MASTER

III.

Elly Ney

mediums

of window displays or by direct
mail, calling the attention of customers to the

the

6

10

January

O
I

SCULLY

Columbia
Hartford, Conn
Toronto, Can.
Cleveland, O.
Oberlin. O.

4

Concert Dates of Record Artists An Opportunity for Dealers to Profit
list

Mass.
New York, N. Y.
Toledo, O.

Boston,

8

January

The following

117

A. Otis
Ltd

500

Diversey Parkway. Chicago. III.
1209 King St.. W., Toronto, Can.

Industries

Balderas 110. Mexico City. IMex.
229 W. Randolpli St. Chicago, III.
632 Grant St.. Pittsburgh. Pa.
4th

St.

and Washington Ave.. SL Louis, Mo.
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Chosen as the Best
By Comparison
THE NEW

WHY?
Because:
It

gives volume and unexcelled music
over the entire musical range.
gives natural reproduction.

It

MODEL
Dimensions:

NO.

275

49 inches high, iO'A inches

wide. 23 "4 inches deep.

MODEL

NO.

Dimensions: 41^
inches
inches wide, 21 J4 inches deep.

higli.

Zl'/i

—

Mahogany

Finish:

lighted, with Curley

models are equipped with matchless
Pathephonic method of amplification.

All

125

Walnut
or
highMaple Overlay; Nickel-

It

plated Trimmings.

Equipment: Pathephonic Reproducer
and Tone Arm, with 78-inch Solid Wood
Amplifying Chamber; Large Double Spring
Motor; Automatic Stop; Semi-automatic
Lid Support.

is

entirely

mechanical and easy to

Finish:
Mahogany
lighted, with Crotch

[

PRICE RANGE

are uncon-

(List)

$125— $275

1

MODELS J

— high-

Equipment: Pathephonic Reproducer
and Tone Arm. with 112-inch Solid Wood
Amplifying Chamber; Extra Large Spring
Motor; Automatic Stop; Automatic Lid
Support; Full Set of Record Albums.

ditionally guaranteed.

FOUR

Walnut

operate.

Workmanship and material

r

or

Mahogany Overlay:

Gold-plated Trimmings.

It

makes even the old type of record
sound like a modern recording.

f

These features and others have
created big sales for the Pathephonic.

However,

—fidelity
duction — cannot

feature

of

its

fV rite at once for booklet

biggest

special

tone repro-

be

sell

described

Be

these instruments

trade

by words.

discounts.

who

and

first

to

to

your

are ready to receive

them.

"Only your ear can

tell

you."

PHONO PARTS CO. INC;
614-16-18 Fifth Ave.

PITTSBURGH, PA.

FACTORY DISTRIBUTORS
Phonographs

— Records — Parts —Accessories

1231 Superior Ave.

CLEVELAND, OHIO

December
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The New Type
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Phonograph
Has Created a Tremendous Demand
of

1926 was the introductory year—1927 will
he the big year.
to

meet

How
this

are you going

demand?

Answers the Question
Four models ranging

in price

from $125

$275 give you a diversified line in both
price and style and every model has genuine
to

Fathephonic amplification.

Are You Cashing

in

on the Present Demandl

Write today for our catalog which completely illustrates
the Pathephonic. Words cannot describe its wonderful
tone, however. Send for any model on approval Hear it
in

your

own

store

and you be the judge of

Pathe Phonograph

and

its

merits.

Radio Corp.

30 Grand Avenue
Chicago Sales Office: 535 So.

Brooklyn, N. Y.
Wabash

Ave., Chicago,

III.

—
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Formation of Radio
and Music Trades Club
of Men All Well
Throughout the Industry

Composed

Officers

The

Known

recent formation of the Radio and Music

Trades Club has aroused considerable interest
in the trade and at a recent meeting of the
officers and membership committee nearly sixty
applications for membership were approved.
The next meeting of the club will be held on
January 14, at which a very interesting pro-

gram
of

the

will be presented, with the idea in

mind

providing an entertainment that will give
members an adequate idea of the aims of

new club.
The purpose

this

by-laws,

is

of the

"to

club,

outlined in the

as

bring together agreeable per-

and men of good standing in the
the purpose of fostering friendship
and the interchange of thought," and at the
first meeting, held at the Hotel Pennsylvania
a few weeks ago, a representative gathering of
radio
and phonograph men endorsed enthusiastically the idea of forming an organizaCommercial activities of any
tion of this type.
kind whatsoever will be banned at the club
meetings and membership will be obtained principally by invitation.

December

sonalities

leading hotels are

trade

details

for

The

officers

of

the club are

industry and
President, George C.

in

include

the

Furness,

all

the

well

known

following:

National

Car-

bon Co.; vice-president, Alexander Eisemann,
Freed-Eisemann Radio Corp.; vice-president,
Max Landay, Landay Bros.; treasurer, Abram
Davega, Davega, Inc.; chairman of the board of
governors, Ben Gross, Gross-Brennan, Inc. Suitable accommodations for the club in one of the

relative

1926

15,

now being arranged and
January

the

to

meeting

full

will

be announced very shortly.

Nick

Appointed
Important Sales Post

Patti
to

Will Represent Grigsby-Grunow-Hinds Co. in
the Middle West, Southeast and Southwest

—

Chicago, III., December 8, Fred D. Williams,
general sales manager of the Grigsby-Grunow-

Hinds

manufacturer

Majestic "B"
the appointment of
a member of the company's sales organization, covering the Middle
West, Southeast and Southwest. Mr. Patti is
Co.,

announced
Nick Patti as

eliminators,

well

known

of

week

this

in the radio

industry, having been

some time

past with the Freed-

identified for

Eisemann Radio Corp. and numbering among
his friends
radio jobbers and dealers from
coast to coast. His association with the radio
trade dates back many years, and in joining
the
Grigsby-Grunow-Hinds organization he
brings to his new activities a thorough knowledge of merchandising that should enable him
to attain signal success with the popular Ma-

Jtqreat
Variety ot

models

jestic

line.
j

Big Coast

Demand

Columbia McPherson Records

9^

for

Recordings
by
World-Famous Evangehst,
Aimee Semple McPherson, in Great Demand

^tawide range/

—

San Francisco, Cal., December 4. Talking
machine dealers throughout this territory report
phenomenal sales of the recent Columbia

pfprices!
With Sterling Battery Eliminators you have a number of
models under one significantly
known brand - name, among
which you always have a product to meet each customer's demands for any set and prices

—

to suit each class of trade

No. R-97, "B" and "C"

Power

supplies plate
voltage to receivers having up to ten tubes.
Especially recommended
for sets using the new
No. 171 or No. 210

large tubes or

power tubes. Furnishes
up to 180 volts at 50
milliamperes and "C"
voltage for power tube

nut tubes.

in addition.

consistent

ample power

No. RT-41 "B" Eliminator especially for receivers having 2 to 5

grade
ability.

more than 5 peaPriced as low as is
with
Sterling
high
performance and dependDetector voltage ranges

from 0-50 volts; amplifier voltages from 67! 2 to 135 volts.
Using type CX 313 tube.
RT-40 Sterhng "B" Eliminator
having three terminals
price

—
Sterling "B" Eliminator
four
terminals —

$20.00 less tube.

RT-41
having
$22.00

price

less tube.

distortion.
plete
vnth

No hum

—

Price

from
com-

new

type

free

coupling,

Aimee Semple McPherson
"Come Unto Me" and

"I

Ain't

A-Gonna Grieve," the sermonette and spiritual
by Aimee Semple McPherson, the world-famed

who has appeared in the public
during the past five or six months to
such an extent that there is scarcely a person
in this country who is not acquainted with her
life and activities as an evangelist.
evangelist,

prints

Raytheon tube, including "C"
$55.00.

voltage

taps,

No. R-99. "B" Power,
price complete with new
type Raytheon
$45.00.

tube,

We also wish to call your attention to Sterling's comprehensive line
of battery charciers made in bulb and vibrating-reed types, open and
closed models, also the long established line of Sterling Pocket Meters
and Tube Testers. The Sterling meets every Radio buying need.

Oregon Radio Trades Ass'n
Nominates 1927 Officers
Portland, Ore., December

1.—At the regular

Sterling

Oregon Radio Trades
Association George L. Sammis, manager of
the Sunset Electric Co., was nominated for
president for the coming year. W. J. Condon,
manager of the L. C. Warner Co., was
Jr.,
nominated for vice-president and George J.
Thompson, Jr., was renominated as secretaryThe board of ditreasurer for another year.
rectors for the coming year has been increased
from four to eight members, of which four will
be strictly retail radio dealers. The following
were nominated for directors: H. C. Neigus, H.

Devices

Freeman,

THE STERLING MFG. CO.
Cleveland, Ohio

With

November meeting

W.

of the

Morrison, L.

C.

Falkenhagen, H.

Vern L. Wenger, F. H. Barstow and
Jack Walsh. The annual election and banquet
C. Stevens,

will be held shortly.

—
December

15,

Reproduction
original
of

the
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of

the

announcement
Eckharmonic

Talking Machine
World,

November, 1926

HEAR the Eckharmonic is to enjoy the most faithful
reproduction of voice or music yet attained in radio.
The new Eckophonic full floating resonator gives to
Eckharmonic reception an exquisite organ-like richness
and volume which renders with equal fidelity the wonderful
depth and roundness of a perfect bass note or the clarity and
sweetness of the highest treble. In simplicity of control the
Eckharmonic sets a new standard.

SO

ECKHARDT CORPORATION

213 South Broad Slreei

PHILADELPHIA

taneous S^^^^^

month the Eckharmonic was announced in
ONLY
The Talking Machine
color page advertisement
last

in

a

Today the radio public may see, hear and purchase the Eckharmonic in the leading cities of the
World.

country.

This enthusiastic reception accorded the Eckharmonic by
some of the shrewdest and most far sighted radio buyers

America

indication of the merit of this
represents
the high water mark in the
instrument, which
faithful re-creation of voice or music by radio or any
other means.
A demonstration of the Eckharmonic will be arranged upon request

in

is

ECKHARDT CORPORATION,

sufficient

213 South Broad St„ Philadelphia
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Us Help Your 1927 Banjo

Let

November showing
was the

largest of

&D

B

The

of

Sales

B&D Silver Bell Banjo sales

any

single

month

in our history

"Silver Bell" Banjos

Fastest

and

Easiest Selling

Banp

of

Today

PHUiUM"im"M¥l^M¥M"i"i"MUMUiuiuiuiuiuiutyiuiuiuiiii^

Also

B&D Specialties
B & D

Super Banjo

Strings

Style No.

1— $140.00

Felt Grip Picks

Style No.

2—$175.00

Webfoot Banjo Bridges

Style No.

3— $250.00

B & D SUPER

Style No.

4—$320.00

Style No.

5— $370.00

Style No.

6— $450.00

Ukulele
and

Style No.

7— $500.00

Guitar

Style No.

8—$600.00

NEVER-FALSE
Gut Strings
For
Banjo (5 String)

Let us send you Trade
Prices

JOSEPH PIZZITOLA
Holyoke, Mass.
of Pizzitola Strummers.
Over WBZ they were the
American Broadcasting Orchestra heard in Germany. Besides
his Club work and Teaching, Mr. Pizzitola also has a class of
pupils in Northampton among the students of Smith College.

Director

first

In the photograph above he is shown with his
Ne Plus Ultra B
D Silver Bell Banjo.

New

Style

No. 6

&

New
-

Revised Lists and Illustrated Half Tones of Leading Orchestra and Professional Players on Request.

THE BACON BANJO COMPANY,
IIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIII

l»IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIIIIHIIIIIIIIlllllHlillil

I

iiiliiili

I

I

llllllllllll

Inc.,

Groton ,Conn., U. S. A.

IIIIIIIIIIII^^MilMMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIillillllllillllllll^
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National Musical Instrument Mfrs. Offer
First of Series of Dealers' Sales

store.

Aids

National Association of Musical instrument and Accessory Manufacturers Prepares Series of Four
Newspaper Advertisements for Dealers' Use in Stimulating Sales
Chicago,

III.,

December

of dealer helps prepared

—

7.
The first of a series
by the National Asso-

through the use of a cartotn which shows
crowds patronizinp; j jeweler who advertises,

123

the

across

stands an idle

street

The cartoon

music

also brings out the point

that the other music stores are not the dealer's
only competitors, but live dealers in other competitive lines must be considered in seeking the
The mespublic's fa\or for the product sold.
sage with this cartoon reads:
"Newspaper advertising draws the crowds.
Advertise in your local newspapers feature
good fretted instruments to attract the crowds.
Get your share of the publ'c's dollars that are
now going across the street. Sell good music,
and with it good fretted instruments.
"Wherever there are people there is a de-

—

mand
in

foi

clubs,

music.

One

music
In the home, in the school,
everywhere there is a market for

Go

after

it."

advertisem'mts features fretted
instruments, two stress orchestra music and the
of

the

is aimed at parents.
The mats ran b
obtained by dv alers from the Assncialion. hi
45 "West Forty-fifth street. New York

fourth

Modem
THE

Drop a Hint

tar

Christmas gifts can
FEW
pleasure
give so much
the year around for everybody as good musical instruments like the banjo, ukulele,
guitar, mandolin or trap drum.
Nothing can beat these for
modern syncopation. Easy to
learn to play!
all

or

set.

as

to

and trap drums

a'-e

the in-

struments that make for modern music in the home, the
school, and the orchestra.

real

Organize a club in your

Syncopation

popular ukulele, the
banjo, the mandolin, gui-

Why not organize a home Syncopation Band? The boy or
girl who can play a musical
instrument is always popular.
Our special plan of instructors
will help you. Just a little
spare time is required to fit
yourself for playing popularity and profit.

home

Drop a hint to the folks
what you would like

Christmas!

Come

in

any time and inves-

tigate.

Music in the Home

WISE
their

"Harmonica Playing an Art

Among

parents appreciate
responsibility to

children and encourage music
in the home.

School Authority States That
Difficult to Select

Music entertains and guides
youth properly. A musical
education is a factor parents
should help to encourage and
develop. Music is culture. It
enriches the home with the

most wholesome recreation.
With good string instruments
you can have modern syncopation at small cost. Come
and investigate our plan

in

(Dealer's copy here

with trade marked
lines and imprint)

Some

of the

with trade marked
lines and imprint)

Ads Sponsored by

the

Musical Instrument & Accessories
Manufacturers to be sent to the dealers has
been announced by Walter M. Gotsch, presithe
organization.
The promotion
dent
of
program being carried out by the Association

ciation

(Dealer's copy here

with trade marked
lines and imprint)

Musical Instrument Manufacturers

Winners

It

Is

—

III., December 4.
"Harmonica playing
becoming an art among school children,"

Chicago.
is

H. English, director of the bureau of
recreation of the board of education, commenting on the city-wide championship harmonica

states C.

contest held

some time ago
"This

at

the

aimed toward a greater distribution of mumerchandise that will be profitable to the
dealer and that will ultimately benefit the
sical

manufacturer.
distributed

the

third

as the girls' quartets.

The

consists

first

of

material

now

being

four newspaper adver-

UNO

tisements stressing "Music" and each bearing

an illustration showing the desirability of
musical instruments and an idea of the pleasure
and happiness which can be gained from playing a musical instrument. In a statement Mr.
Gotsch said, in part:
"The membership of the Association aims
for the production of quality instruments and
recognizes the fact that the so-called unplayable line is very detrimental to the dealers'
interests as well as the manufacturers and has
a decidedly depressing and discouraging effect
on the musical prospect who is trying hard
to become a customer and be of value to the
dealer in the future. Therefore the interests of
dealer and manufacturer are mutual.
"We in the Association hope and trust that
the dealers will give careful consideration to
the plans that have been painstakingly laid out

manufacturers.

dealers' co-operation that
in

this

Harrmons

annual competition," he continued, "and wonderful progress has been made by the young musicians. It
was a difficult task for the judges to select the
winners, so closely were the leading quartets
bunched."
The Mozart Play Ground took first honors in
the competition open to boys' quartets as well
is

of

is

by the

Becoming

in Contests as All

Players Are so Proficient

auditorium.

(Dealer's copy here

School Children"

It

is

only

we can

get

with

the

anywhere

master."

In the message sent to dealers offering them
free mats of the advertisements prepared, the
value of newspaper advertising is stressed

The Oldest and
Largest Musical
Merchandise House
IN

America

Exclusively Wholesale
ESTABLISHED 1834

G.BRViV0

6rSO^,lNC.

351-53FovrthAve.NewYorkCity
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nOHNEIt

f THE WORLD'S BESJC^SiS^.

Hohnes* Hai!>mony Hours broadcast £rom WEAF and
eight allied stations are again creating a heavy

demand

£or

Hohner Harmonicas.
They

Write us for our ^'Big Business Builders.

HOHNER,

M.

will help you.

114-116 East 16th Street

Inc.

New York

City

HOHNEH PRODUCTS AWARDED FtRST PRIZE AT TH£ PANAMA
PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL EXPOSITION SfiN FRANCISCO /9lS^

&

Jacobson
Issue Holiday Catalog

Buegeleisen

Supplementary Catalog No. 140 in Addition to
Listing Holiday Big Sellers, Gives Diversified
List of Year 'Round Items
Buegeleisen & Jacobson, wholesalers and importers of musical merchandise, New York City,
have issued a supplementary catalog known as
No. 140. This catalog has been compiled, giving special attention to items which have
proven themselves best sellers, and in addition
to listing items particularly suitable for holiday
sale,

carries

a

well-diversified

listing

of

mer-

chandise well calculated to sell the year round.
It is believed that this careful compilation will
be of much service to the dealer in selecting

merchandise for the Winter season. The catalog
includes the Durro line of violins, bows and
strings,
and Stewart banjo mandolins and

facturers of drums, banjos and accessories, has
been appointed manager of the credit department, succeeding W. J. Barz, who resigned reMr. Grothendieck has been associated
cently.
with I^udwig & Ludwig for the past seven
years.

lent

King Display Holds Interest
New
terest

Phil.^delphia, O., December
aroused in the display of

December

6.

— Henry

C.

Grothen-

dieck, formerly assistant manager of the credit
department of Ludwig & Ludwig, Inc., manu-

— The

King

in-

gold-

play was held over tor a week longer than was
intended. The display consists of saxophones,
trumpets, trombones and cornets, finished in
heavily plated gold with beautiful silver inlay
effects and pearl trimmings.

Volume

of Sales in

to Co-operation

Had

T.

W. Garey Uses Vega Banjo
Vega

the

Co.,

6.

of

— The

Vega

banjo,

has been
lately through the

this

city,

heard on the air quite a bit
playing of Thomas W. Carey on radio station
and WLIB, of Chicago. Mr. Carey was
recently associated with Gibson, Inc., and was
formerlv manufacturer of the Carey banjo.

WGN

Excel-

September Due Main-

With School Supervisors

—

El Dorado, Kan., December 6. An excellent
example of the benefits of co-operation with
the music supervisors of the public schools in
order to increase the sale of band instruments
and musical merchandise is the recent experience of Cal D. Fisk, Columbia dealer, who carries a line of band instruments and small goods.
During the month of September Mr. Fisk sold
seventy violins, fifteen trumpets and a like number of trombones and clarinets, in addition to
scattered sales of other musical instruments.

In a town the population of which

Boston, Mass., December

III.,

7.

plated band instruments which were sent to the
Paul Winters Piano Co., on the occasion of the
opening of its salon, was so great that the dis-

made by

Chicago,

Cal D. Fisk. of El Dorado, Kan.,
ly

ukuleles.

H. G. Grothendieck Promoted

Attributes Big Sales to
Go-operation With Schools

neighborhood of 11,000

this

volume

is

in the

of sales

is

decidedly satisfactory and Mr. Fisk attributes
the major portion of his success to the close
harmony with which he works with the music
During the
supervisors of the school system.
past few years, through this method of stimulating sales, Mr. Fisk has, in conjunction with
the school authorities, helped organize several

bands and orchestras and naturally he profited
by sales to members of the newly formed organizations.

*Ih€

NEW SUPER-LUDWIG DRUM
Parallel Snare

Buescher Go. Issues the
"Story of the Saxophone"

Throw-Off

Individual Snare Adjustment

The Sensation of

Perfect Snare Control

Drum World

the

Band Instrument Manufacturer

Tells in Inter-

esting Fashion of the Origin and the Develop-

ment

of

Popular Instrument

—

Again Ludwig
a

sets

the nace with

new drum— the SUPER-LUDwith its many new advanced

WIG

features.

INDIVIDUAL
snares,

snares

a

and

PERFECT

adjustment of

throw-off of
for securing
snare control are but

parallel

means

few of the many new improved
ideas to be found on this latest
creation of Ludwig engineers and
a

Send

to

its

Now

LUDWIG
World's

able feature included

is

the beginner's

first les-

the in-

strument.
The advertising department of the company
has also prepared a number of other interesting leaflets dealing with Buescher products, including descriptions of the new octave key for

Makers

sales

of

Accessories

1611 to 1627 No. Lincoln

phone" and it tells the story of the origin and
development of the instrument. Another valu-

leader for the ^dealer
who is on the alert to be up and
ahead of the van that will follow.
a

& LUDWIG
Largest

also prove useful to dealers in stimulating sales.
The title of the work is the "Story of the Saxo-

son, a great aid in helping dealers sell

for Prices and Discounts

Drums and Drum

recently issued a booklet of special value and
saxophone players and which should

interest to

craftsmen.
It's

Patd. Jan. 1924 and Others Pending

Elkhart, Ind., December 6. The Buescher
Band Instrument Co., manufacturer of Buescher
True-Tone saxophones and band instruments,

Street,

Buescher saxophones, the Snap-on pad, which
allows the player of a Buescher saxophone to
replace a worn-out pad on his instrument at a
notice, the Buescher True-Tone baritones, including five families of baritone horns,
several models of basses and a complete list of

moment's

CHICAGO

Buescher accessories.

December
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Slipshod methods in the operation of the mumerchandise department in many talking
machine stores are responsible for lack of

to Bring Big Profits

Many

profits.

invest

dealers

a

few

hundred

dollars in small goods, shove the merchandise in
No
a case and then promptly forget about it.

attempt

is

made

beyond giving atten-

at selling

customers who come into the store
specifically to purchase a small instrument of
tion

to

some

kind.

Where the Big Profits Are
from the musical merchandise department in the talking machine store can be made
substantial enough to claim the interest of even
When sales that
the most successful dealer.
reach a total of $1,400 to one organization are
reported the argument that there is no money in
small goods is puerile, and proves that the dealer
who makes it does not know what he is talkTake the Snyder Music Store, of
ing about.
Profits

than others, but any inequality

in

respect

this

made up by the lessons received, so that while
some boys get more expensive instruments than
is

others and pay the

abled to
If

a

become

same

price,

a unit in a

boy expresses a desire

his lessons after the

they

all

are en-

band or orchestra.
to

continue with

period of thirty-six weeks

a charge of SO cents per lesson

is

made.

Real Sales Promotion
The plan in use at the Snyder Music Store
can be adopted by any talking machine dealer

who

is

farsighted enough to realize

124)

its

value.

merchandising in the larger sense, in that it
intelligently copes with a situation that might
It is

—

the inability of many youngsters to
finance the purchase of a small instrument and
then pay separately for lessons.
Another factor in the organization of bands

department

Wilkes-Barre, Pa., Music Dealer Finds Musical Merchandise and Band Instrument Department a
Profit-builder Through the Formation of Community Musical Organizations

sical

— (Continued from page

retard the profits of the musical merchandise

How Snyder Music Store Conducts Small
Goods Department

125

and orchestras which might prove interesting
to dealers is that in practically every community either individuals or organizations

won

over to give co-operation
to the formation of a musical organization as a matter of
civic pride. It has been pointed out in previous
could easily be
of a

moral and financial nature

The World that town and community
bands or orchestras become a factor of the
community which leads to positive profits for
the tradesfolk of the town and the fact that
chambers of commerce throughout the country
are lending their support to forming bands is
proof positive of the success of such a moveLet the dealer who is hesitant about
ment.
issues of

the

starting
officials

movement

and seek

confer

with

leading

their co-operation.

Wilkes-Barre, Pa., for example. This concern
handles talking machines, musical merchandise
and pianos. Its small instrument department
Why? Behas been particularly profitable.
cause the executives of that organization realized several things; namely, that the successful
operation of a musical merchandise department

demands
agement

and intelligent manany other department of the

just as intensive

as does

Second, only a man who is
music business.
familiar with the various instruments and who
has the ability to actually demonstrate them
Third, maximum
can successfully sell them.

volume requires

sales

through

tion

intelligent

education

and

sales

promomust

dealer

the

g CINTILLATING

easy and interesting to buy and own a
small musical instrument.
A Broad and Successful Policy
With these ideas in mind the Snyder Music
Store has made its establishment the headquarIt has
ters in its city for musical merchandise.
been active in the formation of bands, and at
the present time two complete bands and one
orchestra meet regularly in the concert hall of
the store for lessons. Another band has been

make

it

formed

in

Thompson

Nanticoke and one
Rolley,

manager

in

Wanamie,

superb tone and inherent worth, plus a reputarich,

based upon years of

tion

perience

as

high-grade

manufacturers
banjos,

that sell the

ties

are

ex-

of

quali-

Vega Special

Models. To see them and to
hear them is to admire the
high quality maintained. Their

Pa.

of the musical mer-

chandise department, teaches the boys to play
the instruments. The interesting and important
fact is that every instrument in use by these
bands and the orchestra has been purchased
from the Snyder store. As has been mentioned,
one sale totaled $1,400. There are about 125 boys
in these musical organizations and that means
that a similar number of instruments has been

beauty,

Little

Wonder

Special

$75.00
case extra

beautiful,

flashy
appearance,
durable construction and rich
penetrating tone give a life

time of service to either amateur

or

professional

banjoists.

sold.

A

Building-Up Process

Snyder's Music Store looks further than the
mere formation of the bands and the first sales
The comto the youthful musicians, however.

pany

Write today for further
on

the

J'ega

Special

detail

Banjos.

soon as the boys become
on the instruments they will be in the

realizes that as

proficient

market for better ones. Thus the sales pile up,
Then, too, the publicity incidental to the formation and activities of the bands has been
responsible for a considerable increase in sales

Clever Financing Plan
is located in a mining sec-

Because the store

the firm realized

tion

who might be

that

many

of the

boys

interested in ownership of a small

musical instrument could not afford to pay a
sum for the instrument and then pay for
lessons.
Accordingly, a plan was worked out
that makes it possible for a boy to secure a
good, serviceable instrument of his choice and
large

get

thirty-six lessons,

all

for the

sum

of $46.

In other words, the boy selects the type of
instrument he desires to play, pays $10 down
and $1 weekly for thirty-six weeks. During this
period a lesson is given each week. Of course,
some of the instruments are more expensive

The
Manufacturers of the Famous

VEGAPHONE BANJOS
155-66

Columbus Avenue

Boston, Mass.

1
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Sesqui Harmonica

phasis

Helps Reading Dealers
Appearance of Famous Harmonica Organiza-

Which Was

a Feature of the SesquiCentennial Celebration a Big Success
tion

Wonder"

"Little

at

Kaufman's, a big furniture store. The boys
the trip to this city by bus and, although
rain was falling, they found the main
heavy
a

special

of the business part of the town well
with people, who gathered to see this
organization which had recently entertained
Queen Marie. The Reading papers carried considerable news regarding the band, and the store
itself had
a full-page advertisement in two
newspapers announcing its appearance. It was
stated that interest in the harmonica has been

streets
filled

greatly increased in Reading since the appear-

Additions to Vegaphone

Banjo Line Announced
city,

maker

4.

—The

Vega

Co.,

of

ing.

In

addition

to

higher-priced

the

"Profes-

"DeLuxe"

and

"Artist"

"Soloist,"

A Holiday

Well-known Vaudeville Headliner, Who Uses
and Endorses the Bacon Banjo, Co-operates
With Boston Distributing Concern

—

Boston, Mass., December 6. The recent appearance of Montana, the cowboy banjoist, in this
city

Prominent Music Concern of Portland, Ore.,
Adds New Lines and Issues Comprehensive
130-Page Catalog for Northwest Trade

—

Portland, Ore., December 4. The Seiberling,
Lucas Music Co. has entered the band instrument and musical merchandise jobbing field and
has issued an attractive 130-page catalog, which
has been distributed to the music dealers of the
Pacific Coast and tributary territory.
The catalog is complete in every detail and covers all
types of musical instruments.
One of the officials of the company states that
the outstanding business is the sale of Hohner
in large measure to the fact
harmonica bands are being organized all
over the Pacific Northwest, nearly every school
of any size having its harmonica band. Buescher
band instruments are also going stronger than
ever before, in fact, all of the small goods busi-

harmonicas, due

is

in a better

condition than ever before

in

this territory.

Vegaphone banjos, has an-

of

nounced several new and improved models in
the Vegaphone line. It is stated while the Vegaphone retains its characteristic resonant and
powerful tone, the new Vegaphone models embody improvements that give them a more
flashy appearance, sturdier construction and
simplified means of disassembling for rehead-

sional,"

$75

Go. Enters Jobbing Field

ness

Boston, Mass.^ December
this

of

that

ance of this band.

"Harp Week"
Boston, Mass.,

1926

Montana, Gowboy Banjoist,
Brings Bacon Publicity

Lucas Music

at

made

price

higher-priced models.

Seiberling,

—

Reading, Pa.^ December 6. Although the Sesexhibition in Philadelphia is
qui-Centennial
officially closed, the popularity of the SesquiCentennial Harmonica Band has in no way
This exceptional organization of
diminished.
boy harmonica players appeared in this city

the

and the "Whyte Laydie" at $100. Both these
models are equipped with resonators similar to
the

15,

from page 125)

Vegaphones, the Vega Co. is placing special embehind two popular-priced models, the

Band

December

at Ditson Go.

December

— For

week the
latter part of last month "Harp Week" was held
at the Oliver Ditson warerooms and there were
daily demonstrations of the instrument on the
fourth floor of the store where Bernard K.
blather, the Lyon & Healy harp expert, was in
charge, supervising the demonstrations and
4.

a

directing the display.

Catalogue

&

created considerable

publicity

for

the

B.

which he uses and
which was made by the Bacon Banjo Co., of
Groton, Conn. Montana has been booked several seasons on the Keith Albee circuit and his
act consists entirely of banjo playing in a rich
costume of pure white buckskin with silk and
D.

Silver

Bell

banjo,

silver trappings.

He appeared recently at the St. James
Theatre, a Keith Albee house in this city, and
attracted a large number of banjo enthusiasts
to each performance.
The St. James Theatre
featured his act as a headliner and distributed

an interesting circular showing him in cowboy
costume. The Musicians' Supply Co., 83 Newberry street, local distributor of the Bacon
banjo, tied up nicely with his appearance by
inviting the public to its studios on November
19, where Montana gave a special demonstration

and

lecture.

American Band Instruments
Sell in Irish Free State
United States Consul Hathaway Reports That
Instruments of American Manufacture Are
Preferred to Those of Other Makes

—

Washington, D. C, Deceinber 4. There is an
demand for American band instruments in the Irish Free State, according to a
statement recently received from United States
Consul Hathaway, stationed at Dublin, Ireland,
who says in part: "The demand for musical
increasing

instruments of all descriptions has increased
noticeably during the past two or three years.
"American band instruments are being sold
in the Free State at the present time and, despite higher prices, they enjoy an enviable perAmerican instrucentage of the total sales.
ments are reputed to be of excellent quality and
are invariably preferred to other makes when

French and
found a
market in the Free State and compete actively
with those of American manufacture because of
the relatively low price at which they may be
prices

are

competitive.

English,

German band instruments have

also

bought."

Ninety-second Gatalog
Issued by Bruno & Son
Well-known Metropolitan Distributing Firm Issues for the Ninety-second Year a Complete
Listing of Products It Jobs

The New B

&

J Supplementary Holiday Catalogue

A

new 60-page supplementary catalogue No. 40, brimming full of Holiday
goods, and v\?ell-known, popular lines, is now being distributed to the trade.
It's

I

different.
(

I

)

Because

Numbers

in

in

it

every

proved themselves

branch of Musical Merchandise, which have
be the "best sellers" throughout the country

to

(3)

New

items from both Europe and America, showing the
changes, and listed at the latest prices.
Discontinued lines at a genuine saving of 15 to 25 per cent.
If

you haven't received a copy, send

for

it

latest

today.

BUEGELEISEN & JACOBSON
5 Union Square

(Wholesale Only)

York, N. Y.

by the firm, and is a striking tribute
growth and achievements of the com-

distributed
to

the

pany.

eire listed:

for the past year.

(2)

The annual catalog of C. Bruno & Son, Inc.,
wholesalers of musical merchandise, 353 Fourth
avenue. New York, was recently distributed to
the metropolitan trade. The new catalog is the
ninety-second annual listing of the products

It

has been prepared under the personal

direction of Charles Sonfield, general sales manager of the firm, who spent several months in

preparation and supervising the compilation of
the data.

Included in the listing appears practically
every known article of musical merchandise,
for the Bruno organization carries as complete
There are a number
a line as can be found.
of special color pages that are extremely attractive and the entire book is worthy in content and appearance of representing the longestablished house of Bruno.

— —
Decf.mbek

15,
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IN

M. Hohner,
the

banjoists the counIts fine

qualities,

its

— have

beauty

cre-

unparal-

ated

an

leled

demand

for

this instrument.

TO-DAY

for

handsome catalog

de-

Write

Fkkd C. Buck
Banjoist

Waring's

scribing the

Pennsylvanians
dolutes,

are

still

this instrument.

Man-

Agencies
and Ukuleles.
available for a few live dealers.

Guitars

W

Address Dept.

Advance notice

19 the

nings at 8:30 until January

Award Harmonicas

as Prizes

clever

a

which opened

in

act

is

act

with

also

a

known

as

Interesting

nineteen

CO., Inc.

"Hytrade" Musical Instrument Cases
Sold by All I.eading .Jobbers

145-147 South 6th

a wealth oi

the world

St.

Newark, N. J.

news about drummers from

published by the

mers' accessories, contains, as does every

dianapolis,

Ind.,

ing Leedy
Leedy products by famous musical

authorities.

effects.

will

Contests at Convention

eve-

"The

of

girls,

San Francisco, Cal., December 3.— A number
excellent band contests marked the Sciots

convention

at

Santa Cruz, states E.

Leedy Drum Topics,
Leedy Manufacturing Co., Inmaker of drums and drumissue,

this

Hausner Music Co. of Mpls.

St. Paul,

exclusive musical merchandise dealer I
naturally make the line of each department prove its
worth. My drum division is one of the strongest lines
I
in both stores and one of my chief hobbies as well.
can whole-heartedly state that the Leedy brand and
the company behind it have proven to be a great boon
The dealer wants results. That is
to my business.
what I am getting with Leedy and I can safely recommend it to others."

an

And, over sixteen hundred other dealers are getting results
with Leedy Are you one of them? If not, get in touch with us

—

Mfg. Co.
—By

Delano,

The majority of instruments
band, as in many of the others in the
competitions, were King instruments, made by
the H. N. White Co., of Cleveland, O., a strong
tribute to the popularity of the line.
in

Hausner
&

"The Only Complete Drum Line

J.

manager of the retail small goods department
of Sherman, Clay & Co., here. Mr. Delano conducted the Alameda Sciots' band, which had a

says
"Being

over

This issue also contains several hints to drummers to aid them in producing new and better

issue of

G. A.
Proprietor,

all

with attractive illustrations of leadexponents and commendations of

lady trombonist.

reported success in the campaign, distributing
in

I

Manufacturers of

Leedy "Topics"

upwards of 150 harmonicas in three weeks
lieu of cash commissions for subscriptions.

publication.

List

HYGRADE CASE

Chicago.

The November

its

Send for Our Price

featured

They

subscriptions for

also manufacture All Types of Portable
Phonograph and Radio Cases and Boxes

31.

The Hohner harmonica
number of a new vaudeville
Ingenues,"

—

Fresno, Cal., December 3. In a drive for subscriptions, one of the local newspapers, the
harmonicas
as
Republican, offered
Fresno
awards in stimulating school boys and girls to
solicit

We

of the various

Hohner Haimony Hour
be broadcast every other week on Friday

November

Phila., Pa.

St.

—

of

sponsoring

forded one of the evening'.s different niceties."
on
Beginning with the initial program

HA. WEYMANN &SON,Ine.
1108 Chestnut

maker

City,

again

is

programs has been appearing through advertising space in the daily papers and following
the program many favorable reviews of the
The New
hour have appeared in the press.
York American interestingly described the real
music that the harmonica offered and summed
up a long article by saying "The diversion af-

Weymann

line of Banjos,

New York

harmonica programs over station WEAF and
stations.
The tremendous success
allied
its
with which the broadcast hours have been received in past seasons well warrants its resumption this year. In addition to instruction
upon the playing of the harmonica by William
and general manager
J. Haussler, vice-president
of the company, a number of selections are
rendered by boys proficient in the playing of

the endorsement of

try over!

Inc.,

Hohner harmonica,

126)

Musical Instrument
Cases
Made of Three-ply Veneer

—

for itself

— (Continued from page

HYGRADE

Tremendous Success Which This Activity Experienced in Former Years Warrants the
Resumption Acclaimed by Daily Press

Orchestra Banjo

tone

THE MUSICAL MERCHANDISE FIELD

Resume Broadcasting of
Hohner Harmonica Concerts

The Weymann
Has won

127

Indianapolis,

Indiana

One House
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Columbia Phonograph Staff
Holds Annual Luncheon
Personnel of Columbia Phonograph Co. Headquarters Gather at Hotel McAlpin for Annual
Festivities

— Record

ur set I

Stars Entertain

The annual luncheon and dance

of the

BIRNBACHBATTERYCABLE

em-

ployes of the Columbia Phonograph Co., Inc.,
New York, was held the latter part of last

month

V JIT Simplifies

Hotel McAlpin and was voted
most successful of these yearly
During the luncheon many of
celebrations.
the artists who make Columbia recordings en-

one

of

at

the

the

tertained, with Irving

Kaufman

master of ceremonies.

Among

in

m

m «J Conductor Cable with

the role of

those

who

kept

the party in gales of laughter were Billy Jones
and Ernest Hare, the Happiness Boys; Jack

I
I
Uj

Kaufman and Al Campbell, Jack Glogan, Frank
Banta and Nathan Glantz and His Manhattan
Merrymakers, who provided the dance music
for the occasion. Johnny Marvin and His Uke
made a special trip from the show, "Honeymoon Lane," in which he is starring.
Among the Columbia Phonograph Co. officials and department heads who attended were:
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Sterling, Mr. and Mrs.
H. C. Cox, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Dorian, Mr.
and Mrs. T. Allan Laurie, Mr. and Mrs. J. S.
Macdonald, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Bergh and
Geraldine Bergh, Mr. and Mrs. Frank B.
Walker, Mr. and Mrs. Ed. King, Mr. and Mrs.
W. A. Forbush, Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Shiddell,
Mr. and Mrs. J. P. Bradt, Mr. and Mrs. George
Drolett, Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Brown, A. W.
Roos, Ed. F. Sause, A. Thallmayer, J. M.
Lacalle, George C. Jell, R. T. Freibus, F. N.
Other guests were Joe
Sard, H. W. Clock.
Davis, Ben Bornstein, Ed. Christie and Frank

A

music and radio

Electrical

Co.,

store, the

Aztec Music

was opened recently

at

&

Aztec,

N. M. The proprietors are Mrs. Guy Herbert
and Mrs. Harold Herbert.

Soldered Terminals
iMso made in 6-7-8 Wire Cables
for the NEW POWER TUBES

by placing your {gudSpeak&r any
distance from yourJlccewcr

^

^

BO(R.NBA€IHI

ExtensionCord
with Connector

f^xi

BIRNBACH RADIO
CO.
NEW YORK CIXV

370 SEVENTH AVE

Capps.

Ray Barker, as chairman of the arrangments
committee, received many congratulations upon
the staging of the affair. Assisting Ray Barker
on the committee were the Misses Marguerite
N. Fleming, Louise Obermeyer, Estelle Finnegan, Edna M. Sias, Lillian M. Morgan, Mildred
Sabarra and Jane Thompkins.

the

connecting
Radio Batteries
Separate Colored Wires

L. H. Mingens Elected
President of Garod Corp.
Leicester H. Mingens, of the Twentieth Century Radio Corp., recently was elected president of the Garod Corp., Main and Mill streets,
Belleville, N. J., succeeding I. P. Rodman.

Super Ball Antenna

Mr.

Mingens has been an

active

factor

in

the radio field for a number of years and has
successfully operated for the past few seasons
the Twentieth Century Radio Corp., a promi-

New York wholesale distributing company.
The Twentieth Century Radio Corp. is distributor of "Garod Electric Power" receivers
nent

and Mr. Mingens' interest in the possibilities
of this product led him to accept a more prominent position in the affairs of the Garod Corp.

President Coolidge Urges

Speedy Radio Legislation
Washington,

D.

C.,

December

7.

—President

Coolidge, in treating of the radio broadcasting
situation, in

his

message

to

Congress, took a

definite stand, declaring that "the authority of

the

Department of Commerce has broken down
the whole service of this most important

—and

public function has drifted into such chaos as

seems

likely,

if

not

remedied,

great value" and urged

that

destroy

to

radio

its

legislation

speedily be enacted.

Fada

Sales Gain 15 Per Cent

November sales of Fada radio were 15 per
cent higher than the October total, according
to an announcement made by Frank A. D. AnIn October $2,500,000 in Fada
were announced, thus bringing the November total not far from the $3,000,000 mark.
Mr. Andrea stated that November sales were
the largest in the history of the company and
were twice the volume sold in November, 1925.
December, with the Fada factory running at
drea, president.
sales

YAHR-tAHCI
MILWAUKEE. WIS.

INCORPORATED

Detroit, mich.

capacity, is expected to be another recordbreaking month, Mr. Andrea declared.
full

The Angelus Music

Co.,

San

Pedro,

Cal.,

recently added a radio department carrying a
full line of receivers and accessories.

December

15.
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Celebration Features Production of the
Millionth Atwater Kent Receiving Set
Six-Tube, Single-Dial, Shielded Metal Cabinet Set Was Millionth Turned Out at Huge Atwater
Kent Plant Moving Pictures, Banquet and Entertainment Part of Festivities

—

—

congratulated the various

was

Addressing his
Mr. Kent said:

Philadelphia, Pa., December 8. The millionth
Atwater Kent receiving set was turned out here
at 4 o'clock this afternoon.

It

a six-tube,

single-dial set, in the latest shielded metal cab-

Simultaneously, A. Atwater Kent made
public his company's production figures for the
past four years, showing that the current year
(May 1-April 30, 1926-27) will record an output
of more than 600,000 sets against 6,628 for 192223, the first year's record.
Mr. Kent himself gave the millionth set its
final test upon its completion this afternoon in
the presence of thousands of employes, friends
and distinguished visitors to the Atwater Kent
factories.
Upon the completion of the inspection Mr. Kent was congratulated and in turn
inet.

officers,

members

of his staff.

employes and

friends,

129

workers who are making the world a better place
in which to live.
Our material success has not
taken

toll of society, but, rather,

has contributed

comfort and benefit of society.
Greater opportunity for service confronts us in
the future. The drama of to-day, in which we
have seen the millionth set produced, opens even
wider opportunities for to-morrow.
"With your splendid loyalty and co-operation
to the happiness,

me

to find words with which
and gratification in this
moment. I feel as if I wanted to hip-hurrah. I
want to throw my hat up in the air. I am happy
in the knowledge that you feel the same way
about it and I am deeply grateful for your loyal,
enthusiastic co-operation, which has made this
achievement possible.
"It

is difficult

express

to

my

for

pride

"The millionth

set

means not only

that

we

have grown to manhood in our industrial and
commercial life, but that we have built together,
during the rapid activities of the last four years,
a harmonious, self-respecting family of coA. Atwater Kent and the "Millionth Set"
There

is also
first

and the
I

face

it

shown the

first

Atwater Kent radio part

complete set.
In the background
group of Atwater Kent executives

happily, confident that

it

will

is

a

find us

ready and able to measure up to the obligations
which to-day's events have placed upon us."
In direct contrast with the latest set was

shown
first

An

the first Atwater Kent set and also the
radio part, the forerunner of the first set.
appropriate plate was placed upon the set

and

it will remain on exhibition at the factory.
Further work in the factory was abandoned
for the day and the afternoon celebration included orchestral music and community singing.
The entire proceedings of the afternoon were
recorded not only by still pictures but by con-

the Harp, whose short
long strings produce

As in
and

highandlownotes,

theSAAL

Ec-centric provides a short
radius for highnotes, a long
radius for bass tones.

c- centric

tinuous motion picture photography as well. In
the evening five hundred office and factory
executives were the guests of Mr. Kent at a
dinner tendered them at the Mercantile Club
in this city.
Sales Manager V. W. Collamore
presided and in referring to the accomplishment
and the production of the millionth set compared it to the decade or more that big manufacturers in other lines had taken to turn out
their millionth product.
Mr. Kent again spoke

who had helped him accomFollowing Mr. Kent's speech
Dr. E. J. Cattell, prominent after-dinner orator
of Philadelphia, spoke on the altruistic side of
the production of the radio set.
Honor was
paid to Mrs. A. Atwater Kent, who was with her
husband at the speakers' table, by the presentation of a bouquet from the office and factory
to his co-workers,

plish

The

big,

new cone

Speaker Idea
On

The SAAL Pedestal is
an ornamentto the most
beautiful surroundings.
Its pure wooden tone

chamber,

three feet in
length, gives exceptionally clear melloiv reception. Price, $33

whose short
notes, whose long

the principle of the harp,

strings

strings
produce the high treble
give forth the deep bass tones, the Saal'Ec'centric,
with its "center" actually ojf'center, provides a
short vibrating radius for the high notes, a long
radius for the rich low tones.
These exact relative proportions of vibrating
area, definitely fixed

by

scientific principles, are

now

provided for the first time in the Saal Ec'
centric Cone. All rumble or "barrel tone" is elimi'
nated. True balanced tone from soprano, flute and
demonstration will
violin to pipe organ or 'cello.
convince you.

A

Hear the Saal Eccentric
write us to direct you where
The fammw SAAL Soft
Speaker, the outstanding speaker of its type.
Js g ivi n g gaiisfactio nregardless of the set or
equipment used. Siandardwithradioengineers.

your dealers, or
can be heard.

at
it

The Saal Ec'centric comes in two models:
141'nch (Junior), $15. Slightly

20'inch, $25;

this

feat.

staff.

The day not only commemorated
tion of the millionth set but

anniversary of Mr.

remembered by

Kent

his staff

as

the produc-

was the birthday
well.
This was

through expressions of

congratulation and the presentation of a

mam-

moth bouquet.
Following the dinner entertainment was proby a number of vaudeville acts which
were turned out to-day.
vided

During- the current year the Atwater Kent
factory has had to be expanded rapidly to meet
increasing demands, until a production of more

than

5,300 receiving

reached.

It

sets

was announced

per
this

in addition to the millionth set,

day has been
afternoon that,
5,317 other sets

were turned out to-day.

The millionth set will be retained here for
exhibition at the plant, but the first hundred
sets of the second million, completed immediately following the millionth set, are being
shipped personally to distributors for their re-

more west of Rockies.

They are exact duplicates of the millionth set and each is marked with a gold plate
tention.

Price, $22.S0

SaVAIL

H. G.

SAAL COMPANY, 1800

Montrose Ave., Chicago, U.

S.

A.

on which its number is certified over Mr. Kent's
autograph.
Dealer tie-up with this auspicious event was
provided by two window display cards which
were furnished by the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co.
The first one read as follows: "The first receiv(Coniinued on page 130)

;
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Atwater Kent Mfg. Go.
Produces Millionth Set
{Continued from page 129)
ing set sold by the Atwater Kent Mfg. Co. was
shipped from the factory in November, 1922.
Figures for the intervening years showing the
increasing demand for Atwater Kent sets are:
1922-1923,

6,628;

1923-1924,

58,927;

175,461;

1925-1926, 331,208.
for 1926-1927, 600,000."

1924-1925,

Production of sets

The second one which was

to be used in con-

junction with the display of the Atwater Kent
model in shielded metal case read: "This is a
duplicate of the 1,000,000th radio receiving set

Deci£Mber

World's Classified Advertising
Any member of the trade may forward to this office a
"Situation" advertisement intended for this Department lu
occupy a space of four lines, agate measure, and it will
be inserted free.
Replies will also be forwarded without
cost.

Additional space will be at the rate of 25c per line.
is desired the cost of same will be 25c
line.
Rates for all other classes of advertising on

If bold-faced type

per

application.

^

practice to represent other

contract matters, or as
acoustics.

New York

pleted."

Daven Radio Corp. Purchases the Port Mfg. Co.
New Six-tube Set Embodying the "Davin Bass Note Circuit"

Plans Production of

The Daven Radio

Corp.,

158

Summit

ex-chief

phonograph or radio

engineering expert in

Address "Box 1586," care of The
Machine World, 383 Madison Ave.,

in

its

an

interests, in patent, trade-mark, or miscellaneous

Talking

on Friday, December 3, 1926.
On the same
day 5,317 sets (eleven per minute) were com-

WANTED — By

SITUATION

patent counsel and engineering consultant of
large phonograph corporation; now in private

made by

the Atwater Kent Manufacturing Co.
fifteen-acre factory at Philadelphia, Pa.,

1926

15,

City.

WANTED—Radio

POSITION

Sales

Man-

ager of nationally known radio manufacturing
concern desires to represent some prominent
concern requiring Pacific Coast manager. Applicant has splendid record in radio industry as
sales executive.
This is an opportunity for

growing concern willing to pay a bonus for
large sales that will lead to a slow but healthy
national
distribution.
Address "Box 1587,"
care of The Talking Machine World, 383 Madison Ave.,

New York

City.

street,

Newark, N.

J., has purchased outright the Port
Mfg. Co. This latter concern for over a year
has been making what has been termed a "Bass
Note" set under a license from the Daven Corp.
W. H. Frasse, president of the Daven Radio

THE DOLLAR TUBES

making the above announcement,
stated that his company would enter into the
production of a Daven six-tube set embodying
the "Daven Bass Note Circuit."
Over two
Corp.,

Guaranteed equal
every respect to
standard

tubes

twice

for

in

the

selling

the

price.

Mr. Jobber: put your dealer on a
competitive basis with the Syndicate and chain stores who have
reaped a huge harvest selling
Dollar Tubes.
Offer him a real
leader, something that will bring
the crowds to his store.

BLUE

RIBBON

TUBES

sell

quickly and stay sold.
They are
built by the pioneer manufacturers
of independent tubes.
The best
engineering skill, experience and
knowledge gained from years of
specialization are incorporated in
their manufacture.

Every

BLUE RIBBON

tube
against

is

absolutely guaranteed
all
defects no arguments no reservations Defective tubes are replaced without charge.

—
—

—

NOTE: Don't class
RIBBON TUBE with
dollar tube

tory

which

second

or

is

the BLUE
the ordinary
usually a fac-

reject.

RIBBON TUBES

BLUE

are a distinctly

quality proposition.

200 A, Detectors, 112 and
171 Power Tubes at Greatly
Reduced List.

FOR SALE
500-1000 Atwater Kent Model-20 Compact Cabinets. Perfect Condition.
Immediate Delivery.

WHAT AM

in

thousand of the "Bass Note" sets have been in
the hands of consumers for the past twelve
months. It is the success attained by these sets
that resulted in the decision of the Daven Corp.
for the purchase of the Port Co. and the further
extension of the manufacture of this equipment.

FRED'K
6

East 14th

St.,

Established Business for Sale

ords;

RCA

accessories.

radiolas;

upon

delivery,
in

is

recommended by

his

the

annual report, sub-

this week to the President.
Other
recommendations call for legislation under
which an additional charge of 1 cent per ounce
would be assessed on first-class mail matter

mitted

short-paid to the extent of more than two cents
graduated charges for the special handling of
parcels, which would cut the fee to 15 cents on
parcels not over two pounds in weight, and
increase it to 35 cents for parcels weighing over
ten pounds; the imposition of fees on inquiries

concerning registered, insured and collect-ondelivery mail; the issuance of receipts for ordinary mail upon payment of a fee; the automatic
return to the sender of C. O. D. parcels not
accepted by the addressee within a specified
period; the extension of C. O. D. service to
first-class parcels, and extension of the registry
service so as to provide indemnity for mail up
to a value of $1,000.

Atwater Kent radio and radio

Owners have

ing.

Immediate

care
Ave.,

The

excellent reason for sellAddress "Box 1585."

sale desired.

Machine

Talking

New York

World,

Madison

383

City.

FOR SALE
Only exclusive music and radio store.
Division point main line Santa
10,000.

Seeking New Legislation
Covering Postal Activities

Postmaster General

City of
Fe.
EsPianos, phonographs, radios

Competition negligible. CenReasonable rent. About $8,000 will

tral location.

handle. Can reduce. Bear investigation. Illness
Address Newton Music Co.,
cause of selling.

Newton, Kans.

SF»RI ISIGS
VICTOR
bent esLCh end
l%"x.022xl8' 6" marine ends
l%"x.022xl7' bent arbor
l%"x.022xl3' bent arbor
l%"x.022x9' bent arbor
l%"x.022x9', bent each end
l"x.020xl3' 6" marine ends
l"x.020xl5' marine ends
l"x. 020x15' bent arbor
l"x. 020x15', bent at each end

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

l%''x.022xl7',

COLUMBIA

6543 ».57
3014 .57
5362 .56
5423 .48
5427 .38
6542 .38
2141 .35
3335 .38
5394 .39
6546 .39

crimp arbor, new style. No. 20009
No. 2951
Universal
No. 2951
Universal
hook ends
1219
No.
motor
No.
1
l"xll' for
l"x. 028x16'
l"x. 028x10'
l"x. 028x11'
l"x. 030x11'
_

HEINEMAN

l"x.02.5xl2' motors, Nos. 33
1 3A6"x.026xl9', also Path6
1 3/16"x.026xl7

&

77

.35
.70
.60

No. 144
No. 145
No. 146

.39
.48
.53

SAAL-SILVERTONB

l"x.027xl0', rectangular hole
l"x.027xl3', rectangular hole
l"x.027xl6', rectangular hole

Terms,

2

1270 Broadway

New

York, N. Y.

.61
.32
.36
.40
.34

No. 4

per cent cash with order.

TALKING MACHINE SUPPLY

CO.,

PARK

RIDGEM

Complete catalogue on request

An

entire eight-page section of a recent issue

American was devoted
growth of the Chapin-Owen

of the Rochester, N. Y.,
to a history of the
Co.,

Croslev distributor.

CONSTANTLY INCREASING SALES
are testifying to the snperior quality of onr

Tectron Radio Corp.

City

good-paying Victrola and radio business, ideally
located in Scranton, Pennsylvania.
Established for
ten years.
Franchises for selling Victrolas and rec-

tablished 27 years.
and general stock.

lected

OFFERED ?
ALTSCHUL,
New York

A

The Daven Radio Corp. are pioneers in the
manufacture of radio apparatus, specialists in
resistor products and are the developers of
the "Daven Super Amplifier" and radio tubes.

Washington, D. C, December 6.— Restoration
of the 1-cent rate of postage for private mailing
cards, together with legislation under vi-hich the
postage on private reply cards could be col-

I

P.

COTTON FLOCKS FOR PHONOGRAPH RECORDS
8TBP INTO r,INB WITH THE BUTEBS OF "QCALITT"
CLAREMONT WASXE MFG. CO.,
Clarcmont, N. H.

December

15,
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San Francisco Mayor
Presented With A. K. Set
Star of Metropolitan Opera
pany, Makes Presentation

Mary Lewis,

NEW/

Com-

—

San Francisco, Cal., December 8. Mayor
Rolph, of this city, was recently presented with
a duplicate of the millionth radio set

131

produced

Kent Mfg. Co.
in Philadelphia. The set was presented by Mary
Lewis, star of the Metropolitan Opera Company, in behalf of A. Atwater Kent and in the
in

the factories of the Atwater

presence of Ernest Ingold, of Ernest Ingold,
Inc.,

Atwater Kent distributor of

Mayor Rolph expressed

this city.

his appreciation in a

'.etter addressed to Mr. Kent which he closes
by stating: "Please accept my congratulations
apon all you have achieved in the radio world,
and every good wish for greater development
in the years to come."

DS

Model

Complete Assembly

Announcing

for a

the

6 Tube Resistance
Coupled Single

Newest Member

of the

Dial Receiver

e^lLENT cJ^fOTOR

"^AMILY
Model DS plays

ten-inch

five

records

one winding.

with

Incorporates all the famous features that have distinguished
the best built motor on the market.
the Silent Motor

—

Costs no more than the ordinary three record
motor. Furnished with twelve-inch turn table and
large winding crank.

Approved

FULLY GUARANTEED

Everywhere!

I

Orders are coming in fast. Let us know your requirements
before our production reaches full capacity.

Talking Machine and Music Dealers
everywhere throughout the country
have enthusiastically approved of
Pierce-Airo because it is a proven

good

seller

and

is

Pierce-Airo

is

a

mechanically

HERMAN

and

product.
It fits
all standard cabinets and consoles
now on the market.
Pierce-Airo
meets the season's demand for simplicity of operation and purity of
tone
by
scientifically
combining
single-dial control and resistanc3coupled amplification. No live dealer
can afford to overlook this unusual
opportunity.
Let us quote on your

electrically perfect

requirements

TO-DAY.

Assembly n,ilh a
7xlo l-'rocessed

LIST

BakelUe

PRICE

Read)) for

Panel

^AO

Cfl
1 I
•n'i4/.
11
*PT^^«*^VF

_

Wiring.

Pierce-Airo Chassis Wired, $45.00

UNITED SCIENTIFIC LABS.
80 Fourth Avenue, New York

City

All departments of the Pathe Phonograph &
Radio Corp., Brooklyn, N. Y., are reported acthis

Fall

season.

The volume

of

record

Although the
been exceptional.
new Pathephonic reproducing instrument has
only been on the market a little over four
months its sales total has reached a large figure.
The demand is well distributed throughout the
entire four models of the line.
The reception
accorded this new instrument the early part of
the year has well warranted intensive efforts being placed behind it for 1927. Indications point
to a year of prosperity for the Pathe Phonograph & Radio Corp.
business

has

COTTON FLOCKS
CHICAGO
BOSTON
MINNEAPOLIS

PHILADELPHIA
LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO

President

all

injurioua forein

maNcr

•liminatcd

(or

David

manager

vice-president and general
Radio Corp. of America, in an
"Uncharted Roads of Radio De-

Sarnoff,
of the

address on
velopment," delivered before the St. Lawrence
University, Canton, N. Y., December 10, declared that the air will be the future laboratory
of radio deve"lopment and tliat the greater service which radio envisages is in the hands of the
electrical scientists now being trained in American universities. Mr. Sarnoff also discussed in
considerable detail some of the technical problems of radio, and talked at some length on the
need of adequate regulatory radio broadcasting
legislation.

MICA DIAPHRAGMS
For Loud Speakers and Talking Machines

RADIO MICA

Record and Radio Manifactvring

THE PECKHAM MFG. CO.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

David Sarnoff Delivers Talk

Pathe Go. Busy

Air floated,

Branch Offices

SEGAL,

321-323-325 Dean Street

tive

Pierce-Airo Complete

Motor Corporation

Silent

making money

for them.

"N".t°."k:

n!?"

American Mica Works
47 West Street

New York
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Profits of Victor Talking

Machine Co. Are

$5,648,446

Radio Dealers Within the

Report of Business for the Nine Months Just
Closed Indicates That Business This Year Is
the Biggest in Firm's History

Camden, N.
in its

December

J.,

history has been

ing Machine Co.

in

9.

—The greatest

made by

1926,

profit

the Victor Talk-

When

according to a report

The company was

just issued.

Wholesale Range of Baltimore
radio business, generally consult

the

of

sold to Spej-er

douht or trouble about problems

in

—

&

Co. and J. & W. Seligman & Co., this \yeek,
complete details of which appear in another
section of this issue of The World.
Its state-

COLUMBIA WHOLESALERS,

ment shows the net profit for the first nine
months of the year to have been $5,648,446.26.
This

because of their

tained in the last quarter, and it is said there
is every indication that it has, net profits for
the year will reach $7,500,000, or more than $21
a share

and

efficient service.

We

not only sell
the best in receivers and accessories, but exert every effort to help move
merchandise for the retailer. Our name to most dealers means dependability

an average of nearly $1,900,000 a quarter.
the same rate of earnings has been mainis

If

fine technical staff

Inc.

and the closest co-operation— ONLY

COST

on the 348,863 shares of common stock

outstanding.

Attached to the statement are the balance
sheets of September 30 and June 30, 1926.
A
comparison of the two shows that during the
third quarter of the year ending on September
30 the increase in surplus, equivalent to net earn-

THE BEST— REGARDLESS OF

OUR SLOGAN.

IS

BALKITE

TOWER

BRACH

BRANDES
DEFOREST

FADA
CROSLEY

PHILCO
MAJESTIC

MOHAWK

TIMMONS
BURGESS
PATHEX

COLUMBIA WHOLESALERS,

was $2,368,659.30, a much higher rate than
during the first half of the year. At the same
time cash and marketable securities increased

ings,

205

W. Camden

Inc.

Baltimore,

Street

Md.

from $10,196,081.94 on June 30 to
Ready assets
$12,620,915.56 on September 30.

$2,224,833.62,

are

more than four times

the

liability

of the

New

company.
The book value of the stock as shown on the
balance sheet of September 30 is $113 a share,
but the patent rights and record matrices are
carried at the nominal value of $1, while good-

Buys the Grebe Stations

does not appear among the assets. Computing these items on the present earnings of
the company, they would have a value of
This figure is arrived at by cap$60,000,000.
italizing earnings of $7,500,000 at IZ^/S per cent,
which is the measure usually adopted by Federal officials in fixing the value of a gomg business for inheritance tax purposes. This would
add $170 to the book value of the stock and
make its present real worth $283 a share.
will

Demand

Strong

The popularity

for

Argus

of the electric radio receiving-

proved by the heavy volume
(^f orders being received by the Argus Radio
Corp., New York City. Both the manufacturer
and distributors are cooperating intensively in
Argus sales, and Ira Greene, treasurer of the
Argus Radio Corp., reports that the sales figure
for this year will greatly exceed even the high
set is strong, as

expectations

when

is

the

of

officials

of

the

The outlook

tained last July.
for Arg-us radio

is

for the

A new broadca-sting company has been formed
which has purchased the Grebe group of broadcasting stations, including the 5,000-watt transand the
mitting equipment of station
500- watt set of WBOQ. The new company will
be known as the Atlantic Broadcasting Corp.
and will use the call letters WABC. The offices
The
are at 113 West Fiftj-seventh street.
studios and reception room will occupy the
entire seventeenth floor of Steinway Hall
The
aerial and transmitting equipment is located at
Richmond Hill. It is stated that the officers
of the Atlantic Broadcasting Corp. are Alfred H.
Grebe, president; Douglas Rigney, treasurer,
and Fay Leone Faurote, vice-president and gen-

WAHG

.

eral

trip

to Cuba. Mr. Fingrutd

an indefatigable

is

worker and vacations are an exception rather
than the rule with him. As Everybody's Talking Machine Co. is completing an exceptionally
good year not only in the sales of Honest
Quaker main springs and talking machine repair materials, but in the Okeh distributing
department as well, this vacation near its close
was well earned. Air. Fingrutd reports that he
enjoyed every minute of his sta}- on the Island
and was well pleased with conditions at headquarters when he returned.

New

The Mutual Phono Parts Mfg. Corp., New
York City, will present to the trade a new line
for 1927.
It is expected that the new line will

and Arthur Aliddleton, baritone.

be ready by the

Plans

1927 Line

first of the year and will include
improved model of the new type of
Saxophonic reproducer and tone arm as well.
A. Frangipane, secretary of the company, recently returned from a trip through the Middle
est where he showed samples of the new
Mutual Phono Parts line.

a further

The

Brilliantone Steel Needle Co.,

City,

has issued an

attractive

new year

easel

featuring

Gilt

ing to indications.

—

PHiL.ADELPm.\, Fa., December 8. Sam Fingrutd,
treasurer of Everybody's Talking Machine Co.,
of this city, returned recently from a pleasure

manager.

ob-

exceptionally bright, accord-

Fingrutd Returns
From a Trip to Cuba

In an announcement issued by the .\tlantic
Broadcasting Corp. an ambitious plan of quality
broadcasting is being put into effect and the
opening program on December 17 will include
such well-known artists as Paul Althouse, tenor,

company

larger manufacturing facilities were

Sam

Broadcasting Firm

the

Edge

New York

record

display

needle.

The

former display easel advertising the Brilliantone
needle was a distinct success.

W

THE
TELLS
nd^AMTTb
UKsMAr^lM
Whole Story!

We

have recently been forced to practically double our manufacturing
order to take care of the increased demand for Minerva receivers. This
boastfully, but is a simple statement of fact to prove that dealers do

facilities in
is

not said

appreciate

MAXIMUM VALUE
MINIMUM SERVICE WORRIES
what the Minerva receiver

offers.
Minerva is up-to-date. Beautiful cabinets,
of
volume,
beautiful tone, 6 tubes, plenty
and one-dial convenience, which offers real
selectivity.
are open for distributors in a few localities and we invite dealers
everywhere, who are interested in larger profits and less work servicing sets, to write

This

is

We

us at once.
Minerva

Studio
horn

built-in
sories,

4

1

30.00

Console complete

and
list.

battery

as

illustrated,

compartment,

less

witti

acces-

MINERVA RADIO
154 East Erie

St.,

at

Michigan Blvd.

CO.
CHICAGO,

ILL.

:

DlXEMBER

IS,
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PATENTS
Consumer

ILE[TRI[ RADifl
PATENTED MAY

15th 1923

- OTHHR PATENTS PENDING

Satisfaction

oAttained this position thru sheer

Satisfactory

For an electric receiver to
he as good as the oArgusmust pos-

Argus Radio Corp.
on October 9. 1926, a
patent comprising 23
claims broadly covering the use of electrolytic rectifier in conjunction with a radio

merit

Profits

outstanding features:

sess these

U. S. patent
THE
office granted to

receiver, as a

common

source of current for

Minimum
Servicing

No
No

No A or B Eliitunators
No Rectifying

Batteries

Trickle

Chargers

No

Tubes
Attachment of

filament and plate supAlso various means
of deriving the proper
voltages required in
various points on
ply.

Any

this system.

Kind
Operates on A.C. from
95 volts up
Operating cost only
of a cent per hour
Unexcelled Sensitivity
Local Stations without

%

Aerial

Distant Stations with
Loop or Indoor Aerial
Instant Approval of the

m

Eye
Chromatic Tone PerfecArtistic

Chicago Office:

HERMAN

Baltimore Office
A. SMITH, Greenspring Ave.
Mount Wnshington

&

South Road

i

250.

HAWTHORNE & STEMM. 28 East Jackson

Piltsburgh Office:

W.

A.

422

BITTNER

First

Ave.

St.

N.

Boulevar.

Louis Office:

DAVID THOMPSON

308 Central National Bank BIdg.

—

48
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LATEST PATENTS

RELATING
—

Washington, D. C,
Machine and the Like.
London, Eng., assignor
graph

December 8. Talking
Frank Aller Mitchell,
to the Columbia PhonoBridgeport, Conn. Patent No.

Co., Inc.,

1,584,184.

This invention
type

relates

talking machine

of

particularly

to

that

which can be partly

collapsed to a smaller bulk in order to render
the same easily portable or to adapt it to form
part of shallow furniture or for like purposes.

go into

a relatively small

closed; and

compass when the

lid

of

be removable or to fall down into
of the instrument.
In these latter arrangements, also, it has been
the practice to construct the amplifying horn so

ering of said unit will position the stylus in the
groove.
United States Patents 1,184,333 of May 23,

so

as

it

to

main case

the

In connection with such talking machines as
constructed, it has been proposed to
mount a horn or sound reflector with the sound

on or above the

board which
whole being adapted to

level of the

carries the motor, the

the

toward the center of the record table, to a posiat which the stylus is directly over the
outer end of the sound groove, whereupon lowtion

1916, and 1,211,573 of January 9, 1917, show the
general type of Edison phonograph with which
this invention is usable.

Figure 1 is a perspective view of an Edison phonograph equipped with the invention,
the cover being swung upwardly and the front
panel being removed.
Fig. 2 is a detail horizontal sectional view showing the invention in
top plan.
Fig. 3 is an enlarged vertical sectional view on line 3
3 of Fig. 2.
Fig. 4 is an
enlarged detail horizontal section on line 4

hitherto
outlet

and adjusted to limit the swinging
above-named tone-arm-and-horn-unit,

easily applied

has further been proposed to
lower the motor board complete with the motor,
tone arm and horn into the main casing when
not in use, or the tone arm has been constructed
i?

—

-''ill

of Fig.

Sound Amplifier. Charles

TELETONE
'l^adio Speaker

the motor, such dispositions of horn greatly de

trading from the full efficiency thereof, owing
to the motor being in direct connection there-

vices for amplifying sound waves.
It is here
applied to the phonograph, in which adaptation
it has special advantages, but it is the desire of

with.

the patentee to protect the broad features of the

vide

object of the present invention

improved

an

machine or the

construction

is

of

li

to pro-

talking

having all the advantages
without their attendant disadvantages, and the invention consists in a talking machine of the type referred to having a
horn forming in itself a complete unit free from
the motor board and which is mounted beneath
the motor board, the horn being conveniently
pivoted or hinged to the case of the instrument
so that the horn and tone arm can be lowered
out of the way relative to the said board when
not in use without changing the shape of the
of

musical instrument

Brook-

lyn,

;.

the world^s finest

G. Hensley,

N. Y. Patent No. 1,587,833.
This invention relates to improvements in de-

that it forms part of the lid or the main case'
or the horn is fixed to a board which carries

The

Built like a violin

—

3.

existing

like

types

invention whether used in a phonograph or any
other device in which it is desired to amplify
sound waves, or when used as a simple megaphone.
The ideal amplifier is one into which sound
waves may be introduced and wherein they will
be amplified to the highest degree and be propa-

gated as sound waves of the exact character as

horn.

The invention

also consists in a talking

ma-

chine of the above character in which the lowering and raising of the horn is carried out
automatically by the lowering or raising of the
lid or cover of the talking machine.
The invention also consists in a talking

machine of the above character in which the
horn is curved to pass around the outside of
the motor.

Teletone

Radiospeaker 60
An

exquisite LARGE radiospeaker, in American lualnut or African mahogany

$32.50

Teletone

Figure 1 is a part sectional side elevation
with the parts in playing position. Fig. 2 is a
Fig. 3 is a
similar with the parts collapsed.
plan of Fig. 1, with the lid removed.
Starting Attachment for Edison Phonographs.
Robert Thompson, Ilion, N. Y. Patent No.
1,587,875.

This invention relates to a new and useful
device for properly positioning the stylus or
diamond point of an Edison phonograph, over

which are introduced therein. Megaphones, as heretofore made, have had the eflfect
of not only amplifying sound waves but oi
modifying them, so that the sounds propagated
from the amplifier have been different in character from the sounds introduced therein. Such
amplifiers seem to change the pitch of the tones
and they seem to afifect different tones differthose

some tones seem to be made more
It has been
hollow or "tubby" than others.
said that every megaphone has an inherent tone
of its own and that this must be true of every
ently, so that

Radiospeaker 62

megaphone. The object of the invention is to
overcome each and every defect of the am-

Precisely like radiospeaker
but slightly smaller
60

plifier.

.

.

.

Figure

$22.50

1

a sectional view through a cabi-

is

phonograph embodying the invention, in
which view, the cabinet cover and various parts
net

Fig. 2 is a longitudinal sectional
are omitted.
view of the tone arm, showing the same full
Fig. 3 is a sectional view taken on the
size.
Fig. 4, is a sectional view
line 3—3 of Fig. 2.

Teletone Corporation
oj

America

—

outer end of the sound groove, so that
lowering of the tone-arm-and-horn-unit will
properly engage the stylus with the beginning
the

449-453 West 42nd Street

New York

City

of the record.
is one object of the invention to provide
obtaining the desired result in an exceptionally simple and inexpensive manner, and
another aim is to provide an attachment for an

It

for

StJv

BUILT LIKE

A.

VIOLIN

ordinary

Edison

phonograph, which

may

be

taken on the line 4 4 of Fig. 2. Fig. 5 is a
longitudinal sectional view of the throat, show-ing the same approximately two thirds actual

and 8 are sectional views, taken,
on the lines 6 6, 7 7 and 8
Fig. 9 is a sectional view of the horn
of Fig. 5.
showing the same about two-thirds actual size.
Fig. 10 is an end view showing the smaller end
of the horn, and Fig. 11 is a similar view of a
size.

Fig.

6,

respectively,

7

—

—

—

horn of frusto-conical shape instead of frustopyramidal shape.

A

)

December
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LE\NIN«WOKLIKMUSI
"Mary
Music Publishing Firms Report Output
of
That Is Valued at $ 15,089,636 in 1925

Lou" Proving One
Season's Popular Hits

Number Being Featured With
Of This Amount, Says the Federal Manufacturers' Census, $13,835,375
Music Value of Sheet Music and Books Shows an Increase

—

Washington, D. C, December
partment of Commerce announces

6.

— The

De-

according to data collected at the biennial census
of
manufacturers,
establishments
the
1925,
engaged primarily in the printing and publishing, or publishing only, of music in the United
that,

Was
of 2.5

cess by the Various "Singing Orchestras"

Per Cent

Recent

were therefore transferred to the appropriate
dustries, and five reported products valued
less

Particular Suc-

the Value of Sheet

inat

Window

—

Display

"Mary Lou," published by Waterson, Berlin &
is one of the most popular numbers of

Snyder,

than $5,000. (No data are tabulated at the

biennial censuses for establishments with products under $5,000 in value.)

The

statistics

1925

for

and

1923

are

sum-

Per cent of

Number of establishments
Wage earners (average number)*
Maximum month
Minimum month
Per cent of maximum

increase or
decrease (—

1925

1923

109
955
Dec. 985
June 924

110
919
Nov. 951

—0.9
3.0

June 900

93.9

94.6

Wages

$1,461,661

$1,366,756

Paid for contract work (job printing)
Cost of materials (including fuel and electric power)
Products, total value
Sheet music and books of music
Other products

$2,763,429

$3,050,499

6.9

$1,828,230

$2,252,830

—
— 18.8

$15,089,636

$14,626,810

3.2

$13,835,375
$1,254,261

$13,494,406

2.5

$1,132,404

10.8

1,231

10.7

Horsepower

1,363

9.4

'

*

^

Not including salaried employes.

"^'"^

statement herewith. The figures
preliminary and subject to such
correction as may be found necessary upon
further examination of the returns by the Federal Census Bureau,

States reported a total output valued at $15,089,-

marized

which amount $13,835,375 was contributed by sheet music and books of music
and $1,254,261 by receipts from miscellaneous
sources, such as book and job printing, litho-

for

636,

of

graphing, printing of periodicals,

'^LJ^'S! .hS:

Of

etc.

per cent as comthe last pre-

1923,

ceding census year.
In addition, music

is

are

New Goodman Number

o?„""n.i;^

2.5

in the

the

241 by publishers whose printing was done by
others. The value of sheet music and books of

music shows an increase of
pared with $13,494,406 for

1925

printed and published to

some extent by establishments

engaged primarily in other branches of the printing and publishing industry, but the output of music by
such establishments is relatively small.
Of the 109 establishments reporting for 1925,
forty-six were located in New York, fifteen in
Illinois, nine in Massachusetts, eight in Ohio,
seven each in Missouri and Pennsylvania, and
the remaining seventeen in eleven other States.
In 1923 the industry was represented by 110
establishments, the decrease to 109 in 1925 being the net result of a loss of thirteen and a
gain of twelve. Of the thirteen establishments
lost to the industry, six had gone out of business prior to the beginning of 1925, two were

engaged primarily in lines of industrial activity
other than music printing and publishing and

m\VL A

Chappell-Harms,

New York

Inc.,

185

Madison avenue,

City, recently accepted for publica-

tion a new song called "I Found You," the
words and music of which are by Lillian Rose[jalg Goodman, the composer of "Cherle, I Love
You." The number is quite popular in style
and, wherever introduced, has been
excep-

tionally well received, so

the

publishers

look

forward to this number duplicating the suc^ess throughout the country of the earlier con-

Featuring "Mary Lou"
the season.

The song

got

much

of

its

publicity

as the
through the
chorus lends itself readily to gang effects. Aside
from the novel style of lyric, the melody is
one that has wide appeal. Thus "Mary Lou"
has the combination of words and melody that
brings purchasers to music counters.
The trade has been quick to realize the possibilities of this song, with the result that it
often demonstrated, given a conspicuous place
on the counter and has been favored with a
aid

number

large

Herewith

of singing orchestras

of special

is

shown

window displays.
window display

a full

During the week's showPhiladelphia.
ing the sales of "Mary Lou" increased considerably, proving again that window displays are
street,

tributions.

u
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Louis Breau, the well-known song writer, has
the popular publishing firm of Bibo,
Bloedon & Lang, 1597 Broadway, New York
City, as professional manager.
Mr. Breau is
one of the most popular writers along Broadway and has a host of friends in every channel
of music activity, all of whom wish him sue-

valuable as sales creators.

Chicago Firm Chartered

joined

cess in his

new

connection.

A

charter has been granted to the Interstate
Co., 525 Judson avenue, Chicago, with a
capital stock of $20,000. The company will deal

Music

pianos and other musical instruments and is
sponsored by the following: P. H. Smythe, Paul
P. Smythe, Jr., and Olive Smythe.

in

CALLINi&

GARDEN
A Great
ZVric by GUS KAHN
Music ky ALBERT E. SHORT
mnd DEL DELBRIDGE

^

-

-

'

^
-

of

"Mary Lou" which recently appeared for one
week in the J. G. McCrory store, 1209 Market

J?7Tic

Mvsic

''Mother''Ballad
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WOLFE GILBERT
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Songs Featured By Orchestra And

INC.,

I

1

Vaudeville Acts From Coast To

G07

Broadway,

It's

for

a

of the Most Prominent of Those Who Supply the American Public With
Popular Music— One That Would Be Hard to Excel

One

and has been done

quite possible

song writer

write

to

a

— that

is

numbers
successes, how-

lot

of

each season. To write a lot of
ever, is an entirely different matter. And to
write many successes season after season is still

m m m m'm m m m m

m m mmmmmm 0

Walter Donaldson, a Song Writer Who
Writes Successes Season After Season
of

HERE OR THERE
—AS LONG AS
I'M WITH YOU

ff.

SO WILL

VJ

IRVING BERLIN

The Record

1926

15,

RECORD BREAKERS

RECORD

FIVE

Dfci-mber

Its

It is particularly appropriate to review Walter
Donaldson's activities as a writer and composer because his song "It Made You Happy
When You Made Me Cry" was used by Jesse
Crawford, the nationally known organist and

Coast

New York

Paramount

work and

Theatre

the

title

both

of the

Crawford's

Jesse

song were often men-

tioned.

Going back

Walter Donaldson one need

to

not delve too far in popular music history in
order to prove the contention that he has established a new record for successful songs.

We

are

some

familiar,

still

Among

whistled.

late seasons,

few out of

will pick a

them

of

these are "Yes

songs that
still
being

Sir,

She's

My

Baby," "After I Say I'm Sorry," "That's Why
I Love You," "Where'd You Get Those Eyes,"
"That Certain Party," "I Wonder Where My

'^^LwhenYouMade Me C17

4 V

TROT BALLAD

T\

\

another subject.

It

'

UKtlde AaouipaviiBcnr

/

has, of course, been

done

no one who has performed better in this phase of music writing than Walter
Donaldson. Donaldson, by the way, off and on.
spends some time in Chicago and in recent
years the Windy City has tried to claim him
for its own, but in looking up the records it is
found that he was "born and bred in BrookHis
lyn" and still makes his home there.
first business activity was as a board clerk in a
Wall Street ofHce of Henry B. Clews & Co.
and his first song was "A Jubilee in My Old
Kentucky Home." Oddly, one of the greatest
but

we know

of

of his present-day successes

Eye View" (Of

My

is

"Just

A

Birds-

Old Kentucky Home).

week of the grand
opening of the new Paramount Theatre, NewYork, an opening-, by the way, which was rerecord

artist,

during the

ported in practically every center in the United
States as creating a new type of photoplay
Naturally a song selected as a feature
for such a gala event was chosen on its merit
alone.
It was necessary that it be a part of a
program that would establish new standards
house.

atmosphere that
and ears of the
general public, the photoplay industry, the
music trade and the sharp-tongued newspaper
It seems to have done all this because
critics.
in many of the reports of the opening of the
for photoplay music and in an
would meet the critical taste

MELODY— RHYTHM— NOVELTY

Walter Donaldson
Tonight," "Midnight Waltz," "Let's
Talk About My Sweetie," "Let It Rain, Let It
Pour," "My Best Girl," "Beside a Babbling
Brook," "My Buddy," "Carolina In the Morning," "Mammy," "Back Home in Tennessee,"
"She's A Daughter of Rosie O'Grady." "You're

Baby

a

Is

Million

From Nowhere," "How You

Miles

Gonna Keep 'Em Down on
title

that

"What

a

Among
rently

equally

applies

the Farm," and a
Walter himself,

to

Man," the name of one of
his

latest

exploited,

are

ofTerings,

his songs.

now being

"Kiss Your Little

cur-

Baby

Made You
Happy When You Made Me Cry," "Just A
Bird's-Eye View of My Old Kentucky Home"

Goodnight," "I've Got the Girl," "It

and "Thinking

A

lot

of

You."

more could be

said,

but

when you can

SILVER SONG BIRD

refer to such records as the above they really
speak for themselves. "No kiddin'."

This fascinating fox-trot has everything

has organized a music-publishing corporation,
The new orchartered in New York State.
ganization will be known as Walter Goodwin,

EDW. B. MARKS MUSIC CO., 223 W. 46th St., New York

Walter Goodwin, composer of popular songs,

Inc.,

and plans

to establish

retail stores.

December
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Sam Fox

British

Granted Charter

Ltd.,
New

Company

Catalog

in

Sam
Co.,

Under

Incorporated

Prowse Auspices
clusive of

Co.,

Keith

— London Firm Controls Fox

Great Britain and Colonies Ex-

Canada and Australia

Fox, head of the

Cleveland,

O.,

and

Sam Fox

New

York,

Publishing
who has

indeed happy over the new connections with
such a long-established and important distribution and dealer outlet as that of the house of
Keith Prowse.
He was not only pleased with his arrangement but he was agreeably surprised with the
healthy conditions existing at present in the
English music trade. The outlook for future
business along present lines, he said, was most
promising and he looked forward to a wider
expansion of Fox interests under the new con-

{World
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operates a publishing
It
business throughout Great
Britain, a theatre ticket agency and an entertainment booking department as well as operating retail piano and gramophone salons.

retail

distribution.

firm,

a

jobbing

Berhn Is Bringing
Out Two New Numbers

Irving

"Just a Little Longer" and ''That's a Good
Girl" Make Five Written This Season

Among

the

new songs

that have been added

Inc., are two
by Irving Berlin, called "Just a Little Longer"
and "That's a Good Girl." This release closely

to

the catalog of Irving Berlin,

follows

three

other Berlin successes this sea-

namely,

son,

Many

"Because
Times?" and "I'm

I

Love You," "How
On My Way Home."

Aside frorn the show material Irving Berlin
has written and in addition to his popular selections, the release of all of these successful
songs in the same season
record for this writer.

&

Y.

A.,

establishes

a

new

B. Planning

Big National Campaign
Executive

office

of

Herbert Smith, Tnanaffin^ director of Keith Prowse.

Seated are Mr.

Srnitli

and Mr. Fox disclosed signing the new and important contract
spent the past several months in European capiditions and the auspices which have already
tals, has done some unusual business for his
found such favor in Great Britain and the other
company over there. The most important ar- territory included in the arrangement.
rangement, according to reports from London,
It might be mentioned here that the Fox
is not only the renewal of this firm's close asorganization is to-day an internatipnal one.
sociation with Keith Prowse & Co., Ltd., for
There are already branches or agencies in
the British Isles, but includes an elaboration of
Australia, New Zealand, Japan, France, Belgium,
past activities whereby a new company has been
Holland, Germany, Austria, Spain, South Amerincorporated under the title of the Sam Fox
ica and other countries.
Publishing Co. (London), Ltd.
Keith Prowse & Co., Ltd., has been estabIn an interview with the London correlished in London for nearly a century and a
spondent of The Talking Machine World, Mr.
half.
It is one of the leaders in all phases of
Fox stated that he was very much gratified and musical activities covering both wholesale and

New York

Publishers' Drive to Cover the Entire
Country From Coast to Coast

Jack Yellen and Billy Chandler, of the firm of
Ager, Yellen & Bornstein, who recently returned from Chicago and other Middle West
centers, arranged a Fall campaign on the A., Y.
& B. catalog that will not only be felt in midWest territory but through the plans inaugurated will cover the Pacific Coast.
These activities together with the intensive
exploitation campaign arranged by the home
in

office

position

the
in

East, give this firm a prominent
the

popular music

field.
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written -Gus Kahn at Ms hest-
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ever
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Way in Which

Production Music and the

Increases Sales for the Merchants

It

Properly Linked Up With the Appearances of the Production From Which the Numbers Are
Taken, It Always Brings New People to the Dealers' Sheet Music Departments

According
there

are

dition

to

to

word from

a

mid-West

dealer,

values in production music in adthe profits from immediate sales.

This enterprising merchant takes the attitude
that people who are brought into the store for
songs from musical comedies invariably are
those who would not otherwise visit the establishment except at very long periods.
Production music, therefore, lures people to
the music establishment, and as such music
After all, it is
it must be valued accordingly.
getting people into retail stores that makes for

fnspirqtfon

Jnthe

large sales totals, and any

method

that will pro-

duce such effects among buyers should be
looked upon by the merchant as more than
worth while.
Now it is true that only the outstanding numbers from musical shows have large sales, so
no one would suggest that the dealer carry
heavy stocks of the songs of lesser importance

Hearc
o/iAe

productions. However, a good method is to
carry a fair supply of the most successful numbers and during the show's run in any particular city to have a few each of the second-best
in

songs, as well.
The firm of Leo Feist, Inc., has, in a measure,
offset the necessity for carrying any quantity of

America's
Beloved Composer

second-best sellers by issuing for its late productions folios carrying seven songs in one
They are entitled "Vocal Gems," each
cover.
with the name of the particular show. They retail at a very popular price and include not only
the hit songs but

the

all

first

seven numbers of

the production.

Granting that production music is an attracwhich does somewhat more than bring
profit from musical shows to the store, the next
question
visit

"Out Of The Dusk

best to get the most out of the
to the dealer's locality.

not be generally known, but

To ^ow.

1 Y\ "One Fleetinq Hour

how

*

all

/

aroused.

Taking these things into consideration it
might be worth while for sheet music dealers
give

to

more

attention

An

show music.

to

example has been set in this direction by many
talking machine dealers throughout the country
who take advantage of every appearance of a
musical show to display the records of the song
numbers. They have found this profitable and
a very

big

attraction

passing

to

customers.

There is no reason in the world why the sheet
music dealer should not be able to attain the
same end by following out similar activities.

Piantadosi Re-enters Field
Al Piantadosi,

who

has been writing songs

for over a decade, recently re-entered the pub-

lishing business, forming the firm of Al Pian-

with offices

tadosi

at

1576

Broadway,

New

The first numbers of the new firm
are "Tired Hands" and "I May Learn to Forget Some Day" (And You May Learn to Care)..
Both numbers in early tryouts have shown up
City.

good advantage.

to

are

known

locally,

Victor Co. Makes Special
Release of Adeste Fideles
A

theatres are glad

to loan, to any dealer, photographs of the prominent players before and during the visit of a
Where the names of the
musical comedy.
artists

in

success.

productions

of

One of the simplest forms is to display the
music of the current production in the window,
reminding those who have attended the show
It may
that the song gems can be had inside.

C\)n£ei-of

^

is

making

it
an artistic and
Such being the case, songs
that have made possible four and five-dollar
prices for seats in New York and two and a
half and three-dollar seats on the road must be
of sufficient importance to create many sales
for themselves.
It can be taken for granted
that people who pay such prices for seats for a
musical show are in a position to produce the
necessary funds to buy the particular songs
from such productions that they like. And,
what is more, they are able to purchase other
goods in the establishment if their interest is

financial

York

tion

Dorotiiyje^

considerably

the

inclusion

of

a

special release of "Adeste Fideles"

made by

the Associated Glee Clubs with 2,500 voices re-

corded
in

Talking;

not only add
photograph or photographs
an intimate
give
will
but
the
display
value to

Sesqui-Centennial
being released by the Victor

at their concert at the

Philadelphia

is

Machine Co.

will

touch to the setting.
In addition to the above, publishers and jobbers often have special display material related
This is generally of such
to particular shows.
a nature that it lends itself very readily to windisplay and, more often than not, will add
importance to the window and attract customers who might not be lured to the window or to
the establishment otherwise.
There is not as much gamble in production
music for the dealer as some would have us
think.
Of course, if nothing is done to encourage interest in the songs or instrumental
selections from a show, there are likely to be

dow

few attracted to the establishment. The main
thing in all sales of production music, on the
part of the dealer, is to remind the prospective
customers of particular numbers that they have

one or more places elsewhere. The
number one show that takes to the road does so
because the producer is assured of filling theatres during the tour. This is generally after the
production has had months of success in New
heard

York

in

or Chicago.

As

far as the typical

road

Buys Out W.

J.

Thompson

Charles E. Edel has purchased control of the
music firm of Edel & Thompson, Olean, N. Y.,
and W. J. Thompson will continue as an executive of the business to be known as the Edel
Musical Co., located at 1206 Irving street.

Clarence Williams Music Publishing Co. will
"Candy Lips" and "Nobody but My

feature

Baby."
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gamble

shows are concerned, there is very little
songs from these oflPerings, for
no producer puts out second, third and fourth
shows unless he has absolute assurance that
they are money makers. If either type of show

in displaying the

has attained sufficient success to justify a tour
that
of the country, the trade can rest assured
aided
have
which
attractions
it has several song

i.
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British
New

Trade Enthusiastic as Demand
for Improved Instruments Strengthens
—

slightest slackening in the

gramophones and

new process

adopted by

all

of electrical recording,

now

The

pro-

the leading companies.

month. Every day, in almost
every daily paper, one reads of music in conEditors have perforce
nection with recording.
particularly since the advent of the broadcasting program had to cater for a public inspired
with the desire to become as acquainted with
music as with literature.
The position of the gramophone companies'
shares on the market; the wonderful activity
of production in the factories; the tremendous

try increases every

—

national advertising campaigns of the leading
companies coupled with the special window displays by practically every music and gramo-

in

my

another part of

anticipations of

sales

this

all

some months ago
all

alluded

June 30

in

last and the trading profit amounts to
£338,007, being £43,714 more than the previous
year's figure of £294,293, which at the time was
The
the highest in the company's history.

that this

previous

seasons.

The New Duophone Records
The Duophone & Unbreakable Record
hear, doing exceptionally

I

its

Co.

amount brought forward is £413,961, and
making the usual deduction for debenture

is,

The

were released a week or two ago, and the whole

Out of this amount the
mended that there be paid,

output of the company for some considerable
time ahead is booked right up.
1927 British Industries Fair

On November 22 it was officially announced
by the Department of Overseas Trade that the
whole of the space in the British Industries
Fair, which is to be held from February 21 tQ
March 4 next, had been taken. The following
gramophone and record companies have taken
space: A. J. Balcombe, Ltd., Boumphrey, Arun-

& Co., G. A. Bryan, Ltd., The Cabinet
Gramophone Co., The Crystalate Mfg. Co., The
Duophone & Unbreakable Record Co., Ltd., The
Garrard Engineering Co., The Golden Melody
Co., Gramostyles, Ltd., L. E. Jaccard, The Johnson Talking Machine Co., The Linguaphone Co.,
Perophone, Ltd., The Peter Pan Gramophone
Co., The
Piccaninny Gramophone Co., The
Portable Gramophone Co., Ltd., Barnett Samuel
del

&

Sons,

Smith

&

(Gramophones),

Co.

directors' fees

last

issues

first

(British

tax,

recoma divi-

with this year's appropriations, absorbs £251,358, leaving a net figure to be carried
forward of £249,000, which compares with
£162,661 and £115,668 of the two previous
years.
The net assets of the company for the
first time are valued at over £2,000,000 this year.

dividend,

The

total assets, irrespective of patents, trade-

marks and good-will, amount

to

£2,603,373, and

the liabilities, including debenture indebtedness,

£569,110, giving a balance of net tangible
which is nearly double the
par value of the issued ordinary shares.
to

assets of £2,034,262,

The large increase in trade investments
accounted for by the fact that the agencies
(Continued on page 145)

and Foreign Patents Applied

for)

distinctive features

Besides the fullest compass possible from extreme Bass to Treble and
the recognized increase in tone volume, the Micro Perophone possesses
a solidity of tone equally distributed throughout its compass and a wonderful stereoscopic effect in all concerted records with a tonal analysis
as clearly cut as a cameo.

The Micro Perophone is for the discriminating Dealer who requires
a moderate price Gramophone for a new and valuable Clientele who
desires the new Electrical records musically accurate and perfectly reproduced.

First issue, 2
Style M.P.

1

"
"

3

"

4

2

'

Mahogany
Oak
Mahogany
Oak

Work. Ball-bearing Tone-arm.

Gear Motor.

now

Models only

in Satin finish figured
"
"
"
"

Perfect finish Cabinet

Catalogues

a

dend of 20 per cent on the 750,000 fully paid
ordinary shares, and on £340,000, the amount
paid up on the remaining 850,000 shares. This

Ltd.,

The new Cabinet Qramophone with many

"

directors
less

MICRO PEROPHONE

The

£

9.

9.0.

9.

0.0.

11.11.0.
11. 0.0.

Double-spring Helical

Micro Perophone Amplifier and Soundbox

ready. Deliveries have commenced. Large orders already
Can we have your enquiries for early business?

PEROPHONE,
Sole Patentees

76

&

placed.

Lm

and Manufacturers

78 City Road

after

serv-

and dividends declared at the
meeting, leaves a balance of unappropriated
profits of £500,611."
ice,

good business with

new, unbreakable records.

M. T. Gramophone Co., J. Stead & Co.,
S.
Thompson, Diamond & Butcher and the Vocalion Gramophone Co., Ltd.
His Master's Voice Annual Report

confirm

figures

report,

season would eclipse the figures of

phenomenal demand
Everywhere I

portion of record issues devoted to music appealing to music lovers, too, everywhere receives
comment and the amount of editorial space devoted to the latest doings in the gramophone
world and given in the public press of the coun-

—

to

records.

go I hear of nothing but the latest big developments: the new Viva-tonal Columbia instrument, the regular improvement month by month
of the

phone dealer; the record

'

In presenting the annual report of the meeting of the Gramophone Co., the chairman made
some interesting statements. In regard to figures he said: "The report is for the year ended

Talking Machines, Electrical Method of Recording, Etc., Are of Outstanding Importance
Developing Business and Live Merchants Are Taking Advantage of Opportunity

London, Eng., December 4. Despite the severe
industrial troubles in which this country has
been plunged during the last few months, there
everywhere enthusiasm in talking machine
is
circles, and it vi^ould be difficult to discover the
for

68 Milton St. (Fore St.) E.C.2.Clerkenwell 1448

London,

E, C.

is

in
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iPOMINO Of
Montreal Dealers Advertising Radio
Sets as Suitable Gifts for Christmas
Grows With Closing

Interest in Radio

Operation

Montreal,

— C.

stocks from

7.

— Radio

an important item

now

With

on.

in

sup-

to place smaller cards, giving titles of
records played and informing the readers that
any record can be obtained from Mr. Day.
During the recent appearance in local musical
circles of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, Layton Bros., Ltd., ran newspaper copy captioned;

the motoring

"Great symphony orchestras will play for you!
The
world's forward step in music the new Orthophonic Victrola.
The Boston Symphony, New York Symphony,
Philadelphia Orchestra, Philharmonic, Creatore's or Sousa's
iiand,
comes to you with instrumentation complete, the
miis c soundinp; just as played!"

—

—

family where there is no radio set in the home;
or in getting something better where there
may happen to be a set already in use by a

vertise radio receiving sets as suitable Christmas

whole family.

for the

Annual Radio Show

Christmas Phonograph Clubs now being conducted by local
dealers there ij no excuse for any one being
without a phonograph, as every inducement is

number

the large

of

The Compo

models of radio receivers explained, the recent
Toronto Radio Show is regarded by all the directors as having been an outstanding success
from every angle. The night preceding the close
of the show a banquet was held, which was attended by exhibitors and their friends, with R.
O. Bull, president, Canadian Radio Trades As-

Co., Ltd., Lachine, Que., are ad-

vertising quite freely in various dailies, weeketc., throughout Canada, introducing the

soc:ation,

Fansteel service station for Balkite units
is being operated at 132 Richmond street, West,
by E. L. Mendoza, under the direction of Burndept, of Canada.

a

of

music."

A meeting was held recently of the Canadian
Phonog. aph }ilanufactu. ers' Association to discuss plans and consider recommendations in
connection with the Canadian National Exhibi-

Walter

T. Scott, of Scott Sales Co., tliis city,
attend to the sales of Grimes radio receivers
the Province of Quebec. These sets are dis-

will

tributed by

Plionola Co. of Canada, Ltd.,

the

Elmira, Ont.
The Victor Talking Machine Co. of Canada,
Ltd., is using Printers' Ink in the interest of
portable Victrolas, drawing attention to their
Christmas
suitability as splendid and useful
gifts.

W. Shaw &

Co., on a recent Saturday
on a "Seville" model Brunswick phonograph demonstrated a couple of Brunswick
popular record hits and inside of an hour sold
T.

night,

fifty

Brunswick

The machine was

records.

placed just inside the door leading to the street.
Edgar Day, Longeuil, Que., recently sold a
Credenza Orthophonic Victrola to the movingpicture theatre in that town, and as the instru-

ment furnishes music
does good advertising
has

special

for the audiences
for

advertising

Mr. Day.
slides

screen, but has an afttractive
at

one side of

tlie

He

it

also

not only

thrown on the

"now playing"

stage upon which

it

is

card
po?-

of the

various

of 4-7, another member of the Orthophonic
Victrola family.
This concern is a consistent
user of large advertising space.
C. W. Lindsay, Ltd., report a 200 per cent increase in radio sales as against the corresponding month of last year. December sales of 1925

established a record, but November of this year
the biggest in the firm's history. They fea-

is

ture Stewart-Warner radio receiving sets.
J. B.
O'Brien, manager of the phonograph and radio
departments of this firm, recently demonstrated
before the members of the Y. W. C. A. the

Brunswick Panatrope, which aroused considerable interest.

tion of

1927.

Pollock- Welker, Ltd., Ivitchencr, Ont., have
secured an order for 1,000 Helycon Motors with
which to equip 1,000 phonographs that had been
(irdered for educational pu. poses by the Victorian State Educational Department, of Melbourne, Aust.-alia. This order was won in open
competition against makers of English, German

and Swiss products. One hundred and eighteen
cases of phonograph motors and parts were recently shipped for export in one day. Business
is particularly good in shipments to Australia
and New Zealand.
,

be held, at which questions regarding the limit
of service on sets, the limitation in the sale of

cheap
tions

new

sets, and general advice regarding condiwould be held under the auspices of the

association.

Judgment has been given
Canadian General Electric

favor

in

Co.,

of

the

Toronto,
and Bruce L.

Ltd.,

against J. Earle Young
Robinson, distributors, Ltd., of Calgary,
for infringement of radio patents.

in its suit

Alta.,

presiding.

A

lies,

in

description

models of Orthophonic Victrolas and the prices.
Good-sized newspaper copy is now appearing
under this firm's name advocating the purchase

Great Success— Canadian Phonograph Manufacturers Assn. Discuss Plans
1927—Fansiesl Service Station Opened

Toronto, Ont., December 7— With the largest
that ever assembled in one place in the
city to hear radio
demonstrations and have

his

Apex Electrophonic, which it advertises as
phonograph which interprets "the very soul

Is

crowd

squad and his friends, on
the occasion of the completion of twenty years
of service on the force.
of

a

1926

for National Exposition of

given the public to buy.
Capt. Euclide Gregoire, head of the Montreal
Police Department's Morality Squad, was recently presented with an Orthophonic Victrola

by members

Then followed

15,

Annual Radio Exposition Feature of
the Month in Toronto Territory

family that feels interested. Quite a number of
local music houses have already started to ad-

With

in

sible

many

season over, radio claims an increased interest,
and as reception has been fairly good of late
There
the fans are taking quite an interest.
are, no doubt, very good possibilities in radio as
While the spending
a line for Christmas trade.
spirit is upon the people is a good time to interest men in radio as a Christmas gift for the

gifts

— Many

—

December

Can.,

plies will constitute
retail

W.

Motor Season

Christmas Phonograph Clubs
Lindsay, Ltd., Reports 200 Per Cent Increase Other News
of

(Mm
December

A movement

for the suppression of evils in the

was started at Ottawa, when local
music, radio and other dealers interested in the
sale and distribution of radio equipment held
a general meeting, at which the Ottawa Radio
Trades .Association was formally organized. It
was announced that a series of lectures would
radio t.ade

Talking Machine Springs
and Repair Parts

F. Lawrence, Winnipeg,
Adds Kellogg Radio Line
Dealers in Winnipeg Territory Report Increased
in
Radio Apparatus
Dealer Adds to Selling Force

Interest

— Brunswick

—

Winnipeg, j\I.\n., December 6. Kellogg radio receivers will be sold by F. Lawrence, of this city,
who is acting as traveling representative.

With the

arrival of the longer evenings great-

er attention

is again being given to radio and
radio equipment.
While the keenness of the
craze has passed to some extent there is still a

large crop of young enthusiasts that represent
very heavy potential spending for radio supplies.
The tendency to experiment with radio is universal and to the youth with initiative there is
no end of effort being made to get something
new. Dealers are reported to be stocking radio

supplies in a large

way

in

anticipation of a heavy

Winter demand, and sales of batteries are brisk.
A Winnipeg store, which has made a pronounced success of its boys' department, loses
no opportunity to cultivate the good will of
boys, whether they are actually buying or not.
With every purchase of smaller sizes some littl;
gift is included, which in itself means little but
carries influence as a remembrance in the boy's
mind. The sam.e store has a radio man who is
allowed a little window to exhibit his sets, and
there is a standing ofTer that any boy who is
interested in radio can bring his hook-up or
any other problems to this man and get the
best of advice without being under any obligation.

NONE BETTER

IN QUALITY

NONE LOWER

IN PRICE

THE RENE MANUFACTURING
MONTVALE.

NEW JERSEY

CO.

Farquhar & Shaw, Brunswick specialists,
Winnipeg, report excellent business this Fall,
so much so that they have had to add to their
selling force.

\'olkwein Bros., Pittsburgh, Pa., have added
the Bosch line of radio receivers.

—
December

—

THE TALKING MACHINE WORLD
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RECORD BULLETINS/^
10

50o4-M Laknae: Ou va la jeune Hindoue (Bell Song)
(Delibes)
Eva Leoni
Soprano Solo
Parysatis: Le rossignol et la rose (The Nightingale
and
Rose)
(Saint-Saens)
the
,Eva Leoni
Soprano Solo
126-M Stille Nacht, Heilige Nacht (Silent Night,
Holy Night) (Gruber) Soprano 'Solo,

10

Elsa Alsen
Solo... Elsa Alsen

Victor Talking Machine Go.
LIST FOR DECEMBER
Waltz,
I Love You

3

—

Nat Shilkret and Victor Orch.
Longer Fox-trot,
Philip Spitalny and His Orch.
20273 I'd Rather Be the Girl in Your Arms (Than the
Girl in Your Dreams)
Fox-trot,
Jean Goldkette and His Orch.
Sunday Fox-trot. Jean Goldkette and His Orch.
Just a

—

Little

—

— Fox-trot,

Hugs and Kisses
Come,

20298 Oh,

Ye

All

(Portugal)

— (irand

20286

Meadow Lark
Your

Kiss

Little

10

— Grand

DECEMBER

20289 The Little Wliite House

Leander

—

Two

Mark Andrews

— Fox-trot,

Us— Fox-trot,

of

Johhny Hamp's Kentucky Serenaders
Beside a Garden Wall Fox-trot,
Art Landry and His Orch.
20265 Barcelona
Jesse Crawford
Hello, Aloha!
How Are You?.. Jesse Crawford
20288 I'd Love to Call You My Sweetheart,
Johnny Marvin
Hum Your Troubles Away
Johnny Marvin
20291 Hello, Bluebird
Jim Miller^Charlie Farrell

—

—

No Wonder

She's a Blushing Bride,
Jim Miller-Charlie Farrell
at Clancey's ...Steve Porter

20299 Christmas Morning

Wooden Wedding

Clancey's

Song.
— Comic Steve
Porter

LIST FOR DEC:EMBER

Me Down

20315 Lay
It

to

10

10
10
10

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

17

Sleep in Carolina

— Fox-trot,

Nat Shilkret and Victor Orch.
Made You Happy When You Made Me Cry

10

Waring's Pennsylvanians
Orleans Fox-trot.
Five Harmaniacs

10

—Fox-trot

20293 Sadie Green,

Vamp

of

—

New

Coney Island Washboard

— Fox-trot,

Five Harmaniacs
20312 There Ain't No Maybe in My Baby's Eyes,
Smith
(The
Whispering
Jack
Baritone)
No One But You Knows How to Love,
Jack Smith (The Whispering Baritone)
20314 Don't Sing Aloha When I Go. Four Aristocrats

My

Baby
Four Aristocrats
Frank Banta
Longer
Frank Banta
20278 The Sweetest Story Ever Told. .Neapolitan Trio
Simple Confession (Simple Aveu) (Thome),
She's

20292 For

Still

My

Sweetheart

Just a Little

Neapolitan Trio
20282 Over the Waves (Sobre las Olas) (Rosas)
Waltz
Mario Perry
Sirens Waltz (Waldteufel)
Mario Perry
20283 Sweet Genevieve
Peerless Quartet
Where the River Shannon Flows. Franklyn Baur

LIST FOR
20327 Do-Do- Do

DECEMBER

— Fox-trot,George

How

10
10
10

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

Olsen and His Music

10
10

— Fox-trot,

Could Red Riding Hood? Fox-trot,
Jan Gather and His Orch.
I'm Tellin' the Birds, 'Tellin' the Bees Fox-trot,
George Olsen and His Music
20263 Cherie, I Love You
Jesse Crawford
Ting-a-Ling (Waltz of the Bells) ..Jesse Crawford
20324 I Never Knew What the Moonlight Could Do,

—

Correll-Gosden
Give Me a Ukulele and a Ukulele Baby,
Mitchell Brothers
20323 Hard to Get Gertie
Jane Green
Won't Be Long Before She Belongs to Me,

Jane Green

Columbia Phono.

10
10
10
10

Barbiere

(Make

di

10
10

10

Co., Inc.

Way

Baritone

for

Largo
Factotum)

Siviglia:

the

Solo

Rigoletto: Cortigiani,
Race of Courtiers)

— Fox-trot,

Vocal

with

Chorus

— Fox-trot,

—

—

—

Only Believed in You Fox-trot, with
Vocal Chorus by Charles Kalev,
The Radiolites

If I'd

—

795-D Hello, Bluebird Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus
by Tom Stacks,
Clicquot Club Eskimos (H. Reser, Dir.)
Some Day Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by
Jimmy Flynn,
Clicquot Club Eskimos (H. Reser. Dir.)
774-D Susie's Feller Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by
Tom Stacks ....Harry Reset's Syncopators
Oh! How I Love Bulgarians Fo.x-trot. with
Vocal Chorus by Stacks and Reser,
Harry Reser's Syncopators
773- D Just a Little Longer
Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by The Crooners,
Fred Rich and His Hotel Astor Orch.
That's a Good Girl Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by The Crooners,
Fred Rich and His Hotel Astor Orch.
777- D All Alone Monday (From "The Ramblers")—
Fox-trot, Avith Vocal Chorus by Frank Harris... Fred Rich and His Hotel Astot Orch.
When Day Is Done Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Frank Harris.
Fred Rich and His Hotel Astor Orch.
800- D Here
Comes. Fatima Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Frank Harris,
California Ramblers
My Baby Knows How Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Frank Harris. California Ramblers
769-D Hoodie Dee Doo Dee Doodoo Fox-trot, with
Vocal Chorus
Art Kahn and His Orch.
Foxtrot, with Vocal
I
Ain't Got Nobody
Chorus
Art Kahn and His Orch.
794- D Meadow Lark
Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus,
Cole McEIroy's Spanish Ballroom Band
Whose Arms Are You in To-night? Fox-trot,
with Vocal Chorus.
Cole McElrov's Spanish Ballroom Band
778- D Blame It on the Waltz— Waltz, with Vocal
Chorus by Charles Hart.
The Cavaliers (Waltz Artists)
Cheritza (Pretty Little Viennese)
Waltz,
The Cavaliers (Waltz Artists)

—

—

—

—

—

10

10

10

10

10

10

—

—

12
801- D

—

George Hamilton Green
Xylophone Solo.
George Hamilton Green

—Vocal.

(Tharles

10

10
10'

10

10
10
10
10
10

Alabama Jubilee,
G. Tanner and Skillet-Lickers, with R. Puckett
15106- D Flyin' Clouds
Dance Music,
North Carolina Ramblers (Posey Rorer, Dir.)
Forks of Sandy Dance Music,
North Carolina Ramblers (Posey Rorer, Dir.)
15107- D The Crepe on the Little Cabin Door Vocal,

—

—

Will Meet

at the

End

of

— Vocal
—Vocal.

Traveling Man
Good-bye Booze

10

Vernon Dalhart
the Trail— Vocal,
Vernon Dalhart
"Dock" Walsh

10
10

10
10

10
10
10
10
10

Gid Tanner-Faith Norris
.Oliver Sims
15103-D Lost John Mouth Harp Solo.
Hop About, Ladies Mouth Harp Solo,

10
10

Oliver Sims

10

—

.

—

.

10

Edison Disc Records
ALREADY RELEASED
SPECIALS
(Of My Old Kentucky
(Kahn-Donaldson) Male Voices,
National Male Quartet

51849 Just a Bird's-Eye View

Home)

10

Hum! Hum! Hum! Hum! Your

10

(Friend- Woods)

51846

On

the

Waves

10

51844
10

80S73
10
10

^

1-

51850

10
10

THE GIRLi

Quartet

Sammy

Are

R.

—

Stept),

Al Bernard-Frank IVI. Kamplaiii
(Al. H. Wilson-Sidney R.

Frank M. Kamplain

51853 Marine Flashes March (Joe Thome) Zither and
Guitar .The Alpine Mountaineers (Pols-Franchini)
Steyrer Laendler (H. Hauptmann) Zither and
Guitar .The Alpine Mountaineers (Pols-Franchini)
51859 Camille (Sidney D. Mitchell-AI Sherman),

Marguerite Ringo-Walter Scanlan
(But the Red, Red Rose)
(Sidney D. Mitchell-Westell Gordon).
Ernest Davis
(.Continued on page 142)

No One Knows

WITH ANY

iVEGOr

(N.

Tyrol— Yodel Song

In

Ellis)

10

Volga— Waltz

the

Gypsies

the

Bernard and

'-j

10

Away

!Male

Aladar Sio's Orch.
Playing \\'altz
(Szlatinav Sandor)
.\ladar Sio's Orch.
Elsie Schultz-En-Heim (Friend-Silver) ..Billy Jones
For no Good Reason at All (Lewis, Young and
Billy Jones
Baer)
Goin' Home (Words by William Arms Fisher
adapted to the Largo from "The New World
Walter Scanlan
Symphony" by Dvorak)
Kashmiri Song (Pale Hands I Loved) (HopeWalter Scanlan
Amy Woodfore-Finden)
The Miami Storm (Carson J. Robison) Singing.
Vernon Dalhart
Violin and Guitar
Billy Richardson's Last Ride (Meeks-Robison)
Vernon Dalhart
Singing, Violin and (^luitar
Hokum-Smokum (Yodelin' Indian Man) (Al

Somewhere

^

of

Bakalainikov)

10

10
10

Troubles

Male Voices,
National

10

Kaley

WALTER DONALDSON'S
New Fox Trot Son^

10
10
10

NEW

15108-D Dance All Night With a Bottle in Your Hand,
G. Tanner and Skillet-Lickers, with R. Puckett
Old Joe Clark,
G. Tanner and Skillet-Lickers, with R. Puckett
15104- D Don't You Hear Jerusalem Moan,
G. Tanner and Skillet-Lickers, with R. Puckett

We

10

Holy Night,

Night,

Columbia Mixed Quartet

D

10

10

10

Charles Kaley
.

Silent

10

15105-

VOCAL NUMBERS

Baby Face— Vocal
Baby Knows How

My

—

51856

Jacques Jacobs' Ensemble
(Waldteufel)
Waltz,
Jacques Jacobs' Ensemble
797-D Farewell Blues ...Sol Hoopii's Novelty Trio
Stack o' I-ee Blues. Sol Hoppii's Novelty Trio
7S1-D Adeste Fideles (Oh, Come, All Ye Faithful)
Chimes Solo
Howard Kopp
Silent Night, Holy Night
Chimes and Organ
with Brass Quartet
Howard Kopp
783-D Dance of the Toy Regiment Xvlophone Solo.

.

10

10

Espana Waltz (Waldteufel),
L'Estudiantina

—

10

INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC
';0028-D

—

—

10

10

—

—
—
—

FAMILIAR TUNES— OLD AND

—

—

771-D Just Waiting for You,
Art Gillham (The Whispering Pianist)
Crying Again,
Art Gillham (The Whispering Pianist)
796-D Elsie Shultz-En-Heim Vocal ...Frank Harris
Yiddisha Charleston Vocal
Frank Harris
79I-D For My Sweetheart Vocal Harmony,
Ethel and Dorothea Ponce
To-night You Belong to Me Vocal Harmony,
Ethel and Dorothea Ponce
779- D That's a Good Girl
Comedienne,
Vaughn De Leath
Susie's Feller
Comedienne Vaughn De Leath
799-D Give Me a Ukulele,
Vaughn De Leath-Gerald Macy
Love Me All the Time,
Vaughn De Leath-Gerald Macy
780- D Mother Dear
Allan Jordan
Vocal
Don't Forget the Pal You Left at Home
Allan
Vocal
Jordan
782-D The Holy City ...Columbia Mixed Quartet

10

10

—

Won't You Come Over to My House Vocal
Duet
Ford-Glenn
77S-D I Never Knew What the Moonlight CnuUl
Kitty O'Connor (The Girl Baritone)
Do
I Don't Mind Being All Alone,
Kitty O'Connor (The Girl Baritone)

—

—

—

Dancing Stars

12

10

—

—

—

(Verdi)
Baritone Solo,
Riccardo Stracciar

10

—

factotum

(Rossini)
;....Ricardo Stracciar
vil
razza dannata (Vile

10

by

—

al

10

—

Leo Reisman and His Orch.
798-D You Will— Won't You? (From "Criss Cross")
Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by Johnny
Marvin,
Ipana Troubadours (S. C. Lanin, Dir.)
In Araby With You (From "Criss Cross")
Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by Charles
Kaley. Ipana Troubadours (S. C. Lanin, Dir.)
772- D Just a Bird's-eye View (Of My Old Kentucky
Home) Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by
Keller Sisters and Lynch,
Ipana Troubadours (S. C. Lanin, Dir.)
Give Me a Ukulele Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Keller Sisters and Lynch,
Ipana Troubadours (S. C. Lanin, Dir.)
793- D Sunday
Fox-trot,
with
Vocal
Chorus by
Charles Kaley
The Radiolites

10

CELEBRITY SERIES
9011-MIl

10
10

Ted Lewis and His Band
Sweetie Gives to Me)
Ted Lewis and His Band

—

24

Roger Wolfe Kahn and His Orch.

Hands

Clap Yo'

20322

10
10

10

Waring's Pennsylvanians
Fox-trot, George Olsen and His Music

12

Charles Kaley...Leo Reisman and His Orch.
Alabama Stomp (From "Earl Carroll's Vanities")

10

Organ,

— Fox-trot,

Duet,

—

,

— Soprano

(My Naughty

776- D Petrushka

Fideles)

Correll-Gosden
Baby, Good-Night!,
Correll-Gosden

LIST FOR

20290 The

(Adeste

Blues

Fox-trot
10

Organ ....Mark Andrews

Silent Night (Gruber)

10
10

and His Orch.

Faithful

Frohliche

770-D Tiger Rag

Art Landry and His Orch.

— Fox-trot,
Art Landry

0 Du

—Vocal

Ford-Glcnn

DANCE MUSIC

—

20285 Hello, Bluebird

—

January, 1927

768-D .School Day Sweethearts

—

-

20272 Because

141

FEIST'

SONG/

— —
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ADVANCE RECORD BULLETINS FOR JANUARY— (Continued
51858 Don't Sing Aloha When I Go (Walter SmithThe Four Aristocrats
Ben Black-Neil Moret)
A Little Music in the Moonlight (Bernie GrossThe Four Aristocrats
man-Jack Stanley)
51861 We Will Meet at the End of the Trail (Jean
Acker) (Mrs. Rudolph Valentino) Walter Scanlan
I'd Love to Meet That Old Sweetheart of Mine
(Benny Davis-Joe Burke),
James Doherty and Chorus
51864 Watermelon Hanging on the Vine (Singing with
....Ernest V. Stoneman
Guitar)
Harmonica and
The Blue Ridge Mountaineer
The Old Hickory Cane (Singing with Harmonica
Ernest V. Stoneman
and Guitar)
The Blue Ridge Mountaineer
51869 Christmas Recollections ....The Yuletide Ensemble
Star of the East (George Cooper-A. Kennedy),
Calvary Choir
51865 I Want to Be Known as Susie's "Feller" (Lew
Dreyer),
Brown-Dave
Frank Braidwood The Cowboy Baritone
Calling Me Home (L. Wolfe Gilbert-James V.
.

—

Monaco),

—

Frank Braidwood The Cowboy Baritone
51870 I've Lost All My Love for You (Lewis-YoungPiano Solo ..Constance Menng
Akst-Piantadosi)
Beside a Garden Wall (Kahn-Short-Delbridge)
Constance Menng
Piano Solo
51867 If You Think Your Luck Is Hard (Mister Black
Al Bernard
Boy Good Night) (Al Bernard)
I'm on My Way Home (Irving Berlin) Johnny Ryan
YodelSinging,
Sleep—
Babies
to
51871 Rock All Our
ing. Violin, Harmonica and Guitar. Bud Thompson
(Harry
A Boy's Best Friend Is His Mother

—

—

.

Miller-J.

Skelly)

P.

Guitar
51874 Hello Bluebird

How

— Singing,

(Friend),

I

and

Bud Thompson

—

Vaughn de Leath
80875 Largo

Violm

Vaughn de Leath The Radio
Love You I'm Tellin' the Birds— Tel:

the Bees (Brown-Friend),

— Violin

(Veracini-Corti)

Scenes de

GENERAL GROUP
(Eduardo

Sleep

—

—

—

Sugar— Fox-trot

(Barris),
,

^

,

,

His Everglades Orch.

Joe Candullo and

Found a Million-Dollar Baby in the Five and
Ten Cent Store)— Fox-trot (Rose-Fisher),

Albm

Jack

Orch.

s

51854 Alabama Stomp— Fox-trot (From Earl Carroll's
"Vanities" Fifth Edition) (Creamer- Johnson),
Red-Miff's Stompers
Stampede Foxtrot (Fletcher Henderson).
Red-Miff's Stompers
51857 I Never Knew What the Moonlight Could Do
Fox-trot (Coslow-Spier), ,
^
r^
i.

—

,

Oreste and His Queensland Orch.
Vocal Refrain by Harry Hart
Peaches (For Peaches and Me)
,

—

—

Ev'rything's
Fox-trot (Squires).
,
„
j
Oreste and His Queensland Orch.
51855 I'd Love to Call You My Sweetheart— Fox-trot
i

(Goodwin-Shay-Ash),

_

^

.

i

...

,,,

,,

Don Voorhees and His Earl Carroll s Vanities
Orch.— Vocal Refrain by Harold Lambert
Just One More Kiss— Fox-trot (Owens-MontiTo'JJ^Voorhees

'

and His Earl Carroll's "Vanities"

Orch —Vocal Refrain by Harold Lambert
(Will

Cinderella— Fox-trot

Harris),

J.

Golden Gate Orch.
Sweet Thing— Fox-trot (Williams-Kahn-Verges)
Golden Gate Orch.— Vocal Refrain by Arthur Hall
Honey51862 The Little White House (At the End of

(From

Lane)— Fox-trot

"Honeymoon

(Dowling-Hanley)

Lane")

40709 Looking

by

I

40710

Acres

u-- Palais
o V '"r^o
d Or Orch.
His
West)— Fox-trot (Robi-

{,'"

(Trumpet Virtuoso)
the

(In

and

Green Bros. Novelty Band
Medley Fox trot—Intro.
51866 Happy Go Lucky
"When I Make a Million for You and Love
Thoughts" (Evans-Gwynne-I,ucien Denni)
Duke Yellman and His Orch.
Vocal Refrains by Arthur Fields
son

—

—

Chinese

Moon— Oriental

Fox-trot

B. A. Rolfe

Nussbaum)

(Bronfin-

(Trumpet Virtuoso)

and His Palais d'Or Orch.
51873 Son of the Sheik— Fox-trot (Powell-Mosay).
Clyde Doerr and His Orch.
(Irving Berlin)
Just
'
Clyde Doerr and His Orch.
Fox-trot
Novelty)
"Alarming"
(An
51877 Fire'
Earl 01iver's_^Tazz Babies
(Gay-Whiting)
Howard
by
Tom
Vocal Refrain
Cows— Fox-trot (Ponce-Leslie-Stone).
Earl Oliver s Jazz Babies
—Vocal Refrain by Tom Howard
a

Little

Longer— Fox-trot

—

—

On

Harry Reser's Jazz
(Gilbert-Van

Riviera

the

Edison Blue Amberol Records
Blues,

trot

Pilots

10
10

—

— Fox-trot,

Hotel Astor Orch.
40712 Cross Your Heart (From "Queen High") (Gensler)
Fox-trot Harry Raderman's Red Hotters
That Night in Araby (Snyder) Fox-trot,
Harry Raderman's Red Hotters
40714 I Love the Moonlight (Davis-Akst-Richman)
Fox-trot, with Vocal (Thorns by Billy Jones,
Mike Markels' Orch.
Hello, Bluebird (Friend)
Fox-trot, with Chorus
Mike Markels' Orch.
by Billy Jones

—

.

—

—

5235 I

Never Knew What

the

trot

5237

Moonlight Could

Frank Braidwood

5236 I'm Going to Park Mvself

— The

in

rv

i.

Do

Cowboy Baritone
Your Arms— Fox-

Duke Yellman and His Orch.

The Miam'i Storm (Singing, Violin a"d Guitar)
Vernon Dalhart

5238 In a Garden of

10

40715 Candy Lips (I'm Stuck on You) (Lauria-Jackson)
(jontralto, with Accomp.
by Clarence
Williams' Blue Seven
Eva Taylor
Scatter
Your Smiles
(Kortlander-Wendling)
Contralto, with Accomp. by Clarence Williams' Blue Seven
Eva Taylor
40717 Just Whistle (Robison)
Singing, Whistling and
Guitar
Carson Robison
Nola (Amdt) Piano and Whistling,
Carson Robison
40721 If My Baby Cooks (As Good as She Looks)
(Kahal CarroIl) Vocal Duet, with Piano Accomp. by Dave Kaplan Billy Jones-Ernest Hare
Short an' Sweet (Dougherty-Tracey-Ehrlich)
Vocal Duet, with Piano Accomp. by Dave
Kaplan
Billy Jones-Ernest Hare

—

—

—

—

Hawaii— Waltz.

Aloha Hawa"an

Orch.

10

10
10

.

10

10

—
—

Peter

—

and Guitar Accomp
"Gooby" Jenkins
45070 Just Over the River (Spugin-Fillmore) Guitar
and Violin Accomp.,
Carson Family Sacred Quartet

—

I

Need

Thee

10

10

Guitar and HarErnest V. Stoneman

— Singing,

George Walburn-Emmett Hethcox

10

—

(

—

10

STANDARD AND SACRED RECORDS
45067 The

Haven
Accomp
Railroad
The

(Gilmour-Moore)

Rest

of

— Organ

The Jenkins Family
Organ Accomn.,
The Jenkins Family

of Life (Jenkins)

—

10
10

RACE RECORDS

—

8403 Four and Twenty Elders Spiritual; Sermon
Rev. J. M. Gates
with Singing
I
Prayed, I Prayed Spiritual; Sermon with
Rev. J. M. Gates
Singing
Baritone and
8408 In My Southern Harem (Brooks)
Shelton Brooks
Piano
I Was Marching Through Georgia (Brooks)
Shelton Brooks
Baritone and Piano
Con8409 Don't Forget to Mess Around (Barbarin)
tralto,
with Accomp. by Perry Bradford's
Alberta Hunter
Mean Four
Contralto, with AcI'm Tired Blues (Henry)
comp. by Piano and "Trumpet Alberta Hunter
Contralto and
8410 It's Evil Hearted Me (Spivey)
Piano
Victoria Snivey
Santa Fe Blues (Spivey) Contra'to and Piano,
Victoria Spivey
8411 I Have No Sweet Woman Now (Johnson)
Baritone, with Piano and Guitar Accomp. by

—

—

—

—

—

—
.

—

James Johnson

10

—

—

—

—

Longer (Berlin) Fox-trot, with
Chorus by The Crooners ... Hotel .Astor Orch.
Little

—

Still Believe in You (Gilbert-Rich)
Fox-trot,
with Chorus by The Crooners.
Hotel Aator Orch
40719 I'm Tellin' the Birds Tellin' the Bees How I
Love You
(Brown-Friend) Fox-trot,
with
I

—

Tom

—

Riding

Hood?

with

Pilots

(Rando'nhChorus by Tom

10

10

10

10

Margaret Johnson
„
„
Heavy
Burden Blues (Perry) Contralto, with
Piano Accomp. by Bob Ricketts,

—

10

Margaret Johnson

10

—

—

10
10

POPULAR DANCE RECORDS

—

3404 Just

a
Little
Longer Fox-trot, with Vocal
Specialty by Keller Sisters-Lynch,
,..,^^'"'5 Creager's Rhythm Ace*
r.
c., u
Don t Sing
Aloha
hen I Go Fox-trot, with
Vocal Specialty by Keller Sisters-Lynch.
Willie
Creager's Rhythm Aces
... _
„
3405 Hello
Bluebird Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by
Charles Forsythe ..\\'illie Creager's Rhythm Aces
Tomboy Sue Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by
Charles Hart,

—

W

—
—

Joe Candullo and His Everglades Orch.
3407 Toreador!
Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by Anthony Demish ...Felix Ferdinando and His Orch.
Faustine— Fox-trot
Jack Stillman's Orch.
3408 There s a Little White House (Where the Red,
Red Roses
Grow) Fox-trot. with Vocal
Chorus by Anthony Demish,
Felix Ferdinando and His Orch.
,„,
1 II Fly to Hawaii
Fox-trot, with Vocal Trio,
(jowan's Rhapsody Makers
3409 My Baby Knows How Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus
Felix Ferdinando and His Orch.
In a Little Spanish Town Waltz.
J°se Garcia's Spanish Serenaders
^
3410 rLeander Fox-trot. Jose Garcia's Spanish Serenaders
Gigolo Fox-trot .Jose Garcia's Spanish Serenaders

—

—

—

.

—

—

3411

—
—

POPULAR VOCAL RECORDS

Meet Her

in the Moonlight
Myers-Nelson,
with Accomp. by the Broadway Strollers
Myers-Nelson,
^^'".h Accomp. by the Broadway Strollers
3412 Make Him Feel at Home
Bert Lewis, of
Club Kentucky, with Piano Accomp. by Jack Carroll
Pretty Little Thing— Fox-trot
.Vaughn De Leath,
with Instrumental Accomp. bv Broadway Strollers
I

Calling

10

Me Home

10

.

RACE AND SPANISH RECORDS

3406 Bobadilla

— Fox-trot

10

Pathe Phono

10

&

Radio Corp.

JANUARY RECORDS, NO.
DANCE RECORDS

10

36338
10

36359
10

Fatima Fox-trot,
with
Vocal
Chorus by Arthur Fields
Van and His Orch.
I Could Be Sweeter to My Sister's Sweetie
Fox-trot
Miami Troupe
I d Love to Call You My Sweetheart
Fox-trot,
Joe Candullo and His Everglades Orch.
That Night in Araby Fox-trot. Palace Garden Orch
All Alone Monday
Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus
by John Ryan.
Joe Candullo and His Everglades Orch.
When Day Is Done Fox-trot, with Wical
Chorus by Lester O'Keefe,
Nathan Glantz and His Orch.
Don't Take That Black Bottom Away Fox-trot.
Palace Gardens Orch.
Stampede Foxtrot.
Joe Candullo and His Everglades Orch.
Oh. How I Love Bulgarians Fox-trot, with
Vocal Chorus bv John Ryan.
Joe Candullo and His Everglades Orch.

—

—

—

36540

—

—

10

1

—

Comes

—

10

10

Jose Candullo y su orquesta

Petrushka— Fox-trot
Orquesta Gennett
3403 Lucky Number Blues (Slow Drag),
Alberta Jones, with Accomp. by Ellington Twins
Im Gonna Put You Right in Jail (Slow Drag),
Alberta Jones, with Accomp. by Ellington Twins

—

Harry Reser'. Jazz

Red

10

Perry Bradford and His Gang
8417 Five
o'Clock
Blues
(Johnson) Fiddle
and
Kazoo, with Banjo by James Johnson and
Piano by DeLoise Searcy .... Lonnie Johnson
Johnson's Trio Stomp (Johnson)
Fiddle and
Piano Duet. .. .Lonnie Johnson-James Johnson
8418 Down Yonder Blues (Johnson)
Contralto, with
Piano Accomp. by Bob Ricketts,

Stacks,

— Fox-trot,

10

—

—

—

Could
Whichard)

10

Albertina-Victoria
There's a Meetin' Here To-night Jubilee, with
Piano Accomp. by Porter Grainger,
Albertina-Victoria
8416 Original Black Bottom Dance (Horsley-Bradford)
Fox-trot, with Chorus by Perry Bradford
Perry Bradford and His Gang
Kansas City Blues (Horsley) Fo.x-trot, with
Chorus by Perry Bradford,

36537 Here

Don't Mind Being All Alone When 1 rn -\11
Alone With You (Gaskill-McHueh-Mi'ls)
Fox-trot, with Chorus by Lem Cleg,
Sam Lanin's Melody Sheiks
My Baby Knows How (Davis-Akst-Richman)
Fox-trot, with Chorus by Lem Cleg.
Sam Lanin's Me'ody Sheik?

Chorus by

Carson Family Sacred Quartet

(Rowe-Ducan)

,

10

10

—

I

a

10

Time

the

and

DECEMBER 15 RELEASE
POPULAR DANCE RECORDS

How

10

Lonnie Johnson

the

10

—

All

RACE RECORDS

.

10

—

—

40718 Just

!0

10

Baritone,
Blues (Johnson)
Guitar Accomp. by Tames
Lonnie Johnson
Johnson
Contralto, with
8412 Shipwrecked Blues (Williams)
Piano by Clarence Williams
Sara Martin
Numbers on the Brain (Larry- Jackson) Contralto, with Piano by Clarence Williams
Sara Martin

Lonnie's Got
with Piano

10

10

Guitar and Violin Accomp.,

„

10

10

Brew

10

Gennett Records

Ernest V. Stoneman-Fiddler Joe
Walburn-Hethcox) Fiddle and
Guitar Duet.(3eorge Walburn-Emmett Hethcox
Macon Georgia Bound ( Walburn-Hethco.x) Fiddle and Guitar Duet,

Home

10

10

with

Are You Angry With Me, Darling?
with Guitar, Harmonica and Fiddle,
45066

10

—

in the Mountain
Singing and Playing,
Fiddlin' John Carson and His Virginia Reelers
Went Fishing Singing and Playing,
Fiddlin' John Carson and His Virginia Reelers
45069 Gypsy's Warning Singing and Fiddle, with
(iuitar Accomp
"Gooby" Jenkins
Fiddlin' Bill
(Jenkins)
Singing, with Fiddle

45068 Fire

10

OLD-TIME TUNE RECORDS

— Singing,

10

10

OLD-TIME TUNE RECORDS

—

—

Kline

10

—

,

—

monica

10

—

—

45065 Katie

10

POPULAR VOCAL RECORDS

POPULAR VOCAL RECORDS

40711 Just a Melody (Robison)
Tenor Novelty Duet,
with Guitar, 'Cello. Violin and Whistling AcVernon Dalhart-Carson Robison
comp
Tenor
When You're Far Away (Robison)
Novelty Duet, with Guitar, 'Cello, Violin and
Whistling Accomp.,
Vernon Dalhart-Carson Robison
40713 Everybody's Got a Girl (But Me) (Burns)
Baritone, with Piano by Dave Kaplan and
Guitar by John Call
Ernest Hare
By the Sine of the Omelette Sea (Langworthy)
Tenor, with Piano by Dave Kanlan and
Billy Jones
Guitar by John Call

40716

j

Joe Candullo and His Everglades Orch.
Constance Menng
5229 Crazy Quilt— Piano Solo
5230 Mv Cutey's Due at Two-to-Two---Descriptive
Kaiifman
Campbell-Jack
Al.
Duet
Tenor
Oriental
5231 Moonlight on the Ganges— Fox-trot
Orch.
His
Yellman
and
Duke
(From
5233 Why Do Ya Roll Those Eye.s— Fox-trot
Virtuoso)
"Americana") ..B. A. Ro'fe. (Trumpet
and His Palais d Or Orch.
>

10

Loan-Rich)
FoxHotel Astor Orch.

—

5228 Measly

10

One

—

Rose-Colored

—

Hugs and Kisses (Klages-Alter)

Arthur Fields

'

Through

—

Stacks

,

(Malie-Steiger)

Pilots

the

with
— Waltz,Ring's

—

Fox-trot, with Chorus
Glasses (Malie-Steiger)
by Billy Jones.... Sam Lanin's Melody Sheiks
VVant to Be Known as Susie's Feller (BrownDreyer)
Chorus
by
Tom
Fox-trot,
with

Monday— Fox-trot (From "The Ram_

.Golden Clate Orch.
biers") (Kalmar-Ruby)
Vocal Refrain by Arthur Fields
51863 Meadow-Lark— Fox-trot (Keidel-Fiorito), ^.
^
Duke Yellman and His Orch.
Rose),
(Fred
Fox-trot
Jerry—
Pal
My
Duke Yellman and His Orch.
Vocal Refrain by Hall-Ryan
Fox-trot
51872 Stars (Are the Windows of Heaven)—

World

the

at

1926

8414 Candy Lips (I'm Stuck on You) (Lauria-Jackson) Contralto, with Accomp. by Clarence
Williams' Blue Seven
Eva Taylor
Scatter Your Smiles (Kortlander-Wendling)
Contralto, with Accomp. by Clarence Williams'
Blue Seven
Eva Taylor
8415 Wish I Had a Died in Egypt Land Jubilee,
wTth Piano Accomp. by Porter Grainger,

DECEMBER
RELEASE
POPULAR DANCE RECORDS

.

Refrain

Vocal

Lonely

—

—

Okeh Records

xj^ u
Duke Yellman and His Orch.

Alone

—
—

—

1

Jack Albin's Orch.

son

All

5247 Bass Ale Blues,
Joe Candullo and His Everglades Orch.
5249 Rye Waltz ..Henry Ford's Old-Time Dance Orch.
5250 1 Found a Million-Dollar Baby (In a Five and
Ten Cent Store) Fox-trot ..Jack Albin's Orch.
Charles Harrison
5251 Because I Love You
5252 A Little Music in the Moonlight Singing and
Instrumental
"The Four Aristocrats
5253 I'd Love to Call You My Sweetheart Fox-trot,
Don Voorhees and His Earl Carroll's "Vanities"
Orch. Vocal Refrain by Harold Lambert
5254 Meadow-Lark Fox-trot,
Duke Yellman and His Orch.
Mixed Voices ....Calvary Choir
5255 Star of the East
Dwellers
5256
in the Western World
No. 3 'The
Black Man
Sousa's Band
5257 Slavic March
Victor Herbert and His Orch.
5258 McGregor's Toast
Harry Lauder

in

—

moon

Powers and Family

Fiddlin'

Manuel
in

Carolina- Fox-trot,
Golden Gate Orch.
Cover Me Up With Sunshine (And Feather My
Nest With Love) Fox-trot (Dixon-Hender-

51860 Pretty

—

FLASHES

51851 Lay Me Down to
(Yellen-Ager)

I

—

18)—

SpanConsuelo Escobar de Castro
Sanchez de Fuentes) in
Consuelo Escobar de Castro

isl,

Brown

—

—

Arcadie Birkenholz

Tus Ojos (For Your Eyes) (A.
Ponce-Eduardo Sanchez de Fuentes)
'

BLUE AMBEROL SUPPLEMENT

Richardson's Last Ride Singing, Violin
Vernon Dalhart
and Guitar
Ernie Anderson
5234 Nola Banjo Solo
5240 An Old-Fashioned Picture Singing, Violin and
Vernon Dalhart
Guitar
5246 Cluck Old Hen Country Dance of the Southern
Mountaineers with Singing:,

Arcadie Birkenholz

60059 Por

Rosalinda
Spanish

—

1926.

15,

You Love
Chorus by
Henry Moeller ..Justin
Yellow Jackets
Love Me All the Time (Rose-Dennis-Magine)
Waltz, with Chorus by Henry Moeller,
Justin Ring's Yellow Jackets

When You Waltz With
(Flynn-Sherman)

—

5232 Billy

Harry Reser's Jazz

Stacks

40720

Radio Girl

Hubay. Op.

(Jeno

Csarda

la

— The

Girl

—

DECEMBER,

December

from page 141)

5239 There's a New Star in Heaven To-Night (RuSinging, Violin and Guitar,
dolph Valentino)
Vernon Dalhart
Singing, Harmonica
5241 The Old Hickory Cane
and Guitar
Ernest V. Stoneman
The Blue Ridge Mountaineer
5242 Dwellers in the Western World— No. 2— The
Sousa's Band
White Man
Harry Lauder
5243 Weddin' of Sandy Macnab
5244 Babes in Toyland Selections,
Victor Herbert and His Orch.
5245 O Gladsome Light and Lord's Prayer,
Fifth Avenue Presbyterian Choir

Solo,

Solo

Violin

51852

—
—

—

,:

36541

—

———
December

—

THE TALKING MACHINE WORLD

1926

15,

—
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(

—

Grown So Lonesome

I've

.

'

OF
r^miNKlNG
YOU
Y
Writers of

^Mt

"That's

Why

I

J

Pml Ash

'^^s New Hit hy Walter Donaldson au2

t

i

Love You'

HI T/

Cvisp and Crackling Fox Trot
hy EGAN. PASTERNACKI avid WHITING

IN THE SUN, HANG OUT THE MOON
TAKE (ROCK
ME IN A CR.ADLE OF DR.EAMS)
©LEO1926
FEIST
Bolshevik

Ryan
36542

c4

Inc

—Fox-trot,

Waltz

You Belong

To-night

One You Love
Tuxedo Dance Orch.

the

Me—Waltz,

with Vocal
Chorus by L. O'Keefe
Majestic Dance Orch.
36543 Yiddishe Charleston Fox-trot-Charleston,
Majestic Dance Orch.
She Belongs to Me Foxtrot .Palace Garden Orch.
2519S I Don't Mind Being All Alone— Vocal and Orch.,
to

—
—

Edwards and Hot Combination
If
'er on the Old Verandah
Voice and Ukulele
Cliff Edwards
32213 Cherie, I Love You Instrumental Trio Accomp
Miss Annette Hanshaw
Don't Take That Black Bottom Away Vocal
Hanshaw and Red Heads
and Orch
32215 I'd Love to Call You My Sweetheart Voice
ClifiF

You Can't Land

—

and Piano

Hug and

Kisses

LEWIS

ly

with Vocal Chorus by John
Lee Morse's Blue Grass Boys

When You Waltz With

— Voice

—
—
Willard

Robison
and Piano ..Willard Robison

POPULAR VOCAL RECORDS

Just

—

How

36546

36547

—

with

Fred Sharp's Royal Cubans
with Vocal Cborus,
Fred Sharp's Royal Cubans
15182 There's a Little White House (Where the Red,
Red Roses Grow) Fo.x-trot, with Vocal
Fred Sharp's Royal Cubans
Chorus
Don't Sing Aloha When I Go Fox-trot, with
Vocal Chorus
The Georgia Collegians
15183 Don't Take That Black Bottom Away— Fox-trot,
with Vocal Chorus
The Dancing Champions
I'll Fly to Hawaii
Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus,
Fred Sharp's Royal Cubans
15184 I Still Believe in You Fox-trot, with Vocal

—

—

—

— The Dancing Champions
How— Fox-trot, with Vocal
Lakeshore Dance Orch.

Cborus

15185

My Baby Knows
Chorus
A Little Music in the

Moonlight

—
— Fox-trot

15186 Leander

When

Day

— Fox-trot,

—

—

—

Make Him

Feel at

Home,

Barney Smith (Of Hoosier Club)
Barney Smith (Of Hoosier Club)
15188 Susie's Feller
Pretty Little Thing
Vaughn De Leath

CHRISTMAS SPECIALS

Champion Quartet
15042 Jingle Bells
Adeste Fideles
Chimes and Brass Ouintet
15045 Hark! The Herald Angels Sing,
Champion Mixed Quartet
Trinity Orch.
Medley Christmas Airs

STANDARD AND

15153 Anvil

Chorus

R.^CE

(From

"II

My

Has

—

—

176

—

—

—

—

POPULAR VOCAL RECORDS

— Tenor
Irving Kaufman
Rags — Tenor
Irving Kaufman
32220 WTien You're Away— Tenor
Vernon Dalhart
The Prisoner's Sweetheart — Tenor
.George Morbid
32221 I'm On My Way Home — Voice and Orch.,
Betty Morgan
Talking
the Moon — Voice and Orch.,
Betty
32219 Just a Little Longer

.

.

to

CHRISTMAS RECORDS

1.

Morgan

Adeste Fideles.
2. O Little Town of Beth3. Hark! The Herald Angels Sing
Mixed Ouartet
Orpheus Ouartet
Silent Night.
2.
It Came Upon the Midnight Clear
Orpheus Quartet
lehem.

1..

FOR CHILDREN

21176 At the Circus
Red Riding Hood Goes Singing

Johnny Ryan
Johnny Ryan

Champion Two-hit Records
— Fox-trot,

Vocal Chorus.
The Georgia Collegiani

with

— Fox-trot .Al Lentz's Dance Orch.
How — Fox-trot,
Imperial Dance Orch.
I'm on My Way Home — Fox-trot,
Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.
Love Her— Fox-trot
Hollywood Dance Orch.
Moonlight on the Ganges — Fox-trot,
Irwin Abrams' Dance Orch.
Idolizing— Fox-trot
Hollywood Dance Orch.
Love You — FoxI'm Tellin' the Birds .How
trot
Hollywood Dance Orch.
If I'd Only Believed
You — Fox-trot,
Hollywood Dance Orch.
How Could Red Riding Hood? — Fox-trot.
Al Lentz's Dance Orch.
Gone Again Gal — Fox-trot
Al Lentz's Dance Orch.
Hello Bluebird — Fox-trot .Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.
Whose
Sunshine Are You? — Fox-trot,
Missouri
Baby Knows

I

.

178

.

Little

Jazz Band
179 There's a Little Wliite House on a Little Green
Hill
Fox-trot
Al. Lintz's Dance Orch.
Hawaiian Kisses Fox-trot
.Imperial Dance Orch.
180 Falling in Love With You— Waltz,
Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.
Starlight
Waltz ...Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.
1181 There Ain't No Maybe in
Baby's Eyes
Fox-trot
Hollywood Dance Orch.
Sunday Fox-trot
Sam Lanin's Dance Orch.
182 All Alone Monday (From "The Ramblers")
Fox-trot
Imperial Dance Orch.
Hugs and
'*Earl
Carroll's
Kisses
(From
Vanities")
Imperial Dance Orch.
Fox-trot
8183 The Arkansaw Mule Fox-trot,

—

—

.

—

My

—

—

—

Ken Meyer's Novelty Trio
Stampede Fox-trot
Ken Meyer's Novelty Trio
8184 Hello!
Swanee Hello! Fox-trot,
Al. Lentz's Dance Orch.
Cheer Up Fox-trot
Hollywood Dance Orch.
8185 The Little White House (From "Honeymoon
Lane") Fox-trot ...Irwin Abrams' Dance Orch.
Half a Moon (From ''Honeymoon Lane") Foxtrot
Imperial Dance Orch.

—

—

—

—
—

8186 I'd

—

VOCAL RECORDS
to Call You My Sweetheart — Tenor

J^ove
Solo, Orch. Accomp
If Tears Could Bring You
tone Solo, Orch. Accomp

POPULAR DANCE RECORDS
15179 Hello Bluebird

HAWAIIAN RECORD

Somewhere

8187

Irving

Back

No One But You Knows How
tralto

Solo,

Piano Accomp

Guitars.
— Duet, HawaiianFerera-Paaluhi
— Duet, Hawaiian

Honolulu

in

Ferera-Paaluhi

Guitars
B194

IRISH RECORD
The Hat Me Father Wore — Tenor
comp. by Flanagan Bros
Medley
Highland Flings

—

3195

Mary Lou

Vocal

Solo,

Refrain.

Eddie Peabody

— Banjo

Solo, Vocal Refrain.

Eddie Peabody

RACE RECORD
Savin'

You

for

All

It

Band Accomp
if

Jazz

You
for

Pastor

the

After a While

— Comedienne,
Jazz
Sara Johnson

Better — Comedienne.
Sara Johnson
— Sermon with Choir.

Do

Can't

Band Accomp

SI97 Praying

to

to

Ac-

Solo,

Matthew Haskins
— Instrumental
Trio,
Flanagan Brothers

— Banjo

Sweet Thing
8196 I'm

Kaufman
AcHall-Ryan

— Sermon

Rev.
with

M. Gates

J.

Choir,

Rev.

J.

M. Gates

Cameo Records
—

in

177

— Male

DANCE RECORDS

I

175

Sue

8193 Hawaiian Slumbertime

Alberta Jones
(Race RecAlberta Jones

Right in Jail

Keene

Good

Irving
Duet, Orch.

Record),

(Race

173 I've Got the Girl

174

the World She's a
Solo, Orch. Accomp.,

Tell

— Tenor

Hearted

Broken
comp

Papa

DANCE RECORDS

My

Charles
Duet, Orch. Accomp.,

— Male

Can't

Little Girl

Regal Records

—

—

You

8192 If

Criterion Ouartet
Criterion (Quartet

ord)

Eye

—

Bird

Hall-Ryan

RECORDS

C.

—

21174

You

I'm Gonna Put

—

Girl

Chorus by

Humming

Trovatore").

Champion Military Band
Champion Militarv Band

Blue Danube Waltz
15161 Annie Laurie
Home, Sweet Home
15180 Lucky Number Blues

—

Trouble— Fox-trot (Vocal
The Virginia Creepers
Kaley)
(Vocal
Chorus by Lester
Cherita Fox-trot
Majestic Dance Orch.
O'Keefe)
Fox-trot (Vocal Chorus
36551 Hello! Swanee, Hello!
The Virginia Creepers
by C. Kalev)
Fox-trot (Vocal
I Found A Million-Dollar Baby
Van and His Orch.
Chorus by A. Fields)
36552 Lonely Eyes Fox-trot (Vocal Chorus by Charles
Kaley)
Lanin's Arcadians
Fox-trot (Vocal
If I Only Believed in You
Lanin's Arcadians
Chorus by C. Kaley)
25199 Sunday Voice and Orch..
Ed^vards
(Ukulele Ike)
Cliff
and His Hot Combination
Meadow Lark Vocal and Orch..
Cliff Edwards (Ukulele Ike)
and His Hot Combination
32217 If You Can't Tell the World She's a Good
Little Girl
Hanshaw and Red Heads
I'm All Alone in a Castle of Stone Vocal and
Orch
Hanshaw and Red Heads
32218 She Knows Her "Onions" Voice and Orch.
Jay C. Flippen and His Gang
How Could Red Riding Hood Voice and Orch..
Jay C. Flippen and His Gang
36550

—

comp

I

.

36549

—

Found a Million-Dollar Baby .The Radio Franks
Vaughn De Leath
Here Comes Fatima
15187 If My Bab" Cooks (As Good as She Looks).

15178

—Bird's-Eye
Tenor Solo,

—

Done— Fox-trot,

POPULAR VOCAL RECORDS

Irving Kaufman
Duet, Piano Accomp.,

— Male

Radio Imps
of My Old Kentucky
Piano Accomp. .Charles Keene
If My Baby Cooks (As Good as She Looks)
Hare-Jones
Male Duet, Piano Accomp
8190 The Crepe on the Old Cabin Door Tenor Solo,
Vernon
Dalhart
Novelty Accomp
Tenor Solo, NovBilly Richardson's Last Ride
Vernon Dalhart
elty Accomp
8191 Just a Little Longer Tenor Solo, Piano Ac-

Home

with

with
Vocal
Indiana Hotel Broadcasters

Is

(Chorus

a Ukulele

—

ConEvelyn Freer
Accomp.,

Orleans)

Solo, Orch.

View

8189 Just a

The Dancing Champions
Lakeshore Dance Orch.
Xakesbore Dance (Drch.

Vocal Chorus
Gigolo Fox-trot

Me Home — Tenor

Me

Give

New

of

Accomp

Piano

Solo,

tralto

8188 Calling

— Fox-trot,

Vamp

Sadie Green (The

Vocal

Barney Smith (Of Hoosier Club)

—

36548

— Fox-trot,

amd Extraordinarj Patter/

HARRY WOODS

avid

The Georgia Collegians

2

Could Red Riding Hood— Fox trot (Vocal
Chorus by J. Ryan) ...Tommy Morton's Grangers
by
Chortis
Yours Fox-trot
(Vocal
Frank
Bessinger)
Hollywood Dance Orch.
Sunday Fox-trot
Lanin's Arcadians
Look Up and Smile Fox-trot (Vocal CTiorus by
Lee Morse's Blue Grass Boys
J. Ryan)
Just a Little Longer Fox-trot (Vocal Chorus by
Willard Robison and His Orch.
W. Neff)
Ev'rything's Peaches (For Peaches and Me)
Fox-trot
Morse's Blue Grass Boys
My Baby Knows How Fox-trot (Vocal Chorus
Lanin's Arcadians
by C. Kaley)
After Hours "American Suite No. 1" Fox-trot,
Deep River Orch.
Hello
Bluebird— Fox-trot (Vocal Chorus by
W. Neff) .Willard Robison and His Orchestra
Baby Mine (Fox-trot) (Vocal Chorus by
Tommy Morton's Grangers
Johnny Ryan)
Broken Hearted Fox-trot (Vocal Chorus by
The Virginia Creepers
Charles Kaley)
When I Kissed You, I Kissed the Blues GoodBye Fox-trot
Morton's Grangers

—

36545

Uinique

Town— Waltz,

Spanish

Little

a

Toreador!

.

—

JANUARY RECORDS No.
DANCE RECORDS

Longer

Little

a

YOUNG

and

Chorus
15181 In

—

32214 Bring Back Those Minstrel Days Vocal and
Piano
Jack Kaufman-Al Campbell
Sing Katie, (But Leave the Piano Alone)
Voice and Piano
Kaufman-Campbell
32216 We Will Meet at the End of the Trail— Tenor,
Vernon Dalhart
The Crepe on the Old Cabin Door Tenor,
Vernon Dalhart
36544

A

Sure- five Fox Trot Ballad With

II

Kaufman

Me — Bari-

Arthur Fields
Love ConEvelyn Freer

—

1030 Beside a Garden Wall Fox-trot, with Vocal
Refrain
Bob Haring and His Orch.
Life Will Be a Bed of Roses (If You Wake Up
With a Smile) Fox-trot, with Vocal Refrain.
Bob Harmg and His Orch.
1031 I'll Fly to Hawaii
Fox-trot, with Vocal Refrain,
Bob Haring and His Orch.
Moonlight Melody Fox-trot, with Vocal Refrain.
Cameo Dance Orch.
1038 For My Sweetheart Fox-trot, with Vocal ReSociety Night Club Orch.
frain
Hello!
Swanee, Hello! Fox-trot, with Vocal
Refrain
Ernie Golden and His Orch.
1039 Just a Little Longer Fox-trot, with Vocal
Refrain
Sam Lanin and His Troubadours

—
—

—

—

—
—

I

Meet Her in the Moonlight (But She Keeps
in the Dark)
Fo.x-trot, with Vocal Refrain,

—

Me

Ernie Golden and His Orch.
1040 (I Just

"Wanna" Be Known As)

— Fox-trot,

Susie's Feller

with Vocal Refrain

Varsity Eight
Usen't You Used to Be My Sweetie? FoxDixie Daisies
trot, with Vocal Refrain
1041 In a Little Spanish Town ('Twas on a Night
Like This)— Waltz, with Vocal Refrain,
Society Night Club Orch.
Hello, Bluebird
Fox-trot, with Vocal Refrain.
Bob Haring ana His Orch.

—

—

VOCAL RECORDS

1034 Stars (Are the Windows of
Duet, with Piano Accomp.,

—Vocal

The Radio Franks (Wright-Bessinger)
End of the World Come To-morrow (As
Tenor Solo,
as You Love Me To-day)
with Orch. Accomp
William Robyn
(I Just "Wanna" Be Known As) Susie's Feller

Let the

—

Long

1035

Heaven)

—

Vocal Blues, with Piano Accomp. .. Frances Sper
Nola W'histling Solo, with Piano and Violin
Cowboy Casey
Accomp
1036 I Found a Million Dollar Baby (In a Five and
Ten Cent Store) Vocal Duet, with Piano Accomp
"The Radio Franks (Wright-Bessinger)
Pretty Birdie Vocal Duet, with Piano Accomp.,
Kaufman-Campbell
1037 Black Bottom (From "George White's Scandals")
Vocal Duet, with Piano Accomp.,
The Ponce Sisters (Ethel and Dorothea)
Someone Is Losin' Susan Vocal Duet, with
Piano Accomp.,
The Ponce Sisters (Ethel and Dorothea)
1042 My Baby Knows How Vocal Blues, with Piano
Frances Sper
Accomp.'
(Continued on page 144)

—

—

—

—

—

—

——
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Meadow Lark — Vocal

Duet, with Whistling,

Half

Kaufman-Campbell

1032

To

PIPE ORGAN RECORDS
Wild Rose— Pipe Organ Solo.. Marsh McCurdy

a

Mighty Lak' a Rose

— Pipe

Organ

Solo,

Marsh McCurdy
1033 Adeste Fideles (Oh, Come All Ye Faithful)—
Pipe Organ Solo
Marsh McCurdy
Holy Night! Peaceful Night Pipe Organ Solo,

—

Marsh McCurdy

CHRISTMAS RECORDS
1043 Christmas

Part

Tidings,

— Male

Voices, with
Cathedral Male Choir
Christmas Tidings, Part 2 Male Voices, with
Organ Accomp
Cathedral Male Choir
278 Holy Night! Peaceful Night Male Quartet,
Strand Male Quartet
Adeste Fideles (Oh, Come All Ye Faithful)—
Male Quartet
Strand Male Quartet
807 The Spirit of Christmas Descriptive Novelty,
Gloria Geer and Co.
Santa Claus at the Christmas Party Descriptive Novelty
Gloria Geer and Co.
1

Organ Accomp

—
—

—

—

Ken Meyer's Novelty

The Astorites
So Lonesome) Thinking of You
with Vocal Chorus by Paul

The

Astorites

302-H Meadow Lark Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus
by Tom Stacks
The Night Club Orch.
Hello! Swanee, Hello!
Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Tom Stacks.
The Night Club Orch.
299- H Off to Buffalo- Fox-trot. .The Dixie Stompers
Brotherly Love Fox-trot. The Dixie Stompers
298-H I Love the Moonlight Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Frank Bessinger,

—
—

Broadway
Only Believed

If I'd

You

in

a

Me

a Ukulele

— Fox-trot, Hops
with
Bell

My

Broadway

Hops

Bell

—

—

—
Some Day — Fox-trot
New
292-H Sidewalks
—

.

.

....WMCA

York

Baby Cooks (As Good

Broadcasters

(East

Solo,
Girl

10

—

H

Hearted

H

— Fox-trot,
Wilson

Broadway

Hops

Bell

— Fox-trot.
Joe Candullo and His Everglades
Blowin' Off Steam — Fox-trot.
Everglades

10

Sweet Thing
2137 Somewhere

Hawaiian

10

10

—

10
10

10

To-night

You Belong

H

10
10

H Rags— Vocal,

10

Kaufman

10

Kaufman

10

Give
289-

287-

H
H

Me

10

Phil'ips

The Harmonizers
Jane Gray
Gray

— VocaLTane
"

Frank Ferera-John and Franzis Paahilii
Garden of Hawaii Waltz.
Frank Ferera-John and Franzis PaaUihi

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

Whose
1867 The

Lane")

—

—

Little

Little

—

.

—
Imperial

Sunshine Are You?

White House

—Fox-trot

(From

U.

You

Rather Be the Girl in Your Arms,
Marlborough Dance Orch.
3081 In a Little Spanish Town. ... Kaplan and His Orch.
If Tears Could Bring You Back to Me,
.Stillman and His Orioles
3082 Gone Again Gal
Sti'lman and His Orioles
Here Comes Fatima
F. Hall and His Orch.
I'd

VOCAL RECORDS

Fox-t'-ot.

Dance Orch.

"Honeymoon

....Irwin Alvams' Dance Orch.

WORD ROLLS
You

Town

Senorita Mine ("Tan

Played by
Robert Biilings

— Fox-trot

Revue")— Fo.x-trot.
J^<=k Pierce
„

Topics

—

uTT
T
jj
,
Climbing
Up
the Ladder of Love
Fox-trot
Tack Pierce
Hugs and Kisses ("Vanities")— Fox-trot .Robert Billings
You—Fox-trot
Robert Billings
My Baby Knows How Fox-trot
Jack Pierce
Hello Bluebird— Fox-trot
Robert Billings
Rainbow of Waikiki Waltz
Hiish-a-Bye- Waltz
Harold Wansborough
Where Do Y'ou Work-a-John ?— Song .Harold Wansborough
1 rouble m Mind Blues
Jack Pierce
If I Had You— Waltz
Harold Wansborough
Rags— Fox-trot
Lee Sims
Just a Little Longer
Fox-trot
Lee Sims
Thinking of You Fox-trot
Lee Sims
Idolizing— Fo-x--trot
Lee Sims
1 m Looking for a Girl Named Mary
Waltz
Kentucky Lullaby Waltz
There Ain't No Maybe in My Baby's Eyes Fox trot,
Robert Billings
_
For \ ou and ,r
Me TFox-trot
Jack Pierce
I've Got the Girl
Fox-trot
Robert Billings
Tell Me To-night— Fox-trot
Robert Billings
It Made You Happy When You Made Me Cry
FoxLee Sims
„
Pal of Mv Lonesome Hours Fox-trot
Lee Sims
,

—

—

.

—

—

,

—

—
—

—

•

,

•

—

•

•

•

•

INSTRUMENTAL ROLLS—MUSIC ONLY

Dizzy Fingers

Arthur Fields
Arthur Fields
Charles Hart

Hum

Lee Sims

•

AUTO-ART

These Rolls for Reproducing and Expression Player-Pianos
Using Standardized Tracker Bar

—Waltz SongWORD ROLLS McNair Ilgenfritz
INSTRUMENTAL ROLLS— MUSIC ONLY
Annie Laurie — With Variations
^[cXair Ilgenfritz
Warum?

Carmena

(Why)

Vogel

als

(Schumann)

Prophet

McNair

(The Prophet Bird)

Viennese

Domino Records

Mignon

—

—

.

—

—

—

.

>

—

—

—

—

—

3842 The

Imperial Dance C)rch.
Little

—

White

House

(From

"Honeymoon

Lane") Fox-trot ....Irwin Abrams' Dance Orch.
Half a Moon (From "Honeymoon Lane")
Fox-trot
Ho'lywood Dance Ore''.
3839 I've Got the Girl
Fox-trot.. Al Lentz's Dance Orch.
Sunday Fox-trot
Sam Lanin's Troubadours
3836 Moonlight on the Ganges Fox-trot,
Irwin Abrams' Dance Orch.
Hawaiian Kisses Fox-trot. Hollywood Dance Orr'
3843 Idolizing Fox-trot
Hollywood Dance Orch.
There Ain't No Maybe in Mv Baby's Eyes

—

—

Fox-trot
3838 All Alone
Fox-trot

—

—

—

McNail
(Ambrose Thomrs) .McNair

I'genfritz
I'genfritz
I'genfritz
Ilgenfritz

McNair

DANCE RECORDS

—

(Paraphrase)

IVlazurka— (Op. 33. No. 2) (Chopin) ..McNair
Salut D'Amour (Love's Greeting) (Elg"-).

3832 Hello, Bluebird Fox-trot. Sam Lanin's Troubadours
If I'd Only Believed in You
Fo.x trot.
Imperial Dance Orch.
3840 There's a Little White House on a Little Green
Hill
Fox-trot
Al. Lentz's Dance Orch.
Gone Again Gal Fox-trot.. Al Lentz's Dance Orch.
3835 I m on My Way Home
Fo.x-trot,
Sam Lanin's Troubadours
Cheer Up Fox-trot
Imperial Dance Orch.
3831 How. Could Red Riding Hood?
Fox-trot,
Al Lentz's Dance Orch.
My ..Baby Knows How Fox-trot Missouri Jazz Band
3833 I'm Tellin' the Birds, How I Love You Foxtrot
Imperial Dance Orch.
I Love Her
Fox-trot
Missouri Jazz Band
3837 Falling in Love With You Waltz,
Adrian Schubert's Salon Ore''.
Starlght Waltz ....Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch
3834 Hello! Swanee, Hello!
Fox-trot,
Al Lentz's Dance Orch.
Whose Little Sunshine Are You? Fox-trot.
.

Waltz

— Selections

I'genfritz

(Schumann),

McNair

—

Johnson

Music Go.

S.

Title
If I'd Only Believed in

Charles Hart

Wonderful Waltz of Love
Your Troubles Away
Emerson Quartet
Take in the Sun, Hang Out the Moon,
Emerson Quartet
3086 Six Feet of Papa
Gertrude Dwyer
A Too Tame Papa
(iertrude Dwyer
3085

Johnson
with

—

— Waltz,

3083 Just a Little Longer
Hello. Bluebird
3084 Hello! Swanee, Hello!

w^th^^"^"

—

From Me

It

—

DANCE RECORDS
1860 Hel'o. Bluebird; Fox-trot. Sam Lanin's Troubadours
If I'd Only Believed in You Fox-trot.
Imperial Dance Orch.
1861 There's a Little White House on a Little Green
Hill
Fox-trot
Al Lentz's Dance Ore''.
Gone Again Gal Fox-trot.. Al Lentz's Dance Orch.
1862 I'm on My Way Home Fox-trot,
Sam Lanin's Trouba'^ours
Cheer Up Fox-trot
Imperial Dance Orch.
1863 How Could Red Riding Hood? Fox-trot.
Al Lentz's Dance Orch.
My Baby Knows How Fox-trot Missouri Jazz Band
1864 I'm Tellin' the Birds, How I Love You FoxImperial Dance Orch.
trot
Fox-trot
Missouri Jazz Band
I Love Her
1865 Falling in Love With You Wa'tz.
Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.
Starlight
Waltz ....Adrian Schubert's Salon Orch.
Fox-trot
1.866 Hello! Swanee, Hello!
Al Lentz's Dance Orch.

—

with

Sara Johnson

—

Banner Records
—

— Comedienne,

I

—
The Harmonizers
— Novelty Singing Quartet,

Kona Waltz.
In a

Y'ou

Marlborough Dance Orch.
Pennsylvania Syncopators
Can't Get Over a Girl Like You,
Marlborough Dance Orch.
How I Love You
Kaplan and His Orch.
3079 My Baby Knows How
Original Indiana Five
Cow Bell Blues
Original Indiana Five
3080 If I Only Believed in You.. Kaplan and His Orch.

Take

a Ukulele

HAWAIIAN SELECTIONS

for

DANCE RECORDS

Dolly Kay
Novelty Singing Quartet,

Hello. Bluebird— Voca'
What's the L^se of Crying?

All

Accomp

3077 Falling in Love With

10

with Phil Phillips at the Piano,
DoIIv Kay

Thing-- Vocal, with PhU

Pretty Little
at the Piano
290-H I've Got the Girl!

It

Emerson Records

3078

Irving

—

—

10

—

294-

—

After Awhile Sermon, with Choir. Rev. J. M. Gates
Praying for the Pastor Sermon, with Choir,
Rev. J. M. Gates
1S82 Papa If You Can't Do Better Comedienne, with
Jazz Band Accomp
Sara Johnson
1881

10

Irving

—

I
I'd

—

—

10

10

I'm Tellin' the Birds— Tellin' the Bees How
Jane Gray
Love You Vocal
Love to Call You My Sweetheart Vocal.
Jane Gray
295-H Where Do You Work-a John?— Vocal Duet,
Jack Kaufman-Al Campbell
Bring Back Those Minstrel Days Vocal jiuet.
Tack Kaufman-Al Camiibell
300-

—

Hawaiian

—

—

—

3852 Papa If You Can't Do Better Comedie'nne,
Jazz Band Accomp
Sara
I'm Savin' It All for Y'ou Comedienne,
Jazz Band Accomp
Sara

IRISH RECORD

Jazz Band

The

Me — Voca'.

to

—

Me Father Wore
Tenor Solo, with
Accomp. by Flanagan Brothers. .Matthew Haskins
Highland Flings Medley Instrumental Trio,
Flanagan Brothers

2138 The Hat

.

38o3 After Awhile Sermon, with Choir. .Rev.
J. M. Gates
Praying for the Pastor Sermon, with Choir.

Ferera-Paaluhi
with

—

RACE RECORDS

Refrain,

Ferera-Paaluhi

I'm Savin'

10

Town — Vocal,

Spanish

Little

a

Wore— Tenor Solo with
Accomp. by Flanagan Brothers. Matthew Haskins
Highland Flings Medley Instrumental Trio,
Flanagan Brothers

—

Hawaiian

with

Eddie Peabody

—
—

IRISH RECORD

Eddie Peabody

—

VOCAL SELECTIONS
30I-H In

— Duet,
Slumbertime — Duet,
Honolulu

in

with Vocal Refrain,

Solo,

HAWAIIAN RECORD

RACE RECORDS

Orch.
with Vocal
The Astorites
Astorites

with V'ocal

Solo,

Guitars

10
10

Orch.

Chorus by Happy Hour Trio ..
Tuck in Kentucky and Smile Fox-trot,

— Banjo

Eddie Peabody

„
—Banjo

The Hat Me Father

0163

Eddie Peabody

HAWAIIAN RECORD

•

Ihmg

„

Hall-Ryan

Guitars

You— Fox-trot,

Believe in

Still

— Male

T,,

0166 Somewhere in Honolulu Duet, with Hawaiian
Guitars
Ferera-Paaluhi
Hawaiian Slumbertime
Duet, with Hawaiian
Guitars
Ferera-Paaluhi

Irving Kaufman
Duet, w.th Orch.

—

10

Brown Sugar

I

c
bweet

—

with Vocal Chorus by Tack

Joe Candullo and His

285-H

Hops

Broadway

trot

Sunday
286-

— FoxBell

Sue

Accomp

Away

Don't Take That Black Bottom

—

1879 The. Crepe on the Old Cabin Door— Tenor Solo,
with Novelty Accomp
Vernon Dalhart
Billy Richardson's Last Ride
Tenor Solo, with
Novelty Accomp
Vernon Dalhart
1880 Mary Lou Banjo Solo, with Vocal Refrain,

—

—

—

Irving Kaufman
You Back to Me Baritone
Accomp
Arthur FiilJs
the World She's a Good Little

Broken

•

—

with Orch.

—

Little

—

—

You Can t Tell
Tenor Solo, with Orch. Accomp.,

1878 If

Good

She's a

Solo, with

,

Solo, with Orch.

Tears Could Bring

If

— Tenor

Arthur Fields

Orch. Accomp.,
Irving Kaufman
„
„
„
Broken
Hearted Sue Male Duet, with Orch
Hall-Ryan
,ccA The Crepe
3850
on the Old Cabin Door Tenor Solo,
with Novelty Accomp
Vernon Dalhart
Billy Richardson's Last Ride
Tenor Solo, with
Vernon Dalhart
°^?''^ Accomp
,oc, Mary
11.,
3851
Lou Banjo Solo, with Vocal Refrain,

Hall-Ryan
Ac-

Me Home — Tenor

comp

10

Side,

Side)
Pace. Joe Candullo and His Everglades Orch.
Will You Love Me in December as You Do in
May? Waltz, with Vocal Chorus by Tony
Pace. Joe Candullo and His Everglades Orch.
291-H For My Sweetheart Fox-trot, with Vocal
Chorus by Irving Kaufman. The Harmonians
That's My Girl
Fox-trot, with Voral Chorus
by Irving Kaufman
The Harmonians

Girl

—
Irving

—

847. If

Kaufman

.Irving

Me— Baritone
.

Accomp
\ou Can't TeU the World
^''^

T.

3

—

as

—

Icars Could Bring Y'ou Back to

It

with Orch. Accomp
Kaufman
Humming Bird Male Duet, with Orch. Accomp..
Solo,

1877 Calling

West
Waltz, with Vocal Chorus by Tony
of

— Tenor

The Radio Imps

Vocal Chorus by Irving Kaufman,

297-H I'm Tellin' the Birds— Tellin' the Bees— Foxtrot, with Vocal Chorus by Frank Bessinger,
The Westerners
Take in the Sun, Hang Out the Moon Foxtrot, with Vocal Chorus by Frank Bessinger,
The Westerners
296-H My Baby Knows How Fox-trot, with Vocal
.University Six
Chorus by Arthur Fields
Lonely Eyes Fox-trot
University Six
293- H Fire!— Fo.x-trot, with Vocal Chorus by the Old
Fireman
W^MCA Broadcasters

—

—

,

^oap

Charles Keene
So'o, w.th Piano
Charles Keene
Male Duet, with Piano Ac-

Longer

Little

—
—

—

She Looks)
Male Duet, w.th P.ano Accomp
Hare-Jones
1876 I'd Love to Call You My Sweetheart Tenor

10

10
10
10

—
—

Home—

If

10

Trio

ivnows How to Love ConSo.o, with Piano Accomp
Evelyn Preer
Bird s-eye View of My Old Kentucky
Tenor Solo, with Piano Accomp.

comp
10

•

1873 Sadie Green (The Vamp of New Orleans)
Contralto Solo, with Jr'iano Accomp
Evelyn Preer

No One But You

—

—

— Fo.x-trot,

VOCAL RECORDS

tralto
1874 Just a

1926

3846 Sadie Green (The Vamp of New Orleans) Contralto Solo, with Piano Accomp
Evelyn Preer
No One But You Knows How to Love Contralto Solo, with Piano Accomp
Evelyn Preer
3844 Just a Bird's-eye View of My Old Kentucky
Home Tenor Solo, with Piano Accomp.
Charles Keene
„
T
T
T
Just a Little Longer Tenor So'-O, with Piano
Accomp
Charles Keene
3849 Give Me a Ukulele— Male Duet, with Piano Ac,/°mPThe Radio Imps
if My Baby Cooks (As Good as She Looks)
Male Duet, with Piano Accomp
Hare-Jones
3845 I'd Love to Call Y'ou My Sweetheart Tenor
Solo, with Orch. Accomp
Irving Kaufman
Humming Bird— Male Duet, with Orch. Accomp.,
Hall-Ryan
,,.
of,4f,
„
3848 Calling Me Home Tenor Solo, with Orch. Ac-

.

The Arkansaw Mule

Accomp

—

—

—

—

VOCAL RECORDS

—

Just

304-H In a Little Spanish Town— Waltz, with Vocal
Chorus by Joe Sherman,
Tommy Christian and His Orch.
Ting-a-Ling Waltz, with Vocal Chorus by
Tony Pace. Tommy Christian and His Orch.
303-H It Made You Happy When You Made Me
Cry Fox-trot, with Vocal Chorus by Paul

3841 Stampede

—

—
—

15,

Hugs and Kisses (From "Earl Carroll's VanHollywood Dance Orch.
„ '"es")— Fo-x-trot
Fox-trot
Ken Meyer's Novelty Trio
The Arkansaw Mule Fox-trot,
Ken Meyer's Novelty Trio

—

—

1S75 Give

—

(From "Honeymoon Lane")

—

DANCE SELECTION?

—
Hagan
(I've Grown
—
Fox-trot,
Hagan

Moon

a

December

from page 143)

Fox-trot
Hollywood Dance Orch.
1868 I've Got the Girl
Fox-trot. Al Lentz's Dance Orch.
Sunday Fox-trot
S?m Lanin's Troubadours
1869 Moonlight on the Ganges Fox-trot,
Irwin Abrams' Dance Orch.
..
Hawaiian Kisses Fo.x-trot. Hollywood Dance Orch.
1870 Idolizing Fox-trot
Hollywood Dance Orch
There Ain't No Maybe in My Baby's Eyes
Fox-trot
Missouri Jazz Band
1871 All Alone Monday (From "The Ramblers")
Fox-trot
Hollywood Dance Orch
Hugs and Kisses (From "Earl Carro'.l's Vanleties ')
Fo.x-trot
Hollywood Dance Orch.
1872 Stampede Fox-trot
Ken Meyer's Novelty Trio

Harmony Records

288-

—

.

Missouri Jazz Band

Monday (From "The Ramblers")

—

Hollywood Dance Orch

I

Ilgen^ri'z

LIBRARY EDITION—AVORD ROLLS
Passed by Your Window— Song
Robert
FOREIGN WORD ROLLS

Billings

—

Ach! Wspomnij Mie Wale (Po'ish)
Dziewcze Z Buzia Jak Ma'ina (Polish).
Mylikie Tevyne (Lithuanian)
Gdy- Pierwszy Raz Ta -Ujrzalem

— Walc

FOREIGN ROLLS— MUSIC ONLY

Obertas Staropolis (Polish)
Edzia— Polka (Polish)
Setka Polka

Kurpik Oberek
Samochod Polka (Polish)
.

-

Hoffman Music

-

.

Go.'s

Store Is Remodeled

—

Clinton, La., December 4. The fiftieth anniversary of the Hoffman Music Co. wa.s celebrated last month with the formal opening of
the greatly enlarged and completely remodeled
three-story building which houses the concern.
A complete line of all musical instruments is
carried.
A musical program was given during
the opening day and appropriate souvenirs were
distributed to visitors.

— —
December

THE TALKING MACHINE WORLD

1926

15,

From European Headquarters

CONSTRUCTIVE ARTICLES IN THIS
ISSUE OF THE WORLD

{Qontinued from page 139)

New

Zealand have been converted
into limited liability companies, and that a new
company has been formed in Germany. The

Holland and

Ready Reference

company holds shares to the value of £ 121,000odd in these new companies. Referring to gen-

HS"l5T«l«5"S"|gg g|«S'lKl»l»|g lg|«lg|KI>il«l«l«tal«l«l«lgB{l.

months

new

financial

Important European-American Deals

year were far in excess of those for the corresponding months of the previous year, and
all indications tended to show that the comparative sales are likely to continue upward.
The Pearlotone D'aphragm
L. E. Jaccard, of Clerkenwell road, this city,
has recently introduced to the trade a new
novelty in the shape of a delicately and artistically designed diaphragm, which, used with
just a motor and turntable, attached to any box
or cabinet, precludes the use of the ordinary
sound box, tone arm and amplifying chamber.

Have Been Consummated by the
Brunswick Co
New York Bankers Secure Control of

of the first

four

of the

Brief Paragraphs of Interest
Official Commercial and
announced to be held April
7 to 21, inclusive, in the Gardens and Halls of
the Cinquantenaire, Brussels. Talking machine
firms that have already booked space include
Compagnie Francaise du Gramophone, Compagnie du Phono-Colibri, of Belgium (pocket
portables), C. De Sauw, of Brussels, Pathe
Belgique, G. Reney, of Brussels, and Hermann

The Eighth Belgian

International Fair

the Victor Talking

Greater

big Columbia effort upon his return.
Evidence of the increasing activity of the
trade here is afforded by the fact that both
Collaro, Ltd., and the Garrard Engineering Co.
have had to secure additional premises. Messrs.
Collaro have secured a new and larger factory

and entitled "The Romance of Music" with
Helen
Davis, soprano and Victor Young,
pianist, both Edison artists, appearing in costume, was given at Drum Hill auditorium, under
the auspices of Petrocine's Music Store, on December 6. The event was well attended.
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Authoritative Information
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Radio Tie-ups With Important Events

by Exploiting New

Profits

Wrinkles
Let the Post Office Check Your Mail-

Peekskill, N. Y., December 9. ^A comparison
concert featuring the New Edison phonograph

3

Build Sales

Fails

A

Edison Concert Given

•

Machine Co....

Lyon & Healy

Culmore Works, Culmore road, Peckham,
London, and the Garrard Co.'s works at Swindon have been further extended recentlv.

Featuring the Musical Possibilities of
the Talking Machine

Records
W. H. Lynas Makes Interesting
Analysis of Status of Radio Industry
in Europe
Interesting Facts Concerning Radio's
Missing Notes
Straightening Out the Air Tangles ...
It's the EfTort, Not the Market That

is

Thorens, of Switzerland (motors).
The annual dinner of the Federation of British
Music Industries is announced to be held on
January 26, 1927, at the Savoy Hotel. The 1927
convention, I understand, is to be held toward
the end of Alay in Ramsgate.
Louis Sterling is daily expected (as I write)
back from New York. Anticipations are always
rife upon Mr. Sterling's appearances and disappearances, and the trade would not be at all surprised if Columbia announced some new and
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140.
Chanslor
& Lyon, Los Angeles, with
branches throughout the State, have been appointed the exclusive California distributor for
Zenith radio receivers.
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TWO-HIT

/

PHONOGRAPHS

The Champion Two -Hit Record
HAS been on

the market less than one year and the

volume from month to month
increase
per dealer proves beyond a doubt its qualifications meeting the present day demands of selling organizations,
in

regardless of size.

sales

The Champion Record Department Merchandising plan
as outlined to the trade has met with unlimited success
as

it

increases sales

ways.

and reduces the overhead in many

Write today for

details

record.

CHAMPION RECORD COMPANY
RICHMOND, INDIANA

concerning

this

new

putting the

is

Phonograph back
on the map
ON

November 20th, Thomas A. Edison told
nearly three million readers of The Saturday
Evening Post why the phonograph will continue
to hold its place in the American home.
He is
telling them about his wonderful new instrument, the Long-Playing Phonograph. He will
tell them again in the December 11th issue of
the same magazine.

The November 27th

issue of Collier's Weekly
carried his first message to its nearly two million readers. And then on December 1 1th, just
two weeks before Christmas, at the very
peak of the holiday buying. Collier's Weekly
will carry across its center spread a great
color smash.

Meanwhile, the farm and small town population more than two and one-half million

—

—

will read about Thomas A. Edison's
The same news will be
latest achievement.
carried again by three separate insertions in

people

more than a hundred newspapers

—another

three million readers.

—

million people phonoonce, and most
of them twice, about the great improvement that Thomas A. Edison hsis made
in one of the first of his inventions. Ten
and a half million prospects enough
in every town and city to make a sizable increase for every Edison dealer.

Ten and a

half

graph prospects

— reading

—

THOMAS

A. EDISON, Inc.
Orange, N. J.

Jobbers of the

NEW YORK

New

Edison:
ILLINOIS

VIRGINIA

Albany — American Phonograph

Co.

Richmond — The

C.

B.

Haynes

Co.,

— Edison

Chicago

Inc.

—The

Phonograph Co.

St.
St.

—

John— \V. H. Thome &
Thomas — Edison

Girard Phonograph

Vancouver

Williamsport— \V. A.

Myers

San

—Kent

Francisco
Dist.

TEXAS

—

Dallas Texas-Oklahoma
graph Co.

Piano

Co., -Ltd.

— Edison

Orleans

tributing

UTAH

Phonograph

.Atlanta

Kansas City — Edison Phonograph
St.

— Phonographs,

Co.

Louis— Si Ivertone Music

Co.

MONTANA
Dis-

Helena— Montana Phonograph

Co.

NEW JERSEY

GEORGIA
Co.

Co.,

Detrbit— The R. B. Ailing Co.

Dist.

Co.

Music

MICHIGAN

Co.

Denver — Edison

— Diamond

Inc.

MISSOURI

Phonograph

COLORADO
Phono-

Ogden — Proiidfit Sporting Goods

New

Phonograph

CALIFORNIA

Co.

ra

Co., Ltd.

Distrib. Co.

PENNSYLVANIA
Philadelphia

Dis-

LOUISIANA

CANADA

OHIO
Cleveland

Phonograph

tributing Co.

Orange — Edison
Inc.

tributing

Co.

Phonograph

Dis-
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